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THE PKOPHECIES OF ISAIAH.

PART V.

BOOK OF WOES;

OR HISTOKICAL DISCOUESES RELATING TO ASSHTJE AND
THE EGYPTIAN ALLIANCE.

Chap, xxviii.-xxxiii.

|HESE chapters carry us to the earhest years of

Hezekiah's reign, probably to the second and third

;

as Samaria has not yet been destroyed. They run

parallel to the book of Micah, which also takes its

start from the destruction of Samaria, aiid are as faithful a

mirror of the condition of the people under Hezekiah, as ch.

vii.-xii. were of their condition under Ahaz. The time of Ahaz
was characterized by a spiritless submission to the Assyrian yoke

;

that of Hezekiah by a casual striving after liberty. The people

tried to throw off the yoke of Assyria ; not with confidence in

Jehovah, however, but in reliance upon the help of Egypt.

This Egypticizing policy is traced step by step by Isaiah, in

ch. xxviii.-xxxii. The gradual rise of these addresses may be

seen from the fact, that they follow the gradual growth of the

alliance with Egypt through all its stages, until it is fully con-

cluded. By the side of this casual ground of trust, which

Jehovah will sweep away, the prophet exhibits the precious

corner-stone in Zion as the true, firm ground of confidence.

We might therefore call these chapters (xxviii.-xxxiii.) " the

book of the precious corner-stone," just as we called ch. vii.-xii.

" the book of Immanuel." But the prophecy in ch. xxviii. 16

VOL. II. A



2 THE PROPHECIES OF ISAIAH.

does not determine and mould the whole of this section, in

the same manner in which the other section is moulded a^d

governed by the prophecy of the Son of the Virgin We

Therefore prefer to call this cycle of prophecy " the book of

woes ;" for censure and threatening are uttered here m repeated

utterances of " woe;' not against Israel only, but more especially

against Judah and Jerusalem,. untH at last, in ch. xxxui., the

" hoi concerning Jerusalem" is changed into a «
lioi concerning

Asshur." All the independent and self-contained addresses in

this cycle of prophecy commence with lioi (" woe ;" ch. xxviii.,

xxix., XXX., xxxi.-xxxii., xxxiii.). The section which does not

begin with hoi (viz. ch. xxxii. 9-20) is the last and dependent part

of the long address commencing with ch. xxxi. 1. On the other

hand, ch. xxix. 15-24 also commences with hoi, though it does

not form a distinct address in itself, since ch. xxix. forms a com-

plete whole. The subdivisions of the sections, therefore, have

not a uniform commencement throughout; but the separate

and independent addresses all commence with hoi. The climax

of these prophecies of woe is ch. xxx. Up to this point the

exclamation of woe gradually ascends, but in ch. xxxi.—xxxii.

it begins to fall ; and in ch. xxxiii. (which contains an epilogue

that was only added in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah's reign)

it has changed into the very opposite. The prophet begins with

hoi, but it is a woe concerning the devastator. This utmost

woe, however, was not fulfilled at the point of time when the

fulfilment of " the utmost" predicted in ch. xxviii.—xxxii. was
apparently close at hand; but Jerusalem, though threatened

with destruction, was miraculously saved. Yet the prophet
had not merely to look on, as Jonah had. He himself pre-
dicted this change in the purpose of God, inasmuch as the
direction of the " woe" in his mouth is altered, like that of the
wrath of God, which turns from Jerusalem to Asshur, and
destroys it.

THE FIEST WOE.—JTJDGMENT UPON SAMARIA AND JEEUSAIEM,
AND CONSOLATION FOE BOTE.—CHAP. XXVIII.

Isaiah, like Micah, commences with the fall of the proud
and intoxicated Samaria. Ver. 1. « Woe to tlm proud crown of
th^ drunken of Ephraim, and to the fading flower of its splendid



CHAP. XXVIII. 1-4. 3

ornament, which is upon the head' of the luxuriant valley of those

slain with wine." The allusion is to Samaria, which is called (1)
" the pride-crown of the drunken of Ephraim/' i.e. the crown

of which the intoxicated and blinded Ephraimites were proud

(ch. xxix. 9, xix. 14), and (2) "the fading flower" (on the

expression itself, compare ch. i. 30, xl. 7, 8) "of the ornament of

his splendour," i.e. the flower now fading, which had once been

the ornament with which they made a show. This flower stood

" upon the head of the valley of fatnesses of those slain with

wine" (cf. ch. xvi. 8), i.e. of the valley so exuberant with fruit-

fulness, belonging to the Ephraimites, who were thoroughly

enslaved by wine. Samaria stood upon a beautiful swelling

hill, which commanded the whole country round in a most

regal way (Amos iv. 1, vi. 1), in the centre of a large basin, of

about two hours' journey in diameter, shut in by a gigantic

circle of still loftier mountains (Amos iii. 9). The situation

was commanding ; the hiU terraced up to the very top ; and the

surrounding country splendid and fruitful (Bitter, Erdhinde,

xvi. 660, 661). The expression used by the prophet is inten-

tionally bombastic. He heaps genitives upon genitives, as in

ch. X. 12, xxi. 17. The words are linked together in pairs.

Sh^mdnvm (fatnesses) has the absolute form, although it is

annexed to the following word, the logical relation overruling

the syntactical usage (compare ch. xxxii. 13, 1 Ghron. ix. 13).

The sesquipedalia verba are intended to produce the impression

of excessive worldly luxuriance and pleasure, upon which the

woe is pronounced. The epithet nohhel (fading : possibly a

genitive, as in ver. 4), which is introduced here into the midst

of this picture of splendour, indicates that all this splendour is

not only destined to fade,, but is beginning to fade already.

In the next three verses the lioi is expanded. Vers. 2-4.

" Behold, the Lard holds a strong and mighty thing like a hail-

storm, a pestilent tempest; like a storm of mighty overflowing

waters, He casts down to the earth with almighty hand. With

feet they tread down the proud crown of the drunken of Ephraim.

And it happens to the fading flower of its splendid ornament,

which is upon the head of the luxuriant valley, as to an early fig

iefore it is harvest, which whoever sees it looks at, and it is no

sooner in his hand than he swallows it." "A strong and mighty

thing :" y^^) PJO '^® ^^^^ rendered in the neuter (with the
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LXX and Targum) rather than in the masculine, as Luther

does, although the strong and mighty thing which the Lord

holds in readiness is no doubt the Assyrian. He is simply the

medium of punishment in the hand of the Lord, which is caUed

ydd absolutely, because it is absolute in power,— as it were,

the hand of all hands. This hand hurls Samaria to the ground

(on the expression itself, compare ch. xxv. 12, xxvi. 5), so that

they tread the proud crown to pieces with their feet {terd-

masndh, the more pathetic plural form, instead of the singular

terdmes; Ges. § 47, Anm. 3, and Caspari on Obad. 13).

The noun sdar, which is used elsewhere in the sense of shud-

dering, signifies here, like n-jyo, an awful tempest ; and when

connected with 31215, a tempest accompanied with a pestilential

blast, spreading miasma. Such destructive power is held

by tlie absolute hand. It is soon all over then with the

splendid flower that has already begun to fade (^?J nv^V, like

iiOpn '^3 in ch. xxii. 24). It happens to it as to a bikhurdli

(according to the Masora, written with mappik here, as dis-

tinguished from Hos. ix. 10, equivalent to I^bJdkkurdthdh ; see

Job xi. 9, " like an early fig of this valley ;" according to

others, it is simply euphonic). The gathering of figs takes

place about August. Now, if any one sees a fig as early as

June, he fixes his eyes upon it, and hardly touches it with

his hand before he swallows it, and that without waiting to

masticate it long. Like such a dainty bit will the luxuriant

Samaria vanish. The fact that Shalmanassar, or his successor

Sargon, did not conquer Samaria till after the lapse of three

years (2 Kings xviii. 10), does not detract from the truth of the
prophecy ; it is enough that both the thirst of the conqueror
and the utter destruction of Samaria answered to it.

The threat is now followed by a promise. This is essen-
tially the same in character as ch. iv. 2-6. The place of the
false glory thus overthrown is now filled by a glory that is

di^•ine and true. Vers. 5, 6. " In that day will Jehovah of
hosts he the adorning crown and the splendid diadem to the
remnant of Hispeople ; and the spirit ofjustice to them that sit on
the judgment-seat, and heroic strength to them that drive back war
at the gate." " The remnant of His people" (INB' with a fixed
Jcametz, as in ch. xxi. 17) is not Judah, as distinguished from
Ephraim that had utteriy perished ; but Judah and the remain-



CHAP. XXVIII. 5, 6.

ing portion of Ephraim, as distinguished from the portion

which had perished. After the perishable thing in which they

gloried had been swept away, the eternal person of Jehovah

Himself would be the ornament and pride of His people. He,

the Lord of the seven spirits (ch. xi. 2), would be to this rem-

nant of His people the spirit of right and heroic strength.

There would be an end to unjust judging and powerless sub-

. mission. The judges are called " those who sit 'al-hammishpdt"

in the sense of "on the seat of judgment" (Ps. ix. 5, cxxii. 5)

;

the warriors are called " those who press back milchdmdh

shardh" (war at the gate), i.e. either war that has reached their

own gate (ch. xxii. 7), or war which they drive back as far as

the gate of the enemy (2 Sam. xi. 23 ; 1 Mace. v. 22). The
promise in this last passage corresponds to Mic. v. 4, 5. The
athnacli in ver. 6 ought to stand at hammishpdt ; the second

clause of the verse may be completed from the first, "I'liajpi

being equivalent to mi3J nrh\ and '•Tl^'D to Ui^'Di'. We might

regard 2 Chron. xxx. as a fulfilment of what is predicted in

ver. 6, if the feast of passover there described really fell in the

age succeeding the fall of Samaria ; for this feast of passover

did furnish a representation and awaken a consciousness of

that national unity which had been interrupted from the time

of Eehoboam. But if we read the account in the Chronicles

with unprejudiced minds, it is impossible to shut our eyes to

the fact that this feast of passover took place in the second

month of the first year of Hezekiah's reign, and therefore not

after the depopulation of the northern kingdom by Shalmanassar,

but after the previous and partial depopulation by Tiglath-

pileser (see vol. i. p. 52). In fact, the fulfilment cannot be

looked for at all in the space between the sixth and fourteenth

years of Hezekiah, since the condition of Judah during that

time does not answer at all to the promises given above. The

prophet here foretells what might be hoped for, when Asshur

had not only humbled Ephraim, but Judah also. The address

consists of two connected halves, the promising beginnings of

which point to one and the same future, and lay hold of one

another.

With the words, " and they also," the prophet commences

the second half of the address, and passes from Ephraim to

Judah. Vers. 7, 8. "And they also reel with wine, and are
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giddy ivith metli ; priest and prophet reel with meth, are swal-

loioed up hy wine : they are giddy with meth, reel when seeing

visions, stagger when pronouncing judgment. For all tables are

full offilthy vomit, without any more place." The Judaans are

not Jess overcome with wuie than the Ephrainiites, and espe-

cially the rulers of Judah. In wicked violation of the law of

God, which prohibited the priests from drinking strong drink

when performing priestly service, and that on pain of death

(Lev. X. 9, cf. Ezek. xliv. 21), they were intoxicated even in

the midst of their prophetic visions (^f^[},
literally " the thing

seeing," then the act of seeing ; equivalent to 'sn , hke nth in

ver. 15 = nirn; Olshausen, § 176, c), and when passing judicial

sentences. In the same way Micah also charges the prophets

and priests with being drunkards (Mic. iii. 1 sqq., cf. ii. 11).

Isaiah's indignation is manifested in the fact, that in the woi'ds

which he uses he imitates the staggering and stumbling of the

topers ; like the well-known passage, Sta pes sta mi pes stas pes

ne lahere mi pes. Observe, for example, the threefold repetition

of shdgu—tdghu, shdgu—tdghu, shdgu—pdqu. The hereditary

priests and the four prophets represent the whole of the ofEcial

personages. The preterites imply that drunkenness had become
the fixed habit of the holders of these offices. The preposition

3 indicates the cause (" through," as in 2 Sam, xiii. 28 and
Esther i. 10), and min the effect proceeding from the cause (in
consequence of wine). In ver. 8 we can hear them vomit.
"We have the same combination of the p and S in the verb
hotzen, Gothic hozan. All the tables of the carousal are full,
without there being any further room (cf. ch. v. 8) ; everything
swims with vomit. The prophet paints from nature, here with-
out idealizing. He receives their conduct as it were in a mirror,
and then in the severest tones holds up this mirror before them'
adults though they were.

'

Vers. 9, 10. " Whom then would he teach knowledge ? And to
whom makepreaching intelligible^ To those weanedfrom the mim
To those removed from the breast? For precept upon precept, pre-
cept upon precept, line upon line, line upon Une, a little here, a Utile
there! They sneer at the prophet, that intolerable moralist.They are of age and free; and he does not need to bring know-edge to them (da'a*/. as in ch. xi. 9), or make them understand
the proclamation. They know of old to what he would leacL
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Are they little children that have just heen weaned (on the

confitructives, see oh. ix. 2, v. 11, sxx. 18 ; Ges. § 114, 1), and
who must let themselves T)e tutored ? For the things he

preaches are nothing l)ut endless petty teazings. The short

words {tsdv, as in Hos. v. 11), together with the diminutive

"VV] (equivalent to the Arabic sugayyir, mean, from sagir,

small), are intended to ithrow ridicule upon the smsiUness and

vexatious character cff the prophet's interminable and uninter-

rupted cliidings, as ? (= 7J?, i"*? ; comp. ? ^', ch. xxvi. 15) im-

plies that they are ; just as the philosophers in Acts xvii. 18

call Paul a irn-epftoX6yo<;, a collector of seeds, i.e. a dealer in

trifles. And in the repetition of 'the short words we may hear

the heavy babbling language of the drunken scoffers.

The prophflt takes the ki (" for ") out of their mouths, and

cairries it oai in his own way. It was quite right that their

ungodliness should show itseK in such a way as this, for it

would meet with an appropriate punishment. Vers. 11-13.

" For through men stammering in speech, and through a strange

tongue, will He speak to this people. He who said -to them, There

is rest, gise rest to weanry ones, and there is refreshing ! But

they would not hea/r. Therefore the word of Jehovah becomes to

them precept upon precept, precept upon precept, line upon line,

line vpon lime, a little here, a little there, that they nuay go and

stumble hachwairds, and he wveeked to pieces, and he snared and

taken." Jehovah would speak to the scoffing people of stam-

mering tongue a language of the same kind, since He would

speak to them by a people that stammered in their estimaition,

i,e. who talked as barbarians (cf. ^ap^api^ecv and halhutire;

see ch. sxxiii. 19, compared with Deut. xxviii. 49). The
Assyrian Semitic had the same sound in 'the ear of an Israelite,

as Low Saxon (a provincial dialect) in the ear of an educated

German ; in addition to which, it was plentifully mixed up with

Iranian, and possibly also with Tatar elements. This people

would practically interpret the will of Jehovah in its own patois

to the despisers of the prophet. Jehovah had directed them,

through His prophets, after the judgments which they had

experienced with sufficient severity (ch. i. 5 sqq.), into the true

way to rest and refreshing (Jer. vi. 16), and had exhorted them

tf) ^ive rest to the nation, which had suffered so much under

Ahaz through the calamities of war (2 Chron. xxviii.), and not
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to drag it into another war by goading it on to rise against

Assyria, or impose a new burden in addition to the tribute to

Assyria by purchasing the help of Egypt. But they would not

hearken (x=ia«= l3N, ch. xxx. 15, 16; Ges. § 23, 3, Anm. 3).

Their policy was a very different one from being still, or be-

lieving and waiting. And therefore the word of Jehovah,

which they regarded as an endless series of trivial commands,

would be turned in their case into an endless series of painful

sufferings. To those who thought themselves so free, and lived

so free, it would become a stone on which they would go to

pieces, a net in which they would be snared, a trap in which
they would be caught (compare ch. viii. 14, 15).

The prophet now directly attacks the great men of Jeru-
salem, and holds up a Messianic prophecy before their eyes,

which turns its dark side to them, as ch. vii. did to Ahaz.
Vers. 14-17. " Tlierefore hear the word of Jehovah, ye scornful
lords, rulers of this people which is in Jerusalem ! For ye say,
We have made a covenant with death, and with Hades have we
come to an agreement. The swelling scourge, when it cometh hither,
will do us no harm ; for we have made a lie our shelter, and in
deceit have we hidden ourselves. Therefore thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, Behold, I am He who hath laid in Zion a stone, a
stone of trial, a precious corner-stone of well-founded founding •

whoever believes will not have to move. And I make justice the
line and righteousness the level; and hail sweeps away the refuqe
0/ Lies, and the hiding-place is washed away by waters." With
lakhen (therefore) the announcement of punishment is once
more suspended

;
and in ver. 16 it is resumed again, the expo-

sition of the sm being inserted between, before the punish-ment IS declared. Their sin is UtsOn, and this free-thinking
^corn rests upon a proud and insolent self-confidence, whichmagmes that there is no necessity to fear death and he iTandthis self-confidence has for its secret reserve the alliance to b^secretly entered into with Egypt against Assyria What theprophet makes them say here, they do not indeed y exact y in

proudly ignore Jehovah, or throw^i^o^^2^^
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contrast ! Clwzeh, and clidzuth in ver. 18, signify an agree-

ment, either as a decision or completion (from the radical

meaning of the verb chdzdh; see vol. i. p. 71), or as a choice,

beneplacitum (like the Arabic ray), or as a record, i.e. the means

of selecting (like the talmudic chdziih, a countersign, a r<£&ydli, a

proof or argument : Luzzatto). In shot shoteph (" the swelling

scourge," chethib tS''.?'), the comparison of Asshur to a flood

(vers. 2, 8, 7), and the comparison of it to a whip or scourge, are

mixed together ; and this is all the more allowable, because a

whip, when smacked, really does move in waving lines (com-

pare Jer. viii. 6, where shdtaph is applied to the galoping of a

war-horse). The chethib "i3V in ver. 15 (for which the heri

reads liv^, according to ver. 19) is to be read l?y (granting

that it shall have passed, or that it passes) ; and there is no

necessity for any emendation. The Egyptian alliance for

which they are suing, when designated according to its true

ethical nature, is sheqer (lie) and kdzdbh (falsehood) ; compare

2 Kings xvii. 4 (where we ought perhaps to read sheqer for

qeslier, according to the LXX.), and more especially Ezek.

xvii. 15 sqq., from which it is obvious that the true prophets

regarded self-willed rebellion even against heathen rule as a

reprehensible breach of faith. The Idkhen (therefore), which

is resumed in ver. 16, is apparently followed as strangely as

in ch. vii. 14, by a promise instead of a threat. But this

is only apparently the case. It is unquestionably a promise

;

but as the last clause, " he that believeth will not flee," i.e. will

stand firm, clearly indicates, it is a promise for believers alone.

For those to whom the prophet is speaking here the promise is

a threat, a savour of death unto death. Just as on a former

occasion, when Ahaz refused to ask for a sign, the prophet

announced to him a sign of Jehovah's own selection ; so here

Jehovah opposes to the false ground of confidence on which the

leaders relied, the foundation stone laid in Zion, which would

bear the believing in immoveable safety, but on which the

unbelieving would be broken to pieces (Matt. xxi. 44). This

stone is called 'ebhen bochan, a stone of proving, i.e. a proved

and self-proving stone. Then follow other epithets in a series

commencing anew with pinnaih= 'ebhen pimiath (comTp&re'Ps.

cxviii. 22) : angulus h, e. lapis angularis pretiositatis fundationis

fundatce. It is a corner-stone, valuable in itself (on yiqratk,
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, -rr- ^^\ «T,rl affording the Strongest foundation

n the form of those of the verba cmtracta pe yod). l^^^^^""^

1 ::t the Davidic sovereignty, but the true.-d o Da..c

which appeared in Jesus (Rom. ix. 33 ; 1 Pet. n 6, 7). Ihe

W of a stone is not opposed to the personal reference, sance

'he prophet in ch. viii. 14 speaks even of Jehovah Himself

under the figure of a stone. The majesticaUy unique desciip-

tion renders it quite impossible that Hezekiah can be intended.

Micah, whose book forms the side piece of this cycle ot pro-

phecy, also predicted, under similar historical circumstances,

the birth of the Messiah in Bethlehem Ephratah (Mic. v. 1).

What Micah expresses in the words, « His goings forth are from

of old," is indicted here in the preterite yissad connected with

hvn'ni (the construction is similar to that in Obad._ 2, Ezek.

XXV. 7 ; compare ver. 2 above, and Jer. xlix. 15, xxiii. 19). It

denotes that which has been determined by Jehovah, and there-

fore is as good as accomphshed. What is historically realized

has had an eternal existence, and indeed an ideal pre-existence

even in the heart of history itself (ch. xxii. 11, xxv. 1, xxxvii.

26). Ever since there had been a Davidic government at all,

this stone had lain in Zion. The Davidic monarchy not only

had in this its culminating point, but the ground of its con-

tinuance also. It was not only the Omega, but also the Alpha.

Whatever escaped from wrath, even under the Old Testament,

stood upon this stone. This (as the prophet predicts in

{y'riVN^ i''P^?!?^ : '^'''n^ the fut. hal) would be the stronghold of

faith in the midst of the approaching Assyrian calamities (cf.

ch. vii. 9) ; and faith would be the condition of life (Hab.

ii. 4). But against unbelievers Jehovah would proceed accord-

ing to His punitive justice. He would make this (justice and

righteousness, mislipdt and ts'ddqdJi) a norm, i.e. a line and
level. A different turn, however, is given to qdv, with a play

upon vers. 10, 11. What Jehovah is about to do is depicted

as a building which He is carrying out, and which He will carry

out, so far as the despisers are concerned, on no other plan than
that of strict retribution. His punitive justice comes like a
hailstorm and like a flood (cf. ver. 2, ch. x. .22). The hail

smites the refuge of lies of the great men of Jerusalem, and
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clears it away (W, hence VI, a shovel) ; and the flood buries

their hiding-place in the waters, and carries it away (the accen-

tuation should be ^nD tifchah, D^O merchd).

And ,the whip which Jehovah swings will not be satisfied

with one stroke, but will rain .strokes. Vers. 18, 19. " And
your covenant witJi death is struck out, and your agreement with

Modes mil not stand ; the swelling scourge, when it comes, ye will

become a thing trodden down to it. As often as it passes it takes

you : for eaery morning it passes, by day and by night ; and it is

nothing but shuddering to hear such preaching. For the bed is

too short to stretch in, and the covering too tight when a man
wraps himself in it" Although b'rlth is feminine, the predi-

cate to it is placed before it in the masculine form (Ges. § 144).

The covenant is thought of as a document ; for khuppar (for

which Hupfeld would read thuphar; Ps. ii. 197) signifies here

obliterari (just as the kal is used in Gen. vi. 14 in the sense

of ohlinere ; or in Prov. sxx. 2Q, the Targum, and the Syriae,

in the sense of abstergere ; and in the Talmud frequently in

the sense of wiping off = qinneSch, or wiping out = mdohaq,—
which meanings all .go back, along with the meaning negare, to

the primaiy meaning, tegere, ohducere). The covenant will be

" struck out," as you strike out a wrong word, by crossing it

over with ink and rendering it illegible. They fancy that they

have fortified themselves against death and Hades; but Jehovah

gives to both of these unlimited power over them. When the

swelling scourge shall come, they will become to it as mirmds,

i.e. they will be overwhelmed by it, and their corpses become

like dirt of the streets (ch. x. 6, v. 5) ; Q^^i^l has the mercha

upon the penult., according to the older editions and the smaller

Masora on Lev. viii. 26, the tone being drawn back on account

of the following ik The strokes of the scourge come inces-

santly, and every stroke sweeps them, i.e. many of them, away.

"ID (from '1, construct '^% sufficiency, abundance) followed by

the infinitive, quotiescunque imiet; Idqach, auferre, as in Jer.

XV. IS, and in the idiom Idqaoh nepb&sh. These scourgings

without end—what a painful lecture Jehovah is reading them !

This is the thought expressed in the concluding words : for

the meaning cannot be, that ^'even (raq as in Ps. xxxii. 6)

the report (of such a fate) is alarraiag," as Grotius and others

explain it ; or the report is nothing but alarming, as Gussetius
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and Others Interpret it, since in that case nyiDBJ JJb^ (cf
.
cb.

xxiii. 5) would have been quite sufficient, instead of njJIDB' pan.

There is no doubt that the expression points back to the scorn-

ful question addressed by the debauchees to the prophet in

ver. 9, "To whom will he make preaching intelligible ?" z.e.

to whom will he preach the word of God in an intelligible

manner ? (as if they did not possess blndli without this ;
nV'iDB',

^Kor,, as in ch. liii. 1.) As ver. 11 affirmed that Jehovah would

take up the word against them, the drunken stammerers, through

a stammering people ; so here the scourging without end is called

the sli'mu ah, or sermon, which Jehovah preaches to them. At

the same time, the word Mbhin is not causative here, as in ver.

9, viz. " to give to understand," but signifies simply " to under-

stand," or have an inward perception. To receive into one's

comprehension such a sermon as that which was now being

delivered to them, was raq-z'va dli, nothing but shaking or

shuddering (raq as in Gen. vi. 5) ; WT (from which comes nj/Uj

or by transposition illVt.) is applied to inward shaking as well

as to outward tossing to and fro. Jerome renders it "tan-

tummodo sola vexatio intellectum dabit auditui" and Luther
follows him thus :

" but the vexation teaches to take heed
to the word," as if the reading were r^n. The alarming
character of the lecture is depicted in ver. 20, in a figure

which was probably proverbial. The situation into which
they are brought is like a bed too short for a man to stretch
himself in {min as in 2 Kings vi. 1), and like a covering
which, according to the measure of the man who covers
himself up in it (or perhaps still better in a temporal sense,
"when a man covers or wraps himself up in it," cf. ch.
xviii. 4), is too narrow or too tight. So would it be in their
case with the Egyptian treaty, in which they fancied that
there were rest and safety for them. They would have to
acknowledge its insufficiency. They had made themselves a
bed, and procured bed-clothes; but how mistaken they had
been m the measure, how miserably and ridiculously they had
miscalculated

!

It would be with them as it was with the Philistines when

on *rn!
^^^'^ '™^ '°*^ ""^^^^ ^* Baal-Perazim (2 Sam.

V ZK,
> 1 Chron. xiv. 11), or when on another occasion he drovethem before him from Gibeon to Gezer (1 Chron xiv 13
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sqq.). Ver. 21. "For Jehovah will rise up as in the mountain

of Perazim, and he wroth as in the valley at Gibeon to work His

work : astonishing is His work ; and to act His act : strange is

His act." The Targum -wrongly supposes the first historical

reminiscence to refer to the earthquake in the time of Uzziah,

and the second to Joshua's victory over the Amorites. The
allusion really is to the two shameful defeats which David

inflicted upon the Philistines. There was a very good reason

why victories over the Philistines especially should serve as

similes. The same fate awaited the Philistines at the hands

of the Assyrians, as predicted by the prophet in ch. xiv. 28 sqq.

(cf, ch. XX.). And the strangeness and verity of Jehovah's

work were just this, that it would fare no better with the

magnates of Judah at the hand of Asshur, than it had with the

Philistines at the hand of David on both those occasions. The
veiy same thing would now happen to the people of the house

of David as formerly to its foes. Jehovah would have to act

in opposition to His gracious purpose. He would have to act

towards His own people as He once acted towards their foes.

This was the most paradoxical thing of all that they would

have to experience.

But the possibility of repentance was still open to them,

and at least a modification of what had been threatened was

attainable. Ver. 22. "And new dnve ye not mockeries, lest your

fetters be strengthened ; for I have heard from the Lord, Jehovah

of hosts, a judgment of destruction, and an irrevocable one, upon

the whole earths It is assumed that they are already in fetters,

namely, the fetters of Asshur (Nah. i. 13). Out of these fetters

they wanted to escape by a breach of faith, and with the help

of Egypt without Jehovah, and consequently they mocked at the

warnings of the prophet. He therefore appeals to them at any

rate to stop their mocking, lest they should fall out of the

bondage in which they now were, into one that would bind

them still more closely, and lest the judgment should become

even more severe than it would otherwise be. For it was

coming without fail. It might be modified, and with thorough

repentance they might even escape ; but that it would come,

and that upon the whole earth, had been revealed to the pro-

phet by Jehovah of hosts. This was the sh'mudh which the

prophet had heard from Jehovah, and which he gave them to
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hear and understand, thougi hitherto he had only been scoffed

at by their wine-bibbing tongues.

The address of the prophet is here apparently closed. But

an essential ingredient is still wanting to the second half, to

make it correspond to the first. There is stUl wanting the

fringe of promise coinciding with vers. 5, 6. The prophet has

not only to alarm the scoffers, that if possible he may pluck

some of them out of the fire through fear (Judg. v. 23) ; he

has also to comfort believers, who yield themselves as disciples

to him and to the word of Grod (ch. viii. 16). He does this

here in a very peculiar manner. He has several times assumed

the tone of the mashal, more especially in ch. xxvi. ; but here

the consolation is dressed up in a longer parabolical address,

which sets forth in figures drawn from husbandry the discipli-

nary and saving wisdom of God. Isaiah here proves himself

a master of the mashal. In the usual tone of a mashal song,

he first of all claims the attention of his audience as a teacher

of wisdom. Ver. 23. " Lend me your ear, and hear my voice

;

attend, and hear my address I " Attention is all the more need-
ful, that the prophet leaves his hearers to interpret and apply
the parable themselves. The work of a husbandman is very
manifold, as he tills, sows, and plants his field. Vers. 24^26.
" Does the ploughman plough continually to sow ? to farrow and
to harrow his land? Is it not so: when he levels the surface
thereof, he scatters blackpoppy seed, and strews cummin, andputs
in wheat in rows, and barley in the appointed piece, and spelt on
its border? And He has instructed him how to act rightly:
his God teaches it him." The ploughing (chdrash) which
opens the soil, i.e. turns it up in furrows, and the harrowino-
(sidded) which breaks the clods, take place to prepare for the
sowing, and therefore not interminably, but only so long as is
necessary to prepare the soil to receive the seed. When the
seed-furrows have been drawn in the levelled soi-face of the
ground (shvvdh), then the sowing and planting begin ; and
this also takes place in various ways, according to the different

Arab, habbe soda, so called from its black seeds), belonging
to the ranunculace^. Eammon was the cummin (cumLmcyrmnum) with larger aromatic seeds, Ar. Mmmun, neither ofthem our common carraway {Kummel, carum). The wheat he
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SOWS carefully in rows {sOraliy ordo ; ad ordmem, as it Is trans-

lated by Jerome),, i.e. he does not scatter it about carelessly, like

tke other two,, but l^s the grains carefully in the furrows,

because otherwise when they sprang up they would get massed^

together, and choke one another. Nismdn, like sordh, is an ace.

loci : the barley is sown in a piece of the field specially marked

off for it, or specially furnished with signs (simdmm) ; and

hussemeth, the spelt (^eirz, also mentioned by Homer, Od. iv.

604, between wheat and barley),, along the edge of it, so that

spelt forms the rim of the barley field. It is by a divine

instinct that the husbandman acts in this manner ; for God,

who estabhshed agriculture at the creation (i.e. Jehovah, not

Osiris), has also given men understanding. This is the mean-

ing of v^yi^s^ro lammiskpdt : and (as we may see from all this)

He (his God : the subject is given afterwards in the second

clause) has led Mm (Prov. xxxi. 1) to the right (this is the

rendering adopted by Eamchi, whilst other commentators have

been misled by Jer. xxx. 11, and last of all Malbim Luzzatto,

" Cosi Dio con giusiizia corregge ;" he would have done better,

however, to say, con moderazione).

Again, the labour of the husbandman is just as manifold

after the reaping has been done. Vers. 27-29. " For the black

poppy is not threshed with a threshing sledge, nor is a cart wheel

roWsd over curmnin ; but black poppy is knocked oiU with a stick,

and cummin with a staff. Is bread corn crushed ? No ; he does not

go on threshing itfor ever, and drive the wheel of his cart and his

horses over it: he does not crush it. This also, it goeth forthfrom

Jehovah of hosts : He gives wonderful intelligence, Idgh under-

standing." Ki (for) introduces another proof that the husband-

man is instructed by God, from what he still further does.

He does, not use the liireshing machine {chdruts, syn. mOrag,

Ar, naweg, noreg), or the threshing cart (agdldh : see Winer's

MealrWorterbuch, art. Dreschen), which would entirely destroy

the more tender kinds of fruit, but knocks them out with a

staff (bacnlo excutit: see at ch. xxvii. 12). The sentence lechem

yuddq is to be accentuated as an interrogative : Is bread corn

crushed ? Oh no,, he does not crush it. This would be the case

if he were to cause the wheel (i.e. the wheels, gilgal, constr. to

galgal) of the threshing cart with the horses harnessed in front

to rattle over it with all their might (hdmam, to set in noisy
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violent motion). Lechem, like the Greek sitos, is corn from

which bread is made (ch. xxx. 23 ; Ps. civ. 14). tf^S is meta-

plastic (as if from tyns) for BnT (see Ewald, § 312, b). Instead

of VB'^ai, the pointing ought to be VBHEw (from B^^a with kametz

before"the tone = Arab, faras, as distinguished from 2ns with

a fixed kametz, equivalent to farras, a rider) : " his horses," here

the threshing horses, which were preferred to asses and oxen.

Even in this treatment of the fruit when reaped, there is an

evidence of the wonderful intelligence (S^sri, as written WSn)

and exalted understanding (on n'B^n, from 'a^J, see at Job xxvi.

3) imparted by God. The expression is one of such grandeur,

that we perceive at once that the prophet has in his mind the

wisdom of God in a higher sphere. The wise, divinely inspired

course adopted by the husbandman in the treatment of the field

and fruit, is a type of the wise course adopted by the divine

Teacher Himself in the treatment of His nation. Israel is

Jehovah's field. The punishments and chastisements of Je-

hovah are the ploughshare and harrow, with which He forcibly

breaks up, turns over, and furrows this field. But this does

not last for ever. When the field has been thus loosened,

smoothed, and rendered fertile once more, the painful process

of ploughing is followed by a beneficent sowing and planting

in a multiform and wisely ordered fulness of grace. Again,
Israel is Jehovah's child of the threshing-floor (see ch. xxi. 10).
He threshes it ; but He does not thresh it only : He also knocks

;

and when He threshes. He does not continue threshing for ever,
i.e. as Caspari has well explained it, " He does not punish all

the members of the nation with the same severity ; and those
whom He punishes with greater severity than others He does
not punish incessantly, but as soon as His end is attained,
and the husks of sin are separated from those that have been
punished, the punishment ceases, and only the worst in the
nation, who are nothing but husks, and the husks on the
nation itself, are swept away by the punishments" (compare
ch. 1. 25, xxix. 20, 21). This is the solemn lesson and
affectionate consolation hidden behind the veil of the parable.
Jehovah punishes, but it is in order that He may be able to
Wess. He sifts, but He does not destroy. He does not thresh
His own people, but He knocks them; and even when He
threshes, they may console themselves in the face of the
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approaching period of judgment, that they are never crushed

or injured.

THE SECOND TVOE : THE OPPRESSION AND DELIVERANCE
OF ARIEL.—CHAP. XXIX.

The prophecy here passes from the fall of Samaria, the

crown of flowers (ch. xxviii. 1-4), to its formal parallel. Jeru-

salem takes its place by the side of Samaria, the crown of

flowers, under the emblem of a hearth of God. 'Ariel might,

indeed, mean a lion of God. It occurs in this sense as the

name of certain Moabitish heroes (2 Sam. xxiii. 20 ; 1 Ohroii.

xi. 22), and Isaiah himself used the shorter form ?i<15< for the

heroes of Judah (ch. xxxiii. 7). But as i'^''1t? (God's hearth, in-

terchanged with ''^?"!lI, God's height) is the name given in Ezelc.

xliii. 15, 16, to the altar of burnt-offering in the new temple,

and as Isaiah could not say anything more characteristic of

Jerusalem, than that Jehovah had a fire and hearth there (ch.

xxxi. 9) ; and, moreover, as Jerusalem the city and community

within the city would have been compared to a lioness rather

than a lion, we take ?snK in the sense of ara Dei (from nnXj.

to burn). The prophet commences in his own peculiar way
with a grand summary introduction, which passes in a few

gigantic strides over the whole course from threatening to

promise. Ver. 1. " Woe to Ariel, to Ariel, the castle where

David pitched his tent! Add year to year, let the feasts revolve

:

then I distress Ariel, and there is groaning and moaning; and so

she proves herself to me as Ariel." By the fact that David

fixed his headquarters in Jerusalem, and then brought the

sacred ark thither, Jerusalem became a hearth of God. Within

a single year, after only one more round of feasts (to be inter-

preted according to ch. xxxii. 10, and probably spoken at the

passover), Jehovah would make Jerusalem a besieged city, full

of sighs (yahdtsiqothi, perf. cons., with the tone upon the ulti-

mate) ; but " she becomes to me like an Ariel," i.e., being

qualified through me, she will prove herself a hearth of God,

by consuming the foes like a furnace, or by their meeting with

their" destruction at Jerusalem, like wood piled up on the altar

and then consumed in flame. The prophecy has thus passed

over the whole ground in a few majestic words. It now starts

VOL. II. B
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from the very beginning again, and first of all expands the

hoi. Vers. 3 and 4. " And I encamp in a circle round about thee,

and surround thee with watch-posts, and erect tortoises against

thee. And lohen brought down thou wilt speak from out of the

ground, and thy speaking will sound low out of the dust; and thy

voice Cometh up like that of a demon from the ground, and thy

speaking will whisper out of the dust." It would have to go so

far with Ariel first of all, that it would be besieged by a hostile

force, and would lie upon the ground in the greatest extremity,

and then would whisper with a ghostlike softness, like a dying

man, or hke a spirit without flesh and bones. KaMur signifies

sphcera, orbis, as in ch. xsii. 18 and in the Talmud (from

kddar = kdthar ; cf. kudur in the name Nabvr-kudur-ussur,

Nebo protect the crown, KiBapiv), and is used here poetically

for 3Up. Jerome renders it quasi sphmram, (from dur, orbis).

3SD (from aS3, 3S») might signify "£rmly planted" (Luzzatto,

immobilmente ; compare shuth, ch. xxii. 7) ; but according to

the parallel it signifies a military post, like 3Sp, y^i. 3f^su-
roth (from mdtsor, Deut. xx. 20) are instruments of siege, the
nature of which can only be determined conjecturallv. On
'obh, see ch. viii. 19;^ there is no necessity to take it as standing
for baal 'obh.

Thus far does the unfolding of the hoi reach. Now follows
an unfolding of the words of promise, which stand at the end
of ver. 1

:
" And it proves itself to me as Ariel." Vers. 5-8.

" And the multitude of thy foes will become like finely powdered
dust, and the multitude of the tyrants like chaffflying away; and
It will take place suddenly, very suddenly. From Jehovah of
hosts there comes a visitation with crash of thunder and eaHh-
quake and great noise, whirlwind and tempest, and the blazing up
of devouring fire. And the multitude of all the nations that
gather together against Ariel, and all those wlw storm and distress
Ariel and her stronghold, will be like a vision of the night in a

reed '^^IvtfTT'Zt *^T ^' ^l^^^^™* ^ "^^^^l, Arab, a knot on a
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dream. And it is just as a hungry man dreams,.and behold he

eats; and when he wakes up his soul is empty.: andjust as a thirsty

man dreams, and behold he drinks; and when he wakes up, behold,

he is faint, and his soul is parched with thirst : so will it be to the

imultitude of the nations which gather together against the moun-

tain of Zion." The hostile army, described four times as

Jidmon, a groaning multitude, is utterly annihilated through the

terrible co-operation of the forces of nature which are let loose

upon them (ch. xxx. 30, of. ch. xvii. 13). "There comes a visi-

tation :" tippdqed might refer to Jerusalem in the sense of "it

will be visited" in mercy, viz. by Jehovah acting thus upon its

enemies. But it is better to take it in a neuter sense : " punish-

ment is inflicted." The simile of the dream is applied in two

different ways : (1.) Ver. 7. They will dissolve into jiothing, as

if they had only the same apparent existence as a vision in a

dream. (2.) Ver. 8. Their plan for taking Jerusalem will be

put to shame, and as utterly brought to nought as the eating

or drinking of a dreamer, which turns out to be a delusion

as soon as he awakes. Just as the prophet emphatically com-

bines two substantives from the same verbal root in ver. 1, and

two adverbs from the same verb in ver. 5 ; so does he place S3S

and nns together in ver. 7, the former with 71? relating to the

crowding of an army for the purpose of a siege, the latter with

an objective suffix (compare Ps. liii. 6) to the attack made by

a crowded army. The niHsoddh of Ariel (i.e. the watch-tower,

specula, from tsud, to spy ') is the mountain of Zion mentioned

afterwards in. ver. 8. IB'yS, as if; comp. Zech. x. 6, Job x. 19.

ait? nani without am ; the personal pronoun is frequently omitted,

not only in the leading participial clause, as in this instance

(compare ch. xxvi. 3, xl. 19 ; Ps. xxii. 29 ; Job xxv. 2 ; and

Kohler on Zech. ix. 12), but also with a minor participial clause,

as in Ps. vii. 10, Iv. 20, and Hab. ii. 10. The hungering and

thirsting of the waking man are attributed to his nephesh (soul

:

of. ch. xxxii. 6, v. 14 ; Prov. vi. 30), just because the soul is

the cause of the physical life, and without it the action of the

senses would be followed by no sensation or experience what-

ever. The hungry stomach is simply the object of feeling,

' In Arabic, also, masdd signifies a lofty hUl or mountain-top, from

a Becondary form of tsud; and massara, to lay the foundations of a fortified

city Qir mdtsdr, Ps. xxxi. 22), Jrom tsur.
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and everything sensitive in the bodily organism is merely the

medium of sensation or feeling ; that which really feels is the

soTil. The soul no sooner passes out of the dreaming state into

a waking condition, than it feels that its desires are as unsatis-

fied as ever. Just like such a dream will the army of the

enemy, and that victoiy of which it is so certain before the

battle is fought, fade away into nothing.

This enigma of the future the prophet holds out before the

eyes of his contemporaries. The prophet received it by reve-

lation of Jehovah ; and without the illumination of Jehovah
it could not possibly be understood. The deep degradation of

Ariel, the wonderful deliverance, the sudden elevation from the
abyss to this lofty height,—all this was a matter of faith. But
this faith was just what the nation wanted, and therefore the
understanding depending upon it was wanting also. The
shSnu'dli was there, but the bindh was absent ; and all njJllDB' pn
was wrecked on the obtuSeness of the mass. The prophet,
therefore, who had received the unhappy calling to harden his
people, could not help exclaiming (ver. 9a), " Stop, and stare;
blind yoursehes, and grow blind!" nononrij to show one's self
delaying (from nno, according to Luzzatto the reflective of
'='ono'?, an emphatic form which is never met with), is con-
nected with the synonymous verb nan, to be stiff with astonish-
ment

,^
but to VVf, to be plastered up, i.e. incapable of seeing

(ct ch. VI. 10), there is attached the hUhpalpel of the same
verb signifying "to place one's self in such circumstances,"
se oblmere (differently, however, in Ps. cxix. 16, 47, compare
ch. XI. 8, sepermulcere). They could not understand the word
of God but they were confused, and their eyes were, so to
speak, festered up : therefore this self-induced condition wouldbecome to them a God-appointed punishment. The impera-
tives are judicial words of command • ^

of
1^' ^"""''^ "^ the self-hardening into a judicial sentence

Vers rS' ;:Vr ^-f f1 -- fully by the prophet!

of deex> sleor, n.^ 7

'"^/"'°'''''' '*«^/^ poured upon you a spirit
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»ays, I cannot, it is sealed. And they give the writincf to one

who does not understand writing, saying, Pray, read this ; but

he says, T. do not understand writing." They were drunken

and stupid ; not, however, merely because they gave themselves

up to sensual intoxication (t)^, dependent upon '"i^tJ?, ehrii vino),

but because Jehovah had given them up to spiritual confusion

and self-destruction. All the punishments of God are inflicted

through the medium of His no less world-destroying than

world-sustaining Spirit, which, although not willing what is

evil, does make the evil called into existence by the creature

the means of punishing evil. Tardemdh is used here to signify

the powerless, passive state of utter spiritual insensibility. This

judgment had fallen upon the nation in all its members, even

upon the eyes and heads of the nation, i.e. the prophets. Even
they whose duty it was to see to the good of the nation, and

lead it, were blind leaders of the blind ; their eyes were fast

shut (D^??, the intensive form of the hal, ch. xxxiii. 15 ; Aram.
Dsy ; Talmud also J^V : to shut the eyes, or press them close),

and over their heads a cover was drawn, as over sleepers in the

night. Since the time of Koppe and Eichhorn it has become

a usual thing to regard Q''N''33n"nK and D^thn as a gloss, and

indeed as a false one (compare ch. ix. 13, 14) ; but the reason

assigned—namely, that Isaiah's polemics are directed not against

the prophets, but against the stupid staring people—is utterly

groundless (compare ch. xxviii. 7, and the polemics of his con-

temporary Micah, e.g. ch. iii. 5-8). Moreover, the author of a

gloss would have been more likely to interpret D?''??'''^ by D''")|'n

or D''3n3n (compare Job ix. 24). And vers. 11 and 12 are also

opposed to this assumption of a gloss. For by those who under-

stood what was written (sepher), it is evident that the prophets

and rulers of the nation are intended ; and by those who did

not understand it, the great mass of the people. To both of

them, " the vision of all," i.e. of all and everything that God
had shown to His true prophets, was by the judgment of God
completely sealed. Some of them might have an outward

knowledge ; but the inward understanding of the revelation

was sealed to them. Some had not even this, but stared at the

word of the prophet, just as a man who cannot read stares at

what is written. The chethib has "istsn ; the keri lap, though

without any ground, since the article is merely generic. In-
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Stead of nrS3 KT, we should write nr ariinp in both cases, as

certain codices' and old editions do.

This stupefaction was the self-inflicted punishment of the

dead works with which the people moclred God and deceived

themselves. Vers. 13, 14. " The Lord hath spoken : Because

this people approaches me with its mouth, and honours me with

its lips, and keeps' its heart far from me, and its reverence of

one has become a commandment learned from men: therefore,

hehold, I will proceed wondrously with this people, ivondrously

and marvellously strange ; and the wisdom of its wise men is lost,

and the understanding of its intelligent men becomes invisible."

Ever since the time of Asaph (Ps. 1., cf. Ixxviii. 36, 37),

the lamentation and condemnation of hypocritical ceremonial

worship, without living faith or any striving after holiness, had

been a leading theme of prophecy. Even in Isaiah's intro-

ductory address (ch. i.) this complaint was uttered quite in

the tone of that of Asaph, In the time of Hezekiah it was

peculiarly called for, just as it was afterwards in that of Josiali

(as the book of Jeremiah shows). The people had been obliged

to consent to the abolition of the public worship of idols, but

their worship of Jehovah was hypocrisy. Sometimes it was-

conscious hypocrisy, arising from the fear of man and favour of

man ; sometimes unconscious, inasmuch as without any inward
conversion, but simply with work-righteousness, the people con-
tented themselves with, and even prided themselves upon, an
outward fulfilment of the law (Mic. vi. 6-8, iii. 11). Instead of

m^ (LXX., Yulg., Syr., Matt. xv. 8, Mark vii. 6), we also meet
with the reading mi, " because this people harasses itself as with
tributary service ;" but the antithesis to richaq (LXX. Troppa
airixei) favours the former reading niggash, accedit; and b'phlv
(with its mouth) must be connected with this, though in oppo-
sition to the accents. This self-alienation and self-blinding,
Jehovah would punish with a wondrously paradoxical judgment'
namely, the judgment of a hardening, which would so completely
empty and confuse, that even the appearance of wisdom and
unity, which the leaders of Israel still had, would completely
disappear, ^^pi^ (as in ch. xxxviii. 5) is not the third person
fut.hphil here (so that it could be rendered, according to ch.™. 16, "Behold, I am he who;" or more strictly still,
Behold me, who;" which, however, would give a prominence
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to the subject that would be out o£ place here), but the pwrt. kal

for IDi'', That the language really allowed of such a lengthen-

ing of the primary form, qattl into qatil, and especially in the

case of ^''^y, is evideni from Eccles. i. 18 (see at Ps. xvi. 5).

In K?av »5anj S^a. (cf. Lam. i. 9) alternates with the gerundive

(see at ch. xxli. 17) : the fifth example in this one address of

the emphatic juxtaposition of words having a similar sound and
the same derivation {vid. vers. 1, 5, 7, 9).

Their hypocrisy, which was about to be so wonderfully

punished according to the universal law (Ps. xviii. 26, 27),

manifested itself in their self-willed and secret behaviour,, which

would not inquire for Jehovah, nor suffer itself to be chastened

by His word. Vers. 15, 16. " Woe unto them that hide plans

deep from Jehovah, and their doing occurs in a dark place, and
they say, Wlio saw us then, and who knew about us ? Oh for your

perversity! It is to be regarded as potters' clay; that a work

could say to itS: maker. He has not made me ; and an image to. its

sculptor, He does, not understand it!" Jqist as Ahaz had carefully

kept his appeal to Asshur for help secret from the prophet ; so

did they try, as far as possible, to hide from the prophet the

plan for an alliance with Egypt. I'lppp is a syncopated liiphil

for "T'^D?.^, as in ch. i. 12, iii. 8, xxiii. 11. VIPI^^' adds- the

adveaobial notion, according to our mode of expression (comp.

Joel ii. 20, and the opposite thought in Joel ii. 26 ; Ges. §

142). To Mda from Jehovah is equivalent to hiding from

the prophet of Jehovah, that they might not have to listen to

reproof from the word of Jehovah. We may see from ch.

viii. 12 how suspiciously tiiey watched the prophet in such cir-

cumstances as these. But Jehovah saw them in their secrecy,

and the prophet saw through the whole in the light of Jehovah.

Daaan is an exclamation, Hke I'DV??'? in Jer. xlix. 16. They

are perverse, or ('m) "is it. not so?" They think they can

dispense with Jehovah, and, yet they are His creatures; they

attribute cleverness to themselves, and practically disown Jeho-

vah,, as if the pot should say to the potter who has turned it,

He does; not understand it.

But the prophet's God, whose omniscience, creative glory,

and- perfect wisdom they so basely mistook and ignored, would

very shisrtly turn the present state of the world upside down, and

make Himself a congregation out of the poor and wretched,
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whilst He would entirely destroy tliis proud ungodly nation.

Vers 17-21. "Is it not yet a very Utile, and Lebanon is turned

into 'a fruitful field, and tlie fruitful field esteemed as a forest^

And in that day the deaf hear scripture words, and the eyes of the

blind will see out of obscurity and out of darkness. And the joy

of the humble increases in Jehovah, and ilie poor among men will

rejoice in the Holy One of Israel. For tyrants are gone, and it is

over with scoffers; and all who think evil are rooted out, who con-

demn a manfor a word, and lay snares for him that isfree-spoken

in the gate, and overthrow the righteous through shameful lies."

The circumstances themselves, as well as the sentence passed,

will experience a change, in complete contrast with the present

state of things. This is what is affirmed in ver. 17 ; probably

a proverb transposed into a more literary style. What is now

forest becomes ennobled into garden ground; and what is.

garden ground becomes in general estimation a forest (?»13?,

iv'?, although we should rather expect ?, just as in ch. xxxii.

15). These emblems are explained m vers. 18 sqq. The

people that are now blind and deaf, so far as the word of

Jehovah is concerned, are changed into a people witli open

ears and seeing eyes. Scripture words, like those which the

prophet now holds before the people so unsuccessfully, are

heard by those who have been deaf. The unfettered sight of

those who have been blind pierces through the hitherto sur-

rounding darkness. The heirs of the new future thus trans-

formed are the 'dndvlm (" meek") and the 'ebhyonlm (" poor").

Q"ix (the antithesis of D''?'JN, e.g. ver. 13) heightens the repre-

sentation of lowliness; the combination is a superlative one,

as in tNsn nijnf, Jer. xlix. 20, and jsxn «3y in Zech. xi. 7 (cf.

nvn ^ns in ch. xxxv. 9) : needy men who present a glaring
contrast to, and stand out from, the general body of men.
Such men will obtain ever increasing joy in Jehovah (ydsaph
as in ch. xxxvii. 31). Such a people of 'God would take the
place of the oppressors (cf. ch. xxviii. 12) and scoffers (cf.

ch. xxviii. 14, 22), and those who thought evH {shdqad, invigi-
lare, sedulo agere), i.e. the wretched planners, who made a NdH
of every one who did not enter into their plans {i.e. who caUed
nm a ctefe-'; cf. Deut. xxiv. 4, Eccles. v. 5), and went to
law with the man who openly opposed them in the gate
(A.mos V. 10; y'qoshun, possibly the perf kal, cf. Jer. 1. 24;
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according to the syntax, however, it is the fut. hal of qusli =
ydqosh: see at eh. xxvi. 16; Ges. §44, Anm. 4), and thrust

away the righteous, i.e. forced him away from his just rights

(ch. X. 2), by tohu, i.e. accusations and pretences of the

utmost worthlessness ; for these would all have been swept

away. This is the true explanation of the last clause, as given

in the Targum, and not "into the desert and desolation," as

Knobel and Luzzatto suppose ; for with Isaiah tohu is the

synonym for all such words as signify nothingness, ground-

lessness, and fraud. The prophet no doubt had in his mind,

at the time that he uttered these words, the conduct of the

people towards himself and his fellow-prophets, and such as

were like-minded with them. The charge brought against him

of being a conspirator, or a traitor to his country, was a tohu

of this kind. All these conspirators and persecutors Jehovah

would clear entirely away.

Everything that was incorrigible would be given up to

destruction ; and therefore the people of God, when it came

cut of the judgment, would have nothing of the same kind to

look for again. Vers. 22-24. " There/ore thus saith Jehovah

of the house of Jacob, He who redeemed Abraham : Jacob shall

not henceforth be ashamed, nor shall his face turn pale any more.

For when he, when his children see the work of my hands in the

midst of him, they will sanctify my name, and sanctify the Holy

One of Jacob, and shudder before the God of Israel. And
those who were of an erring spirit discern understanding, and

murmurers accept instruction^ With ?N (for which Luzzatto,

following Lowth, reads 7N, " the God of the house of Jacob")

the theme is introduced to which the following utterance refers.

The end of Israel will correspond to the holy root of its origin.

Just as Abraham was separated from the human race that was

sunk in heathenism, to become the ancestor of a nation of

Jehovah, so would a remnant be separated from the great mass

of Israel that was sunk in apostasy from Jehovah ; and this

remnant would be the foundation of a holy community well

pleasing to God. And this would never be confounded or

become pale with shame again (on bosh, see at ch. i. 29;

chdvar is a poetical Aramaism) ; for both sins and sinners that

called forth the punishments of God, which had put them to

shame, would have been swept away (cf. Zeph. iii. 11). In
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the presence of ttis decisive work of punishment (ma'aseh as

in eh. xxviii. 21, x. 12, v. 12, 19), which Jehovah would

perform in the heart of Israel, Israel itself would undergo a

thorough change. I'''!^''. is in apposition to the subject in inXT3,

" when he, namely his children" (comp. Job xxix. 3) ; and the

expression "his children" is intentionally chosen instead of

"his sons" {bdmm), to indicate that there would be a new

generation, which would become, in the face of the judicial

self-manifestation of Jehovah, a holy church, sanctifying Him,

the Holy One of Israel. Yaqdishu is continued in v'hiqdlsliu

:

the prophet intentionally repeats this most agnificant word,

and heSnts is the parallel word to it, as in ch. viii. 12, 13.

The new church would indeed not be a sinless one, or thoroughly

perfect; but, according to ver. 24, the previous self-hardening in

error would have been exchanged for a willing and living appro-

priation of right understanding, and the former murmuring
resistance to the admonitions of Jehovah would have given

place to a joyful and receptive thirst for instruction. There is

the same interchange of Jacob and Israel here which we so

frequently meet with in ch. xl. sqq. And, in fact, throughout
this undisputedly genuine prophecy of Isaiah, we can detect the
language of ch. xl.-kvi. Through the whole of the first part,

indeed, we may trace the gradual development of the thoughts
and forms which predominate there.

THE THIED WOE: THE MOMENTOXJS RESULT OF THE AIXIASTCE
WITH EGYPT.—CHAP. XXX.

The plan which, according to ch. xxix. 15, was already
projected and prepared in the deepest secrecy, is now much
further advanced. The negotiations by means of ambassadors
have already been commenced ; but the prophet condemns what
he can no longer prevent. Vers. 1-5. « Woe to the stubborn
children, saith Jehovah, to dHve plans, and not by my impuhe,
and to plait alliance, and not according to my Spirit, to heap
smupon sin: that go away to travel dozen to Egypt, without
having ashed my mouth, to fly to PharaoKs shelter, and to con-
ceal themselves under the shadow of Egypt. And Pharaoh's
shelter becomes a shame to them, and the concealment under theshadow of Egypt a disgrace. For Judah's princes have appeared
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m Zban, and Ms ambassadors arrive in Hanes. ll'hey will all

have to he ashamed of a people useless to iliem, tJiat brings no

help and^ no use, but shwrtie, and also reproaohr Sor'rim is fal-

lowed by infinitives with Lamed (cl. ch. v. 22, iii. 8) : who are

bent upon it in their obstinacy. Massekhdh d-esignates the

alliance as a plait (massSkheth). According to Cappellus and

others,, it designates it as formed with a libation {airov^, from

a-irevSeaOat) ; but the former is certainly the more correct view,

inasmuch as massekhdh (from ndsaEli, fwidere) signifies a cast,

and hence it is more natural here to take wasaM as equivalent to

sakhakh,plectere (Jerome : ordiremird telam). The context leaves

no doubt as to the meaning of the adverbial expressions ''iD'^Ti

and ''fflTKPI, viz. without its having proceeded from me, and

without my Spirit being there. " Sin upon sin :" inasmuch as

they carry out further and further to perfect realization the

thought which was already a sinful one in itself. The prophet

now follows for himself the ambassadors, who are already on

the road to the country of the Nile valley. He sees them

arrive in Zoan, and watches them as they proceed thence into

Hanes. He foresees and foretells what a disgraceful opening

of their eyes will attend the reward of this untheocratical be-

ginning. On Id'os h% see at ch. x. 31 : 'os: is the infinitive

constr. of 'uz ; md'oz, on the contrary, is a derivative of

'dzaz, to be strong. The suffixes of VnE? (his princes) and
liSNCa (his ambassadors) are supposed by Hitzig, Ewald, and

Knobel, who take a different view of what is said, to refer to

the princes and ambassadors" of Pharaoh. But this is by no

means warranted on the ground that the prophet cannot so

immediately transfer to Zoan and Hanes the ambassadors of

Judah, who were still on their journey according to ver. 2.

The prophet's vision OTerleaps the existing stage of the desire

for this alliance ; he sees the great men of his nation already

suing for th^ favour of Egypt, first of all in Zoan, and then

still further in Hanes, and at once foretells the shameful ter-

mination of this self-desecration of the people of Jehova;h.

The LXX. give for ^T^l DJn, fidrriv Koiriaaovcnv, i.e. ^V^] n|n,

and Knobel approves this reading ; but it is a misunderstand-

ing, which only happens to haTe fallen out a little better this

time than the' rendering m? AaviS given for "Viia in ch. xxix. '6.

If ehinndm had been thB original reading, it would hardly have
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entered any one's mind to change it into chdnes. The latter

was the name of a city on an island of the Nile in Central

Etrypt, the later Heracleopolis (Eg. Hues ; Ehnes), the Anysis

of°Herodotus (ii. 137). On Zoan, see at ch. xix. 11. At that

time the Tanitic dynasty was reigning, the dynasty preceding

the Ethiopian. Tanis and Anysis were the two capitals. C'^NDh

(= &2T\, a metaplastic UpUl of ^^ = ^^, a different word

from ^y) is incorrectly pointed for B^'san, like nj^^Nn (fen)

for np-'Vp', in Josh. xxi. 10. E-'^'a!? signifies elsewhere, "to

make'stinking" (to calumniate, Prov. xiii. 5), or " to come into

ill odour" (1 Sam. xxvii. 12) ; here, however, it means to be

put to shame (tJ'sa = mn).

The prophet's address is hardly commenced, however, when

a heading is introduced of the very same kind as we have

already met with several times in the cycle of prophecies

against the heathen nations., Gesenius, Hitzig, Umbreit, and

Knobel, rid themselves of it by pronouncing it a gloss founded

upon a misunderstanding. But nothing is more genuine in the

whole book of Isaiah than the words massa bahamoth negebh.

The heading is emblematical, like the four headings in ch. xxi.,

xxii. And the massa! embraces vers. 6, 7. Then follows the

command to write it on a table by itself. The heading is an

integral part of the smaller whole. Isaiah breaks off his

address to communicate an oracle relating to the Egyptian
treaty, which Jehovah has specially commanded him to hand
down to posterity. The same interruption would take place if

we expunged the heading ; for in any case it was vers. 6, 7
that he was to write upon a table. This is not an address to

the people, but the preliminary text, the application of which
is determined afterwards. The prophet communicates in the
form of a citation what has been revealed to him by God, and
then states what God has commanded him to do with it. We
therefore enclose vers. 6, 7 in inverted commas as a quotation,
and render the short passage, which is written in the tone of
ch. xxi., as follows: Vers. 6, 7. " Oracle concerning the water-
oxen of the south: Through a land, of distress and confinement,
whence the lioness and lion, adders and flying dragons; they carry
their possessions on the shoulders of asses' foals, and their trea-
sures on the humps of camels, to a nation that profits nothing.
Ani Egypt, worthlessly and holloivly will they help; therefore
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/ call this Egypt, Great-mouth that sits still." The " water-

ox of the south" is the Nile-horse; and this is the emblem of

Egypt, the land of the south (in Daniel and Zechariah Baby-
lonia is " the land of the north"). Bah&moth is the construct

of b'hemoth (Job xl.), which is a Hebraized form of an Egyptian

word, p-ehe-mau (though the word itself has not yet been met
with), i.e. the ox of the water, or Tposs\h]y p-ehe-mau-t (with the

feminine article at the close, though in hesmut, another name
for a female animal, mut = t. mau signifies " the mother :" see

at Job xl. 15). The animal referred to is the hippopotamus,

which is called bomarino in Italian, Arab, the Nile-horse or

water-pig. The emblem of Egypt in other passages of the Old
Testament is tannin, the water-snake, or leviathan, the croco-

dile. In Ps. Ixviii. 31 this is called chayyath qdneh, "the
beast of the reed," though Hengstenberg supposes that the

Nile-horse is intended there. This cannot be maintained, how-

ever ; but in the passage before us this emblem is chosen, just

because the fat, swine-like, fleshy colossus, whose belly nearly

touches the ground as it walks, is a fitting image of Egypt, a

land so boastful and so eager to make itself thick and broad, and

yet so slow to exert itself in the interest of others, and so un-

willing to move from the spot. This is also implied in the name
rahaih-hem-shdbheih. Rahab is a name applied to Egypt in other

passages also (ch. li. 9 ; Ps. Ixxxvii. 4, Ixxxix. 11), and that in

the senses attested by the LXX. at Job xxvi. 12 (cf. ix. 13),

viz. KfjTO'i, a sea-monster, monstrum marinum. Here the name
has the meaning common in other passages, viz. violence, domi-

neering pride, boasting (oKa^oveia, as one translator renders

it), on is a term of comparison, as in Gen. xiv. 2, 3, etc. ; the

plural refers to the people called rahabh. Hence the meaning

is either, " The bragging people, they are sit-still ;" or, " Boast-

house, they are idlers." To this deceitful land the ambassadors

of Judah were going with rich resources (chaydllrri, opes) on

the shoulder of asses' foals, and on the hump (dabbesheth, from

ddbhash, according to Luzzatto related to gdbhash, to be hilly)

of camels, without shrinking from the difficultifis and dangers of

the road through the desert, where lions and snakes spring oui

now here and now there (D™, neuter, as in Zeph. ii. 7, comp.

ch. xxxviii. 16 ; see also Dent. viii. 15, Num. xxi. 6). Through

this very desert, through which God had led their fathers when
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He redeemed them out of the bondage of Egypt, they were

now marching to purchase the friendship of Egypt though

really, whatever might be the pretext which they offered, it

was only to deceive themselves; for the vainglorious land would

never keep the promises that it made.

So runs the divine oracle to which the following command

refers. Ver. 8. " Now go, write it on a table with them, and

note it in a hook, and let it stand there for future days, for ever,

to eternity." The suffixes of kothbdh (write it) and chuqqah

(note it) refer in a neuter sense to vers. 6, 7 ; and the expres-

sion " go" is simply a general summons to proceed to the matter

(cf. ch. xxii. 15). Sepher could be used interchangeably with

luach, because a single leaf, the contents of which were con-

cluded, was called sepher (Ex. xvii. 14). Isaiah was to write

the oracle upon a table, a separate leaf of durable material ;
and

that " with them," i.e. so that his countrymen might have it

before their eyes (compare ch. viii. 1, Hab. ii. 2). It was to be

a memorial for posterity. The reading IV^ (Sept., Targ., Syr.)

for iv'^ is appropriate, though quite unnecessary. The three

indications of time form a climax : for futurity, for the most

remote future, for the future without end.

It was necessary that the worthlessness of the help of Egypt

should be placed in this way before the eyes of the people.

Vers. 9-11. "For it is a refractory people, lying children,

children who do not like to hear the instruction of Jehovah, who

say to the seers, See not ; and to the prophets. Prophesy not unto

us right things ! Speak flatteries to us I Get out of the way,

turn aside from the path, remove from our face the Holy One of
Israel." On the expression 'am m'rl (a people of stubbornness),

see at ch. iii. 8. The vowel-pointing of D^B'na follows the same
rule as that of Q^nn. The prophet traces back their words to

an unvarnished expression of their true meaning, just as he
does in ch. xxviii. 15. They forbid the prophets of Jehovah to
prophesy, more especially n^kliochoth, straight or true things
(things not agreeable to their own wishes), but would rather
hear chaldqoth, i.e. smooth, insinuating, and flattering things,
and even mahathalloth (from hdthal, Talm. tal, ludere), i.e.

illusions or deceits. Their desire was to be entertained and
lauded, not repelled and instructed. The prophets are to adopt
another course (^3p only occurs here, and that twice, instead of
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the more usual *3i5= |p, after theform \^i<, "^y), and not trouble

them any more with the Ploly One of Israel, whom they (at

least Isaiah, who is most fond of calling Jehovah by this

name) have always in their mouths.

Thus do they fall out with Jehovah and the bearers of His

word. Yers. 12-14. " Therefore thus saiih the Holy One of
Israel, Because ye dislike this word, andput your trust in force

and shufflings, and rely upon this ; therefore will this imguity he

to you like a falling breach, bent forwa/rds in a high-towering

loall, wMch falls to ruin suddenly, very suddenly. And He
smites it to pieces, as a potter's vessel falls to pieces, loJien they

smash it without sparing, and of which, when it lies smashed to

pieces there, you cannot find a sherd to fetch fire with from the

hearth, or to take water with out of a cistern." The " word

"

towards which they cherished nfos (read mo'oskhem), was the

word of Jehovah through His prophet, which was directed

against their imtheocratic policy of reckoning upon Egypt.

Ndloz, bent out or twisted, is the term used to denote this very

policy, which was ever resorting to bypaths and secret ways

;

whilst 'osheq denotes the squeezing out of the money required

to carry on the war of freedom, and to purchase the help of

Egypt (compare 2 Kings xv. 20). The guilt of Judah is

compared to the broken and overhanging part of a high wall

(nibh'eh,heiit-iorwards; compare JfSM, a term applied to a diseased

swelling). Just as such a broken piece brings down the whole

of the injured wall along with it, so would the sinful conduct

of Judah immediately ruin the whole of its existing constitution.

Israel, which would not recognise itself as the image of Jehovah,

even when there was yet time (ch. xxix. 16), would be like a

vessel smashed into the smallest fragments. It is the captivity

which is here figuratively threatened by the prophet ; for the

smashing had regard to Israel as a state. The subject to i=i"i3B'i

in ver. 14 is Jehovah, who would make use of the hostile power

of man to destroy the wall, and break up the kingdom of Judah

into such a diaspora of broken sherds. The reading is not i^'Op]

(LXX., Targum), but ^^^f^, et franget earn. Kdthoth is an

infinitive statement of the mode ; the participle kdthuth, which

is adopted by the Targum, Kimchi, Norzi, and others, is less

suitable. It was necessary to proceed with Pbn* N? (without his

sparing), simply because the infinitive absolute cannot be con-
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nected with «5. (Ewald, § 350, a), ^^r^ (to be written thus

^^dZsh both here and Hag. ii. 16) passes from the prjma,y

meaninl nudare to that of scooping np, as ny does to that of

^""intrsuch small sherds, a heap thus scattered hither and

thither, would the kingdom of Judah be broken up, m conse-

quence of its ungodly thirst for self-liberation. Vers 15-17

"For thus swith the Lord Jehovah, the Holy One of Israel,

Through turning and rest ye would he helped; your strength would

show itself in quietness and confidence ; hut ye would not. And

ye said, No, but we will fly upon horses ; therefore ye shall flee

:

and. We will ride upon racehorses; therefore your pursuers will

race. A thousand, ye will flee from the threatening of one, from

the threatening of five, until ye are reduced to a remnant, like

a fine upon the top of the mountain, and like a banner upon the

hill." The conditions upon which their salvation .depended,

and by complying with which they would attain to it, were

shuhhdh, turning from their self-chosen way, and nachath, rest

from self-confident work of their own (from nuach, like rachath,

ventilabrum, from i'uach, and shachath, fovea, from shuUch).

Their strength {i.e. what they would be able to do in opposition

to the imperial power) would show itself (hdydh, arise, come to

the light, as in ch. xxix. 2) in hashqet, laying aside their busy

care and stormy eagerness, and hitchdh, trust, which cleaves to

Jehovah and, renouncing all self-help, leaves Him to act alone.

This was the leading and fundamental principle of the prophet's

politics even in the time of Ahaz (ch. vii. 4). But from the

very first they would not act upon it ; nor would they now that

the alliance with Egypt had become an irreversible fact. To
fly upon horses, and ride away upon racehorses (kal, like KeXrj<;,

celer^), had been and still was their proud and carnal ambition,

which Jehovah would answer by fulfilling upon them the

curses of the thorah (Lev. xxvi. 8, 36 ; Deut. xxviii. 25, xxxii.

30). One, or at the most five, of the enemy would be able

with their snorting to put to flight a whole thousand of the
men of Judah. The verb nus (ver. 16), which rhymes with sus,

is used first of all in its primary sense of "flying" (related to

1 We regard the Sanscrit kal, to drive or hunt, the Greek x£>iX(oV£?i?i)£;p,

and the Semitic qal, as all having the same root : of. Curtius, GrundzSge der
griech. E'ymol. i. 116.
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nuts, cf. Ex. xiv. 27), and then in its more usual sense of

" fleeing." (Luzzatto, after Abulwalid : vogliamo far sui cavalli

gloriosa comparsa, from 7ius, or rather ndsas, hence ndnos, from

which comes nes, excellere.) l^i^l, the fut. niphal, signifies to be

light, i.e. swift ; whereas ?i?)., the fut. kal, had become a common
expression for light in the sense of despised or lightly esteemed.

The horses and chariots are Judah's own (ch. ii. 7 ; Mic. v. 9),

though possibly with the additional allusion to the Egyptian

cavalry, of world-wide renown, which they had called to their

help. In ver. 17« the subject of the first clause is also that

of the second, and consequently we have not ''JBO' (compare

the asyndeta in ch. xvii. 6). The insertion of r^bhdbhdh (ten

thousand) after chamisshdh (five), which Lowth, Gesenius, and

others propose, is quite unnecessary. The play upon the words

symbolizes the divine law of retribution (talid), which would

be carried out with regard to them. The nation, which had

hitherto resembled a thick forest, would become like a lofty pine

(toren, according to the talmudic turnithd', Pinus pined), stand-

ing solitary upon the top of a mountain, and like a flagstaff

planted upon a hill—a miserable remnant in the broad land so

fearfully devastated by war. For DN ^y followed by a preterite

(equivalent to the fut. exaetum), compare ch. vi. 11 and Gen.

xxiv. 19.

The prophet now proceeds with l??!, to which we cannot

give any other meaning than et propterea, which it has every-

where else. The thought of the prophet is the perpetually

recurring one, that Israel would have to be reduced to a small

remnant before Jehovah would cease from His wrath. Ver.

18. " And therefore will Jehovah wait till He inclines towards

you, and therefore will He withdraw Himself on high till He has

mercy upon you; for Jehovah is a God of right, salvation to those

who wait for Him." In other places Idkhen (therefore) deduces

the punishment from the sin ; here it infers, from the nature

of the punishment, the long continuance of the divine wrath.

Chikkdh, to wait, connected as it is here with Lamed, has at least

the idea, if not the actual signification, of delay (as in 2 Kings

ix. 3 ; compare Job xxxii. 4). This helps to determine the

sense of ydrum, which does not mean. He will show Himself

exalted as a judge, that through judgment He may render it

possible to have mercy upon you (which is too far-fetched a

VOL. II. c
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meaning) ; but, He will raise Himself up, so as to be far away

(cf. Num. xvi. 45, " Get you up from among this congrega-

tion;" and Ps. X. 5, mdrom = " far above," as far as heaven,

out of his sight), that thus (after having for a long time with-

drawn His gracious presence ; cf. Hos. v. 6) He may bestow

His mercy upon you. A dark prospect, but only alarming to

unbelievers. The salvation at the remotest end of the future

belongs to believers even now. Tliis is affirmed in the word

'ashre (blessed), which recals Ps. ii. 12. The prophet uses

cMkhdh in a very significant double sense here, just as he did

nus a short time before. Jehovah is waiting for the time when

He can show His favour once more, and blessed are they who

meet His waiting with their own waiting.

None but such are heirs of the grace that follows the

judgment—a people, newly pardoned in response to its cry for

help, conducted by faithful teachers in the right way, and re-

nouncing idolatry with disgust. Vers. 19-22. " For a people

continues dwelling in Zion, in Jerusalem ; tliou sJialt not weep

for ever : He will prove Himself gracious to thee at the sound of

thy cry for help ; as soon as He hears, He answers thee. And
the Lord giveth you bread in penury, and water for your need;

and thy teachers will not hide themselves any more, and thine eyes

come to see thy teachers. And thine ears will hear words behind

tliee, saying, ' This is the way, walk ye in it
!

' tchether ye turn to

the right hand or to the left. And ye defile the covering of thy

graven images of silver, and the clothing of thy molten images of
gold; thou wilt scatter them like a filthy thing : ' Get out!' thou

sayest to it." We do not render ver. 19a, " For O people that

dwelleth in Zion, in Jerusalem !" For although the personal
pronoun may be omitted after Vav in an apostrophizing con-
nection (Prov. viii. 5 ; Joel ii. 23), we should certainly expect
to find nriK here. The accent very properly marks these words
as forming an independent clause. The apparent tautology in
the expression, « in Zion, in Jerusalem," is emphatic and ex-
planatory. The fate of Zion-Jerusalem will not be the same
as that of the imperial city (ch. xiii. 20, xxv. 2) ; for it is the
city of Jehovah, which, according to His promise, cannot be-
come an eternally deserted ruin. After this promising decla-
ration, the prophet turns and addresses the people of the futurem the people of his own time : bdkho strengthens the verbal
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notion with the mark of duration ; cMnon with the mark of

certainty and fulness. I^nj, with an advanced 0, as in Gen.
xliii. 29, for ^3(iS 3 is the shortest expression used to denote

simultaneous occurrence ; answering and hearing would coin-

cide {shorn ah, nomen actionis, as in ch. xlvii. 9, Iv. 2 ; Ges. § 45,

16 ; 'dndhh, the pausal form here, as in Jer. xxiii. 37). From
this lowest stage of response to the penitential cry for help, the

promise rises higher and higher. The next stage is that in

which Jerusalem is brought into all the distress consequent

upon a siege, as threatened by the prophet in ch. xxix. 3, 4

;

the besieged would not be allowed by God to die of starvation,

but He would send them the necessary support. The same ex-

pression, but very little altered, viz. "to give to eat lechem lachatz

umayim lachatz" signifies to put any one upon the low rations

of a siege or of imprisonment, in 1 Kings xxii. 27 and 2 Chron.

xviii. 26 ; but here it is a promise, with the threat kept in the

background. 1^ and KO? are connected with the absolute nouns
on? and D^Pj not as adverbial, but as appositional definitions (like

^^T'}!^ I"} "wine which is giddiness," in Ps. Ix. 5; and Dllia d;d,

" water which is knees," i.e. which has the measure of the knees,

where hirhayim is also in apposition, and not the accusative of

measurement) : literally, bread which is necessity, and water

which is afiliction; that is to say, nourishment of which there is

extreme need, the very opposite of bread and water in abundance.

TJmbreit and Dreehsler understand this spiritually. But the

promise rises as it goes on. There is already an advance, in

the fact that the faithful and well-meaning teachers (morim)

no longer keep themselves hidden because of the hard-hearted-

ness and hatred of the people, as they have done ever since

the time of Ahaz (n??^, a denom. : to withdraw into ^33,

jTTepv^, the utmost end, the most secret corner ; though Mnaph
in itself signifies to cover or conceal). Israel, when penitent,

would once more be able to rejoice in the sight of those whom
it longed to have back again. 1'''i.iO is a plural, according to

the context (on the singular of the previous predicate, see Ges.

§ 147). As the shepherds of the flock, they would follow the

people with friendly words of admonition, whilst the people

would have their ears open to receive their instruction. iJ^IpKn

is here equivalent to 13''!?*!?, WO^Jii. The abominations of ido-

latry (which continued even in the first years of Hezekiah's
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reign : ch. xxxi. 7 ; Mic. i. 5, v. 11-13, vi. 16) would now be

regauled as abominations, and put away. Even gold and

silver with which the images that were either carved or cast

in inferior metal were overlaid, would be made unclean ^(see

2 Kings xxiii. 8 sqq.) ; that is to say, no use would be made of

them. Bdmh is a shorter expression for ifli ddvdh, the cloth

worn by a woman at the monthly period. On zdrdli, to dis-

pense—to which ddvdh would be inappropriate if understood

of the woman herself, as it is by Luzzatto—compare 2 Kings

xxiii. 6. With 13nt, the plural used in the general address

passes over into the individualizing singular ; Sh is to be taken

as a neuter pointing back to the plunder of idols.

The promise, after setting forth this act of penitence, rises

higher and higher ; it would not stop at bread in time of need.

Vers. 23-25. "And He gives rain to thy seed, loith tvhich thou

soivest the land ; and bread of the produce of the land, and it is

fidl of sap and fat : in that day your jloclcs will feed in roomy

pastures. And the oxen and the young asses, which work the

land, salted mash will they eat, which is toinnoiced with the

winnowing shovel and winnoioing fork ! And upon every high

mountain, and every hill that rises high, there are springs, brooks

in the day of the great massacre, when the towers fall." The
blessing which the prophet depicts is the reverse of the day of

Judgment, and stands in the foreground when the judgment is

past. The expression " in that day " fixes, as it were, the even-
ing of the day of judgment, which is followed by the depicted
morning of blessing. But the great mass of the Jewish nation
would be first of all murdered in war ; the towers must falJ,
i.e. (though without any figure, and merely as an exemplifying
expression) all the bulwarks of self-confidence, self-help, and
j)ride (ch. ii. 15; Mic. v. 9, 10). In the place of the self-
induced calamities of war, there would now come the God-
given rich blessings of peace ; and in the place of the proud
towers, there would come fruitful heights abounding with
water. The field would be cultivated again, and produce
luxuriant crops of nutritious corn ; so that not only the labour
ot man, but that of the animals also, would receive a rich re-

T : .t ^'•'i !,°
*^^ '^^^ '" ^^'' '' ^^'^ ^^^l^ ^^^ commencing

about the middle of October. nB--« is an accusative, V-T being
construed with a double accusative," as in Deut. xsii f T^PO
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might be the singular, so far as the form is concerned (see

i. 30, V. 12, xxii, 11) ; but, according to Ex. xvii. 3, it must

be taken as a plural, like I'lio. The ^dldphim are the oxen

used in ploughing and threshing ; the 'aydnm, the asses used

for carrying manure, soil, the sheaves, or the grain. BHil

chdmits is a mash (composed of oats, barley, and vetches, or

things of that hind) made more savoury with salt and sour

vegetables;'' that is to say, a farrago (from hdlal, to mix; Joh,

vol. ii. p. 362). According to Wetzstein, it is ripe barley (un-

threshed during the harvest and threshing time, and the grain

itself for the rest of the year) mixed with salt or salt vege-

tables. In any case, Vlll is to be understood as referring to

the grain ; this is evident from the relative clause, " which has

been winnowed" (= m^zoreh, Ewald, § 169, d), or perhaps more

correctly, " which he (one) winnows" {part, hat), the parti-

ciple standing for the third person, with the subject contained

within itself (Ewald, § 200), i.e. not what was generally given

from economy, viz. barley, etc., mixed with chopped straw (tibii),

but pure grain (liabb mahd, as they say at the present day).

Racliath is a winnowing shovel, which is still used, according to

Wetzstein, in Merj, Gedur, and Hauran ; mizreh, on the other

hand, is the winnowing fork with six prongs. Dainty food,

such as was only given occasionally to the cattle, as something

especially strengthening, would then be their regular food, and

would be prepared in the most careful manner. " Who cannot

see," exclaims Vitringa, " that this is to be taken spiritually ?
"

He appeals to what Paul says in 1 Cor. ix. 9, viz. that God
does not trouble Himself about oxen. But Paul did not mean

this in the same sense as Aristotle, who maintained that the

minima were entirely excluded from the providence of God.

What the Scriptures say concerning cattle, they do not say for

the sake of the cattle, but for the sake of men ; though it does

not follow that the cattle are to be understood figuratively, as

representing men. And this is the case here. What the pro-

phet paints in this idyllic style, in colours furnished by the

existing customs,^ is not indeed intended to be understood in

the letter ; and yet it is to be taken literally. In the age of

^ Such as Salsola kali, Salsola tragus, Salsolu soda, and other plants of

the family of the chenopodiacese.

^ Asses particularly, even those of a guest, are genesally very much
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glory, even on this side of eternity, a gigantic stride will be

taken forward towards the glorification of universal nature,

and towards the end of all those sighs which are so discernible

now, more especially among domestic animals. The prophecy

is therefore to be interpreted according to Eom. viii. 19 sqq.

;

from which we may clearly see that God does trouble Himself

about the sighing of an ox or ass that is overburdened with

severe toil, and sometimes left to starve.

The promise now rises higher and higher, and passes from

earth to heaven. Ver. 26. " And the light of the moon will be

as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun will be multiplied

sevenfold, like the light of seven days, in the day that Jehovah

bindeth the hurt of His people, and healeth the crushing of His

stroke." Modern commentators from Lowth downwards for the

most part pronounce O'D^n nj)3B' "iiS3 a gloss ; and there is one

external evidence in favour of this, which is wanting in the case

of the other supposed glosses in Isaiah, namely, that the words

are omitted by the LXX. (though not by the Targum, the

Syriac, or Jerome). Even Luther (although he notices these

words in his exposition and sermons) merely renders them, der

Sonnen schein wird siebenmal heller sein denn jtzt (the sunlight

will be seven times as bright as it is now). But the internal

evidence does not favour their spuriousness even in the case

before us ; for the fact that the regularity of the verse, as con-
sisting of four members, is thereby disturbed, is no evidence at

all, since the verse could be arranged in a pentastic quite as well
as in a tetrastic form. We therefore decide in this instance
also in favour of the conclusion that the prophet composed the
gloss himself. But we cannot mamtain, with Umbreit, that the
addition was necessary, in order to guard against the idea that
there would be seven suns shining in the sky ; for the prophet
does not predict a multiplication of the sun by seven, but
simply the multiplication of its light. The seven days are the
length of an ordinary week. Drechsler gives it correctly

:

" The radiated hght, which is sufficient to produce the daylight
tor a whole week according to the existing order of things, will
then be concentrated into a single day." Luther renders it in

neglected The host throws them a little grass, and then hangs up the

u2t7:t °'
""^r^

^*""
'

^""^ " ^ ^ ^'^ °^ extraordinSyTospi!
takty if corn is gwen to the asses as well as to the horses.-WETzsTEiN.
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this way, als ivenn siehen tag ynn eynander gescMossen weren

(as if seven days were enclosed in one another). This also is

not meant figuratively, any more than Paul means it figu-

ratively, when he says, that with the manifestation of the

" glojy " of the children of God, the " corruption" of universal

nature will come to an end. Nevertheless, it is not of the new
heaven that the prophet is speaking, but of the glorification of

nature, which is promised by both the Old Testament prophecy

and by that of the New at the closing period of the world's

history, and which will be the closing typical self-annunciation

of that eternal glory in which everything will be swallowed up.

The brightest, sunniest days then alternate, as the prophet

foretells, with the most brilliant moonlight nights. No other

miracles will be needed for this than that wonder-working

power of God, which even now produces those changes of

weather, the laws of which no researches of natural science

have enabled us to calculate, and which will then give the

greatest brilliancy and most unchangeable duration to what is

now comparatively rare,—namely, a perfectly unclouded sky,

with sun or moon shining in all its brilliancy, yet without any

scorching from the one, or injurious effects from the other.

Heaven and earth will then put on their sabbath dress ; for it

will be the Sabbath of the world's history, the seventh day in

the world's week. The light of the seven days of the world's

week will be all concentrated in the seventh. For the beginning

of creation was light, and its close will be light as well. The

darkness all comes between, simply that it may be overcome.

At last will come a boqer (morning), after which it will no

more be said, "And evening was, and morning was." The

prophet is speaking of the last type of this morning. What he

predicts here precedes what he predicted in ch. xxiv. 23, just as

the date of its composition precedes that of ch. xj^iv.-xxvii. ;

for there the imperial city was Babylon, whereas here the

glory of the latter day is still placed immediately after the fall

of Assyria.

Vers. 27, 28. " Behold, the name of Jehovah cometh from

far, burning His wrath, and quatitity of smoke : His lips are full

of wrathful fcam, and His tongue like devouring fire. And His

breath is like an overfloicing brook, which reaches half-way to the

neck, to sift nations in the sieve of nothingness ; and a misleading
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bridle comes to the cheehs of the nations." Two figures are here

melted together,—namely, that of a storm coming up from the

farthest horizon, which turns the sky into a sea of fire, and

kindles whatever it strikes, so that there rises up a heavy

burden, or thick mass of smoke {kobhed massd'dh, like maseth in

Judg. XX. 40, of. 38 ; on this attributive combination, burning

His wrath (Ewald, § 288, c) and a quantity, etc., see ch. xiii.

9) ; and that of a man burning with wrath, whose lips foam,

whose tongue moves to and fro like a flame, and whose breath

is a snorting that threatens destruction, which when it issues

from Jehovah swells into a stream, which so far covers a

man that only his neck appears as the visible half. We had

the same figure in ch. viii. 8, where Asshur, as it came upon

Judah, was compared to such an almost overwhelming and

drowning flood. Here, again, it refers to Judah, which the

wrath of Jehovah had almost though not entirely destroyed.

For the ultimate object of the advancing name of Jehovah

{sMm, name, relating to His judicial coming) is to sift nations,

etc. : lahdndphdh for Vhdnlph (like lahazdddh in Dan. v. 20),

to make it more like ndphdh in sound. The sieve of nothingness

is a sieve in which everything, that does not, remain in it as

good corn, is given up to annihilation ; NIE' is want of being,

i.e. of life from God, and denotes the fate that properly belongs
to such worthlessness. In the case of v'resen (and a bridle,

etc.) we must either supply in thought QIB"^ (DE>)j or, what is

better, take it as a substantive clause: " a misleading bridle" (or
a bridle of misleading, as Bottcher renders it, math'eh being
the form mashqeh) holds the cheeks of the nations. The nations
are regarded as wild horses, which could not be tamed, but
which were now so firmly bound and controlled by the wrath
of God, that they were driven down into the abyss.

This is the issue of the judgment which begins at the house
of God, then turns against the instrument employed, namely
the heathen, and becomes to the Israel that survives a counter-
part of the deliverance from Egypt. Ver. 29. " Your song
will then sound as in the night, when the feast is celebrated; and
ye will have joy of heart like those who march with the playing
of flutes, to go up to the mountain of Jehovah, to the Rock of
Israel In the word chdg (feast), which is generally used with
special reference to the feast of tabernacles, there is here an
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tiiimistakeable allusion to the passover, as wc may see from the

introduction of " the night," which evidently means the night

before the passover (lei shimmurim, Ex. xii. 42), which was so

far a festal night, that it preceded and introduced the feast of

unleavened bread. The prophet has taken his figure from the

first passover-night in Egypt, when Israel was rejoicing in the

deliverance which it was just about to receive, whilst the de-

stroying angel was passing through the land. Such would be

the song which they would be able to sing, when Jehovah

poured out His judgment upon His people's enemies outside.

The church is shut up in its chamber (ch. xxvi. 20), and its

joy resembles the heartfelt joy of those who go on pilgrimage

on one of the three great feasts, or in the procession that

carries up the first-fruits to Jerusalem (Biccurim, iii. 3), going

up with the sound of flutes to the mountain of Jehovah, to

appear before Him, the Rock of Israel.

Israel is marching in such a joyful way to a sacred and

glorious height, whilst outside Jehovah is sweeping the world-

power entirely away, and that without any help from Israel.

Vers. 30-33. " And JeJiovah causes His majestic voice to be

heard, and causes the lowering of His arm to be seen, with the

snorting of wrath and the blazing of devouring fire, the bursting

of a cloud, and pouring of rain and hailstones. For Asshur will

be terrified at the voice of Jehovah, when He smites with the staff-

And it will come to pass, every stroke of the rod of destiny, which

Jehovah causes to fall upon Asshur, is dealt amidst the noise of

drums and the playing of guitars ; and in battles of swinging

arm He fights it. For a place for the sacrifice of abominations

has long been made ready, even for the king is it prepared ; deep,

broad has He made it : its funeral-pile has fire and wood in

abundance ; the breath of Jehovah like a stream of brimstone sets

it on fire'' The imposing crash (on hod, see Job xxxix. 20)

of the cry which Jehovah causes to be heard is thunder (see

Ps. xxix.) ; for the catastrophe occurs with a discharge of all

the destructive forces of a storm (see ch. xxix. 6). Nephets

is the "breaking up" or "bursting," viz. of a cloud. It is

through such wrath-announcing phenomena of nature that

Jehovah'manifests the otherwise invisible letting down of His

arm to smite (nachath may possibly not be the derivative of

nuach, " a settling down," but of nachath, " the coming down,"
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as in Ps. xxxviii. 3 ;
just as shebheth in 2 Sam, xxiii. 7 is not

derived from shubh, but from shdbhath, to go to ruin). Ver. 31,

commencing with M (for), explains the terrible nature of what

occurs, from the object at which it is directed: Asshur is

alarmed at the voice of Jehovah, and thoroughly goes to pieces.

We must not render this, as the Targum does, " which smites

with the rod," i.e. which bears itself so haughtily, so tyi-anni-

cally (after ch. x. 24). The smiter here is Jehovah (LXX.,

Vulg., Luther) ; and basshebhet yoMceli is either an attributive

clause, or, better still, a circumstantial determining clause, eo

virga percutiente. According to the accents, v'hdydh in ver. 32

is introductory : " And it will come to pass, every stroke of the

punishing rod falls (supply n^!?,';) with an accompaniment of

drums and guitars" (the Beth is used to denote instrumental

accompaniment, as in ver. 29, ch. xsiv. 9, Ps. xlix. 5, etc.),

—

namely, on the part of the people of Jerusalem, who have

only to look on and rejoice in the approaching deliverance.

Musdddh with matteh is a verbal substantive used as a genitive,

" an appointment according to decree" (comp. ydsad in Hab.

i. 12, and yd'ad in Mic. vi. 9). The fact that drums and

guitars are heard along with every stroke, is explained in

ver. 32 & : " Jehovah fights against Asshur with battles of

swinging," i.e. not with darts or any other kind of weapon, but
by swinging His arm incessantly, to smite Asshur without its

being able to defend itself (cf. ch. xix. 16). Instead of na,

which points back to Asshur, not to matteh, the keri has D3,

which is not so harsh, since it is immediately preceded by V^V.

This cutting down of the Assyrians is accounted for Tn
ver. 33, {ki, for), from the fact that it had long ago been
decreed that they should be burned as dead bodies. 'Ethmul in
contrast with mdchdr is the past : it has not happened to-day,
but yesterday, i.e., as the predestination of God is referred to,

"long ago." Tophteh is the primary form of topheth (from
tuph, not in the sense of the Neo-Persian tdften, Zend, tap, to
kmdle or burn, from which comes tafedra, melting ; but in the
Semitic sense of vomiting or abhorring : see at Job xvii. 6),
the name of the abominable place where the sacrifices were
offered to Moloch in the valley of Hinnom: a Tophet-like place.
ihe word IS variously treated as both a masculine and feminine,
possibly because the place of abominable sacrifices is described
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first as bdmdh in Jer, vii. 31. In the clause pw' IfP^h Sin-QJ, the

gam, which stands at the head, may be connected with lam-

melekh, " also for the king is it prepared" (see at Job ii. 10)

;

but in all probability lammelekh is a play upon lammolehh {e.g.

Lev. xviii. 2), " even this has been prepared for the Melekh,"

viz. the king of Asshur. Because he was to be burned there,

together with his army, Jehovah had made this Tophet-like

place very deep, so that it might have a far-reaching back-

ground, and very broad, so that in this respect also there might

be room for many sacrifices. And their m^durdh, i.e. their

pile of wood (as in Ezek. xxiv. 9, cf . 5, from dur, Talm. dayySr,

to lay round, to arrange, pile), has abundance of fire and wood

(a hendiadys, like " cloud and smoke" in ch. iv. 5). Abundance

of fire : for the breath of Jehovah, pouring upon the funeral

pile like a stream of brimstone, sets it on fire. 3 lJ?a, not to

burn up, but to set on fire. fl3 points back to tophteh, like the

suffix of m'dwrdthdh}

THE FOURTH WOE.—THE FALSE HELP ; THE DESPISED ONE
PITIED ; AND THE NEW ERA.—CHAP. XXXI.-XXXII. 1-8.

There is nothing to surprise us in the fact, that the prophet

returns again and again to the alliance with Egypt. After his

warning had failed to prevent it, he wrestled with it in spirit,

set before himself afresh the curse which would be its certain

fruit, brought out and unfolded the consolation of believers

that lay hidden in the curse, and did not rest till the cursed

fruit, that had become a real thing, had been swallowed up by

the promise, which was equally real. The situation of this

fourth woe is just the same as that of the previous one. The

alliance with Egypt is still in progress. Vers. 1-3. " Woe to

1 So far as the form of the text is concerned, kol has the disjunctive

yethih before pashta, which occurs eleven times according to the Masora.

Nevertheless the word is logically connected in the closest manner with

what follows (comp. 'eth torath in ch. v. 24). The ah of musadah is rafa-

tumpro mappicato, according to the Masora ; in which case the suffix would

refer to Asshur. In the place of Xlil D3 we also meet with ^sn DJ, with

this cJiethib and keri reversed ; but the former, according to which pin is

equivalent to niain, has many examples to support it in the Masora. pm
has kametz in correct MSS. in half pause ; whereas KimcM (Michlol, 1176)

regards it as a participle.
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them tUt go down to Egypt for help, and rely upon Iiorses, and

put their trust in chariots, that there are many of them; and m
horsemen, that there is a poioerful multitude of them; and do not

look up to the Holy One of Israel, and do not inquire for Jehovah !

And yet He also is wise ; thus then He brings evil, and sets not

His words aside ; and rises up against the house of miscreants,

and against the help of evil-doers. And Egypt is man, and not

God; and its horses flesh, and not spirit. And when Jehovah

stretches out His hand, the helper stumbles, and he that is helped

falls, and they all perish together." The expression " them

that go down" (Jiayyor'dim) does not imply that the going down

was taking place just then for the first time. It is the participle

of qualification, just as God is called K?>n. n-jTJ!^ with Lamed

of the object, as in ch. xx. 6. The horses, chariots, and horse-

men here, are those of Egypt, which Diodorus calls tTTTraa-t/to?,

on account of its soil being so suitable for cavalry (see Lepsius

in Herzog's Cyclopcedia). The participle is combined in the

finite verb. Instead of D'p'iD'i'jfl, we also find the reading pre-

ferred by Norzi, of ?J? without Vav, as in ch. v. 11 (cf. 23).

The perfects, WB' N? and lt5'"i'n N7, are used without any definite

time, to denote that which was always wanting in them. The
circumstantial clause, " whilst He is assuredly also wise," i.e.

will bear comparison with their wisdom and that of Egypt,- is a

touching iieuoai,<i. It was not necessary to think very highly

of Jehovah, in order to perceive the reprehensible and destruc-

tive character of their apostasy from Him. The fut. consec.

K5J1 is used to indicate the inevitable consequence of their

despising Him who is also wise. He will not set aside His
threatening words, but carry them out. The house of mis-
creants is Judah (ch. i. 4) ; and the help (abstr. pro concr., just
as Jehovah is frequently called "my help," 'ezrdthl, by the
Psalmist) of evil-doers is Egypt, whose help has been sought
by Judah. The latter is " man" (dddm), and its horses " flesh"
(bdsdr)

; whereas Jehovah is God (El) and spirit {mach ; see
Psychol, p. 85). Hofmann expounds it correctly : " As ruach
has life in itself, it is opposed to the bdsdr, which is only
rendered living through the ruach; and so El is opposed to the
corporeal 'dddm, who needs the spirit in order to live at all."
Thus have they preferred the help of the impotent and condi-
tioned, to the help of the almighty and all-conditioning One.
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Jeliovab, who is God and spirit, only requires to stretch out

His hand (an anthropomorphism, by the side of which we find

the rule for interpreting it) ; and the helpers, and those who are

helped (i.e. according to the terms of the treaty, though not

in reality), that is to say, both the source of the help and the

object of help, are all cast into one heap together.

And things of this kind would occur. Ver. 4. " For thus

hath Jehovah spoken to me, As the lion groiols, and the young

lion over its prey, against which a whole crowd of shepherds is

called together; he is not alarmed at their cry, and does not

surrender at their noise ; so will Jehovah of hosts descend to the

campaign against the mountain of Zion, and against their hill."

There is no other passage in the book of Isaiah which sounds

so Homeric as this (yid. II. xviii. 161, 162, xii. 299 sqq.). It

has been misunderstood by Knobel, Umbreit, Drechsler, and

others, who suppose ?? S3SP to refer to Jehovah's purpose to

fight for Jerusalem : Jehovah, who would no more allow His

city to be taken from Him," than a lion would give up a lamb

that it had taken as its prey. But how could Jerusalem be

compared to a lamb which a lion holds in its claws as tereph ?

(ch. v. 29.) We may see, even from ch. xxix. 7, what con-

struction is meant to be put upon ?V N3S. Those sinners and

their protectors would first of all perish ; for like a fierce in-

domitable lion would Jehovah advance against Jerusalem, and

take it as His prey, without suffering Himself to be thwarted

by the Judseans and Egyptians, who set themselves in opposition

to His army (the Assyrians). The mountain of Zion was the

citadel and temple ; the hill of Zion the city of Jerusalem

(ch. X. 32). They would both be given up to the judgment of

Jehovah, without any possibility of escape. The commenta-

tors have been misled by the fact, that a simile of a promising

character follows immediately afterwards, without anything to

connect the one with the other. But this abrupt /Ltera/Sao-t?

was intended as a surprise, and was a true picture of the actual

fulfilment of the prophecy ; for in the moment of the greatest

distress, vi^hen the actual existence of Jerusalem was in question

(cf. ch. -x. 33, 34), the fate of Ariel took suddenly and miracu-

lously a totally different turn (ch.xxix. 2). In this sense, a

pleasant picture is placed side by side with the terrible one

(compare Mic. v. 6, 7).
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Jehovah suddenly arrests the work of punishment, and the love

which the wrath enfolds within itself begins to appear. Ver. 5,

" Likefluttering birds, so will Jehovah of Hosts screen Jerusalem

;

screening and delivering, sparing and setting free." The prophet

uses the plural, " like fluttering birds," with an object—namely,

not so much to represent Jehovah Himself, as the tender care

and, as it were, maternal love, into which His leonine fierceness

would be changed. This is indicated by the fact, that he

attaches the feminine 'dphoth to the common gender tsipporlm.

The word pdsoach recals to mind the deliverance from Egypt

(as in ch. xxx. 29) in a very significant manner. The sparing

of the Israelites by the destroyer passing over their doors, from

which the passover derived its name, would be repeated once

more. We may see from this, that in and along with Assyria,

Jehovah Himself, whose instrument of punishment Assyria was,

would take the field against Jerusalem (ch. xsix. 2, 3) ; but

His attitude towards Jerusalem is suddenly changed into one
resembling the action of birds, as "they soar round and above
their threatened nests. On the inf. abs. kal (gdnon) after the

Jiiphil, see Ewald, § 312, b ; and on the continuance of the inf.

abs. in the finite verb, § 350, a. This generally takes place
through the future, but here through the preterite, as in Jer.
sxiii. 14, Gen. xxvi. 13, and 1 Sam. ii. 26 (if indeed v'gddel ia

the third pers. preterite there).

On the ground of this half terrible, half comforting picture
of the future, the call to repentance is now addressed to the
people of the prophet's own time. Ver. 6. " Then turn, sons
of Israel, to Him from whom men have so deeply departed."
Strictly speaking, « to Him with regard to whom (IB'N) ye are
deeply faUen away" (he'emiq, as in Hos. ix. 9, and "sdrah, that
which is alienated, alienation, as in ch. i. 5); the transition to
the thurd person is like the reverse in ch. i. 29. This call to
repentance the prophet strengthens by two powerful motives
drawn from the future.

_

The first is, that idolatry would one day be recognised in all
Its abomination, and put away. Ver. 7. " For in that day they
will abhor every one their silver idols and their gold idols, which
your hands have made you for a sin," i.e. to commit sin and
repent with the preponderance of the latter idea, as in Hos.
vm. 116 (compare 1 Kings xiii. 34). mn, a second accusative
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to ife'y, indicating the result. The prospect is the same as that

held out in ch. xxx. 22, xxvii. 9, xvii. 8, ii. 20.

The second motive is, that Israel will not be rescued by

men, but by Jehovah alone ; so that even He from whom they

have now so deeply fallen will prove Himself the only true

ground of confidence. Vers. 8, 9. " And, Asshur falls by a

sword not of a man, and a sword not of a man will devour Mm

;

and he flees before a sword, and his young men become tributary.

And his rock, for fear will it pass away, and his princes be

frightened away by the flags : the saying of Jehovah, who has His

fire in Zion, and His furnace in Jerusalem" The LXX. and

Jerome render this falsely (jtev^erai ovk (xi?) aTro irpoawirov

fiay(aipaii. i? is an ethical dative, and the prophet intentionally

writes "before a sword" without any article, to suggest the

idea of the unbounded, infinite, awful (cf. ch. xxviii. 2, Vydd;

Psalter, vol. i. p. 15). A sword is drawn without any human
intervention, and before this Asshur falls, or at least so many of

the Assyrians as are unable to save themselves by flight. The
power of Asshur is for ever broken ; even its young men will

henceforth become tributary, or perform feudal service. By
" his rock" most commentators understand the rock upon which

the fugitive would gladly have taken refuge, but did not dare

(Kosenmiiller, Gesenius, Knobel, etc.) ; others, again, the mili-

tary force of Asshur, as its supposed invincible refuge (Saad.,

etc.) ; others, the apparently indestructible might of Asshur

generally (Vulgate, Eashi, Hitzig). But the presence of " his

princes" in the parallel clause makes it most natural to refer

" his rock" to the king ; and this reference is established with

certainty by what ch. xxxii. 2 affirms of the king and princes of

Judah. Luther also renders it thus : undjr Fels wirdfurfurcht

wegzilien (and their rock will withdraw for fear). Sennacherib

really did hurry back to Assyria after the catastrophe in a

most rapid flight. Minnes are the standards of Asshur, which

the commanders of the army fly away from in terror, without

attempting to rally those that were scattered. Thus speaks

Jehovah, and this is what He decrees who has His 'wr and

tannar m Jerusalem. We cannot suppose that the allusion

here is to the fire and hearth of the sacrifices ; for tannur does

not mean a hearth, but a furnace (from nur, to burn). The

reference is to the light of the divine presence, which was out-
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wardly a devouring fire for the enemies of Jerusalem, an unap-

proachable red-hot furnace (ignis et caminus qui devorat pecca-

tores et ligna, fcenum stipulamque consumit: Jerome).

For Judah, sifted, delivered, and purified, there now begins

a new era. Eighteous government, as a blessing for the people,

is the first beneficent fruit. Ch. xxxii. 1, 2. " Behold, tJie king

will reign according to righteousness ; and the princes, according

to right will they command. And every one will be like a shelter

from the wind, and a covert from the storm; like water-brooks in

a dry place, like the shadow of a gigantic rock in a languishing

land." The kingdom of Asshur is for ever destroyed ; but the

kingdom of Judah rises out of the state of confusion into

which it has fallen through its God-forgetting policy and dis-

regard of justice. King and princes now rule according to the

standards that have been divinely appointed and revealed. The

Lamed in uVsdrim (and the princes) is that of reference {quod

attinet ad, as in Ps. xvi. 3 and Eccles. ix. 4), the exponent

of the usual casus abs. (Ges. § 146, 2) ; and the two other

Lameds are equivalent to KaTa, secundum (as in Jer. xxx. 11).

The figures in ver. 2 are the same as in ch. xxv. 4. The rock

of Asshur (i.e. Sennacherib) has departed, and the princes of

Asshur have deserted their standards, merely to save them-

selves. The kiug and princes of Judah are now the defence

of their nation, and overshadow it like colossal walls of rock.

This is the first fruit of the blessing.

The second is an opened understanding, following upon
the ban of hardening. Vers. 3, 4. " And the eyes of the

seeing no more are closed, and the ears of the hearing attend.

And the heart of the hurried understands to know, and the

tongue of stammerers speaks clear things with readiness." It
is not physical miracles that are predicted here, but a spiri-

tual change. The present judgment of hardening will be
repealed

: this is what ver. 3 affirms. The spiritual defects,
from which many suffer who do not belong to the worst, will
be healed

: this is the statement in ver. 4. The form ^^"'Wn
is not the future of T\vv) here, as in ch. xxxi. 1, xxiil 4,
xvu. 7, 8 (in the sense of, they will no longer stare about
restlessly and without aim), but of HJJb; = TiW, a metaplastic
future of the latter, in the sense of, to be smeared over or
closed (see ch. xxix. 9, vi. 10 ; of. tach in ch. xliv. 18).
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On qdsliahh (the kal of which is only met with here), see at

ch. xxi. 7. The times succeeding the hardening, of which

Isaiah is speaking here, are " the last times," as ch. vi. clearly

shows ; though it does not therefore follow that the king men-

tioned in ver. 1 (as in ch. xi. 1 sqq.) is the Messiah Himself.

In ver. 1 the prophet merely affirms, that Israel as a national

commonwealth will then be governed in a manner well pleasing

to God ; here he predicts that Israel as a national congregation

will be delivered from the judgment of not seeing with seeing

eyes, and not hearing with hearing ears, and that it will be

delivered from defects of weakness also. The nimhdrlm are

"those that fall headlong, the precipitate, hurrying, or rash

;

and the CJpJ', stammerers, are not scoffers (ch. xxviii. 7 sqq.,

xxix. 20), as Knobel and Drechsler maintain, but such as

are unable to think and speak with distinctness and certainty,

more especially concerning the exalted things of God. The
former would now have the gifts of discernment (ydbhiri), to

perceive things in their true nature, and to distinguish under

all circumstances that which is truly profitable (Idda'atK) ; the

latter would be able to express themselves suitably, with refine-

ment, clearness, and worthiness. TsacliOth (old ed. tsdcliotliy

signifies that which is light, transparent; not merely intelli-

gible, but refined and elegant, inon gives the adverbial idea«,

to I'dabber (Ewald, § 285, a).

A third fruit of the blessing is the naming and treating of'

every one according to his true character. Vers. 5-8. " The

fool will no more be called a nobleman, nor the crafty a gentleman-.

For a fool speaks follies, and his heart does godless things, to prac-

tise tricks and to speak error against Jehovah, to leave the soul of

hungry men empty, and to withhold the drink of thirsty ones. A nd

the craft of a crafty man is evil, who devises stratagems to destroy

suffering ones by lying words, even when the needy exhibits his right

But a noble man devises noble things, and to noble things he ad-

heres." Nobility of birth and wealth will give place to nobility

of character, so that the former will not exist or not be recog-

nised without the latter. Nddlbh is properly one who is noble in

character, and then, dropping the ethical meaning, one who is

noble by rank. The meaning of the word generosus follows the

same course in the opposite direction. Shodt is the man who is

raised to eminence by the possession of property; the gentle-

VOL II. !>
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man, as in Job xxxiv. 19. The prophet explains for himself in

what sense he uses the words ndhhdl and kilai. We see from his

explanation that Mlai neither signifies the covetous, from kul

(Saad.), nor the spendthrift, from killdh (Hitzig). Jerome

o-ives the correct rendering, viz. fraudulentus ; and Rashi and

Kimchi very properly regard it as a contraction of n'khilai. It

is an adjective form derived from i''3=i''?3, like S'E'= N'B'|i (Job

XX. 6). The form ''^3 in ver. 1 is used interchangeably with

this, merely for the sake of the resemblance in sound to VPS

(machinatoris machince pravce). In ver. 6, commencing with ki

(for), the fact that the ndhhdl (fool) and kllai (crafty man) will

lose their titles of honour, is explained on the simple ground

that such men are utterly unworthy of them. Ndhhdl is a scoffer

at religion, who thinks himself an enlightened man, and yet at

the same time has the basest heart, and is a worthless egotist.

The infinitives with Lamed show in what the immorality Qdven)

consists, with which his heart is so actively employed. In ver.

6, uhh'dahher (" and if he speak") is equivalent to, " even in the

event of a needy man saying what is right and well founded :"

Vdv= a. in the sense of etiam (cf. 2 Sam. i. 23 ; Ps. xxxi. 12

;

Hos. viii. 6 ; Eccles. v. 6) ; according to Knobel, it is equivalent

to et quidem, as in Eccles. viii. 2, Amos iii. 11, iv. 10 ; whereas
Ewald regards it as Vav conj. (§ 283, d), " and by going to law
with the needy," but ti^aSTiN would be the construction in this

case (vid. 2 Kings xxv. 6). According to ver. 8, not only does
the noble man devise what is noble, but as such (siin) he adheres
to it. We might also adopt this explanation, " It is not upon
gold or upon chance that he rises ;" but according to the Arabic
equivalents, qum signifies persistere here.

AGAINST THE WOMEN OF JERUSALEM.—CHAP. XXXII. 9-20.

APPENDIX TO THE FOURTH "WOE.

This short address, although rounded off well, is something
more than a fragment complete in itself, like the short para-
bolic piece in ch. xxviii. 23-29, which commences in a similar
manner. It is the last part of the fourth woe, just as that was
the last part of the first. It is a side piece to the threatening
prophecy of the time of Uzziah-Jotham (ch. iii. 16 sqq.), and
chastises the frivolous self-security of the women of Jerusalem,
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jast as the former chastises their vain and luxurious love of

finery. The prophet has now uttered many a woe upon Jeru-

salem, which is bringing itself to the verge of destruction ; but

notwithstanding the fact that women are by nature more delicate,

and more easily affected and alarmed, than men, he has made

no impression upon the women of Jerusalem, to whom he now
foretells a terrible undeceiving of their carnal ease, whilst he

holds out before them the ease secured by God, which can

only be realized on the ruins of the former. The first part

of the address proclaims the annihilation of their false ease.

Vers. 9-14. " Ye contented women, rise up, hear my voice ; ye

confident daughters, hearken to my speech ! Days to the year

:

then will ye tremble, confident ones ! for it is all over with the

vintage, the fruit harvest comes to nought. Tremble, contented

ones ! Quake, ye confident ones ! Strip, make yourselves hare,

and gird your loins with sackcloth ! They smite upon their breasts

for the pleasant fields, for the fruitful vine. On the land of my
people there come up weeds, briers ; yea, upon all joyous houses

of the rejoicing city. For thepalace is m,ade solitary; the crowd of

the city is left desolate ; the ofel and watch-tower serve as caves

for ever, for the delight of wild asses, for the tending offlocks^

The summons is the same as in Gen. iv. 23 and Jer. ix. 19 (comp.

eh. xxviii. 23) ; the attributes the same as in Amos vi. 1 (cf. ch.

iv. 1, where Isaiah apostrophizes the women of Samaria). J3SE',

lively, of good cheer; and n£33, trusting, namely to nothing.

They are to rise up (qomndh), because the word of God must

be heard standing (Judg. iii. 20). The definition of the time

" days for a year" (ydmim 'al-shdndh) appears to indicate the

length of time that the desolation would last, as the word

tirgazndh is without any Vav apod. (cf. ch. hsv. 24, Job i.

16-18) ; but ch. xxix. 1 shows us differently, and the Vav is

omitted, just as it is, for example, in Dan. iv. 28. Shdndh is

the current year. In an undefined number of days, at the

most a year from the present time (which is sometimes the

meaning of ydmirn), the trembling would begin, and there

would be neither grapes nor fruit to gather. Hence the spring

harvest of corn is supposed to be over when the devastation

begins. D''»* is an ace. temporis ; it stands here (as in ch. xxvii. 6,

for example ; vid. Ewald, § 293, 1) to indicate the starting point,

not the period of duration. The milel-iorms nDps, ni'y, nnin,
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are explained by Ewald, Drechsler, and Luzzatto, as plur. fern,

imper. with the Nun of the termination ndh dropped,—an elision

that is certainly never heard of. Others regard it as inf. with

He femin. (Credner, Joel, p. 141) ; but r\^0\> for thf>. infinitive

n^Di? is unexampled ; and equally unexampled would be the

mf. with He indicating the summons, as suggested by Bottcher,

"to the shaking !" " to the stripping !" They are sing. masc.

imper., such as occur elsewhere apart from the pause, e.g. naiPD

(for which the heri has naiiio) in Judg. ix. 8 ; and the singular

in the place of the plural is the strongest form of command.

The masculine instead of the feminine appears already in ^iTin,

which is used in the place of fijll". The prophet then pro-

ceeds in the singular number, comprehending the women as a

mass, and using the most massive expression. The He intro-

duced into the summons required that the feminine forms, 'M"!)

etc., should be given up. nnj?, from TiJ?, to be naked, to strip

one's self, nnin absolute, as in Joel i. 13 (cf. ch. iii. 24), signi-

fies to gird one's self with sackcloth (sag). We meet with the

same remarkable enall. generis in ver. 12. Men have no breasts

(shddaim), and yet the masculine soph'dim is employed, inas-

much as the prophet had the whole nation in his mind, through-

out which there would be such a plangere ubera ou account of

the utter destruction of the hopeful harvest of corn and wine.

Shddaim (breasts) and ''^B' (construct to sddoth) have the same
common ring as nbera and ubertas frugum. Li ver. 13 tadlek

points back to qots shdmir, which is condensed into one neuter
idea. The ki in ver. 136 has the sense of the Latin imo
(Ewald, § 330, b). The genitive connection of nr^ij? n^ijp -with
mmy^ (joy-houses of the jubilant city) is the same as in ch.

xxviii. 1. The whole is grammatically strange, just as in the
Psalms the language becomes all the more complicated, dis-

jointed, and difiicult, the greater the wrath and indignation of
the poet. Hence the short shrill sentences in ver. 14 : palace
given up (cf. ch. xiii. 22) ; city bustle forsaken (i.e. the city
generally so full of bustle, ch. xsii. 2). The use of njJ3 is the
same as in Prov. vi. 26, Job ii. 4. 'Ofel, i.e. the south-eastern
fortified slope of the temple mountain, and the bacJian (i.e. the
watch-tower, possibly the flock-tower which is mentioned in
Mic. IV. 8 along with 'ofel), would be pro speluncis, i.e. would
be considered and serve as such. And in the very place where
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the women of Jerusalem had once led their life of gaiety, wild

asses would now have their delight, and flocks their pasture (on

the wild asses, pVa'fjM, that fine animal of the woodless steppe,

see at Job xxiv. 5, xxxix. 5-8). Thus would Jerusalem, with its

strongest, proudest places, be laid in ruins, and that in a single

year, or even less than a year.

The state would then continue long, very long, until at last

the destruction of the false rest would be followed by the reali-

zation of the true. Vers. 15—19. " Until the Spirit is poured

out over us from on high, and the wilderness becomes a fruitful

field, and the fruitful field is counted as the forest. And justice

snakes its abode in the desert, and righteousness settles down upon

the fruit-field. And the effect of righteousness will he peace, and

Hie reward of righteousness rest and security for ever. And my
people dwells in a place of peace, and in trustworthy, safe dwell-

ings, and in cheerful resting-places. And it hails with the over-

throw of the forest, and into lowliness must the city he brought

low." There is a limit, therefore, to the " for ever ''of ver. 14.

The punishment would last till the Spirit, which Israel had not

then dwelling in the midst of it (see Hag. ii. 5), and whose

fulness was like a closed vessel to Israel, should be emptied out

over Israel from the height of heaven (compare the piel nij?,

Gen. xxiv. 20), i.e. should be poured out in all its fulness.

When that was done, a great change would take place, the

spiritual nature of which is figuratively represented in the same

proverbial manner as in ch. xxix. 17. At the same time, a

different turn is given to the second half in the passage before

us. The meaning is, not that what was now valued as a fruit-

bearing garden would be brought down from its false eminence,

and be only regarded as forest ; but that the whole would be so

glorious, that what was now valued as a fruit-garden, would be

thrown into the shade by something far more glorious still, in

comparison with which it would have the appearance of a forest,

in which everything grew wild. The whole land, the unculti-

vated pasture-land as well as the planted fruitful fields of corn

and fruit, would then become the tent and seat of justice and

righteousness. " Justice and righteousness" (mishpdt and

ts'ddqdh) are throughout Isaiah the stamp of the last and

perfect time. As these advance towards self-completion, the

produce and resuU of these will be peace (mddseh and 'dbhoddk
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are used to denote the fruit or self-reward of work and pains-

taking toil; compare n^ya). But two things must take place

before this calm, trustworthy, happy peace, of which the existing

carnal security is only a caricature, can possibly be realized.

In the first place, it must hail, and the wood must fall, being

beaten down with hail. We already know, from ch. x. 34,

that " the wood" was an emblem of Assyria ; and in cb. xxx.

30 31 we find " the hail" mentioned as one of the forces of

nature that would prove destructive to Assyria. And secondly,

"
tlie city" (yV^, a play upon the word, and a counterpart to

iVin) must first' of all be brought low into lowliness (i.e. be deeply

humiliated). Kosenmiiller and others suppose the imperial

city to be intended, according to parallels taken from ch.

xxiv.-xxvii. ; but in this cycle of prophecies, in which the

imperial city is never mentioned at all, " the city" must be

Jerusalem, whose course from the false peace to the true lay

through a humiliating punishment (ch. xxix. 2-4, xxx. 19 sqq.,

xxxi. 4 sqq.).

In the face of this double judgment, the prophet congratu-

lates those who will live to see the times after the judgment.

Ver. 20. " Blessed are ye that sow by all waters, and let the

foot of the oxen and asses rove in freedom." Those who lived

to see these times would be far and wide the lords of a quiet

and fruitful land, cleared of its foes, and of all disturbers of

peace. They would sow wherever they pleased, by all the

waters that fertiHzed the soil, and therefore in a soil of the

most productive kind, and one that required little if any trouble

to cultivate. And inasmuch as everything would be in the

most copious abundance, they would no longer need to watch
with anxiety lest their oxen and asses should stray into the

corn-fields, but would be able to let them wander wherever they

pleased. There cannot be the slightest doubt that this is the

correct explanation of the verse, according to ch. xxx. 23-25
(compare also ch. vii. 21 sqq.).

This concludes the four woes, from which the fifth, that
immediately follows, is distinguished by the fact, that in the
former the Assyrian troubles are still in the future, whereas
the fifth places us in the very midst of them. The prophet
commenced (ch. xxviii. 1-4) with the destruction of Samaria ;

he then threatened Judah and Jerusalem also. But it is un-
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commonly difficult to combine the different features of the

threat into a complete picture. Sifting even to a small rem-

nant is a leading thought, which runs through the threat. And
we also read throughout the whole, that Asshur will meet with

its own destruction in front of that very Jerusalem which it is

seeking to destroy. But the prophet also knows, on the one

hand, that Jerusalem is besieged by the Assyrians, and will not

be rescued till the besieged city has been brought to the last

extremity (ch. xxix. 1 sqq., xxxi. 4 sqq.) ; and, on the other

hand, that this will reach even to the falling of the towers (ch.

XXX. 25), the overthrow of the wall of the state (ch. xxx. 13,

14), the devastation of the land, and the destruction of Jeru-

salem itself (ch. xxxii. 12 sqq.) ; and for both of these he fixes

the limit of a year (ch. xxix. 1, xxxii. 10). This double threat

may be explained in the following manner. The judgments

which Israel has still to endure, and the period of glory that

will follow them, lie before the mental eye of the prophet like

a long deep diorama. While threatening the existing generation,

he penetrates more or less deeply into the judgments which lie in

perspective before him. He threatens at one time merely a siege

that will continue till it is brought to the utmost extremity ; at

another time utter destruction. But the imperial power intended,

by which this double calamity is to be brought upon Judah,

must be Assyria ; since the prophet knew of no other in the

earliest years of Hezekiah, when these threatening addresses were

Tittered. And this gives rise to another difficulty. Not only was

the worst prediction—namely, that of the destruction of Jerusa-

lem—not fulfilled ; but even the milder prophecy—namely, that

of a siege, which would bring them to the deepest distress—was

not accomplished. There never was any actual siege of Jerusa-

lem by the Assyrians. The explanation of this is, that, according

to Jer. xviii. 7, 8, and 9, 10, neither the threatenings of punish-

ment nor the promises of blessing uttered by the prophets were

so unconditional, that they were certain to be fulfilled and that

with absolute necessity, at such and such a time, or upon such

and such a generation. The threatened punishment might be

repealed or modified, if repentance ensued on the part of the

persons threatened (Jonah iii. 4 ; 1 Kings xxi. 29 ; 2 Kings

xxii. 15-20 ; 2 Chron. xii. 5-8). The words of the prophecy

did not on that account fall to ithe ground. If they produced re-
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pentance, they answered the veiy purpose for which they were

intended ; but if the circumstances which called for punishment

should return, their force returned as well in all its fulness. If

the ludgment was one irrevocably determined, it was merely

delayed "by this, to be discharged upon the generation which

should be ripest for it. And we have also an express historical

testimony, which shows that this is the way in which the non-

fulfilmentof what Isaiah threatened as about to take place within

a year is to be accounted for. Not only Isaiah, but also his

contemporary Micah, threatened, that along with the judgment

upon Samaria, the same judgment would also burst upon

Jerusalem. Zion would be ploughed as a field, Jerusalem

would be laid in ruins, and the temple mountain would be turned

into a wooded height (Mic. iii. 12). This prophecy belongs

to the first year of Hezekiah's reign, for it was then that the

book of Micah was composed. But we read in Jer. xxvi.

18, 19, that, in their alarm at this prophecy, Hezekiah and all

Judah repented, and that Jehovah withdrew His threat in con-

sequence. Thus, in the very first year of Hezekiah, a change

for the better took place in Judah ; and this was necessarily

followed by the withdrawal of Isaiah's threatenings, just as

those threatenings had co-operated in the production of this

conversion (see Caspari, Micha, p. 160 sqq.). Not one of the

three threats (Isa. xxix. 1-4, xxxii. 9—14 ; Mic. iii. 12), which

form an ascending climax, was fulfilled. Previous threatenings

so far recovered their original force, when the insincerity of the

conversion became apparent, that the Assyrians did unques-

tionably march through Judah, devastating everything as they

went along. But because of Hezekiah's self-humiliation and
faith, the threat was turned from that time forward into a

promise. In direct opposition to his former threatening, Isaiah

now promised that Jerusalem would not be besieged by the

Assyrians (ch. xxxvii. 33-35), but that, before the siege was
actually established, Assyria would fall under the walls of

Jerusalem.
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THE FIFTH WOE.—WOE CONCERNING ASSHtJR; DELIVERANCE
AND GLORY OF JERUSALEM.—CHAP. XXXIII.

We are now in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah's reign.

The threatenings of the first years, which the repentance of

the people had delayed, are now so far in force again, and so

far actually realized, that the Assyrians are already in Judah,

and have not only devastated the land, but are threatening

Jerusalem. The element of promise now gains the upper

hand, the prophet places himself between Asshur and his own
nation with the weapons of prophecy and prayer, and the woe
turns from the latter to the former. Ver. 1. " Woe, devastator,

and thyself not devastated ; and thou spoiler, and still not spoiled !

Hast thou done with devastating ? thou shalt he devastated. Hast

thou attained to rob ? men rob thee." Asshur is described as not

devastated and not spoiled (which could not be expressed by a

participle as with us, since bdgad is construed with Beth, and

not with the accusative of the person), because it had not yet

been visited by any such misfortune as that which had fallen

upon other lands and nations. But it would be repaid with

like for like as soon as (3 indicating simultaneousness, as in ch.

XXX. 19 and xviii. 5, for example) its devastating and spoiling

had reached the point determined by Jehovah. Instead of ^3,

we find in some codd. and editions the reading is, which is

equally admissible. In 'lf>''^"r (^™™ ^??) ^^^ radical syllable

is lengthened, instead of having dagesh. in?33 is equivalent to

^nipjna, a Mphil syncopated for the sake of rhythm (as in ch.

iii. 8, Deut. i. 33, and many other passages), written here with

dagesh dirimens, from the verb ndldh, which is attested also

by Job XV. 29. The coincidence in meaning with the verb

Jlj (fut. i and m), to acquire or attain (see Job, vol. i. 296, ii.

165), has been admitted by the earliest of the national gram-

marians, Ben-Koreish, Chayug, etc. The conjecture ^ni?32

(in addition to which Cappellus proposed inis?3|) is quite

unnecessary. The play upon the sound sets forth the punish-

ment of the hitherto unpunished one as the infallible echo of

its sin.

In ver. 2 the prophet's word of command is changed into a
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beUevinc prayer : " Jehovah, be gracious to us ; we wait for

Thee: be their arm with every morning, yea, our salvation in

time of need!" "Their arm,''' i.e. the power which shelters and

defends them, viz. Thy people and my own. " Yea," 'aph, is

emphatic. Israel's arm every morning, because the danger is

renewed every day; Israel's salvation, i.e. complete deliver-

ance (ch. XXV. 9), because the culminating point of the trouble

is still in prospect.

While the prophet is praying thus, he already sees the

answer. Vers. 3, 4. "At the sound of a noise peoples pass away ;

at Thy rising nations are scattered. And your booty is swept

away as a swarm of locusts sweeps away; as beetles run, they run

upon it." The indeterminate hdmon, which produces for that

very reason the impression of something mysterious and terrible,

is at once explained. The noise comes from Jehovah, who is

raisingHimself judicially above Assyria, and thunders as ajudge.

Then the hostile army runs away (lVS:=U'33j from the niphal

K^J, 1 Sam. xiii. 11, from J'Sa= pB3, from fis); and your booty

(the address returns to Assyria) is swept away, just as when a

swarm of locusts settles on a field, it soon eats it utterly away.

Jerome, Cappellus, and others follow the Septuagint rendering,

ov rpoTTov edv n<; a-vvaydyrj aKpiSw;. The figure is quite as

appropriate, but the article in hechdsll makes the other view the
more natural one ; and ver. 46 places this beyond all doubt.
Shdqaq, from which the participle shoqeq and the substantive
masshdq are derived, is used here, as in Joel ii. 9, to signify a
busy running hither and thither (discursitare). The syntactic
use of shoqeq is the same as that of vSp (they call) in ch. xxi.

11, and soph'dlm (they smite) in ch. xxxii. 12. The inhabits
ants of Jerusalem swarm in the enemy's camp like beetles

;

they are all in motion, and carry off what they can.
The prophet sees this as he prays, and now feasts himself

on the consequences of this victory of Jehovah, prophesying in
vers. 5, 6

:
« Jehovah is exalted; for, dwelling on high. He has

filled Zion with justice and righteousness. And there will be
security of thy times, riches of salvation, of wisdom, and know-
ledge. Fear of Jehovah is then the treasure of Judah." Exalted
for though highly exalted in Himself, He has performed an act
ot justice and righteousness, with the sight and remembrance
ot which Z.on IS filled as with an overflomng rich supply of
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instruction and praise. A new time has dawned for the people

of Judah. The prophet addresses them in ver. 6 ; for there is

nothing to warrant us in regarding the words as addressed to

Hezekiah. To the times succeeding this great achievement

there would belong 'gmundh, i.e. durability (Ex. xvii. 12),—

a

uniform and therefore trustworthy state of things (compare

ch. xxxix. 8, " peace and truth"). Secondly, there would also

belong to them t?^, a rich store of salvation, wisdom, and

knowledge (compare the verb in ch. xxiii. 18). We regard

these three ideas as all connected with chosen. The prophet

makes a certain advance towards the unfolding of the seven

gifts in ch. xi. 2, which are implied in " salvation ;" but he

hurries at once to the lowest of them, which forms the ground-

work of all the rest, when he says, thirdly, that the fear of

Jehovah will be the people's treasure. The construct form,

ehoMimaih, instead of cliokhmdh, is a favourite one, which Isaiah

employs, even apart from the genitive relation of the words,

for the purpose of securing a closer connection, as ch. xxxv. 2,

li. 21 (compare pdrash in Ezek. xxvi. 10), clearly show. In

the case before us, it has the further advantage of consonance

in the closing sound.

The prophet has thus run through the whole train of thought

with a few rapid strides, in accordance with the custom which

we have already frequently noticed ; and now he commences

afresh, mourning over the present miserable condition of things,

in psalm-like elegiac tones, and weeping with his weeping

people. Vers. 7-9. " Behold, their heroes weep without ; the

messengers of peace weep bitterly. Desolate are roads, disap-

peared are travellers ; he has broken covenant, insulted cities,

despised men. The land mourns, languishes; Lebanon stands

ashamed, parched; the meadow of Sharon has become like a

steppe, and Bashan and Carmel shake their leaves^ ^?^"]? is

probably chosen with some allusion to 'Ariel, the name of Jeru-

salem in ch. xxix. ; but it has a totdlly different meaning. We
have rendered it " heroes," because %"1S is here synonymous

with i'N'iN in the Nibelung-Vike. piece contained in 2 Sam. xxiii.

20 and 1 Ohron. xi. 22. This 'artel, which is here contracted

into 'er'el (compare the biblical name 'Ar'ell and the post-

biblical name of the angels, 'Er'ellim), is compounded of 'an

(a lion) and 'El (God), and therefore signifies " the lion of
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God," but in this sense, that El (God) gives to the idea of

leonine courage merely the additional force of extraordinary or

wonderful ; and as a composite word, it contents itself with a

singular, with a collective sense according to circumstances,

without forming any plural at all. The dagesli is to be ex-

plained from the fact that the word (which tradition has erro-

neously regarded as a compound of Dn^ n?1!<) is pointed in

accordance with the form ^l? (i^Ol?)- The heroes^ intended

by the prophet were the messengers sent to Sennacherib to treat

with him for peace. They carried to him the amount of silver

and gold which he had demanded as the condition of peace

(2 Kings xvili. 14). But Sennacherib broke the treaty, by

demanding nothing less than the surrender of Jerusalem itself.

Then the heroes of Jerusalem cried aloud, when they arrived

at Jerusalem, and had to convey this message of disgrace and

alarm to the king and nation ; and bitterly weeping over such

a breach of faith, such deception and disgrace, the embassy,

which had been sent off, to the deep self-humiliation of Judah

and themselves, returned to Jerusalem. Moreover, Sennacherib

continued to storm the fortified places, in violation of his agree-

ment (on ma as 'dnm, see 2 Kings xviii. 13). The land was

more and more laid waste, the fields were trodden down ; and

the autumnal aspect of Lebanon, with its faded foliage, and of

Bashan and Carmel, with their falling leaves, looked like shame
and grief at the calamities of the land. It was in the autumn,
therefore, that the prophet uttered these complaints ; and the

definition of the time given in his prophecy (ch. xsxii. 10)
coincides with this. PDiJ is the pausal form for i'Oi', just as in

other places an e with the tone, which has sprung from i, easily

passes into a in pause ; the sharpening of the syllable being
preferred to the lengthening of it, not only when the syllable

which precedes the tone syllable is an open one, but sometimes
even when it ig closed {e.g. Judg. vi. 19, t^Ji^). Instead of
nnw we should read nmV3 (without the article), as certain
codd. and early editions do.^ Isaiah having mourned in the
tone of the Psalms, now comforts himself with the words of a

1 We find the same in Zech. xiv. 10, and D^nvs in cli. xliv. 4, whereas
ve invariably liave rQIM (see MicUol, 456), just as we always find

n'J3K3, and on the other hand a^32X3.
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psalm. Like David in Ps. xii. 6, he hears Jehovah speak.

The measure of Asshur's iniquity is full ; the hour of Judah's

redemption is come ; Jehovah has looked on long enough, as

though sitting still (ch. xviii. 4). Ver. 10. " Now will I arise,

saith Jehovah, now exalt myself, now lift up myselfr Three

times does the prophet repeat the word 'attdh (now), which i?

so significant a word with all the prophets, but more especially

with Hosea and Isaiah, and which always fixes the boundary-

line and turning-point between love and wrath, wrath and love.

^9^"'?? (in half pause for OpilK) is contracted from DOiin^ (Ges.

§ 54, 2, h). Jehovah would rise up from His throne, and show
Himself in all His greatness to the enemies of Israel.

After the prophet has heard this from Jehovah, he knows
how it will fare with them. He therefore cries out to them
in triumph (ver. 11), " Ye are pregnant with hay, ye bring

forth stubble ! Your snorting is the fire that will devour you."

Their vain purpose to destroy Jerusalem comes to nothing;

their burning wrath against Jerusalem becomes the fire of

wrath, which consumes them (for chashash and qash, see at

ch. v. 24).

The prophet announces this to them, and now tells openly

what has been exhibited to him in his mental mirror as the pur-

pose of God. Ver. 12. " And nations become as lime burnings,

thorns cut off, which are kindled with fire." The first simile sets

forth the totality of the destruction : they will be so com-

pletely burned up, that nothing but ashes will be left, like the

lump of lime left at the burning of lime. The second contains

a figurative description of its suddenness : they have vanished

suddenly, like dead brushwood, which is cut down in con-

sequence, and quickly crackles up and is consumed (ch. v.

24, cf. ix. 17) : MsacJi is the Targum word for zdmar, ampu-

tare, whereas in Arabic it has the same meaning as sdchdh,

verrere.

But the prophet, while addressing Asshur, does not overlook

those sinners of his own nation who are deserving of punish-

ment. The judgment upon Asshur is an alarming lesson, not

only for the heathen, but for Israel also ; for there is no respect

of persons with Jehovah. Vers. 13, 14. " Hear, ye distant

ones, lohat I have accomplished ; and perceive, ye near ones, my
omnipotence ! The sinners in Zion are afraid; trembling seizes
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ihe hypocrites : who of us can abide with devouring fire? who of

us abide with everlasting burnings?" Even for the sinners in

Jerusalem also there is no abiding in the presence of the

Almighty and Just One, who has judged Asshur (the act of

judgment is regarded by the prophet as having just occurred)

;

they must either repent, or they cannot remain in His presence.

Jehovah, so far as His wrath is concerned, is " a consuming

fire" (Deut. iv. 24, ix. 3) ; and the fiery force of His anger is

" everlasting burnings" (moMe 'oldm), inasmuch as it consists

of flames that are never extinguished, never burn themselves

out. And this God had His fire and His furnace in Jeru-

salem (eh. xxxi. 9), and had just shown what His fire could

do, when once it burst forth. Therefore do the sinners inquire

in their alarm, whilst confessing to one another (Idnu ; cf.

Amos is. 1) that none of them can endure it, " Who can dwell

with devouring fire?" etc. {gur with the ace. loci, as in Ps.

v. 5).

The prophet answers their question. Vers. 15, 16. "He
that walketh in righteousness, and speaketh uprightness ; he that

despiseth gain of oppressions, whose hand keepeth from grasping

bribes ; he that stoppeth Ms ear from hearing murderous counsel,

and shutteth his eyes from looking at evil ; he will dwell upon

high places ; rochy fastnesses are his castle ; his bread is abundant,

his waters inexhaustible." Isaiah's variation of Ps. xv. and

xxiv. 3-6 (as Jer. xvii. 5-8 contains Jeremiah's variation of

Ps. i.). Ts'ddqoth is the accusative of the object, so also is

meshdrim : he who walks in all the relations of life in the full

measure of righteousness, i.e. who practises it continually, and
whose words are in perfect agreement with his inward feelings

and outward condition. The third quality is, that he not only
does not seek without for any gain which injures the interests

of his neighbour, but that he inwardly abhors it. The fourth
is, that he diligently .closes his hands, his ears, and his eyes,
against all danger of moral pollution. Bribery, which others
force into his hand, he throws away (cf. Neh. v. 13) ; against
murderous suggestions, or such as stimulate revenge, hatred,
and violence, he stops his ear; and from sinful sights he closes
his eyes firmly, and that without even winking. Such a man
has no need to fear the wrath of God. Living according to
the wall of God, he lives in the love of God; and in that he is
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shut in as it were upon the inaccessible heights and in the im-

pregnable walls of a castle upon a rock. He suffers neither

hunger nor thirst ; but his bread is constantly handed to him
(niftdn, partic), namely, by the love of God ; and his waters

never fail, for God, the living One, makes them flow. This is

the picture of a man who has no need to be alarmed at the

judgment of God upon Asshur.

Over this picture the prophet forgets the sinners in Zion,

and greets with words of promise the thriving church of the

future. Ver. 17. " Thine eyes will see the Mng in his beauty,

will see a land that is very far off" The king of Judah,

hitherto so deeply humbled, and, as Micah instances by way of

example, " smitten upon the cheeks," is then glorified by the

victory of his God ; and the nation, constituted as described in

vers. 15, 16, will see him in his God-given beauty, and see the

land of promise, cleared of enemies as far as the eye can reach

and the foot carry, restored to Israel without reserve, and

under the dominion of this sovereign enjoying all the blessed-

ness of peace.

The tribulation has passed away like a dream. Vers. 18, 19.

" Thy heart meditates upon the shuddering. Where is the valuer ?

where the weigher ? where he who counted the towers ? The rough

people thou seest no more, the people of deep inaudible lip, of

stammering unintelligible tongue." The dreadful past is so

thoroughly forced out of mind by the glorious present, that

they are obliged to turn back their thoughts (hdgdh, meditari,

as Jerome renders it) to remember it at all. The sopher who

had the management of the raising of the tribute, the shoqel

who tested the weight of the gold and silver, the sophSr ''eth

hammigddlim who drew up the plan of the city to be besieged

or stormed, are all vanished. The rough people (tV^J OP, the

niphal of W, from fVJ), that had shown itself so insolent, so

shameless, and so insatiable in its demands, has become invisible.

This attribute is a perfectly appropriate one ; and the explana-

tion given by Eashi, Vitringa, Ewald, and Fiirst, who take it

in the sense of loez in Ps. cxiv. 1, is both forced and ground-

less. The expressions 'imhe and niVag refer to the obscure and

barbarous sound of their language ; missh^moa to the unintelli-

gibility of their speech ; and nra )iN to the obscurity of their

meaning. Even if the Assyrians spoke a Semitic language,
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they were of so totally different a nationality, and their manners

were so entirely different, that their language must have sounded

even more foreign to an Israelite than Dutch to a German.

And how will Jerusalem look when Asshur has been dashed

to pieces on the strong fortress ? The prophet passes over here

into the tone of Ps. xlviii. (vers. 13, 14.) Ps. xlvi. and xlviii.

probably belong to the time of Jehoshaphat ; but they are

equally applicable to the deliverance of Jerusalem in the time

of Hezekiah. Ver. 20. " Look upon Zion, the castle of our

festal meeting. Thine eyes ivill see Jerusalem, a pleasant place,

a tent that does not wander about, whose pegs are never drawn,

and none of whose cords are ever broken." Jerusalem stands

there unconquered and inviolable, the fortress where the con-

gregation of the whole land celebrates its feasts, a place full of

good cheer (ch. xxxii. 18), in which everything is now arranged

for a continuance. Jerusalem has come out of tribulation

stronger than ever,—not a nomadic wandering tent (tsd'an,

a nomad word, to wander, lit. to pack np = td'an in Gen. xlv.

17), but one set up for a permanent dwelling.

It is also a great Lord who dwells therein, a faithful and
almighty defender. Vers. 21, 22. "No, there dwells for us a
glorious One, Jehovah; a place of streams, canals of loide

extent, into lohich no fleet of rowing vessels ventures, and which
no strong man of war shall cross. For Jehovah is our Judge ;

Jehovah is our loar-Prince; Jehovah is our King; He will hing
us salvation.'' Following upon the negative clauses in ver. 2Qh,
the next verse commences with kl 'im {imo). Glorious Qaddlr)
is Jehovah, who has overthrown Lebanon, i.e. Assyria (ch. x,

34). He dwells in Jerusalem for the good of His people,—
a place of streams, i.e. one resembling a place of streams, from
the fact that He dwells therein. Luzzatto is right in maintain-
ing, that 13 and is^ajj: point back to nipp, and therefore that
m'kom IS neither equivalent to loco (tachath, instead of), which
would be quite possible indeed, as 1 Kings xxi. 19, if not Hos
H. 1, clearly proves (cf. ch. xxii. 38), nor used in the sense of
substitution or compensation. The meaning is, that, by virtue
ot Jehovah's dwelling there, Jerusalem had become a place, or
equivalent to a place, of broad streams, like those which m
other instances defended the cities they surrounded (e.q. Baby-
lon, the " twisted snake," ch. xxvii. 1), and of broad canals,
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which kept off the enemy, like moats around a fortification.

The word CINI was an Egyptian word, that had become natu-

rahzed in Hebrew ; nevertheless it is a very natural supposi-

tion, that the prophet was thinking of the No of Egypt, which

was surrounded by waters, probably Nile-canals (see Winer,

H.W, Nab. iii. 8). The adjective in which yddaim brings

out with greater force the idea of breadth, as in ch. xxii. 18

(" on both sides"), belongs to both the nouns, which are placed

side by side, ao-ui'SeTa)? (because permutative). The presence

of Jehovah was to Jerusalem what the broadest streams and

canals were to other cities ; and into these streams and canals,

which Jerusalem had around it spiritually in Jehovah Himself,

no rowing vessels ventured (3 ^>\j, ingredi). Luzzatto renders

the word " ships of roving," i.e. pirate ships ; but this is im-

probable, as shut, when used as a nautical word, signifies to

row. Even a majestic tsi, i.e. trieris magna, could not cross it

:

a colossal vessel of this size would be wrecked in these mighty

and dangerous waters. The figure is the same as that in ch.

xxvi. 1. In the consciousness of this inaccessible and impene-

trable defence, the people of Jerusalem gloried in their God,

who watched as a slwpMt over Israel's rights and honour, who

held as m'choqeq the commander's rod, and ruled as meleMi in

the midst of Israel ; so that for every future danger it was

already provided with the most certain help.

Now indeed it was apparently very different from this. It

was not Assyria, but Jerusalem, that was like a ship about to

be wrecked ; but when that which had just been predicted

should be fulfilled, Jerusalem, at present so powerless and

sinful, would be entirely changed. Vers. 23, 24. " Thy ropes

hang loose; they do not hold fast the support of thy mast ; they

do not hold the flag extended : then is booty ofplunder divided in

abundance ; even lame men share the prey. And not an inhabi-

tant will say, I am weak : the people settled there have their sins

forgiven." Nearly every commentator (even Luzzatto) has

taken ver. 23 as addressed to Assyria, which, like a proud

vessel of war, would cross the encircling river by which Jeru-

salem was sinrounded. But Drechsler has very properly

given up this view. The address itself, with the suffix ayikh

(see at ch. i. 26), points to Jerusalem ; and the reference to

this gives the most appropriate sense, whilst the contrast

VOL. II. K
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between the now and tJien closes the prophecy in the most

glorious manner. Jerusalem is now a badly appointed ship,

dashed about by the storm, the sport of the waves. Its rigging

hangs loose (Jerome, laxati sunt) ; it does not hold the ken

torndm fast, i.e. the support of their mast, or cross beam with a

hole in it, into which the mast is slipped (the mesodme of

Homer, Od. xv. 289), which is sure to go to ruin along with

the falling mast, if the ropes do not assist its bearing power

{malum sustinentes thecce succurrant, as Vitruvius says). And
so the ropes of the ship Jerusalem do not keep the nes spread

out, i.e. the iiriatjiJ^ov of the ship, whether we understand by it

a flag or a sail, with a device worked upon it (see Winer, R. W.

s. V. Schiffe). And this is the case with Jerusalem now ; but

then Qdz) it will be entirely different. Asshur is wrecked, and

Jerusalem enriches itself, without employing any weapons, from

the wealth of the Assyrian camp. It was with a prediction of

this spoiling of Asshur that the prophet commenced in ver. 1

;

so that the address finishes as it began. But the closing words
of the prophet are, that the people of Jerusalem are now strong

in God, and are PV NB*: (as in Ps. xxxii. 1), lifted up, taken

away from their guilt. A people humbled by punishment,
penitent, and therefore pardoned, would then dwell in Jeru-
salem. The strength of Israel, and all its salvation, rest upon
the forgiveness of its sins.

PART VI.

FINALE OF THE JUDGMENT UPON ALL THE WORLD (MORE
ESPECIALLY UPON EDOM), AND REDEMPTION OF THE
PEOPLE OF JEHOVAH.

Chap, xxxiv. xxxv.

These two chapters stand in precisely the same relation to
ch. xxvui.-xxxiii. as ch. xxiv.-xxvii. to ch. xiii.-xxiii. In both
instances the special prophecies connected with the history of
the prophet's own times are followed by a comprehensive /Jnafo
ot an apocalyptic character. We feel that we are carried en-
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tirely away from the stage of history. There is no longer that

foreshortening, by which the prophet's perspective was charac-

terized before the fall of Assyria. The tangible shapes of the

historical present, by which we have been hitherto surrounded,

are now spiritualized into something perfectly ideal. We are

transported directly into the midst of the last things ; and the

eschatological vision is less restricted, has greater mystical

depth, belongs more to another sphere, and has altogether more

of a New Testament character. The totally different impres-

sion which is thus made by ch. xxxiv. xxxv., as compared with

ch. xxviii.-xxxiii., must not cause any misgivings as to the

authenticity of this closing prophecy. The relation in which

Jeremiah and Zephaniah stand to ch. xxxiv. and xxxv., is quite

sufficient to drive all doubts away. (Read Oaspari's article,

" Jeremiah a Witness to the Genuineness of Isa. xxxiv., and

therefore also to the Genuineness of Isa. xl.-lxvi., xiii.-xiv. 23,

and xxi. 1—10," in the LutJierische ZeitscJirift, 1843, 2 ; and

Nagelsbach's Jeremia und Babylon, pp. 107-113, on the rela-

tion of Jer. 1. li. more especially to Isa. xxxiv. xxxv.) There

are many passages in Jeremiah (viz. ch. xxv. 31, 33, 34, xlvi.

10, 1. 27, 39, li. 40) which cannot be explained in any other

way than on the supposition that Jeremiah had the prophecy of

Isaiah in ch. xxxiv, before him. We cannot escape from the

conclusion, that just as we find Jeremiah introducing earliar

prophecies generally into his cycle of prophecies against the

nations, and, in the addresses already mentioned, borrowing

from Amos and Nahum, and placing side by side with a

passage from Amos (compare Jer. xxv. 30 with Amos i. 2)

one of a similar character, and agreeing with Isa. xxxiv., so he

also had Isa. xxxiv. and xxxv. before him, and reproduced it

in the same sense as he did other and earlier models. It is

equally certain that Zeph. i. 7, 8, and ii. 14, stand in a depen-

dent relation to Isa. xxxiv. 6, 11 ; just as Zeph. ii. 15 was taken

from Isa. xlvii. 8, and Zeph. i. 7 fin. and iii. 11 from Isa. xiii. 3;

whilst Zeph. ii. 14 also points back to Isa. xiii. 21, 22. We
might, indeed, reverse the relation, and make Jeremiah and

Zephaniah into the originals in the case of the passages men-

tioned ; but this is opposed to the generally reproductive and

secondary character of both these prophets, and also to the

evident features of the passages in question. We might also
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follow Movers, De Wette, and Hitzig, who get rid of the testi-

mony of Isaiah by assuming that the passages resting upon

Isa. xxxiv., and other disputed prophecies of Isaiah, are inter-

polated ; but this is opposed to the moral character of all

biblical prophecy, and, moreover, it could only apply to Jere-

miah, not to Zephaniah. We must in this case " bring reason

into captivity to obedience" to the external evidence; though

internal evidence also is not wanting to set a seal upon these

external proofs. Just as ch. xxiv.-xxvii. are full of the clearest

marks of Isaiah's authorship, so is it also with ch. xxxiv. xxxv.

It is not difficult to understand the marked contrast which we

find between these two closing prophecies and the historical

prophecies of the Assyrian age. These two closing prophecies

were appended to ch. xiii.-xxiii. and xxviii.-xxxiii. at the time

when Isaiah revised the complete collection. They belong to

the latest revelations received by the prophet, to the last steps

by which he reached that ideal height at which he soars in

ch. xl.-lxvi., and from which he never descends again to the

stag'e of passing history, which lay so far beneath. After

the fall of Assyria, and when darkness began to gather on the

horizon again, Isaiah broke completely away from his own
times. "The end of all things" became more and more his

own true home. The obscure foreground of his prophecies is no

longer Asshur, which he has done with now so far as prophecy

is concerned, but Babel (Babylon). And the bright centre of

his prophecies is not the fall of Asshur (for this was already

prophetically a thing of the past, which had not been followed

by complete salvation), but deliverance from Babylon. And
the bright noon-day background of his prophecies is no longer

the realized idea of the kingdom of prophecy,—realized, that

is to say, in the one person of the Messiah, whose form had
lost the sharp outlines of ch. vli.-xll. even in the prophecies

of Hezekiah's time,—but the parousia of Jehovah, which all

flesh would see. It was the revelation of the mystery of the

Incarnation of God, for which all this was intended to prepare
the way. And there was no other way in which that could be
done, than by completing the perfect portrait of the Messiah
in the light of the ultimate future, so that both the factors in
the prophecy might be assimilated. The spirit of Isaiah, more
than that of any other prophet, was the laboratory of this great
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process in the history of revelation. The prophetic cycles in

ch. xxiv.—xxvii. and xxxiv. xxxv. stand in the relation of pre-

ludes to it. In ch. xl.-lxvi, the process of assimilation is fully

at work, and there is consequently no hook of the Old Testa-

ment which has gone so thoroughly into New Testament

depths, as this second part of the collection of Isaiah's pro-

phecies, which commences with a prediction of the parousia of

Jehovah, and ends with the creation of the new heaven and

new earth, Ch. xxxiv. and xxxv. are, as it were, the first pre-

paratory chords. Edom here is what Moah was in ch. xxiv.-xxvii.

By the side of Babylon, the empire of the world, whose policy

of conquest led to its enslaving Israel, it represents the world

in its hostility to Israel as the people of Jehovah. For Edom
was Israel's brother-nation, and hated Israel as the chosen

people. In this its unbrotherly, hereditary hatred, it repre-

sented the sum-total of all the enemies and persecutors of the

church of Jehovah. The special side-piece to ch. xxxiv. is

ch. Ixiii. 1-6.

What the prophet here foretells relates to all nations, and

to every individual within them, in their relation to the con-

gregation of Jehovah. He therefore commences with the

appeal in vers. 1-3 : " Come near, ye peoples, to hear ; and ye

nations, attend. Let the earth hear, and that which fills it, the

world, and everything that springs from it. For the indignation

of Jehovah will fall upon all nations, and burning wrath upon

all their host ; He has laid the ban upon them, delivered them to

the slaughter. And their slain are cast away, and their corpses—
their stench will arise, and mountains melt with their blood."

The summons does not invite them to look upon the completion

of the judgment, but to hear the prophecy of the future judg-

ment ; and it is issued to everything on the earth, because it

would all have to endure the judgment upon the nations (see

at ch. v. 25, xiii. 10). The expression qetseph layehovdh im-

plies that Jehovah was ready to execute His wrath (compare

yom layehovdh in ver. 8 and ch. ii. 12). The nations that are

hostile to Jehovah are slaughtered, the bodies remain unburied,

and the streams of blood loosen the firm masses of the moun-

tains, so that they melt away. On the stench of the corpses,

compare Ezek. xxxix. 11. Even if chdsam, in this instance,

does not mean " to take away the breath with the stench," there
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is no doubt that Ezekiel had this prophecy of Isaiah in his

mind, when prophesying of the destruction of Gog and Magog

(Ezek. xxxix.).
, , , , ^ x-u i i.

The judgment foretold by Isaiah also belongs to the last

things; for it takes place in connection with the simultaneous

destruction of the present heaven and the present earth. Ver. 4.

"And all the host of the heavens moulder away, and the heavens

are rolled up like a scroll, and all their host withers as a leaf

withers away from the vine, and like withered leaves from the

fig-tree." Ndmaq, to be dissolved into powdered mother (ch.

iii. 24, V. 24) ; ndgol (for ndgal, hke ndzol in ch. Ixiii. 19, Ixiv. 2,

and ndrots in Eccles. xii. 6), to be rolled up,—a term applied

to the cylindrical book-scroU. The heaven, that is to say, the

present system of the universe, breaks up into atoms, and is

rolled up like a book that has been read through ; and the stars

fall down as a withered leaf falls from a vine, when it is moved

by even the lightest breeze, or like the withered leaves shaken

from the fig-tree. The expressions are so strong, that they

cannot be understood in any other sense than as relating to the

end of the world (ch. Ixv. 17, kvi. 22 ; compare Matt. xxiv.

29). It is not sufficient to say that " the stars appear to fall

to the earth," though even Vitringa gives this explanation.

When we look, however, at the following hi (for), it un-

doubtedly appears strange that the prophet should foretell the

passing away of the heavens, simply because Jehovah judges

Edom. But Edom stands here as the representative of all

powers that are hostile to the church of God as such, and

therefore expresses an idea of the deepest and widest cosmical

signification (as ch. xxiv. 21 clearly shows). And it is not

only a doctrine of Isaiah himself, but a biblical doctrine uni-

versally, that God will destroy the present world as soon as the

measure of the sin which culminates in unbelief, and in the

persecution of the congregation of the faithful, shall be really

full.

If we bear this in mind, we shall not be surprised that the

prophet gives the following reason for the passing away of the

present heavens. Vers. 5-7. " For my sword has became
intoxicated in the heaven; behold, it comes down upon Edom,
and upon the people of my ban to judgment. The sword of
Jehovah fills itself with blood, is fattened with fat, with blood
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of lambs and he-goats, with kidney-fat of rams ; for Jehovah has

a sacrifice in Bozrah, and a great slaughter in the land of Edom.
And buffaloes fall with them, and bullocks together with bulls

;

and their land becomes intoxicated with blood, and their dust

fattened with fat." Just as in ch. Ixiii. Jehovah is represented

as a treader of the wine-press, and the nations as the grapes

;

so here He is represented as offering sacrifice, and the nations

as the animals offered (zebhach : cf. Zeph. i, 7 ; Jer. xlvi. 10

;

Ezek. xxxix. 17 sqq. : all three passages founded upon this).

Jehovah does not appear here in person as judge, as He does

there, but His sword appears ; just as in Gen. iii. 24, the

" sword which turned every way" is mentioned as an inde-

pendent power standing by the side of the cherub. The sword

is His executioner, which has no sooner drunk deeply of wrath

in heaven, i.e. in the immediate sphere of the Deity (rivvHhdh,

an intensive form of the kal, like pitteach, ch. xlviii. 8 ; Ewald,

§ 120, d), than it comes down in wild intoxication upon

Edom, the people of the ban of Jehovah, i.e. the people upon

whom He has laid the ban, and there, as His instrument of

punishment, fills itself with blood, and fattens itself with fat.

naann is the hothpaal= i^^^'^^^j, with the n of the preformative

syllable assimilated (compare 13W in ch. i, 16, and 'IB'!'? in ch,.

xiv. 14). The penultimate has the tone, the ndh being treated

as in the plural forms of the future. The dropping of the

dagesh in the 17 is connected with this. The reading 3?npj in

ver. 6, is an error that has been handed down in modern copies

(in opposition to both codices and ancient editions) ; for 37n

(primary form, chilb) is the only form met with in the Old

Testament. The lambs, he-goats, and rams, represent the

Edomitish nation, which is compared to these smaller sacrificial

animals. Edom and Bozrah are also placed side by side in ch.

Ixiii. 1. The latter was one of the chief cities of the Edomites

(Gen. xxxvi. 33 ; Amos i. 12 ; Jer. xlix. 13, 22),—not the

Bozrah in Auranitis (Haurdn), however, which is well known

in church history, but Bozrah in the mountains of Edom,

upon the same site as the village of Buzaire (i.e. Minor

Bozrah), which is still surrounded by its ruins. In con-

trast with the three names of the smaller animals in ver. 6,

the three names of oxen in ver. 7 represent the lords of Edom.

They also will fall, smitten by the sword (t/dr^du : cf . Jer. 1. 27,
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li 40; also Jer. slviii. 15). The feast of the sword is so abun-

dant, that even the earth and the dust of the land of Edom are

satiated with blood and fat.

Thus does Jehovah avenge His church upon Edom. Vers.

8- 10. " For JeJwvah hath a day of vengeance, a year of recom-

pense, to contend for Zion. And the brooks of Edom are turned

into pitch, and its dust into brimstone, and its land becomes

burning pitch. Day and night it is not quenched; the smoke of

Edom goes up for ever : it lies waste from generation to genera-

lion ; no one passes through it for ever and ever." The one

expression, " to contend for Zion," is like a flash of lightning,

throwing light upon the obscurity of prophecy, both backwards

and forwards. A day and a year of judgment upon Edom

(compare ch. Ixi. 2, Ixiii. 4) would do justice to Zion against its

accusers and persecutors (rlbh, vindicare, as in ch. li. 22). The

everlasting punishment which would fall upon it is depicted in

figures and colours, suggested by the proximity of Edom to the

Dead Sea, and the volcanic character of this mountainous

country. The unquenchable fire (for which compare ch. Ixvi.

24), and the eternally ascending smoke (cf. Eev. six. 3), prove

that the end of all things is referred to. The prophet meant

primarily, no doubt, that the punishment announced would

fall upon the land of Edom, and within its geographical boun-

daries ; but this particular punishment represented the punish-

ment of all nations, and' all men who were Edomitish in their

feelings and conduct towards the congregation of Jehovah.

The land of Edom, in this geographical and also emble-

matical sense, would become a wilderness ; the kingdom of

Edom would be for ever destroyed. Vers. 11, 12. " And
pelican and hedgehog take possession of it, and eared-oiol and
raven dwell there ; and he stretches over it the measure of Tohu
and the level of Bohu. Its nobles—there is no lonaer a
monarchy which they elected ; and all its pnnces come to

nought" The description of the ruin, which commences in

ver. 11a with a list of animals that frequent marshy and soli-

tiry regions, is similar to the one in ch. xiii. 20-22, xiv. 23
(compare Zeph. ii. 14, which is founded upon this). Isaiah's
was the original of all such pictures of ruin which we meet
with in the later prophets. The qippod is the hedgehog,
although we find it here in the company of birds (from qdphad,
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to draw one's self together, to roll up; see ch. xiv. 23). HKiJ is

written here with a double hametz, as well as in Zeph, ii. 14,

according to eodd. and Kimchi, W.B. (Targ. qdth, elsewhere

qdq; Saad. and Abulwalid, qicq: see at Ps. cii, 7). Accord-

ing to well-established tradition, it is the long-necked pelican,

which lives upon fish (the name is derived either from Nip, to

vomit, or, as the construct is nsip, from a word nsij, formed in

imitation of the animal's cry). Yanshuph is rendered by the

Targum qlppOphin (Syr. kafufo), i.e. eared-owls, which are fre-

quently mentioned in the Talmud as birds of ill omen (Kashi, or

Berachoth 57b, cliouette). As the parallel to qdv, we have ''i^^

(stones) here instead of ^Jpf'O, the level, in ch. xxviii. 17. It is

used in the same sense, however,—namely, to signify the weight

used in the plumb or level, which is suspended by a line. The
level and the measure are commonly employed for the purpose

of building up ; but here Jehovah is represented as using these

for the purpose of pulling down (a figure met with even before

the time of Isaiah : vid. Amos vii. 7-9, cf. 2 Kings xxi. 13,

Lam. ii. 8), inasmuch as He carries out this negative reverse of

building with the same rigorous exactness as that with which

a builder carries out his well-considered plan, and throws

Edom back into a state of desolation and desert, resembling

the disordered and shapeless chaos of creation (compare Jer.

iv. 23, where iohu vdblwhu represents, as it does here, the state

into which a land is reduced by fire).. Wh has no dagesh lene;

and this is one of the three passages in which the opening

mute is without a dagesh, although the word not only follows,

but is closely connected with, one which has a soft consonant as

its final letter (the others are Ps. Ixviii. 18 and Ezek. xxiii. 42).

Thus the primeval kingdom with its early monarchy, which so

long preceded that of Israel, is brought to an end (Gen. xxxvi.

31). ly^P stands at the head as a kind of protasis. Edom was

an elective monarchy ; the hereditary nobility electing the new

king. But this would be done no more. The electoral princes

of Edom would come to nothing. Not a trace would be left

of all that had built up the glory of Edom.

The allusion to the monarchy and the lofty electoral dignity

leads the prophet on to the palaces and castles of the land.

Starting with these, he carries out the picture of the ruins in

vers. 13-15. " And the palaces of Edom break out into thorns,
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nettles and thistles in its castles; and it becomes the abode of

wild dogs, pasture for ostriches. And martens meet with jackals,

and a wood-devil runs upon its felhw; yea, Lillth dwells there,

and finds rest for itself There the arrow-snake rrmkes its nest,

and breeds and lays eggs, and broods in the shadow there; yea,

there vultures gather together one to another:' The femimne

suffixes refer to Edom, as they did in the previous instance, as

Dins-na or Di^s pS- On tlie tannlm, tsiyylm, and 'lyyim, see at

ch. \iii. 21, 22. It is doubtful whether chdtsir here corre-

sponds to the Arabic word for an enclosure (= isn), as Gesenius,

Hitzig, and others suppose, as elsewhere to the Arabic for

green, a green field, or garden vegetable. We take it in

the latter sense, viz. a grassy place, such as was frequented

by ostriches, which live upon plants and fruits. The word

tsiyyim (steppe animals) we have rendered " martens," as the

context requires a particular species of animals to be named.

This is the interpretation given by Eashi (m loc^) and Kimchi

in Jer. 1. 39 to the Targum word tamvdn. We do not render

'iyylm " wild cats " (chattulin), but "jackals," after the Arabic.

X'lf with '^V we take in the sense of nni? (as in Ex. v. 3). Lllith

(Syr. and Zab. lelitho), ht. the creature of the night, was a

female demon (sheddli) of the popular mythology ; according to

the legends, it was a malicious fairy that was especially hurtful

to children, like some of the fairies of our own fairy tales.

There is life in Edom still ; but what a caricature of that

which once was there ! In the very spot where the princes of

Edom used to proclaim the new king, satyrs now invite one

another to dance (ch. xiii. 21) ; and where kings and princes

once slept in their palaces and country houses, the lilith, which

is most at home in horrible places, finds, as though after a

prolonged search, the most convenient and most comfortable rest-

ing-place. Demons and serpents are not very far distant from
one another. The prophet therefore proceeds in ver. 15 to the

arrow-snake, or springing-snake (Arabic qiffdze, from qdphaz,

related to qdphais. Song of Sol. ii. 8, to prepare for springing,

or to spring
; a different word from qippod, which has the same

root). This builds its nest in the ruins ; there it hreeds {millet,

to let its eggs slide out) and lays eggs (bdqci, to split, i.e. to

bring forth) ; and then it broods in the shade (ddgar is the
Targum word in Job xxxix. 14 for chimmem (ithpael in Lam.
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i. 20 for "lOlon), and is also used in the ratbinical writings for

fovere, as Jerome renders it here). The literal sense of the

word is probably to keep the eggs together (Targum, Jer. xvii.

11, rys K'330, LiXX. axwrjr^ar/ev), since 13'^ (syn. "isn) signifies

" to collect." Eashi has therefore explained it in both passages

as meaning glousser, to cluck, the noise by which a fowl calls

its brood together. The dayydli is the vulture. These fowls

and most gregarious birds of prey also collect together there.

Whenever any one compared the prophecy with the fulfil-

ment, they would be found to coincide. Vers. 16, 17. " Search

in the booh of Jehovah, and read ! Not one of the creatures

fails, not one misses the other : for my mouth—it has commanded
it; and His breath—it has brought them together. And He
has cast the lot for them, and His Imnd has assigned it (this land)

to them by measure : they will possess it for ever ; to generation

and generation they will dwell therein" The phrase PV 3n|i is

used for entering in a book, inasmuch as what is written there

is placed upon the page ; and ?J?p En'i for searching in. a book,

inasmuch as a person leans over the book when searching in it,

and gets the object of his search out of it. The prophet applied

the title " The Book of Jehovah " to his collection of the pro-

phecies with which Jehovah had inspired him, and which He
had commanded him to write down. Whoever lived to see the

time when the judgment should come upon Edom, would have

only to look inquiringly into this holy scripture ; and if he com-

pared what was predicted there with what had been actually

realized, he would find the most exact agreement between them.

The creatures named, which loved to frequent the marshes and

solitary places, and ruins, would all really make their homes in

what had once been Edom. But the satyrs and the Muh,

which were only the offspring of the popular belief—what of

them ? They, too, would be there ; for in the sense intended

by the prophet they were actual devils, which he merely calls

by well-known popular names to produce a spectral impression.

Edom would really become a rendezvous for all the animals

mentioned, as well as for such unearthly spirits as those which

he refers to here. The prophet, or rather Jehovah, whose

temporary organ he was, still further confirms this by saying,

" My mouth hath commanded it, and EKs breath has brought

them (all these creatures) together." As the first creating
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word proceeded from the mouth of Jehovah, so also does the

word of prophecy, which resembles such a word ; and the

breath of the mouth of Jehovah, i.e. His Spirit, is the power

which accomplishes the fiat of prophecy, as it did that of crea-

tion, and moulds all creatures and their history according to

the will and counsel of God (Ps. xxsiii. 6). In the second

part of ver. 166 the prophet is speaking of Jehovah ; whereas

in the first Jehovah speaks through him,—a variation which

vanishes indeed if we read 1*3 (Olshausen on Job ix. 20), or,

what would be better, in^a, but which may be sustained by a

hundred cases of a similar kind. There is a shadow, as it

were, of this change in the DPI?, which alternates with ]\}7 in

connection with the animals named. The suffix of chill'qattdh

(without mappik, as in 1 Sam. i. 6) refers to the land of Edom.
Edom is, as it were, given up by a divine lot, and measured off

with a divine measure, to he for ever the horrible abode of
beasts and demons such as those described. A prelude of the
fulfilment of this swept over the mountainous land of Edom
immediately after the destruction of Jerusalem (see Kohler on
Mai. i. 2-5) ; and it has never risen to its previous state of cul-
tivation again. It swarms with snakes, and the desolate moun-
tain heights and barren table-lands are only inhabited by wild
crows and eagles, and great flocks of birds. But the ultimate
fulfilment, to which the appeal in ver. 16 refers, is still in the
future, and will eventually fall upon the abodes of those who
spiritually belong to that circle of hostility to Jehovah (Jesus)
and His church, of which ancient Edom was merely the centre
fixed by the prophet.

Edom falls, never to rise again. Its land is turned into a
horrible wilderness. But, on the other hand, the wilderness
through which the redeemed Israel returns, is changed into a
flowery field. Ch. xxxv. 1, 2. « Gladness fills the desert and
the heath

;
and the steppe rejoices, and flowers like the crocus. It

flowers abundantly, and rejoices; yea, rejoicing and singing: tJie
gory of Lebanon is given to it, the splendour of Carmel and
thepla^n of Sharon; they will see the glory of Jehovah, the
splendour of our God." .anp a,b^; (to be accentuated with
tiphchahnmnach, not with mercha tiphchah) has been correctly

t7th?f!Jl' ';^r^"" ^'^ ""S"'^^ ^"'^ ^--^-^ ---'lated
to the following Mem, just as pidyon in Num. iii. 49 is after--
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wards written pidyom (Ewald, § 91, b). The explanation given

by Rashi, Gesenius, and others (loetdbuntur his), is unten-

able, if only because sus (sis) cannot be construed with the

accusative of the object (see at ch. viii. 6) ; and to get rid of

the form by correction, as Olshausen proposes, is all the more

objectionable, because " the old full plural in mi is very

frequently met with before Mem" (Bottcher), in which case it

may have been pronounced as it is written here.^ According

to the Targum on Song of Sol. ii. 1 (also Saad., Abulw.),

the cli&bhatstseleili is the narcissus ; whilst the Targum on the

passage before us leaves it indefinite

—

sicut lilia. The name (a

derivative of bdtsal) points to a bulbous plant, probably the

crocus and primrose, which were classed together.^ The sandy

steppe would become like a lovely variegated plain covered with

meadow flowers.' On gilath, see at ch. xxxiii. 6 (cf. ch. Ixv. 18) :

the infin. noun takes the place of an inf. abs., which expresses

the abstract verbal idea, though in a more rigid manner ; ^aph

(like gam in Gen. xxxi. 15, xlvi. 4) is an exponent of the

increased emphasis already implied in the gerunds that come

after. So joyful and so gloriously adorned will the barren

desert, which has been hitherto so mournful, become, on ac-

count of the great things that are in store for it. Lebanon,

Carmel, and Sharon have, as it were, shared their splendour

with the desert, that all might be clothed alike in festal dress,

when the glory of Jehovah, which surpasses everything else in

1 Bottcher calls urn the oldest primitive form of the plural ; but it ia

only a strengthening of Hn ; cf. tannim = tannin, Hanameel = Hananeel,

and such Sept. forms as Gesem, Madiam, etc. (see Hitzig on Jer. xxxii. 7).

Wetzstein told me of a Bedouin tribe, in whose dialect the third pers.

prxt. regularly ended in m, e.g. akalum (they have eaten).

^ The crocus and the primrose (sri'i^SDH in Syriac) may really be easily

confounded, but not the narcissus and primrose, which have nothing in

common except that they are bulbous plants, like most of the flowers of

the East, which shoot up rapidly iu the spring, as soon as the winter rains

are over. But there are other colchicacese beside our colchicum autumnale,

which flowers before the leaves appear and is therefore called JiUus ante

patrem (e.g. the eastern colchicum variegatum).

2 Layard, in his Nineveh and Babylon, describes in several places the

enchantingly beautiful and spring-like variation of colours which occurs

:a the Mesopotamian " desert
; " though what the prophet had in his miud

was not the real midbar, or desert of pasture land, but, as the words tsiyah

and 'arcMdh show, the utterly barren sandy desert.
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its splendour, should appear ; that glory which they would not

only be privileged to behold, but of which they would be

honoured to be the actual scene.
, . ,

The prophet now exclaims to the afflicted church, m lan-

guage of unmixed consolation, that Jehovah is coming. Vers.

3, 4. " Strengthen ye the weak hands, and make the trembling

knees strong! Say to those of a terrified heart, Be strong!

Fear ye not ! Behold, your God will come for vengeance, for a

divine retribution: lie will come, and bring you salvation."

Those who have become weak in faith, hopeless and despairing,

are to cheer up; and the stronger are to tell such of their

brethren as are perplexed and timid, to be comforted now : for

Jehovah is coming ndqdm {i.e. as vengeance), and g'mul 'Elohlm

(i.e. as retribution, such as God the highly exalted and Almighty

Judge inflicts ; the expression is similar to that in ch. xxx. 27,

xiii. 9, cf. xl. 10, but a bolder one ; the words in apposition

stand as abbreviations of final clauses). The infliction of

punishment is the immediate object of His coming, but the

ultimate object is the salvation of His people Q^V^. a con-

tracted future form, which is generally confined to the aorist).

Vers. 5-7. " Then the eyes of the blind will be opened, and the

ears of the deaf unstopped. Then will the lame man leap as the

stag, and the tongue of the dumb man shout ; for waters break

out in the desert, and brooks in the steppe. And the mirage

becomes a fish-pond, and the thirsty ground gushing water-springs

;

in the place of jackals, lohere it lies, there springs up grass with

reeds and rushes!' The bodily defects mentioned here there is

no reason for regarding as figurative representations of spiritual

defects. The healing of bodily defects, however, is merely

the outer side of what is actually effected by the coming of

Jehovah (for the other side, comp. ch. xxxii. 3, 4). And so,

also, the change of the desert into a field abounding with water

is not a mere poetical ornament ; for in the last times, the era

of redemption, nature itself will really share in the doxa which
proceeds from the manifested God to His redeemed. Shdrdbh
(Arab, sardb) is essentially the same thing as that which we
call in the western languages the mirage, or Fata morgana ; not

indeed every variety of this phenomenon of the refraction of

light, through strata of air of varying density lying one above
another, but more especially that appearance of water, which is
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produced as if by magic in the dry, sandy desert * (literally

perhaps the " desert shine," just as we speak of the " Alpine
glow;" see ch. xlix, 10). The antithesis to this is ^iSgam (Ohald.

'agmcl, Syr. egmo, Ar. ag'am), a fish-pond (as in ch. xli. 18,

different from ^dgdm in ch. xix. 10). In the arid sandy desert,

where the jackal once had her lair and suckled her young (this

is, according to Lam. iv. 3, the true explanation of the permu-
tative ribhtsdh, for which ribhtsdm would be in some respects

more suitable), grass springs up even into reeds and rushes ; so

that, as ch. xliii. 20 affirms, the wild beasts of the desert praise

Jehovah.

In the midst of such miracles, by which all nature is

glorified, the people of Jehovah are redeemed, and led home to

Zion. Vers. 8-10. " And a highway rises there, and a road,

and it will be called the Holy Road; no unclean man will pass

along it, as it is appointed for them : whoever walks the road,

even simple ones do not go astray. There will be no lion there,

and the most ravenous beast ofprey will not approach it, will not

be met with there ; and redeemed ones walk. And the ransomed

of Jehovah will return, an'd com^ to Zion with shouting, and ever-

lasting joy upon their head : they lay hold of gladness and joy,

and sorrow and sighing flee away." Not only unclean persons

from among the heathen, but even unclean persons belonging

to Israel itself, will never pass along that holy road ; none but

the church purified and sanctified through sufferings, and those

connected with it. io? «in, to them, and to them alone, does

this road belong, which Jehovah has made and secured, and

which so readily strikes the eye, that even an idiot could not

miss it ; whilst it lies so high, that no beast of prey, however

powerful (pfrlts chayyoth, a superlative verbal noun : Ewald,

§ 313, c), could possibly leap up to it : not one is ever encoun-

tered by the pilgrim there. The pilgrims are those whom
Jehovah has redeemed and delivered, or set free from captivity

and affliction (PNJ, «, related to ^n, solvere ; nia, la, scindere,

dbscindere). Everlasting joy soars above their head ; they lay

fast hold of delight and joy (compare on ch. xiii. 8), so that it

never departs from them. On the other hand, sorrow and

sighing flee away. The whole of ver. 10 is like a mosaic from

ch. li. 11, hd. 7, li. 3 ; and what is affirmed of the holy road,

^ See G. Rawlinson, Monarchies, i. p. 38.
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is also affirmed in ch. lii. 1 of the holy city (compare _ch. Ixii.

12 Ixiii 4). A prelude of the fulfilment is seen m what

Ezra speaks of with gratitude to God in Ezra viii. 31. We
have intentionally avoided crowding together the parallel

passages from ch. xl.-lxvi. The whole chapter is, in every

part, both in thought and language, a prelude of that book of

consolation for the exiles in their captivity. Not only m its

spiritual New Testament thoughts, but also in its ethereal lan-

guage, soaring high as it does in majestic softness and light,

the prophecy has now reached the highest point of its develop-

ment.

PART VII.

F'JLFILMENTS OF PEOPHECY; AND PROPHECIES BELONGING

TO THE FOURTEENTH YEAR OP HEZEKIAH'S REIGN, AND

THE TIMES IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING.

Chap, xxxvi.-xxxix.

To the first six books of Isaiah's prophecies there is now

appended a seventh. The six form three syzygies. In the

"Book of Hardening," ch. i.-vi. (apart from ch. i., which

belonged to the times of Uzziah and Jotham), we saw Israel's

day of grace brought to an end. In the " Book of Immanuel,"

ch. vii.-xii. (from the time of Aliaz), we saw the judgment of

hardening and destruction in its first stage of accomplishment >

but Immanuel was a pledge that, even if the great mass should

perish, neither the whole of Israel nor the house of David
would be destroyed. The separate judgments through which

the way was to be prepared for the kingdom of Immanuel, are

announced in the " Book concerning the Nations," ch. xiii.-xxiii.

(from the times of Ahaz and Hezekiah) ; and the general

judgment in which they would issue, and after which a new
Israel would triumph, is foretold in the "Book of the great

Catastrophe," ch. xxiv.-xxvii. (after the fifteenth year of Heze-
kiah). These two syzygies form the first great orbit of the
collection. A second opens with the " Book of Woes, or of
the Precious Corner-stone," ch. xxviii.-xxxiii. (xxviii.-xxxii.,
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from the first years of Hgzekiah, andxxxiii. from the fourteenth

year), by the side of which is placed the " Book of the Judgment
upon Edom, and of the Restoration of Israel," ch. xxxiv. xxxv.

(after Hezekiah's fifteenth year). The former shows how
Ephraim succumbs to the power of Asshur, and Judah's trust

in Egypt is put to shame ; the latter, how the world, with its

hostility to the church, eventually succumbs to the vengeance

of Jehovah, whereas the church itself is redeemed and glorified.

Then follows, in ch. xxxvi.-xxxix., a " Book of Histories," which

returns from the ideal distances of ch. xxxiv. xxxv. to the

historical realities of ch. xxxiii., and begins by stating that " at

the conduit of the upper pool in the highway of the fuller's

field," where Ahaz had formerly preferred the help of Asshur

to that of Jehovah, there stood an embassy from the king of

Asshur with a detachment of his army (ch. xxxvi. 2), scorn-

fully demanding the surrender of Jerusalem.

Just as we have found throughout a well-considered suc-

cession and dovetailing of the several parts, so here we can see

reciprocal bearings, which are both designed and expressive

;

and it is a priori a probable thing that Isaiah, who wrote the

historical introduction to the Judseo-Assyrian drama in the

second book, is the author of the concluding act of the same

drama, which is here the subject of Book vii. The fact that

the murder of Sennacherib is related in ch. xxxvii. 37, 38, in

accordance with the prophecy in ch. xxxvii. 7, does not render

this impossible, since, according to credible tradition, Isaiah out-

lived Hezekiah (see vol. i. 34). The assertion made by Hitzig and

others—that the speciality of the prophecy, and the miraculous

character of the events recorded in ch. xxxvi.-xxxix., preclude

the possibility of Isaiah's authorship, inasmuch as, " according to

a well-known critical rule," such special prophecies as these are

always vatioinia ex eventu, and accounts of miracles are always

more recent than their historical germ—rests upon a foregone

conclusion which was completed before any investigation took

place, and which we have good ground for rejecting, although

we are well acquainted with the valuable service that has been

rendered by this philosopher's stone. The statement that

accounts of miracles as such are never contemporaneous with

the events themselves, is altogether at variance with experience;

and if the advance from the general to the particular were to

VOL. II. I"
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be blotted out of Isaiah's prophecy in relation to Asshur, this

would be not only unhistorical, but unpsychological also.
_

The question whether Isaiah is the author of ch. xxxvi.-

xxxix. or not, is bound up with the question whether the original

place of these histories is in the book of Isaiah or the book of

Kings, where the whole passage is repeated with the exception

of Hezekiah's psalm of thanksgiving (2 Kings xvm. 13-xx. 19).

We shall find that the text of the book of Kings is m several

places the purer and more authentic of the two (though not so

much so as a biassed prejudice would assume), from which it

apparently follows that this section is not in its original position

in the book of Isaiah, but has been taken from some other

place and inserted there. But this conclusion is a deceptive

one. In the relation in which Jer. lii. and 2 Kings xxiv. 18-

XXV. stand to one another, we have a proof that the text of a

passage may be more faithfully preserved in a secondary place

than in its original one. For in this particular instance it is

equally certain that the section relating to king Zedekiah and

the Chaldean catastrophe was written by the author of the

book of Kings, whose style was formed on that of Deuteronomy,

and also, that in the book of Jeremiah it is an appendix taken

by an unknown hand from the book of the Kings. But it is

also an acknowledged fact, that the text of Jer. lii. is incom-

parably the purer of the two, and also that there are many

other instances in which the passage in the book of Kings is

corrupt—that is to say, in the form in which it lies before us

now—whereas the Alexandrian translator had it in his possession

in a partially better form. Consequently, the fact that Isa.

xxxvi.-xxxix. is in some respects less pure than 2 Kings xviii. 13-

xx. 19, cannot be any argument in itself against the originality

of this section in the book of Isaiah.

It is indeed altogether inconceivable, that the author of

the book of Kings should have written it ; for, on the one

hand, the liberality of the prophetic addresses communicated

point to a written source (see vol. i. 16) ; and, on the other hand,

it is wanting in that Deuteronomic stamp, by which the hand
of this author is so easily recognised. Nor can it have been

copied by him out of the annals of Hezekiah (dibJire 7iayydmim),

as is commonly supposed, since it is written in prophetic and
not in annalistic style. Whoever has once made himself
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acquainted with these two different kinds of historical compo-

sition, the fundamentally different characteristics of which we
have pointed out in the Introduction (vol. i. p. 2 sqq.), can

never by any possibility confound them again. And this

passage is written in a style so peculiarly prophetical, that, like

the magnificent historical accounts of Elijah, for example,

which commence so abruptly in 2 Kings xvii. 1, it must have

been taken from some special and prophetical source, which

had nothing to do with other prophetico-historical portions of

the book of Kings. And the following facts are sufficient to

raise the probability, that this source was no other than the

book of Isaiah itself, into an absolute certainty. In the first

place, the author of the book of Kings had the book of Isaiah

amongst the different sources, of which his apparatus was com-

posed; this is evident from 2 Kings xvi. 5, a passage which

was written with Isa. vii. 1 in view. And secondly, we have

express, though indirect, testimony to the effect that this sec-

tion, which treats of the most important epoch in Hezekiah's

reign, is in its original place in the book of Isaiah. The
author of the book of Chronicles says, in 2 Chron. xxxii. 32 :

*' Now the rest of the acts of Hezekiah, and the gracious

occurrences of his life, behold, they are written in the vision

(chdzon) of Isaiah the son of Amoz, and in the book of the

kings of Judah and Israel." This notice clearly proves that a

certain historical account of Hezekiah had either been taken

out of the collection of Isaiah's prophecies, which is headed

chdzon (vision), and inserted in the " book of the kings of

Judah and Israel," or else had been so inserted along with the

whole collection. The book of the Kings was the principal

source employed by the chronicler, which he calls " the midrash

of the book of the Kings" in 2 Chron. xxiv. 27. Into this

Midrash, or else into the still earlier work upon which it was a

commentary, the section in question was copied from the book

of Isaiah ; and it follows from this, that the writer of the his-

tory of the kings made use of our book of Isaiah for one portion

of the history of Hezekiah's reign, and made extracts from it.

The chronicler himself did not care to repeat the whole section,

which he knew to be already contained in the canonical book

of Kings (to say nothing of the book of Isaiah). At the same

time, his own historical account of Hezekiah in 2 Chron. xxvii
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clearly shows that he was acquainted with it, and also that the

historical materials, which the annals supplied to him through

the medium of the Midrash, were totally different both in sub-

stance and form from those contained in the section in question.

These two testimonies are further strengthened by the fact,

that Isaiah is well known to us as a historian through another

passage in the Chronicles, namely, as the author of a complete

history of Uzziah's reign (see vol. i. 38) ; also by the fact, that

the prophetico-historical style of ch. xxxvi.-xxxix., with their

fine, noble, pictorial prose, which is comparable to the grandest

historical composition to be met with in Hebrew, is worthy of

Isaiah, and bears every mark of Isaiah's pen ; thirdly, by the

fact, that there are other instances in which Isaiah has inter-

woven historical accounts with his prophecies (ch. vii. viii. and

XX.), and that in so doing he sometimes speaks of himself in

the first person (ch. vi. 1, viii. 1-4), and sometimes in the third

(ch. vii. 3 sqq., and xx.), just as in ch. xxxvi.-xxxix. ; and

fourthly, by the fact that, as we have already observed, ch. vii. 3

and xxxvi. 2 bear the clearest marks of having had one and

the same author ; and, as we shall also show, the order in which

the four accounts in ch. xxxvi.-xxxix. are arranged, corresponds

to the general plan of the whole collection of prophecies,

—

ch. xxxvi. and xxxvii. looking back to the prophecies of the

Assyrian era, and ch. xxxviii. and xxxix. looking forwards to

those of the Babylonian era, which is the prophet's ideal pre-

sent from ch. xl. onwards.

A. FIRST ASSYRIAN ATTEMPT TO COMPEL THE SURRENDER
or JERUSALEM.—CHAP. XXXVI.-XXXVII. 7.

Marcus v. Niebuhr, in his History of Asshur and Babel

(p. 164), says, " Why should not Hezekiah have revolted from
Asshur as soon as he ascended the throne ? He had a motive
for doing this, which other kings had not,—namely, that as

he held his kingdom in fief from his God, obedience to a tem-
poral monarch was in his case sin." But this assumption,
which is founded upon the same idea as that in which the
question was put to Jesus concerning the tribute money, is not
at all in accordance with Isaiah's view, as we may see from
ch. xxviii.-xxxii.

; and Hezekiah's revolt cannot have occurred
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even in the sixth year of his reign (see vol. i. 51). For Shal-

manassar, or rather Sargon, made war upon Egypt and Ethiopia

after the destruction of Samaria (ch. xx. ; cf. Oppert, Les

Inscriptions des Sargonides, pp. 22, 27), without attempting

anything against Hezekiah. It was not till the time of Sargon,

who overthrew the reigning house of Assyria, that the actual

preparations for the revolt were commenced, by the formation

of an alliance between the kingdom of Judah on the one hand,

and Egypt, and probably Philistia, on the other, the object of

which was the rupture of the Assyrian yoke."^ The campaign

of Sennacherib the son of Sargon, into which we are trans-

ported in the following history, was the third of his expeditions,

the one to which Sennacherib himself refers in the inscription

upon the prism : " dans ma 3' campagne je marchai vers la

Syrie" The position which we find Sennacherib taking up

between Philistia and Jerusalem, to the south-west of the latter,

is a very characteristic one in relation to both the occasion and

the ultimate object of the campaign. Oh. xxxvi. 1.^ " And it

came to pass in the (K. and in the) fourteenth year of king Hiz-

Myahu, Sancherib king of Asshur came up against all the forti-

fied cities of Judah, and took them. (K. adds : Then Hizkiyah

king of Judah sent to the king of Asshur to Lachish, saying, I
have sinned, withdraw from me again ; what thou imposest upon

me I will raise. And the king of A sshur imposed upon Hizkiyah

king of Judah three hundred talents of silver, and thirty talents

of gold. And Hizkiyah gave up all the silver that was in the

house of Jehovah, and in the treasures of the king^s house. At
the same time Hizkiyah mutilated the doors of the temple of

Jehovah, and the pillars which Hizkiyah king of Judah had

plated with gold, and gave it to the king of Asshur)." This long

addition, which is distinguished at once by the introduction of

n'prn in the place of iniptn, is probably only an annalistic

interpolation, though one of great importance in relation

to Isa. xxxiii. 7. What follows in, Isaiah does not dovetail

•

^ The name Amgarron upon the earthenware prism of Sennacherib

does not mean Migron (Oppert), but Ekron (Eawlinson).

2 TVe shall show the variations in the text of 2 Kings xviii. 13 sqq., as

far as we possibly can, in our translation. K. signifies the book of Kings.

But the task ot pronouncing an infallible sentence upon them all we shall

leave to those who know everything.
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well into this addition, and therefore does not presuppose its

existence. Ver. 2. " Then the king of Asshur sent Rabshaheh

CK. : Tartan, andRabsaris, and Rabshaheh)from Lachish toioards

Jerusalem to king Hizkiyahu with a great army, and he advanced

(K. : to king H. with a great army to Jerusalem; and they went

up and came to Jerusalem, and went up, and came and advanced)

to the conduit of the upper pool ly the road of the fuller s fields

Whereas in K. the repeated 1X3^1 I^TI (and went up and came)

forms a " dittography," the names Tartan and Rab-saris have

apparently dropped out of the text of Isaiah, as ch. xxxvii. 6 and

24 presuppose a plurality of messengers. The three names are

not names of persons, but official titles, viz. the commander-in-

chief {Tartan, which really occurs in an Assyrian list of offices

;

see RawUnson, Monarchies, ii. 412), the chief eunuch (see the

plate in Kawlinson, ii. 118), and the chief cup-bearer ("ipB'a'l

with tzere = S*!?^?"]). The situation of Lachish is marked by
the present ruins of Umm Lakis, to the south-west of Bet-

Gibrin (Eleutheropolis) in the Shephelah. The messengers

come from the south-west with the ultima ratio of a strong

detachment (^'n a connecting form, from ?'n, like rhni ^%
Zech. xiv. 4 ; Ewald, § 287, a) ; they therefore halt on the
western side of Jerusalem (on the locality, see at ch. vii. 3,

xxii. 8-11 ; compare Keil on Kings).

Hezekiah's confidential ministers go there also. Ver. 3 (K.
" And they called to tlie king), and there went out to him (K. to

them) Eliakim son of Hilkiyahu, the house-minister, and Shebna
ike chancellor, and Joah son of Asaph, the recorder" On the
office of the house-minister, or major-domo, which was now
filled by Eliakim instead of Shebna (NinB', K. twice naaE'), see ch.
xxii. 15 sqq.

; and on that of sopher and mazkir, see vol. i. pp.
7, 8. Eabshakeh's message follows in vers. 4-10 : " And Rab-
shaheh said to them, Say now to Hizhiyahu, Thus saith the great
king, the hing of Asshur, What sort of confidence is this that
thou hast got? T say (K. thou sayest, i.e. thou talkest), vain talk
IS counsel and strength for war: now, then, in whom dost than
trust, that thou hast rebelled against me ? (K. Now) Behold
thoutrustest (K. 1^) in this broken reed-staff there, in Egypt, on
which one leans, and it runs into his hand and pierces it; so
does Pharaoh king of Egypt to all who trust in him. But if
thou sayest to me (K. ye say), We trust in Jehovah our God;
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is it not He whose high places and altars Hizhiyahu has removed,

and Jias said to Judah and Jerusalem, Ye shall worship before

the altar (K. adds, in Jerusalem) ? And now take a wager with

my lord (K. with) the king of Asshur ; I will deliver thee two

thousand horses, if thou art able for thy part to give horsemen

upon them. And how couldst thou repel the advance of a single

satrap among the least of the servants of my lord ? ! Thou

puttest thy trust then in Egypt for chariots and riders ! And
(omitted in K.) now have I come up without Jehovah against

this land to destroy it (K. against this place, to destroy it) ?

Jehovah said to me, Go up to (K. against) this land, and destroy

it." The chronicler has a portion of this address of Eabshakeh

in 2 Chron. xxxii. 10-12. And just as the prophetic words in

the book of Kings have a Deuteronomic sound, and those in

the Chronicles the ring of a chronicle, so do Kabshakeh's words,

and those which follow, sound like the words of Isaiah himself.

" The great king " is the standing royal title appended to the

names of Sargon and Sennacherib upon the Assyrian monu-

ments (compare ch. x. 8). Hezekiah is not thought worthy of

the title of king, either here or afterwards. The reading

ri"iDN in ver. 5 (thou speakest vain talk) is not the preferable

one, because in that case we should expect lji"i?'i, or rather

(according to the usual style) IJ'iai i]S. The meaning is, that

he must look upon Hezekiah's resolution, and his strength

(jTiniH nyy connected as in ch. xi. 2) for going to war, as mere

boasting (" lip-words," as in Prov. xiv. 23), and must therefore

assume that there was something in the background of which

he was well aware. And this must be Egypt, which would

not only be of no real help to its ally, but would rather do him

harm by leaving him in the lurch. The figure of a reed-staff

has been borrowed by Ezekiel in ch. xxix. 6, 7. It was a

very appropriate one for Egypt, with its abundance of reeds

and rushes (ch. xLx. 6), and it has Isaiah's peculiar ring (for

the expression itself, compare ch. xlii. 3 ; and for the fact

itself, ch. XXX. 5, and other passages), psn does not mean

fragile (Luzz. quella fragil canna), but broken, namely, in

consequence of the loss of the throne by the native royal

family, from whom it had been wrested by the Ethiopians

(ch. xviii.), and the defeats sustained at the hands of Sargon

(ch. XX.). The construction cui quis innititur et intrat is para-
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tactic for cui si quis. In ver. 7 the reading P""?^"" commends

itself, from the fact that the sentence is not continued with

ni''pn ; but as Hezekiah is addressed throughout, and it is to

him that the reply is to be made, the original reading was pro-

bably "lON'n. The fact that Hezekiah had restricted the wor-

ship of Jehovah to Jerusalem, by removing the other places

of worship (2 Kings xviii. 4), is brought against him in a

thoroughly heathen, and yet at the same time (considering

the inclination to worship other gods which still existed in the

nation) a very crafty manner. In vers. 8, 9, he throws in his

teeth, with most imposing scorn, his own weakness as com-

pared with Asshur, which was chiefly dreaded on account of

its strength in cavalry and war-chariots. NJ ^IVnn does not

refer to the performance and counter-performance which
follow, in the sense of " connect thyself " (Luzz. associati), but

is used in a similar sense to the Homeric fjuir/rjvai, though with
the idea of vying with one another, not of engaging in war
(the synonym in the Talmud is himrdJi, to bet, e.g. b. Sabbath
31a) : a bet and a pledge are kindred notions (Heb. f\y)V, cf.

Lat. vadari). On pechdh (ior pachdh), which also occurs as an
Assyrian title in Ezek. xxiii. 6, 23, see vol. i. p. 267, note 3.
im nns, two constructives, the first of which is to be explained
according to Ewald, § 286, a (compare above, ver. 2, 133 ^"n),

form the logical regens of the following servorum domini mei
minimorum ; and Iieshlbh p'ne does not mean here to refuse a
petitioner, but to repel an antagonist (ch. xxviii. 6). The
fut. consee. HDani deduces a consequence : Hezekiah could not
do anything by himself, and therefore he trusted in Egypt,
from which he expected chariots and horsemen. In veit 10,
the prophetic idea, that Asshur was the instrument employed
by Jehovah (ch. x. 5, etc.), is put into the mouth of the
Assyrian himself. This is very conceivable, but the colouring
of Isaiah is undeniable. The concluding words, in which the
Assyrian boasts of having Jehovah on his side, affect the
messengers of Hezekiah in the keenest manner, especially
because of the people present. Ver. 11. « Then said Eliahim
(K. the son of Hilkiyahu), and Shebna, and Joah, to Rabshakeh,
fray speak to thy servants in Aramwan, for we understand it
and do not speak to (K. with) us in Jewish, in the ears of the
people that are on the wall." They spoke Y^huduh, i.i the
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colloquial language of the kingdom of Judah. The kingdom

of Israel was no longer in existence, and the language of the

Israelitish nation, as a whole, might therefore already be called

Judsean (Jewish), as in Neh. xiii. 24, more especially as there

may have been a far greater dialectical difference between the

popular speech of the northern and southern kingdoms, than we
can gather from the biblical books that were written in the one

or the other. Aramaean (^drdmitli), however, appears to have

been even then, as it was at a later period (Ezra iv. 7), the

language of intercourse between the empire of Eastern Asia and

the people to the west of the Tigris (compare Alex. Polyhistor

in Euseb. chron. arm. i. 43, where Sennacherib is said to have

erected a monument with a Chaldean inscription) ; and conse-

quently educated Judaeans not only understood it, but were able

to speak it, more especially those who were in the service of the

state. Assyrian, on the contrary, was unintelligible to Judeeans

(ch. xxviii. 11, xxxiii. 19), although this applied comparatively

less to the true Assyrian dialect, which was Semitic, and can

be interpreted for the most part from the Hebrew (see Oppert's

" Outlines of an Assyrian Grammar" in the Journal Asiatique,

1859), than to the mdtley language of the Assyrian army,

which was a compound of Arian and Turanian elements. The

name Sennacherib {Sancherlbh= ^'iJfns'jD, LXX. Sennache-

reim, i.e. "Sin, the moon-god, had multipHed the brethren")

is Semitic ; on the other hand, the name Tartan, which cannot

be interpreted either from the Semitic or the Arian, is an

example of the element referred to, which was so utterly

strange to a Judsean ear.

The harsh reply is given in ver. 12. " Then Babshakeh

said (K. to them), Has my lord sent me to (K. 7J?n) thy lord and

to thee, not rather to (both texts, pV) the men who sit upon the

wall, to eat their dung, and to drink their urine together with

you?"—namely, because their rulers were exposing them to a

siege which would involve the most dreadful state of famine.

After Eabshakeh had refused the request of Hezekiah's

representatives in this contemptuous manner, he turned in

defiance of them to the people themselves. Vers. 13-20.

" Then Babshakeh went near, and cried with a loud voice in

the Jewish language (K. and spake), and said. Hear the words

(K. the word) of the great king, the king of Asshur. Thus saith
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the hing, Let not Hizkiyahu practise deception yon you (NB^.,

K. ^"^^ ; for he cannot deliver you (K. out of his hand). And

let not Hizkiyahu feed you with hope in Jehovah, saying, Jehovah

will deliver, yea, deliver us: (K. and) this city will not he delivered

into tlie hand of the king of Asshur. Hearken not to Hizkiyahu;

for thus saith the king (liammelekh, K. melekh) of Asshur, Enter

into a connection of mutual good wishes with me, and come out to

me : and enjoy every one his vine, and every one his Jig-tree, and

drink every one the water of his cistern; till I come and take you

away into a land like your land, a land of com and wine, a land

of bread-corn and vineyards (K. a land full offine olive-trees and

honey, and live and do not die, and hearken not to Hizkiyahu)

;

that Hizkiyahu do not befool you (K. for he befools you), saying,

Jehovah will deliver us ! Have the gods of the nations delivered

(K. really delivered) every one his land out of the hand of the

king of Asshur? Where are the gods of Hamath and Arpad?

where the gods of Sepharvayim (K. adds, Hena and 'Ivah)"^. and

how much less Qyi, K. ''3) have they delivered that Samaria out

of my hand ? Who were they among all the gods of these (K. of

the) lands, who delivered their land out of my hand ? how much

less will Jehovah deliver Jerusalem out of my hand!?" The

chronicler also has this continuation of Eabshakeh's address

in part (2 Chron. xxxii. 13—15), but he has fused into one the

Assyrian self-praise uttered by Eabshakeh on his first and

second mission. The encouragement of the people, by referring

to the help of Jehovah (2 Chron. xxxii. 6-8), is placed by him

before this first account is given by Isaiah, and forms a conclu-

sion to the preparations for the contest with Asshur as there

described. Eabshakeh now draws nearer to the wall, and
harangues the people. S'B'n is construed here with a dative (to

excite treacherous hopes); whereas in 2 Chron. xxxii. 15 it is

written with an accusative. The reading it*0 is altered from

*"1JD in ver. 20, which is inserted still more frequently by the

chronicler. The reading "T'J'n'nN with injn is incorrect; it

would require t"?^ (Ges. § 143, la). To make a Vrakhah with
a person was equivalent to entering into a relation of blessing,

i.e. into a state of mind in which each wished all prosperity to

the other. This was probably a common phrase, though we
only meet with it here. SSJ, when applied to the besieged, is

equivalent to surrendering {e.g. 1 Sam. xi. 3). If they did
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that, they should remain in quiet possession and enjoyment,

until the Assyrian fetched them away (after the Egyptian cam-

paign was over), and transported them to a land which he

describes to them in the most enticing terms, in order to soften

down the inevitable transportation. It is a question whether

the expansion of this picture in the book of Kings is original

or not ; since njyi wn in ver. 19 appears to be also tacked on

here from Isa. xxxvii. 13 (see at this passage). On Hamath
and Arpad (to the north of Haleb in northern Syria, and a

different place from Aroad^^ Arad), see ch. x. 9. S'pharvai/im

(a dual form, the house of the S^pharvim, 2 Kings xvii. 31)

is the Sipphara of Ptol. v. 18, 7, the southernmost city of

Mesopotamia, on the left bank of the Euphrates ; Pliny's Hip-

parenum on the Narraga, i.e. the canal, n'har malM', the key

to the irrigating or inundating works of Babylon, which were

completed afterwards by Nebuchadnezzar (Plin. h. n. vi. 30);

probably the same place as the sun-city, Sippara, in which

Xisuthros concealed the sacred books before the great flood

(see K. Miiller's Fragrnenta Historicorum Gr. ii. 501-2). |S

in ver. 18 has a warning meaning (as if it followed 03? llDK'n)

;

and both "'31. and ''3 in vers. 19, 20, introduce an exclamatory

clause when following a negative interrogatory sentence: "and

that they should have saved," or " that Jehovah should save,"

equivalent to " how much less have they saved, or will He
save" (Ewald, § 354, c; comp. "'3"*1'?, 2 Ohron. xxxii. 15). Eab-

shakeh's words in vers. 18-20 are the same as those in Isa. x.

8-11. The manner in which he defies the gods of the heathen,

of Samaria, and last of all of Jerusalem, corresponds to the pro-

phecy there. It is the prophet himself who acts as historian

here, and describes the fulfilment of the prophecy, though

without therefore doing violence to his character as a prophet.

The effect of Kabshakeh's words. Vers. 21, 22. "But they

held their peace (K. and they, the people, held their peace), and

answered him not a word ; for it was the king's commandment,

saying, Ye shall not answer him. Then came Eliakim son of

HUTdyahu (K. Hilkiyah), the house-minister, and Shebna the

chancellor, and Joah son of Asaph, the recorder, to Hiskiyahu,

with torn clothes, and told him the words of JRabshakeh." It is

only a superficial observation that could commend the reading

in Kings, " They, the people, held their peace," which Hitzig
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and Knobel prefer, but which Luzzatto very properly rejects.

As the Assyrians wished to speak to the king himself (2 Kings

xviii. 18), who sent the three to them as his representatives,

the command to hear, and to make no reply, can only have

applied to them (and they had already made the matter worse by

the one remark which they had made concerning the language);

and the reading 1E'''"in»1 in the text of Isaiah is the correct one.

The three were silent, because the king had imposed the duty

of silence upon them ; and regarding themselves as dismissed,

inasmuch as Eabshakeh had turned away from them to the

people, they hastened to the king, rending their clothes, in

despair and grief at the disgrace they had experienced.

The king and the deputation apply to Isaiah. Ch. xxxvii.

1-4. " And it came to pass, when king Hizkiyahu had heard,

he rent his clothes, and wrapped himself in mourning linen, and

went into the house of Jehovah. And sent EUahim the house-

minister, and Shelna (K. omits nx) the chancellor, and the eldest

of the priests, wrapped in mourning linen, to Isaiah son of Amos,
the prophet (K. has what is inadmissible : the prophet son of
Amoz). And they said to him. Thus saith Hizkiyahu, A day

of affliction, and punishment, and blasphemy is this day ; for

children are come to the matrix, and there is no strength to bring

them forth. Perhaps Jehovah thy God will hear the words

(K. all the words) of Eabshakeh, with which the king of Asshur
his lord has sent him to revile the living God ; and Jehovah thy

God will punish for the words which He hath heard, and thou

wilt make intercession for the remnant that still exists." The
distinguished embassy is a proof of the distinction of the
prophet himself (Knobel). The character of the deputation
accorded with its object, which was to obtain a consolatory
word for the king and people. In the form of the instructions
we recognise again the flowing style of Isaiah, nnairij as a
synonym of 1W», Di53, is used as in Hos. v. 9 ; nSK3 (from the
kal nf) according to ch. i. 4, v. 24, lii. 5, like nSN3 (from the
piel rsJ), Neh. ix. 18, 26 (reviling, i.e. reviling 'of God, or
blasphemy). The figure of there not being sufficient strength
to bring forth the child, is the same as in ch. Ixvi. 9. naB^
(from -i^B*, syn. pB, Gen. xxxviii. 29) does not signify "the
actual birth (Luzzatto, punto di dover nascere), nor the deliver-
ing-stool (Targum), like mashbSr shel-chayydh, the delivering-
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stool of the midwife (Kelim xxiii. 4) ; but as the subject is the

children, and not the mother, the matrix or mouth of the

womb, as in Hos. xiii. 13, " He (Ephraim) is an unwise child

;

when it is time does he not stop in the children's passage"

(masliber bdmm), i.e. the point which a child must pass, not

only with its head, but also with its shoulders and its whole

body, for which the force of the pains is often not sufficient 1

The existing condition of the state resembled such unpromising

birth-pains, which threatened both the mother and the fruit of

the womb with death, because the matrix would not open to

give birth to the child. ITI? like njf'n in ch. xi. 9. The timid

inquiry, which hardly dared to hope, commences with 'ulai.

The following future is continued in perfects, the force of

which is determined by it : " and He (namely Jehovah, the

Targum and Syriac) will punish for the words," or, as we point

it, " there will punish for the words which He hath heard,

Jehovah thy God (JiokMdch, referring to a judicial decision, as

in a general sense in ch. ii. 4 and xi. 4) ; and thou wilt lift up

prayer" {i.e. begin to offer it, ch. xiv. 4). " He will hear,"

namely as judge and deliverer; " He hath heard," namely as

the omnipresent One. The expression, " to revile the living

God" (Vchdreph 'Elohim chai), sounds like a comparison of

Rabshakeh to Goliath (1 Sam. xvii. 26, 36). The " existing

remnant" was Jerusalem, which was not yet in the enemy's

hand (compare ch. L 8, 9). The deliverance of the remnant is

a key-note of Isaiah's prophecies. But the prophecy would not

be fulfilled, until the grace which fulfilled it had been met by

repentance and faith. Hence Hezekiah's weak faith sues for

the intercession of the prophet, whose personal relation to God
is here set forth as a closer one than that of the king and

priests.

Isaiah's reply. Vers. 5-7. " And the servants of king

Eizhiyahu came to Isaiah, And Isaiah said to them (QJ??^,

K. cn?). Speak thus to your lord, Thus saith Jehovah, Be not

afraid of the words tchich thou hast heard, tvith which the

servants of the king of Asshur have blasphemed me! Behold, 1

will bring a spirit upon Mm, and he will hear a hearsay, and

return to his land; and I cut him down with the sword in his own

land" Luzzatto, without any necessity, takes T\'qv?\ in ver. 3

in the modal sense of what they were to do (e dovevano dirgli) :
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they were to say this to him, but he anticipated them at once

with the instructions given here. The fact, so far as the style

is concerned, is rather this, that ver. 5, while pointing back,

gives the ground for ver. 6 : " and when they had come to

him (saying this), he said to them." ^"^Vi we render " servants"

{Knappen}) after Esth. ii. 2, vi. 3, 5 ; it is a more contemptuous

expression than ''t!???. The rMch mentioned here as sent by

God is a superior force of a spiritual kind, which influences

both thought and conduct, as in such other connections as ch.

xix. 14, xxviii. 6, xxix. 10 (Psychol, p. 295, Anm.).

The external occasion which determined the return of Sen-

nacherib, as described in ch. xxxvii. 36, 37, was the fearful

mortaUty that had taken place in his army. The sh'mudh

(rumour, hearsay), however, was not the tidings of this cata-

strophe, but, as the continuation of the account in vers. 8, 9,

clearly shows, the report of the advance of Tirhakah, which

compelled Sennacherib to leave Palestine in consequence of

this catastrophe. The prediction of his death is sufficiently

special to be regarded by modern commentators, who will

admit nothing but the most misty figures as prophecies, as a

vaticinium post iventum. At the same time, the prediction of

the event which would drive the Assyrian out of the land is

intentionally couched in these general terms. The faith of the

king, and of the inquirers generally, still needed to be tested

and exercised. The time had not yet come for him to be

rewarded by a clearer and fuller announcement of the judg-

ment.

B. SECOND ATTEMPT OF THE ASSYRIANS TO FORCE THE
SURRENDER OF JERUSALEM. ITS MIRACULOUS DELI-
VERANCE.—CHAP. XXXVII. 8 SQQ.

Eabshakeh, who is mentioned alone in both texts as the

leading person engaged, returns to Sennacherib, who is induced
to make a second attempt to obtain possession of Jerusalem, as

a position of great strength and decisive importance. Vers.

8, 9. " Rabshakeh thereupon returned, and found the king of

1 Knappe is the same word as " Knave ;" but we have no word in use
now which is an exact equivalent, and knave has entirely lost its original
sense of servant.—Te.
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Asshur warring against lAbnah : for he had heard that lie had

withdrawnfrom Lachish. And he heard say concerning Tirhahah

king of Ethiopia, (K. Behold), he has come out to make war with

thee ; and heard, and sent (K. and repeated, and sent) messen-

gers to Hizkiyahu, saying^ Tirhakah was cursorily referred to

in ch. xviii. The twenty-fifth dynasty of Manetho contained

three Ethiopian rulers : Sabakon, Sebichos (NiO= S*).?, although,

so far as we know, the Egyptian names begin with Sh), and

Tarakos (Tarkos), Egypt. Taharka, or Heb. with the tone upon

the penultimate, Tirhdqdh. The only one mentioned by Hero-

dotus is Sabakon, to whom he attributes a reign of fifty years

(ii. 139), i.e. as much as the whole three amount to, when
taken in a round sum. If Sebichos is the biblical So\ to whom
the lists attribute from twelve to fourteen years, it is perfectly

conceivable that Tirhakah may have been reigning in the

fourteenth year of Hezekiah. But if this took place, as

Manetho affirms, 366 years before the conquest of Egypt by

Alexander, i.e. from 696 onwards (and the Apis-stele, No. 2037,

as deciphered by Vic. de Eougd, Revue arcMol. 1863, confirms

it), it would be more easily reconcilable with the Assyrian

chronology, which represents Sennacherib as reigning from

702-680 (Oppert and Rawlinson), than with the current biblical

chronology, according to which Hezekiah's fourteenth year is

certainly not much later than the year 714.^ It is worthy of

remark also, that Tirhakah is not described as Pharaoh here,

but as the king of Ethiopia (melekh Kush; see at ver. 36).

Libnah, according to the Onom. a place in regione Eleuthero-

politana, is probably the same as Tell es-SaJieh (" hill of the

pure " = of the white), to the north-west of Bet Gibrin, called

Alba Specula {Blanche Garde) in the middle ages. The ex-

pression J?»tJ'>1 (" and he heard "), which occurs twice in the

text, points back to what is past, and also prepares the way for

what follows : " having heard this, he sent," etc. At the same

time it appears to have been altered from 3B'»1.

The message. Vers. 10-13. " Thus shallye say to Hizkiyahu

king of Judah, saying, Let not thy God in whom thou trustest

deceive thee, saying, Jerusalem will not be given into the hand of

the king of Asshur. Behold, thou hast surely heard what (K.

1 On the still prevailing uncertainty with regard to the synchronism,

see KeU on Kings ; and Duncker, GescMchte des Alterthums. pp. 713-4.
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that wldch) the kings of Asshur have done to all lands, to lay the

ban upon them; and thou, thou shouldst be delivered ? ! Have the

gods of the nations, ichich my fathers destroyed, delivered them:

Gozan, and Haran, and Rezeph, and the B'ne-'Eden, which

are in Telassarf Where is (K. where is he) the king of

Hamath, and the king of Arpad, and the king of 'Ir-Sepharvaim,

Hena', and 'IvahV Although n« is feminine, DniK (K. DHS),

like DDnnn^, points hack to the lands (in accordance with the

want of any thoroughly developed distinction of the genders in

Hebrew) ; likewise "iB''? quas pessumdederunt. There is his-

torical importance in the fact, that here Sennacherib attributes

to his fathers (Sargon and the previous kings of the Derketade

dynasty which he had overthrown) what Eabshakeh on the

occasion of the first mission had imputed to Sennacherib him-

self. On Gozan, see vol. i. p. 51. It is no doubt identical with

the Zuzan of the Arabian geographers, which is described as a

district of outer Armenia, situated on the Chabur, e.g. in the

Merasid. " The Chabur is the Chabur oi el-Hasaniye, a district

of Mosul, to the east of the Tigris ; it comes down from the

mountains of the land of Zuzan, flows through a broad and

thickly populated country in the north of Mosul, which is

called outer Armenia, and empties itself into the Tigris."

Ptolemy, on the other hand (v. 18, 14), is acquainted with a

Mesopotamian Gauzanitis; and, looking upon northern Meso-
potamia as the border land of Armenia, he says, Karexei- Se

T^9 %&>/3a? TO, fiev irpoi ry 'Apfj,evLa r) 'Avdefiovaia (not far

from Edessa) v(^' rjv ri XoXkItk, vtto Se ravTrjv f] Fav^avin';,

possibly the district of Gulzan, in which Nisihin, the ancient

Nisibis, still stands.'^ For Hdrdn (Syr. Horon ; Joseph.
Charran of Mesopotamia), the present Harr^n, not far from
Charmelik, see Genesis, p. 327. The Harran in the Guta of

Damascus (on the southern arm of the Harus), which Beke
has recently identified with it, is not connected with it in any
way. Retseph is the Rhesapha of Ptol. v. 18, 6, below Thap-
sacus, the present Rusafa in the Euphrates-valley of ez-Zor,
between the Euphrates and Tadmur (Palmyra ; see Eobinson,
Pal). Telassar, with which the Targum (ii. iii.) and Syr.
confound the Ellasar of Gen. xiv. 1, i.e. Artemita (Artamita),
is not the Thelsece of the Itin. Antonini and of the Notitia

^ See Oppert, Expedition, i. 60.
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dignitatum,—in which case the B'ne-Eden might be the tribe of

Bet Genn (Bettegene) on the southern slope of Lebanon (i.e.

the 'Eden of Ccelesyria, Amos i, 5 ; the Paradeisos of Ptol. v.

15, 20; Paradisus, Plin. v. 19),—^but the Thelser of the Tab.

Peuting., on the eastern side of the Tigris ; and B"nS 'Eden is

the tribe of the 'Eden mentioned by Ezekiel (xxvii. 23) after

Haran and Ctesiphon. Consequently the enumeration of the

warlike deeds describes a curve, which passes in a north-

westerly direction through Hamath and Arpad, and then

returns in Sepharvaim to the border of southern Mesopotamia

and Babylonia. 'Ir-S'pharvaim is like 'Ir-N4ch^sh, 'Ir-Shemesh,

etc. The legends connect the name with the sacred books.

The form of the name is inexplicable ; but the name itself

probably signifies the double shore (after the Aramsean), as

the city, which was the southernmost of the leading places of

Mesopotamia, was situated on the Euphrates. The words

ffijci v^\!, if not taken as proper names, would signify, " he has

taken away, and overthrown ;" but in that case we should

expect 11?)) lyan or WVl "n'yjn. They are really the names of

cities which it is no longer possible to trace. Jlena' is hardly

the well-known Avatho on the Euphrates, as Gesenius, v.

Niebuhr, and others suppose ; and 'Ivah, the seat of the 'Avvim

(2 Kings xvii. '61), agrees still less, so far as the sound of the

word is concerned, with "the province of Hebeh (? Hebeb:

Eitter, Erdk. xi 707), situated between Anali and the Chabw
on the Euphrates," with which v. Niebuhr combines it.^

This intimidating message, which declared the God of Israel

to be utterly powerless, was conveyed by the messengers of

Sennacherib in the form of a letter. Vers. 14, 15. " And His-

kiyahu took the tetter out of the hand of the messengers, and read it

(K. read them), and ivent up to the house of Jehovah; and Ilizki-

yahu spread it before Jehovah^ S^phanm (the sheets) is equiva-

lent to the letter (not a letter in duplo), like literae (cf. grammata).

insnp'l (changed by K. into D—) is construed according to the

singular idea. Thenius regards this spreading out of the letter as

a naiveti; and Gesenius even goes so far as to speak of the praying

machines of the Buddhists. But it was simply prayer without

words—an act of prayer, which afterwards passed into vocal

prayer. Vers. 16-20. " And HizUyahu prayed to (K. before)

^ For other combinations of equal value, see Oppert, Expedition.^ i. 220.
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Jehovah, saying (K. and said), Jehovah of hosts (K. omits ts'bhd-

'oth), God of Israel, enthroned upon the cherubim. Thou, yea Thou

alone, art God of all the kingdoms of the earth; Thou, Thou hast

made the heavens and the earth. Incline Tliine ear, Jehovah, and

hear {Vom, various reading in both texts W^^) ! Open Tliine

eyes (K. with Yod of the plural), Jehovah, and see; and hear the

(K. all the) words of Sennacherib, which he hath sent (K. with

which he hath sent him, i.e. Kabshakeh) to despise the living

God ! Truly, Jehovah, the kings of Asshur have laid waste

all lands, and their land (K. the nations and their land), and have

put (v'ndthon, K. v^ndth'nu) their gods into the fire : for they were

not gods, only the work of men's hands, wood and stone ; therefore

they have destroyed them. And now, Jehovah our God, help us

(K. adds pray) out of his hand, and all the kingdoms of the earth

may know that Thou Jehovah (K. Jehovah Ehhirn) art it alone''

On CS'iS (no doubt the same word as r^pinri^, though not

fabulous beings like these, but a symbolical representation of

heavenly beings), see my Genesis, p. 626 ; and on yoshebh hak-

h'rubhim (enthroned on the cherubim), see at Ps. xviii. 11 and

Ixxx. 2. N^in in Slirnris is an emphatic repetition, that is to say

a strengthening, of the subject, like eh. xliii. 25, li. 12, 2 Sam.

vii. 28, Jer. xlix. 12, Ps. xliv. 5, Neh. ix. 6, 7, Ezra v. 11

:

tu ille (not tu es ille, Ges. § 121, 2) = tu, nullus alius. Such

passages as ch. xli. 4, where XW is the predicate, do not

belong here. IVJ! is not a singular (like ''i'^V in Ps. xxxii. 8,

where the LXX. have ''l^'S), but a defective plural, as we should

expect after fdqach. On the other hand, the reading sKldcho

(" hath sent him "), which cannot refer to d'bhdrim (the words),

but only to the person bringing the written message, is to be

rejected. Moreover, Knobel cannot help giving up his pre-

ference for the reading v^ndthon (compare Gen. xli. 43 ; Ges.

§ 131, 4a)
; just as, on the other hand, we cannot help regarding

the reading DS"iN"nK1 niinNn-psTiK as a mistake, when compared

with the reading of the book of Kings. Abravanel explains

the passage thus : " The Assyrians have devastated the lands,

and their own land" (cf. ch. xiv. 20), of which we may find

examples in the list of victories given above; compare also

Betli-Arbel in Hos. x. 14, if this \i Irbil on the Tigris, from
which Alexander's second battle in Persia, which was really

fought at Gaugaraela, derived its name. But how does this
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tally with tlie fact that they threw the gods of these lands—that

is to say, of their own land also (for D^^lj''??. could not possibly

refer to niXINn, to the exclusion of DSIK)—into the fire ? If we
read liaggoylm (the nations), we get rid both of the reference

to their own land, which is certainly purposeless here, and also

of the otherwise inevitable conclusion that they burned th'C

gods of their own country. The reading nixixn appears to

have arisen from the fact, that after the verb annn the lands

appeared to follow more naturally as the object, than the tribes

themselves (compare, however, ch. Ix. 12). The train of

thought is the following : ThS Assyrians have certainly de-

stroyed nations and their gods, because these gods were nothing

but the works of men: do Thou then help us, O Jehovah,

that the world may see that Thou alone art it, viz. God
(^Elohim, as K. adds, although, according to the accents,

Jehovah Elohim are connected together, as in the books of

Samuel and Chronicles, and very frequently in the mouth of

David : see Symholce in Psalmos, pp. 15, 16).

The prophet's reply. Vers. 21, 22a. "And Isaiah the son of

Amoz sent to HizMyuhu, saying, Thus saith Jehovah the God

of Israel, That which thou hast prayed to me concerning Sen-

nacherib the king of Asshur (K. adds, I have heard) : this is the

utterance which Jehovah utters concerning him." He sent, i.e.

sent a message, viz. by one of his disciples (limmudJlm, ch. viii.

16). According to the text of Isaiah, IB'K would commence the

protasis to "13'ljn nt (as for that which—this is the utterance) ;

or, as the Vav of the apodosis is wanting, it might introduce

relative clauses to what precedes (" I, to whom :" Ges. § 123, 1,

Anm. 1). But both of these are very doubtful. We cannot

dispense with WJ'OB' (I have heard), which is given by both

the LXX. and Syr. in the text of Isaiah, as well as that of

Kings.

The prophecy of Isaiah which follows here, is in all respects

one of the most magnificent that we meet with. It proceeds

with strophe-like strides on the cothurnus of the Deborah style :

Vers. 226, 23. " The virgin daughter of Zion despiseth thee,

laugheth thee to scorn ; the daughter of Jerusalem shaketh her head

after thee. Whom hast thou reviled and ilasphemed, and over

whom Imst tJiou spoken loftily, that thou hast lifted up thine eyes

on high ? Against the Holy One of Israel" The predicate is
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written at the head, in ver. 22b, in the masculine, i.e. without

any precise definition ; since W3 is a verb n"'?, and neither the

participle nor the third pers. fern, of 03. Zion is called a virgin,

with reference to the shame with which it was threatened

though without success (ch. xxiii. 12) ; bHhulath bath are

subordinate appositions, instead of co-ordinate. With a con-

tented and heightened self-consciousness, she shakes her head

behind him as he retreats with shame, saying by her attitude,

as she moves her head backwards and forwards, that it must

come to this, and could not be otherwise (Jer. xviii. 16 ; Lam.
ii. 15, 16). The question in ver. 23 reaches as far as Ti?'y,

although, according to the accents, ver. 23 is an affirmative

clause : " and thou turnest thine eyes on high against the Holy
One of Israel " (Hitzig, Ewald, Drechsler, and Keil). The
question is put for the purpose of saying to Asshur, that He
at whom they scoff is the God of Israel, whose pure holiness

breaks out into a consuming fire against all by whom it is dis-

honoured. The fut. cons. NB'ni is essentially the same as in

ch. li. 12, 13, and Di"i» is the same as in ch. xl. 26.

Second turn, ver. 24. " By thy servants (K, thy messengers)
hast thou reviled the Lord, in that thou sayest. With the multitude
(K. chethib aana) of my chariots have I climbed the height of the

mountains, the inner side of Lebanon; and I shall fell the lofty
growth of its cedars, the choice (mibhcliar, K. mibhchor) of its

cypresses : and I shall penetrate (K. and will penetrate) to the

height (K. the halting-place) of its uttermost border, the grove of
its orchard." The other text appears, for the most part, the
preferable one here. Whether maVaMielM (thy messengers,
according to ch. ix. 14) or 'Obhadekhd (thy servants, viz. Eab-
shakeh. Tartan, and Eabsaris) is to be preferred, may be left

undecided
; also whether 'MT aana is an error or a superlative

expression, "with chariots of my chariots," i.e. my countless
chariots

; also, thirdly, whether Isaiah wrote mibhchor. He
uses mistor in ch. iv. 6 for a special reason ; but such obscure
forms befit in other instances the book of Kings, wdth its colour-
ing of northern Palestine; and we also meet with mibhchor in
2 Kings iii. 19, in the strongly Aramaic first series of histories
of Ehsha. On the other hand, nsp lii>p is certainly the original
reading, in contrast with ivp Dho. It is important, as bearing
upon the interpretation of the passage, that both texts have
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maWj not maw, and that the other text confirms this pointing,

inasmuch as it has 'iNiasj'; instead of SUKI. The Lebanon here,

if not purely emhlematical (as in Jer. xxii. 6 = the royal citv

Jerusalem ; Ezek. xvii, 3 = Judah-Jerusalem), has at any rate

a synecdochical meaning (of. xiv. 8), signifying the land of

Lebanon, i.e. the land of Israel, into which he had forced a

way, and all the fortresses and great men of which he would

destroy. He would not I'est till Jerusalem, the most renowned

height of the land of Lebanon, was lying at his feet. Thenius

is quite right in regarding the "resting-place of the utmost

border" and "the pleasure-garden wood" as containing allu-

sions to the holy city and its royal citadel (compare the allegory

in ch. V. vol. i. pp. 164-5).

Third turn, ver. 25. " /, 1 have digged and drunk (K. foreign)

waters, and will make dry with the sole ofmy feet all the Nile-arms

(ns^^, K. ''?K^^) of Matsor" If we take ''r^bv in ver. 24 as a per-

fect of certainty, ver. 25a would refer to the overcoming of the

difficulties connected with the barren sandy steppe on the way
to Egypt (viz. et-Tih) ; but the perfects stand out against the

following futures, as statements of what was actually past.

Thus, in places where there were no waters at all, and it might

have been supposed that his army would inevitably perish, there

he had dug them (qur, from which mdqor is derived, fodere

;

not seaturire, as Luzzatto supposes), and had drunk up these

waters, which had been called up, as if by magic, upon foreign

soil ; and in places where there were waters, as in Egypt (matsor

is used in Isaiah and Micah for mitsrayim, with a play upon the

appellative meaning of the word : an enclosing fence, a forti-

fying girdle : see Ps. xxxi. 22), the Nile-arms and canals of

which appeared to bar all farther progress, it was an easy thing

for him to set at nought all these opposing hindrances. The

Nile, with its many arms, was nothing but a puddle to him,

which he trampled out with his feet.

And yet what he was able to do was not the result of his

own power, but of the counsel of God, which he subserved.

Fourth turn, vers. 26, 27. " Hast thou not heard ? 1 have

done it long ago, from, (K. fmin, since) the days of ancient time

have Iformed it, and now brought it to pass (n^riNnrij K. n''nk''3n)

:

that thou shouldst lay waste fortified cities into desolate stone

heaps ; and their inhabitants} poiverless, were terrified, and viere
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put to shame (v^i-ai, K. iB^^'l) : became herb of the field and green

of the turf, herb of the house-tops, and a corn-field (^If^r K.

and blighted corn) before the blades." Vmerdchoq (from afar) is

not to be connected with the preceding words, but according to

the parallel with those which follow. The historical reality, in

this instance the Assyrian judgment upon the nations, had had

from all eternity an ideal reality in God (see at ch. xxii. 11).

The words are addressed to the Assyrian ; and as his instru-

mentality formed the essential part of the divme purpose, ^^n1

does not mean " there should," but " thou shouldest," e/icXTte?

i^peiMoxyai, (cf. ch. xliv. 14, 15, and Hah. i. 17). K. has

niB'n^ instead of T\\mrh (though not as chethib, in which case

it would have to be pointed riiB'ni>), a singularly syncopated

Mphil (for niSB'^). The point of comparison in the four figures

is the facility with which they can be crushed. The nations in

the presence of the Assyrian became, as it were, weak, dehcate

grasses, with roots only rooted in the surface, or like a corn-

field with the stalk not yet formed (sh'demdh, ch. svi. 8),

which could easily be rooted up, and did not need to be cut

down with the sickle. This idea is expressed stdl more

strikingly in Kings, "like corn blighted {sh'dephdh, compare

shidddphon, corn-blight) before the shooting up of the stalk
;"

the Assyrian being regarded as a parching east wind, which

destroys the seed before the stalk is formed.

Asshur is Jehovah's chosen instrument while thus casting

down the nations, which are " short-handed against him," i.e.

incapable of resisting him. But Jehovah afterwards places this

lion under firm restraint ; and before it has reached the goal set

before it,^ He leads it back into its own land, as if with a ring

through its nostril. Fifth turn, vers. 28, 29. " And thy sitting

down, and thy going out, and thy entering in, / know ; and thy

heating thyself against me. On account of thy heating thyself

against me, and because thy self-confidence has risen up into mine

ears, I put my ring into thy nose, and my muzzle into thy lips,

and lead thee bach by the way by which thou hast corned Sitting

down and rising up (Ps. cxxxix. 2), going out and coming in

(Ps. cxxi. 8), denote every kind of human activity. All
the thoughts and actions, the purposes and imdertakings of

Sennacherib, more especially with regard to the people of

Jehovah, were under divine control. lUl is followed by the
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mfinitive, which is then continued in the finite verb, just as

in ch. XXX. 12. '^3iW (another reading, ']iiWff} is rased as a

substantive, and denotes the Assyrians' complacent and scornful

self-confidence (Ps. cxxiii. 4), and has nothing to do mih 1^«^

(Targum, Abulw., Kashi, Kimchi, Eosenmiiller, Luzzatto).

The figure of the leading away with a nose-ring (cJictcM with a

latent dagesh, «n to prick, hence choach, Arab, choeh, chScha,

a narrow slit, literally means a cut or aperture) is repeated in

Ezek. xxxviii. 4. Like a wild beast that had been subdued

by force, the Assyrian would have to return home, without

having achieved his purpose with Judah (or with Egypt).

The prophet now turns to Hezekiah. Ver. 30. " And let

this be a sign to thee, Men eat this year what is self-soion ; and in

the second year what springs from the roots (shdchis, K. sdchish) ;

and in the third year they sow and reap and plant vineyards, and

eat (chethib 7\2») their fruit." According to Thenius, AassAawa/t

(this year) signifies the first year after Sennacherib's in-

vasion, hasshdndh hasshenith (the second year) the current

year in which the words were uttered by Hezekiah, hasshdndh

hasshHisMth (the third year) the year that was coming in which

the land would be cleared of the enemy. But understood in this

way, the whole would have been no sign, but simply a prophecy

that the condition of things during the two years was to come

to an end in the third. It would only be a " sign " if the

second year was also still in the future. By hasshdndh, there-

fore, we are to understand what the expression itself requires

(cf. ch. xxix. 1, xxxii. 10), namely the current year, in which

the people had been hindered from cultivating their fields by

the Assyrian who was then in the land, and therefore had been

thrown back upon the sdphlach, i.e. the after growth (avTofiara,

LXX., the self-sown), or crop which had sprung up from the

fallen grains of the previous harvest (from sdphach, adjicere, see

at Hab. ii. 15 ; or, according to othei-s, effundm-e, see vol. i. 165).

It was autumn at the time when Isaiah gave this sign (ch.

xxxiii. 9), and the current civil year was reckoned from one

autumnal equinox to the other, as, for example, in Ex. xxiii. 16,

where the feast of tabernacles or harvest festival is said to fall

at the close of the year ; so that if the fourteenth year of

Hezekiah was the year 714, the current year would extend

from Tishiri 714 to Tishri 713. But if in the next year also^
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713-712, there was no sowing and reaping, but the people were

to eat shdchls, i.e. that which grew of itself {avTO^vh, Aq.,

Theod.), and that very sparingly, not from the grains shed at

the previous harvest, but from the roots of the wheat, we need

not assume that this year, 713-712, happened to be a sabbatical

year, in which the law required all agricultural pursuits to be

suspended,^ It is very improbable in itself that the prophet

should have included a circumstance connected with the

calendar in his " sign ;" and, moreover, according to the existing

chronological data, the year 715 had been a sabbatical year

(see Hitzig). It is rather presupposed, either that the land

would be too thoroughly devastated and desolate for the fields

to be cultivated and sown (Keil) ; or, as we can hardly imagine

such an impossibility as this, if we picture to ourselves the

existing situation and the kind of agriculture common in

Palestine, that the Assyrian would carry out his expedition to

Egypt in this particular year (713-12), and returning through

Judah, would again prevent the sowing of the corn (Hitzig,

Knobel). But in the third year, that is to say the year

712-11, freedom and peace would prevail again, and there

would be nothing more to hinder the cultivation of the fields or

vineyards. If this should be the course of events during the

three years, it would be a sign to king Hezekiah that the fate

of the Assyrian would be no other than that predicted. The
year 712-11 would be the peremptory limit appointed him, and
the year of deliverance.

Seventh turn, vers. 31, 32. "And that which is escaped

of the house of Judah, that which remains will again take

root downward, and bear fruit upward. For from Jerusalem

will a remnant go forth, and a ftigitive from Mount Zion

;

the zeal of Jehovah of hosts (K. chethib omits ts'bhaoih)

will carry this out." The agricultural prospect of the third

year shapes itself here into a figurative representation of the

fate of Judah. Isaiah's watchword, " a remnant shall return,"

is now fulfilled ; Jerusalem has been spared, and becomes the
source of national rejuvenation. You hear the echo of ch.

V. 24, ix. 6, and also of ch. xxvii. 6. The word ts'bhaoth is

wanting in Kings, here as well as in ver. 17 ; in fact, this

' There certainly is no necessity for a sabbatical year followed by a
year of jubilee, to enable us to explain the " sign," as Hofmann supposes.
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divine name is, as a rule, very rare in the book of Kings, where

it only occurs in the first series of accounts of Elijah (1 Kings
xviii. 15, xix. 10, 14 ; cf. 2 Kings iii. 14).

The prophecy concerning the protection of Jerusalem be-

comes more definite in the last turn than it ever has been

before. Vers. 33-35. " Therefore thus saith Jehovah concerning

the king of Asshur, He will not enter into this city, nor shoot off

an arrow there ; nor do they assault it with a shield, nor cast up
earthworks against it. By the way by which he came (K. will

come) will he return ; and he will not enter into this city, saith

Jehovah, And I shield this city (?V, K. 7K), to help it, for mine

oion sake, and for the sake of David my servant." According to

Hitzig, this conclusion belongs to the later reporter, on account

of its " suspiciously definite character." Knobel, on the other

hand, sees no reason for disputing the authorship of Isaiah,

inasmuch as in all probability the pestilence had already set in

(ch. xxxiii. 24), and threatened to cripple the Assyrian army
very considerably, so that the prophet began to hope that

Sennacherib might now be unable to stand against the power-

ful Ethiopian king. To us, however, the words " Thus saith

Jehovah " are something more than a flower of speech ; and we
hear the language of a man exalted above the standard of the

natural man, and one who has been taken, as Amos says (iii. 7),

by God, the moulder of history, into " His secret." Here also

we see the prophecy at its height, towards which it has been

ascending from ch. vi. 13 and x. 33, 34 onwards, through

the midst of obstacles accumulated by the moral condition of

the nation, but with the same goal invariably in view. The

Assyrian will not storm Jerusalem ; there will not even be

preparations for a siege. The verb qiddem is construed with a

double accusative, as in Ps. xxi. 4 ; sdlHdh refers to the earth-

works thrown up for besieging purposes, as in Jer. xxxii. 24.

The reading X3^ instead of K3 has arisen in consequence of the

eye having wandered to the following S2\ The promise in

ver. 35a sounds like ch. xxxi. 5. The reading 7K for b'$ is in-

correct. One motive assigned (" for my servant David's sake ")

is the same as in 1 Kings xv. 4, etc. ; and the other (" for mine

own sake") the same as in ch. xliii. 25, xlviii. 11 (compare,

however, ch. Iv. 3 also). On the one hand, it is in accordance

with the honour and faithfulness of Jehovah, that Jerusalem is
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delivered ; and, on the other hand, it is the worth of David, or,

what is the same thing, the love of Jehovah turned towards

him, of which Jerusalem reaps the advantage.

To this culminating prophecy there is now appended an

account of the catastrophe itself. Vers. 36-38. " Then (K.

And it came to pass that night, that) the angel of Jehovah went

forth and smote {vayyakheh, K. vayyahh) in the camp of Asshur

a hundred and eighty-Jive thousand; and when men rose up in the

morning, behold, they were all lifeless corpses. Then Sennacherib

hing of Asshur decamped, and went forth and returned, and

settled down in Nineveh. And it came to pass, as he was wor-

shipping in the temple of Nisroch, his god, Adrammelech and

Sharezer his sons (K. chethib omits ' his sons') smote him with

the sword; and when they escaped to the land of Ararat, Esar-

haddon ascended the throne in his stead." The first pair of

histories closes here with a short account of the result of the

Assyrian drama,in which Isaiah's prophecies were most gloriously

fulfilled : not only the prophecies immediately preceding, but

all the prophecies of the Assyrian era since the time of Ahaz,

which pointed to the destruction of the Assyrian forces (e.g.

X. 33-4), and to the flight and death of the king of Assyria

(ch. xxxi. 9, XXX. 33). If we look still further forward to the

second pair of histories (ch. xxxviii. xxxix.), we see from ch.

xxxviii. 6 that it is only by anticipation that the account of

these closing events is finished here ; for the third history carries

us back to the period before the final catastrophe. We may
account in some measure for the haste and brevity of this

closing historical fragment, from the prophet's evident wish to

finish up the history of the Assyrian complications, and the

prophecy bearing upon it. But if we look back, there is a gap

between ch. xxxvii. 36 and the event narrated here. For,

according to ver. 30, there was to be an entire year of trouble

between the prophecy and the fulfilment, during which the

cultivation of the land would be suspended. What took place

during that year ? There can be no doubt that Sennacherib

was engaged with Egypt ; for (1) when he made his second

attempt to get Jerusalem into his power, he had received in-

telligence of the advance of Tirhakah, and therefore had with-

drawn the centre of his army from Lachish, and encamped
before Libnah (ch. xxxvii. 8, 9) ; (2) according to Josephus
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(J nt. X. 1, 4), there was a passage of Berosns, which has been

lost, in which he stated that Sennacherib " made an expedition

against all Asia aoid Egypt ;"
(3) Herodotus relates (iL 141)

that, after Any^s the blind, who lost his throne for fifty years

in consequence of an invasion of Egypt by the Ethiopians

under Sabakoa, but who recovered it again, Sethon the priest

of Hephsestas ascended the throne. The priestly caste was so

oppressed by him, that when Sanacharibos, the king of the

Arabians and Assyrians, led a great army against Egypt, they

refused to perform their priestly functions* But the priest-

king went into the temple to pray, and his God promised to

help him. He experienced the fulfilment of this prophecy

before Pelusinm, where the invasion was to take place, and

where he awaited the foe with such as continued true to him.

"Immediately after the arrival of Sanacharibos, an army of

field-mice swarmed throughout the camp of the foe, and devoured

their quivers, bows, and shield-straps, so that when morning

came on they had to flee without arms, and lost m^any men in

consequence. Tliis is the origin of the stone of Sethon in the

temple of Hephsestus (at Memphis), which is standing there

still, with a mouse in one hand, and with this inscription

:

Whosoever looks at me, let him fear the god's!" This SiOtax;

(possibly the Zet whose name occurs in the lists at the close of

the twenty-third dynasty, and therefore in the wrong place)

is to be regarded as one of the Saitic princes of the twenty-

sixth dynasty, who seem to have ruled in Lower Egypt con-

temporaneously with the Ethiopians^ (as, in fact, is stated

in a passage of the Armenian Eusebius, ^ihiopas et Saitas

regnasse aiunt eodem tempore), until they succeeded at length

in ridding themselves of the hateful supremacy. Herodotus

evidently depended in this instance upon the hearsay of Lower

Egypt, which transferred the central point of the Assyrian

Mstory to their own native princely house. The question,

1 A seal of Pharaoh Sabakon has been found among the ruins of the

palace of Kuyunpk. The colossal image of Tamkos is found among the

bas-reliefs of Medinet-Habu. He is holding firmly a number of Asiatic

prisoners by the hair of their head, and threatening them -with a club.

There are several other stately monuments in imitation of the Egyptian

style in the ruins of STepata, the northern capital of the Meroitic state,

which belong to him (Lepsius, Denkmaler, p. 10 of the programme).
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whether the disarming of the Assyrian army in front of Peluslum

merely rested upon a legendary interpretation of the mouse in

Sethon's hand/ which may possibly have been originally in-

tended as a symbol of destruction; or whether it was really

founded upon an actual occurrence which was exaggerated in

the legend,^ may be left imdecided. But it is a real insult to

Isaiah, when Thenius and G. Kawlinson place the scene of ver,

36 at Pelusium, and thus give the preference to Herodotus.

Has not Isaiah up to this point constantly prophesied that the

power of Asshur was to be broken in the holy mountain land of

Jehovah (ch. xiv. 25), that the Lebanon forest of the Assyrian

army would break to pieces before Jerusalem (ch. x. 32-34),

and that there the Assyrian camp would become the booty of

the inhabitants of the city, and that without a conflict I And
is not the catastrophe that would befal Assyria described in

ch. xviii. as an act of Jehovah, which would determine the

Ethiopians to do homage to God who was enthroned upon

Zion ? We need neither cite 2 Chron. xxxii. 21 nor Ps. Ixxvi.

(LXX. aSt) 7r/309 Tov 'Aaavpiov), according to which the wea-

pons of Asshur break to pieces upon Jerusalem ; Isaiah's pro-

phecies are quite sufficient to prove, that to force this Pelusiac

disaster^ into ver. 36 is a most thoughtless concession to

Herodotus. The final catastrophe occurred before Jerusalem,

and the account in Herodotus gives us no certain information

even as to the issue of the Egyptian campaign, which took

place in the intervening year. Such a gap as the one which

occurs before ver. 36 is not without analogy in the historical

writings of the Bible ; see, for example. Num. xx. 1, where
an abrupt leap is made over the thirty-seven years of the

wanderings in the desert. The abruptness is not affected

by the addition of the clause in the book of Kings, " It came
to pass that night." For, in the face of the "sign" men-
tioned in ver. 30, this cannot mean " in that very night " (viz.

the night following the answer given by Isaiah) ; but (un-

^ This Sethoa monument has not yet been discovered (Brugsch, Reise-
bericJite, p. 79). The temple of Phta was on the south side of Memphis

;

the site is marked by the ruins at Mitrahenni.
2 The inhabitants of Troas worshipped mice, " because they gnawed the

strings of the enemies' bows" (see Wesseling on II. i. 39).
* G. Rawlinson, Monarchies, ii. 445.
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less it is a careless interpolation) it must refer to vers. 33, 34,

and mean ilia node, viz. the night in which the Assyrian

had encamped before Jerusalem. The account before us

reads just like that of the slaying of the first-born in Egypt
(Ex. xii. 12, xi. 4). The plague of Egypt is marked as a

pestilence by the use of the word ndgaph in connection with

liikMli in Ex. xii. 23, 13 (compare Amos iv. 10, where it

seems to be alluded to under the name in?)
; and in the case

before us also we cannot think of anything else than a divine

judgment of this kind, which even to the present day defies

all attempts at an setiological solution, and which is described

in 2 Sam. xxiv. as effected through the medium of angels, just

as it is here. Moreover, the concise brevity of the narrative

leaves it quite open to assume, as Hensler and others do, that

the ravages of the pestilence in the Assyrian army, which

carried off thousands in the night (Ps. xci. 6), even to the

number of 185,000, may have continued for a considerable

time.^ The main thing is the fact that the prophecy in ch.

xxxi. 8 was actually fulfilled. According to Josephus (Ant.

X. 1, 5), when Sennacherib returned from his unsuccessful

Egyptian expedition, he found the detachment of his army,

which he had left behind in Palestine, in front of Jerusalem,

where a pestilential disease sent by God M'as making great

havoc among the soldiers, and that on the very first night of

the siege. The three verses, " he broke up, and went away, and

returned home," depict the hurried character of the retreat,

like " abiit excessit evasit erupit" (Cic. ii. Catil. init.). The
form of the sentence in ver. 38 places Sennacherib's act of

worship and the murderous act of his sons side by side, as

though they had occurred simultaneously. The connection

would be somewhat different if the reading had been W3>1_ (cf.

Ewald, § 341, a). Nisroch apparently signifies the eagle-like, or

hawk-like (from nisr, nesher), possibly like 'Arioch from 'an.

The LXX. transcribe it vaaapa^^, A aaapa^, X axrapaic (K

eaOpax, where B has fiecrepa'^), and explorers of the monuments

imagined at one time that they had discovered this god as

^ The pestilence in Mailand in 1629 carried off, according to Tadino,

160,000 men ; that in Vienna, in 1679, 122,849 ; that in Moscow, at the end

of the last century, according to Martens, 670,000 ; but this was during

the whole time that the ravages of the pestilence lasted.
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Asarak;^ hut they have more recently retracted this, although

there really is a hawk-headed figure among tlie images of the

Assyrian deities or genii.^ The name has nothing to do with

that of the supreme Assyrian deity, Asur, Asshur. A better

derivation of Nisroch would be from ^19, 'i]lB', ilB'; and this is

confirmed by Oppert, who has discovered among the inscrip-

tions in the harem of Khorsabad a prayer of Sargon to Nisroch,

who appears there, like the Hymen of Greece, as the patron

of marriage, and therefore as a " uniter."^ The name 'Adrarrir-

mdekh (a god in 2 Kings xvii. 31) signifies, as we now know,

"gloriosus {'addlr) est rex;" and Sharetser (for which we should

expect to find Saretser), dominator tuebitur. The Armenian

form of the latter name (in Moses Ohoren. i. 23), San-asar

(by the side of Adramel, who is also called Arcamozan), pro-

bably yields the original sense of " Lunus (the moon-god Sin)

tuebitur." Polyhistorus (in Euseb. cliron. arm. p. 19), on the

authority of Berosus, mentions only the former, Ardumuzan, as

the murderer, and gives eighteen years as the length of Sen-

nacherib's reign. Tbe murder did not take place immediately

after his return, as Josephus says {Ant. x. 1, 5 ; of. Tobit i.

21-25, Vulg.) ; and the expression used by Isaiah, he " dwelt

(settled down) in Nineveh," suggests the idea of a considerable

interval. This interval embraced the suppression of the rebel-

lion in Babylon, where Sennacherib made his son Asordan

king, and the campaign in Cilicia (both from Polyhistorus),*

and also, according to the monuments, wars both by sea and

land with Susiana, which supported the Babylonian thirst for

independence. The Asordan of Polyhistorus is Esar-haddon

(also written without the maklceph, EsarJiaddon), which is gene-

rally supposed to be the Assyrian form of n''"nN~i1t5'N, Assur

fratrem dedit. It is so difficult to make the chronology tally

here, that Oppert, on Isa. xxxvi. 1, proposes to alter the four-

teenth year into the twenty-ninth, and Kawlinson would alter

it into the twenty-seventh.® They both of them assign to king

^ Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, xii. 2, pp. 426-7.
^ Eawlinson, Monarchies, ii. 265.

^ Expedition Scieniifique en Mesopotamie, t. ii. p. 339.
* Vid. Eichter, Berosi quss supersunt (1825), p. 62 ; Muller, Fragmenta

Hist. Gr. ii. 504.

^ Sargonides, p. 10, and Monarchies, ii. 434.
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Sargon a reign of seventeen (eighteen) years, and to Senna-

cherib (in opposition to Polyhistorus) a reign of twenty-three

(twenty-four) years ; and they both agree in giving 680 as the

year of Sennacherib's death. This brings us down below the

first decade of Manasseh's reign, and would require a different

author from Isaiah for vers. 37, 38. But the accounts given by
Polyhistorus, Abydenus, and the astronomical canon, however

we may reconcile them among themselves, do not extend the

reign of Sennacherib beyond 693.^ It is true that even then

Isaiah would have been at least about ninety years old. But

the tradition which represents him as dying a martyr's death

in the reign of Manasseh, does really assign him a most unusual

old age. Nevertheless, vers. 37, 38 may possibly have been

added by a later hand. The two parricides fled to the " land

of Ararat," i.e. to Central Armenia. The Armenian history

describes them as the founders of the tribes of the Sassunians

and Arzerunians. From the princely house of the latter,

among whom the name of Sennacherib was a very common
one, sprang Leo the Armenian, whom Genesios describes as of

Assyrio-Armenian blood. If this were the case, there would be

no less than ten Byzantine emperors who were descendants of

Sennacherib, and consequently it would not be till a very late

period that the prophecy of Nahum was fulfilled.^

C. HEZEKIAH'S ILLIiTESS. ISAIAH ASSURES HIM OF HIS

EECOVEET.—CHAP. XXXVIII.

There is nothing to surprise us in the fact that we are

carried back to the time when Jerusalem was still threatened

by the Assyrian, since the closing verses of ch. xxxvii. merely

* See Dnncker, GescTi. des Alterthums. i. pp. 708-9.

' Duncker, on the contrary (p. 709), speaks of the parricides a& falling

very shortly afterwards by their brother's hand, and overlooks the Armenian

tradition (cf. Rawlinson, Monarchies, ii. 465), which transfers the flight

of the two, who were to have been sacrificed, as is reported by their own

father, to the year of the world 4494, i.e. B.C. 705 (see the historical survey

of Prince Hubbof in the Miscellaneous Translations, vol. ii. 1834). The

Armenian historian Thomas (at the end of the ninth century) expressly

states that he himself had sprung from the Arzerunians, and therefore from

Sennacherib ; and for this reason his historical work is chiefly devoted to

Assyrian affairs (see Aucher on Euseb. chron. i. p. xv).
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contain an anticipatory announcement, introduced for the pur-

pose of completing the picture of the last Assyrian troubles,

by adding the fulfilment of Isaiah's prediction of their ter-

mination. It is within this period, and indeed in the year of

the Assyrian invasion (ch. xxxvi. 1), since Hezekiah reigned

twenty-nine years, and fifteen of these are promised here, that

the event described by Isaiah falls,—an event not merely of

private interest, but one of importance in connection with the

history of the nation also.—Vers. 1-3. " In those days Eizkiyahu

became dangerously ill. And Isaiah son of Amoz, the prophet,

came to him, and said to him, Thus saith Jehovah, Set thine

house in order : for thou wilt die, and not recover. Then Hizki-

yahu turned (K. om.) his face to the wall, and prayed to Jehovah,

and said (K. saying), Jehovah, remember this, Ipray, that I
have walked before thee in truth, and with the whole heart, and

have done what was good in Thine eyes ! And Hiakiyahu wept

with loud weeping^ " Give command to thy house "
(p, cf. ?^5,

2 Sam. xvii. 23) is equivalent to, " Make known thy last will to

thy family" (compare the rabbinical tsavvd'dh, the last will

and testament) ; for though tsivvdh is generally construed with

the accusative of the person, it is also construed with Lamed
(e.g. Ex. i. 22 ; cf. ?K, Ex. xvi. 34). n;^n in such a connection

as this signifies to revive or recover. The announcement of

his death is unconditional and absolute. As Vitringa observes,

"the condition was not expressed, because God would draw
it from him as a voluntary act." The sick man turned his

face towards the wall (VJS HDHj hence the usual fut. cons. 3B^lj

as in 1 Kings xxi. 4, 8, 14), to retire into himself and to God.
The supplicatory n|X (here, as in Ps. cxvi. 4, 16, and in all six

times, with n) always has the principal tone upon the last

syllable before nini = ijis (Neh. i. 11). The metheg has some-

times passed into a conjunctive accent {e.g. Gen. 1. 17, Ex.
xxxii. 31). IB'K ns does not signify that which, but this, that,

as in Deut. ix. 7, 2 Kings viii. 12, etc. " In truth," i.e. without

wavering or hypocrisy. a>f 373, with a complete or whole

heart, as in 1 Kings viii. 61, etc. He wept aloud, because it was
a dreadful thing to him to have to die without an heir to the

throne, in the full strength of his manhood (in the thirty-ninth

year of his age), and with the nation in so unsettled a state.

The prospect is now mercifully changed. Vers. 4-6. " And
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it came to pass (K. Isaiah was not yet out of the inner city ; keri

"ixrij the forecourt, and) the word of Jehovah came to Isaiah (K.

to hini) as follows : Go (K. turn again) and say to Hizkiyahu

(K. adds, to the prince of my people), Thus saith Jehovah, the

God of David thine ancestor, I have heard thy prayer, seen thy

tears; behold, I (K. will cure thee, on the third day thou

shalt go up to the house of Jehovah) add (K. and I add) to thy

days fifteen years. And I will deliver thee and this city out

of the hand of the king of Asshur, and will defend this city

(K. for mine own sake and for David my servants sake)." In

the place of T'yn (the city) the keri and the earlier translators

have "isn. The city of David is not called the "inner city"

anywhere else ; in fact, Zion, with the temple hill, formed the

upper city, so that apparently it is the inner space of the city

of David that is here referred to, and Isaiah had not yet passed

through the middle gate to return to the lower city, where he

dwelt (vol. i. pp. 70, 390). The text of Kings is the more
authentic throughout ; except that ''BV T'M, " the prince of my
people," is an annalistic adorning which is hardly original,

jlvfj in Isaiah is an inf. abs. used in an imperative sense ; aits',

on the other hand, which we find in the other text, is im-

perative. On yosiph, see at ch. xxix. 14.

The text of Isaiah is not only curtailed here in a very

forced manner, but it has got into confusion ; for vers. 21 and
22 are removed entirely from their proper place, although even

the Septuagint has them at the close of Hezekiah's psalm.

They have been omitted from their place at the close of ver. 6

through an oversight, and then added in the margin, where

they now stand (probably with a sign, to indicate that they were

supplied). We therefore insert them here, where they properly

belong. Vers. 21, 22. " Then Isaiah said they were to bring

(K. take) a fig-cake ; and theyplaistered (K. brought and covered^

the boil, and he recovered. And Hizkiyahu said (K. to Isaiah),

What sign is there that (K. Jehovah will heal me, so that I go

up) I shall go up into the house of Jehovahf" As sh'chin never

signifies a plague-spot, but an abscess (indicated by heightened

temperature), more especially that of leprosy (cf. Ex. ix. 9,

Lev. xiii. 18), there is no satisfactory ground, as some suppose,

for connecting Hezekiah's illness (taken along with ch. xxxiii.

24) with the pestilence which broke out in the Assyrian army.

VOL. II. H
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The use of the figs does not help us to decide whether we are

to assume tliat it was a boil {bubon) or a carbuncle {charbon).

Fies were a well-known emolliens or maturans, and were used

to accelerate the rising of the swelling and the subsequent dis-

charge. Isaiah did not show any special medical skill by order-

ing a softened cake of pressed figs to be laid upon the boil, nor

did he expect it to act as a specific, and effect a cure : it was

merely intended to promote what had already been declared to

be the wiU of God. bv innm is probably more original than

the simpler but less definite h% lO'E'^l. Hitzig is wrong in ren-

dering •'n'l, "that it (the boil) may get well;" and Enobel in

rendering it, " that he may recover." It is merely the antici-

pation of the result so common in the historical writings of

Scripture (see at ch. vii. 1 and xx. 1), after which the historian

goes back a step or two.

The pledge desired. Vers. 7, 8. "(K. TJien Isaiah said) and

(K. om.) let this be the sign to thee on the part of Jehovah, that

(IK'S, K. ''3) Jehovah willperform this (K. the) word which He has

spoken ; Behold, I make the shadow retrace the steps, ivhich it has

gone down upon the sun-dial of Ahaz through the sun, ten steps

backward. And the sun went back ten steps upon the dial, which

it had gone down " (K. " Shall the shadow go forward [yt?^, read

"iPy} according to Job xl. 2, or 'Hr?).!!!] ten steps, or shall it go back

ten steps ? Then Yechiskiyahu said, It is easy for the shadoio

to go down ten steps ; no, but the shadow shall go back ten steps.

Then Isaiah the prophet cried to Jehovah, and turned back the

shadow by the steps that it had gone down upon the sun-dial of
Ahaz, ten steps backward"). "Steps of Ahaz" was the name
given to a sun-dial erected by him. As ma'dldh may signify

either one of a flight of steps or a degree (syn. madrigdh), we
might suppose the reference to be to a dial-plate with a

gnomon; but, in the first place, the expression points to an

actual succession of steps, that is to say, to an obelisk upon a

square or circular elevation ascended by steps, which threw the

shadow of its highest point at noon upon the highest steps, and
in the morning and evening upon the lowest, either on the

one side or the other, so that the obelisk itself served as a

gnomon. It is in this sense that the Targum on 2 Kings is. 13
renders gerem hammdaloth by d'rag shaayyot, step (flight of

steps) o£ the sun-dial ; and the obehsk of Augustus, on the
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Field of Mars at Rome, was one of this kind,, which served as

a sun-dial. The going forward, going down,, or declining of

the shadow, and its going back, were regulated by the meridian

line, and under certain circumstances the same might be said

of a vertical dial, i.e. of a sun-dial with a vertical dial-plate

;

but it applies more strictly to a step-dial, i.e. to a sun-dial in

which the degrees- that measure definite periods of time are

really gradus. The step-dial of Ahaz may have consisted of

twenty steps or more, which measured the time of day by half-

hours, or even quarters. If the sign was given an hour before

sunset, the shadow, by going back ten steps of half-an-hour

each, would return to the point at which it stood at twelve

o'clock. But how was this effected ? Certainly not by giving

an opposite direction to the revolution of the earth upon its axis)

which would have been followed by the most terrible convul-

sions over the entire globe ; and in all probability not even by

an apparently retrograde motion of the sun (in which case the

miracle would be optical rather than cosmical) ; but as the

intention was to give a sign that should serve as a pledge, and

therefore had no meed whatever to be sunpernatural (vol. i. 214),

it may have been simply through a phenomenon of refraction,

since all that was required was that the shadow which was

down at the bottom in the afternoon should be carried upwards

by a sudden and unexpected refraction. Hammaaloth (the

steps) in ver. 8 does not stand in a genitive relation to tsel

(the shadow), as the accents would make it appear, but is ait

accusative of measure, equivalent to rii?Jf?33 in the sum of the

steps (2 Kings xx. 11). To this accusative of measure there

is appended the relative clause : quos (gradus) descendit (^"PX ;

?S being used as a feminine) in scala Ahasi per solem, i.e.

through the onward motion of the sun. When it is stated that

" the sun returned," this does not mean the sun in the heaven,

but the sun upon the sun-dial, upon which the illumined sur-

face moved upwards- as the shadow retreated ; for when the

shadow moved back, the sun moved back as well. The event

is intended to be represented as a miracle ; and a miracle it

really was. The force of will proved itself to be a power
superior to all natural law ; the phenomenon foHowed upon the

prophet's prayer as an extraordinary result of divine power, not

effeetei^ through his astronomical learning, but simply through
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that faith which can move mountains, because it can set in

motion the omnipotence of God.

As a documentary proof of this third account, a psalm of

Hezekiah is added in the text of Isaiah, in which he celebrates

his miraculous rescue from the brink of death. The author

of the book of Kings has omitted it ; but the genuineness is

undoubted. The heading runs thus in ver. 9 : " Writing of

Hizkiyahu king of Juddh, when he was sick, and recovered from
his sickness.'' The song which follows might be headed

Mikhtam, since it has the characteristics of this description of

psalm (see at Ps. xvi. 1). We cannot infer from bach&lotho

(when he was sick) that it was composed by Hezekiah during

his illness (see at Ps. li. 1) ; vayyechi (and he recovered) stamps

it as a song of thanksgiving, composed by him after his recovery.

In common with the two Ezrahitish psalms, Ps. Ixxxviii. and

Ixxxix., it has not only a considerable number of echoes of the

book of Job, but also a lofty sweep, which is rather forced

than lyrically direct, and appears to aim at copying the best

models.

Strophe 1 consists indisputably of seven lines

:

Vers. 10-12. " I said, In quiet of my days shall I depart

into the gates of Hades :

I am. mulcted of the rest of my years.

I said, I shall not see Jah, Jah, in the land of the living

:

I shall behold man no more, with the inhabitants of the regions

of the dead.

My home is broken up, and is carried off from me like a
shepherd's tent:

I rolled up my life like a weaver ; He would have cut me loose

from the roll:

From day to night Thou makest an end of me''

" In quiet of my days" is equivalent to, in the midst of the
quiet course of a healthy life, and is spoken without reference

to the Assyrian troubles, which still continued. ''D't, from no'n.

to be quiet, lit. to be even, for the radical form m has the
primary idea of a flat covering, of something stroked smooth,
of that which is level and equal, so that it could easily branch
out into the different ideas of cequabilitas, equality of measure,
cBquitas, equanimity, cequitas, equality, and also of destruction
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= complanatio, levelling. On the cohortative, in the sense of

that which is to be, see Ewald, § 228, a ; HDPK, according to its

verbal idea, has the same meaning as in Ps. xxxix. 14 and

2 Ohron. xxi. 20 ; and the construction with 3 (= nsiDNI na^N)

is constructio prcegnans (Luzzatto). The pual WipSi does not

mean, " I am made to want" (Rashi, Knobel, and others),

which, as the passive of the causative, would rather be 'Jii^psrij

like wnarij I am made to inherit (Job vii. 3) ; but, I am visited

with punishment as to the remnant, mulcted of the remainder,

deprived, as a punishment, of the rest of my years. The clause,

" Jah in the land of the living," i.e. the God of salvation, who
reveals Himself in the land of the living, is followed by the

corresponding clause, ?'in ''3?'i''"QV, " I dwelling with the in-

habitants of the region of the dead ;" for whilst IPn signifies

temporal life (from chdlad, to glide imperceptibly away. Job

xi. 17), '''ilD signifies the end of this life, the negation of all

conscious activity of being, the region of the dead. The body

is called a dwelling {dor, Arab, ddr), as the home of a man who
possesses the capacity to distinguish himself from everything

belonging to him {Psychol, p. 227). It is compared to a

nomadic tent. ''Tlh (a different word from that in Zech. xi. 17,

where it is the chirek compaginis) is not a genitive (= nyi,

Ewald, § 151, b), but an adjective in i, like v''lN nvT in Zech.

xi. 15. With nigldh (in connection with PSJ, as in Job iv.

21), which does not mean to be laid bare (Luzz.), nor to be

wrapt up (Ewald), but to be obliged to depart, compare the

New Testament iKSrjfielv e/c tov crco/j,aro<; (2 Cor. v. 8). The
aTT. 767/3. 12^ might mean to cut off, or shorten (related to

qdphach) ; it is safer, however, and more appropriate, to take it

in the sense of rolling up, as in the name of the badger (ch.

xiv. 23, xxxiv, 11), since otherwise what Hezekiah says of him-

self and of God would be tautological. I rolled or wound up
my life, as the weaver rolls up the finished piece of cloth : i.e.

I was sure of my death, namely, because God was about to

give me up to death ; He was about to cut me off from the

thrum (the future is here significantly interchanged with the

perfect). Dalldh is the thrum, licium, the threads of the warp
upon a loom, which becomes shorter and shorter the further

the weft proceeds, until at length the piece is finished, and the

weaver cuts through the short threads, and so sets it free (J??f3,
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cf. Job vi. 9, xxvii. 8). The strophe closes with the deep

lamentation which the sufferer poured out at that time : ne

could not help feeling that God would put an end to him

(sMlam, syn. Mldh, tdmam, gdmar) from day to night, i.e. in

the shortest time possible (compare Job iv. 20).

In strophe 2 the retrospective glance is continued. His

sufferings increased to such an extent, that there was nothing

left in his power but a whiniog moan—a languid look for

help.

Vers. 13, 14. " / waited patiently till the morning ; like the

lion,

So He broke in pieces all my hones

:

From day to night Thou makest it all over with me.

Like a swallow, a crane, so I chirped;

I cooed like the dove

:

Mine eyes pined for the height.

Lord, men assault me ! Be bail for me"

The meaning of shivvithi may be seen from Ps. cxxxi. 2, in

accordance with which an Arabic translator has rendered the

passage, " I smoothed, i.e. quieted (sdioeitu) my soul, notwith-

standing the sickness, aU night, until the morning." But the

morning brought no improvement ; the violence of the pain,

crusbing him hke a lion, forced from him again and again the

mournful cry, that he must die before the day had passed, and

should not live to see another. The Masora here has a remark,

which is of importance, as bearing upon Ps. xxii. 17, viz, that

nsa occurs twice, and '<3V^'? ^ni with two different meanings.

The meaning of 1M^ D1D3 is determined by Jer. viii. 7, from
which it is evident that "iwy is not an attribute of DID here, in

the sense of " chirping mournfully," or " making a circle in

its flight," but is the name of a particular bird, namely the

crane. For although the Targum and Syriac both seem to

render DID in that passage (keri D'D, which is the chethib here,

according to the reading of Orientals) by KJS'ilS (a crane, Arab.'

Kurki), and "1135? by Kn'JWp (the ordinary name of the swallow,

which Haji Gaon explains by the Arabic chuttaf), yet the

relation is really the reverse : sits (sis) is the swallow, and 'dgur

the crane. Hence Eashi, on b. Kiddusin Aia (" then cried

Kes Lakis like a crane"), gives 'dgiir, Fr. gnie, as the rendering
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of S^ana ; whereas Parchon (s.v. 'dgur) confounds the crane

with the hoarsely croaking stork (doonia alba). The verb

'Msaphtseph answers very well not only to the flebile murmur
of the swallow (into wLich the penitential Pro^e was changed,

according to the Grecian myth), but also to the shrill shriek of

the crane, which is caused by the extraordinary elongation of

the windpipe, and is onomatopoetieally expressed in its name
'dgur} Tsiphtseph, like rpi^ecv, is applied to every kind of

shrill, penetrating, inarticulate sound. The ordinary meaning

of dallu, to hang long and loose, has here passed over into

that of pining (syn. Mldh). The name of God in ver. lib

is Adonai, not JehovaJt,' heing one of the 134 T^^l, i.e. words

which are really written Adonai, and not merely to be read

so.^ It is impossible to take 'h'^p^'S as an imperative. The
pointing, according to which we are to read 'ashqa, admits

this (compare sMmrdh in Ps. Ixxxvi. 2, cxix. 167 ; and on the

other hand, zochralli, in Neh. v. 19, etc.) -^ but the usage of

the language does not yield any appropriate meaning for such

an imperative. It is either the third person, used in a neuter

sense, " it is sorrowful with me ;" or, what Luzzatto very

properly considers' still more probable, on account of the anti-

thesis of 'ashqdh and 'drbeni, a substantive Qashqah for 'osheq),

" there is pressure upon me" (compare V"'!'], ch. xxiv. 16), i.e.

it presses me hke an unmerciful creditor ; and to this there is

appended the petition. Guarantee me, i.e. be bail for me,

answer for me (see at Job xvii. 3).

In strophe 3 he now describes how Jehovah promised him

help, how this promise put new life into him, and how it was

fulfilled, and turned his sufferings into salvation.

Vei."s. 15-17. " What shall I say, that He promised me, and

He hath carried it out i

I should walk quietly all my years, on the Vfouble of my soul ? !

^ The call of the parent OTanes, accarding to Namnaim {VSgel Deutsch-

Tands, ix. 364), is a rattling hruh (gruJi), -whidi is uncommonly violeirt

when close, and has a trumpet-like sound, which makes it audible at a very

great distance. With the yoimger cranes it has a somewhat higher tone,

which often passes, so to speak, into a falsetto.

= Vid. Bar, Psalterium, p. 183.

» Vid. JBar, Thorath Emeth, pp. 22, 23.
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' Lord, by such things men revive, and the life of my spirit

is always therein

:

And so wilt Thou restore me, and make me to live!'

Behold, bitterness became salvation to me, bitterness ;

And Thou, Thou hast delivered my soul in love out of the pit

of destruction

F<yr Thou hast cast alt my sms behind Thy back''

The question, "What shall I say?" is to be uaderstood as in

2 Sam. vii. 20, viz. What shall I say, to thank Him for having

promised me, and carried out His promise ? The Vav in "lOKl

introduces the statement of his reason (Ges. § 155, 1, c). On
n'TV} (= n'5'nnn), from nn'n (= N'JS'i), see at Ps. xlii. 5. The

future here, in ver. 15b, gives the purpose of God concerning

him. He was to walk (referring to the walk of life, not the

walk to the temple) gently (without any disturbance) all his

years upon the trouble of his soul, i.e. all the years that fol-

lowed upon it, the years that were added to his life. This is

the true explanation of ?y, as in ch. xxxviii. 5, xxxii. 10, Lev.

XV. 25 ; not "in spite of" (Ewald), or "with," as in Ps. xxxi.

24, Jer. vi. 14, where it forms an adverb. A better rendering

than this would be " for," or " on account of," i.e. in humble

salutary remembrance of the way in which God by His free

grace averted the danger of death. What follows in ver. 16

can only be regarded in connection with the petition in ver. 166,

as Hezekiah's reply to the promise of God, which had been

communicated to him by the prophet. Consequently the

neuters Dn''?jJ and tna (cf . ch. Ixiv. 4, Job xxii. 21, Ezek. xxxiii.

18, 19) refer to the gracious words and gracious acts of God.

These are the true support of life (?5? as in Deut. viii. 3) for

every man, and in these does the life of his spirit consist, i.e.

his inmost and highest source of life, and that " on all sides

"

(?3?, which it would be more correct to point ?3p, as in 1 Chron.

vii. 5 ; cf. bakkol, in every respect, 2 Sam. xxiii. 5). With this

explanation, the conjecture of Ewald and Knobel, that the

reading should be imn, falls to the ground. From the general

truth of which he had made a personal application, that the

word of God is the source of all life, he drew this conclusion,

which he here repeats with a retrospective glance, " So wilt

Thou then make me whole (see the kal in Job xxxix. 4), and
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keep me alive" (for ''?!'.nr)1 ; with the hope passing over into a

prayer). The praise for the fulfilment of the promise com-

mences with the word hinneh (behold). His severe illness had

been sent in anticipation of a happy deliverance (on the radical

signification of mar, which is here doubled, to give it a super-

lative force, see Job, vol. i. 279). The Lord meant it for good;

the suffering was indeed a chastisement, but it was a chastise-

ment of love. Casting all his sins behind Him, as men do

with things which they do not wish to know, or have no desire to

be reminded of (compare e.g.^eh. ix, 26), He "loved him out,"

i.e. drew him lovingly out, of the pit of destruction (chdshag,

love as a firm inward bond ; bHl, which is generally used as a

particle, stands here in its primary substantive signification,

from hdldh, to consume).

In strophe 4 he rejoices in the preservation of his life as

the highest good, and promises to praise God for it as long as

he lives.

Vers. 18-20. "For Hades does not praise Thee; death does

not sing praises to Thee:

They that sink into the grave do not hope for Thy truth.

The living, the living, he praises Thee, as I do to-day

;

The father to the children makes known Thy truth.

Jehovah is ready to give me salvation

;

Therefore will we play my stringed instruments all the days

of my life

In the house of Jehovah^

We have here that comfortless idea of the future state,

which, is so common in the Psalms (vid. Ps. vi. 6, xxx. 10,

Ixxxviii. 12, 13, cf. cxv. 17), and also in the book of Ecclesi-

astes (Eccles. ix. 4, 5, 10). The foundation of this idea, not-

withstanding the mythological dress, is an actual truth {vid.

Psychol, p. 409), which the personal, faith of the hero of Job

endeavours to surmount {Comment, pp. 150-153, and elsewhere),

but the decisive removal of which was only to be effected by

the progressive history of salvation. The verse is introduced

with "for" {ki), inasmuch as the gracious act of God is accounted

for on the ground that He wished to be still further glorified

by His servant whom He delivered. ^, in ver. 18a, is written

onlv once instead of twice, as in ch. xxiii. 4. They " sink
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into the grave," i.e. are not thought of as dying, but as already

dead. " Truth" {'gmeth) is the sincerity of God, with which

He keeps His promises. Ver. 196 reminds us that Manasseh,

who was twelve years old when he succeeded his father, was

not yet born (cf. ch. xxxix. 7). The '"jyT'i"^ 'iri, fiikXet am^eiv

fie, is the same as in ch, xxxvii. 26. The change in the number

in ver. 206 may be explained from the fact that the writer

thought of himself as the choral leader of his family ; ay is a

suffix, not a substantive termination (Ewald, § 164, p. 427).

The impression follows us to the end, that we have cultivated

rather than original poetry here. Hezekiah's love to the older

sacred literature is well known. He restored the liturgical

psalmody (2 Ohron. xxix. 30). He caused a further collection

of proverbs to be made, as a supplement to the older book of

Proverbs (Prov. xxv. 1). The " men of Hezekiah" resembled

the Pisistratian Society, of which Onomacritos was the head.

On vers. 21, 22, see the notes at the close of vers. 4-6,

where these two verses belong.

D. THREATENING OF THE BABYLONIAN CAPTIVITY OCCA-

SIONED BY HEZEKIAH.—CHAP. XXXIX.

From this point onwards the text of the book of Kings (2

Kings XX. 12-19, cf. 2 Ohron. xxxii. 24-31) runs parallel to

the text before us. Babylonian ambassadors have an interview

with the convalescent king of Judah. Ver. 1. " At that time

Merodacli BaV adan (J^, Berodach BaVadan), son of BaVadan
king of Babel, sent writings and a present to Hizkiyahu, and
heard (K. for he had heard) that he {^. Hizkiyahii) had been sick,

and was restored again." The two texts here share the original

text between them. Instead of the unnatural i'OE'*! (which

would link the cause on to the effect, as in 2 Sam. xiv. 5), we
should read V^^ ''3, whereas PipM in our text appears to be the

genuine word out of which Wptn in the other text has sprung,

although it is not indispensable, as npn has a pluperfect sense.

In a similar manner the name of the king of Babylon is given

here correctly as ^1*510 (Nissel, '^1'ip without K, as in Jer. 1. 2),

whilst the book of Kings has ^*<13 (according to the Masora
with n), prohably occasioned by the othername Bal'adan, which
begins with Beth. It cannot be maintained that the words
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ben BaV&ddn are a mistake ; at the same time, Bal'adan (Jos.

Baladas) evidently cannot be a name by itself if M'rodakh
BaV&Mn signifies " Merodach (the Babylonian Bel or Jupiter ^)

Jilium dedit."^ In the Canon Ptol. Mardokempados is preceded

by a Jugosus ; and the inscriptions, according to G. Kawlinson,

Mon. ii. 395, indicate Merodach-Baladan as the '' son of Yakinr

They relate that the latter acknowledged Tiglath-pileser as his

feudal lord ; that, after reigning twelve years as a vassal, he

rose in rebellion against Sargon in league with the Susanians

and the Aramaean tribes above Babylonia, and lost everything

except his life ; that he afterwards rebelled against Sennacherib

in conjunction with a Chaldean prince named Susub, just after

Sennacherib had returned from his first^ Judsean campaign

to Nineveh ; and that having been utterly defeated, he took

refuge in an island of the Persian Gulf. He does not make
his appearance any more ; but Susub escaped from his place of

concealment, and being supported by the Susanians and cer-

tain Aramaean tribes, fought a long and bloody battle with

Sennacherib on the Lower Tigris. This battle he lost, and

Nebo-somrishun, a son of Merodach Baladan, fell into the hands

of the conqueror. In the midst of these details, as given by the

inscriptions, the statement of the Can. Ptol. may still be main-

tained, according to which the twelve years of Mardohempados

(a contraction, as Ewald supposes, of Mardokempalados) com-

mence with the year 721. From this point onwards the biblical

and extra-biblical accounts dovetail together ; whereas in Poly-

histor (Eus. chron. arm.) the following Babylonian rulers are

mentioned : " a brother of Sennacherib, Acises, who reigned

hardly a month ; Marodach Baladan, six months ; Elibus into

the third year; Aeordan, Sennacherib's son, who was made

king after the defeat of Ehbus." Now, as the Can. Ptolem.

also gives a Belibos with a three years' reign, the identity of

Mardokempados and Marodach Baladan is indisputable. The

Can. Ptol. seems only to take into account his legitimate reign

as a vassal, and Polyhistor (from Berosus) only his last act

of rebellion. At the same time, this is very far from removing

all the difficulties that lie in the way of a reconciliation, more

' Eawlmson, Mmiurchies, i. 169.

* Oppert, Expedition^ ii. 355.

* The inscriptJons mention two campaigns.
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especially the chronological difficulties. Eawlinson, who places

the commencement of the (second) Judsean campaign in the

year 698, and therefore transfers it to the end of the twenty-

ninth year of Hezekiah's reign instead of the middle, sets

himself in opposition not only to eh. xxxvi. 1, but also to

ch. xxxviii. 5 and 2 Kings xviii. 2. According to the biblical

accounts, as compared with the Can. FtoL, the embassy must

have been sent by Merodach Baladan during the period of his

reign as vassal, which commenced in the year 721. Apparently

it had only the harmless object of congratulating the king upon

his recovery (and also, according to 2 Chron. xxxii. 31, of

making some inquiry, in the interests of Chaldean astrology,

into the mopheth connected with the sun-dial) ; but it cer-

tainly had also the secret political object of making common
cause with Hezekiah to throw off the Assyrian yoke. All that

can be maintained with certainty beside this is, that the embassy

cannot have been sent before the fourteenth year of Hezekiah's

reign ; for as he reigned twenty-nine years, his illness must

have occurred, according to ch. xxxviii. 5, in the fourteenth

year itself, i.e. the seventh year of Mardokempados. Such

questions as whether the embassy came before or after the

Assyrian catastrophe, which was still in the future at the time

referred to in ch. xxxviii. 4-6, or whether it came before or

after the payment of the compensation money to Sennacherib

(2 Kings xviii. 14-16), are open to dispute. In all probability

it took place immediately before the Assyrian campaign,* as

Hezekiah was still able to show off the abundance of his riches

to the Babylonian ambassadors.

Ver. 2. "And Hezekiah rejoiced (K. heard, which is quite

inappropriate) concerning them, and showed them (K. all) his

storehouse : the silver, and the gold, and the spices, and thefine oil

(hasshdmen, K. shemen), and all his arsenal, and all that was in

his treasures : there was nothing that Hezekiah had not shown
them, in his house or in all his kingdom." Although there were

> A reviewer in the Theol. L. Bl. 1857, p. 12, inqiiires : " How could
the prophet have known that all that Hezekiah showed to the Babylonian
ambassador would one day be brought to Babylon, when in a very short
time these treasures would aU have been given by Hezekiah to the king o£
Assyria ? " Answer : The prophecy is so expressed in ch. xxxis. 6, 7, that
this intervening occurrence does not prejudice its truth at all.
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spices kept in 03: rca, naa is not equivalent to ^l^^^3 (from K33,

to break to pieces, to pulverize), which is applied to gum-dragon
and other drugs, but is the niplial nba from na {piel, Arab.

Tcayyata, to cram full, related to D« (D''3), D33 (D33), and pos-

sibly also to DnSj katama (Hitzig, Knobel, Fiirst), and conse-

quently it does not mean " the house of his spices," as Aquila,

Symmachus, and the Vulgate render it, but his "treasure-

house or storehouse" (Targ., Syr., Saad.). It differs, however,

from bSth kelim, the wood house of Lebanon (ch. xxii. 8). He
was able to show them all that was worth seeing " in his whole

kingdom," inasmuch as it was all concentrated in Jerusalem,

the capital.

The consequences of this coqueting with the children of

the stranger, and this vain display, are pointed out in vers. 3—8

:

" TTien came Isaiah the prophet to king Hizhiyahu, and said to

him, What have these m£n said, and whence com,e they to thee ?

Hizkiyahu said. They came to me from afar country (K. omits

to me), out of Babel. He said further, What have they seen

in thy house ? Hizkiyahu said, All that is in my house have

they seen: there was nothing in my treasures that I Jiad not

shown them. Then Isaiah said to Hizkiyahu, Hear the word of

Jehovah of hosts (K. omits ts'bhcHoth) ; Behold, days come, that all

that is in thy house, and all that thy fathers liave laid up unto

this day, will be carried away to Babel (???, K. i^?^?) : nothing will

be left behind, saith Jehovah. And of thy children that proceed

from thee, wliom thou shalt beget, will they take (K. chethib, ' will

he take ') ; and they will be courtiers in the palace of the king of

Babel. Then said Hizkiyahu to Isaiah, Good is the word of

Jehcmah which thou hast spoken. And he said further, Yea (''3,

K. DK Kii'D.), there shall be peace and stedfastness in my days."

Hezekiah's two candid answers in vers. 3 and 4 are an invo-

luntary condemnation of his own conduct, which was sinful in

two i:espects. This self-satisfied display of worthless earthly

possessions would bring its own punishment in their loss ; and

this obsequious suing for admiration and favour on the part

of strangers, would be followed by plundering and enslaving

on the part of those very same strangers whose envy he had

excited. The prophet here foretells the Babylonian captivity

;

but, in accordance with the occasion here given, not as the

destiny of the whole nation, but as that of the house of David,
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Even political sharp-sightedness might have foreseen, that some

such disastrous consequences would follow Hezekiah's impru-

dent course ; but this absolute certainty, that Babylon, which

was then struggling hard for independence, would really be

the heiress to the Assyrian government of the world, and that

it was not from Assyria, which was actually threatening Judah

with destruction for its rebellion, but from Babylon, that this

destruction would really come, was impossible without the spirit

of prophecy. We may infer from ver. 7 (of. ch. xxxviii. 19,

and for the fulfilment, Dan. i. 3) that Hezekiah had no son as

yet, at least none with a claim to the throne ; and this is con-

firmed by 2 Kings xxi. 1. So far as the concluding words are

concerned, we should quite misunderstand them, if we saw

nothing in them but common egotism. ''3 (for) is explanatory

here, and therefore confirmatory. Dt< S^i?!?., however, does not

mean " yea, if only," as Ewald supposes (§ 324, b), but is also

explanatory, though in an interrogative form, " Is it not good

(i.e. still gracious and kind), if," etc. ? He submits with

humility to the word of Jehovah, in penitential acknowledgment

of his vain, shortsighted, untheocratic conduct, and feels that

he is mercifully spared by God, inasmuch as the divine bless-

ings of peace and stability (OOS a self-attesting state of things,

without any of those changes which disappoint our confident

expectations) would continue. "Although he desired the pros-

perity of future ages, it would not have been right for him
to think it nothing that God had given him a token of His

clemency, by delaying His judgment " (Calvin).

Over the kingdom of Judah there was now hanging the

very same fate of captivity and exile, which had put an end to

the kingdom of Israel eight years before. When the author of

the book of Kings prefaces the four accounts of Isaiah in 2

Kings xviii. 13-20, with the recapitulation in 2 Kings xviii.

9-12 (cf. ch. xvii. 5, 6), his evident meaning is, that the end
of the kingdom of Israel, and the beginning of the end of the

kingdom of Judah, had their meeting-point in Hezekiah's time.

As Israel fell under the power of the Assyrian empire, which
foundered upon Judah, though only through a miraculous

manifestation of the grace of God (see Hos. i. 7) ; so did
Judah fall a victim to the Babylonian empire. The four
accounts are so arranged, that the first two, together with the
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epilogue in Isa. xxxvii. 36 sqq., which contains the account of

the fulfilment, bring the Assyrian period of judgment to a

close ; and the last two, with the eventful sketch in ch. xxxix.

6, 7, open the way for the great hulk of the prophecies which

now follow in ch. xl.-lxvi., relating to the Babylonian period

of judgment. This Janus-headed arrangement of the contents

of ch. xxxvi.-xxxis. is a proof that this histoiical section formed

an original part of the " vision of Isaiah." At any rate, it leads

to the conclusion that, whoever arranged the four accounts in

their present order, had ch. xl.-lxvi. before him at the time.

We believe, however, that we may, or rather, considering the

prophetico-historical style of ch. xxxvi.-xxxix., that we must,

draw the still further conclusion, that Isaiah himself, when he

revised the collection of his prophecies at the end of Hezekiah's

reign, or possibly not till the beginning of Manasseh'si, bridged

over the division between the two halves of the collection by the

historical trilogy in the seventh book.



SECOND HALF OF THE COLLECTION.

CHAP. XL.-LXVI.

The first half consisted of seven parts ; the second consists of

three. The trilogical arrangement of this cycle of prophecies

has hardly been disputed by any one, since Eiickert pointed it

out in his Translation of the Hebrew Prophets (1831). And it

is equally certain that each part consists of 3 X 3 addresses.

The division of the chapters furnishes an unintentional proof

of this, though the true commencement is not always indi-

cated. The first part embraces the following nine addresses :

ch. xl. ; xli. ; xlii. 1-xliii. 13 ; xliii. 14-xliv. 5 ; xliv. 6-23
;

xliv. 24-xlv. ; xlvi. ; xlvii. ; xlviii. The second part includes

the following nine : ch. xlix. ; 1. ; li. ; lii. 1-12 ; lii. 13-liii.

;

liv. ; Iv. ; Ivi. 1-8 ; Ivi. 9-Ivii. The third part the following

nine : ch. Iviii. ; lix. ; Ix. ; Ixi. ; Ixii. ; Ixiii. 1-6 ; Ixiii. 7-lxiv.

;

Ixv. ; Ixvi. It is only in the middle of the first part that the

division is at all questionable. In the other two it is hardly

possible to err. The theme of the whole is the comforting

announcement of the approaching deliverance, and its attendant

summons to repentance. For the deliverance itself was for the

Israel, which remained true to the confession of Jehovah in

the midst of afHiction and while redemption was delayed, and

not for the rebellious, who denied Jehovah in word and deed,

and thus placed themselves on the level of the heathen.

" There is no peace, saith Jehovah, for the wicked:" with these

words does the first part of the twenty-seven addresses close in

ch. xlviii. 22. The second closes in ch. Ivii. 21 in a more
excited and fuller tone : " There is no peace, saith my God, for
the loicked." And at the close of the third part (ch. Ixvi. 24)
the prophet drops this form of refrain, and declares the miser-

able end of the wicked in deeply pathetic though horrifying

terms :
" Their ivorm shall not die, and their fire shall not be

128
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quenched, and they shall he an abhorrence to all flesh;" just as, at

the close of the fifth book of the Psalms, the shorter form of

b'rdkhdh (blessing) is dropt, and an entire psalm, the Hallelujah

(Ps. cl.), takes its place.

The three parts, which are thus marked off by the prophet

himself, are only variations of the one theme common to them
all. At the same time, each has its own leading thought, and

its own special key-note, which is struck in the very first words.

In each of the three parts, also, a different antithesis stands

in the foreground: viz. in \:he first part, ch. xl.-xlviii., the con-

trast between Jehovah and the idols, and between Israel and
the heathen ; in the second part, ch. xlix.-lvii., the contrast

between the present suffering of the Servant of Jehovah and

His future glory; in the third part, ch. Iviii.-lxvi., the con-

trast observable in the heart of Israel itself, between the hypo-

crites, the depraved, the rebellious, on the one side, and the

faithful, the mourning, the persecuted, on the other. The first

part sets forth the deliverance from Babylon, in which the

prophecy of Jehovah is fulfilled, to the shame and overthrow of

the idols and their worshippers ; the second part, the way of

the Servant of Jehovah through deep humiliation to exaltation

and glory, which is at the same time the exaltation of Israel to

the height of its world-wide calling ; the third part, the indis-

pensable conditions of participation in the future redemption

and glory. There is some truth in Hahn's opinion, that the

distinctive characteristics of the three separate parts are ex-

hibited in the three clauses of ch. xl. 2 :
" that her distress is

ended, that her debt is paid, that she has received (according to

his explanation, ' will receive ') double for all her sin's." For

the central point of the first part is really the termination of

the Babylonian distress ; that of the second, the expiation of

guilt by the self-sacrifice of the Servant of Jehovah ; and that

of the third, the assurance that the sufferings will be followed

by "a far more exceeding weight of glory." The promise

rises higher and higher in the circular movements of the 3 X 9

addresses, until at length, it reaches its zenith in ch. Ixv. and

Ixvi., and links time and eternity together.

So far as the language is concerned, there is nothing more

finished or more elevated in the whole of the Old Testament

than this trilogy of addresses by Isaiah. In ch. i.-xxxix. of

VOL. II. I
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the collection, the prophet's language is generally more com-

pressed, chiselled Qapidariscli), plastic, although even there his

style passes through all varieties of colour. But here in ch.

xl.-lxvi., where he no longer has his foot upon the soil of his

own time, but is transported into the far distant future, as into

his own home, even the language retains an ideal and, so to

speak, ethereal character. It has grown into a broad, pellucid,

shining stream, which floats us over as it were into the world

beyond, upon majestic yet gentle and translucent waves.

There are only two passages in which it becomes more harsh,

turbid, and ponderous, viz. ch. liii. and Ivi. 9-lvii. 11a. In the

former it is the emotion of sorrow which throws its shadow

upon it; in the latter, the emotion of wrath. And in every

other instance in which it changes, we may detect at once the

influence of the object and of the emotion. In ch. Ixiii. 7 the

prophet strikes the note of the liturgical fpMUdIt ; in ch. Ixiii.

196-lxiv. 4 it is sadness which chokes the stream of words ; in

ch. Ixiv. 5 you hear, as in Jer. iii. 25, the key-note of the

liturgical vidduy, or confessional prayer.

And when we turn to the contents of his trilogy, it is

more incomparable still. It commences with a prophecy, which

gave to John the Baptist the great theme of his preaching.

It closes with the prediction of the creation of a new heaven

and new earth, beyond which even the last page of the New
Testament Apocalypse cannot go. And in the centre (ch. Iii.

13—liii.) the sufferings and exaltation of Christ are proclaimed

as clearly, as if the prophet had stood beneath the cross itself,

and had seen the Risen Saviour. He is transported to the very

commencement of the New Testament times, and begins just

like the New Testament evangelists. He afterwards describes

the death and resurrection of Christ as completed events, with

all the clearness of a Pauline discourse. And lastly, he clings

to the heavenly world beyond, like John in the Apocalypse.

Yet the Old Testament limits are not disturbed; but within

those limits, evangelist, apostle, and apocalyptist are all con-

densed into one. Throughout the whole of these addresses we
never meet with a strictly Messianic prophecy ; and yet they

have more christological depth than all the Messianic prophecies

taken together. The bright picture of the coming King, which
is met with in the earlier Messianic prophecies, undergoes a
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metamorphosis here, oat of which it issues enriched by many
essential elements, viz. those of the two status, the mors vicaria,

and the munus triplex. The dark typical background of

suffering, which the mournful Davidic psalms give to the figure

of the Messiah, becomes here for the first time an object of

direct prediction. The place of the Son of David, who is only

a King, is now taken by the Servant of Jehovah, who is Prophet

and Priest by virtue of His self-sacrifice, and King as well ; the

Saviour of Israel and of the Gentiles, persecuted even to death

by His own nation, but exalted by God to be both Priest and

King. So rich and profound a legacy did Isaiah leave to the

church of the captivity, and to the church of the future also,

yea, even to the New Jerusalem upon the new earth. Heng-

stenberg has very properly compared these prophecies of Isaiah

to the Deuteronomic " last words " of Moses in the steppes

of Moab, and to the last words of the Lord Jesus, within the

circle of His own disciples, as reported by John. It is a

thoroughly esoteric book, left to the church for future inter-

pretation. To none of the Old Testament prophets who

followed him was the ability given perfectly to open the book.

Nothing but the coming of the Servant of Jehovah in the

person of Jesus Christ could break all the seven seals. But

was Isaiah really the author of this book of consolation ?

Modern criticism visits all who dare to assert this with the

double ban of want of science and want of conscience. It

regards Isaiah's authorship as being quite as impossible as any

miracle in the sphere of nature, of history, or of the spirit.

No prophecies find any favour in its eyes, but such as can be

naturally explained. It knows exactly how far a prophet can

see, and where he must stand, in order to see so far. But

we are not tempted at all to purchase such omniscience at the

price of the supernatural. We believe in the supernatural

reality of prophecy, simply because history furnishes indis-

putable proofs of it, and because a supernatural interposition

on the part of God in both the inner and outer life of man

takes place even at the present day, and can be readily put to

the test. But this interposition varies greatly both in degree

and kind ; and even in the far-sight of the prophets there were

the greatest diversities, according to the measure of their

charisma. It is quite possible, therefore, that Isaiah may
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have foreseen the calamities of the Babylonian age and the

deliverance that followed " by an excellent spirit," as the spn of

Sirach says (Ecclus. xlviii. 24), and may have lived and moved

in these "last things," even at a time when the Assyrian

empire was still standing. But we do not regard all that is

possible as being therefore real. We can examine quite im-

partially whether this really was the case, and without our

ultimate decision being under the constraint of any unalterable

foregone conclusion, like that of the critics referred to. All

that we have said in praise of ch. xl.-lxvi. would retain its

fullest force, even if the author of the whole should prove to be

a prophet of the captivity, and not Isaiah.

We have already given a cursory glance at the general and

particular grounds upon which we maintain the probability, or

rather the certainty, that Isaiah was the author of ch. xl.-lxvi.

(vid. vol. i. pp. 57-62) ; and we have explained them more fully

in the concluding remarks to Drechsler's Commentary (vol. iii.

.pp. 361-416), to which we would refer any readers who wish

to obtain a complete insight into the pro and con of this critical

question. All false supports of Isaiah's authorship have there

been willingly given up ; for the words of Job to his friends

(xiii. 7, 8) are quite as applicable to a biblical theologian of

the present day.

We have admitted, that throughout the whole of the

twenty-seven prophecies, the author of ch. xl.-lxvi. has the

captivity as his fixed standpoint, or at any rate as a standpoint

that is only so far a fluctuating one, as the eventual deliverance

approaches nearer and nearer, and that without ever betraying

the difference between the real present and this ideal one ; so

that as the prophetic vision of the future has its roots in every

other instance in the soil of the prophet's own time, and springs

out of that soil, to all appearance he is an exile himself. But
notwithstanding this, the following arguments may be adduced
in support of Isaiah's authorship. In the first place, the de-

liverance foretold in these prophecies, with all its attendant

circumstances, is referred to as something beyond the reach of

human foresight, and known to Jehovah alone, and as some-
thing the occurrence of which would prove Him to be the God
of Gods. Jehovah, the God of the prophecy, knew the name
of Cyrus even before he knew it himself; and He demon-
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strated His Godhead to all the world, inasmuch as He caused

the name and work of the deliverer of Israel to be foretold (eh.

xlv. 4-7). Secondly, although these prophecies rest through-

out upon the soil of the captivity, and do not start with the

historical basis of Hezekiah's time, as we should expect them
to do, with Isaiah as their author ; yet the discrepancy between

this phenomenon and the general character of prophecy else-

where, loses its full force as an argument against Isaiah's

authorship, if we do not separate ch. xl.-lxvi. from ch. i.-xxxix.

and take it as an independent work, as is generally done. The
whole of the first half of the collection is a staircase, leading

up to these addresses to the exiles, and bears the same relation

to them, as a whole, as the Assyrian pedestal in ch. xiv. 24r-27 to

the Babylonian massd' in ch. xiii.-xiv. 26 (see vol. i. 317). This

relation between the two—namely, that Assyrian prophecies

lay the foundation for Babylonian—runs through the whole of

the first half. It is so arranged, that the prophecies of the

Assyrian times throughout have intermediate layers, which

reach beyond those times ; and whilst the former constitute the

groundwork, the latter form the gable. This is the relation in

which ch. xxiv.-xxvii. stand to ch. xiii.—xxiii., and ch. xxxiv.

XXXV. to ch. xxviii.-xxxiii. And within the cycle of prophecies

against the nations, three Babylonian prophecies— viz. ch.

xiii.-xiv. 23, xxi. 1-10, and xxiii.—form the commencement,

middle, and end. The Assyrian prophecies lie within a circle,

the circumference and diameter of which consist of prophecies

that have a longer span. And are all these prophecies, that

are inserted with such evident skill and design, to be taken

away from our prophet? The oracle concerning Babel, in

ch. xiii.-xiv. 23, has all the ring of a prophecy of Isaiah's, as

we have already seen ; and in the epilogue, in ch. xiv. 24-27,

it has Isaiah's signature. The second oracle concerning Babel,

in ch. xxi. 1-10, is not only connected with three passages of

Isaiah's that are acknowledged as genuine, so as to form a

tetralogy ; but in style and spirit it is most intimately bound

up with them. The cycle of prophecies of the final cata-

strophe (ch. xxiv.-xxvii.) commences so thoroughly in Isaiah's

style, that nearly every word and every turn in the first three

verses bears Isaiah's stamp ; and in ch. xxvii. 12, 13, it dies

away, just like the book of Immanuel, ch. xi. 11 sqq. And
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the genuineness of ch. xxxiv. and xxxv. has never yet been

disputed on any valid grounds. Knobel, indeed, maintains

that the historical background of this passage establishes its

spuriousness ; but it is impossible to detect any background of

contemporaneous history. Edom in this instance represents

the world, as opposed to the people of God, just as Moab does

in ch. XXV. Consider, moreover, that these disputed prophecies

form a series which constitutes in every respect a prelude to

ch. xl.-lxvi. Have we not in ch. xiv. 1, 2, the substance of

ch. xl.-lxvi., as it were, in nuce ? Is not the trilogy " Babel," in

ch. xlvi.-xlviii., like an expansion of the vision in ch. xxi. 1-10 ?

Is not the prophecy concerning Edom in ch. xxxiv. the side-

piece to ch. Ixiii. 1-6 ? And do we not hear in ch. xxxv. the

direct prelude to the melody, which is continued in ch. xl.-lxvi. ?

And to this we may add still further the fact, that prominent

marks of Isaiah are common alike to the disputed prophecies,

and to those whose genuineness is acknowledged. The name
of God, which is so characteristic of Isaiah, and which we meet
with on every hand in acknowledged prophecies in ch. i.-xxxix.,

viz. " the Holy One of Israel," runs also through ch. xl.-lxvi.

(vol. i. 193). And so again do the confirmatory words, "Thus
saith Jehovah," and the interchange of the national names
Jacob and Israel (compare, for example, ch. xl. 27 with ch.

xxix. 23).^ The rhetorical figure called epanapliora, which
may be illustrated by an Arabic proverb,^

—

" Enjoy the scent of the yellow roses of Negd;
For when the evening is gone, it is over with the yellow roses "

is very rare apart from the book of Isaiah (Gen. vi. 9, xxxv.
12 ; Lev. XXV. 41 ; Job xi. 7) ; whereas in the book of Isaiah
itself it runs hke a favourite oratorical turn from beginning to

end {vid. ch. i. 7, iv. 3, vi. 11, xiii. 10, xiv. 25, xv. 8, xxx. 20,
xxxiv. 9, xl. 19, xlii. 15, 19, xlviii. 21, li. 13, liii. 6, 7, liv. 4,

13, 1. 4, Iviii. 2, lix. 8,—a collection of examples which could
probably be still further increased). But there are still deeper
lines of connection than these. How strikingly for example

^ The remark which we made at vol. i. p. 117, to the effect that Isaiah
prefers Israel, is therefore to be qualified, inasmuch as in ch. xl.-lxvi. Jacob
takes precedence of Israel.

2 See Mehren, Rlietorik der Araber, p. 161 sqq.
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does cli. xxvlii. 5 ring in harmony with ch. Ixii. 3, and ch.

xxix. 23 (cf. V. 7) with ch. Ix. 21 ! And does not the leading

thought which is expressed in ch. xxii. 11, xxxvii. 26 (cf. ch.

XXV. 1), viz. that whatever is realized in history has had its

pre-existence as an idea in God, run with a multiplied echo

through ch. xl.-lxvi. ? And does not the second half repeat,

in ch. Ixv. 25, in splendidly elaborate paintings, and to some

extent in the very same words (which is not unlike Isaiah),

what we have already found in ch. xi. 6 sqq., xxx. 26, and

other passages, concerning the future glorification of the earthly

and heavenly creation? Yea, we may venture to maintain

(and no one has ever attempted to refute it), that the second

half of the book of Isaiah (ch. xl.-lxvi), so far as its theme, its

standpoint, its style, and its ideas are concerned, is in a state

ci continuous formation throughout the whole of the first (ch.

i.-xxxix.). On the frontier of the two halves, the prediction in

ch. xxxix. 5, 7 stands like a sign-post, with the inscription, " To
Babylon." There, viz. in Babylon, is henceforth Isaiah's spi-

ritual home ; there he preaches to the church of the captivity

the way of salvation, and the consolation of redemption, but to

the rebellious the terrors of judgment.

That this is the case, is confirmed by the reciprocal relation

in which ch. xl.-lxvi. stand to all the other literature of the

Old Testament with which we are acquainted. In ch. xl.-lxvi.

we find reminiscences from the book of Job (compare ch. xl.

23 with Job xii. 24 ; xliv. 25 with Job xii. 17, 20; xliv. 24 with

Job ix. 8 ; xl. 14 with Job xxi. 22 ; lix. 4 with Job xv. 35 and

Ps. vii, 15). And the first half points back to Job in just the

same manner. The poetical words JJH, laann, l3''t5SKV, are only

met with in the book of Isaiah and the book of Job. Once at

least, namely ch. lix. 7, we are reminded of mislile (Prov. i. 16) ;

whilst in the first half we frequently met with imitations of

the mdsMl of Solomon. The two halves stand in exactly the

same relation to the book of Micah ; compare ch. Iviii. 1 with

Mic. iii. 8, like ii. 2-4 with Mic. iv. 1-4, and xxvi. 21 with

Mic. i. 3. And the same relation to Nahum runs through the

two ; compare Nah. iii. 4, 5 with ch. xlvii., ii. 1 with Hi. la, lb,

and ii. 11 with xxiv. 1, iii. 13 with xix. 16. We leave the

question open, on which side the priority lies. But when we

find in Zephaniah and Jeremiah points of contact not only with
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ch. xl.-lxvi., but also with ch. xiii.-xiv. 23, xxi. 1-10, xxxiv.-

XXXV., which preclude the possibility of accident, it is more than

improbable that these two prophets should have been imitated

by the author of ch. xl.-lxvi., since it is in them above all

others that we meet with the peculiar disposition to blend the

words and thoughts of their predecessors with their own. Not

only does Zephaniah establish points of contact with Isa. xiii.

and xxxiv. in by no means an accidental manner, but compare

ch. ii. 15 with Isa. xlvii. 8, 10, and ch. iii. 10 with Isa. Ixvi.

20. The former passage betrays its derivative character by

the fact that fj'y is a word that belongs exclusively to Isaiah ;

whilst the latter is not only a compendium of Isa. Ixvi. 20,

but also points back to Isa. xviii. 1, 7, in the expression

t^^-nnj^ nasjD. In Jeremiah, the indication of dependence upon

Isaiah comes out most strongly in the prophecy against Babylon

in Jer. 1. li. ; in fact, it is so strong, that Movers, Hitzig,

and De Wette regard the anonymous author of ch. xl.-lxvi.

as the interpolator of this prophecy. But it also contains echoes

of Isa. xiii., xiv., xxi., and xxxiv., and is throughout a Mosaic

of earlier prophecies. The passage in Jer. x. 1-16 concern-

ing the nothingness of the gods of the nations, sounds also

most strikingly like Isaiah's ; compare more especially Isa. xliv.

12-15, xli. 7, xlvi. 7, though the attempt has also been made
to render this intelligible by the interpolation hypothesis. It

is not only in vers. 6-8 and 10, which are admitted to be

Jeremiah's, that we meet with the peculiar characteristics of

Jeremiah ; but even in passages that are rejected we find such

expressions of his as nai, Dnis for Dnx, ijia:, D''Vnj'!!', iTJi^?, a

penal visitation, such as we never meet with in Isaiah ii. And
the whole of the consolatory words in Jer. xxx. 10, 11, and

again in xlvi. 27, 28, which sound so much like the deutero-

Isaiah, are set down as having been inserted in the book of

Jeremiah by Isaiah II. But Caspari has shown that this is im-

possible, because the concluding words of the promise, " I will

correct thee in measure, and will not leave thee altogether

unpunished," would have no meaning at all if uttered at the

close of the captivity ; and also, because such elements as are

evidently Jeremiah's, and in which it coincides with prophecies

of Jeremiah that are acknowledged to be genuine, far outweigh

those of the deutero-Isaiah. And yet in this passage, when
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Israel is addressed as "my servant," we hear the tone of the

deutero-Isaiah. Jei-emiah fuses in this instance, as in many
other passages, the tones of Isaiah with his own. There are

also many other passages which coincide with passages of the

second part of Isaiah, both in substance and expression, though

not so conclusively as those already quoted, and in which we
have to decide between regarding Jeremiah as an imitator, or

Isaiah ii. as an interpolator. But if we compare Jer. vi. 15

with Isa. Ivi. 11, and Isa. xlviii. 6 with Jer. xxxiii. 3, where

Jeremiah, according to his usual custom, gives a different turn

to the original passages by a slight change in the letters, we
shall find involuntary reminiscences of Isaiah in Jeremiah, in

such parallels as Jer. iii. 16, Isa. Ixv. 17 ; Jer. iv. 13, Isa. Ixvi.

15; Jer. xi. 19, Isa. liii. ; and shall hear the ring of Isa. li.

17-23 in Jeremiah's qinoih, and that of Isa. Ivi. 9-lvii. 11a in

the earlier reproachful addresses of Jeremiah, and not vice versa.

In conclusion, let us picture to ourselves the gradual de-

velopment of Isaiah's view of the captivity, that penal judgment

already threatened in the law. (1.) In the Jlzziah^Jotham age

the prophet refers to the captivity, in the most general terms that

can be conceived, in ch. vi. 12, though he mentions it casually

by its own name even in ch. v. 13. (2.) In the time of Ahaz
we already see him far advanced beyond this first sketchy

reference to the captivity. In ch. xi. 11 sqq. he predicts a

second deliverance, resenibling the Egyptian exodus. Asshur

stands at the head of the countries of the diaspora, as the

imperial power by which the judgment of captivity is carried

out. (3.) In the early years of Hezekiah, ch. xxii. 18 appears to

indicate the carrying away of Judah by Asshur. But when

the northern kingdom had succumbed to the judgment of the

Assyrian banishment, and Judah had been mercifully spared

this judgment, the eyes of Isaiah were directed to Babylon as

the imperial power destined to execute the same judgment upon

Judah. We may see this from ch. xxxix. 5-7. Micah also

speaks of Babylon as the future place of punishment and

deliverance (Mic. iv. 10). The prophecies of the overthrow

of Babylon in ch. xiii. 14, 21, are therefore quite in the spirit

of the prophecies of Hezekiah's time. And ch, xl.-lxvi.

merely develop on all sides what was already contained in germ
in ch, xiv. 1, 2, xxi, 10. It is well known that in the time of
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Hezekiah Babylon attempted to break loose from Assyria ; and

so also the revolt of the Medes from Asshur, and the union of

their villages and districts under one monarch named Deyoces,

occurred in the time of Hezekiah.^ It is quite characteristic of

Isaiah that he never names the Persians, who were at that time

still subject to the Medes. He mentions Madai in eh. xiii. 17

and xxi. 2, and Koresh (Kurus), the founder of the Persian

monarchy ; but not that one of the two leading Iranian tribes,

which gained its liberty through him in the time of Astyages,

and afterwards rose to the possession of the imperial sway.

But how is it possible that Isaiah should have mentioned

Cyrus by name centuries before this time (210 years, according

to Josephus, Ant. xi. 1, 2) ? Windischmann answers this

question in his Zoroastrische Studien, p. 137. " No one," he

says, " who believes in a living, personal, omniscient God, and

in the possibility of His revealing future events, will ever deny

that He possesses the power to foretell the name of a future

monarch." And Albrecht Weber, the Indologian, finds in this

answer " an evidence of self-hardening against the scientific

conscience," and pronounces such hardening nothing less than
" devilish."

It is not possible to come to any understanding concerning

this point, which is the real nerve of the prevailing settled con-

clusion as to ch. xl.-lxvi. We therefore hasten on to our ex-

position. And in relation to this, if we only allow that the prophet

really was a prophet, it is of no essential consequence to what

age he belonged. For in this one point we quite agree with

the opponents of its genuineness, namely, that the standpoint

of the prophet is the second half of the captivity. If the author

is Isaiah, as we feel constrained to assume for reasons that we
have already stated here and elsewhere, he is entirely carried

away from his own times, and leads a pneumatic life among the

exiles. There is, in fact, no more " Johannic " book in the

whole of the Old Testament than this book of consolation. It

is like the product of an Old Testament gift of tongues. The
fleshly body of speech has been changed into a glorified body;

and we hear, as it were, spiritual voices from the worlds beyond,

or world of glory.

* Spiegel (Eran, p. 313 sqq.) places the revolt of the Medes in the year

714, and Deyoces in the year 708.
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PART I.

FIRST PROPHECY.—Chap, xl.

WORDS OF COMFORT, AND THE GOD OF COMPORT.

In this first address the prophet vindicates his call to be the

preacher of the comfort of the approaching deliverance, and

explains this comfort on the ground that Jehovah, who called

him to this comforting proclamation, was the incomparablj''

exalted Creator and Euler of the world. The first part of this

address (vers. 1-11) may be regarded as the prologue to the

whole twenty-seven. The theme of the prophetic promise, and

the irresistible certainty of its fulfilment, are here " declared.

Turning to the people of the captivity, whom Jehovah has

neither forgotten nor rejected, the prophet commences thus in

ver. 1 : " Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saitli your God."

This is the divine command to the prophets. Nachdmu (piel,

li+erally, to cause to breathe again) is repeated, because of its

urgency (anadiplosis, as in eh. xli. 27, xliii. 11, xxv., etc.). The
word "ION'', which does not mean " will say " here (Hofmann,

Stier), but " saith " (LXX., Jerome),—as, for example, in 1

Sam. xxiv. 14,—affirms that the command is a continuous one.

The expressioji " saith your God " is peculiar to Isaiah, and

common to both parts of the collection (ch. i. 11, 18, xxxiii. 10,

xl. 1, 25, xli. 21, Ixvi. 9). The future in all these passages is

expressive of that which is taking place or still continuing.

And it is the same here. The divine command has not been

issued once only, or merely to one prophet, but is being con-

tinually addressed to many prophets. " Comfort ye, comfort

ye my people," is the continual charge of the God of the exiles,

who has not ceased to be their God even in the midst of wrath,

to His messengers and heralds the prophets.

The summons is now repeated with still greater emphasis,

the substance of the consoling proclamation being also given

Ver. 2. " Speak ye to the heart of Jerusalem, and cry unto her,

that her affliction is ended, that her debt is paid, that she has re-

ceived from the hand of Jehovah double for all her sins." The
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holy city is thought of here in connection with the population

belonging to it. 3^"?^ l?'! (to speak to the heart) is an expres-

sion applied in Gen. xxxlv. 3 and Judg. xix. 3 to words

adapted to win the heart ; in Gen. 1. 21, to the words used by

Joseph to inspire his brethren with confidence ; whilst here it

is used in precisely the same sense as In Hos. 11. 16, and possibly

not without a reminiscence of this earlier prophecy. ?N Niij

(to call to a person) Is applied to a prophetic announcement

made to a person, as In Jer. vii. 27, Zech. I. 4. The announce-

ment to be made to Jerusalem Is then Introduced with ''3, ort,

which serves as the Introduction to either an Indirect or a direct

address (Ges. § 155, 1, e). (1.) Her affliction has become full,

and therefore has come to an end. N3S, military service, then

feudal service, and hardship generally (Job vii. 1) ; here It

applies to the captivity or exile—that unsheltered bivouac, as

It were, of the people who had been transported into a foreign

land, and were living there In bondage, restlessness, and in-

security. (2.) Her Iniquity is atoned for, and the justice of

God is satisfied : nirtsdh, which generally denotes a satisfactory

reception, is used here In the sense of meeting with a satis-

factory payment, like fiJ? HST In Lev. xxvi. 41, 43, to pay off

the debt of sin by enduring the punishment of sin. (3.) The
third clause repeats the substance of the previous ones with

greater emphasis and in a fuller tone : Jerusalem has already

suffered fully for her sins. In direct opposition to nnipp, which

cannot, when connected with two actual perfects as It is here,

be taken as a perfect used to Indicate the certainty of some

future occurrence, Gesenlus, Hitzig, Ewald, Umbrelt, Stier,

and Hahn suppose hiphlayim to refer to the double favour that

Jerusalem was about to receive (like mishneh In ch. Ixi. 7, and

possibly borrowed from Isaiah In Zech. Ix. 12), instead of to

the double punishment which Jerusalem had endured (like

mishneh In Jer. xvi. 18). It is not to be taken, however. In a

judicial sense ; in which case God would appear over-rigid,

and therefore unjust. Jerusalem had not suffered more than

its sins had deserved ; but the compassion of God regarded

what His justice had been obliged to inflict upon Jerusalem as

superabundant. This compassion also expresses itself In the

words " for all" (b'hhol, c. Beth pretii) : there is nothing left for

further punishment. The turning-point from wrath to love
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has arrived. The wrath has gone forth in double measure.

With what intensity, therefore, will the love break forth, which

has been so long restrained

!

There is a sethume in the text at this point. The first two

verses form a small parashah by themselves, the prologue of the

prologue. After the substance of the consolation has been given

on its negative side, the question arises. What positive salvation

is to be expected ? This question is answered for the prophet,

inasmuch as, in the ecstatic stillness of his mind as turned

to God, he hears a marvellous voice. Ver. 3. " Hark, a crier !

In the wilderness prepars ye a way for Jehovah, make smooth in

the desert a road for our Godr This is not to be rendered " a

voice cries" (Ges., Umbreit, etc.) ; but the two words are in

the construct state, and form an ihterjectional clause, as in ch.

xiii. 4, lii. 8, Ixvi. 6 : Voice of one crying ! Who the crier is

remains concealed ; his person vanishes in the splendour of his

calling, and falls into the background behind the substance of

his cry. The cry sounds like the long-drawn trumpet-blast of

a herald (cf. ch. xvi. 1). The crier is like the outrider of a

king, who takes care that the way by which the king is to go

shall be put into good condition. The king is Jehovah ; and

it is all the more necessary to prepare the way for Him in a

becoming manner, that this way leads through the pathless

desert. Bammidhdr is to be connected with pannu, on account

of the parallelism, according to the accents (^akeph hatan has a

stronger disjunctive force here than zdkeph gadol, as in Dent,

xxvi. 14, xxviii. 8, 2 Kings i. 6), though without any conse-

quent collision with the New Testament description of the ful-

filment itself. And so also the Targum and Jewish expositors

take "lanm Klip tip together, like the LXX., and after this the

Gospels. We may, or rather apparently we must, imagine the

crier as advancing into the desert, and summoning the people

to come and make a road through it. But why does the way

of Jehovah lie through the desert, and whither does it lead ?

It was through the desert that He went to redeem Israel out

of Egyptian bondage, and to reveal Himself to Israel from

Sinai (Deut. xxxiii. 2 ; Judg. v. 4 ; Ps. Ixviii, 8) ; and in Ps.

Ixviii. 4 (5) God the Redeemer of His people is called lidrohhebh

ha Wrdhhoth. Just as His people looked for Him then, when

they were between Egypt and Canaan ; so was He to be looked
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for by His people again, now that they were in the " desert of

the sea" (ch. xxi. 1), and separated by Arabia deserta from

their fatherland. If He were coming at the head of His

people, He Himself would clear the hindrances out of His way;

but He was coming through the desert to Israel, and therefore

Israel itself was to take care that nothing should impede the

rapidity or detract from the favour of the Coming One. The

description answers to the reality ; but, as we shall frequently

find as we go further on, the literal meaning spiritualizes itself

in an allegorical way.

The summons proceeds in a commanding tone. Ver. 4.

" Let every valley be exalted, and every mountain and hill made

low ; and let the rugged be made a plain, and the ledges of rocks

a valley." n\ni, which takes its tone from the two jussive verbs,

is also itself equivalent to 'ni). Instead of S^J (from ^<13), the

pointing in Zech. xiv. 4, we have here (according to Kimchi)

the vowel-pointing X'ii ; at the same time, the editions of Brescia,

Pesaro, Venice 1678, have f^''? (with tzere), and this is also the

reading of a codex of Luzzatto without Masoretic notes. The

command, according to its spiritual interpretation, points to the

encouragement of those that are cast down, the humiliation of

the self-righteous and self-secure, the changing of dishonesty

into simplicity, and of unapproachable haughtiness into sub-

mission (for 'dqobh, hilly, rugged,^ compare Jer. xvii. 9 together

with Hab. ii. 4). In general, the meaning is that Israel is to

take care, that the God who is coming to deliver it shall find it

in such an inward and outward state as befits His exaltation

and His purpose.

The cry of the crier proceeds thus in ver. 5 :
" And the

glory of Jehovah will be revealed, and all flesh seeth together: for

the mouth of Jehovah hath spoken it." The pret. cons. npiJl is

here apodosis imper. When the way is prepared for Jehovah
the Coming One, the glory of the God of salvation will unveil

itself (on the name Jehovah, which is applied to God, the abso-

lute I, as living and revealing Himself in history, more espe-

cially in the history of salvation, see vol. i. p. 67). His paromia
is the revelation of His glory (1 Pet. iv. 13). This revelation

is made for the good of Israel, but not secretly or exclusively
;

^ In tliis ethical sense Essex applied the word to Queen Elizabeth. See
Hefele, Ximenes, p. 90 (ed. 2).
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for all the human race, called here designedly "all flesh" (kol

bdsdr), will come to see it (compare Luke iii. 6, " the salvation

of God"). Man, because he is flesh, cannot see God without

dying (Ex. xxxiii. 20) ; but the future will fill up this gulf of

separation.
,
The object to the verb "see" is not what follows,

as Rosenmiiller supposes, viz. " that the mouth of Jehovah hath
spoken," for the word of promise which is here fulfilled is not

one addressed to all flesh ; nor does it mean, " see that Jehovah
hath spoken with His own mouth," i.e. after having become
man, as Stier maintains, for the verb required in this case would
be laiD, not 13'n. The clause, " for the mouth of Jehovah hath

spoken it," is rather Isaiah's usual confirmation of the fore-

going prophecy (see vol. i. p. 425). Here the crier uses it to

establish the certainty of what he foretells, provided that Israel

will do what he summons it to perform.

The prophet now hears a second voice, and then a third,

entering ii^ea^onversation with it. Vers. 6-8. " Hark, one

speakinff, Oy^l A^ i he answers, What shall I cry ? All flesh

is grass, ar-^^alH g leauty as the flower of the field. Grass

is witheret'^^]^' ,er faded : for the breath of Jehovah has blown

upon it/'^^-y'eh/ grass is the people; grass withereth, flower

fadethi^yAhe word of our God will stand for ever." A second

voice celebrates the divine word of promise in the face of the

approaching fulfilment, and appoints a preacher of its eternal

duration. The verb is not "liSNI^ (et dixi, LXX., Vulg.), but

lasi ; so that the person asking the question is not the prophet

himself, but an ideal person, whom he has before him in vision-

ary objectiveness. The appointed theme of his proclamation

is the perishable nature of all flesh (ver. 5 iraaa a-dp^, here

iraa-a ij o-dp^), and, on the other hand, the imperishable nature

of the word of God. Men living in the flesh are universally

impotent, perishing, limited ; God, on the contrary (ch. xxxi. 3),

is the omnipotent, eternal, all-determining ; and like Himself, so

is His word, which, regarded as the vehicle and utterance of His

willing and thinking, is not something separate from Himself,

and therefore is the same as He. Chasdo is the charm or grace-

fulness of the outward appearance (LXX. ; 1 Pet. i. 24, Sofa

:

see Schott on the passage, Jas. i, 11, evirpiireia). The com-

parison instituted with grass and flower recals ch. xxxvii. 27

and Job viii. 12, and still more Ps. xc. 5, 6, and Job xiv. 2.
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Ver. la describes what happens to the grass and flower. The

preterites, hke the Greek aoristus gnomicus (cf. ch. xxvi, 10),

express a fact of experience sustained by innumerable examples:

exaruit gramen, emarcuitflos ;^ consequently the ''3 which follows

is not hypothetical (granting that), but explanatory of the

reason, viz. " because riiSch Jeliovah hath blown upon it," i.e.

the "breath" of God the Creator, which pervades the crea-

tion, generating life, sustaining life, and destroying life, and

whose most characteristic elementary manifestation is the wind.

Every breath of wind is a drawing of the breath of the whole

life of nature, the active indwelling principle of whose existence

is the ruaeh of God. A fresh verse ought to commence now
with t?^. The clause D^n Tiyn pK is genuine, and thoroughly

in Isaiah's style, notwithstanding the LXX., which Gesenius

and Hitzig follow. p8 is not equivalent to a comparative 15

(Ewald, § 105, a), but is assuring, as in ch. xlv. 15, xlix. 4,

liii. 4 ; and ha dm (the people) refers to men ^9ltft«:ally, as in

ch. xlii. 5. The order of thought is in the forithisf a ti-iolet.

The explanation of the striking simile commencSc with 'dkhen

(surely) ; and then in the repetition of the ^ pds, " grass

withereth, flower fadeth," the men are intended, \Simiresemble

the grass and the flower. Surely grass is the hii.^ii race

;

such grass withereth and such flower fadeth, but the word of

our God (Jehovah, the God of His people and of sacred history)

ydqum Foldm, i.e. it rises up without withering or fading, and
endures for ever, fulfilling and verifying itself through all

times. This general truth refers, in the present instance, to

the word of promise uttered by the voice in the desert. If the

word of God generally has an eternal duration, more especially

is this the case with the word of the parousia of God the

Redeemer, the word in which all the words of God are yea
and amen. The imperishable nature of this word, however,

has for its dark foil the perishable nature of all flesh, and all

the beauty thereof. The oppressors of Israel are mortal, and
their chesed with which they impose and bribe is perishable

;

but the word of God, with which Israel can console itself, pre-

^ P33 has munach here and in ver. 8 attached to the penultimate in

all correct texts (hence mikl, on account of the monosyllable which fol-

lows), and metheg on the izere to sustain the lengthening.
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serves the field, and ensures it a glorious end to its history.

Thus the seal, which the first crier set upon the promise of

Jehovah's speedy coming, is inviolable ; and the comfort which

the prophets of God are to bring to His people, who have now
been suffering so long, is infallibly sure.

The prophet accordingly now takes, as his standpoint, the

time when Jehovah will already have come. Ver. 9. " Upon
a high mountain get thee up, evangelistess Zion ; lift up thy

voice with strength, evangelistess Jerusalem : lift up, be not

afraid ; say to the cities of Judah, Behold your God" Knobel

and others follow the LXX. and Targum, and regard Zion

and Jerusalem as accusatives of the object, viz. " preacher of sal-

vation (i.e. a chorus of preachers) to Zion-Jerusalem ;" but

such parallels as ch. lii. 7 and Ixii. 11 are misleading here.

The words are in apposition (A. S. Th. evar/yeXi^Ofiivr] ^itov).

Zion-Jerusalem herself is called an evangelistess : the personi-

fication as a female renders this probable at the outset, and it

is placed beyond all doubt by the fact, that it is the cities of

Judah (the daughters of Zion-Jerusalem) that are to be evan-

gelized. The prophet's standpoint here is in the very midst

of the parousia. When Jerusalem shall have her God in the-

midst of her once more, after He has broken up His home-

there for so long a time ; she is then, as the restored mother-

community, to ascend a high mountain, and raising her voice-

with fearless strength, to bring to her daughters the joyful

news of the appearance of their God. The verb bissSr signifies

literally to smooth, to unfold, then to make glad, more espe-

cially with joyful news.^ It lies at the root of the New Testa-

ment eiiarfyeKi^eiv (evangelize), and is a favourite word of the

^ The verb bisser signifies primarily to stroke, rub, shave, or scratch

the surface of anything ; then to stroke off or rub off the surface, or any-

thing which covers it ; then, suggested by the idea of " rubbing smooth "

(glatt), "to smooth a person" (jemanden glatten; compare the English, to

gladden a person), i.e. vultum ejus diducere, to make him friendly and

cheerful, or " to look smoothly upon a person," i.e. to show him a friendly

face ; and also as an intransitive, " to be glad," to be friendly and cheerful

;

and lastly, in a general sense, aliquid atlingere, tractate, attreetare, to

grasp or handle a thing (from which comes bdsdr, the flesh, as something

tangible or material). In harmony with the Hebrew bisser (Jer. xx. 15),

they say in Arabic basarahu (or intensive, bassaraJiu) bi-mauludin, he has

gladdened him with the news of the birth of a son.

VOL. II. K
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author of ch. xl.-lxvi., that Old Testament evangelist, though

it is no disproof of Isaiah's authorship (cf. Nahum ii. 1).

Hitherto Jerusalem has been in despair, bowed down under

the weight of the punishment of her sins, and standing in need

of consolation. But now that she has Jehovah with her again,

she is to lift up her voice with the most joyful confidence,

without further anxiety, and to become, according to her true

vocation, the messenger of good tidings to all Judaaa.

In ver. 10 the prophet goes back from the standpoint of

the fulfilment to that of the prophecy. " Beliold the Lordy

Jehovah, as a mighty one will He come, His arm ruling for Him;
behold, His reward is with Him, and His retribution before Him"
We must not render the first clause " with strong," i.e. with

strength, as the LXX. and Targum do. The Beth is Beth

essenticB (cf. ch. xxvi. 4; Ges. § 154, 3, a). He will come in the

essence, strength, and energy of a strong one ; and this is still

further defined by the participial, circumstantial clause, " His

arm ruling for Him" (brachio sua ipsi dominante). It is His

arm that rules for Him, i.e. that either brings into subjection

to Him, or else overthrows whatever opposes Him. Never-

theless, ver. 10& does not present Him merely in one aspect,

namely as coming to judge and punish, but in both aspects,

viz. that of the law and that of the gospel, as a righteous

rewarder; hence the double name of God, Adonai Jehovah

(compare ch. iii. 15, xxviii. 16, xxx. 15, all in the first part),

which is used even in the Pentateuch, and most frequently by
Amos and Ezekiel, and which forms, as it were, an anagram.
n|VS is already met with in Lev. xix. 13 as a synonym of

132', passing from the general idea of work to that of some-
thing earned and forfeited. Jehovah brings with Him the

penal reward of the enemies of His people, and also the gracious

reward of the faithful of His people, whom He will compensate
for their previous sufferings with far exceeding joys (see ch.

Ixii. 11).

The prophet dwells upon this, the redeeming side not the

judicial, as he proceeds to place the image of the good shepherd
by the Side of that of the Lord Jehovah. "Ver. 11. "He will

feed His flock like a shepherd, take the lambs in His arm, and
carry them in His bosom, and gently lead those that are giving

suck." The flock is His people, now dispersed in a foreign
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land. The love with which He tends this flock is shown, by
way of example, in His conduct towards the Ct'^t? (= C v!? from
"PD = npD), the young lambs that have not long been born,

and the ni?V, those giving suck, lactantes (Vulg. fetoe), not

those that are sucking, sugentes (from is^ij; med. Vav, to nourish,

of. vol. i. p. 138). Such as cannot keep pace with the flock he

takes in his arms, and carries in the bosom of his dress ; and

the mothers he does not overdrive, but 7T}i\ (see at Ps. xxiii. 2),

lets them go gently along, because they require care (Gen.

xxxiii. 13). With this loving picture the prologue in vers. 1-11

is brought to a close. It stands at the head of the whole, like

a divine inauguration of the prophet, and like the quintessence

of what he is commanded to proclaim. Nevertheless it is also

an integral part of the flrst address. For the questions which

follow cannot possibly be the commencement of the prophecy,

though it is not very clear how far they form a continuation.

The connection is the following : The prophet shows both

didactically and parseuetically what kind of God it is whose

appearance to redeem His people has been prophetically an-

nounced in vers. 1-11. He is the incomparably exalted One.

This incomparable exaltation makes the ignorance of the wor-

shippers of idols the more apparent, but it serves to comfort

Israel. And Israel needs such consolation in its present banish-

ment, in which it is so hard for it to comprehend the ways of

God.

In order to bring His people to the full consciousness of the

exaltation of Jehovah, the prophet asks in ver. 12, " Who hath

measured the waters with the hollow of his hand, and regulated

the heavens with a span, and taken up the dust of the earth in a

third measure, and weighed the mountains with a steelyard, and

hills with balances ? " Jehovah, and He alone, has given to all

these their proper quantities, their determinate form, and their

proportionate place in the universe. How very little can a man
hold in the hollow of his hand (shoal) !^ how very small is the

space which a man's span will cover ! how little is contained in

^ The root ^B' J;^ has the primary meaning of easily moving or being

easily moved ; then of being loose or slack, of hanging down, or sinking,

—a meaning which we meet with in ^J)tJ' and 7KB'- Accordingly, sMal
signifies the palm (i.e. the depression made by the hand), and sWol not

literally a hollowing or cavity, but a depression or low ground.
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the third of an ephah (shdlisli ; see at Ps. Ixxx. 6) ! and how
trifling in either bulk or measure is the quantity you can weigh

in scales, whether it be a peles, i.e. a steelyard (statera), or

mdz'nayim, a tradesman's balance (bilances), consisting of two

scales.^ But what Jehovah measures with the hollow of His

hand, and with His span, is nothing less than the waters beneath

and the heavens above. He carries a scoop, in which there is

room for all the dust of which the earth consists, and a scale

on which He has weighed the great colossal mountains.

A second question follows in vers. 13, 14. " WIio regulated

the Spirit of Jehovah, and (who) instructed Him as His counsel-

lor f With whom took He counsel, andwho would have explained

to Him and instructed Him concerning the path of right, and
taught Him knowledge, and made known to Him a prudent course?"

The first question called to mind the omnipotence of Jehovah

;

this recalls His omniscience, which has all fulness in itself, and
therefore precludes all instruction from without. " The Spirit

of Jehovah " is the Spirit which moved upon the waters at the

creation, and by which chaos was reduced to order. " Who,"
inquires this prophet,—"who furnished this Spirit with the

standard, according to which all this was to be done?" }2n as

in ver. 12, to bring into conformity with rule, and so to fit for

regulated working. Instead of mercha tifchah athnach, which
suggests the Targum rendering, " quis direxit spiritum ? Jehova"
(vid. Prov. xvi. 2), it would be more correct to adopt the

accentuation tifchah munach athnach (cf. Ex. xxi. 24, xxiii. 9),

and there are certain codices in which we find this (see Dach-
selt). In ver. 13& we might follow the Septuagint translation,

Ka\ Ti9 avTov avfjL^ovXo'i eyivero, os a-vfj,^ij3a, (Rom. si. 34;
1 Cor. ii. 16, crvfi/Sc^da-ei) avrov, but in this case we miss the
verb n\n. The rendering we have given above is not so harsh,

and the accentuation is indifferent here, since silluk is never
written without tifchah if only a single word precedes it. In
ver. 14 the reciprocal fVii is connected with OS ^ DN. The
futt. cons, retain their literal meaning : with whom did He

' According to the meaning, to level or equalize, which is one meaning
of pilles, the noun peles is applied not only to a level used to secure equili-

brium, which is called mishqeleth in ch. xxviii. 17, but also to a steelyard
used for weighing, the beam of which consists of a lever with unequal
arms, which flies up directly the weight is removed.
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consult, so that he supplied Him with understanding in con-

sequence (Jiehhln, generally to understand, here in a causative

sense). The verbs of instruction are sometimes construed with

3 of the lesson taught, sometimes with a double accusative.

In reply to the questions in vers. 13, 14, which are essentially

one, Israel must acknowledge that its God is the possessor of

absolute might, and also of absolute wisdom.

From His exaltation as Creator, the prophet now proceeds

to His exaltation as Governor of the world. Ver. 15. " Behold,

nations like a little drop on a bucket, and like a grain of sand in

a balance, are they esteemed ; behold, islands like an atom of dust

that rises in the air." Upon Jehovah, the King of the world,

does the burden rest of ruling over the whole human race,

which is split up into different nations ; but the great masses of

people over whom Jehovah rules are no more burden to Him
than a drop hanging upon a bucket is a burden to the man who
carries it (min is used in the same sense as in Song of Sol.

iv. 1, vi. 5), no more than the weight in a balance is perceptibly

increased or diminished by a grain of sand that happens to lie

upon it (shachaq, from shdchaq, to grind to powder). The
islands, those fragments of firm ground in the midst of the

ocean Qif. = ivy, from niN^ to betake one's self to a place, and

remain there), upon which the heathen world was dispersed

(Gen. X.), are to Him who carries the universe like the small

particle of dust (PI from PiP'i, to crush or pulverize), which is

lifted up, viz. by the slightest breath of wind (Tii^] metaplastic

fut. niph. of tul=^ natal, ch. Ixiii. 9). The rendering of

Knobel, " dust which is thrown," would require IBV (ch. xli. 2) ;

and neither that of Gesenius, viz. " He takes up islands like a

particle of dust," nor that of Hitzig, " He carries islands," etc.,

is admissible, for t^'O = 7DJ signifies tollere, not portare ; and the

former, viz. insulas tollit, furnishes no answer to the question,

" How so, and to what end ?"

By the side of this vanishing diminutiveness on the part of

man as contrasted with Jehovah, everything by which man
could express his adoration of the exalted One comes incom-

parably short of His exaltation. Ver. 16. " And Lebanon is

not a sufficiency of burning, nor its game a sufficiency of burnt-

offerings;' i.e. there is not enough wood to sustain the fire, nor a

sufficient supply of sacrificial animals to be slaughtered, and to
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ascend in fire. ''^ (constr. *l) signifies that which suffices (and

then that which is plentiful) ; it differs therefore from to Siov,

what is requisite.*

From the obverse of the thought in ver. 15 the prophet

returns to the thought itself, and dwells upon it still further.

Ver. 17. "All the nations are as nothing before Him; they are

regarded by Him as belonging to nullity and emptiness." ^Ephes

is the end at which a thing ceases, and in an absolute sense

that at which all being ceases, hence non-existence or nullity.

Tohu (from tdhdh, related to shd'dh; vid. Job, vol. ii. p. 296), a

horrible desolation, like the chaos of creation, where there is

nothing definite, and therefore as good as nothing at all (see

p. 25) ; min is hardly comparative in the sense of " more

nothing than nothing itself " (like Job. xi. 17, where " brighter"

is to be supplied, or Mic. vii. 4, where " sharper " is similarly

required), but is used in the same partitive sense as in ch. xli. 24

(cf. xliv. 11 and Ps. Ixii. 10).

The conclusion drawn from ver. 17, that Jehovah is there-

fore the matchless Being, shapes itself into a question, which is

addressed not to idolaters, but to such of the Israelites as needed

to be armed against the seductive power of idolatry, to which

the majority of mankind had yielded. Ver. 19. " And to

whom can ye liken God, and what kind of image can ye place

beside Him ! " The 1. before b^] is conclusive, as in ch.

xxviii. 26, and the futures are modi potent. : with what can ye

bring into comparison (7X as in ch, xiv. 10) El, i.e. God, the

one Being who is absolutely the Mighty ? and what kind of

d'muth (i.e. divine, like Himself) can ye place by His side ?

Least of all can an idol bear comparison with Him. Ver.

19. " TJie idol, when the smith has cast it, the melter plates it

with gold, and melteth silver chains for it." The object (Jiappesel,

the idol), which is here placed first as the theme in the accusa-

tive (lit. the image hewn out), denotes in this instance an idol

generally, ty'"!!! is as comprehensive as faber. ann V\P, signifies

here to cover over with a 2nT Jfipl {lamind auri), the verb being

used in a denominative sense, and not in its primary meaning.

^ The derivation of ii is still more obscure than that of h7, which sig-

nifies, according to Benfey (WurzelwSrterlmcli, ii. 205), " there needs ;

"

according to Sonne, " it binds, scil. sj ai/ayxij."
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As we must assume, according to ver. 20, that the prophet

intends to carry us into the midst of the process of manufac-

turing the idol, the paratactic expression is to be pointed as

above, viz. " after the (a) smith has cast it (compare Arab.

nasik, a piece of cast metal), the (a) melter' (goldsmith) covers

it with gold plate ; " and tsoreph, which is palindromically re-

peated, according to Isaiah's custom (p. 134), is not the third pers.

poel (on the poel of strong stems, see at Job ix. 15 and Ps. cix.

10), but a participle, equivalent to Xin ^'lis (as in ch. xxix. 8,

which see ; and also, according to the accents, ch. xxxiii. 5),

" and he melteth chains of silver," viz. to fasten the image.

This is the origin of a metal idol. The wooden idol is

described in ver. 20 : " The man who is impoverished ii^ obla-

tions, he chooseth a block of wood that will not rot ; he seeketh

for himself a skilful smith, to prepare an idol that will not

shake." He who has fallen into such poverty that he can only

offer to his God a poor oblation (frumdh, accusative, accord-

ing to Ewald, § 284, c), has an idol cut for himself out of a

block of wood. That sdkhan (Arab, sakana or sakuna) ^ is an

ancient word, is evident from Deut. viii. 9. The verb yimmot,

like yittol in ver. 15, is a fut. niphal, to be made to shake.

A wooden image, which is planed at the bottom, and made

heavier below than above, to prevent its falling over with every

shock, is to be a god ! The thing carries its own satire, even

when described with the greatest seriousness.

Having thus depicted in a few strokes the infatuation of

idolatry, the prophet addresses the following question to such

of the Israelites as are looking at it with longing eyes, even if

they have not already been deluded by it. Ver. 21. "i)o ye

not know f Do ye not hear ? Is it not proclaimed to you from

the beginning ? Have ye not obtained an insight into the founda-

tions of the earth'?" We have here four questions chiastically

1 Both forms occur in this sense, according to the evidence of original

sources, with the common imperative yaslcunu, the infinitive sukune passed

over by Freytag, the verbal substantive maskane, and the adjective miskin

or meskin, primarily to be forced to inactivity through weakness, destitution,

or outward influences, not to be able to move and exert one's self ; or, more

particularly, not to be able to defend one's self (as it were to be obliged to

«it still or keep stiH). Hence more especially opibus et facultatibus carens,

being in distress, destitute, poor.
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arranged. The absolute being of God, which is above all

created things, is something which may be either inferred

per ratiocinationem, or learned per traditionem. When Israel

failed to acknowledge the absolute distinctness and unequalled

supremacy of Jehovah its God, it hardened itself against the

knowledge which it might acquire even in a natural way (cf.

Ps. xix. and Eom. i. 20), and shut its ears against the teaching

of revelation and tradition, which had come down from the

very beginning of its history. The first two questions are

construed with futures, the other two with perfects; the former

refer to what is possible, the latter to what is an actual fact.

Have you—this is the meaning of the four questions—have

you obtained no knowledge of the foundations of the earth,

namely, as to the way in which they were laid ?

The prophet now proceeds to describe the God whom both

His works and word proclaim. The participles which follow

are predicates of the subject, which filled the consciousness of

the prophet as well as that of every believer. Ver. 22. " He
who is enthroned above the vault of the earth, and its inhabitants

resemble grasshoppers ; who has spread out the heavens like gauze,

and stretched them out like a tent-roof to dwell in." He, the

manifested and yet unknown, is He who has for His throne

the circle of the heavens (chug shdmayim, Job xxii. 14), which

arches over the earth, and to whom from His inaccessible

height men appear as diminutive as grasshoppers (Num.
xiii. 33) ; He who has spread out the blue sky like a thin

transparent garment {dOq, a thin fabric, like daq, fine dust, in

ver. 15), and stretched it out above the earth like a tent for

dwelling in (^ohel^ Idshebheth). The participle brings to view

the actions and circumstances of all times. In the present

instanpe, where it is continued in the historical sense, it is to

be resolved into the perfect ; in other cases, the preservation of

the world is evidently thought of as a creatio continua (see

Psychol, p. 111).

1 The noun ^ohel is derived from the root ^JS, from which come AS,
coaluit, coTissdt, to thicken within or gain consistency (hence, regarded on
another side, to lose in outward extent or outward bulk, to shrmk ; to go
back to its original or essential condition ; to issue in something as the

final result ; or generally, to draw back or return from a distance), and

tjil, to attach one's self or accustom one's self to a person or thing, squiva-
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This is followed by a series of predicates of God the Ruler

of the universe. Vers. 23, 24. " He lolio giveth up rulers to

annihilation ; maheth judges of the earth like a desolation. They

are hardly planted, hardly sown, their stem has hardly taken

root in the earth, and He only blows upon them, and they dry up,

and the storm carries them away like stubble." There is nothing

so high and inaccessible in the world, that He cannot bring it

to nothing, even in the midst of its most self-confident and

threatening exaltation. Sdz'nlm are solemn persons, cre/Mvoi,

possessors of the greatest distinction and influence (vol. i. p. 207)

;

shoph'tvm, those who combine in themselves the highest judicial

and administrative power. The former He gives up to annihila-

tion ; the latter He brings into a condition resembling the

negative state of the tohu out of which the world was produced,

and to which it can be reduced again. We are reminded here

of such descriptions as Job xii. 17, 24 (p. 135). The sudden-

ness of the catastrophe is depicted in ver. 24. ?zi fiN (which

only occurs here), when followed by DJI. in the apodosis (cf.

2 Kings XX. 4), signifies that even this has not yet taken place

when the other also occurs : hence vixdum plantati sunt, etc.

The niphal ViSJ and the pual Vlf denote the hopeful com-

mencement ; the poel ^p the hopeful continuation. A layer

or seed excites the hope of blossom and fruit, more especially

when it has taken root ; but nothing more is needed than a

breath of Jehovah, and it is all over with it (the verb ndshaph

is used in this verse, where plants with stems are referred to

;

a verb with a softer labial, ndshabh, was employed above in

connection with grass and flowers). A single withering breath

lays them at rest ; and by the power of Jehovah there rises a

stormy wind, which carries them away like light dry stubble

(NB'3 ; compare, on the other hand, the verb used m ver. 15, viz.

tul= natal, to lift up, to keep in the air).

lent to alifa and anisa ; to take up one's abode in a place, or absolutely, to

commence housekeeping by marrying, like the Italian accasarsi, Turkish.

ewlenmek (from ew, a house) ; or, when applied to a place itself, to be

habitable, inhabited, and cultivated (=pass. uJiila, more especially in the

participle dhil, =:'dmir= ma'm.ur). Hence ahl, one who belongs to a person

or place, with its numerous applications, and also iinx, a tent (primarily a

dwelling generally, Engl, abode), which stands at the end of this etymo-

logical series.
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The thought of ver. 18 now recurs like a refrain, a con-

clusion being appended to the premises by means of 1, as was

the case there. Ver. 25. "And to whom will ye compare me,

to whom I can be equal ? saith the Holy One!' Not haqqddosh,

because a poetical or oratorical style omits the article wherever

it can be dispensed with. The Holy One asks this, and can

ask it, because as such He is also exalted above the whole

world (Job XV. 15, xxv. 5).

After the questions in vers. 18 and 25, which close syllo-

gistically, a third start is made, to demonstrate the incomparable

nature of Jehovah. Ver. 26. " Lift up your eyes on high, and

see : who hath created these things ? It is He who bringeth out

their host by number, calleth them all by names, because of the

greatness of {His) might, and as being strong in power : there is

not one that is missing." Jehovah spoke in ver. 25 ; now the

prophet speaks again. We have here the same interchange

which occurs in every prophetic book from Deuteronomy down-

wards, and in which the divine fulness of the prophets is dis-

played. The answer does not begin with i?''Sisnj in the sense

of " He who brings them out has created them ;" but the

participle is the predicate to the subject of which the prophet's

soul is full : Jehovah, it is He who brings out the army of

stars upon the plane of heaven, as a general leads out his army
upon the field of battle, and that Vmispdr, by number, counting

the innumerable stars, those children of light in armour of

light, which meet the eye as it looks up by night. The finite

verb ^']\>\ denotes that which takes place every night. He calls

them all by name (comp. the derivative passage, Ps. cxlvii. 4) :

this He does on account of the greatness and fulness of His

might Qonlm, vires, virtus), and as strong in power, i.e. because

He is so. This explanation is simpler than Ewald's (§ 293, c),

viz. " because of the power (to Kparepov) of the Strong One."

The call addressed to the stars that are to rise is the call of the

Almighty, and therefore not one of all the innumerable host

remains behind. B^x individualizes ; TnV? (participle), as in

ch. xxxiv. 16, suggests the idea of a sheep that is missed from
the flock through staying behind. The second part of the

address closes here, having demonstrated the folly of idolatry

from the infinite superiority of God ; and from this the third

part deduces consolation for Israel in the midst of its despair.
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Such of the Israelites as require first of all to be brought to

a consciousness of the folly of idolatry are not called Israel at

all, because they place themselves on a par with the goylm.

But now the prophet addresses those of little faith, who never-

theless desire salvation ; those who are cast down, but not in

utter despair. Ver. 27. " Why sayest thou, Jacob, and

speakest, Israel, My way is hidden from Jehovah, and my right

is overlooked by my God ? " The name Jacob stands here at

the head, as in ch. xxix. 22, as being the more exquisite name,

and the one which more immediately recalled their patriarchal

ancestor. They fancied that Jehovah had completely turned

away from them in wrath and weariness. " My way" refers

to their thorny way of life ; " my right" (rnishpdtf) to their

good right, in opposition to their oppressors. Of all this He
appeared to take no notice at all. He seemed to have no

thought of vindicating it judicially (on the double min, away

from him, see Ges. § 154, 3, c).

The groundlessness of such despondency is set before them

in a double question. Ver. 28. " Is it not known to thee, or hast

thou not heard, an eternal God is Jehovah, Creator of the ends

of the earth : lie fainteth not, neither becomes weai-y ; His under-

standing is unsearchable" Those who are so desponding ought

to know, if not from their own experience, at least from infor-

mation that had been handed down, that Jehovah, who created

the earth from one end to the other, so that even Babylonia

was not beyond the range of His vision or the domain of His

power, was an eternal God, i.e. a God eternally the same and

never varying, who still possessed and manifested the power

which He had displayed in the creation. Israel had already

passed through a long history, and Jehovah had presided over

this, and ruled within it ; and He had not so lost His power in

consequence, as to have now left His people to themselves. He

does not grow faint, as a man would do, who neglected to take

the repeated nourishment requisite to sustain the energy of his

vital power ; nor does He become weary, like a man who has

exhausted his capacity for work by over-exertion. And if He

had not redeemed His people till then. His people were to know

that His course was pure fbhundh or understanding, which was

in the possession of infallible criteria for determining the right

point of time at which to interpose with His aid.
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Jehovah is so far from becoming faint, that it is He who

gives strength to the fainting. Ver. 29. " Giving power to the

faint, and to the incapable He giveth strength in abundance''

n'':iS pK^ is equivalent to i3''3is TN It^'si'
;
pK is used exactly like

a privative to form a negative adjective (e.g. Ps. Ixxxviii. 5

;

Prov. XXV. 3).

Faith is all that is needed to ensure a pai'ticipation in the

strength (i^^Vy after the form i^^^i^), which He so richly bestows

and so powerfully enhances. Vers. 30, 31. ^^And youths grow

faint and weary, and young men suffer a fall. But they ivho

waitfor Jehovah gainfresh strength ; lift up their wings like eagles ;

run, and are not weary ; go forward, and do not faint'' Even
youths, even young men in the early bloom of their morning of

life {bachurlm, youths, from "inSj related to "133, 1J3), succumb

to the effects of the loss of sustenance or over-exertion (both

futures are defective, the first letter being dropped), and any

outward obstacle is sufficient to cause them to fall (/^^^ with

inf. abs. Jcal, which retains what has been stated for contempla-

tion, according to Ges. § 131, 3, Anm. 2). In ver. 30a the verb

stands first, ver. 30 being like a concessive clause in relation to

ver. 31. " Even though this may happen, it is different with

those who wait for Jehovah," i.e. those who believe in Him ;

for the Old Testament applies to faith a number of synonyms

denoting trust, hope, and longing, and thus describes it according

to its inmost nature, asfiducia and as hope, directed to the mani-

festation and completion of that which is hoped for. The Vav

cop. introduces the antithesis, as in ver. 8.
^yPJ!!,

to cause one

to pursue, or new to take the place of the old (Lat. recentare).

The expression '131 l?.V' is supposed by early translators, after the

Sept., Targ. Jer., and Saad., to refer to the moulting of the

eagle and the growth of the new feathers, which we meet with

in Ps, ciii. 5 (cf. Mic. i. 16) as a figurative representation of

the renewal of youth through grace. But Hitzig correctly

observes that n?j?n is never met with as the causative of the

kal used in eh. v. 6, and moreover that it would require fisij

instead of i^N. The proper rendering therefore is, " they cause

their wings to rise, or lift their wings high, like the eagles" (sbher

as in Ps. Iv. 7). Their course of life, which has Jehovah for

its object, is as it were possessed of wings. They draw from
Him strength upon strength (see Ps. Ixxxiv. 8) ; running does
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not tire them, nor do they become faint from going ever further

and further.

The first address, consisting of three parts (vers. 1-11,

12-26, 27-31), is here brought to a close.

SECOND PROPHECY.—Chap. xli.

THE GOB OF THE WOELD'S HISTORY, AND OP PROPHECY.

Jehovah comes forward here, and speaking in the tone in

which He already began to speak in ch. xl. 25, invites the

idolatrous nations to contend with Him, declares the raising up

of the conqueror from the east to be His work, and adduces this

as the sign that He has been the Author and Guider of the

world's history from the beginning. But what if the question

should be asked on the part of the nations. With what right

does He do this ? The acts of the conqueror prove themselves

to be a work of the God who is exalted above the idols, from

the fact that they bring destruction to the idolatrous nations,

and to the people of Jehovah the long-desired redemption. It

is in this that the conclusiveness of the illustration lies. The

argument, however, presupposes that Cyrus has already en-

tered upon his victorious course. It is evident at the outset

that future events, or events still unfulfilled, would have no

force as present proofs. And the words also clearly imply, that

the work which Jehovah attributes to Himself, in opposition to

the gods of the nations, is already in progress.

Ver. 1. Summons to the contest :
" Be silent to me, ye

islands ; and let the nations procure fresh strength : let them come

near, then speak; we will enter into contest together." The words

are addressed to the whole of the heathen world, and first of

all to the inhabitants of the western islands and coasts. This

was the expression commonly employed in the Old Testament

to designate the continent of Europe, the solid ground of which

is so deeply cut, and so broken up, by seas and lakes, that

it looks as if it were about to resolve itself into nothing but

islands and peninsulas. i'N B'nnn is a pregnant expression for

turning in silence towards a person ;
just as in Job xiii. 13 it

is used with min, in the sense of forsaking a person in silence.

That they may have no excuse if they are defeated, they are
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to put on fresh strength ;
just as in ch. xl. 31 believers are

spoken of as drawing fresh strength out of Jehovah's fulness.

They are to draw near, then speak, i.e. to reply after hearing

the evidence, for Jehovah desires to go through all the forms

of a legal process with them in pro et contra. The mishpdt is

thought of here in a local sense, as a forum or tribunal. But

if Jehovah is one party to the cause, who is the judge to pro-

nounce the decision ? The answer to this question is the same

as at ch. v. 3. " The nations," says Rosenmiiller, " are called

to judgment, not to the tribunal of God, but to that of

reason." The deciding authority is reason, which cannot fail

to recognise the facts, and the consequences to be deduced

from them.

The parties invited are now to be thought of as present,

and Jehovah commences in ver. 2 : " Who hath raised up tlie

man from the rising of the sun, whom justice meets at his foot,
'

He giveth up nations before him, and kings He subdues, giveth

men like the dust to his sword, and like driven stubble to

his bow?" The sentence governed by "who" (ml) ends at

Vraglo (at his foot) ; at the same time, all that follows is spoken

with the echo of the interrogative accent. The person raised

up is Cyrus, who is afterwards mentioned by name. The
coming one (if, that is to say, we adhere to the belief in Isaiah's

authorship of these addresses) first approaches gradually within

the horizon of the prophet's ideal present ; and it is only little

by little that the prophet becomes more intimately acquainted

with a phenomenon which belongs to so distant a future, and

has been brought so close to his own eyes. Jehovah has raised

up the new great hero "from the east" (mimmizrdcli), and,

according to ver. 25, " from the north" also. Both of these

were fulfilled ; for Cyrus was a Persian belonging to the clan

of Achsemenes (Hakhdmanis), which stood at the head of the

tribe, or of the Pasargadse. He was the son of Oambyses; and
even if the Median princess Mandane were not his mother, yet,

according to nearly all the ancient accounts, he was connected

with the royal house of Media ; at any rate, after Astyages was
dethroned, he became head and chief of the Medes as well as

of the Persians (hence the name of "Mule" which was given

to him by the oracle, and that given by Jerome, ^^ agitator

bigce"). Now Media was to the north of Babylonia, and Persia
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to the east ; so that his victorious march, in which, even before

the conquest of Babylon, he subjugated all the lands from

the heights of Hinduku to the shores of the JEgean Sea, had

for its starting-point both the east and north.-' The clause

vyy? WN'ip p'lV is an attributive clause, aud as such a virtual

object : " him whom (supply IB'NTIS) justice comes to meet (^i>

=
^1\l, Ges. § 75, vi.) on his track" (cf. Gen. xxx. 30 ; Job

xviii. 11; Hab. iii. 5). The idea of tsedeq is determined by what

follows : Jehovah gives up nations before him, and causes

kings to be trodden down (causative of rdddh). Accordingly,

tsedeq is either to be understood here in an attributive sense, as

denoting the justice exercised by a person (viz. the justice exe-

cuted successfully by Cyrus, as the instrument of Jehovah, by

the force of arms) ; or objectively of the justice awarded to a

person (to which the idea of " meeting" is more appropriate),

viz. the favourable result, the victory which procures justice

for the just cause of the combatant. Rosenmiiller, Knobel,

and others, are wrong in maintaining that tsedeq (ts'ddqdh) in

ch. xl.-lxvi. signifies primarily justice, and then prosperity and

salvation as its reward. The word means straightness, justice,

righteousness, and nothing more (from tsddaq, to be hard, firm,

extended, straight, e.g. rumh-un-tsadq, a hard, firm, and straight

lance) ; but it has a double aspect, because justice consists,

according to circumstances, of either wrath or favour, and

therefore has sometimes the idea of the strict execution of

justice, as in this instance, sometimes of a manifestation of

justice in fidelity to promises, as in ver. 10. J?^ is repeated

here in ver. 2 (just like imo!'''! in ch. xl. 14) with the same

subject, but in a different sense. To make sword and bow the

subject, in the sense of " his sword gives (sc. ' the foe '),"

is a doubtful thing in itself ; and as cherebh and qesheth are

feminines, it is by no means advisable. Moreover, in other

instances, the comparative 3 leaves it to the reader to carry

out the figure indicated according to his own fancy. And

this is the case here: He (Jehovah) makes his sword as if

there were dust, his bow as if there were hunted stubble

(Bottcher), i.e. pounding the enemy like dust, and hunting

it like flying stubble. Our text has iBVa, but in certain

codices we find "ISJ/S with tzere ; and this reading, which is

1 See Pahle's Geschichte des Oriental. Alterihums. (1864), p. 170 sqq.
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contrary to rule, has in its favour the express testimony of

Moses the punctuator.*

The conqueror is now still further described in futures,

which might be defined by T'J'n, and so express a simultaneous

past (synchronistic imperfects), but which it is safer to take as

standing traits in the picture drawn of the conqueror referred

to. Ver. 3. " He pursueth them, and marcheth in peace by a

course which he never trod with his feet" He marches victori-

ously further and further, " shdlom" i.e. " in safety" (or, as an

adjective, safely ; Job xxi. 9), without any one being able to

do him harm, by a course (accus. Ges. § 138, 1) which he has

not been accustomed to tread with his feet (ingredi).

The great fact of the present time, which not one of the

gods of the heathen can boast of having brought to pass, is now
explained. Jehovah is its author. Ver. 4. " Who hath wrought

and executed it ? He who calleth the generations of men from

the beginning, I Jehovah am first, and with the last am I He."

The synonyms ?Va and nfe'V are distinguished from each other in

the same way as " to work" (or bring about) and " to realize"

(or carry out). Hence the meaning is. Who is the author to

whom both the origin and progress of such an occurrence are

to be referred ? It is He who " from the beginning," i.e. ever

since there has been a human history, has called into existence

the generations of men through His authoritative command.

And this is no other than Jehovah, who can declare of Him-
self, in contrast with the heathen and their gods, who are of

yesterday, and to-morrow will not be : I am Jehovah, the very

first, whose being precedes all history ; and with the men of the

latest generations yet to come " I am it." sin is not introduced

here to strengthen the subject, ego ille (" I and no other," as in

ch. xxxvii. 16, which see) ; but, as in ch. xliii. 10, 13, xlvi. 4,

xlviii. 12, it is a predicate of the substantive clause, ego sum is

{ille), viz. 'Elohim, ; or even as in Ps. cii. 28 (cf . Job iii. 19 and

Heb. xiii. 8), ego sum idem (Hitzig). They are both included,

witliout any distinction in the assertion. He is this, viz. God
throughout all ages, and is through all ages He, i.e. the Being

who is ever the same in this His deity. It is the full meaning

of the name Jehovah which is unfolded here ; for God is called

^ In his Tipjn ''TU (rules of pointing), witli which the Masora finalis

is surrounded.
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Jehovah as the absolute I, the absolutely free Being, pervading

all history, and yet above all history, as He who is Lord of His

own absolute being, in revealing which He is purely self-deter-

mined ; in a word, as the unconditionally free and unchangeably

eternal personality.

In the following verse we have not a description of the

impression made upon the heathen by the argument of Jehovah,

but the argument itself is continued. Ver. 5. " Islands have

seen it, and shuddered; the ends of tlie earth trembled; they have

approached, and drawn near." We have here a description of

the effects which the victorious course of Cyrus had begun to

produce in the heathen world. The perfects denote the past,

and the futures a simultaneous past ; so that we have not to

compare ver. 5a with Hab. iii. 10 so much as with Ps. Ixxvii. 17.

The play upon, the words 15<"1''^1 • • • INT pairs together both seeing

and fearing. The Oumseans, when consulting the oracle, com-

menced thus : ^/i64s Se BeLjJiatvovTe'; rrjv Uepa-eav Svvafuv. The
perfect with the aorist following in ver. 5b places the follow-

ing picture upon the stage : They have approached and drawn

near (from all directions) to meet the threatening danger ; and

how ? Vers. 6, 7. " One helped his companion, and lie said to

his brother, Onlyfirm! The caster put firmness into the melter,

the hammer-smoother into the anvil-smiter, saying of the solder-

ing, It is good ; and made him firm with nails, that he should not

shake." Him, viz. the idol. Everything is in confusion, from

the terror that prevails ; and the gods from which they expect

deliverance are not made till now, the workmen stimulating

one another to work. The chdrdsh, who casts the image, en-

courages the tsoreph, whose task it is to provide it with the

plating of gold and silver chains (ch. xl. 19), to work more

bravely ; and the man who smooths with the hammer (pattish,

instrumentalis) does the same to the man who smites the anvil

(D^in with seghol, whereas in other cases, e.g. Ezek. xxii. 25,

the tone generally gives way without any change in tha vowel-

pointing). The latter finds the soldering all right, by which

the gold plates of the covering are fastened together, so as to

give to the golden idol a massive appearance. He is the last

into whose hands it comes ; and nothing more is wanting, than

that he should forge upon the anvil the nails with which it is

fastened, to prevent it from falling. To such foolish, fruitless

VOL. II. !
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proceedings have the nations resorted when threatened with

subjugation by Cyrus.

The proof adduced by Jehovah of His own deity closes

here. But instead of our hearing whether the nations, with

which He has entered upon the contest, have any reply to make,

the address turns to Israel, upon which deliverance dawns from

that very quarter, from which the others are threatened with

destruction. Vers. 8-10. " And tJiou, Israel my servant, Jacob

whom lliave chosen, seed of Abraham my friend, thou whom, I

have laid hold offrom the ends ofthe earth, and calledfrom the cor-

ners thereof, and said to thee, Thou art my servant, I have chosen

and not despised thee ; fear thou not, for I am with thee ; be not

afraid, for I am thy God : I have chosen thee, I also help thee, I
also hold thee with tlie right hand of my righteousness.^^ The 1

before nnxi connects together antitheses, which show themselves

at once to be antitheses. Whereas the nations, which put their

trust in idols that they themselves h&d made, were thrown into

alarm, and yielded before the world-wide commotions that had

originated with the eastern conqueror, Israel, the nation of

Jehovah, might take comfort to itself. Every word here

breathes the deepest affection. The address moves on in soft

undulating lines. The repetition of the suffix 1, with which
"IK'S forms a relative of the second person, for which we have no

equivalent in our language (Ges. § 123, Anm. 1), gives to the

address a pressing, clinging, and, as it were, loving key-note.

The reason, which precedes the comforting assurance in ver. 10,

recals the intimate relation in which Jehovah had placed Him-
self towards Israel, and Israel towards Himself. The leading

thought, " servant of Jehovah," which is characteristic of eh.

xl.-xlvi., and lies at the root of the whole spirit of these addresses,

more especially of their Ohristology, we first meet with here,

and that in a popular sense. It has both an objective and a

subjective side. On the one hand, Israel is the servant of

Jehovah by virtue of a divine act ; and this act, viz. its election

and call, was an act of pure grace, and was not to be traced, as

the expression "I have chosen and not despised thee" indicates,

to any superior excellence or merit on the part of Israel. On
the contrary, Israel was so obscure that Jehovah might have
despised it; nevertheless He had anticipated it in free un-

merited love with this stamp of the character indelibilis of a
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servant of Jehovah. On the other hand, Israel was the servant

of Jehovah, inasmuch as it acted out what Jehovah had made
it, partly in reverential worship of this God, and partly in active

obedience. ''"i"ns< t^V; i.e. "serving Jehovah," includes both

liturgical service (also "l^V absolutely, ch. xix. 23) and the ser-

vice of works. The divine act of choosing and calling is dated

from Abraham. From a Palestinian po'int of view, Ur of

Chaldsea, within the old kingdom of Nimrod, and Haran in

northern Mesopotamia, seemed like the ends and corners of the

earth Qatsilim, remote places, from 'dtsal, to put aside or apart).

Israel and the land of Israel were so inseparably connected, that

whenever the origin of Israel was spoken of, the point of view

could only be taken in Palestine. To the far distant land of

the Tigris and Euphrates had Jehovah gone to fetch Abraham,
" the friend of God" (Jas. ii. 23), who is called in the East

even to the present day, chalil ollaJi, the friend of God. This

calling of Abraham was the furthest terminus a quo of the

existence of Israel as the covenant nation ; for the leading of

Abraham was providentially appointed with reference to the

rise of Israel as a nation. The latter was pre-existent in him

by virtue of the counsel of God. And when Jehovah adopted

Abraham as His servant, and called him " my servant" (Gen.

xxvi. 24), Israel, the nation that was coming into existence in

Abraham, received both the essence and name of a " servant

of Jehovah." Inasmuch then as, on looking back to its past

history, it could not fail to perceive that it was so thoroughly

a creation of divine power and grace, it ought not to be fearful,

and look about with timidity and anxiety ; for He who had

presented Himself at the very beginning as its God, was still

always near. The question arises, in connection with the word

Tipiyss, whether it means to strengthen (ch. xxxv. 3; Ps. Ixxxix.

22), or to lay firm hold of, to attach firmly to one's self, to choose.

We decide in favour of the latter meaning, which is established

by ch. xliv. 14, cf. Ps. Ixxx. 16, 18. The other perfects affirm

what Jehovah has ever done, and still continues to do. In the

expression " by the right hand of my righteousness," the justice

or righteousness is regarded pre-eminently on its brighter side,

the side turned towards Israel ; but it is also regarded on its

fiery side, or the side turned towards the enemies of Israel. It

is the righteousness which aids the oppressed congregation
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against its oppressors. Tlie repeated IN heaps one synonym

upon another, expressive of the divine love ; for 1 simply con-

nects, D3 appends, ^^ heaps up (cumulat). Language is too

contracted to hold all the fulness of the divine love ; and for

this reason the latter could not find words enough to express

all that it desired.

With the exclamation Jien (behold) the eyes of Israel are

now directed to the saving interposition of Jehovah in the

immediate future. Vers. 11-13. "Behold, all tliey that were

incensed against thee must be ashamed and confounded ; the men

of thy conflict become as nothing, and perish. Thou wilt seek

them, and not find them, the m,en of thy feuds ; the men of thy

warfare become as nothing, and nonentity. For I, Jehovah thy

God, lay hold of thy right hand. He who saith to thee. Fear not

;

I will help thee." The comprehensive expression omnes inflam-

mati in te (niphal, as in ch. xlv. 24) stands at the head ; and
then, in order that every kind may be included, the enemies are

called by a different name every time. The three substantives

bear much the same relation to one another as lis, rixa, bellum

{milchdmdh, lit. throng = war-tumult, like the epic k\6vo<;),

hence adversarii, inimici, hostes. The suffixes have the force

of objective genitives. We have founded our translation

upon the reading ^^niSD. The three names of the enemies are

jplaced emphatically at the close of the sentences, and these are

long drawn out, whilst the indignation gives vent to itself;

-whereas in ver. 13 there follows nothing but short sentences,

in which the persecuted church is encouraged and affectionately

- embraced. Two clauses, which are made to rhyme with em,
announce the utter destruction of their foes; then the inflective

rhyme ehha is repeated five times ; and the sixth time it passes

over into ikha.

The consolatory words, " Fear not," are now repeated, for

the purpose of once more adding the promise that Israel will

.not succumb to its foes, but will acquire power over its ene-

mies. Vers. 14-16. " Fear not, thou worm Jacob, and handful
Israel: I will help thee, saith Jehovah; and thy Redeemer is the

Holy One of Israel. Behold, I have made thee a threshing roller,

a sharp new one, with double edges: thou wilt thresh mountains,
and pound them ; and hills thou wilt make like chaff. Thou wilt

winnow them, a7id wind carries them away, and tempest scatters
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(hem: and tliou wilt rejoice in JeJiovaJi, and glory in ilii'Holyi

One of Israeli Israel, which is now helplessly oppressed, is

called "worm of Jacob" {gen. appos.) in compassion, i.e.

Jacob that is like a worm, probably with some allusion to

Ps. xxii. 7 ; for the image of the Messiah enriches itself in

these discourses, inasmuch as Israel itself is looked upon in a

Messianic light, so that the second David does not stand by

the side of Israel, but appears as Israel's heart, or true and

inmost essence. The people are then addressed as the " people

of Israel," with some allusion to the phrase ispp 'rip {i.e. few

men, easily numbered) in Gen. xxxiv. 30, Deut. iv. 27 (LXX.
oXir/oaro'; 'IcrparjX ; Luther, Ir armer hauffe Israel, ye poor

crowd of Israel). They no longer formed the compact mass of

a nation ; the band of the commonwealth was broken : they

were melted down into a few individuals, scattered about hither

and thither. But it would not continue so. " I help thee "

(perfect of certainty) is Jehovah's solemn declaration ; and the

Redeemer (redemtor, Lev. xxv. 48, 49) of His now enslaved

people is the Holy One of Israel, with His love, which per-

petually triumphs over wrath. Not only will He set it free,

but He will also endow it with might over its oppressors; samtlkh

is a perfect of assurance (Ges. § 126, 4) ; mOrag (roller) signi-

fies a threshing-sledge (Arab, naureg, noreg), which has here

the term fon (ch. xxviii. 27) as a secondary name along with

t^"in, and is described as furnished on the under part of the

two arms of the sledge not only with sharp knives, but with

two-edged knives (ni»a''S a reduplication, like nsDXD in ch.

xxvii. 8, whereas ''^''0 is a double plural). Just like such a

threshing machine would Israel thresh and grind to powder

from that time forth both mountains and hills. This is evi-

dently a figurative expression for proud and mighty foes, just

as wind and tempest denote the irresistible force of Jehovah's

aid. The might of the enemy would be broken down to the

very last remnant, whereas Israel would be able to rejoice and

glory in its God.

At the present time, indeed, the state of His people was a

helpless one, but its cry for help was not in vain. Vers. 17-20.

" The poor and needy, wlio seek for loater and there is none, their

tongue faints for thirst. I Jehovah will hear them, I the God of

Israel will not forsake them. I open streams upon hills of the
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field, and springs in the midst of valleys ; 1 make iJie desert

into a pond, and dry land into fountains of water. I give in

the desert cedars, acacias, and myrtles, and oleasters; T set in the

steppe cypresses, plane-trees, and sherbin-trees together, that they

may see, and know, and lay to heart and understand all together,

that the hand of Jehovah liath accomplished this, and the Holy

One of Israel hath created it." Kimchi, Hitzig, and others

refer these promises to the returning exiles ; but there is also a

description, without any restriction to the return home, of the

miraculous change which would take place in the now comfort-

less and helpless condition of the exiles. The sh^phdylm, i.e.

bare, woodless hills rising up from the plain, Jer. xii. 12, the

b'qaoth, or deep valleys, by the sides of which there rise preci-

pitous mountains, and the 'erets tsiyydh, the land of burning

heat or drought (cf. Ps. Ixiii. 2), depict the homeless condition

of Israel, as it wandered over bald heights and through water-

less plains about a land with parched and gaping soil. For
the characteristics of the object, which is placed before Q^VS,

we may therefore compare such passages as ch. xliv. 3, Iv. 1.

nnt^'J is either a pausal form for npiB'3, and therefore the niphal

of nriB' (to set, become shallow, dry up), or a pausal form for

nn^iJ, and therefore the hal of riB*: with dagesh affectuosum, like

«nj'in Ezek. xxvii. 19 (Olshausen, § 83, h). The form rmm in

Jer. li. 30 may just as well be derived from nriK' (Ges. § 67,

Anm. 11) as from nC'J, whereas iriEfJ may certainly be taken as

the niphal of f\m after the form %'i, in? (Ges. § 67, Anm. 5),

though it would be safer to refer it to a Ml nuo, which seems
to be also favoured by Itynv in Jer. xviii. 14 as a transposition

of iriB^a*. The root CJ, of which T\m would be a further ex-

pansion, really exhibits the meaning to dry up or thirst, in the

Arabic nassa ; whereas the verbs ilh^i, rati, DDJ (ch. x, 18), HB^j

Syr. nas', nos, Arab, ndsa, nasnasa, with the primary meaning
to slacken, lose their hold, and NB':, r\m, ypj, to deceive, de-

range, and advance, form separate families. Just when they
are thus on the point of pining away, they receive an answer
to then: prayer : their God opens streams, i.e. causes streams to

break forth on the hills of the field, and springs in the midst
of the valleys. The desert is transformed into a lake, and the
steppe of burning sand into fountains of water. What was
predicted in ch. xxxv. 6, 7 is echoed again here,—a figurative
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repTesentation of the manifold fulness of refreshing, consola-

tion, and marvellous help which was to burst all at once upon

those who were apparently forsaken of God What is de-

picted in vers. 19, 20, is the effect of these. It is not merely a

scanty vegetation that springs up, but a corresponding mani-

fold fulness of stately, fragrant, and shady trees ; so that the

steppe, where neither foot nor eye could find a resting-place,

is changed, as by a stroke of magic, into a large, dense, well-

watered forest, and shines with sevenfold glory,—an image of

the many-sided manifestations of divine grace which are ex-

perienced by those who are comforted now. Isaiah is espe-

cially fond of such figures as these (vid. ch. v. 7, vi. 13,

xxvii. 6, xxxvii. 31). There are seven (4 + 3) trees named;
seven indicating the divine character of this manifold develop-

ment (Psychol, p. 188). 'Erez is the generic name for the

cedar ; sJiittdh, the acacia, the Egyptian spina (ciKavOa), Copt.

shont ; h&das, the .myrtle ; 'ets shemen, the wild olive, as dis-

tinguished from zayith
(fj

arypie\aiog, opposed to 17 ikaia in

Rom. xi. 17) ; Vrosh, the cypress, at any rate more especially

this ; tidhdr we have rendered the " plane-tree," after Saad.

;

and t^asshur the " sherbin " (a kind of cedar), after Saad. and

Syr. The crowded synonyms indicating sensual and spiritual

perception in ver. 20a (^'>yV)^ sc. Dfp, ver. 22) are meant to

express as strongly as possible the irresistible character of the

impression. They will be quite unable to regard all this as

accidental or self-produced, or as anything but the production

of the power and grace of their God.

There follows now the second stage in the suit. Vers. 21-23.

" Bring hither your cause, saith Jehovah ; bring forward your

proofs, saith the king of Jacob. Let them bring forward, and

make known to us what loill happen : make known the beginning,

what it is, and tve will fix our heart upon it, and take knowledge

of its issue; or let us hear what is to come. Make knoion what is

coming later, and we will acknowledge that ye are gods : yea, do

good, and do evil, and we will measure ourselves, and see together"

In the first stage Jehovah appealed, in support of His deity, to

the fact that it was He who had called the oppressor of the

nations upon the arena of history. In this second stage He
appeals to the fact that He only knows or can predict the

future. There the challenge was addressed to the worshippers
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of idols, here to the idols themselves ; but in both cases both

of these are ranged on the one side, and Jehovah with His

people upon the other. It is with purpose that Jehovah is

called the " King of Jacob," as being the tutelar God of Israel,

in contrast to the tutelar deities of the heathen. The challenge

to the latter to establish their deity is first of all addressed to

them directly in ver. 21, and then indirectly in ver. 22a, where

Jehovah connects Himself with His people as the opposing

party; but in ver. 22b He returns again to a direct address.

niDSy are evidences (lit. rohora, cf. o^xypoifiaTa, 2 Cor. x. 4,

from Dsy, to be strong or stringent; mishn. QSVn?, to contend

with one another pro et contra) ; here it signifies proofs that

they can foresee the future. Jehovah for His part has dis-

played this knowledge, inasmuch as, at the very time when He
threatened destruction to the heathen at the hands of Cyrus,

He consoled His people with the announcement of their de-

liverance (vers. 8-20). It is therefore the turn of the idol

deities now : " Let them bring forward and announce to us the

things that will come to pass." The general idea of what is in

the future stands at the head. Then within this the choice

is given them of proving their foreknowledge of what is after-

wards to happen, by announcing either niJB'N'i, or even niX3.

These two ideas, therefore, are generic terms within the range

of the things that are to happen. Consequently niJB'Sin cannot

mean " earlier predictions," prius prwdicta, as Hitzig, Knobel,

and others suppose. This explanation is precluded in the

present instance by the logic of the context. Both ideas lie

upon the one line of the future ; the one being more imme-
diate, the other more remote, or as the expression alternating

with nit?3n implies "linsp nvnkn, ventura in posterum (" in later

times," compare ch. xlii. 23, " at a later period
;
" from the

participle nriN, radical form "'HX, vid. Ges. § 75, Anm. 5, pro-

bably to distinguish it from nins). This is the explanation

adopted by Stier and Hahn, the latter of whom has correctly

expounded the word, as denoting " the events about to happen
first in the immediate future, which it is not so difficult to

prognosticate from signs that are discernible in the present."

The choice is given them, either to foretell " things at the

beginning" (haggldu in our editions is erroneously pointed with

hadma instead of geresh), i.e. that which will take place first or
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next, "wJiat they ie" {quae et qualia sint), so that now, when
the acli&ntli, " the latter end " (i.e. the issue of that which is

held out to view), as prognosticated from the standpoint of the

present, really occurs, the prophetic utterance concerning it

may be verified ; or " things to come," i.e. things further off,

in later times (in the remote future), the prediction of whicli

is incomparably more difficult, because without any point of

contact in the present. They are to choose which they like (ix

from njSj like veliroxa veUe):"yed., do good, and do evil," i.e. (ac-

cording to the proverbial use of the phrase ; cf. Zeph. i. 12 and

Jer. X. 5) only express yourselves in some way ; come forward,

and do either the one or the other. The meaning is, not that

they are to stir themselves and predict either good or evil, but they

are to show some sign of life, no matter what. " And we loill

measure ourselves (i.e. look one another in the face, testing and

measuring), and see together" viz. what the result of the contest

will be. r^vmr} like ns-inn in 2 Kings xiv. 8, 11, with a co-

hortative ah, which is rarely met with in connection with verbs

n"'?, and the tone upon the penultimate, the ah being attached

without tone to the voluntative J'J?E'J in ver. 5 (Ewald, § 228, c).

For the chethib nN"i31, the keri has the voluntative ii'}})..

Jehovah has thus placed Himself in opposition to the

heathen and their gods, as the God of history and prophecy.

It now remains to be seen whether the idols will speak, to prove

their deity. By no means ; not only are they silent, but they

cannot speak. Therefore Jehovah breaks out into words of

wrath and contempt. Ver. 24. " Behold, ye are of nothing, and

your doing of nought : an abomination
,
whoever chooseth you."

The two !» are partitive, as in ch. xl. 17 ; and JJSSD is not an

error of the pen for DSNn, as Gesenius and others suppose, but

J^as from J?BS= na (from which comes ns), njjs, ch. xlii. 14

(from which comes nvss, ch. lix. 5), to breathe, stands as a

synonym to t?.^,
i'^n, nil. The attributive clause D33 "inil

(supply 1B'^? s<in) is a virtual subject (Ewald, § 333, b) : ye and

your doings are equally nil ; and whoever chooses you for pro-

tectors, and makes you the objects of his worship, is morally

the most degraded of beings.

The more conclusively and incontrovertibly, therefore, does

Jehovah keep the field as the moulder of history and foreteller

of the future, and therefore as God above all gods. Ver. 25.
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" I have raised up from the north, and he came : from the rising

of the sun one who invoices my name ; and he treads upon satraps

as mud, and like a potter kneadeth day'' The object of the

verb hairothi (I have wakened up) is he who came when

wakened up by Jehovah from the north and east, i.e. from

Media and Persia (ns^l = PiN^ for ns>1, with evasion of the auxi-

hary pathach, Ges. § 76, 2, c), and, as the second clause affirms,

who invokes 'or will invoke the name of Jehovah (at any rate,

qui invocabit is the real meaning of qui invoca£). For although

the Zarathustrian religion, which Cyrus followed, was nearest

to the Jehovah religion of all the systems of heathenism, it

was a heathen religion after all. The doctrine of a great God
{baga vazarha), the Creator of heaven and earth, and at the same

time of a great number of Bagas and Yazatas, behind whose

working and worship the great God was thrown into the shade,

is (apart from the dualism condemned in ch. xlv. 7) the sub-

stance of the sacred writings of the Magi in our possession, as

confirmed by the inscriptions of the Achemenides.^ But the

awakened of Jehovah would, as is here predicted, " call with

the name, or by means of the name, of Jehovah," which may
mean either call upon this name (Zeph. iii. 9 ; Jer. x. 25), or

call out the name (compare Ex. xxxiii. 19, xxxiv. 5, with Ex.

XXXV. 30) in the manner in which he does make use of it in the

edict setting the exiles free (Ezra i. 2). The verb K3J which

follows (cf. ver. 2) designates him still further as a conqueror

of nations; the verb construed with an accusative is used

here, as is very frequently the case, in the sense of hostile

attack. The word Sdgdn, which is met with first in Ezekiel

—

apart, that is to say, from the passage before us—may have

owed its meaning in the Hebrew vocabulary to its similarity

in sound to sokhen (ch. xxii. 15) ; at any rate, it is no doubt a

Persian word, which became naturalized in the Hebrew (fojYo-

j^9 in Athenseus, and Neo-Pers. sichne, a governor : see Ges.

Thes.), though this comparison is by no means so certain^ as

' Windischmann, Zoroastrische Sludien, pp. 134, 135.

^ Spiegel has the following remarks upon the subject : There is tut very
little probability in the etymologies -which can be suggested for the word
s&gan through the help of the old Persian. The new Persian shihne cannot
be traced beyond Neo-Persian, and even there it is somewhat suspicious on

account of the _ which it contains, and which is not Persian. The only
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that <TaTpcm7}<; is the same as the Ksatrapdvan of the inscrip-

tions, i.e. protector of the kingdom.-^ Without at all overlook-

ing the fact that this word s'gdnlm, so far as it can really be

supposed to be a Persian word, favours the later composition

of this portion of the book of Isaiah, we cannot admit that it

has any decisive weight, inasmuch as the Persian word pardes

occurs even in the Song of Solomon. And the indications

which might be found in the word s'gdnim unfavourable to

Isaiah's authorship are abundantly counterbalanced by what

immediately follows.

As ver. 25 points back to the first charge against the heathen

and their gods (vers. 2-7), so vers. 26-28 point back to the

second. Not only did Jehovah manifest Himself as the Uni-

versal Euler in the waking up of Cyrus, but as the Omniscient

Euler also. Vers. 26-28. " Who hath made it known from the

beginning, we ivill acknowledge it, and from former time, we will

say He is in the right ? ! Yea, there was none that made known

;

yea, none that caused to hear ; yea, none that heard your words.

,

As the first I said to Zion, Behold, behold, there it is : and I
bestow evangelists upon Jerusalem. And I looked, and there was

no man ; and of these there was no one answering whom I could

ask, and who would give me an answer." If any one of the

heathen deities had foretold this appearance of Cyrus so long

before as at the very commencement of that course of history

real Persian word to which I could think of tracing it is shahr, a city (old

Bactrian Ichshathra, or shoitlira, a place of abode) ; or it might possibly have

sprung from shoiihraka, a supposititious word, in the sense of governor of

a district, but with the r changed into n (a change which only occurs in

Huzvaresh) and the JJ> into _. There are also difficulties in the compari-

son of the old Bactrian ganh, to say or express solemnly. An adjective

ganhana (expressing, commanding), formed from this verb, would be pro-

nounced gdhdna or even gana in old Persian ; and from this Sdgdn would

have to be obtained, so that we should still want the n to take the place of

the Gfimel. At the same time, there is a still harsher form of the root ganh

in the Gatha dialect, namely gak (not the same as the Sanskrit gak, to be

strong, as Haug supposes), from which the Neo-Persian sachan, sachun, a

word, is derived; so that it appears to have been also current in old

Persian. Accordingly, the form gakdna may also have been used in the

place of ganhana, and this might suit in some degree for sagan.

^ See H. Eawlinson, Asiatic Journal, xi. 1, p. 116 ss. ; and Spiegel, Keil^

inschriften, p. 194.
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which had thus reached its goal, Jehovah with His people,

being thus taught by experience, would admit and acknow-

ledge their divinity. E'Nip is used in the same sense as in

ch. xlviii. 16 : and also in ch. xli. 4 and xl. 21, where it refers,

according to the context in each case, to the beginning of the

particular line of history. P'''=!S signifies either " he is right," i.e.

in the right (compare the Arabic siddik, genuine), or in a neuter

sense, " it is right" (= true), i.e. the claim to divine honours is

really founded upon divine performances. But there was not

one who had proclaimed it, or who gave a single sound of him-

self ; no one had heard anything of the kind from them. T^*

receives a retrospective character from the connection ; and

bearing this in mind, the participles may be also resolved into

imperfects. The repeated ^K, passing beyond what is set down

as possible, declares the reality of the very opposite. What
Jehovah thus proves the idols to want, He can lay claim to for

Himself. In ver. 27 we need not assume that there is any

hyperbaton, as Louis de Dieu, Eosenmiiller, and others have

done : " I first will give to Zion and Jerusalem one bringing

glad tidings : behold, behold them." After what has gone

before in ver. 26 we may easily supply ''i?"]?'*, " I said," in ver.

27a (compare ch. viii. 19, xiv. 16, xxvii. 2), not "IDM, for the

whole comparison drawn by Jehovah between Himself and the

idols is retrospective, and looks back from the fulfilment in

progress to the prophecies relating to it. The only reply that

we can look for to the question in ver. 26 is not, "I on the

contrary do it," but " I did it." At the same time, the render-

ing is a correct one :
" Behold, behold them" (ilia ; for the

neuter use of the masculine, compare ch. xlviii. 3, xxxviii. 16,

xlv. 8). " As the first," Jehovah replies {i.e. without any one

anticipating me), " have I spoken to Zion : behold, behold, there

it is," pointing with the finger of prophecy to the coming sal-

vation, which is here regarded as present ; " and I gave to

Jerusalem messengers of joy;" i.e. long ago, before what is

now approaching could be known by any one, I foretold to my
church, through the medium of prophets, the glad tidings of

the deliverance from Babylon. If the author of ch. xl.-lxvi.

were a prophet of the captivity, his reference here would be

to such prophecies as Isa. xi. 11 (where Shinar is mentioned

as a land of dispersion), and more especially still Mic. iv. 10,
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" There in Babylon wilt thou be delivered, there will Jehovah

redeem thee out of the hand of thine enemies ;" but if Isaiah

were the author, he is looking back from the ideal standpoint

of the time of the captivity, and of Cyrus more especially, to

his own prophecies before the captivity (such as ch. xiii, l-xiv.

23, and xxi. 1-10), just as Ezekiel, when prophesying of Gog
and Magog, looks back in ch. xxxviii. 17 from the ideal stand-

point of this remote future, more especially to his own prophe-

cies in relation to it. In that case the in^bhasser, or evangelist,

more especially referred to is the prophet himself (Grotius

and Stier), namely, as being the foreteller of those prophets to

whom the commission in ch. xl. 1, " Comfort ye, comfort ye,"

is addressed, and who are greeted in ch. lii. 7, 8 as the bearers

'

of the joyful news of the existing fulfilment of the deliverance

that has appeared, and therefore as the m"b7iasser or evangelist

of the future dnrao. In any case, it follows from vers.

26, 27 that the overthrow of Babylon and the redemption of

Israel had long before been proclaimed by Jehovah through

His prophets ; and if our exposition is , correct so far, tho

futures in ver. 28 are to be taken as imperfects : And I looked

round (><1*?'!, a voluntative in the hypothetical protasis, Ges.

§ 128, 2), and there was no one (who announced anything of

the kind) ; and of these (the idols) there was nG| adviser (with

regard to the future. Num. xxiv. 14), and none whom I could

ask, and who answered me (the questioner). Consequently,

just as the raising up of Cyrus proclaimed the sole omnipotence

of Jehovah, so did the faot that the deliverance of Zion-

Jerusalem, for which the raising up of Cyrus prepared the

way, had been predicted by Him long before, proclaim His

sole omniscience.

This closing declaration of Jehovah terminates with similar

words of wrath and contempt to those with which the judicial

process ended in ver. 24. Ver. 29. " See them all, vanity

;

nothingness are their productions, toind and desolation their

molten images." ^\!'''^V^ are not the works of the idols, but, as

the parallel shows, the productions (plural, as in Ezek. vi. 6, Jer.

i. 16) of the idolaters,—in other words, the idols themselves,

—

a parallel expression to QH"??^ (from ^W, as in ch. xlviii. 5 =
massekhdh, ch. xlii. 17). DSN pN is an emotional asyndeton

(Ges. § 155, 1, «). The address is thus rounded off by return-
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ing to the idolaters, with whom it first started. The first part,

vers. 1-24, contains the judicial pleadings ; the second part,

vers. 25 sqq., recapitulates the evidence and the verdict.

THIRD PROPHECY.—Chap. xui. I-xlhi. 13.

THE MEDIATOR OF ISRAEL AND SAVIOUR OF THE GENTILES.

The Mn (behold) in ch. xli. 29 is now followed by a second

hen. With the former, Jehovah pronounced sentence upon the

idolaters and their idols ; with the latter. He introduces His
" servant." In ch. xli. 8 this epithet was applied to the nation,

which had been chosen as the servant and for the service of

Jehovah. But the servant of Jehovah who is presented to us

here is distinct from Israel, and has so strong an individuality

and such marked personal features, that the expression cannot

possibly be merely a personified collective. Nor can the prophet

himself be intended ; for what is here affirmed of this servant

of Jehovah goes infinitely beyond anything to which a prophet

was ever called, or of which a man was ever capable. It must
therefore be the future Christ ; and this is the view taken in

the Targum, where the translation of our prophecy commences
thus :

" Hd' 'abhdi APshichd\" Still there must be a connection

between the national sense, in which the expression " servant

of Jehovah " was used in ch. xli. 8, and the personal sense in

which it is used here. The coming Saviour is not depicted as

the Son of David, as in ch. vii.-xii., and elsewhere, but appears

as the embodied idea of Israel, i.e. as its truth and reality

embodied in one person. The idea of " the servant of Jehovah "

assumed, to speak figuratively, the form of a pyramid. The
base was Israel as a whole ; the central section was that Israel,

which was not merely Israel according to the flesh, but accord-

ing to the spirit also ; the apex is the person of the Mediator of

salvation springing out of Israel. And the last of the three is

regarded (1) as the centre of the circle of the promised king-

dom—the second David; (2) the centre of the circle of the

people of salvation—the second Israel; (3) the centre of the
circle of the human race—the second Adam. Throughout the

whole of these prophecies in ch. xl.—Ixvi. the knowledge of

salvation is still in its second stage, and about to pass into the
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third. Israel's true nature as a servant of God, which had its

roots in the election and calling of Jehovah, and manifested

itself in conduct and action in harmony with this calling, is

all concentrated in Him, the One, as its ripest fruit. The
gracious purposes of God towards the whole human race, which

were manifested even in the election of Israel, are brought by
Him to their full completion. Whilst judgments are inflicted

upon the heathen by the oppressor of the nations, and display

the nothingness of idolatry, the servant of Jehovah brings to

them in a peaceful way the greatest of all blessings. Ver. 1.

" Behold my servant, whom I uphold ; mine elect, whom my soul

loveth : I have laid my Spirit upon Him ; He will bring out right

to the Gentiles^ "We must not render the first clause "by
whom I hold." Tdmakh b' means to lay firm hold of and keep

upright (sustinere). ''^S?
'^0^7t (^'^PP^y i^ °^ ^^^5 '^^^ xxxiii. 26)

is an attributive clause. The amplified subject extends as far

as naphshi ; then follows the predicate : I have endowed Him
with my Spirit, and by virtue of this Spirit He will carry out

mishpdt, i.e. absolute and therefore divine right, beyond the

circle in which He Himself is to be found, even far away to the

Gentiles. Mishpdt is the term employed here to denote true

religion regarded on its practical side, as the rule and authority

for life in all its relations, i.e. religion as the law of life, vofi6<}.

The prophet then proceeds to describe how the servant of

Jehovah will manifest Himself in the world outside Israel by

the promulgation of this right. Ver. 2. " He ivill not cry, nor

lift up, nor cause to he heard in the street, His voice." " His

voice " is the object of " lift up," as well as " cause to be heard."

With our existing division of the verse, it must at least be sup-

plied in thought. Although he is certain of His divine caU,

and brings to the nations the highest and best, His manner of

appearing is nevertheless quiet, gentle, and humble ; the very

opposite of those lying teachers, who endeavoured to exalt

themselves by noisy demonstrations. He does not seek His

own, and therefore denies Himself ; He brings what commends

itself, and therefore requires no forced trumpeting.

With this unassuming appearance there is associated a

tender pastoral care. Ver. 3. " A bruised reed He does not

break, and a glimmering wick He does not put out : according to

truth He brings out right." " Bruised
:
" rdtsuts signifies here,
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as ia ch. xxxvi. 6, what is cracked, and therefore half-broken

already. Glimmering : keheh (a form indicative of defects,

like I?.?')) that which is burning feebly, and very nearly ex-

tinguished. Tertullian understands by the " bruised reed

"

{arundinem contusam) the faith of Israel, and by the " glim-

mering wick" (linum ardens) the momentary zeal of the

Gentiles. But the words hardly admit of this distinction ; the

reference is rather a general one, to those whose inner and outer

life is only hanging by a slender thread. In the statement

that in such a case as this He does not completely break or ex-

tinguish, there is more implied than is really expressed. Not
only will He not destroy the life that is dying out, but He will

actually save it ; His course is not to destroy, but to save. If

we explain the words that follow as meaning, " He will carry

out right to truth," i.e. to its fullest efficacy and permanence

(LXX. 6t? aXrjBeMv ; instead of which we find et's vIkoi, " unto

victory," in Matt. xii. 20,^ as if the reading were nsjp^ as in

Hab. i. 4), the connection between the first and last clauses of

ver. 3 is a very loose one. It becomes much closer if we take

the h as indicating the standard, as in ch. xi. 3 and xxxii. 1,

and adopt the rendering " according to truth " (Hitzig and
Knobel). It is on its subjective and practical side that truth

is referred to here, viz. as denoting such a knowledge, and
acknowledgment of the true facts in the complicated affairs of

men, as will promote both equity and kindness.

The figures in ver. 3a now lead to the thought that the

servant of God will never be extinguished or become broken

Himself. Ver. 4. " He loill not become faint or broken, till He
establish light upon earth, and the islands wait for His instruc-

tion." As nna* (become faint) points back to nna nDB'S (the

faint or glimmering wick), so pi; must point back to ps"i njp

(the bruised or broken reed) ; it cannot therefore be derived

from pT (to run) in the sense of " He will not be rash or impe-
tuous, but execute His calling with wise moderation," as Heng-
stenberg supposes, but as in Eccles. xii. 6, from f-?";

= }''i*^ (Ges.

§ 67, Anm. 9), in the neuter sense of infringetur (will break).

His zeal will not be extinguished, nor will anything break His
strength, till He shall have secured for right a firm standing on
the earth (CB'*^ is a fut. ex. so far as the meaning is concerned,
^ "^d victoriam enim x.pi(iiv perducit qui ad veritaiem perducit.''^—Anger.
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like ysy in cli. x. 12). The question arises now, whether what

follows is also governed by IJ?, in the sense of " and until the

islands shall have believed his instruction," as Hitzig supposes

;

or whether it is an independent sentence, as rendered by the

XiXX. and in Matt. xii. 21. We prefer the latter, both

because of ch. li. 5, and also because, although 'n laip pn^ may
certainly mean to exercise a believing confidence in the word

of God (Ps. cxix. 74, 81), inninp ?n^ can only mean "to wait

with longing for a person's instruction" (Job xsix. 23), and

especially in this case, where no thought is more naturally sug-

gested, than that the messenger to the Gentile world will be

welcomed by a consciousness of need already existing in the

heathen world itself. There is a gratia prceparans at work in

the Gentile world, as these prophecies all presuppose, in perfect

harmony with the Gospel of John, with which they have so

much affinity; and it is an actual fact, that the cry for redemp-

tion runs through the whole human race, i.e. an earnest longing,

the ultimate object of which, however unconsciously, is the ser-

vant of Jehovah and his instruction from Zion (ch. ii. 3),—in

other words, the gospel.

The words of Jehovah are now addressed to His servant

himself. He has not only an exalted vocation, answering to

the infinite exaltation of Him from whom he has received his

call ; but by virtue of the infinite might of the caller, he may
be well assured that he will never be wanting in power to.

execute his calling. Vers. 5-7. " Thus saith God, Jeliovah,.

who created the heavens, and stretched them out; who spread the'

earth, and its productions ; who gave the spirit of life to the people-

upon it, and the breath of life to them that walk upon it : J,

Jeliovah, I have called thee in righteousness, and grasped thy-

hand; and I keep thee, and make thee the covenant of the people,,

the light of the Gentiles, to open blind eyes, to bring out prisoners,

out of the prison, them that sit in darkness out of the prison^-

house." The perfect 'dmar is to be explained on the ground'

that the words of God, as compared with the prophecy which

announces them, are always the earlier of the two. ?<^n (the

absolutely Mighty) is an anticipatory apposition to Jehovah

(Ges. § 113**). The attributive participles we have resolved

into perfects, because the three first at least declare facts of

creation, which have occurred once for all. DniDii is not to be

VOL. II. M
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regarded as a plural, after ch. liv. 5 and Job xxxv. 10 ; but as

Niia precedes it, we may take it as a singular with an original

quiescent Yod, after ch. v. 12, xxii. 11, xxvi. 12 (cf. vol. i. p. 108).

On Vt^ (construct of ViPP), see ch. xl. 19. The 1 of n'-N^NSI (a

word found both in Job and Isaiah, used here in its most direct

sense, to signify the vegetable world) must be taken in accord-

ance with the sense, as the Vav of appurtenance; since J/pl

may be affirmed of the globe itself, but not of the vegetable

productions upon it (cf. Gen. iv. 20 ; Judg. vi. 5 ; 2 Chron.

ii. 3). N^slidmdh and ruach are epithets applied to the divine

principle of life in all created corporeal beings, or, what is the

same thing, in all beings with living souls. At the same time,

n'shdmdh is an epithet restricted to the self-conscious spirit of

man, which gives him his personality (Psyclwl. p. 76, etc.)
;

whereas ruSch is applied not only to the human spirit, but to

the spirit of the beast as well. Accordingly, DP signifies the

human race, as in ch. xl. 7. What is it, then, that Jehovah,

the Author of all being and all life, the Creator of the heaven

and the earth, says to His servant here ? "I Jehovah have

called thee ' in righteousness' " (hHsedeq : cf. ch. xlv. 13, where

Jehovah also says of Cyrus, " I have raised him up in right-

eousness"). p'lS, derived from PIV, to be rigid, straight, denotes

the observance of a fixed rule. The righteousness of God is

the stringency with which He acts, in accordance with the will

of His holiness. This will of holiness is, so far as the human
race is concerned, and apart from the counsels of salvation, a

will of wrath ; but from the standpoint of these counsels it is

a wiU of love, which is only changed into a will of wrath

towards those who despise the grace thus offered to them.

Accordingly, tsedeq denotes the action of God in accordance

with His purposes of love and the plan of salvation. It sig-

nifies just the same as what we should call in New Testament

phraseology the holy love of God, which, because it is a JioI>/

love, has wrath against its despisers as its obverse side, but

which acts towards men not according to the law of works,

but according to the law of grace. The word has this evan-

gelical sense here, where Jehovah says of the Mediator of His
counsels of love, that He has called Him in strict adherence to

the will of His love, which will show mercy as right, but at

the same time will manifest a right of double severity towards
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tliose who scornfully repel the offered mercy. That He had

been called in righteousness, is attested to the servant of Je-

hovah by the fact that Jehovah has taken Him by the hand
(ptHKI contracted after the manner of a future of sequence),

and guards Him, and appoints Him DJi3 lit<? DV ITinap. These

words are a decisive proof that the idea of the expression

" servant of Jehovah" has been elevated in ch. xlii. 1 sqq., as

compared with ch. xli. 8, from the national base to the personal

apex. Adherence to the national sense necessarily compels a

resort to artifices which carry their own condemnation, such as

that ay n''^3 signifies the " covenant nation," as Hitzig sup-

poses, or " the mediating nation," as Ewald maintains, whereas

either of these would require n''"i3 DJ? ; or " national covenant"

(Knobel), in support of which we are referred, though quite

inconclusively, to Dan. xi. 28, where ti^P fTina does not mean
the covenant of the patriots among themselves, but the cove-

nant religion, with its distinctive sign, circumcision ; or even

that DJ? is collective, and equivalent to D''Dy (Rosenmiiller),

whereas CiJ? and D^U, when standing side by side, as they do

here, can only mean Israel and the Gentiles ; and so far as the

passage before us is concerned, this is put beyond all doubt by

ch. xlix. 8 (cf. ver. 6). An unprejudiced commentator must

admit that the " servant of Jehovah" is pointed out here, as

He in whom and through whom Jehovah concludes a new
covenant with His people, in the place of the old covenant

that was broken,—namely, the covenant promised in ch. liv. 10,

Ixi. 8, Jer. xxxi. 31-34, Ezek. xvi. 60 sqq. The mediator of

this covenant with Israel cannot be Israel itself, not even the

true Israel, as distinguished from the mass (where do we read

anything of this kind 1) ; on the contrary, the remnant left

after the sweeping away of the mass is the object of this cove-

nant.^ Nor can the expression refer to the prophets as a body,

or, in fact, have any collective meaning at all : the form of the

1 This is equally applicable to V. F. Oehler (Der Knecht Jehova^s iin

Deuterojesaia, 2 Theile, 1865), who takes the " servant of Jehovah'' as

far as ch. lii. 14 in a national sense, and supposes " the transition from

the 'servant' as a collective noun, to the 'servant' as an individual," to be

effected there ; whereas two younger theologians, E. Schmutz (ie Serviteur

de Jehova, 1858) and Ferd. Philippi (Die bibl. Lehre vom Knechte Gottes,

1864), admit that the individualizing commences as early asch. xlii. 1,
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word, which is so strongly personal, is in itself opposed to this.

It cannot, in fact, denote any other than that Prophet who ia

more than a prophet, namely, Malachi's " Messenger of the

covenant" (ch. iii. 1). Amongst those who suppose that the

" servant of Jehovah" is either Israel, regarded in the light of

its prophetic calling, or the prophets as a body, Umbreit at any

rate is obliged to admit that this collective body is looked at

here in the ideal unity of one single Messianic personality ; and

he adds, that " in the holy countenance of this prophet, which

shines forth as the ideal of future realization, we discern

exactly the loved features of Him to whom all prophecy points,

and who saw Himself therein." This is very beautiful ; but

why this roundabout course ? Let us bear in mind, that the

servant of Jehovah appears here not only as one who is the

medium of a covenant to the nation, and of light to the Gen-

tiles, but as being himself the people's covenant and heathen's

light, inasmuch as in his own person he is the band of a new
fellowship between Israel and Jehovah, and becomes in his own
person the light which illumines the dark heathen world. This

is surely more than could be affirmed of any prophet, even of

Isaiah or Jeremiah. Hence the " servant of Jehovah" must
be that one Person who was the goal and culminating point

to which, from the very first, the history of Israel was ever

pressing on ; that One who throws into the shade not only all

that prophets did before, but all that had been ever done by
Israel's priests or kings ; that One who arose out of Israel, for

Israel and the whole human race, and who stood in the same
relation not only to tlie wider circle of the whole nation, but
also to the inner circle of the best and noblest within it, as the

heart to the body which it animates, or the head to the body
over which it rules. All that Cyrus did, was simply to throw
the idolatrous nations into a state of alarm, and set the exiles

free. But the Servant of Jehovah opens blind eyes ; and
therefore the deliverance which He brings is not only redemp-
tion from bodily captivity, but from spiritual bondage also.

He leads His people (cf. ch. xlix. 8, 9), and the Gentiles also,

out of night into light ; He is the Eedeem-er of all that need
redemption and desire salvation.

Jehovah pledges His name and honour that this work of

the Servant of Jehovah will be carried into effect. Ver. 8. " 1
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am Jehovah; that is my name, and my glory I give not to another,

nor my renown to idols'' That is His name, which affirms how
truly He stands alone in His nature, and recals to mind the

manifestations of His life, His power, and His grace from the

very earliest times (cf. Ex. iii. 15). He to whom this name
belongs cannot permit the honour due to Him to be perma-

nently transferred to sham gods. He has therefore made pre-

parations for putting an end to idolatry. Gyrus does this

provisionally by the tempestuous force of arms ; and the Ser-

vant of Jehovah completes it by the spiritual force of His

simple word, and of His gentle, unselfish love.

First the overthrow of idolatry, then the restoration of

Israel and conversion of the Gentiles : this is the double work

of Jehovah's zeal which is already in progress. Ver. 9. " The

first, behold, is come to pass, and new things am I proclaiming

;

before it springs vp, I let you hear it." The " first " is the rise

of Cyrus, and the agitation of the nations which it occasioned,

—events which not only formed the starting-point of the pro-

phecy in these addresses, whether tlie captivity was the pro-

phet's historical or ideal standpoint, but which had no less

force in themselves, as the connection between the first and

second halves of the verse before us imply, as events both

foreknown and distinctly foretold by Jehovah. The " new

things " wiiich Jehovah now foretells before their visible deve-

lopment (ch. xliii. 19), are the restoration of Israel, for which

the defeat of their oppressors prepares the way, and the con-

version of the heathen, to which an impulse is given by the

fact that God thus glorifies Himself in His people.

The prediction of these " new things,'' which now follows,

looks away from all human mediation. They are manifestly

the work of Jehovah Himself, and consist primarily in the

subjugation of His enemies, who are holding His people in

captivity. Vers. 10-13. " Sing ye to Jehovah a new song,

Sis praise from the end of the earth, ye navigators of the sea,

and its fulness ; ye islands, and their inhabitants. Let the

desert and the cities tliereof strike up, the villages that Kedar

doth inhabit ; the inhabitants of the rock-city may rejoice, shout

from the summits of the mountains. Let them give glory to

Jehovah, and proclaim His praise in the islands. Jehovah, like

a hero uill He go forth, kindle jealousy like a man of war ; He
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^vill break forth into a war-ay, a yelling war-cry^ prove Hwuelf

a hero upon His enemies." The "new things" furnish the

impulse and materials of " a new song," such as had never

been heard in the heathen world before. This whole group of

verses is like a variation of ch. xxiv. 14, 15. Tiie standing-

place, whence the summons is uttered, is apparently Ezion-

geher, at the head of the Elanitic Gulf, that seaport town

from which in the time of the kings the news of the nations

reached the Holy Land through the extensive commerce of

Israel. From this point the eye stretches to the utmost circle

of the earth, and then returns from the point where it meets

with those who " go down to the sea," i.e. who navigate the

ocean which lies lower than the solid ground. These are to

sing, and everything that lives and moves in the sea is to join

in the sailors' song. The islands and coast lands, that are

washed by the sea, are likewise to sing together with their

inhabitants. After the summons has drawn these into the net

of the song of praise, it moves into the heart of the land. The
desert and its cities are to lift up (viz. " their voice "), the

villages which Kedar inhabits. The reference to Seld , the

rock-city of Edomitish Nabatsea, which is also mentioned in

ch. xvi. 1 (the Wadi Musa, which is still celebrated for its

splendid ruins), shows by way of example what cities arc in-

tended. Their inhabitants are to ascend the steep mountains

by which the city is surrounded, and to raise a joyful crv

{yitsvdchu, to cry out with a loud noise ; cf. ch. xxiv. 11).

Along with the inhabitants of cities, the stationary Arabs, who
are still called Hadariye in distinction from Wahariye, the

Arabs of the tents, are also summoned ; hadar (chdtser) is a

fixed abode, in contrast to ledu, the steppe, where the tents are

pitched for a short time, now in one place and now in another.

In ver. 12 the summons becomes more general. The subject

is the heathen universally and in everj' place ; they are to give

Jehovah the glory (Ps. Ixvi. 2), and declare His praise upon
the islands, i.e. to the remotest ends of the whole world of

nations. In ver. 13 there follows the reason for this summons
and the theme of the new song in honour of the God of Israel,

viz. His victory over His enemies, the enemies of His people.

The description is anthropomorphically dazzling and bold, such
as the self-assurance and vividness of the Israelitish idea of
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God permitted, without any danger of misunderstanding.

Jehovah goes out into the conflict like a hero; and like a "man
of war," i,e. like one who has already fought many battles, and

is therefore ready for war, and well versed in warfare, He stirs

up jealousy (see at ch. ix. 6). His jealousy has slumbered as

it were for a long time, as if smouldering under the ashes ; but

now He stirs it up, i.e. makes it burn up into a bright flame.

Going forward to the attack, y"]', " He breaks out into a cry,"

D''1Vri??, " yea, a yelling cry " (kal Zeph. i. 14, to cry with a

yell; hipkil, to utter a yelling cry). In the words, "He wiU

show Himself as a hero upon His enemies," we see Him already

engaged in the battle itself, in which He proves Himself to

possess the strength and boldness of a hero (liiiligabhar only

occurs again in the book of Job). The overthrow which

heathenism here suffers at the hand of Jehovah is, according

to our prophet's view, the final and decisive one. The re-

demption of Israel, which is thus about to appear, is redemption

from the punishment of captivity, and at the same time from

all the troubles that arise from sin. The period following the

captivity and the New Testament times here fioW into one.

The period of punishment has now lasted sufficiently long
;

it is time for Jehovah to bring forth the salvation of His

people. Ver. 14. " I have been silent eternally long, was still,

restrained myself ; like a travailing woman, I now breathe again,

snort and snuff together" The standpoint of these prophecies

has the larger haK of the captivity behind it. It has already

lasted a long time, though only for several decades ; but in the

estimation of Jehovah, with His love to His people, this time of

long-suffering towards their oppressors is already an "eternity"

(see ch. Ivii. 11, Iviii. 12, Ixi. 4, Ixiii. 18, 19, Ixiv. 4, cf. vers.

10, 11). He has kept silence, has still forcibly restrained

Himself, just as Joseph is said to have done to prevent himself

from breaking out into tears (Gen. xliii. 31). Love impelled

Him to redeem His people ; but justice was still obliged to pro-

ceed with punishment.

Three real futures now take the place of imperfects regu-

lated by '^'^y^^}}.. They are not to be understood as denoting

the violent breathing and snorting of a hero, burning with

rage and thirsting for battle (Knobel) ; nor is DE'N to be derived

from DOK*, as Hitzig supposes, through a mistaken comparison
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of Ezek. xxxvi. 3, though the latter does not mean to

waste, but to be waste (see Hitzig on Ezek. xxxvi. 3). G

true derivation is from D'^J, related to ^h ^^h ^p- To

figure of a hero there is now added that of a travailing womi

nva is short breathing (with the glottis closed) ;
QK'i the snc

ing of violent inspiration and expiration ;
^i<^ the earn

longing for deliverance pressing upon the burden in the won

and in^ expresses the combination of all these several strainii

of the breath, which are associated with the so-called labo

pains. Some great thing, with which Jehovah has, as it ws

long been pregnant, is now about to be born.

The delivery takes place, and the whole world of nati

undergoes a metamorphosis, which is subservient to the gr

work of the future. Ver. 15. " I make waste mountains c

hills, and all their herbage I dry up, and change streams i

islands, and lakes I dry up" Here is another example

Isaiah's favourite palindromy, as Nitzsch calls this return tc

word that has been used before, or linking on the close o\

period to its commencement (see p. 134). Jehovah's panting

labour is His almighty fiery breath, which turns mountains a

hills into heaps of ruins, scorches up the vegetation, conden

streams into islands, and dries up the lakes ; that is to s

turns the strange land, in which Israel has been held capti

into a desert, and at the same time removes all the hindran

to His people's return, thus changing the present condition

the world into one of the very opposite kind, which displi

His righteousness in wrath and love.

The great thing which is brought to pass by means of t

catastrophe is the redemption of His people. Ver. 16. " A
I lead the blind by a way that they know not ; by steps that t

know not, I make them walk : I turn dark space before them i

light, and rugged places into a plain. Tliese are the things t

I caivy out, and do not leave." The " blind " are those v

have been deprived of sight by their sin, and the consequ
punishment. The unknown ways in which Jehovah le

tliem, are the ways of deliverance, which are known to B
alone, but. which have now been made manifest in the fub
of time. The " dark space " (machshdk) is their existing st

of hopeless misery; the "rugged places" (md ciqasshlm)
hindrances that met them, and dangers that threatened th
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on all sides in the foreign land. The mercy of Jehovah adopts

the blind, lights up the darkness, and clears every obstacle

away. " These are tJie things " (liadd'bhdnm) : this refers to

the particulars already sketched out of the double manifestation

of Jehovah in judgment and in mercy. The perfects of the

attributive clause are perfects of certainty.

In connection with this, the following verse declares what

effect this double manifestation will produce among the heathen.

Ver. 17. " They fall bach, are put deeply to shame, that trust in

molten images, that say to the molten image, Thou art our God''

Bosheth takes the place of an inf. intens. ; cf. Hab. iii. 9.

Jehovah's glorious acts of judgment and salvation unmask the

false gods, to the utter confusion of their worshippers. And
whilst in this way the false religions fall, the redemption of Israel

becomes at the same time the redemption of the heathen. The
first half of this third prophecy is here brought to a close.

The thought which connects the second half with the first

is to be found in the expression in ver. 16, "I will bring the

blind by a way." It is the blind whom Jehovah will lead into

the light of liberty, the blind who bring upon themselves not

only His compassion, but also His displeasure ; for it is their

own fault that they do not see. And to them is addressed the

summons, to free themselves from the ban which is resting

upon them. Ver. 18. " Ye deaf, hear ; and ye blind, look up,

that ye may see." ^^''a'nnn and C^Wn (this is the proper pointing,

according to the codd. and the Masora^) are vocatives. The

relation in which tO'an and HNT stand to one another is that of
• • T T

design and accomplishment (ch. Ixiii. 15, Job xxxv. 5, 2 Kings

iii. 14, etc.) ; and they are used interchangeably with 1''J''J? ni^a

and HKi (e.g. 2 Kings xix. 16), which also stand in the same

relation of design and result.

The next verse states who these self-willed deaf and blind

are, and how necessary this arousing was. Ver. 19. " Who is

blind, but my servant ? and deaf, as my messenger whom I send f

who blind as the confidant of God, and blind as the servant of

Jehovah ?" The first double question implies that Jehovah's

servant and messenger is blind and deaf in a singular and un-

1 The Masora observes expressly pnnsi pISI ["DD ^3, omnes cieci

raphati et pathacMti ; but our editions have both here and in 2 Sam. v. 6, 8,
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paralleled way. The words are repeated, the questioner dwell-

ing upon the one predicate 'wver, "blind," in which every-

thing is affirmed, and, according to Isaiah's favourite custom,

returning palindromically to the opening expression "servant

of Jehovah" (cf. ch. xl. 19, xlii. 15, and many other passages).

dW'p does not mean " the perfect one," as Vitringa renders it,

nor " the paid, i.e. purchased one," as Rosenmiiller supposes,

but one allied in peace and friendship, the confidant of God.

It is the passive of the Arabic muslim, one who trusts iu God
(compare the Iiophal in Job v. 23). It is impossible to read

the expression, "My messenger whom I send," without thinking

of ch. xlii. 1 sqq., where the "servant of Jehovah" is repre-

sented as a messenger to the heathen. (Jerome is wrong in

following the Jewish commentators, and adopting the render-

ing, ad quern nuntios meos misi.) With this similarity both of

name and calling, there must be a connection between the

" servant" mentioned here, and the "servant" referred to there.

Now the " servant of Jehovah" is always Israel. But since

Israel might be regarded either according to the character of

the overwhelming majority of its members (the mass), who
had forgotten their calling, or according to the character of

those living members who had remained true to their calling,

and constituted the kernel, or as concentrated in that one

Person who is the essence of Israel in the fullest truth and
highest potency, statements of the most opposite kind could

be made with respect to this one homonymous subject. In ch.

xli. 8 sqq. the "servant of Jehovah" is caressed and com-
forted, inasmuch as there the true Israel, which deserved and
needed consolation, is addressed, without regard to the mass
who had forgotten their calling. In ch. xlii. 1 sqq. that One
person is referred to, who is, as it were, the centre of this inner

circle of Israel, and the head upon the body of Israel. And iu

the passage before us, the idea is carried from this its highest

point back again to its lowest basis; and the servant of Jehovah
is blamed and reproved for the harsh contrast between its

actual conduct and its divine calling, between the reality and
the idea. As we proceed, we shall meet again with the " ser-

vant of Jehovah" in the same systole and diastole. The ex-

pression covers two concentric circles, and their one centre.

The inner circle of the " Israel according to the Spirit" forms
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the connecting link between Israel in its widest sense, and

Israel in , a personal sense. Here indeed Israel is severely

blamed as incapable, and .unworthy of fulfilling its sacred

calling ; but the expression " whom I send " nevertheless

affirms that it will fulfil it,—namely, in the person of the ser-

vant of Jehovah, and in all those members of the " servant of

Jehovah" in a national sense, who long for deliverance from

the ban and bonds of the present state of punishment (see ch.

xxix. 18). For it is really the mission of Israel to be the

medium of salvation and blessing to the nations ; and this is

fulfilled by the servant of Jehovah, who proceeds from Israel,

and takes his place at the head of Israel. And as the history

of the fulfilment shows, when the foundation for the accom-

plishment of this mission had been laid by the servant of

Jehovah in person, it was carried on by the servant of Jehovah

in a national sense ; for the Lord became " a covenant of the

people" through His own preaching and that of His apostles.

But " a light of the Gentiles" He became purely and simply

through the apostles, who represented the true and believing

Israel.

The reproof, which affects Israel a potiori, now proceeds

still further, as follows. Vers. 20-22. " Thou hast seen much,

and yet heepest not; opening the ears, he yet doth not hear.

Jehovah was pleased for His righteousness' sake : He gave a

thorah great and glorious. And yet it is a people robbed and

plundered; fastened in holes all of them, and they are hidden in

prison-houses : they have become booty, loithout deliverers ; a

spoil, without any one saying. Give it up again ! " In ver. 20

"thou" and "he" alternate, like "they" and "ye" in ch. i.

29, and " I" and " he" in ch. xiv. 30. "''«<;, which points back

to the past, is to be preserved. The reading of the keri is nisn

(inf. abs. like nSnf, ch. xxii. 13, and nnjj, Hab. iii. 13), which

makes the two half-verses uniform. Israel has had many and

great things to see, but without keeping the admonitions they

contained ; opening its ears, namely to the earnestness of the

preaching, it hears, and yet does not hear, i.e. it only hears

outwardly, but without taking it into itself. Ver. 21 shows us

to what ver. 20 chiefly refers. K?" is followed here by the

future instead of by Lamed with an infinitive, just as in ch. liiL

10 it is followed by the perfect (Ges. § 142, 3, b). Jehovah
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was pleased for His righteousness' sake (which is mentioned

here, not as that which recompenses for works of the law, but

as that which bestows mercy according to His purpose, His

promise, and the plan of salvation) to make thordh, i.e. the

direction, instruction, revelation which He gave to His people,

great and glorious. The reference is primarily and chiefly to

the Sinaitic law, and the verbs relate not to the solemnity of

the promulgation, but to the riches and exalted character of the

contents. But what a glaring contrast did the existing condi-

tion of Israel present to these manifestations and purposes of

mercy on the part of its God ! The intervening thought ex-

pressed by Hosea (Hos. viii. 125), viz. that this condition was

the punishment of unfaithfulness, may easily be supplied. The
inf. abs. nsn is introduced to give life to the picture, as in ch.

xxii. 13. Hahn renders it, "They pant {liipldl of pMcli) in

the holes all of them," but kulldm (all of them) must be the

accusative of the object ; so that the true meaning is, " They
have fastened (liiphil of fdcliacli) all of them," etc. (Ges. § 131,

4, 6). Schegg adopts the rendering, " All his youths fall into

traps," which is wrong in two respects ; for hac'lmnm is the

plural of cliitr (ch. xi. 8), and it is parallel to the double plural

^''^?r' ''??, houses of custodies. The whole nation in all its

members is, as it were, put into bonds, and confined in prisons

of all kinds (an allegorizing picture of the homelessness and
servitude of exile), without any one thinking of demanding it

back (3?'n =: y^n^ as in Ezek. xxi. 35 ; a pausal form here

:

vid. Ges. § 29, 4 Anm.).

When they ceased to be deaf to this crying contradiction,

they would recognise with penitence that it was but the merited
punishment of God. Vers. 23-25. " Who among you will give

<iar to this, attend, and hear for the time to come ? Who lias

given up Jacob to plundering, and Israel to the spoilers ? Is it not

Jehovah, against whom we have sinned ? and they would not walk
in His ways, and hearkened not to His law. Then He poured
upon it in burning heat His wrath, and the strength of the fury
of war: and this set it in flames round about, and it did not come
to be recognised ; it set it on fire, and it did not lay it to heart."

The question in ver. 23 has not the force of a negative sen-
tence, "ISTo one does this," but of a wish, "0 that one would" (as
in 2 Sam. xxiii. 15, xv. 4 ; Ges. § 136, 1). If they had but an
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imrard ear for the contradiction which the state of Israel pre-

sented to its true calling, and the earlier manifestations of

divine mercy, and would but give up their previous deafness

for the time to come : this must lead to the knowledge and

confession expressed in ver. 24. The names Jacob and Israel

here follow one another in the same order as in ch. xxix. 23,

xl. 27 (compare ch. xli. 8, where this would have been imprac-

ticable). It belongs to 'h in the sense of cui. The punctua-

tion does not acknowledge this relative use of IT (on which, see

at ch. xliii. 21), and therefore puts the atJinach in the wrong

place (see Eashi). In the words " we have sinned" the pro-

phet identifies himself with the exiles, in whose sin he knew and

felt that he was really involved (cf. ch. vi. 5). The objective

affirmation which follows applies to the former generations, who
had sinned on till the measure became full, wn takes the

T

place of the object to 13S (see ch. i. 17) ; the more usual ex-

pression would be 03^7 ; the inverted order of the words makes

the assertion all the more energetic. In ver. 25 the genitive

relation i3i? T)cn is avoided, probably in favour of the similar

ring of nnn and nonpD. nion is either the accusative of the

object, and iSi? a subordinate statement of what constituted the

burning heat (cf. Ewald, § 287, k), or else an accusative, of more

precise definition = HDna in ch. Ixvi. 15 (Ges. § 118, 3). The

outpouring is also connected by zeugma with the " violence of

war." The milclidmdh then becomes the subject. The war-

fury raged without result. Israel was not brought to reflection.

The tone of the address is now suddenly changed. The

sudden leap from reproach to consolation was very significant.

It gave them to understand, that no meritorious work of their

own would come in between what Israel was and what it was

to be, but that it was God's free grace which came to meet it.

Oh. xliii. 1, 2. " But now thus saith Jehovah thy Creator,

Jacob, and thy Former, Israel ! Fear not, for I have redeemed

thee; Ihave called thee by name, thou art mine. When thou goest

through the water, I am with thee ; and through rivers, they shall

not drown thee: when thou goest into fire, thou shalt not he

burned; and the flame shall not set thee on jirer The punish-

ment has now lasted quite long enough ; and, as npij;'i afiirms,

tlie love which has hitherto retreated behind the wrath returns

to its own prerogatives again. He who created and formed
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Israel, by giving Abraham the son of the promise, and caused

the seventy of Jacob's family to grow up into a nation in

Egypt, He also will shelter and preserve it. He bids it be of

good cheer ; for their early history is a pledge of this. The

perfects after ''3 in ver. lb stand out against the promising

futures in ver. 2, as retrospective glances : the expression " I

have redeemed thee" pointing back to Israel's redemption out

of Egypt ; " I have called thee by thy name" (lit. I have called

with thy name, i.e. called it out), to its call to be the peculiar

people of Jehovah, who therefore speaks of it in ch. xlviii. 12

as " My called." This help of the God of Israel will also

continue to arm it against the destructive power of the most

hostile elements, and rescue it from the midst of the greatest

dangers, from which there is apparently no escape (cf. Ps. Ixvi.

12 ; Dan. iii. 17, 27 ; and Ges. § 103, 2).

Just as in ver. lb, hi (for), with all that follows, assigns the

reason for the encouraging " Fear not ;" so here a second kl

introduces the reason for the promise which ensures them
against the dangers arising from either water or fire. Vers. 3, 4.

" For I Jeliovali am thy God ; (/) the Holy One of Israel, thy

Saviour : T give up Egypt as a ransom for thee, Ethiopia and
Seba in thy stead. Because thou art dear in my eyes, highly

esteemed, and I loved thee; I give up men in thy stead, and
peoples for thy life." Both " Jehovah" and " the Holy One
of Israel" are in apposition to " Z" (^uni), the force of which is

continued in the second clause. The preterite ndthatti (I have
given), as the words " I will give " in ver. 46 clearly show,
states a fact which as yet is only completed so far as the pur-
pose is concerned. " A ransom ;" kopJier (Kvrpov) is literally

the covering (see vol. i. 397 and ii. 11),—the person making the

payment, or the person for whom he makes it, being covered
by the payment. saD is the land of Meroe, which is enclosed

between the White and Blue Nile, the present Ddr Senndr,
district of Sennar (Sen-drti, i.e. island of Send), or the ancient
Meroitic priestly state settled about this enclosed land, probably
included in the Mudrdya (Egypt) of the Achsemenidian arrow-
headed inscriptions ; though it is uncertain whether the Kusiya
(Heb. Kushxm) mentioned there are the predatory tribe of
archers called Koaaaloi, (Strabo, xi. 13, 6), whose name has
been preserved in the present Chuzistan, the eastern Ethiopians
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of the Greeks (as Lassen and Eawlinson suppose), or the

African Ethiopians of the Bible, as Oppert imagines. The
fact that Egypt was only conquered by Oambyses, and not by
Cyrus, who merely planned it (Herod, i. 153), and to whom it

is only attributed by a legend (Xen. Cyr. viii. 6, 20, \ejeTai

KaTaa-Tpey^aaBai, AtjvTTTov), does no violence to the truth of

the promise. It is quite enough that Egypt and the neigh-

bouring kingdoms were subjugated by the new imperial power

of Persia, and that through that empire the Jewish people

recovered their long-lost liberty. The free love of God was

the reason for His treating Israel according to the principle

laid down in Prov. xi. 8, xxi. 18. I?'*?? does not signify ex qua

tempore here, but is equivalent to It^K 'JSp in Ex. xix. 18, Jer.

xliv. 23 ; for if it indicated the terminus a quo, it would be

followed by a more distinct statement of the fact of their

election. The personal pronoun " and I" (va'ani) is intro-

duced in consequence of the change of persons. In the place

of ''wriJI (^perf. cons.), \^^\ commended itself, as the former had

already been used in a somewhat different function. All that

composed the chosen nation are here designated as " man"
(addm), because there was nothing in them but what was

derived from Adam, nnri has here a strictly substitutionary

meaning throughout.

The encouraging " Fear not " is here resumed, for the pur-

pose of assigning a still further reason. Vers. 5-7. " Fear not;

for I am with thee : I bring thy seed from the east, andfrom the

west will I gather them ; I will say to the north. Give up ; and

to the south, Keep not hack : bring my sons from far, and my
daughters from the end of the earth; everything that is called

by my name, and I have created for my glory, that I have

formed, yea finished!" The fact that Jehovah is with Israel

will show itself in this, that He effects its complete restoration

from all quarters of the heaven (compare the lands of the

diaspora in all directions already mentioned by Isaiah in

ch. xi. 11, 12). Jehoyah's command is issued to north and

south to give up their unrighteous possession, not to keep

it back, and to restore His sons and daughters (compare the

similar change in the gender in ch. xi. 12), which evidently

implies the help and escort of the exiles on the part of

the heathen (ch. xiv. 2). The four quarters and four winds
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are of the feminine gender. In ver. 7 the object is more pre-

cisely defined from the standpoint of sacred history. The

three synonyms bring out the might, the freeness, and the

riches of grace, with, which Jehovah called Israel into existence,

to glorify Himself in it, and that He might be glorified by it.

They form a climax, for Nna signifies to produce as a new

thing ; "ISJ, to shape what has been produced ; and nfe'V, to

make it perfect or complete, hence creavi, formavi, perfeci.

"We come now to the third turn in the second half of this

prophecy. It is linked on to the commencement of the first

turn (" Hear, ye deaf, and look, ye blind, that ye may see "),

the summons being now addressed to some one to bring forth

the Israel, which has eyes and ears without seeing or hearing

;

whilst, on the other hand, the nations are all to come together,

and this time not for the purpose of convincing them, but of

convincing Israel. Vei's. 8-10. " Bring out a blind people, and

it has eyes ; and deafpeople, and yet furnished with ears ! All

ye heathen, gather yourselves together, and let peoples assemble !

V/ho among you can proclaim such a thing? And let them cause

former things to be heard, appoint their witnesses, and be justi-

fied. Let these hear, and say, True ! Ye are my witnesses, saith

Jehovah, and my servant whom I have chosen ; that ye may know
and believe me, and see that it is I: before me was no God
formed, and there will be none after me." " Bring out " does

not refer here to bringing out of captivity, as in Ezek. xx. 34,

41, xxxiv. 13, since the names by which Israel is called are

hardly applicable to this, but rather to bringing to the place

appointed for judicial proceedings. The verb is in the impera-

tive. The heathen are also to gather together en masse; 1V3p3

is also an imperative here, as in Joel iv. 11 = Vi2pp (of. 'il^J,

Jer. 1. 5 ; Ewald, § 226, c). In ver. 2b we have the commence-
ment of the evidence adduced by Jehovah in support of His
own divine right: Who among the gods of the nations can pro-

claim this ? i.e. anything like my present announcement of the

restoration of Israel ? To prove that they can, let them cause
" former things " to be heard, i.e. any former events which they
had foretold, and which had really taken place ; and let tbem
appoint witnesses of such earlier prophecies, and so prove them-
selves to be gods, that is to say, by the fact that these witnesses

have publicly heard their declaration and confirm the truth
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thereof. The subject to 'U1 ^V^m (they may hear, etc.) is the

•witnesses, not as now informing themselves for the first time,

but as making a public declaration. The explanation, " that

men may hear,'' changes the subject without any necessity.

But whereas the gods are dumb and lifeless, and therefore

cannot call any witnesses for themselves, and not one of all the

assembled multitude can come forward as their legitimate wit-

ness, or as one able to vindicate them, Jehovah can call His
people as witnesses, since they have had proofs in abundance

that He possesses infallible knowledge of the future. It is

generally assumed that " and my servant " introduces a second

subject : " Ye, and (especially) my servant whom I have

chosen." In this case, "my servant" would denote that por-

tion of the nation which was so, not merely like the mass of

the people according to its divine calling, but also by its own
fidelity to that calling ; that is to say, the kernel of the nation,

which was in the midst of the mass, but had not the manners

of the mass. At the same time, the sentence which follows is

much more favourable to the unity of the subject ; and why
should not " my servant " be a second predicate ? The ex-

pression " ye " points to the people, who were capable of seeing

and hearing, and yet both blind and deaf, and who had been

brought out to the forum, according to ver. 8. Ye, says

Jehovah, are my witnesses, and ye are my servant whom I have

chosen ; I can appeal to what I have enabled you to experi-

ence and to perceive, and to the relation in which I have in

mercy caused you to stand to myself, that ye may thereby be

brought to consider the great difference that there is between

what ye have in your God and that which the heathen (here

present with you) have in their idols. " I am He," i.e. God
exclusively, and God for ever. His being has no beginning and

no end ; so that any being apart from His, which could have

gone before or could follow after, so as to be regarded as divine

(in other words, the deity of the artificial and temporal images

which are called gods by the heathen), is a contradiction in itself.

The address now closes by holding up once more the object

and warrant of faith. Vers. 11-13. "/, / am Jehovah; and

beside me there is no Saviour. I, I have proclaimed and

brought salvation, and given to perceive, and there was no other

god among yon : and ye are my witnesses, saith Jehovah, and I
VOL II. M
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am God. Eoen from the day onwards I am so ; and there is

no deliverer out of my hand : I act, and tvho can turn it back V
The proper name "Jehovah''' is used here (ver. 13) as a name

indicating essence : " I and no other am the absolutely existing

and living One," i.e. He who proves His existence by His

acts, and indeed by His saving acts. V't^'iO and Jehovah are

kindred epithets here ;
just as in the New Testament the

name Jehovah sets, as it were, but only to rise again in, the

name Jesus, in which it is historically fulfilled. Jehovah's

previous self-manifestation in history furnished a pledge of

the coming redemption. The two synonyms ''W'lSn and ''n^'Pfn

have 'ijiy^n in the midst. He proclaimed salvation, brought

salvation, and in the new afflictions was still ever preaching

salvation, without there having been any zdr, i.e. any strange

or other god in Israel (Deut. xxxii. 16; see above, ch. xvii.

10), who proved his existence in any such way, or, in fact,

gave any sign of existence at all. This they must them-

selves confess ; and therefore {Vav in sense equivalent to

ergo, as in ch. xl. 18, 25) He, and He alone, is El, the abso-

lutely mighty One, i.e. God. And from this time forth He
is so, i.e. He, and He only, displays divine nature and divine

life. There is no reason for taking Di*D in the sense of

Di'' ni^np, " from the period when the day, i.e. time, existed
"

(as the LXX., Jerome, Stier, etc., render it). Both the gam
(also) and the future 'eplial (I will work) require the meaning

supported by Ezek. xlviii. 35, " from the day onwards," i.e.

from this time forth (syn. Di''"''3ap, ch. xlviii. 7). The con-

cluding words give them to understand, that the predicted sal-

vation is coming in the way of judgment. Jehovah will go

forward with His work ; and if He who is the same yesterday

and to-day sets this before Him, who can turn it back, so that

it shall remain unaccomplished? The prophecy dies away,

like the massd' Bdhhel with its epilogue in ch. xiv. 27. In the

first half (ch. xlii. 1-17) Jehovah introduced His servant, the

medium of salvation, and proclaimed the approaching work of

salvation, at which all the world had reason to rejoice. The
second half (ch. xlii. 18-xliii. 13) began with reproaching, and
sought to bring Israel through this predicted salvation to re-

flect upon itself, and also upon its God, the One God, to whom
there was no equal.
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FOURTH PROPHECY.-^Chap. xliii. 14-xliv. &. ,

AVENGING AND DELIVEKANCE ; AND OUTPOUEING OF THE
SPIRIT.

In close Gonnection with the foregoing prophecy, the present

one commences with the dissolution of the Chaldean empire.

Vers. 14, 15. " Thus saith Jehovah, your Redeemer, the Holy

One of Israel, For your sake I have sent to Babel, and will hurl

them all down as fugitives, and the Chaldeans into the ships of

their rejoicing. I, Jehovah, am your Holy One ; (/) Israel's

Creator, your King." Hitzig reads HV^sa, and adopts the ren-

dering, " and drowned the shouting of the Chaldeans in groan-

ing." Ewald also corrects ver. 14a thus :
" And plunge their

guitars into groanings, and the rejoicing of the Chaldeans into

sighs." We cannot see any good taste in this un-Hebraic bom-

bast. Nor is there any more reason for altering DTTiia (LXX.
^evyovTWi) into DTina (Jerome, vectes), as timbreit proposes

:

" and make all their bolts^ fall down, and the Chaldeans, who
rejoice in'ships" (badniyoth). None of these alterations effect

any improvement. For your sakes, says Jehovah, i.e. for the

purpose of releasing you, I have sent to Babylon (sc. the agents

of my judgments, ch. xiii. 3), and will throw them all down

(viz. the 7ra/i/i{«T0? oy(\o^ of this market of the world ; see ch.

xiii. 14, xlvii. 15) as fugitives (bdrlchim with a fixed hametz,

equivalent to iarnchim), i.e. into a hurried flight; and the

Chaldeans, who have been settled there from a hoary antiquity,

even they shall be driven into the ships of their rejoicing

{bdSniyoth, as in Prov. xxxi. 14), i.e. the ships which were

previously the object of their jubilant pride and their jubilant

rejoicing. '''?1']iiT! stands in the perf. consec., as indicating the

object of all the means already set in motion. The ships of

pleasure are not air-balloons, as Hitzig affirms. Herodotus

(i. 194) describes the freight ships discharging in Babylon;

and we know from other sources that the Chaldeans not only

navigated the Euphrates, but the Persian Gulf as well, and

employed vessels built by Phoenicians for warlike purposes

* This would require nin''"ia"i'3.
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also.^ I^lin itself might indeed signify " to hurl to the ground"

(Ps. Ivi. 8, lix. 12) ; but the allusion to ships shows that 3 T"iin

are to be connected (of. ch. Ixiii. 14), and that a general driving

down both by land and water to the southern coast is intended.

By thus sweeping away both foreigners and natives out of

Babylon into the sea, Jehovah proves what He is in Himself,

according to ver. 15, and also in His relation to Israel ; wa
must supply a repetition of '3*? here (ver. 15h), as in ver. 3a.

The congregation which addresses Him as the Holy One, the

people who suffer Him to reign over them as their King,

cannot remain permanently despised and enslaved.

There now follows a second field of the picture of redemp-

tion ; and the expression " for your sake" is expounded in vers.

16-21 : " Thus saith Jehovah, who giveth a road through the

sea, and a path through tumidtuous waters ; who bringeth out

chariot and horse, army and hero ; they lie down together, they

never rise : they have flickered away, extinguished like a wick.

Remember not things of olden time, nor meditate upon those of
earlier times I Behold, I work out a new thing: will ye not live

to see it f Yea, 1 make a road through the desert, and streams

through solitudes. The beast of the field will praise me, wild

dogs and ostriches : for I give water in the desert, streams in soli-

tude, to give drink to my people, my cfiosen. The people tJiat I
formed for myself, they shall shoio forth my praise." What
Jehovah really says commences in ver. 18. Then in between
He is described as Eedeemer out of Egypt; for the redemption
out of Egypt was a type and pledge of the deliverance to be
looked for out of Babylon. The participles must not be ren-

dered qui dedit, eduxit ; but from the mighty act of Jehovah
in olden time general attributes are deduced : He who makes a
road in the sea, as He once showed. The sea with the tumul-
tuous waters is the Ked Sea (Neh. ix. 11) ; 'izsuz which
rhymes with vdsus, is a concrete, as iu Ps. xxiv. 8, the army
with the heroes at its head. The expression " bringeth out,"
etc., is not followed by " and suddenly destroys them " but we
are transported at once into the very midst of the scenes of
destruction. 133B^. shows them to us entering upon the sleep
of death, in which they lie without hope (ch. xxvi. 14). The
close {kappishtdh khdbhu) is iambic, as iu Judo-, y. 27. The

' See G. Bawlinson, Monarchies, i. 128, ii. 448.
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admonition in ver, 18 does not commend utter forgetfulness

and disregard (see ch. xlvi. 9) ; but that henceforth they are to

look forwards rather than backward. The new thing which

Jehovah is in the process of working out echpses the old, and

deserves a more undivided and prolonged attention. Of this

new thing it is affirmed, " even now it sprouts up ;" whereas in

ch. xlii. 9, even in the domain of the future, a distinction was

drawn between "the former things" and " new things," and it

could be affirmed of the latter that they were not yet sprouting

up. In the passage before us the entire work of God in the

new time is called chdddshdh (new), and is placed in contrast

with the Tislwnotli, or occurrences of the olden time; so that as

the first part of this new thing had already taken place (ch.

xlii. 9), and there was only the last part still to come, it might

very well be affirmed of the latter, that it was even now sprouting

up (not already, which nny may indeed also mean, but as in

ch. xlviii. 7). In connection -with this, fJ'iJ'']n Sipn (a verbal

form with the suffix, as in Jer. xiii. 17, with kametz in the

syllable before the tone, as in ch. vi. 9, xlvii. 11, in pause) does

not mean, " Will ye then not regard it," as Ewald, Umbreit,

and others render it ; but, " shall ye not, i.e. assuredly ye will,

experience it." The substance of the cUSdashdh (the new

thing) is unfolded in ver. 19Z>. It enfolds a rich fulness of

wonders : ^*i> affirming that, among other things, Jehovah will

do this one very especially. He transforms the pathless, water-

less desert, that His chosen one, the people of God, may be

able to go through in safety, and without fainting. And the

benefits of this miracle of divine grace reach the animal world

as well, so that their joyful cries are an unconscious praise of

Jehovah. (On the names of the animals, see vol. i. 305 ; and

Kohler on Mai. i. 3.) In this we can recognise the prophet,

who, as we have several times observed since ch. xi. (compare

especially ch. xxx. 23, 24, xxxv. 7), has not only a sympathizing

heart for the woes of the human race, but also an open ear for

the sighs of all creation. He knows that when the sufferings

of the people of God shall be brought to an end, the sufferings

of creation will also terminate ; for humanity is the heart of

the universe, and the people of God (understanding by this

tiie people of God according to the Spirit) are the heart of

humanity. In ver. 21 the promise is brought to a general
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close : the people that (zu personal and relative, as in ch. xHi.

24^) I have formed for myself will have richly to relate how I

glorified myself in them.

It would be the praise of God, however, and not the merits

of their own works, that they would have to relate ; for there

was nothing at all that could give them any claim to reward.

There were not even acts of ceremonial worship, but only the

guilt of grievous sins. Vers. 22-24. " And thou hast not called

upon me, Jacob, that thou shouldst have wearied thyself for

me, Israel ! Thou hast not brought me sheep of thy burnt-

offerings, and thou hast not honoured me with thy slain-offerings.

I have not burdened thee with meat-offerings, and have not

troubled thee about incense. Thou hast bought me no spice-cane

for silver, nor hast thou refreshed me loith fat of thy slain-

offerings. JVo ; thou hast wearied me with thy sins, troubled me
with thine iniquities." We cannot agree with Stier, that these

words refer to the whole of the previous worship of Israel,

which is treated here as having no existence, because of its

heartlessness and false-holiness. And we must also not forget,

that all these prophecies rested on either the historical or the

ideal soil of the captivity. The charge commences with the

worship of prayer (with calling upon Jehovah, as in Ps. xiv. 4,

xviii. 7), to which the people were restricted when in exile, since

the law did not allow them to offer sacrifice outside the holy

land. The personal pronoun ''ON*, in the place of the suflBx, is

written first of all for the sake of emphasis, as if the meaning
were, " Israel could exert itself to call upon other gods, but

not upon Jehovah." The following Id is equivalent to ut (Hos.

i. 6), or 'ad-hi in 2 Sam. xxiii. 10, adeo ut laborasses me colendo

(so as to have wearied thyself in worshipping me). They are

also charged with having offered no sacrifices, inasmuch as in a

foreign land this duty necessarily lapsed of itself, together with

1 The pointing connects rirOJ? with makJceph, so that the rendering

would be, "The people there I have formed for myself;" but according
to our view, ajj should be accented with yethib, and zU -with munach. In
just the same way, zu is connected with the previous noun as a demonstra-
tive, by means of maklceph, in Ex. xv. 13, 16, Ps. is. 16, Ixii. 12 cxlii. 4
cxliii. 8, and by means of a subsidiary accent in Ps. x. 2, xii. 8. The idea
which underlies ch. xlii. 24 appears to be, " This is the retribution that
•we have met with from him." But; in none of these can we be bound by
the Dunctuation.
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the self-denial that it involved. The spelling n^''?? (as in

Num. xiv. 31) appears to have been intended for the pronun-

ciation ni<''an (compare the prominciation in 2 Kings xix. 25,

which comes between the two). The 'oloili (burnt-offerings)

stand first, as the expression of adoration, and are connected

with sell, which points to the daily morning and evening sacri-

fice (the tdmld). Then follow the z'hhdchvm (slain-offerings),

the expression of the establishment of fellowship with Jehovah
(I'lnnjii is equivalent to H^nani, like npn = nona, ,ch. xliii. 25).

The " fat" (ckelebh) in ver. 24 refers to the portions of fat

that were placed upon the altar in connection with this kind

of sacrifice. After the z'hhdchim comes the minchdh, the ex-

pression of desire for the blessing of Jehovah, a portion of

which, the so-called remembrance portion {'azMrdh), was placed

upon the altar along with the whole of the incense. And
lastly, the qdneli (spice-cane), i.e. some one of the Amoma^
points to the holy anointing oil (Ex. xxx. 23), or if it refer to

spices generally, to the sacred incense, though qdneli is not

mentioned as one of tlie ingredients in Ex. xxx. 34. The
nation, which Jehovah was now redeeming out of pure un-

mingled grace, had not been burdened with costly tasks of this

description (see Jer. vi. 20) ; on the contrary, it was Jehovah

only who was burdened and troubled. He denies that there

was any " causing to serve" (^''^VD, lit. to make a person a

servant, to impose servile labour upon him) endured by Israel,

but affirms this rather of Himself. The sins of Israel pressed

upon Him, as. a burden does upon a servant. His love took

upon itself the burden of Israel's guilt, which derived its gravi-

tating force from His own holy righteous wrath ; but it was

a severe task to bear this heavy burden, and expunge it,—

a

thoroughly divine task, the significance of which was first

brought out in its own true light by the cross on Golgotha.

When God creates. He expresses His fiat, and what He wills

comes to pass. But He does not blot out sin without balancing

1 The qmuTi is generally supposed to be the Calamus ; Tbut the calamus

forms no stalk, to say nothing of a cane or hollow stalk. It must be some

kind of aromatic plant, with a stalk like a cane, either the Cardamum,

higher, or Curcuma; at any rate, it belonged to the species Amomum.
The aroma of this was communicated to the anointing oil, the latter being

infused, and the resinous parts of the former being thereby dissolved.
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His love with His justice ; and this equalization is not effected

without conflict and victory.

Nevertheless, the sustaining power of divine love is greater

than the gravitating force of divine wrath. Ver. 25. " /, /
alone, blot out thy transgressions for my own sake, and do not

remember thy sins." Jehovah Himself here announces the sola

gratia and sola fides. We have adopted the rendering " I

alone," because the threefold repetition of the subject, " I, I,

He is blotting out thy transgressions," is intended to affirm

that this blotting out of sin is so far from being in any way
merited by Israel, that it is a sovereign act of His absolute

freedom ; and the expression " for my own sake," that it has

its foundation only in God, namely, in His absolute free grace,

that movement of His love by which wrath is subdued. For
the debt stands written in God's own book. Justice has

entered it, and love alone blots it out (mdehdh, i^aXeit^ei,, as in

ch. xliv. 22, Ps. li. 3, 11, cix. 14) ; but, as we know from the

actual fulfilment, not without paying with blood, and giving

the quittance with blood.

Jehovah now calls upon Israel, if this be not the case, to

remind Him of any merit upon which it can rely. Ver. 26.

" Call to my remembrance ; we loill strive with one another : tell

noio, that thou mayst appear just." Justification is an actus

forensis (see ch. i. 18). Justice accuses, and grace acquits. Or
has Israel any actual merits, so that Justice would be oblif^ed

to pronounce it just? The object to hasklrent and sapper,

which never have the closed sense of pleading, as Bottcher

supposes, is the supposed meritorious works of Israel.

But Israel has no such works ; on the contrary, its history

has been a string of sins from the very first. Ver. 27. " Thy
first forefather sinned, and thy mediators have fallen aicay from
me." By the first forefather, Hitzig, Umbreit, and Knobel
understand Adam; but Adam was the forefather of the human
race, not of Israel ; and the debt of Adam was the debt of man-
kind, and not of Israel. The reference is to Abraham, as the
first of the three from whom the origin and election of Israel

were dated; Abraham, whom Israel from the very first had
called with pride " our father" (Matt. iii. 9). Even the history
of Abraham was stained with sin, and did not shine in the hVht
of meritorious works, but in that of grace, and of faith laying
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hold of grace. The m'lUsim, interpreters, and mediators

generally (2 Ohron. xxxii. 31; Job xxxiii. 23), are the prophets

and priests, who stood between Jehovah and Israel, and were

the medium of intercourse between the two, both in word and

deed. They also had for the most part become unfaithful to

God, by resorting to ungodly soothsaying and false worship.

Hence the sin of Israel was as old as its very earliest origin ;

and apostasy had spread even among those who ought to have

been the best and most godly, because of the office they sus-

tained.

Consequently the all-holy One was obliged to do what had

taken place. Ver. 28. " Then I profaned holy princes, and

gave up Jacob to the curse, and Israel to blasphemies" PPnsi

might be an imperfect, like 73S), " I ate," in ch. xliv. 19, and

D'fXl, " I looked," in ch. Ixiii. 5 ; but nmxi by the side of it

• shows that the pointing sprang out of the future interpretation

contained in the Targum; so that as the latter is to be rejected,

we must substitute ^^msi, njpixi (Ges. § 49, 2). The " holy

princes" {sdre qodesh) are the hierarchs, as in 1 Chron. xxiv.

5, the supreme spiritual rulers as distinguished from the tem-

poral rulers. The profanation referred to was the fact that

they were ruthlessly hurried off into a strange land, where

their official labours were necessarily suspended. This was the

fate of the leaders of the worship; and the wliole nation, which

bore the honourable names of Jacob and Israel, was given up

to the ban (cherem) and the blasphemies (gidduphim) of the

nations of the world.

The pi'oph^t cannot bear to dwell any longer upon this dark

picture of their state of punishment ; the light of the promise

breaks through again, and in this third field of the fourth pro-

phecy in all the more intensive form. Ch. xliv. 1-4. " And
now hear, Jacob my servant, and Israel whom I have chosen

Thus saith Jehovah, thy Creator, and thy Former from the

womb, who cometh to thy help ; Fear not, my servant Jacob ; and

Jeshurun, whom I have chosen ! For I will pour out water upon

thirsty ones, and brooks upon the dry ground; will pour out my
Spirit upon thy seed, and my blessing upon thine after-grovjth

;

and they shoot up among the grass, as willows by flowing waters."

In contrast with tlie cherem, i.e. the setting apart for destruc-

tion, there is here presented the promise of the pouring out of
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the Spirit and of blessing; and in contrast with the gidduphlm,

the promise of general eagerness to come and honour Israel

and its God (ver. 5). The epithets by which Jehovah desig-

nates Himself, and those applied to Israel in vers. 1, 2, make

the claim to love all the more urgent and emphatic. The
accent which connects !^3D T>^\ so as to make ^"it^^ by itself

an attributive clause like 13 "'fpj}^, is confirmed by ver. 24

and ch. xlix. 5 : Israel as a nation and all the individuals

within it are, as the chosen servant of Jehovah (ch. xlix. 1),

the direct formation of Jehovah Himself from the remotest

point of their history. In ver. 26, Jeshurun is used inter-

changeably with Jacob. This wo'-d occurs in three other

passages (viz. Deut. xxxii. 15, xxxiii. 5, 26), and is always

written with kibbutz, just as it is here. The rendering 'lapaeX-

ia-Ko<; in Gr. Vcn. is founded upon the supposition that the

word is equivalent to IvXnfi'';,—a strange contraction, which is

inadmissible, if only on account of the substitution of Ct* for tJ".

The B' points back to IB'', to be straight or even ; hence A. S.

Th. evdv<! (elsewhere evdvTaro'i), Jerome reclissimus (though in

Dout. xxxii. 15 he renders it, after the LXX., dilectus). It is

an offshoot of "^f^^f (Ps. xxv. 21), like lli'ar, pnT_ from br,

OT
; and un (= on) does not stamp it as a diminutive (for

iiB"X, which Kamphausen adduces in opposition to Hengsten-
berg and Volck, does not stand in the same relation to ty'S as

raannikin to man, but rather as the image of a man to a man
himself; compare the Arabic insdn). We must not render it

therefore as an affectionate diminutive, as Gesenius does, the

more especially as Jehovah, though speaking in loving terms,

does not adopt the language of a lover. The relation of

Jeshurun to "IB"] is rather the same as that of nb'^'B' to Di^B', so

that the real meaning is " gentleman," or one of gentlemanly
or honourable mind, though this need not appear in the trans-

lation, since the very nature of a proper name would obliterate

it. In ver. 3, the blessings to be expected are assigned as the
reason for the exhortation to be of good cheer. In ver. 3a
water is promised in the midst of drought, and in ver. '6b the
Spirit and blessing of God, just as in Joel the promise of rain
is first of all placed in contrast with drought ; and this is fol-
lowed by the promise of the far surpassing antitype, namely,
the outpouring of the Spirit. There is nothing at variance with
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this in the fact that we have not the form fl^DS in the place of

N»y (according to the analogy of nsiJIpS, nsXj'nNi)?, Ps. Ixviii.

10). By spv we understand the inhabitants of the land who
are thirsting for rain, and by yabhdshdii the parched land itself.

Further on, however, an express distinction is made between the

abundance of water in the land and the prosperous growth of

the nation planted by the side of water-brooks (Ps. i. 3). We
must not regard 3a, therefore, as a figure, and 3& as the ex-

planation, or turn 3a into a simile introduced in the form of a

protasis, although unquestionably water and mountain streams

are made the symbol, or rather the anagogical type, of spiritual

blessings coming down from above in the form of heavenly

gifts, by a gradual ascent from D)0 and Dy!'^ (from ?TJ, to trickle

downwards, Song of Sol. iv. 15, Jer. xviii. 14) to 'n TOT and

'n n3"i3 (nana). When these natural and spiritual waters flow

down upon the people, once more restored to their home, they

spring up among (I'aa only met with here, LXX. and Targum
paa) the grass, like willows by water-brooks. The willows *

1 " The <7ara&," says Wetzstein, "was only met with by me in one locality,

or, at any rate, I only noticed it once, namely in the Wady So eh, near to

a ford of the river which is called the Hod ford, from the chirbet el-Hod, a

miserable ruin not far off. It is half an hour to the west of Nimrin {Nim-

rim, cb. xv. 6), or, speaking more exactly, half an hour above (i.e. to the

east of) Zafat Nimrin, an antique road on the northern bank of the river,

hewn in a precipitous wall of rock, like the ladder of Tyre. I travelled

through the valley in June 1860, and find the following entry in my diary

:

' At length the ravine opened up into a broader valley, so that we could

get dpwn to the clear, copious, and rapid stream, and were able to cross

it. Being exhausted by the heat, we lay down near the ford among the

oleanders, which the mass of flowers covered with a rosy glow. The reed

grows here to an unusual height, as in the Wady Yarmuk, and willows

(zafzaf) and garab are mingled together, and form many-branched trees

of three or four fathoms in height. The vegetation, which is fresh and

luxuriant by the water-side, is scorched up with the heat in the valley

within as httle as ten paces from the banks of the stream. The farthest

off is the 'osar plant, with its thick, juicy, dark green stalks and leaves, and

its apple-like fruit, which is of the same colour, and therefore not yet ripe.

The garah tree has already done flowering. The leaves of this tree stand

quite close around the stem, as in the case of the Sindiana (the Syrian oak),

and, like the leaves of the latter, are fringed with little thorns; but, like

the willow, it is a water plant, and our companions Ahdallah and Nasrallah

assured us that it was only met with near flowing water and in hot low-

lands. Its bimches of flowers are at the points of the slender branches, and
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are the nation, wliicli has hitherto resembled withered plants in

a barren soil, but is now restored to all the bloom of youth

through the Spirit and blessing of God. The grass stands for

the land, which resembles a green luxuriant plain ; and the

water-brooks represent the abundant supply of living waters,

which promote the prosperity of the land and its inhabitants.

When Jehovah has thus acknowledged His people once

more, the heathen, to whose giddupklm (blasphemies) Israel has

hitherto been given up, will count it the greatest honour to

belong to Jehovah and His people. Ver. 5. " One will say, I

belong to Jehovah; and a second will solemnly name the name of

Jacob ; and a third loill inscribe himself to Jehovah, and name

the name of Israel loith honour'' The threefold zeh refers to

the heathen, as in Ps. Ixxxvii. 4, 5. One will declare himself

assume an umbelliferous form. This is the 315? 01 the Bible.' Conse-
TT

quently the garah or (as nom. unitatis) the garaba cannot be regarded as a

species of willow ; and ITiner's assumption {Real- Worterhuch, s.v. Weideti),

that the weeping willow is intended at any rate in Ps. cxxxvii. 2, is an

error. In Arabic the weeping willow is always called shafshaf mustacld

(the drooping tree). At the same time, we may render D^3iy ' willows,'

since the garah loves running water as well as the willow, and apparently

they seek one another's society ; it is quite enough that the difference should

be clearly pointed out in the commentary. The reason why the garah did

not find its way into my herbarium was the following. On my arrival in

Salt, 1 received the first intelligence of the commencement of the slaughter

of the Christians on AntUibanus, and heard the report, which was then

commonly believed, that a command had been sent from Constantinople to

exterminate Christianity from Syria. This alarming report compelled me
to inquire into the actual state of affairs ; therefore, leavingmy luggage and

some of my companions behind, I set off with all speed to Jerusalem, where

I hoped to obtain reliable information, accompanied by Herr Dbrgen, my
kavas, and two natives, viz. Ahdallali the smith, from Salt, and Nasrallah

the smith, from Ain Genna. For a ride like this, which did not form part

of the original plan of my journey, everything but weapons, even a her

barium, would have been in the way. StUl there are small caravans going
every week between Salt and Jerusalem, and they must always cross the

Hod ford, so that it would be easy to get a twig of the garah. So far as

I remember, the remains of the blossom were of a dirty white colour."

{Compare vol.'i. 828, where we have taken naclial haardbhlm, according to

the meaning of the words, as a synonym of Wady Sufsaf, or, more correctly

Hafsaf. From the description given above, the garah is a kind of viburnum
with indented leaves. This tree, which is of moderate height, is found by
the side of streams along with the willow. According to Spreno-el (Gesch.
tif.r Botanik. i. 25), the safsafis the salix suhserrata of WUdenow).
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to belong to Jeliovah ; another will call with the name of Jacob,

i.e. (according to the analogy of the phrase 'n 0^3 S'li^) make
it the medium and object of solemn exclamation ; a third will

write with his hand (i^^, an ace. of more precise definition,

like n»n in ch. xlii. 25, and ymi in ch. xhii. 23), " To Jehovah,"

thereby attesting that he desires to belong to Jehovah, and
Jehovah alone. This is the explanation given by Gesenius,

Hahn, and others; whereas Hitzig and Knobel follow the LXX.
in the rendering, " he will write upon his hand * lay'hovdh,' i.e.

mark the name of Jehovah upon it." But apart from the fact

that kdthabh, with an accusative of the writing materials, would

be unprecedented (the construction required would be 'f^'^pV),

this view is overthrown by the fact that tattooing was prohibited

by the Israelitish law (Lev. xix. 28 ; compare the mark of the

beast in Eev. xiii. 16). OB'S Kip is interchanged with i3B'3 naSj

to surname, or entitle (the Syriac and Arabic are the same

;

compare the Arabic kunye, the name given to a man as the

father of such and such a person, e.g. Abu-Muhammed, rhetori-

cally called metonymy). The name Israel becomes a name or

title of honour among the heathen. This concludes the fourth

prophecy, which opens out into three distinct fields. "With

nfijll in ch. xliv. 1 it began to approach the close, just as the

third did in ch. xliii. 1,—a well-rounded whole, which leaves

nothing wanting.

FIFTH PEOPHECY.—Chap. xliv. 6-23.

THE KIDICULOUS GODS OF THE NATIONS ; AND THE GOD OF
ISKAEL, WHO MAKES HIS PEOPLE TO EEJOICE.

A new pledge of redemption is given, and a fresh exhorta-

tion to trust in Jehovah ; the wretchedness of the idols and

their worshippers being pointed out, in contrast with Jehovah,

the only speaking and acting God. Ver. 6. " Thus saith

Jeliovah the King of Israel, and its Redeemer, Jehovah of hosts

;

I am first, and I last ; and beside me there is no God" The
fact that His deity, which rules over not only the natural

world, but history as well, is thus without equal and above

all time, is now proved by Him from the fact that He alone

manifests Himself as God, and that by the utterance of pro-
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jhecy. Ver. 7. "And wJio preaches as I do? Let him make it

known, and sJiow it to me ; since Ifounded the people of ancient

time ! A nd future things, and what is approaching, let them

only make known." Jehovah shows Himself as the God of

prophecy since the time that He founded DPiVDV Cl?! refers

to the continued preaching of prophecy). 'Am 'oldm is the

epithet apphed in Ezek. xxvi. 20 to the people of the dead,

who are sleeping the long sleep of the grave ; and here it does

not refer to Israel, which could neither be called an " eternal

"

nation, nor a people of the olden time, and which would have

been more directly named; but according to ch. xl. 7 and xlii. 5,

where 'am signifies the human race, and Job xxii. 15 sqq., where

'oldm is the time of the old world before the flood, it signifies

humanity as existing from the very earliest times. The pro-

phecies of Jehovah reach back even to the history of paradise.

The parenthetical clause, "Let him speak it out, and tell it me,"

is like the apodosis of a hypothetical protasis : " if any one

thinks that he can stand by my side." The challenge points to

earlier prophecies ; with ni>nkl it takes a turn to what is future,

nvriK itself denoting what is absolutely future, according to

ch. xli. 23, and nasan "lE'N what is about to be realized imme-
diately ; Idm^ is an ethical dative.

Of course, none of the heathen gods could in any way answer

to the challenge. So much the more confident might Israel be,

seeing that it had quite another God. Ver. 8. "Despair ye not,

neither tremble : have not I told thee long ago, and made known,

and ye are my witnesses : is there a God beside me? And nowJiere

a rock; Iknow of none." The Jewish lexicographers derive liTiFi

(with the first syllable closed) from nnn (m) ; whereas modern
lexicographers prefer some of them to read iniri, tir'hu, from

^X (Ges., Knobel), and others ^NTn (Ewald). But the possi-

bility of there being a verb nm, to tremble or fear, cannot for

a moment be doubted when we think of such words as XT JTi'
"t" -t"

compare also
^1^ (applied to water moving to and fro). It was

not of the heathen deities that they were directed not to be
afraid, as in Jer. x. 5, but rather the great catastrophe coming
upon the nations, of which Cyrus was the instrument. In the
midst of this, when one nation after another would be over-
thrown, and its tutelar gods would prove to be worthless, Israel
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would have nothing to fear, since its God, who was no dumb
idol, had foretold all this, and that indeed long ago (tSO, cf.

tTNlD, ch. xli. 26), as they themselves, must bear witness. Pro-

phecies before the captivity had foretold the conquest of Baby-

lon by Medes and Elamites, and the deliverance of Israel from

the Babylonian bondage; and even these prophecies themselves

were like a spirit's voice from the far distant past, consoling

the people of the captivity beforehand, and serving to support

their faith. On the ground of such well-known self-manifes-

tations, Jehovah could well ask, "Is there a God beside me?"
—a virtual denial in the form of an interrogation, to which the

categorical denial, " There is no rock (i.e. no ground of trust,

ch. xxvi. 4, xvii. 10), I know of none (beside me)," is attached.

The heathen gods are so far from being a ground of trust,

that all who trust in them must discover with alarm how they

have deceived themselves. Vers. 9-11. " The makers of idols,

they are all desolation, and their bosom-children worthless ; and

those who bear witness for them see nothing and knoiv nothing,

that they may be put to shame. Who hath formed the god, and

cast the idol to no profit Behold, all its followers will he put to

shame ; and the workmen are men: let them all assemble together,

draw near, be alarmed, be all put to shame together'' The

chamudim (favourites) of the makers of idols are the false gods,

for whose favour they sue with such earnestness. If we retain

the word ^'^'^., which is pointed as critically suspicious, and

therefore is not accentuated, the explanation might possibly be,

" Their witnesses {i.e. witnesses against themselves) are they

(the idols) : they see not, and are without consciousness, that

they (those who trust in them) may be put to shame." In any

case, the subject to yebhoshu (shall be put to shame) is the

worshippers of idols. If we erase nan^ DnnjJ will be those who

come forward as witnesses for the idols. This makes the words

easier and less ambiguous. At the same time, the Septuagint

retains the word («ai fxaprvps'; avTwv elalv). As " not seeing"

here signifies to be blind, so " not knowing " is also to be under-

stood as a self-contained expression, meaning to be irrational,

just as in ch. xlv. 20, Ivi. 10 (in ch. i. 3, on the other hand, we

have taken it in a different sense). JIJO? implies that the will of

the sinner in his sin has also destruction for its object ; and this

is not something added to the sin, but growing out of it. The
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question in ver. 10 summons the maker of idols for the pur-

pose of announcing his fate, and in ij'J'in ''pby? (to no profit) this

announcement is ah'eady contained. Ver. 11 is simply a de-

velopment of this expression, " to no profit." "iX*, like V^^ in

ver. 14, is contrary to the rhythmical law milra which, prevails

elsewhere. Vnin (its followers) are not the fellow-workmen of

the maker of idols (inasmuch as in that case the maker himself

would be left without any share in the threat), but the associates

(i.e. followers) of the idols (Hos. iv. 17 ; 1 Cor. x. 20). It is a

pernicious work that they have thus had done for them. And
what of the makers themselves ? They are numbered among
the men. So that they who ought to know that they are

made by God, become makers of gods themselves. What an

absurdity ! Let them crowd together, the whole guild of god-

makers, and draw near to speak to the works they have made.

All their eyes will soon be opened with amazement and alarm.

The prophet now conducts us into the workshops. Vers.

12, 13. " The iron-smith has a chisel, and works with red-hot

coals, and shapes it with hammers, and works it with his powerful

arm. He gels hungry thereby, and his strength fails ; if he

drink no ivater, he becomes exhausted. The carpenter draws the

line, marks it loith the pencil, carries it out with planes, and
makes a drawing of it with the compass, and carries it out like

the figure of a man, like the beauty of a man, ivhich may dwell

in the house." The two words chdrash barzel are connected

together in the sense of faber ferrarius, as we may see from
the expression chdrash 'etsim (the carpenter, faber lignarius),

which follows in ver. 13. Chdrash is the construct of chdrash

{= charrdsh), as in Ex. xxviii. 11. The second kametz of this

form of noun does indeed admit of contraction, but only to the

extent of a full short vowel ; consequently the construct of the

plural is not "'B'-in, but "B^n (ch. xlv. 16, etc.). Hence ver. 12
describes how the smith constructs an idol of iron, ver. 13 how
the carpenter makes one of wood. But the first clause, ^na B'-in

yivp_, is enigmatical. In any case, IWD is a smith's tool of some
kind (from ISV, related to isn). And consequently Gesenius,
Umbreit, and others, adopt the rendering, " the smith an axe
that does he work, . . .

;" but the further account of the orin-in

of an idol says nothing at all about this axe, which the smith
supplies to the carpenter, that he may hew out an idol with it.
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Hitzig renders it, " The smith, a hatchet does he work, and

forms it (viz. into an idol) ;" but what a roundabout way

!

first to make a hatchet and then make it into an idol, which

would look very slim when made. Knobel translates it, "As
for the cutting-smith, he works it ;" but this guild of cutting-

smiths certainly belongs to Utopia. The best way to render

the sentence intelligible, would be to supply 'h : " The smith

has (uses) the ma'dtsdd." But in all probability a word has

dropped out ; and the Septuagint rendering, ort m^vvev reicTcov

a-iZrjpov cTKeirapv^ elpyda-aro, k.t.\., shows that the original

reading of the text was nvj?» ^1^2 Cin lin, and that mn got

lost on account of its proximity to in\ The meaning therefore

is, " The smith has sharpened, or sharpens (chidded, syn. sJdnnen)

the ma'atsdd," possibly the chisel, to cut the iron upon the

anvil ; and works with redrhot coals, making the iron red-hot

by blowing the fire. The piece of iron which he cuts off is the

future idol, and this he shapes with hammers (W^S^ the future

of 1S^). And what of the carpenter ? He stretches the line

upon the block of wood, to measure the length and breadth of

the idol ; he marks it upon the wood with red-stone (sered,

rubrioa, used by carpenters), and works it with planes {inaqtsu oth,

a feminine form of yiSpPj from VVi^, to cut off, pare off, plane

;

compare the Arabic mikta), and with the compasses (in^ohugdh,

the tool used, Idchug, i.e. for making a circle) he draws the

outline of it, that is to say, in order that the different parts of

the body may be in right proportion ; and he constructs it in

such a manner that it acquires the shape of a man, the beautiful

appearance of a man, to be set up like a human inmate in

either a temple or private house. The piel "i*?!?
C"*'?), from

which comes yHd&rehu, is varied here (according to Isaiah's

custom ; cf. ch. sxix. 7, xxvi. 5) with the poel "i^?'^, which is to

be understood as denoting the more exact configuration. The
preterites indicate the work for which both smith and carpenter

have made their preparations ; the futures, the work in which

they are engaged.

The prophet now traces the origin of the idols still further

back. Their existence or non-existence ultimately depends

upon whether it rains or not. Vers. 14-17. " One prepares to

cut down cedars, and takes holm and oak-tree, and chooses for

himself among the trees of the forest. He lias planted a fig, and

VOL. II. O
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the rain draios it up. And it serves the man for firing : he takes

thereof, and warms himself; he also heats, and hakes bread; lie

also works it into a god, and prostrates himself; makes an idol of

it, and falls down before it. The half of it he has burned in the

fire : over the half of it he eats flesh, roasts a roast, and is satis-

fied; he also warms himself, and says, Hurrah, 1 am getting

xmrm, I feel the heat. And the rest of it he makes into a god,

into his idol, and says. Save me, for thou art my god." The

subject of the sentence is not the carpenter of the previous

verse, but " any one." D'HX apparently stands first, as indi-

cating the species ; and in the Talmud and Midrash the trees

named are really described as n''nK ''^''0. But tirzdh (from

tdraz, to be hard or firm) does not appear to be a coniferous

tree ; and the connection with 'allon, the oak, is favourable to

the rendering aypio^dXavc; (LXX., A. Th.), ilex (Vulg.).

On Hmmets, to choose, see ch. xli. 10. T}^ (with Nun minuscu-

lum), plur. n''3hx (6. Ros-ha Sana 23a) or Q''3"3« {Para iii. 8),

is explained by the Talmud as ^"JP, sing. X'ly, i.e. according to

Aruch and Kashi, laurier, the berries of which are called baies.

We have rendered it "fig," according to theLXX. and Jerome,

since it will not do to follow the seductive guidance of the

similarity in sound to or7ius (which is hardly equivalent to

opeLvo'i)} The description is genealogical, and therefore moves

retrogressively, from the felling to the planting, njn'i in ver.

15a refers to the felled and planted tree, and primarily to the

ash. Qn» (of such as these) is neuter, as in ch. xsx. 6 ; at the

same time, the prophet had the D'yv (the wood, both as produce

and material) in his mind. The repeated ^K lays emphasis

upon the fact, that such different things are done with the very

same wood. It is used for warming, and for the preparation

of food, as well as for making a god. On the verbs of adora-

tion, hishtachdvdh (root shach, to sink, to settle down) and

sdgad, which is only applied to idolatrous worship, and from

which mes'gid, a mosque, is derived, see Holemann's Bihel-

studien, i. 3. iop may no doubt be taken as a plural (= DH^,

as in ch. xxx. 5), " such, things (talia) does he worship," as

Stier supposes ; but it is probably pathetic, and equivalent to

^ The apia of Theophrastus is probably quercits ilex, which is still called

apia; the laurus nobilis is now called /Icti'm, from the branches which serve
instead of palm-branches.
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'h, as in ch. liii. 8 (compare Ps. xi. 7 ; Ewald, § 247, a). Ac-

cording to the double application of the wood mentioned in ver.

15, a distinction is drawn in vers. 16, 17 between the one half

of the wood and the other. The repeated clietsyo (the half of

it) in ver. 16 refers to the first half, which furnishes not only

fuel for burning, but shavings and coals for roasting and baking

as well. And as a fire made for cooking warms quite as much
as one made expressly for the purpose, the prophet dwells upon

this benefit which the wood of the idol does confer. On the

tone upon the last syllable of cJiammotJii, see at Job xix. 17 ;

and on the use of the word nsT as a comprehensive term,

embracing every kind of sensation and perception, see my
Psycliologie, p. 234. Diagoras of Melos, a pupil of Democritus,

once threw a wooden standing figure of, Hercules into the fire,

and said Jocularly, " Come now, Hercules, perform thy thir-

teenth labour, and help me to cook the turnips."

So irrational is idolatry ; but yet, through self-hardening,

they have fallen under the judgment of hardness of heart (ch.

vi. 9, 10, xix. 3, xxix. 10), and have been given up to a repro-

bate mind (Rom. i. 28). Vers, 18, 19. " They perceive not,

and do not understand : for their eyes are smeared over, so that

they do not see ; their hearts, so that they do not understand.

And men take it not to heart, no perception and no understanding,

that men should say. The half of it I have burned in the fire,

and also baked bread upon the coals thereof; roasted flesh, and

eaten : and ought I to make the rest of it an abomination, to fall

down before the produce of a tree V Instead of no, Lev. xiv.

42, the third person is written HD (from tdchach, Ges. § 72^

Anm. 8) in a circumstantial sense : their eyes are, as it were,

smeared over with plaster. The expression 37"?N 3''E'n or 3?~7JJ

(ch. xlvi. 8), literally to carry back into the heart, which we

find as well as 3^"^J? D^, to take to heart (ch. xlii. 25), answers

exactly to the idea of reflection, here with reference to the

immense contrast between a piece of wood and the Divine

Being. The second and third ^ in ver. 19 introduce substan-

tive clauses, just as verbal clauses are introduced by TKI, "ibxp

is used in the same manner as in ch. ix. 8 : "perception and insight

showing themselves in their saying." On bul, see Job xl. 20

;

the meaning " block " cannot be established : the talmudic bul,

a lump or piece, which Ewald adduces, is the Greek ^SiXoi.
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This exposure of the infatuation of idolatry closes with an

epiphonem in the form of a gnome (cf. ch. xxvi. 7, 10). Ver.

20. " He who striveth after ashes, a befooled heart has led him

astray, and he does not deliver his soul, and does not think, Is

there not a lie in my right hand ?" We have here a complete

and self-contained sentence, which must not be broken up in

the manner proposed by Knobel, " He hunts after ashes ; his

heart is deceived," etc. He who makes ashes, i.e. things easily

scattered, perishable, and worthless, the object of his effort and

striving (compare rudch in Hos. xii. 2), has been led astray

from the path of truth and salvation by a heart overpowered

by delusion ; he is so certain, that he does not think of saving

his soul, and it never occurs to him to say, " Is there not a lie

in my right hand ? " All that belongs to idolatry is sheqer—

a

fabrication and a lie. nv"i means primarily to pasture or tend,

hence to be concerned about, to strive after. ?riW is an attribu-

tive, from tdlal ^^ hdthal, ludere, ludifcare (see at ch. xxx. 10).

The second half of the prophecy commences with ver. 21.

It opens with an admonition. Ver. 21. " Hemember this,

Jacob and Israel; for thou art my servant : I have formed thee;

thou art servant to me, Israel : thou art not forgotten by me."

The thing to which the former were blind,— namely, that

idolatry is a lie,—Jacob was to have firmly impressed upon its

mind. The words "and Israel," which are attached, are a

contraction for " and remember this, O Israel " (compare the

vocatives after Vdv in Prov. viii. 5 and Joel ii. 23). In the

reason assigned, the tone rests upon my in the expression " my
servant," and for this reason " servant to me " is used inter-

changeably with it. Israel is the servant of Jehovah, and as

such it was formed by Jehovah ; and therefore reverence was

due to Him, and Him alone. The words which follow are

rendered by the LXX., Targum, Jerome, and Luther as

though they read ''Jtt'jn iO, though Hitzig regards the same
rendering as admissible even with the reading ''^psi}, inasmuch
as the niphal nE*: has the middle sense of eirCKavOdvea-Oai obli-

visci. But it cannot be shown that nizkar is ever used in the

analogous sense of /M/j,v^a-Kear9ai, recordari. The niphal which
was no doubt originally reflective, is always used in Hebrew
to indicate simply the passive endurance of something which
originated with the subject of the a^ition referred to, so that
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nisshdli could only signify " to forget one's self." We must

indeed admit the possibility of the meaning " to forget one's

self" having passed into the meaning " to be forgetful," and

this into the meaning " to forget." The Aramaean ''E'^HK also

signifies to be forgotten and (with an accent following) to for-

get, and the connection with an objective sufSx has a support

in ''^'lOn?*! in Ps. cix. 3. But the latter is really equivalent

to 'JilX lon^lj so that it may be adduced with equal propriety

in support of the other rendering, according to which ''JE'JP! is

equivalent to v T\mr\ (Ges., Umbr., Ewald, Stier). There are

many examples of this brachyological use of the suffix (Ges.

§ 121, 4), so that this rendering is certainly the safer of the

two. It also suits the context quite as well as the former,

"Oh, forget me not;" the assurance "thou wilt no); be for-

gotten by me" (compare ch. xlix. 15 and the lamentation of

Israel in ch. xl. 27) being immediately followed by an

announcement of the act of love, by which the declaration is

most gloriously confirmed.—Ver. 22. " / have blotted out thy

transgressions as a mist, and thy sins as clouds : return to me

;

for I have redeemed thee" We have adopted the rendering

"mist" merely because we have no synonym to "cloud;" we

have not translated it " thick cloud," because the idea of dark-

ness, thickness, or opacity, which is the one immediately sug-

gested by the word, had become almost entirely lost (see ch.

XXV. 5). Moreover, 7\> DJ? is evidently intended here (see ch.

xix. 1), inasmuch as the point of comparison is not the dark,

heavy multitude of sins, but the facility and rapidity with

which they are expunged. Whether we connect with ''ffno

the idea of a stain, as in Ps. li. 3, 11, or that of a debt entered

in a ledger, as in Col. ii. 14, and as we explained it in ch. xliii.

25 (cf. mdchdh, Ex. xxxii. 32, 33), in any case sin is regarded

as something standing between God and man, and impeding

or disturbing the intercourse between them. This Jehovah

clears away, just as when His wind sweeps away the clouds,

and restores the blue sky again (Job xxvi. 13). Thus does

God's free grace now interpose at the very time when Israel

thinks He has forgotten it, blotting out Israel's sin, and

proving this by redeeming it from a state of punishment.

What an evangelical sound the preaching of the Old Testa-

ment evangelist has in this passage also ! Forgiveness and
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redemption are not offered on condition of conversion, but

the mercy of God comes to Israel in direct contrast to what

its works deserve, and Israel is merely called upon to recipro-

cate this by conversion and renewed obedience. The perfects

denote that which has essentially taken place. Jehovah has

blotted out Israel's sin, inasmuch as He does not impute it any

more, and thus has redeemed Israel. All that yet remains is

the outward manifestation of this redemption, which is already

accomplished in the counsel of God.

There is already good ground, therefore, for exuberant re-

joicing ; and the reply of the church to these words of divine

consolation is as follows : Ver. 23. "Exult, heavens; for

Jeliovali hath accomplished it : shout, ye depths of the earth

;

break out, ye mountains, into exulting; thou forest, and all the

wood therein : for Jehovah hath redeemed Jacob, and He showeth

Himself glorious upon Israel'' All creation is to rejoice in the

fact that Jehovah has completed what He pm-posed, that He
has redeemed His people, and henceforth will show Himself

glorious in them. The heavens on high are to exult ; also the

depths of the earth, i.e. not Hades, which would be opposed

to the prevailing view of the Old Testament (Ps. Ixvi., cf.

Ixxxviii. 13), but the interior of the earth, with its caves, its

pits, and its deep abysses (see Ps. cxxxix. 15) ; and the moun-
tains and woods which rise up from the earth towards heaven

—

all are to unite in the exultation of the redeemed : for the

redemption that is being accomplished in man will extend its

effects in all directions, even to the utmost limits of the natural

world.

This exulting finale is a safe boundary-stone of this fifth

prophecy. It opened with "Thus saith the Lord," and the

sixth opens- with the same.

SIXTH PEOPHECY.—Chap. xux. 24-xlv.

CYRUS, THE ANOINTED OE JEHOVAH, AND DELIVERER OF
ISRAEL.

The promise takes a new turn here, acquiring greater and
greater speciality. It is introduced as the word of Jehovah
who first gave existence to Israel, and has not let it go to ruin.
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Vers. 24-28. " Thus saith JeJiovah, thy Redeemer^ and He that

formed thee from the womb, I Jehovah am He that accom-

plisheth all ; who stretched out the heavens alone, spread out the

earth by Himself; who bringeth to nought the signs of the pro-

phets of lies, and exposeth the soothsayers as raging mad ; ivho

tumeth bach the wise men, and malceth their science folly ; who
realizeth the word of His servant, and accomplisheth the predic-

tion of His messengers ; who saith to Jerusalem, She shall be

inhabited ! and to the cities of Judah, They shall he built, and
their ruins I raise up again ! who saith to the whirlpool, Dry
up ; and I dry its streams ! who saith to Koresh, My shepherd

and he willperform all my will; and will say to Jerusalem, She

shall be built, and the temple founded ! " The prophecy which

commences with ver. 24a is carried on through this group of

verses in a series of participial predicates to ''2JS (I). Jehovah

is 'oseh hoi, accomplishing all {perficiens omnia), so that there

is nothing that is not traceable to His might and wisdom as

the first cause. It was He who alone, without the co-operation

of any other being, stretched out the heavens, who made the

earth into a wide plain by .Himself, i.e. so that it proceeded from

Himself alone : ''J?KO, as in Josh. xi. 20 (compare ''3'?, ch. xxx.

1 ; and mimmenni in Hos. viii. 4), chethib ''fil?
''P,

" who was

with me," or " who is it beside me ? " The Targum follows

the heri; the Septuagint the chethib, attaching it to the fol-

lowing words, Tt9 erepo'i SiaaKeSdcrei. Ver. 25 passes on from

Him whom creation proves to be God, to Him who is proving

Plimself to be so in history also, and that with obvious refer-

ence to the Chaldean soothsayers and wise men (ch. xlvii. 9,

10), who held out to proud Babylon the most splendid and

hopeful prognostics. " Who brings to nought (mepher, opp.

meqiirt) the signs" i.e. the marvellous proofs of their divine

mission which the false prophets adduced by means of fraud

and witchcraft. The LXX. render baddim, h^'^acTTpiij.vQwv,

Targ. bldln (in other passages = 'ob. Lev. xx. 27 ; 'oboth. Lev,

xix. 31 ; hence = irvQatv, irvQavei). At ch. xvi. 6 and Job

xi. 3 we have derived it as a common noun from iTia = saa,

to speak at random ; but it is possible that nia may originally

have signified to produce or bring forth, without any reference

to ySaTToXo^eti/, then to invent, to fabricate, so that baddim as

a personal name (as in Jer. 1. 36) would be synonymous with
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baddd'im, mendaces. On qos'mim, see ch. iii. 2 (vol. i. 131) ; on

y'holel, Job xii. 17, where it occurs in connection with a similar

predicative description of God according to His works. In

ver. 26 a contrast is drawn between the heathen soothsayers

and wise men, and the servant and messengers of Jehovah,

whose word, whose 'etsdh, i.e. determination or disclosure con-

cerning the future (cf. yd'ats, ch. xli. 28), he realizes and per-

fectly fulfils. By " his servant" we are to understand Israel

itself, according to ch. xlii. 19, but only relatively, namely, as

the bearer of the prophetic word, and therefore as the kernel

of Israel regarded from the standpoint of the prophetic mission

which it performed; and consequently "his messengers" are

the prophets of Jehovah who were called out of Israel. The
singular " his servant" is expanded in " his messenger" into

the plurality embraced in the one idea. This is far more
probable than that the author of these prophetic words, who
only speaks of himself in a roundabout manner even in ch. xl.

6, should here refer directly to himself (according to ch. xx. 3).

In ver. 266 the predicates become special prophecies, and hence

their outward limits are also defined. As we have 2mT\ and
, T

not UCTD, we must adopt the rendering habitetur and cedificentur,

with which the continuation of the latter et vastata ejus erigam

agrees. In ver. 27 the prophecy moves back from the restora-

tion of Jerusalem and the cities of Judah to the conquest of

Babylon. The expression calls to mind the drying up of the

Eed Sea (ch. li. 10, xliii. 16) ; but here it relates to something

future, according to ch. xlii. 15, 1. 2,—namely, to the drying up
of the Euphrates, which Cyrus turned into the enlarged basin

of Sepharvaim, so that the water sank to the depth of a single

foot, and men could " go through on foot" (Herod, i. 191).
But in the complex view of the prophet, the possibility of the
conqueror's crossing involved the possibility of the exiles' depart-

ing from the prison of the imperial city, which was surrounded
by a natural and artificial line of waters (ch. xi. 15), fh^'i

(from hvi = i'^V, to whiz or whirl) refers to the Euphrates,
just as m'tsuldh in Job xli. 23, Zech. x. 11, does to the Nile -

iVipni is used in the same sense as the Homeric 'IlKedvoio
peeOpa. In ver. 28 the special character of the promise reaches
its highest shoot. The deliverer of Israel is mentioned by
name :

" That saith to Koresh, My shepherd (i.e. a Tromw
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\a&v appointed by me), and he who performs all my will"

(chephets, BeKrj/ia, not in the generalized sense of irpay/jia), and

that inasmuch as he (Cyrus) saith to (or of) Jerusalem, It shall

be built (tibbdmli, not the second pers. tibhdni), and the foun-

dation of the temple laid (Jiekhdl a masculine elsewhere, here a

feminine). This is the passage which is said by Josephus to

have induced Cyrus to send back the Jews to their native land

:

" Accordingly, when Cyrus read this, and admired the divine

power, an earnest desire and ambition seized upon him to fulfil

what was so written" (Jos. Ant. xi. 2), According to Ctesias

and others, the name of Cyrus signifies the sun. But all that

can really be affirmed is, that it sounds like the name of the

sun. For in Neo-Pers. the sun is called char, in Zendic Iivare

(kare), and from this proper names are formed, such as cliars'id

(Sunshine, also the Sun) ; but Cyrus is called Kuru or Khuru
upon the monuments, and this cannot possibly be connected

with our cliur, which would be uwara in Old Persian (Rawlin-

son, Lassen, Spiegel), and Koresli is simply the name of Kuru
(KO/j-09) Hebraized after the manner of a segholate. There is

a marble-block, for example, in the Murghab valley, not far

from the mausoleum of Cyrus, which contained the golden

coffin with the body of the king (see Strabo, xv. 3, 7) ; and on

this we find an inscription that we also meet with elsewhere,

viz. adam. k'ur'us. khsdya
\

tliiya. hakhdmanisiya, i.e. I am Kuru
the king of the Acha3menides.^ This name is identical with

the name of the river Kur {Kvpo'^; see i. 393, note) ; and what

Strabo says is worthy of notice,—namely, that " there is also a

river called Cyrus, which flows through the so-called cave of

Persis near Pasargadse, and whence the king took his name,

changing it from Agradates into Cyrus" (Strab. xv. 3, 6). It

is possible also that there may be some connection between the

name and the Indian princely title of Kuru.
' The first strophe of the first half of this sixth prophecy

^ See the engraving of this tomb of Cyrus, which is now called the

" Tomb of Solomon's mother," in Vaux's Nineveh and Persepolis (p. 345).

On the identity of MurgMh and Pasargadx, see Spiegel, Keil-inschriften,

pp. 71, 72 ; and with regard to the discovery of inscriptions that may still

be expected'around the tomb of Cyrus, the Journal of the Asiatic Society,

X. 46, note 4 (also compare Spiegel's Geschichte der Entzifferung der Keil-

tchrift, im •' Ausland," 1865, p. 413).
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(cli. xliv. 24 sqq.), the subject of which is Cyrus, the predicted

restorer of Jerusalem, of the cities of Judah, and of the

temple, is now followed by a second strophe (ch. xlv. 1-8),

having for its subject Cyrus, the man through whose irre-

sistible career of conquest the heathen would be brought to

recognise the power of Jehovah, so that heavenly blessings

would come down upon the earth. The naming of the great

shepherd of the nations, and the address to him, are continued

in ch. xlv. 1-3 : " Thus saiili JeJiovah to His anointed, to KoresJi,

ivhom I have taken by his right hand to subdue nations before

him ; and the loins of kings I ungird, to open before him doors

and gates, that they may not continue shut. I shall go before

thee, and level what is heaped up : gates of brass shall I break

in pieces, and bolts of iron shall I smite to the ground. And I
shall give thee treasures of darkness, and jewels of hidden places,

that thou mayest know that I Jehovah am He uiho called out

thy name, (even) the God of Israel." The words addressed to

Cyrus by Jehovah commence in ver. 2, but promises applying

to him force themselves into the introduction, being evoked by

the mention of his name. He is the only king of the Gentiles

whom Jehovah ever calls m'shlchi (my anointed ; LXX. t&

X^pia-ro) fiov). The fundamental principle of the politics of

the empire of the world was all-absorbing selfishness. But the

politics of Cyrus were pervaded by purer motives, and this

brought him eternal honour. The very same thing which the

spirit of Darius, the father of Xerxes, is represented as saying

of him in the Persce of ^schylus (v. 735), 0eo? yap ovk

rjj(67}aev, w? ev^pav e^v (for he was not hateful to God, be-

cause he was well-disposed), is here said by the Spirit of reve-

lation, which by no means regards the virtues of the heathen

as splendida vitia. Jehovah has taken him by his right hand,

to accomplish great things through him while supporting him
thus. (On the inf. rad for rod, from rddad, to tread down,

see Ges. § 67, Anm. 3.) The dual dHdthaim has also a plural

force: "double doors" (fores) in great number, viz. those of

palaces. After the two infinitives, the verb passes into the

finite tense : " loins of kings I ungird " {discingo ; pitteach,

which refers primarily to the loosening of a fastened garment,
is equivalent to depriving of strength). The gates—namelv,
those of the cities which he storms—will not be shut, sc. in
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perpetuity, ttat is to say, they will have to open to him.

Jerome refers here to the account given of the elder Cyrus

in Xenophon's Cyropoedia. A general picture may no doubt

be obtained from this of his success in war ; but particular

statements need support from other quarters, since it is only a

historical romance. Instead of IB'iN (lE'iK?) in ver. 2, the leeri

has itS'^K
; just as in Ps. v. 9 it has -\tn instead of lE'in. A

liiphil T'B'in cannot really be shown to have existed, and the

abbreviated future form "iti'iN would be altogether without

ground or object here, h'^'vn'!} (twmida; like D''9''5'^ ammna,

and others) is meant to refer to the difficulties piled up in the

conqueror's way. The "gates of brass" {n^dhusJidh, brazen,

poetical for n'chosJietli, brass, as in the derivative passage, Ps.

cvii. 16) and "bolts of iron" remind one more especially of

Babylon with its hundred " brazen gates," the very posts and

lintels of which were also of brass (Herod, i. 179) ; and the

treasures laid up in deep darkness and jewels preserved in

hiding-places, of the riches of Babylon (Jer. 1. 37, li. 13), and

especially of those of the Lydian Sardes, " the richest city of

Asia after Babylon" {Cyrop. vii. 2, 11), which Cyrus con-

quered first. On the treasures which Cyrus acquired through

his conquests, and to which allusion is made in the Persm of

JEschylus, V. 327 (" O Persian, land and harbour of many

riches thou"), see Plin. h. n. xxxiii. 2. Brerewood estimates

the quantity of gold and silver mentioned there as captured by

him at no less than £126,224,000 sterling. And all this suc-

cess is given to him by Jehovah, that he may know that it is

Jehovah the God of Israel who has called out with his name,

i.e. called out his name, or called him to be what he is, and as

what he shows himself to be.

A second and third object are introduced by a second and

third lyo^ Vers. 4-7. " For the sake of my servant Jacob, and

Israel my chosen, I called thee hither by name, surnamed thee

lohen thou knewest me not. I Jehovah, and there is none else,

beside me no God : I equipped thee when thou knewest me not

;

that they may know from the rising of the sun, and its going

down, that there is none without me : I Jehovah, and there is

none else, former of the light, and creator of the darkness;

founder of peace, and creator of evil : I Jehovah am He who

worketh all this." The *<"3i?^) which follows the second reason
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assigned like an apodosis, is construed doubly :
" I called to

thee, calling thee by name." The parallel ^WX refers to such

titles of honour as " my shepherd " and " my anointed," which

had been given to him by Jehovah. This calling, distinguish-

ing, and girding, i.e. this equipment of Cyrus, took place at a

time when Cyrus knevr nothing as yet of Jehovah, and by this

very fact Jehovah made known His sole Deity. The meaning

is, not that it occurred while he was still worshipping false gods,

but, as the refrain-like repetition of the words " though thou

hast not known me " affirms with strong emphasis, before he

had been brought into existence, or could know anything of

Jehovah. The passage is to be explained in the same way as

Jer. i. 5, " Before I formed thee in the womb, I knew thee
"

(see Psycliol. pp. 36, 37, 39) ; and what the God of prophecy

here claims for Himself, must not be questioned by false criti-

cism, or weakened down by false apologetics (i.e. by giving up
the proper name Cyrus as a gloss in ch. xliv. 28 and xlv. 1 ; or

generalizing it into a king's name, such as Pharaoh, Abime-

lech, or Agag). The third and last object of this predicted

and realized success of the oppressor of nations and deliverer

of Israel is the acknowledgment of Jehovah, spreading over

the heathen world from the rising and setting of the sun, i.e.

in every direction. The ah of '"12"13))3D1 is not a feminine termi-

nation (LXX., Targ., Jer.), but a feminine suffix with He
raphato pro mappic (Kimchi) ; compare ch. xxiii. 17, 18, xxxiv.

17 (but not nsfj in ch. xviii. 5, or nimts in ch. xxx. 32).

Slwnesh (the sun) is a feminine here, as in Gen. xv. 17, Nah.
iii. 17, Mai. iii. 20, and always in Arabic ; for the west is

invariably called 3"jyD (Arab, magrib). In ver. 7 we are led

by the context to understand by darkness and evil the penal

judgments, through which light and peace, or salvation, break

forth for the people of God and the nations generally. But as

the prophecy concerning Cyrus closes with this self-assertion

of Jehovah, it is unquestionably a natural supposition that

there is also a contrast implied to the dualistic system of

Zarathustra, which divided the one nature of the Deity into

two opposing powers (see Windischmann, ZoroastriscJie Studien,

p. 135). The declaration is so bold, that Marcion appealed to

this passage as a proof that the God of the Old Testament was
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a different being from the God of the New, and not the Gcd
of goodness only. The Valentinians and other gnostics also

regarded the words " There is no God beside me " in Isaiah,

as deceptive words of the Demiurgus. The early church met
them with Tertullian's reply, " de his creator 'profitetur malis

quce congruunt judici," and also made use of this self-attestation

of the God of revelation as a weapon with which to attack

Manicheeism. The meaning of the words is not exhausted by
those who content themselves with the assertion, that by the

evil (or darkness) we are not to understand the evil of guilt

(malum culpce), but the evil of punishment (malum pcence).

Undoubtedly, evil as an act is not the direct working of God,
but the spontaneous work of a creature endowed with freedom.

At the same time, evil, as well as good, has in this sense its

origin in God,—that He combines within Himself the first

principles of love arid wrath, the possibility of evil, the self-

punishment of evil, and therefore the consciousness of guilt as

well as the evil of punishment in the broadest sense. When
the apostle celebrates the glory of free grace in Eom. ix. 11

sqq., he stands on that giddy height, to which few are able

to follow him without falling headlong into the false conclu-

sions of a decretum absolutum, and the denial of all creaturely

freedom.

In the prospect of this ultimate and saving purpose of the

mission of Cyrus, viz. the redemption of Israel and the con-

version of the heathen, heaven and earth are now summoned to

bring forth and pour down spiritual blessings in heavenly gifts,

according to the will and in the power of Jehovah, who has in

view a new spiritual creation. Ver. 8. ^' Cause to trickle down,

ye heavens above, and let the blue sky rain down righteousness

;

let the earth open, and let salvation blossom, and righteousness

;

let them sprout together : I Jehovah have created it." What the

heavens are to cause to trickle down, follows as the object to

^^^\ And what is to flower when the earth opens (pdthach as

in Ps. cvi. 17 ; compare aprilis and the Neo-Greek anoixis,

spring), is salvation and righteousness. But tzedek (righteous-

ness) is immediately afterwards the object of a new verb ; so

tliat ''ij'iS!! j^Bi^, which are thought of as combined, as the word
in|; (together) shows, are uncoupled in the actual expression.

Knobel expresses a different opinion, and assumes that V^., is
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regarded as a collective noun, and therefore construed with a

plural, hke nim in Ps. cxix. 103, and man in Hag. ii. 7. But

the use of yachad (together) favours the other interpretation.

The suffix of 1'''nNn3 points to this fulness of righteousness and

salvation. It is a creation of Jehovah Himself. Heaven and

earth, when co-operating to effect this, are endowed with their

capacity through Him from whom cometh every good and

perfect gift, and obey now, as at the first. His creative flat.

This "rorate cceli desuper et nubes pluant justum" as the

Vulgate renders it, is justly regarded as an old advent cry.

The promise is now continued in a third strophe (ch.

xlv. 9-13), and increases more and more in the distinctness of

its terms; but just as in ch. xxix. 15-21, it opens with a re-

proof of that pusillanimity (ch. xl. 27 ; cf. ch. li. 13, xlix. 24,

Iviii. 3), which goes so far to complain of the ways of Jehovah.

Vers. 9, 10. " Woe to him that quarrelleth with his Maker—a

pot among the pots of earthemvare ? Can the clay indeed say to

him that shapeth it, What makest thou ? and thy work, He hath

no hands ? Woe to him that saith to his father, What begettest

thou ? and to the woman, What bringest thou forth ? " The
comparison drawn between a man as the work of God and the

clay-work of a potter suggested itself all the more naturally,

inasmuch as the same word yotser was applied to God as

Creator, and also to a potter (fgulus). The word cheres sig-

nifies either a sherd, or fragment of earthenware (ch. xxx. 14),

or an earthenware vessel (Jer. xix. 1 ; Prov. xxvi. 23). In the

passage before us, where the point of comparison is not the

fragmentary condition, but the earthen character of the material

{'addmdh), the latter is intended : the man, who complains of

God, is nothing but a vessel of clay, and, more than that, a

perishable vessel among many others of the very same kind.^

The questions which follow are meant to show the folly of this

complaining. Can it possibly occur to the clay to raise a com-
plaint against him who has it in hand, that he has formed it

in such and such a manner, or for such and such a purpose

(compare Eom. ix. 20, " Why hast thou made me thus ") ? To
the words " or thy work " we must supply num dicet (shall it

^ Tlie Septuaglnt reads shin for sin in both instances, and introduces

here the very unsuitable thought already contained in ch. xxviii. 24, " Shall

the ploughman plough the land the whole day ?
"
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say) ; -pQ'al is a manufacture, as in ch. i. 31. The question is

addressed to the maker, as those in ch. vii. 25 are to the

hushandman : Can the thing made by thee, O man, possibly

say in a contemptuous tone, " He has no hands %
"—a supposi-

tion the ridiculous absurdity of which condemns, it at once ; and

yet it is a very suitable analogy to the conduct of the man who
complains of God. In ver. 10, a woe is denounced upon those

who resemble a man who should say to his own father, What
children dost thou beget % or to a wife. What dost thou bring

forth ? {fchilin an emphatic, and for the most part pausal, fut.

parag., as in Euth ii. 8, iii. 18.) This would be the rudest and

most revolting attack upon an inviolably tender and private

relation ; and yet Israel does this when it makes the hidden

providential government of its God the object of expostulation.

After this double woe, which is expressed in general terms,

but the application of which is easily made, the words of

Jehovah are directly addressed to the presumptuous criticizers.

Ver. 11. " Thus saiili Jehovah, the Holy One of Israel, and its

Maker, Ask me what is to come ; let my sons and the work of

my hands he committed to me!" The names by which He
calls Himself express His absolute blamelessness, and His

absolute right of supremacy over Israel. ''31PKI2' is an im-

perative, like ''J1V0B' in Gen. xxiii. 8 ; the third person would

be written ''|I1''?<K'. The meaning is : If ye would have any

information or satisfaction concerning the future (" things to

come," ch. xli. 23, xliv. 7), about which ye can neither know

nor determine anything of yourselves, inquire of me. TP!^ with

an accusative of the person, and ?y of the thiag, signifies to

commit anything to the care of another (1 Chron. xxii. 12).

The fault-finders in Israel were to leave the people of whom
Jehovah was the Maker (a retrospective allusion to vers. 10 and

9), in the hands of Him who has created everything, and on whom
everything depends. Ver. 12. "/, / have made the earth, and

created men upon it ; I, my hands have stretched out the heavens,

and all their host have I called forth." ''1\ ''3S, according to

Ges. § 121, 3, is equivalent to my hands, and mine alone,

—

a similar arrangement of words to those in Gen. xxiv. 27, 2

Ohron. xxviii. 10, Eccles. ii. 15. Hitzig is wrong in his render-

ing, " all their host do I command." That of Ewald is the

correct one, "did I appoint;" for tsivvdh, followed by an
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accusative of the person, means to give a definite order or com-

mand to any one, the command in this case being the order to

come into actual existence (=essejussi, cf. Ps. xxxiii. 9).

He who created all things, and called all things into exist-

ence, had also raised up this Cyrus, whose victorious career had

increased the anxieties and fears of the exiles, instead of leading

them to lift up their heads, because their redemption was draw-

ing nigh. Ver. 13. "/, Iliave raised Mm up in righteousness,

and all Ms ways shall I make smooth : He will build my city,

and release my banished ones, not for price nor for reward, saith

Jehovah of hosts." All the anxieties of the exiles are calmed by

the words " in righteousness," which trace back the revolutions

that Cyrus was causing to the righteousness of Jehovah, i.e. to

His interposition, which was determined by love alone, and

tended directly to the salvation of His people, and in reality to

that of all nations. And they are fully quieted by the promise,

which is now expressed in the clearest and most unequivocal

words, that Cyrus would build up Jerusalem again, and set the

captivity free {gdluth, as in ch. xx. 4), and that without re-

-demption with money (ch. Hi. 3),—a clear proof that Jehovah

had not only raised up Cyrus himself, but had put his spirit

within him, i.e. had stirred up within him the resolution to do

this (see the conclusion to the books of Chronicles, and the

introduction to that of Ezra). This closes the first half of our

sixth prophecy.

The second half is uttered in the prospect, that the judg-

ment which Cyrus brings upon the nations will prepare the way
for the overthrow of heathenism, and the universal acknow-

ledgment of the God of Israel. The heathen submit, as the

first strophe or group of verses (ch. xlv. 14-17) affirms, to the

congregation and its God ; the idolatrous are converted, whilst

Israel is for ever redeemed. With the prospect of the release

•of the exiles, there is associated in the prophet's perspective the

prospect of an expansion of the restored church, through the

entrance of " the fulness of the Gentiles." Ver. 14. " Thus
saith Jehovah, Theproductions ofEgypt, andgain of Ethiopia, and
the Sabmans, men of tall stature, will come over to thee, and belong
to thee : they will come after thee ; in chains they will come over,

and cast themselves down to thee ; they pray to thee. Surely God
is in thee, and there is none else ; no Deity at all," Assumino'
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that 1"I3J)^ has the same meaning in both cases, the prophet's

meaning appears to be, that the Egyptians, Ethiopians, and

Meroites (see eh. xliii. 3), who had been enslaved by the im-

perial power of Persia, would enter the miraculously emanci-

pated congregation of Israel (Ewald). But if they wer&

thought of as in a state of subjugation to the imperial power

of Asia, how could the promise be at the same time held out

that their riches would pass over into the possession of the

church 1 And yet, on the other hand, the chains in which

they come over cannot be regarded, at least in this connection,

where such emphasis is laid upon the voluntary character of the

suiTender, as placed upon them by Israel itself (as in ch. Ix. 11

and Ps. cxlix. 8). We must therefore suppose that they put

chains upon themselves voluntarily, and of their own accord,

and thus offer themselves spontaneously to the church, to be

henceforth its subjects and slaves. Egypt, Ethiopia, and Saba

are the nations that we meet with in other passages, where the

hcereditas gentium is promised to the church, and generally in

connection with Tyre (vid. Ps. Ixviii. 32, Ixxii. 10 ; compare

ch. xviii. 7, xix. 16 sqq., xxiii. 18). Whilst the labour of

Egypt (i.e. the productions of its labour) and the trade of

Ethiopia (i.e. the riches acquired by trade) are mentioned ; in

the case of Saba the prophecy looks at the tall and handsome

tribe itself, a tribe which Agatharchides describes as having

a-cofjura d^w'Koycorepa, These would place themselves at the

service of the church with their invincible strength. The

voluntary character of the surrender is pointed out, not only

in the expression " they will come over," but also in the con-

fession with which this is accompanied. In other cases the

words hithpallel 'el are only used of prayer to God and idols ;

but here it is to the church that prayer is offered. In the

prophet's view, Jehovah and His church are inseparably one

(compare 1 Cor. xii. 12, where " Christ" stands for the church

as one body, consisting of both head and members ; also the

use of the word " worship" in Eev. iii. 9, which has all the

ring of a passage taken from Isaiah). ^« is used here in its

primary affirmative sense, as in Ps. Iviii. 12. There can be no

doubt that Paul had this passage of Isaiah in his mind when

writing 1 Cor. xiv. 24, 25, dirwyyeWmv oti 6 0eo? ovrax; iv vjuv

ia-Ti, or, according to a better arrangement of the words, ot»

VOL, II. P
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oww? (= ^^?) 6 060? iv vfilv iffTiv. 'Ephes does not signify

prcBter (as a synonym of "'!J5!??j '''!'?'0 either here or anywhere

else, but is a substantive used with a verbal force, which stands

in the same relation to ps as " there is not at all (absolutely

not)" to " there is not ;" compare ch. v, 8, xlv. 6, xlvi. 9, also

Deut. xxxii. 36 (derivative passage, 2 Kings xiv. 26), and

Amos vi. 10, 2 Sam. ix. 3 ; vid. ch. xlvii. 8.

What follows in ver. 15 is not a continuation of the words

of the Gentiles, but a response of the church to their con-

fession. The nations that have been idolatrous till now, bend

in humble spontaneous worship before the church and its God

;

and at the sight of this, the church, from whose soul the prophet

is speaking, bursts out into an exclamation of reverential amaze-

ment. Ver. 15. " Verih/ Thou art a mysterious God, Thou God

of Israel, Thou Saviour." Literally, a God who hides Himself

(mistatter: the resemblance to /jLvar'r)p-ia)Brji; is quite an acci-

dental one ; the e is retained in the participle even in pause).

The meaning is, a God who guides with marvellous strange-

ness the history of the nations of the earth, and by secret ways,

which human eyes can never discern, conducts all to a glorious

issue. The exclamation in Eom. xi. 33, " O the depth of the

riches," etc., is a similar one.

The way in which this God who hides Himself is ultimately

revealed as the God of salvation, is then pointed out in vers.

16, 17 :
" TheT/ are put to shame, and also confounded, all of

them ; they go away into confusion together, the forgers of idols.

Israel is redeemed by Jehovah with everlasting redemption: ye
are not put to shame nor confounded to everlasting eternities."

The perfects are expressive of the ideal past. Jehovah shows
Himself as a Saviour by the fact, that whereas the makers
of idols perish, Israel is redeemed an everlasting redemption
(ace. obj. as in ch. xiv. 6, xxii. 17 ; Ges. § 138, 1, Anm. 1),
i.e. so that its redemption is one that lasts for seons (almvla

XvTpaa-K, Heb. ix. 12) :—observe that t'shudh does not literally

signify redemption or rescue, but transfer into a state of wide
expanse, i.e. of freedom and happiness. The plural 'oldmim
(eternities=a6F&)i'6?, ceva) belongs, according to Knobel, to the
later period of the language ; but it is met with as early as in
old Asaphite psalms (Ps. Ixxvii. 6). When the further promise
is added. Ye shall not be put to shame, etc., this clearly shows,
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what Is also certain on other grounds,—namely, that the re-

demption is not thought of merely as an outward and bodily

one, but also as inward and spiritual, and indeed (in Accordance

with the prophetic blending of the end of the captivity with

the end of all things) as a final one. Israel will never bring

upon itself again such a penal judgment as that of the capti-

vity by falling away from God ; that is to say, its state of sin

will end with its state of punishment, even "iy ''???^J'"^J?, i.e.,

since IV has no plural, eh al&vas t&v aliivav.

The second and last strophe of this prophecy commences

with ver. 18. By the fulfilment of the promise thus openly

proclaimed, those of the heathen who have been saved from

the judgment will recognise Jehovah as the only God ; and the

irresistible will of Jehovah, that all mankind should worship

Him, be carried out. The promise cannot remain unfulfilled.

Vers. 18, 19. " For thus saiih Jehovah, the creator of the

heavens (He is the Deity), the former of the earth, and its finisher;

He has established it (He has not created it a desert, He has

formed it to be inhabited) : I am Jehovah, and there is none

else. I have not spoken in secret, in a place of the land of

darkness; I did not say to the seed of Jacob, Into the desert

seek ye me ! I Jehovah am speaking righteousness, proclaiming

upright things'' The athnach properly divides ver. 18 in half.

Ver. 18a describes the speaker, and what He says commences

in ver. 186. The first parenthesis affirms that Jehovah is God
in the fullest and most exclusive sense ; the second that He has

created the earth for man's sake, not " as a desert " (tohu : the

LXX., Targum, and Jerome render this with less accuracy,

non in vanum), i.e. not to be and continue to be a desert, but to

be inhabited. Even in Gen. i. 2, chaos is not described as of

God's creation, because (whatever may be men's opinions con-

cerning it in other respects) the creative activity of God merely

made use of this as a starting-point, and because, although it

did not come into existence without God, it was at any rate not

desired by God for its own sake. The words of Jehovah com-

mence, then, with the assertion that Jehovah is the absolute

One; and from this two thoughts branch off : (1.) The first is,

that the prophecy which emanates from Him is an affair of

light, no black art, but essentially different from heathen sooth-

saying. By " a dark place of the earth" we are to understand,
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according to Ps. cxxxix. 15, the interior of the earth, and

according to Job x. 21, Hades ; the intention being to point

out the contrast between the prophecies of Jehovah and the

heathen cave-oracles and spirit-voices of the necromancists,

which seemed to rise up from the interior of the earth (see ch.

Ixv. 4, viii. 19, xxix. 4). (2.) The second thought is, that the

very same love of Jehovah, which has already been displayed

in the creation, attests itself in His relation to Israel, which He
has not directed to Himself " into tlie desert " (tohu), just as

He did not create the earth a tohu. Meier and Knobel suppose

that &ag'«/jw)ii, which is written here, according to a well-supported

reading, with Koph rapliatum (whereas in other cases the dagesh

is generally retained, particularly in the imperative of hiqqSsh),

refers to seeking for disclosures as to the future ; but the word
''JIB'1'7 would be used for this, as in ch. viii. 19. He has not said,

" Seek ye me (as in Zeph. ii. 3) into the desert," i.e. without

the prospect of meeting with any return for your pains. On
the contrary. He has attached promises to the seeking of Him-
self, which cannot remain unfulfilled, for He is " one speaking

righteousness, declaring things that are right;" i.e. when He
promises. He follows out the rule of His purpose and of His
plan of salvation, and the impulse of sincere desire for their

good, and love which is ever true to itself. The present word
of prophecy points to the fulfilment of these promises.

The salvation of Israel, foretold and realized by Jehovah,
becomes at the same time the salvation of the heathen world.

Vers. 20, 21. ^'Assemble yourselves and come; draw near together,

ye escaped of the heathen! Irrational are they who burden
themselves with the tvood of their idol, and pray to a god that

bringeth no salvation. Make known, and cause to draw near

;

yea, let them take counsel together : Who has made such things

known from the olden time, proclaimed it long ago ? Itave not 1,

Jehovah^ and there is no Deity beside me; a God just, and bring-
ing salvation : there is not without me ! " The fulness of the
Gentiles, which enters into the kingdom of God, is a remnant of
the whole mass of the heathen : for salvation comes through judg-
ment ; and it is in the midst of great calamities that the work
of that heathen mission is accomplished, which is represented in
these prophecies on the one hand as the mission of Cyrus and
on the other hand as the mission of Jehovah and His servant
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Hence this summons to listen to the self-assertion of the God
of revelation, is addressed to the escaped of the heathen, who
are not therefore the converted, but those who are susceptible

of salvation, and therefore spared. By "the heathen"

ijiaggoyim) Knobel understands the allies and auxiliaries of

the Babylonians, whom Cyrus put to flight (according to the

Cyropcedia) before his Lydian campaign. But this is only an

example of that exaggerated desire to turn everything into

history, which not only pi'evented his seeing the poetry of the

form, but obscured the fact that prophecy is both human and

divine. For the future was foreshortened to the telescopic

glance of the prophet, so that he could not see it in all its

length and breadth. He saw in one mass what history after-

wards unrolled ; and then behind the present he could just see

as it were the summit of the end, although a long eventful

way still lay between the two. Accordingly, our prophet here

takes his stand not at the close of any particular victory of

Cyrus, but at the close of all his victories ; and, in his view,

these terminate the whole series of catastrophes, which are

outlived by a remnant of the heathen, who are converted to

Jehovah, and thus complete the final glory of the restored

people of God. Throughout the whole of these prophecies we

see immediately behind the historical foreground this eschato-

logical background lifting up its head. The heathen who have

been preserved will assemble together ; and from the fact that

Jehovah proves Himself the sole foreteller of the events that

are now unfolding themselves, they will be brought to the

conviction that He is the only God. The Idthpael hithnaggesh

does not occur anywhere else. On the absolute yT ^b, see at

ch. xliv. 9 (cf. i. 3). To the verb hagglshu we must supply,

as in ch. xli. 22, according to the same expression in ver. 21,

Oa^ribsy (your proofs). " This" refers to the fall of Babylon

and redemption of Israel—salvation breaking through judg-

ment. On me^dz, from the olden time, compare ch. xliv. 8.

God is " a just God and a Saviour," as a being who acts most

strinfrently according to the demands of His hohness, and

wherever His wrath is not wickedly provoked, sets in motion

His loving will, which is ever concerned to secure the salvation

of men.

It is in accordance with this holy loving will that the cry is
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published in ver. 22 : " Turn unto me, and be ye saved, all ye

ends of the earth; for I am God, and none else" The first

imperative is hortatory, the second promising (cf. ch. xxxvi. 16

and viii. 9) : Jehovah desires both, viz. the conversion of all

men to Himself; and through this their salvation, and this

His gracious will, which extends to all mankind, will not rest

till its object has been fully accomplished. Ver. 23. "By
myself have I sworn, a word has gone out of a mouth of rightr

eousness, and will not return, Tliat to me every knee shall bend,

every tongue swear." Swearing by Himself (see Gen. xxii. 16),

God pledges what He swears with His own life (compare

Eom. xiv. 11, "as I live"). Parallel to 'mf^ ''3 is the

clause aiB'J N^l 13'=J
nijiy isp nx;. Here Rosenmiiller connects

13T i^pTi together as if with a hyphen, in the sense of a truth-

word (Jerome, justitia verhum). But this is grammatically

impossible, since it would require i^pyi 1?'^
; moreover, it is

opposed both to the accents, and to the dagesh in the Daleth.

Hitzig's rendering is a better one : " Truth (LXX. BiKaio-

avvrj), a word that does not return,"—the latter being taken

as an explanatory permutative ; but in that case we should

require K? for K?l, and ts'ddqdh is not used in the sense of

truth anywhere else (compare tsaddlq, however, in ch. xli. 26).

On the other hand, npIV might be equivalent to nplVl ("in

righteousness;" cf. ch. xlii. 25, non = HDna), if it were not

incomparably more natural to connect together npis 'DD as a

genitive construction ; though not in the sense in which ''BD

muin is used in post-biblical writings,—namely, as equivalent to

" out of the mouth of God" (see Buxtorf, Lex. Chald. Col. 385),

—but rather in this way, that the mouth of God is described

attributively as regulated in its words by His holy will (as

"speaking righteousness," ver. 196). A word has gone forth

from this mouth of righteousness ; and after it has once gone

forth, it does not return without accomplishing its object (ch.

Iv. 11), What follows is not so much a promising prediction

(that every knee will bend to me), as a definitive declaration of

will (that it shall or must bend to me). According to ch. xix.

18, xliv. 5, " to me" is to be regarded as carried forward, and
so to be supplied after " shall swear" (the Septuagint rendering,

ofieirat . . . tov Qeov, is false ; that of Paul in Rom. xiv. 11,

e^o/w\oyi]a-e'rai rm Oea, is correct ; and in this case, as in
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others also, the Cod. Al. of the Sept. has been corrected from

the New Testament quotations).

This bending of the knee, this confession as an oath of

homage, will be no forced one. Ver. 24. " Only in Jehmdh,

da men say of me, is fulness of righteousness and strength ; they

come to Him, and all that were incensed against Him are put to

shamed The parenthetical insertion of los? v (?, with refer-

ence to, as in ch. xli. 7, xliv. 26, 28) is the same as in Ps.

cxix. 57. ^>? has a restrictive sense here, which springs out of

the affirmative (cf. Ps. xxxix. 7, Ixxiii. 1), just as, in the case

of raq, the affirmative grows out of the primary restrictive

sense. ,The " righteousness " is abounding (superabundant)

righteousness (Eom. v. 15 sqq.). T'y is the strength of sancti-

iication, and of the conquest of the world. The subject to

Ni3^ (which is not to be changed, according to the Masora, into

the more natural 1K3J, as it is by the LXX., Syr., and Vulg.)

is, whoever has seen what man has in Jehovah, and made con-

fession of this ; such a man does not rest till he has altogether

come over to Jehovah, whereas all His enemies are put to

shame. They separate themselves irretrievably from the men
who serve Him, the restoration of whom is His direct will, and

the goal of the history of salvation. Ver. 25. "/k Jehovah

all the seed of Israel shall become righteous, and shall glory.''

Euetschi has very properly observed on this verse, that the

reference is to the Israel of God out of all the human race, i.e.

the church of the believers in Israel expanded by the addition

of the heathen ; which church is now righteous, i.e. reconciled

and renewed by Jehovah, and glories in Him, because by

grace it is what it is.

This brings the sixth prophecy to a close. Its five strophes

commence with " Thus saith the Lord ;" at the same time, the

fifth strophe has two " woes" (hoi) before this, as the ground

upon which it rests.

SEVENTH PROPHECY.—Chap. xlvi.

FALL OF THE GODS OF BABEL.

There follows now a trilogy of prophecies referring to

Babylon. After the prophet has shown what Israel has to
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expect of Cyrus, he turns to what awaits Babylon at the

hands of Cyrus, Vers. 1, 2. "Bel sinketh down, Nebo stoopeth;

its images come to the beast of burden and draught cattle : your

litters are laden, a burden for the panting. They stooped, sank

down all at once, and could not get rid of the burden ; and their

own self went into captivity." The reference to Babylon comes

out at once in the names of the gods. Bel was the Jupiter of

the Babylonians and, as Bel-Merodach, the tutelar deity of

Babylon; Nebo was Mercury, the tutelar deity of the later

Chaldean royal family, as the many kings' names in which it

appears clearly show (e.g. Nabonassar, Nabo-polassar, etc.).

The pyramidal heap of ruins on the right bank of the

Euphrates, which is now called Birs Nimrud, is the ruin of

the temple of Bel, of which Herodotus gives a description in

i. 181-183, and probably also of the tower mentioned in Gen. xi.,

which was dedicated to Bel, if not to El == Saturn. Herodotus

describes two golden statues of Bel which were found there

(cf. Diodorus, ii. 9, 5), but the way in whibh Nebo was repre-

sented is still unknown. The judgment of Jehovah falls upon

these gods through Cyrus. Bel suddenly falls headlong, and

Nebo stoops till he also falls. Their images come to (fall to

the lot of) the chayydh, i.e. the camels, dromedaries, and ele-

phants ; and Vliemdh, i.e. horses, oxen, and asses. Your UNB'Jj

gestamina, the prophet exclaims to the Babylonians, i.e. the

'images hitherto carried by you in solemn procession (ch. xlv.

20 ; Amos v. 26 ; Jer. x. 5), are now packed up, a burden for

that which is wearied out, i.e. for cattle that has become weary

with carrying them. In ver. 1, as the two participial clauses

show, the prophet still takes his stand in the midst of the

catastrophe ; but in ver. 2 it undoubtedly lies behind him as a

completed act. In ver. 2a he continues, as in ver. 1, to enter

into the delusion of the heathen, and distinguish between the

numina and simulacra. The gods of Babylon have all stooped

at once, have sunken down, and have been unable to save their

images which were packed upon the cattle, out of the hands of

the conquerors. In ver. 26 he destroys this delusion : they are

going into captivity (Hos. x. 5 ; Jer. xlviii, 7, xlix. 3), even
" their ownself " (naphshdm), since the self or personality of the

beingless beings consists of nothing more than the wood and
metal of which their images are composed.
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From this approaching reduction of the gods of Babylon

to their original nothingness, several admonitions are now de-

rived. The first admonition is addressed to all Israel. Vers.

3-5. "Hearken unto me, house of Jacob, and all the remnant

0/ the house of Israel : ye, lifted up from the womb ; ye, carried

from the motJier's lap! And till old age it is I, and to grey hair

I shall bear you on my shoulder : I have done it, and I shall

carry ; and Iput upon my shoulder, and deliver. To whom can

ye compare me, and liken, and place side by side, that we should

be equal?" The house of Jacob is Judah here, as in Obad.

18 (see Caspari on the passage), Nah. ii. 3, and the house of

Israel the same as the house of Joseph in Obadiah; whereas in

Amos iii. 13, vi. 8, vii. 2, Jacob stands for Israel, in distinction

from Judah. The Assyrian exile was earlier than the Baby-

Ionian, and had already naturalized the greater part of the

exiles in a heathen land, and robbed them of their natural

character, so that there was only a remnant left by whom there

was any hope that the prophet's message would be received.

What the exiles of both houses were to hear wasthe question

in ver. 5, which called upon them to consider the incomparable

natui'e of their God, as deduced from what Jehovahcould say

of Himself in relation to all Israel, and what He does say from

D'ppyrj onwards. Babylon carried its idols, but all in vain:

they were carried forth, without being able to save themselves

;

but Jehovah carried His people, and saved them. The expres-

sions, " from the womb, and from the mother's lap," point back

to the time when the nation which had been in process of for-

mation from the time of Abraham onwards came out of Egypt,

and was born, as it were, into the light of the world. From

this time forward it had lain upon Jehovah like a willingly

adopted burden, and He had carried it as a nurse carries a

suckling (Num. xi. 12), and an eagle its young (Deut. xxxii.

11). In ver. 4 the attributes of the people are carried on in

direct (not relative) self-assertions on the part of Jehovah.

The senectus and canities are obviously those of the people,

—

not, however, as though it was already in a state of dotage (as

Hitzig maintains, appealing erroneously to ch. xlvii. 6), but as

denoting the future and latest periods of its history. Even

till then Jehovah is He, i.e. the Absolute, and always the same

(see ch. xli. 4). As He has acted in the past, so will He act
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at all times—supporting and saving His people. Hence He
could properly ask, Whom could you place by the side of me,

so that we should be equal ? ( Vav consec. as in ch. xl. 25.)

The negative answer to this question is the direct result of

what precedes, but a still further proof is given in vers. 6, 7.

" Thei/ who pour gold out of the bag, and weigh silver with tlie

balance, hire a goldsmith to make it into a god, that they may fall

down, yea, throw themselves down. They lift it up, carry it

away upon their shoulder, and set it down in its place : there it

stands ; from its place it does not move : men also cry to it, but it

does not answer ; it saves no one out of distress." There is no

necessity for assuming that QviO is used in the place of the

finite verb, as Hitzig imagines, or as equivalent to DvJ ^l?, as

Rosenraiiller and Gesenius suppose ; but up to 'ilSB') the whole

is subject, and therefore vp^\ is the point at which the change

into the finite verb occurs (Ges. § 131, 2). The point in haz-

zdlim is not the extravagant expenditure, as Ewald thinks, but

the mean origin of the god, which commences with the pouring

out of gold from a purse (zul= zdlal, to shake, to pour out).

Qdneh is the lever of the scales {icavwv). The metal weighed

out is given to a goldsmith, who plates the idol with the gold,

and makes the ornaments for it of silver. When it is finished,

they lift it up, or shoulder it (li^J'l". with a distinctive Great

Telisha), carry it home, and set it down in the place which it

is to have under it (1''|Jinri). There it stands firm, immoveable,

and also deaf and dumb, hearing no one, answering no one,

and helping no one. The subject to pW is any PV'V. The first

admonition closes here. The gods who are carried fall without

being able to save themselves, whereas Israel's God carries and

saves His people ; He, the Incomparable, more especially in

contrast with the lifeless puppets of idols.

The second admonition is addressed to those who would

imitate the heathen. Vers. 8-11. " Remember this, and become

firm ; take it to heart, ye rebellious ones ! Remember the be-

ginning from the olden time, that I am God, and none else

:

Deity, and absolutely none like me ; proclaiming the issue from
the beginning, and from ancient times what has not yet taken

place, saying, My counsel shall stand, and all my good pleasure
I carry out : calling a bird of prey from the east, tlie man of
my counsel from a distant land : not only have I spoken, I also
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bring it ; I have purposed it, I also execute it" The object to

which "this" points back is the nothingness of idols and
idolatry. The persons addressed are the D"'ya'ia (those aposta-

tizing), but, as IWi^nn shows, : whether it mean avhpl^eade or

KparaiovtrOe (1 Cor. xvi. 13), such as have not yet actually

carried out their rebellion or apostasy, but waver between
Jehovahism and heathenism, and are inclined to the latter.

IWNnn is hardly a denom. hithpalel of ^if in the sense of "man
yourselves," since SS^'K, whether it signifies a husband or a social

being, or like tyiJK, a frail or mortal being, is at any rate equi-

valent to E'JK, and therefore never shows the modification u.

WK (nm) signifies to be firm, strong, compact ; in the piel

(rabb.), to be well-grounded; nithpael, to be fortified, estab-

lished ; here hUhpoel, " show yourselves firm " (Targ., Jer.

:

fundamini ne rursum suhitus idololatriae vos turbo subvertai).

That they may strengthen themselves in faith and fidelity,

they are referred to the history of their nation ; niytyNT are

not prophecies given at an earlier time,—a meaning which
the priora only acquire in such a connection as ch. xliii. 9,

—but former occurrences. They are to pass before their

minds the earlier history, and indeed " from the olden time."

" Remember :" zikhru is connected with the accusative of the

object of remembrance, and ''3 points to its result. An
earnest and thoughtful study of history would show them
that Jehovah alone was El, the absolutely Mighty One, and

'Elohim, the Being who united in Himself all divine majesty by
which reverence was evoked. The participles in vers. 10, 11

are attached to the " I " of ''JiDS. It is Jehovah, the Incom-

parable, who has now, as at other times from the very com-

mencement of the new turn in history, predicted the issue to

which it would lead, and miqqedem, i.e. long before, predicted

things that have not yet occurred, and which therefore lie

outside the sphere of human combination,—another passage

like ch. xli, 26, xlv. 21, etc., in which what is predicted in these

prophecies lays claim to the character of a prediction of long

standing, and not of one merely uttered a few years before.

The n'E'NI, in which the ni3t^t?T are already in progress (ch.

xlii. 9), is to be regarded as the prophet's ideal present ; for

Jehovah not only foretells before the appearance of Cyrus

what is to be expected of. him, but declares that His determi-
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nation must be realized, that He will bring to pass everything

upon which His will is set, and summons the man upon the

stage of history as the instrument of its accomplishment, so

that He knew Gyrus before he himself had either conscious-

ness or being (ch. xlv. 4, 5). The east is Persis (ch. xli. 2)

;

and the distant land, the northern part of Media (as in ch.

xiii. 5). Cyrus is called an eagle, or, strictly speaking, a bird

of prey (ayit^), just as in Jer. xlix. 22 and Ezek. xvii. '6

Nebuchadnezzar is called a nesher. According to Cyrop. vii.

1, 4, the campaign of Cyrus was aero<s y^pva-ov^ iwl S6paTo<;

fiUKpov avaTera/jievo^. Instead of insjJ B'^K, the keri reads

more clearly, though quite unnecessarily, *nw B''^! (see e.g. ch.

xliv. 26). The correlate ^IS (ver. 11&), which is only attached

to the second verb the second time, affirms that Jehovah does

not only the one, but the other also. His word is made by

Him into a deed, His idea into a reality, ly' is a word used

particularly by Isaiah, to denote the ideal preformation of the

future in the mind of God (cf. ch. xxii. 11, xsxvii. 26). The
feminine suffixes refer in a neuter sense to the theme of the

prophecy—the overthrow of idolatrous Babel, upon which

Cyrus comes down like an eagle, in the strength of Jehovah.

So far we have the nota bene for those who are inclined to

apostasy. They are to lay to heart the nothingness of the

lieathen gods, and, on the other hand, the self-manifestation of

Jehovah from the olden time, that is to say, of the One God
who is now foretelling and carrying out the destruction of the

imperial city through the eagle from the east.

A third admonition is addressed to the forts esprits in vers.

12, 13. "Hearken to me, ye strong-hearted, that are far from
righteousness ! I have brought my righteousness near ; it is not

far off, and my salvation tarrieth not : and I give salvation in

Zion, my glory to Israel." All that is called in Hellenic and
Hellenistic vovi, X6yo<s a-vveiBr]a-L<;, 6v/i6<;, is comprehended in

KapSia; and everything by which bdsdr and nephesh are affected

comes into the light of consciousness in the heart (Psyc/toi. p. 251).

1 The resemblance to asroj (su'etoV) is merely accidental. This name
for the eagle is traceable, like avis, to a root va, to move with the swift-

ness of the wind. This was shown by Passow, compare Kuhn's Zeitsclirift,

}. 29, where we also find at 10, 126 another but less probable derivation

from a root i, to go (compare eva, a course).
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According to this biblico-psychologlcal idea, 37 'Tas may signify

either the courageous (Ps. Ixxvi. 6), or, as in this instance, the

strong-minded ; but as a synonym of 3? "'ptn (Ezek. ii. 4) and

'I? 'I?'!? (Ezek. iii. 7), viz. in the sense of those who resist the im-

pressions of the work and grace of God in their consciousness of

mental superiority to anything of the kind, and not in the sense

of those who have great mental endowments. These are " far

from righteousness" (ts'ddqdli), that is to say, they have despaired

of the true, loving fidelity of Jehovah, and have no wish for

any further knowledge of it. Therefore they shall hear, and

possibly not without impression, that this loving fidelity is about

to manifest itself, and salvation is about to be realized. Jehovah

has given salvation in Zion, that is to say, is giving it even now,

so that it will become once more the centre of the renovated

nation, and impart its glory to this, -so that it may shine in the

splendour bestowed upon it by its God. We have here the side

of light and love, turned towards us by the two-faced ts'ddqdh,

as a parallel word to th'shudh, or salvation. With this admo-

nition to the indifferent and careless, to whom the salvation of

which they have given up all hope is proclaimed as at the door,

this prophecy is brought to a close. In three distinct stages,

commencing with "hearken," "remembei'," " hearken," it has

unfolded the spiritual influences which the fact declared in-

vers. 1, 2 ought to have upon Israel, and resembles a pastoral

sermon in its tone.

EIGHTH PEOPHECY.—Chap, xlvii.

FALL OF BABEL,- THE CAPITAL OF THE EMPIRE OF THE WORLD.

From the gods of Babylon the proclamation of judgment

passes on to Babylon itself. Vers. 1-4. " Come down, and sit

in the dust, virgin daughter Babel ; sit on the ground ivithout

a throne, Chaldceans-daughter I For men no longer call thee

delicate and voluptuous. Take the mill, and grind meal : throw

back thy veil, lift up the train, uncover the thigh, wade through

streams. Let thy nakedness be uncovered, even let thy shame be

seen ; I shall take vengeance, and not spare men. Our Redeemer,

Jehovah of hosts is His name. Holy One of Israel" This is the

first strophe in the prophecy. As ver. 36 clearly shows, what
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precedes is a penal sentence from Jehovah. Both H3 in rela-

tion to nbina (ch. xxiii. 12, xxxvii. 22), and ^33 and One's in

relation to na, are appositional genitives ; Babel and Chaldeans

(Dntya as in ch. xlviii. 20) are regarded as a woman, and that

as one not yet dishonoured. The unconquered oppressor is

threatened with degradation from her proud eminence into

shameful humiliation ; sitting on the ground is used in the same

sense as in ch, iii. 26. Hitherto men have called her, with

envious admiration, rakkdii vddnuggdh (from Deut. xxviii. 56),

mollis et delicata, as having carefully kept everything disagree-

able at a distance, and revelled in nothing but luxury (compare

'oneg, ch. xiii. 22). Debauchery with its attendant rioting

(ch. xiv. 11, XXV. 5), and the Mylitta worship with its licensed

prostitution (Herod, i. 199), were current there ; but now all

this was at an end. ^?'''?i^, according to the Masora, has only

one pashta both here and in ver. 5, and so has the tone upon

the last syllable, and accordingly metheg in the antepenult.

Isaiah's artistic style may be readily perceived both in the three

clauses of ver. 1 that are comparable to a long trumpet-blast

(compare ch. xl. 9 and xvi. 1), and also in the short, rugged, in-

voluntarily excited clauses that follow (compare vol. i. 427). The

mistress becomes the maid, and has to perform the low, menial

service of those who, as Homer says in Od. vii. 104, oKerpevovfft

/iuXij? eTTt fn^XoTra Kapirov (grind at the mill the quince-coloured

fruit ; compare at Job xxxi. 10). She has to leave her palace

as a prisoner of war, and, laying aside all feminine modesty,

to wade through the rivers upon which she borders. Chespl has

g instead of t, and, as in other cases where a sibilant precedes,

the mute p instead of/ (compare ^ispi, Jer. x. 17). Both the

prosopopeia and the parallel, " thy shame shall be seen," require

that the expression " thy nakedness shall be uncovered " should

not be understood literally. The shame of Babel is her shame-

ful conduct, which is not to be exhibited in its true colours,

inasmuch as a stronger one is coming upon it to rob it of its

might and honour. This stronger one, apart from the instru-

ment employed, is Jehovah: vindictam sumam, non parcam
liomini. Stier gives a different rendering here, namely, " I will

run upon no man, i.e. so as to make him give way;" Hahn,
" I will not meet with a man," so destitute of population will

Babylon be; and Ruetschi, "I will not step in as a man."
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Gesenius and Rosenmiiller are nearer to the mark when they

suggest non pangam (paciscar) cum liomine; but this would

require at any rate Cl^'IN, even if the verb Wa really had the

meaning to strike a treaty. It means rather to strike against a

person, to assault any one, then to meet or come in an opposite

direction, and that not only in a hostile sense, but, as in this

instance, and also in ch. Ixiv, 4, in a friendly sense as well.

Hence, " I shall not receive any man, or pardon any man

"

(Hitzig, Ewald, etc.). According to an old method of writing

the passage, there is a pause here. But ver. 4 is still connected

with what goes before. As Jehovah is speaking in ver. 5, but

,
Israel in ver. 4, and as ver. 4 is unsuitable to form the basis of

the words of Jehovah, it must be regarded as the antiphone

to vers. 1-3 (cf. ch. xlv. 15). Our Kedeemer, exclaims the

church in joyfully exalted self-consciousness. He is Jehovah of

hosts, the Holy One of Israel ! The one name affirms that He
possesses the all-conquering might ; the other that He possesses

the will to carry on the work of redemption,—a will influenced

and constrained by both love and wrath.

In the second strophe the penal sentence of Jehovah is

continued. Vers. 5-7. " Sit silent, and creep into the dark-

ness, Chaldeans-daughter I for men no longer call thee lady

of kingdoms. I was wroth with my people ; I polluted mine

inheritance, and gave them into thy hand : thou hast shown them

no mercy ; upon old men thou laidst thy yoke very heavily. And
thou saidst, I shall be lady for ever ; so tliat thou didst not

take these things to heart : thou didst not consider the latter end

tliereof'' Babylon shall sit down in silent, brooding sorrow,

and take herself away into darkness, just as those who have

fallen into disgrace shrink from the eyes of men. She is

looked upon as an empress (ch. xiii. 9 ; the king of Babylon

called himself the king of kings, Ezek. xxvi. 7), who has been

reduced to the condition of a slave, and durst not show herself

for shame. This would happen to her, because at the time

when Jehovah made use of her as His instrument for punish-

ing His people, she went beyond the bounds of her authority,

showing no pity, and ill-treating even defenceless old men.

According to Koppe, Gesenius, and Hitzig, Israel is here called

edqen, as a decayed nation awakening sympathy ; but according

to the Scripture, the people of God is always young, and never
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decays ; on the contrary, its ziqndh, i.e. the latest period of its

history (eh. xlvi. 4), is to be like its youth. The words are to

be understood literally, like Lam. iv. 16, v. 12 : even upon old

men, Babylon had placed the heavy yoke of prisoners and

slaves. But in spite of tliis inhumanity, it flattered itself that

it would last for ever. Hitzig adopts the reading IJ?
'^"J^?*

and

renders it, " To all future times shall I continue, mistress to all

eternity." This may possibly be correct, but it is by no means

necessary, inasmuch as it can be shown from 1 Sam. xx. 41,

and Job xiv. 6, that ^y is used as equivalent to "ii?'t? liV, in the

sense of " till the time that ;" and g'bliereili, as the feminine

of gdblier = gebher, may be the absolute quite as well as the

construct. The meaning therefore is, that the confidence of

Babylon in the eternal continuance of its power was such, that

" these things," i.e. such punishments as those which were

now about to fall upon it according to the prophecy, had never

come into its mind ; such, indeed, that it had not called to

remembrance as even possible " the latter end of it," i.e. the

inevitably evil termination of its tyranny and presumption.

A third strophe of this proclamation of punishment is

opened here with nnvi^ on the ground of the conduct censured.

Vers. 8-11. " And now hear this, thou voluptuous one, she who
sitteth so securely, who sayeth in her heart, I am it, and none

else: I shall not sit a widow, nor experience bereavement of
children. And these two loill come upon thee suddenly in one

day : bereavement of children and widowhood ; they come upon
thee in fullest measure, in spite of the multitude of thy sorceries,

in spite of the great abundance of thy witchcrafts. Thou trustedst

in thy wickedness, saidst, No one seeth me. Thy wisdom and thy

knowledge, they led thee astray ; so that thou saidst in thy heart,

I am it, and none else. And misfortune cometh upon thee, which
thou dost not understand how to charm away : and destruction

will fall upon thee, which thou canst not atone for ; there will come
suddenly upon thee ruin which thou suspectest not." In the sur-

names given to Babylon here, a new reason is assigned for the
judgment,—namely, extravagance, security, and self-exaltation.

riy is an intensive form of 0? (LXX. rpvcpepa). The i of
"'DSS is regarded by Hahn as the same as we meet with in
''m = m ; but this is impossible here with the first person.
Eosenmiiller, Ewald, Gesenius, and others, take it as chirek'
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compaginis, and equivalent to IIS' T^, which would only occup

in this particular formula. Hitzig supposes it to be the suffix

of the word, which is meant as a preposition in the sense of et

prater me ultra (nemo) ; but this nemo would be omitted, which

is improbable. The more probable explanation is, that DBS

signifies absolute non-existence, and when used as an adverb,

" exclusively, nothing but," e.g. WSij DQS, nothing, the utmost

extremity thereof, i.e. only the utmost extremity of it (Num.
xxiii. 13 ; of. xxii. 35). But it is mostly used witli a verbal

force, like pS (i^N), (iitique) non est (see ch, xlv. 14) ; hence

'????} like 'J'S, (utique) non sum. The form in wliich the pre-

sumption of Babylon expresses itself, viz. " I (am it), and I am
absolutely nothing further," sounds like self-deification, by the

side of similar self-assertion on the part of Jehovah (ch. xlv. 5,

6, xviii. 22 ; cf. vers. xxi. 14 and ch. xlvi. 9). Nineveh speaks

in just the same way in Zeph. ii. 15 (on the secondary character

of this passage, see p. 67) ; compare Martial : " Terrarum Dea
gentiumque Roma cui par est nihil et nihil secundum." Babylon

also says still further (like the Babylon of the last days in Eev.

xviii. 7) : "I shall not sit as a widow (viz. mourning thus in

solitude. Lam. i. 1, iii. 28 ; and .secluded from the world. Gen.

xxxviii. 11), nor experience the loss of children" (orbitatem).

She would become a widow, if she should lose the different

nations, and " the kings of the earth who committed fornication

with her" (Rev. xviii. 9) ; for her relation to her own king

cannot possibly be thought of, inasmuch as the relation in

which a nation stands to its temporal king is never thouglit of

as marriaee, like that of Jehovah to Israel. She would also be

a mother bereaved of her cliildren, if war and captivity robbed

her of her population. But both of these would happen to her

suddenly in one day, so that she would succumb to the weight

of the double sorrow. Both of them would come upon her

kHhummdm (secundum integritatem eorum), i.e. so that she would

come to learn what the loss of men and the loss of children

signified in all its extent and in all its depth, and that in spite

of (3, with, equivalent to "notwithstanding," as in ch. v. 25;

not " through = on account of," since this tone is adopted for

the first time in ver. 10) the multitude of its incantations, and

the very great mass (dtsmdh, an inf. noun, as in ch. xxx. 19,

Iv. 2, used here, not as in ch. xl. 29, in an intensive sense, but,

VOL. II. Q
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like 'dtsum, as a parallel word to rabJi in a numerical sense)

of its witchcrafts (chebher, binding by means of incantations,

KaTdSeaiM><;). Babylonia was the birth-place of astrology, from

which sprang the twelve-fold division of the day, the horoscope

and sun-dial (Herod, ii. 109); but it was also the home of magic,

which pretended to bind the course of events, and even the

power of the gods, and to direct them in whatever way it pleased

(Diodorus, ii. 29). Thus had Babylon trusted in her wicked-

ness (ch. xiii. 11), viz. in the tyranny and cunning by which

she hoped to ensure perpetual duration, with the notion that

she was exalted above the reach of any earthly calamity. She

thought, " None seeth me" (non est videns me), thus suppressing

the voice of conscience, and practically denying the omnipo-^

tence and omnipresence of God. 'J^^^ (with a verbal suffix,

videns ine, whereas ^XT in Gen. xvi. 13 signifies videns mei =
meus), also written '3S?"i, is a pausal form in half pause for ''JST

(ch. xxix. 15). Tzere passes in pause both into patJiach {e.g;

ch. xlii. 22), and also, apart from such hithpael forms as ch.

xli. 16, into hametz, as in I3»''i? (Job xxii. 20, which see). By
the " wisdom and knowledge" of Babylon, which had turned

her aside from the right way, we are to understand her policy,

strategy, and more especially her magical arts, i.e. the mysteries

of the Chaldeans, their iiri^nopioi i^iXoffo^ot (Strabo, xxi. 1, 6)»

On liacdh (used here and in Ezek. vii. 26, written liavvdh else-

where), according to its primary meaning, " yawning," 'xaivov,

then a yawning depth, j(acrfui, utter destruction, see at Job

xxxvii. 6. HNt^ signifies primarily a desert, or desolate place,

here destruction; and hence the derivative meaning, waste

noise, a dull groan. The perfect consec. of the first clause

precedes its predicate njJT in the radical form X3 (Ges, § 147, a).

"With the parallelism of •Tif?', it is not probable that i^'inB',

which rhymes with it, is a substantive, in the sense of " from

which thou wilt experience no morning dawn" {i.e. after the

night of calamity), as Umbreit supposes. The suffix also causes

some difficulty (hence the Vulgate rendering, ortum ejus, sc.

mali) ; and instead of 'V^n, we should expect ^N"iri. In any

case, shachrdh is a verb, and Hitzig renders it, " which thou

wilt not know how to unblacken ;" but this privative use of

shicher as a word of colour would be without example. It

would be better to translate it, " which thou wilt not know how
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to spy out" (as in ch. 3cxvi. 9), but better stilly " which thou wilt

not know how to conjure away" (shicher = ^^, as it were

incantitare, and here incantando averruncare). The last relative

clause affirms what shachrdh would state, if understood accord-

ing to ch. xxvi. 9 : destruction which thou wilt not know, i.e.

which will come suddenly and unexpectedly.

Then follows the concluding strophe, which, like the first,

announces to the imperial city in a triumphantly sarcastic tone

its inevitable fate ; whereas the intermediate strophes refer

rather to the sins by which this fate has been brought upon it.

Vers. 12-15. " Come near, then, with thine enchantments, and

ivith the multitude of thy witchcrafts, wherein thou hast laboured

from thy youth : perhaps thou canst profit, perhaps thou wilt

inspire terror. Thou art viearied through the midtitude of thy

consultations ; let the dissectors of the heavens come near, then, and

save thee, the star-gazers, they who with every new moon bring

things to light that will come upon thee. Behold, they have become

like stubble : fire has consumed them : there is not a red-hot coal

to warm themselves, a hearth-fire to sit before. So is it with thy

people, for whom thou hast laboured : thy partners in trade from

thy youth, they wander away every one in his own direction ; no

one who brings salvation to thee." Hitzig and others adopt the

simple rendering, " Persevere, then, with thine enchantments."

It is indeed true, that in Lev. xiii, 5 3 ^»l' signifies " to remain

standing by anything," i.e. to persevere with it, just as in

Ezek. xiii. 5 it signifies to keep one's standing in anything ; in

2 Kings xxiii. 3, to enter upon anything ; and in Eccles. viii. 3,

to engage in anything ; but there is no reason for taking it here

in any other sense than in ver. 13. Babylon is to draw near

with all the processes of the black art, wherein 0?'>|3, according

to our western mode of expression, equivalent to tina ^^v:^

Ges. 123, 2*) it had been addicted to abundance of routine

from its youth upwards (IjiWJ with an auxiliary pathach for

nyaj)
; possibly it may be of some use, possibly it will terrify,

Le. make itself so terrible to the approaching calamity, as to

cause it to keep off. The prophet now sees in spirit how

Babylon draws near, and how it also harasses itself to no pur-

pose ; he therefore follows up the «?"''"!'??'? addressed inpleno to

Babylon, with a second challenge commencing with WTIOJ)!.
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Their astrologers are to draw near, and try that power over the

future to which they lay claim, by bringing it to bear at once upon

the approaching destruction for the benefit of Babylon. 'Hinss;

is a singular form connected with a feminine plural suffix, such

as we find in Ps. ix. 15, Ezek. xxxv. 11, Ezra ix. 15, connected

with a masculine plural suffix. Assuming the coiTectness ot

the vowel-pointing, the singular appears in such cases as these

to have a collective meaning, like the Arabic pi. fractm ; for

there is no ground to suppose that the AramaBan plural form

'etsdth is used here in the place of the Hebrew. Instead of

CDB' nan (which would be equivalent to l"i3n "lE'K), the keri

reads D^DB' nan, cutters up of the heavens, i.e. planners or

dissectors of them, from hdhliar, dissecare, resecare (compare

the rabbinical hdbhdrdh, a syllable, i.e. segmentum vocabuli, and

possibly also the talmudic 'ehlidnm, limbs of a body). The

correction proposed by Knobel, viz. chobh're, from chdbhdr, to

know, or be versed in, is unnecessary. Chdzdh V signifies here,

as it generally does, to look with pleasure or with interest at any-

thing; hence Luther has rendered it correctly, die Sternkucker

(Eng. ver. star-gazers). They are described still further as those

who make known with every new moon (lechoddshim, like

lahb'qdnm, every morning, ch. xxxiii. 2, etc.), things which,

etc. itS'XD is used in a partitive sense : out of the great mass

of events they select the most important, and prepare a calendar

or almanack (aKfievf^MKa in Plutarch) for the state every

month. But these very wise men cannot save themselves, to

say nothing of others, out of the power of that flame, which is

no comforting coal-fire to warm one's self by, no hearth-fir«>

(ch. xliv. 16) to sit in front of, but a devouring, eternal, i.e.

peremptory flame (ch. xxxiii. 14). The rendering adopted by

Grotius, Vitringa, Lowth, Gesenius, and others, " non supererit

pruna ad calendiim" is a false one, if only because it is not

in harmony with the flgure. " Thus shall they be unto thee,"

he continues in ver. 15, i.e. such things shall be endured to

thy disgrace by those about whom thou hast wearied thyself

(le'N; = Dna IE'N). The learned orders of the Chaldeans had

their own quarter, and enjoyed all the distinction and privile2;es

of a priestly caste. What follows cannot possiblv be under-

stood as relating to these masters of astrology and witchcraft,

as Ewald supposes; for, according to the expression mnc' in
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ver. 11, they would be called tiliny. Moreover, if tliey became
a prey of the flames, and therefore were unable to flee, we
should have to assume that they were burned while taking
flight (Umbreit). Ti;-inb are those who carried on commercial
intercourse with the great " trading city " (Ezek. xvii. 4), as

Berossos says, " In Babylon there was a great multitude of men
of other nations who had settled in Ohaldea, and they lived in

disorder, like the wild beasts;" compare ^schylus, Pers. 52-3,
Ba^vXmv S' j; ttoXu^i/cto? irdfi/jLiKTOv oj(kov irefivei. All of

these are scattered in the wildest flight, il?.V'^K tJi'S, every one
on his own side, viz. in the direction of his own home, and do
not trouble themselves about Babylon.

NINTH PROPHECY.—Chap, xlviii.

DELIVERANCE FROM BABYLON.

This third portion of the trilogy (ch- xlvi. xlvii. xlviii.)

stands in the same relation to ch. xlvii., as ch. xlvi. 3 sqq. to

ch. xlvi. 1, 2. The prophecy is addressed to the great body of

the captives. Vers. 1, 2. " Hear ye this, house of Jacob, who

are called hy the name of Israel, and have flowed out of the

toaters of Judah, who swear hy the name of Jehovah, and extol

the God of Israel, not in truth, and not in righteousness ! For

they call tJiemselves of the holy city, and stay themselves upon the

God of Israel, Jehovah of hosts His name." The summons

to hear is based upon the Israelitisli nationality of those who
are summoned, to which they still cling, and upon the relation

in which they place themselves to the God of Israel. This

gives to Jehovah the right to turn to them, and imposes upon

them the duty to hearken to Him. The blame, inserted by the

way, points at the same time to the reason for the address which

follows, and to. the form which it necessarily assumes. " The

house of Jacob" is not all Israel, as the following words clearly

show, but, as in ch. xlvi. 3, the house of Judah, which shared

in the honourable name of Israel, but have flowed out of the

waters, i.e. the source of Judah. The summons, therefore, is

addressed to the Judsean exiles in Babylon, and that inasmuch

as they swear by the name of Jehovah, and remember the

God of Israel with praise {hizklr b' as in Ps. xx. 8), though not
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in truth and not in righteousness (1 Kings iii, 6 ; Zech. viii, 8),

i.e. without their state of mind (cf. ch. xxxviii. 3, Jer. xxxii. 41)

or mode of action corresponding to their confession, so as to

prove that it was sincerely and seriously meant. The praise

bestowed upon the persons summoned, which is somewhat

spoiled by this, is explained in ver. 2 ; they call themselves

after the holy city (this title is applied to Jerusalem both

here and in ch. Iii. 1, as well as in the books of Daniel and

Nehemiah). We may easily supply here, that the holiness

of the city laid an obligation upon its citizens to be holy in

their character and conduct. They also relied upon the God
of Israel, whose name is Jehovah Zebaoth ; and therefore

He could require of them the fullest confidence and deepest

reverence.

After this summons, and description of those who are sum-

moned, the address of Jehovah begins. Vers. 3-5. " Tlie first

I have long ago proclaimed, and it has gone forth out of my
mouth, and I caused it to he heard. I carried it out suddenly,

and it came to pass. Because Iknew that thou art hard, and thy

neck an iron clasp, and thy brow of brass; Iproclaimed it to thee

long ago ; before it came to pass, I caused thee to hear it, that

thou mightest not say, My idol has done it, and my graven image

and molten image commanded it." The word D^JE'N'iri in itself

signifies simply priora ; and then, according to the context, it

signifies prius facta (ch. xlvi. 9), or prius prcedicta (ch. xliii. 9),

or prius eventura (ch. xli. 22, xlii. 9). In the present passage

it refers to earlier occurrences, which Jehovah had foretold,

and, when the time fixed for their accomphshment arrived,

which He had immediately brought to pass. With a retro-

spective glance at this, we find plural masc. suflSxes (cf. ch. xli.

27) used interchangeably with plural fem. (cf. ver. 7 and ch.

xxxviii. 16) ; the prophet more frequently uses the sine. fem.

in this neuter sense (ch. xh. 20, xlii. 23, etc.), and also, though
very rarely, the sing. masc. (ch. xlv. 8). On gid, a band, a
sinew, but here a clasp (cf. Arab, kaid, a fetter), see Psychology,

p. 233. N'chushdh is a poetical equivalent for n'chosheth, as in

ch. xlv. 2. The heathen cravings of Israel, which reached into

the captivity, are here presupposed. Hengstenberg is mistaken
in his supposition, that the prophet's standpoint is always
interior to the captivity when he speaks in condemnation of
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Idolatry. We cannot draw any conclusion from the character

of the community that returned, with regard to that of the

people of the captivity generally. The great mass even of

Judah, and still more of Israel, remained behind, and became

absorbed into the heathen, to whom they became more and

more assimilated. And does not Ezekiel expressly state in ch.

XX. 30 sqq., that the golali by the Chaboras defiled themselves

with the same abominations of idolatry as their fathers, and

that the prevailing disposition was to combine the worship of

Jehovah with heathenism, or else to exchange the former

altogether for the latter ? And we know that it was just the

same with the exiles in Egypt, among whom the life and

labours of Jeremiah terminated. Wherever the prophet speaks

of C3''JJtJ'3 and D'jJBn, these names invariably include a tendency

or falling away to Babylonian idolatry, to which he describes

the exiles as having been addicted, both in ch. Ixvi. 17 and

elsewhere.

But in order to determine exactly what " the former things"

were, which Jehovah had foretold in order that Israel might

not ascribe them to this idol or the other, we must add vers.

6-8 : " 77*014 hast heard it, look then at it all; and ye, must ye not

confess it ? I give thee new things to hear from this time forth,

and hidden things, and what thou didst not know. It is created

now, and not long ago ; and thou hast not heard it before, that

thou mightest not say, Behold, Iknew it. Thoit hast neither heard

it, nor known it, nor did thine ear open itself to it long ago : for

Iknew thou art altogether faithless, and thou art called rebellious

from the womb." The meaning of the question in ver. 6a is

very obvious : they must acknowledge and attest, even though

against their will (ch. xliii. 10, xliv. 8), that Jehovah has

foretold all that is now confirmed by the evident fulfilment.

Consequently the " former things " are the events experienced

by the people from the very earliest times (ch. xlvi. 9) down to

the present times of Cyrus, and more especially the first half

or epoch of this period itself, which expired at the time that

formed the prophet's standpoint. And as the object of the

prediction was to guard Israel against ascribing to its idols that

which had taken place (which can only be understood of events

that had occurred in favour of Israel), the " former things

"

must include the preparation for the redemption of Israel from
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the Babylonian captivity through the revolution brought to

pass by Cyrus. Hence the "new things" will embrace the

redemption of Israel with its attendant circumstances, and that

not merely on its outward side, but on its spiritual side as wellj

also the glorification of the redeemed people in the midst of

a world of nations converted to the God of Israel, and the

creation of a new heaven and a new earth ; in short, the New
Testament aeon (compare DV n^nap, LXX. et? hiaOriKrjv yivovT,

ch. xlii. 6), with the facts which contribute to its ultimate com-

pletion (cf. ch. xlii. 9). The announcement and realization of

these absolutely new and hitherto secret things (cf. Eom. xvi. 25)

take place from this time forward ; Israel has not heard of

them "before to-day" (compare Di'D, "from this day forward,"

ch. xliii. 13), that it may not lay claim to the knowledge

conveyed to it by prophecy, as something drawn from itself.

This thought is carried to a climax in ver. 8 in three cor-

related sentences commencing with "j-ea" (gaiii). nPiS signifies

patescere here, as in ch. Ix. 11 (Ewald, § 120, a). Jehovah had

said nothing to them of this before, because it was to be feared

that, with their faithlessness and tendency to idolatry, which

had run through their entire histoiy, they would only abuse

it. This is strange ! On the one hand, the rise of Cyrus is

spoken of here as predicted from of old, because it belonged to

the " former things," and as knowable through prophecy,—

a

statement which favours the opinion that these addresses were
written before the captivity; and, on the other hand, a dis-

tinction is drawn between these "former things" and certain

" new things " that were intentionally not predicted before the

expiration of these " former things," which certainly seems to

preclude the possibility of their having been composed before

the captivity ; since, as Ruetschi observes, if " the older Isaiah

had predicted this, he Avould have acted in direct opposition to

Jehovah's design." But in actual fact, the dilemma in which
the opponents of the authenticity of these prophecies find them-
selves, is comparatively worse than this. For the principal

objection—namely, that a prophet before the captivity could not
possibly have known or predicted anything concernino- Cyrus
cannot be satisfactorily removed by attributing these prophecies
to a prophet of the time of the captivity, since they expressly
and repeatedly affirm that the rise of Cyrus was an event fore-
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known and predicted by the God of prophecy. Now, if it is

Isaiah who thus takes his stand directly in the midst of the

captivity, we can understand both of these : viz. the retro-

spective glance at previous prophecies, which issued in the

rise of Cyrus that prepared the way for the redemption from

Babylon, since, so far as the prophet was concerned, such pro-

phecies as ch. xiii.-xiv. 23, xxi. 1-10, and also ch. xi. 10-12

(Mic. iv. 10), are fused into one with his present predictions ;

and also the prospective glance at prophecies which are now
first to be uttered, and events which are now for the first

time about to be accomplished ; inasmuch as the revelations

contained in these prophecies concerning Israel's pathway

through suffei'ing to glory, more especially so far as they

grew out of the idea of the " servant of Jehovah," might

really be set down as absolutely new to the prophet himself,

and never heard of before. Meanwhile our exposition is not

affected by the critical question ; for even we most firmly

maintain, that the prophet who is speaking here has his

standpoint in the midst of the captivity, on the boundary

line of the condition of suffering and punishment and its

approaching termination.

The people now expiating its offences in exile has been

from time immemorial faithless and inclined to apostasy

;

nevertheless Jehovah will save it, and its salvation is therefore

an unmerited work of His compassion. Vers. 9-11. ^^ For my
name^s sake I lengthen out my wrath, and for my praise I hold

hack towards thee, that I may not cut thee off. Behold, I have

refined thee, and not in the manner of silver : T have proved thee

in the furnace of affliction. For mine own sake, for mine own

sake 1 accomplish it {for how is it profaned I), and my glory

I give not to another." The futures in ver. 9 affirm what

Jehovah continually does. He lengthens out His wrath, i.e.

He retards its outbreak, and thus shows Himself long-suffering.

He tames or chains it (Dtjn, like Ja»-, root DD, compare domare,

root Sanscr. dam, possibly also to dam or damp) for the sake

of Israel, that He may not exterminate it utterly by letting

it loose, and that for the sake pf His name and His praise,

which require the carrying out of His plan of salvation,

on wliich the existence of Israel depends. What Israel has
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hitherto experienced has been a melting, the object of which

was not destruction, but testing and refinement. The Beth of

flD33 ih\ is not Beth pretii in the sense of " not to gain silver,"

or " not so that I should have gained silver as operce pretium,"

as TJrabreit and Ewald maintain (and even Knobel, who

explains it however as meaning " in the accompaniment of

silver," though in the same sense). Such a thought would be

out of place and purposeless here. Nor is Kosenmiiller's ex-

planation admissible, viz. " not with silver, i.e. with that force

of fire which is necessary for the smelting out of silver." This

is altogether unsuitable, because the sufferings inflicted upon

Israel did resemble the smelting out of the precious metal (see

ch. i. 25). The Beth is rather the Beth essentice, which may be

rendered by tanquam, and introduces the accusative predicate

in this instance, just as it introduces the nominative predicate

in the substantive clause of Job xxiii. 13, and the verbal clause

of Ps. xxxix. 7. Jehovah melted Israel, but not like silver

(not as men melt silver) ; the meaning of which is, not that

He melted it more severely, i.e. even more thoroughly, than

silver, as Stier explains it, but, as the thought is positively

expressed in ver. 10b, that the afflictions which fell upon

Israel served as a smelting furnace {kur as in Deut. iv. 20).

It was, however, a smelting of a superior kind, a spiritual

refining and testing (bdchar is Aramaic in form, and equiva-

lent to hdchan). The manifestation of wrath, therefore, as

these expressions afHrm, had a salutary object ; and in this very

object the intention was involved from the very first, that it

should only last for a time. He therefore puts an end to it

now for His own sake, i.e. not because He is induced to do so

by the merits of Israel, but purely as an act of grace, to satisfy

a demand made upon Him by His own holiness, inasmuch as,

if it continued any longer, it would encourage the heathen to

blaspheme His name, and would make it appear as though He
cared nothing for His own honour, which was inseparably

bound up with the existence of Israel. The expression here

is curt and harsh throughout. In ver. 95, JVD^ and "'BK are to

be supplied in thought from ver. 9a ; and in the parenthetical

exclamation, '?r\\ ?]''« (niphal of i'?n, as in Ezek. xxii. 26), the
distant word '»B' (my name), also from ver. 9a. " I will do it"

refers to the carrying out of their redemption (cf. ch. xliv. 23).
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In Ezek. xxxvi. 19-23 we have, as It were, a commentary upon

ver. 11.

The prophecy opened with " Hear ye ;" and now the second

half commences with " Hear." Three times is the appeal made
to Israel : Hear ye ; Jehovah ailone is God, Creator, shaper of

history, God of prophecy and of fulfilment. Vers. 12-16.

" Hearken to me, Jacob, and Israel my called ! I am it, I

first, also I last. My liand also hath laid the foundation of the

earth, and my right hand hath spanned the heavens : I call to

them, and they stand'' there together. All ye, assemble yourselves,

and hear : Who among them hath proclaimed this ? He whom
Jehovah loveth will accomplish his will upon Babel, and his

arm upon the Chaldeans. I, I have spoken, have also called

him, have brought him here, and his way prospers. Come ye

near to me ! Hear ye this 1 I have not spoken in secret, from the

beginning: from the time that it takes place, there am I: and

now the Lord Jehovah hath sent me and His Spirit." Israel is

to hearken to the call of Jehovah. The oblitration to this

exists, on the one hand, in the fact that it is the nation called

to be the servant of Jehovah (ch. xli. 9), the people of sacred

history ; and on the other hand, in the fact that Jehovah is

xin (ever since Deut. xxxii. 39, the fundamental clause of the

Old Testament credo), i.e. the absolute and eternally unchange-

able One, the Alpha and Omega of all history, more especially

of that of Israel, the Creator of the earth and heavens (tippach,

like ndtdh elsewhere, equivalent to the Syriac fphach, to spread

out), at whose almighty call they stand ready to obey, with all

the beings they contain. 'JX ^"p is virtually a conditional

sentence (Ewald, § 357, b). So far everything has explained

the reason for the exhortation to listen to Jehovah. A further

reason is now given, by His summoning the members of His

nation to assemble together, to hear His own self-attestation,

and to confirm it : Who among them (the gods of the heathen)

has proclaimed this, -or anything of the kind? That which no

one but Jehovah has ever predicted follows immediately, in

the form of an independent sentence, the subject of which is

ians rm\ (cf. ch. xli. 24) : He whom Jehovah loveth will

accomplish his will upon Babylon, and his arm (accomplish it)

upon the Chaldeans. iV'itl is not an accusative (as Hitzig,

Ewald, Stier, and others maintain) ; for the expression " accom-
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plish his arm" (? Jehovah's or his own) is a phrase that is

quite unintelligible, even if taken as zeugmatic; it is rather

the nominative of the subject, whilst a'^B'2 = D^nE'Sa, like

^rhnn = ^nbnn \]iab in ver. 9. Jehovah, He alone, is He who
has proclaimed such things ; He also has raised up in Cyrus

the predicted conqueror of Babylon. The prosperity of his

career is Jehovah's work. As certainly now as i^fpijn in ver.

14 is the word of Jehovah, so certain is it that vN laij? is the

same. He summons to Himself the members of His nation,

that they may hear still further His own testimony concerning

Himself. From the beginning He has not spoken in secret

(see ch. xlv. 19) ; but from the time that all which now lies

before their ej-es—namely, the victorious career of Cyrus—has

unfolded itself. He has been there, or has been by (sham, there,

as in Prov. viii. 27), to regulate what was coming to pass, and

to cause it to result in tlie redemption of Israel. Hofmann
gives a different explanation, viz. : " 1 have not spoken in secret

from the beginning ; not from the time when it came to pass

(not then for the first time, but long before) ; I was then

(when it occurred)." But the arrangement of the words is

opposed to this continued force of the lib, and the accents are

opposed to this breaking off of the ''JN DK?, which affirms that,

at the time when the revolution caused by Cyrus was preparing

in the distance. He caused it to be publicly foretold, and
thereby proclaimed Himself the present Author and Lord of

what was then occurring. Up to this point Jehovah is speaking

;

but who is it that now proceeds to say, "And now—namely,

now that the redemption of Israel is about to appear (HW
being here, as in many other instances, e.g. ch. xxxiii. 10, the

turning-point of salvation)—now hath the Lord Jehovah sent,

me and His Spirit ? " The majority of the commentators as-

sume that the prophet comes forward here in his own person,

behind Him whom he has introduced, and interrupts Him.
But although it is perfectly true, that in all prophecy, from
Deuteronomy onwards, words of Jehovah through the prophet
and words of the prophet of Jehovah altei-nate in constant,

and often harsh transitions, and that our prophet has this mark
of divine inspiration in common with all the other prophets
(cf. ch. Ixii. 5, 6), it must also be borne in mind, that hitherto
he has not spoken once objectively of himself, except quite
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indirectly (vid. ch. xl. 6, xliv. 26), to say nothing of actually

coming forward in his own person. Whether this takes place

further on, more especially in ch. Ixi., we will leave for the

present ; but here, since the prophet has not spoken in his own
person before, whereas, on the other hand, these words are

followed in ch. xlix. 1 sqq. by an address concerning himself

from that servant of Jehovah who announces himself as the

restorer of Israel and light of the Gentiles, and who cannot

therefore be either Israel as a nation or the author of these

prophecies, nothing, is more natural than to suppose that the

words, " And now hath the Lord," etc., form a prelude to the

words of the One unequalled servant of Jehovah concerning

Himself which occur in ch. xlix. The surprisingly mysterious

way in which the words of Jehovah suddenly pass into those

of His messenger, which is only comparable to Zech. ii. 12

sqq., iv. 9 (where the speaker is also not the prophet, but a

divine messenger exalted above him), can only be explained in

this manner. And in no other way can we explain the nnjji,

which means that, after Jehovah has prepared the way for the

redemption of Israel by the raising up of Cyrus, in accordance

with prophecy, and by his success in arms, He has sent him,

the speaker in this case, to carry out, in a mediatorial capacity,

the redemption thus pi'epared, and that not by force of arms,

but in the power of the Spirit of God (ch. xlii. 1 ; cf. Zech.

iv. 6). Consequently the Spirit is not spoken of here as join-

ing in the sending (as TJmbreit and Stier suppose, after Jerome

and the Targum : the Septuagint is indefinite, kol to irvevfia

aiiTov) ; nor do we ever find the Spirit mentioned in such

co-ordination as this (see, on the other hand, Zech. vii. 12,,per

spiritum suum). The meaning is, that it is also sent, i.e. sent

in and with the servant of Jehovah, who is speaking here. To

convey this meaning, there was no necessity to write either

imil *riN rhf or inn-nsi ijni>B', since the expression is just the

same as that in ch, xxix. 7, i^nnxjpi nuv ; and the Vav may be

(regarded as the Vav of companionship (Mitschaft, lit. with-ship,

«s the Arabs call it ; see at ch. xlii. 5).

The exhortation is now continued. Israel is to learn the

incomparable nature of Jehovah from the work of redemption

thus prepared in word and deed. The whole future depends

'Upon the attitude which it henceforth assumes to His command-
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ments. Vers. 17-19. " Thus saiih Jehovah, thy Redeemer, the

Holy One of Israel ; I, Jehovah thy God, am He that teacheth

thee to do that which profiteth, and leadeth thee by tlie way that

thou shouldst go. that thou hearkenedst to my commandments !

then thy peace becomes like the river, and thy righteousness like

waves of the sea; and thy seed becomes like the sand, and the

children of thy body like the grains thereof: its name will not be

cut off nor destroyed away from, my countenanced Jehovah is

Israel's rightful and right teacher and leader. P^yin? is used in

the same sense as in ch. xxx. 5 and xliv. 10, to furnish what

is useful, to produce what is beneficial or profitable. The
optative Nl^ is followed, as in ch. Ixiii. 19, by the preterite

utinam attenderis, the idea of reality being mixed up with the

wish. Instead of ^n)5 in the apodosis, we should expect ''H'^

(so would), as in Deut. xxxii. 29. The former points out the

consequence of the wish regarded as already realized. Shalom,

prosperity or health, will thereby come upon Israel in such

abundance, that it will, as it were, bathe therein ; and ts'ddqdh,

rectitude acceptable to God, so abundantly, that it, the sinful

one, will be covered by it over and over again. Both of these,

shdlom and ts'ddqdh, are introduced here as a divine gift, not

merited by Israel, but only conditional upon that faith which

gives heed to the word of God, especially to the word which

promises redemption, and appropriates it to itself. Another
consequence of the obedience of faith is, that Israel thereby

becomes a numerous and eternally enduring nation. The play

upon the words in vnijJDS ^^Jip is very conspicuous. Many
expositors (e.g. Eashi, Gesenius, Hitzig, and Knobel) regard
niyp as synonymous with D'^p, and therefore as signifying the

viscera, i.e. the beings that fill the heart of the sea ; but it is

much more natural to suppose that the suffix points back to chol.

Moreover, no such metaphorical use of viscera can be pointed

out; and since in other instances the feminine plural (such
as k'ndphoth, cfrdnoth) denotes that which is artificial as dis-

tinguished from what is natural, it is impossible to see why the

interior of the sea, which is elsewhere called lebh {Vbhabh, the
heart), and indirectly also beten, should be called riij;p instead
of D^V?. To all appearance vnivp signifies the grains of sand
(LXX., Jerome, Targ.) ; and this is confirmed by the fact that
^V'o (Neo-Heb. nvp numulus) is the Targum word for nij, and
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the Semitic root V^, related to jo ; pD, melted, dissolved, signifies

to be soft or tender. The conditional character of the con-

cluding promise has its truth in the word ^JSpl?. Israel remains

a nation even in its apostasy, but fallen under the punishment

of kareth (of cutting off), under which individuals perish when
they wickedly transgress the commandment of circumcision,

and others of a similar kind. It is still a people, but rooted

out and swept away from the gracious countenance of Gbd,

who no more acknowledges it as His own people.

So far the address is hortatory. In the face of the ap-

proaching redemption, it demands fidelity and faith. But in

the certainty that such a faithful and believing people will not

be wanting within the outer Israel, the prophecy of redemption

clothes itself in the form of a summons. Vers. 20-22. " Go
out of Babel, flee from Chaldcea with voice of sliouting : declare

ye, preach ye this, carry it out to the end of the earth I Say ye,

Jehovah hath redeemed Jacob His servant. And they thirsted

not : He led them through dry places ; He caused water to trickle

out of rocks for them; He split rocks, and waters gushed out.

TJiere is no peace, saith Jelwvah, for the wicked" They are to

go out of Babylon, and with speed and joy to leave the land of

slavery and idolatry far behind. Bdrach does not mean literally

to flee in this instance, but to depart with all the rapidity of

flight (compare Ex. xiv. 5). And what Jehovah has done to

them, is to be published by them over the whole earth; the

redemption experienced by Israel is to become a gospel to all

mankind. The tidings which are to be sent forth (N''Sin as in

ch. xlii. 1), extend from ^KJ to the second D^D, which is repeated

palindromically. Jehovah has redeemed the nation that He
chose to be the bearer of His salvation, amidst displays of love,

in which the miracles of the Egyptian redemption have been

renewed. This is what Israel has to experience, and to preach,

so far as it has remained true to its God. But there is no

peace, saith Jehovah, to the r^shd'lm : this is the name given

to , loose men (for the primary meaning of the verbal root is

laxity and looseness), i.e. to those whose inward moral nature is

loosened, without firm hold, and therefore in a state of chaotic

confusion, because they are without God. The reference is to

the godless in Israel. The words express the same thought

negatively which is expressed positively in Gal. vi. 16, "Peace
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upon the Israel of God." Shalom is the significant and com-

prehensive name given to the coining salvation. From this the

godless exclude themselves ; they have no part in the future

inheritance ; the sabbatical rest reserved for the people of God
does not belong to them. With this divine utterance, which

pierces the conscience like the point of an arrovj^, this ninth

prophecy is brought to a close ; and not that only, but also the

trilogy concerning " Babel " in ch. xlvi.-xlix., and the whole of

the first third of these 3x9 addresses to the exiles. From
this time forth the name Koresh (Cyrus), and also the name
Babel, never occur again ; the relation of the people of

Jehovah to heathenism, and the redemption from Babylon, so

far as it was foretold and accomplished by Jehovah, not only

proving His sole deity, but leading to the overthrow of the

idols and the destruction of their worshippers. This theme is

now exhausted, and comes into the foreground no more. The
expression n^>K IVOB', in its connection with 'BJJ ^Dn3_, points at

once to the diversity in character of the second section, which
commences here.

PART II.

FIRST PROPHECY.—Chap. xlix.

SELF-ATTESTATION OP THE SERVANT OF JEHOVAH. THE
DESPONDENCY OF ZION llEPKOVED.

The very same person who was introduced by Jehovah in ch.

xlii. 1 sqq. here speaks for himself, commencing thus in vers.

1-3: ^'Listen, isles, unto me; and hearken, ye nations afar off

:

Jeliovah hath called me from the womb ; from my mothers lap

hath He remembered my name. And He made my mouth like

a sharp sword; in the shadow of His hand hath He hid me,
and made me into a polished shaft ; in His quiver hath He con-
cealed me. And He said to me. Thou art my servant, Israel,
thou in whom I glorify myself." Although the speaker is called
Israel in ver. 3b, he must not be regarded as either a collective
person representing all Israel, or as the collective personality
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of the kernel of Israel, which answered to its true idea. It i»

not the former, because in ver. 5 he is expressly distinguished
froni the nation itself, which is the immediate object of his
special work as restorer and (according to ver. 8 and ch. xlii. 6)
covenant-mediator also; not the latter, because the nation,
whose restoration he effects, according to ver. 5, was not some-
thing distinct from the collective personality of the "servant
of Jehovah " in a national sense, but rather the entire body
of the "servants of Jehovah" or remnant of Israel (see, for

example, ch. Ixv. 8-16). Moreover, it cannot be either of

these, because what he affirms of himself is expressed in such
terms of individuality, that they cannot be understood as em-
ployed in a collective sense at all, more especially where he
speaks of his mother's womb. In every other case in which
Israel is spoken of in this way, we find only " from the womb "

{mibbeten, ch. xliv. 2, 24 ; xlvi. 3, along with minni-racJiam

;

also ch. xlviii. 8), without the addition of DK (mother), which
is quite unsuitable to the collective body of the nation (except

in such allegorical connections as ch. li. 1, 2, and Ezek. xvi. 3).

Is it then possibly the prophet, who is here speaking of himself

and refers in ver. 16 to his own mother (compare ''^3^5 in Jer.

XV. 10, XX. 14, 17) ? This is very improbable, if only because

the prophet, who is the medium of the word of God in these-

prophecies, has never placed himself in the foreground before.

In ch. xl. 6 he merely speaks of himself indirectly ; in ch. xliv.

26, even if he refer to himself at all (which we greatly doubt)^

it is only objectively; and in ch. xlviii. 16, the other person,

into whose words the words of Jehovah pass, cannot be the

prophet, for the simple reason that the transition of the words

of Jehovah into those of His messenger is essentially different

in this instance from the otherwise frequent iutei'change of the

words of Jehovah and those of His prophet, and also because

the messenger of Jehovah speaks of himself there, after the

" former things " have come to pass, as the mediator (either in

word or deed) of the " new things " which were never heard of

before, but are to be expected now; whereas the author of these

addresses was also the prophet of the " former things," and

therefore the messenger referred to rises up within the course

of sacred histoiy predicted by the author of these prophecies.

Moreover, what the speaker in this case (ch. xlix. 1, 2) says of

VOL. ir. K
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himself is so unique, so glorious, that it reaches far beyond the

vocation and performance of any single prophet, or, in fact, of

any individual man subject to the limitations of human life and

human strength. There is nothing else left, therefore, than

to suppose that the idea implied in the expression " servant of

Jehovah " is condensed in this instance, as in eh. xlii. 1 sqq.,

into that of a single person. When it is expanded to its

widest circumference, the " servant of Jehovah " is all Israel

;

when it only covers its smaller and inner circle, it is the true

people of Jehovah contained within the entire nation, like the

kernel in the shell (see the definition of this at ch. li. 7, Ixv. 10;

Ps. xxiv. 6, Ixxiii. 15) ; but here it goes back to its very centre.

The " servant of Jehovah," in this central sense, is the heart

of Israel. From this heart of Israel the stream of salvation

flows out, first of all through the veins of the people of God,

and thence through the veins of the nations generally. Just

as Cyrus is the world-power in person, as made subservient to

the people of God, so the servant of Jehovah, who is speak-

ing here, is Israel in person, as promoting the glorification of

Jehovah in all Israel, and in all the world of nations : in other

words, it is He in whom the true nature of Israel is concentrated

like a sun, in whom the history of Israel is coiled up as into

a knot for a further and final development, in whom Israel's

world-wide calling to be the Saviour of mankind, including

Israel itself, is fully carried out ; the very same who took up the

word of Jehovah in ch. xlviii. 166, in the full consciousness of

His fellowship with Him, declaring Himself to be His messen-

ger who had now appeared. It must not be forgotten, more-
over, that throughout these prophecies the breaking forth of

salvation, not for Israel only, but for all mankind, is regarded

as bound up with the termination of the captivity ; and from
this its basis, the restoration of the people who were then in

exile, it is never separated. This fact is of great importance in

relation to the question of authorship, and favours the conclu-

sion that they emanated from a prophet who lived before the
captivity, and not in the midst of it. Just as in ch. vii. Isaiah
sees the son of the virgin grow up in the time of the Assyrian
oppressions, and then sees his kingdom rising up on the ruins
of the Assyrian (cf. vol. i. p. 227) ; so does he here behold the
servant of Jehovah rising up in the second half of the captivity,
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as if born in exile, in the midst of the punishment borne by
his people, to effect the restoration of Israel. At the present

time, when he begins to speak, coming forward without any

further introduction, and speaking in his own name (a unique

instance of dramatic style, which goes beyond even Ps. ii.), he

has already left behind him the commencement of his work,

which was directed towards the salvation of mankind. His

appeal is addressed to the " isles," which had been frequently

mentioned already when the evangeHzation of the heathen

was spoken of (ch. xlii. 4, 10, 12 ; cf. ch. xxiv. 15), and

to the " nations from afar," i.e. the distant nations (as in ch.

V. 26; compare, on the other hand, Jer. xxiii. 23). They are

to hear what he says, not merely what he says in the words

that follow, but what he says generally. What follows is

rather a vindication of his right to demand a hearing and

obedience, than the discourse itself, which is to be received with

the obedience of faith ; at the same time, the two are most

intimately connected. Jehovah has called him ab utero, has

thought of his name from the bowels of his mother QVO as in

Ps. Ixxi. 6), i.e. even before he was bom ; ever since his con-

ception has Jehovah assigned to him his calling, viz. his saving

calling, and solemnly announced his name in relation to this

calling. We call to mind here Jer. i. 5, Luke i. 41, Gal. i. 15,

but above all the name Immanuel, which is given by anticipa-

tion to the Coming One in ch. vii. 14, and the name Jesus,

which God appointed through the mouth of angels, when the

human life of Him who was to bear that name was still ripening

in the womb of the Virgin (Matt. i. 20-23). It is worthy of

notice, however^ that the great Coming One, though he is

described in the Old Testament as one who is to be looked for

" from the seed of David," is also spoken of as " born of a

woman," whenever his entrance into the world is directly

referred to. In the Protevangelium he is called, though not in

an individual sense, "the seed of the woman;" Isaiah, in the

time of Ahaz, mentions "the virgin" as his mother; Micah

(v. 2) speaks of his mW ; even the typical psalms, as in Ps.

xxii. 10, 11, give prominence to the mother. And is not this a

sign that prophecy is a work of the Spirit, who searches out

the deep things of the counsel of God ? In ver. 2 the speaker

says still further, that Jehovah has made his mouth ¥cherebh
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chadddh (like a sharp sword), namely, that he may overcome

everything that resists him as if with a sharp sword, and sever

asunder things that are bound up together in a pernicious

bond (ch. xi. 4 ; Rev. i. 16 ; Heb. iv. 12) ; also that He has

made him into diets hdrUr (not /SeXo? eKXeKzov, LXX., but, as

in Jer. li. 11, cleaned,^ polished, sharpened, pointed), namely, to

pierce the hearts (Ps. xlv. 6), and inflict upon them the most

wholesome wounds ; and again, that Jehovah has hidden him

under the shadow of His almighty hand, and kept him con-

cealed in the quiver of His loving counsel, just girt as men keep

their swords and arrows in sheaths and quivers ready for the

time when they want to use them, in order that in the fulness of

time He might draw out this His sword, and put this His arrow

to the bow. The question whether the allusion here is to the

time preceding the foreknown period of his coming, or whether

it is to eternity that the words refer, does not present any

great dilemma ; at the same time, the prophecy in this instance

only traces back the being of the person, who now appears, to

the remotest point of his historical coming. Ver. 3 describes,

without any figure, what Jehovah has made him. Pie has said

to him (cf . Ps. ii. lb) : Thou art my servant ; thou art Israel,

in whom (in quo, as in ch. xliv. 23) I glorify mj'self. Sehenkel's

exposition is grammatically impossible : " (It is) in Israel that

I will glorify myself through thee." The servant himself is

called Israel. We call to mind here the expression in Matt,

xvi. 18, "Thou art Peter;" and the use of the name "Israel," as

the individuation of a generic name, reminds us of the fact that

the kings of a nation are sometimes called by the name of the

nation itself {e.g. Asshur, ch. x. 5 sqq.). But Israel was from
the very first the God-given name of an individual. Just as

the name Israel was first of all given to a man, and then after

that to a nation, so the name which sprang from a personal

root has also a personal crown. The servant of Jehovah is

Israel in person, inasmuch as the purpose of mercy, upon the
basis of which and for the accomplishment of which Jehovah
made Jacob the father of the twelve-tribed nation, is brought
by him into full and final realization. We have already seen
that Israel, as an entire nation, formed the basis of the idea

' The comparison to purus is one that naturally suggests itself ; but
this, like putus, is derived from a root pU.
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contained in the term " servant of Jehovah ;" Israel, regarded

as a people faithful to its calling, the centre ; and the personal

servant of Jehovah its apex. In the present instance, where

he is called distinctly " Israel," the fact is clearly expressed,

that the servant of Jehovah in these prophecies is regarded as

the kernel of the kernel of Israel, as Israel's inmost centre, as

Israel's highest head. He it is in whom (i.e. on whom and

through whom) Jehovah glorifies Himself, inasmuch as He
carries out through him the counsels of His love, which are the

self-glorification of His holy love, its glory and its triumph.

In the next verse the speaker meets the words of divine

calling and promise with a complaint, which immediately

silences itself, however. Ver. 4. " And I, I said, I have

wearied myself in vain, and thrown away my strength for

nothing and to no purpose ; yet my right is with Jehovah, and my
reward with my God." The Vav with which the verse opens

introduces the apparent discrepancy between the calling he had

received, and the apparent failure of his work. I3S, however,

denies the conclusion which might be drawn from this, that

there was neither reality nor truth in his call. The relation

between the clauses is exactly the same as that in Ps. xxxi. 23

and Jonah ii. 5 (where we find "^^ which is more rarely used

in this adversative sense) ; compare also Ps. xxx. 7 (but I said),

and the psalm of Hezekiah in ch. xxxviii. 10 with the antithesis

in Ps. xxxviii. 15. In the midst of his activity no fruit was to

be seen, and tlie thought came upon him, that it was a failure ;

but this disturbance of his rejoicing in his calling was soon

quieted in the confident assurance that his mishpdt (i.e. his

good right in opposition to all contradiction and resistance)

and his " work" {i.e. the result and fruit of the work, which is

apparently in vain) are with Jehovah, and laid up with Him
until the time when He will vindicate His servant's right, and

crown his labour with success. We must not allow ourselves

to be led astray by such parallels as ch. xl. 10, Ixii. 11. The

words are not spoken in a collective capacity any more than

in the former part of the verse ; the lamentation of Israel as a

people, in ch. xl, 27, is expressed very differently.

The expression " and now " (nnj/)), which follows, evidently

indicates a fresh turn in the official life of the person speaking

here. At the same time, it is evident that it is the failure of
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his labours within his own people, which has forced out the

lamentation in ver. 4a. For his reason for addressing his

summons in ch. xlix. 1 to the world of nations, is that Jehovah

has not guaranteed to him, the undaunted one, success to his

labours among his own people, but has assigned him a mission

extending far beyond and reaching to all mankind. Vers. 5, 6.

"And now, saiili Jeliovah, that formed me from the womb to he

His senant, to bring back Jacob to Him, and that Israel may
be gathered together to Him; and I am honoured in the eyes of

Jehovah, and my God has become my strength. He saith, It is

only a small thing that thou becomest m,y servant, to set up the

tribes of Jacob, and to bring back the preserved of Israel. I
have set thee for the light of the Gentiles, to become my salvation

to the end of the earths Both shobhebh and hdshibh unite

within themselves the meanings reducere (Jer. 1. 19) and resti-

tuere. On xp=i7 generally, see at ch. ix. 2, Ixiii. 9. Jerome
is wrong in his rendering, et Israel qui non congregabitur (what

could a prophecy of the rejection of the Jews do here ?) ; so

also is Hitzig's rendering, "since Israel is not swept away;"

and Hofmann's, " Israel, which is not swept away." In the

present instance, where the restoration of Israel is the event

referred to, ^IDX must signify " the gathering together of Israel,"

as in cli. xi. 12. i^ (parallel IvN) points to Jehovah as the

author of the gathering, and as the object of it also. The
transition from the infinitive of design to the finite verb of

desire, is the same as in ch. siii. 9, xiv. 25. The attributive

clause, added to the name Jehovah, expresses the lofty mission

of the servant of God with regard to Israel. The parenthesis,

" I have honour in the eyes of Jehovah, and my God has be-

come my strength, i.e. has become mighty in me, the apparently

weak one," looks beyond to the still loftier mission, by which

the former lofty one is far surpassed. On account of this

parenthetically inserted praise of Jehovah, the ION is resumed
in ipN'l. Instead of ini'^n b\>\ (compare 1 Kings xvi. 31), i.e.

it is a small thing that thou shouldst be, we have it here, as

in Ezek. viii. 17, with a comparative min, which must not,

however, be logically pressed: "It is smaller than that," i.e.

it is too small a thing that thou shouldst be. The nHsire

{Keri, nHsure) of Israel are those who have been preserved
in exile (Ezek. vi. 12) ; in other cases, we find "iSK'j nnsE', or
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n^ps. Not only is the restoration of the remnant of Israel

the work of the servant of Jehovah; but Jehovah has ap-

pointed him for something higher than this. He has given

or set him for the light of the heathen (" a light to lighten

the Gentiles," Luke ii. 32), to become His salvation to the

end of the earth (LXX. : rov elvat, ere ets cranrjpiav ea>s

ia'^arov TJj? 7^?)- Those who regard Israel as a nation as

speaking here (^e.g. Hitzig, Ewald, Umbreit, etc.) go right

away from this, which is the most natural sense of the words,

and explain them as meaning, "that my salvation may be,

reach, or penetrate to the end of the earth." But inasmuch as

the servant of Jehovah is the light of the world, he is through

that very fact the salvation of the world ; and he is both of

these through Jehovah, whose counsels of njflE''' are brought by
him into historical realization and visible manifestation.

The words of the servant of God, in which he enforces

his claim upon the nations, are now lost in words of Jehovah

to him, which are no longer reported by him, but are appended

as an independent address. His present condition is one of the

deepest humiliation. Ver. 7. " Thus saitli Jehovah, the Re-

deemer of Israel, His Holy One, to him of contemptible soul, to

the abhorrence of the people, to the senant of tyrants : kings shall

see and arise ; princes, and prostrate themselves for the sake of
Jehovah, who is faithful, the Holy

,

One of Israel, that He hath

chosen thee." As bdzoh with a changeable hametz (cf . chdmots, ch.

i. 17) has, if not exactly a passive force, yet something very like

a passive circumstantial meaning, tySiTifa must mean the man
who is contemptible as regards his soul, i.e. held in contempt,

or, as Hofmann explains it, whom men do not think worthy to

live (though he follows Ewald, and takes Vzoh as an infinitive

treated as a substantive). Accordingly 3yn» is also to be taken

personally. The meaning abhorring is unsuitable ; but 3Vri is

also used in a causative sense, to cause to abhor, i.e. to make a

thing an abomination (Ezek. xvi. 25), or to excite abhorrence :

hence, " to him who excites the people's abhorrence," which is

the same, so far as the sense is concerned, as " to the object of

their abhorrence." But even as a participial substantive ^VnD

would literally mean the thing exciting abhorrence, i.e. the

abhorrence, just as m'khasseh in ch. xxiii. 18 signifies the thing

covering, i.e. the covering. All these participial substantives
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of the piel indicate the thing, place, or instrument acconiplish-

ino' that which the piel affirms. We need not raise the question

whether goi refers to Israel or to the heathen. It signifies the

mass of men, the people, like 'dm in Ps. Ixii. 9, and in those

passages in which it is used hy our prophet for the human race

generally. The mosIiHim, of whom the person here addressed is

the servant or enslaved one, are obviously heathen tyrants. What
is here affirmed of the " one servant of Jehovah " was no doubt

also applicable to the nation generally, and more especially to

that portion of the nation which was true to its calling and

confession. He in whom Israel's relation of servant to

Jehovah was fully realized, did indeed spring out of His own

nation, when it was under the oppression of the powers of this

world; and all the shame and persecution which those who

remained faithful among His people had to endure from the

heathen oppressors, and also from tlie ungodly among their

own countrymen (see, for example, ch. Ixvi. 5), discharge their

force like a violent storm upon Him as an individual. When,
therefore, we find the sufferings of the people and the glory of

which they became partakers described in other passages in

just the same terms, we must not infer from this that " servant

of Jehovah " is a collective epithet in the passage before us.

The person addressed here is the Eestorer of Israel, the Light

of the Gentiles, the Salvation of Jehovah for all mankind.

When kings and princes shall behold Him who was once

brought so low, delivered from His humiliation, and exalted

to the glorious height of the work to which He has been called,

they will rise up with reverence from their thrones, and pros-

trate themselves upon the ground in worship for the sake of

Jehovah, as before Him who ("i^'N emphatic, iitpote qui) is

faithful, showing Himself sincere in His promises, and for the

sake of the Holy One of Israel, in that, as is now made mani-

fest, " He hath chosen thee." The fat. consec. particularizes

the general motive assigned, and carries it still further.

The next two verses describe (thougli only with reference

to Israel, the immediate circle) what is the glory of the voca-

tion to which Jehovah, in accordance with His promise, exalts

His chosen One. Vers. 8, 9a. " Thus saith Jehovah, In a time

of favour have I heard thee, and in the day of salvation have I
helped thee : and Iform thee, and set thee for a covenant of the
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people, to raise up the land, to apportion again desolate inherit-

ances, saying to prisoners. Go ye out : to those who are in dark-

ness, Come ye to the light" Jehovah heard His servant, and

came to his help when he prayed to Him out of the condition

of bondage to the world, which he shared with his people. He
did it at the time for tiie active display of His good pleasure,

and for the realizing of salvation, which had been foreseen by

Him, and had now arrived. The futures which follow are to

be taken as such. The fact that Jehovah makes His servant

" a covenant of the people," i.e. the personal bond which unites

Israel and its God in a new fellowship (see ch. xlii. 6), is the

fruit of his being heard and helped. The infinitives with

Lamed affirm in what way the new covenant relation will be

made manifest. The land that has fallen into decay rises into

prosperity again, and the desolate possessions return to tlieir

former owners. This manifestation of the covenant grace, that

has been restored to the nation again, is effected through the

medium of the servant of Jehovah. The rendering of the LXX.
is quite correct : tov KaTaarrjcrai ttjv '^r\v koX K\7]povofi^aat

K\'r]povo/jiia<} ipijfi,ov<; XeyovTa. "'i3N? is a dicendo governed by

both infinitives. The prisoners in the darkness of the prison

and of affliction are the exiles (ch. xlii. 22). The mighty word

of the servant of Jehovah brings to them the light of liberty,

in connection with which (as has been already more than once

observed) the fact should be noticed, that the redemption is

viewed in connection with the termination of the captivity, and,

in accordance with the peculiar character of the Old Testament,

is regarded as possessing a national character, and therefore is

purely external.

The person of the servant of Jehovah now falls into the

background again, and the prophecy proceeds with a descrip-

tion of the return of the redeemed. Vers. 96-12. " They shall

feed by the ways, and there is pasture for them upon all field-

Mils. They shall not hunger nor thirst, and the mirage and sun

shall not blind them : for He that hath mercy on them shall lead

them, and guide them hy bubbling water-springs. And I make

all my mountains ways, and my roads are exalted. Behold

these, they come from afar; and, behold, these from the north and

from the sea; and these from the land of the Sinese." The people

returning home are represented as a flock. By the roads that
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they take to their homes, they are able to obtain sufScient pas-

ture, without being obliged to go a long way round in order to

find a sufficient supply ; and even upon bare sandy hills (eh.

xli. 18) there is pasture found for them. Nothing is wanting
;

even the shdrdhh (see ch. xxxv. 7, p. 79) and the sun do not

hurt them, the former by deceiving and leading astray, the

latter by wearying, them with its oppressive heat : for He
whose compassion has been excited by their long pining misery

(ch. xli. 17-20) is leading them, and bringing them along in

comfort by bubbling springs of real and refreshing water (-"D^^,

as Petrarch once says of sliepherds. Move la schiSra sua soave-

mente). Jehovah also makes all the mountains into roads for

those who are returning home, and the paths of the desert are

lifted up, as it were, into well-made roads (y'rumun, Ges. § 47,

Anm. 4). They are called my mountains and my highways

(differently from ch. xiv. 25), because they are His creation

;

and therefore He is also able to change them, and now really

does change them for the good of His people, who are returning

to the land of their forefathei's out of every quarter of the globe.

Although in Ps. cvii. 3 yam (the sea) appears to stand for the

south, as referring to the southern part of the Mediterranean,

which washes the coast of Egypt, there is no ground at all in

the present instance for regarding it as employed in any other

than its usual sense, namely the west ; merdcMq (from far) is

therefore either the south (cf. ch. xliii. 6) or the east, according

to the interpretation that we give to ^erets Sirdm, as signifying a

land to the east or to tlie south. The Phoenician Sinim (Gen.

x. 17), the inhabitants of a fortified town in the neighbourhood

of Area, which has now disappeared, but which was seen not

only by Jerome, but also by Marino Sanuto (de castro Arachas

ad dimidiam leucam est oppidum Sin), cannot be thought of, for

the simple reason that this Sin was too near, and was situated

to the west of Babylon and to the north of Jerusalem ; whilst

Sin (=Pelusium) in Egypt, to which Ewald refers, did not

give its name to either a tribe or a land. Arias Montanus was

among the first to suggest that the Sinim are the Sinese

(Chinese) ; and since the question has been so thoroughly dis-

cussed by Gesenius (in his Commentary and Thesaurus), most
of the commentators, and also such Orientalists as Lan^les ("in

his Eecherches asiatiques), Movers (in his Phosnicians), Lassen
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(in his Indische Alterthumskunde, i. 856-7), have decided in

faTour of this opinion. The objection brought against the

supposition, that the name of the Chinese was known to the

nations of the west at so early a period as this, viz. that this

eould not have been the case till after the reign of the emperor
Shi-hoang-ti, of the dynasty of Thsin, who restored the empire

that had been broken up into seven smaller kingdoms (in the

year 247 B.C.), and through whose celebrated reign the name
of his dynasty came to be employed in the western nations as

the name of China generally, is met by Lassen with the simple

fact that the name occurs at a much earlier period than this',

and in many different forms, as the name of smaller states into

which the empire was broken up after the reign of Wu-wang
(1122-1115 B.C.). " The name @2vm (Strabo), Tovai (Ptol.),

T^iviT^a (Kosmas), says the Sinologist Neumann, did not obtain

currency for the first time from the founder of the great dynasty

of Tsin ; but long before this, Tsin was the name of a feudal

kingdom of some importance in Slien-si, one of the western

provinces of the Sinese land, and Fei-tse, the first feudal king

of Tsin, began to reign as early as 897 B.C." It is quite pos-

sible, therefore, that the prophet, whether he were Isaiah or any

other, may have heard of the land of the Sinese in the far east,

and this is all that we need assume ; not that Sinese merchants

visited the market of the world on the Euphrates (Movers and

Lassen), but only that information concerning the strange

people who were so wealthy in rare productions, had reached

the remote parts of the East through the medium of com-

merce, possibly from Ophir, and through the Phoenicians.

But Egli replies : " The seer on the streams of Babel certainly

could not have described any exiles as returning home from

China, if he had not known that some of his countrymen

were pining there in misery, and I most positively affirm that

this was not the case." What is here assumed—namely, that

there must have been a Chinese diaspora in the prophet's own

time—is overthrown by what has been already observed in ch.

xi. 11 ; and we may also see that it is not purely by accident

that the land of the Sinese is given as the farthest point to the

east, from my communications concerning the Jews of China

in the History of the Post-biblical Poetry of the Jews (1836, pp.

58-62, cf. p. 21). I have not yet seen Sionnet's work, which
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has appeared since, viz. Essai sur les Juifs de la Chine et sur

tiiifluence, quils ont eue sur la literature de ce vasie empire,

avant Vh-e chreiienne ; but I have read the Mission of Enquiry

to the Jews in China in the Jeioish Intelligence, May 1851,

where a fac-simile of their thorah is given. The immigration

took place from Persia (cf. 'Eldm, eh. xi. 11), at tlie latest,

under the Han dynasty (205 B.C.-220 A.D.), and certainly

before the Christian era.

In this return of the exiles from every quarter of the globe

to their fatherland, and for this mighty work of God on behalf

of His church, which has been scattered in all directions, the

whole creation is to praise Him. Ver. 13. " Sing, heavens;

and shout, earth ; and breakout into singing, mountains ! for

Jehovah hath comforted His people, and He hath compassion

upon His afflicted ones." The phrase njn nva, like ]p)^ nss

(which occurs in Ps. xcviii. 4 as well as in Isaiah), is peculiarly

Isaiah's (ch. xiv. 7, and several times in ch. xl.-lxvi.). " The
afflicted ones" (dniyyim) is the usual Old Testament name for

the ecclesia militans. The future alternates with the perfect

:

th? act of consolation takes place once for all, but the com-

passion lasts for ever. Here again the glorious liberty of the

children of God appears as the focus from which the whole

world is glorified. The joy of the Israel of God becomes the

joy of heaven and earth. With the summons to this joy the

first half of the prophecy closes ; for the word "l»^^n, which

follows, shows clearly enough that the prophecy has merely

reached a resting-point here, since this word is unsuitable for

commencing a fresh prophecy.

The prophet, looking back at the period of suffering from

the standpoint of the deliverance, exclaims from the midst of

this train of thought : Ver. 14. " Zion said, Jehovah hath

forsaken me, and the Lord hath forgotten me." The period

of suffering which forces out this lamentation still continues.

What follows, therefore, applies to the ciiurch of the present,

i.e. of the captivity. Vers. 15, 16. " Does a u-oman forget her

sucking child, so as not to have compassion upon the child of her

womb ? Even though mothers should forget, I will not forget
thee. Behold, I have graven thee upon the palms of my hands

;

thy walls stand continually before me." In reply to the com-
plaining church, which knows that her home is in Zion-
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Jerusalem, and which has been kept so long away from her

home, Jehovah sets forth His love, which is as inalienable as a

mother's love, yea, far greater than even maternal love. On
7157, see vol. i. p. 139 ; the min in merachem is equivalent to

wffTe iiTj, as in ch. xxiii. 1, xxiv. 10, xxxiii. 15, etc. Q3, so far

as the actual sense is concerned, is equivalent to 'S'DS (Ewald,

§ 362, h) : " granted that such (mothers) should forget, i.e. dis-

own, their love." The picture of Zion (not merely the name,

as ver. 165 clearly shows) is drawn in the inside of Jehovah's

hands, just as men are accustomed to burn or puncture orna-

mental figures and mementoes upon the hand, the arm, and the

forehead, and to colour the punctures with alhenna or indigo

(see Tafel, xii., in vol. ii. pp. 33-35 of Lane's Manners and

Customs of the Modern Egyptians). There is the figure of

Zion, unapproachable to every creature, as close to Him as He
is to Himself, and facing Him amidst all the emotions of His

divine life. There has He the walls of Zion constantly before

Him (on neged, see at ch. i. 16, xxiv. 23) ; and even if for a

time they are broken down here below, with Him they have an

eternal ideal existence, which must be realized again and again

in an increasingly glorious form.

It is this fact of a renewed glorification which presents itself

afresh to the prophet's mind. Vers. 17, 18. " Thy children make

haste, thy destroyers and wasters draio out from thee. Lift up

thine eyes round about, and see : all these assemble themselves

together, and come to thee. As truly as I live, saith Jehovah, thou

xcilt put them all on like jewellery, and gird them round thee like

a bride" The pointing adopted by the LXX., Targ., Jer.,

and Saad., is ^!J3. The antithesis favours this reading ; but

^)ja suits vers. 18, 19 better; and the thought that Zion's

children come and restore her fallen walls, follows of itself

from the very antithesis : her children come ; and those who

destroyed their maternal home, and made it a desolate ruin,

have to depart from both city and land. Zion is to lift up her

eyes, that have been cast down till now, yea, to lift them up

round about ; for on all sides those whom she thought she had

lost are coming in dense crowds 'H? (cf. \<h = \h with IVK, ch.

xlix. 5), to her, i.e. henceforth to belong to her again. Jehovah

pledges His life {chai 'am, t,mv iyco, Ewald, § 329, a) that a

time of glory is coming for Zion and her children. '3 in the
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affirmative sense, springing out of the confirmative after an

affirming oath, equivalent to N7"DK elsewhere {e.g. ch, v. 9).

The population which Zion recovers once more, will be to her

like the ornaments which a woman puts on, like the orna-

mental girdle (ch. iii. 20) which a bride fastens round her

wedding dress.

Thus will Zion shine forth once more vith the multitude of

her children as with a festal adorning. Vers. 19, 20. ^'For thy

ruins and thy waste places and thy land full of ruin,—yea, now

thou ivilt be too narrow for the inhabitants, and thy devourers are

far away. Thy children, that were formerly taken from thee,

shall say in thine ears. The space is too narrow for me ; give way

for me, that I may have room." The word " for" Qd) intro-

duces the explanatory reason for the figures just employed of

jewellery and a bridal girdle. Instead of the three subjects,

" thy ruins," etc., the comprehensive " thou" is employed per-

mutatively, and the sentence commenced afresh. '3 is repeated

emphatically in nny '3 (for now, or yea now) ; this has essen-

tially the same meaning as in the apodosis of hypothetical

protasis (e.g. Gen. xxxi. 42, xliii. 10), except that the sense is

more decidedly affirmative than in the present instance, where

one sees it spring out of the confirmative. Zion, that has been

hitherto desolate, now becomes too small to hold her inhabitants

;

and her devourers are far away, i.e. those who took foi'cible pos-

session of the land and cities, and made them untenable, lij? is

to be understood in accordance with Ps. xlii. 6, and ^^JTSa in

accordance with Ps. xliv. 2 (see at ch. v. 9). It will even come

to this, that the children of which Zion was formerly robbed

will call to one another, so that she becomes a witness with her

ears to that which they have so clearly seen : the space is too

narrow, give way (g'shdh, from ndgash, to advance, then to move
generally, also to move in an opposite direction, i.e. to fall back,

as in Gen. xix. 9) for me, that I may be able to settle down.

The words that sound in the ears of Zion are now followed

by the thought of astonishment and surprise, that rises up in her

heart. Ver. 21. "And thou wilt say in thy heart, Who hath

borne me these, seeing I was robbed of children, and barren,

baidshed, and thrust away ; and these, who hath brought them
up? Behold, I was left alone ; these, where were they ?" She
sees herself suddenly surrounded by a great multitude of
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children, and yet she was robbed of children, and galmuddh (lit.

hard, stony, Arab, 'galmad, 'gulmud, e.g. es-sachr el 'gulmud,

the hardest stone, mostly as a substantive, stone or rock, from
gdlam, from which comes the Syriac gHomo, stony ground,

related to chdlam, whence challdrmsh, gravel, root gal, gam, to

press together, or heap up in a lump or mass), i.e. one who
seemed utterly incapacitated for bearing children any more.

She therefore asks. Who hath borne me these (not, who hath

begotten, which is an absurd question) ? She cannot believe

that they are the children of her body, and her children's

children. As a tree, whose foliage is all faded away, is called

nobheleth itself in ch. i. 30, so she calls herself goldh v'surdli,

extorris et remota (sur = musdr, like sug in Prov. xiv. 14 =
ndsog or mussdg), because her children have been carried away
into exile. In the second question, the thought has dawned

upon her mind, that those by whom she finds herself sur-

rounded are her own children ; but as she was left alone,

whilst they went forth, as she thought to die in a foreign land,

she cannot comprehend where they have been hitherto concealed,

or where they have grown up into so numerous a people.

The prophecy now takes a step backward in the domain of

the future, and describes the manner in which the children of

Zion get back to their home. Ver. 22. " Thus saiili the Lord

Jehovah, Behold, I lift up my hand to nations, and set up my
standard to peoples : and they bring thy sons in their bosom ; and

thy daughters, upon shoulders are they carried^ The setting up

of a standard (ch. v. 26, xi. 12, xviii. 3, cf. Ixii. 10) is a favourite

figure with Isaiah, as well as swaying the hand. Jehovah gives

a sign to the heathen nations with His hand, and points out to

them the mark that they are to keep in view, with a signal pole

which is set up. They understand it, and carry out His instruc-

tions, and bring Zion's sons and daughters thither, and that as

a foster-father (omen) carries an infant in the bosom of his

dress (chotsen, as in Neh. v. 13 ; Arabic as in Ps. cxxix. 7,

hidn, from hadana, to embrace, to press tenderly to one's self

;

vid. Num. xi. 12), or upon his arms, so that it reclines upon

his shoulder (alMtheph ; cf. 'al-tsad, ch. Ix. 4, Ixvi. 12).

Such affectionate treatment does the church receive, which

is assembling once more upon its native soil, whilst kings and

their consorts hasten to serve the re-assembled community.
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Ver. 23. " And kings become thy foster-fathers, and their prin-

cesses thy nurses : they bow doien their face to thee to the earth,

and they lick the dust of thy feet ; and thou learnest that I am
Jehovah, He whose hoping ones are not put to shame" As
foster-fathers devote all their strength and care to those en-

trusted to them, and nurses nourish children from the very

marrow of their own life, so will kings become the shelterers

of Zion, and princesses the sustainers of her growth. All that is

true in the regal headship of the church will be realized, and all

that is false in regal territorialism will condemn itself : " vultie

in terram demisso adorahunt te etpulverempedum tuorum lingent"

(Jerome). They do homage to the church, and kiss the ground

upon which she stands and walks. According to ch. xlv. 14,

this adoration belongs to the God who is present in the church,

and points the church itself away from all thought of her own
merits to Jehovah, the God of salvation, cui qui confdunt non

pudefient (WS'T,! with an auxiliary pai/tacA, hke T^V)\ in ch. xlvii.

15 ; Ges. § 65, 2 : IB'N with the first person made into a relative

as in ch. xli. 8 ; Ges. § 123, 1, Anm. 1). Observe, however,

that the state will not be swallowed up by the church,—a thing

which never will occur, and is never meant to occur ; but by

the state becoming serviceable to the church, there is realized a

prelude of the perfected kingdom of God, in which the dualism

of the state and the church is entirely abolished.

There follows now a sceptical question prompted by weak-

ness of faith ; and the divine reply. The question, ver. 24

:

" Can the booty indeed be wrested from a giant, or loill the cap-

tive host of the righteous escape?" The question is logically

one, and only divided rhetorically into two (Ges. § 153, 2).

The giant, or gigantically strong one, is the Chaldean. Knobel,

in opposition to Hitzig, who supposes the Persian to be referred

to, points very properly to ch. 11. 12, 13, and lii. 5. He is

mistaken, however, in thinking that we must read Y^V ''3E' in

ver. 24^*, as Ewald does after the Syriac and Jerome, on account

of the parallelism. The exiles are called sh^bhl tsaddlq, not,

however, as captives wrested from the righteous (the congre-

gation of the righteous), as Meier thinks, taking tsaddlq as the

gen. obj. ; still less as captives carried off by the righteous one,

i.e. the Chaldean, for the Chaldean, even regarded as the

accomplisher of the righteous judgment of God, is not tsaddlq,
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'but " wicked " (Hab. i. 13) ; but merely as a bost of captives

consisting of rigliteous men (Hitzig). The divine answer,

vers. 25, 26: " Yea, thus saith Jehovah, Even the captive hosts

of a giant are wrestedfrotn him, and the booty of a tyrant escapes

:

and I will make war upon him that warreth with thee, and I will

bring salvation to thy children. And Ifeed them that pain thee

tuith their own flesh ; and they shall be drunhen with their own

blood, as if with new loine; and all flesh sees that I Jehovah am
thy Saviour, and that thy liedeemer is the Mighty One of Jacob"

We might take the ki in ver; 25a as a simple affirmative, but

it is really to be taken as preceded by a tacit intermediate

thought. Eosenmiiller's explanation is the correct one : " that

which is hardly credible shall take place, for thus hath Jehovah

said." He has also given the true interpretation of gam

:

" although this really seems incredible, yet I will give it effect."

Ewald, on the contrary, has quite missed the sense of vers. 24,

25, which he gives as follows : " The booty in men which a

hero has taken in war, may indeed be taken from him again
;

but Jehovah will never let the booty that He takes from

the Chaldean (viz. Israel) be wrested from Him again." This

is inadmissible, for the simple reason that it presupposes the

emendation fny *3B' ; and this 'dints is quite unsuitable, partly

because it would be Jehovah to whom the case supposed re-

ferred, and still more, because the correspondence in character

between ver. 24 and ver. 14 is thereby destroyed. The gibbor

and 'ants is called 'n3''T: in ver. 25&, with direct reference to

Zion. This is a noun formed from the future, like Jareb in

Hos. V. 13 and x. 6,—a name chosen as the distinctive epithet

of the Asiatic emperor (probably a name signifying "king

Fighting-cock"). The self-laceration threatened against the

Chaldean empire recals to mind ch. ix. 1 9, 20, and Zech. xi. 9,

and has as revolting a sound as Num. xxiii. 24 and Zech.

ix. 15,—passages which Daumer and Ghillany understand in

the cannibal sense which they appear to have, whereas what

they understand literally is merely a hyperbolical figure.

Moreover, it must not be forgotten that the Old Testament

church was a nation, and that the spirit of revelation in the

Old Testament assumed the national form, which it afterwards

shattered to pieces. Knobel points to the revolt of the Hyr-

canians and several satraps, who fought on the side of Cyrus

VOL. II. a
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against their former rulers {Cyrop. iv. 2, 6, v. 1-3) All this

will be subservient to that salvation and redemption, which

form the historical aim of Jehovah and the irresistible work of

the Mighty One of Jacob. The name of God which we meet

with here, viz. the Mighty One of Jacob, only occurs again in

eh. i. 24, and shows who is the author of the prophecy which

is concluded here. The first half set forth, in the servant of

Jehovah, the mediator of Israel's restoration and of the con-

version of the heathen, and closed with an appeal to the heaven

and the earth to rejoice with the ransomed church. The
second half (vers. 14—26) rebukes the despondency of Zion,

which fancies itself forgotten of Jehovah, by pointing to

Jehovah's more than maternal love, and the superabundant

blessing to be expected from Him. It also rebukes the doubts

of Zion as to the possibility of such a redemption, by pointing

to the faithfulness and omnipotence of the God of Israel, who
will cause the exiles to be wrested from the Chaldean, and their

tormentors to devour one another. The following chapter

commences a fresh train of ideas.

SECOND PROPHECY.—Chap. l.

Israel's self-eejection ; and the stedeastness op the
servant of jehovah.

The words are no longer addressed to Zion, but to her
children. Ver. 1. " Thus saith Jehovah, WJiere is your mother's

bill of divorce, with which Iput her away f Or where is one of
my creditors, to whom I sold you ? Behold, for your iniquities

are ye sold, and for your transgressions is your mother put away."
It was not He who had broken off the relation in which He
stood to Zion ; for the mother of Israel, whom Jehovah had
betrothed to Himself, had no bill of divorce to show, with
which Jehovah had put her away and thus renounced for

ever the possibility of receiving her again (according to Deut.
xxiv. 1-4), provided she should in the meantime have married
another. Moreover, He had not yielded to outward constraint,

and therefore given her up to a foreign power ; for where
was there one of His creditors (there is not any one) to whom
He would have been obliged to relinquish His sons, because
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unable to pay His debts, and in this way to discharge them ?

—a harsh demand, which was frequently made by unfeeling

creditors of insolvent debtors (Ex. xxi. 7 ; 2 Kings iv. 1 ; Matt.

xviii. 25). On nosheh, a creditor, see at ch. xxiv. 2. Their

present condition was indeed that of being sold and put away

;

but this was not the efifect of despotic caprice, or the result of

compulsion on the part of Jehovah. It was Israel itself that

had broken off the relation in which it stood to Jehovah ; they

had been sold through their own faults, and " for your trans-

gressions is your mother put away." Instead of n^V^sni we
have D5''JJB'a2i. This may be because the church, although on

the one hand standing higher and being older than her children

(i.e. her members at any particular time), is yet, on the other

hand, morally affected by those to whom she has given birth,

who have been trained by her, and recognised by her as her own.

The radical sin, however, which has lasted from the time

of the captivity down to the present time, is disobedience to the

word of God. This sin brought upon Zion and her children

the judgment of banishment, and it was this which made it

last so long. Vers. 2, 3. " Why did I come, and there was no

one there? Why did I call, and there was no one who answered?

Is my hand too short to redeem ? or is there no strength in me to

deliver? Behold, through my threatening I dry up the sea ; turn

streams into a plain : their fish rot, because there is no water, and

die for thirst. I clothe the heavens in mourning, and rhake sach-

cloth their covering." Jehovah has come, and with what ? It

follows, from the fact of His bidding them consider, that His

hand is not too short to set Israel loose and at liberty, that He
is not so powerless as to be unable to draw it out ; that He is

the Almighty, who by His mere threatening word (Ps. cvi. 9,

civ. 7) can dry up the sea, and turn streams into a hard and

barren soil, so that the fishes putrefy for want of water (Ex.

vii. 18, etc.), and die from thirst (thdmoth a voluntative used as

an indicative, as in ch. xii. 1, and very frequently in poetical

composition) ; who can clothe the heavens in mourning, and

make sackcloth their (dull, dark) covering (for the expression

itself, compare ch. xxxvii. 1, 2) ; who therefore, fiat appUcatio,

can annihilate the girdle of waters behind which Babylon

fancies herself concealed (see ch. xlii. 15, xliv. 27), and cover

the empire, which is now enslaving and torturing Israel, with
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a sunless and starless night of destruction (ch. xiii. 10). It

follows from all this, that He has come with a gospel of deliver-

ance from sin and punishment; but Israel has given no answer,

has not received this message of salvation with faith, since faith

is assent to the word of God. And in whom did Jehovah

come ? Knobel and most of the commentators reply, " in His

prophets." This answer is not wrong, but it does not suffice

to show the connection between what follows and what goes

before. For there it is one person who speaks ; and who is

that, but the servant of Jehovah, who is introduced in these

prophecies with dramatic directness, as speaking in his own

name ? Jehovah has come to His people in His servant. We
know who was the servant of Jehovah in the historical fulfil-

ment. It was He whom even the New Testament Scriptures

describe as tov TralBa toO Kvpiov, especially in the Acts (iii.

13, 26, iv. 27, 30). It was not indeed during the Babylonian

captivity that the servant of Jehovah appeared in Israel with

the gospel of redemption ; but, as we shall never be tired of

repeating, this is the human element in these prophecies, that

they regard the appearance of the " servant of Jehovah," the

Saviour of Israel and the heathen, as connected with the cap-

tivity : the punishment of Israel terminating, according to the

law of the perspective foreshortening of prophetic vision, with

the termination of the captivity ; and the final glory of Israel

and the final salvation of all mankind beginning to dawn on

the border of the captivity,—a connection which we regard as

one of the strongest confirmations of the composition of these

addresses before the captivity, as well as of Isaiah's authorship.

But this avOpoiirivov does not destroy the Oetov in them, inas»

much as the time at wliicli Jesus appeared was not only similar

to that of the Babylonian captivity, but stood in a causal con-

nection with it, since the Roman empire was the continuation

of the Babylonian, and the moral state of the people under the

iron arm of the Roman rule resembled that of the Babylonian

exiles (Ezek. ii. 6, 7). At the same time, whatever our opinion

on this point may be, it is perfectly certain that it is to the ser-

vant of Jehovah, who was seen by the prophet in connection

with the Babylonian captivity, that the words " wherefore did I

come" refer.

He in whom Jehovah came to His nation, and proclaimed
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to it, in the midst of its self-induced misery, the way and work
of salvation, is He who speaks in ver. 4 : " The Lord Jehovah

hath given me a disciple's tongue, that I may know how to set up
the loearied with words : He wakeneth every morning ; wakeneth

mine ear to attend in disciple's manner." The word limmudim,

which is used in the middle of the verse, and which is the older

word for the later talmidim, /laOrjral, as in ch. viii. 16, liv. 13,

is repeated at the close of the verse, according to the figure of

palindromy, which is such a favourite figure in both parts of

the book of Isaiah ; and the train of thought, " He wakeneth

morning by morning, wakeneth mine ear," recals to mind the

parallelism with reservation which is very common in the

Psalms, and more especially the custom of a " triolet-like

"

spinning out of the thougiits, from which the songs of " de-

grees " (or ascending steps, sMr hamma'dloth) have obtained

their name. The servant of Jehovah affords us a deep insight

here into His hidden life. The prophets received special

revelations from God, for the most part in the night, either in

dreams or else in visions, which were shown them in a waking

condition, but yet in the more susceptible state of nocturnal

quiet and rest. Here, however, the servant of Jehovah re-

ceives the divine revelations neither in dreams nor visions of

the night; but every morning (bahhoqer hahhoqer as in ch,

xxviii. 19), i.e. when his sleep is over, Jehovah comes to him,

awakens his ear, by making a sign to him to listen, and then

takes him as it were into the school after the manner of a

pupil, and teaches him what and how he is to preach. Nothing

indicates a tongue befitting the disciples of God, so much as

the gift of administering consolation; and such a gift is pos-

sessed by the speaker here. " To help with words him that is

exhausted " (with suffering and self-torture) : nij?, Arab. i^\i

med. Vav, related to B«i3?, E^n, signifies to spring to a person

with words to help, Aq. viroa-Tripiaai, Jer. sustentare. The

Arabic i^-U '^^<^- J^j to ^^i" upon or water (Ewald, Umbreit,

etc.), cannot possibly be thought of, since this has no support

in the Hebrew ; still less, however, can we take nij? as a denom.

from ViS, upon which Luther has founded his rendering, " to

speak to the weary in due season " (also Eng. ver.). "ijn is an
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accusative of more precise definition, like *'B'N. in ver. 1 (cf. ch,

xlii. 25, xliii. 23). Jerome has given the correct rendering

:

"that I may know how to sustain him that is weary with a word."

His calHng is to save, not to destroy ; and for this calling

he has Jehovah as a teacher, and to Him he has submitted

himself in docile susceptibility and immoveable obedience.

Ver. 5. " Tlie Lord Jehovah hath opened mine ear ; and I, I
was not rebellious, and did not turn back." He put him into a

position inwardly to discern His will, that he might become

the mediator of divine revelation ; and he did not set himself

against this calling (indrdh, according to its radical meaning

stringere, to make one's self rigid against any one, avnreivetv),

and did not draw back from obeying the call, which, as he well

knew, would not bring him earthly honour and gain, but

rather shame and ill-treatment. Ever since he had taken the

path of his calling, he had not drawn timidly back from the

sufferings with which it was connected, but had rather cheer-

fully taken them upon him. Ver. 6. " F offered my back to

smiters, and my cheeks to them that pluck off the hair ; I hid

not my face from shame and spitting." He offered his back to

such as smote it, his cheeks to such as plucked out the hair

of his beard (mdrat as in Neh. xiii. 25). He did not hide his

face, to cover it up from actual insults, or from being spit

upon (on kHimmoth with roq, smiting on the cheek, KoXa<J3L^eiv,

strokes with rods, paTri^eiv, blows upon the head, rinrreiv eh
TTjv Ke(f>a\'qv with ifiTrrvetv, compare Matt. xxvi. 67, xxvii. 30,

John xviii. 22). The way of his calling leads through a

shameful condition of humiliation. What was typified in Job
(see ch. xxx. 10, xvii. 6), and prefigured typically and pro-

phetically in the Psalms of David (see Ps. xxii. 7, Ixix. 8),

finds in him its perfect antitypical fulfilment.

But no shame makes him faint-hearted ; he trusts in Him
who hath called him, and looks to the end. Ver. 7. "But the

Lord Jehovah will help me ; therefore have I not sufered myself
to be overcome by mockery: therefore did 1 make my face like the

flint, and knew that I should not be put to shame." The 1 intro-

duces the thought with which his soul was filled amidst all

his sufferings. In 'JiiwOJ N? he affirms, that he did not suffer

himself to be inwardly overcome and overpowered by kHimmdh.
The consciousness of his high calling remained undisturbed;
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he was never ashamed of that, nor did he turn away from it.

The two t3"''J? stand side by side upon the same line. He made

his face kachalldmlsh (from chdlam, related to gdlam in ch.

xlix. 21, with the substantative termination ish: see Jeshurun,

p. 229), i.e. he made it as unfeeling as a flint-stone to the

attacks of his foes (cf. Ezeh. iii. 8, 9). The LXX. renders

this edrjKa to wpocrmirov fwv ox; a-repeav irerpav ; but iurijpi^a

TO TTjOoo-., which is the rendering given to ''JS CtJ' in Jer. xxi. 10,

would have been just the proper rendering here (see Luke
ix. 51). In " holy hardness of endurance," as Stiei' says, he

turned his face to his antagonists, without being subdued or

frightened away, and was well assured that He whose cause

he represented would never leave him in the lurch.

In the midst of his continued sufferings he was still

certain of victory, feeling himself exalted above every human
accusation, and knowing that Jehovah would acknowledge

him ; whereas his opponents were on the way to that destruc-

tion, the germ of which they already carried within them.

Vers. 8, 9. " ITe is near that justifieth me; lolio will contend with

me?! We will draw near together! Who is my adversary in

judgment? ! Let him, draw near to me! Behold, the 'Lord Jeliovah

will help me; who is he that could condemn me?! Behold, tliey

all shall fall to pieces like a garment; the moth shall eat tJiem up."

p'^ivn and J?''^"]^ are forensic antitheses : the former signifies

to set one forth, both practically and judicially, as righteous

(2 Sam. XV. 4 ; Ps. Ixxxii. 3) ; the latter as guilty, ilf} (Deut.

XXV. 1 ; Ps. cix. 7). ""ilpyj, which has lost the principal tone

on account of the following ^^J 0^1); ^^^ munacJi instead of

metlieg in the antepenultimate. Baal mishpdti means, " he who

has a judicial cause or lawsuit against me," just as in Roman
law the dominus litis is distinguished from the procurator, i.e.

from the person who represents him in court (syn. ba'al

d'bhdrm, Ex. xxiv. 14, and 'ish rihlii in Job xxxi. 35 ; compare

ch. xli. 11). NW'D are connected, and form an emphatic rk,

Eom. viii. 34 (Ewald § 325, a). "All of them" (kulldm): this

refers to all who are hostile to him. They fall to pieces like a

worn-out garment, and fall a prey to the motli which they

already carry within them :— a figure which we meet with

again in ch. li. 8 (cf. Job xiii. 28, Hos. v. 12), and one which,

although apparently insignificant, is yet really a terrible one,
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inasmuch as it points to a power of destruction working im-

perceptibly and slowly, but yet effecting the destruction of the

object selected with all the greater certainty.

Thus far we have the words of the servant. The prophecy

opened with words of Jehovah (vers. 1-3), and with such words

it closes, as we may see from the expression, " this shall ye

have at my hand," in ver. lib. The first word of Jehovah is

addressed to those who fear Him, and hearken to the voice

of His servant. Ver. 10. " Who among you is fearing Jehovah,

hearkening to the voice ofHis servant ? He that walketh in dark-

ness, and without a ray of light, let him trust in the name of

Jehovah, and stay himself upon his God." Tiie question is

asked for the purpose of showing to any one who could reply,

" I am one, or wish to be such an one," what his duty and his

privileges are. In the midst of the apparent hopelessness of his

situation (cJtashekhlm the accusative of the object, and plural

to ch&shekhdh, ch. viii. 22), and of his consequent despondency

of mind, he is to trust in the name of Jehovah, that firmest

and surest of all grounds of trust, and to stay himself upon his

God, who cannot forsake or deceive him. He is to believe (ch.

vii. 9, xxviii. 16 ; Hab. ii. 4) in God and the word of salva-

tion, for ntD3 and W^i are terms applied to that fducia fidei

which is the essence of faith. The second word of Jehovah is

addi'essed to the despisers of His word, of which His servant is

the bearer. Ver. 11. "Behold, all ye that kindle fire, that equip

yourselves with burning darts, away into the glow of your fire,

and into the burning darts that ye have kindled ! This comes to

you from my hand ; ye shall lie dotvn in sorroiv." The fire is

not the fire of divine wrath (Jer. xvii. 4), but the fire of

wickedness {rish'dh, ch. ix. 17), more especially that hellish

fire with which an evil tongue is set on fire (Jas. iii. 6) ; for

the zlqoth (equivalent to ziqqoth, from zeq = zinq, from zdnaq,

to spring, to let fly, Syr. to shoot or hurl), i.e. shots, and
indeed burning arrows (Ps. vii. 14), are figurative, and stand

for the blasphemies and anathemas which they cast at the ser-

vant of Jehovah. It is quite unnecessary to read ^T*?!? instead

of ^1?^'?' ^^ Hitzig, Ewald, and Knobel propose, or even, con-

trary to all usage of speech, ''3'!S<D. The former is the more
pictorial : they gird burning darts, accingunt malleolos, i.e.

they equip or arm themselves with them for the purpose of
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attack (ch. xlv. 5). But the destruction which they prepare

for the servant of Jehovah becomes their own. They them-

selves have to go into the midst of the burning fire and tlie

burning darts, that they have set on fire. The hand of Jehovah

suddenly inverts the position ; the fire of wrath becomes the

fire of divine judgment, and this fire becomes their bed of

torment. The LXX. has it correctly, eV Xvirrj KotfirjO^a-ecrOe.

The Lamed indicates the situation (Ewald, § 217, d). r'^SB'n

with the tone upon the last syllable gives a dictatorial con-

clusion. It has a terrible sound, but still more terrible (apart

from the future state) is the historical fulfilment that presents

itself to the eye.

THIRD PROPHECY.—Chap. li.

THE BURSTING FORTH OP SALVATION, AND TURNING AWAY
OF THE CUP OF WRATH.

The prophetic address now turns ngain from the despisers

of the word, whom it has threatened with the torment of fire,

to those who long for salvation. Vers. 1-3. " Hearken to me,

ye iliat are in pursuit of righteousness, ye that seek Jehovah.

Look up to the rock whence ye are hewn, and to the hollow of the

pit whence ye are dxig. Look up to Abraham your forefather,

and to Sara who bare you, that he was one ichen I called him,

and blessed him, and multiplied him. For Jehovah hath com-

forted, Zion, comforted all her ruins, and turned her desert like

Eden, and her steppe as into the garden of God ; joy and gladness

are found in her, thanksgiving and sounding music." The

prophecy is addressed to those who are striving after the right

kind of life and seeking Jehovah, and not turning from Him

to make earthly things and themselves the object of their pur-

suit ; for such only are in a condition by faitli to regard that as

possible, and in spirit to beliold that as real, which seems im-

possible to human understanding, because the very opposite is

lying before the eye of the senses. Abraham and Sarah they

are mentally to set before them, for they are types of the sal-

vation to be anticipated now. Abraham is the rock whence

the stones were hewn, of which the house of Jacob is composed;
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and Sarah with her maternal womb the hollow of the pit out

of which Israel was brought to the light, just as peat is dug

out of a pit, or copper out of a mine. The marriage of Abra-

ham and Sarah was for a long time unfruitful ; it was, as it

were, out of hard stone that God raised up children to Himself

in Abraham and Sarah. The rise of Israel was a miracle of

di\Tne power and grace. In antithesis to the masculine Uur,

bor is made into a feminine through maqqeblieth, which is

chosen with reference to n'qehhdh. To 2l!i3Sn we must supply

«fiip . . . nt^N, and to !3n"!i5J, nssp . . . nt^N. Ver. 2a informs

them who the rock and the hollow of the pit are, viz. Abraham

your forefather, and Sarah fcholelkJiem, who bare you with all

the pains of childbirth: "you," for the birth of Isaac, the

son of promise, was the birth of the nation. The point to be

specially looked at in relation to Abraham (in comparison with

whom Sarah falls into the background) is given in the words

quod unum vocavi eum (that he was one when I called him).

The perfect ^''^f'^i? relates the single call of divine grace, which

removed Abraham from the midst of idolaters into the fellow-

ship of Jehovah. The futures that follow (with Vav cop.)

point out the blessing and multiplication that were connected

with it (Gen. xii. 1, 2). He is called one (^eclidd as in Ezek.

xxxiii. 24, ilal. ii. 15), because he was one at the time of his

call, and yet through the might of the divine blessing became

the root of the whole genealogical Lrce of Israel, and of a great

multitude of people that branched off from it. This is what

those who are now longing for salvation are to remember,

strengthening themselves by means of the olden time in their

faith in the future which so greatly resembles it. The corre-

sponding blessing is expressed in preterites (iiicham, oayydsem),

inasmuch as to the eye of faith and in prophetic vision the future

has the reality of a present and the certainty of a completed fact.

Zion, the mother of Israel (ch. 1. 1), the counterpart of Sarah,

the ancestress of the nation,—Zion, which is now mourning so

bitterly, because she is lying waste and in ruins,— is comforted

by Jehovah. Tlie comforting word of promise (ch. xl. 1)

becomes, in her case, the comforting fact of fulfilment (ch.

xlix. 13). Jehovah makes her waste like Eden (LXX. <i?

irapaSeiaov), like a garden, as glorious as if it had been directly

planted by Himself (Gen. xiii. 10; Num. xxiv. 6). And this
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paradise Is not without human occupants ; but wheu you enter

it you find joy and gladness therein, and hear thanksgiving

at the wondrous change that has taken place, as well as the

voice of melody (zimrdli as in Amos v. 23). The pleasant

land is therefore full of men in the midst of festal enjoyment

and activity. As Sarah gave birth to Isaac after a long

period of barrenness, so Zion, a second Sarah, will be sur-

rounded by a joyous multitude of children after a long period

of desolation.

But the great work of the future extends far beyond the

restoration of Israel, which becomes the source of salvation to

all the world. Vers. 4, 5. " Hearken unto me, my 'people, and

give ear unto me, my congregation ! for instruction will go

forth from me, and I make a place for my right, to be a light of

the nations. My righteousness is near, my salvation is drawn

out, and my arms loill judge nations : the hoping of the islands

looks to me, and for mine arm is their waiting." It is Israel

which is here summoned to hearken to the promise introduced

with ki. ''BlXp is only used here of Israel, like Mil in Zeph. ii. 9

;

and the LXX. (koI at I3acn\e2i) have quite misunderstood

it. An address to the heathen would be quite out of harmony

with the character of the whole prophecy, which is carried out

quite consistently throughout. ''Dy and ''>3m6, therefore, are

not plurals, as the Syriac supposes, although it cannot be dis-

puted that it is a rare thing to meet with the plural form

apocopated thus, after the form of the talmudie Aramsean

(see, for example, p. 89 ; and see also at Ps. xlv. 9).

What ch. xlii. 1 sqq. describes as the calling of the servant of

Jehovah, viz. to carry out justice among the nations, and to

plant it on the earth, appears here as the act of Jehovah ; but,

as a comparison of '!?!<» with ti'Sp (ch. ii. 3) clearly shows, as

the act of the God who is present in Israel, and works from

Israel outwards. Out of Israel sprang the Saviour; out of

Israel the apostleship ; and when God shall have mercy upon

Israel again, it will become to the whole world of nations " life

from the dead," The tliordh referred to here is that of Sion,

as distinguished from that of Sinai, the gospel of redemption,

and mishpdt the new order of life in which Israel and the

nations are united. Jehovah makes for this a place of rest, a

firm standing-place, from which its light to lighten the nations
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streams forth in all directions. VPp as in Jer. xxxi. 2, 1. 34,

from vy], in the sense of the Arabic ^t-=rj} *o return, to procure

return, entrance, and rest ; a different word from WT in ch. li,

15, which signifies the very opposite, viz. to disturb, literally to

throw into trembling. P"1V and V^^., which occur in ver. 5a,

are synonyms throughout these prophecies. The meaning of

the former is determined by the character of the thorah, which

gives " the knowledge of salvation" (Luke i. 77), and with that

" the righteousness of God" (Rom. i. 17; cf. Isa. liii. 11).

This righteousness is now upon the point of being revealed

;

this salvation has started on the way towards the fullest realiza-

tion. The great mass of the nations fall under the judgment

which the arms of Jehovah inflict, as they cast down to the

eround on the riajht hand and on the left. When it is stated

of the islands, therefore, that they hope for Jehovah, and

wait for His arm, the reference is evidently to the remnant of

the heathen nations which outlives the judgment, and not only

desires salvation, and is susceptible of it, but which actually

receives salvation (compare the view given in John xi. 52,

which agrees with that of Isaiah, and which, in fact, is the

biblical view generally, e.g. Joel ill. 5). To these the saving

arm (the singular only was suitable here ; cf. Ps. xvi. 11) now
brings that salvation, towards which their longing was more or

less consciously directed, and which satisfied their inmost need.

Observe in ver. 5 the majestic and self-conscious movement of

the rhythm, with the effective tone of y'yachelun.

The people of God are now summoned to turn their eyes

upwards and downwards : the old world above their heads and

under their feet is destined to destruction. Ver. 6. " Lift up

your eyes to the heavens, and look upon the earth beneath : for the

lieavens will pass away like smoke, and the earth fall to pieces

like a garment, and its inhabitants die out like a nonentity ; and
my salvation will last for ever, and my righteousness does not go

to ruin." The reason for the summons follows with kl. The
heavens will be resolved into atoms, like smoke : nimldchu from
mdlach, related to mdrach, root mal, from which comes mdlal
(see at Job xiv. 2), to rub to jiieces, to crumbly to pieces, or

mangle ; Aquila, rfKorjOrjaav, from oKoav, to thresh. As
m'ldchim signifies rags, the figure of a garment that has fallen
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to pieces, which was then quite ready to hand (ch. 1. 9), pre-

sented itself from the natural association of ideas. I?"i03, how-

ever, cannot mean " in like manner" (LXX., Targ., Jerome)
;

for if we keep to the figure of a garment falling to pieces, tlie

figure is a very insipid one ; and if we refer it to the fate of

the earth generally, the thought which it offers is a very tame

one. The older expositors were not even acquainted with what

is now the favourite explanation, viz. " as gnats perish" (Hltzig,

Ewaldj Umhreit, Knobel, Stier, etc.) ; since the singular of

kinmm is no more hen than the singular of D'V? is J*!?. The
gnat (viz, a species of stinging gnat, probably the diminutive

but yet very troublesome species which is called akol uskut,

" eat and be silent," in Egyptian) is called kinndh, as the

talmudic usage shows, where the singular, which does not

happen to be met with in the Old Testament, is found in the

case of kinnim as well as in that of betsim.^ We must explain

the word in the same manner as in 2 Sam. xxiii. 5, Num. xiii.

33, Job ix. 35. In all these passages ken merely signifies

" so" (ita, sic) ; but just as in the classical languages, these

words often derive their meaning from the gesture with which

they are accompanied (e.g. in Terence's Eunuch : Cape hoe

flahellum et ventulum sic facito). This is probably Eiickert's

opinion, when he adopts the rendering : and its inhabitants

" like so" (so wie so) do they die. But " like so" is here equi-

valent to " like nothing." Tliat the heavens and the earth do

not perish without rising again in a renewed form, is a thought

which may naturally be supplied, and which is distinctly ex-

pressed in ver. 16, ch. Ixv. 17, Ixvi. 22. Righteousness

(ts'ddqdh) and salvation (y'shudh) are the heavenly powers,

which acquire dominion through the overthrow of the ancient

world, and become the foundations of the new (2 Pet. iii. 13).

That the ts'ddqdh will endure for ever, and the'y'shudh will

not be broken (yechath, as in ch. vii. 8, confringetur, whereas

in ver. 7 the meaning is consternemini), is a prospect that opens

after the restoration of the new world, and which indirectly

1 Kinnam, in Ex. viii. 13, 14, whetlier it be a collective plural or a sin-

gular, also proves nothing in support of ken, any more than middah in

Job xi. 9 (which see) in favour of mad, in the sense of measure. It does

not follow, that because a certain form lies at the foundation of a deri-

vative, it must have been current in ordinary usage.
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applies to men who survive the catastrophe, having become

partakers of righteousness and salvation. For righteousness

and salvation require beings in whom to exert their power.

Upon this magnificent promise of the final triumph of the

counsel of God, an exhortation is founded to the persecuted

church, not to be afraid of men. Vers. 7, 8. " Hearken unto

me, ye that know ahout righteousness, thou people with my law in

the heart ; fear ye not the reproach of mortals, and he ye not

alarmed at their revilings. For the moth will devour them like a

garment, and the worm devour them like woollen cloth ; and my
righteousness will stand for ever, and my salvation to distant

generations^ The idea of the "servant of Jehovah," in its

middle sense, viz. as denoting the true Israel, is most clearly

set forth in the address here. They that pursue after righteous-

ness, and seek Jehovah (ch. li. 1), that is to say, the servants

of Jehovah (ch. Ixv. 8, 9), are embraced in the unity of a

" people," as in ch. Ixv. 10 (cf. ch. x. 24), i.e. of the true

people of God in the people of His choice, and therefore of the

kernel in the heart of the whole mass,—an integral intermediate

link in the organism of the general idea, which Havernick and,

to a certain extent, Hofmann eliminate from it,^ but not with-

out thereby destroying the typical mirror in which the prophet

beholds the passion of the One. The words are addressed to

those who know from their own experience what righteousness

* Havernick, in his Lectures on the Tlieology of the Old Testament,

published by H. A. Hahn, 1848, and in a second edition by H. Schultz,

1868 ; Drechsler, in his article on the Servant of Jehovah, in the Luth.

Zeitschri/t, 1852 ; v. Hofmann, in his Schriftbeweis, ii. 1, 147. The first

two vinderstand by the servant of Jehovah as an individual, the true Israel

personified : the idea has simply Israel as a whole at its base, i.e. Israel

which did not answer to its ideal, and the Messiah as the summit, in whom
the ideal of Israel was fully realized. Drechsler goes so far as to call the

central Unk, viz. an Israel true to its vocation, a modern abstraction that has
no support in the Scriptures. Hofmann, however, says that he has no wish
to exclude this central idea, and merely wishes to guard against the notion

that a number of individuals, whether Israelite generally or pious Israelites,

are ever intended by the epithet " servant of Jehovah." " The nation,"

he says himself at p. 145, " was called as a nation to be the servant of

God, but it fulfilled its calling as a church of believers." And so say we •

but we also add that this church is a kernel always existing within the
outer ecclesia mixta, and therefore always a number of individuals, though
they are only known to God.
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is as a gift of grace, and as conduct in harmony with the plan

of salvation, i.e. to the nation, which bears in its heart the

law of God as the standard and impulse of its life, the church

which not only has it as a letter outside itself, but as a vital

power within (cf. Ps. xl. 9). None of these need to be afraid

of men. Their despisers and blasphemers are men (^&i6sh; cf.

ver. 12, Ps. ix. 20, x. 18), whose pretended omnipotence, exalta-

tion, and indestructibility, are an unnatural self-convicted lie.

The double iigure in ver. 8, which forms a play upon words

that cannot well be reproduced, affirms that the smallest exer-

tion of strength is quite sufficient to annihilate their sham

greatness and sham power ; and that long before they are

actually destroyed, they carry the constantly increasing germ

of it within themselves. The sds, says a Jewish proverb, is

brother to the 'ash. The latter (from 'dshesh, collahi, Arab.

'aththa, trans, corrodere) signifies a moth ; the former (like the

Arabic sus, suse, Gr. o-tjs) a moth, and also a weevil, curcuUo.

The relative terms in Greek are ctjj? (Armen. tzefz) and Kt's.

But whilst the persecutors of the church succumb to these

powers of destruction, the righteousness and salvation of God,

which are even now the confidence and hope of His church,

and the full and manifest realization of which it will hereafter

enjoy, stand for ever, and from " generation to generation," Pdor

dorim, i.e. to an age which embraces endless ages within itself.

But just as such an exhortation as this followed very naturally

from the grand promises with which the prophecy commenced,

so does a longing for the promised salvation spring out of this

exhortation, together with the assurance of its eventual realiza-

tion. Vers. 9-11. ^^ Awake, awake, clothe thyself in might,

arm of Jehovah ; awake, as in the days of ancient time, the ages

of the olden world ! Was it not thou that didst split Rahab in

pieces, and pierced the dragon ? Was it not thou that didst dry

up the sea, the waters of the great billow; that didst turn the

depths of the sea into a way for redeemed to pass through ? And
the emancipated of Jehovah will return, and come to Zion with

diouting, and everlasting joy upon their head: they grasp at glad-

ness and joy, and sorrow and sighing flee away" The para-

disaical restoration of Zion, the new world of righteousness

and salvation, is a work of the arm of Jehovah, i.e. of the

manifestation of His might. His arm is now in a sleeping
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state. It is not lifeless, indeed, but motionless. Therefore

the church calls out to it three times, "Awake" (url: to avoid

'monotony, tlie miha and milel tones are interchanged, as in

Judg. V. 12).^ It is to arise and put on strength out of the

fulness of omnipotence (Idbhesh as in Ps. xciii. 1; cf. Xa/x^dveiv

Svva/Miv, Kev. xi. 17, and Sva-eo aXKrjv, arm thyself with strength,

in II. xix. 36, ix. 231). The arm of Jehovah is able to accom-

plish what the prophecy affirms and the church hopes for; since

it has already miraculously redeemed Israel once. Raliabli is

Egypt represented as a monster of the waters (see ch. xxx. 7),

and tannin is the same (cf. xxvii. 1), but with particular refer-

ence to Pharaoh (Ezek. xxix. 3). S<'n"'ji*<, tu illud, is equivalent

to "thou, yea thou" (see at ch. xxxvii. 16). The Red Sea is

.described as the " waters of the great deep " {fhom rabhdli),

because the great storehouse of waters that lie below the solid

ground were partially manifested there (see Genesis, p. 259).

nipl'ri has double pasJita; it is therefore milel, and therefore

the third pr. = nDB* IB-N (Ges. § 109, Anf.). Ch. xxxv. 10 is

repeated in ver. 11, being attached to DvlS3 of the previous

verse, just as it is there. Instead of ^D3 P^''^'^, which we find

here, we have there 1D31 W'^l ; in everything else the two

passages are word for word the same. Hitzig, Ewald, and

Knobel suppose that ver. 11 was not written by the author of

these addresses, but was interpolated by some one else. But
in ch. Ixv. 25 we meet with just the same kind of repetition

from ch. i.-xxxix. ; and in the first part we find, at any rate,

repetitions in the form of refrains and others of a smaller kind

(like ch. xix. 15, cf. ch. ix. 13). And ver. 11 forms a con-

clusion here, just as it does in ch. xxxv. 10. An argument is

founded upon the olden time with reference to the things to

be expected now ; the look into the future is cleared and
strengthened by tlie look into the past. And thus will the

emancipated of Jehovah return, being liberated from the

present calamity as they were delivered from the Ecryptian

then. The first half of this prophecy is here brought to a

close. It concludes with expressions of longing and of hope,
the echo of promises that had gone before.

In the second half the promise commences again, but with
more distinct reference to the oppression of the exiles and the

' See Norzi and Luzzatto's Grammatica della Lingua Ebr. § 513.
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sufferings of Jerusalem. Jehovah Himself begins to speak

now, setting His seal upon what is longed and hoped for.

Vers. 12-15. " /, I am your comforter : who art thou, that thou

shouldst be afraid of a mortal who will die, and of a son of man
who is made a blade of grass ; that thou shouldst forget Jehovah

thy Creator, who stretched out the heavens and founded the earth

;

that thou shouldst be afraid continually all the day of the fury

of the tormentor, as he aims to destroy ? and where is the fury of
the tormentor left ? He that is bowed down is quickly set loose,

and does not die to the grave, and his bread does not fail him

;

as truly as I Jehovah am thy God, who frighteneth up the sea, so

that its waves roar ; Jehovah of hosts is His name." Kin after

''ajs 'aJK is an emphatic repetition, and therefore a strengthen-

ing of the subject (avroi iyco), as above, in ver. 10, in K'n'flN.

From this major, that Jehovah is the comforter of His church,

and by means of a minor, that whoever has Him for a com-

forter has no need to fear, the conclusion is drawn that the

church has no cause to fear. Consequently we cannot adopt

Knobel's explanation, " How small thou art, that thou art

afraid." The meaning is rather, " Is it really the case with

thee (i.e. art thou then so small, so forsaken), that thou hast

any need to fear" (fut. consec, according to Ges. § 129, 1 ; cf.

ki, Ex. iii. 11, Judg. ix. 28)? The attributive sentence idmuth

(who will die) brings out the meaning involved in the epithet

applied to man, viz, 'Snosh (compare in the Persian myth

Gayomard, from the old Persian gaya meretan, mortal life) ;.

Tisn — "I'sn? (Ps. xxxvii. 2, xc. 5, ciii. 15 ; compare above, ch.

xl. 6-8) is an equation instead of a comparison. In ver. 12&

the address is thrown into a feminine form, in ver. 13a into a

masculine one ; Zion being the object in the former, and (what

is the same thing) Israel in the latter : that thou forgettest thy

Creator, who is also the almighty Maker of the universe, and

soarest about in constant endless alarm at the wrath of the

tormentor, whilst he is aiming to destroy (pichad, contremiscere,

as in Prov. xxviii. 14 ; ka'dsher as in Ps. Ivi. 7, Num. xxvii.

14, lit. according as ; konen, viz. his arrows, or even his bow, as

in Ps. xi. 2, vii. 13, cf. xxi. 13). We must not translate this

quasi disposuisset, which is opposed to the actual fact, although

syntactically possible (Job x. 19 ; Zech. x. 6). The question

with which the fear is met, " And where is the fury of the

VOL. II. T
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tormentor ?" looks into the future : " There is not a trace of

him to be seen, he is utterly swept away." If hammetsiq sig-

nifies the Chaldean, ver. 14, in which the warning passes into

a promise, just as in the first half the promise passed into a

warning, is not to be understood as referring to oppression by

their own countrymen, who were more heathenish than Israel-

itish in their disposition, as Knobel supposes ; but tsdeh (from

tsadh, to stoop or bend) is an individualizing description of the

exiles, who were in captivity in Babylon, and some of them

actually in prison (see ch. xlii. 7, 22). Those who were lying

there in fetters, and were therefore obliged to bend, hastened

to be loosed, i.e. would speedily be set at liberty (the conquest

of Babylon by Cyrus may be referred to here) ; they would

not die and fall into the pit (constr. prcegnans), nor would their

bread fail ; that is to say, if we regard the two clauses as the

dissection of one thought (which is not necessary, however,

though Hitzig supports it), " he will not die of starvation."

The pledge of this is to be found in the all-sufficiency of

Jehovah, who throws the sea into a state of trembling (even by

a threatening word, g^drdh ; WT is the construct of the parti-

ciple, with the tone upon the last syllable, as in Lev. xi. 7, Ps.

xciv. 9 : see Bar's Psalter, p. 132, from rdga, tremefacere), so

that its waves roar (cf. Jer. xxxi. 35, and the original passage

in Job xxvi. 12).

The promise, as the pledge of which Jehovah has staked

His absolute power, to which everything must yield, now rises

up to an eschatological height, from the historical point at

which it began. Ver. 16. "And Iput my words into thy mouth,

and in the sJiadow of my hand have I covered thee, to plant

heavens, and to found an earth, and to say to Zion, Thou art my
people." It is a lofty calling, a glorious future, for the prepa-

ration and introduction of which Israel, although fallen as low

as ver. 7 describes, has been equipped and kept in the shadow
of unapproachable omnipotence. Jehovah has put His words

into the mouth of this Israel—His words, the force and cer-

tainty of which are measured by His all-determining absolute-

ness. And what is the exalted calling which it is to subserve

through the medium of these words, and for which it is pre-

served, without previously, or indeed at any time, passing

away ? We must not render it, " that thou mayest plant,"
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etc., with which the conclusion does not harmonize, viz. " that

thou mayest say," etc. ; for it is not Israel who says this to

Israel, but Jehovah says it to Israel. The planter, founder,

speaker, is therefore Jehovah. It is God's own work, to which

Israel is merely instrumentally subservient, by means of the

words of God placed in its mouth, viz. the new creation of the

world, and the restoration of Israel to favour ; both of them,

the former as well as the latter, regalia of God. The reference

is to the last times. The Targum explains it thus : " to restore

the people of whom it is said, They will be as numerous as the

stars of heaven ; and to perfect the church, of which it is

said. They will be as numerous as the dust of the earth."

Knobel understands by this a completion of the theocracy, and

a new arrangement of the condition of the world ; E^ald, a

new spiritual creation, of which the liberation of Israel is the

first corner-stone. But the prophecy speaks of a new heaven

and a new earth, in something more than a figurative sense, as

a new creation of God (ch. Ixv. 17). Jehovah intends to

create a new world of righteousness and salvation, and practi-

cally to acknowledge Zion as His people. The preparation for

this great and all-renewing work of the future is aided by the

true Israel, which is now enslaved by the heathen, and dis-

owned and persecuted by its own countrymen. A future of

salvation, embracing Israel and the heaven and the earth, is

implied in the words placed by Jehovah in the mouth of His

diurch, which was faithful to its calling. These words in

their mouth are the seed-corns of a new world in the midst of

the old. The fact that the very same thing is said here of the

true spiritual Israel, as in ch. xlix. 2 of the one servant of

Jehovah, may be explained in the same manner as when the

apostles apply to themselves, in Acts xiii. 47, a word of God
relating to the one Servant of Jehovah, by saying, " So hath

the Lord commanded us." The One is, in fact, one with

this Israel ; He is this Israel in its highest potency ; He towers

above it, but only as the head rises above the members of the

body, with which it forms a living whole. There is no necessity,

therefore, to assume, as Hengstenberg and Philippi do, that

ver. 13 contains an address from the One who then stood before

the mind of the prophet. " There is no proof," as Vitringa

aifirms, " of any change in the object in this passage, nor any
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solid reason for assuming it." The circumference of the idea is

always the same. Here, however, it merely takes the direction

towai'ds the centre, and penetrates its smaller inner circle, but

does not go back to the centre itself.

Just as we found above, that the exclamation "awake" (uri),

which the church addresses to the arm of Jeho\ ah, grew out of

the preceding great promises ; so here there grows out of the

same another " awake" (hith' or'n), which the prophet addresses

to Jerusalem in the name of his God, and the reason for which is

given in the form of new promises. Vers. 17-23. " Wake thyself

up, wake thyself up, stand up, Jerusalem, thou that hast drunk

out of the hand of Jehovah tlie goblet ofHis fury : the goblet cup

of reeling hast thou drunk, sipped out. There teas none who

guided her of all the children tJiat she had brought forth; and none

who took her by the hand of all the children that she had brought

up. There were two things that happened to thee ; who should

console thee? Devastation, and ruin, and famine, and the sword:

how should I comfort thee ? Thy children were benighted, lay at

the comers of all the streets like a snared antelope : as those who

were full of the fury of Jehovah, the rebuke of thy God. There-

fore hearken to this, wretched and drunken, but not viith wine .*

Thus saith thy Lord, Jehovah, and thy God that defendeth His

people, Behold, I take out of thine hand the goblet of reeling, the

goblet cup of my fury : thou shalt not continue to drink it any

more. A nd Iput it into the hand of thy tormentors ; who said to-

thy soul, Bow down, that ice may go over ; and thou madest thy

back like the ground, and like a public way for those who go over

it." In ver. 17, Jerusalem is regarded as a woman lying on

the ground in the sleep of faintness and stupefaction. She has

been obliged to drink, for her punishment, the goblet filled

with the fury of the wrath of God, the goblet which throws those

who drink it into unconscious reeling ; and this goblet, which

is called qubba'ath kos (^KinreXXov -Trorrjpiov, a genitive construc-

tion, though appositional in sense), for the purpose of giving

greater prominence to its swelling sides, she has not only had
to drink, but to drain quite clean (cf. Ps. Ixxv. 9, and more
especially Ezek. xxiii. 32-34). Observe the plaintive falling

of the tone in shdthith mdtsith. In this state of unconscious

stupefaction was Jerusalem lying, without anj' help on the
part of her children ; there was not one who came to guide the
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stupefied one, or took her by the hand to lift her up. The
consciousness of the punishment that their sins had deserved,

and the greatness of the sufferings that the punishment had

brought, pressed so heavily upon all the members of the con-

gregation, that not one of them showed the requisite cheerful-

ness and strength to rise up on her behalf, so as to make her

fate at any rate tolerable to her, and ward off the worst

calamities. What elegiac music we have here in the deep

cadences : mikkol-bdnim ydldddh, miMol-hdniin giddeldh ! So
terrible was her calamity, that no one ventured to break the

silence of the terror, or give expression to their sympathy.

Even the prophet, humanly speaking, is obliged to exclaim,

" How (ml, literally as who, as in Amos vii. 2, 5) should I com-

fort thee!" He knew of no equal or greater calamity, to which

he could point Jerusalem, according to the principle which

experience confirms, solamen miseris socios Jiabuisse malorum.

This is the real explanation, according to Lam. ii. 13, though

we must not therefore take ml as an accusative = h'ml, as

Hitzig does. The whole of the group is in the tone of the

Lamentations of Jeremiah. There were two kinds of things

(i.e. two kinds of evils : mislipdchoili, as in Jer, xv. 3) that had

happened to her (N"ii7 = iTii?, with which it is used interchange-

ably even in the Pentateuch),—namely, the devastation and ruin

of their city and their land, famine and the sword to her chil-

dren, their inhabitants. In ver. 20 this is depicted with special

reference to the famine. Her children were veiled (^ullapli,

deliquium pati, lit. obvelari), and lay in a state of unconscious-

ness like corpses at the corner of every street, where this

horrible spectacle presented itself on every hand. They lay

kHIio' mikhmdr (rendered strangely and with very bad taste in

the LXX., viz. like a half-cooked turnip ; but given correctly

. by Jerome, sicut oryx, as in the LXX. at Deut. xiv. 5, illaque-

atiis), i.e. like a netted antelope (see at Job xxxix. 9), i.e. one

that lias been taken in a hunter's net and lies there exhausted,

after having almost strangled itself by ineffectual attempts to

release itself. The appositional '131 D''^5.?pp, which refers to

];J3, gives as a quippe qui the reason for all this suffering. It

is the punishment decreed by God, which has pierced their very

heart, and got them completely in its power. This clause

assigning the reason, shows that the expression " thy children
"
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(bdnayikh) is not to be taken here in the same manner as in

Lam.ii. 11, 12, iv. 3, 4, viz. as referring to children in distinc-

tion from adults ; the subject is a general one, as in ch. v. 25.

With Idhhen (therefore, ver. 21) the address turns from the

picture of sufferings to the promise, in the view of which the

cry was uttered, in ver. 17, to awake and arise. Therefore,

viz. because she had endured the full measure of God's wrath,

she is to hear what His mercy, that has now begun to move,

purposes to do. The connecting form sh'hhurath stands here,

according to Ges. § 116, 1, notwithstanding the (epexegetical)

Vav which comes between. We may see from ch. xxix. 9

how thoroughly this " drunk, but not with wine," is in Isaiah's

own style (from this distinction between a higher and lower

sphere of related facts, compare ch. xlvii. 14, xlviii. 10). The

intensive plural 'ddonim is only applied to human lords in

other places in the book of Isaiah; but in this passage, in which

Jerusalem is described as a woman, it is used once of Jehovah.

Ydnbh 'ammo is an attributive clause, signifying " who con-

ducts the cause of His people," i.e. their advocate or defender.

He takes the goblet of reeling and wrath, which Jerusalem has

emptied, for ever out of her hand, and forces it newly filled

upon her tormentors. There is no ground whatever for read-

ing i|)JiD (from n3Jj to throw down, related to tlj, whence comes

])\, a precipitate or sediment) in the place of ^^Jio (pret. hi. of

nj*, (laborare, dolere), that favourite word of the Lamentations

of Jeremiah (ch. i. 5, 12, iii. 32, cf. i. 4), the tone of which we
recognise here throughout, as Lowth, Ewald, and Umbreit

propose after the Targum ^v }3iD iini. The words attributed

to the enemies, sh'chl v'na'ahhordh (from sJidchdh, the kal of

which only occurs here), are to be understood figuratively, as

in Ps. cxxix. 3. Jerusalem has been obliged to let her children

be degraded into the defenceless objects of despotic tyranny

and caprice, both at home in their own conquered country, and
abroad in exile. But the relation is reversed now. Jerusalem

is delivered, after having been punished, and the instruments

of her punishment are given up to the punishment which their

pride deserved.
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FOURTH PROPHECY.—Chap. lii. 1-12.

IMPRISONMENT FOR LIBERTY.

The same call, which was addressed in ch. li. 9 to the arm
of Jehovah that was then represented as sleeping, is here ad-

dressed to Jerusalem, which is represented as a sleeping woman.

Vers. 1, 2. "Awake, awake; clothe thyself in thy might, Zion;

clothe thyself in thy state dresses, Jerusalem, thou holy city :

for henceforth there will 7io more enter into thee one uncircumcised

and unclean ! Shake thyself from the dust ; arise, sit down,

Jerusalem : loose thyselffrom the chains of thy neck, captive

daughter of Zion!" Jerusalem is lying upon the ground

stupefied with the wrath of God, and exhausted with grief;

but this shameful prostration and degradation will now come

to an end. She is to rise up and put on her might, which

has long been broken down, and apparently has altogether

disappeared, but which can and must be constantly renewed,

because it rests upon the foundation of an inviolable promise.

She is to wake up and recover her ancient power, and put on

her state robes, i.e. her priestly and royal ornaments, which

belong to her as a " royal city," i.e. as the city of Jehovah and

His anointed one. For henceforth she will be what she was

always intended to be, and that, without any further desecra-

tion. Heathen, uncircumcised, and those who were unclean in

heart and flesh (Ezek. xliv. 9), had entered her by force, and

desecrated her : heathen, who had no right to enter the con-

gregation of Jehovah as they were (Lam. i. 10). But she

should no longer be defiled, not to say conquered, by such

invaders as these (Joel iv. 17 ; Nahum ii. lb; compare ver. 7

with Nahum ii. la). On the construction non perget intrahit

'=intrare, see Ges. § 142, 3, c. In ver. 2 the idea of the city

falls into the background, and that of the nation takes its

place. oi'tJnT' ''32' does not mean "captive people of Jerusa-

lem," however, as Hitzig supposes, for this would require n>3l!'

in accordance with the personification, as in ver. 2b. The ren-

dermg supported by the LXX. is the true one, " Sit down, O
Jerusalem ;" and this is also the way in which it is accentuated.
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The exhortation is the counterpart of ch. xlvii. 1. Jerusalem

is sitting upon the ground as a prisoner, having no seat to sit

upon; but this is only that she may be the more highly exalted;

—whereas the daughter of Babylon is seated as a queen upon a

throne, but only to be the more deeply degraded. The former

is now to shake herself free from the dust, and to rise up and

sit down (viz. upon a throne, Targum). The captive daughter

of Zion (sh'bliiyydh, aly(/id\coTO';, Ex. xii. 29, an adjective

written first for the sake of emphasis, as in ch. x. 30, liii. 11)

is to undo for herself (sibi laxare according to vol. i. p. 94

note, like hithnacliel, ch. xiv. 2, sibi possidendo capere) the

chains of her neck (the chethib innsnn, they loosen themselves,

is opposed to the beautiful parallelism) ; for she who was mourn-

ing in her humiliation is to be restored to honour once more,

and she who was so shamefully laden with fetters to liberty.

The reason for the address is now given in a well-sustained

promise. Vers. 3-6. "For thus saith Jehovah, Ye have been

soldf01' nothing, and ye shall not be redeemed with silver. For

thus saith the Lord Jehovah, My people went down to Egypt in

the beginning to dwell there as guests ; and Asshur has oppressed

it for nothing. And now, what have I to do here ? saith

Jehovah: for my people are taken away for nothing; their oppres-

sors shriek, saith Jehovah, and my name is continually blasphemed

all the day. Therefore my people shall learn my name ; there-

fore, in that day, that I am He leho saith, Tliere am I." Ye
have been sold (this is the meaning of ver. 3) ; but this selling

is merely a giving over to a foreign power, without the slightest

advantage accruing to Him who had no other object in view

than to cause them to atone for their sins (ch. 1. 1), and with-

out any other people taking their place, and serving Him in

their stead as an equivalent for the loss He sustained. And
there would be no need of silver to purchase the favour of

Him who had given them up, since a manifestation of divine

power would be all that would be required (ch. xlv. 13). For
whether Jehovah show Himself to Israel as the Righteous One
or as the Gracious One, as a Judge or as a Redeemer, He alvvavs

acts as the Absolute One, exalted above all earthly affairs,

having no need to receive anything, but able to give every-
thing. He receives no recompense, and gives none. Whether
punishing or redeeming. He always guards His people's honour,
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proving Himself in the one case to be all-sufficient, and in the

other almighty, but acting in both cases freely from Himself.

In the train of thought in vers. 4-6 the reason is given for

the general statement in ver. 3. Israel went down to Egypt,

the country of the Nile valley, with the innocent intention of

sojourning, i.e. living as a guest (gur) there in a foreign land ;

and yet (as we may supply from the next clause, according

to the law of a self-completing parallelism) there it fell into

the bondage of the Pharaohs, who, whilst they did not fear

tlehovah, but rather despised Him, were merely the blind

instruments of His will. Asshur then oppressed it b'epJies, i.e.

not " at last " (ultimo tempore, as Havernick renders it), but

(as Das is the synonym of T.^ in ch. xl. 17, xli. 12) "for

nothing," i.e. without having acquired any right to it, but

rather serving in its unrighteousness simply as the blind in-

strument of the righteousness of Jehovah, who through the

instrumentality of Asshur put an end first of all to the king-

dom of Israel, and then to the kingdom of Judah. The two

references to the Egyptian and Assyrian oppressions are ex-

pressed in as brief terms as possible. But with the words

"now therefore" the prophecy passes on in a much more

copious strain to the present oppression in Babylon. Jehovah

inquires. Quid mihi hie (What have I to do here) 1 Hitzig

supposes poh (here) to refer to heaven, in the sense of, " What
pressing occupation have I here, that all this can take place

without my interfering?" But such a question as this would

be far more appropriate to the Zeus of the Greek comedy than

to the Jehovah of prophecy. Knobel, who takes poh as refer-

ring to the captivity, in accordance with the context, gives a

ridiculous turn to the question, viz., " What do I get here in

Babylonia, from the fact that my people are carried off for

nothing! Only loss." He observes himself that there is a

certain wit in the question. But it would be silly rather than

witty, if, after Jehovah had just stated that He had given up

His people for nothing, the prophet represented Him as pre-

paring to redeem it by asking, " What have I gained by it f
"

The question can have no other meaning, according to ch. xxii.

16, than " What have I to do here ?" Jehovah is thought of as

present with His people (cf. Gen. xlvi. 4), and means to inquire

whether He shall continue this penal condition of exile any
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longer (Targum, Rashi, Rosenmiiller, Ewald, Stier, etc.). The

question implies an intention to redeem Israel, and the reason

for this intention is introduced with ki. Israel is taken away

(ablatus), viz. from its own native home, chinndm, i.e. without

the Chaldeans having any human claim upon them whatever.

The words l^''^'?'! vbm (^'?^o) are not to be rendered, "its

singers lament," as Euetschi and Eosenmiiller maintain, since

the singers of Israel are called rdslior^rim ; nor " its (Israel's)

princes lament," as Vitringa and Hitzig supposed, since the

people of the captivity, although they had still their national

mnm, had no other moshHim than the Chaldean oppressors

(ch. xlix. 7, xiv. 5). It is the intolerable tyranny of the oppres-

sors of His people, that Jehovah assigns in this sentence as

the reason for His interposition, which cannot any longer be

deferred. It is true that we do meet with helll (of which we
have the future here without any syncope of the first syllable)

in other passages in the sense of ululare, as a cry of pain ; but

just as T'!'!}, t?^, nn signify a yelling utterance of either joy or

pain, so JieM may also be applied to the harsh shrieking of the"

capricious tyrants, like Lucan's Icetis ululare triumpJiis, and the

Syriac ailel, which is used to denote a war-cry and other noises

as well. In connection with this proud and haughty bluster,

there is also the practice of making Jehovah's name the butt of

their incessant blasphemy : f?^P is a part, hithpoel with an

assimilated n and a pausal a for e, although it might also be a

passive hithpoal (for the o in the middle syllable, compare -"XJD,

Mai. i. 7 ; ^inbD, Esth. viii. 14). In ver. 6 there follows the

closing sentence of the whole train of thought : therefore His

people are to get to learn His name, i.e. the self-manifestation

of its God, who is so despised by the heathen ; therefore (Idkhen

repeated with emphasis, like ^iB in ch. lix. 18, and possibly

min in Ps. xlv. 9) in that day, the day of redemption, (supply
" it shall get to learn ") that " I am he who saith, Here am I,"

i.e. that He who has promised redemption is now present as the

True and Omnipotent One to carry it into effect.

The first two turns in the prophecy (vers. 1-2, 3-6) close

here. The third turn (vers. 7-10) exults at the salvation which
is being carried into effect. The prophet sees in spirit, how
the tidings of the redemption, to which the fall of Babylon,

which is equivalent to the dismission of the prisoners, gives the
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finishing stroke, are carried over the mountains of Judah to

Jerusalem. Ver. 7. " How lovely upon the mountains are the

feet of them that bring good tidings, that publish peace, that

bring tidings of good, that publish salvation, that say unto

Zion, Thy God reigneth. royally ! " The words are addressed to

Jerusalem, consequently the mountains are those of the Holy-

Land, and especially those to the north of Jerusalem : m'bhasser

is collective (as in the primary passage, Nahum ii. 1 ; cf. xli. 27,

Ps. Ixviii. 12), " whoever brings the glad tidings to Jerusalem."

The exclamation " how lovely " does not refer to the lovely

sound of their footsteps, but to the lovely appearance presented

by their feet, which spring over the mountains with all the

swiftness of gazelles (Song of Sol. ii. 17, viii. 14). Their feet

look as if they had wings, because they are the messengers of

good tidings of joy. The joyful tidings that are left indefinite

in m'bhasser, are afterwards more particularly described as a

proclamation of peace, good, salvation, and also as containing

the announcement " thy God reigneth," i.e. has risen to a right

royal sway, or seized upon the government (^r'O in an in-

choative historical sense, as in the theocratic psalms which

commence with the same watchword, or like e^aaikevae in

Eev. xix. 6, cf. xi. 17). Up to this time, when His people

were in bondage. He appeared to have lost His dominion (ch.

Ixiii. 19); but now He has ascended the throne as a Eedeemer

with greater glory than ever before (ch. xxiv. 23). The

gospel of the swift-footed messengers, therefore, is the gospel of

the kingdom of God that is at hand ; and the application which

the apostle makes of this passage of Isaiah in Rom. x. 15, is

justified by the fact that the prophet saw the final and uni-

versal redemption as though in combination with the close of

the captivity.

How will the prophets rejoice, when they see bodily before

them what they have already seen from afar! Ver. 8.

" Harh, thy watchers! Tliey lift up the voice together; they

rejoice : for they see eye to eye, how Jehovah bringeth Zion horned

inp followed by a genitive formed an interjectional clause, and

had almost become an interjection itself (see Gen. iv. 10).

The prophets are here called tsophlm, spies, as persons who

looked into the distance as if from a watch-tower (specwfa, ch.

xxi. 6, Hab. ii. 1), just as in ch. Ivi. 10. It is assumed that
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the people of the captivity would still have prophets among

tliem : in fact, the very first word in these prophecies (ch. xl.

] ) is addressed to them. Tiiey who saw the redemption from

afar, and comforted the church therewith (different from

m'bhasser, the evangelist of the fulfilment), lift up their voice

together with rejoicing ; for they see Jehovah bringing back

Zion, as closely as one man is to another when he looks directly

into his eyes (Num. xiv. 14). 3 is the same as in the construc-

tion 3 nxn ; and yi'y has the transitive meaning reducere, resti-

tiiere (as in Ps. xiv. 7, cxxvi. 1, etc.), which is placed beyond all

doubt by "SIS' in Ps. Ixxxv. 5.

Zion is restored, inasmuch as Jehovah turns away her

misery, brings back her exiles, and causes the holy city to rise

again from her ruins. Ver. 9. "Break out into exultation, sing

together, ye ruins of Jerusalem : for Jehovah hath comforted Sis

people, lie hath redeemed Jerusalem." Because the word of

consolation has become an act of consolation, i.e. of redemption,

the ruins of Jerusalem are to break out into jubilant shouting

as they rise again from the ground.

Jehovah has wrought out salvation through judgment in the

sight of all the world. Ver. 10. "Jehovah hath made bare His

holi/ arm before the eyes of all nations, and all the ends of the

earth see the salvation of our God." As a warrior is accustomed

to make bare his right arm up to the shoulder, that he may
fight without encumbrance (exsertare humeros nudamque laces-

sere pugnan, as Statins says in Theb. i. 413), so has Jehovah

made bare His holy arm, that arm in which holiness dwells,

which shines with holiness, and which acts in holiness, that

arm which has been hitherto concealed and therefore has

appeared to be powerless, and that in the sight of the whole

world of nations ; so that all the ends of the earth come to see

the reality of the work, which this arm has already accom-

plished by showing itself in its unveiled glory—in other words,
^' the salvation of our God."

This salvation in its immediate manifestation is the libera-

tion of the exiles ; and on the ground of what the prophet sees

in spirit, he exclaims to them (as in ch. xlviii. 20), in vers. 11,

12 : " Go ye forth, go ye forth, go out from thence, lay ho^d of
no unclean thing ; go ye out of the midst of her, cleanse your-

selves, ye that bear the vessels of Jehovah. For ye shall not go
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out in confusion, and ye shall not go forth inflight : for Jehovah

goeth before you, and the God of Israel is your rear-guard."

When they go out from thence, i.e. from Babylon, they are not

to touch anything unclean, i.e. they are not to enrich them-

selves with the property of their now subjugated oppressors, as

was the case at the exodus from Egypt (Ex. xii. 36). It is to

be a holy procession, at which they are to appear morally as

well as corporeally unstained. But those who bear the vessels

of Jehovah, i.e. the vessels of the temple, are not only not to

defile themselves, but are to purify themselves (Jiibbdru with

the tone upon the last syllable, a regular imperative niphal of

hdrar). This is an indirect prophecy, and was fulfilled in the

fact that Cyrus directed the golden and silver vessels, which

Nebuchadnezzar had brought to Babylon, to be restored to the

returning exiles as their rightful property (Ezra i. 7-11).

It would thus be possible for them to put themselves into the

right attitude for their departure, since it would not take place

in precipitous haste (b'chippdeon), as the departure from ^gypt

did (Deut. xvi. 3, cf. Ex. xii. 39), nor like a flight, but they

would go forth under the guidance of Jehovah, ddsdnd (with

the e changed into the original i) does not mean, " He bringeth

you, the scattered ones, together," but according to Num. x. 25,

Josh. vi. 9, 13, "He closes your procession,"—He not only goes

before you to lead you, but also behind you, to protect you (as

in Ex. xiv. 19). For the m^'asseph, or the rear-guard of an army,

is its keystone, and has to preserve the compactness of the whole.

The division of the chapters generally coincides with the

several prophetic addresses. But here it needs emendation.

Most of the commentators are agreed that the words " Behold

my servant," etc. {hinneh yashll 'abhdi) commence a new sec-

tion, like hen 'abhdl (behold my servant) in ch. xlii. 1.

FIFTH PROPHECY.—Chap. lh. 13-Lin.

GOLGOTHA AND SHEBLIMINI,^ OE THE EXALTATION OP THE

SERVANT OF JEHOVAH OUT OF DEEP DEGRADATION.

Victor F. Oehler has recently attempted to establish an

opinion, to which no one had given expression before, viz. that

' 'i'D^i" DB' :
" sit ^^o^ a* ™y "S'^* hand."—Tb.
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the transition from the collective idea of the servant of God to

the " Servant of God" as an individual takes place in ver. 14,

where Israel is addressed in the first clause, and the Messiah

referred to in the second. But our view is a totally different

one. In every case, thus far, in which another than Jehovah

has spoken, it has heen the one "Servant of Jehovah" who

was the centre of the circle, the heart and head of the body of

Israel. And after having heard him speaking himself in ch.

1. 4-9, xlix. 1-6, xlviii. 166, and Jehovah speaking concerning

him in ch. 1. 10, 11, xlix. 7-9, xlii. 1-7, it does not come upon

us at all unexpectedly, that Jehovah begins to speak of him

again here. Nor does it surprise us, that the prophet should

pass in so abrupt a manner, from the exaltation of the church

to the exaltation of the servant of Jehovah. If we look back,

we find that he has not omitted anything, that could preclude

the possibility of our confounding this servant of Jehovah with

Israel itself. For although Israel itself, in its relation to

Jehovah, is spoken of frequently enough as "my servant"

and "his servant;" yet the passage before us is preceded by

the same representation of Israel the community as a female,

which has been sustained from ch. li. 17 onwards; and although

in ch. li. 1-16 the national idea of the "servant of Jehovah"

is expressed in the most definite manner possible (more espe-

cially in ch. li. 7), the name employed is not that which the

personal " Servant," whom no one can possibly mistake in ch.

1. 4-9, already bears in ch. 1. 10. It is this personal Servant

who is spoken of here. It is his portrait that is here filled out

and completed, and that as a side-piece to the liberation and

restoration of Zion-Jerusalem as depicted just before. It is the

servant of Jehovah who conducts His people through suffer-

ing to glory. It is in his heart, as we now most clearly discern,

that the changing of Jehovah's wrath into love takes place.

He suffers with his people, suffers for them, suffers in their

stead ; because he has not brought the suffering upon himself,

like the great mass of the people, through sin, but has volun-

tarily submitted to it as the guiltless and righteous one, in

order that he might entirely remove it, even to its roots, i.e. the

guilt and the sin which occasioned it, by his own sacrifice of

himself. Thus is Israel's glory concentrated in him like a

sun. The glory of Israel has his glory for a focus. He is the
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seed-corn, which is buried in the earth, to bring forth much
fruit ; and this " much fruit" is the glory of Israel and the sal-

vation of the nations.

*' Christian scholars," says Abravanel, " interpret this pro-

phecy as referring to that man who was crucified in Jerusalem

about the end of the second temple, and who, according to

their view, was the Son of God, who became man in the womb
of the Virgin. , But Jonathan ben Uziel explains it as relating

to the Messiah who has yet to come ; and this is the opinion of

the ancients in many of their Midrashim." So that even the

synagogue could not help acknowledging that the passage of

the Messiah through death to glory is predicted here.^ And
what interest could we have in understanding by the " servant

of Jehovah," in this section, the nation of Israel generally, as

many Rabbis, both circumcised and uncircumcised, have done

;

whereas he is that One Israelite in whom Jehovah has effected

the redemption of both Israel and the heathen, even through

the medium of Israel itself ? Or what interest could we have

in persuading ourselves that Jeremiah, or some unknown

martyr-prophet, is intended, as Grotius, Bunsen, and Ewald

suppose ; whereas it is rather the great unknown and misinter-

preted One, whom Jewish and Judaizing exegesis still con-

tinues to misinterpret in its exposition of the figure before us,

just as His contemporaries misinterpreted Him when He actu-

ally appeared among them. How many are there whose eyes

have been opened when reading this " golden passional of the

Old Testament evangelist," as Polycarp the Lysian calls it

!

In how many an Israelite has it melted the crust of his heart

!

It looks as if it had been written beneath the cross upon Gol-

gotha, and was illuminated by the heavenly brightness of the

full ''iV'? ^W- It is the unravelling of Ps. xxii. and Ps. ex.

It forms the outer centre of this wonderful book of consolation

(ch. xl.-lxvi.), and is the most central, the deepest, and the

loftiest thing that the Old Testament prophecy, outstripping

itself, has ever achieved.

And yet it does not belie its Old Testament origin. For

the prophet sees the advent of " the servant of Jehovah," and

1 See A. M. M'Caul's tract on Isa. liii., and the " Old Jewish Midrash

of the Suffering Redeemer" in our Mag. Saat auf Hoffnung, i. 3, pp.

37-39.
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His rejection by His own people, bound up as it were with the

duration of the captivity. It is at the close of the captivity

that he beholds the exaltation of tiie Servant of Jehovah, who

has died and been buried, and yet lives for ever ; and with His

exaltation the inward and outward return of Israel, and the

restoration of Jerusalem in its renewed and final glory ; and

with this restoration of the people of God, the conversion of the

nations and the salvation of mankind.^

In this sense there follows here, immediately after the cry,

" Go ye out from Babylon," an index pointing from the suffer-

ing of the Servant to His reward in glory. Ch. lii. 13. "Behold,

my servant will act wisely ; he will come forth, and arise, and he

very high." Even apart from ch. xlii. 1, hinneh (lien) is a

favourite commencement with Isaiah ; and this very first verse

contains, according to Isaiah's custom, a brief, condensed ex-

planation of the theme. The exaltation of the Servant of

Jehovah is the theme of the prophecy which follows. In ver.

13a the way is shown, by which He reaches His greatness ; in

ver. 136 the increasing greatness itself. '''SK''!' by itself means

simply to gain, prove, or act with intelligence (LXX. a-vvqaei) ;

1 I cannot refrain from repeating here a passage taken from my closing

remarks on Drechsler (iii. 376), simply because I cannot find any better

way of expressing what I have to say upon this point: "When Isaiah

sang his dying song on the border line of the reigns of Hezekiah and

Manasseh, all the coming sufferings of his people appeared to be concen-

trated in the one view of the captivity in Babylon. And it was in the

midst of this period of suffering, which formed the extreme limit of his

range of vision, that he saw the redemption of Israel beginning to appear.

He saw the servant of Jehovah working among the captives, just as at His

coming He actually did appear in the midst of His people, when they were in

bondage to the imperial power of the world ; he also saw the Servant of

Jehovah passing through death to glory, and Israel ascending with Him,
as in fact the ascension of Jesus was the completion of the redemption of

Israel ; and it was only the unbelief of the g]:eat mass of Israel which occa-

sioned the fact, that this redemption was at first merely the spiritual

redemption of believers out of the nation, and not the spiritual and
physical redemption of the nation as a whole. So far, therefore, a broad
gap was made in point of time between the exaltation of the servant of

Jehovah and the glorious restoration of Israel which is still in the future
;

and this gap was hidden from the prophet's view. It is only the coming
of Christ in glory which will fully realize what was not yet realized when
He entered into.glory after the sufferings of death, on account of Israel'*

unbelief."
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and then, since intelligent action, as a rule, is also effective, it

is used as synonymous with n''^xri, T'B'pn, to act with result, i.e.

so as to be successful. Hence it is only by way of sequence

that the idea, of " prosperously" is connected with that of

" prudently" (e.g. Josh. i. 8 ; Jer. x. 21). The word is never

applied to sucli prosperity as a man enjoys without any effort of

his own, but only to such as he attains by successful action,

i.e. by such action as is appropriate to the desired and desirable

result. In Jer. xxiii. 2, where hiskll is one feature in the

picture of the dominion exercised by the Messiah, the idea of

intelligent action is quite sufficient, without any further sub-

ordinate meaning. But here, where the exaltation is derived

from Tab"* as the immediate consequence, without any inter-

vening p'PJ?, there is naturally associated with the idea of wise

action, i.e. of action suited to the great object of his call, that

of effective execution or abundant success, which has as its

natural sequel an ever-increasing exaltation. Rosenmiiller

observes, in ver. 136, " There is no need to discuss, or even to

inquire, what precise difference there is in the meaning of the

separate words ;" but this is a very superficial remark. If we
consider that rum signifies not only to be high, but to rise up

i(Prov, xi. 11) and become exalted, and also to become manifest

as exalted (Ps. xxi. 14), and that SM, according to the imme-

diate and original reflective meaning of the niphal, signifies to

raise one's self, whereas gdbhah expresses merely the condition,

without the subordinate idea of activity, we obtain this chain

of thought : he will rise up, he will raise himself still liigher,

he will stand on high. The three verbs (of which the two

perfects are defined by tlie previous future) consequently de-

note the commencement, tlie continuation, and the result or

climax of the exaltation ; and Stier is not wrong in recalhng

to mind the three principal steps of the exaltatio in the his-

torical fulfilment, viz. the resurrection, the ascension, and the

sitting down at the right hand of God. The addition of the

word IND shows very clearly that H3J1 is intended to be taken

as the final result : the servant of Jehovah, rising from stage

to stage, reaches at last an immeasurable height, that towers

above everything besides (comp. virepv-^asae in Phil. ii. 9, with

%i!^a)6ei<; in Acts ii. 33, and for the nature of the virepv-^wa-e,

Eph. i. 20-23).

VOL. II. U
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The prophecy concerning him passes now into an address

to him, as in ch. xlix. 8 (cf. ver. 7), which sinks again imme-

diately into an objective tone. Vers. 14, 15. " Just as many

were astonished at thee : so disfigured, his appearance was not

Tarnian, and his form not like that of the children of men : so

will he make many nations to tremble ; kings will shut their mouth

at him : for they see what has not been told them, and discover

what they have not heard." Both Oehler and Hahn suppose

that the first clause is addressed to Israel, and that it is here

pointed away from its own degradation, which excited such

astonishment, to the depth of suffering endured by the One
man. Hahn's principal reason, which Oehler adopts, is the

sudden leap that we should otherwise have to assume from the

second person to the third,— an example of " negligence

"

which we can hardly impute to the prophet. But a single

glance at ch. xlii. 20 and i. 29 is sufficient to show how little

force there is in this principal argument. We should no doubt

expect MvJ! or ^JW after what has gone before, if the nation

were addressed ; but it is difficult to see what end a comparison

between the sufferings of the nation and those of the One man,

which merely places the sufferings of the two in an external

relation to one another, could be intended to answer ; whilst

the second ken (so), which evidently introduces an antithesis,

is altogether unexplained. The words are certainly addressed

to the servant of Jehovah ; and the meaning of the sicut (just

as) in ver. 14, and of the sic (so) which introduces the prin-

cipal sentence in ver. 15, is, that just as His degradation was
the deepest degradation possible, so His glorification would be

of the loftiest kind. The height of the exaltation is held up
as presenting a perfect contrast to the depth of the degrada-

tion. The words, " so distorted was his face, more than that

of a man," form, as has been almost unanimously admitted

since the time of Vitringa, a parenthesis, containing the reason

for the astonishment excited by the servant of Jehovah. Stier

is wrong in supposing that this first " so" (ken) refers to kd&sher

(just as), in the sense of " If men were astonished at thee,

there was ground for the astonishment." Ver. 15 would not

stand out as an antithesis, if we adopted this explanation

;

moreover, the thought that the fact corresponded to the im-

pression which men received, is a very tame and unnecessary
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one; and the change of persons in sentences related to one
another in this manner is intolerably harsh; whereas, with

our view of the relation in which the sentences stand to one
another, the parenthesis prepares the way for the sudden change
from a direct address to a declaration. Hitherto many had
been astonished at the servant of Jehovah : shdmem, to be
desolate or waste, to be thrown by anything into a desolate or

benumbed condition, to be startled, confused, as it were petri-

fied, by paralyzing astonishment (Lev. xxvi. 32 ; Ezek. xxvi.

16). To such a degree {ken, adeo) was his appearance misli-

chath meHsh, and his form mibVne ^dddm (sc. mishchath). We
might take mishchath as the construct of mishchath, as Hitzig

does, since this connecting form is sometimes used (e.g. xxxiii. 6)

even without any genitive relation ; but it may also be the

absolute, syncopated from nnntyD = nnne'D (Havernick and
Stier), like moshchath in Mai. i. 14j or, what we prefer, after

the form mirmas (ch. x. 6), with the original &, without the

usual lengthening (Ewald, § 160, c, Anm. 4). His appearance

and hisform were altogether distortion (stronger than moshchath,

distorted), away from men, out beyond men, i.e. a distortion that

destroys all likeness to a man ;
^ 'ish does not signify man as

distinguished from woman here, but a human being generally.

The antithesis follows in ver. 15: viz. the state of glory in which

this form of wretchedness has passed away. As a parallel

to the '' many" in ver. 14, we have here " many nations," indi-

cating the excess of the glory by the greater fulness of the

expression ; and as a parallel to " were astonished at thee,"

" he shall make to tremble " {yazzeK), in other words, the effect

which He produces by what He does to the effect produced by

what He suffers. The hiphil hizzdii generally means to spirt

or sprinkle (adspergere), and is applied to the sprinkling of the

1 The church before the time of Constantine pictured to itself the

Lord, as He walked on earth, as repulsive in His appearance ; whereas the

church after Constantine pictured Him as having quite an ideal beaiuty

(see my tract, Jesus and Hillel, 1865, p. 4). They were both right : un-

attractive in appearance, though not deformed, He no doubt was in the

days of His flesh ; but He is ideally beautiful in His glorification. The

body in which He was bom of Mary was no royal form, though faith could

see the doxa shining through. It was no royal form, for the suffering of

death was the portion of the Lamb of God, even from His mother's womb

;

but the glorified One is infinitely exalted above all the ideal of art.
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blood with the finger, more especially upon the capporeth and

altar of incense on the day of atonement (differing in this re-

spect from zdraq, the swinging of the blood out of a bowl),

also to the sprinkling of the water of purification upon a leper

with the bunch of hyssop (Lev. xiv. 7), and of the ashes of the

red heifer upon those defiled through touching a corpse (Num.

xix. 18) ; in fact, generally, to sprinkling for the purpose of

expiation and sanctification. And Vitringa, Hengstenberg,

and others, accordingly follow the Syriac and Vulgate in adopt-

ing the rendering adsperget (he will sprinkle). They have

the usage of the language in their favour ; and this explana-

tion also commends itself from a reference to yiJ3 in ch. liii. 4,

and W3 in ch. liii. 8 (words which are generally used of leprosy,

and on account of which the suffering Messiah is called in

b. Sanhedrin 98b by an emblematical name adopted from the

old synagogue, "the leper of Rabbi's school"), since it yields

the significant antithesis, that he who was himself regarded as

unclean, even as a second Job, would sprinkle and sanctify whole

nations, and thus abolish the wall of partition between Israel

and the heathen, and gather together into one holy church

with Israel those who had hitherto been pronounced "unclean"

(ch. lii. 1). But, on the other hand, this explanation has so far

the usage of the language against it, that liizzdii is never con-

strued with the accusative of the person or thing sprinkled (like

adspergere aliqua re aliquem ; since 'etli in Lev. iv. 6, 17 is a

preposition like 'al, 'el elsewhei'e) ; moreover, there would be

something very abrupt in this sudden representation of the

servant as a priest. Such explanations as " he will scatter

asunder" (disperget, Targum, etc.), or "he will spill" (sc. their

blood), are altogether out of the question ; such thoughts as

these would be quite out of place in a spiritual picture of sal-

vation and glory, painted upon the dark ground we have here.

The verb ndzdh signified primarily to leap or spring; hence

hizzdh, with the causative meaning to sprinkle. The kal com-

bines the intransitive and transitive meanings of the word

"spirt," and is used in the former sense in ch. Ixiii. 3, to

signify the springing up or sprouting up of any liquid scattered

about in drops. The Arabic nazd (see Ges. Thes.) shows that

this verb may also be applied to the springing or leaping of

living beings, caused by excess of emotion. And accordingly
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we follow the majority of the commentators in adopting the

rendering exsilire faciei. The fact that whole nations are the

object, and not merely individuals, proves nothing to the con-

trai-y, as Hab. iii. 6 clearly shows. The reference is to their

leaping np in amazement (LXX. davfidaovTui) ; and the verb

denotes less an external than an internal movement. They
will tremble with astonishment within themselves (cf. pdcli&du

v'rdg'zu in Jer. xxxiii. 9), being electrified, as it were, by the

surprising change that has taken place in the servant of Je-

hovah. The reason whv kings " shut their mouths at him" is

expressly stated, viz. what was never related they see, and what

was never heard of they perceive ; i.e. it was something going

far beyond all that had ever been reported to them outside the

world of nations, or come to their knowledge within it. Hltzig's

explanation, that they do not trust themselves to begin to speak

before him or along with him, gives too feeble a sense, and

would lead us rather to expect VJBp than IvV. The shutting of

the mouth is the involuntary effect of the overpowering impres-

sion, or the manifestation of their extreme amazement at one

so suddenly brought out of the depths, and lifted up to so great

a height. The strongest emotion is that which remains shut

up within ourselves, because, from its very intensity, it throws

the whole nature into a suffering state, and drowns all reflec-

tion in emotion (cf. yacliarlsh in Zeph. iii. 17). The parallel

in cli. xlix. 7 is not opposed to this ; the speechless astonish-

ment, at what is unheard and inconceivable, changes into ador-

ing liomage, as soon as they have become to some extent

familiar with it. The first turn in the prophecy closes here

:

The servant of Jehovah, whose inhuman sufferings excite such

astonishment, is exalted on high ; so that from utter amazement

the nations tremble, and their kings are struck dumb.

But, says the second turn in ch. liii. 1-3, the man of sor-

rows was despised among us, and the prophecy as to his future

was not believed. We hear the first lamentation (the question

is. From whose mouth does it come 1) in ver. 1 :
" Who hath

believed our preaching ; and the arm of Jehovah, over whom has

it been revealed ?" " I was formerly mistaken," says Hofmann

(Schriftbeiveis, ii. 1, 159, 160), " as to the connection between

ch. liii. 1 and ch. Hi. 13-15, and thought that the Gentiles

were the speakers in the former, simply because it was to them
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that the latter referred. But I see now that I was in error.

It is affirmed of the heathen, that they have never heard before

the things which they now see with their eyes. Consequently

it cannot be they who exclaim, or in whose name the inquiry is

made, Who hath believed our preaching ?" Moreover, it can-

not be they, both because the redemption itself and the exalta-

tion of the Mediator of the redemption are made known to

them from the midst of Israel as already accomplished facts,

and also because according to ch. lii. 15 (cf. ch. xlix, 7, xlii. 4,

li. 5) they hear the things unheard of before, with amazement

which passes into reverent awe, as the satisfaction of their own
desires, in other words, with the glad obedience of faith. And
we may also add, that the expression in ch. liii. 8, " for the

transgression of my people," would be quite out of place in the

mouths of Gentiles, and that, as a general rule, words attri-

buted to Gentiles ought to be expressly introduced as theirs.

Whenever we find a " we " introduced abruptly in the midst of

a prophecy, it is always Israel that speaks, including the pro-

phet himself (ch. xlii. 24, Ixiv. 5, xvi. 6, xxiv. 16, etc.). Hof-
mann therefore very properly rejects the view advocated by
many, from Calvin down to Stier and Oehler, who suppose

that it is the prophet himself who is speaking here in connec-

tion with the other heralds of salvation ; " for," as he says,

"how does all the rest which is expressed in the 1st pers.

plural tally with such a supposition ? " If it is really Israel,

which confesses in vers. 2 sqq. how blind it has been to the

calling of the servant of Jehovah, which was formerly hidden

in humiliation but is now manifested in glory ; the mournful

inquiry in ver. 1 must also proceed from the mouth of Israel.

The references to this passage in John xii. 37, 38, and Eom.
X. 16, do not compel us to assign ver. 1 to the prophet and his

comrades in office. It is Israel that speaks even in ver. 1. The
nation, which acknowledges with penitence how shamefully it

has mistaken its own Saviour, laments that it has put no faith

in the tidings of the lofty and glorious calling of the servant of

God. We need not assume, therefore, that there is any change

of subject in ver. 2 ; and (what is still more decisive) it is

necessary that we should not, if we would keep up any close

connection between ch. liii. 1 and ch. lii. 15. The heathen

receive with faith tidings of things which had never been heard
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of before ; whereas Israelhas to lament that it put no faith in

the tidings which it had heard long, long before, not only with

reference to the person and work of the servant of God, but

with regard to his lowly origin and glorious end. njllDE' (a

noun after the form nvv^y), njjntJ', a different form from that of

ji?T3, which is derived from the adjective ?^|) signifies the hear-

,say (a«ojj), i.e. the tidings, more especially the prophetic an-

nouncement in ch. xxviii. 9 ; and iJnvDB', according to the primary

subjective force of the suffix, is equivalent to UJ?DB' Ityij! nWDB'

^cf. Jer. xlix. 14), i.e. the hearsay which we have heard.

•There were some, indeed, who did not refuse to believe the

tidings which Israel heard : aXfC ov irdvres inr'^Kovaav rp
evayyeXim (Rom. x. 16) ; the number of the believers was

vanishingly small, when compared with the unbelieving mass of

,the nation. And it is the latter, or rather its remnant which

had eventually come to its senses, that here inquires. Who hath

believed our preaching, i.e. the preaching that was common
among us ? The substance of the preaching, which had not

beei^ believed, was the exaltation of the servant of God from a

State of deep degradation. This is a work performed by the

" arm of Jehovah," namely, His holy arm that has been made

bare, and that now effects the salvation of His people, and of

the nations generally, according to His own couAsel (ch. lii. 10,

li. 5). This arm works down from on high, exalted far above

all created things ; men have it above them, and it is made

manifest to those who recognise it in what is passing around

them. Who, asks Israel, has had any faith in the coming

exaltation of the servant of God? who has recognised the omni-

potence of Jehovah, which has set itself to effect his exaltation?

All that follows is the confession of the Israel of the last times,

to which this question is the introduction. We must not over-

look the fact that this golden " passional " is also one of the

greatest prophecies of the future conversion of the nation,

which has rejected the servant of God, and allowed the Gentiles

to be the first to recognise him. At last, though very late, it

will feel remorse. And when this shall once take place, then

and not till then will this chapter—which, to use an old epithet,

will ever be carnificina Rabhinorum—receive its complete his-

torical fulfilment.

The confession, which follows, grows out of the great
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lamentation depicted by Zechariah in Zecli. xii. 11 sqq. Ver.

2. " And he sprang up like a layer-shoot before Sim, and like a

root-sprout out ofdry ground: he had no form, and no beauty; and

we looked, and there was no look, such that we could have found

pleasure in him." Ver. 2, as a sequel to ver, 16, looks back to the

past, and describes how the arm of Jehovah manifested itself in

the servant's course of life from the very beginning, though im-

perceptibly at first, and unobserved by those who merely noticed

the outside. The suffix of V33p cannot refer to the subject of

the interrogative sentence, as Hahn and Hofmann suppose, for

the answer to the quis there is nemo ; it relates to Jehovah, by

which it is immediately preceded. Before Jehovah, namely,

so that He, whose counsel thus began to be fulfilled, fixed His

eye upon him with watchfulness and protecting care, he grew

up P?.i'3, like the suckling, i.e. (in a horticultural sense) the

tender twig which sucks up its nourishment from the root and

stem (not as Hitzig supposes, according to Ezek. xxxi. 16, from

the moisture in the soil) ; for the tender twig upon a tree, or

trunk, or stalk, is called npp^ (for which we have pp.i' here) :

vid. Ezek. xvii. 22, the twig of a cedar ; Ps. Ixxx. 12 (11), of a

vine ; Job viii. 16, of a liana. It is thought of here as a layer,

as in Ezek. xvii. 22 ; and, indeed, as the second figure shows

when taken in connection with eh. xi. 1, as having been laid

down after the proud cedar of the Davidic monarchy from
which it sprang had been felled ; for elsewhere it is compared
to a shoot which springs from the root left in the ground after

the tree has been felled. Both figures depict the lowly and
unattractive character of the small though vigorous begin-

ning. The expression " out of dry ground," which belongs to

both figures, brings out, in addition, the miserable character of

the external circumstances in the midst of which the birth and
growth of the servant had taken place. The " dry ground

"

is the existing state of the enslaved and degraded nation ; i.e.

he was subject to all the conditions inseparable from a nation

that had been given up to the power of the world, and
was not only enduring all the consequent misery, but was
in utter ignoi-ance as to its cause ; in a word, the dry ground
is the corrupt character of the age. In what follows, the

majority of the commentators have departed from the accents,

and adopted the rendering, " he liad no form and no beauty,
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that we should look at Him" (should have looked at Him), viz.

with fixed looks that loved to dwell upon Him. This rendering

was adopted by Symmachus and Vitringa (iW eiBafiev avrov

;

ut ipsum respiceremus). But Luther, Stier, and others, very

properly adhere to the existing punctuation ; since the other

would lead us to expect i3 nN"i3l, instead of WN"i3l, and the close

reciprocal relation of nN")D"N7l insnJl, wliich resembles a play

upon the words, is entirely expunged. The meaning therefore

is, " We saw Him, and there was nothing in His appearance

to make us desire Him, or feel attracted by Him." The literal

rendering of the Hebrew, with its lively metliod of transferring

you into the precise situation, is ut concupisceremus eum (delec-

taremur eo) ; whereas, in our oriental style, we should rather

have written ut concupivissemus, using the pluperfect instead of

the imperfect, or the tense of the associated past. Even in this

sense 'n^fl^l is very far from being unmeaning : He dwelt in

Israel, so that they had Him bodily before their eyes, but in

His outward appearance there was nothing to attract or delight

the senses.

On tiie contrary, the impression produced by His appear-

ance was rather repulsive, and, to those who measured the great

and noble by a merely worldly standard, contemptible. Ver. 3.

" He was despised and forsaken by men ; a man of griefs, and

well acquainted with disease ; and like one from whom men hide

their fa^e: despised, and we esteemed Him not'' All these dif-

ferent features are predicates of the erat that is latent in non

species ei neque decor and non adspectus. Nihhzeh is introduced

again palindromically at the close in Isaiah's peculiar style;

consequently Martini's conjecture '121 N? intap is to be rejected.

This nibhseh (cf. bdzoh, ch. xlix. 7) is the keynote of the

description which looks back in this plaintive tone. The pre-

dicate chadal 'ishim is misunderstood by nearly all the com-

mentators, inasmuch as they take n''B''i? as synonymous with

niN-'ja, whereas it is rather used in the sense of B'''N-iJ3 (lords),

as distinguished from b^ne 'dddm, or people generally (see ch.

ii. 9, 11, 17). The only other passages in which it occurs are

Prov. viii. 4 and Ps. cxli. 4 ; and in both instances it signifies

persons of rank. Hence Cocceius explains it thus : " wanting

in men, i.e. having no respectable men with Him, to support

Him with their authority." It might also be understood as
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meaning the ending one among men, i.e. the one who takes the

last place (S. iXd'^^bo-TO';, Jer. novissimus) ; but in this case

He Himself would be described as B^'K, whereas it is absolutely-

affirmed that He had not the appearance or distinction of such

an one. But the rendering deficiens (wanting) is quite correct;

compare Job xix. 14, " my kinsfolk have failed " {defecerunt,

chddHu, ccgnati mei). The Arabic chadhaldliu or chadhala

'anhu (he left him in the lurch, kept back from him, forsook

him) also points to the true meaning ; and from this we have

the derivatives chddhil, refusing assistance, leaving without

help ; and machdhul, helpless, forsaken (see Lane's Arabic

Lexicon). In Hebrew, cliddal has not only the transitive mean-

ing to discontinue or leave off a thing, but the intransitive, to

cease or be in want, so that cliadal 'ishim may mean one in

want of men of rank, i.e. finding no sympathy from such men.

The chief men of His nation who towered above the multitude,

the great men of this world, withdrew their hands from Him,
drew back from Him : He had none of the men of any distinc-

tion at His side. Moreover, He was rii3N3p t^'K, a man of sorrow

of heart in all its forms, i.e. a man whose chief distinction was,

that His life was one of constant painful endurance. And He
was also vi^ i^"^], that is to say, not one known through His

sickness (according to Deut. i. 13, 15), which is hardly suffi-

cient to express the genitive construction ; nor an acquaintance

of disease (S. yvaxrro^ voarn, familiaris morbo), which would

be expressed by VT.P or VliO ; but scitus morbi, i.e. one who
was placed in a state to make the acquaintance of disease.

The deponent passive WT, acquainted (like bdtuack, confisus ;

zdkhur, mindful ; peritus, pervaded, experienced), is supported

by y^'ip = ^ll^'iip ; Gr. Tt fiaOmv. The meaning is not, that

He had by nature a sickly body, falling out of one disease into

another ; but that the wrath instigated by sin, and the zeal of

self-sacrifice (Ps. Isix. 10), burnt like the fire of a fever in His
soul and body, so that even if He had not died a violent death.

He would have succumbed to the force of the powers of destruc-

tion that were innate in humanity in consequence of sin, and of

His own self-consuming conflict with them. Moreover, He was
Mmaster pdntm mimmennu. This cannot mean, " like one

hiding his face from us," as Hengstenberg supposes (with an
allusion to Lev. xiii. 45) ; or, what is comparatively better,
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"like one causing the hiding of the face from him :" for although

the feminine of the participle is written T^PIDO, and in the plural

C'lriDO for ia''")''riDD is quite possible, we never meet with master

for mastlr, like liaster for hastir in the infinitive (ch. xxix. 15,

cf. Deut. xxvi. 12). Hence mastSr must be a noun (of the form
marhets, marheq, masJicheth) ; and the words mean either " like

the hiding of the face on our part," or like one who met with

this from us, or (what is more natural) like the hiding of the

face before his presence (according to ch. viii. 17, 1. 6, liv. 8,

lix. 2, and many other passages), i.e. like one whose repulsive

face it is impossible to endure, so that men turn away their

face or cover it with their dress (compare ch. 1. 6 with Job

XXX. 10). And lastly, all the predicates are summed up in the

expressive word nibhzeli : He was despised, and we did not think

Him dear and worthy, but rather "esteemed Him not," or rather

did not estimate Him at all, or as Luther expresses it, " esti-

mated Him at nothing " (cJidshahh, to reckon, value, esteem, as

in ch. xiii. 17, xxxiii. 8, Mai. iii. 16).

The second turn closes here. The preaching concerning

His calling and His future was not believed ; but the Man of

sorrows was greatly despised among us.

Those who formerly mistook and despised the Servant of

Jehovah on account of His miserable condition, now confess

that His sufferings were altogether of a different character

from what they had supposed. Ver. 4. " Verily He hath

hoiTie our diseases and our pains : He hath laden them upon

Himself; but we regarded Him as one stricken, smitten of God,

and afflicted^' It might appear doubtful whether t3S< (the

fuller form of ^is?) is affirmative here, as in ch. xl. 7, xlv. 15,

or adversative, as in ch. xlix. 4. The latter meaning grows

out of the former, inasmuch as it is the opposite which is

strongly affirmed. We have rendered it affirmatively (Jer.

vere), not adversatively (verum, ut vera), because ver. 4 itself

consists of two antithetical halves,—a relation which is ex-

pressed in the independent pronouns sin and '^njKj that answer

to one another. The penitents contrast themselves and their

false notion with Him and His real achievement. In Matthew

(viii. 17) the words are rendered freely and faithfully thus

:

avTov Tffl? aa-6eveia<; r}(i5)V eKa^e, Koi ra? voffovi e^daracrev.

Even the fact that the relief which Jesus afforded to all kinds
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of bodily diseases is regarded as a fulfilment of what is here

affirmed of the Servant of Jehovah, is an exegetical index

worth noticing. ' In 4a it is not really sin that is spoken of,

but the evil which is consequent upon human sin, although not

always the direct consequence of the sins of individuals (John

ix. 3). But in the fact that He was concerned to relieve this

evil in all its forms, whenever it came in His way in the exer-

cise of His calling, the relief implied as a consequence in ver.

4a was brought distinctly into view, though not the bearing

and lading that are primarily noticed hereJ Matthew has

very aptly rendered NB*: by eXa^e, and ^3D by i^dcnaae. For
whilst iJ^D denotes the toilsome bearing of a burden that has

been taken up, NB'3 combines in itself the ideas of tollere and

ferre. When construed with the accusative of the sin, it signi-

fies to take tlie debt of sin upon one's self, and carry it as one's

own, i.e. to look at it and feel it as one's own (e.g. Lev. v. 1, 17),

or more frequently to bear the punishment occasioned by sin,

i.e. to make expiation for it (Lev. xvii. 16, xx. 19, 20, xxiv. 15),

and in any case in which the person bearing it is not himself

the guilty person, to bear sin in a mediatorial capacity, for the

purpose of making expiation for it (Lev. x. 17). The LXX.
render this Kb: both in the Pentateucli and Ezekiel Xa^elv

a/j,aprMv, once ava<f)epeiv ; and it is evident that both of these

are to be understood in the sense of an expiator'y bearing, and

not merely of taking away, as has been recently maintained

in opposition to the satisfactio vicaria, as we may see clearly

enough from Ezek. iv. 4-8, where the I'lV HNB' is represented

by the prophet in a symbolical action. But in the case before

us, where it is not the sins, but " our diseases " (13.vn is a de-

fective plural, as tha singular would be written li^n) and "our

pains " that are the object, this mediatorial sense remains

essentially the same. [The meaning is not merely that the Ser-

vant of God entered into the fellowship of our sufferings, but

that He took upon Himself the sufferings which we had to

bear and deserved to bear, and therefore not only took them

away (as Matt. viii. 17 might make it appear), but bore them

in His own person, that He might deliver us from them.J But

when one person takes upon himself suffering which another

would have had to bear, and therefore not only endures it with

him, but in his stead, this is called substitution or representation,
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—an idea Which, however unintelligible to the understanding,

belongs to the actual substance of the common consciousness

of man, and the realities of the ilivine government of the world

as brought within the range of our experience, and one which

has continued even down to the present time to have much
greater vigour in the Jewish nation, where it has found its

true expression in sacrifice and the kindred institutions, than

in any other, at least so far as its nationality has not been

entirely annulled.^ Here again it is Israel, which, having been

at length better instructed, and now bearing witness against

itself, laments its former blindness to the mediatorially vica-

rious character of the deep agonies, both of soul and body, that

were endured by the great Sufferer. They looked upon them
as the punishment of His own sins, and indeed—inasmuch as,

like the friends of Job, they measured the sin of the Sufferer

by the sufferings that He endured—of peculiarly great sins.

They saw in Him yiW, " one stricken" i.e. afBicted with a

hateful, shocking disease (Gen. xii. 17 ; 1 Sam, vi. 9),—such,

for example, as leprosy, which was called VJ? kut e^. (2 Kings
XV. 5, A, a^rjjjbevov, S. ev a^rj ovra= leprosum, Th. iiejxacniF'jw-

(jLevov, of. /ida-Tiye'}, Mark iii. 10, scourges, i.e. bad attacks)

;

also Q'n'i'JI nan, " one smitten of God " (from ndkkdh, root

IJ, ii; see Job, vol. ii. p. 146), and n^yD, bowed down (by

God), i.e. afflicted with sufferings. The name Jehovah would
have been out of place here, where the evident intention is to

point to the all-determining divine power generally, whose
vengeance appeared to have fallen upon this particular suf-

ferer. The construction mukkeh 'Eloldm signifies, like the

Arabic muqdtal rabbuh, one who has been defeated in conflict

with God his Lord (see Job, vol. i. p. 267) ; and 'Elohlm has

the syntactic position between the two adjectives, which it

necessarily must have in order to be logically connected with

them both.

In ver. 5, ><W1, as contrasted with l^mNl, continues the true

state of the case as contrasted with their false judgment.
Ver. 5. " Whereas He was pierced for our sins, bruised for our
iniquities: the punishment was laid upon Him for our peace; and
through His stripes we were healed." The question is, whether
ver. 5o describes what He was during His life, or what He was

' See my Jesus und Ilillel, pp. 26, 27.
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in His death. The words decide in favour of the latter. For

although clidldl is applied to a person mortally wounded but

not yet dead (Jer. li. 52 ; Ps. Ixix. 27), and cMlal to a heart

wounded to death (Ps. cix. 22) ; the pure passives used here,

which denote a calamity inflicted by violence from without,

more especially m'choldl, which is not the participle polal of

cliil (made to twist one's self with pain), but the participle peal

of clidlal (pierced, transfossus, the passive of m'cliolel, ch. li. 9),

and the substantive clauses, which express a fact that has

become complete in all its circumstances, can hardly be nnder-i

stood in any other way than as denoting, that " the servant of

God " floated before the mind of the speaker in all the suffer-

ings of death, just as was the case with Zechariah in Zech.

xii. 10. There were no stronger expressions to be found in

the language, to denote a violent and painful death. As min,

with the passive, does not answer to the Greek vtto, but to

airo, the meaning is not that it was our sins and iniquities that

had pierced Him through like swords, and crushed Him like

heavy burdens, but that He was pierced and crushed on account

of our sins and iniquities. It was not His own sins and ini-

quities, but ours, which He had taken upon Himself, that He
might make atonement for them in our stead, that were the

cause of His having to suffer so cruel and painful a death.

The ultimate cause is not mentioned; but 'l''^y UOi^E' "IDID which

follows points to it. His suffering was a musdr, which is an

indirect affirmation that it was God who had inflicted it upon
Him, for who else could the yoser (m'yasser) be ? We have

rendered musdr "punishment;" and there was no other word in

the language for this idea ; for though Di53 and n^ipa (to which
Hofmann refers) have indeed the idea of punishment associated

with them, the former signifies e'/cSiKijo-t?, the latter eVio-Kei/ris,

whereas musdr not only denotes irai^eia, as the chastisement

of love (Prov. iii. 11), but also as the infliction of punishment
( := Tifnopia, KoXaa-K, Prov. vii. 22, Jer. xxx. 14), just as

David, when he prayed that God might not punish him in His
anger and hot displeasure (Ps. vi. 2), could not find a more
suitable expression for punishment, regarded as the execution
of judgment, than IB'; (n'sin). The word itself, which follows

the form of musdd (ch. xxviii. 16), signified primarily beino'

chastised (from ydsar = vdsar, constringere, coercere), and
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included from the very outset the idea of practical chastise-

ment, which then passed over into that of admonition in words,

of warning by example, and of chastity as a moral quahty„

In the case before us, in which the reference is to a sufferer,

and to a musdr resting upon him, this can only mean actual

chastisement. If the expression had been Ivj; WiMD, it would

merely mean that God had caused Him, who had taken upon

Himself our sins and iniquities and thus made Himself repre-

sentatively or vicariously guilty, to endure the chastisement

which those sins deserved. But it is iJCiJE' IDID, The con-

nection of the words is the same as that of Q^^n nnain in Prov.

XV. 31. As the latter signifies "reproof leading to life," so

the former signifies " the chastisement which leads to our

peace." It is true that the suffix belongs to the one idea, that

that has grown up through this combination of the words, like

¥rith sliHoml, "my peace-covenant" (ch. liv. 10) ; but what else

could our " peace-chastisement " be, than the chastisement that

brings us peace, or puts us into a state of salvation ? This is

the idea involved in Stier's rendering, "restoring chastisement,"

and Hofmann's, " the chastisement wholesome for us." Th^
difference in the exposition simply lies in the view entertained

of the musdr, in which neither of these commentators will

allow that there is any idea of a visitation of justice here.

But according to our interpretation, the genitive WDiPB', which

defines the musdr so far as its object and results are concerned,

clearly shows that this manifestation of the justice of God, this

satisfaction procured by His holiness, had His love for its

foundation and end. It was our peace, or, what is more in

accordance with the full idea of the word, our general well-

being, our blessedness, which these sufferings arrived at and

secured (the synonyms of shdlom are tobh and y^shudh, ch.

lii. 7). In what follows, " and by His stripes (chdbhurdh =
chahburdh, ch. i. 6) we have been healed," shdlom is defined as

a condition of salvation brought about by healing. " Venustis'

simum 'o^vficopov," exclaims Vitringa here. He means the

same as Jerome when he says, suo vulnere vidnera nostra

curavit. The stripes and weals that were inflicted upon Him
have made us sound and well (the LXX. keeps the collective

singular, and renders it very aptly ra jxaiKwKi ainov; cf. 1 Pet.

ii. 24). We were sick unto death because of our sins; but He,
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the sinless one, took upon Himself a suffering unto death,

which was, as it were, the concentration and essence of the woes

that we had deserved ; and this voluntary endurance, this suh-

mission to the justice of the Holy One, in accordance with the

counsels of divine love, became the source of our healing.

Thus does the whole body of the restored Israel confess with

penitence, that it has so long mistaken Him whom Jehovah,

as is now distinctly affirmed, had made a curse for their good,

when they had gone astray to their own ruin. Ver. 6. " All

we like sheep went astray ; we had turned every one to his oion

way ; and Jehovah caused the iniquity of us all to fall on IJim."

It is the state of exile, upon which the penitent Israel is here

looking back ; but exile as being, in the prophet's view, the

final state of punishment before the final deliverance. Israel

in its exile resembled a scattered flock without a shepherd ; it

had lost the way of Jehovah (ch. Ixiii. 17), and every one had
turned to his own way, in utter selfishness and estrangement

from God (ch. Ivi. 11). But whereas Israel thus heaped up
guilt upon guilt, the Servant of Jehovah was He upon whom
Jehovah Himself caused the punishment of their guilt to fall,

that He might make atonement for it through His own suffer-

ing. Many of the more modern expositors endeavour to set

aside the pmia vicaria here, by giving to V^-ipi} a meaning
which it never has. Thus Stier renders it, " Jehovah caused

the iniquity of all to strike or break upon Him." Others, again,

give a meaning to the statement which is directly at variance

with the words themselves. Thus Hahn renders it : Jehovah
took the guilt of the whole into His service, causing Him to die

a violent death through their crime. Hofmann very properly re-

jects both explanations, and holds fast to the fact that a y''23n,

regarded as a causative of 3 il3f, signifies " to cause anything

to strike or fall upon a person," which is the rendering adopted
by Symmachus : Kvpwi KaravTrjcj-ai iirolrjaev el<s ainbv ttjv avo-

filav irdvroiv ^fiwv. " Just as the blood of a murdered man
comes upon the murderer, when the bloody deed committed
comes back upon him in the form of blood-guiltiness inflicting

vengeance ; so does sin come upon, overtake (Ps. xl. 13), or

meet with the sinner. It went forth from him as his own act

;

it returns with destructive effect, as a fact by which he is con-
demned. But in this case God does not suffer those who have
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sinned to be overtaken by the sin they have committed ; but it

falls upon His servant, the righteous One." These are Hof-
mann's words. But if the sin turns back upon the sinner in

the shape of punishment, why should the sin of all men, which
the Servant of God has taken upon Himself as His own, over-

take Hina in the form of an evil, which, even if it be a punish-

ment, is not punishment inflicted upon Him ? For this is just

the characteristic of Hofmann's doctrine of the atonement,

that it altogether eliminates from the atoning work the recon-

ciliation of the purposes of love with the demands of righteous-

ness. Now it is indeed perfectly true, that the Servant of

God cannot become the object of punishment, either as a ser-

vant of God or as an atoning Saviour ; for as servant of God
He is the beloved of God, and as atoning Saviour He undertakes

a work which is well pleasing to God,' and ordained in God's

eternal counsel. So that the wrath which pours out upon
Him is not meant for Him as the righteous One who voluntarily

offers up Himself; but indirectly it relates to Him, so far as He
has vicariously identified Himself with sinners, who are deserv-

ing of wrath. How could He have made expiation for sin, if

He had simply subjected Himself to its cosmical effects, and not

directly subjected Himself to that wrath which is the invariable

divine correlative of human sin? And what other reason could

there be for God's not rescuing Him from this the bitterest cup

of death, than the ethical impossibility of acknowledging the

atonement as really made, without having left the representa-

tive of the guilty, who had presented Himself to Him as though

guilty Himself, to taste of the punishment which they had

deserved ? It is true that vicarious expiation-and pcena vicaria

are not coincident ideas. The punishment is but one element

in the expiation, and it derives a peculiar character from the

fact that one innocent person voluntarily submits to it in His

own person. It does not stand in a thoroughly external rela-

tion of identity to that deserved by the many who are guilty
;

but the latter cannot be set aside without the atoning indivi-

dual enduring an intensive equivalent to it, and that in such

a manner, that this endurance is no less a self-cancelling of

wrath on the part of God, than an absorption of wrath on the

part of the Mediator ; and in this central point of the atoning

work, the voluntarily forgiving love of God and the voluntarily

VOt. II. X
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self-sacrificing love of the Mediator meet together, like hands

stretched out to grasp one another from the midst of a dark

cloud. Hermann Schultz also maintains that the suffering,

which was the consequence of sin and therefore punishment to

the guilty, is home by the Redeemer as suffering, without being

punishment. But in this way the true mystery is wiped out of

the heart of the atoning work ; and this explanation is also at

variance with the expression " the chastisement of our peace
"

in ver. 56, and the equally distinct statement in ver. 6b, " He
hath laid on Him the iniquity of us all." It was the sin of all

Israel, as the palindromically repeated hdldnu emphatically

declares, which pressed upOn Him with such force when His

atoning work was about to be decided. But fW is used to

denote not only the transgression itself, but also the guilt

incurred thereby, and the punishment to which it gives rise.

All this great multitude of sins, and mass of guilt, and weight

of punishment, came upon the Servant of Jehovah according to

the appointment of the God of salvation, who is gracious in

holiness. The third turn ends here. It was our sins that He
bore, and for our salvation that God caused Him to suffer on
our account.

The fourth turn describes how He suffered and died and
was buried. Ver. 7. " He was ill treated ; ivMlst He suffered

willingly, and opened not His mouth, like the sheep that is led to

the slaughter-bench, and like a lamb that is dumb before its

shearers, and opened not His mouth." The third pers. niphal

stands first in a passive sense : He has been hard pressed (1
Sam. xiii. 6) : He is driven, or hunted (1 Sam. xiv. 24),

treated tyrannically and unsparingly ; in a word, plagued
(vewatus ; compare the niphal in a reciprocal sense in ch.

iii. 5, and according to the reading i^Jj in ch. xxix. 13 in a

reflective sense, to torment one's self). Hitzig renders the

next clause, "and although tormented. He opened not His
mouth." But although an explanatory subordinate clause may
precede the principal clause which it more fully explains, no
example can be found of such a clause with (a retrospective)

^V\\ explaining what follows ; for in Job ii. 8 the circumstantial

clause, " sitting down among the ashes," belongs to the princi-

pal fact which stands before. And so here, where njw (from
which comes the participle njw, usually met with in circum-
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stantial clauses) has not a passive, but a reflective meaning, as

in Ex. X. 3 : " He was ill treated, whilst He bowed Himself

(= suffered voluntarily), and opened not His mouth" (the

regular leap from the participle to the finite). The voluntary-

endurance is then explained by the simile " like a sheep that is

led to the slaughter" (an attributive clause, like Jer. xi. 19)

;

and the submissive quiet bearing, by the sirnile " like a lamb

that is dumb before its shearers." The commentators regard

r!D7K3 as a participle ; but this would have the tone upon the

last syllable (see ch. i. 21, 26, Nah. iii. 11 ; cf. Job, vol. i.

p. 393, note). The tone shows it to be the pausal form for

fiDpsJ, and so we have rendered it ; and, indeed, as the inter-

change of the perfect with the future in the attributive clause

must be intentional, not quw obmutescit, but obmutuit. The
following words, Va nriS) N7l, do not form part of the simile,

which would require tvphtach, for nothing but absolute necessity

would warrant us in assuming that it points back beyond 7rn

to HB'j as Eashi and others suppose. The palindromical repe-

tition also favours the unity of the subject with that of the

previous nns'' and the correctness of the delicate accentut

tion, with which the rendering in the LXX. and Acts viii. 32

coincides. /All the references in the New Testament to the

Lamb of God (with which the corresponding allusions to the

passover are interwoven) spring from this passage in the book

of Isaiah.J

The description of the closing portion of the life of the

Servant of Jehovah is continued in ver. 8. " He has been taken

away from prison and from judgment ; and of His generation

who co?isidered : ' He was snatched away out of the land of the

living ; for the wickedness of my people punishment fell upon

Him'?" )The principal emphasis is not laid upon the fact that

He was taken away from suffering, but that it was out of the

midst of suffering that He was carried ofu The idea that is

most prominent in luqqdch (with a in half pause) is not that of

being translated (as in the accounts of Enoch and Elijah), but

of being snatched or hurried away (abreptus est, ch. Iii. 5,

Ezek. xxxiii. 4, etc.). The parallel is abscissus (cf. nikhrath^

Jer. xi. 19) a terra viventium, for which "itJJ by itself is supposed

to be used in the sense of carried away (i.e. out of the sphere

of the living into that of the dead, Lam. iii. 54.; cf. Ezek.
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xxxvii. 11, "It is all over with us"). isV (from "^^V, compescere)

is a violent constraint; here, as in Ps. cvii. 39, it signifies a

persecuting treatment which restrains by outward force, such

as that of prison or bonds ; and mislipdt refers to the judicial

pi'oceedings, in which He was put upon His trial, accused and

convicted as worthy of death,—in other words, to His unjust

judgment. The inin might indeed be understood, as in ver. 5a,

not as referring to the persons who swept Him away (= viro),

but, as in Ps. cvii. 39, as relating to the ground and cause of

the sweeping away. But the local sense, which is the one

most naturally suggested by luqqach {e.g. ch. xlis. 24), is to be

preferred :1 hostile oppression and judicial persecution were the

circumstances out of which He was carried away by deathJ

With regard to what follows, we must in any case adhere tcrtEe

ordinary usage, according to which dor (— Arab, daur, daJir^

a revolution or period of time) signifies an age, or the men
living in a particular age ; also, in an ethical sense, the entire

body of those who are connected together by similarity of dis-

position (see, for example, Ps. xiv. 5) ; or again (= Arab, ddr)

a dwelling, as in ch. xxxviii. 12, and possibly also (of the

grave) in Ps. xlix. 20. Such meanings as length of life

(Luther and Grotius), course of life (Vitringa), or fate

(Hitzig), it is impossible to sustain. Hence the Sept. render-

ing, TTjv lyeveav ainov Tt? Bir]yt]aeTai, which Jerome also adopts,

can only mean, so far as the usage of the language is con-

cerned, " who can declare the number of His generation" (i.e.

of those inspired by His spirit, or filled with His life) ; but in

this connection such a thought would be premature. More-
over, the generation intended would be called iV"!! rather than

nn, as springing from Him. Still less can we adopt the mean-
ing " dwelling," as Knobel does, who explains the passage thus

:

" who considers how little the grave becomes Him, which He has

received as His dwelling-place." The words do not admit of

this explanation. Hofmann formerly explained the passage as

meaning, " No one takes His dwelling-place into his mind or

mouth, so as even to think of it, or inquire what had become

of Him ; " but in His Schrifibeweis he has decided in favour of

the meaning, His contemporaries, or the men of His generation.

It is only with this rendering that we obtain a thought at all

suitable to the picture of suffering given here, or to the words
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which follow (compare Jer. ii. 31, ye men of this generation).

IliTDNI in that case is not the object to nnia'';, the real object to

which is rather the clause introduced by ''3, but an adverbial

accusative, which may serve to give emphatic prominence to

the subject, as we may see from ch. Ivii. 12, Ezek. xvii. 21,

Neh. ix. 34 (Ges. § 117, Anm.) ; for ON cannot be a preposi-

tion, since inter cequales ejus would not be expressed in Hebrew
by lin-nx, but by nna. The pilel soclie&ch with V signifies

in Ps. cxliii. 5 a thoughtful consideration or deliberation, in

a word, mediiationem alicujus rei (compare the kal with the

accusative, Ps. cxlv. 5). The following M is an explanatory

guod : with regard to His contemporaries, who considered that,

etc. The words introduced- with kl are spoken, as it were, out

of the heart of His contemporaries, who ought to have con-

sidered, but did not. We may see from ''13V that it is intended

to introduce a direct address ; and again, if we leave hi untrans-

lated, like oTi recitativum (see, for example, Josh. ii. 24 ; com-

pare di, Dan. ii. 25), we can understand why the address, which

has been carried on thus far in such general terms, assumes all

at once an individual form. It cannot be denied, indeed, that

we obtain a suitable object for the missing consideration, if we
adopt this rendering: " He was torn away (Sdprcet.) out of the

land of the living, through (min denoting the mediating cause)

the wicked conduct of my people (in bringing Him to death"',

to their own punishment ; i.e. none of the men of His age

(like ml in ver. 1, no one= only a very few) discerned what

had befallen them on account of their sin, in ridding tliem-

selves of Him by a violent death." Hofmann and V. F.

Oehler both adopt this explanation, saying, " Can the prophet

have had the person of the Ecce Homo before his eye, without

intimating that his people called down judgment upon them-

selves, by laying violent hands upon the Servant of God?"
We cannot, however, decide in favour of this explanation ; since

the impression produced by this to? Vii ''W J'B'ap is, that it is

intended to be taken as a rectification of V123 injDB'n umsi in ver.

Ab, to which it stands in a reciprocal relation. This reciprocal

relation is brought out more fully, if we regard the force of

the min as still continued (oh plagam quae illis debebatur, Seb.

Schmid, Kleinert, etc.) ; though not in the sense of " through

the stroke proceeding from theiHi* my people" (Hahn), which
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would be opposed to the general usage of PJ ; or taking IDP yj3

as a relative clause, populi mei quibus plaga debebatur (Heng-

stenberg, Havernick). But the most natural course is to take

Idmo as referring to the Servant of God, more especially as our

prophet uses Idmo pathetically for lo, as eh. xliv. 15 unques-

tionably shows (notwithstanding the remonstrance of Stier,

who renders the passage, " He was all plague, or smiting, for

them"). Vii always signifies suffering as a calamity proceeding

from God (e.g. Ex. xi. .1, Ps. xxxix. 11, and in every other

passage in which it does not occur in the special sense of

leprosy, which also points back, however, to the generic idea of

a plague divinely sent) ; hence Jerome renders it, " for the sin

of my people have I smitten Him." The text does not read so

;

but the smiter is really Jehovah. Men looked upon His Ser-

vant as a yUJ ; and so He really was, but not in the sense in

which men regarded Him as such. Yet, even if they had been

mistaken concerning Him during His lifetime ; now that He
no longer dwelt among the living, they ought to see, as they

looked back upon His actions and His sufferings, that it was

not for His own wickedness, but for that of Israel, viz. to make
atonement for it, that such a visitation from God had fallen

upon Him (? as in ch. xxiv. 16 and ch. xxvi. 16, where the

sentence is in the same logical subordination to the previous one

as it is here, where Dachselt gives this interpretation, which is

logically quite correct: propter prcBvaricationem populi mei

plaga ei contingente).

After this description in ver. 7 of the patience with which

He suffered, and in ver. 8 of the manner in which He died,

there follows a retrospective glance at His burial. Ver. 9.

" And iliey assigned Him His grave with sinners, and with a rich

man in His martyrdom, because He had done no wrong, and there

was no deceit in His mouth." The subject to |l?'.1 (assigned) is

not Jehovah, although this would not be impossible, since Wp. has

Jehovah as the latent subject ; but it would be irreconcilable

with ver. 10, where Jehovah is inti'oduced as the subject with

antithetical prominence. It would be better to assume that " my
people" is the subject; but as this would make it appear as if the

statement introduced in ver. 86 with ki (for) were continued here,

we seem compelled to refer it to doro (His generation), which

occurs in the principal clause. No objection could be offered
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to our regarding " His own generation" as the subject ; but

dOro is somewhat too far removed for this ; and if the prophet

had had the contemporaries of the sufferer in his mind, he

would most likely have used a plural verb (yayyitfnu). Some,

therefore, supply a personal subject of the most general kind

to yitten (which occurs even with a neuter subject, like the

German es gibt, Fr. ily a, Eng. " there is;" cf. Prov. xiii.

10) : " they (on) gave ;" and looking at the history of the

fulfilment, we confess that this is the rendering we prefer. In

fact, without the commentary supplied by the fulfilment, it

would be impossible to understand ver. 9a at all. The earlier

translators did great violence to the text, and yet failed to bring

out any admissible thought. And the explanation which is most

generally adopted now, viz. that T'W is the synonymous parallel

to QW"! (as even Luther rendered it, " and died like a rich

man," with the marginal gloss, " a rich man who sets all his

heart upon riches, i.e. a wicked man"), is also untenable ; for

even granting that 'dshir could be proved by examples to be

sometimes used as synonymous with J?tjn, as ''3Jf and 1^''3K are

as synonyms of P^^i, this would be just the passage in which

it would be least possible to sustain any such use of the word j

since he who finds his grave with rich men, whether with the

godly or the ungodly, would thereby have received a decent,

and even honourable burial. This is so thoroughly sustained

by experience, as to need no confirmation from such passages

as Job xxi. 32. Hitzig has very good ground, therefore, for

opposing this " synonymous" explanation ; but when he adopts

the rendering lapsator, after the Arabic jjlc, this is quite as

much in opposition to Arabic usage (according to which

this word merely signifies a person who falls into error, and

makes a mistake in speaking), as it is to the Hebrew. Ewald

changes n^try into P'tS'y (a word which has no existence) ; and

Bottcher alters it into in '<'^V, which is comparatively the best

suggestion of all. Hofmann connects the two wdrds vnioa T'E'y,

" men who have become rich through the murders that they

have treacherously caused" (though without being able to ad-

duce any proof that motli is ever applied to the death which one

person inflicts upon another). At any rate, all these attempts

spring from the indisputable assumption, that to be rich is not
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in itself a sin which deserves a dishonourable burial, to say

nothing of its receiving one. If, therefore, wyvh and t''\i>il are

not kindred ideas, they must be antithetical ; but it is no easier

to establish a purely ethical antithesis than an ethical coinci-

dence. If, however, we take the word D'ytyT as suggesting the

idea of persons found guilty, or criminals (an explanation which

the juridical context of the passage well sustains ; see at ch.

1. 9), we get a contrast which our own usage of speech also

draws between a rich man who is living in the enjoyment of

his own possessions, and a delinquent who has become im-

poverished to the utmost, through hatred, condemnation, ruin.

And if we reflect that the Jewish rulers would have given to

Jesus the same dishonourable burial as to the two thieves, but

that the Roman authorities handed over the body to Joseph tlie

Arimathsean, a " rich man" (Matt, xxvii. 57), who placed it

in the sepulchre in his own garden, we see an agreement at

once between the gospel history and the prophetic words, which

could only be the work of the God of both the prophecy and

its fulfilment, inasmuch as no suspicion could possibly arise of

there having been any human design of bringing the former

into conformity with the latter. But if it be objected, that

according to the parallel the 'dsJdr must be regarded as dead,

quite as much as the r^slid'lm, we admit the force of this

objection, and should explain it in this way : " They assigned

Him His grave with criminals, and after He had actually died

a martyr's death, with a rich man ;" i.e. He was to have lain

where the bodies of criminals lie, but He was really laid in a

grave that was intended for the corpse of a rich man.^ The
I'endering adopted by Vitringa and others, " and He was with

a rich man in his death," is open to this objection, that such a

clause, to be quite free from ambiguity, would require I'tyvriSI

vmoa ^V\. Hengstenberg and Stier very properly refer both

IJT"; and 1"i3p, which must be repeated in thought, to the second

clause as well as the first. The rendering tumulum ejus must
be rejected, since hdmdh never has this meaning; and 1''i|)J33,

which is the pointing sustained by three Codd., would not be

mausolea, but a lofty burial-hill, after the fashion of the

Uilnengrdber (certain " giants' graves," or barrows, in Holstein

^ A clairvoyant once said of the Lord :
" Died like a criminal ; buried

like a prince of the earth" (yid. Psychol, pp. 2C2, 364).
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and Saxony).^ 'nlD is a plur. exaggerativus here, as in Ezek.

xxviii. 10 (compare m'mothe in Ezek. xxviii. 8 and Jer. xvi. 4) ;

it is applied to a violent death, the very pain of which makes it

like dying again and again. The first clause states with whom
they at first assigned Him His grave ; the second with whom it

was assigned Him, after He had really died a painful death.

" Of course," as F. Philippi observes, " this was not a thorough

compensation for the ignominy of having died the death of a

criminal ; but the honourable burial, granted to one who had

been ignominiously put to death, showed that there must be

something very remarkable about Him. It was the beginning

of the glorification which commenced with His death." If we
have correctly interpreted the second clause, there can be no

doubt in our minds, since we cannot shake the word of God
like a kaleidoscope, and multiply the sensus complex, as Stier

does, that N? ?y (= N? iB'N'py) does not mean " notwithstanding

that not," as in Job xvi. 17, but " because not," like y^'Py in

Gen. xxxi. 20. The reason why the Servant of God received

such honourable treatment immediately after His ignominious)

martyrdom, was to be found in His freedom from sin, in the

fact that He had done no wrong, and there was no deceit in

His mouth (LXX. and 1 Pet. ii. 22, where the clause is

correctly rendered ovSe evpeOrj BoXo's ev tq> trronaTi, avrov).

His actions were invariably prompted by pure love, and His

speech consisted of unclouded sincerity and truth.

The last turn in the prophecy, which commences here, carries

out ver. 6b still further, and opens up the background of His

fate. The gracious counsel of God for our salvation was

accomplished thus. Ver. 10. "And it pleased Jehovah to bruise

Him, to afflict Him loith disease ; if His soul would pay a tres-

pass-offering, He should see posterity, should live long days, and

' The usage of the language shows clearly that lamali had originally

the meaning of " height" (e.g. 2 Sam. i. 19). The primary meaning sug-

gested by Bottcher, of locus clausus, septus (from DU = Dfin, j*€^), cannot

be sustained. We still hold that D3 is the expanded N3, and nD3 an

ascent, steep place, or stair. In the Talmud, bamah is equivalent to ^a/io;,

an altar, and nD"'3 (Syr. him) equivalent to the fiiifi» of the orator and

judge
; ^ufiog, root /3«, like the Hebrew bdmdh, signifies literally an eleva-

tion, and actually occurs in the sense of a sepulchral hill, which this never

has, not even in Ezek. xliii. 7.
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the purpose of Jeliovah sliould prosper through His liand. ' 'T'nn

cannot possibly be equivalent to vnn, as Hitzig supposes. An
article appended to a noun never obliterates the fundamental

character of its form (not even in P.^i?). Nor does Bottcher's

suggestion, that we should read Ypil as an accusative of more

precise definition, commend itself ; for what would the article

do in that case ? It is the hipMl of njn, like the Syriac agli

from gHo ; or rather, as even in Syriac this vJX is equivalent to

N''^|ix, of vhn, 2 Ohron. xvi. 12 (cf. D'Si^nn), like 'onn in 2 Kings

xiii. 6 and Jer. xxxii. 35, from KtiH. iX3T is placed under xaT

(=1X3^ with Dag. dirimens) in Gesenius' Lexicon ; but this

substantive is a needless fiction. 1SOT is an inf. piel : conterere

"um (Jerome), not Kadapiaai aiirov (LXX. from saT^naj),

According to Mic. vi. 13 (^nian ''n''7nn, I hurt to smite thee, i.e.

I smite thee with a painful blow), vHi?. ^''^I are apparently con-

nected, in the sense of " And it pleased Jehovah to bruise Him
painfully." But both logically and syntactically this would

require the opposite construction, viz. 1N31 '?nn. is?"! must

therefore be an infinitive, depending upon Y^^, according to

Job xxxiii. 32 (^evSoKTjcre; the LXX. thoughtlessly renders it

fioiiherai). The infinitive construction is then changed into the

finite; for even vnn is subordinate to J'sn, as in Hos. v, 11 (cf. ch.

xlii. 21 ; Ges. § 142, 3); "he would, made ill," being equiva-

lent to " he would make ill," i.e. he would plunge into distress.

There is no necessity to repeat 1K3T after 'hnn, in the sense of

"he caused sore evil therewith," viz. with the ^^0^. It was

men who inflicted upon the Servant of God such crushing

suffering, such deep sorrow ; but the supreme causa efficiens in

the whole was God, who made the sin of men subservient to

His pleasure. His will, and predetermined counsel. The suffer-

ing of His Servant was to be to Him the way to glory, and this

way of His through suffering to glory was to lead to the estab-

lishment of a church of the redeemed, which would spring

from Him; in other words, it would become the commencement
of that fulfilment of the divine plan of salvation which He, the

ever-living, ever-working One, would carry out to completion.

We give up the idea that O'p^ is to be taken as addressed by
Jehovah to " His Servant." The person acting is the Servant,

and it is to Jehovah that the action refers. But Hofmann's

present view, viz. that tdsim is addressed to the people, is still
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less admissible. It is the people who are speaking here ; and

although the confession of the penitent Israel runs on from

ver. 11 (where the confessing retrospective view of the past

becomes a prospective and prophetic glance at the futui'e) in a

direct prophetic tone, and ver. 10 might form the transition to

this ; yet, if the people were addressed in this word tdsim, it

would be absolutely necessary that it should be distinctly men-

tioned in this connection. And is it really Israel which makes

the soul of the Servant an 'dshdm, and not rather the Servant

Himself? No doubt it is true, that if nothing further were

stated here than that " the people made the life of the Servant

of God , an 'dshdm, inasmuch as it treated Him just as if it

had a pricking in its conscience so long as it suffered Him to

live,"—which is a natural sequel in Hofmann's case to his false

assumption, that the passion described in ch. liii. was merely

the culminating point in the sufferings which the Servant was

called to endure as a prophet, whereas the prophet falls into the

background here behind the sacrifice and the priest,—we should

no doubt have one scriptural testimony less to support the

satisfactio vicaria} But if we adopt the following rendering,

which is the simplest, and the one least open to exception : if

His soul offered (placed, i.e. should have placed; cf. Job xiv. 14,

si mortuus fuerit) an ''dshdm,—it is evident that 'dshdm has

here a sacrificial meaning, and indeed a very definite one, inas-

much as the 'dshdm (the trespass-offering) was a sacrifice, the

character of which was very sharply defined. It is self-evident,

however, that the 'dshdm paid by the soul of the Servant must

consist in the sacrifice of itself, since He pays it by submitting

to a violent death ; and a sacrifice presented by the nephesh (the

soul, the life, the very self) must be not only one which pro-

^ In the first edition of Hofmann's Schriffbeweis (i. 2, 137), in -which

he regarded tarnn as addressed to God, he set aside the orthodox view with

the remark, that God Himself makes good the injury that men have done

to Him by giving up the life of His Servant. In the second edition (i. 2,

208) he supposes the people to be addressed, and it is therefore the people

who make the Servant's life an 'dshdm. The first edition contained the

following correct definition oi'dshdm: "In general, it denotes what one

person pays to make good an injury done by him to another." Thfe ex-

position which follows above will show how we are forced to adopt the

orthodox view, if we adhere to this definition and regard the Servant Him-

self as presenting the 'dshdm.
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ceeds from itself, but one which consists in itsell. If, then, we

would understand the point of view in which the self-sacrifice

of the Servant of God is placed when it is called an 'dshdm, we

must notice very clearly the characteristic distinction between

this kind of sacrifice and every other. Many of the ritual

distinctions, however, may be indicated superficially, inasmuch

as they have no bearing upon the present subject, where we

have to do with an antitypical and personal sacrifice, and not

with a typical and animal one. The 'usJtdin was a sanctissimum,

like that of the sin-offering (Lev. vi. 10, 17, and xiv. 13), and

according to Lev. vii. 7 there was " one law" for them both.

This similarity in the treatment was restricted simply to the

fact, that the fat portions of the trespass-offering, as well as

of the sin-offering, were placed upon the altar, and that the

remainder, as in the case of those sin-offerings the blood of

which was not taken into the interior of the holy place, was

assigned to the priests and to the male members of the priestly

families (see Lev. vi. 22, vii. 6). There were the following

points of contrast, however, between these two kinds of sacrifice:

(1.) The material of the sin-offerings varied considerably, consist-

ing sometimes of a bullock, sometimes of a pair of doves, and

even of meal without oil or incense; whereas the trespass-offering

always consisted of a ram, or at any rate of a male sheep. (2.) The
choice of the victim, and the course adopted with its blood, was

regulated in the case of the sin-offering according to the condi-

tion of the offerer ; but in the case of the trespass-offering they

were neither of them affected by this in the slightest degree.

(3.) Sin-offerings were presented by the congregation, and upon
holy days, whereas trespass-offerings were only presented by
individuals, and never upon holy days. (4.) In connection with

the trespass-offering there was none of the smearing of the

blood (nHJimdh) or of the sprinkling of the blood (liazza'dli)

connected with the sin-offering, and the pouring out of the

blood at the foot of the altar {sKpliikhdli) is never mentioned.

The ritual for the blood consisted purely in the swinging out

of the blood {s^nqdh), as in the case of the whole offering and
of the peace-offerings. There is only one instance in which

the blood of the trespass-offering is ordered to be smeared, viz.

upon certain portions of the body of the leper (Lev. xiv. 14),

for which the blood of the sin-offering that was to be applied
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exclusively to the altar could not be used. And in general we
find that, in the case of the trespass-offering, instead of the

altar-ritual, concerning which the law is very brief (Lev. vii.

1-7), other acts that are altogether peculiar to it are brought

prominently into the foreground (Lev. v. 14 sqq. ; Num. v.

5-8). These are all to be accounted for from the fact that a

trespass-offering was to be presented by the man who had un-

intentionally laid hands upon anything holy, e.g. the tithes or

first-fruits, or who had broken any commandment of God " in

ignorance" (if indeed this is to be taken as the meaning of the

expression " and wist it not" in Lev. v. 17-19) ; also by the man
who had in any way defrauded his neighbour (which was re-

garded as unfaithfulness towards Jehovah), provided he antici-

pated it by a voluntary confession,—this included the violation

of another's conjugal rights in the case of a bondmaid (Lev.

xix. 20-22) ; also by a leper or a Nazarite defiled by contact

with a corpse, at the time of their purification, because their

uncleanness involved the neglect and interruption of the duties

of worship which they were bound to observe. Wherever a

material restitution was possible, it was to be made with the

addition of a fifth ; and in the one case mentioned in Lev. xix.

20-22, the trespass-offering was admissible even after a judicial

punishment had been inflicted. But in every case the guilty

person had to present the animal of the trespass-offering " ac-

cording to thy valuation, O priest, in silver shekels," i.e. accord-

ing to the priest's taxation, and in holy coin. Such was the

prominence given to the person of the priest in the ritual of

the trespass-offering. In the sin-offering the priest is always

the representative of the offerer ; but in the trespass-offering

he is generally the representative of God. The trespass-offer-

ing was a restitution or compensation made to God in the

person of the priest, a payment or penance which made amends

for the wrong done, a satisfactio in a disciplinary sense. And
this is implied in the name : for just as HK^n denotes first the

sin, then the punishment of the sin and the expiation of the

sin, and hence the sacrifice which cancels the sin ; so 'dshdm

signifies first the guilt or debt, then the compensation or

penance, and hence (cf. Lev. v. 15) the sacrifice which dis-

charges the debt or guilt, and sets the man free. Every species

of sacrifice had its own primary idea. The fundamental idea
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of the "oldh (burnt-offering) was oblatio, or the offering of

worship ; that of the sh'ldmim (peace-offerings), conciliatio, or

the knitting of fellowship ; that of the minchdh (meat-offering),

donatio, or sanctifying consecration ; that of the chattd'th' (sin-

offering), expiatio, or atonement ; that of the 'dshdm (trespass-

offering), mulcta (satisfactio), or a compensatory payment. The

self-sacrifice of the Servant of Jehovah may be presented under

all these points of view. It is the complete antitype, the truth,

the object, and the end of all the sacrifices. So far as it is the

antitype of the " whole offering," the central point in its anti-

typical character is to be found in the offering of His entire

personality (prpoatfiopa tov amfiaro^, Heb. x. 10) to God for a

sweet smelling savour (Eph. v. 2) ; so far as it is the antitype

of the sin-offering, in the shedding of His blood (Heb. ix. 13,

14), the « blood of sprinkling" (Heb. xii. 24 ; 1 Pet. i. 2) ; so

far as it is the antitype of the sh'ldmim, and especially of the

passover, in the sacramental participation in His one self-sacri-

fice, which He grants to us in His courts, thus applying to us

His own redeeming work, and confirming our fellowship of

peace with God (Heb. xiii. 10 ; 1 Oor. v. 7), since the sliHdmim

derive their name from shdlom, pax, communio ; so far as it is

the antitype of the trespass-offering, in the equivalent rendered

to the justice of God for the sacrileges of our sins. The idea

of compensatory payment, which Hofmann extends to the

whole sacrifice, understanding by kipper the covering of the

guilt in the sense of a debt (debitum), is peculiar to the 'dshdm

;

and at the same time an idea, which Hofmann cannot find in

the sacrifices, is expressed here in the most specific manner,

viz. that of satisfaction demanded by the justice of God, and

of poena outweighing the guilt contracted (cf. nirtsdh, ch. xl.

2) ; in other words, the idea of satisfactio vicaria in the sense

of Anselm is brought out most distinctly here, where the soul

of the Servant of God is said to present such an atoning sacri-

fice for the whole, that is to say, where He offers Himself as

such a sacrifice by laying down the life so highly valued by

God (ch. xhi. 1, xlix. 5). As the verb most suitable to the

idea of the 'dshdm the writer selects the verb slm, which is

generally used to denote the giving of a pledge (Job xvii. 3),

and is therefore the most suitable word for every kind of satis-

factio that represents a direct solutio. The apodoses to " if His
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soul shall have paid the penalty (poenam or mulctamy are ex-

pressed in the future, and therefore state what would take

place when the former should have been done. He should see

posterity (yid. Gen. 1. 23 ; Job xlli. 16), i.e. should become

possessed of a large family of descendants stretching far and

wide. The reference here is to the new " seed of Israel," the

people redeemed by Him, the church of the redeemed out of

Israel and all nations, of which He would lay the foundation.

Again, He should live long days, as He says in Eev. i. 18, "J
was dead ; and, behold, I am alive for evermore."^ Thirdly,

the pleasure of Jehovah should prosper " in His hand," i.e.

through the service of His mediation, or (according to the

primary meaning of tsdlach) should go on advancing inces-

santly, and pressing on to the final goal. His self-sacrifice,

therefore, merely lays the foundation for a progressively self-

realizing " pleasure of the Lord," i.e. (cf. ch. xliv. 28) for the

realization of the purpose of God according to His determinate

counsel, the fuller description of which we had in ch. xlii. and

xlix., where it was stated that He should be the mediator of a

new covenant, and the restorer of Israel, the light of the Gen-

tiles and salvation of Jehovah even to the ends of the earth.

This great work of salvation lies as the great object of His

calling in the hand of the deceased and yet eternally living One,

and goes on victoriously through His mediation. He now reaps

the fruit of His self-sacrifice in a continuous priestly course.

Ver. 11. "Because of the travail of His soul, He will see, and

be refreshed; through His knowledge will He procure justice,

my righteous servant, for the many, and will take their iniquities

upon Himself." The prophecy now leaves the standpoint of

Israel's retrospective acknowledgment of the long rejected Ser-

vant of God, and becomes once more the prophetic organ of

God Himself, who acknowledges the servant as His own. The

min of *"??!!? might be used here in its primary local significa-

tion, "far away from the trouble" (as in Job xxi. 9, for

example) ; or the temporal meaning which is derived from the

^ Knobel observes here :
" The statement that a person &st offers

himself as a trespass-offermg, and then still lives for a long time, and still

continues working, is a very striking one ;
but it may be explained on the

ground that the offerer is a plurality." But how are we to explain the

striking expression in our creed, " rose again from the dead ?"
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local would be also admissible, viz. " from the time of the

trouble," i.e. immediately after it (as in Ps. Ixxiii. 20) ; but

the causal sense is the most natural, viz. on account of, in

consequence of (as in Ex. ii. 23), which not only separates

locally and links together temporarily, but brings into intimate

connection. The meaning therefore is, "In consequence of the

trouble of His soul (i.e. trouble experienced not only in His

body, but into the inmost recesses of His soul). He will see,

satisfy Himself." Hitzig supplies 31133 (Jer. xxix. 32) ; Knobel

connects 'iP^VI'^, in opposition to the accents (like A. S. Th.

ilxTrKrj<r6riiTerai ev rf} lyvmcrei avrov), thus : " He looks at His

prudent work, and has full satisfaction therewith." But there

is nothing to supply, and no necessity to alter the existing

punctuation. The second verb receives its colouring from the

first ; the expression " He will see, will satisfy Himself," being

equivalent to " He will enjoy a satisfying or pleasing sight

"

(cf. Ps. xvii. 15), whicli will consist, as ver. 106 clearly shows,

in the successful progress of the divine work of salvation, of

which He is the Mediator. injJia belongs to p^"^^. as the medium
of setting right (cf. Prov. xi. 9). This is connected with p in

the sense of "procure justice," like ? f<S"i (ch. vi. 10) ; -> n''3n in

ch. xiv. 3, xxviii. 12 (cf. Dan. xi. 33, ? r^i^, to procure intelli-

gence; Gen. xlv. 7, ? n^ni], to prolong life,—a usage which leads

on to the Aramaean combination of the dative with the accusa-

tive, e.g. Job xxxvii. 18, compai'e v. 2). Tsaddlq 'ablidi do not

stand to one another in the relation of a proper name and a

noun in apposition, as Plofmann thinks, nor is this expression

to be interpreted according to 1)^ llPBl] (Ges. § 113) ; but " a

righteous man, my servant," with the emphatic prominence

given to the attribute (cf. ch. x. 30, xxiii. 12, Ps. Ixxxix. 51), is

equivalent to " my righteous servant." But does "inj?in mean
per cogniiionem siti, or per cognitionem suam ? The former

gives a sense which is both doctrinally satisfying and prac-

tically correct : the Righteous One makes others partakers of

righteousness, through their knowledge of Him, His person,

and His work, and (as the biblical V^l, which has reference not

only to the understanding, but to personal experience also,

clearly signifies) through their entrance into living fellowship

with Him. Nearly all the commentators, who understand by

the servant of God the Divine Eedeemer, give the preference
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to this explanation {e.g. Vitringa, Hengstenberg, and Stier).

But the meaning preferred is not always the correct one. The
subjective rendering of the suffix (cf. Prov. xxii. 17) is favoured

by Mai. ii. 7, where it is said that "the priest's lips should keep

da'atli (knowledge) ;" by Dan. xii. 3, where faithful teachers are

called matsdlqe hdrdbblm (they that turn many to righteous-

ness) ; and by ch. xi. 2, according to which " the spirit of

knowledge " (rudch da'ath) is one of the seven spirits that de-

scend upon the sprout of Jesse ; so that " knowledge" (da'ath)

is represented as equally the qualification for the priestly, the

prophetic, and the regal calling. It is a very unseemly remark,

therefore, on the part of a modern commentator, when he

speaks of the subjective knowledge of the Servant as " halting

weakly behind in the picture, after His sacrificial death has

already been described." We need only recal to mind the

words of the Lord in Matt. xi. 27, which are not only recorded

both by the synoptists and by John, but supported by testi-

moay outside the Gospels also : " No man knoweth the Son, but

the Father ; neither knoweth any man the Father, save the Son,

and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal Him." Let us

remember also, that the Servant of Jehovah, whose priestly

mediatorial work is unfolded before us here in ch. liii., upon

the ground of which He rises to more tlian regal glory (ch. Hi.

15, compare liii. 12), is no otlier than He to whom His God has

given the tongue of the learned, "to know how to speak a word

in season to him that is weary, i.e. to raise up the weary and

heavy laden" (ch. 1. 4). He knows God, with whom He
stands in loving fellowship ; He knows the counsels of His

love and the will of His grace, in the fulfilment of which His

own life ascends, after having gone down into death and come

forth from death ; and by virtue of this knowledge, which rests

upon His own truest and most direct experience, He, the

righteous Or.e, will help "the many," i.e. the great mass

{kdrabbim as in Dan. ix. 27, xi. 33, 39, xii. 3 ; cf. Ex. xxiii. 2,

where rablvn is used in the same sense without the article),

hence all His own nation, and beyond that, all mankind (so far

as they were susceptible of salvation; = rot? ttoXXo??, Eom.

V. 19, cf. ttoKKSsv, Matt. xxvi. 28), to a right state of life and

conduct, and one that should be well-pleasing to God. The

primary reference is to the righteousness of faith, which is the

VOL. IIv T
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consequence of justification on the ground of His atoning work,

when this is telievingly appropriated ; but the expression also

includes that righteousness of life, which springs by an inward

necessity out of those sanctifying powers, that are bound up

with the atoning work which we have made our own (see Dan.

ix. 24). The ancients recognised this connection between the

justitia fidei et vitce better than many of the moderns, who look

askance at the Komish justitia infusa, and therewith boast of

advancing knowledge. Because our righteousness has its roots

in the forgiveness of sins, as an absolutely unmerited gift of

grace without works, the prophecy returns once more from the

justifying work of the Servant of God to His sin-expunging

work as the basis of all righteousness : " He shall bear their

iniquities." This yisbol (He shall bear), which stands along

with futures, and therefore, being also future itself, refers to

something to be done after the completion of the work to which

He is called in this life (with which Hofmann connects it),

denotes the continued operation of His s'bhdldm (ver. 4),

through His own active mediation. His continued lading of

our trespasses upon Himself is merely the constant presence

and presentation of His atonement, which has been offered once

for all. The dead yet living One, because of His one self-

sacrifice, is an eternal Priest, who now lives to distribute the

blessings that He has acquired.

The last reward of His thus working after this life for the

salvation of sinners, and also of His work in this life upon
which the former is founded, is victorious dominion. Ver. 12.

" Therefore I give Him aportion among the great, and with strong

ones will He divide spoil; because He has poured out His soul

into death: and He let Himself be reckoned among transgressors;

whilst He bare the sin of many, and made intercession for the

transgressors." IThe promise takes its stand between humiliation

and exaltation, and rests partly upon the working of the exalted

One, and partly upon the doing and suffering of One who was
so ready to sacrifice Himself.) Luther follows the LXX. and
Vulgate, and adopts the rendering, " Therefore will I give

Him a great multitude for booty;" and Havernick, Stier, and
others adopt essentially the same rendering, " Therefore will I

apportion to Him the many." But, as Job xxxix. 17 clearly

shows, this clause can only mean, " Therefore will I give Him
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a portion in the many." If, however, chilUq b' means to have

a portion in anything, and not to give the thing itself as a por-

tion, it is evident that hdrabblm here are not the many, but the

great ; and this is favoured by the parallel clause. The ideas

of greatness and force, both in multitude and might, are bound

up together in rabh and 'dtsum (see ch. viii. 7), and the context

only can decide which rendering is to be adopted when these

ideas are separated from one another. What is meant by
" giving a portion bdrabbim," is clearly seen from such passages

as ch. lii. 15, xlix. 7, according to which the great ones of the

earth will be brought to do homage to Him, or at all eVents to

submit to Him. The second clause is rendered by Luther,

" and He shall 'have the strong for a prey." This is at any

rate better than the rendering of the LXX. and Vulgate, " et

fortium dividet spolia" But Prov. xvi. 19 shows that DX is a

preposition. Strong ones surround Him, and fight along with

Him. The reference here is to the people of which it is said

in Ps. ex. 3, " Thy people are thorough devotion in the day of

Thy power ;" and this people, which goes with Him to battle,

and joins with Him in the conquest of the hostile powers of

the world (Rev. xix. 14), also participates in the enjoyment of

the spoils of His victory. With this victorious sway is He
rewarded, because He has poured out His soul unto death,

having not only exposed His life to death, but " poured out

"

(lie'erdh, to strip or empty, or pour clean out, even to the very

last remnant) His life-blood into death (lammdveili like the

Lamed in Ps. xxii. 16), and also because He has suffered Him-

self to be reckoned with transgressors, i.e. numbered among

them (niph. tolerativuni), namely, in the judgment of His

countrymen, and in the unjust judgment (mishpdt) by which

He was delivered up to death as a wicked apostate and trans-

gressor of the law. With NWl there is attached to D''JfB'a-n^^^'l

njDJ (He was numbered with the transgressors), if not in a

subordinate connection (like Kini in ver. 5 ; compare ch. x. 7),

the following antithesis : 'lie submitted cheerfully to the death

of a sinner, and yet He was no sinner, but " bare the sin of

many (cf, Heb. ix. 28), and made intercession for the trans-

gressors.y Many adopt the rendering, "and He takes away

the sin of many, and intervenes on behalf of the transgressors."

But in this connection the preterite NB'J can only relate to some-
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thing antecedent to the foregoing future, so that 5?''iS^ denotes a

connected past ; and thus have the LXX. and Vulg. correctly

rendered it. Just as 3 ysan in ver. 6b signifies to cause to fall

upon a person, so in Jer. xv. 11 it signifies to make one ap-

proach another (in supplication). Here, however, as in ch. lix.

16, the hiphil is not a causative, but has the intensive force of

the kal, viz. to press forward with entreat}', hence to intercede

(with a Lamed of the person on whose behalf it occurs). Ac-

cording to the cons, temporum, the reference is not to the inter-

cession (eVreuft?) of the glorified ,One, but to that of the suffering

One, on behalf of His foes. Every word stands here as if

written beneath the cross on Golgotha. And this is the case

with the clause before us, which was fulfilled (though not exclu-

sively) in the prayer of the crucified Saviour: " Father, forgive

them ; for they know not what they do " (Luke xxiii. 34).

" The prophetic view," says Oehler, who agrees with us in

the general opinion that the idea of the Servant of Jehovah has

three distinct stages, " ascends in these discourses step by step,

as it were, from the one broad space covered by the foundation-

walls of a cathedral up to the very summit with its giddy height,

on which the cross is planted ; and the nearer it reaches the

summit, the more conspicuous do the outlines of the cross

itself become, until at last, when the summit is reached, it rests

in peace, having attained what it desired when it set its foot

upon the first steps of the temple tower." There is something

very striking in this figure. Here, in the very centre of this

book of consolation, we find the idea of the Servant of Jehovah

at the very summit of its ascent. It has reached the goal. The
Messianic idea, which was hidden in the general idea of the

nation regarded as " the servant of Jehovah," has gradually

risen up in the most magnificent metamorphosis from the

depths in which it was thus concealed. And this fusion has

generated what was hitherto altogether strange to the figure of

the Messiah, viz. the unio mystica capitis et corporis. Hitherto

Israel has appeared simply as the nation governed by the

Messiah, the army -uhich He conducted into battle, the com-
monwealth ordered by Him. But now, in the person of the

Servant of Jehovah, we see Israel itself in personal self-mani-

festation : the idea of Israel is fully realized, and the true

nature of Israel shines forth in all its brilliancy. Israel is
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the tody, and He the head, towering above it. Another

element, with which we found the Messianic idea enriched

even before ch. liii., was the munus triplex. As early as

eh. vii.-xii. the figure of the Messiah stood forth as the

figure of a King ; but the Prophet like unto Moses, promised

in Deut. sviii. 15, was still wanting. But, according to ch.

xlii., xlix., 1., the servant of Jehovah is first a prophet, and as

the proclaimer of a new law, and the mediator of a new cove-

nant, really a second Moses ; at the close of the work appointed

Him, however. He receives the homage of kings, whilst, as

ch. liii. clearly shows, that self-sacrifice lies between, on the

ground of which He rules above as a Priest after the order of

Melchizedek,—in other words, a Priest and also a King. From
this point onward there are added to the Messianic idea the

further elements of the status duplex and the satisfactio vicaria.

David was indeed the type of the twofold state of his antitype,

inasmuch as it was through suffering that he reached the

throne ; but where have we found, in all the direct Messianic

prophecies anterior to this, the suffering path of the Ecce Homo
even to the grave I But the Servant of Jehovah goes through

shame to glory, and through death to life. He conquers when

He falls ; He rules after being enslaved ; He lives after He
has died ; He completes His work after He Himself has been

apparently cut off. His glory streams upon the dark ground of

the deepest humiliation, to set forth which the dark colours were

supplied by the pictures of suffering contained in the Psalms

and in the book of Job. And these sufferings of His are

not merely the sufferings of a confessor or a martyr, like those

of the ecclesia pressa, but a vicarious atoning suffering, a sacri-

fice for sin. To this the chapter before us returns again and

again, being never tired of repeating it. " Spiritus Sanctus"

says Brentius, " non delectatur inani ^aTT6\ojia, et tamen quum

in hoc cap. videatur ^arToXoyo^ koI ravToXoyo^esse, dubium non

est, quin tractet rem cognitu maxime necessariam." The banner

of the cross is here set up. The curtain of the most holy is

lifted higher and higher. The blood of the typical sacrifice,

which has been hitherto dumb, begins to speak. Faith, which

penetrates to the true meaning of the prophecy, hopes on not

only for the Lion of the tribe of Judah, but also for the Lamb
of God, which beareth the sin of the world. And in pro-
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phecy itself we see the after-effect of this gigantic advance.

Zechariah no longer prophesies of the Messiah merely as a

king (ch. vi. 13) ; He not only rules upon His throne, but is

also a priest upon His throne : sovereignty and priesthood go

hand in hand, being peacefully united in Him. And in Zech.

xii. 13 the same prophet predicts in Him the good Divine

Shepherd, whom His people pierce, though not without thereby

fulfilling the counsel of God, and whom they afterwards long

for with bitter lamentation and weeping. The penitential and

believing confession which would then be made by Israel is

prophetically depicted by Isaiah's pen—"mourning in bitter

sorrow the lateness of its love."

SIXTH PEOPHHCY.—Chap, liv,

THE GLOET OF JERUSALEM, THE CHURCH OF THE SERVANTS

OF JEHOVAH.

After the " Servant of God" has expiated the sin of His

people by the sacrifice of Himself, and Israel has acknowledged

its fault in connection with the rejected One, and entered into

the possession and enjoyment of the salvation procured by Him,

the glory of the church, which has thus become a partaker of

salvation through repentance and faith, is quite ready to burst

forth. Hence the prophet can now exclaim, ver. 1 : " Exult,

barren one, thou that didst not bear ; break forth into exulting, and

cry aloud, thou that didst not travail with child : for there are more

children of the solitary one than children of the married wife, saith

Jehovah" The words are addressed to Jerusalem, which was a

counterpart of Sarah in her barrenness at first, and her fruit-

fulness afterwards (ch. li. 1-3). She is not ^!?^l X? nnijy (Job

xxiv. 21), but rrh\ vh mijv. (Judg. xiii. 2) ; not indeed that she

had never had any children, but during her captivity and exile

she had been robbed of her children, and as a holy city had
given birth to no more (ch. xlix. 21). She was sJwmemdh,

rendered solitary (2 Sam. xiii. 20 ; the allusion is to her de-

popidation as a city), whereas formerly she was ^wa, i.e.

enjoyed the fellowship of Jehovah her husband (ba'al). But
this condition would not last (for Jehovah had not given her
a divorce) : she was therefore to exult and shout, since the
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number of children which she would now have, as one desolate

and solitary, would be greater than the number of those which

she had as a married wife.

With this prospect before her, even her dwelling-place

would need enlarging. Ver. 2. " Enlarge the space of thy tent,

and let them stretch out the curtains of thy habitations ; forlnd

not! lengthen thy cordsj andfasten thy plugs'' She is to widen

out the space inside her tent, and they (113^ has no definite sub-

ject, which is often the case where some subordinate servant is

to be thought of) are to spread out far and wide the coverings

of the framework of her dwelling, which is called mishMnoth

(in the plural) on account of its roominess and magnificence

:

she is not to forbid it, thinking in her weakness of faith, " It is

good enough as it is ; it would be too large." The cords whic}i

hold up the walls, she is to lengthen ; and the plugs, to which

the cords are fastened, she is to ram fast into the earth : the

former because the tent (i.e. the holy city, Jer. xxxi. 38-40,

and the dwelling-place of the church generally, ch. xxvi. 15)

has to receive a large number of inhabitants; the latter be-

cause it will not be broken up so soon again (ch. xxxiii. 20).

The reason why the tent is to be so large and strong is

given in ver. 3 : " For thou wilt hreah forth on the right and on

, the left ; and thy seed will take possession of nations, and they

will people desolate cities." " On the right and on the left" is

equivalent to "on the south and north" (Ps. Ixxxix. 13, the

speaker being supposed to have his face turned towards the

east : compare the . Sanscrit apdn, situated at the back, i.e.

towards, the west). We must supply both west and east, since

the promises contained in such passages as Gen. xv. 18-21

remained unfulfilled even in the age of David and Solon;ion.

Jerusalem will now spread out, and break through all her

former bounds (pdrats is used in the same sense in Gen.

xxviii. 14) ; and her seed (i.e. the seed acquired by the Servant

of Jehovah, the dead yet eternally living One, the a-Kepfia,

whose a-irepfw, He Himself is) will take possession of nations

(ydrash, ydresh, capessere, occupare ; more especially Kk'qpovo-

fieiv, syn. ndchal); and they (i.e. the children born to her) will

people desolate cities {hosMbh, the causative of ydshabh, to be

inhabited, ch. xiii. 20). Thus will the promise be fulfilled, that

" the meek shall inherit the earth,"—a promise not confined to
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the Preacher on the mount, but found also in Ps. xxxvii. 9-11,

and uttered by our own prophet in ch. Ix. 21, Ixv. 9.

The encouraging promise is continued in ver. 4 : " Fear

not, for thou wilt not be put to shame; and hid defiance to

reproach, for thou wilt not blush : no, thou wilt forget the shame

of thy youth, and wilt no more remember the reproach of thy

widowhood!' Now that redemption was before the door, Israel

was not to fear any more, or to be overcome (as the niphal

nikhlam implies) by a feeling of the shame consequent upon

her state of punishment, or so to behave herself as to leave no

room for hope. For a state of things was about to commence,

in which she would have no need to be ashamed (on bosh and

chdpher or hechpir, see vol. i. p. 108, note), but which, on the

contrary ("B, imo, as in ch. x. 7, Iv. 9), would be so glorious

that she would forget the shame of her youth, i.e. of the Egyp-

tian bondage, in which the national community of Israel was

still but like a virgin Qalmdh), who entered into a betrothal

when redeemed by Jehovah, and became His youthful wife

through a covenant of love (ehe = b'rith) when the law was
given at Sinai (Jer. ii. 2 ; Ezek. xvi. 60) ; so glorious indeed,

that she would never again remember the shame of her widow-

hood, i.e. of the Babylonian captivity, in which she, the wife

whom Jehovah had taken to Himself, was like a widow whose

husband had died.

It was no real widowhood, however, but only an apparent

one (Jer. li. 5), for the husband of Jerusalem was living still.

Ver. 5. " For thy husband is thy Creator ; Jehovah of hosts is

His name ; and thy Redeemer the Holy One of Israel ; God of

the whole earth is He called" The plurals ^vW and ^'.VV (see

at ch. xxii. 11) are to be explained from the plural 'Fldhlm,

which is connected with plural attributes in Josh. xxiv. 19,

1 Sam. xvii. 26, Ps. Iviii. 12 (compare 1''D''"iD in ch. x. 15),

and with plural predicates in Gen. xx. 13, xxxv. 7, and 2 Sam.
vii. 23. By such expressions as these, which represent all

the plurality of the divine nature as inherent in the One, the

religion of revelation, both Israelitish and Christian, exhibits

itself as embodying all that is true in polytheism. He who
has entered into the relation of husband to Jerusalem (^vVil,

not ^^?V?> ch. i. 3) is the very same through whom she first

came into existence, the God whose bidding the heavenly.
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hosts obey ; and the Eedeemer of Jerusalem, the Holy One of

Israel, is called the God of the whole earth, and therefore has

both the power and the means to help her, as prompted by the

relation of love which exists between them.

And this relation He now renews. Ver. 6. " For Jehovah

calleth thee as a wife forsaken and burdened loith sorrow, and as

a wife of youth, when once she is despised, saith thy God." The
verb N"iiJ, which is the one commonly used in these prophecies

to denote the call of grace, on the ground of the election of

grace, is used here to signify the call into tliat relation, which

did indeed exist before, but had apparently been dissolved.

^JXip is used here out of pause (cf. ch. Ix. 9) ; it stands, how-

ever, quite irregularly for the form in ekh, which is the one

commonly employed (Judg. iv. 20 ; Ezek. xxvii. 26). " And
as a wife :" HB'SI is equivalent to Jlt?'?5?l. The hypothetical

DXen '3 belons;s to the figure. Jehovah calls His church back

to Himself, as a husband takes back the wife he loved in his

youth, even though he may once have been angry with her.

It is with intention that the word npsna is not used. The
future (imperfect) indicates what partially happens, but does

not become an accomplished or completed fact : He is dis-

pleased with her, but He has not cherished aversion or hatred

towards her.

Thus does Jehovah's displeasure towards Jerusalem pass

quickly away ; and all the more intense is the manifestation of

love which follows His merely momentary anger. Vers. 7, 8.

" For a small moment have Iforsaken thee, and with great mercy

will I gather thee. In an effusion of anger I hid my face from

thee for a moment, and with everlasting grace I have compassion

upon thee, saith Jehovah thy Eedeemer." " For a small moment"

carries us to the time of the captivity, which was a small moment

in comparison with the duration of the tender and merciful love,

with winch Jehovah once more received the church into His

fellowship in the person of its members. V?"! in ver. 8a is not

an adverb, meaning momentarily, as in ch. xlvii. 9, but an accu-

sative of duration, signifying a single moment long. Ketseph

signifies wrath regarded as an outburst (fragor), like the

violence of a storm or a clap of thunder; shetseph, which

rhymes with it, is explained by A. Schultens, after the Arabic,

as signifying durum et asperum esse : and hence the rendering
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adopted by Hitzig, " in hard harshness." But this yields no

antithesis to " everlasting kindness," which requires that shetsepJi

should be rendered in some way that expresses the idea of some-

thing transitory or of short duration. The earlier translators

felt this, when, like the LXX. for example, they adopted the

rendering iv 6vfiS> fiiKpm, and others of a similar kind ; and

Ibn Labrit, in his writing against Menahem b. Zeruk, who

gives chffrl, burning heat, as a gloss to shetseph, explains it by

tiVD (as Kimchi and others did afterwards). But, as Jakob Tam
correctly observes, " this makes the sense purely tautological."

In all probability, slidtsaph is a form allied to shdtaph, as

ndshabh (ch. xl. 7) is to ndshaph (ch. xl. 24), and qdmat (Job

xvi. 8) to qdmats, which stand in the same relation to one

another, so far as the sense is concerned, as bubbling over to

flowing over : so that the proper rendering would not be " in

the overflowing of glowing heat," as Umbreit thinks, which

would require ^"Hp
^^^'l (Prov. xxvii. 4), but in the gushing up

of displeasure, the overflowing of indignation (Meier). The
ketseph is only a shetseph, a vanishing moment (Jer. in nwmento

indignationis), when compared with the true feeling of Jehovah

towards Jerusalem, which is chesed 'oldra, everlasting kindness.

The ground of this '^ everlasting kindness " is given in

ver. 9 : " For it is now as at the waters of Noah, when I swore

that the waters of Noah should not overflow tlie earth any more ;

so have I sworn not to he wroth with thee, and not to threaten

thee'' The commencement of this verse has been a fluctuating

one from the earliest times. The Sept. reading is ''BD ; that of

the Targ., S., Jerome, Syriac, and Saad., "'»''3
; and even the

Codd. read sometimes "'??"'3, sometimes ''19''3 (compare Matt.

xxiv. 37, wa-irep al f)fiepai tov N&e, oSto)?, k.t.X.,—a passage

which appears to derive its shape from the one before us, with

the reading 'D"i3, and which is expounded in Luke xvii. 26).

If we read 'D''3, the word riNT must refer to the present, as the

turning-point between wrath and mercy ; but if we read 'D"^3,

nst denotes the pouring out of wrath in connection with the

captivity. Both readings are admissible ; and as even the

Septuagint, with its airo tov uSaro? (from the water), gives an

indirect support to the reading ''0''? as one word, this may
probably merit the preference, as the one best sustained. IK'X

is ubi, quum, as in Num. xx. 13, Ps. xcv. 9, etc., although it
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might also be taken as the correlate of the hen which follows,

as in Jer. xxxiii. 22 (cf. xlviii. 8) ; and in accordance with the

accents, we prefer the former. The present turning-point

resembles, in Jehovah's esteem, the days of Noah,—those days

in which He swore that a flood should not any more come upon

the earth {min as in ch. v. 6 and many other passages) : for

so does. He now confirm with an oath His fixed purpose that

no such judgment of wrath as that which has just been

endured shall ever fall upon Jerusalem again ("lyi denotes

threatening with a judicial word, which passes at once into

effect, as in ch. li. 20). Hendewerk has the following quibbling

remark here : " What the comparison with the flood is worth,

we may gather from the later history, which shows how soon the

new Jerusalem and the renovated state succumbed to the judicial

wrath of God again." To this we reply : (1.) That the prophecy

refers to the converted Israel of the last days, whose Jerusalem

will never be destroyed again. These last days appear to the

prophet, according to the general character of all prophecy, as

though linked on to the close of the captivity. For throughout

all prophecy, along with the far-sightedness imparted by the

Spirit, there was also a short-sightedness which the Spirit did

not remove; that is to say, the directly divine element of insight

into the future was associated with a human element of hope,.

which was nevertheless also indirectly divine, inasmuch as it

subserved the divine plan of salvation ; and this hope brought,

as it were, the far distant future into the closest proximity with

the troubled present. If, then, we keep this in mind, we shall

see that it was quite in order for the prophet to behold the final

future on the very edge of the present, and not to see the long

and undulating way between. (2.) The Israel which has been

plunged by the Romans into the present exile of a thousand

years is that part of the nation (Rom. xi. 25), which has thrust

away the eternal mercy and the unchangeable covenant of

peace ; but this rejection has simply postponed, and not pre-

vented, the full realization of the salvation promised to Israel

as a people. The covenant still exists, primarily indeed as an

offer on the part of Jehovah, so that it rests with Israel whether

it shall continue one-sided or not ; but all that is wanted on the

part of Israel is faith, to enable it to exchange the shifting soil

of its present exile for the rocky foundation of that covenant
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of peace which has encircled the ages since the captivity (see

Hag. ii. 9), as the covenant with Noah encircled those after

the flood with the covenant sign of the rainbow in the cloud.

Ver. 10. ^^ For the mo.intains may depart, and the hills may
shake ; my grace will 7iot depart from thee, and my covenant of

peace toill not shake, saith Jehovah who hath compassion on

thee." Jehovah's grace and covenant of peace (cf. Num.
XXV. 12) stand as firm as the mountains of God (Ps. xxxvi. 7),

without departing from Jerusalem (^?*'0 instead of the usual

TinSD) and without shaking ; and they will be fulfilled. This

fulfilment will not take place either by force or by enchant-

ment; but the church which is to be glorified must pass through

sufferings, until it has attained the form which answers to the

glory promised to it on oath. And this will also take place ; for

the old Jerusalem will come forth as a new one out of the

furnace of affliction. Vers. 11, 12. " thou afflicted, tossed

with tempest, not comforted, behold, I lay thy stones in stibium,

and lay thy foundations with sapjjhires ; and make thy minarets

of ruby, and thy gates into carbuncles, and all thy boundary into

jewels" At the present time the church, of which Jerusalem

is the metropolis, is sunk in misery, driven with tempest like

chaff of the threshing-floor (Hos. xiii. 3), without comfort ;

because till now it has waited in vain for any act of consolation

on the part of God, and has been scorned rather than com-

forted by man (iTiJJb is a, part, kal, not pual; and fipnj 3d pers.

prat, like natJJJ, ch. Ixii. 12, and nom, Hos. i. 6, IC'd). But
this will be altered ; Jerusalem will rise again from the dust,

like a glorious building of God. Jerome makes the following

apt remark on ver. lib: "in stibio, i.e. in the likeness of an

elegant woman, who paints her eyes with stibium; referring

to the beauty of the city." Pukh is eye-black (kohl, cf. kdchal,

Ezek. xxiii. 40), i.e. a sooty compound, the chief component of

which was powdered antimony, or else manganese or lead, and

with which oriental women coloured their eyebrows, and more
particularly the eyelids both above and below the eyes, that the

beauty of the latter might be all the more conspicuous (2 Kings
ix. 30). The classic ^C/co"?, fucus, has a meaning foreign to the

Hebrew word, viz. that of rouge for the cheeks. If, then,

stibium (antimony), or any blackening collyrlum generally,

served the purpose of mortar in the rebuilding of Jerusalem,
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the stones of its walls (not its foundation-stones, X?}^> which is

the reading adopted by Ewald, but, on the contrary, the visible

stones of its towering walls) would look like the eyes of a

woman shining forth from the black framework of their

painted lids, i.e. they would stand out in splendour from their

dark ground. The Beth in bassapplrim indicates the means

employed. Sapphires serve as foundation-stones, for the

foundation of Jerusalem stands as immoveably- firm as the

covenant of God. The sapphire blue is the colour of the

heaven, of revelation, and of the covenant. The s¥mdshoth,

however, i.e. the minarets which, stand out like rays of the sun,

and also the gates, have a red appearance. Red is the colour

of blood, and hence of life and of imperishableness ; also the

colour of fire, and of ligljtning, and hence of wrath and victory.

Jehovah makes the minarets of " ruby." The Sept. and

Jerome adopt the rendering iaspidem (a jasper) ; at any rate,

^b^3 (which is the proper way of writing the word : Ewald,

§ 48, c^) is a red sparkling jewel (from kidked; cf. kidod, scin-

tilla). The arches of the gates He forms of irnipx ijas, stones

of fiery splendour (from qddacli, to burn : hence qaddachath,

TTV/sfiTOs), that is to say, of carbuncle stones (from carhunculus,

a small red-hot coal), like ruby, garnet, etc. Jerome has

adopted the false rendering lapides sculptos, after Symm. \i6oi.

7X1/^^? (from nip= 'Tlp, Jindere?). The accusative of the

predicate 1313 is interchanged with mpH '':3S7, and then with

J'sn"iJ3Kp, to denote the materia eoa qua. The whole territory

(precinct) of Jerusalem is turned by Jehovah into precious

stones, that is to say, it appears to be paved with such stones,

just as in Tobit xiii. 17 the streets are said to be " paved with

beryl, and carbuncle, and stones of Ophir," i.e. to be covered

with a mosaic formed of precious stones. It is upon the

passage before us that Tobit xiii. 16, 17, and Eev. xxi. 18-21,

are founded. The motley colours of the precious stones, with

which the new Jerusalem is adorned, are something more than

* The first 3 is dagessatum, the second raphatum : see Norzi. The word

forms one of the eighteen which have a dagesh after a word ending with

a vowel sound (^t23D t62 NViT "^3 ]'<mi) - see Masora Magna on Dan.

T. 11, and Heidenheim's D^Dytan 'JSaCD) 41a. The object is to secure

greater euphony, as in B'lDaiSS (N?n), ch. x. 9, which is one of the

eighteen words.
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a mere childish fancy. Whence, then, do the precious stones

derive their charm? The ultimate ground of this charm is

the fact, that in universal nature everything presses to the

light, and that in the mineral world the jewels represent the

highest stage of this ascending process. It is the self-unfold-

ing process of the divine glory itself, which is reflected typo-

logically in the several gradations of the manifold play of

colours and the transparency of the precious stones. For this

reason, the high priest wore a breastplate with twelve precious

stones, upon which were the names of the twelve tribes of

Israel ; and for this same reason, the author of the Apocalypse

carries out into detail in ch. xxi. the picture of the new
Jerusalem, which is here sketched by the prophet of the Old

Testament (without distinguishing time from eternity), adding

crystals and pearls to the precious stones which he there men-

tions one by one. How can all this be explained, except on

the ground that even the mineral world reflects the glory of

those eternal lights from which God is called the " Father of

lights," or except on the assumption that the saints in light will

one day be able to translate these stony types into the words

of God, out of which they have their being ?

The outward glory of the city is only the manifestation,

which strikes the senses, of the spiritual glory of the church

dwelling therein. Ver. 13. '< And all thy children loill he the

learned of Jehovah ; and great the peace of thy children^ We
translate both halves of the verse as substantive clauses, al-

though they might be accusatives of both the object and pre-

dicate, dependent upon ''PfO^. 'H ''I'l'S? are disciples of Jehovah,

but, as in ch. 1. 4, with the subordinate idea of both docility and
learning. The children of Jerusalem will need no instruction

from man, but carry within them the teaching of heaven, as

those who are " taught of God " (hiZaKTol @eov, John vi. 45 ;

BeohihaKToi, 1 Thess. iv. 9). Essentially the same promise is

given in Joel iii. 1, 2, and Jer. xxxi. 34 ; and represented in

1 John ii. 20 (" Ye have the anointing of the Holy One, and
know all things") as already fulfilled. In the place of the

former inward and outward distress, there has now entered

shdlom, perfect inward and outward peace, complete salva-

tion, and blessedness as its result. 3"] is an adjective, for

this form cannot be shown to have existed as a syncopated
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third pers. 'prtet., like nB*, ''H (= ''l^n). The verse closes palin-

dromically.

In perfect keeping with this grace through righteousness,

Jerusalem will then stand firm and impregnable. Vers, 14, 15.

" Through righteousness wilt thou be fortified : be far from
anxiety, for thou hast nothing to fear ; andfrom terror, for it will

not come near thee. Behold, men crowd together in crowds ; my
will is not there. Who crowd together against thee ?—he shall fall

by thee." Both the thought and action of Jerusalem will be

righteousness then, and it will thereby acquire strength ; 'Jjian

is a pausal future hithpalel, with the D of the reflective opening

syllable assimilated (Ges. § 53, 2, b). With this reciprocal in-

fluence of its moral character and imparted glory, it can, and

is to keep far away from all thought of oppression and terror

;

for, through divine grace and a corresponding divine nature, it

has nothing to fear, jn (ver. 15a), when pointing to any trans-

action as possible (as, for example, in Job xii. 14, xxiii. 8),

acquires almost the significance of a conditional particle (Ewald,

§ 103, g). The equally hypothetical parallel clause is clothed in

the form of an interrogative. For the verb gur, the meaning
" to gather together " (related to 1??), more especially to join

together with hostile intention (cf. auvar/eaOat, Rev. xix. 19,

XX. 8), is sustained by Ps. Ivi. 7, lix. 4 ; and with nna, lacessere,

it has nothing to do (Hitzig and Ewald). '^Ifl^' has the force of

contra fe, as in the case of verbs of combat. The first apodosis

is this : " but it takes place entirely away from me," i.e. with-

out and against my will ; '•ni^*? == 'fl^P (as in ch. fix. 21), and

nniS = oris, are no sure signs of a later usage; for this alter-

nation of the two forms of ns is met with as early as Josh. xiv. 12.

The second apodosis is, " he will fall upon (or against) thee,"

or, as we should say, " founder," or " be wrecked." It is far

more likely that this is the meaning of the words, than that^

they mean «he will fall to thy lot " (^5? I'M, like \ ^SJ elsewhere,'

to fall to a person) ; for the context here is a totally different

one from ch. xlv. 14, and we look for nothing more than a

declaration of the utter failure and ruin of the undertaking.

Jerusalem will be thus invincible, because Jehovah, the

Almighty One, is its protector. Vers. 16, 17. "Behold, Ihave

treated the smith who bloweth the coal-fire, and brings to the light

It weapon according to his trade ; and I have created the destroyer
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to destroy. Every weapon formed against thee has no success,

and evgry tongue that cometh before the judgment with thee thou

wilt condemn. TIds the inheritance of the servants ofJehovah; and

tJieir righteousness from me, saith Jehovah." If Jehovah has

created the armourer, who forges a weapon Wtfj/DP (i.e. accord-

ing to his trade, or according to the thing he has to finish,

whether an arrow, or a sword, or ' a spear ; not " for his own
use," as Kimchi supposes), to be used in the hostile army

against Jerusalem, He has also created a destroyer (^3np) to

destroy. The very same creative might, to which the origin of

the weapon is to be traced as its primary cause, has opposed

to it beforehand a defender of Jerusalem. And as every

hostile weapon fails, Jerusalem, in the consciousness of its

divine right, will convict every accusing tongue as guilty and

deserving of utter condemnation Qt^y^ as in ch. 1. 9, cf. 1

Sam. xiv. 47, where it denotes the punishment of the guilty).

The epiphonem in ver. 17&, with the retrospective nxt and the

words "saith the Lord," which confirm the certainty of the

fulfilment, forms an unmistakeable close to the prophecy.

This is the position in which Jehovah has placed His servants

as heirs of the future salvation ; and this the righteousness

which they have received as His gift, and which makes them
strong within and victorious without. The individual idea of

the church, which we find elsewhere personified as " the servant

of Jehovah," equivalent to " the people in whose heart is my
law " (ch.li. 7), or " my people that have sought me" (ch. Ixv.

10), is here expanded into "the servants of Jehovah" (as in

ch. Ixv. 8, 9 ; compare ch. lix. 21 with ch. li. 16). But totally

different colours are employed in ch. Hi. 13-ch. liii. to depict

the exaltation of the one "Servant of Jehovah," from those

used here to paint the glory of the church of the " servants of

Jehovah,"—a proof that the ideas do not cover one another.

That which is the reward of suffering in the case of the former,

is the experience of divine mercy in that of the latter: it becomes
a partaker of the salvation purchased by the other. The one
" Servant of Jehovah" is the heart of the church, in which the

crisis which bursts forth into life is passing ; the righteousness

of the "servants of Jehovah" is the fruit of the suffex'ings

of this one "Servant of Jehovah," who is Himself pns and
P'''\)sa. He is the Mediator of all the salvation of the
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church. He is not only its " head," but its " fuhiess

"

{ifKrjpufid) also.

SEVENTH PROPHECY.—Chap. lv.

COME AND TAKE THE SURE SALVATION OF JEHOVAH.

All things are ready ; the guests are invited ; and nothing

is required of them except to come. Vers. 1, 2. "Alas, all ye

thirsty ones, come ye to the water; and ye that have no silver, come

ye, buy, and eat ! Yea, come, buy wine and milk without money
and without payment! Wherefore do ye weigh silver for that

which is not bread, and the result of your labour for that which

satisfeth not f hearken ye to me, and eat the good, and let

your soul delight itself in fat." Hitzig and Knobel understand

by water, wine, and milk, the rich material blessings which

awaited the exiles on their return to their fatherland, whereas

they were now paying tribute and performing service in Babylon

without receiving anything in return. But the prophet was

acquainted with something higher than either natural water

(ch. xliv. 3, cf. xli. 17) or natural wine (ch. sxv. 6). He
knew of an eating and drinking which reached beyond the

mere material enjoyment (ch. Ixv. 13) ; and the expression

'n 3113, whilst it includes material blessings (Jer. xxxi. 12), is

not exhausted by them (ch. Ixiii. 7, cf. Ps. xxvii. 13), just as

Jjynn in ch. Iviii. 14 (cf. Ps. xxxvii. 4, 11) does not denote a

feeling of worldly, but of spiritual joy. Water, wine, and

milk, as the fact that water is placed first clearly shows, are

not the produce of the Holy Land, but figurative representations

of spiritual revival, recreation, and nourishment (cf. 1 Pet. ii.2,

" the sincere milk of the word "). The whole appeal is framed

accordingly. When Jehovah summons the thirsty ones of His

people to come to the water, the summons must have reference

to something more than the water to which a shepherd leads

his flock. And as buying without money or any other medium

of exchange is an idea which neutrahzes itself in the sphere of

natural objects, wine and milk are here blessings and gifts of

divine grace, which are obtained by grace (^dpcri, gratis),

their reception being dependent upon nothing but a sense of

need, and a readiness to accept the blessings offered. Again,

VOL. II. z
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the use of the verb 113B', which is confined in other passages to

the purchase of cereals, is a sufficient proof that the reference is

not to natural objects, but to such objects as could properly be

compared to cereals. The bread and other provisions,which Israel

obtained in its present state of punishment, are called "not

bread," and " not serving to satisfy," because that which truly

satisfies the soul comes from above, and being of no earthly

nature, is to be obtained by those who are the most destitute of

earthly supplies. Can any Christian reader fail to recal, when

reading the invitation in ver. 1, the words of the parable in

Matt. xxii. 4, "All things are now ready?" And does not

ver. 2 equally suggest the words of Paul in Kom. xi. 6, " If

by grace, then is it no more of works ? " Even the exclama-

tion hoi (alas ! see ch. xviii. 1), with which the passage com-

mences, expresses deep sorrow on account of the unsatisfied

thirst, and the toilsome labour which affords nothing but

seeming satisfaction. The way to true satisfaction is indicated

in the words, " Hearken unto me :

" it is the way of the obe-

dience of faith. In this way alone can the satisfaction of the

soul be obtained.

And in this way it is possible to obtain not only the satis-

faction of absolute need, but a superabundant enjoyment, and
an overflowing fulfilment of the promise. Vers. 3-5. " Incline

your ear, and come to me : hear, and let your soul revive ; and I
will muke an everlasting covenant with you, the true mercies of
David. Behold, I have set him, as a witness for nations, a prince

and commander of nations. BeJiold, thou wilt call a mass of
people that thou knowest not ; and a mass ofpeople that knoweth

thee not will hasten to thee, for the sake of Jehovah thy God, and

for the Holy One of Israel, that He hath made thee glorious."

The expression "make a covenant" (kdrath Jfritli) is not

always applied to a superior in relation to an inferior (compare,

on the contrary, Ezra x. 3) ; but here the double-sided idea

implied in pactio is confined to one side alone, in the sense of a

spontaneous sponsio having all the force of a covenant (ch.

Ixi. 8; compare 2 Ohron. vii. 18, where kdrath by itself signifies

" to promise with the force of a covenant "), and also of the

offer of a covenant or anticipated conclusion of a covenant, as

in Ezek. xxxiv. 25, and in the case before us, where " the true

mercies of David " are attached to the idea of offering or grant-
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iDg involved in the expression, "I will make an everlasting

covenant with you," as a more precise definition of the object.

All that is required on the part of Israel is hearing, and coming,

and taking: let it do this, and it will be pervaded by new
life ; and Jehovah will meet it with an everlasting covenant,

viz. the unchangeable mercies of David. Our interpretation

of this must be dependent chiefly upon whether ver. 4 is re-

garded as looking back to the history of David, or looking for-

ward to something future. In the latter case we are either to

understand by "David" the second David (according to Hos.

iii. 5, Jer. xxx. 9, Ezek. xxxiv. 24), so that the allusion is to

the mercies granted in the Messiah, and according to ch. ix. 7,

enduring "from henceforth even for ever;" or else David is

the son of Jesse, and " the mercies of David " are the mercies

bestowed upon him, which are called " the true mercies " as

mercies promised and running into the future (Ps. Ixxxix. 50

;

2 Chron. vi. 42), in which case ver. 4 explains what David

will become in the person of his antitype the second David.

The directly Messianic application of the name " David " is to

be objected to, on the ground that the Messiah is never so

called without further remark ; whilst the following objections

may be adduced to the indirectly Messianic interpretation of

ver. 4 (David in the Messiah) : (1.) The change of the tense in

vers. 4, 5, which requires that we should assume that ver. 4

points backwards into the past, and ver. 5 forwards into the

future : ^ (2.) That the choice of the expression in vers. 4, 5

is designed to represent what Israel has to look for in the future

as going beyond what was historically realized in David ; for in

ver. 5 the mass of the heathen world, which has hitherto stood

' F. Philippi observes that )n, which refers to the future ui ver. 5 at

any rate, must be taken as referring to the same sphere of time as that

which immediately precedes. But hen in Isaiah points sometimes back-

wards (ch. 1. 1, l3dv. 4), sometimes forwards; and where two follow

one another, of which the one points backwards and the other forwards,

the former is followed by the perfect, the latter by the future (ch. 1. 1, 2).

But if they both point to the future, the future tense is used in both

instances (ch. 1. 9). A better argument in favour of the prophetic mter-

pretation of ver. 4 might be drawn from the fact that ^nri3 [il may mean

" I give (set, lay, or mate) even now " (e.g. Jer. i. 9). But what we have

said above is sufficient proof that this is not the meaning here (if thia were

the meaning, we should rather expect VnnJ \n).
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out of all relation to Israel, answers to the C'^Kp : (3.) Tliat

the juxtaposition of the Messiah and Israel would be altogether

without parallel in these prophecies (ch. xl.-lxvi.), and contrary

to their peculiar character ; for the earlier stereotype idea of

the Messiah is here resolved into the idea of the " servant of

Jehovah," from which it returns again to its primary use, i.e.

from the national basis to the individual, by means of the

ascending variations through which this expression passes, and

thus reaches a more comprehensive, spiritual, and glorified

form. The personal " servant of Jehovah " is undoubtedly

no other than the " Son of David " of the earlier prophecy

;

but the premises, from which we arrive at this conclusion in

connection with our prophet, are not that the " servant of

Jehovah " is of the seed of David and the final personal reali-

zation of the promise of a future king, but that he is of the

nation of Israel, and the final personal realization of the idea

of Israel, both in its inward nature, and in its calling in relation

to the whole world of nations. Consequently vers. 4 and 5 stand

to one another in the relation of type and antitype, and the
" mercies of David " are called " the true mercies " (probably

with an allusion to 2 Sam. vii. 16 ; cf. Ps. Ixxxix. 29, 30), as

being inviolable,—mercies which had both been realized in

the case of David himself, and would be realized still further,

inasmuch as they must endure for an everlasting future, and
therefore be further and further fulfilled, until they have

reached that lofty height, on the summit of which they will

remain unchangeable for ever. It is of David the son of

Jesse that Jehovah says in ver. 4, " I have given him for a
witness to peoples, a leader and commander to the peoples."

So far as the sense is concerned, 'T'33 is as much a construct as

'''?.VP. In the application to David of the term 13?, which never

means anything but testis, witness, in these prophecies, we may
clearly see the bent of the prophet's mind towards what is

spiritual. David had subdued nations by the force of arms,

but his true and loftiest greatness consisted in the- fact that he
was a witness of the nations,—a witness by the victorious power
of his word, the conquering might of his Psalms, the attractive

force of his typical life. What he expresses so frequently in

the Psalms as a resolution and a vow, viz. that he will proclaim

the name of Jehovah among the nations (Ps. xviii. 50, Ivii. 10),
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he has really fulfilled : he has not only overcome them by

bloody warfare, but by the might of his testimony, more

especially as " the sweet psalmist of Israel " (2 Sam. xxiii. 1),

What David himself was able to say in Ps. xviii. 43, " People

that I did not know served me," will be fulfilled to a still wider

extent in the expei'ience of Israel. Having been presented

with the promised " inviolable mercies of David," it will effect

a spiritual conquest over the heathen world, even over that por-

tion which has hitherto stood in no reciprocal relation to it,

and gain possession of it for itself for the sake of Jehovah,

whom it has for its God, and to the Holy One of Israel (? of

the object, in relation to which, or at the instigation of which,

anything is done), because He hath glorified it (His people

:

?insQ is not a pausal form for T^^P, cf. ch. liv. 6, but for

^1^?, T>^h tience =TJ?<S, cf. y\iV, ch! xxx. 19) ; so that joining

themselves to Israel is the same as joining themselves to God
and to the church of the God of revelation (cf. ch. Ix. 9, where

ver. 55 is repeated almost word for word).

So gracious is the offer which Jehovah now makes to His

people, so great are the promises that He makes to it, viz, the

regal glory of David, and the government of the world by

virtue of the religion of Jehovah. Hence the exhortation is

addressed to it in vers. 6 and 7 :
" Seek ye Jehovah while He

may be found, call ye upon Him while He is near. Let the

wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts :

and let him return to Jehovah, and He will have compassion upon

Mm ; and to our God, for He will abundantly pardon." They

are to seek to press into the fellowship of Jehovah (ddrash

with the radical meaning terere, to acquire experimental know-

ledge or confidential acquaintance with anything) now that He
is to be found (ch. Ixv. 1, compare the parallelism of words

and things in Jer. xxix. 14), and to call upon Him, viz. for a

share in that superabundant grace, now that He is near, i.e.

now that He approaches Israel, and offers it. In the admoni-

tion to repentance introduced in ver. 7, both sides of the fiera-

voia find expression, viz. turning away from sinful self-will, and

turning to the God of salvation. The apodosis with its pro-

mises commences with inDnTI—then will He have compassion

upon such a man ; and consequently nvu? naT-'S (with ''S be-

cause the fragmentary sentence W^i7S"7S| did not admit of the
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continuation with 1) has not a general, but an individual mean-

ing (yid. Ps. cxxx. 4, 7), and is to be translated as a future (for

the expression, compare ch. xxvi. 17).

The appeal, to leave their own way and their own thoughts,

and yield themselves to God the Eedeemer, and to His word,

is now urged on the ground of the heaven-wide difference be-

tween the ways and thoughts of this God and the despairing

thoughts of men (ch. xl. 27, xlix. 24), and their aimless laby-

rinthine ways. Vers. 8, 9. "For my thoughts are not your

thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, saith Jehovah : no,

heaven is high above the earth ; so high are my ways above your

ways, and my thoughts above your thoughts'' The M (imo)

introduces the undeniable statement of a fact patent to the

senses, for the purpose of clearly setting forth, by way of com-

parison, the relation in which the ways and thoughts of God
stand to those of man. There is no necessity to supply 1^^?^ after

^3, as Hitzig and Knobel do. It is simply omitted, as in ch. Ixii. 5

and Jer. iii. 20, or like t? in Prov. xxvi. 11, etc. On what side

the heaven-wide elevation is to be seen, is shown in what follows.

They are not so fickle, so unreliable, or so powerless.

This is set forth under a figure drawn from the rain and the

snow. Vers. 10, 11. "For as the rain cometh down, and the snow

from heaven, and returneth not thither, till it has moistened the

earth, andfertilized it, and made it green, and offered seed to the

sower and bread to the eater; so ivill my word be which goeth forth

out of my mouth: it loill not return to me fruitless, till it has

accomplished that which Iwilled, and prosperously earned out that

for which I sent it" The rain and snow come down from the

sky, and return not thither till they have . . . The perfects

after ON *3 are all to be understood as such (Ewald, § 356, a).

Rain and snow return as vapour to the sky, but not without

having first of all accomplished the purpose of their descents

And so with the word of Jehovah, which goeth forth out of His
mouth (^)^„, not Ni'^, ch. xlv. 23, because it is thought of as still

going on in the preaching of the prophet) : it will not return with-

out having effected its object, i.e. without having accomplished

what was Jehovah's counsel, or "good pleasure"—without having

attained the end for which it was sent by Jehovah (constr. as

in 2 Sam. xi. 22, 1 Kings xiv. 6). The word is represented in

other places as the messenger of God (ch. ix. 8 ; Ps. cvii. 20.
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cxlvii. 15 sqq.). The personification presupposes that it is not

a mere sound or letter. As it goeth forth out of the month of

God it acquires shape, and in this shape is hidden a divine

life, because of its divine origin ; and so it runs, with life from

God, endowed with divine power, supplied with divine commis-

sions, like a swift messenger through nature and the world of

man, there to melt the ice, as it were, and here to heal and to

save; and does not return from its course till it has given

effect to the will of the sender. This return of the word to

God also presupposes its divine nature. The will of God,

which becomes concrete and audible in the word, is the utter-

ance of His nature, and is resolved into that nature again as

soon as it is fulfilled. The figures chosen are rich in analogies.

As snow and rain ' are the mediating causes of growth, and

therefore the enjoyment of what is reaped ; so is the soil of the

human heart softened, refreshed, and rendered productive or

prolific by the word out of the mouth of Jehovah ; and this

word furnishes the prophet, who resembles the sower, with the

seed which he scatters, and brings with it bread which feeds

the souls : for every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of

God is bread (Deut, viii. 3).

The true point of comparison, however, is the energy with

which the word is realized. Assuredly and irresistibly will the

word of redemption be fulfilled. Vers. 12, 13. " For ye will

go out with joy, and he led forth in peace : the mountains and

the hills will hreah out before you into shouting, and all the trees

of the field will clap their hands. Instead of the thorn will

cypresses shoot up, and instead of the fleahane will myrtles shoot

up : and it will be to Jehovah for a name, for an everlasting

memorial that will not be swept away." " With joy," i.e. with-

out the hurry of fear (ch. lii. 12) ; " in peace," i.e. without

having to fight their way through or flee. The idea of the

sufferer falls back in i'?in behind that of a festal procession

(Ps. xlv. 15, 16). In applying the term hzph (hand) to the

trees, the prophet had in his mind their kippoth, or branches.

The psalmist in Ps. xcviii. 8 transfers the figure created by

our prophet to the waves of the streams. Nd dtsuts (from

naats, to sting) is probably no particular kind of thorn, such,

for example, as the fuller's thistle, but, as in ch. vii. 19, briers

and thorns generally. On sirpad, see Ges. Thes.; we have
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followed the rendering, Kovv^a, of the LXX. That this trans-

formation of the vegetation of the desert is not to be taken

literally, any more than in ch. xli. 17-20, is evident from the

shouting of the mountains, and the clapping of hands on the part

of the trees. On the other hand, however, the prophet says some-

thing more than that Israel will return home with such feelings

of joy as will cause everything to appear transformed. Such pro-

mises as those which we find here and in ch. xli. 19 and xxxv.

1, 2, and such exhortations as those which we find in ch. xliv.

23, xlix. 13, and lii. 9, arise from the consciousness, which was

common to both prophets and apostles, that the whole creation

will one day share in the liberty and glory of the children of

God (Rom. viii. 21). This thought is dressed up sometimes in

one form, and sometimes in another. The psalmists after the

captivity borrowed the colours in which they painted it from

our prophet (see at Ps. xcvl. and xcviii.). n\'l1 is construed as

a neuter (cf.
1''^?'*"J|,

ch. xlv. 8), referring to this festal transfor-

mation of the outer world on the festive return of the redeemed.

niN is treated in the attributive clause as a masculine, as if it

came from DIS, to make an incision, to crimp, as we have

already indicated in vol. i. p. 213 ; but the Arabic ij, dyat,

shows that it comes from niK, to point out, and is contracted

from dw&yat, and therefore was originally a feminine.

EIGHTH PROPHECY.—Chap. lvi. 1-8.

SABBATICAL ADMONITIONS, AND CONSOLATION FOB
PROSELYTES AND EUNUCHS.

The note of admonition struck in the foregoing prophecy

is continued here, the sabbatical duties being enforced with

especial emphasis as part of the general righteousness of life.

Vers. 1, 2. " Thus saith Jehovah, Keep ye right, and do right-

eousness : for my salvation is near to come, and my righteousness

to reveal itself. Blessed is the mortal that doeth this, and the son

of man that layeth fast hold thereon ; who keepeth the Sabbath,

that he doth not desecrate it, and keepeth his hand from doing any
kind of evil." Jehovah and Israel have both an objective standard

in the covenant relation into which they have entered : tSStyc
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(right) is practice answering to tliis ; n^iiB'' (salvation) the

performance promised by God ; ni3"is (righteousness) on both

sides such personal activity as is in accordance with the cove-

nant relation, or what is the same thing, with the purpose and

plan of salvation. The nearer the full realization on the part

of Jehovah of what He has promised, the more faithful ought

Israel to be in everything to which it is bound by its relation to

Jehovah. nsT (this) points, as in Ps. vii. 4, to what follows

;

and so also does 33, which points back to riNT. Instead of ilDE'

or ibtyp we have here lO'K', the riKt being described personally

instead of objectively. naB* is used as a masculine in vers. 2 and 6

(cf. ch. Iviii. 13), although the word is not formed after the same

manner as i*^!?, but is rather contracted from nriSK' (a festive

time, possibly with nv — rnv understood), and therefore was

originally a feminine ; and it is so personified in the language

employed in the worship of the synagogue.^ The prophet here

thinks of naB' as na^'n Di^, and gives it the gender of Di''.

The ^IB'K (blessed) of ver. 2 is now extended to those who
might imagine that they had no right to console themselves

with the promises which it contained. Ver. 3. " And let not

the foreigner, who hath not joined himself to Jehovah, speak thus :

Assuredly Jehovah will cut me off from His people ; and let not

the eunuch say, I am only a dry tree" As ni?3 is not pointed

as a participle (py^), but as a 3d pers. pres., the n of nipan is

equivalent to lE'N, as in Josh. x. 24, Gen. xviii. 21, xxi. 3,

xlvi. 27, 1 Kings xi. 9 (Ges. § 109). By the eunuchs we are

to understand those of Israelitish descent, as the attributive

clause is not repeated in their case. Heathen, who professed

the religion of Jehovah, and had attached themselves to Israel,

might be afraid lest, when Israel should be restored to its

native land, according to the promise, as a holy and glorious

community with a thoroughly priestly character, Jehovah would

no longer tolerate tliem, i.e. would forbid their receiving full

citizenship. *??"!?! has the connecting vowel a, as in Gen.

xix. 19, xxix. 32, instead of the usual e. And the Israelitish

^ According to h. Sabbath 119a, E. Chanina dressed himself on Friday

evening in his sabbath-clothes, and said, " Come, and let us go to meet

Queen Sabbath." And so did also Jannai, saying, " Come, bride ; come,

bride." Hence the customary song with wluch the Sabbath was greeted

had nbapj natJ' ''JB n^S nS"ipi> hit ns'? as its commencement and refrain.
T ; -J T- "S »- -I' • »l
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eunuchs, who had been mutilated against their will, that they

might serve at heathen courts or in the houses of foreign lords,

and therefore had not been unfaithful to Jehovah, might be

afraid lest, as unfruitful trees, they should be pronounced un-

worthy of standing in the congregation of Jehovah. There

was more ground for the anxiety of the latter than for that of

the former. For the law in Deut. xxiii. 4-7 merely prohibits

Ammonites and Moabites for all time to come froin reception

into the congregation, on account of their unbrotherly conduct

towards the Israelites as they came out of Egypt, whilst that

in Deut. xxiii. 8, 9 prohibits the reception of Edomites and

Egyptians to the thii"d generation ; so that there was no prohi-

bition as to other allies—such, for example, as the Babylonians.

On the other hand, the law in Deut. xxiii. 2 expressly declares,

as an expression of the horror of God at any such mutilation

of nature, and for the purpose of precluding it, that no kind of

emasculated person is to enter the congregation of Jehovah.

But prophecy breaks through these limits of the law. Vers.

4, 5. " For thus saith Jelwvali to the circumcised, Those who
keep my Sabbaths, and decide for that in tohich I take pleasure,

and take fast hold of my covenant; I give to them in my house

and within my loalls a memorial and a name better than sons and
daughters : I give such a man an everlasting name, that shall not

be cut off." The second condition after the sanctification of

the Sabbath has reference to the regulation of life according

to the revealed will of God ; the third to fidelity with regard

to the covenant of circumcision, f^ also means a side, and
hence a place (Deut. xxiii. 13) ; but in the passage before us,

where i3^
^J form a closely connected pair of words, to which

ni33Dl D''33p is appended, it signifies the memorial, equivalent

to naSD (2 Sam. xviii. 18 ; 1 Sam. xv. 12), as an index lifted

up on high (Ezek. xxi. 24), which strikes the eye and arrests

attention, pointing like a signpost to the person upon whom it

is placed, like monumentum a monendo. They are assured that

they will not be excluded from close fellowship with the church
(" in my house and within my walls"), and also promised, as

a superabundant compensation for the want of posterity, long
life in the memory of future ages, by whom their long tried

attachment to Jehovah and His people in circumstances of
great temptation will not be forgotten.
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The fears of proselytes frohi among the heathen are also

removed. Vers. 6, 7. " And the foreigners, who have joined

themselves to Jehovah, to serve Sim, and to love the name of

Jehovah, to be His servants, whoever keepeth the Sabbath from
desecrating it, and those who hold fast to my covenant, 1 bring

them to my holy mountain, and make them joyful in my house of
prayer; their whole-offerings and tlieir slain-offerings are well-

pleasing upon mine altar : for my house, a house of prayer shall

it be called for all nations.^' The proselytes, who have attached

themselves to Jehovah ('n"i>J?),^ the God of Israel, with the pure

intention of serving Him with love, are not to he left behind

in the strange land. Jehovah will bring them along with His

people to the holy mountain, upon which His temple rises once

more ; there will He cause them to rejoice, and all that they

place upon His altar will find a most gracious acceptance. It

is impossible that the prophet should be thinking here of the

worship of the future without sacrifice, although in ch. liii. he

predicts the self-sacrifice of the " Servant of Jehotah," which

puts an end to all animal sacrifices. But here the temple is

called "the house of prayer," from the prayer which is the

soul of all worship. It will be called a house of prayer for all

nations ; and therefore its nature will correspond to its name.

This ultimate intention is already indicated in Solomon's dedi-

catory prayer (1 Kings viii. 41-43) ; butfour prophet was the

first to give it this definite universal expression. Throughout

this passage the spirit of the law is striving to liberate itself

from its bondage. Nor is there anything to surprise us in the

breaking down of the party wall, built up so absolutely between

the eunuchs on the one hand and the congregation on the

other, or the one partially erected between the heathen and the

congregation of Israel|\ as we may see from ch. Ixvi. 21, where

it is affirmed that Jehovah will even take priests and Levites

out of the midst of the heathen whom Israel will bring back

with it into its own land.

The expression ^'saying of the Lord" (N"um Jehovah),

which is so solemn an expression in itself, and which stands

^ The oriental reading, not in ver. 3, but here in ver. 6, is 'Trh'$ \ the

western, 'vrh^. The Masora follows the western (i^mj^D), »'•«• the Pales-

tinian, and reckons this passage as one of the 31 'irhy in the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures.
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liere at the head of the following declaration, is a proof that it

contains not only something great, but something which needs

a solemn confirmation because of its strangeness. Not only is

there no ground for supposing that Gentiles who love Jehovah

will be excluded from the congregation ; but it is really

Jehovah's intention to gather some out of the heathen, and add

them to the assembled diaspora of Israel. Ver. 8. " Word of

the Lord, Jehovah : gathering the outcasts of Israel, I will

also gather beyond itself to its gathered ones." We only find

'n DXJ at the commencement of a sentence, in this passage and

Zech. xii. 1. The double name of God, Adonai Jehovah, also

indicates something great. r7T) (to it) refers to Israel, and

VSaipjp is an explanatory permutative, equivalent to VV2p3"?j,' ; or

else -"J? denotes the fact that the gathering will exceed the limits

of Israel (cf. Gen. xlviii. 22), and ? the addition that will be

made to the gathered ones of Israel. The meaning in either

case remains the same. Jehovah here declares what Jesus says

in John x. 16 : "Other sheep I have which are not of this fold:

them also I must bring, and they shall hear my voice; and there

shall be one fold and one Shepherd ;" " Jehovah one, and His

name one," as it is expressed in Zech. xiv. 9. Such are the

views and hopes that have grown up out of the chastisement

inflicted by their captivity. God has made it a preparatory

school for New Testament times. It has been made subser-

vient to the bursting of the fetters of the law, the liberation

of the spirit of the law, and the establishment of friendship

between Israel and the Gentile world as called to one common
salvation.

NINTH PEOPHECY.—Chap. lvi. 9-lvii. 21.

NEGLECT OF DUTY BY THE LEADERS OF ISRAEL ; AND ERRORS
OF THE PEOPLE.

It is a question whether ch. lvi. 9 forms the commencement
«f a fresh prophecy, or merely the second half of the prophecy

contained in ch. lvi. 1-8. We decide, for our part, in favour

of the former. If ch. lvi, 9 sqq. formed an antithetical second

half to the promising first half in ch. lvi. 1-8, we should expect

to find the prophets and leaders of Israel, whose licentiousness
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and want of principle are here so severely condemned,

threatened with destruction in the heathen land, whilst true

proselytes and even eunuchs were brought to the holy moun-
tain. But we meet with this antithesis for the first time in

ch. Ivii. 13, where we evidently find ourselves in the midst of

another prophetic address. And where can that address com-

mence, if not at ch. Ivi. 9, from which point onwards we have

that hard, dull, sharp, and concise language of strong indigna-

tion (see p. 130), which recals to mind psalms written " in a

thundering style" {Psalter, i. 80) and the reproachful addresses

of Jeremiah, and which passes again in ch. Ivii. 11 sqq. into

the lofty crystalline language peculiar to our prophet's " book

of consolation?" The new prophetic address commences, like

ch. Iv. 1, with a summons. Ver. 9. " All ye beasts of the field,

come near ! To devour, all ye beasts in the forest !" According

to the accentuation before us (73S^ merclia, wn'b^ tiphchah),

the beasts of the field are summoned to devour the beasts in the

forest. This accentuation, however, is false, and must be

exchanged for another which is supported by some -mss., viz.

b^it'? tiphchah, in^H'^a mercha, and nva Beth raphatum. It is

true that even with these accents we might still adhere to

the view favoured by Jewish commentators, viz. that the

beasts of the field are to be devoured by the beasts of the

forest, if this view yielded any admissible sense (compare, for

example, that supported by Meyer, " Ye enemies, devour the

scattered ones of my congregation "), and had not against it the

synonymous parallelism of ''IB' in^n and nva in^n (ch. xliii. 20

;

Ps. civ. 11, 20 ; cf. Gen. iii. 14). But there remains another

view, according to which nya in^ir^a is a second vocative answer-

ing to ntJ' inTi'^a. According to the Targum, what is to be

devoured is the great body of heathen kings attacking Jerusa-

lem ; according to Jerome, Oyril, Stier, etc., the pasture and

food provided by the grace of God. But what follows teaches

us something different from this. Israel has prophets and

shepherds, who are blind to every coming danger, and therefore

fail to give warning of its approach, because they are sunken

in selfishness and debauchery. It resembles a flock without a

keeper, and therefore an easy prey (Ezek. xxxiv. 5) ; and the

meaning of the appeal, which is certainly addressed to the

nations of the world, the enemies of the people of God, is this:
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" Ye have only to draw near ; ye can feed undisturbed, and

devour as much as ye please." This is the explanation adopted

by most of the more modern commentators. In Jer. xii. 9,

which is founded upon this (" Assemble all ye beasts of the

field, bring them hither to devour"), it is also Jerusalem which

is assigned as food to the heathen. The parallel in ver. 9 is

both synonymous and progressive. The writer seeks for rare

forms, because he is about to depict a rare inversion of the

proper state of things, in^n (with the first syllable loosely

closed) is the antiquated form of connection, which was

admissible even with ly!? following (cf. ch. v. 11, ix. 1, 2;

2 Sam. i. 21). On vns (=inK), see at ch. xxi. 12 (cf.

ver. 14).

The prophet now proceeds with ISX 0''?'^) : the suffix refers

to Israel, which was also the object to 73^7. Vers. 10, 11.

" His watchmen are blind : they (are) all ignorant, they (are) all

dumb dogs that cannot bark ; raving, lying down, loving to slum-

ber. And the dogs are mightily greedy, they know no satiety

;

and such are shepherds ! They know no understanding ; they

have all turned to their own ways, every one for his own gain

throughout his border." The " watchmen " are the prophets

here, as everywhere else (ch. lii. 8, cf. ch. xxi. 6, Hab. ii. 1

,

Jer. vi. 17 ; Ezek. iii. 17). The prophet is like a watchman
(tsopheh) stationed upon his watch-tower (specula), whose duty

it is, when he sees the sword come upon the land, to blow the

slwphdr, and warn the people (Ezek. xxxiii. 1-9), But just as

Jeremiah speaks of bad prophets among the captives (Jer.

xxix. 1—32), and the book of Ezekiel is full of reproaches at

the existing neglect of the office of watchman and shepherd

;

so does the prophet here complain that the watchmen of the

nation are blind, in direct opposition to both their title and
their calling; they are all without either knowledge or the

capacity for knowledge (yid. ch. xliv. 9, xlv. 20). They ought

to resemble watchful sheep-dogs (Job xxx. 1), which bark

when the flock is threatened ; but they are dumb, and cannot

bark (ndbhach, root nab), and leave the flock to all its danger,

[nstead of being " seers " (choslm), they are ravers (Jiozlm ; cf

.

ch. xix. 18, where we have a play upon Dnnn in Dnnn). D''th,

from nrrij to rave in sickness, n. act. hadhajan (which Kimchi
compares to parlare in sonno) ; hence the Targum Y^]^^, LXX.
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ipinrvia^ofievoi, A (jyavra^ofievoi, S opafiajKnaif Jer. videnfes

vana. The predicates which follow are attached to the leading

word hdzlm (raving), if not precisely as adjectives, yet as more

minutely descriptive. Instead of watching, praying, wrestling,

to render themselves susceptible of visions of divine revelations

for the good of their people, and to keep themselves in readi-

ness to receive them, they are idle, loving comfortable ease,

talkers in their sleep. And the dogs, viz. those prophets who
resemble the worst of them (see at ch. xl. 8, p. 144), are B'S?. VV,

of violent, unrestrained soul, insatiable. Their soul lives and

moves in the lowest parts of their nature ; it is nothing but

selfish avarice, self-indulgent greediness, violent restlessness of

passion, that revolves perpetually around itself. With the

words " and these are shepherds," the range of the prophet's

vision is extended to the leaders of the nation generally ; for

when the prophet adds as an exclamation, "And such (Id= tales)

are shepherds!" he applies the glaring contrast between calling

and conduct to the holders of both offices, that of teacher and

that of ruler alike. For, apart from the accents, it would be

quite at variance with the general use of the personal pronoun

nan, to apply it to any other persons than those just described

(viz. in any such sense as this : " And those, who ought to be

shepherds, do not know "). Nor is it admissible to commence

an adversative minor clause with riDm, as Knobel does,

" whereas they are shepherds ;" for, since the principal clause

has Duisan (dogs) as the subject, this would introduce a hetero-

geneous mixture of the two figures, shepherds' dogs and shep-

herds. We therefore take D'J)T nnni as an independent clause

:

" And it is upon men of such a kind, that the duty of watching

and tending the nation devolves !" These D'y*! (for which the

Targum reads CV^) are then still further described : they

know not to understand, i.e. they are without spiritual capacity

to pass an intelligible judgment (compare the opposite com-

bination of the two verbs in ch. xxxii. 4) ; instead of caring

for the general good, they have all turned to their own waj

(Vdarhdm), i.e. to their own selfish interests, every one bent

upon his own advantage (PV? from VSa, abscindere, as we say,

, ieinen ScJmitt zu machen, to reap an advantage, lit. to make an

Incision). 1ii-?i5p, from his utmost extremity (i.e. from that of

his own station, including all its members), in other words.
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"throughout the length and breadtli of his own circle;" qdtseh,

the end, being regarded not as the terminal point, but as the

circumference (as in Gen. xi.K. 4, xlvii. 21, and Jer. li. 31).

An office-bearer of the kind described is now introduced

per mimesin as speaking. Ver. 12. " Come here, I will fetch

wine, and let us drink meth ; and to-morrow shall be like to-day,

great, excessively abundant." He gives a banquet, and pro-

mises the guests that the revelry shall be as great to-morrow

as to-day, or rather much more glorious, ino Di'' is the day of

to-morrow, to iiravpiov, for mdchdr is always without an article;

hence et fiet uti hie (dies) dies crastinus, viz. magnus supra

modum valde. I??.'!? or "in.l (as it is to be pointed here according

to Kimchi, Michlol 167b, and Woiierbuch), signifies super-

abundance ; it is used here adverbially in the sense of extra-

ordinarily, beyond all bounds (differing therefore from ^ni'',

" more," or " singularly," in the book of Ecclesiastes).

Whilst watchmen and shepherds, prophets and rulers,

without troubling themselves about the flock which they have

to watch and feed, are thus indulging their own selfish desires,

and living in debauchery, the righteous man is saved by early

death from the judgment, which cannot fail to come with such

corruption as this. Ch. Ivii. 1, 2. " The righteous perisheth,

and no man tdketh it to heart ; and pious men are swept away,

without any one considering that the righteous is swept away from
misfortune. He entereth into peace : they rest upon their beds,

whoever lias walked straight before him." With "the righteous"

the prophet introduces, in glaring contrast to this luxurious

living on the part of the leading men of the nation, the standing

figure used to denote the fate of its best men. With this pre-

vailing demoralization and worldliness, the righteous succumbs

to the violence of both external and internal sufferings. t^N,

he dies before his time (Eccles. vii. 15) ; from the midst of

the men of his generation he is carried away from this world

(Ps. xii. 2 ; Mic. vii. 2), and no one lays it to heart, viz. the

divine accusation and threat involved in this early death. Men
of piety (chesed, the love of God and man) ai'e swept away,

without there being any one to understand or consider that

{kl unfolds the object to be considered and laid to heart, viz.

what is involved in this carrying away when regarded as a

providential event) the righteous is swept away " from the
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evil," I.e. that he may be saved from the approaching punish-

ment (compare 2 Kings xxii. 20). For the prevailing corrup-

tion calls for punishment from God ; and what is first of all to

be expected is severe judgment, through which the coming sal-

vation will force its way. In ver. 2 it is intimated that the

righteous man and the pious do not lose the blessings of this

salvation because they lose this life : for wiiereas, according

to the prophet's watchword, there is no peace to the wicked,

it is true, on the other hand, of the departing righteous man,

that " he enters into peace " {shdlom, ace. loci s. status ; Ges.

118, 1) ; " they rest upon their beds," viz. the bottom of the

grave, which has become their mishkdbh (Job xvii. 13, xxi. 26),

" whoever has walked in that which lay straight before him,"

i.e. the one straight plain path which he had set before him

(inaj ace. obj. as in ch. xxxiii. 15, 1. 10, Ewald, § 172, b,

from nbJ, that which lies straight before a person ; whereas nai

with naa inaa, signifying probably fixedness, steadiness of look,

related to -sa^', to pierce, naj^ pereutere, is used as a preposi-

tion : compare Prov. iv. 25, nib?, straight or exactly before

him). The grave, when compared with the restlessness of this

life, is therefore " peace." He who has died in faith rests in

God, to whom he has committed himself and entrusted his

future. We have here the glimmering light of the New Testa-

ment consolation, that the death of the righteous is better than

life in this world, because it is the entrance into peace.

The reproachful language of the prophet is now directed

acrainst the mass of the nation, who have occasioned the " evil"

from which the righteous is swept away, i.e. the generation that

is hostile to the servants of Jehovah, and by whom those sins

of idolatry are still so shamelessly carried on, which first led to

the captivity. Vers. 3, 4. " And ye, draw nearer hither, children

of the sorceress, seed of the adulterer, and of her that committed

whoredom! Over whom do ye make yourselves merry'? Over

whom do ye open the mouth wide, and put the tongue out long ?

Are ye not the brood of apostasy, seed of lying f" They are to

draw nearer hither (Jienndh as in Gen. xv. 16), to the place

where God is speaking through His prophet, to have themselves

painted, and to hear their sentence. Just as elsewhere the

moral character of a man is frequently indicated by the men-

VOL. II, - 2 A
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tion of his father (2 Kings vi. 32), or his mother (1 Sam. xx.

30), or both parents (Job xxx. 8), so here the generation of

the captivity, so far as it continued to practise the idolatry by

which its ancestors had brought upon themselves the Chaldean

catastrophe, is called first HM'y ''?3 (or more correctly "^J^ip), sons

of the sorceress (possibly the maker of clouds or storm, ch. ii,

6, vol. i. 118 : Jer. auguratricis), one who made heathen and

superstitious customs her means of livelihood, viz. the commu-

nity as it existed before the captivity, which really deserved no

better name, on accoimt of the crying contradiction between

its calling and its conduct ; and secondly/, with regard to both

the male and female members of the community, njrni flSJD jnr,

semen adulteri et fornicarice (Jer.), though Stier, Hahn, and

others adopt the rendering semen adulterum et quod (qui) scor-

taris. A better rendering than this would be, "Seed of an

adulterer, and one who committest adultery thyself," viz. (what

would be indicated with this explanation by the fut. consec.) in

consequence of this descent from an adulterer. But as jnt

(seed, posterity), wherever it is more minutely defined, is con-

nected with a genitive, and not with an adjective, the presump-

tion is that naini »iwd denotes the father and mother, niwi is

an attributive clause regarded as a genitive (Ges. § 123, 3),

Anm. 1), and more closely connected with eiWD than if it was

written nm\ (= njin, ch. i. 21) : Seed of an adulterer, and
consequently (Ewald, § 351, b), or similarly, of one who gave

herself up to whoredom. Idolatry, prostitution, and magic are

most closely allied. The prophet now asks, " Over whom do

ye find your pleasure ? For whom are your common contemp-

tuous actions intended?" Mynn is only used here, and denotes

the feeling which finds pleasure in the sufferings of another.

The objects of this malicious contemptuous pleasure (Ps. xxii.

8 sqq., XXXV. 21) are the servants of Jehovah ; and the ques-

tion, as in ch. xxxvii. 23, is one of amazement at their impu-

dence, since the men over whom they make merry are really

deserving of esteem, whereas they themselves are the refuse of

Israel : Are ye not a brood of apostasy, seed of lying ? As
apostasy and lying, when regarded as parents, can only produce

something resembling themselves ; the character of those fi;om

whom they are descended is here imputed to the men them-

selves, even more clearly than before. The genitives of origin
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are also genitives of attribute. Instead of '''yl (e.g. ch. ii. 6)

we have here
''tif.

before makheph, with the shortening of a

into i.

The participles which follow in the next verse are in appo-

sition to onx, and confirm the predicates already applied to

them. They soon give place, however, to independent sen-

tences. Vers. 5, 6. " Ye that inflame yourselves' by the tere-

binths, under every green tree, ye slayers of children in the valleys

under the clefts of the rocks. By the smooth ones of the brook

was thy portion ; they, they were thy lot : thou also pouredst out

libations to them, thou laidst meat-offerings upon them. Shall I
be contented with this f" The people of the captivity are ad-

dressed, and the idolatry handed down to them from their

ancestors depicted. The prophet looks back from the stand-

point of the captivity, and takes his colours from the time in

which he himself lived, possibly from the commencement of

Manasseh's reign, when the heathenism that had for a long

time been suppressed burst forth again in all its force, and the

measure of iniquity became full. The part, niphal Consn is

formed like tOJ in Jer. xxii. 23, if the latter signifies miserandum

esse. The primary form is OH?, which is doubled like 1M from
TiS in Job XX. 28, and from which Onj is formed by the reso-

lution of the latent reduplication. Stier derives it from DPIJ

;

but even if formed from this, Dn? would still have to be ex-

plained from Dnj, after the form riS3. 'Elim signifies either

gods or terebinths (see vol. i. 108, note 1). But although

it might certainly mean idols, according to Ex. xv. 11, Dan.

xi. 36 (LXX,, Targ., and Jerome), it is never used directly

in this sense, and Isaiah always uses the word as the name of

a tree (ch. i. 29, Ixi. 3). The terebinths are introduced here,

exactly as in ch, i. 29, as an object of idolatrous lust : " who

inflame themselves with the terebinths;" 3 denotes the object

with which the lust is excited and inflamed. The terebinth

(^eldh) held the chief place in tree-worship (hence Oi'?», lit.

oak-trees, together with cfpti, is the name of one of the Phoeni-

cian gods^), possibly as being the tree sacred to Astarte ; just

as the Samura Acacia among the heathen Arabs was the tree

sacred to the goddess ' Uzza? The following expression, "under

1 See Levy, Phonizische Studien, i. 19.

2 Rrehl, Religion der vorisl. Araier, p. 74 sqq.
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every green tree," is simply a permutatlve of the words " with

the terebinths" in the sense of " with the terebinths, yea, under

every green tree" (a standing expression from Deut. xii. 2 down-

wards),—one tree being regarded as the abode and favourite of

this deity, and another of that, and all alluring you to your

carnal worship. From the tree-worship with its orgies, which

was so widely spread in antiquity generally, the prophet passes

to the leading Canaanitish abomination, viz. human sacrifices,

which had been adopted by the Israelites (along with ^tsnc' we

find the false reading 'linb', which is interpreted as signifying

self-abuse). Judging from the locality named, "under the

clefts of the rocks," the reference is not to the slaying of chil-

dren sacrificed to Moloch in the valley of Hinnom, but to those

offered to Baal upon his bdmoth or high places (Jer. xix. 5

;

Ezek. xvi. 20, 21; Hos. xiii. 2; Ps. cvi. 37, 38). As we
learn from the chronique scandaleuse many things connected

with the religious history of Israel, which cannot be found

in its historical books, there is nothing to surprise us in the

stone-worship condemned in ver. 6. The dagesh of ''p?n is in

any case dagesh dirimens. The singular is either P7n after the

form ''Oan (cf. ''5SJ?, ch. Iviii. 3), or phn after the' form n^.

But p?n, smoothness, never occurs ; and the explanation, " in

the smoothnesses, i.e. the smooth places of the valley, is thy

portion," has this also against it, that it does not do justice to

the connection 3 p?n, in which the preposition is not used in a

local sense, and that it leaves the emphatic 2n Dn quite unex-

plained. The latter does not point to places, but to objects of

worship for which they had exchanged Jehovah, of whom the

true Israelite could say 'n ^ppn^ Ps. cxix. 57, etc., or 'na 7 ppn^

Josh. xxii. 25, and ''i'"ii3 ifam hm (Thou art He that maintaineth

my lot), Ps. xvi. 5. The prophet had such expressions as these

in his mind, and possibly also the primary meaning of h'\M =
KXrjpo<;, which may be gathered from the rare Arabic word
'garal, gravel, stones worn smooth by rolling, when he said, " In
the smooth ones of the valley is thy portion ; they, they are thy

lot." In the Arabic also, aclilaq (equivalent to chdldq, smooth,

which forms here a play upon the word with p^n^ chdldq)

is a favourite word for stones and rocks. ''™"*ppnj however,

according to 1 Sam. xvii. 40 (where the intensive form pl?n,

like 'IS?*, is used), are stones which the stream in the valley
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lias Wiished smooth with time, and rounded into a pleasing shape.

The mode of the worship, the pouring out of libations,^ and

the laying of meat-offerings upon them, confirm this view. In

Carthage such stones were called abhadires (= "ns, px) ; and

among the ancient Arabs, the asndm or idols consisted for the

most part of rude blocks of stone of this description. Herodotus

(iii. 8) speaks of seven stones which the Arabs anointed, calling

upon the god Orotal. Suidas {s.v. ©eO? a/s?;?) states that the

idol of Ares in Petra was a black square stone ; and the black

stone of the Ka'aba was, according to a very inconvenient tra-

dition for the Mohammedans, an idol of Saturn {zuhal)? Stone-

worship of this kind had been practised by the Israelites before

the captivity, and their heathenish practices had been trans-

mitted to the exiles in Babylon. The meaning of the question.

Shall I comfort myself concerning such things?

—

i.e. Shall I

be contented with them (Dn^K niphal, not liiilipael) ?—is, that it

was impossible that descendants who so resembled their fathers

should remain unpunished.

The prophet now proceeds with perfects, like ^'?^'f and nvvrt

(addressed to the national community generally, the congrega-

tion regarded as a woman). The description is mostly retro-

spective. Vers. 7, 8. " Upon a lofty and high mountain hast thou

set up thy bed ; thou also ascendedst thither to offer slain offerings.

' Compare the remarks made in the Comm. on the Pentateuch, vol. i. p.

283, on the heathen worship of anointed stones, and the BsetuUan worship.

^ See Krehl, p. 72. In the East Indies also we find stone-worship not

only among the Vindya tribes (Lassen, A.K. i. 376), but also among the

Vaishnavas, who worship Vishnu in the form of a stone, viz. the sdlagrdma,

a kind of stone from the river Gandak (see Wilson's Sanscrit Lexicon s.h.v.

and Vishnu-Purana, p. 163). The fact of the great antiquity of stone and

tree worship has been used in the most ridiculous manner by Dozy in his

work on the Israelites at Mecca (1864). He draws the following conclu-

sion from Deut. xxxii. 18 :
" Thus the Israelites sprang from a divine

block of stone ; and this is, in reality, the true old version of the origin of

the nation." From Isa. li. 1, 2, he infers that Abraham and Sara were

not historical persons at all, but that the former was a block of stone, and

the latter a hollow ; and that the two together were a block of stone in a

hollow, to which divine worship was paid. " This fact," he says, " viz.

that Abraham and Sarah in the second Isaiah are not historical persons,

but a block of stone and a hollow, is one of great worth, as enabling us to

determine the time at which the stories of Abraham in Genesis were

written, and to form a correct idea of the spirit of those stories."
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And behind the door and the post thou didst place thy reminder:

for thou uncoveredst away from me, and ascendedst ; thou modest

thy bed broad, and didst stipulate for thyself what they had to

do: thou lovedst their lying with thee; thou sawest their manlwod"

The lovers that she sought for herself are the gods of the

heathen. Upon lofty mountains, where they are generally

worshipped, did she set up her bed, and did all that was needed

to win their favour. The zikhdron, i.e. the declaration that

Jehovah is the only God, which the Israelites were to write

upon the posts of their houses, and upon the entrances (Deut.

vi. 9, xi. 20), for a constant reminder, she had put behind the

door and post, that she might not be reminded, to her shame,

of her unfaithfulness. That this explanation, which most of

the commentators adopt, is the true one, is proved by the

expression *fii<0 'S which follows, and according to which ^?.i"i3t

is something inconvenient, which might and was intended to

remind them of Jehovah. '''?KB, away, far from me, as in Jer.

iii. 1, and like 'FinriD, which is still more frequently used. It

is unnecessary to take gillith with "^^"py. understood (Ezek.

xxiii. 18) as equivalent to " thou makest thyself naked," or

with reference to the clothes = dvacrvpeK. 'n???'? is the common
object of all three verbs, even of vjjliil (with double metheg),

after Gen. xlix. 4. On JTiaw for W3H1 (cf. Jer. iii. 5), see

Ewald, § 191, b. The explanation " thou didst bind," or " thou

didst choose (some) of them to thyself," is contrary to the

general usage, according to which ? '^I? signifies spondere

(2 Chron. vii. 18), and DV n"]3 pacisci (1 Sam. xxii. 8), in both

cases with r\'''}^ to be supplied, so that p (n^is) TV3 would

mean sfipulari ab aliquo, i.e. to obtain from a person a solemn

promise, with all the force of a covenant. What she stipulated

from them was, either the wages of adultery, or the satisfaction

of her wanton lust. What follows agrees with this ; for it is

there distinctly stated, that the lovers to whom she offered

herself gratified her lust abundantly : adamasti concubitum

eorum (misIiMbh, cubile, e.g. Prov. vii. 17, and concubitus, e.g.

Ezra xxiii. 17), manum conspexisti. The Targum and Jewish

commentators adopt this explanation, loco quem delegisti, or

(postquam) locum delegisti. This also is apparently the meaning
of the accents, and most of the more modern commentators

have adopted it, taking T in the sense of place or side. But
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this yields only a very lame and unmeaning thought. Doeder-

lein conjectured that 1) was employed here in the sense of

Wv(f)a\\o<s ; and this is the explanation adopted by Hitzig,

Ewald, and others. The Arabic furnishes several analogies to

this obscene use of the word ; and by the side of Ezek. xvi. 26
and xxiii. 20, where the same thing is affirmed in even plainer

language, there is nothing to astonish in the passage before us.

The meaning is, that after the church of Jehovah had turned

away from its God to the world and its pleasures, it took more
and more delight in the pleasures afforded it by idolatry, and

indulged its tastes to the full.

In the closest reciprocal connection with this God-forgetting,

adulterous craving for the favour of heathen gods, stood their

coquetting with the heathen power of the world. Vers. 9, 10.

" And thou wentest to the king with oil, and didst measure

copiously thy spices, and didst send thy messengers to a great

distance, and didst deeply abase thyself, even to Hades. Thou
didst become weary of the greatness of thy way ; yet thou saidst

not. It is unattainable : thou obtainedst the revival of thy strength

:

therefore thou wast not pained" The first thing to be noticed

here, is one that has been overlooked by nearly all the modern

commentators, viz. that we have here a historical retrospect

before us. And secondly, a single glance at ver. 11 is suffi-

cient to show that the words refer to a servile coquetry from

the fear of man, and therefore to a wicked craving for the

favour of man ; so that " the king" is not Baal, or any heathen

god whatever (according to ch. viii. 21 and Zeph.i. 5), but the

Asiatic ruler of the world. Ahaz sent messengers, as we read

in 2 Kings xvi. 7 sqq., to Tiglath-pileser, the king of Assyria,

to say to him, " I am thy servant and thy son." And Ahaz
took the silver and gold that were in the house of Jehovah, and

in the treasures of the palace, and sent a bribe to the king of

Assyria. And again, at vers. 10 sqq., Ahaz went to Damascus

to meet the king of Assyria, and there he saw an altar, and

sent a model of it to Jerusalem, and had one like it put in the

place of the altar of burnt-offering. Such acts as these are

here described in the figure of Israel travelling with oil to the

king, and taking a quantity of choice spices with it to gain his

favour, and also sending messengers, and not only bowing

itself to the earth, but even stooping to Hades, that is to say,
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standing as it were on its head in its excessive servility, for

the purpose of obtaining allies. It seems most natural to take

(Dtya as equivalent to IOB'3 nTOtW ; thou wentest in oil (dripping

with pomade), and didst apply to thyself many spices; but

Beth after verbs of going signifies to go with anything, to take

it with one and bring it, so that the oil and spices are thought

of here as presents, which she took with her as sensual stimu-

lants, with a view to the amorous pleasures she was seeking

(Ezek, xxiii. 41, cf. Hos. xii. 2). -''SiB'n signifies to go deep

down in Jer. xiii. 18 ; the meaning here is, to bow very low,

or to degrade one's self. By " the greatness or breadth of the

way" (a similar expression to that in Josh. ix. 13), all the great

sacrifices are intended which it cost her to purchase the favour

of the heathen ruler. Although they were a great trouble to

her, yet she did not say tS'tjii, " it is hopeless ;" the niphal of

t^NI signifies in 1 Sam. xxvii. 1 , to betake one's self to a thing with

despair of its success. The participle in Job vi. 26 means a

despairing person ; it also occurs in a neuter sense in Jer.

ii. 25, xviii. 12, viz. given up, i.e. absolutely in vain. She did

not give up hope, although the offerings nearly exhausted her

strength ; on the contrary, she gained "I' n^n, " life of-her arm,"

i.e. (according to the use of 'l^n in the sense of reviving, and
njnn, to bring to life again) new life in her arm, in other words,

" the renewing of her strength " {recentem vigorem virium

suarum). Thus, without noticing the sighs and groans forced

from her by the excessive toil and fatigue, but stirring herself

up again and again, she pursued the plan of strengthening her

alliances with the heathen. Ezekiel's picture of Aholah and

Aholibah is like a commentary on vers. 3-10 (see Ezek. xxiii.).

From fear of man, Israel, and still more Judah, had given

up the fear of Jehovah. Ver. 11a. "And of whom hast thou

been afraid, and (whom) didst thou fear, that thou becamest a liar,

and didst not continue mindful of me, and didst not take it ta

heart ? " It was of men—only mortal men, with no real power

(ch.li. 12)—that Israel was so needlessly afraid, that it resorted

to lies and treachery to Jehovah (kl, ut, an interrogative sen-

tence, as in 2 Sam. vii. 18, Ps. viii. 5) : purchasing the favour

of man out of the fear of man, and throwing itself into the

arms of false tutelar deities, it banished Jehovah its true

shelter out of its memory, and did not take it to heart, viz. the
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sinfulness of such infidelity, and the eventful consequences by
which it was punished (compare ch. xlvii. 7 and xlii. 25).

With ver. 116 the reproaches are addressed to the present.

The treachery of Israel had been severely punished in the

catastrophe of which the captivity was the result, but without

effecting any improvement. The great mass of the people

were as forgetful of God as ever, and would not be led to

repentance by the long-suffering of God, which had hitherto

spared them from other well-merited punishments. Ver. 115.

"Am I not silent, and that for a long time, whereas thou wast

not afraid of me ? " A comparison with ch. xlii. 14 will show

that the prophecy returns here to its ordinary style. The
LXX. and Jerome render the passage as if the reading were

DpyD (viz. 'J'y= irapopSiv, quasi 7ion videns), and this is the

reading which Lowth adopts. We may see fi-om this, that

the original text had a defective oi'JJDI, which was intended,

however, to be read QPyoi. The prophet applies the term 'oldm

(see ch, xlii. 14) to the captivity, which had already lasted a

long time—a time of divine silence : the silence of His help so

far as the servants of Jehovah were concerned, but the silence

of His wrath as to the great mass of the people.

But this silence would not last for ever. Vers. 12, 13.

"/, I willproclaim thy righteousness ; and thy works, they will not

profit thee. When thou criest, let thy heaps of idols save thee .*

but a wind carries them all away ; a breath takes them off; and

whoever putteth trust in me will inherit the land, and take posses-

sion of my holy mountain." According to the context, 'HDi^iy

cannot be a synonym of njlic"', here. It is neither salvation nor

the way of salvation that is intended; nor is this even included,

as Stier supposes. But the simple reference is to what Israel

in its blindness regarded as righteousness ; whereas, if it had

known itself, it would have seen that it was the most glaring

opposite. This lying-righteousness of Israel would be brought

to a judicial exposure by Jehovah. ^*ii'J?0"nsi is not a second

accusative to l^^S^for in that case we should have T'tvyei inplSTiN;

but it commences a second sentence, as the accents really indi-

cate. When Jehovah begins thus to speak and act, the im-

potence of the false gods which His people have made for

themselves will soon be exposed ; and " as for thy works (i.e.

thine idols, ch. xli. 29, of. ch. i. 31), they will do thee no good"
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(ch. xliv. 9, 10, compare Jer. xxiii. 33; for the question

NB'DTiD, here an emphatic elevation of the subject, compare ch.

liii. 8, 1Tn"n?l, Ewald, § 277, p. 683). This determines the

meaning of 'n!?i3i?, which Kuobel supposes to refer to the large

army of the Babylonians, with which the apostates among the

exiles had formed an offensive and defensive alliance. But the

term is really applied to the heaps (qibbuts, collectio, not an adjec-

tive of the form limmud) of different idols, with which Israel-

. had furnished itself even in its captivity (compare qibbdtsdh in

Mic. i. 17). It was in vain for them to turn to these pan-

theons of theirs ; a single ru&eh would cany them all away, a

hebliel would sweep them off, for they themselves were nothing

but hebhel and ruach (ch. xli. 29). The proper punctuation

here is ?3n"n^^_; the first syllable of np*, which is attached to a

word with a disjunctive accent, has a so-called heavy Gaya, the

second a euphonic Gaya, according to rules which are too little

discussed in our grammars. When Knobel supports his ex-

planation of n^SUp on the ground that the idols in ver. 13a and

the worshippers of Jehovah in ver. 136 do not form a fitting

antithesis, the simple reply is, that the contrast lies between

the idols, which cannot save, and Jehovah, who not only saves

those who trust in Him, but sends them prosperity according

to His promises. With the promise, " Whoso trusts in me will

inherit the land," this prophecy reaches the thought with

which the previous prophecy (ch. Ivi. 7, 8) closed; and possibly

what is here aflSrmed of 'HJV'^p forms an intentional antithesis

to the promise there, 1''yap3P IvJ? K^pN liy : when Jehovah gathers

His faithful ones from the dispersion, and gathers others to

them (from among the heathen), then will the plunder which

the faithless have gathered together be all scattered to the

winds. And whilst the latter stand forsaken by their power-

less works, the former will be established in the peaceful in-

heritance of the promised land.

The first half of the prophecy closes here. It is full of

reproach, and closes with a brief word of promise, which is

merely the obverse of the threat. The second half follows an
opposite course. Jehovah will redeem His people, provided it

has been truly humbled by the sufferings appointed, for He
has seen into what errors it has fallen since He has withdrawn

His mercy from it. "But the wicked," etc. The whole closes
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here with words of threatening, which are the obverse of the

promise. Ver. 136 forms the transition from the first half to

the second.

The promise is now followed by an appeal to make ready

the way which the redeemed people have to take. Ver. 14.

" And He saitii, Heap up, heap up, prepare a way, tahe away
every obstruction from the way of my people'' This is the very

Same appeal which occurs once in all three books of these pro-

phecies (ch. xl. 3, 4, Ivii. 14, Ixii. 10). The subject of the

verb (^dmar) is not Jehovah ; but the prophet intentionally

leaves it obscure, as in ch. xl. 3, 6 (cf. xxvi. 2). It is a heavenly

cry ; and the crier is not to be more precisely named.

The primary ground for this voice being heard at all is, that

the Holy One is also the Merciful One, and not only has a mani-

festation of glory on high, but also a manifestation of grace below.

Yer. 15. "For thus saith the high and lofty One, the eternally dwell-

ing One, He whose name is Holy One; I dwell on high and in the

holy place, and with the contrite one and him that is of a humbled

spirit, to revive the spirit of humbled ones, and to revive the heart of

contrite ones." He inflicts punishment in His wrath ; but to those

who suffer themselves to be urged thereby to repentance and the

desire for salvation. He is most inwardly and most effectually near

with His grace. For the heaven of heavens is not too great for

Him, and a human heart is not too small for Him to dwell in.

And He who dwells upon cherubim, and among the praises of

Seraphim, does not scorn to dwell among the sighs of a poor

human soul. He is called ram (high), as being high and

exalted in Himself ; i<^i (the lofty One), as towering above all

besides ; and ^J? i5'B'. This does not mean the dweller in eternity,

which is a thought quite outside the biblical range of ideas; but,

since nv stands to pK' not in an objective, but in an attributive

or adverbial relation (Ps. xlv. 7, cf. Prov. i. 33), and t?E', as

opposed to being violently wrested from the ordinary sphere of

life and work (cf. Ps. xvi. 9, cii. 29), denotes a continuing life,

a life having its root in itself, iy i3B' must mean the eternally

(= IVp) dwelling One, i.e. He whose life lasts for ever and is

always the same. He is also called qddosh, as One who is

absolutely pure and good, separated from all the uncleanness

and imperfection by which creatures are characterized. This

is not to be rendered sanctum nomen ejus, but sanctus; this
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name is the facit of His revelation of Himself in the history of

salvation, which is accomplished in love and wrath, grace and

judgment. This God inhabits mdrom v'qddosh, the height and

the Holy Place (accusatives of the object, like mdrom in eh.

xxxiii. 5, and m'rormm in ch. xxxiii. 16), both together being

equivalent to ^w? airpoaiTOV (1 Tim. vi. 16), since qddosh

(neuter, as in Ps. xlvi. 5, Ixv. 5) answers to </)w?, and mdrom to

uTrpoaiTov. But He also dwells with (ns as in Lev. xvi. 16)

the crushed and lowly of spirit. To these He is most inti-

mately near, and that for a salutary and gracious purpose,

namely " to revive . . ." n^nn and njn always signify either to

keep tliat which is living alive, or to restore to life that which

is dead. The spirit is the seat of pride and humility, the heart

the seat of all feeling of joy and sorrow ; we have therefore

spiritum humilium and cor contritorum. The selfish egotism

which repentance breaks has its root in the heart; and the self-

consciousness, from whose false elevation repentance brings

down, lias its seat in the spirit {PsycJiol. p. 199).

The com])assion, by virtue of which God has His abode

and His work of grace in the spirit and heart of the penitent,

is founded in that free anticipating love which called man and

his self-conscious spirit-soul into being at tlie first. Ver. 16.

" For I do not contend for ever, and I am not angry for ever :

for the spirit would pine away before me, and the souls of men
which I have created^ The early translators (LXX., Syr., Jer.,

possibly also the Targum) give to ^iby^ the meaning egredietur,

which certainly cannot be established. And so also does Stier,

so far as the thouglit is concerned, when he adopts the render-

ing, " A spirit from me will cover over, and breath of life will

I make ;" and so Hahn, " When the spirit pines away before

me, I create breath in abundance." But in both cases the

writer would at any rate have used the perf. consec. '^''E'yi, and

the last clause of the verse has not the syntactic form of an

apodosis. The rendering given above is the only one that is

unassailable both grammatically and in fact. ''3 introduces the

reason for the self-limitation of the divine wrath, just as in

Ps. Ixxviii. 38, 39 (cf. Ps. ciii. 14) : if God should put no
restraint upon His wrath, the Consequence would be the entire

destruction of human life, which was His creative work at first.

The verb 1l?y, from its primary meaning to bend round (Job,
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11. p. 8), has sometirces the transitive meaning to cover, and

sometimes the meaning to wrap one's self round, i.e. to become

faint or weak (compare sjltsv, fainted away, Lam. ii. 19 ; and
5)i3j?nri in Ps. cxlii. 4, which is applied to the spirit, like the kal

here). 'JS|D is equivalent to " in consequence of the wrath

proceeding from me." T\mm (a plural only met with here)

signifies, according to the fixed usage of the Old Testament

,.{ii. 22, xlii. 5), the souls of men, the origin of which is de-

scribed as a creation in the attributive clause (with an emphatic

V^.), just as in Jer. xxxviii. 16 (cf. Zech. xii. 1). Whether the

accents are intended to take 'TT'tfy i:n in this attributive sense

or not, cannot be decided from the tiphchah attached to niDB'JI.

The prophet, who refers to the flood in other passages also (e.g.

ch. liv. 9), had probably in his mind the promise given after

the flood, according to which God would not make the existing

and inherited moral depravity an occasion for utterly destroy-

ing the human race.

This general law of His action is most especially the law of

His conduct towards Israel, in which such grievous effects of

its well-deserved punishment are apparent, and effects so diffe-

rent from those intended, that the compassion of God feels

impelled to put an end to the punishment for the good of all

that are susceptible of salvation. Vers. 17, 18. " And because

of the iniquity of its selfishness, I was wroth, and smote it; hiding

myself, and being angry : then it went on, turning away in the

way of its own heart, I have seen its ways, and will heal it

;

and will lead it, and afford consolations to it, and to its mourning

ones." The fundamental and chief sin of Israel is here called

VVa, lit. a cut or slice (= gain, ch. Ivi. 11); then, like irXeove^ia,

which is "idolatry" according to Ool. iii. 5, or like ^CKap'yvpia,

which is " the root of all evil" according to 1 Tim. vi. 10, greedy

desire for worldly possession, self-seeking, or worldliness gene-

rally. The future lii?^l, standing as it does by the side of the

perfect here, indicates that which is also past ; and I'spNI stands

in the place of a second gerund : abscondendo (viz. pdnai, my
face, ch. liv. 8) et stomachando. When Jehovah had thus

wrathfully hidden His gracious countenance from Israel, and

withdrawn His gracious presence out of the midst of Israel

<Hos. V. 6, ono Ybn), it went away from Him (33it!' with 33it^,

like '^'St with '^f^V), going its own ways like the world of nations
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that had been left to themselves. But Jehovah had not seen

these wanderings without pity. The futures which follow are

promising, not by virtue of any syntactic necessity, but by

virtue of an inward necessity. He will heal His wounded (ch.

i. 4-6) and languishing people, and lead in the right way those

that are going astray, and afford them consolation as a recom-

pense for their long sufferings (D''»i™ is derived from the piel

nro, and not, as in Hos. xi. 8, from the niphal hinndchem, in the

sense of "feelings of sympathy"), especially {Vav epexeget.;

Ges. § 155, 1) its mourning ones (ch. Ixi. 2, 3, Ixvi. 10), i.e.

those whom punishment has brought to repentance, and ren-

dered desirous of salvation.

But when the redemption comes, it will divide Israel into

two halves, with very different prospects. Vers. 19-21.

" Creating fruit of the lips ; Jehovah saith, ' Peace, peace to

those that are far off, and to those that are near ; and I heal it.^

But the wicked are like the sea that is cast up ; for it cannot rest,

and its waters cast out slime and mud. There is no peace, saith

my God, for the wicked." The words of God in ver. 19 are

introduced with an interpolated " inquit Jehova" (cf. ch. xlv.

24, and the ellipsis in ch. xli. 27); and what Jehovah effects by

speaking thus is placed first in a determining participial clause:

" Creating fruit (313 = 3«, 313, keri ^i) of the lips," Kapirov

)(ei\emv (LXX., Heb. xiii. 15), i.e. not of His own lips, to

which S<li3 would be inapplicable, but the offering of praise

and thanksgiving springing from human lips (for the figure,

see Psychol, p. 214, transl. ; and on the root 33, to press upon

forward. Gen. p. 635) : " Jehovah saith shdlom, shdlom," i.e.

lasting and perfect peace (as in ch. xxvi. 3), " be the portion

of those of my people who are scattered far and near" (ch. xHii.

5-7, xlix. 12 ; compare the application to heathen and Jews in

Eph. ii. 17) ; "and I heal it" (viz. the nation, which, although

scattered, is like one person in the sight of God). But the

wicked, who persist in the alienation from God inherited from

the fathers, are incapable of the peace which God brings to

His people : they are like the sea in its tossed and stormy state

({ynw pausal third pers. as an attributive clause). As this cannot

rest, and as its waters cast out slime and mud, so has their

natural state become one of perpetual disturbance, leading to

the uninterrupted production of unclean and ungodly thoughts,
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words, and works. Thus, then, there is no peace for them,

saith my God. With these words, which have even a more

pathetic sound here than in ch. xlviii. 22, the prophet seals the

second book of his prophecies. The " wicked" referred to are

not the heathen outside Israel, but the heathen, i.e. those

estranged from God, within Israel itself.

The transition from the first to the second half of this

closing prophecy is formed by ittsi in ch. Ivii. 14, In the

second half, from ch. Ivii. 116, we find the accustomed style of

our prophet ; but in ch. Ivi. 9-lvii. 11a the style is so thoroughly

different, that Ewald maintains that the prophet has here

inserted in his book a fragment from some earlier writer of

the time of Manasseh. But we regard this as very improbable.

It is not required by what is stated concerning the prophets

and shepherds, for the book of Ezekiel clearly shows that the

prophets and shepherds of the captivity were thus debased.

Still less does what is stated concerning the early death of the

righteous require it ; for the fundamental idea of the suffering

servant of Jehovah, which is peculiar to the second book, is

shadowed forth therein. Nor by what is affirmed as to the

idolatrous conduct of the people; for in the very centre (ver. 4)

the great mass of the people are reproached for their contemp-

tuous treatment of the servants of Jehovah. Nor does the

language itself force us to any such conjecture, for ch. liii. also

differs from the style met with elsewhere ; and yet (although

Ewald regards it as an earlier, borrowed fragment) it must be

written by the author of the whole, since its grandest idea

finds its fullest expression there. At the same time, we may
assume that the prophet described the idolatry of the people

under the influence of earlier models. If he had been a pro-

phet of the captives after the time of Isaiah, he would have

rested his prophecies on Jeremiah and Ezekiel. For just as

ch. li. 18 sqq. has the ring of the Lamentations of Jeremiah,

so does ch. Ivii. 3 sqq. resemble in many respects the earlier

reproaches of Jeremiah (compare Jer. v. 7-9,. 29, ix. 8, with

the expression, " Should I rest satisfied with this ? ") ; also ch.

ii. 25 (t^KW), ii. 20, iii. 6, 13 (" upon lofty mountains and under

green trees") ; also the night scene in Ezek. xxiii.
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PART III.

FIRST PROPHECY.—Chap, lviii.

THE FALSE WORSHIP AND THE TRUE, WITH THE PROMISES

BELONGING TO THE LATTER.

As the last prophecy of the second book contained all the three

elements of prophetic addresses—reproach, threat, and promise,

—so this, the first prophecy of the third book, cannot open in

any other way than with a rehearsal of one of these. The
prophet receives the commission to appear as the preacher of

condemnation ; and whilst Jehovah is giving the reason for

this commission, the preaching itself commences. Vers. 1, 2.

" Cry toith full throat, hold not back ; lift up thy voice like a

bugle, and proclaim to my people their apostasy, and to the hous6

of Jacob their sins. And they seek me day by day, and desire to

learn my ways, like a nation which has done righteousness, and

has not forsaken the right of their God: they ash of me pidgments

of righteousness ; they desire the drawing near of Elohim." As
the second prophecy of the first part takes as its basis a text

from Micah (ch. ii. 1—4), so have we here in ver. 16 the echo

of Mic. iii. 8. Not only with lisping lips (1 Sam. i. 13), but

with the throat (Ps. cxv. 7, cxlix. 6) ; that is to say, with all

the strength of the voice, lifting up the voice like the shophdr

(not a trumpet, which is called iTJ^vn, nor in fact any metallic

instrument, but a bugle or signal horn, like that blown on new
year's day : see at Ps. Ixxxi. 4), i.e. in a shrill shouting tone.

With a loud voice that must be heard, with the most unsparing

publicity, the prophet is to point out to the people their deep
moral wounds, which they may indeed hide from themselves

with hypocritical opus operatum, but cannot conceal from the

all-seeing God. The 1 of ''ffii^] does not stand for an explana-
tory particle, but for an adversative one : " their apostasy

their sins ; and yet (although they are to be punished for these)

they approach Jehovah every day" (Di' D^' with mahpacTi
under the first Di', and pasek after it, as is the general rule
between two like -sounding words), "that He would now
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speedily interpose." They also desire to know the ways which

He intends to take for their deliverance, and by which He
desires to lead them. This reminds us of the occurrence

between Ezekiel and the elders of Gola (Ezek. xx. 1 sqq.

;

compare also Ezek. xxxiii. 30 sqq.). As if they had been a

people whose rectitude of action and fidelity to the commands
of God warranted them in expecting nothing but what was

good in the future, they ask God (viz. in prayer and by in-

quiring of the prophet) for mishp'te tsedeq., " righteous mani-

festations of judgment," i.e. such as will save them and destroy

their foes, and desire qirbath 'Elohim, the coming of God, i.e.

His saving parousia. The energetic futures, with the tone

upon the last syllable, answer to their self-righteous pre-

sumption ; and lissni is repeated, according to Isaiah's most

favourite oratorical figure (see p. 134), at the close of the

verse.

There follow now the words of the work-righteous them-

selves, who hold up their fasting before the eyes of God, and

complain that He takes no notice of it. And how could He ?

!

Vers. 3, 4. " ' Wherefore do we fast and Thou seest not, afflict

our soul and Thou regardest not?' Behold, on the day of your

fasting ye cany on your business, and ye oppress all your

labourers. Behold, ye fast with strife and quarrelling, and with

smiting with the fist maliciously closed : ye do not fast now to

make your voice audible on high" By the side of D1S (root DV,

to press, tie up, constrain) we have here the older expres-

sion found in the Pentateuch, t^SJ nsv, to do violence to the

natural life. In addition to the fasting on the day of atone-

ment (the tenth of the seventh month Tizri), the only fast

prescribed by the law, other fasts were observed according to

Zech. vii. 3, viii. 19, viz. fasts to commemorate the commence-

ment of the siege of Jerusalem (10th Tebeth), its capture (17th

Tammuz), its destruction (9th Abib), and the murder of Geda-

liah (3d Tizri). The exiles boast of this fasting here; but it is

a heartless, dead work, and therefore worthless in the sight ot

God. There is the most glaring contrast between the object of

the fast and their conduct on the fast-day : for they carry on

their work-day occupation ; they are then, more than at any

other time, true taskmasters to their work-people (lest the ser-

vice of the master should suffer from the service of God) ; and

VOL II 2 B
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because when fasting they are doubly irritable and ill-tempered,

this leads to quarrelling and strife, and even to striking with

angry fist (1'i?S<3, from ^13, to collect together, make into a

ball, clench). Hence in their present state the true purpose

of fasting is quite unknown to them, viz. to enable them to

draw near with importunate prayer to God, who is enthroned

on high (ch. Ivii. 15).^ The only difficulty here is the phrase

ysn NSD. In the face of ver. 13, this cannot have any other

meaning than to stretch one's hand after occupation, to carry

on business, to occupy one's self with it,—^sn combining the

three meanings, application or affairs, striving, and trade or

occupation. f*^p, however, maintains its primary meaning, to

lay hold of or' grasp (cf. ch. x. 14; Targ. fi^^ys ryaFi pRN,

ye seek your livelihood). This is sustained by what follows,

whether we derive 23'?sy (cf. ''i'pn, ch. Ivii. 6) from 3SV (et

omnes labores vestros graves rigide exigitis), tJ'33 (from which

we have here l^JiPi for iB'SPi, Deut. xv. 3) being construed as

in 2 Kings xxiii. 35 with the accusative of what is peremptorily

demanded ; or (what we certainly prefer) from ^iV ; or better

still from 3VJf (like 7py) : omnes operanos vestros adigitis (urgetis),

B'JJ being construed with the accusative of the person oppressed,

as in Deut. xv. 2, where it is applied to the oppression of a

debtor. Here, however, the reference is not to those who owe
money, but to those who owe labour, or to obligations to labour

;

and 3Vlf does not signify a debtor (an idea quite foreign to

this verbal root), but a labourer, one who eats the bread of

sorrows, or of hard toil (Ps. cxxvii. 2). The prophet paints

throughout from the life ; and we cannot be persuaded by
Stier's false zeal for Isaiah's authorship to give up the opinion,

that we have here a figure drawn from the life of the exiles in

Babylon.

Whilst the people on the fast-day are carrying on their

worldly, selfish, everyday business, the fasting is perverted from
a means of divine worship and absorption in the spiritual

character of the day to the most thoroughly selfish purposes : it

is supposed to be of some worth and to merit some reward.

^ The ancient church called a fast statio, because he who fasted had to
wait in prayer day and night like a soldier at his post. See on this and
what follows, the Shepherd of Hermas, iii. Sim. 5, and the Epistle of Bar-
nabas, c. iii.
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This work-holy delusion, behind which self-righteousness and

unrighteousness were concealed, is met thus by Jehovah

through His prophet : Vers. 5-7. " Can such tilings as these

pass for a fast that I have pleasure in, as a day for a man to

afflict his soul? To bow down Ms head like a bulrush, and

spread sackcloth and ashes under him— dost thou call this a

fast and an acceptable day for Jehovah ? Is not this a fast that

T have pleasure in : To loose coils of wickedness, to untie the

bands of the yoke, and for sending away the oppressed as free,

and that ye break every kind of yoke ? Is it not this, to break

thy bread to the hungry, and to take the poor and houseless to thy

home ; when thou seest a naked man that thou elothest him, and

dost not deny thyself before thine own flesh ?" The second part

of the address commences with ver. 5. The true worship,

which consists in works of merciful love to one's brethren, and

its great promises are here placed in contrast with the false

worship just described, ntan points backwards : is such a fast

as this a fast after Jehovah's mind, a day on which it can be

said in truth that a man afflicts his soul (Lev. xvi. 29) ? The
n of ^3?n is resumed in ntpn ; the second ? is the object to iO\}F\

expressed as a dative. The first ? answers to our preposition

"to" with the infinitive, which stands here at the beginning

like a casus absol. (to hang down ; for which the inf. abs.

Slisan might also be used), and as in most other cases passes

over into the finite (et quod saccum et cinerem substernit, viz.

sibi: Ges. § 132, Anm. 2). To hang down the head and sit in

sackcloth and ashes—this does not in itself deserve the name of

fasting and of a day of gracious reception (ch. Ivi. 7, Ixi. 2) on

the part of Jehovah (nin''? for a subjective genitive). Vers.

6 and 7 affirm that the fasting which is pleasant to Jehovah

consists in something very different from this, namely, in re-

leasing the oppressed, and in kindness to the helpless ; not in

abstinence from eating as such, but in sympathetic acts of that

self-denying love, which gives up bread or any other possession

for the sake of doing good to the needy.^ There is a bitter

irony in these words, just as when the ancients said, " not eating

is a natural fast, but abstaining from sin is a spiritual fast."

During the siege of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans a general

1 The ancient church connected fasting with ahnsgiving by law. Dressd,

Patr. Ap. p. 493.
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emancipation of the slaves of Israelitish descent (who were to

be set free, according to the law, every three years) was resolved

upon and carried out ; but as soon as the Chaldeans were gone,

the masters fetched their liberated slaves back into servitude

again (Jer. xxxiv. 8-22). And as ver. 6 shows, they carried

the same selfish and despotic disposition with them into

captivity. The HT which points forwards is expanded into infin.

absolutes, which are carried on quite regularly in the finite

tense. Motdh, which is repeated palindromically, signifies in

both cases a yoke, lit. vectis, the cross wood which formed ih&

most important part of the yoke, and which was fastened to the

animal's head, and so connected with the plough by means of

a cord or strap (Sir. xxx. 35, xxxiii. 27).^ It is to this that

Tvr\iV:, knots, refers. We cannot connect it with mutteh, a state

of perverted right (Ezek. ix. 9), as Hitzig does. D'V=lS^ are

persons unjustly and forcibly oppressed even with cruelty ; YT*

is a stronger synonym to PE'V (^e.g, Amos iv. 1). In ver. 7 we
have the same spirit of general humanity as in Job xxxi. 13-23,

Ezek. xviii. 7, 8 (compare what James describes in ch. i. 27 as

" pure religion and undefiled"). Dn? (^^) D"1S is the usual

phrase for kXuv {KKd^eiv) aprov. D'''ll"ip is the adjective to

D\V?!j and apparently therefore must be derived from T]»

:

miserable men who have shown themselves refractory towards

despotic rulers. But the participle mdrud cannot be found

elsewhere; and the recommendation to receive political fugitives

has a modern look. The parallels in Lam. i. 7 and iii. 19 are

conclusive evidence, that the word is intended as a derivative

of in, to wander about, and it is so rendered in the LXX.,
Targ., and Jerome (vagos). But 1i"i», pi. Cllil?, is no adjective;

and there is nothing to recommend the opinion, that by " wan-
derers" We are to understand Israelitish men. Ewald supposes

that Dniip may be taken as a part. Jiopli. for Q^TJ'^, hunted

away, like DTilOdn in 2 Kings xi. 2 Qteri wrymn) ; but it cannot

^ I have already observed at ch. xlvii. 6, in vindication of what was
stated at ch. x. 27, that the yoke was not in the form of a collar. I

brought the subject under the notice of Prof. Schegg, who wrote to me
immediately after his return from his journey to Palestine to the following

effect :
" I saw many oxen ploughing in Egypt, Palestine, Syria, and the

neighbourhood of Ephesus ; and in every case the yoke was a cross piece

of wood laid upon the neck of the animal, and fastened to the pole of tha

plough by a cord which passed under the neck of the animal."
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be shown that the language allowed of this shifting of a vowel-

sound. We prefer tq assume that D''"i'nD (persecuted) is re-

garded as part, pass., even if only per metaplasmwm, from TiO,

a secondary form of n^n (of. D3D, J'^D, ns», makuna). Ver. 76

is still the virtual subject to W"iri3S DiS. The apodosis to the

hypothetical '3 commences with a perf. consec, which then

passes into the pausal future D^ynn. In ^"iB'iip (from thine own
flesh) it is presupposed that all men form one united whole as

being of the same flesh and blood, and that they form one

family, owing to one another mutual love.

The prophet now proceeds to point out the reward of divine

grace, which would follow such a fast as this, consisting of

self-renouncing, self-sacrificing love ; and in the midst of the

promise he once more reminds of the fact, that this love is

the condition of the promise. This divides the promises into

two. The middle promise is linked on to the first; the morning

dawn giving promise of the "perfect day" (Prov. iv. 18). The
first series of promises we have in vers. 8, 9a. " TJien will thy

light break forth as the morning dawn, and thy healing will

sprout up speedily, and thy righteousness will go before thee, the

glory of Jehovah will follow thee. Then ivilt thou call and

Jehovah will answer ; thou wilt beseech, and He will say, Here

am I!" The love of God is called "light" in contrast with His

wrath ; and a quiet cheerful life in God's love is so called, in

contrast with a wild troubled life spent in God's wrath. This

life in God's love has its dawn and its noon-day. When it is

night both witliin and around a man, and he suffers himself to

lae awakened by the love of God to a reciprocity of love ; then

does the love of God, like the rising sun, open for itself a way

through the man's dark night and overcome the darkness of

wrath, but so gradually that the sky within is at first only

streaked as it were with the red of the morning dawn, the

herald of the sun. A second figure of a promising character

follows. The man is sick unto death ; but when the love of

God stimulates him to reciprocal love, he is filled with new
vigour, and his recovery springs up suddenly ; he feels within

him a new life working through with energetic force like a

miraculous springing up of verdure from the earth, or of

growing and flowering plants. The only other passages in

which nans occurs are in the b')oks of Jeremiah, Chronicles,
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and Nehemiah, It signifies recovery (LXX. here, ra tdfiard

(Tov Trtvv avareXet, an old mistake for Ifidria, vestimenta), and

hence general prosperity (2 Ohron. xxiv. 13). It always

occurs with the predicate nnijy (causative npjjn, cf. Targ. Ps.

cxlvii. 3, t01S< pBX, another reading P^ll*?), oritur (for which

we have here poetically germinat) alicui saniias; hence Gesenius

and others have inferred, that the word originally meant the

binding up of a wound, bandage (imponitur alicui fascia).

But the primary word is ^"IX ~ ^"is, to set to rights, to restore

or put into the right condition (e.g. b. Sabbath 335, " he cured

his wounded flesh "), connected with ^''l'?, Arab, drak, accommo-

datus; so that n^nKj after the form naiPDj Arab, (though rarely)

arika, signifies properly, setting to rights, i.e. restoration.

The third promise is : " thy righteousness will go before

thee, the glory of Jehovah will gather thee, or keep thee to-

gether," i.e. be thy rear-guard (LXX. irepia-TeKel a-e, enclose

thee with its protection ; ^px as in ^lEXD, ch. lii. 12). The
figure is a significant one : the first of the mercies of God is

SiKaiovv, and the last Bo^d^eiv. When Israel is diligent in the

performance of works of compassionate love, it is like an army
on the march or a travelling caravan, for which righteousness

clears and shows the way as being the most appropriate gift of

God, and whose rear is closed by the glory of God, which so

conducts it to its goal that not one is left behind. The fourth

promise assures them of the immediate hearing of prayer, of

every appeal to God, every cry for help.

But before the prophet brings his promises up to their cul-

minating point, he once more lays down the condition upon
which they rest. Vers. 96-12. " If tJiou put away from the

midst of thee the yoke, the pointing of the finger, and speaking of
evil, and offerest up thy gluttony to the hungry, and satisfiest the

soul that is bowed down : thy light will stream out in the dark-

ness, and thy darkness become like the brightness of noon-day.

And Jehovah will guide thee continually, and satisfy thy soul in

droughts, and refresh thy bones; and thou wilt become like a well-

watered garden, and like a fountain, whose waters never deceive.

And thy people will build ruins of the olden time, foundations of
earlier geiierations wilt thou erect; and men will call thee repairers

of breaches, restorers of habitable streets." f^ljiOj a yoke, is here

equivalent to yoking or oppression, as in ver. 6a, where it
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stands by the side of V^l. wysTlpE' (only met with here, for

nPE*, Ges. § 65, 1, a), the stretching out of the finger, signifies

a scornful pointing with the fingers (Prov. vi. 13, BaxrvKo-

BeiKTeiv) at humbler men, and especially at such as are

godly (ch. Ivii. 4). ij?~i3'n, the utterance of things which are

wicked in themselves and injurious to one's neighbour, hence

sinful conversation in general. The early commentators looked

for more under ^fpl, than is really meant (and so does even

Stier : " thy soul, thy heart, all thy sympathetic feelings," etc.).

The name of the soul, which is regarded here as greedily long-

ing (ch. Ivi. 11), is used in Deut. xxiv. 6 for that which nourishes

it, and here for that which it longs for ; the longing itself

(appetitus) for the object of the longing [Psychol, p. 204).

We may see this very clearly from the choice of the verb pBJJi

(a voluntative in a conditional clause, Ges. § 128, 2), which,

starting from the primary meaning educere (related to P??, Arabic

anfaqa, to give out, distribute, nafaqa, distribution, especially

of alms), signifies both to work out, acquire, carry off (Prov.

iii. 13, viii. 35, etc.), and also to take out, deliver, offer, ex-

promere (as in this instance and Ps. cxl. 9, cxliv. 13). The

soul "bowed down" is bowed down in this instance through

abstinence. The apodoses commence with the ^er/. cons. fTitl.

n?aK is the darkness caused by the utter absence of light (Arab.

afalat esh-shemsu, " the sun has become invisible ") ; see at

Job X. 22. This, as the substantive clause affirms, is like the

noon-day, which is called ^^.l^^-^, because at that point the day-

light of both the forenoon and afternoon, the rising and setting

light, is divided as it were into two by the climax which it has

attained. A new promise points to the fact, that such a man
may enjoy without intermission the mild and safe guidance of

divine grace, for which nm (nmn, syn. ?n3) is the word com-

monly employed; and another to the communication of the

most copious supply of strength. The ava^ y^yp- ^"^^^^^

does not state with what God will satisfy the soul, as Hahn
supposes (after Jerome, ''splendoribus"), but according to nn''ny

(Ps. Ixviii. 7) and such promises as ch. xliii. 20, xlviii. 21,

xlix. 10, the kind of satisfaction and the circumstances under

which it occurs, viz. in extreme droughts (Targ. "years of

drought "). In the place of the peif. cons, we have then the

future, which facilitates the elevation of the object :
" and thy
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bones will He make strong," r^'H]'., for which Hupfeld woUld

read ^'^01, « will He rejuvenate." y'pnn is a denom. of pi'n,

expeditus; it may, however, be directly derived from a verb fpn,

presupposed by OIV^H, not, however, in the meaning " to be fat"

(LXX. iriavdrjaerai, and so also Kimchi), but " to be strong,"

lit. to be loose or ready for action ; and h. Jebamoth 1026

has the very suitable gloss 'Dnj *mf (making the bones strong).

This idea of invigorating is then unfolded in two different

figures, of which that of a well-watered garden sets forth the

abundance received, that of a spring the abundance possessed.

Natural objects are promised, but as a gift of grace ; for this

is the difference between the two testaments, that in the Old

Testament the natural is ever striving to reach the spiritual,

whereas in theNew Testament the spiritual lifts up the natural

to its own level. The Old Testament is ever striving to give

inwardness to what was outward ; in the New Testament this

object is attained, and the further object now is to make the

outward conformed to the inward, the natural life to the

spiritual. The last promise (whether the seventh or eighth,

depends upon whether we include the growing of the morning

light into the light of noon, or not) takes its form from the

pining of the exiles for their home : " and thy people (ISO)

build" (Ewald, § 295, c) ; and Bottcher would read !»» «31 ; but

IP with a passive, although more admissible in Hebrew than in

Arabic, is very rarely met with, and then more frequently in the

sense of airo than in that of viro, and 133 followed by a plural

of the thing would be more exact than customary. Moreover,

there is no force in the objection that IBD with the active can

only signify " some of thee," since it is equivalent to lOO "itJ'N,

those who sprang from thee and belong to thee by kindred

descent. The members born to the congregation in exile will

begin, as soon as they return to their home, to build up again

the ruins of olden time, the foundations of earlier generations,

i.e. houses and cities of which only the foundations are left

(ch. Ixi. 4) ; therefore Israel restored to its fatherland receives

the honourable title of "builder of breaches," "restorer of streets

(i.e. of places much frequented once) naB"? " (for inhabiting),

i.e. so that, although so desolate now (ch. xxxiii. 8), they become
habitable and populous once more.

The third part of the prophecy now adds to the duties of
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human love the duty of keeping the Sabbath, together with

equally great promises; i.e. it adds the duties of the first table to

those of the second, for the service of works is sanctified by the

service of w^orship. Vers, 13, 14. " Jf thou hold back thy foot

from the Sabbath, from doing thy business on my holy day, and

callest the Sabbath a delight, the holy of Jehovah, reverer, and

honourest it, not doing thine own ways, not pursuing thy business

and speaking words : then wilt thou have delight in Jehovah, and

I will cause thee to ride upon the high places of the land, and

make thee enjoy the inheritance of Jaxob thy forefather, for

the mouth of Jehovah hath spoken it" The duty of keeping the

Sabbath is also enforced by Jeremiah (ch. xvii. 19 sqq.) and

Ezekiel (ch, xx, 12 sqq., xxii. 8, 26), and the neglect of this

duty severely condemned. Ch. Ivi. has already shown the im-

portance attached to it by our prophet. The Sabbath, above

all other institutions appointed by the law, was the true means

of uniting and sustaining Israel as a religious community, more

especially in exile, where a great part of the worship necessarily

fell into abeyance on account of its intimate connection with

Jerusalem and the holy land ; but whilst it was a Mosaic insti-

tution so far as its legal appointments were concerned, it rested,

in a way which reached even beyond the rite of circumcision,

upon a basis much older than that of the law, being a cere-

monial copy of the Sabbath of creation, which was the divine

rest established by God as the true object of all motion; for

God entered into Himself again after He had created the world

out of Himself, that all created things might enter into Him.

In order that this, the great end set before all creation, and

especially before rnankind, viz. entrance into the rest of God,

might be secured, the keeping of the Sabbath prescribed by the

law was a divine method of education, which put an end every

week to the ordinary avocations of the people, with their secular

influence and their tendency to fix the mind on outward things,

and was designed by the strict prohibition of all work to force

them to enter into themselves and occupy theii* minds with

God and His word. The prophet does not hedge round this

commandment to keep the Sabbath with any new precepts, but

merely demands for its observance full truth answering to the

.spirit of the letter. " If thou turn away thy foot from the

Sabbath " is equivalent to, if thou do not tread upon its holy
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ground with a foot occupied with its everyday work, niiyjl

which follows is not elliptical (= niB'SJO answering to nSB'D,

an unnecessary and mistaken assumption), but an explanatory

permutative of the object "thy foot:" "turn away thy foot,"

viz. from attending to thy business (a defective plural) on my
holy day. Again, if thou call (i.e. from inward contemplation

and esteem) the Sabbath a pleasure (^oneg, because it leads thee

to God, and not a burden because it leads thee away from

thine everyday life; of. Amos viii. 5) and the holy one of

Jehovah (on this masculine personification of the Sabbath, see

ch. Ivi. 2), " m^khubbdd," honoured == honourable, honorandus

(see vol. i. p. 128), and if thou truly honourest him, whom
Jehovah has. invested with the splendour of His own glory

(Gen. ii. 3: "and sanctified it"), "not" (IP =&(TTe fir/) "to

perform thy ways " (the ordinary ways which relate to self-

preservation, not to God), " not to attend to thine own business"

(see at ver. 3) " and make words," viz. words of vain useless

character and needless multitude ("laviai as in Hos. x. 4,

denoting unspiritual gossip and boasting) ;
^ then, just as the

Sabbath is thy pleasure, so wilt thou have thy pleasure in

Jehovah, i.e. enjoy His delightful fellowship ('n"?J? Mynri, a

promise as in Job xxii. 26), and He will reward thee for thy

' Hitzig observes, that " the law of the Sabbath has already received

the Jewish addition, ' speaking is work.' " But from the premiss that the

sabbatical rest of God was rest from speaking His creating word (Ps.

xxxiii. 6), all the conclusion that tradition has ever drawn is, that on the

Sabbath men must to a certain extent rest iniriD as well as nB'VDD ; and
when R. Simon b. Jochai exclaimed to his loquacious old mother on the

Sabbath, "Keeping the Sabbath means keeping silence," his meaning was
not that talking in itself was working and therefore all conversation was
forbidden on the Sabbath. Tradition never went as far as this. The
rabbinical exposition of the passage before us is the following :

" Let not

thy talking on the Sabbath be the same as that on working days ;" and
when it is stated once in the Jerusalem Talmud that the Rabbins could

hardly bring themselves to allow of friendly greetings on the Sabbath, it

certainly follows from this, that they did not forbid them. Even the

author of the nV'tJ* (nnan ninii' ''JW) with its excessive ceremonial strin-

gency goes no further than this, that on the Sabbath men must abstain

from iiin ''^a^. And is it possible that our prophet can have been more
stringent than the strictest traditionalists, and wished to make the keeper
of the Sabbath a Carthusian monk ? There could not be a more thorough
perversion of the spirit of prophecy than this.
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renunciation of earthly advantages with a victorious reign, with

an unapproachable possession of the high places of the land

—

i.e. chiefly, though not exclusively, of the promised land, which

shall then be restored to thee,—and with the free and undisputed

usufruct of the inheritance promised to thy forefather Jacob

(Ps. cv. 10, 11 ; Deut. xxxii. 13 and xxxiii. 29) ;—this will be

thy glorious reward, for the mouth of Jehovah hath spoken it.

Thus does Isaiah confirm the predictions of ch. i. 20 and xl. 35

(compare ch. xxiv. 3 and the passages quoted at vol. i. p. 425).

SECOND PROPHECY.—Chap. lix.

THE EXISTING WALL OF PAETITION BROKEN DOWN AT LAST.

This second prophetic address continues the reproachful

theme of the first. In the previous prophecy we found the

virtues which are well-pleasing to God, and to which He pro-

mises redemption as a reward of grace, set in contrast with

those false means, upon which the people rested their claim to

redemption. In the prophecy before us the sins which retard

redemption are still more directly exposed. Vers. 1, 2. " Be-

hold, Jehovah's hand is not too short to help, nor Sis ear too heavy

to hear ; but your iniquities have become a party-wall between

you and your God, and your sins have hidden His face from

you, so that He does not hear." The reason why redemption is

delayed, is not that the power of Jehovah has not been suffi-

cient for it (cf. ch. 1. 2), or that He has not been aware of

their desire for it, but that their iniquities (Da^niiij? with the

second syllable defective) have become dividers (Dv'n3», defect

tive), have grown into a party-wall between them and their

God, and their sins (cf. Jer. v. 25) have hidden pdnlm from

them. As the " hand" (ydd) in ch. xxviii. 2 is the absolute

hand ; so here the " face" (pdmm) is that face which sees

everything, which is everywhere present, whether uncovered or

concealed; which diffuses light when it unveils itself, and

leaves darkness when it is veiled ; the sight of which is blessed-

ness, and not to see which is damnation. This absolute coun-

tenance is never to be seen in this life without a veil ; but the

rejection and abuse of grace make this veil a perfectly im-

penetrable covering. And Israel had forfeited in this way the
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liffht and siVht of this countenance of God, and had raised a

party-wall between itself and Him, and that VioB'p, so that He
did not hear, i.e. so that their prayer did not reach Him (Lam.

iii. 44) or bring down an answer from Him.

The sins of Israel are sins in words and deeds. Ver. 3.

" For your liands are defiled with blood, and your fingers with

iniquity ; your lips speak lies, your tongue murmurs wickedness"

The verb PK3, to spot (see ch, Ixiii. 3), is a later softening down

of hv\ (e.g. 2 Sam. i. 21) ; and in the place of the niphal ?W:

(Zeph. iii. 1), we have here, as in Lam. iv. 14, the double passive

form 7KH, compounded of niphal and pual. The post-biblical

nithpael, compounded of the niplial and the hithpael, is a mixed

form of the same kind, though we also meet with it in a few

biblical passages (Deut. xxi. 8 ; Prov. xxvii. 15 ; Ezek. xxiii.

48). The verb hdgdh (LXX. /jLeXera) combines the two

meanings of " thought" (meditation or reflection), and of a

light low " expression," half inward half outward.

The description now passes over to the social and judicial

life. Lying and oppression universally prevail. Vers. 4-6.

" No one speaks loith justice, and no one pleads with faithfulness ;

men trust in vanity, and speak with deception; they conceive

trouble, and bring forth ruin. They hatch basilisks' eggs, and

weave spiders' webs. He that eateth of their eggs must die ; and

if one is trodden upon, it splits into an adder. Their loebs do

not suffice for clothing, and men cannot cover themselves with

their works : their ivorks are works of ruin, and the practice of
injustice is in their hands'' As N^iJ is generally used in these

prophetic addresses in the sense of Kiqpvaraeiv, and the judicial

meaning, citare, in jus vocare, litem intendere, cannot be sus-

tained, we must adopt this explanation, " no one gives public

evidence with justice" (LXX. ovheiii \dXel St'/cata). PIX is firm

adherence to the rule of right and truth ; njlOS a conscientious

reliance which awakens trust ; tOSB'D (in a reciprocal sense, as

in ch. xliii. 26, Ixvi. 16) signifies the commencement and pur-

suit of a law-suit with any one. The abstract infinitives which
follow in ver. 46 express the general characteristics of the

social life of that time, after the manner of the historical in-

finitive in Latin (cf. ch. xxi. 5 ; Ges. § 131, 4, b). Men trust

in tohu, that which is perfectly destitute of truth, and speak
Nils', what i" morally corrupt and worthless. The double figure
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J1K n^Mni hav iin is taken from Job xv. 35 (cf. Ps, vii. 15).

^"in (compare the poel in ver. 13) is only another form for nnri

(Ges. § 131, 4, b) ; and ^vi^ (the western or Palestinian reading

liere), or ^?^^ (the oriental or Babylonian reading), is the usual

form of the inf. abs. hipli. (Ges, § 53, Anm. 2). What they

carry about with them and set in operation is compared in

ver. 5a to basilisks' eggs C^^VSy, serpens regulus, as in ch. xi. 8)

and spiders' webs {^^^^, as in Job viii. 14, from 33j;, possibly

in the sense of squatter, sitter still, with the substantive ending

ish ; see Jeshurun, p. 228). They hatch basilisks' eggs (yipa

like Vp^, ch. xxxiv. 15, a perfect, denoting that which has

hitherto always taken place and therefore is a customary

thing) ; and they spin spiders' webs (^IX possibly related to

dpd^-vr] -^ the future denoting that which goes on occurring).

The point of comparison in the first figure is the injurious

nature of all they do, whether men rely upon it, in which case

" he that eateth of their eggs dieth," or whether they are bold

or imprudent enough to try and frustrate their plans and per-

formances, when that (the egg) which is crushed or trodden

upon splits into an adder, i.e. sends out an adder, which snaps

at the heel of the disturber of its rest, lit as in Job xxxix. 15,

here the part. pass. fern, like ITilD (ch. xlix. 21), with— instead

of —, like nJPj the original a of the feminine (zuratJi) having

returned from its lengthening into a to the weaker lengthening

into e. The point of comparison in the second figure is the

worthlessness and deceptive character of their works. What
they spin and make does not serve for a covering to any man
(lD3n^ with the most general subject : Ges. § 137, 3), but has

simply the appearance of usefulness ; their works are P.>f"''?'5?»

(with metJieg, not munach, under the Mem), evil works, and their

act^ are all directed to the injury of their neighbour, in his

right and his possession.

This evil doing of theirs rises even to hatred, the very

opposite of that love which is well-pleasing to God. Ver. 7.

" Their feet run to evil, and make haste to shed innocent blood t

1 Neither xxlpos nor iipdxi»i has hitherto been traced to an Indian root

in any admissible way. Benfey deduces the former from the root dJivri

(to twist) ; but this root has to perform an immense number of services

M. MUller deduces the latter from rak; but this means to make, not

to spin.
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their thoughts are thoughts of wickedness ; wasting and destruction

are in their paths.^' Paul has interwoven this passage into his

description of the universal corruption of morals, in Rom. iii.

15-17. The comparison of life to a road, and of a man's con-

duct to walking, is very common in proverbial sayings. The

prophet has here taken from them both his simile and his

expressions. We may see from ver. la, that during the cap-

tivity the true believers were persecuted .even to death by their

countrymen, who had forgotten God. The verbs WT and IIH?'!

(the proper reading, with metheg, not munach, under the o)

depict the pleasure taken in wickedness, when the conscience is

thoroughly lulled to sleep.

Their whole nature is broken up into discord. Ver. 8.

" The way of peace they know not, and there is no right in their

roads : they make their paths crooked : every one who treads upon

them knows no peace.'' With T!^., the way upon which a man
goes, the prophet uses interchangeably (here and in ver. 7)
n?DDj a high-road thrown up with an embankment ; ^jHWD (with

the plural in im and 6th), a carriage-road ; and na^nj, a footpath

formed by the constant passing to and fro of travellers.

Peaceable conduct, springing from a love of peace, and aiming

at producing peace, is altogether strange to them ; no such

thing is to be met with in their path as the recognition or

practice of right : they make their paths for themselves (p'j^,

dat. ethicus), i.e. most diligently, twisting about ; and whoever
treads upon them (bah, neuter, as in ch. xxvii. 4), forfeits all

enjoyment of either inward or outward peace. Shalom is

repeated significantly, in Isaiah's peculiar style, at the end of

the verse. The first strophe of the prophecy closes here : it

was from no want of power or willingness on the part of God,
that He had not come to the help of His people ; the fault

lay in their own sins.

In the second strophe the prophet includes himself when
speaking of the people. They now mourn over that state of

exhaustion into which they have been brought through the

perpetual straining and disappointment of expectation, and
confess those sins on account of which the righteousness and
salvation of Jehovah have been withheld. The prophet is

speaking communicatively here ; for even the better portion of

the nation was involved in the guilt and consequences of the
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corruption which prevailed among the exiles, inasmuch as a

nation forms an organized whole, and the delay of redemption

really affected them. Vers. 9-11. " Therefore right remains

far from us, and righteousness does not overtake us ; we hope for

light, and behold darkness; for brightness—we walk in thick dark-

ness. We grope along the wall like the blind, and like eyeless

men we grope : we stumble in the light of noon-day as in the dark-

ness, and among the living like the dead. We roar all like bears,

and moan deeply like doves : we hope for right, and it cometh not;

for salvation—it remaineth far offfrom us." At the end of this

group of verses, again, the thought with which it sets out is

palindromically repeated. The perfect Hi^nn denotes a state of

things reaching from the past into the present ; the future

^ii^'fl} a state of things continuing unchangeable in the present.

By mishpdt we understand a solution of existing inequalities or

incongruities through the judicial interposition of God ; by

ts'ddqdh the manifestation of justice, which bestows upon Israel

grace as its right in accordance with the plan of salvation

after the long continuance of punishment, and pours out

merited punishment upon the instruments employed in punish-

ing Israel. The prophet's standpoint, whether a real or an

ideal one, is the last decade of the captivity. At that time,

about the period of the Lydian war, when Cyrus was making

one prosperous stroke after another, and yet waited so long

before he turned his arms against Babylon, it may easily be

supposed that hope and despondency alt ernated incessantly in

the minds of the exiles. The dark fut ' ire, which the prophet

penetrated in the light of the Spirit, was indeed broken up by

rays of hope, but it did not amount to light, i.e. to a perfect

lighting up (rfgohoih, an intensified plural of n'gohdh, like

n"kh6choth in ch. xxvi. 10, pi. of n"kh6chdh in ver. 14) ; on the

contrary, darkness was still the prevailing state, and in the deep

thick darkness (^dphelotK) the exiles pined away, without the

promised release being effected for them by the oppressor of

the nations. "We grope," they here complain, "like blind

men by a wall, in which there is no opening, and like eyeless

men we grope.'' E'B'? (only used here) is a synonym of the

older tS'B'D (Deut. xxviii. 29) ; ^ffy\ (with the elision of the

reduplication, which it is hardly possible to render audible, and

which comes up again in the pausal HE'E'JJ) has the ah of force,
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here of the impulse to self-preservation, which leads them to

grope for an outlet in this a-rropla ; and D^rV f^ is not quite

synonymous with 2'')1J', for there is such a thing as blindness

with apparently sound eyes (of. ch. xliii. 8) ; and there is also a

real absence of eyes, on account of either a natural malforma-

tion, or the actual loss of the eyes through either external

injury or disease. In the lamentation which follows, " we

stumble in the light of noon-day (D)^^-f, ineridies = mesidies,

the culminating point at which the eastern light is separated

from the western) as if it were darkness, and D''30E'N3, as if

we were dead men," we may infer from the parallelism that

since D'SDEyKa must express some antithesis to D'^*??, it cannot

mean either m ca%mo«is (Jer., Luther, etc.), or "in the graves"

(Targ., D. Kimchi, etc.), or " in desolate places " (J. Kimchi).

Moreover, there is no such word in Hebrew as DE'N, to be dark,

although the lexicographers give a Syriac word K^Dn^iXj thick

darkness (possibly related to X+JLc, which does not mean the

dark night, but late in the night) ; and the verb shdmen, to be

fat, is never applied to " fat, i.e. thick darkness," as Knobel
assumes, whilst the form of the word with 3 c. dagesh precludes

the meaning a solitary place or desert (from DK'S = DDB"). The
form in question points rather to the verbal stem IDE', which
yields a fitting antithesis to D^noa, whether we explain it as

meaning "in luxuriant fields," or "among the fat ones, i.e. those

who glory in their abundant health." We prefer the latter,

since the word mishmannlm (Dan. xi. 24 ; cf. Gen. xxvii. 28)
had already been coined to express the other idea ; and as a rule,

words formed with X prosth. point rather to an attributive than

to a substantive idea. lOB'N is a more emphatic form of lOtr

(Judg. iii. 29) ;
^ and CSC?')? indicates indirectly the very same

thing which is directly expressed by C^OB'O in ch. x. 16. Such
explanations as "m opimis rebus" (Stier, etc.), or "in fat-

' The name of the Phoenician god of health and prosperity, viz. Esmoun,
which Alois MUller (Esmun, ein Beitrag zur Mytliologie des orient. Alter-

tlmms. 1864) traces to IDtyn (Ps. Ixviii. 32) from DCN = Dti'n, "the

splendid one (illustris)," probably means "the healthy one, or one of full

health " (after the form niinE'S, miDB'S), which agrees somewhat better

with the accoimt of Photios : "Ecfiovyon Otto ^oivUuv aiiofiunfiii/'iit tTti ri)
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ness of body, i.e. fulness of life" (Bottch^r), are neither so

suitable to the form of the word, nor do they answer to the

circumstances referred to here, where all the people in exile

are speaking. The true meaning therefore is, *'we stumble

(reel about) among fat ones, or those who lead a merry life," as

if we were dead. "And what," as Dcederlein observes, "can

be imagined more gloomy and sad, than to be wandering about

like shades, while others are fat and flourishing?" The growl-

ing and moaning in ver. 11 are expressions of impatience and

pain produced by longing. The people now fall into a state of

impatience, and roar like bears (hdmdh like fremere), as when,

for example, a bear scents a flock, and prowls about it (vesper-

tinus circumgemit ursus ovile : Hor. Ep. xvi, 51) ; and now
again they give themselves up to melancholy, and moan in a

low and mournful tone like the doves, quarum blanditias ver-

baque murmur hahet (Ovid), njn, hke murmurare, expresses

less depth of tone or raucitas than nipri. All their looking

for righteousness and salvation turns out again and again to

be nothing but self-deception, when the time for their coming

seems close at hand.

The people have already indicated by IS'?]? in ver. 9 that

this benighted, hopeless state is the consequence of their pre-

vailing sins ; they now come back to this, and strike the note

of penitence (yiddui), which is easily recognised by the recur-

ring rhymes dnu and Snu. The prophet makes the confession

(as in Jer. xiv. 19, 20, cf. iii. 21 sqq.), standing at the head of

the people as the leader of their prayer (ba'al fpldlldli) : Vers.

12, 13. " For our transgressions are many before Thee, and our

sins testify against us ; for our transgressions are known to us, and

our evil deeds viell known : apostasy and denial of Jehovah, and

turning back from following our God, oppressive and false speah-

ing, receiving and giving out from the heart words offalsehood"

The people acknowledge the multitude and magnitude of their

apostate deeds, which are the object of the omniscience of

God, and their sins which bear witness against them (fi^JV the

predicate of a neuter plural ; Ges. § 146, 3). The second '3

resumes the first : " our apostate deeds are with us (ns as in

Job xii. 3 ; cf. DV, Job xv. 9), i.e. we are conscious of them

;

and our misdeeds, we know them " (01^1^7-: ^°^ P^J'''^ ^s i" Gren.

xli. 23, cf. 6, and with I{, as is always the case with verbs Jl'5»

VOL. II. 8 C
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here of the impnlse to self-preservation, which leads them to

grope for an outlet in this diropia ; and 0)y'V f?? is not quite

synonymous with O'llV, for there is such a thing as blindness

with apparently sound eyes (cf. ch. xliii. 8) ; and there is also a

real absence of eyes, on account of either a natural malforma-

tion, or the actual loss of the eyes through either external

injury or disease. In the lamentation which follows, " we
stumble in the light of noon-day (Q)'];!^, ineridies = mesidtes,

the culminating point at which the eastern light is separated

from the western) as if it were darkness, and D'3DB'S3, as if

we were dead men," we may infer from the parallelism that

since D''3DE'S3 must express some antithesis to Q'!?!??, it cannot

mean either m ca%inosis (Jer., Luther, etc.), or "in the graves"

(Targ., D. Kimchi, etc.), or " in desolate places " (J. Kimchi).

Moreover, there is no such word in Hebrew as DK'X, to be dark,

although the lexicographers give a Syriac word fJiDTON, thick
/ /

'

darkness (possibly related to l^Ss., which does not mean the

dark night, but late in the night) ; and the verb shdmen, to be
fat, is never applied to " fat, i.e. thick darkness," as Knobel
assumes, whilst the form of the word with 3 c. dagesh precludes

the meaning a solitary place or desert (from OB'S = DDB'). The
form in question points rather to the verbal stem

\'0'f,
which

yields a fitting antithesis to D^noa, whether we explain it as

meaning "in luxuriant fields," or " among the fat ones, i.e. those

who glory in their abundant health." We prefer the latter,

since the word mishmannim (Dan. xi. 24 ; of. Gen. xxvii. 28)
had already been coined to express the other idea ; and as a rule,

words formed with K prosth. point rather to an attributive than
to a substantive idea. IDfN is a more emphatic form of JOB'

(Judg. iii. 29) ;
^ and D^SDB'N indicates indirectly the very same

thing which is directly expressed by D*30B'D in ch. x. 16. Such
explanations as "in opimis rebus" (Stier, etc.), or "in fat-

* The name of the Phoenician god of health and prosperity, viz. Esmoun
which Alois MUUer (Esmun, ein Beitrag zur Mythologie des orient. Alter-
tliums. 1864) traces to }DB>n (Ps. Ixviii. 32) from QBix = Qc^n "the
splendid one {illustris)" probably means " the healthy one, or one of full
health" (after the form niinB'S, nniDE'S), which agrees somewhat better

with the account of Photios : "Eirfioviiov i^ro ^oii/ikuii auoftaa/xh^ju im t?
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ness of body, i.e. fulness of life" (Bottch^r), are neither so

suitable to the form of the word, nor do they answer to the

circumstances referred to here, where all the people in exile

are speaking. The true meaning therefore is, "we stumble

(reel about) among fat ones, or those who lead a merry life," as

if we were dead. " And what," as Doederlein observes, " can

be imagined more gloomy and sad, than to be wandering about

like shades, while others are fat and flourishing ? " The growl-

ing and moaning in ver, 11 are expressions of impatience and

pain produced by longing. The people now fall into a state of

impatience, and roar like bears (lidmdh like fremere), as when,

for example, a bear scents a flock, and prowls about it (vesper-

tinus circumgemit ursus ovile : Hor. Ep. xvi. 51) ; and now
again they give themselves up to melancholy, and moan in a

low and mournful tone like the doves, quarum hlanditias ver-

baque murmur habet (Ovid), njn, like murmurare, ex^jresses

less depth of tone or raueitas than ^Q>^, All their looking

for righteousness and salvation turns out again and again to

be nothing but self-deception, when the time for their coming

seems close at hand.

The people have already indicated by \^'bv in ver. 9 that

this benighted, hopeless state is the consequence of their pre-

vailing sins ; they now come back to this, and strike the note

of penitence (viddui), which is easily recognised by the recur-

ring rhymes drtu and inu. The prophet makes the confession

(as in Jer. xiv. 19, 20, cf. iii. 21 sqq.), standing at the head of

the people as the leader of their prayer (ba'al fphiUdli) : Vers.

12, 13. "For our transgressions are many before Thee, and our

sins testify against us ; for our transgressions are known to us, and

our evil deeds well known : apostasy and denial of Jehovah, and
turning back from following our God, oppressive and false speak-

ing, receiving and giving out from the heart words offalsehood."

The people acknowledge the multitude and magnitude of their

apostate deeds, which are the object of the omniscience of

God, and their sins which bear witness against them (pT^^y^ the

predicate of a neuter plural ; Ges. § 146, 3). The second ''S

resumes the first : " our apostate deeds are with us (ns as in

Job xii. 3 ; cf. By, Job xv. 9), i.e. we are conscious of them

;

and our misdeeds, we know them " (J^IW.T.''. for pJJJT', as in Gen.

xli. 23, cf. 6, and with K, as is always the case with verbs )fy
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before :, and with a suffix; Ewald, § 60). The sins are no-w

enumerated in ver. 13 in abstract infinitive forms. At the

head stands apostasy in thought and deed, which is expressed

as a threefold sin. 'n? (of Jehovah) belongs to both the

"apostasy" (treachery; e.g. eh. i. 2) and the "denial" (Jer. v.

12). JiD3 is an inf. abs. (different from Ps. Ixxx. 19). Then

follow sins against the neighbour : viz. such speaking as leads

to oppression, and consists of sdrdh, that which deviates from or

is opposed to the law and truth (Deut. xix. 16) ; also the con-

ception (concipere) of lying words,' and the utterance of them

from the heart in which they are conceived (Matt. xv. 18, xii.

35). i"ih and iJ'n are the only poel infinitives which occur in

the Old Testament, just as •'RB'iB' (ch. x. 13) is the only example

of a poel perfect of a verb ri"i>. The poel is suitable through-

out this passage, because the action expressed affects others,

and is intended to do them harm. According to Ewald, the

poel indicates the object or tendency: it is the conjugation

employed to denote seeking, attacking, or laying hold of ; e.g.

JEnP, lingua petere, i.e. to calumniate ;
p.iJ'j oculo petere, i.e. to

envy.

The confession of personal sins is followed by that of the

sinful state of society. Vers. 14, 15a. " A7id right is forced

back, and righteousness stands afar off ; for truth has fallen in

the market-place, and honesty finds no admission. And truth

became missing, and he who avoids evil is outlawed." In con-

nection with mishpdt and ts'ddqdh here, we have not to think

of the manifestation of divine judgment and justice which is

prevented from being realized ; but the people are here con-

tinuing the confession of their own moral depravity. Kight

has been forced back from the place which it ought to occupy

(hissig is the word applied in the law to the removal of boun-

daries), and righteousness has to look from afar off at the

unjust habits of the people, without being able to interpose.

And why are right and righteousness—that united pair so

pleasing to God and beneficial to man—thrust out of the

nation, and why do they stand without ? Because there is no
truth or uprightness in the nation. Truth wanders about, and
stands no longer in the midst of the nation ; but upon the open

street, the broad market-place, where justice is administered,

and where she ought above all to stand upright and be pre-
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served upright, she has stumbled and fallen down (cf. ch.

iii. 8) ; and honesty (n'MocJidh), which goes straight forward,

would gladly enter the limits of the forum, but she cannot

:

people and judges alike form a barrier which keeps her back.

The consequence of this is indicated in ver. 15a : truth in its

manifold practical forms has become a missing thing; and who-

ever avoids the existing voice is mishtolel {part, hithpoel, not

hithpoal), one who is obliged to let himself be plundered and
stripped (Ps. Ixxvi. 6), to be made a shdldl (Mic. i. 8), Arab.

maslub, with a passive turn given to the reflective meaning,

as in tfEnnn, to cause one's self to be spied out = to disguise

one's self, and as in the so-called niphal tolerativum (Ewald,

133, b, 2).

The third strophe of the prophecy commences at ver. 156

or ver. 16. It begins with threatening, and closes with pro-

mises ; for the true nature of God is love, and every manifes-

tation of wrath is merely one phase in its development. In

consideration of the fact that this corrupt state of things fur-

nishes no prospect of self-improvement, Jehovah has already

equipped Himself for judicial interposition. Vers. 156-18.

"And Jehovah saw it, and it was displeasing in His eyes,. that

there was no right. And He saw that there was not a man any-

where, and was astonished that there was nowhere an intercessor :

then His arm brought Him help, and His righteousness became

His stay. And He put on righteousness as a coat of mail, and

the helmet of salvation upon His head ; and put on garments of

vengeance as armour, and clothed Himself in zeal as in a cloak.

According to the deeds, accordingly He will repay : burning

wrath to His adversaries, punishment to His foes ; the islands

He will repay with chastisement^ The prophet's language has

now toilsomely worked its way through the underwood of keen

reproach, of dark descriptions of character, and of mournful

confession which has brought up the apostasy of the great

mass in all the blacker colours before his mind, from the fact

that the confession proceeds from those who are ready for

salvation. And now, having come to the description of the

approaching judgment, out of whose furnace the church of

the future is to spring, it rises again like a palm-tree that has

been violently hurled to the ground, and shakes its head as

if restored to itself in the transforming ether of the future^
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Jehovah saw, and it excited His displeasure (" it was evil in

His eyes," an antiquated phrase from the Pentateuch, e.g.

Gen. xxxviii. 10) to see that right (which He loves, ch. Ixi. 8;

Ps. xxxvii. 28) had vanished from the life of His nation. He
saw that there was no man there, no man possessing either the

disposition or the power to stem this corruption (^^ as in Jer,

V. 1, cf. 1 Sam. iv. 9, 1 Kings ii. 2, and the old Jewish say-

ing, " Where there is no man, I strive to be a man "). He was

astonished (the sight of such total depravity exciting in Him
the highest degree of compassion and displeasure) that there

was no TW^, i-e. no one to step in between God and the people,

and by his intercession to press this disastrous condition of the

people upon the attention of God (see ch. liii. 12) ; no one to

form a wall against the coming ruin, and cover the rent with

his body ; no one to appease the wrath, like Aaron (Num. xvii.

12, 13) or Phinehas (Num. xxv. 7). What the fut. consec.

affirms from VE'ini onwards, is not something to come, buf

something past, as distinguished from the coming events an»

nounced from ver. 18 onwards. Because the nation was so

utterly and deeply corrupt, Jehovah had equipped Himself

for judicial interposition. The equipment was already com-

pleted ; only the taking of vengeance remained to be effected.

Jehovah saw no man at His side who was either able or willing

to help Him to His right in opposition to the prevailing abomi-

nations, or to support His cause. Then His own arm became

His help, and His righteousness His support (cf. ch. Ixiii. 5) ;

so that He did not desist from the Judgment to which He felt

Himself impelled, until He had procured the fullest satisfac-

tion for the honour of His holiness (ch. v. 16). The armour

which Jehovah puts on is now described. According to the

scriptural view, Jehovah is never unclothed ; but the free

radiation of His own nature shapes itself into a garment of

light. Light is the robe He wears (Ps. civ. 2). When the

prophet describes this garment of light as changed into a suit

of armour, this must be understood in the same sense as when
the apostle in Eph. vi. speaks of a Christian's panoply. Just

as there the separate pieces of armour represent the manifold

self-manifestations of the inward spiritual life, so here the

pieces of Jehovah's armour stand for the manifold self-mani-

festations of His holy nature, which consist of a mixture of
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wrath and love. He does not arm Himself from any outward

armoury ; but the armoury is His infinite wrath and His

infinite love, and the might in which He manifests Himself

in such and such a way to His creatures is His infinite will.

He puts on righteousness as a coat of mail (t)"!^" in half pause,

as in 1 Kings xxii. 34 in full pause, for li'''iB', 6 passing into

the broader a, as is generally the case in J'sn^, K'an) ; also in

Gen. xliii. 14, ^n^B'; xlix. 3, W; xlix. 27, rp'), so 'that His
appearance on every side is righteousness ; and on His head

He sets the helmet of salvation : for the ultimate object for

which He goes into the conflict is the redemption of the

oppressed, salvation as the fruit of the victory gained by

righteousness. And over the coat of mail He draws on clothes

of vengeance as a tabard (LXX. irepi^oKaiov), and wraps

Himself in zeal as in a war-cloak. The inexorable justice of

God is compared to an impenetrable brazen coat of mail ; His

joyful salvation, to a helmet which glitters from afar ; His

vengeance, with its manifold inflictions of punishment, to the

clothes worn above the coat of mail ; and His wrathful zeal

(njSJjp from Wi?, to be deep red) with the fiery-looking chlamys.

No weapon is mentioned, neither sword nor bow ; for His

own arm procures Him help, and this alone. But what will

Jehovah do, when He has armed Himself thus with justice

and salvation, vengeance and zeal ? As ver. 18 aflSrms, He
will carry out a severe and general retributive judgment. T^'Oi

and npDa signify accomplishment of (on gdmal, see at ch. iii. 9)

a prjfjLa fiicrov ; ni?p3j which may signify, according to the con-

text, either manifestations of love or manifestations of wrath,

and either retribution as looked at from the side of God, or

forfeiture as regarded from the side of man, has the latter

meaning here, viz. the works of men and the double-sided

(frnul, i.e. repayment, and that in the infliction of punish-

ment. ?3f3, as if, as on account of, signifies, according to its

Semitic use, in the measure (3) of that which is fitting (?V)

;

cf. ch. Ixiii. 7, uti par est propter. It is repeated with em-

phasis (like ]y> in ch. Iii. 6) ; the second stands without rectum,

as the correlate of the first. By the adversaries and enemies,

we naturally understand, after what goes before, the rebellious

Israelites. The prophet does not mention these, however, but

" the islands," that is to say, the heathen world. He hides tho
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special judgment upon Israel in the general judgment upon

the nations. The very same fate falls upon Israel, the salt of

the world which has lost its savour, as upon the whole of the

ungodly world. The purified church will have its place in the

midst of a world out of which the crying injustice has been

swept away.

The prophet now proceeds to depict the nj?lB'», the symbol

of which is the helmet upon Jehovah's head. Vers. 19, 20.

" And they will fear the name of Jeliovah from the west, and

His glory from the rising of the sun : for He will come like a

stream dam.med up, which a tempest of Jehovah drives away.

And a Redeemer comes for Zion, and for those who turn from

apostasy in Jacob, saith Jehovah'' Instead of ^^f)^ Knobel

would strike out the metheg, and read ^^T.^j
" and they will see;"

but " seeing the name of Jehovah " (the usual expression is

"seeing His glory") is a phrase that cannot be met with,

though it is certainly a passable one ; and the relation in

which ver. 196 stands to 19a does not recommend the altera-

tion, since ver. 196 attributes that general fear of the name of

Jehovah (cf . Deut. xxviii. 58) and of His glory (see the parallel

overlooked by Knobel, Ps. cii. 16), which follows the manifes-

tation of judgment on the part of Jehovah, to the manner in

which this manifestation occurs. Moreover, the true Masoretic

reading in this passage is not INl'.l (as in Mic. vii. 17), but

INn^l'.l (see Norzi). The two \q in a'JJ'SO (with the indispens-

able metheg before the chateph, and a second to ensure clear-

ness of pronunciation) ^ and IJ'pB'Ti'ittSOl (also with the so-called

strong metheg)" indicate the terminus a qua. From all quarters

of the globe will fear of the name and of the glory of Jehovah

become naturalized among the nations of the world. For
when God has withdrawn His name and His glory from the

world's history, as during the Babylonian captivity (and also at

the present time), the return of both is all the more intense and
extraordinary ; and this is represented here in a figure which

recals ch. xxx. 27, 28, x. 22, 23 (cf. Ezek. xliii. 2). The
accentuation, which gives pashta to 1?J3, does indeed appear to

make "IX the subject, either in the sense of oppressor or adver-

sary, as in Lam. iv. 12, or in that of oppression, as in ch. xxv. 4,

' See the law in Bar's Metheg-Setzung, § 29.

» See idem, § 28.
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xxvi. 16, xsx. 20. The former is quite out of the question,

since no such transition to a human instrument of the retri-

butive judgment could well take place after the vnsii nipn in

ver. 18. In support of the latter, it would be possible to quote

ch. xlviii. 18 and Ixvi. 12, since IV is the antithesis to sMlom.
But according to such parallels as ch. xxx. 27, 28, it is incom-

parably more natural to take Jehovah (His name. His glory)

as the subject. Moreover, ia, which must in any case refer to

"in33, is opposed to the idea that IV is the subject, to which u
would have the most natural claim to be referred,—an explana-

tion indeed which Stier and Hahn have really tried, taking

nODIJ as in Ps. Ix. 4, and rendering it " The Spirit of Jehovah
holds up a banner against him, viz. the enemy." If, however,

Jehovah is the subject to ^y, IS "inaa must be taken together

(like D'D3D . , . D^BS, ch. xi. 9; naiD iqvi, Ps. cxliii. 10; Ges. § 111,

2, b), either in the sense of " a hemming stream," one causing

as it were a state of siege (from tsur, ch. xxi. 2, xxix. 3), or,

better still, according to the adjective use of the noun IS (here

with tzakeph, "i^ from "ilV) in ch. xxviii. 20, Job xli. 7, 2 Kings
vi. 1, a closely confined stream, to whose waters the banks form

a compressing dam, which it bursts through when agitated by a

tempest, carrying everything away with it. Accordingly, the

explanation we adopt is this: Jehovah will come like the stream,

a stream hemmed in, which a wind of Jehovah, i.e. (like " the

mountains of God," " cedars of God," " garden of Jehovah,"

ch. li. 3, cf. Num. xxiv. 6) a strong tempestuous wind, sweeps

away (13 f^DDJ, nos'sa-b-ho, with the tone drawn back and dagesh

forte conj. in the monosyllable, the pilel of nus with Beth : to

hunt into, to press upon and put to flight),—a figure which

also indicates that the Spirit of Jehovah is the driving force in

this His judicially gracious revelation of Himself. Then, when
the name of Jehovah makes itself legible once more as with

letters of fire, when His glory comes like a sea of fire within

the horizon of the world's history, all the world from west to

east, from east to west, will begin to fear Him. But the true

object of the love, which bursts forth through this revelation of

wrath, is His church, which includes not only those who have

retained their faith, but all who have.been trulyconverted toHim.

And He comes (K3^ a continuation of Naj) for Zion a Eedeemer,

i.e. as a Eedeemer (a closer definition of the predicate), and for
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those who turn away from apostasy (VE'S ni^, compare ch. i. 27,

and for the genitive connection Mic. ii. 8, "^Or''?
''^'^^> *^^'°^® "^^^

have turned away from the war). The Vav here does not signify

"and indeed," as in ch. Ivii. 18, but "more especially." He comes

as a Redeemer for Zion, i.e. His church which has remained true,

including those who turn again to Jehovah from their previous

apostasy. In Rom. xi. 26 the apostle quotes this word of God,

which is sealed with " Thus saith Jehovah," as a proof of the

final restoration of all Israel ; for nini (according to the Apo-

calypse, o wv Koi 6 rjv KM, 6 ip'xpfievo';) is to him the God who

moves on through the Old Testament towards the goal of His

incarnation, and through the New Testament towards that of

His parousia in Christ, which will bring the world's history to

a .close. But this final close does not take place without its

having become apparent at the same time that God " has con-

cluded all in unbelief, that He may have compassion upon all"

(Rom. xi. 32).

Jehovah, having thus come as a Redeemer to His people,

who have hitherto been lying under the curse, makes an ever-

lasting covenant with them. Ver. 21. " And I, this is my
covenant loith them, saith Jehovah : My Spirit which is upon thee,

and my word lohich I haveput in thy mouth, shall not depart out of

thy mouth, and out of the mouth of thy seed, and out of the mouth

of thy seed's seed, saith Jehovah, from henceforth and for ever."

In the words, "And I, this is my covenant with them," we have

a renewal of the words of God to Abram in Gen. xvii. 4, " As
for me, behold, my covenant is with thee." Instead of DiJiN we
have in the same sense Dnx (not DOiK, as in ch. liv. 15) ; we
find this very frequently in Jeremiah. The following prophecy

is addressed to Israel, the " servant of Jehovah," which has

been hitherto partially faithful and partially unfaithful, 'but

which has now returned to fidelity, viz. the " remnant of

Israel," which has been rescued through the medium of a

general judgment upon the nations, and to which the great

body of all who fear God from east to west attach themselves.

This church of the new covenant has the Spirit of God over it,

for it comes down upon it from above; and the comforting

saving words of God are not only the blessed treasure of its

heart, but the confession of its mouth which spreads salvation

all around. The words intended are those which prove, accord-
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ing to ch. li. 16, the seeds of the new heaven and the new
earth. The church of the last days, endowed with the Spirit

of God, and never again forsaking its calling, carries them as

the evangelist of God in her apostolic mouth. The subject

of the following prophecy is the new Jerusalem, the glorious

centre of this holy church.

THIRD PROPHECY.—Chap. lx.

THE GLORY OF THE JERUSALEM OF THE LAST DATS.

It is still night. The inward and outward condition of the

church is night ; and if it is night followed by a morning, it is

so only for those who " against hope believe in hope." The
reality which strikes the senses is the night of sin, of punish-

ment, of suffering, and of mourning,—a long night of nearly

seventy years. In this night, the prophet, according to the

command of God, has been prophesying of the coming light.

In his inward penetration of the substance of his own preach-

ing, he has come close to the time when faith is to be turned

to sight. And now in the strength of God, who has made
him the mouthpiece of His own creative fiat, he exclaims to

the church, ver. 1 : " Arise, grow light ,- for thy light cometk,

and the glory of Jehovah riseth upon thee" The appeal is

addressed to Zion-.Terusalem, which is regarded (as in ch.

xlix. 18, 1. 1, lii. 1, 2, liv. 1) as a woman, and indeed as the

mother of Israel. Here, however, it is regarded as the church

redeemed from banishment, and settled once more in the holy

city and the holy land, the church of salvation, which is now
about to become the church of glory. Zion lies prostrate on

the ground, smitten down by the judgment of God, brought

down to the ground by inward prostration, and partly over-

come by the sleep of self-secui'ity. She now hears the cry,

"Arise" (qumi). This is not a mere admonition, but a word of

power which puts new life into her limbs, so that she is able to

rise from the ground, on which she has lain, as it were, under

the ban. The night, which has brought her to the ground

mourning, and faint, and intoxicated with sleep, is now at an

end. The Imighty word qumi, "arise," is supplemented by a

second word : 'on. What creative force there is in these two
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trochees, quml 'ort, which hold on, as it were, till what they

express is accomplished ; and what force of consolation in the

two iambi, hi-bhd 'Oreih, which affix, as it were, to the acts of

Zion the seal of the divine act, and add to the dpaK (or eleva-

tion) its 0ea-i<; (or foundation) ! Zion is to become light ; it is

to, because it can. But it cannot of itself, for in itself it has

no light, because it has so absolutely given itself up to sin ; but

there is a light which will communicate itself to her, viz. the

light which radiates from the holy nature of God Himself.

And this light is salvation, because the Holy One loves Zion: it

is also glory, because it not only dispels the darkness, but sets

itself, all glorious as it is, in the place of the darkness. Zdrack

is the word commonly applied to the rising of the sun (Mai,

iii. 20). The sun of suns is Jehovah (Ps. Ixxxiv. 12), the God
who is coming (ch. lix. 20).

It is now all darkness over mankind ; but Zion is the east,

in which this sun of suns will rise. Ver. 2. " For, behold, the

darkness covereth the earth, and deep darkness the nations ; and

Jehovah riseth over thee, and His glory becomes visible over tliee''

The night which settles upon the world of nations is not to be

understood as meaning a night of ignorance and enmity against

God. This prophecy no doubt stands in progressive connection

with the previous one ; but, according to ch. lix. 19, the mani-

festation of judgment, through which Zion is redeemed, brings

even the heathen from west to east, i.e. those who survive the

judgment, to the fear of Jehovah. The idea is rather the

following : After the judgments of God have passed, darkness

in its greatest depth still covers the earth, and a night of clouds

the nations. It is still night as on the first day, but a night

which is to give place to light. Where, then, will the san rise,

by which this darkness is to be lighted up ? The answer is,

" Over Zion, the redeemed church of Israel." But whilst dark-

ness still covers the nations, it is getting light in the Holy
Land, for a sun is rising over Zion, viz. Jehovah in His

unveiled glory. The consequence of this is, that Zion itself

becomes thoroughly light, and that not for itself onlv, but for

all mankind. When Jehovah has transformed Zion into the

likeness of His own glory, Zion transforms all nations into the

likeness of her own. Ver. 3. " And nations walk to thy light,

and kings to the shining of thy rays." Zion exerts such an
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attractive force, that nations move towards her light {h ^?n as

in in^3? ^pn and other similar expressions), and kings to the

splendour of her rays, to share in them for themselves, and
enjoy them with her. All earthly might and majesty station

themselves in the light of the divine glory, which is reflected

by the church.

Zion is now exhorted, as in ch. xlix. 18, to lift up her eyes,

and turn them in all directions ; for she is the object sought by
an approaching multitude. Ver. 4. " Lift up thine eyes round

about, and see : they all crowd together, they come to thee : thy

sons come from afar, and thy daughters are carried hither tipoii

arms." The multitude that are crowding together and coming

near are the diaspora of her sons and daughters that have been

scattered far away (ch. xi. 12), and whom the heathen that are

now drawing near to her bring with them, conducting them

and carrying them, so that they cling " to the side" (ch. Ixvi.

12) of those who are carrying them upon their arms and

shoulders (ch. xlix. 22). njpsFi is softened from nsmn, the

pausal form for n30Sn (compare the softening in Ruth i. 13),

from tOS, to keep, fasten, support ; whence ION, HjnXj a foster-

father, a nurse who has a child in safe keeping.

When this takes place, Zion will be seized with the greatest

delight, mingled M^ith some trembling. Ver. 5. " Then ivilt

thou see and shine, and thine heart will tremble and expand ; for

the abundance bf the sea will be turned to thee, the wealth of the

nations cometh to thee." It is a disputed question whether the

proper reading is ''^1^, ''^1^, or ''ip^^—all three point to NT

—

or ''Nin, from nsn. The last is favoured by the LXX., Targ.,

Syr., Jerome, Saad., and all the earlier Jewish commentators

except AE, and is also the Masoretic reading ; for the Masora

finalis (f. 1, col. 6) observes that this iN"in is the only instance

of such a form from nsT (differing therefore from ''N'ln in Zeph.

iii. 15, where we also find the readings ''^Tn and '^^If)) j and

there is a note in the margin of the Masora, fjDn T(h, to the

effect that this ''Nin is the only one with chateph, i.e. Sheva.

Moreover, 'Niri (thou shalt see) is the more natural reading,

according to ch. Ixvi. 14 and Zech. x. 7 ; more especially as NT

is not a suitable word to use (like pdchad and rdgaz in Jer.

xxxiii. 9) in the sense of trembling for joy (compare, on the

contrary, VV, ch. xv. 4, and nnn in ch. xliv. 8). The true ren-
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toneless contracted suffix, as in oh. xlvii. 10), and ascend lixypy^

according to good pleasure = acceptably (with the 7V used to

form adverbs, Ewald, § 217, i; cf. Vrdtson in ch. Ivi. 7), the

altar of Jehovah (^dldh with the local object in the accusative,

as in Gen. xlix. 4, Num. xiii. 17). The meaning is, that

Jehovah will graciously accept the sacrifices which the church

offers from the gifts of the Nabatasans (and Kedarenes) upon

His altar. It would be quite wrong to follow Antistes Hess

and Baumgarten, and draw the conclusion from such prophe-

cies as these, that animal sacrifices will be revived again. The
sacrifice of animals has been abolished once for all by the self-

sacrifice of the " Servant of Jehovah ;

" and by the spiritual

revolution which Christianity, i.e. the Messianic religion, has

produced, so far as the consciousness of modern times is con-

cerned, even in Israel itself, it is once for all condemned (see

Holdheim's Schrift ilber das Ceremonial-gesetz im Messiasreichj

1845). The prophet, indeed, cannot describe even what belongs

to the New Testament in any other than Old Testament

colours, because he is still within the Old Testament limits.

But from the standpoint of the New Testament fulfilment, that

which was merely educational and preparatory, and of which

there will be no revival, is naturally transformed into the truly

essential purpose at which the former aimed ; so that all that

was real in the prophecy remains unaffected and pure, after

the deduction of what was merely the unessential medium em-

ployed to depict it. The very same Paul who preaches Christ

as the end of the law, predicts the conversion of Israel as the

topstone of the gracious counsels of God as they unfold them-

selves in the history of salvation, and describes the restoration

of Israel as "the riches of the Gentiles;" and the very same
John who wrote the Gospel was also the apocalyptist, by whom
the distinction between Israel and the Gentiles was seen in

vision as still maintained even in the New Jerusalem. It

must therefore be possible (though we cannot form any clear

idea of the manner in which it will be carried out), that the

Israel of the future may have a very prominent position in the

perfect church, and be, as it were, the central leader of its

worship, though without the restoration of the party-wall of

particularism and ceremonial shadows, which the blood of the

crucified One has entirely washed away. The house of God
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in Jerusalem, as the prophet has already stated in ch. Ivi. 7,

will be a house of prayer Q}eili fphilldh) for all nations. Here

Jehovah calls the house built in His honour, and filled with

His gracious presence, "the house of my glory." He will

make its inward glory like the outward, by adorning it with

the gifts presented by the converted Gentile world.

From the mainland, over which caravans and flocks are

coming, the prophet now turns his eyes to the sea. Vers. 8, 9.

" Who are these who fly hither as a cloud, and like the doves to

their windows ? Yea, the islands wait for me ; and the ships of

Tarshish come first, to bring thy children from far, their silver

and gold with them, to the name of thy Ood, and to the holy

One of Israel, because He hath ornamented thee." Upon the

sea there appear first of all enigmatical shapes, driving along

as swiftly as if they were light clouds flying before the wind

(ch. xix. 1, xliv.- 22), or like doves flying to their dovecots

{celeres cavis se turribus abdunt, as Ovid says), i.e. to the round

towers with their numerous pigeon-holes, which are provided

for their shelter. The question is addressed to Zion, and the

answer may easily be anticipated^—namely, that this swarm of

swiftly flying figures are hurrying to a house which they long

to reach, as much as pigeons do to reach their pigeon-house.

The ki which follows is explanatory : this hurrying presents

itself to thine eyes, because the isles wait for me. The reason

for all this haste is to be found in the faith of those who are

huriying on. The Old Testament generally speaks of faith as

hope (> n^ip as in ch. li. 5, xlii. 4) ; not that faith is the same

as hope, but it is the support of hope, just as hope is the com-

fort of faith. In the Old Testament, when the true salvation

existed only in promise, this epithet, for which there were many

synonyms in the language, was the most appropriate one. The

faith of the distant lands of the west is now beginning to work.

The object of all this activity is expressed in the word ^''^rii'.

The things thus flying along like clouds and doves are ships;

with the Tartessus ships, which come from the farthest ex-

tremity of the European insular quarter of the globe, at their

head (njB'Nia with munach instead of metheg, in the same sense

as in Num. x. 14 ; LXX. eV Trpmrois ; Jerome, in principio,

in the foremost rank), i.e. acting as the leaders of the fleet

which is sailing to Zion and bringing Zion's children from
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afar, and along with them the gold and silver of the owners of

the vessels themselves, to the name (p^, to the name, dative,

not equivalent to W^h ; LXX. Bia, as in ch. Iv. 5) of thy God,

whom they adore, and to the Holy One of Israel, because He
hath ornamented thee, and thereby inspired them with reve-

rence and love to thee (^"jxp. for T).^^., as in ch. liv. 6, where it

even stands out of pause).

The first turn (vers. 1-3) described the glorification of Zion

through the rising of the glory of Jehovah ; the second (vers.

4-9) her glorification through the recovery of her scattered

children, and the gifts of the Gentiles who bring them home

;

and now the thii'd depicts her glorification through the service

of the nations, especially of her former persecutors, and gene-

rally through the service of all that is great and glorious in

the world of nature and the world of men. Not only do the

converted heathen offer their possessions to the church on

Zion, but they offer up themselves and their kings to pay her

homage and render service to her. Vers. 10-12. "And sons of
strangers build thy walls, and their kings serve thee : for in my
wrath I have smitten thee, and in my favour I have had mercy

upon thee. And thy gates remain open continually day and
night, they shall not he shut, to bring in to thee the possessions of
tJie nations and their kings in triumph. For the nation and the

kingdom which will not serve thee will perish, and the nations he

certainly laid leaste." The walls of Zion (^''Hbh doubly defec-

tive) rise up from their ruins through the willing co-operation

of converted foreigners (ch. Ivi. 6, 7), and foreign kings place

themselves at the service of Zion (ch. xlix. 23) ; the help ren-

dered by the edicts of Cyrus, Darius, and Artaxerxes Longi-
m,^nus being only a prelude to events stretching on to the end
of time, though indeed, in the view of the prophet himself, the

period immediately succeeding the captivity really would be the

end of time. Of the two perfects in ver. 10b, 'n^n''3n points to

the more remote past; ^'''jipn"]! to the nearer past, stretching

forward into the present (cf. ch. liv. 8). On pitteach, patescere,

hiscere, see ch. xlviii. 8, where it is applied to the ear, as in

Song of Sol. vii. 13 to a bud. The first clause of ver. 11a
closes with HTpj ; tiphchah divides more strongly than tehir,

which is subordinate to it. At the same time, " day and night"

may be connected with " shall not be shut," as in Eev. xxi.
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25, 26. The gates of Zion may always be left open, for there

is no more fear of a hostile attack ; and they must be left open
ad importandum, that men may bring in the possession of , the

heathen through them (a thing which goes on uninterruptedly),

t3''2in3 C3n''3?a^ The last words are rendered by Knobel, " and
their kings are leaders (of the procession) ; " but ndlmg would

be a strange substantive, having nothing to support it but the

obscure WPJ from ^p), for TinN in Cant. iii. 8 does not mean a

support, but amplexus (EtvisXd, § 149, d). The rendering "and
their kings escorted," i.e. attended by an escort, commends
itself more than this ; but in the passage quoted in support of

this use of ndhag, viz. Nah. ii. 8, it is used as a synonym of

hdgdh, signifying gemere. It is better to follow the LXX. and

Jerome, and render it, " and their kings brought," viz., accord-

ing to ch. XX. 4, 1 Sam. xxx. 2, as prisoners (Targ. z^qtqin, i.e.

I'ziqqim, in fetters),—brought, however, not by their several

nations who are tired of their government and deliver them

up (as Hitzig supposes), but by the church, by which they

have been irresistibly bound in fetters, i.e. inwardly conquered

(compare ch. xlv. 14 with Ps. cxlix. 8), and thus suffer them-

selves to be brought in a triumphal procession to the holy city

as the captives of the church and her God. Ver. 12 is con-

nected with this n"huglm; for the state of every nation and

kingdom is henceforth to be determined by its subjection, to the

church of the God of sacred history (1?V, BovXev.eiv, in distinc-

tion from shereth, SiuKovelv, Bepaireveiv), and by its entrance

into this church—the very same thought which Zechariah

carries out in ch. xiv. 16 sqq. Instead of 'Urr'a, ''3 is more

properly pointed according to certain MSS. with munacli (with-

out mdkkepli) ; the article before haggoyim is remonstrative,

and the inf. intens. chdrobh makes the thing threatened un-

questionable.

From the thought that everything great in the world of

man is to be made to serve the Holy One and His church,

the prophet passes to what is great in the world of natiire.

Ver. 13. " The glory of Lehcmon will come to thee, cypresses,

plane-trees and Sherbin-trees all together, to beautify the place of

my sanctuary, and to make the place of my feet glorious." The
splendid cedars, which are the glory of Lebanon, and in fact

the finest trees of all kinds, will be brought to Zion, not as

VOL. II. i D
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trunks felled to be used as building materials, but dug up with

their roots, to ornament the holy place of the temple (Jer. xvii.

12), and also to this end, that Jehovah may glorify the " holy

place of His feet," i.e. the place where He, who towers above

the heaven of all heavens, has as it were to place His feet.

The temple is frequently called His footstool (liadum, ragldiv),

with especial reference to the ark of the covenant (Ps. xcix. 5,

cxxxii. 7 ; Lam. ii. 1 ; 1 Chron. xxviii. 2) as being the central

point of the earthly presence of God (cf. ch. Ixvi. 1). The

trees, that is to say, which tower in regal glory above all the rest

of the vegetable world, are to adorn the environs of the temple,

so that avenues of cedars and plane-trees lead into it ; a proof

that there is no more fear of any further falling away to

idolatry. On the names of the trees, see ch. xli. 19. Three

kinds are mentioned here ; we found seven there. The words

nn'' mtJ'Sri'i imn ti'lia are repeated verbatim from ch. xli. 19 (on

these repetitions of himself, see p. 288).

The prophecy now returns to the world of man. Ver. 14.

" The children also of thy tormentors come bending unto thee, and

all thy despisers stretch themselves at the soles of thy feet, and call

thee ' City of Jehovah, Zion of the Holy One of Israeli " The
persecutors of the church both in work and word are now no
more (ch. xxvi. 14), and their children feel themselves dis-

armed. They are seized with shame and repentance, when
they see the church which was formerly tormented and despised

so highly exalted. They come sUcho&ch (an inf. noun of the

form !ina. Lam. v. 13 ; used here as an accusative of more pre-

cise definition, just as nouns of this kind are frequently con-

nected directly with the verb ^?n, Ewald, § 279, c), literally a

bow or stoop, equivalent to bowing or stooping (the opposite to

romdh in Micah ii. 3), and stretch themselves " at the soles of

thy feet," i.e. clinging to thee as imploringly and obsequiously

as if they would lay themselves down under thy very feet, and
were not worthy to lie anywhere but there (as in ch. xlix. 23) ;

and whereas formerly they called thee by nicknames, they now
give thee the honourable name of " City of Jehovah, Zion of

the Holy One of Israel," not " Sanctuary of Israel," as Meier
supposes, since q'dosh Israel is always a name of Jehovah in

the book of Isaiah. It is a genitive construction like Bethle-

hem of Judah, Gibeah of Saul, and others.
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The fourth turn (vers. 15-18) describes the glorification of

Zion through the growth and stability of its community both

without and within. A glorious change takes place in the

church, not only in itself, but also in the judgment of the

nations. Vers. 15, 16. " Whereas thou wast forsaken, and

hated, and no one walked through thee, I make thee now into

eternal splendour, a rapture from generation to generation. And
thou suokest the milk of nations, and the breast of kings thou

wilt suck, and learn that I Jehovah am thy Saviour and thy Re-

deemer, the Mighty One of Jacob" Of the two ideas of a

church (the mother of Israel) and a city (metropolis) involved

in the term Zion, the former prevails in ver. 15, the latter in

ver. 16. For although naij? and TWXWf are equally applicable

to a city and a church (ch. liv. 6, 11), the expression "no one

walked through thee" applies only to the desolate city as she

lay in ruins (see ch. xxxiv. 10). The fusion of the two ideas

in ver. 15 is similar to ch. xlix. 21. Jerusalem will now become

thoroughly a splendour, and in fact an eternal splendour, a

rapture of successive generations so long as the history of this

world continues. The nations and their kings give up their

own vital energy to the church, just as a mother or nurse gives

the milk of her breasts to a child ; and the church has thereby

rich food for a prosperous growth, and a constant supply of

fresh material for grateful joy. We cannot for a moment

think of enriching by means of conquest, as Hitzig does ; the

sucking is that of a child, not of a vampyre. We should expect

mHdkhoth (ch. xlix. 23) instead of mHdkhim (kings) ; but by Ytr

(as in ch. Ixvi. 11 for ''IB') the natural character of what is

promised is intentionally spiritualized. The figure proves itself

to be only a figure, and requires an ideal interpretation. The

church sees in all this the gracious superintendence of her God;

she learns from experience that Jehovah is her Saviour, that

He is her Kedeemer, He the Mighty One of Jacob, who has

conquered for her, and now causes her to triumph C^S *3 with

munach yethib, as in ch. xlix. 265, which passage is repeated

almost verbatim here, and ch. Ixi. 8).

The outward and inward beauty of the new Jerusalem is

now depicted by the materials of her structure, and the powers

which prevail within her. Vers. 17, 18. " For copper I bring

gold, and for iron I bring silver, and for wood capper, and for
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stones iron, and make peace thy magistracy, and righteousness

thy bailiffs. Injustice is no more seen in thy land, wasting and

destruction in thy borders ; and thou callest salvation thy walls,

and renown thy gates." Wood and stone are not used at all in

the building of the new Jerusalem. Just as in the time of

Solomon silver was counted as nothing (1 Kings x. 21) and

had only the value of stones (1 Kings x. 27), so here Jehovah

gives her gold instead of copper, silver instead of iron ; whilst

copper and iron are so despised with this superabundance of

the precious metals, that they take the place of such building

materials as wood and stones. Thus the city will be a massive

one, and not even all of stone, but entirely built of metal, and

indestructible not only by the elements, but by all kinds of foes.

The allegorical continuation of the prophecy shows very clearly

that the prophet does not mean his words to be taken literally.

The LXX., Saad., and others, are wrong in adopting the ren-

dering, " I make thy magistracy peace," etc. ; since shdlom and

ts'ddqdh are not accusatives of either the predicate or the object,

but such personifications as we are accustomed to in Isaiah (vid.

eh. xsxii. 16, 17, lix. 14; cf. ch. xlv. 8). Jehovah makes

peace its p'qudddh, i.e. its " overseership " (like g^bhurdh, hero-

ship, in ch. iii. 25, and 'ezrdh, helpership, in ch. xxxi. 2), or

magistracy ; and righteousness its bailiffs. The plural T^P
is no disproof of the personification ; the meaning is, that

ts'ddqdh (righteousness) is to Jerusalem what the whole body

of civil officers together are : that is to say, righteousness is a

substitute for the police force in every form. Under such

magistracy and such police, nothing is ever heard within the

land, of which Jerusalem is the capital, of either chdmds, i.e. a

rude and unjust attack of the stronger upon the weaker, or of

shod, i.e. conquest and devastation, and shehher, i.e. dashing to

pieces, or breaking in two. It has walls (ver. 10) ; but in truth

"salvation," the salvation of its God, is regarded as its im-

pregnable fortifications. It has gates (ver. 11) ; but fhilldh, the

renown that commands respect, with which Jehovah has in-

vested it, is really better than any gate, whether for ornament

or protection.

The fifth turn celebrates the glorifying of Jerusalem,

through the shining of Jehovah as its everlasting light and

through the form of its ever-growing membership, which is so
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well-pleasing to God. The prophecy returns to the thought

with which it set out, and by which the whole is regulated, viz.

that Jerusalem will be light. This leading thought is now un-

folded in the most majestic manner, and opened up in all its

eschatological depth. Vers. 19, 20. " The sun will be no more
thy light by day, neither for brightness will the moon shine upon

thee : Jehovah will be to thee an everlasting light, and thy God
thy glory. Thy sun will no more go down, and thy moon will

not be withdrawn; for Jehovah will be to thee an everlasting

light, and the days of thy mourning will be fulfilled" Although,

in the prophet's view, the Jerusalem of the period of glory in

this world and the Jerusalem of the eternal glory beyond

flow into one another; the meaning of this prophecy is not

that the sun and moon will no longer exist. Even of the

Jerusalem which is not to be built by Israel with the help of

converted heathen, but which comes down from heaven to

earth, the seer in Rev. xxi. 23 merely says, that the city needs

neither the shining of the sun nor of the moon (as the Targum
renders the passage before us, "thou wilt not need the shining

of the sun by day"), for the glory of God lightens it, and the

Lamb . is the light thereof, i.e. God Himself is instead of a sun

to her, and the Lamb instead of a moon. Consequently we
do not agree with Stier, who infers from this passage that

" there is a final new creation approaching, when there will be

no more turning round into the shadow (Jas. i. 17), when the

whole planetary system, including the earth, will be changed,

and when the earth itself will become a sun, yea, will become

even more than that, in the direct and primary light which

streams down upon it from God Himself." We rather agree

with Hofmann, that " there will still be both sun and moon, but

the Holy Place will be illumined without interruption by the

manifestation of the presence of God, which outshines all

besides." The prophet has here found the most complete

expression, for that which has already been hinted at in such

prophecies in ch. iv. 5, xxx. 26, xxiv. 23. As the city receives

its light I neither from the sun nor from the moon, this implies,

what Eev. xxi. 25 distinctly affirms, that there will be no

more night there. The prophet intentionally avoids a n^? n^s5>

parallel to DOi'' "liSp. We must not render the second clause in

ver. 19, " ani it will not become light to thee with the shining
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of the moon," for "I't*!!} never means to get light ; nor " and as

for the shining of the moon, it does not give the light," as

Hitzig and Knobel propose, for WJ?"! is used alone, and not

nn»n M ii"! as the antithesis to DDV Tis!', in the sense of " to light

up the night" (compare Pi?J as applied to the shining of the

moon in eh. xiii. 10, and ^ii to the glittering of the stars in

Joel ii. 10), and even the use of iV'hn is avoided. The true

rendering is either, " and for lighting, the moon will not shine

upon thee" (Stier, Hahn, etc.) ; or, what is more in accordance

with the accentuation, which would have given nj:7l tifchah and

not tsakeph gadol, if it had been intended to indicate the object,

" and as for the lighting" (? as in ch. xxxii. 16). The glory

of Jehovah, which soars above Jerusalem, and has come down
into her, is henceforth her sun and her moon,—a sun that never

sets, a moon ^5^1 ^ which is not taken in towards morning,

like a lamp that has been hung out at night (compare 1DN3, ch.

xvi. 10, withdrawn, disappeared). The triumph of light over

darkness, which is the object of the world's history, is con-

centrated in the new Jerusalem. How this is to be under-

stood, is explained in the closing clause of ver. 20. The sum of

the days of mourning allotted to the church is complete. The
darkness of the corruption of sin and state of punishment is

overcome, and the church is nothing but holy blessed joy with-

out change or disturbance ; for it walks no longer in sidereal

light, but in the eternally unchangeable light of Jehovah,

which with its peaceful gentleness and perfect purity illumines

within as well as without. The seer of the Apocalypse also

mentions the Lamb. The Lamb is also known to our prophet

;

for the " Servant of Jehovah" is the Lamb. But the light of

transfiguration, in which he sees this exalted Lamb, is not

great enough to admit of its being combined with the light of

the Divine Nature itself.

The next verse shows how deep was his consciousness of

the close connection between darkness, wrath, and sin. Ver.

21. " And thy people, they are all righteous; they possess the

land for ever, a sprout of my plantations, a work of my hands

for glorification." The church of the new Jerusalem consists

of none but righteous ones, who have been cleansed from guilt,

and keep themselves henceforth pure from sinning, and there-

fore possess the land of promise for ever, without having to
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fear repeated destruction and banishment: a "sprout" (nStser

as in ch. xi. 1, xiv. 19 ; Arab, nadr, the green branch) " of my
plantations" (^V^'O chethib, erroneously iVBD or 1VBD), i.e. of my
creative acts of grace (cf, ch. v. 7), a " work of my hands"

(cf. ch. xix. 25), " to glorify me," i.e. in which I possess that in

which I glory ("ixann? as in ch. Ixi. 3).

The life of this church, which is newly created, new-bom,

throui^h judgment and grace, gradually expands from the most

unassuming centre in ever widening circles until it has attained

the broadest dimensions. Ver. 22a. " The smallest one will

become thousands, and the meanest one a powerful nation." "The
small and mean one," or, as the idea is a relative one, " the

smallest and meanest one" (Ges. § 119, 2), is either a childless

one, or one blessed with very few children. At the same time,

the reference is not exclusively to growth through the blessing

of children, but also to growth through the extension of fel-

lowship. We have a similar expression in Mic. iv. 7 (cf. \.

1), where 'eleph is employed, just as it is here, in the sense of

*l'^???>
" to thousands (or chiUads)."

The whole of the puophetic address is now sealed with this

declaration : Ver. 22b. " I, Jehovah, will hasten it in His time."

The neuter na- (as in ch. xliii. 13, xlvi. 11) refers to every-

thing that has been predicted from ver. 1 downwards. Jehovah

will fulfil it rapidly, when the point of time {tcaipoi) which He
has fixed for it shall have arrived. As this point of time is

known to Him only, the predicted glory will burst all at once

with startling suddenness upon the eyes of those who have

waited believingly for Him.

This chapter forms a connected and self-contained whole,

as we may see very clearly from the address to Zion-Jerusalem,

which is sustained throughout. If we compare together such

passages as ch. li. 17-23 ("Awake, awake, stand up, O Jeru-

salem"), ch. lii. 1, 2 ("Awake, awake, put on thy strength, O
Zion"), and ch. liv. (" Sing, O barren"), which are all closely

related so far as their contents are concerned, we shall find that

these addresses to Zion form an ascending series, ch. Ix. being

the summit to which they rise, and that the whole is a com-

plete counterpart to the address to the daughter of Babylon in

ch. xlvii.
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FOURTH PEOPHECY—Chap. lxi.

THE GLORY OF THE OFFICE COMMITTED TO THE SERVANT OF

JEHOVAH.

The words of Jehovah Himself pass over here into the

words of anothei', whom He has appointed as the Mediator of

His gracious counsel^ Vers. 1-3. " The Spirit of the Lord

Jehovah is over me, Lecause JeJwvah hath anointed me, to bring

glad tidings to sufferers, hath sent me to bind up broken-hearted

ones, to proclaim liberty to those led captive, and emancipation to

the fettered ; to proclaim a year of grace from Jehovah, and a

day of vengeance from our God ; to comfort all that mourn ; to

put upon the mourners of Zion, to give them a head-dress for

ashes, oil of joy for mourning, a wrapper of renown for an

expiring spirit, that they may be called terebinths of righteousness,

a planting of Jehovah for glorification^ Who is the person'

speaking here? The Targum introduces the passage with

N>3ji ^DN. Nearly all the modern commentators support this

view. Even the closing remarks to Drechsler (iii. 381) express

the opinion, that the prophet who exhibited to the church the

summit of its glory in ch. Ix., an evangelist of the rising from

on high, an apocalyptist who sketches the painting which the

New Testament apocalyptist is to carry out in detail, is here

looking up to Jehovah with a grateful eye, and praising Him
with joyful heart for his exalted commission. But this view,

when looked at more closely, cannot possibly be sustained. It

is open to the following objections : (1.) The prophet never

speaks of himself as a prophet at any such length as this ; on

the contrary, with the exception of the closing words of ch.

Ivii. 21, " saith my God," he has always most studiously let

his own person fall back into the shade. (2.) Wherever any

other than Jehovah is represented as speaking, and as referring

to his own calling, or his experience in connection with that

calling, as in ch. xlix. 1 sqq., 1. 4 sqq., it is the very same
" servant of Jehovah" of whom and to whom Jehovah speaks

in ch. xlii. 1 sqq., Iii. 13-liii., and therefore not the prophet

himself, but He who had been appointed to be the Mediator

of a new covenant, the light of the Gentiles, the salvation of
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Jehovah for the whole world, and who would reach this glorious

height, to which He had been called, through self-abasement

even to death. (3.) All that the person speaking here says of

himself is to be found in the picture of the unequalled " Servant

of Jehovah," who is highly exalted above the prophet. He is

endowed with the Spirit of Jehovah (ch. xlii. 1) ; Jehovah has

sent Him, and with Him His Spirit (ch. xlviii. 16b) ; He has a

tongue taught of God, to help the exhausted with words (ch.

1. 4) ; He spares and rescues those who are almost despairing

and destroyed, the bruised reed and expiring wick (ch. xlii. 7).

" To open blind eyes, to bring out prisoners from the prison,

and them that sit in darkness out of the prison-house :" this is

what He has chiefly to do for His people, both in word and

deed (ch. xlii. 7, xlix. 9). (4.) We can hardly expect that,

after the. prophet has described the Servant of Jehovah, of

whom he prophesied, as coming forward to speak with such

dramatic directness as in ch. xlix. 1 sqq., 1. 4 sqq. (and even

ch. xlviii. 16Z»), he will now proceed to put himself in the fore-

ground, and ascribe to himself those very same official attributes

which he has already set forth as characteristic features in his

portrait of the predicted One. For these reasons we have no

doubt thatfwe have here the words of the Servant of Jehovah^

The glory of Jerusalem is depicted in ch. Ix. in the direct

words of Jehovah Himself, which are well sustained through-

out. And now, just as in ch. xlviii. 166, though still more

elaborately, we have by their sid^ the words of His servant,

who is the mediator of this glory, and who above all others

is the pioneer thereof in his evangelical predictions. Just as

Jehovah says of him in ch. xhi. 1, " I have put my Spirit

upon him ;" so here he says of himself, " The Spirit of

Jehovah is upon me." And when he continues to explain this

still further by saying, "because" QT. from nay^ intention, pur-

pose ; here equivalent to "1B'^5 13?!!)
" Jehovah hath anointed me"

{mdshach 'otM, more emphatic than m^sMeh&m), notwithstand-

ing the fact that mdshach is used here in the sense of prophetic

and not regal anointing (1 Kings xix. 16), we may find in the

choice of this particular word a hint at the fact, that (the Servant

of Jehovah and the Messiah are one and the same person^ So

'also the account given in Luke iv. 16-22—viz. that when Jesus

was in the synagogue at Nazareth, after reading the opening
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words of this address, He closed the book with these words,

" This day is this scripture fulfilled in your ears "—cannot be

interpreted more simply in any other way, than on the supposi-

tion that, Jesus here declares Himself to be the predicted and

divinely anointed Servant of Jehovah, who brings the gospel

of redemption to His people! Moreover, though it is not

decisive in favour of our explanation, yet this explanation is

favoured by the fact that the speaker not only appears as the

herald of the new and great gifts of God, but also as the

dispenser of them (" non prceco tantum, sed et dispensator"

Vitringa). The combination of the names of God ('Adonai

Yehov^h) is the same as in ch. 1. 4-9. On hissSr, evarfyeXi^eiv

{-ea-dai), see p. 145. He comes to put a bandage on the

hearts' wounds of those who are broken-hearted : ? B^n (B'sn)

as in Ezek. xxxiv. 4, Ps. cxlvii. 3 ; cf. r"
»sn (SBn), vol. i. p. 200;

r"
P'!"^^, p. 336. liTi xnij is the phrase used in the law for

the proclamation of the freedom brought by the year of jubilee,

which occurred every fiftieth year after seven sabbatical periods,

and was called sh'nath hadd'ror (Ezek. xlvi. 17) ; d'ror from
ddrar, a verbal stem, denoting the straight, swift flight of a

swallow (see at Ps. Ixxxiv. 4), and free motion in general, such

as that of a flash of lightning, a liberal self-diffusion, like that

of a superabundant fulness. P'gach-qodch is written like two
words (see at ch. ii. 20). The Targum translates it as if p'qach

were an imperative : " Oome to the light," probably meaning
undo the bands. But qodch is not a Hebrew word ; for the

qlchoth of the Mishna (the loops through which the strings of

a purse are drawn, for the purpose of lacing it up) cannot be
adduced as a comparison. Parchon, AE, and A, take p'qacfi-

qoach as one word (of the form '^ipriS, iH'inB'), in the sense of

throwing open, viz. the prison. But as pdqach is never used
like pdthach (ch. xiv. 17, li. 14), to signify the opening of a

room, but is always applied to the opening of the eyes (ch.

XXXV. 5, xlii. 7, etc.), except in ch. xlii. 20, where it is used for

the opening of the ears, we adhere to the strict usage of the

language, if we understand by p'qachqoSch the opening up of

the eyes (as contrasted with the dense darkness of the prison) ;

and this is how it has been taken even by the LXX., who
have rendered it koI tv^Xok avd^Xe^iv, as if the reading had
been D'''iWpi (Ps. cxlvi. 8). Again, he is sent to promise with
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a loud proclamation a year of good pleasure (rdtson: syn.

yshu all) and a day of vengeance, which Jehovah has ap-

pointed ; a promise which assigns the length of a year for the

thorough accomplishment of the work of grace, and only the

length of a day for the work of vengeance. The vengeance

applies to those who hold the people of God in fetters, and

oppress them ; the grace to all those whom the infliction of

punishment has inwardly humbled, though they have been

strongly agitated by its long continuance (ch. Ivii. 15). The
'Uhhellm, whom the Servant of Jehovah has to comfort, are the

" mourners of Zion," those who take to heart the fall of Zion.

In ver. 3, 012'^ . . . nn?, he corrects himself, because what he

brings is not merely a diadem, to which the word sum (to set)

would apply, but an abundant supply of manifold gifts, to

which only a general word like ndtlian (to give) is appropriate.

Instead of "13N, the ashes of mourning or repentance laid upon

the head, he brings IKS, a diadem to adorn the head (a trans-

position even so far as the letters are concerned, and therefore

the counterpart of nsN) ; the " oil of joy" (from Ps. xlv. 8 ;

compare also int^l? there with "'HN nc'D here) instead of mourn-

ing; " a wrapper (cloak) of renown" instead of a faint and

almost extinguished spirit. The oil with which they henceforth

anoint themselves is to be joy or gladness, and renown the

cloak in which they wrap themselves (a genitive connection, as

in ch. lix. 17). And whence is all this ? The gifts of God,

though represented in outward figures, are really spiritual, and

take effect within, rejuvenating and sanctifying the inward

man ; they are the sap and strength, the marrow and impulse

of a new life. The church thereby becomes " terebinths of

righteousness"
c!?''^?:

Targ., Symm., Jer., render this, strong

ones, mighty ones ; Syr. dechre, rams ; but though both of these

are possible, so far as the letters are concerned, they are un-

suitable here), i.e. possessors of righteousness, produced by God

and acceptable with God, having all the firmness and fulness

of terebinths, with their strong trunks, their luxuriant verdure,

and their perennial foliage,—a planting of Jehovah, to the

end that He may get glory out of it (a repetition of ch. Ix. 21),

Even in ver. 36 with DH? ^'p\ a perfect was introduced in

the place of the infinitives of the object, and affirmed what was

to be accomplished through the mediation of the Servant of
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Jehovah. Tlie second turn in the address, which follows in

vers. 4-9, continues the iise of such perfects, which afterwards

pass into futures. But tlie whole is still governed by the com-

mencement in ver. 1. The Servant of Jehovah celebrates the

glorious office committed to him, and expounds the substance

of the gospel given him to proclaim. It points to the restora-

tion of the promised land, and to the elevation of Israel, after

its purification in the furnace of judgment, to great honour

and dignity in the midst of the world of nations. Vers. 4-6.

" And they loill build up wastes of the olden time, raise up deso-

lations of the forefathers, and renew desolate cities, desolations of

former generations. And strangers stand and feed your flocks,

and foreigners become your ploughmen and vinedressers. But

ye will be called priests of Jehovah ; Servants of our God, will

men say to you : ye xoill eat the riches of the nations, and pride

yourselves in their glory'' The desolations and wastes of 'oldm

and dor vddor, i.e. of ages remote and near (ch. Iviii. 12), are

not confined to what had lain in ruins during the seventy years

of the captivity. The land will be so thickly populated, that

the former places of abode will not suffice (ch. xlix. 19, 20) ; so

that places must be referred to which are lying waste beyond

the present bounds of the promised land (ch. liv. 3), and which

will be rebuilt, raised up, and renewed by those who return

from exile, and indeed by the latest generations (ch. Iviii. 12,

^13» ; cf. cli. Ix. 14). Chorebh, in the sense of desolation, is a

word belonging to the later period of the language (Zeph., Jer.,

and Ezek.). The rebuilding naturally suggests the thought of

assistance on the part of the heathen (ch. Ix. 10). But the

prophet expresses the fact that they will enter into the service

of Israel (ver. 5), in a new and different form. They " stand

there" (viz. at their posts ready for service, 'al-mishmartdm,

2 Chron. vii. G), " and feed your flocks" (jKX singularetantum, cf.

Gen. XXX. 43), and foreigners are your ploughmen and vine-

dressers. Israel is now, in the midst of the heathen who have

entered into the congregation of Jehovah and become the

people of God (ch. xix. 25), what the Aaronites formerly were

in the midst of Israel itself. It stands upon the height of its

primary destination to be a kingdom of priests (Ex. xix. 6).

They are called " priests of Jehovah," and the heathen call

them " servants of our God;" for even the heathen speak with
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believing reverence of the God, to whom Israel renders priestly

service, as " our God." This reads as if the restored Israelites

were to stand in the same relation to the converted heathen as

the clergy to the laity ; but it is evident, from ch. Ixvi. 21, that

the prophet has no such hierarchical separation as this in his

mind. All that we can safely infer from his prophecy is, that

the nationality of Israel will not be swallowed up by the

entrance of the heathen into the community of the God of

revelation. The people created by Jehovah, to serve as the

vehicle of the promise of salvation and the instrument in pre-

paring the way for salvation, will also render Him special service,

even after that salvation has been really effected. At the same

time, we cannot take the attitude, which is here assigned to the

people of sacred history after it has become the teacher of the

nations, viz. as the leader of its worship also, and shape it into

any clear and definite form that shall be reconcilable with the

New Testament spirit of liberty and the abolition of all national

party-walls. The Old Testament prophet utters New Testa-

ment prophecies in an Old Testament form. Even when he

continues to say, " Ye will eat the riches of the Gentiles, and

pride yourselves in their glory," i.e. be proud of the glorious

things which have passed from their possession into yours, this

is merely colouring intended to strike the eye, which admits of

explanation on the ground that he saw the future in the mirror

of the present, as a complete inversion of the relation in which

the two had stood before. The figures present themselves to

him in the form of contrasts. The New Testament apostle, on

the other hand, says in Eom. xi. 12 that the conversion of all

Israel to Christ will be " the riches of the Gentiles." But if

even then the Gentile church should act according to the words

of the same apostle in Kom. xv. 27, and show her gratitude to

the people whose spiritual debtor she is, by ministering to them

in carnal things, all that the prophet has promised here will be

amply fulfilled. We cannot adopt the explanation proposed by

Hitzig, Stier, etc., "and changing with them, ye enter into

their glory" {Idthyammer from ydmar= mur, Hipli. : hSmir, Jer.

ii. 11 ; lit. to exchange with one another, to enter into one

another's places) ; for ydmar = 'dmar (cf. ydchad= 'dchad

;

ydsham = 'dsham ; ydlaph = 'dlaph), to press upwards, to rise

up (related to idmar, see at ch. xvii. 9 ; sdmar, Symm. opdorpir
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Yew, possibly also 'dinar with, the liithpael hitJiammSr, LXX.
KaraBvvaa-Teveiv), yields a much simpler and more appropriate

meaning. From this verb we have hitlHammer in Ps. xciv. 4,

" to lift one's self up (proudly)," and here hiiliyanimer ; and it

is in this way that the word has been explained by Jerome

(superbietis), and possibly by the LXX. (^9avfiacr6i]a-ecr06, in

the sense of spectahiles eritis), by the Targum, and the Syriac,

as well as by most of the ancient and modern expositors.

The shame of banishment will then be changed into an

excess of joy, and honourable distinction. Vers. 7-9. "In-

stead of shame ye will have double, and (instead) of insult they

rejoice at their portion : thus in their land they will possess

double; everlasting joy will they have. For IJehovah love right,

hate robbery in wickedness ; and give them their reward in faitlii'

fulness, and conclude an everlasting covenant with them. And
their family will be known among the nations, and their offspring

in the midst of the nations : all who see them will recognise them,

for they are a family that Jehovah hath blessed." The enigma-

tical first half of ver. 7 is explained in the second, where mishneh

is shown to consist of double possession in the land of their

inheritance, which has not only been restored to them, but

extended far beyond the borders of their former possession

;

and ydronnu chelqdm (cf. eh. Ixiv. 14) denotes excessive re-

joicing in the ground and soil belonging to them (according to

the appointment of Jehovah) : chelqdm as in Mic. ii. 4 ; and
mishneh as equivalent not to 1133 nJB'p, but to n^'n'< njB^.

Taking this to be the relation between ver. lb and la, the

meaning of Idkhen is not, " therefore, because they have hitherto

suffered shame and reproach ;" but what is promised in ver. la

is unfolded according to its practical results, the effects con-

sequent upon its fuMlment being placed in the foreground (cf.

vol. i. p. 448) ; so that there is less to astonish us in the ellipti-

cally brief form of ver. la which needed explanation. The
transition from the form of address to that of declaration is the

same as in ch. i. 29, xxxi. 6, hi. 14, 15. nisi)^? is a concise

expression for nDP3 nnni, just as ''n^nn^ in ch. xlviii. 9 is for

"nprin tVP'l. Chelqdm is either the accusative of the object,

according to the construction of t?"!, which occurs in Ps. li. 16:
or what I pi'efer, looking at non in ch. xlii. 25, and ^'nan in

ch. xliii. 23, an adverbial accusative = Dp^na. The LXX.,
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Jerome, and Saad. render the clause, In opposition to the

accents, " instead of your double shame and reproach ;" but

in that case the principal words of the clause would read

D2i5?n W'iri. The explanation adopted by the Targum, Saad.,

and Jerome, " shame on the part of those who rejoice in their

portion," is absolutely impossible. The great majority of the

modern commentators adopt essentially the same explanation

of ver. la as we have done, and even A. E. Kimchi does the

same. Hahn's modification, " instead of your shame is the

double their portion, and (instead) of the insult this, that they

will rejoice," forces a meaning upon the syntax which is abso-

lutely impossible. The reason for the gracious recompense for

the wrong endured is given in ver. 8, "Jehovah loves the

right," which the enemies of Israel have so shamefully abused.

" He hates njiM ?M, i.e. not rapinam in holocausto (as Jerome,

Talmud b. Succa 30a, Luther, and others render it ; Eng. ver.

" robbery for burnt-offering "),—for what object could there

be in mentioning sacrifices here, seeing that only heathen

sacrifices could be intended, and there would be something

worse than gdzel to condemn in them?—but robbery, or, strictly

speaking, " something robbed in or with knavery " (LXX.,
Targ., Syr., Saad.), which calls to mind at once the cruel

robbery or spoiling that Israel had sustained from the Chal-

deans, its boz'zim (ch. xlii. 24),—a robbery which passed all

bounds, niiiy is softened from n))j? (from b% ^Ij;), like nn^j) in

Job V. 16, and ri^iy in Ps. Iviii. 3 and Ixiv. 7 ; though it is

doubtful whether the punctuation assumes the latter, as the

Targum does, and not rather the meaning holocaustum sup-

ported by the Talmud. For the very reason, therefore, that

Israel had been so grievously ill-treated by the instruments of

punishment employed by Jehovah, He would give those who

had been ill-treated their due reward, after He had made the

evil, which He had not approved, subservient to His own salu-

tary purposes. n^J?a is the reward of work in Lev. xix. 13, of

hardship in Ezek. xxix. 20 ; here it is the reward of suffering.

This reward He would give n»K3, exactly as He had promised,

without the slightest deduction. The posterity of those who

have been ill-treated and insulted will be honourably known

(Vlil as in Prov. xxxi. 23) in the world of nations, and men

will need only to catch sight of them to recognise them (by
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prominent marks of blessing), for they are a family blessed of

God. '3, not quod (because), althougli it might have this

meaning, but nam (for), as in Gen. xxvii. 23, since hikklr in-

cludes the meaning agnoscere (to recognise).

This is the joyful calling of the Servant of Jehovah to be

the messenger of such promises of God to His people. Vers.

10, 11. '^Joyfully T rejoice in Jehovah; my soul shall be joyful

in my God, that He hath given me garments of salvation to put

on, hath wrapped me in the robe of righteousness, as a bride-

groom who wears the turban like a priest, and as a bride who

puts on her jewellery. For like the land which brings forth its

sprouts, and as a garden which causes the things sown in it

to sprout up ; so the Lord Jehovah bringeth righteousness to

sprouting, and renoivn before all nations." The Targum pre-

cedes this last turn with "Thus saith Jerusalem." But as

vers. 4-9 are a development of the glorious prospects, the reali-

zation of which has to be effected through the instrumentality

of the person speaking in vers. 1-3 both in word and deed,

the speaker here is certainly the same as there. Nor is it even

the fact that he is here supposed to commence speaking again ;

but he is simply continuing his address by expressing at the

close, as he did at the beginning, the relation in which he

stands in his own person to the approaching elevation of His

people. Exalted joy, which impels him to exult, is what he

experiences in Jehovah his God (3 denoting the ground and

orbit of his experience) : for the future, which so abounds in

grace, and which he has to proclaim as a prophet and as the

evangelist of Israel, and of which he has to lay the foundation

as the mediator of Israel, and in which he is destined to parti-

cipate as being himself an Israelite, consists entirely of salva-

tion and righteousness ; so that he, the bearer and messenger

of the divine counsels of grace, appears to himself as one to

whom Jehovah has given clothes of salvation to put on, and

whom He has wrapped in the robe of righteousness. Ts'ddqdh

(righteousness), looked at from the evangelical side of the idea

which it expresses, is here the parallel word to y^shudh (sal-

vation). The figurative representation of both by different

articles of dress is similar to ch. lix. 17 ; yd'at, which only occure

here, is synonymous with 'dtdh, from which comes md&teh,

a wrapper or cloak (ver. 3). He appears to himself, as lie
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stands there hoping such things for his people, and preaching

such things to iiis people, to resemble a bridegroom, who makes

his turban in priestly style, i.e. who winds it round his head

after the fashion of the priestly mighd'oth (Ex. xxix. 9), which

are called nnxs in Ex. xxxix. 28 (cf. Ezek. xliv. 18). Rashi

and others think of the mitsnepheth of the high priest, which

was of purple-blue ; but ]ny does not imply anything beyond

the migladh, a tall mitra, which was formed by twisting a

long linen band round the head so as to make it stand up in

a point. I{]3 is by no means equivalent to honen, or liekhin,

as Hitzig and Halm suppose, since the verb Mlian = kun

only survives in koJien. Kilien is a denom., and signifies

to act or play the priest ; it is construed here with the

accusative 1^3, which is either the accusative of more precise

definition ("who play the priest in a turban;" A. to? vvfi<piov

leparevofievov ffretpdvai), or what would answer better to the

parallel member, " who makes the turban like a priest." As
often as he receives the word of promise into his heart and

takes it into his mouth, it is to him like the turban of a bride-

groom, or like the jewellery which a bride puts on {tddeli, leal,

as in Hos. ii. 15). For the substance of the promise is nothing

but salvation and renown, which Jehovah causes to sprout up

before all nations, just as the earth causes its vegetation to

sprout, or a garden its seed (3 as a preposition in both in-

stances, instar followed by attributive clauses ; see ch. viii. 23).

The word in the mouth of the servant of Jehovah is the seed,

out of which great things are developed before all the world.

The ground and soil (Revets) of this development is mankind

;

the enclosed garden therein (ganndh) is the church ; and the

great things themselves are ts'ddqdh, as the true inward nature

of His church, and fhilldh as its outward manifestation. The

force which causes the seed to germinate is Jehovah ; but the

bearer of the seed is the servant of Jehovah, and the ground

of his festive rejoicing is the fact that he is able to scatter the

seed of so gracious and glorious a f'jture.

VOL. .11. 2 E
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FIFTH PKOPHECY.—Chap. lxii.

THE GRADTTAL EXTENSION OF THE GLORY OF JERUSALEM.

Nearly all the more recent commentators regard the pro-

phet himself as speaking here. Having given himself up to

praying to Jehovah and preaching to the people, he will not

rest or hold his peace till the salvation, which has begun to be

reahzed, has been brought fully out to the light of day. It is,

however, really Jehovah who commences thus : Vers. 1-3.

" For ZiorCs sake I shall not he silent, and for Jerusalerds sake

I shall not rest, till her righteousness breaks forth like morning

brightness, and her salvation like a blazing torch. And nations

will see thy righteousness, and all kings thy glory ; and men

will call thee by a new name, which the mouth of Jehovah will

determine. And thou wilt be an adorning coronet in the hand

of Jehovah, and a royal diadem in the lap of thy God." It is

evident that Jehovah is the speaker here, both from ver. 6 and

also from the expression used ; for chdshdh is the word com-,

monly employed in such utterances of Jehovah concerning

Himself, to denote His leaving things in their existing state

without interposing (ch. Ixv. 6, Ivii. 11, Ixiv. 11). Moreover,

the arguments which may be adduced to prove that the author

of ch. xl.-lxvi. is not the speaker in ch. Ixi., also prove that it

is not he who is continuing to speak of himself in ch. Ixii.

Jehovah, having now begun to speak and move on behalf of

Zion, will " for Zion's sake," i.e. just because it is Zion, His

own church, neither be silent nor give Himself rest, till He
has gloriously executed His work of grace. Zion is now in

the shade, but the time will come when her righteousness will

go forth as nogah, the light which bursts through the night

(ch. Ix. 19, lix. 9 ; here the morning sunlight, Prov. iv. 18

;

compare shacJiar, the morning red, ch. Iviii. 8) ; or till her

salvation is Hke a torch which blazes. "IW* belongs to 'T'sPa

(mercha) in the form of an attributive clause = "ij|3, although

it might also be assumed that IW stands by attraction for

iwn (cf. ch. ii. 11 ; Ewald, § 317, c). The verb iJJa, which

is generally applied to wrath (e.g. ch. xxx. 27), is here used in

connection with salvation, which has wrath towards the enemies
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of Zion as its obverse side : Zion's tsedeq (righteousness) shall

become like the morning sunlight, before which even the last

twilight has vanished; and Zion's y'sMdh is like a nightly-

torch, which sets fire to its own material, and everything that

comes near it. The force of the conjunction IJ? (until) does

not extend beyond ver. 1. From ver. 2 onwards, the condition

of things in the object indicated by ly is more fully described.

The eyes of the nations will be directed to the righteousness of

Zion, the impress of which is now their common property ; the

eyes of all kings to her glory, with which the glory of none
of them, nor even of all together, can possibly compare. And
because this state of Zion is a new one, which has never existed

before, her old name is not sufficient to indicate her nature.

She is called by a new name ; and who could determine this

new name ? He who makes the church righteous and glorious.

He, and He alone, is able to utter a name answering to her

new nature, just as it was He who called Abram Abraham, and
Jacob Israel. The mouth of Jehovah will determine it (3i?3,

to pierce, to mark, to designate in a signal and distinguishing

manner, nuncupare ; cf. Amos vi. 1, Num. i. 17). It is only

in imagery that prophecy here sees what Zion will be in the

future : she will be " a crown of glory," " a diadem," or rather

a tiara (ts^nlph; Cheihib ts'nuph = mitsnepheth, the head-dress

of the high priest, Ex. xxviii. 4, Zech. iii. 5 ; and that of the

king, Ezek. xxi. 31) " of regal dignity," in the hand of her

God (for want of a synonym of " hand," we have adopted the

rendering "in the lap " the second time that it occurs). Meier

renders nifT" 1*3 (133) Jovce sub prmsidio, as though it did not

form part of the figure. But it is a main feature in the figure,

that Jehovah holds the crown in His hand. Zion is not the

ancient crown which the Eternal wears upon His head, but

the crown wrought out in time, which He holds in His hand,

because He is seen in Zion by all creation. The whole history

of salvation is the history of the taking of the kingdom, and

the perfecting of the kingdom by Jehovah ; in other words, the

history of the working out of this crown.

Zion will be once more the beloved of God, and her home

the bride of her children. Vers. 4, 5. " Men will no more call

thee 'Forsaken one;' and thy land they will no more call

* Desert

:

' hut men will nante thee ' My delight in herI and thv
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home * Marned one :' for Jehovdii liaili delight in thee, and thy

land is married. For the young man marrieth the maiden, thy

children will marry thee ; and as the bridegroom rejoiceth in the

bride, thy God will rejoice in thee." The prophecy mentions

new names, which will now take the place of the old ones

;

but these names indicate what Zion appears to be, not her true

nature which is brought to the light. In the explanatory

clause ^? stands at the head, because the name of Zion is given

first in distinction from the name of her land. Zion has

hitherto been called 'Szubhdh, forsaken by Jehovah, who for-

merly loved her; but she now receives instead the name of

ehephtsi-bhdh (really the name of a woman, viz. the wife of

Hezekiah, and mother of Manasseh, 2 Kings xxi. 1), for she

is now the object of true affection on the part of Jehovah.

With the rejoicing of a bridegroom in his bride (the accusa-

tive is used here in the same sense as in n?lj nntpa' DDti' ; Ges.

§ 138, 1) will her God rejoice in her, turning to her again

with a love as strong and deep as the first love of a bridal pair.

And the land of Zion's abode, the fatherland of her children,

was hitherto called sh'mdmdh ; it was turned into a desert by

the heathen, and the connection that existed between it and

the children of the land was severed ; but now it shall be

called Vuldh, for it will be newly married. A young man
marries a virgin, thy children will marry thee : the figure and

the fact are placed side by side in the form of an emble-

matical proverb, the particle of comparison being omitted (see

Herzog's Cyclopcedia, xiv. 696, and Ges. § 155, 2, h). The
church in its relation to Jehovah is a weak but beloved woman,
which has Him for its Lord and Husband (ch. liv. 5) ; but iu

relation to her home she is the totality of those who are lords

or possessors (ba'dle, 2 Sam. vi. 2) of the land, and who call

the land their own as it were by right of marriage. Out of

the loving relation in which the church stands to its God,
there flows its relation of authority over every earthly thing of

which it stands in need. In some MSS. there is a break here.

Watchmen stationed upon the walls of Zion (says the third

strophe) do not forsake Jehovah till He has fulfilled all His
promise. Vers. 6, 7. " Upon thy walls, Jerusalem, have I
stationed watchmen; all the day and all the night continually they

are not silent. ye who remember Jehovah, leave yourselves no
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rest ! And give Him no rest, till He raise up, and till He set

Jerusalem for a praise in the earth" As the phrase hiphqid 'al

signifies to make a person an overseer (president) over any-

thing, it seems as though we ought to render the sentence

before us, " I have set watchmen over thy walls." But hiphqid

by itself may also mean "to appoint" (2 Kings xxv. 23), and
therefore Tl^nbin-py may indicate the place of appointment

(LXX. eVt t5)v Tef^ecov crov, upon thy walls ; 'IepovcraXi]fji,

KarecTTTjaa ^v\aKa<;). Those who are stationed upon the walls

are no doubt keepers of the walls ; not, however, as persons

whose exclusive duty it is to keep the walls, but as those who
have committed to them the guarding of the city both within

and without (Song of Sol. v. 7). The appointment of such

watchmen presupposes the existence of the city, which is thus

to be watched from the walls. It is therefore inadmissible to

think of the walls of Jerusalem as still lying in ruins, as the

majority of commentators have done, and to understand by the

watchmen pious Israelites, who pray for their restoration, or

(according to b, Menachoth 87a ; cf. Zech. i. 12) angelic inter-

cessors. The walls intended are those of the city, which,

though once destroyed, is actually imperishable (ch. xlix. 16)

and has now been raised up again. And who else could the

watchmen stationed upon the walls really be, but prophets who
are called tsophim (e.g. ch. lii. 8), and whose calling, according to

Ezek. xxxiii., is that of watchmen ? And if prophets are meant,

who else can the person appointing them be but Jehovah Him-

self ? The idea that the author of these prophecies is speaking

of himself, as having appointed the shom'rlm, must therefore

be rejected. Jehovah gives to the restored Jerusalem faithful

prophets, whom He stations upon the walls of the city, that

they may see far and wide, and be heard afar off. And from

those walls does their warning cry on behalf of the holy city

committed to their care ascend day and night to Jehovah,

and their testimony go round about to the world. For after

Jerusalem has been restored and re-peopled, the further end to

be attained is this, that Jehovah should build up the newly

founded city within (conen the consequence of hdndh, Num.

xxi. 27, and 'dsdh, ch. xlv. 18, Deut. xxxii. 6 ; cf. ch. liv. 14,

and Ps. Ixxxvii. 5), and help it to attain the central post of

honour in relation to those without, which He has destined
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for it. Such prophets of the times succeeding the captivity

{n'bhilm 'acJi&romm ; cf. Zech. i. 4) were Haggai, Zechariah,

and Malachi. Haggai stands upon the walls of Jerusalem,

and proclaims the glory of the second temple as surpassing that

of the first. Zechariah points from Joshua and Zerubbabel

onwards to the sprout of Jehovah, who is priest and prince in

one person, and builds the true temple of God. Malachi pre-

dicts the coming of the Lord to His temple, and the rising of

the Sun of righteousness. Under the eyes of these prophets

the city of God rose up again, and they stand upon its pin-

nacles, and look thence into the glorious future that awaits it,

and hasten its approach through the word of their testimony.

Such prophets, who carry the good of their people day and

night upon their anxious praying hearts, does Jehovah give to

the Jerusalem after the captivity, which is one in the prophet's

view with the Jerusalem of the last days ; and in so lively a

manner does the prophet here call them up before his own
mind, that he exclaims to them, " Ye who remind Jehovah, to

finish gloriously the gracious work which He has begun," give

yourselves no rest (dUmi from ddmdh = ddmam, to grow dumb,

i.e. to cease speaking or working, in distinction from chdshdh,

to be silent, i.e. not to speak or work), and allow Him no rest

tiU He puts Jerusalem in the right state, and so glorifies it, that

it shall be recognised and extolled as glorious over all the earth.

Prophecy here sees the final glory of the church as one that

gradually unfolds itself, and that not without human instru-

mentality. The prophets of the last times, with their zeal in

prayer, and in the exercise of their calling as witnesses, form a

striking contrast to the blind, dumb, indolent, sleepy hirelings

of the prophet's own time (ch. Ivi. 10).

The following strophe expresses one side of the divine

promise, on which the hope of that lofty and universally

acknowledged glory of Jerusalem, for whose completion the

watchers upon its walls so ceaselessly exert themselves, is

founded. Vers. 8, 9. " Jehovah hath swoim by His right hand,

and by His powerful arm, Surely I no more give thy com for

food to thine enemies ; and foreigners will not drink thy must, for
which thou hast laboured hard. No, they that gather it in shall

eat it, and praise Jehovah ; and they that store it, shall drink it

in the courts of my sanctuary." The church will no more sue-
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cumb to the tyranny of a worldly power. Peace undisturbed,

and unrestricted freedom, reign there. With praise to Jehovah

are the fruits of the land enjoyed by those who raised and

reaped them, t^^i) (with an auxiliary paihach, as in ch. xlvii.

12, 15) is applied to the cultivation of the soil, and includes

the service of the heathen who are incorporated in Israel (ch.

Ixi. 5) ; whilst ^BX (whence VDDSD with D raphatum) or ^DK

{poel, whence the reading VapKD, cf. Ps. ci. 5, mHoshnl; cix. 10,

v^-dorshu, for which in some codd. and editions we i5nd VSDSD,

an intermediate form between piel and poel ; see at Ps. Ixii. 4)

and I*?!? stand in the same relation to one another as condere

(horreo) and colligere (cf. ch. xi. 12). The expression Vchats-

roth qodsM, in the courts of my sanctuary, cannot imply that

the produce of the harvest will never be consumed anywhere

else than there (which is inconceivable), but only that their

enjoyment of the harvest-produce will be consecrated by festal

meals of worship, with an allusion to the legal regulation that

two-tenths (ma'dser slieni) should be eaten in a holy place

(liphne JeJiovah) by the original possessor and his family, with

the addition of the Levites and the poor (Deut. xiv. 22^27 :

see SaalschiitZj Mosaisches Recht, cap. 42). Such thoughts, as

that all Israel will then be a priestly nation, or that all Jeru-

salem will be holy, are not implied in this promise. All that

it affirms is, that the enjoyment of the harvest-blessing will

continue henceforth undisturbed, and be accompanied with the

grateful worship of the giver, and therefore, because sanctified

by thanksgiving, will become an act of worship in itself. This

is what Jehovah has sworn " by His right hand," which He
only lifts up with truth, and " by His powerful arm," which

carries out what it promises without the possibility of resist-

ance. The Talmud (6. Nazir db) understands by iry Jjnr the

left arm, after Dan. xii. 7 ; but the 1 of j;nt31 is epexegetical.

The concluding strophe goes back to the standpoint of the

captivity. Vers. 10-12. " Go forth, go forth through the gates,

clear the way of the people. Cast up, cast up the road, clean it

,of stones ; lift up a banner above the nations ! Behold, JehovcJi

hath caused tidings to »ound to the end of the earth. Say to the

.daughter of Zion, Behold, thy salvation comeih ; behold, His

reward is with Him, and His recompense before Him. And meti

will call them the holy people, the redeemed of Jehovah ; and men
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will call thee, Striven after, A city iJiat will not be forsaken." We
cannot adopt the rendering proposed by Gesenius, " Go ye into

the gates," whether of Jerusalem or of the temple, since the

reading would then be DnyB' 1X3 (Gen. xxiii. 10) or Cliff?

(Jer. vii. 2). For although 3 "i3j? may under certain circum-

stances be applied to entrance into a city (Judg. ix. 26), yet it

generally denotes either passing through a land (ch. viii. 21,

xxxiv. 10; Gen. xli. 46; Lev. xxvi. 6, etc.), or through a

nation (2 Sam. xx. 14), or through a certain place (ch. x. 28)

;

so that the phrase IJ/E'3 IDV, which does not occur anywhere

else (for in Mic. ii. 13, which refers, however, to the exodus

of the people out of the gates of the cities of the captivity,

lyB' 1"ibj;>1_ do not belong together), must refer to passing

through the gate ; and the cry Cii'E'a liajf means just the same

as bap 1NV (« Go ye forth from Babylon") in ch. xlviii. 20, lii.

11. The call to go out of Babylon forms the conclusion of the

prophecy here, just as it does in ch. xlviii. 20, 21, lii. 11, 12.

It is addressed to the exiles ; but who are they to whom the

command is given, " Throw up a way,"—a summons repeat-

edly found in all the three books of these propliecies (ch. xl. 3,

Ivii. 14) ? They cannot be the heathen, for this is contra-

dicted by the conclusion of the charge, " Lift ye up a banner

above the nations;" nor can we adopt what seems to us a use-

less fancy on the part of Stier, viz. that ver. 10 is addressed to

the watchmen on the walls of Zion. We have no hesitation,

therefore, in concluding that they are the very same persons

who are to march through the gates of Babylon. The van-

guard (or pioneers) of those who are coming out are here

summoned to open the way by which the people are to march,

to throw up the road (viz. by casting up an embankment,

hamsilldh, as in ch. xi. 16, xlix. 11 ; maslul, ch. xxxv. 8), to

clear it of stones (siqqel, as in ch. v. 2 ; cf. Hos. ix. 12, shi/ckel

me'dddm), and lift up a banner above the nations (one rising

so high as to be visible far and wide), that the diaspora of all

places may join those who are returning home with the

friendly help of the nations (ch. xi. 12, xlix. 22). For Jehovah
hath caused tidings to be heard to the end of the earth, i.e. as

we may see from what follows, the tidings of their liberation
;

in other words, looking at the historical fulfilment, the procla-

mation of Cyrus, which he caused to be issued throughout his
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empire at the instigation of Jehovah (Ezra i. 1). Hitzig

regards }!''pipn as expressing what had actually occurred at the

time when the prophet uttered his predictions ; and in reality

the standpoint of the prophets was so far a variable one, that

the fulfilment of what was predicted did draw nearer and
nearer to it iv irvevfiaTi (p. 123). But as hinnSh throughout

the book of Isaiah (vol. i. 425), even when followed by a perfect

(p. 10), invariably points to something future, all that can be

said, is, that the divine announcement of the time of redemp-

tion, as having now arrived, stands out before the soul of the

prophet with ail the certainty of a historical fact. The conclu-

sion which Knobel draws from the expression " to the end of

the earth," as to the Babylonian standpoint of the prophet, is a

false one. In his opinion, "the end of the earth" in such pas-

sages as Ps. Ixxii. 8, Zech. ix. 10 {'aphsS-drets), and ch. xxiv.

16 (Fnaph hd'drets), signifies the western extremity of the orbis

orientalis, that is to say, the region of the Mediterranean, more

especially Palestine; whereas it was rather a term. applied to

the remotest lands which bounded the geographical horiison

(compare ch. xlii. 10, xlviii. 20, with Ps. ii. 8, xxii. 28, and

other passages). The words that follow (" Say ye," etc.) might

be taken as a command issued on the ground of the divine

liislimid ("the Lord hath proclaimed"); hvX Imlimlii itself is

a word that needs to be supplemented, so that what follows is

the divine proclamation : Men everywhere, i.e. as far as the

earth or the dispersion of Israel extends, are to say to the

daughter of Zion—that is to say, to the church which has its

home in Zion, but is now in foreign lands—that "its salvation

Cometh," i.e. that Jehovah, its Saviour, is coming to bestow a

rich reward upon His church, which has passed through severe

punishment, but has been so salutarily refined. Those to whom
the words " Say ye," etc., are addressed, are not only the pro-

phets of Israel, but all the mourners of Zion, who become

m'bhass'rlm, just because they respond to this appeal (compare

the meaning of this " Say ye to the daughter of Zion" with

Zech. ix. 9 in Matt. xxi. 5). The whole of the next clause,

" Behold, His reward," etc., is a repetition of the prophet's own

words in ch. xl. 10. It is a question whether the words " and

they shall call thee," etc., contain the gospel which is to be

proclaimed according to the will of Jehovah to the end of the
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earth (see ch, xlviii. 20), or whether they are a continuation of

the prophecy which commences with " Behold, Jehovah hath

proclaimed." The latter is the more probable, as the address

here passes again into an objective promise. The realization of

the gospel, which Jehovah causes to be preached, leads men to

call those who are now still in exile " the holy people," " the

redeemed" (lit. ransomed, ch. li. 10 ; like p'duye in ch. xxxv.

10). " And thee"—thus does the prophecy close by returning

to a direct address to Zion-Jerusalem—" thee will men call

d'rushdh" sought assiduously, i.e. one whose welfare men, and

still more Jehovah, are zealously concerned to promote (com-

pare the opposite in Jer. xxx. 17),—"a city that will not be

forsaken," i.e. in which men gladly settle, and which will nevei

be without inhabitants again (the antithesis to 'Szubhdh in ch.

Ix. 15), possibly also in the sense that the gracious presence of

God will never be withdrawn from it again (the antithesis to

'Hzublidh in ver. 4). n3tW is the third pers. pr., like nuchdmdh

in ch. liv. 11 : the perfect as expressing the abstract present

(Ges. § 126, 3).

The following prophecy anticipates the question, how Israel

can possibly rejoice in the recovered possession of its inherit-

ance, if it is still to be surrounded by such malicious neigh-

bours as the Edomites.

SIXTH PROPHECY.—Chap. lxhi. 1-6.

JUDGMENT UPON EDOM, AND UPON THE WHOLE "WOKLD THAT
IS HOSTILE TO THE CHURCH.

Just as the Ammonites had been characterized by a thirst

for extending their territory as well as by cruelty, and the

Moabites by boasting and a slanderous disposition, so were the

Edomites, although the brother-nation to Israel, characterized

from time immemorial by fierce, implacable, bloodthirsty hatred

towards Israel, upon which they fell in the most ruthless and
malicious manner, whenever it was surrounded by danger or

had suffered defeat. The knavish way in which they acted

in the time of Joram, when Jerusalem was surprised and
plundered by Philistines and Arabians (2 Chron. xxi. 16, 17),

has been depicted by Obadiah. A large part of the inhabitants
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of Jerusalem were then taken prisoners, and sold by the

conquerors, some to the Phoenicians and some to the Greeks

(Obad. 20 ; Joel iv. 1-8) ; to the latter through the medium of

the Edomites, who were in possession of the port and com-

mercial city of Elath on the Elanitic Gulf (Amos i. 6). Under
the rule of the very same Joram the Edomites had made them-

selves independent of the house of David (2 Kings viii. 20

;

2 Ohron. xxi. 10), and a great massacre took place among the

Judseans settled in Idumsea ; an act of wickedness for which

Joel threatens them with the judgment of God (ch. iv. 19),

and which was regarded as not yet expiated even in the time of

Uzziah, notwithstanding the fact that Amaziah had chastised

them (2 Kings xiv. 7), and Uzziah had wrested Elath from

them (2 Kings xiv. 22). " Thus saith JeJiovah," was the pro-

phecy of Amos (i. 11, 12) in the first half of Uzziah's reign,

"for three transgressions of Edam, and for four, I will not take

it back, because he pursued his brother with the sword, and stifled

his compassion, so that his anger tears in pieces for ever, and he

Jceeps his fierce wrath eternally: And I let fire loose upon Teman,

and it devours the palaces of Bozrah." So also at the destruction

of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans, and the carrying away of the

people, Edom took the side of the Chaldeans, rejoiced over

Israel's defeat, and flattered itself that it should eventually

rule over the territory that had hitherto belonged to Israel.

They availed themselves of this opportunity to slake their

thirst for revenge upon Israel, placing themselves at the service

of its enemies, delivering up fugitive Judseans or else mas-

sacring them, and really obtaining possession of the southern

portion of Judsea, viz. Hebron (1 Mace. v. 65 ; cf. Josephus,

Wars of the Jews, iv. 9, 7). With a retrospective glance at

these, the latest manifestations of eternal enmity, Edom is

threatened with divine vengeance by Jeremiah in the prophecy

contained in Jer. xlix. 7-22, which is taken for the most part

from Obadiah; also in the Lamentations (iv. 21, 22), as well as

by Ezekiel (xxv. 12-14, and especially xxxv.), and by the author

of Ps. cxxxvii., which looks back upon the time of the captivity.

Edom is not always an emblematical name for the imperial

power of the world : this is evident enough from Ps. cxxxvii.,

from Isa. xxi., and also from Isa. xxxiv, in connection with

ch. xiii., where the judgment upon Edom is represented as a
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different one from the judgment upon Babylon. Babylon and

Edom are always to be taken literally, so far as the primary

meaning of the prophecy is concerned ; but they are also le-

presentative, Babylon standing for the violent and tyrannical

world-power, and Edom for the world as cherishing hostility

and manifesting hostility to Israel as Israel, i.e. as the people

of God. Babylon had no other interest, so far as Israel was

concerned, than to subjugate it like other kingdoms, and

destroy every possibility of its ever rising again. But Edom,
which dwelt in Israel's immediate neighbourhood, and sprang

from the same ancestral house, hated Israel with hereditary

mortal hatred, although it knew the God of Israel better than

Babylon ever did, because it knew that Israel had deprived it

of its birthright, viz. the chieftainship. If Israel should have

such a people as this, and such neighbouring nations generally

round about it, after it had been delivered from the tyranny of

the mistress of the world, its peace would still be incessantly

threatened. Not only must Babylon fall, but Edom also must

be trodden down, before Israel could be redeemed, or be

regarded as perfectly redeemed. The prophecy against Edom
which follows here is therefore a well-chosen side-piece to the

prophecy against Babel in ch. xlvii., at the point of time to

which the prophet has been transported.

This is the smallest of all the twenty-seven prophecies.

In its dramatic style it resembles Ps. xxiv. ; in its visionary

and emblematical character it resembles the tetralogy in ch.

xxi.-xxii. 14. The attention of the seer is attracted by a

strange and lofty form coming from Edom, or more strictly

from Bozrah ; not the place in Auranitis or Hauran (Jer.

xlviii. 24) which is memorable in church history, but the place

in Edomitis or Gebal, between Petra and the Dead Sea, which
still exists as a village in ruins under the diminutive name of

el-Busaire. Ver. 1. " Who is this that cometh from Edom, in

deep red clothes from Bozrah ? This, glorious in his apparel,

bending to and fro in the fulness of his strength f" The verb

chdmats means to be sharp or bitter ; but here, where it can

only refer to colour, it means to be glaring, and as the Syriac

shows, in which it is generally applied to blushing from shame
or reverential awe, to be a staring red (o|ews). The question,

what is it that makes the clothes of this new-comer so strik-
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ingly red? is answered afterwards. But apart from the colour,

they are splendid in their general arrangement and character.

The person seen approaching is iB'=i3?a Tiin (cf. jJ>s- and

^iXft, to rush up, to shoot up luxuriantly, ahdar used for a

swollen body), and possibly through the medium of hdddr

(which may signify primarily a swelling, or pad, 07/C09, and
secondarily pomp or splendour), " to honour or adorn ;" so that

hddur signifies adorned, grand (as in Gen. xxiv. 65 ; Targ.

II. LXX. cDpaloi), splendid. The verb tsd'dJi, to bend or

stoop, we have already met with in ch. li. 14. Here it is used

to denote a gesture of proud self-consciousness, partly with or

without the idea of the proud bending back of the head (or

bending forward to listen), and partly with that of swaying to

and fro, i.e. the walk of a proud man swinging to and fro upon

the hips. The latter is the sense in which wo understand tsdeh

here, viz. as a syn. of the Arabic mutamdil, to bend proudly

from one side to the other (Vitringa: se hue illuc motitans).

The person seen here produces the impression of great and

abundant strength ; and his walk indicates the corresponding

pride of self-consciousness.

" Who is this ? " asks the seer of a third person. But the

answer comes from the person himself, though only seen in the

distance, and therefore with a voice that could be heard afar off.

Ver. 15. " I am he that speaketh in righteousness, mighty to aid."

Hitzig, Knobel, and others, take righteousness as the object of

the speaking ; and this is grammatically possible (3 = "Trepi,

e.g. Deut. vi. 7). But our prophet uses p1S3 in ch. xlii. 6, xlv.

13, and npisa in an adverbial sense : " strictly according to

the rule of truth (more especially that of the counsel of mercy

or plan of salvation) and right." The person approaching says

that he is great in word and deed (Jer. xxxii. 19). He speaks

in righteousness ; in the zeal of his holiness threatening judg-

ment to the oppressors, and promising salvation to the oppressed;

and what he threatens and promises, he carries out with mighty

power. He is great (3"i, not 3n ; S. inrepfiax^cbv, Jer. pro-

pugnator) to aid the oppressed against their oppressors. This

alone might lead us to surmise, that it is God from whose

mouth of righteousness (ch. xlv. 23) the consolation of redemp-
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tion proceeds, and whose holy omnipotent arm (ch. Hi. 10, h'x.

16) carries out the act of redemption.

The seer surmises this also, and now inquires still further,

whence the strange red colour of his apparel, which does not

look like the purple of a king's talar or the scarlet of a chlamys.

Ver. 2. " Whence the red on thine apparel, and thy clothes like

those .of a wine-presser ?" J?WD inquires the reason and cause

;

nS7, in its primary sense, the object or purpose. The seer asks,

" Why is there red (^ adorn, neuter, like rabh in ver. 7) to thine

apparel?" The Lamed, which might be omitted (wherefore is thy

garment red?), implies that the red was not its original colour,

but something added (cf. Jer. xsx. 12, and Imno in ch. xxvi.

16, liii. 8). This comes out still more distinctly in the second

half of the question : " and (why are) thy clothes like those of

one who treads (wine) in the wine-press '' (Jfgath with a pausal

a, not lengthened, like haz in ch. viii. 1), i.e. saturated and

stained as if with the juice of purple grapes ?

The person replies : Vers. 3-6. " I have trodden the wine-

trough alone, and of the nations no one was with me : and I trode

them in my wrath, and trampled them down in myfury; and their

life-sap spirted upon my clothes, and all my raiment was stained.

For a day of vengeance was in my heart, and the year of my
redemption was come. And 1 looked round, and there was no

helper ; and I wondered there was no supporter : then mine own
ann helped me ; and my fury, it became my support. And Itrode

down nations in my wrath, and made them drunk in my fury,

and made their life-blood run down to the earthP He had indeed

trodden the wine-press {ipurdh = gath, or, if distinct from this,

the pressing-trough as distinguished from the pressing-house or

pressing-place ; according to Fiirst, something hollowed out

;

but according to the traditional interpretation ivorapur= pdrar,

to crush, press, both different from yeqebh : see at ch. v. 2), and

he alone ; so that the juice of the grapes had saturated and
coloured his clothes, and his only. When he adds, that of the

nations no one was with him, it follows that the press which 'he

trode was so great, that he might have needed the assistance of

whole nations. And when he continues thus : And I trod them
in my wrath, etc., the enigma is at once explained. It was to

the nations themselves that the knife was applied. They were

cut off like grapes and put into the wine-press (Joel iv. 13); and
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this heroic figure, of which there was no longer any doubt that

it was Jehovah Himself, had trodden them down in the impulse

and strength of His wrath. The red upon the clothes was the

life-blood of the nations, which had spirted upon them, and with

which, as He trode this wine-press, He had soiled all His gar-

ments. Netsach, according to the more recently accepted de-

rivation from ndtsach, signifies, according to the traditional idea,

which is favoured by Lam. iii. 18, vigor, the vital strength and

life-blood, regarded as the sap of life. V\ (compare the his-

torical tense T*1 in 2 Kings ix. 33) is the future used as an im-

perfect, and it spirted, from ndzdh (see at ch. Iii. 15). 'Jyipfji*?

(from 7K3 = 7)31, ch. lix. 3) is the perfect hiphil with an Ara-

maean inflexion (compare the same Aramaism in Ps. Ixxvi. 6,

2 Ohron. xx. 35 ; and ''^NPn, which is half like it, in Job xvi. 7)

;

the Hebrew form would be WWn.^ AE and A regard the form

as a mixture of the perfect and future, but this is a mistake.

This work of wrath had been executed by Jehovah, because

He had in His heart a day of vengeance, which could not

be delayed, and because the year (see at ch. Ixl. 2) of His

promised redemption had arrived, vsa (this is the proper read-

ing, not 'hl^ri, as some codd. have it; and this was the reading

which Rashi had before him in his comm. on Lam. i. 6) is

the plural of the passive participle used as an abstract noun

(compare 0"n vivi, vitales, or rather viva, vitalia = vita). And
He only had accomplished this work of wrath. Ver. 5 is the

expansion of "!??, and almost a verbal repetition of ch. lix. 16.

The meaning is, that no one joined Him with conscious free-

will, to render help to the God of judgment and salvation in

His purposes. The church that was devoted to Him was itself

the object of the redemption, and the great mass of those who

were estranged from Him the object of the judgment. Thus

He found Himself alone, neither human co-operation nor the

natural course of events helping the accomplishment of His

purposes. And consequently He renounced all human help,

and broke through the steady course of development by a

marvellous act of His own. He trode down nations in His

wrath, and intoxicated them in His fury, and caused their life-

1 The Babylonian Mss. have Tl^XiS with chirek, since the Babylonian

(Assyrian) system of punctuation has no segJiol.
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blood to flow down to the ground. The Targum adopts the

rendering " et trituraho eos," as if the reading were D"]3?'1<J,

which we find in Sonc. 1488, and certain other editions, as well

as in some codd. Many agree with Oappellus in preferring

this reading; and in itself it is not inadmissible (see Lam, i.

15). But the LXX. and all the other ancient versions, the

Masora (which distinguishes DiatyNI with 3, as only met with

once, from D"i3B'K1 with 3 in Deut. ix. 17), and the great ma-

jority of the MSS., support the traditional reading. There is

nothing surprising in the transition to the figure of the cup of

wrath, which is a very common one with Isaiah. Moreover, all

that is intended is, that Jehovah caused the nations to feel the

full force of this His fury, by trampling them down in His

fury.

Even in this short and highly poetical passage we see a

desire to emblematize, just as in the emblematic cycle of pro-

phetical night-visions in ch. xxi.-xxii. 14. For not only is the

name of Edom made covertly into an emblem of its future fate,

D"IX becoming m^ upon the apparel of Jehovah the avenger,

when the blood of the people, stained with blood-guiltiness

towards the people of God, is spirted out, but the name of

Bozrah also ; for bdtsar means to cut off bunches of grapes

{vindemiare), and hotsrdh becomes bdtsir, i.6. a vintage, which

Jehovah treads in His wrath, when He punishes the Edomitish

nation as well as all the rest of the nations, which in their

hostility towards Him and His people have taken pleasure in

the carrying away of Israel and the destruction of Jerusalem,

and have lent their assistance in accomplishing them. Kuobel

supposes that the judgment referred to is the defeat which

Cyrus inflicted upon the nations under Croesus and their allies ;

but it can neither be shown that this defeat affected the

Edomites, nor can we understand why Jehovah should appear

as if coming from Edom-Bozrah, after inflicting this judgment,

to which ch. xli. 2 sqq. refers. Knobel himself also observes,

that Edom was still an independent kingdom, and hostile to

the Persians (Diod. xv. 2) not only under the reign of Cam-
byses (Herod, iii. 5 sqq.), but even later than that (Diod. xiii.

46). But at the time of Malachi, who lived under Artaxerxes

liongimanus, if not under his successor Darius Nothus, a judg-

ment of devastation was inflicted upon Edom (Mai. i. 3-5),
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from which it never recovered. The Chaldeans, as Caspari

has shown {Obad. p. 142), cannot have executed it, since the

Edomites appear throughout as their accomplices, and as still

maintaining their independence even under the first Persian

kings ; nor can any historical support be found to the conjec-

ture, that it occurred in the wars between the Persians and

the Egyptians (Hitzig and Kohler, Mai. p. 35). What the

prophet's eye really saw was fulfilled in the time of the

Maccabseans, when Judas inflicted a total defeat upon them,

John Hyrcanus compelled them to become Jews, and Alex-

ander Jannai completed their subjection ; and in the time of

the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, when Simon of

Gerasa avenged their cruel conduct in Jerusalem in combina-

tion with the Zelots, by ruthlessly turning their well-cultivated

land into a horrible desert, just as it would have been left by a

swarm of locusts (Jos. Wars of the Jews, iv. 9, 7).

The New Testament counterpart of this passage in Isaiah

is the destruction of Antichrist and his army (Rev. xix. 11

sqq.). He who effects this destruction is called the Faithful

and True, the Logos of God ; and the seer beholds Him sitting

upon a white horse, with eyes of flaming fire, and many diadems

upon His head, wearing a blood-stained garment, like the person

seen by the prophet here. The vision of John is evidently

formed upon the basis of that of Isaiah ; for when it is said of

the Logos that He rules the nations with a staff of iron, this

points to Ps. ii. ; and when it is still further said that He treads

the wine-press of the wrath of Almighty God, this points back

to Isa. Ixiii. The reference throughout is not to the first

coming of the Lord, when He laid the foundation of His king-

dom by suffering and dying, but to His final coming, when He
will bring His regal sway to a victorious issue. Nevertheless

ch. Ixiii. i-6 has always been a favourite passage for reading

in Passion week. It is no doubt true that the Christian cannot

read this prophecy without thinking of the Saviour streaming

with blood, who trode the wine-press of wrath for us without

the help of angels and men, i.e. who conquered wrath for us.

But the prophecy does not relate to this. The blood upon the

garment of the divine Hero is not His own, but that of His

enemies ; and His treading of the wine-press is not the conquest

of wrath, but the manifestation of wrath. This section can

VOL. II. 2 F
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only be properly used as a lesson for Passion week so far as

this, that Jehovah, who here appears to the Old Testament

seer, was certainly He who became man in His Christ, in the

historical fulfilment of His purposes ; and behind the first advent

to bring salvation there stood with warning form the final coming

to judgment, which will take vengeance upon that Edom, to

whom the red lentil-judgment of worldly lust and power was

dearer than the red life-blood of that loving Servant of Jehovah

who offered Himself for the sin of the whole world.

There follows now in ch. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 11 a prayer com-

mencing with thanksgiving as it looks back to the past, and

closing with a prayer for help as it turns to the present. Hitzig

and Knobel connect this closely with ch. Ixiii. 1-6, assuming

that through the great event which had occurred, viz. the over-

throw of Edom, and of the nations hostile to the people of God
as such, by which the exiles were brought one step nearer to

freedom, the prophet was led to praise Jehovah for all His

previous goodness to Israel. There is nothing, however, to

indicate this connection, which is in itself a very loose one.

The prayer which follows is chiefly an entreaty, and an entreaty

appended to ch. Ixiii. 1—6, but without any retrospective allu-

sion to it : it is rather a prayer in general for the realization of

the redemption already promised. Ewald is right in regarding

ch. Ixiii. 7-lxvi. as an appendix to this whole book of consola-

tion, since the traces of the same prophet are unmistakeable
;

but the whole style of the description is obviously different,

and the historical circumstances must have been still further

developed in the meantime.

The three prophecies which follow are the finale of the

whole. The announcement of the prophet, which has reached

its highest point in the majestic vision in ch. Ixiii. 1—6, is now
drawing to an end. It is standing close upon the threshold of all

that has been promised, and nothing remains but the fulfilment

of the promise, which he has held up like a jewel on every side.

And now, just as in the finale of a poetical composition, all the

melodies and movements that have been struck before are

gathered up into one effective close ; and first of all, as in Hab.
iii., into a prayer, which forms, as it were, the lyrical echo of

the preaching that has gone before.
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THE THREE CLOSING PROPHECIES.

FIRST CLOSING PEOPHECY.—Chap. Lxm. 7-lxiv.

THANKSGIVING, CONFESSION, AND SUPPLICATION OF THE
CHURCH OF THE CAPTIVITY.

The prophet, as the leader of the prayers of the church, here

passes into the expanded style of the tephillah. Ver. 7. "/
will celebrate the mercies of Jehovah, the praises of Jehovah, as

is seemly for all that Jehovah hath shown us, and the great

goodness towards the house of Israel, which He hath shown them

according to His pity, and the riches of His mercies." The
speaker is the prophet, in the name of the church, or, what is

the same thing, the church in which the prophet includes

himself. The prayer commences with thanksgiving, according

to the fundamental rule in Ps. 1. 23. The church brings to

its own remembrance, as the subject of praise in the presence

of God, all the words and deeds by which Jehovah has dis-

played His mercy and secured glory to Himself. '''iDn (this is

the correct pointing, with T protected by gaya ; cf, "lalB in ch.

liv. 12) are the many thoughts of mercy and acts of mercy into

which the grace of God, i.e. His one purpose of grace and His

one work of grace, had been divided. They are just so many

fhilloth, self-glorifications of God, and impulses to His glori-

fication. On ^3?3, as is seemly, see at ch. lix. 18. There is no

reason for assuming that aiD-nni is equivalent to 31l3"a"i 7^2\ as

Hitzig and Knobel do. 31D-3T commences the second object

to "fSfX, in which what follows is unfolded as a parallel to the

first. Babh, the much, is a neuter formed into a substantive,

as in Ps, cxlv. 7 ; robh, plurality or multiphcity, is an infinitive

'

used as a substantive. , Tubh is God's benignant goodness

;

I
rachamlm, His deepest sympathizing tenderness ; chesed (root

on, used of violent emotion; cf. Syr. ch&sad, chdsam, osmulari;

Arab.
i^/«^,

to be tender, full of compassion), grace which

\ condescends to and comes to meet a sinful creature. After
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this introit, the prayer itself commences with a retrospectiTe

glance at the time of the giving of the law, when the relation

of a child, in which Israel stood to Jehovah, was solemnly pro-

claimed and legally regulated. Ver. 8. "He said, They are

my people, children who will not lie; and He became their

Saviour" ^S is used here in its primary afHrmative sense.

'Vi^^_ is the future of hope. When He made them His people,

His children. He expected from them a grateful return of His

covenant grace in covenant fidelity; and whenever they needed

help from above, He became their Saviour (mosht^). We
can recognise the ring of Ex. xv. 2 here, just as in ch. xii. 2.

Moshiit is a favourite word in ch. xl.-lxvi. (compare, however,

ch. xix. 20 also)

The next verse commemorates the way in which He
proved Himself a Saviour in heart and action. Ver. 9. " In
all their affliction He was afflicted, and the Angel of His face
brought them salvation. In His love and in His pity He re-

deemed them, and lifted them up, and bare them all the days of
the olden time." This is one of the fifteen passages in which
the chethib has vh, the keri Sh. It is only with difficulty that

we can obtain any meaning from the chethib : " in all the

affliction which He brought upon them He did not afflict, viz.

according to their desert " (Targ., Jer., Eashi) ; or better still,

as tsar must in this case be derived from tsiir, and tsSr is only

met with in an intransitive sense, " In all their distress there

was no distress" (Saad.), with which J. D. Michaelis compares

2 Cor. iv. 8, "troubled on every side, yet not distressed."

The oxymoron is perceptible enough, but the on? (is xi"),

which is indispensable to this expression, is wanting. Even
with the explanation, "In all their affliction He was not an
enemy, viz. Jehovah, to them" (Doderlein), or " No man perse-

cuted them without the angel immediately," etc. (Oocceius and
Eosenmiiller), we miss On? or DHN. There are other still more
twisted and jejune attempts to explain the passage with v6,

which are not worth the space they occupy. Even the older

translators did not know how to deal with the N^ in the text.

The Sept. takes tsiCr as equivalent to tslr, a messenger, and
renders the passage according to its own peculiar interpunc-

tuation : ov irpia^vi oiiBk ar/yeTM^, aW' avTo<! eama-ev ainovt

(neither a messenger nor an angel, but His face, i.e. He
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Himself helped them : Ex. xxxiii. 14, 15 ; 2 Sam. xvii. 11).

Everything forces to the conclusion that the heri li> is to be

preferred. The Masora actually does reckon this as one of the

fifteen passages in which ii" is to be read for vh} Jerome was
also acquainted with this explanation. He says : " Where we
have rendered it, ' In all their affliction He was not afflicted,'

which is expressed in Hebrew by LO, the adverb of negation,

we might read ipse ; so that the sense would be, ' In all their

affliction He, i.e. God, was afflicted.'" If we take the sentence

in this way, " In all oppression there was oppression to Him,"
it yields a forcible thought in perfect accordance with the Scrip-

ture (compare e.g. Judg. x. 16), an expression in harmony with

the usage of the language (compare tsar-li, 2 Sam. i. 26), and

a construction suited to the contents (ii) = ipsi). There is

nothing to surprise us in the fact that God should be said to

feel the sufferings of His people as His own sufferings ; for

the question whether God can feel pain is answered by the

Scriptures in the affirmative. He can as surely as everything

originates in Him, with the exception of sin, which is a free

act and only originates in Him so far as the possibility is con-

cerned, but not in its . actuality. Just as a man can feel pain,

and yet in his personality keep himself superior to it, so God
feels pain without His own happiness being thereby destroyed.

And so did He suffer with His people ; their affliction was

reflected in His own life in Himself, and shared Him in-

wardly. But because He, the all-knowing, all-feeling One,

is also the almighty will, He sent the angel of His face, and

brought them salvation. " The angel of His face," says

Knobel, " is the pillar of cloud and fire, in which Jehovah was

'present with His people in the march through the desert, with

His protection, instruction, and guidance, the helpful presence

of God in the pillar of cloud and fire." But where do we ever

read of this, that it brought Israel salvation in the pressure of

1 There are fifteen passages in whicli the keri substitutes \\) for ^^.

See Masora magna on Lev. xi. 21 (Psalter, ii. 60). If we add Isa. xlix. 5,

1 Chron. xi. 20, 1 Sam. ii. 16, there are eighteen (Job, vol. i. p. 213). But

the first two of these are not reckoned, because they are doubtful ; and in

the third, instead of Sb being substituted for kJj, tib is substituted for ^"5

(Gas. Thes. 735, 6). 2 Sam. xix. 7 also is not a case in point, for there

the keri is ih for s^.
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great dangers ? Only on one occasion (Ex. xiv. 19, 20) does

it cover the Israelites from their pursuers ; but in that very

instance a distinction is expressly made between the angel of

God and the pillar of cloud. Consequently the cloud and

the angel were two distinct media of the manifestation of

the presence of God. They differed in two respects. The

cloud was a material medium—the veil, the sign, and the site

of the revealed presence of God. The angel, on the other

hand, was a personal medium, a ministering spirit (KeirovpycKov

TTvevfia), in which the name of Jehovah was indwelling for the

purpose of His own self-attestation in connection with the his-

torical preparation for the coming of salvation (Ex. xxiii. 21).

He was the mediator of the preparatory work of God in both

word and deed under the Old Testament, and the manifesta-

tion of that redeeming might and grace which realized in

Israel the covenant promises given to Abraham (Gen. xv.).

A second distinction consisted in the fact that the cloud was a

mode of divine manifestation which was always visible; whereas,

although the angel of God did sometimes appear in human
shape both in the time of the patriarchs and also in that of

Joshua (Josh. v. 13 sqq.), it never appeared in such a form

during the history of the exodus, and therefore is only to be

regarded as a mode of divine revelation which was chiefly dis-

cernible in its effects, and belonged to the sphere of invisi-

bility : so that in any case, if we search in the history of the

people that was brought out of Egypt for the fulfilment of

such promises as Ex. xxiii. 20-23, we are forced to the conclu-

sion that the cloud was the medium of the settled presence of

God in His angel in the midst of Israel, although it is never so

expressed in the thorah. This mediatorial angel is called " the'

angel of His face," as being the representative of God, for

" the face of God" is His self-revealing presence (even though

only revealed to the mental eye) ; and consequently the pre-

sence of God, which led Israel to Canaan, is called directly

"His face" in Deut. iv. 37, apart from the angelic mediation

to be understood; and "my face" in Ex. xxxiii. 14, 15, by the

side of " my angel " in Ex. xxxii. 34, and the angel in Ex.
xxxiii. 2, appears as something incomparably higher than the

presence of God through the mediation of that one angel, whose
personality is completely hidden by his mediatorial instrumen-
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tality. The genitive ViS, therefore, is not to be taken objec-

tively in the sense of " the angel who sees His face," but as

explanatory, " the angel who is His face, or in whom His face

is manifested." The wn which follows does not point back to

the angel, but to Jehovah, who reveals Himself thus. But
although the angel is regarded as a distinct being from

Jehovah, it is also regarded as one that is completely hidden

before Him, whose name is in him. He redeemed them by

virtue of His love and of His chemldh, i.e. of His forgiving

gentleness (Arabic, with the letters transposed, chilm; compare,

however, chamul, gentle-hearted), and lifted them up, and

carried them (K'B'3 the consequence of 7B3, which is similar in

sense, and more Aramsean ; cf. tollere root tal, and ferre root

hhar, perf . tuli) all the days of the olden time.

The prayer passes now quite into the tone of Ps. Ixxviii.

and cvi., and begins to describe how, in spite of Jehovah's

grace, Israel fell again and again away from Jehovah, and yet

was always rescued again by virtue of His grace. For it is

impossible that it should leap at once in rieni to the people who

caused the captivity, and isn have for its subject the peniten-

tial church of the exiles which was longing for redemption

(Ewald). The train of thought is rather this: From the proofs

of grace which the Israel of the olden time had experienced,

the prophet passes to that disobedience to Jehovah into which

it fell, to that punishment of Jehovah which it thereby brought

upon itself, and to that longing for the renewal of the old

Mosaic period of redemption, which seized it in the midst of its

state of punishment. But instead of saying that Jehovah did

not leave this longing unsatisfied, and responded to the peni-

tence of Israel with ever fresh help, the prophet passes at once

from the desire of the old Israel for redemption, to the prayer

of the existing Israel for redemption, suppressing the inter-

mediate thought, that Israel was even now in such a state of

punishment and longing.

Israel's ingratitude. Ver. 10. " But they resisted and vexed

His Holy Spirit : then He turned to be their enemy ; He made

war upon them." Not only has 12SJ)) (to cause cutting pain)

S&m niTriN as its object, but 'no has the same (on the primary

meaning, see at ch. iii. 8). In other cases, the object of m'roth

{hamroth) is Jehovah, or His word, His promise. His providence,
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hence Jehovah himself in the revelations of His natuie in word

and deed ; here it is the spirit of holiness, which is distinguished

from Him as a personal existence. For just as the angel who

is His face, i.e. the representation of His natur^i, is designated

as a person both by His name and also by the redeeming

activity ascribed to Him ; so also is the Spirit of holiness, by

the fact that He can be grieved, and therefore can feel grief

(compare Eph. iv. 30, " Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God ").

Hence Jehovah, and the angel of His face, and the Spirit of

His holiness, are distinguished as three persons, but so that the

two latter derive their existence from the first, which is the

absolute ground of the Deity, and of everything that is divine.

Now, if we consider that the angel of Jehovah was indeed an

angel, but that he was the angelic anticipation of the appear-

ance of God the Mediator " in the flesh," and served to fore-

shadowHim "who, as the image of the invisible God" (Col. i. 15),

as " the reflection of His glory and the stamp of His nature

"

(Heb. i. 3), is not merely a temporary medium of self-manifesta-

tion, but the perfect personal self-manifestation of the divine

pdnim, we have here an unmistakeable indication of the mystery

of the triune nature of God the One, which was revealed in

history in the New Testament work of redemption. The subject

to 'n??v''l is Jehovah, whose Holy Spirit they troubled. He who
proved Himself to be their Father (cf. Deut. xxxii. 6), became,

through the reaction of His holiness, the very reverse of what
He wished to be. He turned to be their enemy; xin, He, the most

fearful of all foes, made war against them. This is the way in

which we explain ver. 10Z>, although with this explanation it

would have to be accentuated differently, viz. "isnil mahpach,

unh pashta, y)t6 zakeph, Sin tiphchali, Ul-nrhi silluk. The
accentuation as we find it takes D3"Dn^3 Nin as an attributive

clause: " to an enemy, who made war against them."

Israel being brought to a right mind in the midst of this

state of punishment, longed for the better past to return.

Vers. 11-14. " Then His people remembered the days of the olden

time, of Moses : Where is He who brought them up out of the sea

with the shepherd of his flock ? where is He who put the spirit of
His holiness in the midst of them ; who caused the arm of His
majesty to go at the right of Moses ; who split the waters before

them, to make Himself an everlasting name ; who caused them
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to pass through abysses of the deep, like the horse upon the 'plain,

loithout their stumhling ? Like the cattle xohich goeth down

into the valley, the Spirit of Jehovah brought them to rest : thus

hast Thou led Thy people, to make Thyself a majestic name."

According to the accentuation before us, ver. 11a should be

rendered thus : " Then He (viz. Jehovah) remembered the

days of the olden time, the Moses of His people" (LXX.,
Targ., Syr., Jerome). But apart from the strange expression

" the Moses of His people," which might perhaps be regarded

as possible, because the proper name mosheh might suggest the

thought of its real meaning in Hebrew, viz. eatrahens^liberator,

but which the Syriac rejects by introducing the reading 'abhdo

(Moses, His servant), we have only to look at the questions of

evidently human longing which follow, to see that Jehovah

cannot be the subject to "13!?5 (remembered), by which these

reminiscences are introduced. It is the people which begins its

inquiries with n'X, just as in Jer. ii. 6 (cf. ch. li. 9, 10), and

recals " the days of olden time," according to the admonition in

Deut. xxxii. 7. Consequently, in spite of the accents, such

Jewish commentators as Saad. and Eashi regard " his people"

(ammo) as the subject; whereas others, such as AE, Kimchi,

and Abravanel, take account of the accents, and make the

people the suppressed subject of the verb " remembered," by

rendering it thus, " Then it remembered the days of olden time,

(the days) of Moses (and) His people," or in some similar way.

But with all modifications the rendering is forced and lame.

The best way of keeping to the accents is that suggested by

Stier, " Then men (indef . 7nan, the French on) remembered the

days of old, the Moses of His people." But why did the

prophet not say 'll't'l, as the proper sequel to ver. 10 ? We
prefer to adopt the following rendering and accentuation : Then

remembered (zakeph gadol) the days-of-old (mercha) of Moses

(tiphchah) His people. The object stands before the subject,

as for example in 2 Kings v. 13 (compare the inversions in

ch. viii. 22 extr., xxii. 2 init); and mosheh is a genitive belong-

ing to the composite "days of old" (for this form of the construct

state, compare ch. xxviii. 1 and Euth ii. 1). The retrospect

commences with " Where is He who led them up ?" etc. The

suffix of D^J!'?'] (for Q^yon, like Dnn in Ps. Ixviii. 28, and there-

fore with the verbal force predominant) refers to the ancestors

;
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and although the word is determined by the suffix, it has the

article as equivalent to a demonstrative pronoun (ille qui sur-

sum duxit, eduxit eos). "The shepherd of his flock" is added

as a more precise definition, not dependent upon vayyizhor, as

even the accents prove, nx is rendered emphatic by yethih,

since here it signifies una cum. The Targum takes it in the

sense of instar pastoris gregis sui ; but though Oy is sometimes

used in this way, OK never is. Both the LXX. and Targum

read njl'i ; Jerome, on the other hand, adopts the reading

'V'l, and this is the Masoretic reading, for the Masora in Gen.

xlvii. 3 reckons four nj/nj without including the present passage.

Kimchi and Abravanel also support this reading, and Norzi

very properly gives it the preference. The shepherds of the

flock of Jehovah are Moses and Aaron, together with Miriam

(Ps. Ixxvii. 21 ; Mic. vi. 4). With these {i.e. in their company

or under their guidance) Jehovah led His people up out of

Egypt through the Red Sea. With the reading "'V'l, the question

whether b'qirbo refers to Moses or Israel falls to the ground. Into

the heart of His people (Neh. ix. 20) Jehovah put the spirit

of His holiness : it was present in the midst of Israel, inasmuch

as Moses, Aaron, Miriam, the Seventy, and the prophets in the

camp possessed it, and inasmuch as Joshua inherited it as the

successor of Moses, and all the people might become possessed

of it. The majestic might of Jehovah, which manifested itself

majestically, is called the " arm of His majesty ;" an anthropo-

morphism to which the expression " who caused it to march at

the right hand of Moses " compels us to give an interpretation

worthy of God. Stier will not allow that ifi"iNsn J?nt is to be

taken as the object, and exclaims, " What a marvellous figure

of speech, an arm walking at a person's right hand !" But the

arm which is visible in its deeds belongs to the God who is

invisible in His own nature; and the meaning is, that the active

power of Moses was not left to itself, but the overwhelming

omnipotence of God went by its side, and endowed it with

superhuman strength. It was by virtue of this that the

elevated staff and extended hand of Moses divided the Red
Sea (Ex. xiv. 16). J?5i3 has mdhpach attached to the 3, and
therefore the tone drawn back upon the penultimate, and
metheg with the tsere, that it may not be slipped over in the

pronunciation. The clause '131 nibjJ? affirms that the absolute
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purpose of God is in Himself. But He is holy love, and whilst

willing for Himself, He wills at the same time the salvation of

His creatures. He makes to Himself an " everlasting name,"

by glorifying Himself in such memorable miracles of redemp-

tion, as that performed in the deliverance of His people out of

Egypt. According to the genei-al order of the passage, ver. 13

apparently refers to the passage through the Jordan ; but the

psalmist, in Ps. cvi. 9 (of. Ixxvii. 17), understood it as referring

to the passage through the Red Sea. The prayer dwells upon

this chief miracle, of which the other was only an after-play.

" As the horse gallops over the plain," so did they pass through

the depths of the sea ^>^'^\ ^7 (a. circumstantial minor clause),

i.e. without stumbling. Then follows another beautiful figure

:

" like the beast that goeth down into the valley," not " as the

beast goeth down into the valley," the Spirit of Jehovah

brought it (Israel) to rest, viz. to the m'nuchdh of the Canaan

flowing with milk and honey (Deut. xii. 9 ; Ps. xcv. 11), where

it rested and was refreshed after the long and wearisome march

through the sandy desert, like a flock that had descended from

the bare mountains to the brooks and meadows of the valley.

The Spirit of God is represented as the leader here (as in Ps.

cxliii. 10), viz. through the medium of those who stood, en-

lightened and instigated by Him, at the head of the wandering

people; The following 1? is no more a correlate of the fore-

going particle of comparison than in ch. lii. 14. It is a recapi-

tulation, and refers to the whole description as far back as

ver. 9, passing with flJnj into the direct tone of prayer.

The way is prepared for the petitions for redemption which

follow, outwardly by the change in ver. 14J, from a mere

description to a direct address, and inwardly by the thought,

that Israel is at the present time in such a condition, as to cause

it to look back with longing eyes to the time of the Mosaic

redemption. Ver. 15. " Look from Jiecwen and see, from the

habitation of Thy holiness and majesty ! Where is Thy zeal and

Thy display of might ? The presswre of Thy bowels and Thy

compassions are restrained towards me.' ' On the relation between

B^an, to look up, to open the eyes, and HKl, to fix the eye upon

a thing, see p. 185. It is very rarely that we meet with the

words in the reverse order, DUni ntn {vid. Hab. i. 5 ; Lam. i.

11). In the second clause of ver. 15a, instead of m'^shdmayim
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(from heaven), we have " from the dwelling-place (mizs'bhut)

of Thy holiness and majesty." The all-holy and all-glorious

One, who once revealed Himself so gloriously in the history of

Israel, has now withdrawn into His own heaven, where He is

only revealed to the spirits. The object of the looking and

seeing, as apparent from what follows, is the present helpless

condition of tiie people in their sufferings, to which there does

not seem likely to be any end. There are no traces now of the

Mn'dh (zeal) with which Jehovah used to strive on behalf of

His people, and against their oppressors (ch. xxvi. 11), or of the

former displays of His g'bhurdh (inninjll, as it is correctly written

in Ven. 1521, is a defective plural). In ver. 15b we have not

a continued question (" the sounding of Thy bowels and Thy
mercies, which are restrained towards me?"), as Hitzig and

Knobel suppose. The words 'elai Idtliappdqu have not the

appearance of an attributive clause, either according to the new
strong thought expressed, or according to the order of the words

(with vij! written first). On strepitus viscerum, as the effect

and sign of deep sympathy, see at ch. xvi. 11. cpn"! and
n;yp, or rather D^V? (from njJD, of the form njJ'i), both signify

primarily cr'TfKd'y^va, strictly speaking the soft inward parts

of the body ; the latter from the root j;d, to be pulpy or soft,

the former from the root m, to be slack, loose, or soft, ti^^n, as

the plural of the predicate shows, does not govern T'Ori") also.

It is presupposed that the love of Jehovah urges Him towards

His people, to relieve their misery ; but His compassion and
sympathy apparently put constraint upon themselves (JiitKappeq

as in ch. xlii. 14, lit. se superare, from 'dvhag, root pS), to abstain

from working on behalf of Israel.

The prayer for help, and the lamentation over its absence,

are now justified in ver. 16 : " Fo7' Thou art our Father ; for
Abraham is ignorant of us, and Israel knowetli us not. 7'hou,

Jehovah, art our Father ; our Redeemer is from olden time

Thy name." Jehovah is Israel's Father (Deut. xxxii. 6). His
creative might, and the gracious counsels of His love, have

called it into being : 13''as has not yet the deep and unrestricted

sense of the New Testament " Our Father." The second kl

introduces the reason for this confession that Jehovah was
Israel's Father, and could therefore look for paternal care and
help from Him alone. Even the dearest and most honourable
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men, the forefathers of the nation, could not help it. Abraham
and Jacob-Israel had been taken away from this world, and
were unable to interfere on their own account in the history

of their people, in) and T'sn suggest the idea of participating

notice and regard, as in Deut. xxxiii. 9 and Euth ii. 10, 19.
13T3* has the vowel a (pausal for a, ch. Ivi. 3) in the place of «?,

to rhyme with "^"1* (see Ges. § 60, Anm. 2). In the conclud-

ing clause, according to the accents, D^iVp uijNa are connected

together ; but the more correct accentuation is Mhni tipJichah,

D?13>0 mercha, and we have rendered it so. From the very-

earliest time the acts of Jehovah towards Israel had been such

that Israel could call Him uissj.

But in the existing state of things there was a contrast

which put their faith to a severe test. Ver. 17. "0 Jehovah,

why leadest Thou us astray from Thy ways, hardenest our heart,

so as not to fear Thee ? Return for Thy servants' sake, the tribes

of Thine inheritance." When men have scornfully and obsti-

nately rejected the grace of God, God withdraws it from them
judicially, gives them up to their wanderings, and makes their

heart incapable of faith (JdqsMdch, which only occurs again in

Job xxxix. 16, is here equivalent to hiqshdh in Ps. xcv. 8,

Deut. ii. 30). The history of Israel from ch. vi. onwards has

been the history of such a gradual judgment of hardening, and

such a curse, eating deeper and deeper, and spreading its in-

fluence wider and wider round. The great mass are lost, but

not without the possibility of deliverance for the better part of

the nation, which now appeals to the mercy of God, and sighs

for deliverance from this ban. Two reasons are assigned for

this petition for the return of the gracious presence of God

:

first, that there are still " servants of Jehovah" to be found,

as this prayer itself actually proves; and secondly, that the

divine election of grace cannot perish.

But the existing condition of Israel looks like a withdrawal

of this grace ; and it is impossible that these contrasts should

cease, unless Jehovah comes down from heaven as the deliverer

of His people. Vers, 18, 19 (Ixiv. 1). "For a little time Thy

holy people was in possession. Our adversaries have trodden

down Thy sanctuary. We have become such as He who is from

everlasting has not ruled over, upon whom Thy name was not

called. that Tliou wouldst rend the heaven, come down, the
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mountains would shake before thy countenance" It is very natural

to try whether 3/a/s/m may not have tsdrenu for its subject (cf.

Jer. xlix. 2) ; but all the attempts made to explain the words

on this supposition, show that lammits'dr is at variance with the

idea that ydr'shu refers to the foes. Compare, for example,

Jerome's rendering " qviasi nihilum (i.e. ad nihil et absque alio

labore} possederunt populum sanctum tuum;" that of Oocceius,

"propemodum ad hcereditatem; " and that of Stier, " for a little

they possess entirely Thy holy nation." Mits'dr is the harsher

form for mizdr, which the prophet uses in ch. x. 25, xvi. 14,

xxix. 17 for a contemptibly small space of time; and as ? is com-

monly used to denote the time to which, towards which, within

which, and through which, anything occurs (cf. 2 Ohron. xi.

17, xxLx. 17 ; Ewald, § 217, 3), lammits'dr may signify for a

(lit. the well-known) short time {per breve tempus ; like et?, eir,

kut' eviavTov, a year long). If miqddsh could mean the holy

land, as Hitzig and others suppose, miqddshekhd might be the

common object of both sentences (Ewald, § 351, p. 838). But
miqdash Jehovah (the sanctuary of Jehovah) is the place of

His abode and worship ; and " taking possession of the temple
"

is hardly an admissible expression. On the other hand, ydrash

hd'drefs, to take possession of the (holy) land, is so common a

phrase (e.g. ch. Ix. 21, Ixv. 9 ; Ps. xliv. 4), that with the words
" Thy holy people possessed for a little (time) " we naturally

supply the holy land as the object. The order of the words in

the two clauses is chiastic. The two strikingly different sub-

jects touch one another as the two inner members. Of the

perfects, the first expresses the more remote past, the second

the nearer past, as in ch. Ix. 106. The two clauses of the versa

rhyme,—the holiest thing in the possession of the people, which
was holy according to the choice and calling of Jehovah, being

brought into the greatest prominence ; bases = irareiv, Luke
xxi. 24, Rev. xi. 2. Hahn's objection, that the time between

the conquest of the land and the Chaldean catastrophe could

not be called mits'dr (a little while), may be answered, from the

fact that a time which is long in itself shrinks up when looked

back upon or recalled, and that as an actual fact from the time

of David and Solomon, when Israel really rejoiced in the pos-

session of the land, the coming catastrophe began to be fore-

boded by many significant preludes. The lamentation in ver.
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19 proceeds from the same feeling which caused the better

portion of the past to vanish before the long continuance of

the mournful present (compare the reverse at p. 346). Hitzig

renders «';n « we were ;
" Hahn, " we shall be ;

" but here,

where the speaker is not looking back, as in ch. xxvi. 17, at a

state of things which has come to an end, but rather at one

which is still going on, it signifies "we have become." The
passage is rendered correctly in S. : iyev^d-qfiev (or better, 7670-

vafiev) <B? a/jr aUbvo^ wv ovk i^ova-iaaa'i oiiBe eTri,icKrj67] to ovo/jlo,

<rov auTOt?. The virtual predicate to lidylnu commences with

me'oldm: "we have become such (or like such persons) as,"

etc. ; which would be fully expressed by "IB^X Dya, or merely

"iB'Sa, or without lE'N, and simply by transposing the words,

'W1 'rh^ ^3 (cf. bbad. 16) : compare the virtual subject

ians nin'' in ch. xlviii. 14, and the virtual object 'BB'a ti.y>\ in

ch. xli. 25 (Ewald, § 333, b). Every form of " as if " is inten-

tionally omitted. The relation in which Jehovah placed Him-
self to Israel, viz. as its King, and as to His own people called

by His name, appears not only as though it had been dissolved,

but as though it had never existed at all. The existing state

of Israel is a complete practical denial of any such relation.

Deeper tones than these no lamentation could possibly utter,

and hence the immediate utterance of the sigh which goes up

to heaven : " O that Thou wouldst rend heaven
!

" It is ex-

tremely awkward to begin a fresh chapter with nips (" as when

the melting fire burneth ") ; at the same time, the Masoretic

division of the verses is unassailable.^ For ver. 196 (ch. Ixiv. 1)

could not be attached to ch. Ixiv. 1, 2, since this verse would

be immensely overladen ; moreover, this sigh really belongs to

ver. 19a (ch. Ixiii. 19), and ascends out of the depth of the

lamentation uttered there. On utinam discideris = discinderes,

see at ch. xlviii. 18. The wish presupposes that the gracious

presence of God had been withdrawn from Israel, and that

Israel felt itself to be separated from the world beyond by a

thick party-wall, resembling an impenetrable black cloud. The

closing member of the optative clause is generally rendered

(utinam) a facie tua monies diffluerent {e.g. Rosenmiiller after

1 In the Hebrew Bibles, chap. Ixiv. commences at the second verse of

our version ; and the first verse is attached to ver. 19 of the previous

chapter.

—

Tr.
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the LXX. TaKrjcrovTai), or more correctly, defluerent (Jerome),

as nazal means to flow down, not to melt. The meaning there-

fore would be, " O that they might flow down, as it were to

the ground melting in the fire" (Hitzig). The form ndzollu

cannot be directly derived from nazal, if taken in this sense

;

for it is a pure fancy that ndzollu, may be a modification of the

pausal ^7M with o for a, and the so-called dagesh affectuosum).

Stier invents a verb med. o. ^'3. The more probable supposi-

tion is, that it is a niphal formed from zdlal= nazal (Ewald,

§ 193, c). But zdlal signifies to hang down slack, to sway to

and fro (hence zoUl, lightly esteemed, and zalzalllm, eh. xviii. 5,

pliable branches), like zul in ch. xlvi. 6, to shake, to pour down ;^

and ndzollu, if derived from this, yields the appropriate sense

concuterentur (compare the Arabic zalzala, which is commonly

applied to an earthquake). The nearest niphal form would be

v]3 (or resolved, l?M, Judg. v. 5) ; but instead of the a of the

second syllable, the niphal of the verbs V'V has sometimes o,

like the verb V'j? (e.g. wi, ch. xxxiv. 4 ; Ges. § 67, Anm. 5).

The similes which follow cannot be attached to this ndzollu,

however we may explain it. Yet ch. Ixiv. 1 (2) does not form

a new and independent sentence ; but we must in thought

repeat the word upon which the principal emphasis rests in ch.

Ixiii. 196 (ch. Ixiv. 1). Ch. Ixiv. 1, 2 (2, 3). "
( Wouldst come

down) as fire kindles brushwood, fire causes water to boil; to make

known Thy name to T7iine adversaries, that the heathen may tremble

before Tliy face! When Thou doest terrible things which we hoped

not for ; wouldst come down, (and) mountains shake before Thy
countenance!" The older expositors gave themselves a great

deal of trouble in the attempt, to trace h&mdsim. to mdsas, to

melt. But since Louis de Dieu and Albert Schultens have

followed Saadia and Abulw§,lid in citing the Arabic /^.Js, to

crack, to mutter, to mumble, etc., and JLn,, to break in pieces,

confringere, from which comes hashim, broken, dry wood, it is

generally admitted that hdmdsim is from hemes (lit. crackling,

rattling, Arab, hams), and signifies " dry twigs," arida sarmenta.

The second simile might be rendered, "as water bubbles up

1 Just as the Greek has in addition to aa.'h-eviiu the much simpler and

more root-like ati-tia ; so the Semitic has, besides jf, the roots Ntj Vt '• com-
pare the Arabic ^iy\, jJtKti JJtVti all three denoting restless motion.
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in the fire;" and in that case mayim would be treated as a

feminine (according to the rule in Ges. § 146, 3), in support

of which Job xiv. 19 may be adduced as an unquestionable

example (although in other cases it is masculine), and B'K = B'Na

would be used in a local sense, like lehdbhdh, into flames, in ch.

V. 24. But it is much more natural to take vJ'K, which is just as

often a feminine as D''D is a masculine, as the subject of nj?3Pi, and

to give to the verb nya, which is originally intransitive, judging

from the Arabic Ju, to swell, the Chald. !yi3, to spring up

(compare niV3y?X, blisters, pustules), the Syr. W3, to bubble up,

etc., the transitive meaning to cause to boil or bubble up, rather

than the intransitive to boil (comp. ch. xxx. 13, n^33, swollen=
bent forwards, as it were protumidus). Jehovah is to come down
with the same irresistible force which fire exerts upon brushwood

or water, when it sets the former in flames and makes the latter

boil ; in order that by such a display of might He may make
His name known (viz. the name thus judicially revealing

itself, hence " in fire," ch. xxx. 27, Ixvi. 15) to His adver-

saries, and that nations (viz. those that are idolaters) may
tremble before Him (T'JBl? : cf. Ps. Ixviii. 2, 3). The infinitive

clause denoting the purpose, like that indicating the com-

parison, passes into the finite (cf. ch. x. 2, xiii. 9, xiv. 25).

Modern commentators for the most part now regard the

optative lie (O that) as extending to ver. 2 also ; and, in fact,

although this continued influence of lu appears to overstep the

bounds of the possible, we are forced to resort to this ex-

tremity. Ver. 2 cannot contain a historical retrospect = the

word " formerly" would be introduced if it did, and the order of

the words would be a different one. Again, we cannot assume

that l^fj C'ln 1''?sp Pny^ contains an expression of confidence,

or that the perfects indicate certainty. Neither the context,

the foregoing rAtrfii '^niB'ys (why not nfe-j)?), nor the paren-

thetical assertion nji?3 Hb, permits of this. On the other hand,

'«1 nniK'W connects itself very appropriately with the purposes

indicated in ver. 1 (2) : " may tremble when Thou doest terrible

things, which we, i.e. such as we, do not look for," i.e. which

surpass our expectations. And now nothing remains but to

recognise the resumption of ch. Ixiii. 19 (Ixiv. 1) in the clause

*' The mountains shake at Thy presence," in which case ch.

VOL. II. 2 G
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Ixiii. 196-lxiv. 2 (Ixiv. 1-3) forms a grand period rounded off

palindromically after Isaiah's peculiar style.

The following clause gives the reason for this ; 1 being very

frequently the logical equivalent for ki (e.g. ch. iii. 7 and

xxxviii. 15). The justification of this wish, which is forced

from them by the existing misery, is found in the incomparable

acts of Jehovah for the good of His own people, which are to

be seen in a long series of historical events. Ver. 3 (4). " For

from olden time men have not heard, nor perceived, nor hath an

eye seen, a God beside Thee, who acted on behalf of him that

waiteth for Him." No ear, no eye has ever been able to perceive

the existence of a God who acted like Jehovah, i.e. really

interposed on behalf of those who set their hopes upon Him.
This is the explanation adopted by Knobel ; but he wrongly

supplies niKIIJ to nby', whereas HB'^ is used here in the s^me

pregnant sense as in Ps. xxii. 32, xxxvii. 5, Iii. 11 (cf. gdmar
in Ps. Ivii. 3, cxxxviii. 8). It has been objected to this explana-

tion, that ft!!?'?, is never connected with the accusative of the

person, and that God can neither be heard nor seen. But what
is tenable in relation to Vo^ in Job xlii. 5 cannot be untenable

in relation to nsn. Hearing and seeing God are here equiva-

lent to recognising His existence through the perception of His

works. The explanation favoured by Rosenmiiller and Stier,

viz., " And from olden time men have not heard it, nor per-

ceived with ears, no eye has seen it, O God, beside Thee, what
(this God) doth to him that waiteth for Him," is open to still

graver objections. The thought is the same as in Ps. xxxi. 20j

and when so explained it corresponds more exactly to the free

quotation in 1 Cor. ii. 9, which with our explanation there is

no necessity to trace back to either ch. Iii. 15, 16, or a lost

book, as Origen imagined (see Tischendorf's ed. vii. of the

N. T. on this passage). This which no ear has heard, no eye

seen, is not God Himself, but He who acts for His people, and
justifies their waiting for Him (cf. Hofmann, Die h. Schrift

Neuen Testaments, ii. 2, 51). Another proof that Paul had no
other passage than this in his mind, is the fact that the same
quotation is met with in Clement's Epistle to the Corinthians

(ch. xxxiv.), where, instead of " those that love Him," we have
" those that wait for Him," a literal rendering of i^'nano^. The
quotation by Paul therefore by no means leads us to take
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Elohim as a vocative or '131 nb'j;^ as the object, although it must

not be concealed that this view of the passage and its reference

to the fulness of glory in the eternal life is an old rabbinical

one, as Kashi expressly affirms, when he appeals to E. Jose

(Joseph Kara) as authority for the other (see h. Sanhedrin

99a). Hahn has justly objected to this traditional explanation,

which regards Elohim as a vocative, that the thought, that

God alone has heard and perceived and seen with His eye

what He intends to do to His people, is unsuitable in itself,

and at variance with the context, and that if 'lJ1 ntfj}'' was

intended as the object, ityN (ns) would certainly be inserted.

And to this we may add, that we cannot find the words Elohim

zuldth^khd (God beside Thee) preceded by a negation anywhere

. in ch. xl.-lxvi. without receiving at once the impression, that

they affirm the sole deity of Jehovah (comp. ch. xlv. 5, 21).

The meaning therefore is, " No other God beside Jehovah has

ever been heard or seen, who acted for (ageret pro) those who

waited for Him." M^chakkeh is the construct, according to Ges.

§ 116, 1 ; and ya&seh has tsere here, according to Kimchi

(Michhl 1256) and other testimonies, just as we meet with

rwVT\ four times (in Gen. xxvi. 29; Josh. vii. 9; 2 Sam. xiii. 12;

Jer. xl. 16) and nwai once (Josh. ix. 24), mostly with a dis-

junctive accent, and not without the influence of a whole or

half pause, the form with tsere being regarded as more emphatic

than that with seghol}

After the long period governed by ^h has thus been fol-

lowed by the retrospect in ver. 3 (4), it is absolutely impossible

that ver. 4a (5a) should be intended as an optative, in the

sense of " O that thou wouldst receive him that," etc., as Stier

and others propose. The retrospect is still continued thus, ver.

4a (5a) : " Thou didst meet him that rejoiceth to work righteous-

ness, when they remembered Thee in Thy ways." plif nB'jII E'K' is

one in whom joy and right action are paired, and is therefore

1 In addition to the examples given above, we have the following forms

of the same kind in kal: nVBi (with tiphchoK) in Jer. xvii. 17 ; nSlPI (with

Uakeph) in Dan. i. 13, conipare n^jri (with athnach) in Lev. xviii. 7, 8,

and rhin (with the smaller disjunctive tipJichdh) m vers. 9-11 ; HipV (with

athnach) in Nah. i. 3; nitS (with tsakepK) in Bzek. v. 12. This influence

of the accentuation has escaped the notice of the more modem grammariang

(e.g. Ges. § 75, Anm. 17).
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equivalent to nitJ'J!^. 55'B'. At the same time, it may possibly be

more correct to take p"}^ as the object of both verses, as Hof-

mann does in the sense of "those who let what is right be

their joy, and their action also;" for though 'm\i^ (B'''?') cannot

be directly construed, with the accusative of the object, as we

have already observed at ch. viii. 6 and xxxv. 1, it may be

indirectly, as in this passage and ch. Ixv, 18. On pdga, " to

come to meet," in the sense of " coming to the help of," see at

ch. xlvii. 3 ; it is here significantly interchanged with l^^'i'l? of

the minor clause bidrdkhehhd yizVrukhd, " those who remember

Thee in Thy ways" (for the syntax, compare ch. i. 5 and xxvi.

16) : "When such as love and do right, walking in Thy ways,

remembered Thee (i.e. thanked Thee for grace received, and

longed for fresh grace), Thou earnest again and again tp meet

them as a friend."

But Israel appeared to have been given up without hope to

the wrath of this very God. Ver. 46 (56). " Behold, Thou, 1 hou

art enraged, and we stood as sinners there ; already have we been

long in this state, and shall we be saved?" Instead of hen 'attdh

(the antithesis of now and formerly), the passage proceeds with

hen 'attdh. There was no necessity for 'attdh with qdtsaphtd; so

that it is used with special emphasis: "Behold, Thou, a God who
so faithfully accepts His own people, hast broken out in wrath"

(see p. 345). The following word *'^.™.1 cannot mean "and
we have sinned," but is a fut. consec, and therefore must mean
at least, "then we have sinned" (the sin inferred from the

punishment). It is more correct, however, to take it, as in

Gen. xliii. 9, in the sense of, "Then we stand as sinners, as

guilty persons :" the punishment has exhibited Israel before

the world, and before itself, as what it really is (consequently

the fut. consec. does not express the logical inference, but the

practical consequence). As NUnJl has tsakeph, and therefore the

accents at any rate preclude Schelling's rendering, " and we
have wandered in those ways from the very earliest times," we
must take the next two clauses as independent, if indeed Dna

is to be understood as referring to T'Smn. Stier only goes half-

way towards this when he renders it, " And indeed in them (the

ways of God, we sinned) from of old, and should we be helped?"

This is forced, and yet not in accordance with the accents.

Rosenmiiller and Hahn quite satisfy this demand when they
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render it, " Tamen in viis iuis cetemitas ut salvemur ;" but 'oldnt,

alcov, in this sense of ala)vi,6rr]<!, is not scriptural. . The render-

ing adopted by Besser, Grotius, and Starck is a better one

:

" (aSi vero) in illis (viis tuis) perpetuo (mansissemus), tunc servati

fuerimus" (if we had continued in Thy ways, then we should

have been preserved). But there is no succession of tenses

here, which could warrant us in taking V^i\ as a paulo-post

future ; and Hofmann's view is syntactically more correct, "In
them {i.e. the ways of Jehovah) eternally, we shall find salva-

tion, after the time is passed in which He has been angry and

we have sinned" (or rather, been shown to be guilty). But we
question the connection between DDa and flTi in any form. In

our view the prayer suddenly takes a new turn from hen (be-

hold) onwards, just as it did with M (O that) in ch. Ixiv. 1

;

and TDIT in ver. 5a stands at the head of a subordinate clause.

Hence Dna must refer back to Ntanai nsvp ("in Thine anger

and in our sins," Schegg). There is no necessity, however,

to search for nouns to which to refer 0^3. It is rather to be

taken as neuter, signifying "therein" (Ezek. xxxiii. 18, cf. Ps.

xc. 10), like DH^J?, thereupon = thereby (ch. xxxviii. 16), pa

therein (xxxviii. 16), Dnp thereout (ch. xxx. 6), therefrom (ch.

xliv. 15). The, idea suggested by such expressions as these is

no doubt that of plurality (here a plurality of manifestations

of wrath and of sins), but one which vanishes into the neuter

idea of totality. Now we do justice both to the clause without

a verb, which, being a logical copula, admits simply of a pre-

sent sumus ; and also to 'oldm, which is the accusative of

duration, when we explain the sentence as meaning, " In this

state we are and have been for a long time." 'Oldm is used in

other instances in these prophecies to denote the long continu-

ance of the state of punishment (see ch. xlii. 14, Ivii. 11), since

it appeared to the exiles as an eternity (a whole aeon), and

what lay beyond it as but a little while (mits'dr, ch. Ixiii. 18).

The following word V^i\ needs no correction. There is no

necessity to change it into Vr\}i), as Ewald proposes, after the

LXX. ml itrkav^dvH'^v ("and we fell into wandering"), or

what would correspond still more closely to the LXX. (cf. ch.

xlvi. 8, CVK'S, LXX. ireirKavniievoi), but is less appropriate

here, into VB-WI ("and we fell into apostasy"), the reading

supported by Lowth and others. If it were necessary to alter
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the text at all, we might simply transpose the letters, and read

V)m\ " and cried for help." But if we take it as a question,

" And shall we experience salvation—find help ? " there is

nothing grammatically inadmissible in this (compare ch. xxviii.

28), and psychologically it is commended by the state of mind

depicted in ch. xl. 27, lix. 10-12. Moreover, what follows

attaches itself quite naturally to this.

The people who ask the question in ver. 5 do not regard

themselves as worthy of redemption, as their self-righteousness

has been so thoroughly put to shame. Ver. -5 (6). " We all

became like the unclean thing, and all our virtues like a garment

soiled with blood; and we allfaded away together like the leaves ;

and our iniquities, like the storm they carj-ied us away'' The
whole nation is like one whom the law pronounces unclean,

like a leper, who has to cry " tame', tame' " as he goes along,

that men may get out of his way (Lev. xiii. 45). Doing right

in all its manifold forms (ts"ddqdth, like ch. xxxiii. 15, used

elsewhere of the manifestations of divine righteousness), which

once made Israel well-pleasing to God (ch. i. 21), has disap-

peared and become like a garment stained with menstruous

discharge (cf. Ezek. xxxvi. 17); (LXX. w? paKot a-7roKa£r}fi6V7)i

= ddvdh, ch. xxx. 22 ; nidddh. Lam. i. 17 ; fme'dh, Lev. xv.

33). 'Iddim (used thus in the plural in the Talmud also) signi-

fies the monthly period (menstrua). In the third figure, that

of fading falling foliage, the form vanndbhel is not kal (= van-

nibbol ovvanibbal; Ewald, § 232, 6), which would be an impossi-

bility according to the laws of inflexion ; still less is it niphal

= vanninndbhel (which Kimchi suggests as an alternative) ; but

certainly a hiphil. It is not, however, from ndbhel = vannabbel,

" with the reduplication dropped to express the idea of some-

thing gradual," as Bottcher proposes (a new and arbitrary

explanation in the place of one founded upon the simple laws

of . inflexion), but either from bdlal (compare the remarks on

b'M in ch. xxx. 24, which hardly signifies " ripe barley" how-

ever), after the form «'^1 (from TPi), ^DM (from ^30), or from bul,

after the form Dp*1., etc. In any case, therefore, it is a meta-

plastic formation, whether from bdlal or bul = ndbhel, like "IB'M

in 1 Ohron. xx. 3, after the form 1?% from "i^B> = "iB'3, or after

the form Jnj5, from "I'lB' = "lE'J (compare the rabbinical expla-

nation of the name of the month Bul from the falling of the
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leaves, in Buxtorf, Lex. talm. col. 271). The hipJdl bn or
>3ri is to be compared to CiinNn, to stream out red (= to be

red) ; ^'''\^^., to make an extension (= to be long) ; ^''y^yf, to

strike root (= to root), etc., and signifies literally to produce a

fading (= to fade away). In the fourth figure, «31J! (as it is

also written in ver. 6 according to correct codices) is a defec-

tive plural (as in Jer. xiv. 7, Ezek. xxviii. 18, Dan. ix. 13)
for the more usual wnilJJ (ch. lix. 12). I'lV is the usual term

applied to sin regarded as guilt, which produces punishment of

itself. The people were robbed by their sins of all vital strength

and energy, like dry leaves, which the guilt and punishment

springing from sin carried off as a very easy prey.

Universal forgetfulness of God was the consequence of this

self-instigated departure from God. Ver. 6 (7). "And titer

e

was no one who called upon Thy name, who aroused himself to lay

firm hold of Thee : for Thou hadst hidden Thy face from us, and

didst melt us into the hand of our transgressions." There was

no one (see ch. lix. 16) who had risen up in prayer and inter-

cession out of this deep fall, or had shaken himself out of the

sleep of security and lethargy of insensibility, to lay firm hold

of Jehovah, i.e. not to let Him go till He blessed him and his

people again. The curse of God pressed every one down ; God
had withdrawn His grace from them, and given them up to the

consequences of their sins. The form ^JJioni is not softened

from the pilel ^i}iibF\], but is a kal like ISJI^I!! in Job xxxi. 15

(which see), JID being used in a transitive sense, as kun is there

(cf. shubh, ch. lii. 8 ; mush, Zech. iii. 9). The LXX., Targ.,

and Syr. render it et tradidisti nos ; but we cannot conclude

from this with any certainty that they read lip.SOiji!!, which

Knobel follows Ewald in correcting into the incorrect form

wsoril. The prophet himself had the expression miggen h'yad

(Geii. xiv. 20, cf. Job viii. 4) in his mind, in the sense of

liquef^cisti nos in manum, equivalent to liquefecisti et tradidisti

{irapiScaicais, Eom. i. 28), from which it is evident that 1^3 is

not a mere Bid (LXX.), but the "hand" of the transgressions

is their destructive and damning power.

This was the case when the measure of Israel's sins had

become full. They were carried into exile, where they sank

deeper and deeper. The great mass of the people proved them-

selves to be really massa perdita, and perished among the
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heathen. But there were some, though a vanishingly small

number, who humbled themselves under the mighty hand of

God, and, when redemption could not be far off, wrestled in

such prayers as these, that the nation might share it in its

entirety^ and if possible not one be left behind. With nnjn the

existing state of sin and punishment is placed among the

things of the past, and the petition presented that the present

moment of prayer may have all the significance of a turning-

point in their history. Vers. 7, 8 (8, 9). " And now, Jehovah,

Thou art our Father : toe are the clay, and Thou our Maker

;

and we are all the work of Thy hand. Be not exU'emely angry,

Jehovah, and remember not the transgression for ever! Behold,

consider, we beseech Thee, we are all Thy people." The state of

things must change at last ; for Israel is an image made by

Jehovah ; yea, more than this, Jehovah is the begetter of Israel,

and loves Israel not merely as a sculptor, but as a father

(compare ch. xlv. 9, 10, and the unquestionable passage of

Isaiah in ch. xxix. 16). Let Him then not be angry HXD'iy,

" to the utmost measure" (cf. Ps. cxix. 8), or if we paraphrase

it according to the radical meaning of IND, " till the weight

becomes intolerable." Let Him not keep in mind the guilt for

ever, to punish it ; but, in consideration of the fact that Israel

is the nation of His choice, let mercy take the place of justice.

;n strengthens the petition in its own way (see Gen, xxx. 34),

just as K3 does ; and ti''3n signifies here, as elsewhere, to fix the

eye upon anything. The object, in this instance, is the existing

fact expressed in " we are all Thy people." Hitzig is correct

in regarding the repetition of " all of us" in this prayer as

significant. The object throughout is to entreat that the whole

nation may participate in the inheritance of the coming salva-

tion, in order that the exodus from Babylonia may resemble

the exodus from Egypt.

The re-erection of the ruins of the promised land requires

the zeal of every one, and this state of ruin must not continue.

It calls out the love and faithfulness of Jehovah. Vers. 9-11.

" Tlie cities of Thy holiness have become a pasture-ground ; Zion

has become a pasture-ground, Jerusalem a desert. The house of
our holiness and of our adorning, where our fathers praised Thee,

is given up to the fire, and everything that was our delight given

up to devastation. Wilt Thou restrain Thyself in spite of thi»,
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Jeliovali, he silent, and leave us to suffer the utmost ?" Jeru-

salem by itself could not possibly be called " cities" (are), say

•with reference to the upper and lower cities (Vitringa). It is

merely mentioned by name as the most prominent of the many
cities which were all " holy cities," inasmuch as the whole of

Canaan was the land of Jehovah (ch. xiv. 25), and His holy

territory (Ps. Ixxviii. 54). The word midbdr (pasture-land,

heath, different from tsiyydh, the pastureless desert, ch. xxxv.

1) is repeated, for the purpose of showing that the same

fate had fallen upon Zion-Jerusalem as upon the rest of the

cities of the land. The climax of the terrible calamity was

the fact, that the temple had also fallen a prey to the burn-

ing of the fire (compare for the fact, Jer. Hi. 13). The people

call it " house of our holiness and of our glory." Jehovah's

qodesh and tipJiereth have, as it were, transplanted heaven

to earth in the temple (compare ch. Ixiii. 15 with ch. Ix. 7)

;

and this earthly dwelling-place of God is Israel's possession,

and therefore Israel's qodesh and tipJi'ereth. The relative

clause describes what sublime historical reminiscences are

attached to the temple : IB'K is equivalent to DB' "IB'K, as in

Gen. xxxix. 20, Num. xx. 13 (compare Ps. Ixxxiv. 4), Deut.

viii. 15, etc. Iw^ has chatepJi-pat/iach, into which, as a

rule, the vocal sheva under the first of two similar letters is

changed. Maclidmaddenu (our delights) may possibly include

favourite places, ornamental buildings, and pleasure grounds

;

but the parallel leads us rather to think primarily of things

associated with the worship of God, in which the people found

a holy delight. ^3, contrary to the usual custom, is here fol-

lowed by the singular of the predicate, as in Prov. xvi. 2, Ezek.

xxxi. 15 (cf. Gen. ix. 29). Will Jehovah still put restraint

upon Himself, and cause His merciful love to keep silence,

riNf^y, with such a state of things as this, or notwithstanding

this state of things (Job x. 7) ? On pas?"!?, see ch. Ixiii. 15,

xlii. 14. The suffering would indeed increase IfcSDny (to the

utmost), if it caused the destruction of Israel, or should not be

followed at last by Israel's restoration. Jehovah's compassion

cannot any longer thus forcibly restrain itself ; it must break

forth, like Joseph's tears in the recognition scene (Gen. xlv. 1).
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SECOND CLOSING PROPHECY.—Chap. lxv.

Jehovah's answer to the church's prayer.

After the people have poured out their heart before Je-

hovah, He announces what they may expect from Him. But

instead of commencing with a promise, as we might anticipate

after the foregoing prayer, He begins with reproach and threat-

ening ; for although the penitential portion of the community

had included the whole nation in their prayer, it was destruc-

tion, and not deliverance, which awaited one portion of the

nation, and that portion was the greater one. The great mass

were in that state of " sin unto death" which defies all inter-

cession (1 John V. 16), because they had so scornfully and

obstinately resisted the grace which had been so long and so

incessantly offered to them. Vers. 1, 2. " I was discernible to

those who did not inquire, discoverable by those who did not seek

me. I said, ' Here am I, here am I,' to a nation where my nam,e

was not called. I spread out my hands all the day to a refractory

people, wJio walked in the way that was not good, after their own
thoughts." The LXX. (A) render ver. la, " I was found by
those who did not seek me, I became manifest to those who did

not ask for me" (B reverses the order) ; and in Eom. x. 20, 21,

Paul refers ver. 1 to the Gentiles, and ver. 2 to Israel. The
former, to whom He has hitherto been strange, enter into

fellowship with Him ; whilst the latter, to whom He has con-

stantly offered Himself, thrust Him away, and lose His fellow-

ship. Luther accordingly adopts this rendering : " I shall be

sought by those who did not ask for me, I shall be found by
those who did not seek me. And to the heathen who did not

call upon my name, I say, Here am I, here am I." Zwingli,

again, observes on ver. 1, " This is an irresistible testimony to

the adoption of the Gentiles." Calvin also follows the apostle's

exposition, and observes, that " Paul argues boldly for the

calling of the Gentiles on the ground of this passage, and says

that Isaiah dared to proclaim and assert that the Gentiles had
been called by God, because he annoimced a greater thing,

and announced it more clearly than the reason of those times

would bear." Of all the Jewish expositors, there is only one,
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viz. Gecatilia, who refers ver. 1 to the Gentiles ; and of all the

Christian expositors of modern times, there is only one, viz.

Hendewerk, who interprets it in this way, without having been

influenced by the quotation made by Paul. Hofmann, how-
ever, and Stier, feel obliged to follow the apostle's exposition,

and endeavour to vindicate it. But we have no sympathy with

any such untenable efforts to save the apostle's honour. In

Eom. ix. 25, 26, he also quotes Hos. ii. 25 and ii. 1 in support

of the calling of the Gentiles ; whereas he could not have

failed to know, that it is the restoration of Israel to favour

which is alluded to there. He merely appeals to Hos. ii. in

support of the New Testament fact of the calling of the Gen-
tiles, so far as it is in these words of the Old Testament prophet

that the fact is most adequately expressed. And according to

1 Pet. ii. 10, Peter received the same impression from Hosea's

words. But with the passage before us it is very different.

The apostle shows, by the way in which he applies the Scrip-

ture, how he depended in this instance upon the Septuagint

translation, which was in his own hands and those of his readers

also, and by which the allusion to the Gentiles is naturally

suggested, even if not actually demanded. And we may also

assume that the apostle himself understood the Hebrew text,

with which he, the pupil of Rabban Gamaliel, was of course

well acquainted, in the same sense, viz. as relating to the calling

of the Gentiles, without being therefore legally bound to adopt

the same interpretation. The interchange of '13 (cf. ch. Iv. 5)

and Dy ; the attribute ''pE'a tfTp N?, which applies to heathen,

and heathen only ; the possibility of interpreting ch. Ixv. 1, 2, in

harmony with the context both before and after, if ver. 1 be

taken as referring to the Gentiles, on the supposition that

Jehovah is here contrasting His success with the Gentiles and

His failure with Israel : all these certainly throw weight into

the scale. Nevertheless they are not decisive, if we look at the

Hebrew alone, apart altogether from the LXX. Fornidrashti

does not mean " I have become manifest ;" but, regarded as

the so-called niphal tolerativum (according to Ezek. xiv. 3, xx.

3, 31, xxxvi. 37), " I permitted myself to be explored or found

out ;" and consequently ''n«S03, according to ch. Iv. 6, " I let

myself be found." And so explained, ver. 1 stands in a parallel

relation to ch. Iv. 6 : Jehovah was searchable, was discoverable
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(cf. Zeph. i. 6) to those who asked no questions, and did not

seek Him (Ni^^ = ^^ iK'sK Ges. § 123, 3), i.e. He displayed to

Israel the fulness of His nature and the possibility of His

fellowship, although they did not bestir themselves or trouble

themselves in the least about Him,—a view which is confirmed

by the fact that ver. 16 merely refers to offers made to them,

and not to results of any kind. Israel, however, is called

•'ntJ'3 Nnp'K^ *U, not as a nation that was not called by Jehovah's

name (which would be expressed by N'^i?3, ch. xliii. 7 ; cf. 'KnpD,

kXt^to? fiov, ch. xlviii. 12), but as a nation where (supply 'Usher)

Jehovah's name was not invoked (LXX. " who called not

upon my name"), and therefore as a thoroughly heathenish

nation ; for which reason we have goi (LXX. edw;) here, and

not 'am (LXX. 7m6<;). Israel was estranged from Him, just

like the heathen ; but He still turned towards them with

infinite patience, and (as is added in ver. 2) with ever open

arms of love. He spread out His hands (as a man does to draw

another towards him to embrace him) all the day (i.e. conti-

nually, cf. ch. xxviii. 24) towards an obstinate people, who
walked in the way that was not good (cf. Ps. xxxvi. 5, Prov.

xvi. 29 ; here with the article, which could not be repeated

with the adjective, because of the N?), behind their own
thoughts. That which led them, and which they followed, was

not the will of God, but selfish views and purposes, according

to their own hearts' lusts ; and yet Jehovah did not let them

alone, but they were the constant thought and object of His love,

which was ever seeking, alluring, and longing for their salvation.

But through this obstinate and unyielding rejection of His

love they have excited wrath, which, though long and patiently

suppressed, now bursts forth with irresistible violence. Vers.

3-5. " The people that continually provoketh me by defying me
to my face, sacrificing in the gardens, and hurning incense upon

the tiles ; who sit in the graves, and spend the night in closed

places ; to eat the flesh of swine, and broken pieces of abomina-

tions is in their dishes ; who say, Stop ! come not too near me ;

for I am holy to thee : they are a smoke in my nose, a fire

blazing continually!' n?K (these) in ver. hb is retrospective,

summing up the subject as described in vers. 3-5a, and what
follows in ver. 5& contains the predicate. The heathenish

practices of the exiles are here depicted, and in ver. 7 they are
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expressly distinguished from those of their fathers. Hence
there is something so peculiar in the description, that we look

in vain for parallels among those connected with the idolatry

of the Israelites before the time of the captivity. There is

only one point of resemblance, viz. the allusion to gardens as

places of worship, which only occurs in the book of Isaiah, and
in which our passage, together with ch. Ivii. 5 and Ixvi. 17,

strikingly coincides with ch. i. 29. "Upon my face" (al-

pdiiai) is equivalent to "freely and openly, without being

ashamed of me, or fearing me ; " cf. Job i. 11, vi. 28,

xxi. 31. "Burning incense upon the bricks" carries us to

Babylonia, the true home of the cocti lateres (latercuU). The
ihorah only mentions Vbhenim in connection with Babylonian

and Egyptian buildings. The only altars that it allows are

altars of earth thrown up, or of unhewn stones and wooden

beams with a brazen covering. " They who sit in the graves,"

according to Vitringa, are they who sacrifice to the dead. He
refers to the Greek and Koman inferice and februationes, or

expiations for the dead, as probably originating in the East.

Sacrifices for the dead were offered, in fact, not only in India

and Persia, but also in Hither Asia among the Ssabians, and

therefore probably in ancient Mesopotamia and Babylonia.

But were they offered in the graves themselves, as we must

assume from O'l^i?^ (^°* ^'"i^P"^^) ? Nothing at all is known

of this, and Bottcher (de inferis, § 234) is correct in rendering

it " among (inter) the graves," and supposing the object to be

to hold intercourse there with the dead and with demons. The

next point, viz. passing the night in closed places {i.e. places

not accessible to every one : n'tsurim, custodita = clausa, like

n''lmim, amosna), may refer to the mysteries celebrated in

natural caves and artificial crypts (on the mysteries of the

Ssabians, see Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier u. der Ssabismus, ii. 332

sqq.). But the LXX. and Syriac render it iy Toh a-irrikalocs

Koi/M&vrat Bi' evmrvM, evidently understanding it to refer to

the so-called incubare, iryKoifiacrdai, ; and so Jerome explains it.

" In the temples of idols," he says, " where they were accus-

tomed to lie upon the skins of the victims stretched upon the

ground, to gather future events from their dreams." The

expression ubhannHsurlm points not so much to open temples,

as to inaccessible caves or subterraneous places. G. Kawlinson
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{Monarchies, ii. 269) mentions the discovery of " clay idols in

holes below the pavement of palaces." From the next charge,

" who eat there the flesh of the swine," we may infer that the

Babylonians offered swine in sacrifice, if not as a common

thing, yet like the Egyptians and other heathen, and ate their

flesh (" the flesh taken from the sacrifice," 2 Mace. vi. 21)

;

whereas among the later Ssabians (Harranians) the swine was

not regarded as either edible or fit for sacrifice. On the

synecdochical character of the sentence Qnyfi Q?.^? Pisi, see

at ch. V. 12a, cf. Jer. xxiv. 2. Knobel's explanation, " pieces"

(but it is not ''iP.isi) « of abomfnations are their vessels, i.e. those

of their kpocTKOiria" is a needless innovation. 7^:13 signifies a

stench, putrefaction (Ezek. iv. 14, ¥sar piggul), then in a con-

crete sense anything corrupt or inedible, a thing to be abhorred

according to the laws of food or the law generally (syn. -"IDS,

^IDS)
; and when connected with p^S (chethib), which bears

the same relation to PIO as crumbs or pieces (from P13, to

crumble) to broth (from P^o, to rub off or scald off), it means

a decoction, or broth made either of such kinds of flesh or such

parts of the body as were forbidden by the law. The context

also points to such heathen sacrifices and sacrificial meals as

were altogether at variance with the Mosaic law. For the five

following words proceed from the mouths of persons who fancy

that they have derived a high degree of sanctity either from

the mysteries, or from their participation in rites of peculiar

sacredness, so that to /every one who abstains from such rites,

or does not enter so deeply into them as they do themselves,

they call out their " odi profanum vulgus et arceo." ^vN 3"ip,

keep near to thyself, i.e. stay where you are, like the Arabic

idhab ileika, go away to thyself, for take thyself off. '•a'E'aPi'pN

(according to some mss. with mercha tifcJiaJi), do not push

against me (equivalent to n^r'!['"t!'.! or IpTiB'a, get away, make
room ; Gen. xix. 9, Isa. xlix. 20), for q'dashtikJid, I am holy to

thee, i.e. unapproachable. The verbal sufiix is used for the

dative, as in ch. xliv. 21 (Ges. § 121, 4), for it never occurred

to any of the Jewish expositors (all of whom give sanctus prce

te as a gloss) that the Kal qddash was used in a transitive sense,

like chdzaq in Jer. xx. 7, as Luther, Calvin, and even Hitzig

suppose. Nor is the exclamation the well-meant warning

against the communication of a burdensome q'dussJidh, which
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had to be removed by washing before a man could proceed to

the duties of every-day life (such, for example, as the ^dussMh
of the man who had touched the flesh of a sin-offering, or been

sprinkled with the blood of a sin-offering; Lev. vi. 20, cf. Ezek.

xliv. 19, xlvi. 20). It is rather a proud demand to respect the

sacro-sanctus, and not to draw down the chastisement of the

gods by the want of reverential awe. After this elaborate

picture, the men who are so degenerate receive their fitting

predicate. They are fuel for the wrath of God, which mani-

fests itself, as it were, in smoking breath. This does not now
need for the first time to seize upon them; but they are already

in the midst of the fire of wrath, and are burning there in

inextinguishable flame.

The justice of God will not rest till it has procured for

itself the fullest satisfaction. Vers. 6, 7. " Belwld, it is

written before me : I will not keep silence without having recom-

pensed, and I will recompense into their bosom. Your offences,

and the offences of your fathers together, saith Jehovah, that they

have burned incense upon the mountains, and insulted me upon

the hills, and I measure their reward first of all into their bosom."

Vitringa has been misled by such passages as ch. x. 1, Job

xiii. 26, Jer. xxii. 30, in which Mthabh (kitiebh) is used to

signify a written decree, and understands by khHhubhdh the sen-

teuce pronounced by God ; but the reference really is to their

idolatrous conduct and contemptuous defiance of the laws of

God. This is ever before Him, written in indelible characters,

waiting for the day of vengeance ; for, according to the figura-

tive language of Scripture, there are heavenly books, in which

the good and evil works of men are entered. And this agrees

with what follows :
" I will not be silent, without having first

repaid," etc. The accentuation very properly places the tone

upon the penultimate of the first shillamit as being a pure

perfect, and upon the last syllable of the second as a perf.

consec. DN '? preceded by a future and followed by a perfect

signifies, "but if (without having) first," etc. (ch. Iv. 10; Gen.

xxxii. 27 ; Lev. xxii. 6 ; Euth iii. 18 ; cf. Judg. xv. 7). The

original train of thought was, " I will not keep silence, for I

shall first of all keep silence when," etc. Instead of 'al cheqdm,

"upon their bosom," we might have 'eZ cheqdm, into their

bosom, as in Jer. xxxii. 18, Ps. Ixxix. 12, In ver. 7 the keri
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really has 'el instead of 'al, whilst in ver. 6 the chethib is 'al

without any heri (for the figure itself, compare Luke vi. 38,

"into your bosom"). The thing to be repaid follows in ver.

la ; it is not governed, however, by shillamti, as the form of

the address clearly shows, but by 'dshallem understood, which

may easily be supplied. Whether 'Oshe^^ is to be taken in the

sense of qui or quod (that), it is hardly possible to decide ; but

the construction of the sentence favours the latter. Sacrificing

"upon mountains and hills" (and, what is omitted here, "under

every green tree ") is the well-known standing phrase used to

describe the idolatry of the times preceding the captivity (cf.

ch. Ivii. 7 ; Hos. iv. 13 ; Ezek. vi. 13). ''ri'l»=i points back to

v^sldllamti in ver. 6&, after the object has bpen more precisely

defined. Most of the modern expositors take njB'S"] Dnpys

together, in the sense of " their former wages," i.e. the recom-

pense previously deserved by their fathers. But in this case

the concluding clause would only affirm, by the side of ver. la,

that the sins of the fathers would be visited upon them. More-

over, this explanation has not only the accents against it, but

also the parallel in Jer. xvi. 18 (see Hitzig), which evidently

stands in a reciprocal relation to the passage before us. Con-

sequently ri'shondh must be an adverb, and the meaning evi-

dently is, that the first thing which Jehovah had to do by virtue

of His holiness was to punish the sins of the apostate Israelites;

and He would so punish them, that inasmuch as the sins of the

children were merely the continuation of the fathers' sins, the

punishment would be measured out according to the desert of

both together.

As the word H'shondh (first of all) has clearly intimated

that the work of the future will not all consist in the execution

of penal justice, there is no abruptness in the transition from

threatening to promises. Vers. 8, 9. " Thus saith Jehovah, As
when the must is found in the cluster, men say, Do not destroy it,

for there is a blessing within it, so will I do for the sake of my
servants, that I may not destroy the whole. And I will bring

forth a seed out of Jacob, and an heir of my mountains out of
Judah, and my chosen ones shall inherit it, and my servants shall

dwell there." Of the two co-ordinate clauses of the protasis

(ver. 8a), the first contains the necessary condition of the

second. Hattlrosh (must, or the juice of the grapes, from
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ydrasJi, possibly primarily nothing more than receipt, or the

produce of labour) and bd'eshkol have both of them the article

generally found in comparisons (Ges. § 109, Anm, 1) ; ipsi

signifies, as in ch. xlv. 24, " men say," with the most general

and indefinite subject. As men do not destroy a juicy cluster

of grapes, because they would thereby destroy the blessing

of God which it contains ; so will Jehovah for His servants'

sake not utterly destroy Israel, but preserve those who are the

clusters in the vineyard (ch. iii. 14, v. 1-7) or upon the vine

(Ps. Ixxx. 9 sqq.) of Israel. He will not destroy hakkol, the

whole without exception; that is to say, keeping to the figure,

not " the juice with the skin and stalk," as Knobel and Hahn
explain it, but " the particular clusters in which juice is con-

tained, along with the degenerate neglected vineyard or vine,

which bears for the most part only sour grapes (ch. v. 4)

or tendrils without fruit (cf. ch. xviii. 5). The servants of

Jehovah, who resemble these clusters, remain preserved.

Jehovah brings out, causes to go forth, calls to the light of

day (N''Sin as in ch. liv. 16 ; here, however, it is by means of

sifting : Ezek. xx. 34 sqq.), out of Jacob and Judah, i.e. the

people of the two captivities (see ch. xlvi. 3), a seed, a family,

that takes possession of His mountains, i.e. His holy mountain-

land (ch. xiv. 25, cf. Ps. cxxi. 1, and har qodshi, which is used

in the same sense in ch. xi. 9, Ixv. 25). As " my mountain "

is equivalent in sense to the " land of Israel," for which Ezekiel

is fond of saying " the mountains of Israel" (e.g. ch. vi. 2, 3), the

promise proceeds still further to say, " and my chosen ones will

take possession thereof" (viz. of the land, ch. Ix. 21, cf. viii. 21).

From west to east, i.e. in its whole extent, the land then

presents the aspect of prosperous peace. Ver. 10. " And the

plain of Sharon becomes a meadow for flocks, and the valley of

Achor a resting-place for oxen, for my people that asketh for me."

Hasshdron (Sharon) is the plain of rich pasture-land which

stretches along the coast of the Mediterranean from Yafo to

the neighbourhood of Oarrael. 'Emeq 'Akhor is a valley which

became renowned through the stoning of Achan, in a range of

hills running through the plain of Jericho (see Keil on Josh.

vii. 24 sqq.). From the one to the other will the wealth in

flocks extend, and in the one as well as in the other will that

peace prevail which is r.ow enjoyed by the people of Jehovah,
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who inquired for Him in the time of suffering, and therefore

bear this name in truth. The idylHc picture of peace is

thoroughly characteristic of Isaiah : see, for example, ch. xxxii.

20 ; and for rebhets with ndveh, compare ch. xxxv. 7.

The prophecy now turns again to those already indicated

and threatened in vers. 1-7. Vers. 11, 12. " And ye, who are

enemies to Jehovah, ye that are unmindful of my holy moun-

tain, who prepare a table for Gad, and fill up mixed drink for

the goddess of destiny,—/ have destined you to the sword, and ye

will all how down to the slaughter, because I have called and ye

have not replied, I have spoken and ye have not heard; and ye did

evil in mine eyes, and ye chose that which I did not like." It

may be taken for granted as a thing generally admitted, that

ver. lib refers to two deities, and to the lectisternia (meals of

the gods, cf. Jer. vii. 18, li. 44) held in their honour. T^V

in?B' is the other side of the ledum stemere, i.e. the spread-

ing of the cushions upon which the images of the gods were

placed during such meals of the gods as these. In the passage

before us, at any rate, the lectus answering to the shulchdn (like

the sella used in the case of the goddesses) is to be taken as a

couch for eating, not for sleeping on. In the second clause,

therefore, "^OKiip '<yiy? Wtpapm (which is falsely accentuated in

our editions with tifchah mercha silluk, instead of mercha tifchah

silluk), IDDO NpD signifies to fill with mixed drink, i.e. with

wine mixed with spices, probably oil of spikenard, ^<?p may be

connected not only with the accusative of the vessel filled, but

also with that of the thing with which it is filled (e.g. Ex.

xxviii. 17). Both names have the article, like 'Vsn. ^3^^ is

perfectly clear ; if used as an appellative, it would mean
" good fortune." The word has this meaning in all the three

leading Semitic dialects, and it also occurs in this sense in

Gen. XXX. 11, where the chethib is to be read 1J3 (LXX. iv

Tvy(T)). The Aramaean definitive is N'^S (not ^1^), as the Arabic

'gadd evidently shows. The primary word is TiJ (Arab, 'gadda),

to cut off, to apportion ; so that jj-a-, like the synonymous

^^, signifies that which is appointed, more especially the

good fortune appointed. There can be no doubt, therefore,

that Gad, the god of good fortune, more especially if the nam©
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of the place Baal-Gad is to be explained in the same way as

Baal-hammdn, is Baal (Bel) as the god of good fortune.

Grecatilia (Mose ha-Cohen) observes, that this is the deified

planet Jupiter. This star is called by the Arabs " the greater

luck " as being the star of good fortune ; and in all proba-

bility it is also the rabh-el-hacht (lord of good fortune) wor-

shipped by the Ssabians (Ohwolsohn, ii. 30, 32). It is true

that it is only from the passage before us that we learn that

it was worshipped by the Babylonians; for although H.
Kawlinson once thought that he had found the names Gad
and Menni in certain Babylonian inscriptions (Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, xii. p. 478), the Babylonian Pantheon in

G. Eawlinson's Monarchies contains neither of these names.

With this want of corroborative testimony, the fact is worthy

of notice, that a Kabbi named ' Ulla, who sprang from Babylon,

explains the tyni of the Mishna by X1JT Nmy (a sofa dedicated

to -the god of prosperity, and often left unused) (b. Nedarim

56a ; cf. Sanhedrin 20a)} But if Gad is Jupiter, nothing is

more probable than that Meni is Venus ; for the planet Venus is

also regarded as a star of prosperity, and is called by the Arabs
" the lesser luck." The name Meni in itself, indeed, does not

necessarily point to a female deity; for in"ni from mdndh, if taken

as a passive participial noun (like ''"13 nna^ a creature), signifies

" that which is apportioned
;

" or if taken as a modification

of the primary form many, like "•% 70, ''3S, and many others,

allotment, destination, fate. We have synonyms in the Arabic

manor-n and meniye, and the Persian bacht (adopted into the

Arabic), which signify the general fate, and from which bago-

bacht is distinguished as signifying that which is exceptionally

allotted by the gods. The existence of a deity of this name

m'ni is also probably confirmed by the occurrence of the per-

1 The foreign formula of iQcantation given in b. Sabbath 67a, nj 13

^3E5'ni ''DB'IN ah pU'DI (according to the glosses, " Fortune, give good

fortune, and be not tardy day and night"), also belongs here ;
-whereas the

aame of a place not far from Siloah, called Gad-yavan (Gad of Greece), con-

tains some allusion to the mythology of Greece, which ve are unable to

trace. In the later usage of the language Gad appears to have acquired

the general meaning of numen {e.g. b. Chullin 40a : ^^^ K1J, the mountain-

spirit) ; and this helps to explain the fact that in Pehlewi \oli signifies

majesty in a royal, titular sense (see Vuller's Lex.; and Spiegel in the

IndiscJie Studien, 3, 412).
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sonal name 'jDiny on certain Aramseo-Persian coins of the

Achaemenides,^ with which Fiirst associates the personal name

Achiman (see his Lex.), combining JD with M'^v, and '30 with

MijvT], as Movers (Plwnizier, i. 650) and Knobel have also

done, JD and ''JD would then be Semitic forms of these Indo-

Germanic names of deities ; for Mrjv is Deus Lunus, the

worship of which in Carrse {Charran) is mentioned by Spartian

in ch. vi. of the Life of Caracalla, whilst Strabo (xii. 3, 31, 32)

speaks of it as being worshipped in Pontus, Phiygia, and other

places ; and Mi]vti is Dea Luna (cf. TeveiTr] Mdvy in Plut.

qucest. rom. 52, Genita Mana in Plin. h. n. 29, 4, and Dea
Mena in Augustine, Civ. 4, 11), which was worshipped, accord-

ing to Diodorus (iii. 56) and Nonnus (^Dionys. v. 70 ss.), in

Phoenicia and Africa. The rendering of the LXX. may be

quoted in favour of the identity of the latter with ''JD {iroifid-

foi/re? Toi) Zaifiovia (another reading haifiovC) rpdire^av Kal

•7r\T]povvTe<; rfj tii'^tj Kepacr/Mo), especially if we compare with this

what Macrobius says in Saturn, i. 19, viz. that " according to

the Egyptians there are four of the gods which preside over the

birth of men, Aai/icov, Tvj(r}, "Epa)<s, 'Avot/kt]. Of these Daimon
is the sun, the author of spirit, of warmth, and of light. Tyclie

is the moon, as the goddess through whom all bodies below the

moon grow and disappear, and whose ever changing course

accompanies the multiform changes of this mortal life."^ In

perfect harmony with this is the following passage of Vettius

Valens, the astrologer of Antioch, which has been brought to

light by Selden in his Syntagma de Diis Syris : KXrjpoi rrj<{

TV'XTj'; Kal Tov Saiiiovoi arj/jLaivova-iv (viz. by the signs of

nativity) ^'Kiov re koI aeKijprjv. Eosenmiiller very properly

traces back the Sept. rendering to this Egyptian view, accord-

ing to which Gad is the sun-god, and M'ni the lunar goddess

as the power of fate. Now it is quite true that the passage

before us refers to Babylonian deities, and not to Egyptian

;

at the same time there might be some relation between the two

views, just as in other instances ancient Babylonia and Egypt
coincide. But there are many objections that may be offered

to the combination of ^3D (Meni) and Mi]vr] : (1) The Baby-

lonian moon-deity was either called Sin, as among the ancient

^ See Rodiger in the concluding part of the thes. p. 97.

' See Ge. Zoega's Abliandlungen, edited by Welcker (1817), pp. 39, 40,
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Shemites generally, or else by other names connected with rn*

(HT) and cMmar. (2) The moon is called mds in Sanscrit,

Zendic mdo, Neo-Pers. mdh {mail) ; but in the Arian languages
we meet with no such names as could be traced to a root man
as the expansion of md (to measure), like /i^v {(i-nvrj), Goth.
meiia ; for the ancient proper names which Movers cites, viz.

'Apiafiivt)^, 'Aprafiivris, etc., are traceable rather to the Arian
manas = fievo';, mens, with which Minerva (Menerva, endowed
with mind) is connected. (3) If m'ni were the Semitic form
of the name for the moon, we should expect a closer reciprocal

relation in the meanings of the words. We therefore subscribe

to the view propounded by Gesenius, who adopts the pairing

of Jupiter and Venus common among the Arabs, as the two

heavenly bodies that preside over the fortunes of men ; and un-

derstands by M^ni Venus, and by Gad Jupiter. There is nothing

at variance with this in the fact that 'Ashtoreth (Jshtar, with

'Asherdh) is the name of Venus (the morning star), as we have

shown at ch. xiv. 12. M"ni is her special name as the bestower

of good fortune and the distributor of fate generally; probably

identical with Mandt, one of the three leading deities of the

prae-Islamitish Arabs.'' The address proceeds with umdnithi

(and I have measured), which forms an apodosis and contains

a play upon the name of Meni, ver. 11 being as it were a protasis

indicating the principal reason of their approaching fate. Be-

cause they sued for the favour of the two gods of fortune

(the Arabs call them es-sdddni, " the two fortunes ") and put

Jehovah into the shade, Jehovah would assign them to the

sword, and they would all have to bow down (y'la as in ch. x.

4). Anotlier reason is now assigned for this, the address thus

completing the circle, viz., because when I called ye did not

reply, when I spake ye did not hear (this is expressed in the

same paratactic manner as in ch. v. 4, xii. 1, 1. 2), and ye have

done, etc. : an explanatory clause, consisting of four members,

which is'repeated almost word for word in ch. Ixvi. 4 (cf. Ivi. 4).

On the ground of the sin thus referred to again, the

proclamation of punishment is renewed, and the different fates

awaiting the servants of Jehovah and those by whom He is

despised are here announced in five distinct theses and anti-

1 See Krehl, Religion der vorislamischen Araber, p. 78. Sprenger in his

Life of Mohammad, 1862, compares the Arabic Mandt with iiQ.
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theses. Vers. 13-16. " Therefore thus saith the Lord, Jehovah:

Behold my servants will eat, but ye will hunger ; behold my ser-

vants will drink, but ye will thirst ; behold my senants will rejoice,

but ye will be put to shame ; behold my servants will exult for

delight of heart, but ye will cry for anguish of heart, and ye will

lament for brokenness of spirit. And ye will leave your name

for a curse to my chosen ones, and the Lord, Jehovah, will slay

thee ; but His servants He will call by another name, so that who-

ever blesseth himself in the land will bless himself by the God of

truthfulness, and whoever sweareih in the land will swear by the

God of truthfulness, because the former troubles are forgotten,

and because they have vanished from mine eyes." The name
Adonai is connected with the name Jehovah for the purpose of

affirming that the God of salvation and judgment has the

power to carry His promises and threats into execution.

Starving, confounded by the salvation they had rejected Q^^^
as iu ch. Ixvi. 5), crying and wailing (pY-P}} /"*• hiph. as in ch.

XV. 2, with a double preformative ; Ges. § 70, 2 Anm.) for

sorrow of heart and crushing of spirit {shebher, rendered very

well by the LXX. awTpi^rj, as in ch. Ixi. 1, a-uvTerpifi/ih'ovii),

the rebellious ones are left behind in the land of captivity,

whilst the servants of Jehovah enjoy the richest blessings from

God in the land of promise (ch. Ixii. 8, 9). The former, perish-

ing in the land of captivity, leave their name to the latter as

sh'bhudh, i.e. to serve as a formula by which to swear, or rather

to execrate or curse (Num v. 21), so that men wiU say, "Jehovah

slay thee, as He slew them." This, at any rate, is the meaning

of the threat ; but the words 'Ul in^oni cannot contain the

actual formula, not even if we drop the Vav, as Knobel pro-

poses, and change '"i^na? into VTrup ; for, in the first place, al-

though in the doxologies a Hebrew was in the habit of saying

" b'rukh sh'mo " (bless his name) instead of y'hl sh'mo bdrukh

(his name be blessed), he never went so far as the Arab with

his cJ .Uj i^\, but said rather ^^nn^ Still less could he make

use of the perfect (indicative) in such sentences as " may he

slay thee," instead of the future (voluntative) '^n"'!?''., unless the

perfect shared the optative force of the previous future by
virtue of the consecutio temporum. And secondly, the indispens-

able Ona or n?N3 would be wanting (see Jer. sxix. 22, cf. Gen.
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xlviii. 20). We may therefore assume, that the prophet has

before his mind the words of this imprecatory formula, though

he does not really express them, and that he deduces from it

the continuation of the threat. And this explains his passing

from the plural to the singular. Their name will become an

execration; but Jehovah will call His servants by another

name (cf. ch. Ixii. 2), so that henceforth it will be the God of

the faithfully fulfilled promise whose name men take into their

mouth when they either desire a blessing or wish to give as-

surance of the truth (hithbdrekh h', to bless one's self with any

one, or with the name of any one ; Ewald, § 133, Anm. 1).

No other name of any god is now heard in the land, except

this gloriously attested name ; for the former troubles, which

included the mixed condition of Israel in exile and the perse-

cution of the worshippers of Jehovah by the despisers of

Jehovah, are now forgotten, so that they no longer disturb the

enjoyment of the present, and are even hidden from the eyes

of God, so that all thought of ever renewing them is utterly

remote from His mind. This is the connection between ver.

16 and vers. 13-15. "lE^K does not mean eo quod here, as in

Gen. xxxi. 49 for example, but ita ut, as in Gen. xiii. 16.

What follows is the result of the separation accomplished and

the promise fulfilled. For the same reason God is called

Elolie 'amen, "the God of Amen," i.e. the God who turns what

He promises into Yea and Amen (2 Cor. i. 20). The epithet

derived from the confirmatory Amen, which is thus applied to

Jehovah, is similar to the expression in Eev. iii. 14, where

Jesus is called " the Amen, the faithful and true witness."

The explanatory To, (for) is emphatically repeated in '31., as in

Gen. xxxiii. 11 and 1 Sam. xix. 4 (compare Job xxxviii. 20).

The inhabitants of the land stand in a close and undisturbed

relation to the God who has proved Himself to be true to His

promises ; for all the former evils that followed from the sin

have entirely passed away.

The fact that they have thus passed away is now still

further explained ; the prophet heaping up one hi (for) upon

another, as in ch. ix. 3-5- Vers. 17-19. ''For behold I create

a new heaven and a new earth ; and men will not remember the

first, nor do they come to any one's mind. No, be ye joyful

and exult for ever at that which I create : for behold I turn
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Jerusalem into exulting, and her people into joy. And I shall

exult over Jerusalem, and be joyous over my people, and the voice

of weeping and screaming will be heard in her no more." The

promise here reaches its culminating point, which had already

been seen from afar in ch. 11. 16. Jehovah creates a new

heaven and a new earth, which hind so fast with their glory,

and which so thoroughly satisfy all desires, that there is no

thought of the former ones, and no one wishes them back

again. Most of the commentators, from Jerome to Hahn,

suppose the rUshonOth in ver. 16 to refer to the former sorrow-

ful times. Calvin says, " The statement of the prophet, that

there will be no remembrance of former things, is supposed

by some to refer to the heaven and the earth, as if he meant,

that henceforth neither the fame nor even the name of either

would any more be heard ; but I prefer to refer them to the

former times." But the correctness of the former explanation

is shown by the parallel in Jer. iii. 16, which stands in by no

means an accidental relation to this passage, and where it is

stated that in the future there will be no ark of the covenant,

" neither shall it come to mind, neither shall they remember it,"

inasmuch as all Jerusalem will be the throne of Jehovah, and

not merely the capporeth with its symbolical cherubim. This

promise is also a glorious one ; but Jeremiah and all the other

prophets fall short of the eagle-flight of Isaiah, of whom the

same may be said as of John, "volat avis sine meta." Luther

(like Zwingli and Stier) adopts the correct rendering, " that

men shall no more remember the former ones (i.e. the old

heaven and old earth), nor take it to heart." But 'dldh 'al-lebh

signifies to come into the mind, not " to take to heart," and is

applied to a thing, the thought of which " ascends " within us,

and with which we are inwardly occupied. There is no neces-

sity to take the futures in ver. 176 as commands (Hitzig) ; for

ib'^B'-DS *3 ('3 with munach, as in Ven. 1521, after the Masora
to Num. XXXV. 33) fits on quite naturally, even if we take them
as simple predictions. Instead of such a possible, though not

actual, calling back and wishing back, those who survive the

new times are called upon rather to rejoice for ever in that

which Jehovah is actually creating, and will have created then.

"IB'^^, if not regarded as the accusative-object, is certainly re-

garded as the object of causality, "in consideration of that
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which" (cf. ch. xxxi. 6, Gen. iii. 17, Judg. ^nl. 15), equiva-

lent to, " on account of that which " (see at ch. Ixiv. 4, xxxv. 1).

The imperatives sisu v'gilit are not words of admonition so

much as words of command, and M gives the reason in this

sense : Jehovah makes Jerusalem glldh and her people mdsof

(accusative of the predicate, or according to the terminology

adopted in Becker's syntax, the " factitive object," Ges. § 139,

2), by making joy its perpetual state, its appointed condition of

life both inwardly and outwardly. Nor is it joy on the part

of the church only, but on the part of its God as well (see the

primary passage in Deut. xxx. 9). When the church thus

rejoices in God, and God in the church, so that the light of

the two commingle, and each is reflected in the other ; then

will no sobbing of weeping ones, no sound of lamentation, be

heard any more in Jerusalem (see the opposite side as expressed

in ch. li. 36).

There will be a different measure then, and a much greater

one, for measuring the period of life and grace. Ver. 20.

" And there shall no more come thence a suckling of a few days,

and an old man ivho has not lived out all his days ; for the youth

in it will die as one a hundred years old, and the sinner be

smitten with the curse as one a hundred years old." Our

editions of the text commence ver. 20 with nin''-N?, but ac-

cording to the Masora (see Mas. finalis, p. 23, col. 7), which

reckons five n\T-5<^1 at the commencement of verses, and

includes our verse among them, it must read n\T'-Ki'1, as it is

also rendered by the LXX. and Targum. The meaning and

connection are not affected by this various reading. Hence-

forth there will not spring from Jerusalem (or, what hdydh

really means, " come into existence ;" " thence" misshdm, not

"from that time," but locally, as in Hos. ii. 17 and elsewhere,

cf. ch. Iviii. 12) a suckling (see vol. i. p. 138) of days, i.e. one

who has only reached the age of a few days (ydmim as in Gen.

xxiv. 55, etc.), nor an old man who has not filled his days, i.e.

has not attained to what is regarded as a rule as the full

measure of human life. He who dies as a youth, or is re-

garded as having died young, will not die before the hundredth

year of his life ; and the sinner (KEiinni with seghol, as in Eccl.

viii. 12, ix. 18 ; Ges. § 75, Anm. 21) upon whom the curse of

God falls, and who is overwhelmed by the punishment, will not
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be swept away before the hundredth year of his life. We can-

not maintain with Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, ii. 2, 567), that it

is only in appearance that less is here affirmed than in ch.

XXV. 8. The reference there is to the ultimate destruction of

the power of death ; here it is merely to the limitation of its

power.

In the place of the threatened curses of the law in Lev.

xxvi. 16 (cf. Deut. xxviii. 30), the very opposite will now

receive their fullest realization. Vers. 21-23. " And they will

build houses and inhabit them, and plant vineyards and enjoy

the fruit thereof. They will not build and another inhabit, nor

plant and another enjoy ; for like the days of trees are the days

of my people, and my chosen ones will consume the work of tJieir

hands. They will not weary themselves in vain, nor bring forth

for sudden disaster; for they are a family of the blessed of

Jehovah, and their offspring are left to them." They themselves

will enjoy what they have worked for, without some one else

stepping in, whether a countryman by violence or inheritance,

or a foreigner by plunder or conquest (ch. Ixii. 8), to take pos-

session of that which they have built and planted (read IJJD^

without dagesh) ; for the duration of their life will be as great

as that of trees (i.e. of oaks, terebinths, and cedars, which live

for centuries), and thus they will be able thoroughly to enjoy

in their own person what their hands have made. Billdh does

net mean merely to use and enjoy, but to use up and consume.

Work and generation will be blessed then, and there will be

no more disappointed hopes. They will not weary themselves

(IVJ'; with a preformative ' without that of the root) for failure,

nor get children labbehdldh, i.e. for some calamity to fall sud-

denly upon them and carry them away (Lev. xxvi. 16, cf. Ps.

Ixxviii. 33). The primary idea of bdJml is either acting, per-

mitting, or bearing, with the characteristic of being let loose,

of suddenness, of overthrow, or of throwing into confusion.

The LXX. renders it eh xaTapav, probably according to the

Egypto-Jewish usage, in which behdldh may have signified

cursing, like bahle, buhle in the Arabic (see the Appendices).

The two clauses of the explanation which follows stand in a

reciprocal relation to the two clauses of the previous promise.

They are a family of the blessed of God, upon whose labour
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the blessing of God rests, and their offspring are with them,
without being lost to them by premature death. This is the
true meaning, as in Job xxi. 8, and not " their offspring with
them," i.e. in like manner, as Hitzig supposes.

All prayer will be heard then. Ver. 24. "And it will come
to pass : before they call, I will answer; they are still speaking,

and I already hear" The will of the church of the new Jeru-
salem will be so perfectly the will of Jehovah also, that He
will hear the slightest emotion of prayer in the heart, the half-

uttered prayer, and will at once fulfil it (cf. ch. xxx. 19).

And all around will peace and harmony prevail, even in

the animal world itself. Ver. 25. " Wolf and lamb then feed
together, and the lion eats chopped straw like the ox, and the

serpent^— dust is its bread. They will neither do harm nor

destroy in all my holy mountain, saith Jehovah." We have fre-

quently observed within ch. xl.-lxvi, (last of all at ch. Ixv. 12,

cf. Ixvi. 4), how the prophet repeats entire passages from tlTe

earlier portion of his prophecies almost word for word. Here
he repeats ch. xi. 6-9 with a compendious abridgment, Ver.

25& refers to the animals just as it does there. But whilst this

eustom of self-repetition favours the unity of authorship, IHsa

for nn^ = una, which only occurs elsewhere in Ezra and Eccle-

siastes (answering to the Ohaldee 'TJD?), might be adduced as

evidence of the opposite. The only thing that is new in the

picture as here reproduced, is what is said of the serpent. This

will no longer watch for human life, but will content itself

with the food assigned it in Gen. iii. 14. It still continues to

wriggle in the dust, but without doing injury to man. The
words affirm nothing more than this, although Stier's method

of exposition gets more out, or rather puts more in. The

assertion of those who regard the prophet speaking here as one

later than Isaiah, viz. that ver. 25 is only attached quite loosely

to what precedes, is unjust and untrue. The description of the

new age closes here, as in ch. xi., with the peace of the world of

nature, which stands throughout ch. xl.-lxvi. in the closest reci-

procal relation to man, just as it did in ch. i.-xxxix. If we follow

Hahn, and change the animals into men by simply allegorizing,

we just throw our exposition back to a standpoint that has been

long passed by. But to what part of the history of salvation

are we to lajk for a place for the fulfilment of such prophecies
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as these of the state of peace prevailing in nature around the

church, except in the millennium ? A prophet was certainly

no fanatic, so that we could say, these are beautiful dreams.

And if, what is certainly true, his prophecies are not intended

to be interpreted according to the letter, but according to the

spirit of the letter ; the letter is the sheath of the spirit, as

Luther calls it, and we must not give out as the spirit of the

letter what is nothing more than a quid-pro-quo of the letter.

The prophet here promises a new age, in which the patriarchal

measure of human life will return, in which death will no more

break off the life that is just beginning to bloom, and in which

the war of man with the animal world will be exchanged for

peace without danger. And when is all this to occur ? Cer-

tainly not in the blessed life beyond the grave, to which it

would be both absurd and impossible to refer these promises,

since they presuppose a continued mixture of sinners with the

righteous, and merely a limitation of the power of death, not

its utter destruction. But when then ? This question ought

to be answered by the anti-millenarians. They throw back

the interpretation of prophecy to a stage, in which commenta-

tors were in the habit of lowering the concrete substance of

tlie prophecies into mere doctrinal loci communes. They take

I'efuge behind the enigmatical character of the Apocalypse,

without acknowledging that what the Apocalypse predicts

under the definite form of the millennium is the substance of

all prophecy, and that no interpretation of prophecy on sound

principles is any longer possible from the standpoint of an

orthodox antichiliasm, inasmuch as the anticliiliasts twist the

word in the mouths of the prophets, and through their perver-

sion of Scripture shake the foundation of all doctrines, every

one of which rests upon the simple interpretation of the words

of revelation. But one objection may be made to the supposi-

tion, that the prophet is hei"e depicting the state of things in

the millennium ; viz. that this description is preceded by an

account of the creation of a new heaven and a new earth.

The prophet appears, therefore, to refer to that Jerusalem,

which is represented in the Apocalypse as coming down from
heaven to earth after the transformation of the globe. But to

this it may be replied, that the Old Testament prophet was not

yet able to distinguish from one another the things which the
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author of the Apocalypse separates into distinct periods. From
the Old Testament point of view generally, nothing was known
of a state of blessedness beyond the grave. Hades lay beyond

this present life ; and nothing was known of a heaven in which

men were blessed. Around the throne of God in heaven

there were angels and not men. And, indeed, until the risen

Saviour ascended to heaven, heaven itself was not open to men,

and therefore there was no heavenly Jerusalem whose descent

to earth could be anticipated then. Consequently in the pro-

phecies of the Old Testament the eschatological idea of the

new Cosmos does unquestionably coincide with the millennium.

It is only in the New Testament that the new creation inter-

venes as a party-wall between this life and the life beyond

;

whereas the Old Testament prophecy brings down the new

creation itself into the present life, and knows nothing of any

Jerusalem of the blessed life to come, as distinct from the new

Jerusalem of the millennium. We shall meet with a still

further illustration in ch. Ixvi. of this Old Testament custom

of reducing the things of the life to come within the limits of

this present world.

THIRD CLOSING PROPHECY.—Chap. lxvi.

EXCLUSION OP SCOENEES FEOM THE COMING SALVATION.

Although the note on which this prophecy opens is a

different one from any that has yet been struck, there are many

points in which it coincides with the preceding prophecy. For

not only is ch. Ixv, 12 repeated here in ver. 4, but the sharp

line of demarcation drawn in ch. Ixv., between the servants of

Jehovah and the worldly majority of the nation with reference

to the approaching return to the Holy Land, is continued here.

As the idea of their return is associated immediately with that of

the erection of a new temple, there is nothing at all to surprise

us, after what we have read in ch. Ixv. 8 sqq., in the fact that

Jehovah expresses His abhorrence at the thought of having a

temple built by the Israel of the captivity, as the majority then

were, and does so in such words as those which follow in vers.

1-4: " Thus saith Jeliovali: The heaven is my throne, and tlie

earth my footstool. What kind of house is it that ye would build
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me, and what land of place for my rest ? My liand hath made

all these things ; then all these things arose, saith Jehovah ; and

at such persons do T look, at the miserable and broken-hearted,

and him that trembleth at my word. He that slaughtereth the

ox is the slayer of a man ; he that sacrijiceth the sheep is a

strangler of dogs ; he that offereth a meat-offering, it is swinis

blood ; he that causeth incense to rise up in smoke, blesseth idols.

As they have chosen their ways, and their soul cherisheth pleasure

in their abominations ; so will I choose their ill-treatments, and

bring their terrors upon them, because I called and no one replied,

I spake and they did not hear, and they did evil in mine eyes, and

chose that in which I took no pleasure." Hitzig is of opinion

that the author ha;s broken off here, and proceeds quite unex-

pectedly to denounce the intention to build a temple for Jehovah.

Those who wish to build he imagines to be those who have made
up their minds to stay behind in Chaldea, and who, whilst their

brethren who have returned to their native land are preparing

to build a temple there, want to have one of their own, just as

the Jews in Egypt built one for themselves in Leontopolis (see

vol. i. pp. 362-366). Without some such supposition as this,

Hitzig thinks it altogether impossible to discover the thread which

connects the different verses together. This view is at any rate

better than that of TJmbreit, who imagines that the prophet

places us here " on the loftiest spiritual height of the Christian

development." " In the new Jerusalem," he says, " there will

be no temple seen, nor any sacrifice ; Jehovah forbids these

in the strongest terms, regarding them as equivalent to mortal

sins." But the prophet, if this were his meaning, would involve

himself in self-contradiction, inasmuch as, according to ch. Ivi.

and Ix., there will be a temple in the new Jerusalem with

perpetual sacrifice, which this prophecy also presupposes in

vers. 20 sqq. (cf. ver. 6) ; and secondly, he would contradict

other prophets, such as Ezekiel and Zechariah, and the spirit

of the Old Testament generally, in which the statement, that

whoever slaughters a sacrificial animal in the new Jerusalem
will be as bad as a murderer, has no parallel, and is in fact

absolutely impossible. According to Hitzig's view, on the

other hand, ver. 3a affirms, that the worship which they would
be bound to perform in their projected temple would be an
abomination to Jehovah, however thoroughly it might be made
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to conform to the Mosaic ritual. But there is nothing in the

text to sustain the idea, that there is any intention here to

condemn the building of a temple to Jehovah in Chaldsea,

nor is such an explanation by any means necessary to make the

text clear. The condemnation on the part of Jehovah has

reference to the temple, which the returning exiles intend to

build in Jerusalem. The prophecy is addressed to the entire

body now ready to return, and says to the whole without

exception, that Jehovah, the Creator of heaven and earth, does

not stand in need of any house erected by human hands, and

then proceeds to separate the penitent from those that are at

enmity against God, rejects in the most scornful manner all

offerings in the form of worship on the part of the latter, and

threatens them with divine retribution, having dropped in

vers. 36-4 the form of address to the entire body. Just as in

the Psalm of Asaph (Ps. 1.) Jehovah refuses animal and other

material offerings as such, because the whole of the animal

world, the earth and the fulness thereof, are His possession,

so here He addresses this question to the entire body of the

exiles : What kind of house is there that ye! could build, that

would be worthy of me, and what kind of place that would

be worthy of being assigned to me as a resting-place? On
mdqom m'nuchdthl, locus qui sit requies mea (apposition instead

of genitive connection), see p. 35. He needs no temple ; for

heaven is His throne, and the earth His footstool. He is the

Being who filleth all, the Creator, iand therefore the possessor,

of the universe; and if men think to do Him a service by build-

ing Him a temple, and forget His infinite majesty in their

concern for their own contemptible fabric. He wants no temple

at all. "All these" refer, as if pointing with the finger, to

the world of visible objects that surround us. Vn>l (from rm,

existere, fieri) is used in the same sense as the ''njl which

followed the creative 'ni. In this His exaltation He is not con-

cerned about a temple; but His gracious look is fixed upon

the man who is as follows (seh pointing forwards as in ch.

Iviii, 6), viz. upon the mourner, the man of broken heart, who

is filled with reverential awe at the word of His revelation.

We may see from Ps. li. 9 what the link of connection is

between vers. 2 and 3. So far as the mass of the exiles were

concerned, who had not been humbled by their sufferings, and
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whom the preaching of the prophet could not bring to reflec-

tion, He did not want any temple or sacrifice from them. The

sacrificial acts, to which such detestable predicates are here

applied, are such as end with the merely external act, whilst

the inward feelings of the person presenting the sacrifice are

altogether opposed to the idea of both the animal sacrifice and

the meat-offering, more especially to that desire for salvation

which was symbolized in all the sacrifices; in other words, they

are sacrificial acts regarded as vexpa epya, the lifeless works of

men spiritually dead. The articles of hasslwr and hasseh are

used as generic with reference to sacrificial animals. The
slaughter of an ox was like the slaying (makkeh construct

with tzere) of a man (for the association of ideas, see Gen.

xlix. 6) ; the sacrifice {zohhe&ch like shdchat is sometimes applied

to slaughtering for the purpose of eating; here, however, it

refers to an animal prepared for Jehovah) of a sheep like the

strangling of a dog, that unclean animal (for the association of

ideas, see Job xxx. 1) ; the offerer up {rn''oleli) of a meat-

offering (like one who offered up) swine's blood, i.e. as if he
was offering up the blood of this most unclean animal upon the

altar ; he who offered incense as an 'azMrdli (see at ch. i. 13a)

like one who blessed 'dven, i.e. godlessness, used here as in

1 Sam. XV. 23, and also in Hosea in the change of the name of

Bethel into Beth ^Aven, for idolatry, or rather in a concrete

sense for the worthless idols themselves, all of which, according

to ch. xli. 29, are nothing but 'dven. Rosenmiiller, Gesenius,

Hitzig, Stier, and even Jerome, have all correctly rendered it

in this way, "as if he blessed an idol" (quasi qui benedicat

idolo) ; and Vitringa, " cultum exhibens vano numini" (offering

worship to a vain god). Such explanations as that of Luther,

on the other hand, viz. " as if he praised that which was wrong,"

are opposed to the antithesis, and also to the presumption of

a concrete object to y^ia (blessing); whilst that of Knobel,
" praising vainly" (dven being taken as an ace. adv.), yields too

tame an antithesis, and is at variance with the usarre of the

language. In this condemnation of the ritual acts of worship,

the closing prophecy of the book of Isaiah coincides with the

first (ch. i. 11-15). But that it is not sacrifices in themselves
that are rejected, but the sacrifices of those whose hearts are
divided between Jehovah and idols^ and who refuse to offer
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to Him the sacrifice that is dearest to Him (Ps. li. 19, of.

1. 23), is evident from the correlative double-sentence that

follows in vers. 36 and 4, which is divided into two masoretic

verses, as the only means of securing symmetry. Gam . . .

^am, which means in other cases, " both . . . and also," or in

negative sentences " neither . . . nor," means here, as in Jer. li. 12,

"as assuredly the one as the other," in other words, "as . . . so."

They have chosen their own ways, which are far away from

those of Jehovah, and their soul has taken pleasure, not in the

worship of Jehovah, but in all kinds of heathen abominations

{shiqqutsehem, as in many other places, after Deut. xxix. 1 6)

;

therefore Jehovah wants no temple built by them or with their

co-operation, nor any restoration of sacrificial worship at their

hands. But according to the law of retribution, He chooses

tJia dlulehem, vexationes eorum (LXX. to, eiMrauyfiaTa avraiv :

see at ch. iii. 4), with the suffix of the object : fates that

will use them ill, and brings their terrors upon them, i.e. such

a condition of life as will inspire them with terror (m'guroth, as

in Ps. xxxiv. 5).

From the heathenish majority, with their ungodly hearts,

the prophet now turns to the minority, consisting of those who

tremble with reverential awe when they hear the word of God.

They are called to hear how Jehovah will accept them in

defiance of their persecutors. Ver. 5. " Hear ye the word of

Jehovah, ye that tremble at His word : your brethren that hate

you, that thrust you from them for my name's sake, say, ' Let

Jehovah get honour, that we may see your joy ;' they loill be put

to shame." They that hate them are their own brethren, and

(what makes the sin still greater) the name of Jehovah is the

reason why they are hated by them. According to the accents,

indeed (DanJD rebia, ''DB' pashta), the meaning would be.

" your brethren say ' for my name's sake (i.e. for me = out

of goodness and love to us) will Jehovah glorify Himself,'—-then

we shall see your joy, but—they will be put to shame." Eashi

and other Jewish expositors interpret it in this or some similar

way ; but Kosenmuller, Stier, and Hahn are the only modern

Christian expositors who have done so, following the precedent

of earher commentators, who regarded the accents as binding.

Luther, however, very properly disregarded them. If "'DB' |VDi»

be taken in connection with 12^, it gives only a forced sense,

VOL. II. 2 I
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which disturbs the relation of all the clauses ; whereas this is

preserved in all respects in the most natural and connected

manner if we combine iDB' \!lKh with oy-^m Da'XJE', as we must

do, according to such parallels as Matt. xxiv. 9. mi V 1i, to

scare away or thrust away (Amos vi. 3, with the object in the

dative), corresponds to d^opl^eiv in Luke vi. 22 (compare John

xvi. 22, " to put out of the synagogue"). The practice of

excommunication, or putting under the ban (niddui), reaches

beyond the period of the Herodians (see Eduyoth v. 6),^ at any

rate as far back as the times succeeding the captivity ; but in

the passage before us it is quite sufEcient to understand nidddh

in the sense of a defamatory renunciation of fellowship. To
the accentuators this 'dk* ]Vrh DanjD appeared quite unintelli-

gible. They never considered that it had a confessional sense

here, which certainly does not occur anywhere else : viz. " for

my name's sake, which ye confess in word and deed." With
unbelieving scorn they say to those who confess Jehovah, and

believe in the word of the true redemption : Let Jehovah glorify

Himself (lit. let Him be, i,e. show Himself, glorious= yikhdbhed,

cf. Job. xiv. 21), that we may thoroughly satisfy ourselves with

looking at your joy. They regard their hope as deceptive, and

the word of the prophet as fanaticism. These are they, who,

when permission to return is suddenly given, will desire to

accompany them, but will be disappointed, because they did

not rejoice in faith before, and because, although they do now
rejoice in that which is self-evident, they do this in a wrong

way.

The city and temple, to which they desire to go, are nothing

more, so far as they are concerned, than the places from which

just judgment will issue. Ver. 6. " Sound of tumult from the

city ! Sound from the temple ! Sound of Jehovah, who repays

Sis enemies with punishment." All three ?lp, to the second of

which liSB' must be supplied in thought, are in the form of

interjectional exclamations (as in ch. hi. 8). In the third, how-

ever, we have omitted the note of admiration, because here the

interjectional clause approximates very nearly to a substantive

clause (" it is the sound of Jehovah"), as the person shouting

announces here who is the originator and cause of the noise

^ Compare Wiesner : Der Barm in seiner gesch. Entwickelung auf dem
Boden des Judenthums, 1864.
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which was so enigmatical at first. The city and temple are in-

deed still lying in ruins as the prophet is speaking ; hut even in

this state they both preserve the holiness conferred upon them.

They are the places where Jehovah will take up His abode

once more ; and even now, at the point at which promise and

fulfilment coincide, they are in the very process of rising again.

A loud noise (like the tumult of war) proceeds from it. It is

Jehovah, He who is enthroned in Zion and rules from thence

(ch. xxxi. 9), who makes Himself heard in this loud noise

(compare Joel iv. 16 with the derivative passage in Amos i. 2)

;

it is He who awards punishment or reckons retribution to His

foes. In other cases b'i'Oi (3''B'n) Dvp generally means to repay

that which has been worked out (what has been deserved

;

e.g. Ps. cxxxvii. 8, compare ch. iii. 11) ; but in ch. lix. 13

g'mul was the parallel word to chemdh, and therefore, as in ch.

XXXV. 4, it did not apply to the works of men, but to the retri-

bution of the judge, just as in Jer. li. 6, where it is used quite

as absolutely. We have therefore rendered it " punishment ;"

" merited punishment" would express both sides of this double-

sided word. By " His enemies," according to the context, we

are to understand primarily the mass of the exiles, who were

so estranged from God, and yet withal so full of demands and

expectations.

All of these fall victims to the judgment ; and yet Zion is

not left either childless or without population. Vers. 7-9.

"Before she travailed she brought forth ; before pains came upon

her, she was delivered of a boy. Who hath heard such a thing f

Who hath seen anything like it ? Are men delivered of a land in

one day ? or is a nation begotten at once ? For Zion hath travailed,

yea, hath brought forth her children. Should I bring to the birth,

and not cause to bring forth ? saith Jehovah : or should I, who

cause to bring forth, shut up f saith thy God." Before Zion

travaileth, before any labour pains come upon her (chebhel with

tzere), she has already given birth, or brought with ease into

the world a male child (JiimlU like millst, in ch. xxxiv. 15, to

cause to glide out). This boy, of whom she is delivered with

such marvellous rapidity, is a whole land full of men, an entire

nation. The seer exclaims with amazement, like Zion herself

in ch. xlix. 21, " who hath heard such a thing, or seen anything

like it ? is a land brought to the birth {h&yuchal followed by
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'erets for Mthadial, as in Gen. xiii. 6, Isa. ix. 18 ; Ges. § 147),

i.e. the population of a whole land (as in Judg. xviii. 30), and

that in one day, or a nation born all at once {yivvdled, with

munach attached to the kametz, and metheg to the tzere) ?

This unheard-of event has taken place now, for Zion has

travailed, yea, has also brought forth her children,"—not one

child, but her children, a whole people that calls her mother.^

" For" (hi) presupposes the suppressed thought, that this un-

exampled event has now occurred : ydVddh follows cMldh with

gam, because cMl signifies strictly parturire ; ydlad, parere.

Zion, the mother, is no other than the woman of the sun in

Rev. xii. ; but the child born of her there is the shepherd of the

nations, who proceeds from her at the end of the days, whereas

here it is the new Israel of the last days ; for the church,

which is saved through all her tribulations, is both the mother

of the Lord, by whom Babel is overthrown, and the mother of

that Israel which inherits the promises, that the unbelieving

mass have failed to obtain. Ver. 9 follows with an emphatic

confirmation of the things promised. Jehovah inquires : " Should

I create the delivery (cause the child to break through the

matrix) and not the birth (both liiphil, causative), so that

although the child makes an effort to pass the opening of the

womb, it never comes to the light of day ? Or should I be one

to bring it to the birth, and then to have closed, viz. the womb,

so that the work of bringing forth should remain ineffectual,

when all that is required is the last effort to bring to the light

the fruit of the womb ?" From the expression " thy God," we
see that the questions are addressed to Zion, whose faith they

are intended to strengthen. According to Hofmann (Schrift-

beweis, ii. 1, 149, 150), the future "ion* affirms what Jehovah

will say, when the time for bringing forth arrives, and the

perfect lOX what He is saying now :
" Should I who create

the bringing forth have shut up?" And He comforts the now
barren daughter Zion (ch. liv. 1) with the assurance, that her

barrenness is not meant to continue for ever. " The prediction,"

^ There is a certain similarity in the saying, with which a tahnudic
teacher roused up the sleepy scholars of the Beth ha-Midrash :

" There
was once a woman, who was delivered of 600,000 children in one day,"
viz. Jochebed, who, when she gave birth to Moses, brought 600,000 to the
light of freedom (Ex. xii. 37).
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says Hofmann, " which is contained in 'ri nos^, of the ultimate

issue of the fate of Zion, is so far connected with the consola-.

tion administered for the time present, that she who is barren

now is exhorted to anticipate the time when the former promise

shall be fulfilled." But this change in the standpoint is arti-

ficial, and contrary to the general use of the expression 'n n»8"'

elsewhere (see at ch. xl. 1). Moreover, the meaning of the

two clauses, which constitute here as elsewhere a disjunctive

double question in form more than in sense, really runs into

one. The first member affirms that Jehovah will complete the

bringing to the birth ; the second, that He will not ultimately

frustrate what He has almost brought to completion : an ego

sum is qui parere facial et (uterum) occluserim (occludam) ?

There is no other difference between nos'' and nDS, than that

the former signifies the word of God which is sounding at the

present moment, the latter the word that has been uttered and

is resounding still. The prophetic announcement of our prophet

has advanced so far, that the promised future is before the door.

The church of the future is already like the fruit of the body

ripe for the birth, and about to separate itself from the womb

of Zion, which has been barren until now. The God by whom

everything has been already so far prepared, will suddenly

cause Zion to become a mother ;—a boy, viz. a whole people

after Jehovah's own heart, will suddenly lie in her lap, and

this new-born Israel, not the corrupt mass, .will build a temple

for Jehovah.

In the anticipation of such a future, those who inwardly

participate in the present sufferings of Zion are to rejoice

beforehand in the change of all their suffering into glory.

Vers. 10 11. " Rejoice ye with Jerusalem, and exult over her, all

ye that love her ; be ye delightfully glad with her, all ye that

mourn over her, that ye may such and be satisfied with the breast

of her consolations, that ye may sip and delight yourselves in

the abundance of her glory." Those who love Jerusalem (the

abode of the church, and the church itself), who mourn over

her {hith'ahbel, inwardly mourn, 1 Sam. xv. 35, prove and show

themselves to be mourners and go into mourning, J. Moed

Man 20b, the word generally used in prose, whereas MK, to be

thrown into mourning, to mourn, only occurs in the higher

style ; compare li'V \^5«, ch. Ivii. 18, 1x1. 2, 3, Ix. 20), these are
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even now to rejoice in spirit with Jerusalem and exult on her

account {bah), and share her ecstatic delight with her (ittdh),

in order tliat when that in which they now rejoice in spirit

shall be fulfilled, they may suck and be satisfied, etc. Jeru-

salem is regarded as a mother, and the rich actual consolation,

which she receives (ch. li. 3), as the milk that enters her breasts

(shod as in ch. Ix. 16), and from which she now supplies her

children with plentiful nourishment. 1% which is parallel to

"i^ (not Vr, a reading which none of the ancients adopted), sig-

nifies a moving, shaking abundance, which oscillates to and fro

like a great mass of water, from KTKt, to move by fits and starts,

for pellere movere is the radical meaning common in such com-

binations of letters as ST, m, if.1, Ps. xlii. 5, to which Bernstein

and Knobel have correctly traced the word; whereas the

meaning emicans fluxus (Schroder), or radians copia (Kocher),

to pour out in the form of rays, has nothing to sustain it in the

usage of the language.

The reason is now given, why the church of the future

promises such abundant enjoyment to those who have suffered

with her. Ver. 12. " For thus saith Jehovah, Behold, I guide

peace to her like a river, and the glory of the Gentiles like an

overflowing stream, that ye may suck ; ye shall be borne upon

arms, and fondled upon knees." Jehovah guides or turns (Gen.

xxxix. 21) peace to Jerusalem, the greatest of all inward bless-

ings, and at the same time the most glorious of all the outward

blessings, that are in the possession of the Gentile world (kdbhdd

as in ch. Ixi. 6), both of them in the richest superabundance

(" like a river," as in ch. xlviii. 18), so that {perf, cons.) " ye

may be able to suck yourselves full according to your heart's

desire" (ch. Ix. 16). The figure of the new maternity of

Zion, and of her children as quasimodogeniti, is still preserved.

The members of the church can then revel in peace and
wealth, like a child at its mother's breasts. The world is now
altogether in the possession of the church, because the church

is altogether God's. The allusion to the heathen leads on to the

thought, which was already expressed in a similar manner in

ch. xlix. 22 and Ix. 4: "on the side (arm or shoulder) will ye be
carried, and fondled (VW, pulpal of the pilpel V<^P^, ch. xi. 8)
upon the knees," viz. by the heathen,who will vie with one another
in the effort to show you tenderness and care (ch. xlix. 23).
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The prophet now looks upon the members of the church as

having grown up, as it were, from childhood to maturity : they

suck like a child, and are comforted like a grown-up son. Ver.

13. " lAke a man whom his mother comforteth, so will I comfort

you, and ye shall he comforted in Jerusalem" Hitzig says that

Hsh is not well chosen ; but how easily could the prophet have
written len (son), as in ch. xlix. 15 1 He writes 'ish, however,

not indeed in the unmeaning sense in which the LXX. has

taken it, viz. to9 el' Tiva fi'^rrjp irapaKaXeaei, but looking upon
the people, whom he had previously thought of as children, as

standing before him as one man. Israel is now like a man
who has escaped from bondage and returned home from a

foreign land, full of mournful recollections, the echoing sounds

of which entirely disappear in the maternal arms of divine love

there in Jerusalem, the beloved home, which was the home of

its thoughts even in the strange land.

Wherever they look, joy now meets their eye. Ver. 14.

" A nd ye will see, and your heart will he joyful, and your hones

will flourish like young herbage ; and thus does the hand of

Jehovah make itself known in His servants, and fiercely does

He treat His enemies." They will see, and their heart will

rejoice, i.e. (cf. ch. liii. 11, Ix. 5) they will enjoy a heart-

cheering prospect, and revive again with such smiling scenery

all around. The body is like a tree. The bones are its

branches. These will move and extend themselves in the

fulness of rejuvenated strength (compare ch. Iviii. 11, et

ossa tua expedita faciet) ; and thus will the hand of Jehovah

practically become known {fnod^'dh, perf. cons.) in His ser-

vants,—that hand under whose gracious touch all vernal life

awakens, whether in body or in mind. And thus is it with

the surviving remnant of Israel, whereas Jehovah is fiercely

angry with His foes. The first ns is used in a prepositional

sense, as in Ps. Ixvii. 2, viz. "in His servants, so that they

come to be acquainted with it;" the second in an accusative

sense, for zd'am is either connected with pV, or as in Zech.

i. 12, Mai. i. 4, with the accusative of the object. It is quite

contrary to the usage of the language to take both DN accord-

ing to the phrase (oy) ns (nj)n) naiD nt^j;.

The prophecy now takes a new turn with the thought

expressed in the words, "and fiercely does He treat His
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enemies." The judgment of wrath, which prepares the way

for the redemption and ensures its continuance, is described

more minutely in ver. 15 : "For behold Jehovah, in the fire will

He come, and His chariots are like the whirlwind, to pay out His

wrath in burning heat, and His threatening passeth into fi.ames of

fire." Jehovah comes ba'esh, in igne (Jerome ; the LXX., on

the contrary, render it arbitrarily ws ttu/), kd'esh), since it

is the fiery side of His glory, in which He appears, and fire

pours from Him, which is primarily the intense excitement of

the powers of destruction within God Himself (ch. x. 17, xxx.

27 ; Ps. xviii. 9), and in these is transformed into cosmical

powers of destruction (ch. xxix. 6, xxx. 30 ; Ps. xviii. 13).

He is compared to a warrior, driving along upon war-chariots

resembling stormy wind, which force everything out of their

way, and crush to pieces whatever comes under their wheels.

The plural 1'''|l"331P (His chariots) is probably not merely

amplifying, but a strict plural ; for Jehovah, the One, can

manifest Himself in love or wrath in different places at the

same time. The very same substantive clause vn331D nD1D31

occurs in Jer. iv. 13, where it is not used of Jehovah, how-
ever, but of the Chaldeans. Observe also that Jeremiah there

proceeds immediately with a derivative passage from Hab. i. 8.

In the following clause denoting the object, iSX ^Dna TpTV, we
must not adopt the rendering, " to breathe out His wrath in

burning heat" (Hitzig), for heshibh may mean respirare, but not

exspirare (if this were the meaning, it would be better to read
y^iy> from aB'J, as Lowth does); nor "ut iram suamfurore sedet"

(Meier), for even in Job ix. 13, Ps. Ixxviii. 38, iss yen does not

mean to still or cool His wrath, but to turn it away or take it

back ; not even "to direct His wrath in burning heat" (Ges,,

Kn.), for in this sense hSshibh would be connected with an object

with <?, % (Job XV. 13), '?V (i. 25). It has rather the meaning
reddere in the sense of retribuere (Arab, athdba, syn. shillem),

and "to pay back, or pay out, His wrath" is equivalent to

heshibh ndqdm (Deut. xxxii. 41, 43). Hence ISN nonn does not
stand in a permutative relation instead of a genitive one (viz.

in fermre, ird sua = irce sucb), but is an adverbial definition,

just as in ch. xlii. 25. That the payment of the wrath deserved
takes place in burning heat, and His rebuke {fdrdh) in flames
of fire, are thoughts that answer to one another.
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Jehovah appears with these warlike terrors because He is

coming for a great judgment. Ver. 16. "For in the midst of

fire Jehovah holds judgment, and in the midst of His sword with

allflesh; and great will be the multitude of those pierced through

by Jehovah." The fire, which is here introduced as the medium
of judgment, points to destructive occurrences of nature, and

the sword to destructive occurrences of history. At the same

time all the emphasis is laid here, as in ch. xxxiv. 5, 6 (cf.

ch. xxvii. 1), upon the direct action of Jehovah Himself. The
parallelism in ver. 16a is progressive. Nishpat 'eth, "to go

into judgment with a person," as in Ezek. xxxviii. 22 (cf. DV in

ch. iii. 14, Joel iv. 2, 2 Ohron. xxii. 8; fierd, Luke xi. 31, 32).

We find a resemblance to ver. 166 in Zeph. ii. 12, and this is

not the only resemblance to our prophecy in that strongly

reproductive prophet.

The judgment predicted here is a judgment upon nations,

and falls not only upon the heathen, but upon the-great mass

of Israel, who have fallen away from their election of grace

and become like the heathen. Ver. 17. " TheT/ that consecrate

themselves and purify themselves for the gardens behind one in

ike midst, who eat swine s flesh and abomination and the field-

mouse—they all come to an end together, saith Jehovah." The

persons are first of all described ; and then follows the judg-

ment pronounced, as the predicate of the sentence. They sub-

ject themselves to the heathen rites of lustration, and that with

truly bigoted thoroughness, as is clearly implied by the com-

bination of the two synonyms hammithqadd'shlm and ham-

mittahSrlm (hithpael with an assimilated tav), which, like the

Arabic qadusa and tahura, are both traceable to the radical idea

^opi^eiv. The '?^ of rii3an"iiK is to be understood as relating

to tlie object or behoof : their intention being directed to the

gardens as places of worship (ch. i. 29, Ixv. 3), ad sacra in

. iucis obeunda, as Schelling correctly explains. In the chethib

^iria nnK ins, the inx (for which we may also read in«, the form

oif connection, although the twopathachs of the text belong to the

keri) is in all probability the hierophant, who leads the people in

the performance of the rites of religious worship ; and as he is

represented as standing in the midst (^^3) of the worshipping

crowd that surrounds him, 'achar (behind, after) cannot be un-

derstood locally, as if they formed his train or tail, but tempo-
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rally or in the way of imitation. He who stands in their midst

performs the ceremonies before them, and they follow him,

i.e. perform them after him. This explanation leaves nothing

to be desired. The keri, 'achath, is based upon the assumption

that 'achad must refer to the idol, and substitutes therefore the

feminine, no doubt with an allusion to 'Usherdh, so that hattdvekh

(in the midst) is to be taken as referring not to the midst of

the worshipping congregation, but to the midst of the gardens.

This would be quite as suitable ; for even if it were not ex-

pressly stated, we should have to assume that the sacred tree

of Astarte, or her statue, occupied the post of honour in the

midst of the garden, and 'achar would correspond to the phrase

in the Pentateuch, DnnK D'n^N nnx naj. But the foregoing

expression, sanctijicantes et mundantes se (consecrating and puri-

fying), does not favour this sense of the word 'achar (why not

7 = ^i33p f), nor do we see why the name of the goddess should

be suppressed, or why she should be simply hinted at in the

word nns (one), ins ("lO^) has its sufficient explanation in

the antithesis between the one choir-leader and the many
followers ; but if we take 'achath as referring to the goddess,

we can find no intelligible reason or object. Some again have

taken botb 'achad and 'achath to be the proper name of the idol.

Ever since the time of Scaliger and Grotius, 'achad has been

associated with the Phoenician "ASaSof ^aaiXeii? Oernv men-

tioned by Sanchuniathon in Euseb. ^r^gp. ev. 1, 10, 21, or with

the Assyrian sun-god Adad, of whom Macrobius says (^Saturn.

1, 23), Ejus nominis interpretatio signijicat unus; but we should

expect the name of a Babylonian god here, and not of a

PhcBnician or Assyrian (Syrian) deity. Moreover, Macrobius'

combination of the Syrian Hadad with 'achad- was a mere
fancy, arising from an imperfect knowledge of the language.

Clericus' combination of 'achath with Hecate, who certainly

appears to have been worshipped by the Harranians as a

monster, though not under this name, and not in gardens

(which would not have suited her character), is also untenable.

Now as 'achath cannot be explained as a proper name, and the

form of the statement does not favour the idea that 'achar

'achath or 'achar 'achad refers to an idol, we adopt the reading

'achad, and understand it to refer to the hierophant or mysta-
gogue. Jerome follows the keri. and renders it post unam
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tntnnsecus. The reading post januam is an ancient correction,

which is not worth tracing to the Aramsean interpretation of

'achar 'achad, " behind a closed door," and merely rests upon
some rectification of the unintelligible post unam. The Targum
renders it, " one division after another," and omits battdvekk.

The LXX., on the other hand, omits 'acJiar 'achad, reads

ubhattdvekh, and renders it koi iv toii irpodvpoii (in the inner

court). Symmachus and Theodoret follow the Targum and

Syriac, and render it oiricra) ciKKrfKcov, and then pointing the next

word ^ina (which Schelling and Bottcher approve), render the

rest ev filcrqi ia-Otovraiv to Kpew; to -^oipeiov (in the midst of

those who eat, etc.). But vpx commences the further descrip-

tion of those who were indicated first of all by their zealous

adoption of heathen customs. Whilst, on the one hand, they

readily adopt the heathen ritual ; they set themselves on the

other hand, in the most daring way, altogether above the law

of Jehovah, by eating swine's flesh (ch. Ixv. 4) and reptiles

(sheqets, abomination, used for disgusting animals, such as

lizards, snails, etc., Lev. vii. 21, xi. 11^), and more especially

the mouse (Lev. xi. 29), or according to Jerome and Zwingli

the dormouse (glis esculentus), which the Talmud also mentions

under the name atyt Ninaj/ (wild mouse) as a dainty bit with

epicures, and which was fattened, as is well known, by the

Eomans in their gliraria? However inward and spiritual may

be the interpretation given to the law in these prophecies, yet,

as we see here, the whole of it, even the laws of food, were

regarded as inviolable. So long as God Himself had not taken

away the hedges set about His church, every wilful attempt to

break through them was a sin, which brought down His wrath

and indignation.

The prophecy now marks out clearly the way which the

history of Israel will take. It is the same as that set forth by

Paul, the prophetic apostle, in Rom. ix.-xi. as the winding but

memorable path by which the compassion of God will reach its

all-embracing end. A universal judgment is the turning-point.

Ver. 18. " And I, their works and their thoughts it comes to

1 See Levysohn, Zoohgie des Talmuds, pp. 218-9.

2 See Levysohn, id. pp. 108-9. A special delicacy was glires isicio

porcino, dormice with pork stuffing ; see BriUat-SaTarin's Physiologie des

Geschmacks, by C. Vogt, p. 253.
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pass that all nations and tongues are gathered together, that they

come and see my ghry" This verse commences in any case

with a harsh eUipsis. Hofmann, who regards ver. 17 as refer-

ring not to idolatrous Israelites, but to the idolatrous world

outside Israel, tries to meet the difficulty by adopting this ren-

dering : "And I, saith Jehovah, when their thoughts and

actions succeed in bringing together all nations and tongues

(to march against Jerusalem), they come and see my glory

(i.e. the alarming manifestation of my power)." But what is

the meaning of the opening 'aJW (and I), which cannot possibly

strengthen the distant '1133, as we should be obliged to assume?

Or what rule of syntax would warrant our taking tiTV\^W

nsa DH'nhB'rioi as a participial clause in opposition to the

accents? Again, it is impossible that ''33N1 should mean "e<

contra me;" or DnTiasynDl nn''B'yD, "in spite of their works and

thoughts," as Hahn supposes, which leaves ''33N1 quite unex-

plained; not to mention other impossibilities which Ewald,

Knobel, and others have persuaded themselves to adopt. If

we wanted to get rid of the ellipsis, the explanation adopted by

Hitzig would recommend itself the most strongly, viz. " and as

for me, their M'orks and thoughts have come, i.e. have become

manifest {fiKa<nv, Susanna, ver. 52), so that I shall gather to-

gether." But this separation of y^p? nN3 (it is going to gather

together) is improbable : moreover, according to the accents, the

first clause reaches as far as nn'nacnni (with the twin-accent

zdkeph-munach instead of zakeph and metheg) ; whereupon the

second clause commences with nsa, which could not have any

other disjunctive accent than zakeph gadol according to well-

defined rules (see, for example. Num. xiii. 27). But if we
admit the elliptical character of the expression, we have not to

supply ''fiVI' (I know), as the Targ., Syr., Saad., Ges., and others

do, but, what answers much better to the strength of the emotion

which explains the ellipsis, ^pSXl (I will punish). The ellipsis

is similar in character to that of the " Quos ego " of Virgil (Aen.

i. 139), and comes under the rhetorical figure aposiopesi^ : " and
I, their works and thoughts (I shall know how to punish)."

The thoughts are placed after the works, because the reference

is more especially to their plans against Jenisalem, that work
of theirs, which has still to be carried out, and which Jehovah
turns into a judgment upon them. The passage might have
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been continued with hi mishpdtl (for my judgment), like the

derivative passage in Zeph. iii. 8 ; but the emotional hurry of

the address is still preserved : nsa (properly accented as a par-

ticiple) is equivalent to nyn (N3) nsa in Jer. li. 33, Ezek. vii.

7, 12 (cf. a''KaL', ch. xxvii. 6). At the same time there is no
necessity to supply anything, since nsn by itself may also be

taken in a neuter sense, and signify venturum (fufurum) est

(Ezek. xxxix. 8). The expression " peoples and tongues " (as in

the genealogy of the nations in Gen. ch. x.) is not tautological,

since, although the distinctions of tongues and nationalities

coincided at first, yet in the course of history they diverged

from one another in many ways. All nations and all com-

munities of men speaking the same language does Jehovah

bring together (including the apostates of Israel, cf.. Zech. xiv.

14) : these will come, viz. as Joel describes it in ch. iv. 9 sqq.,

impelled by enmity towards Jerusalem, but not without the

direction of Jehovah, who makes even what is evil subservient

to His plans, and will see His glory,—not the glory manifest in

grace (Ewald, Umbreit, Stier, Hahn), but His majestic mani-

festation of judgment, by which they, viz. those who have been

encoiled by sinful conduct, are completely overthrown.

But a remnant escapes ; and this remnant is employed by

Jehovah to promote the conversion of the Gentile world and

the restoration of Israel. Vers. 19, 20. " And I set a sign upon

tliem, and send away those that have escaped from them to the

Gentiles to TarsMsh, Phul, and Liid, to the stretchers of the bow,

Tubal and Javan—the distant islands that have not heard my

fame and have not seen my glory, and they will proclaim my

glory among the Gentiles. And they will bring your brethren

out of all heathen nations, a sacrifice for Jehovah, upon horses and

upon chariots, and upon litters and upon mules and upon drome-

daries, to my holy mountain, to Jerusalem, saith Jehovah, as the

children of Israel bring the meat-offering in a clear vessel to the

house of Jehovah." The majority of commentators understand

v'samti bdhem 'oth (and I set a sign upon them) as signify-

ing, according to Ex. x. 2, that Jehovah will perform such a

miraculous sign upon the assembled nations as He formerly

performed upon Egypt (Hofmann), and one which will out-

weigh the ten Egyptian 'othoth and complete the destruction

commenced by them. Hitzig supposes the 'oth to refer directly
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to the horrible wonder connected with the battle, in which

Jehovah fights against them with fire and sword (compare the

parallels so far as the substance is concerned in Joel iv. 14^16,

Zeph. iii. 8, Ezek. xxxviii. 18 sqq., Zech. xiv. 12 sqq.). But

since, according to the foregoing threat, the expression "they

shall see my glory " signifies that they will be brought to ex-

perience the judicial revelation of the glory of Jehovah, if

v'samti bdhem 'oth (and I set a sign upon them) were to be un-

derstood in this judicial sense, it would he more ajipropriate for

it to precede than to follow. Moreover, this v'samti bdhem 'oth

would be a very colourless description of what takes place in

connection with the assembled army of nations. It is like a

frame without a picture ; and consequently Ewald and TJm-

breit are right in maintaining that what follows directly after

is to be taken as the picture for this framework. The 'oth

(or sign) consists in the unexpected and, with this universal

slaughter, the surprising fact, that a remnant is still spared,

and survives this judicial revelation of glory. This marvellous

rescue of individuals out of the mass is made subservient in

the midst of judgment to the divine plan of salvation. Those

who have escaped are to bring to the far distant heathen world

the tidings of Jehovah, the God who has been manifested in

judgment and grace, tidings founded upon their own experience.

It is evident from this, that notwithstanding the expression

" all nations and tongues," the nations that crowd together

against Jerusalem and are overthrown iii the attempt, are not

to be understood as embracing all nations without exception,

since the prophet is able to mention the names of many nations

which were beyond the circle of these great events, and had
been hitherto quite unaffected by the positive historical reve-

lation, which was concentrated in Israel. By Tarshish Knobel
understands the nation of the Tyrsenes, Tuscans, or Etruscans

;

but there is far greater propriety in looking for Tarshish, as

the opposite point to 'Ophir, in the extreme west, where the

name of the Spanish colony Tartessus resembles it in sound.

In the middle ages Tunis was combined with this. Instead

of t^ h^B we should probably read with the LXX. Il^t D19,

as in Ezek. xxvii. 10, xxx. 5. Stier decides in favour of

this, whilst Hitzig and Ewald regard i>ia as another form of

tsis. The epithet nfp_ ''2fi3 (drawers of the bow) is ad-
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mirably adapted to the inhabitants of Put, since this people

of the early Egyptian Phet (Phaiat) is represented ideogra-

phically upon the monuments by nine bows. According to

Josephus, Ant. i. 6, 2, a river of Mauritania was called Phout,

and the adjoining C9untry Phoute ; and this is confirmed by
other testimonies. As Lud is by no means to be understood as

referring to the Lydians of Asia Minor here, if only because

they could not well be included among the nations of the

farthest historico-geographical horizon in a book which traces

prophetically the victorious career of Gyrus, but signifies rather

the undoubtedly African tribe, the T)^ which Ezekiel mentions

in ch. XXX. 5 among the nations under Egyptian rule, and in

ch. xxvii. 10 among the auxiliaries of the Tyrians, and which

Jeremiah notices in ch. xlvi. 9 along with Put as armed with

bows ; Put and Lud form a fitting pair in this relation also,

whereas Pul is never met with again. The Targum renders it

by 'SjIB, i.e. (according to Bochart) inhabitants of ^tXal, a

Nile island of Upper Egypt, which Strabo (xvii. 1, 49) calls

" a common abode of Ethiopians and Egyptians" (see Parthey's

work, De Philis insula) ; and this is at any rate better than

Knobel's supposition, that either Apulia (which was certainly

called Pul by the Jews of the middle ages) or Lower Italy is

intended here. Tubal stands for the Tibarenes on the south-

east coast of the Black Sea, the neighbours of the Moschi

(^tJiD), with whom they are frequently associated by Ezekiel

(ch. xxvii. 13, xxxviii. 2, 3, xxxix. 1) ; according to Josephus

(Ant. i. 6, 1), the (Caucasian) Iberians. Javan is a name

given to the Greeks, from the aboriginal tribe of the 'IaFove<;.

The eye is now directed towards the west : the " isles afar off"

are the islands standing out of the great western sea (the

Mediterranean), and the coastlands that project into it. To

all these nations, which have hitherto known nothing of the

God of revelation, either through the hearing of the word or

through their own experience, Jehovah sends those who have

escaped ; and they make known His glory there, that glory the

judicial manifestation of which they have just seen for them-

selves. The prophet is speaking here of the ultimate completion

of the conversion of the Gentiles ; for elsewhere this appeared

to him as the work of the Servant of Jehovah, for which

Cyrus the oppressor of the nations prepared the soil. His
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standpoint here resembles that of the apostle in Eom. xi. 25,

who describes the conversion of the heathen world and the

rescue of all Israel as facts belonging to the future ; although

at the time when he wrote this, the evangelization of the

heathen foretold by our prophet in eh. xlii. 1 sqq. was already-

progressing most rapidly. A direct judicial act of God Him-

self will ultimately determine the entrance of the Pleroma of

the Gentiles into the kingdom of God, and this entrance of the

fulness of the Gentiles will then lead to the recovery of the

diaspora of Israel, since the heathen, when won by the testi-

mony borne to Jehovah by those who have been saved, " bring

your brethren out of all nations." On the means employed to

carry this into effect, including kirkdroth, a species of camels

(female camels), which derives its name from its rapid swaying

motion, see the Lexicons.^ The words are addressed, as in ver.

5, to the exiles of Babylonia. The prophet presupposes that

his countrymen are dispersed among all nations to the farthest

extremity of the geographical horizon. In fact, the commerce

of the Israelites, which had extended as far as India and Spain

ever since the time of Solomon, the sale of Jewish prisoners as

slaves to Phoenicians, Edomites, and Greeks in the time of

king Joram (Obad. 20 ; Joel iv. 6 ; Amos i. 6), the Assyrian

captivities, the free emigrations,—for example, of those who
stayed behind in the land after the destruction of Jerusalem

and then went down to Egypt,—had already scattered the Is-

raelites over the whole of the known world (see at ch. xlix. 12).

Umbreit is of opinion that the prophet calls all the nations

who had turned to Jehovah " brethren of Israel," and repre-

sents them as marching in the most motley grouping to the

holy city. In that case those who were brought upon horses,

chariots, etc., would be proselytes ; but who would bring them ?

This explanation is opposed not only to numerous parallels in

Isaiah, such as ch. Ix. 4, but also to the abridgment of the

passage in Zeph. iii. 10 : " From the other side of the rivers of

Ethiopia (taken from Isa. xviii.) will they offer my worshippers,

1 The LXX. render it axisiilaii, i.e. probably palanquins. Jerome
observes on tbis, quas nos dormitoria interpretari possumus vel hasternas.

(On this word, with which the name of the Bastamians as 'A^«go'/3/o; ia

connected, see Hahnel's Bedeutung der Bastamer fur da» german. Alter-

ikum, 1865, p. 34.)
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the daughters of my dispersed ones, to me for a holy offering."

It is the diaspora of Israel to which the significant name " my
worshippers, the daughters of my dispersed ones," is there ap-
plied. The figure hinted at in minchdihl (my holy offering) is

given more elaborately here in the book of Isaiah, viz. " as the
children of Israel are accustomed {fiit. as in ch. vi. 2) to offer

the meat-offering" {i.e. that which was to be placed upon the
altar as such, viz. wheaten flour, incense, oil, the grains of the
first-fruits of wheat, etc.) " in a pure vessel to the house of
Jehovah," not in the house of Jehovah, for the point of com-
parison is not the presentation in the temple, but the bringing

to the temple. The minchah is the diaspora of Israel, and the

heathen who have become vessels of honour correspond to the

clean vessels.

The latter, having been incorporated into the priestly con-

gregation of Jehovah (ch. Ixi. 6), are not even excluded from
the priestly and Levitical service of the sanctuary. Ver. 21.

f And I will also add some of them to the priests, to the Levites,

saith Jehovah" Hitzig and Knobel suppose mehem to refer to

the Israelites thus brought home. But in this case something

would be promised, which needed no promise at all, since the

right of the native cohen and Levites to take part in the priest-

hood and temple service was by no means neutralized by their

sojourn in a foreign land. And even if the meaning were that

Jehovah would take those who were brought home for priests

and Levites, without regard to their Aaronic or priestly descent,

or (as Jewish commentators explain it) without regard to the

apostasy, of which through weakness they had made themselves

guilty among the heathen ; this ought to be expressly stated.

But as there is nothing said about any such disregard of priestly

descent or apostasy, and what is here promised must be some-

thing extraordinary, and not self-evident, mehem must refer to

the converted heathen, by whom the Israelites had been brought

home. Many Jewish commentators even are unable to throw off

the impression thus made by the expression mehem (of them)

;

but they attempt to get rid of the apparent discrepancy be-

tween this statement and the Mosaic law, by understanding

by the Gentiles those who had been originally Israelites of

Levitical and Aaronic descent, and whom Jehovah would

single out again. David Friedlander and David Ottensosser

VOL. II. 2 K
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interpret it quite correctly thus :
" Meliem, i.e. of those heathen

who bring them home, will He take for priests and Levites,

for all will be saints of Jehovah ; and therefore He has just

compared them to a clean vessel, and the Israelites offered by

their hand to a minchdh." The majority of commentators do

not even ask the question, in what sense the prophet uses

laMoh&nim laVviyyim (to the priests, to the Levites) with the

article. Joseph Kimchi, however, explains it thus :
" TrtS?

D'jnan, to the service of the priests, the Levites, so that they

(the converted heathen) take the place of the Gibeonites (cf.

Zech. xiv. 216), and therefore of the former Canansean nHhinlm"

(see Kohler, Nach-eseil. Proph. iii. p. 39). But so interpreted,

the substance of the promise falls behind the expectation

aroused by Dn» DJ1. Hofmann has adopted a more correct

explanation, viz. : " God rewards them for this offering, by

taking priests to Himself out of the number of the offering

priests, who are added as such to the Levitical priests." Apart,

however, from the fact that d''lf>5' D''jn3ii cannot well signify " for

Levitical priests" according to the Deuteronomic d''!?!! D'ljnan,

since this would require D^lfri WiK^ (inasmuch as such permu-

tative and more precisely defining expressions as Gen. xix. 9,

Josh. viii. 24 cannot be brought into comparison) ; the idea

" in addition to the priests, to the Levites," is really implied in

the expression (cf. ch. Ivi. 8), as they would say "K'N? Hi?? and

not net*?, and would only use D''E'3? np? in the sense of adding

to those already there. The article presupposes the existence of

priests, Levites (asyndeton, as in ch. xxxviii. 14, xli. 29, Ixvi. 5),

to whom Jehovah adds some taken from the heathen. When
the heathen shall be converted, and Israel brought back, the

temple service will demand a more numerous priesthood and

Levitehood than ever before ; and Jehovah will then increase

the number of those already existing, not only from the CN^ID,

but from the Q^NUD also. The very same spirit, which broke

through all the restraints of the law in ch. Ivi., is to be seen at

work here as well. Those who suppose mehem to refer to the

IsraeUtes are wrong in saying that there is no other way, in

which the connection with ver. 22 can be made intelligible.

Priedlander had a certain feeling of what was right, when he
took ver. 21 to be a parenthesis and connected ver. 22 with
ver. 20. There is no necessity for any parenthesis, however.
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The reason wWch follows, relates to the whole of the previous

promise, including ver. 21 ; the election of Israel, as Hofmann
observes, being equally confirmed by the fact that the heathen
exert themselves to bring back the diaspora of Israel to their

sacred home, and also by the fact that the highest reward
granted to them is, that some of them are permitted to take

part in the priestly and Levitical service of the sanctuary.

Ver. 22. " For as the new heaven and the new earth, which lam
about to make, continue before me, saith Jehovah, so will your

family and your name continue" The great mass of the world-

of nations and of Israel also perish; but the seed and name
of Israel, i.e. Israel as a people with the same ancestors

and an independent name, continues for ever, like the new
heaven and the new earth ; and because the calling of Israel

towards the world of nations is now fulfilled and everything

has become new, the former fencing off of Israel from other

nations comes to an end, and the qualification for priest-

hood and Levitical ofiice in the temple of Grod is no longer

merely natural descent, but inward nobility. The new heaven

and the new earth, God's approaching creation (^quce facturus

sum), continue eternally before Him (I'phdnai as in ch. xlix.

16), for the old ones pass away because they do not please God

;

but these are pleasing to Him, and are eternally like His love,

whose work and image they are. The prophet here thinks of

the church of the future as being upon a new earth and undsr

a new heaven. But he cannot conceive of the eternal in the

form of eternity; all that he can do is to conceive of it as the

endless continuance of the history of time. Ver. 23. " And
it will come to pass : from new moon to new moon, and from

Sabbath to Sabbath, all flesh will come, to worship before me,

saith Jelmvahr New moons and Sabbaths will still be cele-

brated therefore ; and the difference is simply this, that just as

all Israel once assembled in Jerusalem at the three great feasts,

all flesh now journey to Jerusalem every new moon and every

Sabbath. . ""I (construct ''T!)
signifies that which suffices, then

that which is plentiful (see ch. xl. 16), that which is due or

fitting, so that (nac') &<r\ i'n» (with a temporal, not an explana-

tory min, as Gesenius supposes) signifies "from the time when,

or as often as what is befitting to the new moon (or Sabbath)

occurs " (cf. xxviii. 19). If (^3t^'3) mrxz be added, a is that of
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exchange: as often as new moon (Sabbath) for new moon

(Sabbath) is befitting, i.e. ought to occur : 1 Sam. vii. 16

;

Zech. xiv. 16 (of. 1 Sam. i. 7, 1 Kings v. 25, 1 Chron. xxvii.

1: "year by year," "month by month"). When we find

(insB'a) iE'ina as we do here, the meaning is, " as often as it

has to occur on one new moon (or Sabbath) after the other,"

{.e. in the periodical succession of one after another. At the

same time it might be interpreted in accordance with 1 Kings

viii. 59, i»i''3 Di' 'i3'i, which does not mean the obligation of

one day after the other, but rather " of a day on the fitting

day " (cf. Num. xxviii. 10, 14), although the meaning of change

and not of a series might be sustained in the passage before

us by the sufExless mode of expression which occurs in con-

nection with it.

They who go on pilgrimage to Jerusalem every new moon

and Sabbath, see there with their own eyes the terrible punish-

ment of the rebellious. Ver. 24. " And they go out and look at

ilie corpses of the men that have rebelled against me, for their

worm will not die and their fire will not be quenched, and they

become an abomination to all fi,esh" The perfects axeperf. cons.

regulated by the foregoing s<nj. ^KV^I (accented with pashta

in our editions, but more correctly with munach) refers to their

going out of the holy city. The prophet had predicted in ver.

18, that in the last times the whole multitude of the enemies of

Jerusalem would be crowded together against it, in the hope

of getting possession of it. This accounts for the fact that the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem becomes such a scene of divine

judgment. 3 Hsn always denotes a fixed, lingering look directed

to any object ; here it is connected with the grateful feeling of

satisfaction at the righteous acts of God and their own gracious

deliverance, f'^y}., which only occurs again in Dan. xii. 2, is

the strongest word for " abomination." It is very difficult to

imagine the picture which floated before the prophet's mind.

How is it possible that all flesh, i,e. all men of all nations,

should find room in Jerusalem and the temple ? ' Even if the

city and temple should be enlarged, as Ezekiel and Zechariah

predict, the thing itself still remains inconceivable. And again,

how can corpses be eaten by worms at the same time as they

are being burned, or how can they be the endless prey of worms
and fire without disappearing altogether from the sight of man I
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It is perfectly obvious, that the thing itself, as here described,

must appear monstrous and inconceivable, however we may-
suppose it to be realized. The prophet, by the very mode of
description adopted by him, precludes the possibility of our
conceiving of the thing here set forth as realized in any material
form in this present state. He is speaking of the future state,,

but in figures drawn from the present world. The object of
his prediction is no other than the new Jerusalem of the world
to come, and the eternal torment of the damned ; but the way
in which he pictures it, forces us to translate it out of the
figures drawn from this life into the realities of the life to

come ; as has already been done in the apocryphal books of

Judith (xvi. 17) and Wisdom (vii. 17), as well as in the New
Testament, e.g. Mark ix. 43 sqq., with evident reference to this

passage. This is just the distinction between the Old Testa-

ment and the New, that the Old Testament brings down the

life to come to the level of this life, whilst the New Testament

lifts up this life to the level of the life to come ; that the Old
Testament depicts both this life and the life to come as an end-

less extension of this life, whilst the New Testament depicts it

as a continuous line in two halves, the last point in this finite

state being the first point of the infinite state beyond ; that the

Old Testament preserves the continuity of this life and the life

to come by transferring the outer side, the form, the appear-

ance of this life to the life to come, the new Testament by

making the inner side, the nature, the reality of the life to come,

the Si/m/tet? /ieWovTo? al&vo^, immanent in this life. The
new Jerusalem of our prophet has indeed a new heaven above

it and a new earth under it, but it is only the old Jerusalem

of earth lifted up to its highest glory and happiness ; whereas the

new Jerusalem of the Apocalypse comes down from heaven,

and is therefore of heavenly nature. In the former dwells the

Israel that has been brought back from captivity ; in the latter,

the risen church of those who are written in the book of life.

And whilst our prophet transfers the place in which the rebel-

lious are judged to the neighbourhood of Jerusalem itself ; in

the Apocalypse, the lake of fire in which the life of the ungodly

is consumed, and the abode of God with men, are for ever

separated. The Hinnom-valley outside Jerusalem has become

Gehenna, and this is no longer within the precincts of the new
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Jerusalem, because there is no need of any such example to the

righteous who are for ever perfect.

In the lessons prepared for the synagogue ver. 23 is re-

peated after ver. 24, on account of the terrible character of the

latter, " so as to close with words of consolation." ^ But the

prophet, who has sealed the first two sections of these prophetic

orations with the words, "there is no peace to the wicked,"

intentionally closes the third section with this terrible picture

of their want of peace. The promises have gradually soared

into the clear light of the eternal glory, to the new creation in

eternity; and the threatenings have sunk down to the depth

of eternal torment, which is the eternal foil of the eternal

light. More than this we could not expect from our prophet.

His threefold book is now concluded. It consists of twenty-

seven orations. The central one of the whole, i.e. the four-

teenth, is ch. lii. 13-Iiii. ; so that the cross forms the centre

of this prophetic trilogy. Per crucem ad luoem is its watch-

word. The self-sacrifice of the Servant of Jehovah lays the

foundation for a new Israel, a new human race, a new heaven
and a new earth.

Isaiah is therefore regarded as an exception to the rule, that the

prophets close their orations n^Dinjm naB* ^naia (6. Berachoth 31a),

although, on the other hand, this exception is denied by some, on the
ground that the words " they shall be an abhorring '' apply to the Gentiles

(/ Berachoth c. V. Anf . Midras Tillim on Ps. iv. 8).



APPENDIX.

Vol. I. PAGE 66.—In the commentary on the second half of

chap. xl.-lxvi., I have referred here and there to the exposi-

tions of J. Heinemann (Berlin 1842) and Isaiah Hochstadter

(Oarlsruhe 1827), both written in Hebrew,—the former well

worthy of notice for criticism of the text, the latter provided

with a German translation. For the psalm of Hezekiah (ch.

xxxviii.) Professor Sam. David Luzzatto of Padua lent me his

exposition in manuscript. Since then this great and noble-

minded man has departed this life (on the 29th Sept. 1865). His

commentary on Isaiah, so far as it has been printed, is full of

information and of new and stirring explanations, written in

plain, lucid, rabbinical language. It would be a great mis-

fortune for the second half of this valuable work to remain un-

printed. I well remember the assistance which the deceased

afforded me in my earlier studies of the history of the post-

biblical Jewish poetry (1836), and the affection which he dis-

played when I renewed my former acquaintance with him on

the occasion of -his publishing his Isaiah ; so that I lament his

loss on my own account as well as in the interests of science.

"Why have you allowed twenty-five years to pass," he wrote to

me on the 22d Feb. 1863, "without telling me that you re-

membered me? Is it because we form different opinions of the

iiD^J? and the U^ l'?' '6'< of Isaiah ? Are you a sincere Chris-

tian ? Then you are a hundred times dearer to me than so

many Israelitish scholars, the partizans of Sjpinoza, with whom
our age swarms." These words indicate very clearly the stand-

point taken in his writings.

Of the commentaries written in English, I am acquainted

not only with Lowth, but with the thoroughly practical commen-
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tary of Henderson (1857), and that of Joseph Addison Alexander,

Prof, in Princeton (1847, etc.), which is very much read as an

exegetical repertorium in England also. But I had neither of

them in my possession.

Vol. I. PAGE 70.—What I have said here on ch. 1. 1 as the

heading to the whole book, or at any rate to ch. i.-xxxix., has

been said in part by Photios also in his Amphilocliia, which

Sophocles the M.D. has published complete from a MS. of

Mount Athos (Athens 1858, 4).

Vol. I. PAGE 203, on Ch. vi. 13.—Hofmann in his

Schrifibeweis (ii. 2, 541) maintains with Knobel, that n35f»

cannot be shown to have any other meaning than " plant."

It is never met with in this sense, which it might have (after

2M^y^3), though it is in the sense of statxm and cippiis, which,

when applied to a tree deprived of its crown, can only mean
stipes or truncus.—We take this opportunity of referring to a

few other passages of his work :—Ch. viii. 22. " And the deep

darkness is scared away : m'nudddch with the accusative of the

object used with the passive." But this is only possible with the

finite verb, not with the passive participle. Ch. ix. 2. "By the fact

that Thou hast made the people many, Thou hast not made the

joygreat; but now theyrejoice before Thee(who hast appeared)."

It is impossible that n'2nn and nijljn, when thus surrounded

with perfects relating to the history of the future, should itself

relate to the historical past.—Ch. xviii. " It is Israel in its dis-

persion which is referred to here as a people carried away and

spoiled, but which from that time forward is an object of

reverential awe,—a people that men have cut in pieces and

trampled under foot, whose land streams have rent in pieces."

But does not this explanation founder on nt6m Nin-jo Knu? In

the midst of attributes which point to ill-treatment, can this

passage be meant to describe the position which Israel is hence-

forth to hold as one commanding respect (see our exposition) ?

—Ch. xix. 28. " Egypt the land of cities will be reduced to five

cities by the judgment that falls upon it." But how can the

words affirm that there will be only five cities in all, when there is

nothing said about desolation in the judgment predicted before?

—Ch. xxi. 1-10. " What the watchman on the watch-tower sees
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is not the hostile army marching against Babel, but the march
of the people of God returning home from Babel." Conse-
quently tsemed pdrdsMnf, does not mean pairs of horsemen, but
carriages full of men and drawn by horses. But we can see what
tsemed pdrdsMm is from 2 Kings ix. 25 (rokh'blnm ts'mddim),

and from the combination of rekkebh and pdrdshlm (chariots and
horsemen) in ch. xxii. 7, xxxi. 1. And the rendering " car-

riages" will never do for ch. xxi. 7, 9. Carriages with camels

harnessed to them would be something unparalleled ; and
rekhebh gdmdl (cf. 1 Sam. xxx. 17) by the side of tsemed

pdrdshlm has a warlike sound.

Vol. I. PAGE 279, on Ch. x. 28-32.—Professor Schegg
travelled by this very route to Jerusalem (cf. p. 560, Anm. 2)

:

From Gifneh he went direct to Tayibeh (which he imagined

to be the ancient Ai), and then southwards through Micchmas,

Geha, Hizmeli, 'Anata, and el-Isatviye to Jerusalem.

Vol. ir. page 65.

—

No (No 'Amon in Nahum iii, 8) is

the Egyptian nu-A7nun=Ai6a7roX.i<; (nu the spelling of the

hieroglyphic of the plan of the city, with which the name of

the goddess iVw. t = Shea is also written). The ordinary

spelling of the name of this city corresponds to the Greek

'A/ifjuov6'iro\K.

Vol. II. PAGE 66, on Ch. xxxiii. 23.—(Compare Grashof,

Ueber das Schiff hei Homer und Hesiod, Gymnasial-programm

1834, p. 23 sqq.). The fieaSSfi/r} (= fiea-oSo/j/r]) is the cross

plank which connects the two sides of the ship, A piece is cut

out of this on the side towards the rudder, in which the mast

is supported, being also let into a hole in the boards of the keel

{laTowiSr]) and there held fast. The mast is also prevented

from falling backwards by ropes or stays carried forward to

the bows (irpoTovoi). On landing, the mast is laid back into a

hollow place in the bottom of the ship (laToSoici)). If the stays

are not drawn tight, the mast may easily fall backwards, and

so slip not only out of the fiea-oSfU] but out of the laroiriSrf

also. This is the meaning of the words ^P^'P. Ipf";'-'?. It

would be better to understand ken as referring to the i<TTom-eSrf

than to the fLea-oS/ir). The latter has no " hole," but only a
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notch, i.e. a semicircular piece cut out, and serves as a support

to the mast ; the former, on the contrary, has the mast inserted

into it, and serves as a ken, i.e. a basis, iheca, loculamentum.

Vitringa ohserves (though without knowing the difference

between fieaoSfj/n and urroweSi]) : " Oportet accedere funes, qui

thecam firment, h. e. qui malum sustinentes thecce suecurrant, qui

quod iheca sola per se prwstare nequit absque funibus cum ea

veluti concurrentes effidant."

Vol. II. PAGE 75, on Ch. xxxiv. 16.—This transition

from words of Jehovah concerning Himself to words relating

to Him, may also be removed by adopting the following ren-

dering: "For my mouth, it has commanded it, and its (my

mouth's) breath, it has brought it together" (rucho =ru&ch pi,

Ps. XXX. 6, Job XV. 30).

Vol. II. PAGE 104.—I am wrong in describing it here as

improbable that the land would have to be left uncultivated

during the year 713-12 in consequence of the invasion that

had taken place, even after the departure of the Assyrians.

Wetzstein has referred me to his Appendix on the Monastery

of Job (see Comm. on Job, vol. ii. 416), where he has shown

that the fallow-land {wdgihd) of a community, which is sown

in the autumn of 1865 and reaped in the summer of 1866,

must have been broken up, i.e. ploughed for the first time, in

the winter of 1864-65. " If this breaking up of the fallow

{el-Bur) were obliged to be omitted in the winter of 1864-65,

because of the enemy being in the land, whether from the

necessity for hiding the oxen in some place of security, or from

the fact that they had been taken from the peasants and con-

sumed by the foe, it would be impossible to sow in the autumn
of 1865 and reap a harvest in the summer of 1866. And if

the enemy did not withdraw till the harvest of 1865, only the

few who had had their ploughing oxen left by the war would find

it possible to break up the fallow. But neither the one nor the

other could sow, if the enemy's occupation of the land had pre-

vented them from ploughing in the winter of 1864-65. If

men were to sow in the newly broken fallow, they would reap

HP harvest, and the seed would only be lost. It is only in the

volcanic and therefore fertile region of Hauran (Bashan) that
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the sowing of the newly broken fallow (es-sikak) yields a
harvest; and there it is only when the winter brings a large
amount of rain ; so that even in Haur^n nothing but necessity

leads any one to sow upon the sikak. In western Palestine, even in

the most fruitful portions of it (round Samaria and Nazareth),
the farmer is obliged to plough three times before he can sow

;

and a really good farmer follows up the breaking up of the
fallow (sikak) in the winter, the second ploughing (thdnia) in

the spring, and the third ploughing (tethlith) in the summer,
with a fourth (terMa) in the latter part of the summer. Con-
sequently no sowing could take place in the autumn of 713, if

the enemy had been in the land in the autumn of 714, in con-

sequence of his having hindered the farmer from the sikak in

the winter of 714-8, and from the thdnia and tethlith in the

spring and summer of 713. There is no necessity, therefore,

to assume that a second invasion took place, which prevented

the sowing in the autumn of 713."

Vol. II. PAGE 114, on 2 Kings xx. 9,— Even ?l^n is

syntactically admissible in the sense of iveritne; see Gen. xxi. 7,

Ps. xi. 3, Job xii. 9.

Vol. II. PAGE 244.

—

aKii€vi-)(f,aKa. in Plut., read Porph.,

viz. in the letter of Porphyries to the Egyptian Anebo in

Euseb. prcep. iii. 4, init.: ra? re el<s tov<; SeKavoi)'; TOfia^ koI toih

mpoaKoirovi ical tovs Tieyofievov; KpaTaioi><; ^yefiovaf, &v kuI

ovofiara iv rots aX/ievi')(^iaKoi^ (piperat; compare Jamblichos,

de Mysteriis, viii. 4 : rd re ev rots caX/ieo'j^ti'ta/cot? iJLepo<s ri

^paYdrarov •jrepievei r&v 'Ep/iaiK&v Stard^ecov. This reading

aaXfiea^ivuiKOK has been adopted by Parthey after two

codices and the text in Salmasius, de annis dim. 605. But

dKfievixiciKOK is favoured by the form Almanach (Hebr. pJDJK,

see Steinschneider, Catal. Codd. Lugduno-Batav. p. 370), in

which the word was afterwards adopted as the name of an

astrological handbook or year-book. In Arabic the word ap-

pears to me to be equivalent to •\j^\, the encampment (of the

stars) ; but to all appearance it was originally an Egyptian

word, and possibly the Coptic monk (old Egyptian mench), a

form or thing formed, is hidden beneath it.
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Vol. II. PAGE 376, on Oh. lvii. 10, ^^'^i.—Fleischer says:

" Just as in J^^ and U-^ the meaning of hope springs out of

the idea of stretching and drawing out, so do ^jtJ\ and ^^^ujj

(spem deposuit, desperavit) signify literally to draw in, to com-

press ; hence the old Arabic
|_, ^_ T consumption, phthisis.

ro^ .'

And the other old Arabic word . ^^ lit. squeezing, res angustce

=fahr wa-faka, want, need, and penury, or in a concrete sense

the need, or thing needed, is also related to this."

Vol. II. PAGE 483-4, on Oh. lxv. 11.

—

Mrjvq appears in

/iTjvar/vpTrj'i = fj,r)Tpcvyvprr]i as the name of Cybele, the mother

of the gods. In Egyptian, Menhi is a form of Isis in the city

of Hat-uer. The Ithyphallic Min, the cognomen of Amon,
which is often written in an abbreviated form with the spelling

men (Copt. MHIN, signum), is further removed.

Vol. II. PAGE 490, on Oh. lxv. 23.—nfinaK Fleischer says:

" pna and J^ are so far connected, that the stem hni, like

rhi, signifies primarily to let loose, or let go. This passes over

partly into outward overtaking or overturning, and partly into

internal surprise and bewildering, and partly also (in Arabic)

into setting free on the one hand, and outlawing on the other

(compare the Azazel-goat of the day of atonement, which was

sent away into the wilderness) ; hence it is used as an ec[ulva*
/ / /

lent for ^ (execrare)."



OBSEEYATIONS ON ISAIAH XXI.

By J. G. WETZSTEIN.

F we look upon the last two oracles of ch. xxi. as

neither connected together, nor associated with the

first, we remain in utter ignorance as to their pur-

port ; whereas they admit of the most satisfactory-

explanation if we take ch. xxi. as a whole, and regard it as con-

taining a description of the storming of Babylon, and its con-

sequences, so far as the tribes of the desert and the Edomites are

concerned. Let the following serve as an introduction. With
the complete conquest of Syria and what appeared to be the

voluntary subjection of Edom, the Chaldean empire found itself

in possession of all the cultivated lands, which surround the

desert both to the east and to the west ; and as it was strong

enough, at all events from the time of Nebuchadnezzar, to defend

the harvests of the villages against the nomads, whilst the

latter could not exist without the former, there must have been

forcible contributions levied by the tribes, and bloody reprisals

on the part of the Chaldeans. At the same time, one single

appeal, like that contained in Jer. xlix. 28-33, may well have

sufficed to compel the Arabs to seek their safety in alliance

with Babylon. This idtimate alliance, of the actual completion

of which we have no doubt, from the situation of Babylon itself

(Jer. xxvii. 6), was very advantageous to both parties ; for

whilst it furnished the Kedarenes under the flag of the Chal-

deans with the best opportunity of satisfying their thirst for

rapine and plunder in distant lands (for the most part, probably

in wealthy Egypt), it supplied the Chaldeans with new forces,

always ready for battle and therefore inexpensive, and opened

and secured to the caravan trade of the gigantic capital, which

was already certainly very extensive, all the roads of the desert.
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It may safely be maintained that the splendour of the city

dates first from the time when she became the queen of the

desert, and as such the capital of the Semitic nations. As for

the Edomites, their policy was determined by that of their

hereditary foes, the Judseans. The latter allied themselves to

Egypt both in the Chaldean and the Assyrian wars ; and con-

sequently the former attached themselves to Babel (Obad.

11 sqq.),—and they had thereby chosen the better part, for

during the continuance of the Chaldean empire Edom appears

to have reached its greatest extent and most flourishing condition,

even though its princes may have been nominally subject to the

king of Babel (Jer. xxvii. 3). Not only have we to include

among the mountains of Seir, according to the usage of speech

of the later times, their southern extension, viz. the HizmaJi

mountains ; but the Edomites also obtained possession of por-

tions of the land of Judsea (Ezek. xxxvi. 5, cf. xxxv. 10) ; yea,

and certain of their tribes emigrated even into Trachonitis (in

the wider sense of the word, i.e. into Haursin or northern Gilead),

if, according to Josephus and Eusebius, it was here that the

Aramaean Uzzite tribes had their home (Lam. iv. 21). In like

manner, all the Hadir, as far east as the mountains of Aga,

may have been ceded to them by the Chaldeans, namely, the

cities of Dedan, Temdh, Duma in the Goph, and others which

are not mentioned in the Bible. Nebuchadnezzar and his

successors may have been especially compelled by the wars with

Egypt to secure the attachment of the Edomites, who lived so

near to the borders of this land, by great concessions; and

the latter will, no doubt, have remained true to their avengers

upon Judah, even till the conquest of Babylon. In the war

with Cyrus, the city not only obtained help from Syria, but

from the desert and the mountains of Seir also.^

We now return to ch. xxi. When the barbarians threaten

Babel, the eyes of all are directed in anxious expectation

towards the east, from the mountains of Judsea as well as from

Seir; inasmuch as, for the one, there is being accomplished

there a divine judgment upon the foes of its oppressed people,

' Isa. Ixiii. 1-6 shows retrospectively how correct this is,—a proof of the

instructive character of this and the following observations, although the

potat of ultimate fulfilment fixed in oh. xxi. 16 is at variance with the

direct and close connection of the three massahiDeiy
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whilst the other sees the approach of a national calamity. At
length Babylon falls. Horsemen bring the tidings to the west.

They are either Arabs flying from the scene, or the victors

themselves, who are coming to chastise such tribes as were
hostile in their disposition, after Babylon itself had fallen. In
that flat arid desert, without any fortified places, there lies the
great enchanting oasis of el-Goph with the city of Bumah,
four JDelulr-maxches to the south-west of Babylon. On a
general flight from the locahties of the Sawad and the tents on
the Euphrates, this would be the first place in which men and
flocks could find a permanent rest. Now, since it is extremely

probable that Cyrus would send his troop of camel-riders

against the Arabs immediately after the conquest of Babylon,

to secure the respect of these troublesome neighbours at the

very outset ; Dumah, the most important Hadirah of the Ish-

maelites, is hardly likely to have been spared. One proof of

its importance at that time is the fact, that it was thought

worthy of a separate massa. The cry from Seir (ver. 11)

may be accounted for from the fact, that Edom and Dumah
were then standing in the very close relation to one another

which we have already spoken of as probable. The answer

given to those who inquire whether the evil has not come to

an end with the fall of Babel and Dumah, is that it has only

just begun. "The morning came, but also the night;" i.e.

your morning of prosperity was the existence of the Chaldean

empire, your night of calamity has begun with its overthrow.

" Would ye know more, only inquire ! Come back once

more!" These words are words of sarcasm. The persons in-

quiring knew quite enough when they heard the answer, " The

morning came, and also the night;" but the prophet calls after

them : " Is my reply not clear enough ? Do ye want to know

something more definite about this night and what else it will

bring you ?" Assuming the connection between Massa 1 and

2, this is the explanation.

In the, third massa the war spreads over the rest of the

desert, as far west as to the neighbourhood of the mountains

of Seir. It begins by scaring away the caravans from the

foads of commerce. As their flight went past Temah, we are

tempted to regard their owners the Dedanim as inhabitants of

the before-mentioned city of Dedan (Jer. xlix. 8), which is
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associated with Temah in Jer. xxv. 23, and must be regarded

as the principal seat of the Ketursan tribe of the same name

(Gen. xxv. 3). The sixteen Ketursean tribes formed a com-

plex of small kindred peoples, who, to use an antiquated term,

inhabited Arabia Petrsea (Stony Arabia), i.e. the land of the

Harra from the borders of Edom to Medina, and from the

Elanitic Gulf to the mountains of Aga, having villages and

small towns in spots capable of cultivation, and carrying on the

rearing of camels in the valleys of the mountains and in PPaV

and commerce on the Red Sea, and who, with the great

poverty of their land, will most likely have engaged in the

transport of such articles of commerce as they found in the

neighbouring harbours and the different stations on the inland

roads. The latter is affirmed in Isa. Ix. 6 of Midian and

JEphah, and in Gen. xxxvii. 36 of Medan; and caravans of

Dedan might therefore be intended here. But these are not

mentioned anywhere else ; and as the city itself was certainly

not one of sufficient importance for the driving away of its

caravans to be regarded as the event of great moment, with

which the massa would evidently introduce the great desert

war, we have rather to think simply of the Dedan who are

mentioned in Gen. x. 7 in the table of nations, and therefore

belonged to the great nations of the ancient world within the

circle of the biblical history. These Dedan, also called Beni

Dedan in Ezek. xxvii. 15, were not Shemites, but a branch of

the Cushite stem of Ra'ma. Another branch was called Sheba.

The name Cusli is generally regarded as a very wide geogra-

phical term. It was once thought that the Israelites in-

cluded under this one name all the southern lands of the then

known world—that is to say, not only Ethiopia, but also

southern Arabia and the eastern lands as far as India,—so that

Oushites were found on the coasts of the Persian Gulf, and

even in the Higaz. But there is really nothing at all in those

passages of the Bible which bear upon this question, to compel

us to go beyond the limits of north-eastern Africa. According

to Gen. ii. 13 (if we take the Gilion to be the southern Nile,

the BacJfr el-abyad, and understand 331D in its true signifi-

cation, " to flow round"), the complex of tribes called Cush
inhabited the eastern country washed by the upper Nile as far

as the southern frontier of Egypt, i.e. to the city of Swen (Ezek.
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xxix. 10), the present Asw^n/ including the adjoining stretch

of coast (Ezek. xxx. 9), i.e. the interior and coast-lands of

Nuba, Bigga, 'Aiwa, Habesh, Berhera, and Zeng. As the three

different tribes of Ba'ma, Dedan, and Seba carried on trading

operations with Syria, their settlements must certainly have
reached to the sea-coast, and therefore embraced the Troglo-

dytice of the ancients almost from Berenice to the promontory

of Deire. If they stretched still farther over a portion of the

Berhera coast beyond the straits, it was very likely the Rama
who dwelt there ; for the Bible only mentions them once, and
that apparently with the intention of naming a people very far

off, who carried on trade with Tyre.^

We should be brought to the same conclusion, if^among the

different productions mentioned in Ezek. xxvii. 22 we had to

refer "the best of all spices" to Rama, for the whole of the

coast-land on both sides of the promontory of 'Apcofiara (Ptol.

Wilb. p. 300) was celebrated in antiquity for its costly spices.^

The Sheba, on the other hand, must have dwelt upon the

Abyssinian Gulf, for Strabo (xvii. 4) mentions as in close

proximity to the present seaport town of Massaua, not only a

harbour called Saba, which he describes after Artemidorus as

the very great city of Saba, but also a Sabsean mouth; and

* According to Yakut., this town is more properly called SwSn in

Arabic, -which approaches more nearly to the Hebrew jiD and the Latin

Syene. Hence arose the name Aswan in the mouths of the people.

2 There are some who seek the iJa'ma-people in the 'Fiyaftx uro'ht;

(Ptol. Wilb. p. 405) on the north-east coast of 'Oman, and place the

Dedan to the north of this towards Bahrein. But the city of Ptol. answers

rather to the (•^~J of the Arabian geographers, whereas HDJJT written in

Greek would read 'P«^«tf«, 'P«|«Ta, OT'Fuy/^iiinii. Moreover, if we put

the Ea'ma and Dedan on the Persian Gulf, would it not be necessary to put

the closely related Sheha there as well ? Do we not find them associated

with Ra'ma in Ezek. xxvii. 22, and with Dedan in Ezek. xxxviii. 13 V

But the K3BJ (Sheba) again are closely bound up with their cousins the

N3D (Seba) ; and, according to Ps. Ixxii. 10, must not be separated from

them. Now, happily, in Isa. xlv. 14 we have a statement concerning the

latter which proves them to be Nubians. How can there be any doubt,

therefore, as to the land to which the whole fraternity must be assigned ?

^ In Yakut under Bahar Zeng we read : The coast of the Zeng Sea,

as far as the land of Berbera in the neighbourhood of Aden, and the

adjacent islands have a luxuriant growth of sandal-wood, of black and

VOL. II. 2 L
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although it may ijossibly be a rare thing for the name of a

great people to be given to a city or a river, this is easily

conceivable in the case of a harbour or the mouth of a river,

inasmuch as the harbour and river of the Sheba may have been

the river and harbour /car' e^oxnv to foreign sailors, as being

either the only ones there, or at any rate those of greatest im-

portance. This port with its surrounding country must have

constituted an integral, because an indispensable, part of the

primeval state of Mero'e, so memorable in the history of civilisa-

tion ; and the Shebd {^^f) will have been not only the in-

habitants of the line of coast, but also those of the insular

Idngdom, for the queen of this people (1 ICings x. 1 sqq.) is

called in Jos. Ant. viii. 6, 5 the ruler of Ethiopia. There is no

ground whatever for the favourite combination of Meroe with

K3p {Seha)^ or for assigning the queen of Sheba (N3B'"n3'?n,

1 Kings X.) to the Sabaeans of Yemen (Gen. x. 28). The

latter were probably at all times cultivators of the soil in the

mountains, and poor breeders of camels (nomads) in the desert.

The export of incense alone could never bring them wealth, with

the strong competition of other lands ; and with the few wants

of the southern Arabian they never attained a high degree of

cultivation, even in the most flourishing period of the Arabian

tribes. The ruins of ancient buildings, which are met with in

western Yemen, recal with their colossal forms the temples and

r)yramids of Nubia, and can only be regarded as witnesses of

Ethiopian culture, since this part of the Arabian peninsula

was frequently subject to the neighbouring country, and even

white ebony, and of Tcana ; on the coast they also gather amber, which is

found here and nowhere else. The Berbera-lajid lies between the Habesh

and Zeng, and the people must not be confounded with the Berberians of

the west. The neighbouring island of Sokotra exports myrrh and the

Dem-el-acliawen, a gum, which is only found npon this island, and is there

called katir. It is sold in two different qualities, viz. as a natural un-

adulterated resinous dropping of a red colour, and also as an artificial

production with spurious additions.

^ This combination is made on the strength of the passage in Jos. Ant.

ii. 10, 2 ; but then Josephus is not speaking of Seba, but of Sheba. Q'he

L5X. place Seba in northern Nubia. The name seems also to have been
painted Soba; and this calls to mind Strabo's ' AcTaaolia.; (" Soba-river"),

which appears to have fallen into the Nile to the west of the Abyssinian
mountains.
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received colonies from thence. The romantic statements of

the ancients concerning the treasures of the Sabseans of Arabia
may be acconnted for, partly from the utter ignorance of a

land, which passed under the name of Arabia Eudcemon (pro-

bably the Greek form of lDin= Yemen) as the embodiment of

all that was valuable, partly from the fact that the Cushite

Sabasans were confounded with the Joktanite tribe of the same
name, and partly from the simple fact that statements relating

to the former were transferred to the latter. And even where

the distinction was preserved by the ancients, modern writers

have confounded them, as the articles Slieba and Seba in

Winer's Real-Worterbuch will show. As the Jewish nation

apparently came into close contact with none of the Joktanitish

tribes (except perhaps on the voyages to OpJdr), the Arabian

Seba are mentioned much less frequently in the Bible than is

commonly supposed. It is different with the Oushites, who
must have been brought down to the sea very early by their

river-navigation (compare Isa. xviii. 1, 2), and who would

command the Red Sea down to the time of the Nabatseans.

The queen of Sheba certainly came to Solomon partly with the

intention of connecting herself with a monarch, through whose

harbours on the Elanitic Gulf the trade of her own people with

Palestine, Syria, Gaza, Tyre, and the Mediterranean was to a

great extent, and during war with Egypt exclusively, carried

on. The principal exports of the Ethiopian harbours were

negro slaves of both sexes, ivory, ebony, cinnamon, amber,

myrrh, sandal-wood (aloe), incense, topaz, emeralds, and, above

all, refined gold (compare Strabo's Beschreibung von Trog-

lodytice und Meroe ; also Ydkubi liber regionum, ed. A. W. J'.

Yuynboll, 1861, p. 121 sqq.). According to the latter authority,

the gold mines of Ethiopia excited the same attractive power in

the earliest times of Islam as those of California in our own

day. Nearly all these articles of commerce are associated in

the Bible with the Cushite tribes already named, and most

frequently with the Sheba (the chief of these tribes, the

Cushites par excellence) and the Dedan.

The latter are placed, along with Sheba, among the rich

and powerful nations carrying on a maritime trade in Ezek.

xxxviii. 13 ; and in ch. xxvii. 15, 20, they are described as

trading with Tyre in ivory, ebony, and tapestry. The first
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two articles are still specifically articles of Ethiopian export,

and not Indian at all, as those who look for the Dedan on the

Persian Gulf suppose. Strabo (xvii. 2) calls ebony a common

production of Meroe. In the earliest period of Islam, 'Aidab,

to the south of Berenice, was an important harbour for the

export of Nubian ivory and gold (yid. Ya'kubi ut sup.). And
the tapestries were either of Ethiopian or Egyptian manufac-

ture. The Nubian wool was peculiarly suitable for tapestries,

because it was not loose, but more of the nature of hair, like

that of the Angola sheep. The Egyptian tapestries, which

were probably made of this wool, were highly valued in ancient

times ; and we even find them mentioned in the tariff of

Diocletian (compare W. H. Waddington, Edit de Diocletien,

Paris 1864, p. 20, with note 6, where testimonies of ancient

writers to the value of these tapestries are given).

If we take the Dedan to be the most northerly of these

Cushites, it is because we find their caravans in Syria. It is

true that articles of commerce belonging to the Dedanians

might be taken by ship to Suez or ^la, and when transported

thence by camels to Tyre or Babylon be called caravans of the

Dedanians, just as at the present day the caravan which travels

periodically from Bagdad to Damascus is called the Persian

caravan, because it carries Persian goods. But we assume that

the Dedanian caravans came from Africa itself, which was by

no means impossible, if the people on the northern frontier of

Nubia dwelt upon the Gulf of Berenice, under the Allaki

mountains. Their settlements may even have extended, either

originally or at the time to which the massa of Isaiah refers,

still farther north over a portion of the Mokattam (i.e. the

mountain range running from Aswan to Suez). As all the

world of all ages desired to possess " the golden calf" (Jer.

xlvi. 20) of Egypt, su did also, and even pre-eminently, its

Sduthern neighbour. Egypt had often Ethiopian rulers, and

several times during the existence of the Israelitish kingdoms.

A dynasty of this kind would be sustained by such of their

tribe as had established themselves with armed force in the

land, and would rule there till they were forced out by another

invasion, or decimated and lost amongst a new people. We
might assume, even if the Bible said nothing about it, that in

this way an Ethiopian population gradually covered the whole
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of Uie Mohattam, and possibly the peninsula of Sinai also, just

as even at the present day the more important tribes of the

latter are regarded as immigrants and Egyptians. But the

Bible also mentions these Cushites. The places and encamp-

ments plundered by Asa, according to 2 Chron. xiv. 14, 15, on

the south-western frontier of Judsea, must from the context

have been Cushite ; for it is not stated there, that even Philis-

tines or Arabians had made common cause with the Zerah who
invaded Judah out of Egypt (or, as others suppose, across the

Mokattam out of Nubia), and had been chastised by Asa on

that account. Later still, under Joram's reign, the Philistines

and Arabs there did indeed plunder Jerusalem (2 Chron. xxi.

16), but they did so 'al-yad Kushim, " in alliance with the

Cushites," who had found their permanent settlements on the

N.E. frontier of Egypt, and probably passed as subjects of that

land. If we confine the true land of the Egyptians to tlie

hanks of the Nile and the Delta, as we ought, the eastern

mountains of Cushite Cabilse (called Arabes, " nomads," even

by the ancients; cf. "the tents of Cushan" in Hab. iii. 7)

and the harbours of the Red Sea from aSw^^ downwards be-

longed to trading tribes of Cushites.

The massd' hardbh in ch. xxi. 13-15 agrees with this view

of the land and population of the Dedanians. The caravans are

on the road to Babylon, bringing the productions of Ethiopia as

contributions towards the demand made for articles of luxury

in the enormous capital. The road leads by Petra, Maan,

and Korakir, and one somewhat farther south by Duma and

Sukdka. There, probably not far from Duma, they learn how

near the enemy are, and flee, leaving the open road and taking

the direction towards Tema through the protecting labyrinth

of the Downs. Between this city and Duma, as many from

both places have assured me in the most trustworthy manner,

there is no direct road, nor has there ever been one.^ And

over all this ground you do not find a single drop of water

either in winter or summer, since the flying sand itself renders

it impossible to provide cisterns for collecting the rain-water.

Yet the distance between the two is not more than forty hours,

1 The road led from Tema, by Korakir, Ezrak, and Kasam, to the

north ; at Ezrak one branched off to the west {Bozrah and Amman), at

Kasam another branched off to Damascus.
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since Tema lies to the n.e. of Tehuk, and not to the -S.^., as

marked upon our maps ; and for this reason the Arabian

geographers do not even reckon it as belonging to the Penin-

sula, but place it in the Syrian desert, and some even in Syria

itself. "^ Now if the yaar (ver. 13), into which the Dedanians

fled, was the Arabian^.cj, their flight ended at Tema ; for the

great TFa'V of Arabia, i.e. the land of the Harra, commences

there. And if it is " forest," the prophet had no doubt the

western coast mountains in his mind ; for since the mountains

of Seir certainly derived their name from their original forests

(even now, according to Burckhardt and others, there are still

many holm-oaks there), the Hisma were very likely wooded as

well. According to a statement in Yakdt's Geograph. Lexicon

(s. V. Iram), the higher portions of them, the Gebel Iram, were

covered with firs (Snobar) even in later times. Their seeking

for a hiding-place in the Wa'"r or forest is contrasted with

their spending the night by the wells of the free open steppe,

where the caravans encamp when there is no danger appre-

hended.

A few words in conclusion as to ver. 13 according to the

LXX. The rendering of the words CJIT mmK by iv rrj

6Sc3 AaiSdv seems to have been influenced by a circumstance,

to which it may not be uninteresting to call attention. There

lies to the west of Tema a city in ruins called Dedan, which

was probably inhabited at the time of the Seventy and well

known to them, so that the 'or'choth jyddnim suggested to

their minds the road which runs from Tema to this city. It

is the same road of which the Onomasticon says, Aaihdv, iv ry

'ISovfiaLO., ft)? 'lepe/it'a?. irapaKeerat ry 0ava, to? aTTo a-rj/iielccv

8' TTpo? /3oppav. Only if Eusebius understood by 0avd the

place called Punon in Num. xxxiii. 42, in the northern half of

the valley of the Arabu) he had not formed a correct idea of

the actual situation of this city ; for in Yakut's Geographical

Lexicon it is said that " Dedan was formerly a fine city on the

border of the Belka towards the Higaz, which is now desolate."

The Kitab el-merdsid, in which, as is well known, there are

innumerable typographical errors, substitutes for the name of

' See my paper on " Northern Arabia and the Syrian Desert," in the

Zeitschriftfur d. allg. Erdkunde, 1865.
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the city tlie Persian word Dedeban, and reads incorrectly
" road " instead of " frontier." The true reading must have
been either " in the Belka, on the high road, near to Higaz"
or " belonging to Higaz, on the road to the Belha

;
" but in

either case Yakut would have expressed himself differently.

N'ow, as neither the ./IraSa- valley, nor GilaX and the Se,rah

mountains (of S&ir) were reckoned as belonging to the Bdha,
whereas the more easterly places, such as Ma an, Edruh, Gerba,

Muta, and others, were, the statement made by Yakiit leads us

to assume that a traveller from Muta to Tehuh would have the

city of Dedan on one side, and that the right side, since all

cultivation ceases to the left of the road. It is very natural to

connect it with Bedan, the Keturasan city mentioned above

;

and the fact that the latter is mentioned twice in connection

with Edom (viz. in Jer. xlix. 8 and Ezek. xxv. 13, probably

because it was associated with Edom during the continuance

of the Chaldean empire) may have led Eusebius to place it in

the Aralah. The idea of its having belonged originally to

Edom may be dismissed without hesitation ; for all the settle-

ments of the Keturaeans are certainly to be thought of as

beyond the ancient limits of Edom, and even Dedan is not

mentioned in Gen. xxxvi. among the kindred and districts of

Edom, whereas in Jer. xxv. 21, 23, it is expressly separated

from Edom and connected with two other cities of the desert,

viz. Tema and Buz, because, even if temporarily belonging to

Edom, it may have had much in common with the latter in

position, mode of life, municipal constitution, and history.

The farther it was removed from Edom proper, i.e. the more

it lay to the south of Aila, the more does its situation agree

with Ezek. xxv. 1 3, where it is placed in contrast with Teman,

which was situated, according to Eusebius, to the north of

Petra. Although it cannot be affirmed of any place lying

farther south than Aila that it was situated in the Belka, the

Arabian geographers, on the other hand, by no means unfre-

quently represented the Higaz as beginning at a line drawn

in the latitude of Median ; and I am therefore inclined to look

for the ruins of Bedan at the eastern foot of the mountains of

Ilismah, especially as there is a valley of Meddn there, which

slopes off towards the east. This name is not met with any-

where else in the geography of Arabia, and is too striking in
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this particular country for it to be possible to avoid conjecturing

that it oricrinally belonged to a ruined city situated there, which

is called MaSidva (read MaSdva) in Ptol. (Wilb. p. 408), and

was most probably the principal place belonging to the Ketu-

raean tribe of Meddn (Gen. xxv. 2).

Assuming the identity of p^, and ^^IjjjJI, the only question

that remains is, how the second could arise from the first, and

how it could get the article? Both these questions are

answered by the assumption that the word d'ddn, -A^hich was

almost intolerable (at any rate to an Arabic ear), was traced

back to a root TiT by the extension of the first syllable, and

thus the termination became the forming syllable. In this

way they got the form ^^, which is very frequent in Arabic

names of places, with a really appellative signification, and

such a word would very properly receive the article.*^ Euse-

bius adopts a shorter course. He imagines that there were

originally two different names, viz. V^, (a defective ly"?.) the

name of the Keturjean city, and I'll, (probably according to the

form 3^y, equivalent to ^'^•>) that of the Cushite tribe, which he

supposes to have lived in the Syrian desert ; for in a different

article of the Onomasticon from the one mentioned before he

says, AaBav, ev yfj
Kij^ap a>', 'Iepefj,ia<i. Whatever we may

think of his double orthography, the distinction which he

draws between the two tribes is at any rate supported by the

biblical account, and is by no means rendered obsolete by the

more modern assumption of mixed races or the variations of

genealogies. The Bible calls the Cushites, Dedan and Sheha,

very ancient tribes, and the two Keturseans of the same name
very youthful tribes. Now if we are to take this as undeniable

testimony, why may we not assume, as the real explanation of

' Words formed from the rootn are rare even in Arabic ; but among
the wandering tribes of the Syrian desert did is the usual name given to

the breast of a woman. As the Arab used the names of all the outward

parts of the body at any rate as designations to be applied to the soil,

there might be some hilly formation near Dedan which led to the adoption

of this etymon here, although the people needed no such motive as this for

giving a native sound to a foreign word.
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the sameness of the names, that the father of the latter called

the two brothers by the names of two flourishing tribes, since

the name of the genealogical founder of any people was re-

garded by the Shemites as a name of good omen ? Or why
may not the mother have been a Cushite, who called her two

sons by the names of the most powerful tribes of her own

people ? The Keturseans with their uninterrupted intercourse

with the African coast, like the modern dwellers upon the Eed

Sea, are sure to have had a large number of Cushite wives,

who would often give exotic names to their children. More-

over, there is an Arabic proverb which warns us against

inquiring too minutely into the v?hy and wherefore of Semitic

pi'oper names. Such inquiries are of very doubtful worth

from a scientific point of view, and only lead to frivolities.

Any one, however, who thinks similarity of names quite a

sufficient reason for trying to combine the most heterogeneous

elements, can show his skill in this art of cookery in the most

splendid manner upon the genealogies of the Arabs. Even at

the present day there are probably thirty tribes or branches of

tribes called Sad in the Peninsula, in Syria, in Mesopotamia,

and in Egypt, who have nothing whatever in common except

the name; and quite as many with the names Hamddn, Chdlid,

All, Gdnim, Hasan, Muhammed, and so forth.

EXD or VOL. II.
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THE THEORY OF MORALS.
By PAUL JANET, Member of the Institute, Paris.

TRANSLATED FROM THE LATEST FRENCH EDITION.

CONTENTS.—Book I. :—Pleasure and Good—Good and Law -The Principle^ of

Excellence, or of Perfection—The Principle of Happiness—Impersonal Goods—The
True, the Good, and the Beautiful—Ahsolute Good. Book II. :—Nature and Basis

of the Moral Law—Good and Duty— Definite and Indefinite Duties—Bight and Duty-
Division of Duties—Gonaiot of Duties. Book III. :—The Moral Consciousness—Moral

Intention—Moral Probabilisni— Universality of Moral Principles—The Moral Sentiment

—Liberty—Kant's Theory of Liberty—Virtue—Moral Progress—Sin—Merit and

Demerit, the Sanctions of the Moral Law—Religion.

' As remarkable for the force and beauty of its form of expression as for its vast and

varied learning, its philosophical acumen, and its uniform attitude of reverence toward

religious and moral problems of the most transcendent interest to mankind.'

—

Literary

World.
' This book is really a valuable addition to the literature of the subject. . . . Let

the student of morals and religion read it for himself. It is pleasant reading, and the

translation seems to us in every respect admirable.'— Watchman.

By the same Author.

In One Volume, Svo, Second Edition, price 12s.,

FINAL CAUSES.
TRANSLATED FROM THE LATEST FRENCH EDITION'

By WILLIAM AFFLECK, B.D.

CONTENTS.—Prkliminary Chapter-The Problem. Book I.—The Law of

Finality. Book II.—The i'irst Cause of Finality. Appesdix.

'This very learned, accurate, and, within its prescribed limits, exhaustive work. . , .

The book as a whole abounds in matter of the highest interest, and is a model of learn-

ing and judicious treatment.'

—

Guardian.
' A great contribution to the literature of this subject. M. Janet has mastered the

conditions of the problem, is at home in the literature of science and philosophy, and has
that faculty of felicitous expression wliich makes French books of the highest class such
delightful reading ; ... in clearness, vigour, and depth it has been seldom equalled, and
more seldom excelled, in philosophical literature.'

—

Spectator.
' A wealth of scientific knowledge and a logical acumen which will win the admiration

of every reader.'

—

Church Qitarterly Review.

In demy Svo, price IQs. 6rf.,

THE BIBLE DOCTRINE OF MAN.
{SEVENTH SERIES OF CUNNINGHAM LECTURES.)

• By JOHISr LAIDLAW, D.D.,
Professor of Systematic Theology, New College, Edinburgh.

' An important and valuable contribution to the discussion of the anthropology of the
sacred writings, perhaps the most considerable that has appeared in our own language.'—Literary Churchman.

'The work is a thoughtful contribution to a subject which must always have deep
interest for the devout student of the Bible.'

—

British Quarterly Review.
' Dr. Laidlaw's work is scholarly, able, interesting, and valuable. . . . Thoughtful

and devout minds will find much to stimulate, and not a little to assist, their meditations
in this learned and, let us add, charmingly printed volume.'

—

Record.
' On the whole, we take this to be the most sensible and reasonable statement of the

Biblical psychology of man we have met.'

—

Expositor.
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PROFESSOR GODET'S WORKS.
In Three Volumes, 8vo, price 31s. 6cl.,

A COMMENTARY ON
THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN.

By F. GODET, D.D.,
PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY, NEUCHATEL.

' This work forms one of the battle-fields of modern Inquiry, and is itself so rich in
spiritual truth that it is impossible to examine it too closely ; and we welcome this treatit-e

from the pen of Dr. Godet. We have no more competent exegete, and this new volume
shows all the learning and vivacity for which the Author is distinguished.'

—

Freeman.

In Two Volumes, %vo, price 21s.,

THE GOSPEL OF ST. LUKE.
CranglateB from tijs StconU JFcencji ffiittton.

' Marked by clearness and good sense, it will be found to possess value and interest a

one of the most recent and copious works specially designed to illustrate this Gospel.'-

Guardian.

In Two Volumes, 8uo, price 21s.,

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS.
'We have looked through it with great care, and have been charmed not less by the

clearness and fervour of its evangelical principles than by the carefulness of its exegesis,

its fine touches of spiritual intuition, and its appositeness of historical illustration.'

—

Baptist Magazine.

In crown 8i'o, Second Edition, price 6s.,

DEFENCE OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH.
TRANSLATED BT THE

Hon. and Eev. Canon LYTTELTON, M.A.,
RECTOR OF HAGLEY.

' This volume is not unworthy of the great reputation which Professor Godet enjoys.

It shows the same breadth of reading and extent of learning as his previous works, and

the same power of eloquent utterance.'

—

Chwch Bells.

'Professor Godet is at once so devoutly evangelical in his spirit, and so profoundly

intelligent in his apprehension of truth, that we shall all welcome these contributions to

the study of much-debated subjects with the utmost satisfaction.'

—

Christian World.

In demy 9>vo, Fourth Edition, price 10s. 6d,

MODERN DOUBT AND CHRISTIAN BELIEF.
A Series of Apologetic Lectures addressed to Earnest

Seekers after Truth.

By THEODORE CHRISTLIEB, D.D.,

UNIVERSITY PREACHER AND PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY AT BOSH.

Translated, with the Author's sanction, chiefly by the Bev. H. U. VVeitbrecht,

Ph.D., and Edited by the Rev. T. L. Kingsbury, M.A.

' We recommend the volume as one of the most valuable and important among recent

contributions to our apologetic literature. . ._. We are heartily thankful both to the

Iparnad Author and to his translators.'

—

Gnardian.

'We exoress our unfeigned admiration of the ability displayed in this work, and of

tbfi sDirit of deep piety which pervades it; and whilst we commend it to the careful

r.Prusal of our readers, we heai-tily rejoice that in these days of reproach and blasphemy

so able a champion has come forward to contend earnestly for the faith which was once

delivered to the saints.'—CAWa^ian Observer.
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Just published, in crown Swo, price 6s.,

OLD AND NEW THEOLOGY:
A CONSTRUCTIVE CRITIQUE.

By Rev. J. B. HEARD, M.A.
' We can promise all real students of Holy Scripture who have found their way out

of some of the worst of the scholastic byelanes and rute, and are striving to reach the

broad and firm high road that leads to the Eternal City, a real treat from the perusal of

these pages. Progressive theologians, who desire tn find " the old in the new, and the

new in the old," will be deeply grateful to Mr. Heard for this courageous and able

work.'

—

Ckristian World.
' Among the many excellent theological works, whether English or German, published

by Messrs. Clark, there are few that deserve more careful study than this book. ... It

cannot fail to charm by its grace of style, and to supply food for solid thought.'

—

Dublin
Express.

' We predict an earnest welcome for this volume. . . . We could wish that the principles

and sentiments of this book were widely diffused among Christian people, in all Churches.'
— Literary Wo7'ld,

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

Fifth Edition, in crown 8vo, price 6s.,

THE TRIPARTITE NATURE OF MAN:
SPIRIT, SOUL, AND BODY.

Applied to Illustrate and Explain the Doctrines of Original Sin, the New
Birth, the Disembodied State, and the Spiritual Body.

' The author has got a striking and consistent theory. Whether agreeing or disagi-ee-

inpr with that theory, it is a book which any student of the Bible may read with pleasure.'—Guardian.
' An elaborate, Ingenious, and very able book.'

—

London Quarterly Beview.
* The subject is discussed with much ability and learning, and the style is sprightly

and readable. It is candid in its tone, and original both in thought and illustration.'

—

Wesleyan Methodist Magazine.

Just published, in demy 8ko, price 9s.,

THE DOCTRINE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.
{NINTH SERIES OF THE CUNNINGHAM LECTURES.)

By Rev. GEO. SMEATON, D.D.,
Professor of Exegetical Theology, New College, Edinburgh.

' A valuable monograph. . . . The masterly exposition of doctrine given in these
lectures has been augmented in value by the wise references to current needs and
common misconceptions.'

—

British and Foreign Evangelical Review.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
Second Edition, in demy 8i'o, price 10s. M.,

THE DOCTRINE OF THE ATONEMENT
AS TAUGHT BY CHRIST HIMSELF;

Or, The Sayings of Jesus Exegetically Expounded and Classified.

' We attach very great value to this seasonable and scholarly production. The idea
of the work is most happy, and the execution of it worthy of the idea. On a scheme
of truly Baconian exegetical induction, he presents us with a complete view of the
various positions or propositions which a full and sound doctrine of the atonement
embraces.'

—

British and Foreign Evangelical Review.
' The plan of the book is admirable. A monograph and exegesis of our Lord's own

sayings on this greatest of subjects concerning Himself, must needs be valuable to all
iheologians. And the execution is thorough and painstaking—exhaustive as far as the
completeness of range over these sayin2;s is ccmcerned.'

—

Contemporary Review.
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Adam (J., D.D.)

—

An Exposition of the Epistle oe James. 8vo, 9s.

Ahlfeld (Dr.), etc.

—

The Voice from the Cross : Sermons on our
Lord's Passion hf Eminent Living Preachers of Germany. Cr. 8vo, price 5s.

Alexander (Prof. W. Lindsay)

—

System of Biblical Theology.
' Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Alexander (Dr. J. A.)

—

Commentary on Isaiah. Two vols. 8vo, 17s.

Ante-Nicene Christian Library—A Collection of all the Works
OF THE Fathers of the Christian Chttrch prior to the Counoil of
'NiOMA.. Twenty-four vols. 8vo, Subscription price, £6, 6s.

Augustine's Works—Edited by Marcus Dods, D.D. Fifteen vols.

8vo, Subscription price, £S, 19s.

Bannerman (Prof.)

—

The Church of Christ. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Bannerman (Rev. D.D.)

—

The Doctrine of the Church. 8vo, 12s.

Baumgarten (Professor)

—

Apostolic History. Tliree vols. 8vo, 27s.

Beck (Dr.)

—

Outlines of Biblical Psychology. Crown 8vo, 4s.

Pastoral Theology in the New Testament. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Bengel

—

Gnomon of the New Testament. With Original Notes,

Explanatory and Illustrative. Five vols. 8vo, Subscription price, 3l3. 6d.

Cheaper Edition, the five volumes hound in three, 24s.

Besser's Christ the Life of the World. Price 6s.

Bible-Class Handbooks. Crown 8vo.

BiNNiE (Prof.)—The Church, Is. 6d.

Brown (Principal)—The Epistle to the Romans, 2s.

Candlish (Prof.)—The Christian Sacraments, Is. 6d.

The Work of the Holy Spirit, Is. 6d.

Christian Doctrine of God. Is. 6d.

Davidson (Prof.)—The Epistle to the Hebrews, 2s. 6d.

"

Dods (Marcus, D.D.)—Post-Exilian Prophets, 2s. Book of Genesis, 2s.

Douglas (Principal)-Book of Joshua, Is. 6d. Book of Judges, Is. 3d.

Hamilton (T., D.D.)—Irish Presbyterian Church History, 2s.

Henderson (Archibald, M.A.)—Palestine, with Maps. The maps are by

Captain Conder, R. E., of the Palestine Exploration Fund. Price 2s. 6d.

KiLPATRiCK (T. B., B.D.)—Butler's Three Sermons on Human Nature. Is. 6d.

Lindsay (Prof.)—St. Mark's Gospel, 2s. 6d.

St. Luke's Gospel, Parti., 2s. ; Part II., Is. 3d.

The Reformation, 2s.

The Acts of the Apostles, Two vols., Is. 6d. each.

Macgregor (Prof.)—The Epistle to the Galatians, Is. 6d.

Macpheuson (John, M.A.)—Presbyterianism, Is. 6d.

The Westminster Confession of Faith, 2s.

The Sum of Saving Knowledge, Is. 6d.

MuRPHT (Prof.)-The Books of Chronicles, Is. 6d.

SCRYMGEOUR (AVm.)—Lessons on the Life of Christ, 2s. 6d.

Stalker "(James,'!!.A.)—Life of Christ, Is. 6d. Life of St. Paul, Is. 6d.

Smith (George, LL.D.)—A Short History of Mission3,_2s. 6d

Thomson (WD M.A.)—Christian Miracles and Conclusions of Science. 2s.

Walker (Norman L., M.A.)-Sbotti8h Church History, Is 6d.

Whyte (Alexander, D.D.)-The Shorter Catechism, 2a. 6d.

Bible-Class Primers. Paper covers, 6d. each; free by post, 7d, In

Gt oirrpiroNy D.D.V-Life of Paul. Ivebach (James, M.A.>-Li£e of Moses.

Patekson (Prof. J. A.)-Period of the Judges.
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Bible-Class Primers

—

continued.

EoBSON fJohn. D.C)—Outlines of Protestant Missions. _^ , _ ., , „, . .

SalXd (Prof.V-Life of Peter. The Shorter Catechism, 3 Parts. Liie of Chnst.

Smith fH W., D.D.')—Outlines of Early Church History.

THOMSON(P,M-A.)-Lifeof David. •VALKBR(WMA.>_The Kings of Israel.

WrsTBREOTHAM (Ratner, M.A.)—Life and Eeign of Solomon.

WiTHBKOW (Prof.)—The History of the Reformation.

BlaiMe (Prof. W. G.)—The Preachers oe Scotland from the 6th

TO THE 19th Cbntukt. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Bleek's Introduction to the New Testasient. Two vols. 8to, 21s.

Bowman (T., M.A.)—Easy and Complete Hebrew Course. 8vo.

Part I., 73. 6d. ; Part II;, 10s. 6d.
, , , j

Briggs (Prof.)

—

Biblical Study: Its Principles, Methods, and

History. Second Edition, post 8vo, 7s. 6d,

American Presbyterianism. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Messianic Prophecy. Post Svo, 7s. 6d.

Brown (David, D.D.)

—

Christ's Second Coming: Will it be Pre-

MilLenuial ? Seventh Edition, crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

Bruce (A. B., D.D.)—The Training of the Twelve ; exhibiting.the

Twelve Disciples under Discipline for the Apostleship. 3rd Ed., Svo, 10s. 6d.

The Humiliation of Christ, in its Physical, Ethical, and
Ofla.cial Aspects. Second Edition, Svo, 10s. 6d.

Buchanan (Professor)

—

The Doctrine of Justification. Svo, 10s. 6d.

On Comfort in Affliction. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

On Improvement of Affliction. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

Bungener (Felix)

—

RomeandtheCouncil in 19thCentury. Cr.8vo,5s.

Calvin'sInstitutes of Christian Religion. (Translation. )2vols. 8vo, 1 4s.

Calvini Institutio Christianae Beligionis. Curavit A, Tholuck.
Two vols. Svo, Subscription price, 14s.

Candlish (Prof. J. S., D.D.)

—

The Kingdom of God, Biblically and
Historically Consideked. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Caspari (C. E.)—A Chronological and Geographical Introduc-
tion TO THE Life of Christ. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Gaspers (A.)—The Footsteps of Christ. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Cassel (Prof)

—

Commentary on Esther. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Cave (Prof)

—

The Scriptural Doctrine of Sacrifice. Svo, 12s.

An Introduction to Theology : Its Principles, its Branches,
its Results, and its Literature. Svo, 12s.

Christlieb (Dr.)—Modern Doubt and Christian Belief. Apologetic
Lectures addressed to Earnest Seekers after Truth. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Cotterill

—

PeregRINUS Proteus : Clement to the Corinthians, etc. Svo, 12s.

Modern Criticism : Clement's Epistles to Virgins, etc. Svo, 5s.

Cremer (Professor)

—

Biblico-Theological Lexicon of New Testa-
ment Greek. Third Edition, with Supplement, demy 4to, 38s. SUPPLE-
MENT, separately, 14s.

Crippen (Eev. T. G.)—A Popular Introduction to the History
OF Christian Doctrine. Svo, 9s.

Cunmngham (Principal)—Historical Theology. Review of the
Principal Doctrinal Discussions since the Apostolic Age. Two vols. Svo 21s.——— Discussions on Church Principles. Svo, 10s 6d

SSv ^^i- ^ ^-^-^^^^ Levitical Priests. Crown Svo, 5s.

^X^- ' i'-^-)-THE Sensualistic Philosophy of the
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Delitzsch(Prof.)—NevCommentaryonGenesis. TwoVo1s.,8vo. VoLI.
—^ Commentary pN Job. Two vols. 8vo, 21s. Inovr ready, los. 6d.— Commentary on Psalms. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

• On the Proverbs of Solomon. Two vols. Svo, 21s.
On THE Song of Solomon and Ecclesiastes. Svo, 10s. 6d.
Old Testament History of Redemption. Or. Svo, 4s. 6d.

-^

—

:— Commentary on Isaiah. Two vols. Svo, 21s.
On the Epistle to the Hebrews. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Doedes^MANUAL of New Testament Hermeneutics. Cr. Svo, 3s.

Bollinger (Dr.)—Hippolytus and Callisttjs ; or, The Eoman Church
in the First Half of the Third Century. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Domer (Professor)—History of the Development of the Doctrine
OF THB Person of Christ. Five toIs. Svo, £2, 12s. 6d.

System oj- Christlan Doctrine. Four vols. Svo, £2, 2s.

System OF Christian' Ethics. 8vq, 14s.
Eadie (Erofessor)

—

Commentaries on St. Paul's Epistles to the
Ephbsiansj Phiuppians, Colossians. New and Bevised Editions, Edited
hy ilev. Wm. Youko, M.A. Three vols. Svo, 10s. 6d. each ; or set, ISs. netti

Ebrard (Dr. J. H. A.)—The Gospel History. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Commentary on the Epistles of St. John. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

-T Apologetics. Three vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

Elliott

—

On the Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures. ' Svo, 6s.

Emesti

—

BiblicalInterpretation ofNewTestament. Two vo1s.,8s.

Ewald (Heinrich)

—

Syntax of the Hebrew Language of the Old
- Testament. Svo, 8s. 6d.

Revelation : Its Nature and Eecord. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Old and New Testament Theology. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Fairbaim (Principal)

—

Typology of Scripture, viewed in connection
with the series of Divine Dispensations. Sixth Edition, Two vols. Svo, 21s.

— The Revelation of Law in Scripture, 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Ezekiel AND THE Book OFrHis Prophecy. 4thEd.,Svo, 10s. 6d.

— Prophecy Viewed in its Distinctive Nature, its Special
Functions, and Proper Interpretations. Second Edition, Svo, 10s. 6d.

New Testament Hermeneutical Manual. Svo,- 10s. 6d.—r-— The Pastoral Epistles, The Greek Text and Translation.

With Introduction, Expository Notes, and Dissertations. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Pastoral Theology : A Treatise on the*. Office and Duties of

the Christian Pastor. With a Memoir of the Author. Crown 8vo,, 6s.

Forbes (Prof.)

—

Symmetrical Structure of Scripture. Svo, 8s. 6d.

. A:NAlytical Commentary on the Romans. Svo, 10s. 6d.

-^^,

—

r- Studies in the Book of Psalms. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Frank (Prof. F. H.)—System of Christian Evidence. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Gebhardt (H.)

—

The Doctrine of the Apocalypse, and its Relation
to the Doctrine of the Gospel and Epistles of John. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Grerlach^

—

Commentary.on the Pentateuch. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Gieseler (Dr. J. C. L. )

—

Ecclesiastical History. Four vols. Svo, £2, 2s.

Crifford (Ganoii)

—

^Voices of the Prophets. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Given (Kev. Prof. J. J.)—The Truths of Scripture in connection

with Revelation, Inspiration, and' the Canon. Svo, 6s.

Glasgow (Prof.)—Apocalypse Translated and Expounded.
Svo, lOs. 6d.

Gloag (Paton J., D.D.)—A Critical and Exegetical Commentary
on thb Acts of the Apostles. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

, The Messianic Prophecies. Crown Svo, price 7s. 6d.
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61oag(P. J.jD.D.)

—

Introduction to the Pauline Epistles. 8vo, 12s.
-—'— Introduction to the Catholic Epistles. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Exegetical Studies. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Godet (Prof.)

—

Commentary on St. Luke's Gospel. Two vols. Bvo, 21s.
' Commentary on St. John's Gospel. Three vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

Commentary on Epistle TO the Eomans. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Commentary on 1st Epistle to Corinthians. 2vo1s.8vo, 21s.

Lectures in Defence of the Christian Faith. Cr. 8vo, 6s.

Goebel (Siegfried)

—

The Parables of Jesus. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Gotthold's Emblems ; or, Invisible Things Understood by Things
THAT ARE MADE. Crown 8vo, 53.

Grimm's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament. Trans-
lated, Revised, and Enlarged by Joseph H. Thatee, D.D. Demy 4to, 36s.

Guyot (Arnold, LL.D.)

—

Creation; or, The Biblical Cosmogony in the
Light of Modern Science. "Witli Illustrations. Crown Svo, 5s. 6d.

'

Hagenbach (Dr. K.R.)—Historyof Doctrines. Threevols. Svo, 31s. 6d.
— History of the Reformation. Two vols. Svo, 21s.
Hall (Rev. Newman, LL.B.)—The Lord's Prayer. Svo, 10s. 6d.
Hamilton (T., D.D.)

—

Beyond the Stars; or. Heaven, its Inhabitants,
Occupations, and Life. Crown Svo, 5s.

Harless (Dr. 0. A.)

—

System of Christian Ethics. Svo, 10s. 6d.
Harris (Rev. S., D.D.)—The Philosophical Basis of Theism. Svo, 1 2s.

The Self-Revelation of God. Svo, 12s.
Haupt (Erich)—The First Epistle of St. John. Svo, 10s. 6d.
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Introduction to Old Testament. 10s. 6d.
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THE PEOPHECIES OF JEREMIAH.

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1. THE TIMES OP JEREMIAH.

|T was in the thirteenth year of the reign of Josiah,

B.C. 629, that Jeremiah was called to be a prophet.

At that time the kingdom of Judah enjoyed un-
broken peace. Since the miraculous destruction of

Sennacherib's host before the gates of Jerusalem in the four-

teenth year of Hezekiah's reign, B.C. 714, Judah had no longer

had much to fear from the imperial power of Assyria. The
reverse then sustained before Jerusalem, just eight years after

the overthrow of the kingdom of Israel, had terribly crushed

the might of the great empire. It was but a few years after

that disaster till the Medes under Deioces asserted their inde-

pendence against Assyria ; and the Babylonians too, though

soon reduced to subjection again, rose in insurrection against

Sennacherib. Sennacherib's energetic son and successor Esar-

haddon did indeed succeed in re-establishing for a time the

tottering throne. While holding Babylon, Elam, Susa, and

Persia to their allegiance, he restored the ascendency of the

empire in the western provinces, and brought Lower Syria,

the districts of Syria that lay on the sea coast, under the

Assyrian yoke. But the rulers who succeeded him, Samuges

and the second Sardanapalus, were wholly unable to offer any

effective resistance to the growing power of the Medes, or to

check the steady decline of the once so mighty empire. Cf. M.
Duncker, Gesch. des Alterth. i. S. 707 ff. of 3 Aufl. Under

Esarhaddon an Assyrian marauding army again made an inroad

into Judah, and carried King Manasseh captive to Babylon

;
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2 THE PROPHECIES OF JEKEMIAH.

but, under what circumstances we know not, he soon regained

his freedom, and was permitted to return to Jerusalem and

remount his throne (2 Chron. xxxiii. 11-13). From this time

forward the Assyrians appeared no more in Judah. Nor did

it seem as if Judah had any danger to apprehend from Egypt,

the great southern empire ; for the power of Egypt had been

greatly weakened by intestine dissensions and civil wars. It is

true that Psammetichus, after the overthrow of the dodecarchy,

began to raise Egypt's head amongst the nations once more, and

to extend his sway beyond the boundaries of the country ; but

we learn much as to his success in this direction from the state-

ment of Herodotus (ii. 157), that the capture of the Philistine

city of Ashdod was not accomplished until after a twenty-nine

years' siege. Even if, with Duncker, we refer the length of

time here mentioned to the total duration of the war against the

Philistines, we are yet enabled clearly to see that Egypt had

not then so far recovered her former might as to be able to

menace the kingdom of Judah with destruction, had Judah but

faithfully adhered to the Lord its God, and in Him sought its

strength. This, unhappily, Judah utterly failed to do, notwith-

standing all the zeal wherewith the godly King Josiah laboured

to secure for his kingdom that foremost element of its strength.

In the eighth year of his reign, " while he was yet young,"

i.e. when but a lad of sixteen years of age, he began to seek

the God of David his father ; and in the twelfth year of his

reign he began to purge Judah and Jerusalem of the high

places and Astartes, and the carved and molten images (2 Chron.

xxxiv. 3). He carried on the work of reforming the public

worship without intermission, until every public trace of idolatry

was removed, and the lawful worship of Jahveh was re-estab-

lished. In the eighteenth year of his reign, upon occasion of

some repairs in the temple, the book of the law of Moses was
discovered there, was brought and read before him. Deeply
agitated by the curses with which the transgressors of the law
were threatened, he then, together with the elders of Judah
and the people itself, solemnly renewed the covenant with the

Lord. To set a seal upon the renewal of the covenant, he
instituted a passover, to which not only all Judah was invited

but also all remnants of the ten tribes that had been left behind
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in the land of- Israel (2 Kings xxii. 3-xxiii. 24 ; 2 Cliron. xxxiv.

4-xxxv. 19). To Josiali there is given in 2 Kings xxiii. 25 the

testimony that like unto him there was no king before him, that

turned to Jahveh with all his heart, all his soul, and all his

might, according to all the law of Moses ; yet this most godly

of all the kings of Judah was unable to heal the mischiefs which

his predecessors Manasseh and Amon had by their wicked

government created, or to crush the germs of spiritual and

moral corruption which could not fail to bring about the ruin

of the kingdom. And so the account of Josiah's reign and of

his efforts towards the revival of the worship of Jahveh, given

in 2 Kings xxiii. 26, is concluded: "Yet Jahveh ceased not

from His great wrath wherewith He was kindled against Judah,

because of all the provocations wherewith Manasseh provoked

Him ; and Jahveh said : Judah also will I put away from my
face as I have put away Israel, and will cast off this city which

I have chosen, Jerusalem, and the house of which I said, My
name shall dwell there."

The kingdom of Israel had come to utter ruin in consequence

of its apostasy from the Lord its God, and on account of the

calf-worship which had been established by Jeroboam, the

founder of the kingdom, and to which, from political motives, all

his successors adhered. The history of Judah too is summed
up in a perpetual alternation of apostasy from the Lord and

return to Him. As early as the time of heathen-hearted Ahaz

idolatry had raised itself to all but unbounded ascendency-; and

through the untheocratic policy of this wicked king, Judah had

sunk into a dependency of Assyria. It would have shared the

fate of the sister kingdom even then, had not the accession of

Hezekiah, Ahaz's godly son, brought about a return to the

faithful covenant God. The reformation then inaugurated not

only turned aside the impending ruin, but converted this very

ruin into a glorious deliverance such as Israel had not seen since

its exodus from Egypt. The marvellous overthrow of the vast

Assyrian host at the very gates of Jerusalem, wrought by the

angel of the Lord in one night by means of a sore pestilence,

abundantly testified that Judah, despite its littleness and in-

considerable earthly strength, might have been able to hold its

own against all the onsets of the great empire, if it had only
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kept true to the covenant God and looked for its support from

His almighty hand alone. But the repentant loyalty to the

faithful and almighty God of the covenant hardly lasted until

Hezekiah's death. The heathen party amongst the people

gained again the upper hand under Hezekiah's son Manasseh,

who ascended the throne in his twelfth year ; and idolatry,

which had been only outwardly suppressed, broke out anew

and, during the fifty-five years' reign of this most godless of all

the kings of Israel, reached a pitch Judah had never yet known.

Manasseh not only restored the high places and altars of Baal

which his father had destroyed, he built altars to the whole

host of heaven in both courts of the temple, and went so far as

to erect an image of Asherah in the house of the Lord ; he de-

voted his son to Moloch, practised witchcraft and soothsaying

more than ever the Amorites had done, and by his idols seduced

Israel to sin. Further, by putting to death such prophets and

godly persons as resisted his impious courses, he shed very much
innocent blood, until he had filled Jerusalem therewith from

end to end (2 Kings xxi. 1—16; 2 Chron. xxxiii. 1-10). His

humbling himself before God when in captivity in Babylon,

and his removal of the images out of the temple upon his return

to Jerusalem and to his throne (2 Chron. xxxiii. 11 ff., 15 ff.),

passed by and left hardly a trace behind ; and his godless son

Amon did but continue his father's sins and multiply the guilt

(2 Kings xxi. 19-23; 2 Chron. xxxiii. 21-23). Thus Judah's

spiritual and moral strength was so broken that a thorough-

going conversion of the people at large to the Lord and His law

was now no longer to be looked for. Hence the godly Josiah

accomplished by his reformation nothing more than the sup-

pression of the grosser forms of idol-worship and the restoration

of the formal temple-services ; he could neither put an end to

the people's estrangement at heart from God, nor check with

any effect that moral corruption which was the i-esult of the
heart's forsaking the living God. And so, even after Josiali's

reform of public worship, we find Jeremiah complaining : " As
many as are thy cities, so many are thy gods, Judah ; and as
many as are the streets in Jerusalem, so many altars have w
made to shame, to burn incense to Baal" (ii. 28, si. 13). And
godlessness showed itself in all classes of the people. « (Jq
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about m the streets of Jerusalem," Jeremiah exclaims, " and

look and search if there is one that doth riglit and asks after

honesty, and I will pardon her (saith the Lord). I thought, it

is but the meaner sort that are foolish, for they know not the

way of Jahveh, the judgment of their God. I will then get me
to the great, and will speak with them, for they know the way of

Jahveh, the right of their God. But they have all broken the

yoke, burst the bonds " (Jer. v. 1-5). " Small and great are

greedy for gain ; prophet and priest use deceit" (vi. 13). This

being the spiritual condition of the people, we cannot wonder
that immediately after the death of Josiah, unblushing apostasy

appeared again as well in public idolatry as in injustice and sin

of every kind. Jehoiakim did that which was evil in the eyes

of Jahveh even as his fathers had done (2 Kings xxiii. 37

;

2 Chron. xxxvi. 6). His eyes and his heart were set upon

nothing but on gain and on innocent blood, to shed it, and on

oppresssion and on violence, to do it, Jer. xxii. 17. And his

successors on the throne, both his son Jehoiachin and his brother

Zedekiah, walked in his footsteps (2 Kings xxiv. 5, 19 ; 2 Chron.

xxxvi. 9, 12), although Zedekiah did not equal his brother

Jehoiakim in energy for carrying out evil, but let himself be

ruled by those who were about him. For Judah's persistence in

rebellion against God and His law, the Lord ceased not from His

great wrath ; but carried out the threatening proclamation to king

and people by the prophetess Hulda, when Josiah sent to con-

sult her for himself, and for the people, and for all Judah, con-

cerning the words of the newly found book of the law :
" Behold,

I bring evil in this place, and upon its inhabitants, all the words

of the book which the king of Judah hath read : because that

they have forsaken me, and burnt incense to other gods, to

provoke me with all the works of their hands ; therefore my
wrath is kindled against this place, and shall not be quenched

"

(2 Kings xxii. 16 ff.).

This evil began to fall on the kingdom in Jehoiakim's days.

Josiah was not to see the coming of it. Because, when he

heard the curses of the law, he humbled himself before the

Lord, rent his raiment and wept before Him, the Lord vouch-

safed to him the promise that He would gather him to his fathers

in peace, that his eyes should not look on the evil God would
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bn'n^ on Jerusalem (2 Kings xxii. 19 f.) ; and this pledge God

fulfilled to him, although they that were to execute God's

righteous justice were already equipped, and though towards

the end of his reign the storm clouds of judgment were gather-

ing ominously over Judah.

While Josiah was labouring in the reformation of public

worship, there had taken place in Central Asia the events which

brought about the fall of the Assyrian empire. The younger

son of Esarhaddon, the second Sardanapalus, had been succeeded

in the year 626 by his son Saracus. Since the victorious pro-

gress of the Medes under Cyaxares, his dominion had been

limited to the cradle of the empire, Assyria, to Mesopotamia,

Babylonia, and Cilicia. To all appearance in the design of

preserving Babylonia to the empire, Saracus appointed Nabo-

polassar, a Babylonian by birth and sprung from the Chaldean

stock, to be governor of that province. This man found oppor-

tunity to aggrandize himself during a war between the Medes

and the Lydians. An eclipse of the sun took place on the

30th September 610, while a battle was going on. Both armies

in terror gave up the contest ; and, seconded by Syennesis, who

governed Cilicia under the Assyrian supremacy, Nabopolassar

made use of the favourable temper which the omen had excited

in both camps to negotiate a peace between the contending

peoples, and to institute a coalition of Babylonia and Media

against Assyria. To confirm this alliance, Amytis, the

daughter of Cyaxares, was given in marriage to Nebuchad-
nezzar, the son of Nabopolassar ; and the war against Assyria

was opened without delay by the advance against Nineveh in

the spring of 609 of the allied armies of Medes and Baby-
lonians. But two years had been spent in the siege of that

most impregnable city, and two battles had been lost, before

'hey succeeded by a night attack in utterly routing the

Assyrians, pursuing the fugitives to beneath the city walls.

The fortification would long have defied their assaults, had not
a prodigious spring flood of the Tigris, in the third year of the
war, washed down a part of the walls lying next the river

and so made it possible for the besiegers to enter the citv, to
take it, and reduce it to ashes. The fall of Nineveh in the year
607 overthrew the Assyrian empire ; and when the conquerors
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proceeded to distribute their rich booty, all the land lyinw on
the western bank of the Tigris fell to the share of Nabopolassar
of Babylon. But the occupation by the Babylonians of the

provinces which lay west of the Euphrates was contested by
the Egyptians. Before the campaign of the allied Medes and
Babylonians against Nineveh, Pharaoh Necho, the warlike son

of Psammetichus, had advanced with his army into Palestine,

having landed apparently in the bay of Acco, on his way to

war by the Euphrates with Assyria, Egypt's hereditary enemy.
To oppose his progress King Josiah marched against the

Egyptian ; fearing as he did with good reason, that if Syria

fell into Necho's power, the end had come to the independence

of Judah as a kingdom. A battle was fought in the plain near

Megiddo ; the Jewish army was defeated, and Josiah mortally

wounded, so that he died on the way to Jerusalem (2 Kings
xxiii. 29 f. ; 2 Chron. xsxv. 20 f.). In his stead the people of

the land raised his second son Jehoahaz to the throne ; but

Pharaoh came to Jerusalem, took Jehoahaz prisoner, and had
him carried to Egypt, where he closed his life in captivity, im-

posed a fine on the country, and set up Eliakim, Josiah's eldest

son, to be king as his vassal under the name of Jehoiakim (2

Kings xxiii. 30—35 ; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 1-4). Thereafter Necho
pursued his march through Syria, and subjected to himself the

western provinces of the Assyrian empire ; and he had pene-

trated to the fortified town of Carchemish (Kirkesioii) on the

Euphrates when Nineveh succumbed to the united Medes and

Babylonians.—Immediately upon the dissolution of the Assyrian

empire, Nabopolassar, now an old man no longer able to sustain

the fatigues of a new campaign, entrusted the command of the

army to his vigorous son Nebuchadnezzar, to the end that he

mi^lit watje war against Pharaoh Necho and wrest from the

Egyptians the provinces they had possessed themselves of (cf.

Berosi fragm. in Joseph. Antt. x. 11. 1, and e. Ap. i. 19). In

the year 607, the third year of Jehoiakim's reign, Nebuchad-

nezzar put the army entrusted to him in motion, and in the

next year, the fourth of Jehoiakim's reign, B.C. 606, he crushed

Pharaoh Necho at Carchemish on the Euphrates. Pursuing

the fleeing enemy, he pressed irresistibly forwards into Syria

and Palestine, took Jerusalem in the same year, made Jehoiakim
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his dependant, and carried off to Babel a number of the Jewish

youths of highest rank, young Daniel amongst them, to-

gether with part of the temple furniture (2 Kings xxiv. 1

;

2 Chron. xxxvi. 6 f. ; Dan. i. 1 f.)- He had gone as far on his

march as the boundaries of Egypt when he heard of the death

of his father Nabopolassar at Babylon. In consequence of

this intelh'gence he hastened to Babylon the shortest way

through the desert, with but few attendants, with the view of

mounting the throne and seizing the reins of government,

while he caused the army to follow slowly with the prisoners

and the booty (Beros. I.e.).

This, tlie first taking of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, is the

commencement of the seventy years of Judah's Chaldean

bondage, foretold by Jeremiah in xxv. 11, shortly before the

Chaldeans invaded Judah in the fourth year of Jehoiakim

;

and witli the subjection of Judah to Nebuchadnezzar's supre-

macy the dissolution of the kingdom began. For three years

Jehoiakim remained subject to the king of Babylon ; in the

fourth year he rebelled against him. Nebuchadnezzar, who
with the main body of his army was engaged in the interior of

Asia, lost no time in sending into the rebellious country such

forces of Chaldeans as were about the frontiers, together with

contingents of Syrians, Moabites, and Ammonites ; and these

troops devastated Judah throughout the remainder of Jehoi-

akim's reign (2 Kings xxiv. 1, 2). But immediately upon the

death of Jehoiakim, just as his son had mounted the throne,

Nebuchadnezzar's generals advanced against Jerusalem with a

vast army and invested the city in retribution for Jehoiakim's
defection. During the siege Nebuchadnezzar joined the army.
Jehoiachin, seeing the impossibility of holding out any longer
against the besiegers, resolved to go out to the king of Babvlon,
taking with him the queen-mother, the princes of the kingdom,
and the oiBcers of the court, and to make unconditional sur-
render of himself and the city. Nebuchadnezzar made the
king and his train prisoners ; and, after plundering the treasures

of the royal palace and the temple, carried captive to Babylon
the king, the leading men of the country, the soldiers, the
smiths and artisans, and, in short, every man in Jerusalem who
was capable of bearing arms. He left in the land only the
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poorest sort of the people, from whom no Jnsur-rectlonary

attempts were to be feared ; and having taken an oath of fealty

from Mattaniah, the uncle of the captive king, he installed him,

under the name of Zedekiah, as vassal king over a land that

had been robbed of all that was powerful or noble amongst its

inhabitants (2 Kings xxiv. 8-17 ; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 10). Nor
did Zedekiah either keep true to the oath of allegiance he had

sworn and pledged to the king of Babylon. In the fourth year

of his reign, ambassadors appeared from the neighbouring states

of Edom, Ammon, Moab, Tyre, and Sidon, seeking to organize

a vast coalition against the Chaldean supremacy (Jer. xxvii. 3,

xxviii. 1). Their mission was indeed unsuccessful ; for Jere-

miah crushed the people's hope of a speedy return of the exiles

in Babylon by repeated and emphatic declaration that the

Babylonian bondage must last seventy years (Jer. xxvii.-xxix.).

In the same year Zedekiah visited Babylon, apparently in order

to assure his liege lord of his loyalty and to deceive him as to his

projects (Jer. li. 59). But in Zedekiah's ninth year Hophra

(Apries), the grandson of Necho, succeeded to the crown of

"Egypt ; and when he was arming for war against Babylon, Zede-

kiah, trusting in the help of Egypt (Ezek. xvii. 15), broke the

oath of fealty he had sworn (Ezek. xvii. 16), and tried to shake

off the Babylonian yoke. But straightway a mighty Chaldean

army marched against Jerusalem, and in the tenth month of

that same year established a blockade round Jerusalem (2

Kings XXV. 1). The Egyptian army advanced to relieve the

beleaguered city, and for a time compelled the Chaldeans to raise

the siege ; but it was in the end defeated by the Chaldeans in

a pitched battle (Jer. xxxvii. 5 ff.), and the siege was again

resumed with all rigoui. For long the Jews made stout re-

sistance, and fought with the courage of despair, Zedekiah and

his advisers being compelled to admit that this time Nebuchad-

nezzar would show no mercy. The Hebrew slaves were set

free that they might do military service ; the stone buildings

were one after another torn down that their materials might

serve to strengthen the walls ; and in this way for about a year

and a half all the enemy's efforts to master the strong city were

in vain. Famine had reached its extremity when, in the fourth

month of the eleventh year of Zedekiah, the Chaldean batter-
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ing rams made a breach in the northern wall, and through this

the besiegers made their way into the lower city. The de-

fenders withdrew to the temple hill and the city of Zion
;
and,

when the Chaldeans began to storm these strongholds during

the night, Zedekiah, under cover of darkness, fled with the rest

of his soldiers by the door between the two walls by the king's

garden. He was, however, overtaken in the steppes of Jericho

by the pursuing Chaldeans, made prisoner, and carried to

Kiblah in Coele-Syria. Here Nebuchadnezzar had his head-

quarters during the siege of Jerusalem, and here he pronounced

judgment on Zedekiah. His sons and the leading men of Judah

were put to death before his eyes ; he was then deprived of eye-

sight and carried in chains to Babylon, where he remained a

prisoner till his death (2 Kings xxv. 3—7 ; Jer. xxxix. 2-7,

Hi. 6-11). A month later Nebuzar-adan, the captain of the

king of Babylon's guard, came to Jerusalem to destroy the re-

bellious city. The principal priests and officers of the kingdom

and sixty citizens were sent to the king at Eiblah, and executed

there. Everything of value to be found amongst the utensils

of the temple was carried to Babylon, the city with the temple

and palace was burnt to the ground, the walls were destroyed,

and what able-bodied men were left amongst the people were

carried into exile. Nothing was left in the land but a part of

the poorer people to serve as vinedressers and husbandmen;
and over this miserable remnant, increased a little in numbers
by the return of some of those who had fled durino- the war
into the neighbouring countries, Gedaliah the son of Ahikam
was appointed governor in the Chaldean interest. Jeremiah
chose to stay with him amidst his countrymen. But three

months afterwards Gedaliah was murdered, at the institration of

Baalis the king of the Ammonites, by one Ishmael, who was
sprung from the I'oyal stock ; and thereupon a great part of

the remaining population, fearing the vengeance of the Chal-
deans, fled, against the prophet's advice, into Etrypt (Jer. sL-
xliii.). And so the banishment of the people was now a total

one, and throughout the whole period of the Chaldean
domination the land was a wilderness.

Judah was now, like the ten tribes, cast out amongst the
heathen out of the land the Lord had given them for an inherit-
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ance, because tliey had forsaken Jahveh, their God, and had

despised His statutes. Jerusalem, the city of the great King
over all the earth, was in ruins, the house which the Lord had

consecrated to His name was burnt with fire, and the people of

His covenant had become a scorn and derision to all peoples.

But God had not broken His covenant with Israel. Even in

the law—Lev. xxvi. and Deut. xxx.—He had promised that even

when Israel was an outcast from his land amongst the heathen,

He would remember His covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob, and not utterly reject the exiles ; but when they had

borne the punishment of their sins, would turn again their cap-

tivity, and gather them together out of the nations.

§ 2. THE PERSON OF THE PROPHET.

Concerning the life and labours of the prophet Jeremiah, we

have fuller information than we have as to those of many of

the other prophets. The man is very clearly reflected in his

prophecies, and his life is closely interwoven with the history

of Judah. We consider first the outward circumstances of the

prophet's life, and then his character and mental gifts.

a. His Outward Circumstances.—Jeremiah On^^"^"!, con-

tracted n^*?T., 'IepeixLa<;, Jeremias) was the son of Hilkiah, one

of the priests belonging to the priest-city Anathoth, situated

about five miles north of Jerusalem, now a village called An^ta.

This Hilkiah is not the high priest of that name, mentioned in

2 Kings xxii. 4 ff. and 2 Ohron. xxxiv. 9, as has been sup-

posed by some of the Fathers, Rabbins, and recent commen-

tators. This view is shown to be untenable by the indefinite

D'ljnbri IP, i. 1. Besides, it is hardly likely that the high priest

could have lived with his household out of Jerusalem, as was

the case in Jeremiah's family (Jer. xxxii. 8, xxxvii. 12 ff.)
;

and we learn from 1 Kings ii. 26 that it was priests of the

house of Ithamar that lived in Anathoth, whereas the high

priests belonged to the line of Eleazar and the house of

Phinehas (1 Ohron. xxiv. 3). Jeremiah, called to be prophet

at an early age (1J?3, i. 6), laboured in Jerusalem from the thir-

teenth year of Josiah's reign (B.C. 629) until the fall of the

kingdom ; and after the destruction of Jerusalem he continued
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liis work for some years longer amidst the rains of Judab, and

ill Egypt amongst those of his countrymen who had fled

thither (i. 2 f., xxv. 3, xl.-xliv.). His prophetic ministry falls,

consequently, into the period of the internal dissolution of the

kingdom of Judah, and its destruction hy the Chaldeans. He
had himself received a mission from the Lord to peoples and

kingdoms, as well to break down and destroy, as to build and

plant (i. 10). He was to fulfil this mission, in the first place,

in the case of Judah, and then to the heathen peoples, in so

far forth as they came in contact with the kingdom of God in

Judah. The scene of his labours was Jerusalem. Here he

proclaimed the word of the Lord in the courts of the temple

(e.g. vii. 2, xsvi. 1) ; at the gates of the city (xvii. 19) ; in the

king's palace (xxii. 1, xxxvii. 17); in the prison (xxxii. 1); and

in other places (xviii. 1 ff., xix. 1 ff., xxvii. 2). Some com-

mentators think that he first began as prophet in his native

town of Anathoth, and that he wrought there for some time

ere he visited Jerusalem ; but this is in contradiction to the

statement of ii. 2, that he uttered almost his very first dis-

course " before tlie ears of Jerusalem." Nor does this assump-

tion find any support from xi. 21, xii. 5 if. All that can be

gathered from these passages is, that during his ministry he

occasionally visited his native town, which lay so near Jeru-

salem, and preached the word of the Lord to his formtr fellow-

citizens.

When he began his work as prophet, King Josiah had already

taken in hand the extirpation of idolatry and the restoration of

the worsliip of Jahveh in the temple ; and Jeremiah was set

apart by the Lord to be a prophet that he miglit support the

godly king in this work. His task was to bring back the

hearts of the people to the God of their fathers by preaching

God's word, and to convert that outward return to the service

of Jahveh into a thorougli turning of the heart to Him, so as

to rescue from destruction all who were willing to convert and
be saved. Encouraged by Manasseh's sins, backslidino- from
the Lord, godlessness, and unrighteousness had reached in Judah
such a pitch, that it was no longer possible to turn aside the
judgment of rejection from the face of the Lord, to save the
backsliding race from being delivered into the power of the
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heatlien. Yet the faithful covenant God, in divine long-suffer-

ing, granted to His faithless people still another gracious oppor-

tunity for repentance and return to Him ; He gave them

Josiah's reformation, and sent the prophets, because, though

resolved to punish the sinful people for its stiff-necked apostasy,

He would not make an utter end of it. This gives us a view

point from which to consider Jeremiah's mission, and looking

hence, we cannot fail to find sufficient light to enable us to

understand the whole course of his labours, and the contents

of his discourses.

Immediately after his call, he was made to see, under the

emblem of a seething caldron, the evil that was about to

break from out of the north upon all the inhabitants of the

land : the families of the kingdoms of the north are to come
and set their thrones before the gates of Jerusalem and the

cities of Judah, and through them God is to utter judgment

upon Judah for its idolatry (i. 13-16). Accordingly, from

the beginning of his work in the days of Josiah onwards, the

prophet can never be driven from the maintenance of his posi-

tion, that Judah and Jerusalem will be laid waste by a hostile

nation besetting them from the north, that the people of

Judah will fall by the enemy's sword, and go forth into cap-

tivity ; cf. iv. 5 ff., 13 ff., 27 ff. ; v. 15 ff., vi. 22 ff., etc.

This nation, not particularly specified in the prophecies of tlie

earlier period, is none other than that of the Chaldeans, the

king of Babylon and his hosts. It is not the nation of the

Scythians, as many commentators suppose ; see the comm. on

iv. 5 ff. Nevertheless he unremittingly calls upon all ranks

of his people to repent, to do away with the abominable idols,

and to cease from its wickedness ; to plough up a new soil and

not sow among thorns, lest the anger of the Lord break fortli

in fire and burn unquenchably (iv. 1-4 ; cf. vi. 8, 16, vii. 3 f.,

etc.). He is never weary of holding up their sins to the view

of the people and its leaders, the corrupt priests, the false

prophets, the godless kings and princes ; this, too, he does amidst

much trial both from within and from without, and without

seeing any fruit of his labours (cf. xxv. 3-8). After twenty-

three years of indefatigable expostulation with the people, tlie

judgment of which he had so long warned them burst upon
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the incorrigible race. The fourth year of Jehoiakim's reigu

(B.C. 606) forms a turning point not only in the history of the

kingdom, but also in Jeremiah's work as prophet. In the year

in which Jerusalem was taken for the first time, and Judah

made tributary to the Chaldeans, those devastations began

with which Jeremiah had so often threatened his hardened

hearers ; and together with it came the fulfilment of what

Jeremiah had shortly before foretold, the seventy years' domi-

nion of Babylon over Judah, and over Egypt and the neigh-

bouring peoples (Jer. xxv. 19). For seventy years these

nations are to serve the king of Babylon ; but vehen these

years are out, the king and land of the Chaldeans shall be

visited, Judah shall be set free from its captivity, and shall

return into its own land (xxv. 11 f., xxxvii. 6 f., xxix. 10).

The progressive fulfilment of Jeremiah's warning prophecies

vindicated his character as prophet of the Lord ; yet, notwith-

standing, it was now that the sorest days of trial in his callin"

were to come. At the first taking of Jerusalem, Nebuchad-
nezzar had contented himself with reducing Jehoiakim under
his sway and imposing a tribute on the land, and king and
people but waited and plotted for a favourable opportunity to

shake off the Babylonian yoke. In this course they were en-

couraged by the lying prophecies of the false prophets, and the

work done by these men prepared for Jeremiah sore contro-

versies and bitter trials. At the very beginning of Jehoiakim's

reign, the priests, the prophets, and the people assembled in the

temple, laid hands on Jeremiah, because. he had declared that

Zion should share the fate of Shiloh, and that Jerusalem should
be destroyed. He was by them found worthy of death, and he
escaped from the power of his enemies only by the mediation
of the princes of Judah, who hastened to his rescue, and re-

minded the people that in Hezekiah's days the prophet Micah
had uttered a like prophecy, and yet had suffered nothino- at

the hand of the king, because he feared God. At the same
time, Uriah, who had foretold the same issue of affairs, and
who had fled to Egypt to escape Jehoiakim's vengeance, was
forced back thence by an envoy of the king and put to death
(Jer. xxvi.). Now it was that Jeremiah, by command of God
caused his assistant Baruch to write all the discourses he had
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delivered into a roll-book, and to read it before the assembled

people on the day of the fast, observed in the ninth month of

the fifth year of Jehoiakim's reign. When the king had word
of it, he caused the roll to be brought and read to him. But
when two or three passages had been read, he cut the roll in

pieces and cast the fragments into a brasier that was burning

before him. He ordered Jeremiah and Baruch to be brought

;

but by the advice of the friendly princes they had concealed

themselves, and God hid them so that they were not found

(chap, xxxvi.). It does not appear that the prophet suffered

any further persecution under Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin. Two
years after the fast above mentioned, Jehoiakim rose against

Nebuchadnezzar. The result was, that Jerusalem was besieged

and taken for the second time in the reign of the next king ;

Jehoiakim, the leading men, and the flower of the nation were

carried into exile to Babylon ; and so Jeremiah's prophecy was

yet more strikingly affirmed. Jerusalem was saved from de-

struction this time again, and in Zedekiah, the uncle of the

exiled king, who had, of course, to take the oath of fealty, the

country had again a king of the old stock. Yet the heavy

blow that had now fallen on the nation was not sufficient to

bend the stiff neck of the infatuated people and its leaders.

Even yet were found false prophets who foretold the speedy

overthrow of Chaldean domination, and the return, ere long,

of the exiles (chap, xxviii.). In vain did Jeremiah lift up his

voice in warning against putting reliance on these prophets, or

on the soothsayers and sorcerers who speak like them (chap,

xxvii. 9 f., 14). When, during the first years of Zedekiah's

reign, ambassadors had come from the bordering nations, Jere-

miah, in opposition to the false prophets, declares to the king

that God has given all these countries into the hand of the

king of Babylon, and that these peoples shall serve him and

his son and his grandson. He cries to the king, " Put your

necks into the yoke of the king of Babylon, and ye shall live

;

he that will not serve him shall perish by sword, famine, and

pestilence" (chap, xxvii. 12 ff.). This announcement he

repeated before the people, the princes, and the king, during

the siege by the Chaldeans, which followed on Zedekiah's

treacherous insurrection against his liege lord, and he chose for
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it the particular time at which the Clialdeans had temporarily

raised the siege, in order to meet the Egyptian king in the field,

Pharaoh Hoplira having advanced to the help of the Jews

(Jer. xxxiv. 20 ff.). It was then that, when going out by the

city gate, Jeremiah was laid hold of, beaten by the magistrates,

and thrown into prison, on the pretext that he wanted to desert

to the Chaldeans. After he had spent a long time in prison, the

king had him brought to him, and inquired of him secretly for

a word of Jahveh ; but Jeremiah had no other word from God

to give him but, " Thou shalt be given into the hand of the

king of Babylon." Favoured by this opportunity, he com-

plained to the king about his imprisonment. Zedekiah gave

order that he should not be taken back to the prison, but placed

in the court of the prison, and that a loaf of bread should be

given him daily until all the bread in Jerusalem was consumed

(chap, xxxvii.). -Shortly thereafter, however, some of the

princes demanded of the king the death of the prophet, on the

ground that he was paralysing the courage of soldiers and

people by such speeches as, " He that remains in this city shall

die by sword, famine, and pestilence ; but he that goeth out

to the Chaldeans shall carry off his life as a prey from them."

They alleged he was seeking the hurt and not the weal of the

city ; and the feeble king yielded to their demands, with the

words : " Behold, he is in your hand, for the king can do

nothing against you." Upon this he was cast into a deep pit in

the court of the prison, in the slime of which he sank deep, and
would soon have perished but for the noble-minded Ethiopian

Ebed-melech, a royal chamberlain, who made application to the

king on his behalf, and procured his removal out of the dun-

geon of mire. When consulted privately by the king yet a^ain,

he had none other than his former answer to give him, and so

he remained in the court of the prison until the capture of

Jerusalem by the Chaldeans (chap, xxxviii.). After this he

was restored to freedom by Nebuzar-adan, the captain of

Nebuchadnezzar's guard, at the command of the king ; and
being left free to choose his place of residence, he decided to

remain at Mizpah with Gedaliah, appointed governor of the

land, amongst his own people (chap, xxxix. 11-14, and xl. 1-6).

Now it was that he composed the Lamentations upon the fall
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of Jerusalem and Judali. After tlie foul mnrder of Gedaliah,

the people, fleeing through fear of Chaldean vengeance, com-
pelled him to accompany them to Egypt, although he had

expressly protested against the flight as a thing displeasing

to God (xli. 17—xliii. 7). In Egypt he foretold the con-

quest of the land by Nebuchadnezzar (xliii. 8-13) ; and,

further on, the judgment of God on his countrymen, wlio had
attached themselves to the worship of the Queen of Heaven
(xliv.). Beyond this we are told nothing else about him
in Bible records. Neither the time, the place, nor the manner
of his death is known. We cannot confidently assert fi-om

chap. xliv. that he was still living in B.C. 570, for this [last]

discourse of the prophet does not necessarily presume the death

of King Hophra (b.C. 570). Only this much is certain, that

he lived yet for some years in Egypt, till about 585 or 580

;

that his labours consequently extended over some fifty years,

and so that, presuming he was called to be prophet when a

youth of 20 to 25 years old, he must have attained an age of

70 to 75 yeai's. As to his death, we are told in the fathers

Jerome, Tertull., Epiph., that he was stoned by the people at

Tahpanhes {Daphne of Egypt), and accordingly his grave used

to be pointed out near Cairo. But a Jewish tradition, in the

Seder ol. rabb. c. 26, makes him out to have been carried off

with Baruch to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar at the conquest

of Egypt, in the 27th year of Nebuchadnezzar's reign.

Isidor Pelusiota, epist. i. 298, calls him TrokviraQecrTaTo^ rSiv

irpocpi^Tciv; but the greater were the ignominy and suffering

endured by Jeremiah in life, the higher was the esteem in

which he was held by posterity, chiefly, doubtless, because of

the exact fulfilment of his prophecy as to the seventy years'

duration of the Babylonian empire (cf. Dan. ix. 2, 2 Chron.

xxxvi. 20 f., Ezra i. 1). Jesus Sirach, in his Praise of the

Prophets, Ecclus. c. xlix. 7, does not go beyond what we already

know from Jer. i. 10 ; but as early as the second book of the

Maccabees, we have traditions and legends which leave no

doubt of the profound veneration in which he was held, espe-

cially by the Alexandrian Jews.^

^ Thus the vision reported of Judas Maocabseus in 2 Mace. xv. 12 ff., to

the effect that in a dream a man appeared to him, standing beside the high

VOL. I. B
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b. His Character and Mental Qualities.—If we gather

togetlier in one the points of view that are discovered in a sum-

mary glance over Jeremiah's work as a propliet, we feel the

truth of Ed. Vilmar's statement at p. 38 of his essay on the

prophet Jeremiah in the periodical, Der Beweis des Glauhens.

Bd. V. Giitersloh 1869. "When we consider tlie prophet's

faith in the imperishableness of God's people, in spite of tlie

inevitable ruin which is to overwhelm the race then living, and

his conviction, firm as the rock, that the Chaldeans are invincible

until the end of the period allotted to them by Providence, it is

manifest that his work is grounded in something other and

higher than mere political sharp-sightedness or human sagacity."

Nor is the unintermitting stedfastness with which, amidst the

sorest difficulties from without, he exercised his office to be

explained by the native strength of his character. Naturally

of a yielding disposition, sensitive and timid, it was with

trembling that he bowed to God's call (i. 6) ; and afterwards,

when borne down by the burden of them, he repeatedly enter-

tained the wish to be relieved from his hard duties. '' Thou
hast persuaded me, Lord," he complains in xx. 7 ff., "and I
let myself be persuaded ; Tliou hast laid hold on me and hast

prevailed. I am become a laughing-stock all the day long : the

word of Jahveh is become a reproach and a derision. And I
thought: I will think no more of Him nor speak more in His
name ; and it was in my head as burning fire, shut up in my
bones, and I become weary of bearing up, and cannot."
Though filled with glowing love that sought the salvation of
his people, he is compelled, while he beholds their moral corrupts

priest Onias, while he prayed for Ms people,—a man marked by his hoaiy
liair and venerableness, engirded by wondrous and glorious majesty, and
that Onias said

:
" This is the (pA«Ss7i(pof that has prayed so much for the

people and the holy city, Jeremiah, the prophet of God ; " that Jeremiah
held out to Judas a golden sword, with the words, " Take this holy sword
as a gift from God ; therewith thou shalt smite the adversaries." Further
we have in 2 Mace. ii. 4 ff., that at the destruction of Jerusalem, Jeremiah
hid the ark, the holy fire, the incense with its altar and the tabernacle in a
cave of the mountain from which Moses saw the promised land and that
this place wiU not be found again till the Lord gathers His people and is
gracious to it. Hence arose the expectation which we find in Matt. xvi. 14
that Jeremiah will appear again as the forerunner of the Messiah.
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ness, to cry out: "O that I had in the wilderness a lodging-

place of wayfarers ! then would I leave my people, and go from

them; for they are all adulterers, a ci'ew of faithless men" (ix. 1).

And his assurance that the judgment about to burst on the

land and people could not be turned aside, draws from him the

sigh :
" O that mine head were waters, and mine eyes a fountain

of tears I then would I weep day and night for the slain of my
people" (viii. 23). "He was no second Elijah," as Hgstbg.

Christol. ii. p. 370 happily puts it. " He had a soft nature, a sus-

ceptible temperament ; his tears flowed readily. And he who
was so glad to live in peace and love with all men, must needs,

because he has enlisted in the service of truth, become a second

Ishmael, his hand against every man, and every man's hand

against him ; he whose love for his people was so glowing, was

doomed to see that love misconstrued, to see himself branded

as a traitor by those who were themselves the traitors to the

people." Experiences like these raised bitter struggles in his

soul, repeatedly set forth by him, especially in xii. and xx.

Yet he stands immovably stedfast in the strife against all the

powers of wickedness, like " a pillar of iron and a wall of brass

against the whole land, the kings of Judah, its rulers and

priests, and against the common people," so that all who strove

against him could effect nothing, because the Lord, according

to His promise, i. 18 f., was with him, stood by his side as a

terrible warrior (xx. 11), and showed His power mighty in the

prophet's weakness.

This character of Jeremiah is also reflected in his writings.

His speech is clear and simple, incisive and pithy, and, though

generally speaking somewhat diffuse, yet ever rich in thought.

If it lacks the lofty strain, the soaring flight of an Isaiah, yet

it has beauties of its own. It is distinguished by a wealth of

new imagery which is wrought out with great delicacy and deep

feeling, and by " a versatility that easily adapts itself to the most

various objects, and by artistic clearness" (Ewald). In the

manasement of his thoughts Jeremiah has more recourse than

other prophets to the law and the older sacred writings (cf.

Koenig, das Deuteronom u. der Proph. Jeremia, Heft ii. of the

A Ittstl. Studien ; and A. Kiiper, Jeremias lihrorum sacrr. interpres

atque vindex). And his style of expression is rich in repetitions
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and stancling plirases. These peculiarities are not, however, to be

regarded as signs of the progressive decline of the prophetic giit

(Evv.),butare tobe derivedfrom deeper foundations, from positive

and fundamental causes. The continual recurrence to the law,

and the frequent application of the prophetic parts of Deu-

teronomy, was prompted by the circumstances of the time.

The wider the people's apostasy from God's law extended itself,

so much the greater became the need for a renewed preaching

of the law, that should point to the sore judgments there

threatened against hardened sinners, now about to come into

fulfilment. And as against the guile of false prophets whose

influence with the infatuated people became ever greater, the

true witnesses of the Lord could have no more effective means

of showing and proving the divineness of their mission and the

truth of tlieir testimony than by bringing strongly out their

connection with the old prophets and their utterances. Oh
this wise did Jeremiah put in small compass and preserve the

spiritual inheritance which Israel had received from Moses a

thousand years before, and thus he sent it with the people into

exile as its better self (E. Vilm. as above). The numerous

repetitions do unquestionably produce a certain monotony, but

this monotony is nothing else than the expression of the bitter

grief that penetrates the soul ; the soul is full of the one thought

which takes entire possession of its elastic powers, and is never

weary of ever crying out anew the same truth to the people, so

as to stagger their assurance by tliis importunate expostulation

(cf. Haevern. Inirod. p. 196). From the same cause comes
the negligence in diction and style, on which Jerome in

Prol. in Jer. passed this criticism : Jeremias propheta sermone

apud Ilebrwos Jesaia et Osea et qidhmdam aliis prophetis videtur

esse rusticior, sed sensihus par est ; and further in the Procem.
to lib. iv. of the Comment.: quantum in verhis simplex et facilis

tantum in majestate sensuum profundissimus. An unadorned
style is the natural expression of a heart filled with grief and
sadness. " He that is sad and downcast in heart, whose eyes
run over with tears (Lam. ii. 2), is not the man to deck and
trick himself out in frippery and fine speeches" (Hgstb. as above
p. 372). Finally, as to the language, the influence of the
Aramaic upon the Hebrew tongue is already pretty evident.
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§ 3. THE BOOK OP THE PROPHECIES OP JEREMIAH.

a. Contents and Aerangement.—The prophecies of

Jeremiah divide themselves, in accordance with their subjects,

into those that concern Judah and the kingdom of God, and

tliose regarding foreign nations. The former come first in the

book, and extend from chap, i.-xlv, ; the latter are comprised in

chap, xlvi.-li. Tiie former again fall into three groups,

clearly distinguishable by their form and subjects. So that the

whole book may be divided into four sections ; while chap. i.

contains the account of the pi'ophet's consecration, and chap,

lii. furnishes an historical supplement.

The first section occupies chap, ii.-xx., and comprises six

lengthy discourses which contain the substance of Jeremiah's

oral preaching during the reign of Josiah. In these the people

is brought face to face witli its apostasy from the Lord into

idolatry ; its unrighteousness and moral corruption is set before

it, the need of contrition and repentance is brought home, and

a race of hardened sinners is threatened with the devastation

of their land by a barbarous people coming from afar : while

to the contrite the prospect of a better future is opened up.

By means of headings, these discourses or compilations of

discourses are marked off from one another and gathered into

continuous wholes. The first discourse, chap, ii. 1-iii. 5, sets

forth, in general terms, tlie Lord's love and faithfulness towards

Israel. The second, chap. iii. 6-vi. 30, presents in the first

half of it (iii. 6-iv. 2) tlie fate of the ten tribes, tlieir dis-

persion for their backsliding, and the certainty of their being

received again in the event of their repentance, all as a warning

to faithless Judah ; and in the second half (iv. 3—vi. 30),

announces that if Judah holds on in its disloyalty, its land will

be ravaged, Jerusalem will be destroyed, and its people cast

cut amongst the heathen. The third discourse, chap, vi.-x.,

admonishes against a vain confidence in the temple and the

sacrifices, and threatens the dispersion of Judah and the spolia-

tion of the country (vii. 1-viii. 3) ; chides the people for

being obstinately averse to all reformation (viii. 4-ix. 21);

shows wherein true wisdom consists, and points out the folly

of idolatry (ix. 22-x. 25). The fourth discourse, chap
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xi.-xiii,, exhibits the people's disloyalty to the covenant

(xi. 1-17) ; shows by concrete examples their utter corruptness,

and tells them that the doom pronounced is irrevocable

(xi. 18-xii. 17); and closes with a symbolical action adumbrating

the expulsion into exile of the incorrigible" race (xiii.). The

fifth, chap, xiv.-xvii., "the word concerning the droughts,"

gives illustrative evidence to show that the impending judg-

ment cannot be turned aside by any entreaties; that Judah,

for its sins, will be driven into exile, but will yet in the

future be brought back again (xiv. 1—xvii. 4) ; and closes

with general animadversions upon the root of the mischief, and

the way by which punishment may be escaped (xvii. 5-27).

The sixlh discourse, chap, xviii.-xx., contains two oracles from

God, set forth in symbolical actions, which signify the judgment

about to burst on Judah for its continuance in sin, and which

drew down persecution, blows, and harsh imprisonment on the

prophet, so that he complains of his distress to the Lord, and

curses the day of his birth. All these discourses have this in

common, that threatening and promise are alike general in their

terms. Most emphatically and repeatedly is threatening made
of the devastation of the land by enemies, of the destruction of

Jerusalem, and the dispersion of Judah amongst the heathen ;

and yet nowhere is it indicated who are to execute this judg-

ment. Not until the threatening addressed to Pashur in

XX. 4 are we told that it is the king of Babylon into whose

hand all Judah is to be given, that he may lead them away to

Babylon and smite them with the sword. And bej-oud the

general indication, iii. 6, "in the days of Josiah," not even

the headings contain any hint as to the date of the several

prophecies or of portions of them, or as to the circumstances
that called them forth. The quite general character of the

heading, iii. 6, and the fact that the tone and subject

remain identical throughout the whole series of chapters that

open the collected prophecies of Jeremiah, are sufficient to

justify Hgstbg. (as above, p. 373) in concluding that " we have
here before us not so much a series of prophecies which were
delivered precisely as we have them, each on a particular oc-
casion during Josiah's reign, but rather a resumd of Jeremiah's
entire public work as prophet during Josiah's reign ; a summary
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of, "all that, taken apai't from the special circumstances of the

time, had at large the aim of giving deeper stability to the

reformatory efforts Josiah was carrying on in outward affairs."

This view is most just, only it is not to be limited to chap,

ii.-vii., but is equally applicable to the whole of the first section

of the collected prophecies.

The second section, chap, xxi.-xxxii., contains special pre-

dictions ; on the one hand, of the judgment to be executed by

the Chaldeans (xxvii.—xxix.) ; on the other, of Messianic sal-

vation (xxx.-xxxiii.). The predictions of judgment fall into

three groups. The central one of these, the announcement of

the seventy years' dominion of the Chaldeans over Juduh and

all nations, passes into a description of judgment to come

upon the whole world. As introductory to this, we have it

announced in xsi. that Judah and its royal family are to

be given into the hands of the king of Babylon ; we have

ill xxii. and xxiii. the word concerning the shepherds and

leaders of the people ; while in xxiv. comes the statement,

illustrated by the emblem of two baskets of figs, as to the cha-

racter and future fortunes of the Jewish people. The sevei'al

parts of this group are of various dates. The intimation of

the fate awaiting Judah in xxi. is, according to the heading,

taken from the answer given to Zedekiah by Jeremiah during

the last siege of Jerusalem, when the king had inquired of him

about the issue of the war ; the denunciation of the people's

corrupt rulers, the wicked kings and false prophets, together

with the promise that a righteous branch is yet to be raised to

David, belongs, if we may judge from what is therein said of

the kinjis, to the times of Jehoiakim and Jehoiacliin ; while

the vision of the two baskets of figs in xxiv. dates from the

first part of Zedekiah's reign, shortly after Jehoiacliin and

the best part of the nation had been carried off to Babylon.

As this group of prophecies is a preparation for the central

prediction of judgment in xxv., so the group that follows,

xxvi.-xxis., serves to show reason for the universal judg-

ment, and to maintain it against tlie contradiction of the false

prophets and of the people deluded by their vain expecta-

tions. To the same end we are told in xxvi. of the accu-

sation and acquittal of Jeremiah on the charge of llis having
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foretold the destruction of Jerusalem : this and the supple-

mentary notice of the prophet Urijah fall within the reign of

Jehoiakiin. The same aim is yet more clearly to be traced

in the oracle in xxvii., regarding the j^oke of the king of

Babylon, which God will lay on the kings of Edoni, Moab,

Ammon, and Phoenicia, on King Zedekiah, the priests and

people of Judah ; in the threatening against the lying prophet

Hananiah in xxviii. ; and in Jeremiah's letter to the exiles

in Babylon in xxix., dating from the earlier years of Zede-

kiah's reign. From the dark background of these threaten-

ings stands out in chap, xxx.-xxxiii. the comforting promise

of the salvation of Israel. The prediction of grace and

glory yet in store for Israel and Judah through the Messiah

occupies two long discourses. The first is a complete whole,

both in matter and in form. It begins with intimating the

recovery of both houses of Israel from captivity and the cer-

tainty of their being received again as the people of God
(xxx. 1-22), while the wicked fall before God's wrath ; then

xxxi. promises grace and salvation, first to the ten tribes

(vers. 1-22), then to Judah (vers. 23-36) ; lastly, we have

(vers. 27-40) intimation that a new and everlasting covenant

will be concluded with the whole covenant people. The second

discourse in chaps, xxxii. and xxsiii. goes to support the first, and
consists of two words of God communicated to Jeremiah in the

tenth year of Zedekiah, i.e. in prospect of the destruction of

Jerusalem ; one being in emblematic shape (xxxii.), the other

is another explicit prediction of the destruction of Jerusalem,
and of blessings yet in store for the race of David and for the
Levitical priesthood (xxiii.).

The third section of the book, chap, xxxiv.-xliv., has in

the first place, brief utterances of the prophet, dating from
the times of Zedekiah and Jehoiachin, together with the
circumstances that called them forth, in xxxiv.-xxxvi.-
secondly, in xxxvii.-xxxix., notice of the prophet's experi-
ences, and of the counsels given by him durino^ the sie^re

in Zedekiah's reign up till the taking of the city; finairy

in xl.-xlv. are given events that happened and "prophecies
that were delivered after the siege. So that here there is

gathered together by way of supplements all that was of
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cardinal Importance in Jeremiah's efforts in behalf of the un-

happy people, in so far as it had not found a place in the

previous sections.

In ihe fourth section, chap, xlvi.-li., follow propliecies against

foreign nations, uttered partly in the fourtli year of Jehoiakim,

or rather later, partly in the first year of Zedekiah. And last

of all, the conclusion of the whole collective book is formed by
chap. Hi., an historical supplement which is not the work of

Jeremiah himself. In it are notices of the destruction of the

city, of the number of the captives taken to Babylon, and of

what befell King Jehoiachin there.

h. Origin of the Compilation or Book of the Propliecies

of Jeremiah.—Regarding the composition of the book, all sorts

of ingenious and arbitrary hypotheses have been propounded.

Almost all of them proceed on the assumption that the longer

discourses of the first part of the book consist of a greater or

less number of addresses delivered to the people at stated times,

and have been arranged partly clironologically, but partly also

without reference to any plan whatever. Hence the conclu-

sion is drawn that in the book a hopeless confusion reigns.

In proof of this, see the hypotheses of Movers and Ilitzig.

From the summary of contents just given, it is plain that in

none of the four sections of the book has chronological succes-

sion been the principle of arrangement ; this has been had

regard to only in so far as it fell in with the plan chiefly kept

in view, which was that of grouping tlie fi-agments accord-

ing to their subject-matter. In the three sections of the

prophecies concerning Israel, a general chronological order has

to a certain extent been observed thus far, namely, tliat in the

first section (ii.-xx.) are tlie discourses of the time of Josiah ;

in the second (xxi.-xxxiii.), the prophecies belonging to the

period between the fourth year of Jehoiakim and the siege

of Jerusalem under Zedekiah ; in the third (xxxiv.-xlv.),

events and oracles of the time before and after the siege and

capture of the city. But even in tliose passages in the second

and third sections which are furnished witli historical references,

order in time is so little regarded tliat discourses of the time

of Zedekiah precede those of Jehoiakini's time. And in the
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first section the d&te of tlie several discourses is a matter of

so secondary importance tliat, beyond the indefinite intimation in

iii. 6, tliere is not to be found in any of the headings any hint of

the date ; and here, upon the whole, we have not the individual

discourses in tlie form in which they were under various cir-

cumstances delivered to the people, but only a resume of his

oral addresses arranged with reference to the subject-matter.

The first notice of a written collection of the propliecies

occurs in xxxvi. Here we are told that in the fourth year

of Jehoiakim's reign, Jeremiah, by divine command, caused

his assistant Baruch to write in a roll all the words he had

spoken concerning Israel and Judah and all nations from the

day he was called up till that time, intending them to be

read by Baruch to the assembled people in the temple on the

approaching fast. And after the king had cut up the roll and

cast it into the fire, the prophet caused the words Baruch had

taken down to his dictation to be written anew in a roll, with

the addition of many words of like import. This fact suggests

the idea that the second roll written by Baruch to Jeremiah's

dictation formed the basis of the collected edition of all Jere-

miah's prophecies. The history makes it clear that till then the

prophet had not committed his prophecies to writing, and that

in the roll written by Baruch they for the first time assumed

a written form. The same account leads us also to suppose

that in this roll the prophet's discourses and addresses were not

transcribed in the precise words and in the exact order in which

he had from time to time delivered them to the people, but

that they were set down from memory, the substance only being

preserved. The design with which they wei'e committed to

writing was to lead the people to humble themselves before

the Lord and turn from their evil ways (xxxvi. 3, 7), by
means of importunately forcing upon their attention all God's

commands and warnings. And we may feel sure that this

parenetic aim was foremost not only in the first document
(burnt by the king), but in the second also ; it was not proposed
here either to give a complete and authoritative transcription

of all the prophet's sayings and speeches. The assumption of
recent critics seems justifiable, that the document composed in

Jehoiakim's reign was the foundation of the book handed down
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to US, and that it was extended to the compass of the canonical

book by the addition of revelations vouchsafed after that time,

and of the historical notices that most illustrated Jeremiah's

labours. But, however great be the probability of this view, we
are no longer in a position to point out the original book in

that which we have received, and as a constituent part of the

same. At first siiiht, we might indeed be led to look on the

first twenty chapters of our book as tlie original document,

since the character of these cliapters rather favours the hypo-

thesis. For they are all lengthy compositions, condensed from

oral addresses with the view of reporting mainly the substance

of them ;
^ nor is there in them anything that certainly carries

us beyond the time of Josiah and the beginning of Jehoiakim's

reign, except indeed the heading of the book, i, 1-3, and

this was certainly prefixed only when the book was given

forth as a whole. But according to the statement in xxxvi. 2,

the original manuscript prepared by Baruch contained not only

the words of the prophet which he had up to that time spoken

concerning Israel and Judah, but also his words concerning

all nations, that is, doubtless, all the prophecies concern-

ing the heathen he had till now uttered, viz. xxv. 15-xxxi.,

xlvi.-xlix. 33. Nor can the most important discourse, chap.

XXV., belonging to the beginning of the fourth year of Jehoiakim,

have been omitted from the original manuscript ; certainly not

from the second roll, increased by many words, which was put

together after the first was burnt. For of tlie second manu-

script we may say with perfect confidence what Ewald says of

the first, that nothing of importance would be omitted from it.

If then we may take for granted that the discourse of cliapi,

XXV. was included in the book put together by Baruch, it fol-

lows that upon the subsequent expansion of the work that

chapter must have been displaced from its original position by

' As to the putting together of the seven pieceswhich occupy chap, ii.-xxiv.,

Ewald (Proph. ii. S. 81, der 2 Ausg.) aptly remarks :
" In tracing out these

pieces from memory, the prophet manifestly started from a discourse, im-

portant in itself or its consequences, which he had delivered in some par-

ticular place ; this remembrance then became the centre of the piece to be

written, and to it he was easily able to attach much that was of kindred

import.

"
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tlie intercalation of chap. xxi. and xxiv., wliich are both of

tlie time of Zudekiah. But the displacement of xxv. by pro-

]>hecies of Zedekiah's time, and the arrangement of the several

fragments which compose the central sections of the book now

in our hands, show conclusively that the method and nature of

this book are incompatible with the hypothesis that the existing

book arose from the work written down by Baruch to Jere-

miah's dictation by the addition and interpolation of later pro-

phetic utterances and liistorical facts (Ew., Graf). The

contents of chap, xxi.-xlv. were unmistakeably disposed ac-

cording to a definite uniform plan which had regard chiefly

to the subject-matter of those chapters, even though we are no

longer in a position confidently to discriminate the several

constituent parts, or point out the reason for the place assigned

to them. The same plan may be traced in the arrangement of

the longer compositions in chap, ii.-xx. The consistency of

the plan goes to show that the entire collection of the prophecies

was executed by one editor at one time. Ew., Umbr., and

Graf conclude that the original book attained its final form by

a process of completion immediately after the destruction of

the city and the deportation of the people ; but it is impossible

to admit their conclusion on the grounds they give, namely,

the heading at chap. i. 3 : "until the carrying away of Jeru-

salem in the fifth month;" and the fact that what befell the

prophet, and what was spoken by him after the city was de-

stroyed, have found a place immediately after chap, xxxix. in

chap, xl.-xliv. Both circumstances are sufficiently explained

by the fact that with the destruction of Jerusalem, Jere-

miah's work as a prophet, though not absolutely finished,

had yet anticipatively come to an end. His later labours

at Mizpah and in Egypt were but a continuation of secondary
importance, which might consequently be passed over in the

heading of the book. See the Comment, on i. 3. We are
not sure that the period between the fifth and seventh months
xli. 1, during which Jeremiah and Baruch remained with the
governor Gedaliah at Mizpah, was more suitable than any
other for looking back over his work which had now extended
over more than forty-one years, and by expanding the book he
had at an earlier period written, for leaving behind him a
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monument for posterity in the record of his most memorable

utterances and experiences—a monument tliat might serve to

warn and instruct, as well as to comfort in present suffering

means of the treasure of hopes and promises which he has

thus laid up (Graf). But, judging from Jeremiah's habit of

mind, we imagine that at that time Jeremiah would be disposed

rather to indite the Lamentations than to edit his prophecies.

Arguments for repeated editings and transformations of par-

ticular chapters have been founded partly on the subject-matter,

partly on peculiarities in the form of certain passages, e.g. the

alternation, in the headings, of the formulas ibK? ''7^ niiT' "lai ''n^l

or "'^S npN»l and "ibsi; ^n>jpy_ ^x nin' ty] <n\'\ -, and the title in^pi'.

N^asrij which occurs only in certain chaptei's, xx. 2, xxv. 2, xxviii.

5, 6, and often, xxix. 1, 29, xxxii. 2. But on deeper investiga-

tion these arguments appear inconclusive. If we are desirous

not to add by new and uncertain conjectures to the already large

number of arbitrary hypotheses as to the compilation and origin

of the book before us, we must abide by what, after a careful

scrutiny of its subject-matter and form, proves to be certainly

established. And the result of our examination may be epito-

mized in the following propositions :—1. The book in its canoni-

cal form has been arranged according to a distinct, self-consistent

plan, in virtue of which the preservation of chronological order

has been made secondary to the principle of grouping together

cognate subjects. 2. The book written by Baruch in the fiftli

year of Jehoiakim's reign, which contained the oracles spoken

by Jeremiah up till that time, is doubtless the basis of the book

as finally handed down, without being incorporated with it as a

distinct work ; but, in accordance with the plan laid down for

the compilation of the entire series, was so disposed that the

several portions of it were interspersed with later portions,

handed down, some orally, some in writing, so that the result

was a uniform whole. For that prophecies other than those

in Baruch's roll were straightway written down (if they were

not first composed in writing), is expressly testified by xxx. 2,

xxix. 1, and li. 60. 3. The complete edition of the whole was

not executed till after the close of Jeremiah's labours, probably

immediately after his death. This work, together with the

supplying of the historical notice in chap, lii., was probably the
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work of Jeremiah's colleague Barucli, who may have survived

the last event mentioned in the book, lii. 31 ff., the restora-

tion of Jehoiakim to freedom after Nebuchadnezzar's death,

B.C. 563.

§ 4. THE GENUINENESS OF THE BOOK AND THE INTEGRITY OF

THE MASOKETIC TEXT.

Jeremiah's prophecies bear everywhere so plainly upon the

face of them the impress of this prophet's strongly marked in-

dividuality, that their genuineness, taken as a whole, remains

unimpugned even by recent criticism. Hitzig, e.g., holds it to

be so undoubted that in the prolegomena to his commentary he

simply takes the matter for granted. And Ewald, after ex-

pounding his view of the contents and origin of the book,

observes that so striking a similarity in expression, attitude, and

colouring obtains throughout every portion, that from end to

end we hear the same prophet speak. Ewald excepts, indeed, the

oracle against Babylon in chap. 1. and li., which he attributes

to an anonymous disciple who had not confidence to write in

his own name, towards the end of the Babylonian captivity.

He admits that he wrote after the manner of Jeremiah, but

with this marked difference, that he gave an entirely new refer-

ence to words which he copied from Jeremiah ; for example,

according to Ewald, the description of the northern enemies,

who were in Jeremiah's view first the Scythians and then the

Chaldeans, is applied by him to the Medes and Persians, who
were then at war with the Chaldeans. But with Ewald, as

with his predecessors Eichh., Maur., Knobel, etc., the chief

motive for denying the genuineness of this prophecy is to be

found in the dogmatic prejudice which leads them to suppose it

impossible for Jeremiah to have spoken of the Chaldeans as he
does in chap. 1. f., since his expectation was that the Chaldeans
were to be the divine instruments of carrying out the judo-ment
near at hand upon Judah and the other nations. Others such
as Movers, de Wette, Hitz., have, on the contrary, proposed to

get rid of what seemed to them out of order in this prediction
by assuming interpolations. These critics believe themselves
further able to make out interpolations, on a greater or less

scale, in other passages, such as x., xxv., xxvii..
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xxxiii., yet without throwing doubt on the genuineness of

the book at large. See details on this head in my Manual of

Introduction, § 75 ; and the proof of the assertions in the

commentary upon the passages in question.

Besides this, several critics have denied the integrity of the

Hebrew text, in consideration of the numerous divergencies

from it which are to be found in the Alexandrine translation

;

and they have proposed to explain the discrepancies between

the Greek and the Hebrew text by the hypothesis of two re-

censions, an Alexandrine Greek recension and a Babylonian

Jewish. J. D. Mich., in the notes to his translation of the

New Testament, i. p. 285, declared the text of the LXX. to be

the original, and purer than the existing Hebrew text; and

Eichh., Jahn, Bertholdt, Dahler, and, most confident of all,

Movers (de utriusque recensionis vaticiniorum Jer. grcecw

Alexandr. et liebraicoe Masor., indole et origine), have done what

they could to establish this position ; while de Wette, Hitz., and

Bleek (in his Introd.) have adopted the same view in so far that

they propose in many places to correct the Masoretic text from

the Alexandrine. But, on the other hand, Kiiper (Jerem.

librorum ss. interpres), Haevern. (Introd.), J. V/ichelhaus (de

JeremicB versione Alexandr.), and finally, and most thoroughly,

Graf, in his Comment, p. 40, have made comparison of the two

texts throughout, and have set the character of the Alexandrine

text in a clear light ; and their united contention is, that almost

all the divergencies of this text from the Hebrew have arisen

from the Greek translator's free and arbitrary way of treating

the Plebrew original. The text given by the Alexandrine is

very much shorter. Graf says that about 2700 words of the

Masoretic text, or somewhere about the eighth part of the whole,

have not been expressed at all in the Greek, while the few

additions that occur there are of very trifling importance. The

Greek text very frequently omits certain standing phrases, forms,

and expressions often repeated throughout the book : e.g. Cii<3

niiT is dropped sixty-four times ; instead of the frequently re-

curring niN3V niiT or iiS"JK". '•n'Ss 's nin' there is usually found

but nin\ In the historical portions the name of the father of

the principal person, regularly added in the Hebrew, is often

not given; so with the title N''a3n, when Jeremiah is mentioned;
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in speaking of the king of Babylon, the name Nebuchadnezzar,

wliicii we find thirty-six times in the Hebrew test, appears only

thirteen times. Such expressions and clauses as seemed synony-

mous or pleonastic are often left out, frequently to the destruc-

tion of the parallelism of the clauses, occasionally to the marring

of tlie sense; so, too, longer passages which had been given before,

either literally or in substance. Still greater are the discrep-

ancies in detail ; and they are of such a sort as to bring plainly

out on all hands the translator's arbitrariness, carelessness, and

want of apprehension. All but innumerable are the cases in

which gender, number, person, and tense are altered, synony-

mous expressions interchanged, metaphors destroyed, words

transposed ; we find frequently inexact and false translations,

erroneous reading of the unpointed text, and occasionally, when
the Hebrew word was not understood, we have it simply tran-

scribed in Greek letters, etc. See copious illustration of this

in Kllper, Wichelh., and Graf, II. cc, and in my Manual of
Inlrod. § 175, N. 14. Such being the character of the

Alexandrine version, it is clearly out of the question to talk

of the special recension on which it has been based. As
Hgstb. Chvistol. ii. p. 461 justly says : " Where it is notorious

that the rule is carelessness, ignorance, arbitrariness, and utterly

defective notions as to what the translator's province is, then
surely those conclusions are beside the mark that take the con-
trary of all this for granted." None of those who maintain the

theory that the Alexandrine translation has been made from a
special recension of the Hebrew text, has taken the trouble to

investigate the character of that translation with any minute-
ness, not even Ewald, though he ventures to assert that the
mass of slight discrepancies between the LXX. and the existing
text shows how far the MSS. of this book diverged from one
another at the time the LXX. originated. He aho holds that
not infrequently the original reading has been preserved in the
LXX., though he adds the caveat: "but in very many, or
indeed most of these places, the translator has but read and
translated too hastily, or again, has simply abbreviated the text
arbitrarily." Hence we can only subscribe the judgment
passed by Graf at the end of his examination of the Alexandr
translation of the present book : " The proofs of self-confidence
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and arbitrariness on the part of the Alexandrian translator being

innumerable, it is impossible to concede any critical authority

to his version,—for it can hardly be called a translation,—or to

draw from it conclusions as to a Hebrew text differing in form

from that which has been handed down to us."

We must maintain this position against Nagelsbach'^

attempt to explain, by means of disci'epancies amongst the

original Hebrew authorities, the different arrangement of the

prophecies against foreign nations adopted in the LXX., these

being here introduced in chap. xxv. between ver. 12 and ver.

14. For the arguments on which Nag., like Movers and Hitz.,

lays stress in his dissertations on Jeremiah in Lange's Bihel-

werk, p. 13, and in the exposition of xxv. 12, xxvii. 1, xlix.

34, and in the introduction to chap, xlvi.-li., are not conclusive,

and rest on assumptions that are erroneous and quite illegiti-

mate. In the first place, he finds in vers. 12-14, which, like

Mov., Hitz., etc., he takes to be a later interpolation,'' a proof

that the Book against the Nations must have stood in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of chap. xxv. To avoid anticipating

the exposition, we must here confine ourselves to remarking

that the verses adduced give no such proof : for the grounds

for this assertion we must refer to the comment on xxv.

12-14. But besides, it is proved, he says, that the prophecies

against the nations must once have come after chap. xxv. and

before chap, xxvii., by the peculiar expression to, AlXdiJ. at the

end of chap. xxv. 13 (Septuag.), by the omission of xxvii. 1

^ The difference in arraagement may be seen from the following table :

—

Septuagint. Masoretic Text.

Chap. xxv. 15 ff., Prophecy against Elam, Chap. xlix. 34.

xxvi.,
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in Sept., and by the somewhat unexpected date given at xhs

34. Now the date, "in the beginning of the reign of Zede-

kiah," in the heading of the prophecy against Elam, xlix. 34,

found not only in the Masoretic text, but also in the Alexandr.

version (where, however, it occurs as a postscript at the end

of the prophecy in xxvi. 1), creates a difficulty only if the

prophecy be wrongly taken to refer to a conquest of Elam by

Nebuchadnezzar. The other two arguments, founded on the

TO. AlXdfj, of XXV. 13, and the omission of the heading at

xxvii. 1 (Heb.) in the LXX., stand and fall with the assump-

tion that the Greek translator adhered closely to the Hebrew

text and rendered it with literal accuracy, the very reverse

of which is betrayed from one end of the translation to the

other. The heading at xxvii. 1, " In the beginning of the

reign of Jehoiakim the son of Josiah king of Judah, came this

word to Jeremiah from the Lord, saying," coincides word

for word with the heading of xxvi. 1, save that in the latter

tlie words " to Jeremiah'' do not occur ; and this former head-

ing the Greek translator has simply omitted,—holding it to be

incorrect, since the prophecy belongs to the time of Zedekiah,

and is addressed to him. On the other hand, he has appended

TO. Atkafj. to the last clause of xxv. 13, " which Jeremiah

prophesied against the nations," taking this clause to be the

heading of Jeremiah's prophecies against the nations; this

appears from the t^ AlXa/j,, manifestly imitated from the eVi

Ta edvrj. His purpose was to make out the following oracle as

iigainst Elam ; but he omitted from its place the full title of the

prophecy against Elam, because it seemed to him unsuitable to

Jiave it come immediately after the (in his view) general head-

ing, a eirpo^rjTevae 'Iepe^ia<i iirl ra e6v7], while, however, he

introduced it at the end of the prophecy. It is wholly wrong
to suppose that the heading at xxvii. 1 of the Hebrew text,

omitted in the LXX., is nothing but the postscript to the

prophecy against Elam (xxvi. 1 in the LXX. and xlix. 34
in the Heb.) ; for this postscript runs thus : iv apyy fiaaiXev-

ovTo<i SeSeKLOv /SacrtXeo)? iyeveTO, k.t.X., and is a literal trans-

lation of the heading at xlix. 34 of the Heb. It is from
(his, and not from xxvii. 1 of the Heb., that the translator

has manifestly taken his postscript to the prophecy against
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Elam ; and if so, the postscript is, of course, no kind of proof

that in the original text used by the Greeli translator the pro-

phecies against the nations stood before chap, xxvii. The
notion we are combating is vitiated, finally, by the fact that it

does not in the least explain why these prophecies are in the

LXX. placed after xxv. 13, but rather suggests for them a

wholly unsuitable position between xxvi. and xxvii., where

they certainly never stood, nor by any possibility ever could

have stood. From what has been said it will be seen that we
can seek the cause for the transposition of the prophecies

against the nations only in the Alexandrian translator's arbi-

trary mode of handling the Hebrew text.

For the exegetical literature on the subject of Jeremiah's

prophecies, see my Introduction to Old Testament, vol. i. p.

332, English translation (Foreign Theological Library). Be-

sides the commentaries there mentioned, there have since

appeared : K. H. Graf, der Proph. Jeremia erkldrt, Leipz.

1862 ; and 0. W. E. Naegelsbach, der Proph. Jeremia, Tlieo-

logisch-liomiletisch bearbeitet, in J. P. Lange's Bibelwerk, Biele-

feld and Leipz. 1868; translated in Dr. Schaff's edition of

Lange's Bibelwerk, and published by Messrs. Clark.





EIPOSITIOK

CHAP. I.—HEADING. CALL AND CONSECEATION OF JEREMIAH
TO BE PEOPHET.

|ERS. 1-3 contain the heading to the wliole hook of

the prophecies of Jeremiah, Tlie heading runs

thus : " Sayings of Jeremiah the son of Hilkiah, of

the priests at Anathoth, in the land of Benjamin, to

whom befell the word of Jahveh in the days of Joslah the son

of Amon king of Judah, in the thirteenth year of his reign,

and in the days of Jehoiakim the son of Josiali king of Judah,

unto the end of the eleventh year of Zedekiah the son of Josiah

king of Judah, until the caiTying away of Jerusalem captive in

the fifth month." The period mentioned in these verses includes

the time of Jeremiah's principal labours, while no reference is

here made to the work he at a later time wrouglit amidst the

ruins of Judah and in Egypt ; this being held to be of but

subordinate importance for the theocracy. Similarly, when the

names of the kings under whom he laboured are given, the

brief reigns of Jehoahaz and of Jehoiachin are omitted, neither

reign having lasted over tliree months. Plis prophecies are

called D''"]3'n, words or speeches, as in xxxvi. 10 ; so with the

prophecies of Amos, Am. i. 1. More complete information as to

the person of the prophet is given by the mention made of his

father and of his extraction. The name I^J'p''^' "Jahveh tlu'ows,"

was in very common use, and is found as the name of many
persons; cf. 1 Chron. v. 24, xii. 4, 10, 13, 2 Kings xxiii. 31,

Jer. XXXV. 3, Neh. x. 3, xii. 1. Hence we are hardly entitled

to explain the name with Hengstb. by Ex. xv. 1, to the effect

that whoever bore it was consecrated to the God wiio with

almighty hand dashes to the ground all His foes, so that in his

87
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name the nature of our prophet's mission would be held to be

set forth. His father Hilkiah is taken by Clem, Alex., Jerome,

and some Eabbins, for the high priest of that name who is

mentioned in 2 Chron. xxii. 4 ; but without sufficient grounds.

For Hilkiah, too, is a name that often occurs ; and the high

priest is sure to have had his home not in Anathoth, but in

Jerusalem. But Jeremiah and his father belonged to the

priests who lived in Anathoth, now called Andta, a town of the

priests, lying li hours north of Jerusalem (see on Josh. xxi.

18;, in the land, i.e. the tribal territory, of Benjamin. In ver.

2 V^S belongs to iti'S : " to whom befell (to whom came) the

word of Jahveh in the days of Josiah, ... in the thirteenth

year of his reign." This same year is named by Jeremiah in

chap. XXV. 3 as the beginning of his prophetic labours, 'n'.l

in ver 3 is the continuation of n^n in ver. 2, and its subject is

mn' "131
: and then (further) it came (to him) in the days of

Jehoiakim, ... to the end of the eleventh year of Zedekiah, etc.

In the fifth month of the year named, the eleventh of the reign

of Zedekiah, Jerusalem was reduced to ashes by Nebuzar-adan,

and its inhabitants carried away to Babylon ; cf. lii. 12 ff.,

2 Kings XXV. 8 ff. Shortly before, King Zedekiah, captured

when in flight from the Chaldeans during the siege of Jeru-

salem, had been deprived of eyesight at Riblah and carried to

Babylon in chains. And thus his kingship was at an end,

though the eleventh year of his reign might not be yet quite

completed.

Vers. 4-19. The Call and Consecration of Jeremiah
TO BE a Prophet or the Lord.—The investiture of Jeremiah

with the prophetic office follows in four acts : the call on the

part of the Lord, vers. 4-8 ; Jeremiah's consecration for his call-

ing in vers. 9-10 ; and in two signs, by means of which the Lord
assures him of certain success in his work and of powerful

support in the exercise of his office (vers. 11-19). The call

was given by a word of the Lord which came to him in this

form : Ver. 5. " Before I formed thee in the womb I have known
thee, and before thou wentest forth from the belly have I con-
secrated thee, to be prophet to the nations have I set thee. Ver.
6. Then said I, Ah, Lord Jahveh ! behold, I know not how to
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speak ; for I am too young. Ver. 7. Then said Jahveh to tne,

Say not, I am too young ; but to all to whom I send thee shalt

thou go, and all that I command thee shalt thou speak. Ver. 8.

Fear not before them : for I am with thee, to save thee, saith

Jahveh." This word came to Jeremiah by means of inspiration,

and is neither the product of a reflective musing as to what his

calling "was to be, nor the outcome of an irresistible impulse, felt

within him, to come forward as a prophet. It was a supernatural

divine revelation vouchsafed to him, which raised his spiritual

life to a state of ecstasy, so that he both recognised the voice

of God and felt his lips touched by the hand of God (ver. 9).

Further, he saw in spirit, one after another, two visions which

God interpreted to him as confirmatory tokens of his divine

commission (vers. 11—19). Jeremiah's appointment to be a

prophet for the nations follows upon a decree of God's, fixed

before he was conceived or born. God in His counsel has not

only foreordained our life and being, but has predetermined

before our birth what is to be our calling upon this earth ; and

He has accordingly so influenced our origin and our growth in

the womb, as to prepare us for what we are to become, and for

what we are to accomplish on behalf of His kingdom. This is

true of all men, but very especially of those who have been

chosen by God to be the extraordinary instruments of His grace,

whom He hiis appointed to be instruments for the carrying out

of the redemptive schemes of His kingdom ; cf. Jer. xliv. 2, 24,

xlix. 5, Gal. i. 15. Thus Samson was appointed to be a

Nazarite from the womb, this having been revealed to his

mother before he was conceived, Judges xiii. 3 ff. To other

men of God such divine predestination was made known for

the first time when they were called to that office to which God
had chosen them. So was it' with our prophet Jeremiah. In

such a case a reminder by God of the divine counsel of grace,

of old time ordained and provided with means for its accom-

plishment, should be accepted as an encouragement willingly to

take upon one the allotted calling. For the man God has

chosen before his birth to a special office in His kingdom He
equips with the gifts and graces needed for the exercise of his

functions. The three clauses of ver. 5 give the three moments

whereof the choosing consists : God has chosen him, has con-
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seciated him, and has installed him as prophet. The reference

of the words " I have known thee," Calvin limited to the office,

quasi dlceret, priusquam te formarem in utero, destinavi te in

hunc usum, nempe ut suhires docendi munus in populo meo.

Divine knowing is at the same time a singling out ; and of this,

choosing is the immediate consequence. But the choosing

takes place by means of ti'^'^i?'?, sanctifying, i.e. setting apart

and consecrating for a special calling, and is completed by

institution to the office. " To be propiiet for the nations have

I set thee" (tnj, poncre, not only appoint, but install). The
sense has been briefly put by Calv. tims : (Jer.) fuisse hac lege

creatum hominem, ut suo tempore manifestareiur propheta. CW,
to the nations =: for the nations; not for Judah alone, but for

tlie heathen peoples too ; cf. vers. 10, xxv. 9, xlvi. ff. The

ChetJdhh ^-ilVX should apparently be read ^11^'^?, from SKS,

equivalent to IV'; the root-form "Wi being warranted by Ex.

xxxii. 4, 1 Kings vii. 15, and being often found in Aramaic.

It is, however, possible that the Chet. may be only scriptio plena

of I'SX, a radice ^V), since the scriptio pi. is found elsewhere,

e.g. Hos. viii. 12, Jer. xliv. 17, Ezek. xxi. 28, etc.—Ver. 6. The
divine call throws Jeremiah into terror. Knowing well his too

great weakness for such an office, he exclaims : Ah, Lord
Jahveh ! I know not how to speak; for I am IV^, i.e. young and

inexperienced; cf. 1 Kings iii. 7. This excuse shows that

"isT 'riJJ'i^ ii? means something else than D''"!3'n ^''^ N?, by which
Moses sought to repel God's summons. Moses was not ready

of speech, he lacked the gift of utterance ; Jeremiah, on the

otiier hand, only thinks himself not yet equal to the task by
reason of his youth and want of experience.—Ver. 7. This
execuse God holds of no account. As prophet to the nations,

Jeremiah was not to make known his own thoughts or human
wisdom, but the will and counsel of God which were to be
revealed to him. This is signified by the clauses : for to all to

whom I send thee, etc. The PJ? belonging to tibri stands for

7X, and does not indicate a hostile advance against any one.

^3 after ?V is not neuter, but refers to persons, or rather peoples

;

since to the relative Tf ^'. in this connection, QH^i^y is quite a
natural completion; cf. Isa. viii. 12, and Ew. § 331, c. Only
to those men or peoples is he to go to whom God sends him

;
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and to tliem he is to declare only what God commands him.

And so he needs be in no anxiety on this head, that, as a youth,

he has no experience in the matter of speaking.—Ver. 8. Just

as little needs youthful bashfulness or shy unwillingness to

speak before high and mighty personages stand as a hindrance

in the way of his accepting God's call. The Lord will be with

him, so that he needs have no fear for any man. The suffix

in Dn"'ja)p refers to all to whom God sends him (ver. 7). These,

enraged by the threatenings of punishment which he must

proclaim to them, will seek to persecute him and put him to

death (cf. ver. 19) ; but God promises to rescue him from

every distress and danger which the fulfilment of his duties can

bring upon him. Yet God does not let the matter cease with

this pledge ; but, further, He consecrates him to his calling.

Vers. 9 and 10. 27te Consecration.—Ver. 9. " And Jaliveh

stretched forth His hand, and touched my mouth, and Jahveh

said to me. Behold, I put my words into thy mouth. Ver. 10.

Behold, I set thee this day over the nations, and over the king-

doms, to root up and to ruin, to destroy and to demolish, to build

and to plant." In order to assure him by overt act of Ilis support,

the Lord gives him a palpable pledge. He stretches out His

hand and causes it to toucli his mouth (cf. Isa. vi. 7) ; while, as

explanation of this symbolical act, He adds : I have put my words

in thy mouth. The hand is the instrument of making and doing

;

the touching of Jeremiah's mouth by the hand of God is con-

sequently an emblematical token that God frames in his mouth

what he is to speak. It is a tangible pledge of efjutrvevavi,

inspiratio, embodiment of that influence exercised on the human
spirit, by means of which the holy men of God speak, being

moved by the Holy Ghost, 2 Pet. i. 21 (Nagelsb.). The act

is a real occurrence, taking place not indeed in the earthly,

corporeal sphere, but experienced in spirit, and of the nature of

ecstasy. By means of it God has consecrated him to be His

prophet, and endowed him for the discharge of his duties ; He
may now entrust him with His commission to the peoples and

kingdoms, and set him over them as His prophet who

proclaims to them His word. The contents of this proclaiming

are indicated in the following infinitive chiuses. With the

words of the Lord he is to destroy and to build up peoples and
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kingdoms. The word of God is a power that carries out Ills

will, and accomplishes that whereto He sends it, Isa. Iv. 10 ff.

Against this power nothing earthly can stand ; it is a hammer

that breaks rocks in pieces, xxiii. 29. What is here said

of the word of Jahveh to be preached by Jeremiah is said of

Jahveh Himself in xxxi. 28. Its power is to show itself in

two ways, in destroying and in building up. The destroy-

ing is not set down as a mere preliminary, but is expressed

by means of four different words, whereas the building is

given only in two words, and these standing after the four

;

in order, doubtless, to indicate that the labours of Jeremiah

should consist, in the first place and for the most part, in pro-

claiming judgment upon the nations. The assonant verbs t^nj

and yn are joined to heighten the sense ; for the same reason

Dnn^ is added to "rnNni), and in the antithesis V'it2:b is joined

with nmh}
Vers. 11-16. The Confirmatory Tokens.—The first is given in

vers. 11 and 12 : " And there came to me the word of Jahveh,

saying, What seest thou, Jeremiah ? And I said, I see an almond

rod. Then Jahveh said to me. Thou hast seen aright : for I

w ill keep watch over my word to fulfil it." With the consecra-

tion of the prophet to liis office are associated two visions, to

give him a surety of the divine promise regarding the discharge

of the duties imposed on him. First, Jeremiah sees in spirit

a rod or twig of an almond tree. God calls his attention to

this vision, and interprets it to him as a symbol of the swift

fulfilment of His word. The choice of this symbol for the pur-

pose given is suggested by the Hebrew name for the almond

tree, liP.B', the wakeful, the vigilant ; because this tree begins to

blossom and expand its leaves in January, when the other trees

are still in their winter's sleep {florat omnium prima mense

Januario, Marlio vera poma maturat. Plin. h. n. xvi. 42, and

Von Schubert, Reise iii. S. 14), and so of all trees awakes

earliest to new life. Without any sufficient reason Graf has

combated this meaning for 1i?K', proposing to change li^B* into

1 The LXX. have omitted Diini', and hence Hitz. infers the spuriousness

of this word. But in the parallel passage, xxxi. 28, the LXX. have
rendered all the four words by the one xaSaipuu ; and Hitz. does not then
pronounce the other three spurious.
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Ipy, and, with Aquil., Sym., and Jerome, to translate

'^i?.'^ ''S? watchful twig, virga vigilans, i.e. a twig whose eyes

are open, whose buds have opened, burst; but he has not

even attempted to give any authority for the use of the verb
'}pjff for the bursting of buds, much less justified it. In the

explanation of this symbol between the words, thou hast seen

aright, and the grounding clause, for I will keep watch, there

is omitted the intermediate thought : it is indeed a Ip.K'. The
twig thou hast seen is an emblem of what I shall do ; for I

will keep watch over my word, will be watchful to fulfil it.

This interpretation of the symbol shows besides that ?ij!l? is not

here to be taken, as by Kimchi, Vatabl., Seb. Sclimidt,

Niigelsb., and others, for a stick to beat with, or as a threaten-

ing rod of correction. The reasons alleged by Nagelsb. for

this view are utterly inconclusive. For his assertion, that ?i50

always means a stick, and never a fresh, leafy branch, is

proved to be false by Gen. xxx. 37 ; and the supposed climax

found by ancient expositors in the two symbols : rod—boiling

caldron, put thus by Jerome : qui noluerint percutiente virga

emendari, miUentur in ollam ceneam atque succensam, is forced into

the text by a false interpretation of the figure of the seething

pot. The figure of the almond rod was meant only to afford to

the prophet surety for the speedy and certain fulfilment of the

word of God proclaimed by him. It is the second emblem aloise

that has anything to do with the contents of his preaching.

Vers. 13-16. The Seelhing Pot.—^Ver. 13. " And there came

to me the word of Jahveh for the second time, saying,

What seest thoul And I said: I see a seething-pot ; and it

looketh hither from the north. Ver. 14. Then said Jahveh to

me : From the north will trouble break forth upon all inhabi-

tants of the land. Ver. 15. For, behold, I call to all families

of the kingdoms towards the north, saith Jahveh; that they

come and set each his throne before the gates of Jerusalem,

and against all her walls round about, and against all

cities of Judah. Ver. 16. And I will pronounce judgment

afainst them for all their wickedness, in that they have forsaken

me, and have offered odours to other gods, and worshipped the

work of their hands." TD is a large pot or caldron in which

can be cooked vegetables or meat for many persons at oncej
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cf. 2 Kings iv. 38 ff., Ezek. xxiv. 3 ff. raS3, fanned, blown

upon, used of fire, Ezek. xxi, 36, xxii. 20 f. ; then by transfer-

ence, seething, steaming, since the caldron under winch fire is

fanned steams, its contents boil ; cf. Job xli. 12. Tiie D"^? of

the pot is the side turned to the spectator (the prophet), the

side towards the front. This is turned from the north this

way, i.e. set so that its contents will run thence this way. n:iSX,

properly : towards the north ; then, that which lies towards

the north, or the northerly direction. In the interpretation

of this symbol in ver. 14, nnsri, assonant to m33, is intro-

duced, just as in Amos viii. 2 T.P is explained by X\>_; so that

there was no occasion for the conjecture of Houbig. and Graf

:

nan, it is fanned up; and against this we have Hitzig's objec-

tion that the liophal of nS3 never occurs. Equally uncalled for

is Hitzig's own conjecture, ^20, it will steam, fume, be kindled;

while ajiainst this we have the fact, that as to nsj no evidence

can be given for the meaning be kindled, and that we have

no cases of such a mode of speaking as : the trouble is fuming,

steaming up. The Arabian poetical saying : their pot steams or

boils, i.e. a war is being prepared by them, is not sufficient to

justify such a figure. We hold then nn|ri for the correct

reading, and decline to be led astray by the paraphrastic

iKKavOrjaeTUb of the LXX., since nnsn gives a suitable sense.

It is true, indeed, that nris usually means open ; but an open-

ing of the caldron by the removal of the lid is not (with Graf)

to be thought of. But, again, nna has the derived sig. let loose,

let off (cf. nn^a nriQj Isa. xiv. 17), from which there can be no

difficulty in inferring for the Niph. the sig. be let loose, and in

the case of trouble, calamity : break forth. That which is in

the pot runs over as the heat increases, and ponrs itself on the

hearth or ground. If the seething contents of the pot represent

disaster, their running over will point to its being let loose, its

breaking out. J'T!?^' ''?f' are the inhabitants of the land of Judah,

as the interpretation in ver. 15 shows. In ver. 15 reference to

the figure is given up, and the further meaning is given in direct

statement. The Lord will call to all families of the kintrdoms

of the north, and they will come (= that they are to come). The
kingdoms of the north are not merely the kingdoms of Syria

but in general those of Upper Asia ; since all armies marching
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from the Euphrates towards Palestine entered the land from the

north. ninsE'b, families, are the separate races of nations, hence

often used in parallelism with O'ii
; of. x. 25, Nahum iii. 4.

We must not conclude from this explanation of the vision seen

that the seething pot symbolizes the Chaldeans themselves or

the kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar; such a figure would be too un-

natural. The seething pot, whose contents boil over, symbolizes

the disaster and ruin which the families of the kingdoms of the

north will pour out on Judah.—Ver. 15 is not the precise inter-

pretation of the picture seen, but a direct statement of the afflic-

tions about to fall on the inhabitants of Judah. " They will

set each his throne." The representatives of the kingdoms are

meant, the kings and generals. To set one's throne (jnj or

WB'; cf. xliii. 10, xlix. 38) is a figure for the establishing of

sovereignty. SQ3, seat or throne, is not the seat of judgment,

but the throne of the sovereign ; cf. the expression : set the

throne upon these stones, xliii. 10 ; where a passing of judg-

ment on the stones being out of the question, the only idea

is the setting up of dominion, as is put beyond doubt by the

parallel clause : to spread out his state carpet upon the stones.

" Before the gates of Jerusalem :

" not merely in order to

besiege the city and occupy the outlets from it (Jerome and

others), but to lord it over the city and its inhabitants. If we

take the figurative expression in this sense, the further statement

fits well into it, and we have no need to take refuge in Hitzig's

unnatural view that these clauses are not dependent on '1J1 >i3n3,

but on IK^''- For the words : they set up their dominion against

the walls of Jerusalem, and against all cities of Judah, give

the suitable sense, that they will use violence against the walls

and cities.—Ver. 16. God holds judgment upon the inhabitants

of Judah in this very way, viz. by bringing these nations and

permitting them to set up their lordship before the gates of

Jerusalem, and against all cities of Judah. The suffix in DniN

refers to I'^^n ilE'', ver. 14, and DniX stands by later usage for

am, as frequently in Jer.; cf. Ew. § 264, b. 'Si'^ a^mm "lai.,

speak judgment, properly, have a lawsuit with one, an expres-

sion peculiar to Jeremiah,— cf. iv. 12, xii. 1, xxxix. 5, Iii. 9,

and 2 Kings xxv. 6,—is in substance equivalent to nx DSB'J,

plead with one, cf. xii. 1 with ii. 35, Ezek. xx. 35 ff., aud
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signifies not only remonstrating against wrong doing, but also

the passing of condemnation, and so comprehends trial and

sentencing ; cf . xxxix. 5, lii. 9. " All their wickedness " is

more exactly defined in the following relative clauses ; it con-

sists in their apostasy from God, and their worship of heathen

gods and idols made by themselves; cf. xix, 4, 1 Kings xi.

33, 2 Kings sxii. 17. i??i?, offer odours, cause to rise in smoke,

used not of the burning of incense alone, but of all offerings

upon the altar, bloody offerings and meat-offerings ; hence fre-

quently in parallelism with nat ; cf . Hos. iv. 13, xi. 2, etc. In

the Pentateuch the Hiphil is used for this sense. Instead of

the plural •'t?'???, many MSS. give the singular nt^JID as the ordi-

nary expression for the productions of the hand, handiwork ; cf

.

XXV. 6, 7, 14, xxxii. 30, 2 Kings xxii. 17, etc. ; but the plural

too is found in xliv. 8, 2 Chron. xxxiv. 25, and is approved by

tliese passages. The sense is no way affected by this variation.

Vers. 17-19. The interpretation of the symbols is followed

by a charge to Jeremiah to address himself stoutly to his duties,

and to discharge them fearlessly, together with still further and

fuller assurance of powerful divine assistance.—Ver. 17. " But

tiiou, gird up thy loins, and arise, and speak to them all

that I command thee : be not dismayed before them, lest I

dismay thee before them. Ver. 18. And I, behold I make
thee this day a strong city, an iron pillar, a brazen wall

against the whole land, the kings of Judah, its princes, its

priests, and the people of the land. Ver. 19. They shall

strive against thee, but not prevail against thee ; for I am
with thee, saith Jahveh, to save thee." To gird up the loins,

i.e. to fasten or tuck up with the girdle the long wide garment,

in order to make oneself fit and ready for labour, for a journey,

or a race (Ex. xii. 11; 1 Kings xviii. 46; 2 Kings iv. 29, ix. 1),

or for battle (Job xxxviii. 3, xl. 7). Meaning: equip thyself

and arise to preach my words to the inhabitants of the land.

In 'd nnn-px and ? inns^ there is a play on words. The Niph.
sig. broken in spirit by terror and anxiety ; the Hiph. to throw
into terror and anguish. If Jer. appears before his adversaries

in terror, then he will have cause to be terrified for them ; only
if by unshaken confidence in the power of the word he preaches
in the name of the Lord, will he be able to accomplish anything.
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Sucli confidence he has reason to cherlsli, for God will furnish

him with the strength necessary for making a stand, will make
him strong and not to be vanquished. This is the meaning of

the pictorial statement in ver. 18. A strong city resists the

assaults of the foes; the storm cannot shatter an iron pillar ; and

walls of brass defy the enemy's missiles. Instead of the plural

nioh, the parallel passage xv. 20 has the sing. HDirij the plural

being used as frequently as the singular to indicate the wall

encircling the city ; cf. 2 Kings xxv. 10 with 1 Kings iii. 1,

Neh. ii. 13, iv. 1 with i. 3, and ii. 17, iv. 10. With such

invincible power will God equip His propliet " against the whole

land," i.e. so that he will be able to hold his own against the

whole land. The mention of the component parts of " all the

land," i.e. the several classes of the population, is introduced

by ''3^»^, so that " the kings," etc., is to be taken as an apposi-

tion to "against all the land." Kings in the plural are

mentioned, because the prophet's labours are to extend over

several reigns. C"]?' are the chiefs of the people, the heads of

families and clans, and officers, civil and military. " The people

of the land" is the rest of the population not included in these

three classes, elsewhere called men of Judah and inhabitants of

Jerusalem, xvii. 25, xxxii. 32, and frequently. IvN for ^vj?

;

so in XV. 20, and often. With the promise in ver. 196, cf.

ver. 8.

I.—GENERAL ADMONITIONS AND REPROOFS BELONGING TO
THE TIME OF JOSIAH.—Chap. II.-XXII.

If we compare the six longer discourses in these chapters with

the sayings and prophecies gathered together in the other

portions of the book, we observe between them this distinction

in form and matter, that the former are more general in their

character than the latter. Considered as to their form, these

last prophecies have, with few exceptions, headings in which

we are told both the date of their composition and the circum-

stances under which they were uttered; while in the headings

of these six discourses, if we except the somewhat indefinite

notice, "in the days of Josiah^' (iii. 6), we find nowhere

mentioned either their date or the circumstances which led to
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their composition. Again, both the shorter sayings and the

lengtliier propliecies between chap. xxi. and the end of the book

are unmistakeably to be looked upon as prophetic addresses,

separately rounded off; but the discourses of our first part

give us throughout the impression that tliey are not discourses

delivered before the people, but treatises compiled in writing

from the oral addresses of tlie propliet. As to their matter, too,

we cannot fail to notice the difference that, whereas from chap,

xxi. onwards the king of Babylon is named as the executor of

judgment upon Judah and the nations, in the discourses of

chap, ii.-xx. the enemies who are to execute judgment are

nowhere defined, but are only generally described as a powerful

and terrible nation coming from the north. And so, in rebuking

the idolatry and the prevailing sins of the people, no reference

is made to special contemporary events; but there are introduced

to a great extent lengthy general animadversions on their

moral degeneracy, and reflections on the vanity of idolatry and

the nature of true wisdom. From these facts we infer the

probable conclusion that these discourses are but comprehensive

summaries of the prophet's labours in the days of Josiah. The
probability becomes certainty when we perceive that the matters

treated in these discourses are arranged according to their

subjects. The first discourse (chap. ii. 1-iii. 5) gives, so to

speak, the programme of the subjects of all the following dis-

courses : that disloyal defection to idolatry, with which Israel

has from of old requited the Lord for His love and faithfulness,

brings with it sore chastening judgments. In the second

discourse (chap. iii. 6-vi. 30) faithless Judah is shown, in the

fall of the ten tribes, what awaits itself in case of stiff-necked

persistence in idolatry. In the third (chap, vii.-x.) is torn from
it the support of a vain confidence in the possession of the

temple and in the offering of the sacrifices commanded by the

law. In the fourth (chap, xi.-xiii.) its sins are characterized

as a breach of the covenant; and rejection by the Lord is

declared to be its punishment. In the fifth (chap, xiv.-xvii.)

the hope is destroyed that the threatened chastisement can be
turned aside by intercession. Finally, in tlie sixth (chap,
xviii.-xx.) the judgment of the destruction of Jerusalem and of
the kingdom of Judah is exhibited in symbolical acts. In this
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arrangement and distribution of what the prophet had to

announce to the people in his endeavours to save them, if

possible, from destruction, we can recognise a progression from
general admonitions and threatenings to more and more definite

announcement of coming judgments ; and when, on the other

hand, we see growing greater and bitterer the prophet's com-
plaints against the hatreds and persecutions he has to endure

(cf. xii. 1-6, XV. 10, 11, 15-21, xvii. 14-18, xviii. 18-23,

XX.), we can gather that the expectation of the people's being

saved from impending destruction was growing less and less,

that their obduracy was increasing, and that judgment must

inevitably come upon them. These complaints of the prophet

cease with chap, xx., though later he had much fiercer hatred

to endure.

None of these discourses contains any allusions to events that

occurred after Josiah's death, or stand in any relation to such

events. Hence we believe we are safe in taking them for a

digest of the quintessence of Jeremiah's oral preaching in the

days of Josiah, and this arranged with reference to the subject-

matter. It was by this preaching that Jeremiah sought to give

a firm footing to the king's reformatory efforts to restore and

inspire new life into the public worship, and to develope the

external return to the legal temple worship into an inward con-

version to the living God. And it was thus he sought, while

the destruction of the kingdom was impending, to save all that

would let themselves be saved j knowing as he did that God,

in virtue of His unchangeable covenant faithfulness, would

sharply chastise His faithless people for its obstinate apostasy

from Him, but had not determined to make an utter end

of it.

CHAP. II. l-III. 5. THE LOVE AND FAITHFULNESS OF THE

LORD, AND Israel's disloyalty and idolatry.

The Lord has loved Israel sincerely (ii. 2, 3), but Israel

has fallen from the Lord its God and followed after imagi-

nary gods (vers. 4-8) ; therefore He will yet further punish

it for this unparalleled sin (vers. 9-19). From of old Israel

has been renegade, and has by its idolatry contracted fear-

VOL. I. ^
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ful guilt, being led not even by afflictions to return to the

Lord (vers. 20-30) ; therefore must the Lord chastise (vers.

31-37), because they will not repent (iii. 1-5). This discourse

is of a quite general character; it only sketches the main

thoughts which are extended in the following discourses and

prophecies concerning Judah. So that by most critics it is held

to be the discourse by which Jeremiah inaugurated his ministry;

for, as Hitzig puts it, "in its finished completeness it gives

the impression of a first-uttered outpouring of the heart, in

which are set forth, without restraint, Jahveh's list of griev-

ances against Israel, which has long been running up." It un-

questionably contains the chief of the thoughts uttered by the

prophet at the beginning of his ministry.

Vers. 1-3. "And then came to me the word of Jahveh,

saying : Go and publish in the ears of Jerusalem, saying : I

have remembered to thy account the love of thy youth, the

lovingness of thy courtship time, thy going after me in the

wilderness, in a land unsown. Holy was Israel to the Lord,

his first-fruits of the produce : all who would have devoured

him brought guilt upon themselves : evil came upon him, is the

saying of Jahveh." The vers. 2 and 3 are not " in a certain

sense the text of the following reproof " (Graf), but contain

" the main idea which shows the cause of the [following]

rebuke" (Hitz.) : The Lord has rewarded the people of Israel

with blessings for its love to Him. 13T with '? pers. and accus.

rei means : to remember to one's account that it may stand

him in good stead afterwards,—cf. Neh. v. 19, xiii. 22, 31, Ps.

xcviii. 3, cvi. 45, etc.,—that it may be repaid with evil, ls[eh.

vi. 14, xiii. 29, Ps. Ixxix. 8, etc. The perfect 'Oiat is to be

noted, and not inverted into the present. It is a thing com-
pleted that is spoken of ; what the Lord has done, not what He
is going on with. He remembered to the people Israel the

love of its youth. IDn, ordinarily, condescending love, gracious-
ness and favour ; here, the self-devoting, nestling love of Israel

to its God. The youth of Israel is the time of the sojourn in
Egypt and of the exodus thence (Hos. ii. 17, xi. 1) ; here the
latter, as is shown by the following : lovingness of the court-
ship. The courtship comprises the time from the exodus out
of Egypt till the concluding of the covenant at Sinai (Ex. xix.
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8"). When the Lord redeemed Israel with a strong hand out

of the power of Egypt, He chose it to be His spouse, whom He
bare on eagles' wings and brought unto Himself, Ex. xix. 4.

The love of the bride to her Lord and Husband, Israel proved

by its following Him as He went before in the wilderness, the

land where it is not sown, i.e. followed Him gladly into the

parched, barren wilderness. " Thy going after me'' is decisive

for the question so much debated by commentators, wliether lon

and nans stand for the love of Israel to its God, or God's love

to Israel. The latter view we find so early as Chrysostom,

and still in Rosenm. and Graf; but it is entirely overthrown

by the ''15*? '=!'!!'??, whioh Chrysost. transforms into •7roi.7J(7a<;

i^aKoXovdrjcrai, (lov, while Graf takes no notice of it. The
reasons, too, which Graf, after the example of Rosenm. and

Dathe, brings in support of this and against the only feasible

exposition, are altogether valueless. The assertion that the

facts forbid us to understand the words of the love of Israel to

the Lord, because history represents the Israelites, when vixdum

Aegypto egressos, as refractarios et ad aliorum deorum cultum

pronos, cannot be supported by a reference to Deut. ix. 6, 24,

Isa. xlviii. 8, Amos v. 25 f., Ps. cvi. 7. History knows of no

apostasy of Israel from its God and no idolatry of the people

during the time from the exodus out of Egypt till the arrival

at Sinai, and of this time alone Jeremiah speaks. All the

rebellions of Israel against its God fall within the time after

the conclusion of the covenant at Sinai, and during the march

from Sinai to Canaan. On the way from Egypt to Sinai the

people murmured repeatedly, indeed, against Moses; at the

Red Sea, when Pharaoh was pursuing with chariots and horse-

men (Ex. xiv. 11 ff.) ; at Marah, where they were not able

to drink the water for bitterness (xv. 24) ; in the wilder-

ness of Sin, for lack of bread and meat (xvi. 2 £f.) ; and

at Massah, for want of water (xvii. 2 ff.). But in all these

cases the murmuring was no apostasy from the Lord, no re-

bellion against God, but an outburst of timorousness and want

of proper trust in God, as is abundantly clear from the fact that

in all these cases of distress and trouble God straightway

brings help, with the view of strengthening the confidence of

the timorous people in the omnipotence of His helping grace.
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Their backsliding from the Lord into heathenism begins with

the worship of the golden calf, after the covenant had been

entered into at Sinai (Ex. xxxii.), and is continued in the

revolts on the way from Sinai to the borders of Canaan, at

Taberah, at Kibroth-hattaavah (Num. xi.), in the desert of

Paran at Kadesh (Num. xiii., xx.); and each time it was

severely punished by the Lord. Neither are we to conclude,

with J. D. Mich., that God interprets the journey through the

desert in meliorem partem, and makes no mention of their

offences and revolts; nor with Graf, that Jeremiah looks

steadily away from all that history tells of the march of the

Israelites through the desert, of their discontent and refractori-

ness, of the golden calf and of Baal Peor, and, idealizing the

past as contrasted with the much darker present, keeps in view

only the brighter side of the old times. Idealizing of this sort

is found neither elsewhere in Jeremiah nor in any other prophet;

nor is there anything of the kind in our verse, if we take up

rightly the sense of it and the thread of the thought. It

becomes necessary so to view it, only if we hold the whole forty

years' sojourn of the Israelites in the wilderness to be the

espousal time, and make the mari'iage union begin not with the

covenanting at Sinai, but with the entrance of Israel into

Canaan. Yet more entirely without foundation is the other

assertion, that the words rightly given as the sense is, " stand

in no connection with the following, since then the point in hand
is the people's forgetfulness of the divine benefits, its thank-

lessness and apostasy, not at all the deliverances wrought by
Jahveh in consideration of its former devotedness." For in

ver. 3 it is plainly enough told how God remembered to the

people its love. Israel was so shielded by Him, as His sanc-

tuary, that whoever touched it must pay the penalty. EHp are
all gifts consecrated to Jahveh. The Lord has made Israel a
holy offering consecrated to Him in this, that He has separated
it to Himself for a n^D, for a precious possession, and has
chosen it to be a holy people : Ex. xix. 5 f. ; Deut. vii. 6,
xiv. 2. "We can explain from the Torah of offering the further
designation of Israel : his first-fruits ; the first of"the produce
of the soil or yield of the land belonged, as U'lp, to the Lord :

Ex. xsiii. 19; Num. viii. 8, etc. Israel, as the chosen people
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of God, was such a co7isecrated firstling. Inasmuch as Jahveh
is Creator and Lord of the whole world, all the peoples are His

possession, the harvest of His creation. But amongst the peoples

of the earth He has chosen Israel to Himself for a firstline-

people (DliJn IT'^Nn, Amos vi. 1), and so pronounced it His

sanctuary, not to be profaned by touch. Just as each laic who
ate of a firstling consecrated to God incurred guilt, so all who
naeddled with Israel brought guilt upon their heads. The
choice of the verb 1v3N is also to be explained from the figure

of firstling-offerings. The eating of firstling-fruit is appro-

priation of it to one's own use. Accordingly, by the eating of

the holy people of Jahveh, not merely the killing and destroy-

ing of it is to be understood, but all laying of violent hands

on it, to make it a prey, and so all injury or oppression of Israel

by the heathen nations. The practical meaning of lOK'N"' is

given by the next clause : mischief came upon them. The
verbs IDB'N'' and Nhri are not futures ; for we have here to do

not with the future, but with what did take place so long as

Israel showed the love of the espousal time to Jahveh. Hence
rightly Hitz. :

" he that would devour it must pay the penalty."

An historical proof of this is furnished by the attack of the

Amalekites on Israel and its result, Ex. xvii. 8-15.

Vers. 4-8. But Israel did not remain true to its first love

;

it has forgotten the benefits and blessings of its God, and has

fallen away from Him in rebellion.—Ver. 4. " Hear the word

of Jahveh, house of Jacob, and all families of the house of

Israel. Ver. 5. Thus saith Jahveh, What have your fathers

found in me of wrongfulness, that they are gone far from me,

and have gone after vanity, and are become vain ? Ver. 6. And
they said not, Where is Jahveh that brought us up out of the

land of Egypt, that led us in the wilderness, in the land of

steppes and of pits, in the land of drought and of the shadow

of death, in a land that no one passes through and where no

man dwells ? Ver. 7. And I brought you into a land of fruitful

fields, to eat its fruit and its goodness : and ye came and de-

filed my land, and my heritage ye have made an abomination.

Ver. 8. The priests said not, Where is Jahveh 1 and they that

handled the law knew me not : the shepherds fell away from

me, and the prophets prophesied by Baal, and after them that
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profit not are they gone." The rebuke for ungrateful, faithless

apostasy is directed against the whole people. The " house of

Jacob" is the people of the twelve tribes, and the parallel

member, " all families of the house of Israel," is an elucidative

apposition. The "fathers" in ver. 5 are the ancestors of the

now living race onwards from the days of the Judges, when

the generation arising after the death of Joshua and his con-

temporaries forsook the Lord and served the Baals (Judg. ii.

10 ff.). ^Wj perversity, wrongfulness, used also of a single

wicked deed in Ps. vii. 4, the opposite to acting in truth and

good faith. Jahveh is a God of faithfulness (nilOK)
; in Him

is no iniquity {bv^ P??), Dent, xxxii. 4. The question, what

have they found ... 1 is answered in the negative by ver. 6.

To remove far from me and follow after vanity, is tantamount

to forsaking Jahveh and serving the false gods (Baals), Judg.

ii. 11. i'^n, lit. breath, thence emptiness, vanity, is applied so

early as the song of Moses, Deut. xxxii. 21, to the false gods, as

being nonentities. Here, however, the word means not the gods,

but the worship of them, as being groundless and vain; bring-

ing no return to him who devotes himself to it, but making

him foolish and useless in thought and deed. By the apostle

in Kom. i. 21 vani is expressed by efxaTauodTjaav. Of. 2 Kings

xvii. 15, where the second hemistich of our verse is applied to

the ten tribes.—Ver. 6. They said not. Where is Jahveh?

i.e. they have no longer taken any thought of Jahveh ; have not

recalled His benefits, though they owed to Him all they had

become and all they possessed. He has brought them out of

Egypt, freed them from the house of bondage (Mic. vi. 4), and

saved them from the oppression of the Pharaohs, meant to

extirpate them (Ex. iii. 7 ff.). He has led them through path-

less and inhospitable deserts, miraculously furnished them with

bread and water, and protected them from all dangers (Deut.

viii. 15). To show the greatness of His benefits, the wilderness

is described as parched unfruitful land, as a land of deadly

terrors and dangers, nans? ps, land of steppes or heaths, cor-

responds to the land unsown of ver. 2. " And of pits," i.e. full

of dangerous pits and chasms into which one may stumble un-
awares. Land of drought, where one may have to pine through
thirst. And of the shadow of death : so Sheol is named in Job
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X. 21 as being a place of deep darkness; here, the, wilderness,

as a land of the terrors of death, which surround the traveller

with darkness as of death : Isa. viii. 22, ix. 1 ; Job xvi. 16. A
land through which no one passes, etc., i.e. which offers the

traveller neither path nor shelter. Through this frightful

desert God has brought His people in safety.—Ver 7. And He
has done yet more. He has brought them into a fruitful and

well-cultivated land. '91^5 fruitful fields, the opposite of wilder-

ness, chap. iv. 26; Isa. xxix. 17. To eat up its fruit and its

good; cf. the enumeration of the fruits and useful products

of the land of Canaan, Deut. viii. 7-9. And this rich and

splendid land the ungrateful people have defiled by their sins

and vices (cf. Lev. xviii. 24), and idolatry (cf . Ezek. xxxvi. 18) ;

and the heritage of Jahveh they have thus made an abomina-

tion, an object of horror. The land of Canaan is called " my
heritage," the especial dom.ain of Jahveh, inasmuch as, being

the Lord of the earth, He is the possessor of the land and has

given, it to the Israelites for a possession, yet dwells in the midst

of it as its real lord, Num. xxv. 34.—In ver. 8 the complaint

briefly given in ver. 6 is expanded by an account of the conduct

of the higher classes, those who gave its tone to the spirit of the

people. The priests, whom God had chosen to be the ministers

of His sanctuary, asked not after Him, i.e. sought neither Him
nor His sanctuary. They who occupy themselves with the

law, who administer the law : these too are the priests as

teachers of the law (Mic. iii. 11), who should instruct the

people as to the Lord's claims on them and commandments

(Lev. X. 11 ; Deut. xxxiii. 10). They knew not Jahveh, i.e.

they took no note of Him, did not seek to discover what His

will and just claims were, so as to instruct the people therein,

and press them to keep the law. The shepherds are the civil

authorities, princes and kings (cf. xxiii. 1 ff.) : those who by

their lives set the example to the people, fell away from the

Lord ; and the prophets, who should have preached God's

word, prophesied ?Jf33, by Baal, i.e. inspired by Baal. Baal is

here a generic name for all false gods; cf. xxiii. 13. v!UV «:>.

those who profit not, are the Baals as unreal gods; cf. Isa. xliv.

9, 1 Sam. xii. 21. The utterances as to the various ranks form

a climax, as Hitz. rightly remarks. The ministers of public
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worship manifested no desire towards me ; those learned in the

law took no knowledge of me, of my will, of the contents of the

book of the law ; the civil powers went the length of rising

up against my law ; and the prophets fairly fell away to false

gods, took inspiration from Baal, the incarnation of the lying

spirit.

Vers. 9-13. Such backsliding from God is unexampled and

appalling. Ver. 9. " Therefore will I further contend with

you, and with your children's children will I contend. Ver.

10. For go over to the islands of the Chittim, and see; and send

to Kedar, and observe well, and see if such things have been ;

Ver. 11. whether a nation hath changed its gods, which indeed

are no gods ? but my people hath changed its glory for that

which profits not. Ver. 12. Be horrified, ye heavens, at this,

and shudder, and be sore dismayed, saith Jahveh. Ver. 13.

For double evil hath my people done ; me have they forsaken,

the fountain of living waters, to hew out for themselves cisterns,

broken cisterns, that hold no water." In the preceding verses

the fathers were charged with the backsliding from the Lord ; in

ver. 9 punishment is threatened against the now-living people

of Israel, and on their children's children after them. For the

people in its successive and even yet future generations con-

stitutes a unity, and in this unity a moral personality. Since

the sins of the fathers transmit themselves to the children and

remoter descendants, sons and grandsons must pay the penalty

of the fathers' guilt, that is, so long as they share the dis-

position of their ancestors. The conception of this moral unity

is at the foundation of the threatening. That the present race

persists in the fathers' backsliding from the Lord is clearly

expressed in ver. 17ff. In " I will further chide or strive," is

intimated implicite that God had chidden already up till now,

or even earlier with the fathers, y], contend, when said of

God, is actual striving or chastening with all kinds of punish-

ment. This must God do as the righteous and holy one; for

the sin of the people is an unheard of sin, seen in no other

people. " The islands of the Chittim " are the isles and coast

lands of the far west, as in Ezek. xxvii. 6 ; D''ri3 having originally

been the name for Cyprus and the city of Cition, see in Gen.
X. 4. In contrast with these distant western lands, Kedar is
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mentioned as representative of the races of the east. The
Kedarenes lived as a pastoral people in the eastern part of tlie

desert between Arabia Petrsea and Babylonia ; see in Gen. xxv.

13 and Ezek. xxvii. 21. Peoples in the two opposite regions of

the world are individualizingly mentioned instead of all peoples.

WJiann, give good heed, serves to heighten the expression.

tn= DN introduces the indirect question ; cf. Ew. § 324, c. The
unheard of, that which has happened amongst no people, is put

interrogatively for rhetorical effect. Has any heathen nation

changed its gods, which indeed are not truly gods ? No ; no

heathen nation has done this ; but the people of Jahveh, Israel,

has exchanged its glory, i.e. the God who made Himself known
to it in His glory, for false gods that are of no profit. 1133 is

the glory in which the invisible God manifested His majesty in

the world and amidst His people. Cf. the analogous title given

to God, 'Ptnf) ]m, Amos viii. 7, Hos. v. 5. The exact anti-

thesis to ili33 would be HE'S, cf. iii. 24, xi. 13 ; but Jeremiah

chose -'''Jl^' K? to represent the exchange as not advantageous.

God showed His glory to the Israelites in the glorious deeds

of His omnipotence and grace, like those mentioned in vers. 5

and 6. The Baals, on the other hand, are not ^''•y^, but Qvv??,

nothings, phantoms without a being, that bring no help or profit

to their worshippers. Before the sin of Israel is more fully set

forth, the prophet calls on heaven to be appalled at it. The
heavens are addressed as that part of the creation where the

glory of God is most brightly reflected. The rhetorical aim is

seen in the piling up of words. H^n, lit. to be parched up, to be

deprived of the life-marrow. Israel has committed two crimes :

a. It has forsaken Jahveh, the fountain of living water. D^D

C^n, living water, i.e. water that originates and nourishes life, is

a significant figure for God, with whom is the fountain of life

(Ps. xxxvi. 10), i.e. from whose Spirit all life comes. Fountain

of living water (here and xvii. 13) is synonymous with well

of life in Prov. x. 11, xiii. 14, xiv. 27, Sir. xxi. 13. b. The
other sin is this, that they hew or dig out wells, broken, rent,

full of crevices, that hold no water. The delineation keeps to

the same figure. The dead gods have no life and can dispense

no life, just as wells with rents or fissures hold no water. The

two sins, the forsaking of the living God and the seeking out
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of dead gods, cannot really be separated. Man, created by God

and for God, cannot live without God. If he forsakes the

living God, he passes in spite of himself into the service of dead,

unreal gods. Forsaking the living God is eo ipso exchanging

Him for an imaginary god. The prophet sets the two moments

of the apostasy from God side by side, so as to depict to the

people with greater fulness of light the enormity of their

crime. The fact in ver. 11 that no heathen nation changes its

gods for others, has its foundation in this, that the gods of the

heathen are the creations of men, and that the worship of them

is moulded by the carnal-mindedness of sinful man ; so that

there is less inducement to change, the gods of the different

nations being in nature alike. But the true God claims to be

worshipped in spirit and in truth, and does not permit the

nature and manner of His worship to depend on the fancies of

His worshippers ; He makes demands upon men that run

counter to carnal nature, insisting upon the renunciation of

sensual lusts and cravings and the crucifixion of the flesh, and

against this corrupt carnal nature rebels. Upon this reason for

the fact adduced, Jeremiah does not dwell, but lays stress on

the fact itself. This he does with the view of bringing out the

distinction, wide as heaven, between the true God and the false

gods, to the shaming of the idolatrous people ; and in order, at

the same time, to scourge the folly of idolatry by giving pro-

minence to the contrast between the glory of God and the

nothingness of the idols.

Vers. 14-19. By this double sin Israel has drawn on its own
head all the evil that has befallen it. Nevertheless it will not
cease its intriguing with the heathen nations. Ver. 14. "Is
Israel a servant? is he a home-born slave? why is he be-
come a booty? Ver. 15. Against him roared the young lions,

let their voice be heard, and made his land a ^yaste ; hts cities

were burnt up void of inhabitants. Ver. 16. Also the sons of
Noph and Tahpanes feed on the crown of thy head. Ver. 17.
Does not this bring it upon thee, thy forsaking Jahveh thy
God, at the time when He led thee on the way ? Ver. 18. And
now what hast thou to do with the way to Egypt, to drink the
waters of the Nile? and what with the way to Assur, to
drink the waters of the river? Ver. 19. Thy wickedness
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chastises thee, and thy backsHcIIngs punish thee ; then know
and see that it is evil and bitter to forsake Jahveh thy God,
and to have no fear of me, saith the Lord Jahveh of liosts."

The thought from vers. 14-16 is this : Israel was plundered

and abused by the nations like a slave. To characterize such

a fate as in direct contradiction to its destiny is the aim of the

question : Is Israel a servant ? i.e. a slave or a house-born serf.

155? is he who has in any way fallen into slavery, n^3 ']'b\ a

«lave born in the house of his master. The distinction between

these two classes of slaves does not consist in the superior value

of the servant born in the house by reason of his attachment to

the house. This peculiarity is not here thought of, but only

the circumstance that the son of a slave, born in the house, re-

mained a slave without any prospect of being set free ; while

the man who has been forced into slavery by one of the vicis-

situdes of life might hope again to acquire his freedom by some

favourable turn of circumstances. Another failure is the

attempt of Hitz. to interpret ^3JJ as servant of Jahveh, wor-

shipper of the true God ; for this interpretation, even if we
take no account of all the other arguments that make against

it, is rendered impossible by n^3 'T'?\. That expression never

means the son of the house, but by unfailing usage the slave

born in the house of his master. Now the people of Israel

had not been born as serf in the land of Jahveh, but had be-

come 15??) '^•^- slave, in Egypt (Dent. v. 15) ; but Jahveh has

redeemed it from this bondage and made it His people. The
questions suppose a state of affairs that did not exist. This is

shown by the next question, one expressing wonder : Why then

is he [it] become a prey? Slaves are treated as a prey, but

Israel was no slave ; why then has such treatment fallen to his

lot ? Proplieta per admirationem quasi de re nova et absurda

sciscitatur. An servus est Israel ? atqui erat liber prce cunctis

gentibus, erat enim filius primogenitus Dei ; necesse est igitur

qucerere aliam causam, cur adeo miser sit (Calv.). Of. the

similar turn of the thought in ver. 31. How Israel became a

prey is shown in vers. 15 and 16. These verses do not treat of

future events, but of what has already happened, and, accord-

ing to vers. 18 and 19, will still continue. The imperff. iJNip'

%nd ^IVT. alternate consequently with the perff. ynj and nriM,
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and are governed by T?^ n;ri, so that they are utterances re-

garding events of the past, which have been and are still re-

peated! Lions are a figure that frequently stands for enemies

thirsting for plunder, who burst in upon a people or land
;

of.

Mic. v. 7, Isa. v. 29, etc. Soared V^SJ, against him, not, over

him : the lion roars when he is about to rush upon his prey,

Amosiii. 4, 8; Ps. civ. 21 ; Judg. xiv. 5 ; when he has pounced

upon it he growls or grumbles over it ; cf. Isa. xxxi. 4. In

ver. 15b the figurative manner passes into plain statement.

They made his land a waste ; cf. iv. 7, xviii. 16, etc., where

instead of n''K' we have the more ordinary D^B*. The Cheth.

nns3 from nv;, not from the Ethiop. nvj (Graf, Hitz.), is to

be retained; the Keri here, as in xxii. 6, is an unnecessary

correction ; cf. Ew. § 317, a. In this delineation Jeremiah has

in his eye chiefly the land of the ten tribes, which had been

ravaged and depopulated by the Assyrians, even although

Judah had often suffered partial devastations by enemies ; cf

.

1 Kin<TS xiv. 25.—Ver. 16. Israel has had to submit to spolia-

tion at the hands of tiie Egyptians too. The present reference

to the Egyptians is explained by the circumstances of the pro-

phet's times,—from tlie fact, namely, that just as Israel and

Judah had sought tlie help of Egypt against the Assyrians

(cf. Hos. vii, 11, 2 Kings xvii. 4, and Isa. xxx. 1-5, xxx. 1) in

the time of Hezekiali, so now in Jeremiah's times Judah was

expecting and seeking help from the same quarter against the

advancing power of the Chaldeans ; cf. xxxvii. 7. Noph and

Tahpanes are two former capitals of Egypt, here put as repre-

senting the kingdom of the Pharaohs. t\:, in Hos. ix. 6 pi'd

contracted from ^3*?, Manoph or Menoph, is Memphis, the old

metropolis of Lower Egypt, made by Psammetichus the capital

of the whole kingdom. Its ruins lie on the western bank of

the Nile, to the south of Old Cairo, close by the present village

of Mitralienny, which is built amongst the ruins ; cf, Brugsch

Reiseberichte aus Egypten, § 60 ff., and the remarks on Hos.

ix. 6 and Isa. xix. 13. D:snn, elsewhere spelt as here in the

Keri Driisrin,—cf. xliii. 7 ff., xliv. 1, xlvi. 14, Ez. xxx. 18,—
was a strong border city on the Pelusiac arm of the Nile,

called by the Greeks Adj>vat, (Herod, ii. 20), by the LXX.
Tdfvai. ; see iu Ezek. xxx. 18. A part of the Jews who had
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remained in the land fled hither after the destruction of

Jerusalem, xliii. 7 ff. Ipl.!^ WT? feed upon tliy crown (lit.

feed on thee in respect of thy crown), is a trope for igno-

minious devastation ; for to shave one bald is a token of dis-

grace and sorrow, cf. xlvii. 5, xlviii. 37, Isa. iii. 17 ; and

with this Israel is threatened in Isa. vii. 20. nj?"i, to eat up by

grazing, as in Job xx. 26 and xxlv. 21 ; in the latter passage

in the sense of depopulari. We must then reject the conjec-

tures of J. D. Mich., Hitz., and others, suggesting the sense :

crush thy head for thee ; a sense not at all suitable, since crush-

ing the head would signify the utter destruction of Israel.—The
land of Israel is personified as a woman, as is shown by the

fem. sufEx in WT.- Like a land closely cropped by herds, so

is Israel by the Egyptians. In vi. 3 also the enemies are re-

presented as shepherds coming with their flocks against Jeru-

salem, and pitching their tents round about the city, while each

flock crops its portion of ground. In xii. 10 shepherds lay

the vineyard waste.

In ver. 17 the question as to the cause of the evil is answered.

riNf is the above-mentioned evil, that Israel had become a prey

to the foe. This thy foi'saking of Jahveh makes or prepares

for thee. 'iB'vn is neuter ; the infin. '^15^ is the subject of the

clause, and it is construed as a neuter, as in 1 Sam. xviii. 23.

The fact that thou hast forsaken Jahveh thy God has brought

this evil on thee. At the time when He led thee on the way.

The participle ^viD is subordinated to T\V in the stat. constr. as

a partic. standing for the prceterit. durans ; cf. Ew. § 337, c.

^^13 is understood by Eos. and Hitz. of the right way (Ps. xxv.

8) ; but in this they forget that this acceptation is incompatible

with the nya, which circumscribes the leading within a definite

time. God will lead His people on the right way at all times.

The way on which He led them at the particular time is the

way through the Arabian desert, cf. ver. 6, and ^inna is to be

understood as in Deut. i. 33, Ex. xviii. 8, xxiii. 20, etc. Even

thus early their fathers forsook the Lord : at Sinai, by the wor-

ship of the golden calf ; then when the people rose against Moses

and Aaron in the desert of Paran, called a rejecting (J'W) of

Jahveh in Num. xiv. 11 ; and at Shittim, where Israel joined

himself to Baal Peor, Num. xxv. 1-3. The forsaking of
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Jahveh is not to be limited to direct idolatry, but comprehends

also the seeking of help from the heathen ; this is shown by

the following 18th verse, in which the reproaches are extended

to the present bearing of the people. 'W1 TOf' ^^'""?' ^^^- ^^^^ i*

to thee in reference to the way of Egypt (for the expression,

see Hos. xiv. 9), i.e. what hast thou to do with the way of

Egypt ? Why dost thou arise to go into Egypt, to drink the

water of the Nile? linB', the black, turbid stream, is a name

for the Nile, taken from its dark-grey or black mud. The

Nile is the life-giving artery of Egypt, on whose fertilizing

waters the fruitfulness and the prosperity of the country depend.

To drink the waters of the Nile is as much as to say to procure

for oneself the sources of Egypt's life, to make the power of

Egypt useful to oneself. Analogous to this is the drinking the

waters of the river, i.e. the Euphrates. What is meant is seek-

ing help from Egyptians and Assyrians. The water of the

Nile and of the Euphrates was to be made to furnish them

with that which the fountain of living water, i.e. Jahveh (ver.

14), supplied to them. This is an old sin, and with it Israel of

the ten tribes is upbraided by Hosea (vii. 11, xii. 2). From this

we are not to infer " that here we have nothing to do with the

present, since the existing Israel, Judah, was surely no longer a

suitor for the assistance of Assyria, already grown powerless"

(Hitz.). The limitation of the reproach solely to the past is

irreconcilable with the terms of the verse and with the context

(ver. 19). '^I'l: ^?"'""? cannot grammatically be translated

:

What hadst thou to do with the way; just as little can we
make '^'}^'y} hath chastised thee, since the following : know and
see, is then utterly unsuitable to it. Tlt?*n and ^n''3in are

not futures, but imperfects, i.e. expressing what is wont to

happen over again in each similar case ; and so to be expressed
in English by the present: thy wickedness, i.e. thy wicked
work, chastises thee. The wickedness was shown in forsaking
Jahveh, in the nin'^'D, backslid ings, the repeated defection from
the living God ; cf. iii. 22, v. 6, xiv. 7. As to the fact, we
have no historical evidence that under Josiah political alli-

ance with Egypt or Assyria was compassed; but even if no
formal negotiations took place, the country was certainly even
then not without a party to build its hopes on one or other of
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the great powers between which Judah lay, whenever a conflict

arose with either of them.
—

''JJ'il, with the Vav of consecution

(see Ew. § 347, a) : Know then, and at last comprehend, that

forsaking the Lord thy God is evil and bitter, i.e. bears evil and

bitter fruit, prepares bitter misery for thee. " To have no fear

of me " corresponds " to forsake," lit. thy forsaking, as second

subject ; lit. : and the no fear of me in thee, i.e. the fact that

thou hast no awe of me. 'ri'^ni, awe of me, like ^'iHQ in Deut.

ii. 25.

Vers. 20-25. All along Israel has been refractory ; it cannot

and will not cease from idolatry. Ver. 20. For of old time

thou hast broken thy yoke, torn off thy bands ; and hast said :

I will not serve ; but upon every high hill, and under every

green tree, thou stretchedst thyself as a harlot. Ver. 21. And
I have planted thee a noble vine, all of genuine stock : and how
hast thou changed thyself to me into the bastards of a strange

vine 1 Ver. 22. Even though thou washedst thee with natron

and tookest much soap, filtliy remains thy guilt before me, saith

the Lord Jahveh. Ver. 23. How canst thou say, I have not

defiled me, after the Baals have I not gone 1 See thy way in

the valley, know what thou hast done—thou lightfooted camel

filly, entangling her ways. Ver. 24. A wild she-ass used to

the wilderness, that in her lust panteth for air ; her heat, who
shall restrain it ? all that seek her run themselves weary ; in her

month they will find her. Ver, 25. Keep thy foot from going

barefoot, and thy throat from thirst; but thou sayest. It is

useless ; no ; for I have loved strangers, and after them I

go." Ver. 20. DJiJJD, from eternitv, i.e. from immemorial anti-

quity, has Israel broken the yoke of the divine law laid on it,

and torn asunder the bands of decency and order which the

commands of God, the ordinances of the Torah, put on, to

nurture it to be a holy people of the Lord ; torn them as an

untamed bullock (xxxi. 18) or a stubborn cow, Hos. iv. 16.

nnpiD, bands, are not the bands or cords of love with which

God drew Israel, Hos. xi. 4 (Graf), but the commands of

God whose part it was to keep life within the bounds of purity,

and to hold the people back from running riot in idolatry. On
this head see v. 5 ; and for the expression, Ps. ii. 3. The

Masoretes have taken imaty and inpnj for the 1st person,
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pointing accordingly, and for li^J^IK, as unsuitable to this, they

have substituted ii3VK. Ewald has decided in favour of these

readings ; but he is thus compelled to tear the verse to pieces

and to hold the text to be defective, since the words from 'yam

onwards are not in keeping with what precedes. Even if we

translate: I offend [transgress] not, the thought does not

adapt itself well to the preceding ; I have of old time broken

thy yoke, etc. ; nor can we easily reconcile with it the ground-

ing clause ; for on every high hill, . . . thou layest a whoring,

where Ew. is compelled to force on ''3 the adversative sig.

Most commentators, following the example of the LXX.
and Vulg., have taken the two verbs for 2d person ; and thus

is maintained the simple and natural thought that Israel has

broken the yoke laid on it by God, renounced allegiance to

Him, and practised idolatry on every hand. The spelling

'ri"i3B', ''J?!?)?^, i.e. the formation of the 2d pers. perf. with

>, is frequently found in Jer. ; cf. v. 33, iii. 4, iv. 19, xiii. 21,

etc. It is really the fuller original spelling "'0 which has

been preserved in Aramaic, though seldom found in Hebrew

;

in Jer. it must be accounted an Aramaism ; cf. Ew. § 190, c ;

Gesen. § 44, 2, Rem. 4. With the last clause, on every high

hill, etc., cf. Hos. iv. 13 and Ezek. vi. 13 with the comm. on

Deut. xii. 2. Stretchest thyself as a harlot or a whoring,

is a vivid description of idolatry, nyv^ bend oneself, lie down
ad coitum, like KaraKXlvecrdai, inclinari,— Ver. 21. In this

whoring with the false gods, Israel shows its utter corrup-

tion. I have planted thee a noble vine ; not, with noble vines,

as we translate in Isa. v. 2, where Israel is compared to a

vineyard. Here Israel is compared to the vine itself, a vine

which Jahveh has planted ; cf. Ps. Ixxx. 9, Hos. x. 1. This

vine was all (n?3, in its entirety, referred to p^.W, as collect)

genuine seed ; a proper shoot which could bear good grapes

(cf . Ezek. xvii. 5) ; children of Abraham, as they are described

in Gen. xviii. 19. But how has this Israel changed itself to

me (v, dativ. incommodi) into bastards ! ^'IID is accus. depend-
ent on 1i3Bn3 ; for this constr. cf. Lev. xiii. 25, Ps. cxiv. 8.
C^-iiD sig. not shoots or twigs, but degenerate sprouts or suckers.
The article in tssn is generic : wild shoots of the species of the
wild vine; but this is not the first determining word; cf. for
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tliis exposition of tlie article xiii. 4, 2 Sam. xii. 30, etc., Ew.

§ 290, a') ; and for the omission of the article with nna:, cf.

Ew. § 293, a. Thus are removed the grammatical difficulties

that led Hitz. to take 'U1 '^1D quite unnaturally as vocative, and

Graf to alter the text. " A strange vine" is an interloping vine,

not of the true, genuine stock planted by Jahveh (ver. 10),

and which bears poisonous berries of gall, Deut. xsxii. 32.

—

Ver. 22. Though thou adoptedst the most powerful means of

purification, yet couldst thou not purify thyself from the defile-

ment of thy sins. "in.J, natron, is mineral, and nnii vegetable

alkali. Dn33 introduces the apodosis ; and by the participle a

lasting condition is expressed. This word, occun-ing only here

in the O. T., sig. in Aram, to be stained, filthy, a sense here

very suitable. ''33?, before me, i.e. before my eyes, the defile-

ment of thy sins cannot be wiped out. On tliis head see Isa.

i. 18, Ps. li. 4, 9.—Ver. 23. And yet Judah professes to be

pure and upright before God. This plea Jeremiah meets by

pointing to the open practising of idolatrous worship. The
people of Judah personified as a woman—njif in ver. 20—is

addressed. 'il''X is a question expressing astonishment. "'fiNp'lJ,

of defilement by idolatry, as is shown by the next explanatory

clause : the Baals I have not followed, i^vl'? is used generi-

cally for strange gods, i. 16. The public worship of Baal had

been practised in the kingdom of Judah under Joram, Ahaziah,

and Athaliah only, and had been extirpated by Jehu, 2 Kings

X. 18 ff. Idolatry became again rampant under Ahaz (by his

instigation), Manasseh, and Amon, and in the first year of

Josiah's reign. Josiah began to restore the worship of Jahveh

in the twelfth year of his reign ; but it was not till the eighteenth

that he was able to complete the reformation of the public ser-

vices. There is then no difficulty in the way of our assuming

that there was yet public worship of idols in Judah during the

first five years of Jeremiah's labours. We must not, however,

refer the prophet's words to this alone. The following of Baal

by the people was not put an end to when the altars and images

were demolished ; for this was sufficient neither to banish from

the hearts of the people the proneness to idolatry, nor utterly

to suppress the secret practising of it. The answer to the pro-

testation of the people, blinded in self-righteousness, shows,

VOL. I. E
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farther, that the grosser publicly practised forms had not yet

disappeared. " See thy way in the valley." Way, i.e. doing and

practising. f<*3? with the article must be some valley known for

superstitions cultivated there; most commentators suggest

rio-htly the valley of Ben or Bne-Hinnom to the south of Jeru-

salem, where children were offered to Moloch ; see on vii. 31.

The next words, " and know what thou hast done," do not, taken

by themselves, imply that this form of idol-worship was yet to

be met with, but only that the people had not yet purified

themselves from it. If, however, we take them in connection

with what follows, they certainly do imply the continued exist-

ence of practices of that sort. The prophet remonstrates with

the people for its passionate devotion to idolatry by compai'ing

it to irrational animals, which in their season of heat yield them-

selves to their instinct. The comparison gains in pointedness

by his addressing the people as a camel-filly and a wild she-

ass, 'p n"i33 is vocative, co-ordinate with the subject of address,

and means the young filly of the camel, n?^, running lightly,

nimbly, swiftly. 'iT nanbD, intertwining, i.e. crossing her ways

;

rushing right and left on the paths during the season of

heat. Thus Israel ran now after one god, now after another,

deviating to the right and to the left from the path pre-

scribed by the law, Deut. xxviii. 14. To delineate yet more

sharply the unruly passionateness with which the people rioted

in idolatry, there is added the figure of a wild ass running her-

self weary in her heat. Hitz. holds the comparison to be so

managed that the figure of the she-camel is adhered to, and
that this creature is compared to a wild ass only in respect of

its panting for air. But this view could be well founded only

if the Keri PiE'33 were the original reading. Then we might
read the words thus : (like) a wild ass used to the wilderness

she (the she-camel) pants in the heat of her soul for air. But
this is incompatible with the Cliellu iB'SJ, since the sufiix

points back to nna, and requires ia'33 mxa to be joined with
'? nnSj so that naNB* must be spoken of the latter. Besides,
taken on its own account, it is a very unnatural hypothesis that
the behaviour of the she-camel should be itself compared to the
gasping of the wild ass for breath; for the camel is only a
figure of the people, and ver. 24 is meant to exhibit the un-
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bridled ardour, flot of the camel, but of the people. So that

with the rest of the comm. we take the wild ass to be a second

figure for the people. ITIS differs only orthographically from

N"1S, the usual form of the word, and which many codd. have

here. This is the wood ass, or rather wild ass, since the crea

ture lives on steppes, not in woods. It is of a yellovfish colour,

with a white belly, and forms a kind of link between the deer

species and the ass ; by reason of its arrow-like speed not easily

caught, and untameable. Thus it is used as an emblem of

boundless love of freedom, Gen. xvi. 12, and of unbridled

licentiousness, see on Job xxiv. 5 and xxxix. 5. n'la as nom.

epiccsn. has the adj. next it, T3?, in the masc, and so too in the

apposition iB'M nixa; the fem. appears first in the statement

as to its behaviour, nSKE' : she pants for air to cool the glow of

heat within, nj^i? sig. neither copulation, from n:Sj approach

(Dietr.), nor cestus Kbidinosus (Schroed., Eos.). The sig.

approach, meet, attributed to nj^, Dietr. grounds upon the Ags.

gelimpan, to be convenient, opportune; and the sig. glow is

derived from the fact that Jl is used of the boiling of water.

The root meaning of njNj \\^ is, according to Fleischer, tem-

pestivus fuit, and the root indicates generally any effort after

the attainment of the aim of a thing, or impulse ; from which

come all the meanings ascribed to the word, and for njxn in the

text before us the sig. heat, i.e. the animal instinct impelling to

the satisfaction of sexual cravings.

In ver. 245 i'IK'7na is variously interpreted. Thus much is

beyond all doubt, that the words are still a part of the figure,

i.e. of the comparison between the idolatrous people and the

wild ass. The use of the 3d person stands in the way of the

direct reference of the words to Israel, since in what precedes

and in what follows Israel is addressed (in 2d pers.). tJ'nh can

thus mean neither the new moon as a feast (L. de Dieu, Clir.

B. Mich.), still less tempus menstruum (Jerome, etc.), but month

;

and the suffix in RB'nn is to be referred, not with Hitz. to i^nj^.T,

but to nna. The suffixes in n''B'i?3f3 and ri3iK?»': absolutely de-

mand this. "Her month" is the month appointed for the

gratification of the wild ass's natural impulse, i.e., as Bochart

rightly explains it {Hieroz, ii. p. 230, ed. Eos.), mensis quo
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solent syhestres asince mans appetitu fervere. The meaning of

the comparison is this : the false gods do not need anxiously to

court the favour of the people ; in its unbridled desires it gives

itself up to them; cf. iii. 2, Hos. ii. 7, 15. With this is suit-

ably coupled the warning of ver. 25 : hold back, i.e. keep thy

foot from getting bare (^nj is subst. not adjective, which would

have had to be fern., since ^^l is fem."), and thy throat from

thirst, viz. by reason of the fever of running after the idols.

This admonition God addresses by the prophet to the people.

It is not to wear the sandals off its feet by running after amours,

nor so to heat its throat as to become thirsty. Hitz. proposes un-

suitably, because in the face of the context, to connect the going

barefoot with the visiting of the sanctuary, and the thirsting of

the throat (1 Kings xviii. 26) with incessant calling on the gods.

The answer of the people to this admonition shows clearly that

it has been receiving an advice against running after the gods.

The Chet. HoniJI is evidently a copyist's error for ^p.iiJ'. The
people replies : B'8<iJ, desperatum {est), i.e. hopeless ; thy advice is

all in vain ; cf. xviii. 12, and on Isa. Ivii. 10. The meaning is

made clearer by Niij : no; for I love the aliens, etc. CIJ are not

merely strange gods, but also strange peoples. Although
idolatry is the matter chiefly in hand, yet it was so bound up
with intriguing for the favour of the heathen nations that we
cannot exclude from the words some reference to this also.

Vers. 26-28. And yet idolatry brings to the people only dis-

grace, giving no help in the time of need. Ver. 26. " As a
thief is shamed when he is taken, so is the house of Israel put
to shame; they, their kings, their princes, their priests, and
their prophets. Ver. 27. Because they say to the wood, Thou
art my father; and to the stone. Thou hast borne me: for
they have turned to me the back and not the face ; but in the
time of their trouble they say, Arise, and help us. Ver. 28.
Where then are thy gods that thou hast made thee ? let them
arise, if they can help thee in the time of thy trouble ; for as
many as are thy cities, so many are thy gods, Judah." The
thought in vers, 26 and 27a is this, Israel reaps from its

idolatry but shame, as the thief from stealing when he is caught
in the act. The comparison in ver. 26 contains a universal
truth of force at all times. The perf. lC'''ain is the timeless ex-
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pression of certainty (Hitz.), and refers to the past as well as to

the future. Just as already in past time, so also in the future,

idolatry brings but shame and confusion by the frustration of

the hopes placed in the false gods. The " house of Israel " is

all Israel collectively, and not merely the kingdom of the ten

tribes. To give the greater emphasis to the reproaches, the

leading ranks are mentioned one by one. Q''"!f?i<, not : who say,

but because (since) they say to the wood, etc., i.e. because they

hold images of wood and stone for the gods to whom they owe

life and being; whereas Jahveh alone is their Creator or Father

and Genitor, Deut. xxxii. 6, 18; Isa. Ixiv. 7; Mai. ii. 10. i^X

is fem., and thus is put for mother. The Kej'i l^rilpl is sug-

gested solely by the preceding D''"!'?'', while the C/iet. is correct,

and is to be read ''^Jii'!?1, inasmuch as each one severally speaks

thus.—With " for they have turned" follows the reason of the

statement that Israel will reap only shame from its idolatry.

To the living God who has power to help them they turn their

back ; but when distress comes upon them they cry to Him for

help («.VT'i") "?^P as in Ps. iii. 8). But then God will send

the people to their gods (idols) ; then will it discover they will

not help, for all so great as their number is. The last clause

of ver. 28 runs literally : the number of thy cities are thy gods

become, i.e. so great is the number of thy gods; cf. xi. 13.

Judah is here directly addressed, so that the people of Judah

may not take for granted that what has been said is of force

for the ten trilies only. On the contrary, Judah will experience

the same as Israel of the ten tribes did when disaster broke

over it.

Vers. 29-37. Judah has refused to let itself be turned from

idolatry either by judgments or by the warnings of the prophets

;

nevertheless it holds itself guiltless, and believes itself able to

turn aside judgment by means of its intrigues with Egypt.

Ver. 29. " Wherefore contend ye against me? ye are all fallen

away from me, saith Jahveh. Ver. 30. In vain have I smitten

your sons ; correction have they not taken : your sword hath

devoured your prophets, like a devouring lion. Ver. 31. O
race that ye are, mark the word of Jahveh. Was I a wilder-

ness to Israel, or a land of dread darkness ? Why saith my
people, We wander about, come no more to thee ? Ver. 32.
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Does a maiden forget her ornaments, a bride her girdle ? but

my people hath forgotten me days without number. Ver. 33.

How finely thou trimmest thy ways to seek love ! therefore to

misdeeds thou accustomest thy ways. Ver. 34. Even in thy

skirts is found the blood of the souls of the innocent poor ones

;

not at housebreaking hast thou caught them, but by reason

of all this. Ver. 35. And thou sayest, I am innocent, yea His

wrath hath turned from me : behold, I will plead at law with

thee for that thou hast said, I have not sinned. Ver. 36.

Why runnest thou so hard to change thy way ? for Egypt too

thou shalt come to shame, as thou wast put to shame for

Asshur. Ver. 37. From this also shalt thou come forth, beating

thy hands upon thy head ; for Jahveh rejecteth those in whom
thou trustest, and thou shalt not prosper with them." The

question in ver. 29, Wherefore contend ye against me? implies

that the people contended with God as to His visitations, mur-

mured at the divine chastisements they had met with ; not as

to the reproaches addressed to them on account of their idolatry

(Hitz., Graf). yi, with
?*J,

contend, dispute against, is used of

the murmuring of men against divine visitations, xii. 1, Job

xxxiii. 13. Judah has no ground for discontent with the Lord

;

for they have all fallen away from Him, and (ver. 31) let

themselves be turned to repentance neither by afflictions, nor

by warnings, nor by God's goodness to them. NIB'^, to vanity,

i.e. without effect, or in vain. Hitz. and Graf wish to refer

"your sons" to the able-bodied youth who had at different

times been slain by Jahveh in war. The LXX. seem to have
taken it thus, expressing ^np^ by iSi^acrOe ; for the third pers.

of the verb will not agree with this acceptation of " your sons,"

since the reproach of not having taken correction could not
apply to such as had fallen in war, but only to those who had
escaped. This view is unquestionably incorrect, because, as

Hitz. admits, the subject, those addressed in inp^^ must be the
people. Hence it follows of necessity that in D3\33 too the
people is meant. The expression is similar to ley ''?3, Lev.
XIX. 18, and is used for the members of the nation, those who
constitute the people ; or rather it is like niw^ ''J3, Joel iv. 6,
where Judah is looked on by the prophet as a unity, where sons
are the members of the people, n^n^ too, is not to be limited
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to those smitten or slain in war. It is used of all the judg-

ments with which God visits His people, of sword, pestilence,

famine, failure of crops, drought, and of all kinds of diseases
;

of. Lev. xxvi. 24 ff., Deut. xxviii. 22, 27 ff. 1W^ is instruction

by word and by warning, as well as correction by chastisement.

Most comm. take the not receiving of correction to refer to

divine punitive visitations, and to mean refusal to amend after

such warning ; Eos., on the other hand, holds the reference to

be to the warnings and reproofs of the prophets (1WD hie instruc-

tionem valet, lit Prov. v. 12, 23 cet.). But both these references

are one-sided. If we refer " correction have they not taken
"

to divine chastisement by means of judgments, there will be no

connection between this and the following clause : your sword

devoured your prophets ; and we are hindered from restraining

the reference wholly to the admonitions and rebukes of the

prophets by the close connection of the words with the first part

of the verse, a connection indicated by the omission of all

particles of transition. We must combine the two references,

and understand 1D1» both of the rebukes or warnings of the

prophets and of the chastisements of God, holding at the same

time that it was the correction of the people by the prophets

that Jei\ here chiefly kept in view. In administering this cor-

rection the prophets not only applied to the hearts of the people

as judgments from God all the ills that fell upon them, but

declared to the stiff-necked sinners the punishments of God, and

by their words showed those punishments to be impending:

e.g. Elijah, 1 Kings xvii. and xviii., 2 Kings i. 9 ff. ; Elisha,

2 Kings ii. 23 ; the prophet at Bethel, 1 Kings xiii. 4. Thus
this portion of the verse acquires a meaning for itself, which

simplifies the transition from the first to the third clause, and

we gain the following thought : I visited j^ou with punish-

ments, and made you to be instructed and reproved by prophets,

but ye have slain the pi'ophets who were sent to you. Nehe-

miah puts it so in ix. 26 ; but Jeremiah uses a much stronger

expression. Your sword devoured your prophets like a lion

which destroys, in order to set full before the sinners' eyes the

savage hatred of the idolatrous people against the prophets of

God. Historical examples of this are furnished by 1 Kings

xviii. 4, 13, xix. 10, 2 Ohron. xxiv. 21 ff., 2 Kings xxi. 16,
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Jer. xxvi. 23. Tlie prophet's indignation grows hotter as he

brings into view God's treatment of the apostate race, and sets

before it, to its shame, the divine long-suffering and love, inn

ons, O generation ye ! Enghsh: O generation that ye are ! (cf.

Ew. § 327, a), is the cry of indignation; cf. Deut. xxxii. 5, where

Moses calls the people a perverse foolish generation. =i«1
:

see,

observe, give heed to the word of the Lord. This verb is often

used of perceptions by any sense, as expressive of that sense

by which men apprehend most of the things belonging to the

outward world. Have I been for Israel a wilderness, i.e. an

unfruitful soil, offering neither means of support nor shelter?

This question contains a litotes, and is as much as to say :
have

not I richly blessed Israel with earthly goods? Or a land of

dread darkness ? n^r^^'^, lit. a darkness sent by Jahveh ; cf.

the analogous form ninzrf?^, Cant. viii. 6.^ The desert is so

called not merely because it is pathless (Job iii. 23), but as a

land in which the traveller is on all sides surrounded by deadly

dangers ; cf. ver. 6 and Ps. Iv. 5. Why then will His people

insist on being quit of Him ? We roam about unfettered (as

to 1V\, see on Hos. xii. 1), i.e. we will no longer bear the yoke

of His law ; cf. ver. 20. By a comparison breathing love and

longing sadness, the prophet seeks to bring home to the heart

of the people a feeling of the unnaturalness of their behaviour

towards the Lord their God. Does a bride, then, forget her

ornaments? etc. C'l^'i?) found besides in Isa. iii. 20, is the

ornamental girdle with which the bride adorns herself on the

wedding-day ; cf. Isa. iii. 20 with xlix. 18. God is His people's

best adornment ; to Him it owes all the precious possessions it

has. It should keep fast hold of Him as its most priceless

treasure, should prize Him more highly than the virgin her

jewels, than the bride her girdle. But instead of this it has

forgotten its God, and that not for a brief time, but throughout

1 Ewald, Gram. § 270, c, proposes to read with the LXX. nv3Xt3, he-

cause (he says) it is nowhere possible, at least not in the language of the pro-

phets, for the name Jah (God) to express merely greatness. But this is not

to the point. Although a darkness sent by Jah be a great darkness, it by no
means follows that the name Jah is used merely to express greatness. But by
nin'' nO'l'in, l Sam. xxvi. 12, it is put beyond a doubt that darkness of

Jah means a darkness sent or spread out by Jah.
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countless days. DW is accus. of duration of time. Jeremiah
uses this figure besides, as Oalv. observed, to pave the way for

what comes next. Volebat enim Judceos coiiferre mulieribus

aduUeris, quce dum feruntur effreni sua libidine, rapiuntur post

stios vagos amoves.

In ver. 33 the style of address is ironical. How good thou

makest thy way ! i.e. how well thou knowest to choose out and

follow the right way to seek love. 'Hl'i!
^''t?''^ sig. usually:

strive after a good walk and conversation ; cf . vii. 3, 5, xviii. 11,

etc.; here, on the otlier hand, to take the right way for gaining

the end in view. " Love" here is seen from the context to be

love to the idols, intrigues with the heathen and their gods.

Seek love= strive to gain the love of the false gods. To at-

tain this end thou hast taught thy ways misdeeds, i.e. accus-

tomed thy ways to misdeeds, forsaken the commandments of

thy God which demand righteousness and the purifying of one's

life, and accommodated thyself to the immoral practices of

the heathen. W^n, with the article as in iii. 5, the evil deeds

which are undisguisedly visible ; not : the evils, the misfortunes

which follow thee closely, as Hitz. interprets in the face of

the context. For in ver. 34 we have indisputable evidence that

the matter in hand is not evils and misfortunes, but evil deeds

or misdemeanours ; since there the cleaving of the blood of

innocent souls to the hems of the garments is mentioned as one

of the basest " evils," and as such is introduced by the D? of gra-

dation. The " blood of souls " is the blood of innocent mur-

dered men, which clings to the skirts of the murderers' clothes.

D)S33 are the skirts of the flowing garment, Ezek. v. 3 ; ^ Sam.

xv.'27; Zech. viii. 23. The plural =1KSD3 before DT is explained

by the fact that riiB'33 is the principal idea, Q''^i''3S are not

merely those who live in straitened circumstances, but pious

oppressed ones as contrasted with powerful transgressors and

oppressors ; cf. Ps. xl. 18, Ixxii. 13 f., Ixxxvi. 1, 2, etc. By
tlie next clause greater prominence is given to the fact tliat

they were slain being innocent. The words : not rmrrs'^^ at

housebreaking, thou tookest them, contain an allusion to tlie law

in Ex. xxii. 1 and onwards ; according to which the killing of

a thief caught in the act of breaking in was not a cause of

blood-guiltiness. The thought runs thus : The poor ones thou
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liast slain were no thieves or robbers whom thou hadst a right

to slay, but guihless pious men; and the killing of them is a

crime worthy of death. Ex. xxi. 12. The last words n5S-73 by '3

are obscure, and have been very variously interpreted. Changes

upon the text are not to the purpose. For we get no help from

the reading of the LXX., of the Syr. and Arab., which seem

to have read HjIX as n^N, and which have translated Bpvi oak or

terebinth ; since " upon every oak " gives no rational meaning.

Nor from the connecting of the words with the next verse

(Venem., Schnur., Eos., and others) : yet with all this, or in

spite of all this, thou saidst ; since neither does ''3 mean i/et,

nor can the 1 before ''"ip'^n, in this connection, introduce the

sequel thought. The words manifestly belong to what goes

before, and contain a contrast : not in breaking in by night thou

tookest them, but upon, or on account of all this. 7)1 in the sig.

upon gives a suitable sense only if, with Abarb., Ew., Nag.,

we refer n?s to ^l?33a and take Ci^riNVD as 1st pers. : I found

it (the blood of the slain souls) not on the place where the

murder took place, but upon all these, sc. lappets of the clothes,

i.e. borne openly for display. But even without dwelling on
the fact that nnrinD does not mean the scene of a murder or

breaking in, this explanation is wrecked on the unmistakeably

manifest allusion to the law, a|an nVb; nnnriQa dN, Ex. xxi. 1,

which is ignored, or at least obscured, by that view. The allu-

sion to this passage of the law shows that D''nNVD is not 1st but
2d pers., and that the suffix refers to the innocent poor who
were slain. Therefore, with Hitz. and Graf, we take "b by

n^S in the sig. " on account of all this," and refer the " all

this" to the idolatry before mentioned. Consequently the
words bear this meaning: Not for a crime thou killedst the
poor, but because of thine apostasy from God and thy forni-

cation with the idols, their blood cleaves to thy raiment. The
words seem, as Calv. surmised, to point to the persecution and
slaying of the prophets spoken of in ver. 30, namely, to the
innocent blood with which the godless king Manasseh filled

Jerusalem, 2 Kings xxi. 16, xxiv. 4 ; seeking as he did to
crush out all opposition to the abominations of idolatry, and
finding in his way the prophets and the godly of the land, who
by their words and their lives lifted up their common testimony
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a<:;ainst the idolaters and their abandoned practices.—Ver. 35.

Yet withal the people holds itself to be guiltless, and deludes

itself with the belief that God's wrath has turned away from

it, because it has for long enjoyed peace, and because the

judgment of devastation of the land by enemies, threatened by
the earlier prophets, had not immediately received its fulfil-

ment. For this self-righteous confidence in its innocence, God
will contend with His people 001^ for 'iins as in i. 16).—Ver.

36 f. Yet in spite of its proud security Judah seeks to assure

itself against hostile attacks by the eager negotiation of alliances.

This thought is the link between ver. 35 and the reproach of

ver. 36. Wiiy runnest thou to change thy way? vW for

'ptsri, from 7f^, go, with IKJp, go impetuously or with strength,

i.e. go in haste, run ; cf. 1 Sam. xx. 19. To change, shift

(niJB') one's way, is to take another way than that on whicli

one has hitherto gone. The prophet's meaning is clear from the

second half of the verse :
" for Egypt, too, wilt thou come to

shame, as for Assyria thou hast come to shame." Changing

the way, is ceasing to seek help from Assyria in order to form

close rela.tions with Egypt. The verbs ''B'^ri and nB'3 show

that the intrigues for the favour of Assyria belong to the past,

for the favour of Egypt to the present. Judah was put to

shame in regard to Assyria under Ahaz, 2 Ohron. xxviii. 21

;

and after the experience of Assyria it had had under Plezekiali

and Manasseh, there could be little more thought of lookint; for
J OCT

help thence. But what could have made Judah under Josiah, in

the earlier days of Jeremiah, to seek an alliance with Egypt,

considering that Assyria was at that time already nearing its

dissolution ? Graf is therefore of opinion that the prophet is

here keeping in view the political relations in the days of

Jehoiakim, in which and for which time he wrote his book,

rather than those of Josiah's times, when the alliance with

Asshur was still in force ; and that he has thus in passing cast a

stray glance into a time influenced by later events. But the

opinion that in Josiah's time the alliance with Asshur was still

existing cannot be historically proved. Josiah's invitation to

the passover of all those who remained in what had been the

kingdom of the ten tribes, does not prove that he exercised a

kind of sovereignty over the provinces that had formerly be-
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longed to tlie kingdom of Israel, a thing he could have done

only as vassal of Assyria ; see against this view the remarks on

2 Kings xxiii. 15 ff. As little does his setting himself against

the now mighty Pharaoh Necho at Megiddo show clearly that

he remained faithful to the alliance with Asshur in spite of the

disruption of the Assyrian empire ; see against this the remarks

on 2 Kings xxiii. 29 f. Historically only thus much is certain,

that Jehoiakim was raised to the throne by Pharaoh Necho,

and that he was a vassal of Egypt. During the period of this

subjection the formation of alliances with Egypt was for Judah

out of the question. Such a case could happen only when

Jehoiakim had become subject to the Chaldean king Nebu-

chadnezzar, and was cherishing the plan of throwing off the

Chaldean yoke. But the reference of the words to this design

is devoid of the faintest probability, vers. 35 and 36 ; and the

discourse throughout is far from giving the impression that

Judah had already lost its political independence ; they rather

imply that the kingdom was under the sway neither of Assyrians

nor Egyptians, but was still politically independent. We may
very plausibly refer to Josiah's time the resolution to give up

all trust in the assistance of Assyria and to court the favour of

Egypt. We need not seek for the outward inducement to

this in the recognition of the beginning decline of the Assyrian

power ; it might equally well lie in the growth of the Egyptian

state. Tiiat the power of Egypt had made considerable pro-

gress in the reign of Josiah, is made clear by Pharaoh Necho's

enterprise against Assyria in the last year of Josiah, from Necho's

march towards the Euphrates. Josiah's setting himself in op-

position to the advance of the Egyptians, which cost him his

life at Megiddo, neither proves that Judah was then allied with

Assyria nor excludes the possibility of intrigues for Egypt's

favour having already taken place. It is perfectly possibly that

the taking of Manasseh a captive to Babylon by Assyrian
generals may have shaken the confidence in Assyria of the
idolatrous people of Judah, and that, their thoughts turninti to

Egypt, steps may have been taken for paving the way towards
an alliance with this great power, even although the godly
king Josiah took no part in these proceedings. The prophet's
warning against confidence in Egypt and against courtina its
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alliance, is givfen in terms so general that it is impossible to

draw any certain conclusions either with regard to the principles

of Josiah's government or with regard to the circumstances of

the time which Jeremiah was keeping in view.—Ver. 37. Also

from this, i.e. Egypt, shalt thou go away (come back), thy hands

upon thy head, i.e. beating them on thy head in grief and dis-

may (cf. for this gesture 2 Sam. xiii. 19). HT refers to Egypt,

thought of as a people as in xlvi. 8, Isa. xix. 16, 25 ; and thus

is removed Hitz.'s objection, that in that case we must have DNf/

D''nD3D, objects of confidence. The expression refers equally

to Egypt and to Assyria. As God has broken the power of

Assyria, so will He also overthrow Egypt's might, thus making

all trust in it a shame. DH?, in reference to them.

Chap. iii. 1-5. As a divorced woman who has become another

man's wife cannot return to her first husband, so Judah, after

it has turned away to other gods, will not be received again by

Jahveh ; eispecially since, in spite of all chastisements, it adheres

to its evil ways. Ver. 1. " He saith, If a man put away his

wife, and she go from him, and become another man's, can he

return to her again ? would not such a land be polluted ? and

thou hast whored with many partners ; and wouldst thou return

to me ? saith Jahveh. Ver. 2. Lift up thine eyes unto the

bare-topped hills and look, where hast thou not been lien with

;

on the ways thou sattest for them, like an Arab in the desert,

and pollutedst the land by thy whoredoms and by thy wicked-

ness. Ver. 3. And the showers were withheld, and the latter

rain came not ; but thou hadst the forehead of an harlot woman,

wouldst not be ashamed. Ver. 4. Ay, and from this time

forward thou criest to me. My father, the friend of my youth

art thou. Ver. 5. Will he alway bear a grudge and keep it up

for ever? Behold, thou speakest thus and dost wickedness and

earnest it out." This section is a continuation of the preceding

discourse in chap, ii., and forms the conclusion of it. That this

is so may be seen from the fact that a new discourse, introduced

by a heading of its own, begins with ver. 6. The substance of

the fifth verse is further evidence in the same direction ; for the

rejection of Judah by God declared in that verse furnishes the

suitable conclusion to the discourse in chap, ii., and briefly shows

how the Lord will plead with the people that holds itself blame-
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less (il. 35).^ But it is somewliat singular to find the connection

made by means of ibK^, which is not translated by the LXX.
or Syr., and is expressed by Jerome by viilgo dicitur. Kos.

would make it, after Rashi, possem dicere, Easlii's opinion being

that it stands for ID'^ •h v}\ In this shape the assumption can

hardly be justified. It might be more readily supposed that the

infinitive stood in the sense : it is to be said, one may say, it

must be affirmed ; but there is against this the objection that

this use of the infinitive is never found at the beginning of a

new train of thought. The only alternative is with Maur. and

Hitz. to join ibxi? with what precedes, and to make it dependent

on the verb DND in ii. 37 : Jahveh hath rejected those in whom
thou trustest, so that thou shalt not prosper with them ; for He
says : As a wife, after she has been put away from her husband

and has been joined to another, cannot be taken back again by

her first husband, so art thou thrust away for thy whoredom.

The rejection of Judah by God is not, indeed, declared expressis

verbis in vers. 1—5, but is clearly enough contained there in sub-

stance. Besides, " the rejection of the people's sureties (ii. 37)

involves that of the people too" (Hitz.). "ibN?, indeed, is not

universally used after verbis dicendi alone, but frequently stands

after very various antecedent verbs, in which case it must be

very variously expressed in English ; e.g. in Josh. xxii. 11 it

comes after IJ'W^, they heard : as follows, or these words ; in

2 Sam. iii. 12 we have it twice, once after the words, he sent

messengers to David to say, i.e. and cause them say to him, a

second time in the sense of namely; in 1 Sam. xxvii. 11 with
the force of: for he said or thought. It is used here in a

1 The contrary assertion of Ew. and Nagelsb. that these verses do not
belong to what precedes, but constitute the beginning of the next dis-

course (chap. iii.-vi.), rests upon an erroneous view of the train of thought
in this discourse. And such meagre support as it obtains involves a viola-
tion of usage in interpreting '>Sx niE-'l as : yet turn again to me, and needs
further the arbitrary critical assertion "that the heading in iii. 6 : and Jahveh
said to me in the days of Josiah, has been put by a copyist in the wrong
place, and that it ought to stand before ver. 1.—Nor is there any reason
for the assumption of J. D. Mich, and Graf, that at ver. 1 the text has been
mutUated, and that by an oversight 'h^ rv\rv nan \n;i has dropped out;
and this assumption also contradicts the fact that vers. 1-5 can neither
contain nor begin any new prophetic utterance.
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manner analogous to this : he announces to thee, makes known
to thee.—The comparison with the divorced wife is suggested

by the law in Deut. xxiv. 1-4. Here it is forbidden that a man
shall take in marriage again his divorced wife after she has been

married to another, even although she has been separated from
her second husband, or even in the case of the death of the

latter ; and re-marriage of this kind is called an abomination

before the Lord, a thing that makes the land sinful. Tlie

question, May he yet return to her ? corresponds to the words

of the law: her husband may not again (aity?) take her to be

his wife. The making of the land sinful is put by .Ter. in

stronger words : this land is polluted ; making in this an allusion

to Lev. xviii. 25, 27, where it is said of similar sins of the flesh

that they pollute the land.

With " and thou hast whored " comes the application of this

law to the people that had by its idolatry broken its marriage

vows to its God. n3J is construed with the accus. as in Ezek. xvi.

28. CV'?., comrades in the sense of paramours ; cf. Hos. iii. 1.

D'a^j inasmuch as Israel or Judah had intrigued with the gods

of many nations. vN aiSVI is injin. abs., and the clause is to be

taken as a question : and is it to be supposed that thou mayest

return to me ? The question is marked only by the accent ; cf

.

Ew. § 328, a, and Gesen. § 131, 4, b. Syr., Targ., Jerome, etc.

have taken 3ityi as imperative : return again to me ; but wrongly,

since the continuity is destroyed. This argument is not answered

by taking 1 copul. adversatively with the sig. yet ; it is on the

contrary strengthened by this arbitrary interpretation. The

call to return to God is incompatible with the reference in

ver. 2 to the idolatry which is set before the eyes of the people

to show it that God has cause to be wroth. " Look but to the

bare-topped hills." D^SB', bald hills and mountains (cf. Isa.

xli. 18), were favoured spots for idolatrous worship; cf. Hos.

iv. 13. When hast not thou let thyself be ravished? i.e. on

all sides. For ^%^ the Masoretes have here and everywhere

substituted J????'^ see Deut. xxviii. 30, Zech. xiv. 2, etc. The

word is here used for spiritual ravishment by idolatry; here

represented as spiritual fornication. Upon the roads thou sattest,

like a prostitute, to entice the passers-by ; cf . Gen. xxxviii. 14,

Prov. vii. 12. This figure corresponds in actual fact to the
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erection of idolatrous altars at the corners of the streets and at

the gates : 2 Kings xxiii. 8 ; Ezek. xvi. 25. Like an Arab in the

desert, i.e. a Bedouin, who lies in wait for travellers, to plunder

them. The Bedouins were known to the ancients, of. Died.

Sic. ii. 48, Plin. Hist. Nat. vi. 28, precisely as they are repre-

sented to this day by travellers.—By this idolatrous course Israel

desecrated the land. The plural form of the suffix with the

singular ni3t is to be explained by the resemblance borne both

in sound and meaning (an abstract) by the termination n?

to the plural ni ; cf. ver. 8, Zeph. iii. 20, and Ew. § 259, b.

^njn refers to the moral enormities bound up with idolatry,

e.g. the shedding of innocent blood, ii. 30, 35. The shedding

of blood is represented as defilement of the land in Num. xxxv.

33.—Ver. 3. But the idolatrous race was not to be brought to

reflection or turned from its evil ways, even when judgment

fell upon it. God chastised it by withholding the rain, by

drought ; cf. xiv. 1 ff., Amos iv. 7 ff. ^''^''rn, rain-showers (Deut.

xxxii. 2), does not stand for the early rain (^Tli''), but denotes

any fall of rain ; and the late rain (shortly before harvest) is

mentioned along with it, as in Hos. vi. 3, Zech. x. 1. But

affliction made no impression. The people persisted in its sinful

courses with unabashed effrontery ; cf. v. 3, Ezek. iii. 7 f.—Ver.

4. Henceforward, forsooth, it calls upon its God, and expects that

His wrath will abate ; but this calling on Him is but lip-service,

for it goes on in its sins, amends not its life. NiPn, nonne, has

usually the force of a confident assurance, introducing in the

form of a question that which is held not to be in the least

doubtful, nnro, henceforward, the antithesis to Ci^iy», ii. 20, 27,

is rightly referred by Chr. B. Mich, to the time of the reforma-

tion in public worship, begun by Josiah in the twelfth year of

his reign, and finally completed in the eighteenth year, 2 Chron.

xxxiv. 3-33. Clearly we cannot suppose a reference to distress

and anxiety excited by the drought; since, in ver. 3, it is expressly

said that this had made no impression on the people. On '3X,

cf. ii. 27. 'y} fll^N (cf. Prov. ii. 17), the familiar friend of my
youth, is the dear beloved God, i.e. Jahveh, who has espoused
Israel when it was a young nation (ii. 2). Of Him it expects
that He will not bear a grudge for ever. "ILIJ, guard, then like

TTjpelv, cherish ill-will, keep up, used of anger ; see on Lev.
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xix. 18, Ps. ciii. 9, etc. A like meaning has ibK''', to which

^^?, tram, is to supphed from the context ; cf. Amos i. 11.—Thus
the people speaks, but it does evil. ''J!T]n, like ''f)i\!?^ in ver. 4,

is 2d pers. fem. ; see in ii. 20. Hitz. connects ''J?"!.?'^ so closely

with 'B'^WI as to make niyin the object to the former verb also

:

thou hast spoken and done the evil ; but this is plainly contrary

to the context. " Thou speakest" refers to the people's saying

quoted in the first half of the verse : Will God be angry for

ever ? What they do is the contradiction of what they thus

say. If the people wishes that God be angry no more, it must

give over its evil life, ^'i^'}'}, not calamity, but misdeeds, as in

ii. 33. -'^IFi, thou hast managed it, properly mastered, i.e.

carried it through ; cf. 1 Sam. xxvi. 25, 1 Kings xxii. 22. The

form is 2d pers. fem., with the fem. ending dropped on account

of the Vav consec. at the end of the discourse; cf. E\v. § 191, Z>.

So long as this is the behaviour of the people, God cannot

withdraw His anger.

CHAP. III. 6-VI. 30.—THE REJECTION OP IMPENITENT ISRAEL.

These four chapters form a lengthy prophetic discourse of

the time of Josiah, in which two great truths are developed

:

that Israel can become a partaker of promised blessing only

through conversion to the Lord, and that by perseverance in

apostasy it is drawing on itself the judgment of expulsion

amongst the heathen. In the first section, chap. iii. 6-iv. 2,

we have the fate of the ten tribes displayed to the faithless

Judah, and the future reception again and conversion of Israel

announced. In the second section, chap. iv. 3-31, the call to

Judah to repent is brought home to the people by the portrayal

of the judgment about to fall upon the kingdom, the destruction

of Jerusalem and the devastation of the land. In the third

section, chap, v., a further description is given of the people's

persistence in unrighteousness and apostasy. And in the fourth

section, chap, vi., the impending judgment and its horrors are

yet more fully exhibited to a generation blinded by its self-

righteous confidence in the external performance of the sacrificial

worship.

Eichhorn and Hitz. have separated chap. iii. 6-iv. 2 from

VOL. I. V
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what follows as being a separate oracle, on the ground that

at chap. iv. 3 a new series of oracles begins, extending to x. 2o.

These oracles, they say, " are composed under the impressions

created by an invasion of a northern nation, looked for with

dread and come at last in reality
;
" while they find no trace of

this invasion in chap. iii. 6-iv. 2. This latter section they hold

rather to be the completion to chap. ii. 1-iii. 5, seeing that the

severe retort (iii. 5) upon repentant Judah is justified here

(iii. 10) by the statement that this is no true repentance ; that

the harsh saying : thou hast thyself wrought out thy misfortunes,

cannot be the prophet's last word ; and that the final answer to

"ibi"!] n^ij;^ in ver. 5 is not found before DjiJ-v '^''^^ ^^ in

ver. 12. By Dahler, Umbreit, Neumann, chap. iii. is taken as

an independent discourse ; but they hold it to extend to iv. 4,

because '3 in iv. 3 cannot introduce a new discourse. The

two views are equally untenable. It is impossible that a new

discourse should begin with "for thus saith Jahveh ;

" and it

is as impossible that the threatening of judgment beginning

with iv. 5, " declare ye in Jahveh," should be torn apart,

separated from the call :
" plow up a new soil ; circumcise the

foreskins of your hearts, that my wrath go not forth like fire

and burn," etc. (iv. 3, 4). Against the separation and for the

unity we have arguments in the absence of any heading and of

any trace of a new commencement in chap, iv., and in the

connection of the subject-matter of all the sections of these

chapters.-^ We have no ground for the disjunction of one part

of the discourse from the other in the fact that in chap. iii. 6—
iv. 2 apostate Israel (of the ten tribes) is summoned to return

to the Lord, and invited to repentance by the promise of

acceptance and rich blessing for those who in penitence return

again to God ; while in iv. 3-vi. the devastation of the land

and dispersion amongst the heathen are held out as punishment
of a people (Judah) persisting in apostasy (see comment, on
iii. 6 ff.). The supposed connection between the discourse,

iii. 6-iv. 2 and ii. 1-iii. 5, is not so close as Hitz. would have

' By Eosenm. Las been justly urged : " Cum mscriptio liic (3, 6) et c. 7, 1,
ohvia^ qua concionis liobitx tempus notatur, turn mani/esta omnium partium
inde a c. 3, 6, usque ad finem cap. 6 cohxrentia, et orationis tenor sine ul\o
interstuio ac novie concionis signo decurrens."
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it. The relation of chap. iii. 6 ff. to ii. 1 ff. is not that the

prophet desires in chap. iii. 6-iv. 2 to explain or mitigate the

harsh utterance in iii. 5, because his own heart could not

acquiesce in the thought of the utter rejection of his people, and

because the wrath of the seer was here calmincr down ajiain.

This opinion and the reference of the threatened judgment in

chap, iv.-vi. to the Scythians are based on unscriptural views

of the nature of prophecy. But even if, in accordance with

what lias been said, these four chaptei's form one continuous

prophetic discourse, yet we are not justified by the character of

the whole discourse as a unity in assuming that Jeremiah

delivered it publicly in this form before the people at some

particular tinae. Against this tells the indefiniteness of the date

given : in the days of Josiah ; and of still greater weight is the

transition, which we mark repeated more than once, from the

call to repentance and the denunciation of sin, to threatening

and description of the judgment about to fall on people and

kingdom, city and country; cf. iv. 3 with v. 1 and vi. 1, 16.

From this we can see that the prophet continually begins again

afresh, in order to bring more forcibly home to the heart what

he has already said. The discourse as we have it is evidently the

condensation into one uniform whole of a series of oral addresses

which had been delivered by Jeremiah in Josiah's times.

Chap. iii. 6-iv. 2. The eejection and restoration of

Israel (of the Ten Tribes).—Hgstb. speaks of this passage

as the announcement of redemption in store for Israel. And he

so speaks not without good cause ; for although in iii. 6-9 the

subject is the rejection of Israel for its backsliding from the

Lord, yet this introduction to the discourse is but the historical

foundation for the declaration of good news (iii. 12-iv. 2), that

rejected Israel will yet return to its God, and have a share in

the glory of the Messiah. From the clearly drawn parallel

between Israel and Judah in iii. 8-11 it is certain that the

announcement of Israel's redemption can have no other aim

than " to wound Judah." The contents of the whole discourse

maybe summed up in two thoughts: 1. Israel is not to remain

alway rejected, as pharisaic Judah imagined ; 2. Judah is not

to be alway spared. When Jeremiah entered upon his office
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Israel had been in exile for 94 years, and all hope for the

restoration of the banished people seemed to have vanished.

But Judah, histead of taking warning by the judgment that

had fallen upon the ten tribes, and instead of seeing^ in the

downfall of the sister people the prognostication of its own,

was only confirmed by it in its delusion, and held its own con-

tinued existence to be a token that against it, as the people of

God, no judgment of wrath could come. This delusion must

be destroyed'by the announcement of Israel's future reinstate-

ment.

Vers. 6-10. IsraeVs hacMiding and rejection a warning for

Judah.—Yei: 6. "And Jahveh spake to me in the days of

King Josiah, Hast thou seen what the backsliding one, Israel,

hath done 1 she went up on every high mountain, and under

every green tree, and played the harlot there. Ver. 7. And I

thouMit : After she hath done all this, she will return to me ; but

she returned not. And the faithless one, her sister Judah, saw

it. Ver. 8. And I saw that, because the backsliding one,

Israel, had committed adultery, and I had put her away, and

had given her a bill of divorce, yet the faithless one, Judah, her

sister, feared not even on this account, and went and played the

harlot also. Ver. 9. And it befell that for the noise of her

whoredom the land was defiled, and she committed adultery

with stone and wood. Ver. 10. And yet with all this, the

faithless one, her sister Judah, turned not to me with her whole

heart, but with falsehood, saith Jahveh." The thought of

these verses is this : notwithstanding that Judah has before its

eyes the lot which Israel (of the ten tribes) has brought on

itself by its obdurate apostasy from the covenant God, it will

not be moved to true fear of God and real repentance. View-

ing idolatry as spiritual whoredom, the prophet developes that

train of thought by representing the two kingdoms as two

adulterous sisters, calling the inhabitants of the ten tribes nni^p,

the backsliding, those of Judah •^'jiJS, the faithless. On these

names Venema well remarks :
" Sovores propter unam eandemque

stirpem, wide uterque populus fuit, et arctam ad se invicem rela-

tionem appellaniur. Utraque fuit adidtera propter idololatriam

et foederis violationem ; sed Israel vocatur uxor aversa ; Juda
vero perfida, quia Israel non tantum religionis sed et regni et
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eivitatis respectu, adeoijiie palam erat a Deo alienata, Juda vero

Deo et sedi regni ao religionis adfixa, sed nikilominus a Deo et

cultu ejus defecerat, et sub externa specie popidi Dei foadits ejus

fregerat, quo ipso gravius peccaverat." This representation

Ezekiel has in chap, xxiii. expanded into an elaborate allegory.

The epithets 'l^B'D and nnija or niJa (ver. 11) are coined into

proper names. This is shown by their being set without

articles before the names ; as mere epithets they would stand

after the substantives and have the article, since Israel and

Judah as being nomm. propr. are definite ideas. naiE'D is else-

where an abstract substantive : apostasy, defection (viii. 5 ; Hos.

xi. 7, etc.), here concrete, the apostate, so-called for her many
niaB'D, ver. 22 and ii. 19. 'inija, the faithless, used of perfidious

forsaking of a husband ; of. ver. 20, Mai. ii. 14. N"!!! napn,

going was she, expressing continuance. Cf. the same state-

ment in ii. 20. *?W1, 3d pers. fem., is an Aramaizing form for

nstni or IWI ; cf. Isa. liii. 10.—Ver. 7. And I said, sc. to myself,

i.e. I thought. A speaking by the prophets (Rashi) is not to

be thought of ; for it is no summons, turn again to me, but

only the thought, they will return. It is true that God caused

backsliding Israel to be ever called again to repentance by the

prophets, yet without effect. Meantime, however, no reference

is made to what God did in this connection, only Israel's be-

haviour towards the Loi'd being here kept in view. The Chet.

ns"ini is the later usage ; the Keri substitutes the regular con-

tracted form i^y!}]. The object, it (the whoredom of Israel),

may be gathered from what precedes.—Ver. 8. Many com-

mentators have taken objection to the N^Sl, because the sen-

tence, "I saw that I had therefore given Israel a bill of

divorce," is as little intelligible as " and the faithless Judah saw

it, and I saw it, for," etc. Thus e.g. Graf, who pi-oposes

with Ew. and Syr. to read Niril, " and she saw," or with Jerome

to omit the word from the text. Against both conjectures it is

decisive that the LXX. translates kuI elSov, and so must have

read ^5^N1. To this we may add, that either the change or the

omission destroys the natural relation to one another of the

clauses. In either case we would have this connection : " and

the faithless one, her sister Judah, saw that, because the back-

slider Israel had committed adultery, I had put her away . . .
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yet the faithless one feared not." Bat thus the gist of the thing,

"wliat Judah saw, namely, the repudiation of Israel, would be

related but cursorily in a subordinate clause, and the 7th verse

would be shortened into a half verse ; while, on the other hand,

the 8th verse would be burdened with an unnaturally long pro-

tasis. Eos. is right in declaring any change to be unnecessary,

provided the two halves of vers. 7 and 8 are connected in this

sense : vidi quod quum aduUeram Israelitidem dimiseram, tamen

non timeret ejus perfida soror Jiida. If we compare vers. 7

and 8 together, the correspondence between the two comes

clearly out. In the first half of either verse Israel is spoken

of, in the second Judah ; while as to Israel, both verses state

how God regarded the conduct of Israel, and as to Judah, how

it observed and imitated Israel's conduct. N"iX1 corresponds to

-|»NJ in ver. 7. God thought the backsliding Israel will repent,

and it did not, and this Judah saw. Thus, then, God saw that

even the repudiation of the backsliding Israel for her adultery

incited no fear in Judah, but Judah went and did whoredom

like Israel. The true sense of ver. 8 is rendered obscure or

difficult by the external co-ordination to one another of the two

thoughts, that God has rejected Israel just because it has com-

mitted adultery, and, that Judah nevertheless feared not ; the

second thought being introduced by Vav. In reality, however,

the first should be subordinated to the second thus : that al-

though I had to reject Israel, Judah yet feared not. What
God saw is not the adultery and rejection or divorce of Israel,

but that Judah nevertheless had no fear in committing and

persisting in the self-same sin. The "'3 belongs properly to

'^^']I^'', but this relation is obscured by the length of theT .IT ' J Q
prefixed grounding clause, and so nx"i^*^ N? is introduced by \.

'U1 nnx"72"?j;, literally : that for all the reasons, because the

backslider had committed adultery, I put her away and gave
her a bill of divorce ; yet the faithless Judah feared not. In
plain English : that, in spite of all my putting away the back-
sliding Israel, and my giving her . . . because she had com-
mitted adultery, yet the faithless Judah feared not. On
mnna nap, cf. Deut. xxiv. 1, 3.

In ver. 9 Judah's fornication with the false gods is further
described. Here nnwT ^pD is rather stumbling, since ob vocem
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scortalionis cannot well be simply tantamount to ob fumosam
scortationem ; for pip, voice, tone, sound, din, noise, is distinct

from DK' or V>?f, fame, rumour. All ancient translators have
taken hp from h'^p, as being formed analogously to Dh, Ciri, TV;

and a Masoretic note finds in the defective spelling '?p an in-

dication of the meaning levitas. Yet we occasionally find ^ip,

vox, written defectively, e.g. Ex. iv. 8, Gen. xxvii. 22, xlv. 16.

And the derivation from hhp gives no very suitable sense ;

neither lightness nor despisedness is a proper predicate for

whoredom, by which the land is polluted ; only shame or

shameful would suit, as it is put by Ew. and Graf. But there

is no evidence from the usage of the language that Pp has the

meaning of li?i^. Yet more inadmissible is the conjecture of

J. D. Mich., adopted by Hitz., that of reading Pi30, stock, for

Pi?!?, a stock being the object of her unchastity ; in support of

which, reference is unfairly made to Hos. iv. 12. For there

the matter in hand is rhabdomancy, with which the present

passage has evidently nothing to do. The case standing thus,

we adhere to the usual meaning of hp : for the noise or din of

her whoredom, not, for her crying whoredom (de Wette). Jere-

miah makes use of this epithet to point out the open riotous

orgies of idolatry, flJnn is neither used in the active significa-

tion of desecrating, nor is it to be pointed ^^nni (^Biph.), On
the last clause cf. ii. 27.—Ver. 10. But even with all this, i.e.

in spite of this deep degradation in idolatry, Judali returned

not to God sincerely, but in hypocritical wise. " And yet with

all this," Eos., following llashi, refers to the judgment that had

fallen on Israel (ver. 8) ; but this is too remote. The words can

bear reference only to that which immediately precedes : even

in view of all these sinful horrors the returning was not " from

the whole heart," i.e. did not proceed from a sincere heart, but

in falsehood and hypocrisy. For (the returning being that

which began with the abolition of idolatrous public worship in

Josiah's reformation) the people had returned outwardly to the

worship of Jahveh in the temple, but at heart they still clave

to the idols. Although Josiah had put an end to the idol-

worship, and though the people too, in the entiiusiasm for the

service of Jahveh, awakened by the solemn celebration of the

passover, had broken in pieces the images and altars of the false
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gods throughout the land, yet there was imminent danger that the

people, alienated in heart from the living God, should take the

suppression of open idolatry for a true return to God, and, vainly

admiring themselves, should look upon themselves as righteous

and pious. Against this delusion the prophet takes his stand.

Vers. 11-18. IsraeVs return, pardon, and blessedness.—Ver.

11. "And Jahveh said to me, The backsliding one, Israel, is

justified more than the faithless one, Judah. Ver. 12. Go
and proclaim these words towards the north, and say, Turn,

thou backsliding one, Israel, saith Jahveh; I will not look

darkly on you, for I am gracious, saith Jahveh ; I will not

always be wrathful. Ver. 13. Only acknowledge thy guilt,

for from Jahveh thy God art thou fallen away, and hither and

thither hast thou wandered to strangers under every green tree,

but to my voice ye have not hearkened, saith Jahveh. Ver. 14.

Return, backsliding sons, saith Jahveh ; for I have wedded you

to me, and will take you, one out of a city and two out of a

race, and will bring you to Zion ; Ver. 15. And will give you

shepherds according to my heart, and they will feed you with

knowledge and wisdom. Ver. 16. And it comes to pass, when
ye increase and are fruitful in the land, in those days, saith

Jahveh, they will no more say, ' The ark of the covenant of

Jahveh ;

' and it will no more come to mind, and ye will no

longer remember it nor miss it, and it shall not be made again.

Ver. 17. In that time they shall call Jerusalem the throne of

Jahveh ; and to it all peoples shall gather themselves, be-

cause the name of Jahveh is at Jerusalem: and no longer

shall they walk after the stubbornness of their evil heart. Ver.

18. In those days shall the house of Judah go along with the

house of Israel, and together out of the land of midnight shall

they come into the land which I have given for an inheritance

unto your fathers." In ver. 11, from the comparison of the
faithless Judah with the backsliding Israel, is drawn the con-
clusion : Israel stands forth more righteous than Judah. The
same is said in other words by Ezekiel, xvi. 51 f. ; cf. (Ezek.)
xxiii. 11. pyi in Plel is to show to be righteous, to justify.

nf23, her soul, i.e. herself. Israel appears more righteous than
Judah, not because the apostasy and idolatry of the Israelites
was less than that of the people of Judah ; in this they are put
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on the same footing in vers. 6-10 ; in the like fashion both have
l)layed the harlot, i.e. stained themselves witli idolatry (while

by a rhetorical amplification the apostasy of Jndali is in ver. 9
represented as not greater than that of Israel). But it is inas-

much as, in the first place, Judah had the warning example of

Israel before its eyes, but would not be persuaded to repent-

ance by Israel's punishment; then again, Judah had more
notable pledges than the ten tribes of divine grace, especially

in the temple with its divinely-ordained cultus, in the Levitical

priesthood, and in its race of kings chosen by God, Hence its

fall into idolatry called more loudly for punishment than did

that of the ten tribes ; for these, after their disruption from

Judah and the Davidic dynasty, had neither a lawful cultus,

lawful priests, nor a divinely-ordained kingship. If, then, in

spite of these privileges, Judah sank as far into idolatry as

Israel, its offence was greater and more grievous than that of

the ten tribes ; and it was surely yet more deserving of punish-

ment than Israel, if it was resolved neither to be brought to re-

flection nor moved to repentance from its evil ways by the

judgment that had fallen upon Israel, and if, on the contrary,

it returned to God only outwardly and took the opus operatum

of the temple-service for genuine conversion. For " tlie mea-

sure of guilt is proportioned to the measure of grace." Yet will

not the Lord utterly cast off His people, ver. 12 ff. He sum-

mons to repentance the Israelites who had now long been

living in exile ; and to them, the backsliding sons, who confess

their sin and return to Him, He offers restoration to the full

favours of the covenant and to rich blessings, and this in order

to humble Judah and to provoke it to jealousy. The call to

repentance which the prophet is in ver. 12 to proclaim towards

the region of midnight, concerns the ten tribes living in Assyrian

exile, ^^^"i, towards midnight, i.e. into the northern provinces

of the Assyrian empire the tribes had been carried away

(2 Kings xvii. 6, xviii. 11). r\y>&, return, sc. to thy God. Not-

withstanding that the subject wliicli follows, naB^O, is fem., we

have the masculine form here used ad sensiim, because the faith-

less Israel is the people of the ten tribes, ^f -"Si? N?, I will

not lower my countenance, is explained by Gen. iv. 5, Job xxix.

24, and means to look darkly, frowningly, as outward expres-
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pion of anger; and this witliout our needing to take '?? for

'PV2 as Kimchi does. For I am Tpn, gracious ; cf. Ex. xxxiv. 6.

As to liiss, see on ver. 5.—Ver. 13. An indispensable element

of the return is: Acknowledge thy guilt, thine offence, for

grievously hast thou offended ; thou art fallen away (VB'S), and

Ti;3-)TnN •'iisri, lit. hast scattered thy ways for strangers; i.e.

hither and thither, on many a track, hast thou run after the

strange gods : cf. ii. 23.

The repeated call UiB', ver. 14, is, like that in ver. 12, ad-

dressed to Israel in the narrower sense, not to the whole cove-

nant people or to Judah. The "backsliding sons" are "the

backsliding Israel " of vers. 7, 8, 11 f., and of ver. 22. In ver.

18 also Judah is mentioned only as it is in connection with

Israel. D33 ''Pi^va, here and in xxxi. 32, is variously explained.

There is no evidence for the meaning loathe, despise, which

Ges. and Diet, in the Le.v., following the example of Jos.

Kimchi, Pococke, A. Schultens, and others, attribute to the

word ?3?3; against this, cf. Hgstb. Chnstol. ii. p. 375; nor

is the sig. "rule" certified (LXX. Stori e^w KaTaKvpiev<r(o

vficov) ; it cannot be proved from Isa. xxvi. 13. -'J?3 means

only, own, possess; whence come the meanings, take to wife,

have oneself married, which are to be maintained here and in

xxxi. 32. In this view Jerome translates, quia ego vir vester ;

Luther, denn ich will euch mir vertrauen ; Hgstb., denn icli traue

euch mir an

;

—the reception anew of the people being given

under the figure of a new marriage. This acceptation is, how-

ever, not suitable to the perf. 'I'ry?, for this, even if taken

prophetically, cannot refer to a renewal of marriage which

is to take place in the future. The perf. can be referred only

to the marriage of Israel at the conclusion of the covenant on

Sinai, and must be translated accordingly : I am your husband,

or: I have wedded you to me. This is demanded by the

grounding '3
; for the summons to repent cannot give as its

motive some future act of God, but must point to that covenant
relationship founded in the past, which, though suspended for

a time, was not wholly broken up.^ The promise of what

1 Calvin gives it rightly :
" Dixerat enim, se dedisse llbellum repudii h. e.

quasi puhUcis iabulis se testatum fuisse, niliil amplius sibi esse conjunctionis
cum populo illo. Nam exilium erat instar divortii. Jam dicit : Ego sum
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God will do if Israel repents is given only from "'nn^^l (with

\ consec.) onwards. The words, I take you, one out of a city,

two out of a race, are not with Kimchi to be so turned : if even

a single Israelite dwelt in a heathen city ; but thus : if from
amongst the inhabitants of a city there returns to me but one,

and if out of a whole race there return but two, I will gather

even these few and bring them to Zion. Quite aside from the

point is Hitz.'s remark, that in Mic. v. 1, too, a city is called ^^^?,

and is equivalent to nnaB'p. The numbers one and two them-

selves show us that nnaa'D is a larger community than the

inhabitants of one town, i.e. that it indicates the great subdivi-

sions into which the tribes of Israel were distributed. The
thought, then, is this : Though but so small a number obey the

call to repent, yet the Lord will save even these ; He will ex-

clude from salvation no one who is willing to return, but will

increase the small number of the saved to a great nation. This

promise is not only not contradictory of those which declare the

restoration of Israel as a whole ; but it is rather a pledge that

God will forget no one who is willing to be saved, and shows

the greatness of the divine compassion.—As to the historical

reference, it is manifest that the promise cannot be limited, as

it is by Theodrt. and Grot., to the return from the Assyrian

and Babylonian exile ; and although the majority of commen-

tators take it so, it can as little be solely referred to the Mes-

sianic times or to the time of the consummation of the kingdom

of God. The fulfilment is accomplished gradually. It begins

with the end of the Babylonian exile, in so far as at that time

individual members of the ten tribes may have returned into

the land of their fathers; it is continued in Messianic times

during the lives of the apostles, by the reception, on the part of

the Israelites, of the salvation that had appeared in Christ ; it

is carried on throughout the whole history of the Church, and

attains its completion in the final conversion of Israel. This

Messianic reference of the words is here the ruling one. This

we may see from "bring you to Zion," which is intelligible

man'tus vester. Nam etiamsi ego tarn graviter Isssus a vohis fuerim, quia

fefellistis fidem mild datam, tamen maneo in proposito, ut sim vobis maritus

;

. . . et perinde ac si mild semper fidem priestiiissetis, iierum assuman vos,

inquit."
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only when we look on Zion as the seat of the kingdom of God

;

and yet more clearly is it seen from the further promise, vers.

15-17, I will give you shepherds according to my heart, etc.

By shepherds we are not to understand prophets and priests,

but the civil authorities, rulers, princes, kings (cf, ii. 8, 26).

This may not only be gathered from the parallel passage, chap,

xxiii. 4, but is found in the '3^3, which is an unmistakeable

allusion to 1 Sam. xiii. 14, where David is spoken of as a man

whom Jahveh has sought out for Himself after His heart

(iaab), and has set to be prince over His people. They will

feed you ^'^V'Ol TO'?.. Both these words are used adverbially,

njn is a noun,' and ^'^VTI an injin. : deal wisely, possess, and

show wisdom ; the latter is as noun generally ??f^, Dan. i. 17,

Prov. i. 3, xxi. 16, but is found also as infai. absol. ix. 23. A
direct contrast to these shepherds is found in the earlier kings,

whom Israel had itself appointed according to the desire of its

heart, of whom the Lord said by Hosea, They have set up kings

(to themselves), but not by me (viii. 4) ; kings who seduced

the people of God to apostasy, and encouraged them in it. "In

the whole of the long series of Israelitish rulers we find no

Jehoshaphat, no Hezekiah, no Josiah ; and quite as might have

been expected, for the foundation of the throne of Israel was

insurrection " (Hgstb.). But if Israel will return to the Lord,

He will give it rulers according to His heart, like David (cf . Ezek.

xxxiv. 23, Hos. iii. 5), who did wisely (P''3D'D) in all his ways,

and with whom Jahveh was (1 Sam. xviii. 14 f
.
; cf. 1 Kings

ii. 3). The knowledge and wisdom consists in the keeping and

doing of the law of God, Dent. iv. 6, xxix. 8. As regards

form, the promise attaches itself to the circumstances of the

earlier times, and is not to be understood of particular historical

rulers in the period after the exile ; it means simply that the

Lord will give to Israel, when it is converted to Him, good and

faithful governors who will rule over it in the spirit of David.

But the Davidic dynasty culminates in the kingship of the

Messiah, who is indeed named David by the prophets ; cf.

xxii. 4.

In vers. 16 and 17 also the thought is clothed in a form cha-

racteristic of the Old Testament. When the returned Israelites

shall increase and be fruitful in the land, then shall they no
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more remember the ark of the covenant of the Lord or feel the

want of it, because Jerusalem will then be the throne of the

Lord. The fruitfulness and increase of the saved remnant is a

constant feature in the picture of Israel's Messianic future ; cf.

xxiii. 3, Ezek. xxxvi. 11, Hos. ii. 1. This promise rests on the

blessing given at the creation, Gen. i. 28. God as creator and
preserver of the world increases mankind together with the

creatures ; even so, as covenant God, He increases His people

Israel. Thus He increased the sons of Israel in Egypt to be a

numerous nation, Ex. i. 12 ; thus, too, He will again make fruit-

ful and multiply the small number of those who have been

saved from the judgment that scattered Israel amongst the

heathen. In the passages which treat of this blessing, nns

generally precedes nan; here, on the contrary, and in Ezek.

xxxvi. 11, the latter is put first. The words 'w 'nas' Nv must

not be translated : they will speak no more of the ark of the

covenant ; ION c. accus. never has this meaning. They must

be taken as the substance of what is said, the predicate being

omitted for rhetorical effect, so that the words are to be taken

as an exclamation. Hgstb. supplies : It is the aim of all our

wishes, the object of our longing. Mov. simply : It is our

most precious treasure, or the glory of Israel, 1 Sam. iv. 21 f.

;

Ps. Ixxviii. 61. And they will no more remember it. Ascend

into the heart, i.e. come to mind, joined with I3t here and in

Isa. Ixv. 17; cf. Jer. vii. 31, xxxii. 35, li. 50, 1 Cor. ii. 9.

^lpS| X?1, and they will not miss it; cf. Isa. xxxiv. 16, 1 Sam.

XX. 6, etc. This meaning is called for by the context, and

especially by the next clause : it will not be made again. Hitz.'s

objection against this, that the words cannot mean this, is an

arbitrary dictum. Nonfiet amplius (Chr. B. Mich.), or, it will

not happen any more, is an unsuitable translation, for this

would be but an unmeaning addition ; and the expansion, that

the ark will be taken into the battle as it formerly was, is sucli

a manifest rabbinical attempt to twist the words, that it needs

no further refutation. Luther's translation, nor offer more

there, is untenable, since >^'^V by itself never means offer.

The thought is this : then they will no longer have any

feeling of desire or want towards the ark. And wherefore ?

The answer is contained in ver. 17a : At that time will they
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call Jerusalem the throne of Jahveh. The ark was the throne

of Jahveh, inasmucli as Jahveh, in fulfilment of His pro-

mise in Ex. XXV. 22, and as covenant God, was ever present

to His people in a cloud over the extended wings of the two

cherubim that were upon the covering of the ark of the law ;

from the mercy-seat too, between the two cherubs, He spake

with His people, and made known to them His gracious pre-

sence : Lev. xvi. 2 ; cf. 1 Chron. xiii. 6, Ps. Ixxx. 2, 1 Sam.

iv. 4. The ark was therefore called the footstool of God,

1 Chron. xxviii. 2 ; Ps. xcix. 5, cxxxii. 7 ; Lam. ii. 1. But in

future Jerusalem is to be, and to be called, the throne of Jahveh ;

and it is in such a manner to take the place of the ark, that the

people will neither miss it nor make any more mention of it.

The promise by no means presumes that when Jeremiah spoke

or wrote this prophecy the ark was no longer in existence ;

" was gone out of sight in some mysterious manner," as Movers,

Chron. S. 139, and Hitz. suppose, '^ but only that it will be lost

or destroyed. This could happen only at and along with the

destruction of Jerusalem ; and history testifies that the temple

after the exile had no ark. Hence it is justly concluded that

the ark had perished in the destruction of Jerusalem by the

Chaldeans, and that upon the rebuilding of the temple after the

exile, the ark was not restored, because the nucleus of it, the

tables of the law written by the finger of God, could not be con-

structed by the hand of man. Without the ark the second

temple was also without the gracious presence of Jahveh, the

Shechinah or dwelling-place of God ; so that this temple was no
longer the throne of God, but only a seeming temple, without

substance or reality. And thus the Old Testament covenant

' Against this Hgstb. well says, that this allegation springs from the in-
capacity of modern exegesis to accommodate itself to the prophetic antici-

pation of the future ; and that we might as well infer from iii. 18, that at
the time these words were spoken, the house of Judah must already in some
mysterious manner have come into the land of the north. 2 Chron. xxxv. 3
furnishes unimpeachable testimony to the existence of the ark in the 18th
year of Josiah. And even Graf says he cannot find anything to justify
Movers' conclusion, since from the special stress laid on the fact that at a
future time they will have the ark no longer, it might more naturally be
mferred that the ark was still in the people's possession, and was an object
of care to them.
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had come to an end. " We have here then before us," Hcrstb.

truly observes, " the announcement of an entire overthrow of

the earlier form of the kingdom ; but it is such an overthrow

of the form that it is at the same time the highest perfection of

the substance—a process like that in seed-corn, which only dies

in order to bring forth much fruit ; like that in the body, which

is sown a corruptible that it may rise an incorruptible." For
the dwelling and enthronement of the Lord amidst His people

was again to come about, but in a higher form. Jerusalem is

to become the throne of Jahveh, i.e. Jerusalem is to be for the

renewed Israel that which the ark had been for the former

Israel, the holy dwelling-place of God. Under the old cove-

nant Jerusalem had been the city of Jahveh, of the great

King (Ps. xlviii. 3) ; because Jerusalem had possessed the

temple, in which the Lord sat enthroned in the holy of holies

over the ark. If in the future Jerusalem is to become the

throne of the Lord instead of the ark, Jerusalem must itself

become a sanctuary of God ; God the Lord must fill all Jeru-

salem with His glory (li^?), as Isaiah prophesied He would in

chap. Ix., of which prophecy we have the fulfilment portrayed

in Apoc. xxi. and xxii. Jeremiah does not more particularly

explain how this is to happen, or how the raising of Jerusalem

to be the throne of the Lord is to be accomplished ; for he is

not seeking in this discourse to proclaim the future reconstitu-

tion of the kingdom of God. His immediate aim is to clear

away the false props of their confidence from a people that set

its trust in the possession of the temple and the ark, and

further to show it that the presence of the temple and ark will

not protect it from judgment; that, on the contrary, the Lord

will reject faithless Judah, destroying Jerusalem and the temple;

that nevertheless He will keep His covenant promises, and that

by receiving again as His people the repentant members of the

ten tribes, regarded by Judah as wholly repudiated, with whom
indeed He will renew His covenant.

As a consequence of Jerusalem's being raised to the glory of

being the Lord's throne, all nations will gather themselves to

her, the city of God ; cf. Zech. ii. 15. Indeed in the Old Tes-

tament every revelation of the glory of God amongst His people

attracted the heathen ; cf. Jos. ix. 9 ff. 'll'l' DB*^, not, to the
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name of Jaliveh towards Jerusalem (Hitz.), but, because of

the name of Jaliveh at Jerusalem (as in Jos. ix. 9), i.e. because

Jahveh reveals His glory there ; for the name of Jahveh is

Jahveh Himself in the making of His glorious being known in

deeds of ahnighty power and grace. D^a'=i-|^^, prop, belonging

to Jerusalem, because the name makes itself known there; cf.

xvi. 19, Mic. iv. 2, Zech. viii. 22.—The last clause, they will

walk no more, etc., refers not to the heathen peoples, but to

the Israelites as being the principal subject of the discourse (cf.

V. 16), since 3^ niTiB' is used of Israel in all the cases (vii. 24,

ix. 13, xi. 8, xiii. 10, xvi. 12, xviii. 12, xxiii. 17, and Ps. Ixxxi.

13), thus corresponding to the original in Deut. xxix. 18,

whence it is taken. nn-iE', prop, firmness, but in Hebr.

always sensu malo : obstinacj'-, obduracy of heart, see in

Dent. I.e. ; here strengthened by the adjective V^n belonging

to D3\—Ver. 18. In those days when Jerusalem is glorified

bv being made the throne of the Lord, Judah along -with Israel

will come out of the north into the land which the Lord gave

to their fathers. As the destruction of Jerusalem and of the

temple is foretold implicite in ver. 16, so here the expulsion of

Judah into exile is assumed as having already taken place, and

the return not of Israel only, but of Judah too is announced,

as in Hos. ii. 2, and more fully in Ezek. xxvii. 16 ff. We should

note the arrangement, the house of Judah with (?V, prop, on) the

house of Israel ; this is as much as to say that Israel is the

first to resolve on a return and to arise, and that Judah joins

itself to the house of Israel. Judah is thus subordinated to the

house of Israel, because the prophet is here seeking chiefly to

announce the return of Israel to the Lord. It can surely not

be necessary to say that, as regards the fulfilment, we are not

entitled hence to infer that the remnant of the ten tribes will

positively be converted to the Lord and redeemed out of exile

sooner than the remnant of Judah. For more on this point see

on xxxi. 8.

Vers. 19-25. The return of Israel to its God.—Ver. 19. "I
thought, O how I will put thee among the sons, and give thee

a delightful land, a heritage of the chiefest splendour of the

nations ! and thought, ' My Father,' ye will cry to me, and not
turn yourselves away from me. Ver. 20. Truly as a wife faith'
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lessly forsakes her mate, so are ye become faithless towards me,

house of Israel, saith Jahveh. Ver. 21. A voice upon the bare-

topped hills is heard, suppliant weeping of the sons of Israel

;

for that they have made their way crooked, forsaken Jahveh

their God. Ver. 22. 'Eeturn, ye backsliding sons, I will heal

your backslidings.' Behold, we come to thee ; for Thou Jahveh

art our God. Ver. 23. Truly the sound from the hills, from

the mountains, is become falsehood: truly in Jahveh our God
is the salvation of Israel. Ver. 24. And shame hath devoured

the gains of our fathers from our youth on ; their sheep and

their oxen, their sons and their daughters. Ver. 25. Let us lie

down in our shame, and let our disgrace cover us ; for against

Jahveh our God have we sinned, we and our fathers, from our

youth even unto this day, and have not listened to the voice of

our God." Hitz. takes vers. 18 and 19 together, without giving

an opinion on ''Ijil^s ''aisi. Ew. joins ver. 19 to the preceding,

and begins a new strophe with ver. 21. Neither assumption

can be justified. With ver. 18 closes the promise which formed

the burden of the preceding strophe, and in ver. 19 there begins

a new train of thought, the announcement as to how Israel comes

to a consciousness of sin and returns penitent to the Lord its

God (vers. 21-25). The transition to this announcement is

formed by vers. 19 and 20, in which the contrast between God's

fatherly designs and Israel's faithless bearing towards God is

brought prominently forward ; and by WOK 'aiSI. it is attached

to the last clause of the 18th verse. His having mentioned the

land into which the Israelites would again return, carries the

prophet's thoughts back again to the present and the past, to

the bliss which Jahveh had designed for them, forfeited by their

faithless apostasy, and to be regained only by repentant return

(Graf). " I thought," refers to the time when God gave the

land to their fathers for an inheritance. Then spake, i.e. thought,

I; cf. Ps. xxxi. 23. How I will set thee or place thee among
the sons! i.e. how I will make thee glorious among the sons (IT'E'

c. accus. and 3, as in 2 Sam. xix. 29). No valid objection

against this is founded by Hitz.'s plea that in that case we must
read 'in''?')?., and that by Jeremiah, the teacher of morals, no

heathen nation, or any but Israel, can ever be regarded as a

son of God (xxxi. 9, 20). The fem. 'nn'"f« is explained by the

VOL. I. G
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personification of Judah and Israel as two sisters, extending

throughout the whole prophecy. The other objection is erro-

neous as to the fact. In xsxi. 9 Jahveh calls Ephraim,= Israel,

his first-born son, as all Israel is called by God in Ex. iv. 22.

But the conception of first-born has, as necessary correlate, that

of other "sons." Inasmuch as Jahveh the God of Israel is

creator of the world and of all men, all the peoples of the earth

are His D'^a ; and from amongst all the peoples He has made

choice of Israel as n>iip, or chosen him for His first-born son.

Hitz.'s translation : how will I endow thee with children, is

contrary to the usage of the language.—The place which God

willed to give Israel amongst His children is specified by the

next clause: and I willed to give thee a delightful land ('"T^^? P?
as in Zech. vii. 14, Ps. cvi. 24). ni^nx "3^, ornament of orna-

ments, i.e. the greatest, most splendid ornament. For there can

be no doubt that niX3X does not come from i<3V, but, with

Kimclii after the Targum, is to be derived from ''3S; for the

plural D-i^S from UX may pass into D''N3V, cf. Gesen. § 93. 6b,

as Ew., too, in § 186, e, admits, though he takes our nixay from

s<3^', and strains the meaning into: an heirloom-adornment

amidst the hosts of heathen. After such proofs of a father's

love, God expected that Israel would by a true cleaving to Him
show some return of filial affection. To cry, "My father," is a

token of a child's love and adherence. The Chet. 'i'<"]pn and
laiB'Pi are not to be impugned ; the Keris are unnecessary altera-

tions.—Ver. 20. But Israel did not meet the expectation. Like

a faithless wife from her husband, Israel fell away from its God.

The particle of comparison T^'^^3 is omitted before the verb, as in

Isa. Iv. 9, cf. 10 and 11. V"}. does not precisely mean husband, nor

yet paramour, but friend and companion, and so here is equal

to wedded husband. 133 c. I», withdraw faithlessly from one,

faithlessly forsake,—c. 3, be faithless, deal faithlessly with one.

Yet Israel will come to a knowledge of its iniquity, and bitterly

repent it, ver. 21. From the heights where idolatry was prac-

tised, the prophet already hears in spirit the lamentations and
supplications of the Israelites entreating for forgiveness. h)i

D'l^aB' points back to ver. 2, when the naked heights were men-
tioned as the scenes of idolatry. From these places is heard the
.supplicating cry for pardon. llJJri *3, because (for that) they
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had made their way crooked, i.e. had entered on a crooked

path, had forgotten their God.—Ver. 22. The prophet further

overhears in spirit, as answer to the entreaty of the Israelites,

the divine invitation and promise : Return, ye backsliding

children (cf. ver. 14), I will heal your backslidings, nanx for

N£i"iX. Backslidings, i.e. mischief which backsliding has brought,

the wounds inflicted by apostasy from God ; cf. Hos. xiv. 5, a

passage which was in the prophet's mind ; and for the figure of

healing, cf. Jer. xxx. 17, xxxiii. 6. To this promise they answer

:

Behold, we come to Thee ("n« for "sriK from sm, Isa. xxi. 12,

for nn?), for Thou art Jahveh, art our God. Of this confession

they further state the cause in vers. 23-25.—Ver. 23. From the

false gods they have gained but disgrace ; the salvation of Israel

is found only in Jahveh their God. The thought now given is

clearly expressed in the second clause of the verse ; less clear is

the meaning of the first clause, which tells what Israel had got

from idolatry. The difficulty lies in D''"}n lion, which the early

commentators so joined together as to make pon stat. constr.

(liDH). LXX. : 649 '>|rei)Sos ^crav ol ^ovvol Kal fj hvva^i<s tcov

opiaiv. Jerome: mendaces erant colles et multitudo (s. forlitudo)

montium. Similarly Hitz. and Graf : from the hills the host

(or tumult) of the mountains is (for) a delusion ; Hitz. under-

standing by the host of the mountains the many gods, or the

numerous statues of them that were erected at the spots where

they were worshipped, while Graf takes the tumult of the

mountains to mean the turmoil of the pilgrims, the exulting

cries of the celebrants. But it is as impossible that "the

sound of the hills " should mean the multitude of the gods, as

that it should mean the tumult of the pilgrims upon the

mountains. Besides, the expression, " the host or tumult of the

mountains comes from the hills," would be singularly tautolo-

gical. These reasons are enough to show that n''"iri cannot

be a genitive dependent on Jion, but must be taken as co-

ordinate with niJ'^S!?, so that the preposition to will have to be

repeated before C^n. But l^»n must be the subject of the

clause, else there would be no subject at all. lion means bustle,

eager crowd, tumult, noise, and is also used of the surging mass

of earthly possessions or riches, Ps. xxxvii. 16, Isa. Ix. 5.

Schnur., Ros., Maur., de W., have preferred the last meaning,
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and have put the sense thus : vana est ex collikis, vana ex monti-

bus affluentia, or : delusive is the abundance that comes from

the hills, from the mountains. This view is not to be over-

thrown by Graf's objection, that we cannot here entertain the

idea of abundance, however imaginary, acquired by the Israelites

through idolatry, seeing that in the next verses it is declared

that the false gods have devoured the wealth which the Israelites

had inherited and received from God. For in the present con-

nection the abundance would be not a real but expected or

imagined abundance, the delusiveness of which would be shown

in the next verse by the statement that the false gods had

devoured the acquisitions of Israel. But to take Jion in the

sense of affluentia seems questionable here, when the context

makes no reference to wealth or earthly riches, and where the

abundance of the hills and mountains cannot be understood to

mean their produce ; the abundance is that which the idolatry

practised upon the hills and mountains brought or was expected

to bring to the people. Hence, along with Ew., we take this

word in the sig. tumult or noise, and by it we understand the

wild uproarious orgies of idolatry, which, acccording to vers. 2

and 6, were practised on the hills and mountains (i^nyi 7p, ver. 9).

Thus we obtain the sense already given by the Targ.: invanum

coluimus super collibus et non in utilitatem congregavimus nos

(S3t:"J"iriK, prop, tumultuati sumus) super montibns, i.e. delusive

and profitless were our idolatrous observances upon the heights.

In ver. 24 we are told in what particulars idolatry became

to them li?t5'?. nB'an, the shame, opprobrious expression for

pyan, equal to shame-god, cf. xi. 13 and Hos. ix. 10; since the

worship of Baal, i.e. of the false gods, resulted in disgrace to the

people. He devoured the wealth of our fathers, namely, their

sheep and oxen, mentioned as a specimen of their wealth, and
their sons and daughters. The idols devoured this wealth, not

in respect that sheep and oxen, and, on Moloch's altar, children

too, were sacrificed, for sheep and oxen were offered to Jahveh ;

but because idolatry drew down judgments on the people and
brought about the devastation of the land by enemies who
devoured the substance of the people, and slew sons and
daughters, Deut. xxviii. 30, 33. From our youth on;—the

youth of the people is the period of the judges.—Ver. 25. The
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people does not repudiate this shame and disgrace, but is willin<T

to endure it patiently, since by its sin it has fully deserved it.

nnSK'J, not : we lie, but : we will lay us down in our shame, as

a man in pain and grief throws himself on the ground, or on
his couch (cf. 2 Sam. xii. 16, xiii. 31, 1 Kings xxi. 4), in order

wholly to give way to the feelings that crush him down. And
let our disgrace cover us, i.e. enwrap us as a mourning robe or

cloak; cf. Ps. xxxv. 26, cix. 29, Mic. vii. 10, Obad. ver. 10.

Chap. iv. 1, 2. The answer of the Lord.—Yer. 1. " If thou

returnest, Israel, saith Jahveh, returnest to me ; and if

thou puttest away thine abominations from before my face,

and strayest not, Ver. 2. And swearest, As Jahveh liveth,

in truth, with right, and uprightness ; then shall the na-

tions bless themselves in Him, and in Him make their boast."

Graf errs in taking these verses as a wish : if thou wouldst

but repent . . . and swear . , . and if they blessed them-

selves. His reason is, that the conversion and reconciliation

with Jahveh has not yet taken place, and are yet only hoped

for ; and he cites passages for DX with the force of a wish, as

Gen. xiii. 3, xxviii. 13, where, however, i'J or ^b is joined with

it. But if we take all the verbs in the same construction, we
get a very cumbrous result ; and the reason alleged proceeds

upon a prosaic misconception of the dramatic nature of the

prophet's mode of presentation from iii. 21 onwards. Just as

there the prophet hears in spirit the penitent supplication of the

people, so here he hears the Lord's answer to this supplication,

by inward vision seeing the future as already present. The
early commentators have followed the example of the LXX.
and Vulg. in construing the two verses differently, and take vX

aitrri and ^wn O as apodoses: if thou returnest, Israel, then

return to me; or, if thou, Israel, returnest to me, then shalt

thou return, sc. into thy fatherland ; and if thou puttest away

thine abominations from before mine eyes, then shalt thou no

longer wander ; and if thou swearest . . . then will they bless

themselves. But by reason of its position after nirc DN3 it is

impossible to connect vtj with the protasis. It would be more

natural to take ^.Wl^ '''?^ as apodosis, the vN being put first for

the sake of emphasis. But if we take it as apodosis at all, the

apodosis of the second half of the verse does not rightly corre-
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spond to that of the first half. Ti3n i6 would need to be

translated, "then shalt thou no longer wander without fixed

habitation," and so would refer to the condition of the people

as exiled. But for this IW is not a suitable expression.

Besides, it is difficult to justify the introduction of OS' before

nWK'JI, since an apodosis has already preceded. For these

reasons we are bound to prefer the view of Ew. and Hitz., that

vers. 1 and 2a contain nothing but protases. The removal of

the abominations from before God's face is the utter extirpation

of idolatry, the negative moment of the return to the Lord

;

and the swearing by the life of Jahveh is added as a positive

expression of their acknowledgment of the true God. "lun is

the wandering of the idolatrous people after this and the other

false god, ii. 23 and iii. 13. "And strayest not" serves to

strengthen " puttest away thine abominations." A sincere

return to God demanded not only the destruction of images

and the suppression of idol-worship, but also the giving up of

all wandering after idols, i.e. seeking or longing after other gods.

Similarly, swearing by Jahveh is strengthened by the additions:

'^??>!?, in truth, not deceptively (ii?.tf?, v. 2), and with right and
uprightness, i.e. in a just cause, and with honest intentions.

—

The promise, " they shall bless themselves," etc., has in it an

allusion to the patriarchal promises in Gen. xii. 3, xviii. 18,

xxii. 18, xxvi. 4, xxviii. 14, but it is not, as most commentators,

following Jerome, suppose, a direct citation of these, and
certainly not "a learned quotation from a book" (Ew.), in

which case ia would be referable, as in those promises, to Israel,

the seed of Abraham, and would stand for 13. This is put out

of the question by the parallel wi]n) )2\ which never occurs but

with the sense of glorying in God the Lord; cf. Isa. xli. 16, Ps.

xxxiv. 3, Ixiv. 11, cv. 3, and Jer. ix. 22. Hence it follows that

13 must be referred, as Calv. refers it, to niiT', just as in Isa.

Ixv. 16; the nations will bless themselves in or with Jahveh,
i.e. will desire and appropriate the blessing of Jahveh and
glory in the true God. Even under this acceptation, the only
one that can be justified from an exegetical point of view, the
words stand in manifest relation to the patriarchal blessintT.

If the heathen peoples bless themselves in the name of

Jahveh, then are they become partakers of the salvation
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that comes from Jahveli ; and if this blessing comes to them
as a consequence of the true conversion of Israel to the Lord,

as a fruit of this, then it has come to them through Israel as

the channel, as the patriarchal blessings declare disertis verbis.

Jeremiah does not lay stress upon this intermediate agency of

Israel, but leaves it to be indirectly understood from the unmis-

takeable allusion to the older promise. The reason for the ap-

plication thus given by Jei'emiah to the divine promise made
to the patriarchs is found in the aim and scope of the present

discourse. The appointment of Israel to be the channel of

salvation for the nations is an outcome of the calling grace of

God, and the fulfilment of this gracious plan on the part of

God is an exercise of the same grace—a grace which Israel

by its apostasy does not reject, but helps onwards towards its

ordained issue. The return of apostate Israel to its God is indeed

necessary ere the destined end be attained ; it is not, however,

the ground of the blessing of the nations, but only one means

towards the consummation of the divine plan of redemption, a

plan which embraces all mankind. Israel's apostasy delayed

this consummation ; the conversion of Israel will have for its

issue the blessing of the nations.

Chap. iv. 3-31. Threatening of judgment upon Jeru-
salem AND JuDAH.—If Judah and Jei-usalem do not reform,

the wrath of God will be inevitably kindled against them (vers.

3, 4). Already the prophet sees in spirit the judgment bursting

in upon Judah from the north, to the dismay of all who were

accounting themselves secure (vers. 5-10). Like a hot tem-

pest-blast it rushes on, because of the wickedness of Jerusalem

(vers. 11-18), bringing desolation and ruin on the besotted

people, devastating the whole land, and not to be turned aside

by any meretricious devices (vers. 19-31).

Ver. 3. "For thus hath Jahveh spoken to the men of Judah

and to Jerusalem : Break up for yourselves new ground, and sow

not among thorns. Ver. 4. Circumcise yourselves to Jahveh,

and take away the foreskins of your heart, men of Judah and

inhabitants of Jerusalem, lest my fury break forth like fire and

burn unquenchably, because of the evil of your doings." The

exhortation to a reformation of life is attached by ''3, as being
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tlie ground of it, to the preceding exhortation to return. The
aiB'n DX, ver. 1, contained the indirect call to repent. In ver. 1

this was addressed to Israel. In ver. 3 the call comes to Judah,

which the prophet had already in his eye in chap. iii. ; cf. iii.

7, 8, 10, 11. The transition from Israel to Judah in the

phrase : for thus saith Jahveh, is explained by the introduction

of a connecting thought, which can without difficulty be sup-

plied from the last clause of ver. 2 ; the promise that the nations

bless themselves in Jahveh will come to be fulfilled. The

thought to be supplied is : this conversion is indispensable for

Judah also, for Judah too must begin a new life. Without

conversion there is no salvation. The evil of their doings

brings nought but heavy judgments with it. E'''^?, as often, in

collective sense, since the plural of this word was little in use,

see in Josh. ix. 6. T'3 i? T'J, as in Hos. x. 12, plough up new
land, to bring new untilled soil under cultivation—a figure for

the reformation of life ; as much as to say, to prepare new
ground for living on, to begin a new life. Sow not among
thorns. The seed-corns are the good resolutions which, when
they have sunk into the soil of the mind, should spring up

into deeds (Hitz.). The thorns which choke the good seed

as it grows (Mat. xiii. 7) are not mala vestra studia (Eos.), but

the evil inclinations of the unrenewed heart, which thrive luxu-

riantly like thorns. " Circumcise you to the Lord" is explained

by the next clause : remove the foreskins of your heart. The
stress lies in nin''?; in this is implied that the circumcision

should not be in the flesh merely. In the flesh all Jews were

circumcised. If they then are called to circumcise themselves

to the Lord, this must be meant spiritually, of the putting away
of the spiritual impurity of the heart, i.e. of all that hinders the

sanctifying of the heart; see in Deut. x. 16. The plur. Tfh-\V

is explained by the figurative use of the word, and the readinc

riPny, presented by some codd., is a correction from Deut. x. 16.

Tlie foreskins are the evil lusts and longings of the heart.

Lest my fury break forth like fire; cf. vii. 20, Amos v. 6, Ps.

Ixxxix. 47. 'o V'l V.E"? as in Deut. xxviii. 20. This judgment
of wrath the prophet already in spirit sees breaking on Judah.

Vers. 5-10. From the north destruction approaches.—Ver. 5,

" Proclaim in Judah, and in Jerusalem let it be heard, and say,
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Blow the trumpet in the land ; cry with a loud voice, and say,

Assemble, and let us go into the defenced cities. Ver. 6. Raise

a standard toward Zion : save yourselves by flight, linger not •

for from the north I bring evil and great destruction. Ver. 7.

A lion comes up from his thicket, and a destroyer of the

nations is on his way, comes forth from his place, to make thy

land a waste, that thy cities be destroyed, without an inhabitant.

Ver. 8. For this gird you in sackcloth, lament and howl, for

the heat of .Tahveh's anger hath not turned itself from us.

Ver. 9. And it cometh to pass on that day, saith Jahveh, the

heart of the king and the heart of the princes shall perish, and

the priests shall be confounded and the prophets amazed."

The invasion of a formidable foe is here represented with

poetic animation ; the inhabitants being called upon to publish

the enemy's approach throughout the land, so that every one

may hide himself in the fortified cities.^ The 1 before IVpn

' By this dreaded foe tlie older commentators understand the Chaldeans
;

but some of the moderns will have it that the Scythians are meant. Among
the latter are Dahler, Hitz., Ew., Berthean (z. Gesch. der Isr.), Movers, and

others; and they have been preceded by Eichhorn (Jlebr. Proph. ii. 96/),
Cramer (in the Comm. on Zephaniah, under the title Scythische Denkmaler

in Palastina, 1777). On the basis of their hypothesis, M. Duncker (Gesch.

des Alterth. S. 751 ff.) has sketched out a miuute picture of the inimdation

of Palestine by hordes of Scythian horsemen in the year 626, according to

the prophecies of Jeremiah and Zephaniah. For this there is absolutely

no historical support, although Koesch in his archaeological investigations

on Nabopolassar (Deutsch-morgld. Ztschr. xv. S. 602 ff.), who, according to

him, was a Scythian king, alleges that " pretty nearly all (?) exegetical

authorities " understand these prophecies of the Scythians (S. 536). For

this view can be neither justified eiegetically nor made good historically, as

has been admitted and proved by A. Kueper {Jerem. lihr. ss. int. p. 13 sq.),

and Ad. Strauss ( Vaticin. ZepJi. p. xviii. sq.), and then by Tholuck (die Fro-

pheten u. ihre Weiss, S. 94 ff.), Graf (Jer. S. 16 ff.), Nag., and others. Ou
exegetical grounds the theory is untenable ; for in the descriptions of the

northern foe, whose invasion of Judah Zephaniah and Jeremiah threaten,

there is not the faiutest hint that can be taken to point to the Scythian

squadrons, and, on the contrary, there is much that cannot be suitable to

these wandering hordes. The enemies approaching like clouds, their

chariots like the whirlwind, with horses swifter than eagles (Jer. iv. 13),

every city fleeing from the noise of the horsemen and of the bowmen
(iv. 29), and the like, go to form a description obviously founded on Deut.

xxviii. 49 ff., and on the account of the Chaldeans (D^'nB'3) in Hab. i. 7-11,

—

a fact which leads Eoesch to suppose Habakkuk meant Scythian by Qi'iiya.
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in the Cliet. has evidently got into the text through an error in

transcription, and the /fen, according to which all the old

versions translate, is the only correct reading. "Blow the

trumpet in the land," is that which is to be proclaimed or

published, and the blast into the far-sounding iSiB' is the signal

of alarm by which the people was made aware of the danger

that threatened it ; of. Joel ii. 1, Hos. v. 8. The second

clause expresses the same matter in an intensified form and

All the Asiatic world-powers had horsemen, -war-chariots, and archers, and

we do not know that the Scythians fought on chariots. Nor was it at all

according to the plan of Scythian hordes to besiege cities and carry the

vanquished people into exile, as Jeremiah prophesies of these enemies.

Again, in chap, xxv., where he expressly names Nebuchadnezzar the king

of Babel as the fulfiller of judgment foretold, Jeremiah mentions the enemy
in the same words as in i. 15, jis^' nin3!J'D"P3 (xxv. 9), and represents the

accomplishment of judgment by Nebuchadnezzar as the fulfilment of all

the words he had been prophesying since the ISth year of Josiah. This

makes it as clear as possible that Jeremiah regarded the Chaldeans as the

families of the peoples of the north who were to lay Judah waste, conquer

Jerusalem, and scatter its inhabitants amongst the heathen. In a historical

reference, also, the Scythian theory is quite unfounded. The account in

Herod, i. 103-105 of the incursion of the Scythians into Media and of domi-

nion exercised over Asia for 28 years by them, does say that they came to

Syrian Palestine and advanced on Egypt, but by means of presents were
indaced by King Psammetichus to withdraw, that they marched back again

without committing any violence, and that only iXi'yoi rmi; airan plundered

the temple of Venus Urania at Ascalon on the way back. But these accounts,

taken at their strict historical value, tell us nothing more than that one
swarm of the Scythian hordes, which overspread Media and Asia Minor,

entered Palestine and penetrated to the borders of Egypt, passing by the

ancient track of armies across the Jordan at Bethshan, and throucrh the
plain of Jezreel along the Philistine coast ; that here they were bouo-ht off

by Psammetichus and retired without even so much as touching on the
kingdom of Judah on their way. The historical books of the Old Testament
have no knowledge whatever of any incursion into Judah of Scythians or
other northern nations during the reign of Josiah. On the other hand we
give no weight to the argument that the march of the Scythians through
Syria against Egypt had taken place in the 7th or 8th year of Josiah, a few
years before Jeremiah's public appearance, and so could be no subject
for his prophecies (Thol., Graf, Nag.). For the chronological data of the
ancients as to the Scythian invasion are not so definite that we can draw
confident conclusions from them ; cf. M. v. Niebuhr, Ges. Assurs u Babels
S. 67 ff.

'
'

All historical evidence for a Scythian inroad into Judah beinw thus en-
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with plainer words. Cry, make full (the crying), i.e. cry with

a full clear voice ; gather, and let us go into the fortified cities
;

cf. viii, 14. This was the meaning of the trumpet blast. Eaise

a banner pointing towards Zion, i.e. showing the fugitives the

way to Zion as the safest stronghold in the kingdom. D3, a

lofty pole with a waving flag (Isa. xxxiii. 23 ; Ezek. xxvii. 7),

erected upon mountains, spread the alarm farther than even

the sound of the pealing trumpet; see in Isa. v. 26. ^I^Vy},

tirely wanting, the supporters of this hypothesis can make nothing of any
point save the Greek name Scythopolis for Bethshan, which Dunck. calls " a

memorial for Judah of the Scythian raid." We find the name in Judges

i. 27 of the LXX., B«/fo«» ri 'tun '2.kvSuv xoX/j, and from this come the

2xu^t)/roX(f of Judith iii. 10, 2 Mace. xii. 29, and in Joseph. Antt. v. 1. 22,

xii. 8. 5, etc. Even if we do not hold, as Eeland, Pal. ill. p. 992, does, that

the gloss, '4 Itni Ix.viau wo'hi;. Judges i. 27, has been interpolated late into

the LXX. ; even if we admit that it originated with the translator, the

fact that the author of the LXX., who lived SOO years after Josiah, inter-

preted 2xi/^oVoX(j by "S.x.vSaii iroXi;, does by no means prove that the

city had received this Greek name from a Scythian invasion of Palestine,

or from a colony of those Scythians who had settled down there. The
Greek derivation of the name shows that it could not have originated be-

fore the extension of Greek supremacy in Palestine—not before Alexander

the Great. But there is no historical proof that Scythians dwelt in Beth-

shan. Duncker e.g. makes the inference simply from the name lnvSav

irixii and Ix.vStfirohhcti, 2 Macc. xii. 29 f. His statement: "Josephus

(Antt. xii. 5. 8) and Pliny (Hist. n. v. 16) aifirm that Scythians bad

settled down there," is wholly unfounded. In Joseph. I.e. there is no

word of it ; nor will a critical historian accept as sufficient historical evi-

dence of an ancient Scythian settlement in Bethshan, Pliny's I.e. apho-

ristic notice : Scythopolin (antea Nysam a Libera Patre, sepulta nntrice ibi)

ScytMs deductis. The late Byzantine author, George Syncellus, is the first

to derive the name Scythopolis from the incursion of the Scythians into

Palestine ; cf. Keland, p. 993. The origin of the name is obscure, but is

not likely to be found, as by Eeland, Gesen., etc., in the neighbouring

Succoth. More probably it comes froma Jewish interpretation of the pro-

phecy of Ezekiel, chap, xxxix. 11, regarding the overthrow of Gog in the

valley of the wanderers eastwards from the sea. This is Havernick's view,

suggested by Boohart.

Taking all into consideration, we see that the reference of our prophecy

to the Scythians is founded neither on exegetical results nor on historical

evidence, but wholly on the rationalistic prejudice that the prophecies of

the biblical prophets are nothing more than either disguised descriptions of

historical events or threatenings of results that lay immediately before the

prophet's eyes, which is the view of Hitz., Ew., and others.
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secure your possessions by flight ; cf. Isa. x. 31. The evil

which Jahveii is bringing on the land is specified by -'HJ "'^B',

after Zeph. i. 10, but very frequently used by Jeremiah ; cf.

vi. 1, xlviii. 3, 1. 22, li. 54. inB*, breaking (of a limb), Lev.

xxi. 19, then the upbreaking of what exists, ruin, destruction.

In ver. 7 the evil is yet more fully described. A lion is come

up from his thicket (i^?? with dag. forte dirim., from 'iJ^D ['H?^'^?

2 Sam. xviii. 9], or from ^3p, Ps. Ixxiv. 5 ; cf. Ew. § 255, d, and

Olsh. § 155, b), going forth for prey. This lion is a destroyer

of the nations (not merely of individual persons as the ordi-

nary lion) ; he has started (VPJ, of striking tents for the march),

and is come out to waste the land and to destroy the cities.

The infin. is continued by the temp. fin. ''3''Sri, and the Kal of

nsj is here used in a passive sense : to be destroyed by war.

—

Yer. 8. For this calamity the people was to mourn deeply. For
the description of the mourning, cf. Joel i. 13, Mic. i. 8. For
the wrath of the Lord has not turned from us, as in blind self-

delusion ye imagine, ii. 35. The heat of Jahveh's anger is

the burning wrath on account of the sins of Manasseh, with

which the people has been threatened by the prophets. This

wrath has not turned itself away, because even under Josiah

the people has not sincerely returned to its God.—Ver. 9.

When this wrath bursts over them, the rulers and leaders of

the people will be perplexed and helpless. Tlie heart, i.e. the

mind, is lost. For this use of 37, cf. Job xii. 3, xxxiv. 10, Prov.

vii. 7, etc. ^ISE'J, be paralyzed by terror, like the Kal in ii. 12.

The prophets are mentioned last, because ver. 10 cites a word of

prophecy whereby they seduced the people into a false security.

Ver. 10. " Then said I, Ah, Lord Jahveh, truly Thou hast

deceived this people and Jerusalem in saying, Peace shall be

to you, and the sword is reaching unto the soul." This verse is

to be taken as a sigh addressed to God by Jeremiah when he

heard the announcement of the judgment about to fall on
Judah, contained in vers. 5-9. Tiie Cliald. has well para-

phrased "lONl thus: etdixi: siiscipe deprecationem nieam, Jahveh,

Deus. But Hensler and Ew. wish to have "lONI chano-ed to

"IDNI, " so tliat tiiey say," quite unnecessarily, and indeed un-
suitably, since nNtfri, thou hast deceived, is out of place either

in the mouth of the people or of the lying prophets. That the
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word quoted, " Peace shall be to you," is the saying of the false

prophets, may be gathered from the context, and this is directly

supported by xiv. 13, xxiii. 17. The deception of the people

by such discourse from the false prophets is referred back to

God : " Lord, Thou hast deceived," inasmuch as God not only

permits these lying spirits to appear and work, but has ordained

them and brought them forth for the hardening of the people's

heart ; as He once caused the spirit of prophecy to inspire as a

lying spirit the prophets of Ahab, so that by promises of victory

they prevailed upon him to march to that war in which, as a

punishment for his godlessness, he was to perish ; 1 Kings xxii.

20-23. Umbr. takes the words less correctly as spoken in the

name of the people, to whom the unexpected turn affairs had

now taken seemed a deception on the part of God ; and this,

although it was by itself it had been deceived, through its revolt

from God. For it is not the people's opinion that Jeremiah

expresses, but a truth concerning which his wish is that the

people may learn to recognise it, and so come to reflect

and repent before it be too late. On the use of the 'perf.

consec. nW3l, see Ew. § 342, b. As to the fact, cf. v. 18, Ps.

Ixix. 2.

Vers. 11-18. Description of the impending ruin, from which

nothing can save hut speedy repentance.—Ver. 11. "At that

time shall it be said to this people and to Jerusalem, A hot

wind from the bleak hills in the wilderness cometh on the way
toward the daughter of my people, not to winnow and not to

cleanse. Ver. 12. A wind fuller than for this shall come to

me ; now will I also utter judgments upon them. Ver. 13.

Behold, like clouds it draws near, and like the storm are its

chariots, swifter than eagles its horses. Woe unto us ! for we

are spoiled. Ver. 14. Wash from wickedness thy heart, Jeru-

salem, that thou mayest be saved. How long shall thine

iniquitous thoughts lodge within thee ? Ver. 15. For a voice

declareth from Dan, and publisheth affliction from the Mount
Ephraim. Ver. 16. Tell it to the peoples ; behold, publish it

to Jerusalem : Besiegers come from a far country, and let their

voice ring out against the cities of Judah. Ver. 17. As keepers

of a field, they are against her round about ; for against me hath

she rebelled, saith Jahveh. Ver. 18. Thy way and thy doings
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liave wrought thee this. This is thy wickedness; yea, it is

bitter, yea, it reacheth unto thine heart."

A more minute account of the impending Judgment is intro-

duced by the phrase : at that time. It shall be said to this

people ; in other words, it shall be said of this people ; substan-

tially, that shall fall upon it which is expressed by the figure

following, a hot wind blowing from the naked hills of the

wilderness, rai is stat. constr., and D^SK' its genitive, after which

latter the adjective ni" should be placed ; but it is interpolated

between the nomen regens and the n. rectum by reason of its

smallness, and partly, too, that it may not be too far separated

from its nomen, while llll?? belongs to ^\^f. The wind blowing

from the bleak hills in the wilderness, is the very severe east

wind of Palestine. It blows in incessant gusts, and cannot be

used for winnowing or cleansing the grain, since it would blow

away chaff and seed together ; cf. Wetzst. in Del., Joh, S. 320.

^I'l is universally taken adverbially : is on the way, i.e. comes,

moves in the direction of the daughter of Zion. The daughter

of Zion is a personification of the inhabitants of Zion or Jeru-

salem. This hot blast is a figure for the destruction which is

drawing near Jerusalem. It is not a chastisement to purify

the people, but a judgment which will sweep away the whole

people, carry away both wheat and chaff—a most effective

figure for the approaching catastrophe of the destruction of

Jerusalem, and the carrying away captive of its inhabitants.

Hitz. and Graf have, however, taken 'i\~n, as subject of the

clause : the path, i.e. the behaviour of my people, is a keen

wind of the bare hills in the wilderness. Thus the conduct of

the people would be compared with that wind as unprofitable,

inasmuch as it was altogether windy, empty, and further as

being a hurtful storm. But the comparison of the people's

behaviour with a parched violent wind is a wholly unnatural

one, for the justification of which it is not sufficient to point

to Hos. viii. 7 : sow wind and reap storm. Besides, upon this

construction of the illustration, the description : not to winnow
and not to cleanse, is not only unmeaning, but wholly unsuit-

able. Who is to be winnowed and cleansed by the windy ways
of the people ? Jahveh % ! Ver. 14 is indeed so managed by
Hitz. and Graf that the tempestuous wind blows against God,
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" is directed against Jahveh like a blast of defiance and hos-

tility." But this argument is sufficient to overthrow that un-

natural view of the figure, which, besides, obtains no support

from ver. 12. njXD cannot refer to ''ISV'na : a full wind from

these, i.e. the sons of my people ; and v Xi3J, in spite of the

passages, xxii. 23, 1. 26, li. 48, Job iii. 25, does not mean : comes

towards me, or : blows from them on me ; for in all these pas-

sages V is dativ. commodi or incomrnodi. Here, too, y is dative,

used of the originator and efficient cause. The wind comes for

me,—in plainer English : from me. Properly : it comes to God,

i.e. at His signal, to carry out His will. n?Kn N?D is comparative :

fuller than these, namely, the winds useful for winnowing and

cleansing. Now will I too utter. The intensifying D2 does not

point to a contrast in the immediately pi'eceding clause : because

the people blows against God like a strong wind, He too will

utter judgment against it. The 03 refers back to the preceding

V : the storm comes from me ; for now will I on my side hold

judgment with them. The contrast implied in D3 lies in the

wider context, in the formerly described behaviour of the

people, particularly in the sayings of the false prophets men-

tioned in ver. 10, that there will be peace. On D^DSE'D ^a'^, cf.

i. 16.
^' ^"

These judgments are already on the way in ver. 13. " Like

clouds it draws near." The subject is not mentioned, but a

hostile army is meant, about to execute God's judgments.

" Like clouds," i.e. in such thick dark masses ; cf. Ezek. xxxviii.

16. The war-chariots drive with the speed of the tempest; cf.

Isa. V. 28, Ixvi. 15. The running of the horses resembles the

flight of the eagle ; cf. Hab. i. 8, where the same is said of

the horsemen of the hostile people. Both passages are founded

on Deut. xxviii. 49 ; but Jeremiah, while he had the ex-

pression VWD CnajD hp,, Hab. i. 8, in his mind, chose D'IfJ

instead of leopards (D''"iD3), in this following the original in

Deut. ; cf. 2 Sam. i. 23 and Lam. iv. 19. Already is heard

the cry of woe: we are spoiled ; cf. ver. 20, ix. 18, xlviii. 1.

—

Ver. 14. If Jerusalem wishes to be saved, it must thoroughly

turn from its sin, wash its heart clean ; not merely abstain out-

wardly from wickedness, but renounce the evil desires of the

heart. In the question : How long shall . . . remain ? we have
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implied the thought that Jerusalem has already only too long

cherished and indulged wicked thoughts. T^r} is 3d pers.

imperf. Kal, not 2d pers. Hiph. : wilt thou let remain (Schnur.

and others). For the Hiphil of p^ is not in use, and besides,

would need to be '?^^n. The lis niaB^riD, as in Prov. vi. 18, Isa.

lix. 7, refer chiefly to sins against one's neighbour, such as are

reckoned up in vii. 5 f., 8 f.—Ver. 15. It is high time to cleanse

oneself from sin, perieulum in mora est; for already calamity

is announced from Dan, even from the Mount Ephraim. ?ip

Tao, the voice of him who gives the alarm, sc. V^f^, is heard ;

cf. iii. 21, xxxi. 15. That of which the herald gives warning

is not given till the next clause. 1).^, mischief, i.e. calamity.

V''WO is still dependent on 'rip. " From Dan," i.e. tlie northern

boundary of Palestine ; see on Judg. xx. 1. " From Mount
Ephraim," i.e. the northern boundary of the kingdom of Judah,

not far distant from Jerusalem. The alarm and the calamity

draw ever nearer. " The messenger comes from each succes-

sive place towards which the foe approaches" (Hitz.). In ver.

16 the substance of the warning message is given, but in so

animated a manner, that a charge is given to make the matter

known to the peoples and in Jerusalem. Tell to the peoples,

behold, cause to be heard. The ^i\t in the first clause points

forward, calling attention to the message in the second clause.

A similar charge is given in ver. 5, only " to the peoples" seems

strange here. " The meaning would be simple if we could take
' the peoples' to be the Israelites," says Graf. But since Dlisi

in this connection can mean only the other nations, the question

obtrudes itself : to what end the approach of the besiegers of

Jerusalem should be proclaimed to the heathen peoples. Jerome
remarks on this: Vidt omnes in circuitu nationes Dei nosse sen-

tentiam, et jiagellatd Jerusalem cunctos recipere disciplinam. In
like manner, Chr. B. Mich., following Schmid : Gentibus, ut his

quoque imiotescat severitutis divince in Judceos exemplum. Hitz.
and Gr. object, that in what follows there is no word of the
taking and destruction of Jerusalem, but only of the siege

;

that this could form no such exemplum, and that for this "the

issue must be awaited. But this objection counts for little.

After the description given of the enemies (cf. ver. 13), there
can be no doubt as to the issue of the siege, that is, as to the
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taking of Jerusalem. But if this be so, tlien the warning of

the heathen as to the coming catastrophe, by holding the case

of Jerusalem before them, is not so far-fetched a thought as

that it should be set aside by Hitz.'s remark :
" So friendly an

anxiety on behalf of the heathen is utterly unnatural to a Jew,

especially seeing that the prophet is doubly absorbed by anxiety

for his own people." Jeremiah was not the narrow-minded

Jew Hitz. takes him for. Besides, there is no absolute nece.s-

sity for holding " Tell to the peoples " to be a warning of a

similar fate addressed to the heathen. The charge is but a

rhetorical form, conveying the idea that there is no doubt about

the matter to be published, and that it concerned not Jerusalem

alone, but the nations too. This objection settled, there is no

call to seek other interpretations, especially as all such are less

easily justified. By changing tlie imper. ^'^''^in and Wpti'ri into

perfects, Ew. obtains the translation : " they say already to the

peoples, behold, they come, already they proclaim in Jeru-

salem," etc. ; but Hitz. and Graf have shown the change to

be indefensible. Yet more unsatisfactory is the translation,

"declare of the heathen," which Hitz. and Graf have adopted,

following the LXX., Kimchi, Vat., and others. This destroys

the parallelism, it is out of keeping with the nsrij and demands

the addition (with the LXX.) of iNa thereto to complete the

sense. Graf and Hitz. have not been able to agree upon the

sense of the second member of the verse. If we make CiliJ? de

gentibus, then 'lJ1 iVOB'n ought to be : proclaim upon {i.e. con-

cerning) Jerusalem. Hitz., however, translates, in accordance

with the use of V''l?B'a in vers. 5 and 15 : Cry it aloud in Jeru-

salem (prop, over Jerusalem, Ps. xlix. 12, Hos. viii. 1) ; but

this, tliough clearly correct, does not correspond to the first

part of the verse, according to Hitz.'s translation of it. Graf,

on the other hand, gives : Call them (the peoples) out against

Jerusalem—a translation which, besides completely destroying

the parallelism of the two clauses, violently separates from the

proclamation the thing proclaimed : Besiegers come, etc. Nor

can lyoB'n be taken in the sense : call together, as in 1. 29, li.

27, 1 Kings xv. 22 ; for in that case the object could not be

omitted, those who are to be called together would need to be

mentioned ; and it is too much to assume Dt^3 from the D^.iJ? for

VOL. I. H
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an object. The warning cry to Jerusalem runs : CTf^; besiegers,

(ace. to Isa. i. 8) come from the far country (cf. v. 15), and

give their voice (cf. ii. 15) ; i.e. let the tumult of a besieging

army echo throughout the cities of Judah. These besiegers

will be like field-keepers round about Jerusalem ("vV refers

back to Jerus.), like field-keepers they will pitch their tents

round the city (cf. i. 15) to blockade it. For against me

(Jahveh) was she refractory (niD c. ace. pers., elsewhere with

3, Hos. xiv. 1, Ps. V. 11, or with 'STIX, Num. xx. 24, and often).

This is expanded in ver. 18. Thy way, i.e. thy behaviour and

thy doings, have wrought thee this (calamity). This is thy

wickedness, i.e. the effect or fruit of thy wickedness, yea, it is

bitter, cf. ii. 19
;
yea, it reacheth unto thine heart, i.e. inflicts

deadly wounds on thee.

Vers. 19-26. Grief at the desolation of the land and the

infatuation of the people.—Ver. 19. " My bowels, my bowels !

I am pained ! the chambers of my heart— my heart rages

within me ! I cannot hold my peace ! for thou hearest (the)

sound of the trumpet, my soul, (the) war-cry. Ver. 20. De-

struction upon destruction is called ; for spoiled is the -whole

land ; suddenly are my tents spoiled, my curtains in a moment.

Ver. 21. How long shall I see (the) standard, hear (the) sound

of the trumpet 1 Ver. 22. For my people is foolish, me they

know not ; senseless children are they, and without under-

standing ; wise are they to do evil, but to do good they know
not. Ver. 23. I look on the earth, and, lo, it is waste and

void ; and towards the heavens, and there is no light in them.

Ver. 24. I look on the mountains, and, lo, they tremble, and

all the hills totter. Ver. 25. I look, and, lo, no man is there,

and all the fowls of the heavens are fled. Ver. 26. I look, and,'

lo, Carmel is the wilderness, and all the cities thereof are de-

stroyed before Jahveh, before the heat of His anger."

To express the misery which the approaching siege of Jeru-

salem and the cities of Judah is about to bring, the prophet

breaks forth into lamentation, vers. 19-21. It is a much de-

bated question, whether the prophet is the speaker, as the

Chald. has taken it, i.e. whether Jeremiah is uttering his own
(subjective) feelings, or whether the people is brought before
us speaking, as Grot., Sehnur., Hitz., Ew. believe. Tlio
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answer is this : the prophet certainly is expressing his personal

feelings regarding the nearing catastrophe, but in doing so he

lends words to the grief which all the godly will feel. The
lament of ver. 20, suddenly are my tents spoiled, is unques-

tionably the lament not of the prophet as an individual, but of

the congregation, i.e. of the godly among the people, not of the

mass of the blinded people. The violence of the grief finds

vent in abrupt ejaculations of distress. " My bowels, my
bowels

!

" is the cry of sore pain, for with the Hebrews the

bowels are the seat of the deepest feelings. The diet, n^ims

is a monstrosity, certainly a copyist's error for i^^l^X, as it is in

many mss. and edd., from 7in : I am driven to writhe in agony.

The Keri HTniXj I will wait (cf. Mic. vii. 7), yields no good

sense, and is probably suggested merely by the cohortative form,

a cohortative being regarded as out of place in the case of hv\.

But that form may express also the effort to incite one's own
volition, and so would here be rendered in English by : I am
bound to suffer pain, or must suffer ; cf. Ew. § 228, a.

—
''3? niT'ip,

prop, the walls of my heart, which quiver as the heart throbs in

anguish. ^Tipin is not to be joined with the last two words as

if it were part of the same clause ; in that case we should ex-

pect n»in. But these words too are an ejaculation. The sub-

ject of n»in is the following 'Bp
j cf . xlviii. 36. In defiance of

usage, Hitz. connects ''3p with ti'''inx N? : my heart can I not put

to silence. But this verb in Hiph. means always : be silent,

never : put to silence. Not even in Job xi. 3 can it have the

latter meaning ; where we have the same verb construed with

ace. rei, as in Job xli. 4, and where we must translate : at thy

harangues shall the people be silent. The heart cannot be

silent, because the soul hears the peal of the war-trumpet.

WDB' is 2d pers. fem., as in ii. 20, 33, and freq., the soul being

addressed, as in Ps. xvi. 2 (in ip'iaN), Ps. xhi. 6, 12. This

apostrophe is in keeping with the agitated tone of the whole

verse.—Ver. 20. One destruction after another is heralded

(on l?B', see ver. 6). Ew. translates loosely : wound upon

wound meet one another. For the word does not mean wound,

but the fracture of a limb ; and it seems inadmissible to follow

the Chald. and Syr. in taking S"ip3 here in the sense of n-jpa,

since the sig. " meet" does not suit laa'. The thought is this :
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tidings are brought of one catastrophe after another, for the

devastation extends itself over the whole land and comes sud-

denly upon the tents, i.e. dwellings of those who are lament-

ing. Covers, curtains of the tent, is used as synonymous with

tents ; cf. x. 20, Isa. liv. 2. How long shall I see the standard,

etc. ! is the cry of despair, seeing no prospect of the end to tlie

horrors of the war. The standard and the sound of the trum-

pet are, as in ver. 5, the alarm-signals ou the approach of the

enemy.

There is no prospect of an end to the horrors, for (ver. 22)

the people is so foolish that it understands only how to do the

evil, but not the good ; cf. for this v. 21, Isa. i. 3, Mic. vii. 3.

Ver. 21 gives God's answer to the woful query, how long the

ravaging of the land by war is to last. The answer is : as long

as the people persists in the folly of its rebellion against God,

so long will chastising judgments continue. To bring this

answer of God home to the people's heart, the prophet, in vers.

23-26, tells what he has seen in the spirit. He has seen ('"'Xn,

perf. proph.) bursting over Judah a visitation which convulses

the whole world. The earth seemed waste and void as at the

beginning of creation. Gen. i. 2, before the separation of the

elements and befoi'e the creation of organic and living beings.

In heaven no light was to be seen, earth and heaven seemed to

have been thrown back into a condition of chaos. The moun-

tains and hills, these firm foundations of the earth, quivered

and swayed ('iP/i^nn, be put into a light motion, cf. Nah. i. 5)

;

men had fled and hidden themselves from the wrath of God
(cf. Isa. ii. 19, 21), and all the birds had flown out of sight in

terror at the dreadful tokens of the beginning catastrophe (ix.

9). The fruitful field was the wilderness,—not a wilderness,

but " changed into the wilderness with all its attributes" (Hitz.).

bonan is not appell. as in ii. 7, but nom. prop, of the lower slopes

of Carmel, famed for their fruitfulness ; tiiese being taken as

representatives of all the fruitful districts of the land. The
cities of the Carmel, or of the fruitful-field, are manifestly not

to be identified with the store cities of 1 Kings ix. 19, as Hitz.

supposes, but the cities in the most fertile districts of the
country, which, by reason of their situation, were in a prosperous
condition, but now are destroyed. " Before the heat of His
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anger," wliich is kindled against the foolish and godless race ;

cf. Nah. i. 6, Isa. xiii. 13.

Vers. 27-31. The devastation of JudaJi, tJwitgh not its utter

anniJdlation, is irrevocably decreed, and cannot he turned away hy

any meretricious expedients.—Ver. 27. " For thus saith Jahveh,

A waste shall the whole land be, yet will I not make an utter

end. Ver. 28. For this shall the earth mourn, and the heaven

above darken, because I have said it, purposed it, and repent it

not, neither will I turn back from it. Ver. 29. For the noise

of the horseman and bowman every city flees ; they come into

thickets, and into clefts of the rock they go up ; every city is

forsaken, and no man dwells therein. Ver. 30. And thou,

spoiled one, what wilt thou do? Though thou clothest thyself

in purple, though thou deckest thee with ornaments of gold,

though thou tearest open thine eyes with paint, in vain thou

makest thyself fair ; the lovers despise thee, they seek thy life.

Ver. 31. For I hear a voice as of a woman in travail, anguish

as of one who bringeth forth her first-born, the voice of the

(laughter of Zion ; she sigheth, she spreadeth out her hands

:

Woe is me ! for my soul sinketh powerless beneath murderers."

Vers. 27 and 28 confirm and explain what the prophet has

seen in spirit in vers. 23-26. A waste shall the land become
;

but the wasting shall not be a thorough annihilation, not such

a destruction as befell Sodom and Gomorrah, npa HK'y, as in

Nah. i. 8 f., Isa. x. 23, and freq. This limitation is yet again

in V. 10, 18 made to apply to Jerusalem, as it has done

already to the people at large. It is founded on the promise

in Lev. xxvi. 44, that the Lord will punish Israel with the

greatest severity for its stubborn apostasy from Him, but will

not utterly destroy it, so as to break His covenant with it.

Accordingly, all prophets declare that after the Judgments of

punishment, a remnant shall be left, from which a new holy

race shall spring ; cf. Amos ix. 8, Isa. vi. 13, xi. 11, 16, x. 20 ff.,

Mic, ii. 12, V. 6, Zeph. iii. 13, etc. "For this" refers to the

first half of ver. 27, and is again i-esumed in the ''3 pV following :

for this, because Jahveh hath purposed the desolation of the

whole land. The earth mourns, as in Hos. iv. 3, because her

productive power is impaired by the ravaging of the land.

The heaven blackens itself, i.e. shrouds itself in dark clouds
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(1 Kings xviii. 45), so as to mourn over the desolated earth,

Tlie vividness of the style permits " have decreed it" to be

appended as asyndeton to " I have said it," for the sake of

greater emphasis. God has not only pronounced the desolation

of the land, but God's utterance in this is based upon a decree

which God does not repent, and from which He will not turn

back. The LXX. have placed the 'Ipl after ''nom, and have

thus obtained a neater arrangement of the clauses ; but by this

the force of expression in "I have said it, decreed it," is

weakened. In ver. 29 the desolation of the land is further

portrayed, set forth in ver. 30 as inevitable, and exhibited in

its sad consequences in ver. 31. On the approach of the hostile

army, all the inhabitants flee into inaccessible places from the

clatter or noise of the horsemen and archers. He that casts

the bow, the bowman ; of. Ps. Ixxviii. 9. T'J?n"?3 means, in

spite of the article, not the whole city, but every city, all cities,

as may be gathered from the i[i3, which points back to this. So

frequently before the definite noun, especially when it is further

defined by a relative clause, as e.g. Ex. i. 22, Deut. iv. 3, 1

Sam. iii. 17 ; cf. Ew. § 290, c. For the first i^yn-^3 the LXX.
have •Jtacra r) %fUyoa, and accordingly J. D. Mich., Hitz., and

Graf propose to amend to P.'<i^"''3, so as to avoid " the clumsy

repetition." But we cannot be ruled here by aesthetic principles

of taste. Clearly the first " every city " means the populace of

the cities, and so 1X3 is : they (i.e. the men) come, pouring forth.

D*3V is not here clouds, but, according to its etymology, to

be dark, means the dark thickets or woods ; cf. the Syr. ,£i£,

wood. D'B3, rocks, here clefts in the rocks, as is demanded by
the 3. For this state of things, cf. Isa. ii. 19, 21, and the

accounts of Judg. vi. 2, 1 Sam. xiii. 6, where the Israelites

hide themselves from the invading Midianites in caves ravines
thorn-thickets, rocks, and natural fastnesses.—Ver. 30. In vain
will Jerusalem attempt to turn away calamity by the wiles of a
courtesan. In ver. 31 the daughter of Zion is addressed i.e.

the community dwelling around the citadel of Zion, or the in-
habitants of Jerusalem, the capital of the kingdom, regarded as
a female personality (as to PT"?, see on Isa. i. 8). " Spoiled one"
is in apposition not to the 'n«, but to the person in the verb •
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it is regarded as adverbial, and so is without inflexion : if tliou

art spoiled, like DiiV, Job xxlv. 7, 10 ; cf. Ew. § 316, b. The
following clauses introduced by ''3 are not so connected with the

question, what wilt thou do? as that ''3 should mean that : what
wilt thou do, devise to the end tliat thou mayest clothe thee ?

(Graf) ; the 'S means if or though, and introduces new clauses,

the apodosis of which is : " in vain," etc. If thou even clothest

thyself in purple. 'JB', the crimson dye, and stuffs or fabrics

dyed with it, see in Ex. xxv. 4. 'ijis is a pigment for the eye,

prepared from silver-glance, sulphur-antimony—the Coliol, yet

much esteemed by Arab women, a black powder with a metallic

glitter. It is applied to the eyelids, either dry or reduced to a

paste by means of oil, by means of a blunt-pointed style or eye-

pencil, and increases the lustre of dark eyes so that they seem

larger and more brilliant. See the more minute account in

Plille, on the eye -paint of the East, in ref. to 2 Kings ix. 30.

Vp^, tear asunder, not, prick, puncture, as Ew., following J.

D. Mich., makes it. This does not answer the mode of usinj;

the eye-paint, which was this : the style rubbed over with the

black powder is drawn horizontally through between the closed

eyelids, and these are thus smeared with the ointment. This

proceeding Jeremiah sarcastically terms rending open the eyes.

As a wife seeks by means of paint and finery to heighten the

charms of her beauty in order to please men and gain the favour

of lovers, so the woman Jerusalem will attempt by like strata-

gems to secure the favour of the enemy; but in vain, like Jezebel

in 2 Kings ix. 30. The lovers will despise her. The enemies

are called lovers, paramours, just as Israel's quest for help

amongst the heathen nations is represented as intrigue with

them; see on ii. 33, 36.—Ver. 31, as giving a reason, is intro-

duced by ''3. Zion's attempts to secure the goodwill of the

enemy are in vain, for already the prophet hears in spirit the

agonized cry of the daughter of Zion, who beseechingly stretches

out her hands for help, and falls exhausted under the assassin's

strokes. n?\r\j partic. Kal fcem. horn ^IH; see Ew. § 151, 6, and

Gesen. § 72, Eem. 1. nnv, in parallelism with ^ip and depen-

dent on " I hear," means cry of anguish. nQ;;nn, breathe heavily,

pant, sigh. B'^SJii is joined asynd. with the preceding word, but

is in sense subordinate to it : she sighs with hands spread out

;
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a pleading vesture expressing a prayer for protection. 'll'.V, be

exhausted, here = sink down, faint, succumb to the murderers.

Chap. V. The causes which called down the judg-

ment PRONOUXCED : THE TOTAL CORRUPTION OF THE

PEOPLE.—Chr. B. Mich, has excellently summed up thus the

contents of this chapter : Deus judicia sua, quce cap. IV. pra-

dixerat, justificat ostendens, se quamvis invitum, tamen non

aliter posse quani punire Judceos propter prcefractam ipsorum

malitiam. The train of thought in this chapter is the follow-

ing : God would pardon if there were to be found in Jerusalem

but one who practised righteousness and strove to keep good

faith ; but high and low have forsaken God and His law, and

serve the false gods. This the Lord must punish (vers. 1-9).

Judah, like Israel, disowns the Lord, and despises the words of

Ilis prophets ; therefore the Lord must affirm His word by

deeds of judgment (vers. 10-18). Because they serve the

gods of strangers, He will throw them into bondage to strange

peoples, that they may learn to fear Him as the Almighty God
and Lord of the world, who withholds His benefits from them

because their sins keep them far from Him (vers. 19-25) ; for

wickedness and crime have acquired a frightful predominance

(vers. 26-31).

Vers. 1—9. By reason of the universal godlessness and moral

corruption the Lord cannot pardon.—Ver. 1. " Ranwe throucrli

the streets of Jerusalem, and see now, and know, and seek

upon her thoroughfares, if ye find any, if any doth judgment,
seeketh after faithfulness, and I will pardon her. Ver. 2. And
if they say, ' As Jahveh liveth,' then in this they swear falsely.

Ver. 3. Jahveh, are not Thine eyes upon faithfulness? Thou
smitest them, and they are not pained ; thou consumest them,
they will take no correction ; they make their face harder than
rock, they will not turn. Ver. 4. And I thought. It is but the

baser sort, they are foolish ; for they know not the wav of
Jahveh, the judgment of their God. Ver. 5. I will get me
then to the great, and will speak with them, for they know
the way of Jahveh, the judgment of their God ; yet together
have they broken the yoke, burst the bonds. Ver. 6. Therefore
a lion out of the wood smiteth them, a wolf of the deserts
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spoileth them, a leopard lietli in wnit against their cities : every

one that goeth out thence is torn in pieces; because many are their

transgressions, many their backslidings. Ver. 7. Wherefore

should I pardon thee? thy sons have forsaken me, and sworn

hy them that are no gods. I caused them to swear, but they

committed adultery, and crowd into the house of the harlot.

Ver. 8. Like well-fed horses, they are roaming about ; each

neigheth after the other's wife. Ver. 9. Shall I not punish

this ? saith Jahveh ; or shall not my soul be avenged on such

a people as this ?
"

The thought of ver. 1, that in Jerusalem there is not

to be found one solitary soul who concerns himself about

uprightness and sincerity, does not, though rhetorically ex-

pressed, contain any rhetorical hyperbole or exaggeration

such as may have arisen from the prophet's righteous in-

dignation, or have been inferred from the severity of the

expected judgment (Hitz.) ; it gives but the simple truth, as is

seen when we consider that it is not Jeremiah who speaks ac-

cording to the best of his judgment, but God, the searcher of

hearts. Before the all-seeing eye of God no man is pure and

good. They are all gone astray, and there is none that doeth

good, Ps. xiv. 2, 3. And if anywhere the fear of God is the

ruling principle, yet when the look falls on the mighty hosts of

the wicked, even the human eye loses sight of the small com-

pany of the godly, since they are in no case to exert an influence

on the moral standing of the whole mass. " If ye find any "

is defined by, " if there is a worker of right ;
" and the doing of

right or judgment is made more complete by "that seeketh

faithfulness," the doing being given as the outcome of the dis-

position. njiON is not truth (npx), but sincerity and good faith.

On this state of affairs, cf. Hos. iv. 1, Mic. vii. 2, Isa. Ixiv. 5f.

The pledge that God would pardon Jerusalem if He found but

one righteous man in it, recalls Abraham's dealing with God on

behalf of Sodom, Gen. xviii. 23. In support of what has been

said, it is added in ver. 2, that they even abuse God's name for

lying purposes ; cf. Lev. xix. 12. Making oath by the Hfe of

Jahveh is not looked on here as a confession of faith in the

Lord, giving thus as the sense, that even their worship of God

was but the work of the lips, not of the heart (Eos.); but the
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solemn appeal to the living God for the purpose of setting the

impress of truth on the face of a lie, is brought forward as

evidence that there is none that strives after sincerity. The

antithesis forced in here by Hitz. and Graf is foreign to text

and context both, viz. that between swearing by Jahveh and by

the false gods, or any other indifferent name. The emphasis

lies on swearing li^tS^'p, as opposed to swearing in the way de-

manded by God, niJIV?^ Q&my\ notita, jv. 2. t??', therein, i.e.

yet even in this, or nevertheless.—Ver. 3. The eye of the Lord

is directed towards faitlifulness, which is not to be found in

Jerusalem (ver. 1), ^ showing the direction toward person or

thing, as in Ps. xxxiii. 18, where ? alternates with ?«. Hitz. is

wronor in translating: are not thine eyes faithful, z.e. directed

according to faithfulness ; a sense quite unsuitable here, since

the matter in hand is not the character or direction of the eye

of God, but that on which God looks. But because God de-

sired sincerity, and there was none in the people of Jerusalem,

He has smitten them, chastised them, but they felt no pain (vn

from npn, the tone being drawn back by reason of the J-) ; the

chastisement made no impression. Thou consumeJst them,

exterminatedst them, i.e. " Thou hast utterly exterminated

multitudes and swarms of tliem " (Hitz.), but they refused to

receive correction ; cf. ii. 30. They made tiieir face harder

than rock, i.e. hardened themselves by obstinately setting the

divine chastisements at naught ; cf. Ezek. iii. 7, 8.—Ver. 4 f.

This total want of good faith and uprightness is found not only

in the lower orders of the populace, amongst the mean and

ignorant rabble, but in the higher ranks of the educated. This

is rhetorically put in this shape, that Jeremiah, believing that

only the common people are so deeply sunk in immorality,

turns to the great to speak to them, and amongst them dis-

covers a thorough-going renunciation of the law of God. C^'i,

weak, are tlie mean and poor of the people, who live from hand
to mouth in rudeness and ignorance, their anxieties bent on
food and clothing (cf. xxxix. 10, si. 7). These do foolishly

(vNiJ as in Num. xii. 11), from want of religious training.

They know not the way of Jahveh, i.e. the way, the manner of

life, prescribed to men by God in His word; cf. 2 Kinrrs

xxi. 22, Ps. .\xv. 9, etc. The judgment of their God, i.e. that
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which God demanded as right and lawful, 2 Kings xvii. 26,

etc. The great, i.e. the wealthy, distinguished, and educated..

Yet even these have broken the yoke of the law, i.e. have

emancipated themselves from obedience to the law (Hitz.) ;

of. ii. 20. Therefore they must be visited with punishment.

—

Ver. 6. This verse is neither a threatening of future punish-

ments, nor is to be taken figuratively (lion, bear, leopard, as

figures for dreadful enemies). The change from the perf. DSn

to the imperf. ^'^']^. and ^2^\ tells against the future con-

struction, showing as it does that the verbs are used aoristi-

cally of chastisements which have partly already taken place,

which may be partly yet to come. And the figurative explana-

tion of the beasts of prey by hostile peoples—found so early as

the Ohald.—is not in the least called for by the text ; nor is it

easy to reconcile it with the specification of various kinds of wild

beasts. The vsrords are a case of the threatening of the law in

Lev. xxvi. 22, that God will chasten the transgressors of His

law by sending beasts of prey vs^hich shall rob them of theii'

children. Cf. with the promise, that if they keep His com-

mandments, He will destroy tke wild beasts out of the land.

Cf. also the fact given in 2 Kings xvii. 25, that God sent lions

amongst the heathen colonists who had been transplanted into

the depopulated kingdom of the ten tribes, lions which slew

some of them, because they served not Jahveh. The true con-

ception of the words is confirmed by Ezek. xiv. 15, when in

like manner the sending of evil (ravening) beasts is mentioned

as an example of God's punishments. <^^'}, smite, is a standing

expression for the lion's way of striking down his prey with his

paws ; cf. 1 Kings xx. 36. nu'ij; n«T is not wolf of the

evening, as Chald., Syr., Hitz. explain it, following Hab. i. 8

and Zeph. iii. 3 ; for nu'ij? is not the plural of y^V, but of

•^^IV., steppe: the wolf that lives in the steppe, and thence

makes its raids on inhabited spots. The reference of the words

to place is suggested plainly by the parallel, the lion out of the

wood. The leopard (panther) watches, i.e. lies lurking in wait

against their cities, to tear those that come out. The panther

is wont to lie in wait for his prey, and to spring suddenly out

on it ; cf . Hos. xiii. 7. With " because many are thy trans-

gressions," cf. XXX. 14 f.
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Since these chastisements have profited nothing God cannot

pardon the people. This is the meaning of the question in

ver. 7,0x6 ''«, wherefore should I then pardon? not, slionhl

I then pardon for this ? for ''X by itself does not stand for

n interrog., but is set before the pronorn. demonstr. to give it

the force of an interrogative adjective; cf. Ew. § 326, a. The

Cheth. ni^PX est obsoletam adeoque genuinum (Ros.) ; the Keri

substitutes the usual form. To justify the question with a

negative answer implied, the people's fall into idolatry is again

set up before it in strong colours. Tliy sons (the sons of the

daughter of Zion, i.e. of the national congregation, and so the

indi\idual members of the nation ; cf. Lev. xix. 18) have for-

saken me, and swear by them that are not gods, i.e. the idols ;

cf. ii. 11. For onis* ??''3C'N, I caused them to swear, the old

translators have V''?^^, I filled them to the full, and so it is read

in many codd. and edd. This reading is preferred by most of

the ancient commentators, and they appeal for a parallel to ver.

28, and Deut. xxxii. 15 (" when Jeshurun waxed fat, he

kicked"), Hos. xiii. 6, Neh. ix. 25, etc., where apostasy from

God is chidden as a consequence of superfluity of earthly

goods. So Luther: "and now that I have filled them full, they

committed adultery." Now possibly it is just the recollection

of the passages cited that has suggested the reading ystyx.

The apodosis, they committed adultery, forms no antithesis to

filling full. Adultery presupposes a marriage vow, or troth

plighted by an oath, God caused Israel to swear fidelity

when He made the covenant with it at Sinai, Ex. sxiv. This
oath Israel repeated at each renewal of the covenant, and last

under Josiah : 2 Kings xxiii. 3 ; 2 Cliron. xxxiv. 31 f. Hence
we must not wholly restrict the swearing to the conclusion of

the covenant at Sinai, nor wholly to the renewal of it under
Josiah. We must refer it to both acts, or rather to the solem-
nity at Sinai, together with all solemn renewals of it in after
times; while at the same time the reference to the renewal
under Josiah, this being still fresh in memory, may have been
the foremost. We must not confine the reference of ^ssr to
spiritual adultery (= a fall away from Jahveh into idolatry);
the context, especially the next clause, and yet more unmistake-
ably ver. 8, refers to carnal uncleanness. This too was a breach
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of the covenant, since in taking it the people hound itself not

only to be faithful to God, but to keep and follow all the laws

of His covenant. That the words, crowd into the house of the

harlot, i.e. go thither in crowds, are to be taken of carnal un-

cleanness, may be gathered from ver. 8b : each neighs after the

wife of his neighbour. Fornication is denounced as a desecra-

tion of the name of the Lord in Amos ii. 7. The first clause of

ver, 8 suggests a comparison : well-fed horses are they, i.e. they

resemble such. On the lechery of horses, see on Ezek. xxiii. 20.

The Cheth. DiJtlD is partic. Hoph. of t^T, in Aram, feed, fatten,

here most suitable. The Keri Ci*>V» would be the partic. Pn.

from t!J, the meaning of which is doubtful, given arbitrarily by

Kimchi and others as armati sc. memhro genUalL Q*?^!?, too,

is derived from W^, and given by Jerome sensu obscoeno

:

iralientes sc. genitalia ; but CS^'P cannot come from Tpii,

D''3B''d being the only possible form in that case. Nor does

trahentes, "draught-horses" (Hitz.), give a sense at all In

point for the comparison. A better view is that of those who

follow Simonis, in holding it to be partic. Hiph. of nae/^ in

Aethiop. oberravit, vagatus est. The participle is not to be

joined with " horses " as a second qualifying word, but to be

taken with Vn, the periphrastic form being chosen to indicate

the enduring chronic character of the roaming.—Ver. 9. Such

abandoned behaviour the Lord must punish.

Vers. 10—18. In^pite of the feeling of security fostered by the

false prophets, the Lord will make good His word, and cause the

land and kingdom to be laid waste by a barbarous people.—
Ver. 10. " Go ye up upon her walls, and destroy, but make not

a full end : tear away her tendrils ; for they are not Jahveh's.

Ver. 11. For faithless to me is the house of Israel become and

the house of Judah, saith Jahveh. Ver. 12. They deny Jahveh,

and say, He is not ; and evil shall not come upon us, and

sword and famine we shall not see. Ver. 13. And the prophets

shall become wind, and he that speaketh is not in them : so may

it happen unto them. Vers. 14. Therefore thus saith Jahveh

the God of hosts : Because ye speak this word, behold, I make

my words in thy mouth fire, and this people wood, and it shall

devour them. Ver. 15. Behold, I bring upon you a nation

from far, house of Israel, saith Jahveh, a people that is strong,
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a people that is from of old, a people whose speech thou knowest

not, and understandest not what it saith. Ver. 16. Its quiver

is as an open grave, they are all mighty men. Ver. 17. It shall

eat up thy harvest and thy bread ; they shall eat up thy sons

and thy daughters; it shall eat up thy flocks and thy cattle, eat

up thy vine and thy fig-tree ; it shall break down thy fenced

cities, wherein thou trustest, with the sword. Ver. 18. But yet

in those days, saith Jahveh, I will not make a full end with

you."

To give emphasis to the threat, that the Lord will avenge

Himself on such a people, we have immediately following, in

ver. 10, the summons given to the enemy to subdue the land.

niniiB'a VV is variously explained. The old translators took

nilB' to mean walls ; but the second clause, tear away the

tendrils, seems not to suit this well. And then this word occurs

but once again, and with the meaning " caravan," while walls are

niilB' in Job xxiv. 11. But this reason is not strong enough to

throw any doubt on the rendering : walls, supported as it is by

tlie old versions. The form nina' from "ilty is contracted from

a form Q'''!W, constructed analogously to niilB'. The second

clause would be unsuitable to the first only in the case that walls

were to mean exclusively town walls or fortifications. But this

is not the case. Even if the suffix here referred to Jerusalem,

mentioned in ver. 1, which is very doubtful, still then the city

would be looked on not in the light of a stronghold, but only

as representative of the kingdom or of the theocracy. Probably,

however, the suflix refers to the daughter of Zion as seat of the

kingdom of God, and the idea of a vineyard was in the

prophet's mind (cf ii. 21), under which figui'e Isaiah (v. 1-7)

set forth the kingdom of God founded on Mount Zion ; so that

under walls, the walls of the vineyard are to be thought of.

Elsewhere, indeed, these are called niilJ (also in xlix. 3), but

only where the figure of a vineyard is further developed, or

at least is brought more plainly and prominently forward.

Here, again, where the enemy is summoned to go upon the

walls, this figure is mixed up with that of a city ; and so the

word niiB'j as indicating walls of any kind, seems most fitting.

Graf has overthrown, as being unfounded, Hitz.'s assertion,

that 3 rvv signified only, to go up against a thing ; and that
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accuracy and elegance required that the destruction should be

of the walls, not of the vineyard itself, npj? c. 3 means also :

to go up upon a thing, e.g. Ps. xxiv. 3, Deut. v. 5 ; and the

verb inriB' stands quite absolutely, so that it cannot be restricted

to the walls. " And destruction can only take place when, by
scaling the walls, entrance has been obtained into that which

is to be destroyed, be it city or vineyard." We therefore adhere

to the sig. walls, especially since the other translations attempted

by Ew. and Hitz. are wholly without foundation. Hitz. will

have us read '^''niiB', and take this as plural of nniB'; next he

supposes a row of vines to be intended, but he obtains this sense

only by arbitrarily appending the idea of vines. Ew. endea-

vours, from the Aram, and Arab., to vindicate for the word the

meaninrr : clusters of blossom, and so to obtain for the whole

the translation : push in amidst the blossom-spikes. A singular

figure truly, which in no way harmonizes with 3 1?^. "Destroy"

is restricted by the following " but make not," etc. ; see on iv.

27. On " tear away her tendrils," cf. Isa. xviii. 5. The

spoilers are not to root up the vine itself, but to remove the

tendrils, which do not belong to Jaliveh. Spurious members

of the nation are meant, those who have degenerated out of

their kind.

The reasons of this command are given in ver. 11 ff., by a

renewed exposure of the people's apostasy. The house of Israel

and the house of Judah are become faithless. On this cf. iii.

6 ff. The mention of Israel along with Judah gives point to

the threatening, since judgment has already been executed

upon Israel. Judah has equalled Israel in faithlessness, and

so a like fate will be its lot. Judah shows its faithlessness by

denying the Lord, by saying SW i6. This Ew. translates : not

so, after the ovk ecm Tuvra of the LXX. ; but he is certainly

wrong in this. Even though Nin may be used in place of the

neuter, yet it cannot be so used in this connection, after the

preceding ninn ^W3. Better to take it : He is not, as the fools

speak in Ps. xiv. 1 : there is no God, i.e. go on in their lives

as if God were not. " Jahveh is not" is therefore in other

words: there exists not a God such as Jahveh is preached to us,

who is to visit His people with sore punishments. This view

is not open to the objection, quod pi'o luUtu siipplent, which
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Eos. raises against the interpretation : non est is, qualem pro-

phetce describunt. For we take Nin not as is qualem, but as est

sc. Jaliveh; and we explain tiie meaning of Jahveh only in that

reference in which He is disowned by these men, namely, as God

who visits His people with punishments. In this character He
was preached by the prophets. This appears from what is

further said by these disowners of God : evil or mischief will

not come on us. To a saying of this kind they could have been

provoked only by threatenings of punishments. The prophets

were not indeed the first to announce judgments ; Moses in

the law threatened transgressors with the sorest punishments.

But the context, the threatening against the false prophets in

ver. 13, suggests that here we are to think of announcements

by the prophets. Doubtless the false prophets assured the

people: evil shall not come upon you, in opposition to the true

prophets, who threatened the sinful race with the judgments of

God. Such prophets are to become wind, sc. with their utter-

ances. 13'^!] is not a noun: the word, but a verb, with the article

instead of the relative pronoun, as in Josh. x. 24, 1 Ohron. xxvi.

28, and often : He who speaks is not in them, i.e. in them there

is none other speaker than themselves ; the Spirit of God is not

in them, i'??,
" there is none," is stronger than N?, meaning :

they speak out of their own hearts. The threat, so be it unto

them, may be most simply referred to the first clause : they

become wind. Let the emptiness of their prophecies fall on

their own heads, so that they themselves may come to nought.

—

Ver. 14. But the people is to have proof of the truth of the

word of the Lord. Because it, despising the threatening of

punishment, says : Misfortune shall not light upon us, the

Lord will make the word in the mouth of Jeremiah a fire, and
the people wood, that the fire may consume it. On this figure,

cf. Isa. i. 31, X. 17. Ver. 15 ff. explain this, and announce the

inroad of a dreadful enemy that is to lay waste the land and
consume the people. " A people from far," as in iv. 16. Judah
is called " house of Israel," not so much because it is what
remains of Israel, but because, after the captivity of the ten

tribes, Judah regarded itself as the only true Israel or people

of God. Further description of the hostile people is intended

to show its formidable power, and to inspire dread, in^s, en-
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during, firm, strong ; cf. Gen. xlix. 24, Mic. vi. 2. I^^iyp,

dating from eternity, i.e. very ancient, not of recent origin,

but become mighty in immemorial antiquity. A people speaking

a language unfamiliar to the Jews, to comprehend whom is

impossible, i.e. barbarous ; cf. Deut. xxviii. 49. Further (ver.

16), it is a race of very heroes, fully furnished with deadly

weapons. J. D, Mich, took objection to the figure, " its quiver

is as an open grave
;

" but his conjecture insty put nothing

better in place of it. The link of comparison is this : as an open

grave is filled with dead men, so the quiver of this enemy is

filled with deadly missiles.—Ver. 17. This people will devour

the harvest and the bread, the children, the cattle, and the best

fruits of the land. Devour, here as often, in the wider sense,

destroy; cf. e.g. iii. 24 and x. 25, where the first half of the

present verse is compressed into the words : they ate up Jacob.

We need not wait to refute Hitz.'s absurd remark, that the

author imagined the enemy, the assumed Scythians, to be can-

nibals. In the second half of the verse the words, " the fenced

cities wherein thou trustest," are a reminiscence of Deut. xxviii.

52 ; and hence we may see, that while our prophet is describ-

ing the enemy in vers. 15-18, Moses' threatening, Deut. xxviii.

49-52, was in his mind. CS'Vj, break in pieces, as in Mai. i. 4.

With the sword, i.e. by force of arms ; the sword, as principal

weapon, being named, instead of the entire apparatus of war.

In ver. 18 the restriction of ver. 10 (cf. iv. 27) is repeated,

and with it the threatening of judgment is rounded off.

Vers. 19-31. This calamity Judah is preparing for itself by

its obduracy and excess of wickedness.—Ver. 19. " And if ye

then shall say, Wherefore hath Jahveh our God done all this

unto us ? then say to them. Like as ye have forsaken me and

served strange gods in your land, so shall ye serve strangers in

a land that is not yours. Ver. 20. Declare this in the house

of Jacob, and publish it in Judah, saying, Ver. 21. Hear now

this, foolish people without understanding, that have eyes and

see not, have ears and hear not. Ver. 22. Me will ye not fear,

saith Jahveh, nor tremble before me? who have set the sand

for a bound to the sea, an everlasting boundary that it passes

not, and its waves toss themselves and cannot, and roar and

pass not over. Ver. 23. But this people hath a stubborn and

VOL. I. i
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rebellious heart ; they turned away and went. Ver. 24. And

said not in tlieir heart : Let us now fear Jahveh our God, who

giveth rain, the early rain and the late rain, in its season ; who

keepeth for us the appointed weeks of the harvest. Ver. 25.

Your iniquities have turned away these, and your sins have

withholden the good from you. Ver. 26. For among my people

are found wicked men ; they lie in wait as fowlers stoop ; they

set a trap, they catch men. Ver. 27. As a cage full of birds,

so are their houses full of deceit ; therefore are they become

great and rich. Ver. 28. They are grown fat and sleek, they

go beyond bound in wickedness ; the cause they try not, the

cause of the orphans, that they might have prosperity ; and the

right of the needy they judge not. Ver. 29. Shall I not

punish this ? saith Jahveh ; shall not my soul be avenged on

such a people as this ? Ver. 30. The appalling and horrible is

done in the land. Ver. 31. The prophets prophesy falsely, and

the priests bear rule under their lead, and my people loves it

so. But what will ye do in the end thereof ?
"

The thought of ver. 19, that the people, by its apostasy,

draws down this judgment on itself, forms the transition from

the threat of punishment to the reproof of sins. The penalty

corresponds to the sin. Because Judah in its own land serves

the gods of foreigners, so it must serve strangers in a foreign

land.—Ver. 20 f. The reproof of sins is introduced by an

apostrophe to the hai'dened race. The exhortation, " Publish

this," is addressed to all the prophet's hearers who have tlie

welfare of the people at heart. " This," in vers. 20 and 21,

refers to the chiding statement from ver. 23 onwards, that the

people fears not God. The form of address, people foolish and
without understanding (cf. iv. 22, Hos. vii. 11), is made cuttintj,

in order, if possible, to bring the people yet to their senses.

The following clauses, "they have eyes," etc., depict spiritual

blindness and deafness, as in Ezek. xii. 22 ; cf. Deut. xxix. 3.

Blindness is shown in that they see not the government of

God's almighty power in nature ; deafness, in that they hear

not the voice of God in His word. They have no fear even of

the God whose power has in the sand set an impassable barrier

for the mighty waves of the sea. " Me " is put first for em-
phasis. Tlie waves beat against their appointed barrier, but are
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not able, so. to pass it.—Ver. 23. But this people has a stubborn

and rebellious heart ; it bows not beneath the almiglity hand
of God. " Stubborn and rebellious," joined as in Deut. xxi.

18, 20. Hence the following 1"iD is not to be taken from 11D ;

tliey defy (Plitz.), but from n^iD : they turn away and go off,

and consider rot that they owe their daily bread to the Lord.

Neither does God's power move the obdurate people to the fear

of Him, nor do the proofs of His love make any impression.

They do not consider that God gives them the rain which lends

the land its fi'uitfulness, so that at the fixed time they may
gather in the harvest. The 1 cop. before nni'' is rejected by

tlie Masoretes in the Kei'i as out of place, since O^i is not any

special rain, co-ordinate to the early and late rain (Hitz.), or

because they had Deut. xi. 14, Joel ii. 23 before them. But in

this they failed to notice that the 1 before nnii and that before

B'ippD are correlative, having the force of et—ef. njiaB' is stat.

constr, from njjia', weeks, and to it nipn is co-ordinated in place

of an adjective, so that i''Vi5 is dependent on two co-ordinate

stat. constr., as in xlvi. 9, 11, Zepli. ii. 6. But the sense is not,

the weeks, the statutes, of the harvest, i.e. the fixed and regu-

lated phenomena which regulate the harvest (Graf), but,

appointed weeks of harvest. The seven weeks between the

second day of the passover and the feast of harvest, or of weeks,

Ex. xxiii. 16, xxxiv. 22, Deut. xvi. 9 f., are what is here meant.

We must reject the rendering, "oath as to the harvest-time"

(L. de Dieu, J. D. Mich., and Ew.), since Scripture knows

nothing of oaths taken by God as to the time of harvest ,• in

Gen. viii. 22 there is no word of an oath.—Ver. 25. The people

has by its sins brought about the withdrawal of these blessings

(the withholding of rain, etc.). ^tan, turned away, as in Amos
V. 12, Mai. iii. 5. " These," i.e. the blessings mentioned in

ver. 24. The second clause repeats the same thing. The good,

i.e. which God in His goodness bestowed on them.

This is established in ver. 26 f. by bringing home to the

people their besetting sins. In (amidst) the people are found

notorious sinners. I^E*^ in indefinite generality : they spy about,

lie in wait ; of. Hos. xiii. 7. The singular is chosen because

the act described is not undertaken in company, but by indivi-

duals. ^?' from ^^f, bend down, stoop, as bird-catchers hide
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behind the extended nets till the birds have gone in, so as then

to draw them tight. " They set;" not the fowlers, hut the wicked

ones. n'<mo, destroyer (Ex. xii. 23, and often), or destruction

(Ezek. xxi'. 36) ; here, by virtue of the context, a trap which

brings destruction. The men they catch are the poor, the

needy, and the just ; cf. ver. 28 and Isa. xxix. 21. The figure

of bird-catching leads to a cognate one, by which are set forth

the gains of the wicked or the produce of their labours. As a

cage is filled with captured birds, so the houses of the wicked

are filled with deceit, i.e. possessions obtained by deceit, through

which they attain to credit, power, and wealth. Graf has

overthrown Hitz.'s note, that we must understand by ^^1^, not

riches obtained by deceit, but the means and instruments of

deceit ; and this on account of the following : therefore they en-

rich themselves. But, as Graf shows, it is not the possession of

these appliances, but of the goods acquired by deceit, that has

made these people great and rich, " as the birds that fill the

cage are not a means for capture, but property got by cunning."

3v3, cage, is not strictly a bird-cage, but a bird-trap woven of

willows (Amos viii. 1), with a lid to shut down, by means of

which birds were caught.—Ver. 28. Through the luxurious

living their wealth makes possible to them, they are grown fat

and sleek. ^^^V, in graphic description, is joined asynd. to the

preceding verb. It is explained by recent comm. of fat bodies,

become glossy, in keeping with the noun HE'j;, which in Cant.

V. 14 expresses the glitter of ivory ; for the meaning cogitare,

think, meditate, which DE'V bears in Chald., yields no sense avail-

able here. The next clause is variously explained. D3 points to

another, yet worse kind of behaviour. It is not possible to

defend the translation : they overflow with evil speeches, or

swell out with evil things (Umbr., Ew.), since 133? c. accus.

does not mean to overflow with a thing. Yet more arbitrary is

the assumption of a change of the subject : (their) evil speeches

overflow. The only possible subject to the verb is the wicked
ones, with whom the context deals before and after. J)T''131

are not words of wickedness = what may be called wickedness,

but things of wickedness, wicked things. ''13'n serves to distri-

bute the idea of VI into the particular cases into which it falls,

as in Ps. Ixv. 4, cv. 27, and elsewhere, where it is commonly
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held to be pleonastic. Hitz. expounds truly : the individual

wickednesses in which the abstract idea of wicked manifests

itself. Sense : they go beyond all that can be conceived as evil,

i.e. the bounds of evil or wickedness. The cause they plead

not, namely, the cause of the orphans. in^S^I, imperf. c. i

consee. : that so they might have prosperity. Hitz. regards the

wicked men as the subject, and explains the words thus : such

justice would indeed be a necessary condition of their success.

But that the wicked could attain to prosperity by seizing every

opportunity of defending the rights of the fatherless is too weak

a thought, coming after what has preceded, and besides it does

not fit the case of those who go beyond all bounds in wicked-

ness. E\v. and Graf translate: that they (the wicked) might

make good the rightful cause (of the orphan), help the poor

man to his rights. But even if n^sn seems in 2 Chron.

vii. 11, Dan. viii. 25, to have the signif. carry through, make

good, yet in these passages the sig. carry through with suc-

cess is fundamental; where, as here, this will not suit, nvsn

being in any case applicable only to doubtful and difficult

causes—a thought foreign to the present context. Blame is

attached to the wicked, not because they do not defend the

orphan's doubtful pleas, but because they give no heed at all to

the orphan's rights. We therefore hold with Easchi that the

orphans are subject to this verb : that the orphans might have

had prosperity. The plural is explained when we note that

Cinj is perfectly general, and may be taken as collective. The

accusation in this verse shows further that the prophet had the

godless rulers and judges of the people in his, eye.—Ver. 29 is

a refrain-like repetition of ver. 9.—The vers. 30 and 31 are, as

Hitz. rightly says, " a sort of epimetrum added after the con-

clusion in ver. 29," in which the already described moral de-

pravity is briefly characterized, and is asserted of all ranks of

the people. Appalling and horrible things happen in the land

;

of. ii. 12, xxiii. 14, xviii. 13, Hos. vi. 10. The prophets pro-

phesy with falsehood, "ipf'3, as in xx. 6, xxix. 9 ; more fully

•lipB'^ ''DE'3, xxiii. 25, xxvii. 15. The priests rule Dn*i; ^V, at their

(the prophets') hands, i.e. under their guidance or direction ; cf.

1 Chron. XXV. 2 ff., 2 Chron. xxiii. 18 ; not : go by their side

(Ges., Dietr.), for nin is not : go, march on, but : trample down.
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My [leople loves it so, yields willingly to such a lead ; cf. Amos

iv. 5. Wliat will ye do nnnns?^, as to the end of this conduct ?

The suff. fcem. with neuter force. The end thereof will be the

judgment ; will ye be able to turn it away?

Chap. vi. The judgment is irrevocablt decreed.—

A

hostile army approaches from the north, and lays siege to Jeru-

salem, in order to storm the city (vers. 1-8). None is spared,

since the people rejects all counsels to reform (vers. 9-15).

Since it will not repent, it will fall by the hands of the enemy,

in spite of the outward sacrificial service (vers. 16-21). The

enemy will smite Zion without mercy, seeing that the trial of

the people has brought about no change for the better in them

(vers. 22-30).

Vers. 1-8. The judgment breaking over Jerusalem.—^Ver. 1.

" Flee, ye sons of Benjamin, out of the midst of Jerusalem, and

in Tekoa blow the trumpet, and over Beth-haccerem set up a

sign ; for evil approacheth from the north, and great destruction.

Ver. 2. The comely and the delicate—I lay waste the daughter

of Zion. Ver. 3. To her come shepherds with their flocks, pitch

their tents about her round about, and devour each his portion.

Ver. 4. Sanctify war against her ; arise, let us go up at noon.

Woe unto us ! for the day declineth ; for the shadows of even-

ing lengthen. Ver. 5. Arise, let us go up by night, and destroy

her palaces. Ver. 6. For thus hath Jahveh of hosts spoken,

Hew down wood, and pile up against Jerusalem a rampart ; she

is the city that is (to be) punished, she is all full of oppression in

her midst. Ver. 7. As a fountain pours forth its water, so pours

she forth her wickedness : violence and spoiling is heard in her

;

before my face continually, wounds and smiting. Ver. 8. Be
warned, Jerusalem, lest my soul tear herself from thee, lest I

make thee a waste, a land uninhabited."

In graphic delineation of the enemy's approach against Jeru-

salem, the prophet calls on the people to flee. As regarded its

situation, Jerusalem belonged to the tribe of Benjamin ; the

boundary between the tribal domain of Judah and Benjamin
passed through the valley of Ben-Hinnom on the south side of

Jerusalem, and then ran northwards to the west of the city

(Josh. XV. 8, xviii. 16 f.). The city was inhabited by Judeans
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and Benjamltes, 1 Chron. ix. 2 ff. The summons is addressed

to the Benjamites as the prophet's fellow-countrymen. Tekoa
lay about two hours' journey soutlnvards from Bethlehem,

according to Jerome, on a hill twelve Roman miles south of

Jerusalem ; see on Josh. xv. 59. This town is mentioned be-

cause its name admits of a play on the word Wipi^i. The alarm

is given in the country south of Jerusalem, because the enemy
is coming from the north, so that the flight will be directed

southwards. Beth-haccerem, ace. to Jerome, was a hamlet

(vicus) between Jerusalem and Tekoa, qui lingua Syra et

Hebraica JBelhacJiarma nominatur, et ipse in monte positus,

apparently on what is now called the Frank's Hill, Jebel

Fureidis ; see on Neh. iii. 14. ^^^^, the lifting up, that which

raises itself up, or is raised ; here a lofty beacon or signal, the

nature of which is not further made known. The meaning,

fire-signal, or ascending column of smoke, cannot be made good

from Judg. xx. 38, 40, since there ]^V is appended ; nor from

the statements of classical authors (in Eos.), that in time of war

bodies of troops stationed in different places made their posi-

tions known to one another by masses of rising flame during

the night, and by columns of smoke in the day time. As to

the last clause, cf. i. 14. " Great destruction," as in iv. 6.—In

ver. 2 the impending judgment is further described. It falls

on the daughter of Zion, the capital and its inhabitants, per-

sonified as a beautiful and delicately reared woman. ™, defec-

tively written for niw, contracted from niX3, lovely, beautiful.

The words are not vocatives, O fair and delicate, but accusa-

tives made to precede their governing verb absolutely, and are

explained by " the daughter of Zion," dependent on " I de-

stroy :" the fair and the delicate, namely, the daughter of Zion,

I destroy. riDT as in Hos. iv. 5. The other meaning of this

verb, to be like, to resemble, is wholly unsuitable here; and,

besides, in this signification it is construed with PX or p. Ew.'s

translation, I mean the daughter of Zion, is not justifiable by

the usage of the word, the Piel only, and not the Kal, being

capable of this interpretation.—Ver. 3. The destruction comes

about by means of shepherds with their flocks, who set up their

tents round the city, and depasture each his portion. We need

hardly observe that the shepherds and their flocks are a figure
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for princes, who with their peoples besiege and sack Jerusalem

with this cf. i. 15. The figure does not point to a nomad swarm,

or the Scythian people, as Ew. supposes. "Each his hand," i.e.

what lies to his hand, or next him.—Ver. 4. The description

passes from figure to reality, and the enemies appear before us

as speaking, inciting one another to the combat, encouraging

one another to storm the city. To sanctify a war, i.e. prepare

themselves for the war by religious consecration, inasmuch as

the war was undertaken under commission from God, and be-

cause the departure of the army, like the combat itself, was

consecrated by sacrifice and other religious ceremonies ; see on

Joel iv. 9. n?y, to go up against a place as an enemy, not, go

up upon, in which case the object, them (the city or walls), could

not be omitted. It is plainly the storming or capture of the

town that is meant by the going up ; hence we may understand

what follows : and we will destroy her palaces. We have a

rousing call to go up at noon or in clear daylight, joined with

" woe to us," a cry of disappointment that they will not be able

to gain their ends so soon, not indeed till night ; in these we
see the great eagerness with which they carry on the assault.

nja DV, the day turns itself, declines towards its end ; cf. Ps.

xc. 9. The enemies act under a commission from God, who
has imposed on them the labour of the siege, in order to punish

Jerusalem for her sins. Jahveh is here most fittingly called

the God of hosts; for as God of the world, obeyed by the

armies of heaven. He commands the kings of the earth to chas-

tise His people. Hew wood, i.e. fell trees for making the siege

works, cf. Deut. xx. 20, both for raising the attacking ram-

parts,^ and for the entire apparatus necessary for storming the

town, nsv is not a collective form from j^V, like nw from JT
;

but the n— is a suflSx in spite of the omission of the Mappik,
which is given by but a few of the codd., eastern and western,

for we know that Mappik is sometimes omitted, e.g. Num. xv.

28, 31 ; cf. Ew. § 247, d. We are encouraged to take it so by
Deut. XX. 19, where l^vy are the trees in the vicinity of the

town, of which only the fruit trees were to be spared in case of

siege, while those which did not bear eatable fruit were to be

^ Agger ex terra lignisque attollitur contra murum, de quo tela jactantur.

Veget. de re milit. iv. 16.
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made use of for the purposes of the siege. And thus we must

liere, too, read HSy, and refer the suffix to the next noun (Jeru-

salem), On " pile up a rampart," of, 2 Sam, xx. 15, Ezek, iv.

2, etc. *li?sn is used as passive of Kal, and impersonally. The
connection with TJ/n is to be taken like ^Tl i^JO •'^ I^^* xxix. 1 :

the city where it is punished, or perhaps like Ps. lix. 6, the

relative being supplied : that is punished. H?3 is not to be

joined, contrary to the accents, with li^sn (Ven., J. D. Mich.),

a connection which, even if it were legitimate, would give but

a feeble thought. It belongs to what follows, " she is wholly

oppression in her midst," i.e. on all sides in her there is oppres-

sion. This is expanded in ver. 7. LXX, and Jerome have

taken T'l^n from Tip, and translate : like as a cistern keeps its

vvater cool {-yfrv^^ei, frigidam facit), so she keeps her wickedness

cool. Hitz. has pronounced in favour of this interpretation, but

changes " keep cool " into " keep fresh," and understands the

metaphor thus : they take good care that their wickedness does

not stagnate or become impaired by disuse. But it would be a

strange metaphor to put "keep wickedness cool," for " maintain

it in strength and vigour," We therefore, along with Luth, and

most commentators, prefer the rabbinical interpretation : as a

well makes its water to gush out, etc, ; for there is no sufficient

force in the objection that "iip» from lip, dig, is not a spring

but a well, that "l^'?^ has still less the force of making to gush

forth, and that "113 wholly excludes the idea of causing to spring

out. The first assertion is refuted by ii. 13, lip*?, fountain of

living water; whence it is clear that the word does mean a well

fed by a spring. It is true, indeed, that the word lia, a later

way of writing "li*? (cf. 1 Chron. xi. 17 f. 22 with 2 Sam. xxiii.

15 f. 20), means usually, a pit, a cistern dug out; but this form

is not substantially different frona 1X3, well, puteus, which is

used for li3 in Ps. Iv. 24 and Ixix. 16. Accordingly, this

latter form can undoubtedly stand with the force of lt<3, as has

been admitted by the Masoretes when they substituted for it

c

T3 = "1K3; cf. the Arab. ju. The noun "lipo puts beyond

doubt the legitimacy of giving to Tpn. from n^ip, to dig a well,

the signification of making water to gush forth. The form

mipn is indeed referable to "inp, but only shows, as is otlierwise
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well known, that no very strict line of demarcation can be

drawn between the forms of verbs 'ilV and 'ij?; ""'iPCi, again, is

formed regularly from "lip. Violence and spoiling ; cf. xx. 8,

and Amos iii. 10, Hab. i. 3. " Before my face," before mine

eyes, corresponds to " is heard," as wounds and smitings are

the consequences of violence. On that head, cf. Ps. Iv. 10—12.

—Ver. 8. If Jerusalem cease not from these sins and crimes, the

Lord must devote it to spoliation. Let thyself be corrected,

warned ; cf. Ps. ii. 10, Lev. xxvi. 23. Vi^Jj} from VP^, tear one-

self loose, estrange oneself, as in Ezek. xxiii. 17 ff. " A land

uninhabited" is an apposition giving greater expressiveness to

" a waste," xxii. 6.

Vers. 9-15. This judgment toill fall unsparingly on Jerusalem,

because they listen to no warning, but suffer themselves to be

confirmed in their shameless courses by false prophets and

wicked priests.—Ver. 9. " Thus hath Jahveh of hosts said : They

shall have a gleaning of the remnant of Israel as of a vine

:

lay thine hand again as a vine-di-esser on the shoots. Ver. 10.

To whom shall I speak, and testify, that they may hear?

Behold, uncircumcised is their ear, and they cannot give heed

:

behold, the word of Jahveh is become to them a reproach ; they

have no pleasure in it. Ver. 11. But of the fury of Jahveh

am I full, am weary with holding it in. Pour it out upon the

child on the street, and upon the group of young men together
;

for even the husband with the wife shall be taken, the old man
with him that is full of days. Ver. 12. And their houses shall

pass unto others, fields and wives together ; for I stretch out

mine hand against the inhabitants of the land, saitli Jahveh.

Ver. 13. For great and small are all of them greedy for gain

;

and from the prophet to the priest, all use deceit. Ver. 14.

And they heal the breach of the daughter of my people lightly,

saying. Peace, peace, when there is no peace. Ver. 15. They
are put to shame because they have done abomination, yet

they take not shame to themselves, neither know they disgrace

;

therefore they shall fall among them that fall : at the time that

I visit them they shall stumble, hath Jahveh said."

The threatening of ver. 9 is closely connected with the

foregoing. The Lord will make Jerusalem an uninhabited

waste, because it will not take warning. The enemy will make
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a gleaning like vine-dressers, i.e. they will yet search out even

that which is left of the people, and crush it or carry it captive.

This still sterner threat does come into contradiction with the

repeated pledge, that Israel is not to be wholly extirpated, not

to be made an utter end of (iv. 27, v. 10, 18). For even at

the gleaning odd clusters are left, which are not noticed or set

store by. The words convey the idea that the enemy will not

have done with it after one devastating campaign, but will

repeat his inroads. -'?iJ' is construed with the accus. of the

vineyard in Lev. xix. 10. The "remnant of Israel" is not

the kingdom of Judah at large, but Judah already reduced by

judgments. In the second clause the idea of the first is

repeated in the form of a command to the gleaners. The
command is to be looked on as addressed to the enemy by God

;

and this turn of the expression serves to put the thought with

a positiveness that excludes the faintest doubt. To bring back

the hand means : yet again to turn it, stretch it out against a

person or thing ; cf. Amos i. 8, Isa. i. 25. nipppp is not baskets,

like Cpp, Gen. xl. 16, but like C?!??, Isa. xviii. 5, vine-shoots,

prop, waving twigs, like Cpwri, Cant. v. 11, from PPD= ?7r

and ??n, wave (Ew., Hitz.).—Ver. 10 f. Well might Jeremiah

warn the people once more (cf. ver. 8), in order to turn sore

judgment away from it ; but it cannot and will not hear, for it

is utterly hardened. Yet can he not be silent ; for he is so

filled with the fury of God, that he must pour it forth on the

depraved race. This is our view of the progress of the thought

in these verses; whereas Hitz. and Graf make what is said in

ver. 11 refer to the utterance of the dreadful revelation received

in ver. 9. But this is not in keeping with " testify that they

may hear," nor with the unmistakeable contrast between the

pouring out of the divine fury, ver. 11, and the testifying that

they may hear, ver. 10. Just because their ear is uncircumcised

so that they cannot hear, is it in vain to speak to them for the

purpose of warning them ; and the prophet has no alternative

left but to pour out on the deaf and seared people that fury of

the Lord with which he is inwardly filled. The question : to

whom should I speak ? etc. (-"JJ for ?s«, as xi. 2 and often), is not

to be taken as a question to God, but only as a rhetorical turn

of the thought, that all further speaking or warning is in vain.
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" Testify," lay down testimony by exliibiting the sin and the

punishment it brings with it. "That they may hear," ut

audiant, the Chald. has well paraphrased : ut accipiant doctrinam.

Uncircumcised is their ear, as it were covered with a foreskin,

so that the voice of God's word cannot find its way in ; cf.

V. 24, iv. 4. The second clause, introduced by n?n, adduces the

reason of their not beinrc able to hear. The word of God is

become a reproach to them ; they are determined not to hearken

to it, because it lashes their sins. Ver. 11 comes in adversatively

:

But the fury of the Lord drives him to speak. nUT" Don is not

a holy ardour for Jahveh (Graf and many ancient comm.),

but the wrath of God against the people, which the prophet

cannot contain, i.e. keep to himself, but must pour out. Be-

cause they will not take correction, he must inflict the judg-

ment upon them, not merely utter it. The imper. ^bB* is to

be taken like 3K'n, ver. 9, not as an expression of the irresist-

ible necessity which, in spite of all his efforts against it,

compels the prophet to pour forth, in a certain sense, the wrath

of the Lord on all classes of the people by the very publishing

of God's word (Graf) ; but it is the command of God, to be

executed by him, as is shown by " for I stretch out mine hand,"

ver. 12. The prophet is to pour out the wrath of God by the

proclamation of God's word, which finds its fulfilment in judg-

ments of wrath ; see on i. 10. Upon all classes of the people :

the children that play in the street (cf. ix. 20), the young men
gathered together in a cheerful company, the men and women,
old men and them that are full of days, i.e. those who have
reached the furthest limit of old age. '3 tells why the prophet

is so to speak : for upon the whole population will God's wrath
be poured out. n^H °o*) ^^ taken captive, but, be taken, over-

taken by the wrath, as in viii. 9 ; cf. 1 Sam. xiv. 41.—Ver. 12a
gives the result of being thus taken : their houses, fields, and
wives will be handed over to others, descend to others. Wives
are mentioned along witli houses and fields, as in the command-
ment, Ex. XX. 17 ; cf. Deut. v. 18. The loss of all one's

possessions is mentioned in connection with reproof, following

in ver. 13, of greed and base avarice. The threatening is con-

firmed in ver. 12& by tlie clause : for I (Jahveh) stretch my
hand out, etc. Then in vers. 13 and 14 the cause of the judg-
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ment is adduced. The judgment falls upon all, for all, great and

little, i.e. mean and powerful (cf. vers. 4, 5), go after base gain

;

and the teachers, who ought to lead the people on the true way
(Isa. XXX. 21), use deceit and dishonesty. They heal the breach

of the daughter of my people, i.e. the infirmities and injuries

of the state, after a light and frivolous fashion (>1?i?^ is partic.

Niph. fcem., and 7V is of the thing that covers another) ;—in this,

namely, that they speak of peace and healing where there is no

peace ; that they do not uncover the real injuries so as to heal

them thoroughly, but treat them as if tliey were trifling and in

no way dangerous infirmities,—Ver. 15. For this behaviour

they are put to shame, i.e. deceived in their hope. The perf.

is prophetic, representing the matter as being equally certain

as if it had been already realized. It cannot bear to be trans-

lated either : they should be ashamed (Ros., Umbr. after the

Chald.), or : they would be ashamed (Ew.). The following

grounding clause adduces the cause of their being put to

shame : because they have done abomination ; and the next

clauses bring in a contrast: yet on the contrary, shame and dis-

grace they know not ; therefore on the day of visitation they

will fall with the rest. When these verses are repeated in

chap. viii. 12, the Niph. D?3n is used in place of the Hiph.

DV?'-'- It does not, however, follow from this that the Hiph.

has here the force of the Nipl/., but only thus much, that the

Hiph. is here used, not in a transitive, but in a simply active

meaning: to have shame or disgrace. For 0''l?']i?3 with the

relative omitted, time when I visit, we have in viii. 12 the

simpler form of the noun Dn'npS, as in x. 15, xlvi. 21, and often.

Such divergencies do not justify the accommodation of the

present passage to these others, since on occasions of repetitions

the expression in matters of subordinate importance is often

varied. The perf. of the verb has here the force of the fut.

exact.

Vers. 16-21. The judgment cannot he turned aside by mere

sacrifice without a change of heart.—Ver. 16. " Thus hath Jahveh

said : Stand on the ways, and look, and ask after the everlasting

paths, which (one) is the way of good, and walk therein; so shall

ye find rest for your souls. But they say, "We will not go. Ver.

17. And I have set over you watchmen, (saying) : Hearken to
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the sound of the trumpet ; but they say, We will not hearken.

Ver. 18. Therefore hear, ye peoples, and know, thou congrega-

tion, what happens to them. Ver. 19. Hear, O earth ! Behold,

I bring evil on this people, the fruit of their thoughts ; for to

my words they have not hearkened, and at my law they have

spurned. Ver. 20. To what end, then, is there incense coming

to me from Sheba, and the good spice-cane from a far land ?

Your burnt-offerings are not a pleasure, and your slain-offerings

are not grateful to me. Ver. 21. Therefore thus hath Jahveh

said : Behold, I lay stumbling-blocks for this people, that

thereon fathers and sons may stumble, at once the neighbour

and his friend shall perish."

Ver. 16 f. The Lord has not left any lack of instruction and

warning. He has marked out for them the way of salvation in

the history of the ancient times. It is to this reference is made

when they, in ignorance of the way to walk in, are called to

ask after the everlasting paths. This thought is clothed thus :

they are to step forth upon the ways, to place themselves where

several ways diverge from one another, and inquire as to the ever-

lasting paths, so as to discover wjiich is the right way, and then on

this they are to walk. DPiy ni3''n3 are paths that have been trod

in the hoary time of old, but not all sorts of ways, good and bad,

which they are to walk on indiscriminately, so that it may be

discovered which of them is the right one (Hitz.). This meaning
is not to be inferred from the fact, that in sviii. 15 everlastino-

paths are opposed to untrodden ways ; indeed this very passa<Te

teaches that the everlasting ways are the right ones, from
which through idolatry the people have wandered into unbeaten
paths. Thus the paths of the old time are here the ways in

which Israel's godly ancestors have trod ; meaning substantially,

the patriarchs' manner of thinking and acting. For the follow-

ing question, " which is the way," etc., does not mean, amongst
the paths of old time to seek out that which, as the right one,

leads to salvation, but says simply thus much : ask after the

paths of the old time, so as thus to recognise the right way, and
then, when ye have found it, to walk therein. Sitsn tjtIj not, the

good way ; for aitsn cannot be an objective appended to '^^};l,

since immediately after, the latter word is construed in na as

fcem. " The good" is the genitive dependent on " way :" way
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of the good, that leads to the good, to salvation. This way

Israel might learn to know from the history of antiquity

recorded in the Torah. Graf has brought the sense well out

in this shape :
" Look inquiringly backwards to ancient history

(Deut. xxxii, 7), and see how success and enduring prosperity

forsook your fathers when they left the way prescribed to them

by God, to walk in the ways of the heathen (xviii, 15) ; learn

that there is but one way, the way of the fear of Jahveh, on

which blessing and salvation are to be found (xxxii. 39, 40)."

Find (with 1 consec), and find thus= so shall ye find ; cf. Ew.

§ 347, b; Ges. § 130, 2. To " we will not go," we may supply

from the context : on the way of good.—Yer. 17. But God does

not let the matter end here. He caused prophets to rise up

amongst them, who called their attention to the threatening

evil. Watchers are prophets, Ezek. iii. 17, who stand upon

the watch-tower to keep a lookout, Hab. ii. 1, and to give the

people warning, by proclaiming what they have seen in spirit.

" Hearken to the sound," etc., are not the words of the watch-

men (prophets), for it is they who blow the trumpet, but the

words of God ; so that we have to supply, " and I said." The
comparison of the prophets to watchmen, who give the alarm

of the imminent danger by means of the sound of the trumpet,

involves the comparison of the prophets' utterances to the clang

of the signal-horn,—suggested besides by Amos iii. 6.—Ver.

18. Judah being thus hardened, the Lord makes known to the

nations what He has determined regarding it ; cf. Mic. i. 2.

The sense of " Know, thou congregation," etc., is far from

clear, and has been very variously given. Ros., Dahl., Maur.,

Umbr., and others, understand fTiJ) of the congregation or

assembly of the foreign nations ; but the word cannot have this

meaning without some further qualifying word. Besides, a

second mention of the nations is not suitable to the context.

The congregation must be that of Israel. The only question

can be, whether we are by this to think of the whole people

(of Judah), (Chald., Syr., Ew., and others), or whether it is

tihe company of the ungodly that is addressed, as in the phrase

n*ip mj? (Hitz.). But there is little probability in the view,

that the crew of the ungodly is addressed along with the

aations and the earth. Not less open to debate is the construe-
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tion of Da-iK-'K-nx. In any case little weight can be attacliefl

to Hitz.'s assumption, that ns* is used only to mark out the if8«

as relative pronoun : observe it, O company that is amidst

them. The passages, xxxviii. 16 {Chet.), and Eccles. iv. 3, where

riK seems to have this force, are different in kind ; for a defi-

nite noun precedes, and to it the relation IK'N-DN is subjoined.

And then what, on this construction, is the reference of D3,

amidst them ? Hitz. has said nothing on this point. But ic

could only be referred to " peoples :" the company which is

amidst the peoples ; and this gives no reasonable sense. These

three words can only be object to " know :" know what is

amongst (in) them ; or : what is or happens to them (against

them). It has been taken in the first sense by Chald. (their

sins), Umbr., Maur. : what happens in or amongst them ; in the

second by Eos., Dahl. : what I shall do against them. Ewald,

again, without more ado, changes 03 into i<3 : know, thou con-

gregation, what is coming. By this certainly a suitable sense

is secured ; but there are no sufficient reasons for a change of

the text, it is the mere expedient of embarrassment. All the

ancient translators have read the present text ; even the trans-

lation of the LXX. : koI oi. irotfiaivovre'; to, Trolfivia aiirSiv,

has been arrived at by a confounding of letters (my ''JJT with

mj) "lyi). We understand " congregation" of Israel, i.e. not of

the whole people of Judah, but of those to whom the title

" congregation" was applicable, i.e. of the godly, small as their

number might be. Accordingly, we are not to refer D3 I^'STIK

to " peoples :" what is occurring amidst the peoples, viz. that

they are coming to besiege Jerusalem, etc. (ver. 3 ff.). Nor is

it to be referred to those in Judah who, according to vers. 16

and 17, do not walk in the right way, and will not give ear to

the sound of the trumpet. The latter reference, ace. to which
the disputed phrase would be translated : what will happen to

them (against them), seems more feasible, and corresponds
better to the parallelism of vers. 18 and 19, since this same phrase
is then explained in ver. 19 by : I bring evil upon this people.^

^ So that -(ve cannot liold, with Graf, that the reading of the text is
" manifestly corrupted ;" still less do we hold as substantiated or probable
bis conjectural reading: D3 'n'lyn "IB'N 5J)ni, and know what I have
testified against them.
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In ver. 19 the evil is characterized as a punishment drawn

down by them on themselves by means of the apposition : fruit

of their thoughts. " Fruit of tlieir thoughts," not of their

deeds (Isa. iii. 10), in order to mark the hostility of the evil

heart towards God. God's law is put in a place of prominence

by the turn of the expression : My law, and they spurned at it

;

of. Ew. § 344, h, with 309, 6.—Ver. 20. The people had no

shortcoming in the matter of sacrifice in the temple ; but in

this service, as being mere outward service of works, the Lord
has no pleasure, if the heart is estranged from Him, rebels

against His commandments. Here we liave the doctrine, to obey

is better than sacrifice, 1 Sam. xv. 22. The Lord desires that

men do justice, exercise love, and walk humbly with Him, Mic.

vi. 8. Sacrifice, as opus operatum, is denounced by all the

prophets: cf. Hos. vi. 6, Amos v. 21 ff., Isa. i. 11, Ps. 1. 8ff.

Incense from Sheba (see on Ezek. xxvii. 22) was required

partly for the preparation of the holy incense (Ex. xxx. 34),

partly as an addition to the meat-offerings, Lev. ii. 1, 15, etc.

Good, precious cane, is the aromatic reed, calamus odoratus

(Ex. xxx. 23), calamus from a far country,—namely, brought

from India,—and used in the preparation of the anointing

oil ; see on Ex. xxx. 23. livp is from the language of the

Torah ; cf. Lev. i. 3 ff., xxii. 19 ff., Ex. xxviii. 38 ; and with

N^ : not to well-pleasing, sc. before Jahveh, i.e. they cannot

procure for the offerers the pleasure or favour of God.

With 'b imy t6 cf. Hos. ix. 4.—Ver, 21. Therefore the Lord
:iT

will lay stumbling-blocks before the people, whereby they all

come to grief. The stumbling-blocks by which the people are

to fall and perish, are the inroads of the enemies, whose for-

midableness is depicted iu ver. 22 ff. The idea of totality is

realized by individual cases in " fathers and sons, neighbour

and his friend." "nni belongs to the following clause, and not

the Ken, but the Cheth. 'n?**', is the true reading. The Keri

is formed after the analogy of xlvi. 6 and 1. 32 ; but it is

unsuitable, since then we would require, as in the passages

cited, to have ?SJ in direct connection with 7?'3.

Vers, 22-30. A distant, cruel people will execute the judgment,

since Judah, under the trial, has proved to he worthless metal.—
Ver. 22, " Thus hath Jahveh said : Behold, a people cometh

VOL. I. K
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from the land of the north, and a great nation raises itself from

the furthermost sides of the earth. Ver. 23. Bows and javelins

they hear ; cruel it is, and they have no mercy ;
their voice

roareth like the sea ; and on horses they ride, equipped as a man

for the war against thee, daughter of Zion. Ver. 24. We
heard the rumour thereof : weak are our hands : anguish hath

taken hold of us, and pain, as of a woman in travail. Ver. 25.

Go not forth into the field, and in the way walk not ; for a

sword hath the enemy, fear is all around. Ver. 26. O daughter

of my people, gird thee with sackcloth, and besprinkle thee

with ashes ; make mourning for an only son, bitter lamentation

:

for suddenly shall the spoiler come upon us. Ver. 27. For a

trier have I set thee among my people as a strong tower, that

thou mightest know and try their way. Ver. 28. They are all

revolters of revolters
; go about as slanderers ; brass and iron

;

they are all dealing corruptingly. Ver. 29. Burned are the

bellows by the fire, at an end is the lead ; in vain they melt

and melt; and wicked ones are not separated. Ver. 30. Re-

jected silver they call them, for Jahveh hath rejected them."

In ver. 22 the stumbling-blocks of ver. 21 are explained.

At the end of this discourse yet again the invasion of the

enemy from the far north is announced, cf. iv. 13 and v. 15,

and its terribleness is portrayed with new colours. The farther

the land is from which the enemy comes, the more strange and

terrible he appears to the imagination. The farthest (hind-

most) sides of the earth (cf. xxv. 32) is only a heightening of

the idea: land of the north, or of the far distance (v. 15) ; in

other words, the far uttermost north (cf. Isa. xiv. 13). In this

notice of their home, Hitz. finds a proof that the enemies were
the Scythians, not the Ciialdeans ; since, ace. to Ezek. xxxviii.

6, 15, and xxxix. 2, Gog, i.e. the Scythians, come " from the

sides of the north." But " sides of the earth "
is not a geogra-

phical term for any particular northern country, but only for

very remote lands ; and that the Chaldeans were reckoned as

falling within this term, is shown by the passage xxxi. 8,
according to which Israel is to be gathered again from the
land of the north and from the sides of the earth. Here any
connection with Scythia in "sides of the earth" is not to be
thought of, since prophecy knows nothing of a captivity of
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Israel in Scythia, but regards Assur and Babylon alone as the

lands of the exile of Israelites and Jews. As weapons of tlie

enemy then are mentioned bows (of. iv. 29, v. 16), and the

javelin or lance (t^T'3, not shield ; see on 1 Sam. xvii. 6). It

is cruel, knows no pity, and is so numerous and powerful, that

its voice, i.e. the tumult of its approach, is like the roaring of

the sea ; cf. Isa. v. 30, xvii. 12. On horses they ride ; cf . iv.

13, viii. 16, Hab. i. 8. ^IIV in the singular, answering to

" cruel it is," points back to ^13 or DV. C'^KS is not for im "e'''N3

(Ros.), but for nen^D B-^XS, cf. 1 Sam. xvii. 33, Isa. xlii.
13

";

and the genitive is omitted only because of the n»npi3? coming

immediately after (Graf). " Against thee " is dependent on

^11J? : equipped as a warrior is equipped for the war, against

the daughter of Zion. In vers. 24-26 are set forth the terrors

and the suspense which the appearance of the foe will spread

abroad. In ver. 24 the prophet, as a member of the people,

gives utterance to its feelings. As to the sense, the clauses are

to be connected thus : As soon as we hear the rumour of the

people, i.e. of its approach, our hands become feeble through

dread, all power to resist vanishes : cf. Isa. xiii. 7 ; and for the

metaphor of travail, Isa. xiii. 8, Mic. iv. 9, etc. In ver. 28 the

inhabitants of Jerusalem, personified as the daughter of Zion,

are warned not to go forth of the city into the field or about

the country, lest they fall into the enemies' hands and be put

to death. ^''^DD liJDj often used by Jeremiah, cf. xx. 3, 10, xlvi.

5, xlix. 29, and, as xx. 10 shows, taken from Ps. xxxi. 14.

Fear or terrors around, i.e. on all sides danger and destruction

threaten.—^Ver. 26. Sorest affliction will seize the inhabitants

of Jerusalem. As to ''daughter of my peojile," cf. iv. 11; on

" gird thee with sackcloth," cf. iv. 8. To bestrew the head with

ashes is a mode of expressing the greatest affliction; cf. Ezek.

xxvii. 30, Mic. i. 10. T'n; bx as in Amos viii, 10, Zech. xii. 10.

The closing verses of this discourse (27-30) are regarded by

Hitz. as a meditation upon the results of his labours. " Hi

was to try the people, and he found it to be evil." But in this

he neglects the connection of these verses with the preceding.

From the conclusion of ver. 30, " Jahveh hath rejected them,"

we may see that they stand connected in matter with the

threatening of the spoiler ; and the fact is put beyond a doubt
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when we compare together the greater subdivisions of the

present discourse. The vers. 27-30 correspond in substance

with the view given in v. 30, 31 of the moral character of

the people. As that statement shows the reasons for the

threatening that God must take vengeance on such a people

(v. 29), so what is said in the verses before us explain why it

is threatened that a people approaching from the north will

execute judgment without mercy on the daughter of Zion.

For these verses do not tell us only the results of the prophet's

past labours, but they at the same time indicate that his further

efforts will be without effect. Tlie people is like copper and

iron, unproductive of either gold or silver; and so the smelting

process is in vain. The illustration and the thing illustrated

are not strictly discriminated in the statement. |in3 is adject,

verb, with active force : he that tries metal, that by smelting

separates the slag from the gold and silver ore ; cf. Zech. xiii. 9,

Job xxiii. 10, 1^'3D creates a difficulty, and is very variously

understood. The ancient comm. have interpreted it, according

to i. 18, as either in a fortress, or as a fortress. So the Chald.,

changing pro for nini : electum dedi te in populo meo, in urle

munita forti. Jerome : datur propheta populo incredulo pro-

hator robustus, quod ebraice dicitur "li'DD, quod vel munitum jti.vta

Aquil., vel clausum atque circumdatum juxta Symm. et LXX.
sonat. The extant text of the LXX. has ev TmoI^ SeBoKifma-

fj.ivoi.'i. Following the usage of the language, we are justified

only in taking "ivap as apposition to |in3, or to the suffix in

^'nn: ; in which case Luther's connection of it with ''BV, " amonf^

my people, which is so hard," will appear to be impossible.

But again, it has been objected, not without reason, that the

reference of "fortress" to Jeremiah is here opposed to the

context, while in i. 18 it falls well in with it ; consequently

other interpretations have been attempted. Gaab, Maur., Hitz.

have taken note of the fact that ^V3 occurs in Job xxxvi. 19
like "li'l in the signification of gold ; they take "isaD as a con-
traction for "iVD ID, and expound : without gold, i.e. although
then was there no gold, to try for which was thy task. To
this view Graf has objected : the testing would be wholly pur-
poseless, if it was already declared beforehand that there was
no noble metal in the people. But this objection is not con-
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elusive ; for the testing could only have as its aim to exhibit the

real character of the people, so as to bring home to the people's

apprehension what was already well known to God. These

are weightier considerations : 1. We cannot make sure of the

meaning gold-ore for 1V3 by means of .lob xxxvi. 19, since the

interpretation there is open to dispute; and "iva, Job xxii. 24,

does not properly mean gold, but unworked ore, though in its

connection with the context we must understand virgin gold

and silver ore in its natural condition. Here, accordingly, we
would be entitled to translate only : without virgin ore, native

metal. 2. The choice of a word so unusual is singular, and

the connection of "1V3D with ''IpV is still very harsh. Yet less

satisfactory is the emendation defended by J. D. Mich., Dahl,

Ew., and Graf, 1S3D :
" for a trier have I made thee among my

people, for a separator
;
" for 1^3 has in Heb. only the meaning

cut off and fortify, and the Pi. occurs in Isa. xxii. 10 and Jer.

li. 53 in the latter meaning, whereas the signif. separate, dis-

criminate, can be maintained neither from Hebrew nor Arabic

usage. The case being so, it seems to us that the interpretation

ace. to i. 18 has most to be said for it : To be a trier have I

set thee amid my people " as a strong tower ;" and to this Ges.,

Dietr. in iear. s.v., adhere.—Ver. 28 gives a statement as to the

moral character of the people. " Kevolters of revolters " is a

kind of superlative, and '''ilD is to be derived from "iip, not from

-\^0, perverse of perverse ; or, as Hitz., imitating the Heb.

phrase, rebels of the rebellious. Going about as slanderers,

see on Lev. xix. 16, in order to bring others into difficulties;

of. Ezek. xxii. 9. To this is subjoined the figurative expression

:

brass and iron, i.e. ignoble metal as contrasted with gold and

silver, cf. Ezek. xxii. 18 ; and to this, again, the unfigurative

statement : they are all dealing corruptingly. D''ri''nipD, cf. Isa.

i. 4, Deut. xxxi. 29. There is no sufficient reason for joining

0^3 with the preceding : brass and iron, as Hitz. and Graf do

in defiance of the accents.—Ver. 29. The trial of the people

has brought about no purification, no separation of the wicked

ones. The trial is viewed under the figure of a long-continued

but resultless process of smelting, inj, Niph. from "i^n, to be

burnt, scorched, as in Ezek. xv. 4. D?!if??P is to be broken up,

as in the Keri, into two words : tJ'K? and DR (from Don). For
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tliere does not occur any feminine form <^f^ from ^^, nor any

plural r\m (even HE'S forms the plur. D^?N), so as to admit of

our reading DriE'SD or onmo. Nor would the plur., if there

were one, be suitable ; Ew.'s assertion that nitS'K means flames

of fire is devoid of all proof. We connect B'KO with what

precedes : Burnt are the bellows with fire, at an end is the lead.

Others attach " by the fire " to what follows : By the fire is the

lead consumed. The thought is in either case the same, only

DR is not the proper word for: to be consumed. Sense: the

smelting has been carried on so perseveringly, that the bellows

have been scorched by the heat of the fii'e, and the lead added

in order to get the ore into fusion is used up ; but they have

gone on smelting quite in vain. ^^S with indefinite subject,

and the injin. absol. added to indicate the long duration of the

experiment. In the last clause of the verse the result is

mentioned in words without a figure : The wicked have not been

separated out (prop., torn asunder from the mass).—Ver. 30.

The final statement of the case : They call them (the whole

people) rejected silver, i.e. they are recognised as such ; for

Jahveh has rejected them, has given over trying to make
anything of them.

CHAP. VII.-X.—THE VANITY OP PUTTING TRUST IN THE
TEMPLE AND IN THE SACKIFICIAL SEKVICE, AND THE
WAT TO SAFETY AND LIFE.

This discourse divides itself into three sections. Starting

with the people's confident reliance in the possession of the

temple and the legal sacrificial worship, Jeremiah in the first

section, by pointing to the destruction of Shiloh, where in the

old time the sanctuary of the ark of the covenant had been,

shows that Jerusalem and Judah will not escape the fate of

Shiloh and the kingdom of Ephraim, in case they persist in

their stiffneckedness against the Lord their God (ch. vii. 1-
viii. 3). For the confirmation of this threatening he goes on,
ill the second section, further to tell of the people's determined
resistance to all reformation, and to set forth the terrible visita-

tion which hardened continuance in sin draws down on itself

(ch. viii. 4-ix. 21). To the same end he finally, in the third
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section, points out tlie mean? of escape from impending destruc-

tion, showing that the way to safety and life lies in acknowledg-

ing the Lord as the only, everlasting, and almighty God, and
in seeing the nothingness of the false gods ; and, as the fruit

of such knowledge, he inculcates the fear of the Lord, and
self-humiliation under His mighty hand (ch. ix. 22-x. 25).

This discourse also was not uttered at any one particular

time before the people in the temple, and in the shape in which

it comes before us ; but it has been gathered into one uniform

whole, out of several oral addresses delivered in the temple by
Jeremiah upon various occasions in the days of Josiah. Accord-

ing to ch. xxvi., Jeremiah, at the beginning of the reign of

Jehoiakim, and in the court of the temple before the people,

uttered the threatening that if they would not hear the words

addressed to them by the prophets, nor reform their lives, the

Lord would make the temple like Shiloh, and make the city a

curse to all nations. For this speech he was found worthy of

death by the priests and false prophets, and was saved only

through the interference of the princes of the people. Now the

present discourse opposes to the people's vain confidence in the

temple the solemn warning that the temple will share the fate

of Shiloh ; and hence many commentators, especially Graf and

Nag., have inferred the identity of this with the discourse in

ch. xxvi., and have referred its composition to the beginning of

Jehoiakim's reign. But the agreement of the two chapters on

this one point is not sufficient to justify such an inference.

Jeremiah is wont often to repeat his leading thoughts in his

discourses ; and so it is not unlikely that more than once, during

the eighteen years of his ministry under Josiah, he may have

held up the fate of Shiloh and the sanctuary there, as a warn-

ing to the people which built its confidence on the possession

of the temple and the performance of the legal cultus. If the

foundation even of the first section of the present discourse

were to be found in that given in ch. xxvi., taken in connection

with the impression it made on the priests and prophets, with

the violent feeling it excited, and the storm against Jeremiah

which it called forth, then certainly the continuation of this

discourse from vii. 16 onwards would have been something

different from what we find it. In writing down the discourse,
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Jeremiah would certainly not have passed immediately from

threatening the people with the fate of Shiloh to the repudia-

tion of all intercessory prayers, and to the statement there made

as to the sacrificial service. This we mention without entering

on the discussion of the other portions of the discourse. In the

whole of the rest of the discourse, as continued ch. viii.-x., there

is not the least trace of hostility against Jeremiah on the part

of priests or people, or any hint of anything that would carry

us beyond the time of Josiah into the reign of Jehoiakim.

Chap. vii. 1-viii. 3. "Warning against a false trust in

THE TEMPLE AND THE SACKIFICIAL SERVICE.— The temple

does not afford protection from the threatened punishment. If

Judah does not change its manner of life, the temple will suffer

the fate of Shiloh, and Judah will, Hke Ephraim, be rejected by

the Lord (vers. 1-15). Neither intercession on behalf of the

corrupt race, nor the multitude of its burnt and slain offerings,

will turn aside from Jerusalem the visitation of wrath (vers.

16-28); for the Lord has cast away the hardened sinners on

account of their idolatry, and will make Jerusalem and Judah

a field of death (ver. 29-viii. 3).

Vers. 1-15. The vanity of trusting in the temple.—Ver. 1.

" The word that came to Jeremiah from Jahveh, saying, Ver. 2.

Stand in the gate of the house of Jahveh, and proclaim there

this word, and say. Hear the word of Jahveh, all ye of Judah,

that enter these gates to worship before Jahveh : Ver. 3. Thus

hath spoken Jahveh of hosts, the God of Israel, Make your

ways and your doings good, and I will cause you to dwell in

this place. Ver. 4. Trust ye not in lying words, when they say,

The temple of Jahveh, the temple of Jahveh, the temple of

Jahveh, is this. Ver. 5. But if ye thoroughly make your ways

good, and your doings; if ye thoroughly execute riglit amongst
one another; Ver. 6. Oppress not stranger, fatherless, and
widow, and shed not innocent blood in this place, neither follow

after other gods to your hurt ; Ver. 7. Then I cause you to

dwell in this place, in the land which I have given unto your
fathers, from eternity unto eternity. Ver. 8. Behold, ye trust

in lying words, though they profit not. Ver. 9. How ? to steal,

to murder, and commit adultery, and swear falsely, and offer
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odours to Baal, and to walk after other gods whom ye know
not 1 Ver. 10. And tlien ye come and stand before my face in

this house, upon which my name is named, and think, We are

saved to do all these abominations. Ver. 11. Is then this house

become a den of murderers, over which my name is named, in

your eyes ? I too, behold, have seen it, saith Jahveh. Ver.

12. For go ye now to my place which was at Shiloh, where I

formerly caused my name to dwell, and see what I have done

unto it for the wickedness of my people Israel. Ver. 13. And
now, because ye do all these deeds, saith Jahveh, and I have

spoken to you, speaking from early morning on, and ye have

not heard ; and I have called you, and ye have not answered

;

Ver, 14. Therefore I do unto this house, over which my name
is named, wherein ye trust, and unto the place which I have

given to you and to your fathers, as I have done unto Shiloh.

Ver, 15. And cast you away from my face, as I have cast away

all your brethren, the whole seed of Ephraim."

Ver. 2. The gate of the temple into which the prophet was

to go and stand, is doubtless one of the three gates of the inner

or upper court, in which he could stand and address the people

gathered before him in the outer court
;
perhaps the same in

which Baruch read Jeremiah's prophecies to the people, xxxvi.

10 (Schmid, Hitz.), The gates through which the people

entered to worship are those of the outer court. The form of

address : All Judah, ye who enter, etc., warrant us in assuming

that Jeremiah delivered this discourse at one of the great

annual festivals, when the people were wont to gather to Jeru-

salem from the length and breadth of the land.—Ver. 3 con-

tains the central idea of the discourse : it is only morally good

endeavours and deeds that give the people a sure title to a long

lease of the land. ^I'n 3''L3'n is not merely, amend one's con-

duct; but, make one's way good, i.e. lead a good life. Tlie

" ways" mean the tendency of life at large, the "doings" are

the individual manifestations of that tendency; cf. xviii. 11,

xxvi. 13, " In this place," i.e. in the land that I have given to

your fathers ; cf, ver. 7 and xiv, 13 with ver, 15, xxiv, 5, 6.

Positive exhortation to a pure life is followed by negative dehor-

tation from putting trust in the illusion : The temple, etc. The

threefold repetition of the same word is the most marked way
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of laying very great emphasis upon it; cf. xxii. 29, Isa. vi, 3.

"These," these halls, the whole complex mass of buildings

(Hitz.), as in 2 Chron. viii. 11 ; and here nan has the force of

the neuter ; cf. Ew. § 318, b. The meaning of this emphatic

way of mentioning the temple of the Lord is, in this connec-

tion, the following : Jerusalem cannot be destroyed by enemies,

because the Lord has consecrated for the abode of His name

that temple which is in Jerusalem ; for the Lord will not give

His sanctuary, the seat of His throne, to be a prey to the

heathen, but will defend it, and under its protection we too may

dwell safely. In the temple of the Lord we have a sure pledge

for unbroken possession of the land and the maintenance of the

kingdom. Cf. the like discourse in Mic. iii. 11, " Jahveh is in

our midst, upon us none evil can come." This passage like-

wise shows that the " lying words" quoted are the sayings of

the false prophets, whereby they confirmed the people in their

secure sinfulness ; the mass of the people at the same time so

making these sayings their own as to lull themselves into the

sense of security.—Ver. 5. Over against such sayings Jeremiah

puts that which is the indispensable condition of continued so-

journ in the land. ''3, ver. 5, after a preceding negative clause,

means : but on the contrary. This condition is a life morally

good, that shall show itself in doing justice, in putting away all

unrighteousness, and in giving up idolatry. With DN begins a

list of the things that belong to the making of one's ways and

doings good. The adjunct to !33B'Dj right, " between the man
and his neighbour," shows that the justice meant is that they

should help one man to his rights against another. The law

attached penalties to the oppression of those who needed protec-

tion—strangers, orphans, widows; cf. Ex. xxii. 21 ff., Deut.
xxiv. 17 ff., xxvii. 19 ; and the prophets often denounce the

same ; cf. Isa. i. 17, 23, x. 2, Ezek. xxii. 7, Zech. vii. 10, Mai.
iii. 5, Ps. xciv. 6, etc. i33B'n-?N for 'rr^ is noteworthy, but
is not a simple equivalent for it. Like ov firi, ^^ implies a

deeper interest on the part of the speaker, and the sense here
is: and ye be really determined not to shed innocent blood
(cf. Ew. § 320, b). Hitz.'s explanation, that % is equal to
N? IK'S or n6 DS, and that it here resumes again the now remote
DN, is overturned by the consideration that '7^ is not at the be-
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ginning of the clause ; and there is not the sh'ghtest probability

in Graf's view, that the 7X must have come into the text through

the copyist, who had in his mind the similar clause in xxii. 3.

Shedding innocent blood refers in part to judicial murders

(condemnation of innocent persons), in part to violent attacks

made by the kings on prophets and godly men, such as we hear

of in Manasseh's case, 2 Kings xxi. 16. In this place (ver. 7),

i.e. first and foremost Jerusalem, the metropolis, where moral

corruption had its chief seat ; in a wider sense, however, it

means the whole kingdom of Judah (vers. 3 and 7). "To
your hurt " belongs to all the above-mentioned transgressions

of the law ; of. xxv. 7. " In the land," etc., explains " this

place." " From eternity to eternity" is a rhetorically heightened

expression for the promise given to the patriarchs, that God
would give the land of Canaan to their posterity for an ever-

lasting possession, Gen. xvii. 8 ; although here it belongs not

to the relative clause, " that I gave," but to the principal clause,

" cause you to dwell," as in Ex. xxxii. 13.

In ver. 8 there is a recurrence to the warning of ver. 4, under

the form of a statement of fact; and in vers. 9-11 it is ex-

panded to this effect : The affirmation that the temple of the

Lord affords protection is a sheer delusion, so long as all God's

commandments are being audaciously broken. b'^vSn ''flw^ lit.

to no profiting : ye rely on lying words, without there being

any possibility that they should profit you.—Ver. 9. The query

before the infin. absoll. is the expression of wonder and indig-

nation ; and the infinitives are used with special emphasis for

the verb. fin. : How ? to steal, kill, etc., is your practice, and

then ye come. . . .—Ver. 10. Breaches of almost all the com-

mandments are specified ; first the eighth, sixth, and seventh

of the second table, and then two commandments of the first

table ; cf. Hos. iv. 2. Swearing falsely is an abuse of God's

name. In " offer odours to Baal," Baal is the representation

of the false gods. The phrase, other gods, points to the first

commandment, Ex. xx. 3 ; and the relative clause : whom ye

knew not, stands in opposition to : I am Jahveh your God, who

hath brought you out of Egypt. They knew not the other

gods, because they had not made themselves known to them

in benefits and blessings ; cf. xix. 4. While they so daringly
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Lreak all God's commands, they yet come before His face in

the temple which Jahveh has chosen to reveal His name there.

'IJI xn^J "iB'K is not : which bears my name (Hitz.) ; or: on which

my name is bestowed, which is named after me (Graf). The

name of Jahveh is the revelation of Himself, and the meaning

is : on which I have set my glory, in which I have made my
glorious being known ; see on Deut. xxviii. 10 and Amos ix.

12. We are saved, sc. from all the evils that threaten us, i.e.

we are concealed, have nothing to fear ; of. Ezek. xiv. 16, 18,

Amos iii. 12. The perfect denotat firmam persuasionem inco-

htmitalis. Ch. B. Mich. By changing l^SJ into «7S3, as

Ewald, following the Syr., reads, the sense is weakened. 13/c?

151 T\Sii>V is neither : as regards what we have done, nor : because

= while or whereas ye have done (Hitz.), but : in order to do,

tliat ye may do. W?? with the infin., as with the perf., has

never the signif., because of or in reference to something past

and done, but always means, with the view of doing something

;

English : to the end that. The thought is simply this : Ye
appear in my temple to sacrifice and worship, thinking thus to

appease my wrath and turn aside all punishment, that so ye

may go on doing all these (in ver. 9 enumerated) abominations.

By frequenting the temple, they thought to procure an indul-

gence for their wicked ongoings, not merely for what they had

already done, but for what they do from day to day.—^Ver. 11.

To expose the senselessness of such an idea, God asks if they

take the temple for a den of robbers ? " In your eyes" goes

with n^n : is it become in your eyes, i.e. do ye take it for such?
If thieves, murderers, adulterers, etc., gathered to the temple,

and supposed that by appearing there they procured the abso-

lution of their sins, they were in very act declaring the temple
to be a robbers' retreat, ri?, the violent, here : the house-
breaker, robber. I, too, have seen, sc. that the temple is made
by you a den of thieves, and will deal accordingly. This com-
pletion of the thought appears from the context.—Ver. 12.
The temple is to undergo the fate of the former sanctuary
at Shiloh. This threat is introduced by a grounding '•3 for.

This for refers to the central idea of the last verse that
they must not build their expectations on the temple, bold it

to be a pledge for their safety. For since the Lord has seen
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how they have profaned and still profane it, He will destroy it,

as the sanctuary at Shiloh was destroyed. The rhetorical mode
of utterance, Go to the place, etc., contributes to strengthen the

threatening. They were to behold with their own eyes the fate

of the sanctuary at Shiloh, that so they might understand that

the sacredness of a place does not save it from overthrow, if

men have desecrated it by their wickedness. We have no his-

torical notice of the event to which Jeremiali refers. At Shiloh,

now Seilun (in ruins), the Mosaic tabernacle was erected after

the conquest of Canaan (Josh, xviii. 1), and there it was still

standing in the time of the high priest Eli, 1 Sam. i. 1-3; but

the ark, which had fallen into the hands of the Philistines at the

time of their victory (1 Sam, iv.), was not brought back to the

tabernacle when it was restored again to the Israelites. In the

reign of Saul we find the tabernacle at Nob (1 Sam. xxi. 2 ff.).

The woi'ds of ver. 12 intimate, that at that time " the place

of God at Shiloh" was lying in ruins. As Hitz. justly remarks,

the destruction of it is not to be understood of its gradual

decay after the removal of the ark (1 Sam. iv. 11, vii. 1 ff.)
;

the words imply a devastation or destruction, not of the place

of God at Shiloh only, but of the place Shiloh itself. This

is clearly seen from ver. 14 : I will do unto this house (tlie

temple), and the place which I gave to your fathers, as 1 have

done unto Shiloh. This destruction did not take place when

the Assyrians overthrew the kingdom of the ten tribes, but

much earlier. It may, indeed, be gathered from Judg. xviii. 20,

31 (see the comment, on this passage), that it was as early as

the time of Saul, during a Syrian invasion. By the destruc-

tion of the place of God at Shiloh, we need not understand

that the tabernacle itself, with its altar and other sacred furni-

ture (except the ark), was swept away. Such a view is contra-

dicted by the statement in 1 Chron. xxi. 29, 2 Chron. J, 3,

according to which the tabernacle built by Moses in the wilder-

ness was still standing at Gibeon in David's time, and in the

beginning of Solomon's reign ; cf. with 2 Chron. i. 5, when the

brazen altar of burnt-offering is expressly mentioned as that

which was made by Bezaleel. Hence it is clear that the Mosaic

tabernacle, with its altar of burnt-offering, had been preserved,

and consequently that it must have been moved first from
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Shiloh to Nob, and then, when Saul sacked this town (1 Sam.

xxii.), to Gibson. The destruction of the place of God in Shiloh

must accordingly have consisted in this, that not only was the

tabernacle with the altar carried off from thence, but the build-

in ors necessary in connection with the maintenance of the public

worship which surrounded it were swept away when the city

was plundered, so that of the place of the sanctuary nothing

was left remaining. It is clear that about the tabernacle there

were various buildings which, along with the tabernacle and its

altars, constituted " the house of God at Shiloh ;" for in 1 Sam.

iii. we are told that Samuel slept in the temple of Jahveh

(ver. 3), and that in the morning he opened the doors of the

liouse of God (ver. 15). Hence we may gather, that round

about the court of the tabernacle there were buildings erected,

which were used partly as a dwelling-place for the officiating

priests and Levites, and partly for storing up the heave-offerings,

and for preparing the thank-offerings at the sacrificial meals

(1 Sam. ii. 11-21). This whole system of buildings surround-

ing the tabernacle, with its court and altar of burnt-offering,

was called the " house of God ;" from which name Graf erro-

neously inferred that there was at Shiloh a temple like the one

in Jerusalem. The wickedness of my people, is the Israelites'

fall into idolatry in Eli's time, because of which the Lord gave

up Israel into the power of the Philistines and other enemies

(Judg. xiii. 1 ; cf. 1 Sam. vii. 3). « These deeds" (ver. 13)
are the sins named in ver. 9. ^3•!S1 is a continuation of the

infinitive sentence, and is still dependent on t5?\ Speaking from
early morn, i.e. speaking earnestly and unremittingly ; cf. Gesen.

§ 131, 3, b. I have called you, i.e. to repent, and ye have not
answered, i.e. have not repented and turned to me. Ver. 15.

1 cast you out from my sight, i.e. drive you forth amongst tlie

lieathen ; cf. Deut. xxix. 27 ; and with the second clause cf.

2 Kings xvii. 20. The whole seed of Ephraim is the ten
tribes.

Vers. 16-28. This punishment will be turned aside, neither by
intercession., because the people refuses to give up its idolatry nor
by sacrifice, which God desires not, because for long they have
turned to Him the bach and not the face, and have not hearkened
to His icords.—Yer. 16. « But thou, pray not for this people
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and lift not up for them cry and prayer ; and urge me not, for

I do not hear thee, Ver. 17. Seest thou not what tliey do in

the cities of Judah, and in the streets of Jerusalem ? Ver. 18.

The sons gather sticks, and the fathers kindle the fire, and the

women knead dough, to make cakes for the Queen of heaven,

and to pour out drink-offerings unto other gods, to provoke me.

Ver. 19. Provoke they me, saith Jahveh, not themselves, to tlie

shaming of their face? Ver. 20. Therefore thus saith the

Lord Jahveh, Behold, mine anger and my fury shall be poured

out on this place, upon man, upon beast, upon the trees of the

field, and upon the fruit of the ground ; and shall burn, and not

be quenched. Ver. 21. Thus saith Jahveh of hosts, the God
of Israel : Your burnt-offerings add to your slain-offerings, and

eat flesh. Ver. 22. For I spake not with your fathers, nor

commanded them in the day that I brought them out of the

land of Egypt, concerning the matters of burnt-offering or

slain-offering. Ver. 23. But this word commanded I them,

saying, Hearken to my voice, and I will be your God, and ye

shall be my people ; and walk in the way which I command you,

that it may be well with you. Ver. 24. But they hearkened

not, nor inclined their ear, and walked in the counsels, in the

stubbornness of their evil heart, and turned to me the back,

and not the face. Ver. 25. Since the day that your fathers

went forth of the land of Egypt until this day, I sent to you

all my servants the prophets, daily from early morn sending

them ; Ver. 26. But they hearkened not to me, nor inclined

their ear, and were stiffnecked, and did worse than their fathers.

Ver. 27. And though thou speakest all these words unto them,

yet will they not hearken unto thee ; and though thou callest

unto them, yet will they not answer thee. Ver. 28. Thus speak

to them : This is the people that hearken not unto the voice

of Jahveh its God, and that receive not correction. Perished

is faithfulness, cut off from their mouth."

The purport of ver. 16, that God will not suffer Himself to

be moved by any entreaties to revoke the doom pronounced on

the wicked people, is expressed by way of a command from God

to the prophet not to pray for the people. That Jeremiah did

sometimes pray thus, however, we see from xiv. 19 ff. (cf. xviii.

20), when to his prayer the same answer is given as we have
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here, and all intercession for the corrupt race is characterized

as in vain. The second clause : lift not up for them crying,

i.e. supplicatory prayer, expresses the same, only more strongly ;

while the third clause : urge me not, cuts off all hope of success

from even the most importunate intercession. The reason for

this command to desist is shown in ver. 17, by a reference to

the idolatry which was openly practised throughout the land by

young and old, men and women. Each takes part according

to strength and capacity : the sons gather wood together, the

fathers set the fire in order, etc. The deity so zealously wor-

shipped by the people is called the Queen of heaven, and is

mentioned only by Jeremiah. Besides here, there is reference

to her in xliv. 17, where we see that her worship was veiy dili-

gently cultivated, and that she was adored as the bestower of

earthly possessions, (fl??!? is stat. constr., either from the Chald.

form 'n??, or from '"l^
• *?) after the analogy of rty?^, st. constr.

of HTaa ; but perhaps it has napo in stat. abs.) This worship

was combined with that of the stars, the host of heaven, which

especially prevailed under Manasseh (2 Kings xxi. 5). Thence

it may be presumed that the Queen of heaven was one of the

deities who came to Western Asia with the Assyrians, and that

she corresponds to the Assyrian-Persian Tanais and Artemis,

who in the course of time took the place once occupied by the

closely related Phoenician Astarte. She is originally a deifica-

tion of the moon, the Assyrian Selene and Virgo ccelestis, who,

as supreme female deity, was companion to Baal-Moloch as

sun-god ; cf. Movers, Phonizier, i. S. 623 ff. With this accords

the statement of Steph. Byz., that aekrjvq is also irrjTravov «
TcS da-Tpo) irapaTTXrja-iov. The offerings which, ace. to this

verse and ch. xliv. 19, were brought to her, are called D'^ja, a

word which would appear to have come to the Hebrews along

with the foreign cultus. By the LXX. it was Grecized into

Xav(bva<;, for which we find in glossators and codd. Kava)va<! and
Xa^uva^. They were, ace. to the Elymol. magn. and Suidas,

dpToi ekalfp avat^vpaOivTet or \dxava otttu (I cooked vege-
tables)

; ace. to Jerome, xp-vS^va^;, quas nos placentas interpretati

sumus. In any case, they were some kind of sacrificial cakes,which
Vitr. put alongside of the iroTrava of Aristophanes and Lucian ;

cf. the various interpretations in Schleussner, Lexic. in LXX.
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s.v. ')(a,v(ov. These cakes were kindled on the altar (cf. t3''"}t3^a,

xliv. 19) as a kind of Minchah (meat-offering), and with this

Minchah a libation or drink-offering (Q''?pJ) was combined,

Tisn corresponds to niB>j?p, so that b has to be repeated ; cf.

xliv. 19, 25, where we find libations poured out to the Queen
of heaven. In the 18th verse the expression is generalized into

" other gods," with reference to the fact that the service of the

Queen of heaven was but one kind of idolatry along with

others, since other strange gods were worshipped by sacrifices

and libations. To provoke me ; cf. Deut. xxxi. 29, xxxii. 16,

etc.—Ver. 19. But instead of vexing Him (Jahveh) they rather

vex themselves, inasmuch as God causes the consequences of

their idolatry to fall on their own head. QflX is used reflex-

ively : se ipsos ; cf. Ew. § 314, c; Gesen. § 124, 1,1. For the

cause of the shame of their face, i.e. to prepare for themselves

the shame of their face, to cover their face with shame ; cf. iii.

25.—For (ver. 20) because of this idolatrous work, the wrath

of the Lord will pour itself over the land in the consuming fire

of war (cf. iv. 4 with v. 17, Nah. i. 6, etc.), so as to cut off men
and beasts, trees and fruit.—Ver. 21. The multiplication of

burnt and slain offerings will not avert judgment. Your burnt-

offerings add to your slain-offerings. In the case of the 13"'n3r,

the greater part of the flesh was eaten at the sacrificial meals

by those who brought them. Along with these they might put

the burnt-offerings, which were wont to be burnt entire upon

the altar, and eat them also. The words express indignation at

the sacrifices of those who were so wholly alienated from God.

God had so little pleasure in their sacrifices, that they might

eat of the very burnt-offerings.

To show the reason of what is here said, Jeremiah adds, in

ver. 22, that God had not commanded their fathers, when He
led them out of Egypt, in the matter of burnt and slain

offerings, but this word : " Hearken to my voice, and I will

be your God," etc. The Keri ''X''Sin is a true exegesis, ace. to

xi. 4, xxxiv. 13, but is unnecessary; cf. Gen. xxiv. 30, xxv. 26,

etc. This utterance has been erroneously interpreted by the

majority of commentators, and has been misused by modern

criticism to make good positions as to the late origin of the

Pentateuch. To understand it aright, we must carefully take

VOL. I. L
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into consideration not merely the particular terms of the present

passage, but the context as well. In the two verses as they

stand" there is the antithesis : Not nan rh\V na^n hv did God

speak and give command to the fathers, when He led them out

of Egypt, hut commanded the word : Hearken to my voice, etc.

The last word immediately suggests Ex. xix. 5 : If ye will

hearken to my voice, then shall ye be my peculiar treasure out

of all peoples ; and it points to the beginning of the law-giving,

the decalogue, and the fundamental principles of the law of

Israel, in Ex. xx.-xxiii., made known in order to the conclusion

of the covenant in xsiv., after the arrival at Sinai of the people

marching from Egypt. The promise : Then will I be your God,

etc., is not given in these precise terms in Ex. xix. 5 ff. ; but it is

found in the account of Moses' call to be the leader of the people

in their exodus, Ex. vi. 7 ; and then repeatedly in the promises

of covenant blessings, if Israel keep all the commandments of

God, Lev. xxvi. 12, Deut. xxvi. 18. Hence it is clear that

Jeremiah had before his mind the taking of the covenant, but

did not bind himself closely to the words of Ex. xix. 5, adopting

his expression from the passages of Leviticus and Deuteronomy

which refer to and reaffirm that transaction. If there be still

any doubt on this head, it will be removed by the clause

:

and walk in all the way which I command you this day (DDa^ni

is a continuation of the imper. WOK'). The expression : to walk

in all the way God has commanded, is so unusual, that it occurs

only once besides in the whole Old Testament, viz. Deut. v. 30,

after the renewed inculcation of the ten commandments. And
they then occur with the addition D3^ aiDi p''nn ll)D^, in which
we cannot fail to recognise the Da^ at3" \V^'? of our verse

Hence we assume, without fear of contradiction, that Jeremiah
was keeping the giving of the law in view, and specially the

promulgation of the fundamental law of the book, namely of

the decalogue, which was spoken by God from out of the fire on
Sinai, as Moses in Deut. v. 23 repeats with marked emphasis.
In this fundamental law we find no prescriptions as to burnt
or slain offerings. On this fact many commentators, following
Jerome, have laid stress, and suppose the prophet to be speaking
of the first act of the law-giving, arguing that the Torah of offei°
ing in the Pentateuch was called for first by the worship of the
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golden calf, after which time God held it to be necessary to

give express precepts as to the presenting of offerings, so as to

prevent idolatry. But this view does not at all agree with

the historical fact. For the worship of the calf was subsequent

to the law on the building of tlie altar on which Israel was to

offer burnt and slain offerings, Ex. xx. 24 ; to the institution of

the daily morning and evening sacrifice, Ex. xxix. 38 ff. ; and

to the regulation as to the place of worship and the consecra-

tion of the priests, Ex. xxv.-xxxi. But besides, any difficulty

in our verses is not solved by distinguishing between a first

and a second law-giving, since no hint of any such contrast is

found in our verse, but is even entirely foreign to the precise

terms of it. The antithesis is a different one. The stress in

ver. 23 lies on : hearken to the voice of the Lord, and on

walking in all the way which God commanded to the people at

Sinai. " To M-alk in all the way God commanded" is in sub-

stance the same as " not to depart from all the words which I

command you this day," as Moses expands his former exhorta-

tion in Deut. xxviii. 14, when he is sliowino; the blessings of

keeping the covenant. Hearkening to God's voice, and walking

in all His commandments, are the conditions under which

Jahveh will be a God to the Israelites, and Israel a people to

Him, i.e. His peculiar people from out of all the peoples of

the earth. This word of God is not only the centre of the act

of taking the covenant, but of the whole Sinaitic law-giving

;

and it is so both with regard to the moral law and to the cere-

monial precepts, of which the law of sacrifice constituted the

chief part. If yet the words demanding the observance of the

whole law be set in opposition to the commandments as to

sacrifices, and if it be said that on this latter head God com-

manded nothing when He led Israel out of Egypt, then it may

be replied that the meaning of the words cannot be : God has

given no law of sacrifice, and desires no offerings. The sense

can only be : When the covenant was entered into, God did

not speak ''']?'n ???, i.e. as to the matters of burnt and slain

offerintrs. •'li'n hv is not identical with "inTi'J?. n^ij? n31 are

words or things that concern burnt and slain offerings ; that

is, practically, detailed prescriptions regarding sacrifice.

The purport of the two verses is accordingly as follows:
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When the Lord entered into covenant with Israel at Sinai, He

insisted on their hearkening to His voice and vsralking in all

His commandments, as the condition necessary for bringing

about the covenant relationship, in which He was to be God to

Israel, and Israel a people to Him; but He did not at that time

give all the various commandments as to the presenting of

sacrifices. Such an intimation neither denies the divine origin of

the Torah of sacrifice in Leviticus, nor discredits its character

as a part of the Sinaitic legislation.^ All it implies is, that the

giving of sacrifices is not the thing of primary importance in the

law, is not the central point of the covenant laws, and that so

long as the cardinal precepts of the decalogue are freely trans-

gressed, sacrifices neither are desired by God, nor secure covenant

blessings for those who present them. That this is what is meant

is shown by the connection in which our verse stands. The
words : that God did not give command as to sacrifice, refer to

the sacrifices brought by a people that recklessly broke all the

commandments of the decalogue (ver. 9 f.), in the thought

that by means of these sacrifices they were proving themselves

1 After Vatke's example, Hitz. and Graf find in our verses a testimony

against the Mosaic origin of the legislation of the Pentateuch as a whole, and

they conclude " that at the time of Jeremiah nothing was known of a legis-

lation on sacrifice given by God on Sinai." Here, besides interpreting our

verses erroneously, they cannot have taken into account the fact that Jere-

miah himself insists on the law of the Sabbath, xvii. 20 ff. ; that amongst

the blessings in which Israel will delight in Messianic times yet to come, he

accounts the presenting of burnt, slain, and meat offerings, xvii. 26, xxxi. 14,

xxxiii. 11, 18. It is consequently impossible that, without contradicting

himself, Jeremiah could have disallowed the sacrificial worship. The asser-

tion that he did so is wholly incompatible with the fact recorded in 2 Kings
xxii., the discovery of the book df the law of Moses in the temple, in the

eighteenth year of Josiah's reign ; and that, too, whether, justly interpreting

the passage, we hold the book of the law to be the Pentateuch, or whether,

following the view maintained by the majority of modern critics, we take it

to be the book of Deuteronomy, which was then for the first time composed
and given to the king as Moses' work. For in Deuteronomy also the laws
on sacrifice are set forth as a divine institution. Is it credible or conceiv-
able, that in a discourse delivered, as most recent commentators believe, in
the beginning of Jehoiakim's reign, Jeremiah should have spoken of the
laws on sacrifice as not commanded by God ? For in so doing he would
have undermined the authority of the book of the law, on which his entire
prophetic labours were based.
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to be the covenant people, and that to them as such God was
bound to bestow the blessings of His covenant. It is therefore

with justice that Oehler, in Herzog's RealencyU. xii. S. 228,
says :

" In the sense that the righteousness of the people and
the continuance of its covenant relationship were maintained by-

sacrifice as such—in this sense Jahveh did not ordain sacrifices

in the Torah." Such a soulless service of sacrifice is repudiated

by Samuel in 1 Sam. xv. 22, when he says to Saul : Hath
Jahveh delight in burnt and slain offerings, as in hearkening to

the voice of Jahveh ? Behold, to hearken is better than sacrifice,

etc. So in Ps. xl. 7, 1. 8 ff., li. 18, and Isa. i. 11 f., Jer. vi. 20,

Amos V. 22. What is here said differs from these passages

only in this : Jeremiah does not simply say that God has no

pleasure in such sacrifices, but adds the inference that the Lord

does not desire the sacrifices of a people that have fallen away
from Him. This Jeremiah gathers from the history of the

giving of the law, and from the fact that, when God adopted

Israel as His people, He demanded not sacrifices, but their

obedience to His word and their walking in His ways. The
design of Jeremiah's addition was the more thoroughly to crush

all such vain confidence in sacrifices.

Ver. 24 ff. But they have not regarded that which was

foremost and most cardinal in the law. They hearkened not,

sc. to my voice ; and instead of walking in the ways commanded,

they walked in the counsels of the stubbornness of their evil

heart. niVVba is stat. absoL, and niTiE'a is co-ordinated with it

in apposition, instead of being subordinated ; cf. Ew. § 289, c.

The LXX. have not seen their way to admit such a co-ordina-

tion, and so have omitted the second term ; and in this, Movers,

Hitz., and Graf have followed them, deleting the vt^ord as a

mere gloss. As to "the stubbornness of their evil heart,"

see on iii. 17. linsi' vn';, they were backwards, not forwards,

i.e. they so walked as to turn to me the back and not the face.

n\T with h expresses the direction or aim of a thing. The sub-

ject to these clauses is the Israelites from the time of Moses

down to that of Jeremiah. This is shown by the continuation

of the same idea in vers. 25 and 26. From the time the fathers

were led out of Egypt till the present time, God has with

anxious care been sending prophets to exhort and warn them ;
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but tliey liave not hearkened, they have made their neck hard,

i.e. were stiffnecked, and did worse than their fathers, i.e. each

succeeding generation did more wickedly than that which pre-

ceded it. On Di'n \ob, (the period) from the day . - . until . . .

cf. the remarks on Hagg. ii. 18. Tlie b gives to the mention

of the time the value of an independent clause, to which that

which is said regarding that time is joined by 1 consec. Di' is

adverbial accusative : by the day, i.e. daily, in early mom, i.e.

with watchful care sending (on this expression, see at ver. 13).

QV acquires this sense, not in virtue of its standing for Di'' Di',

but by reason of its connection with the two infinitives absoll.—
Ver. 27. Just as little will they listen to Jeremiah's words, mall

with 1 consec. is properly : Speak to them, and they will not

hearken to thee, for : Even if thou speakest to them, they will

not hearken to thee.—Ver. 28. Hence the prophet will be bound

to say to them : This is the people that hath not hearkened to

the voice of God. On this Chr. B. Mich, makes this remark :

Etsi adltortationibus tuis non obedient^ tamen, id sciant quales sint

et qiice pcence ipsos maneant, dicas eis. Perished or gone is

faithfulness, and cut off out of their mouth. They have violated

the fidelity they owed to God, by not hearkening to His voice,

by breaking all His commandments (cf. vers. 23 and 9). " Out
of their mouth" is used instead of " out of the heart," because

they continually make profession with their mouth of their de-

votion to God, e.g. swear by Jahveh, but always lyingly, ver. 2.

Ver. 29-chap. viii. 3. Therefore the Lord has rejected the

backsliding people, so that it shall perish shamefully,—Ver. 29.

" Cut off thy diadem (daughter of Zion), and cast it away, and

lift up a lamentation on the bald peaked mountains ; for the Lord
hath rejected and cast out the generation of His wrath. Ver. 30.

For the sons of Judah have done the evil in mine eyes, saith

Jahveh, have put their abominations in the house on which
my name is named, to pollute it ; Ver. 31. And have built the

high places of Tophet, which is in the valley of Benhinnom, to

burn their sons and daughters in the fire ; which I have not com-
manded, neither came it into my heart. Ver. 32. Therefore
behold, the days come, saith Jahveh, that they shall no longer say.

Tophet and Valley of Benhinnom, but, The valley of slaugliter

,

and they shall bury in Tophet for want of room. Ver. 33. And
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the carcases of this people shall be meat for the fowls of heaven
and the beasts of the earth, with no one to fray them away.

Ver. 34. And I make to cease out of the cities of Judah and
from the streets of Jerusalem, the voice of mirth and the voice

of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the

bride; for a waste shall the land become. Chap. viii. 1. At
that time, saith Jahveh, tiiey shall bring out the bones of the

kings of Judah and the bones of his princes, the bones of the

priests and the bones of the prophets, and the bones of the in-

habitants of Jerusalem, out of their graves. Ver. 2, And they

shall spread them before the sun, and the moon, and all the

host of heaven, which they have loved, and which they have

served, after which they have walked, and which they have

sought and worshipped : they shall not be gathered nor buried ;

for dung upon the face of the earth shall they be. Ver. 3. And
death shall be chosen rather than life by all the residue which

is left of this evil race, in all the places whither I have driven

them that are left, saith Jahveh of hosts."

In these verses the judgment of ver. 20 is depicted in all its

horror, and the desci'iption is introduced by a call upon Zion

to mourn and lament for the evil awaitinjj Jerusalem and the

whole land. It is not any particular woman that is addressed

in ver. 29, but the daughter of Zion (cf. vi. 23), i.e. the capital

city personified as a woman, as the mother of the whole people.

Cut off 'HTlM, thy diadem. There can be no doubt that we are

by this to understand the hair of the woman ; but the current

opinion, that the word simply and directly means the hair, is

without foundation. It means crown, originally the diadem of

the high priest, Ex. xxix. 6 ; and the transference of the same

word to the hair of the head is explained by the practice of the

Nazarites, to wear the hair uncut as a mark of consecration to

the Lord, Num. vi. 5. The hair of the Nazarite is called in

Num. vi. 7 the consecration ("•») of his God upon his head,

as was the anointing oil on the head of the high priest, Lev.

xxi. 12. In this sense the long hair of the daughter of Zion

is called her diadem, to mark her out as a virgin consecrated to

the Lord. Cutting off this hair is not only in token of mourn-

ing, as in Job i. 20, Mic. i. 16, but in token of the loss of the

consecrated character. The Nazarite, defiled by the sudden
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occurrence of death near to his person, was bound to cut off

his long hair, because by this defilement his consecrated hair

had been defiled ; and just so must the daughter of Zion cut

off her hair and cast it from her, because by her sins she had

defiled herself, and must be held as unconsecrate. Venema

and Eos. object to this reference of the idea to the consecrated

hair of the Nazarite : quod hue non quadrat, nee in fceminis

adeo suetum erat ; but this objection is grounded on defective

apprehension of the meaning of the Nazarite's vow, and on

misunderstanding of the figurative style here employed. The
allusion to the Nazarite order, for the purpose of representing

the daughter of Zion as a virgin consecrated to the Lord, does

not imply that the Nazarite vow was very common amongst

women. Deprived of her holy ornament, Zion is to set up a

lament upon bare hill-tops (cf. iii. 21), since the Lord has re-

jected or cast out (ver. 30) the generation that has drawn His
wrath down on it, because they have set idols in the temple

in which He has revealed His glory, to profane it. The
abominations are the image of Asherah which Manasseh set up
in the temple, and the altars he had built to the host of heaven
in both the courts (2 Kings xxi. 5, 7). Besides the desecra-

tion of the temple of the Lord by idolatry, Jeremiah mentions

in ver. 31, as an especially offensive abomination, the worship
of Moloch practised in the valley of Benhinnom. Here children

were burnt to this deity, to whom Manasseh had sacrificed his

son, 2 Kings xxi. 6. The expression "high altars of Tophet"
is singular. In the parallel passages, where Jeremiah repeats the
same subject, xix. 5 and xxxii. 35, we find mentioned instead
high altars of Baal; and on this ground, Hitz. and Graf hold
nann in our verse to be a contemptuous name for Baal Moloch.
nsri is not derived from the Persian ; nor is it true that, as Hitz.
asserts, it does not occur till after the beginning of the Assyrian
period, since we have it in Job svii. 6. It is formed from f\^F\,

to spit out, like nsb from ?)« ; and means properly a spitting
out, then that before or on which one spits (as in Job xvii. 6),
object of deepest abhorrence. It is transferred to the worship
of Moloch here and xix. 6, 13 ff., and in 2 Kings xxiii. 10. In
the latter passage the word is unquestionably used for the place
in the valley of Benhinnom where children were offered to
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Moloch. So in Jer. xix. 6, 13 (the place of Tophet), and 14;

and so also, without a doubt, in ver. 32 of the present chapter.

There is no valid reason for departing from this well-ascertained

local signification ; " high altars of Tophet " may perfectly

well be the high altars of the place of abominable sacrifices.

With the article the word means the ill-famed seat of the

Moloch-worship, situated in the valley of Ben or Bne Hinnom,
to the south of Jerusalem. Hinnom is nomen propr. of a man
of whom we know nothing else, and DiSi? '23 (|3) is not an

appellative : son of sobbing, as Hitz., Graf, Bottcher explain

(after Eashi), rendering the phrase by " Valley of the weepers,"

or " of groaning, sobbing," with reference to the cries of the

children slain there for sacrifices. For the name Ben-Hinnom

is much older than the Moloch-worship, introduced first by

Ahaz and Manasseh, We find it in Josh. xv. 8, xviii. 16, in

the topographical account of the boundaries of the tribes of

Judah and Benjamin. As to Moloch-worship, see on Lev.

xviii. 21 and Ezek. xvi. 20 f. At the restoration of the public

worship of Jahveh, Josiah had extirpated Moloch-worship, and

had caused the place of the sacrifice of abominations in the

valley of Ben-Hinnom to be defiled (2 Kings xxiii. 20) ; so

that it is hardly probable that it had been again restored im-

mediately after Josiah's death, at the beginning of Jehoiakim's

reign. Nor does the present passage imply this ; for Jer. is

not speaking of the forms of idolatry at that time in favour

with the Jews, but of the abominations they had done. That

he had Manasseh's doings especially in view, we may gather

from chap. xv. 4, where the coming calamities are expressly

declared to be the punishment for Manasseh's sins. Neither is

it come into my heart, i.e. into my mind, goes to strengthen :

which I have not commanded.—Ver. 32. Therefore God will

make the place of their sins the scene of judgment on the

sinners. There shall come days when men will call the valley

of these abominations the valley of slaughter, i.e. shall make it

into such a valley. Where they have sacrificed their children

to Moloch, they shall themselves be slaughtered, massacred by

their enemies. And in this valley, as an unclean place (xix. 13),

shall they be buried " for want of room ;" since, because of the

vast numbers of the slain, there will be nowhere else to put
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tliem.—Ver. 33. Even the number of the dead will be so great

that the corpses shall remain unburied, sliall become food for

beasts of prey, which no one will scare away. This is taken

almost literally from Deut. xxviii. 26.—Ver. 34. Thus the

Lord will put an end to all Joyfulness in life throughout the

land: cf. Hos. ii. 13; Ezek. xxvi. 13. The voice of the bride-

groom and the bride is a circumlocution for the mirth of

marriage festivities ; cf. 1 Mace. ix. 39. All joy will be dumb,

for the land shall become a waste ; as the people had been

warned, in Lev. xxvi. 31, 33, would be the case if they forsook

the Lord.

Chap. viii. 1-3. But even then the judgment lias not come

to a height. Even sinners long dead must yet bear the shame

of their sins. "At that time" points back to "days come" in

vii. 32. The Masoretes wished to have the \ before IX'iti'' deleted,

apparently because they took it for 1 consec. But it here stands

before the jussive, as it does frequently, e.g. xiii. 10, Ex. xii. 3.

They will take the bones of the kings, princes, priests, and

prophets, the rulers and leaders of the people (cf. ii. 26), and

the bones of the other inhabitants of Jerusalem, out of their

graves, and spread them out before the sun, the moon, and the

stars, i.e. expose them under the open sky to the influence of

the heavenly bodies, so that they shall rot away, become " dung
on the face of the earth." The worst dishonour that could be

done to the dead, a just return in kind for their worship of

sun, moon, and stars: cf. vii. 18; 2 Kings xsi. 5, xxiii. 11.

This worship the prophet describes in its various stages : " In-

clination of the heart, the act of devotins and dedicating

themselves to the service, the frequenting of the gods' sanctuary

in order to worship and to obtain oracles ; while he strives to

bring out in strong relief the contrast between the zeal of their

service and the reward they get by it" (Hitz.). They shall

not be gathered, i.e. for burial : cf. 2 Sam. xxi. 13 f. ; 1 Sam.
xxxi. 13. The dead shall suffer this at the hands of enemies
despoiling the land. The reason for so doing was, as Jerome
observes, the practice of burying ornaments and articles of

value along with the dead. Seeking for such things, enemies
will turn up the graves (cf. acts of this kind iu the case

cf Ibn Chaldun, in Sylv. de Sacy, Aldollat. p. 561), and, in
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tlieir hatred and insolence, scatter the bones of the dead all

about.—Ver. 3. Not less dreadful will be the fate of those who
remain in life ; so appalling that they will prefer death to life,

since every kind of hardship in exile and imprisonment amongst

the heathen is awaiting them : cf. Lev. xxvi. 36-39, Deut.

xxviii. 65-67. CINBian DiDpsn strikes us as peculiar, seeing

that the latter word cannot be adjective to the former; for

"in all the remaining places of Judah" (Umbr.) gives no

suitable sense, and "in all remaining places outside of Judah"
is contrary to usage. But D^"iXB'3ri may be taken as genitive, in

spite of the article prefixed to the stat. constr. riiiopD ; and we
may then translate, with Maur. : in all the places of those who
remain whither I have driven them. The LXX. have omitted

the second word ; and it is possible it may have found its way
hither from the preceding line by an error of transcription.

And so Hitz., Ew., and Graf have deleted it as a gloss ; but the

arguments adduced have little weight. The LXX. have also

omitted " and say to them," ver. 4, have changed nb into

''3, and generally have treated Jeremiah in a quite uncritical

fashion : so that they may have omitted the word from the

present verse because it seemed awkwai'd to them, and was not

found in the parallel passages, xxix. 14, xxiii. 3, which are not,

however, precisely similar to the present verse.

Chap. viii. 4-23. The people's obstinacy in wicked-

ness, AND THE DEEADEULNESS OF THE JUDGMENT.—Since

the people cleaves stedfastly to its sin (vers. 4-13), the Lord

must punish sorely (vers. 14-23).—Vers. 4-13. " And say to

them. Thus hath the Lord said : Doth one fall, and not rise

again ? or doth one turn away, and not turn back again ?

Ver. 5. Why doth this people of Jerusalem turn itself away

with a perpetual turning? They hold fast by deceit, they

refuse to return. Ver. 6. I listened and heard ; they speak

not aright ; no one repenteth him of his wickedness, saying.

What have I done ? They all turn to their course again, like a

horse rushing into the battle. Ver. 7. Yea, the stork in the

heaven knoweth her appointed times ; and turtle-dove, and

swallow, and crane, keep the time of their coming ; but my
people know not the judgment of Jahveh. Ver. 8. How caa
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ye say, Wise are we, and the law of Jahveh we Lave ? Cer-

tainly the lying pen of the scribes hath made it a lie. Ver. 9.

Ashamed the wise men become, confounded and taken ; lo,

the word of Jahveh they spurn at ; and whose wisdom have

they ? Ver. 10. Therefore will I give their wives unto ethers,

their fields to new heirs : for from the small to the great, they

are all greedy for gain ; from the prophet even unto the priest,

they all use deceit. Ver. 11. And they heal the hurt of the

daughter of my people as it were a light matter, saying. Peace,

peace ; and yet there is no peace. Ver. 12. They have been

put to shame because they have done abomination ;
yet they

take not shame to themselves, ashamedness they know not.

Therefore they shall fall amongst them that fall : in the time of

their visitation they shall stumble, hath Jahveh said. Ver. 13.

Away, away will I sweep them, saith Jahveh : no grapes on

the vine, and no figs on the fig-tree, and the leaf is withered

;

so I appoint unto them those that shall pass over them."

This strophe connects itself with what precedes. A judg-

ment, dreadful as has been described in vii. 32-viii. 3, will

come on Judah, because the people cleaves stiffneckedly to

its sins. The ^lONl of ver. 4 corresponds to that in vii. 28.

The questioning clauses in ver. 4 contain universal truths,

which are applied to the people of Judah in ver. 5. The
subjects to 'I7S'' and HlEJ'J are indefinite, hence singular and

plural with like significance : cf. Gesen. § 137, 3 ; Ew. § 294, h.

The verb niB*^, turn oneself, turn about, is here used in a double

sense : first, as turn away from one ; and then turn towards him,

return again. In the application in ver. 5, the Pilel is used

for to turn away from, and strengthened by : with perpetual

turning away or backsliding. nnS3 is not partic. Niph. fern.

from nS3, but an adjectival formation, continual, enduring,

from nV3, continuance, durableness. "Jerusalem" belongs to

" this people :" this people of Jerusalem ; the close grammatical

connection by means of the stat. constr. not being maintained,

if the first idea gives a sense intelligible by itself, so that the

second noun may then be looked on rather in the light of an

apposition conveying additional information; cf. Ew. § 290, c.

JT'p'iri, equivalent to i^^"!'?, deceit against God. They refuse

to return. Sense : they will not receive the truth, repent and
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return to God. The same idea is developed in ver. 6. The
first person : I have listened and heard, Hitz. insists, refers to

the prophet, " who is justified as to all he said in ver. 5 by
what he has seen." But we cannot account that even an "apt"
view of the case, which makes the prophet cite his own obser-

vations to show that God had not spoken without cause. It is

Jahveh that speaks in ver. 5 ; and seeing that ver. 6 gives not

the slightest hint of any change in the speaker, we are bound
to take ver. 6 also as spoken by God. Thus, to prove that they

cleave unto deceit, Jahveh says that He has given heed to their

deeds and habits, and heard how they speak the t^'Si?, the not

riglit, i.e. lies and deceit. The next clause : not one repents

him of his wickedness, corresponds to : they refuse to return ;

cf. ver. 5 (d™ is partic). Instead of this, the whole of it,

i.e. all of them, turn again to their course. aiB* with a, con-

strued as in Hos. xii. 7 : turn oneself to a thing, so as to enter

into it. For nimD, the sig. course is certified to by 2 Sam.

xviii. 27. The Cliet. onisno is doubtless merely an error of

transcription for Cini'^nDj as is demanded by the Keri. Turn

again into their course. The thought is : instead of consider-

ing, of becoming repentant, they continue their evil courses.

This, too, is substantially what Hitz. gives. Eos., Graf, and

others, again, take this in the sense of turning themselves away

in their course ; but it is not fair to deduce this sense for aiB*

without JD from ver. 4 ; nor is the addition of " from me

"

justifiable. Besides, this explanation does not suit the following

comparison with the horse. It is against analogy to derive

nniSlD from nsn with the sig. desire, cupidity. Ew., follow-

ing the Chald., adopts this sense both here and in xxii. 17

and xxiii. 10, though it is not called for in any of these pas-

sages, and is unsuitable in xxii. 17. As a horse rusheth into

the battle, ^^f, pour forth, overflow, hence rush on impetu-

ously ; by Jerome rightly translated, cum impelu vadens. Several

commentators compare the Latin se effundere (Cass. Bell. Gall.

V. 19) and effundi (Liv. xxviii. 7) ; but the cases are not quite

in point, since in both the words are used of the cavalry, and

not of the steed by itself. This simile makes way for more in

ver. 7. Even the fowls under the heaven keep the time of their

coming and departure, but Israel takes no concern for the
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jiulgment of its God ; cf. Isa. i. 3. "7?^, (avis) pia, is the

stork, not the heron ; see on Lev. xi. 19. " In the heaven
"

refers to the fliglit of the stork. All the birds mentioned here

are birds of passage, nifi and DID are turtle-dove and pigeon.

For DID the Masoretes read D''p, apparently to distinguish the

word from that for horse ; and so the oriental Codd. propose to

read in Isa. xxxviii. 14, although they wrote DID. Iljy is the

crane (ace. to Saad. and Eashi), both here and in Isa. xxxviii.

14, where Gesen., Knob., and others, mistaking the asyndeton,

take it as an adjective in the sig. sighing.^ Q'lJJi'^ are the fixed

times for the arrival and departure of the birds of passage.

—

Ver. 8. In spite of tliis heedlessness of the statutes, the judgment

of God, they vainly boast in their knowledge and possession of

God's law. Those who said. We ai'e wise, are mainly the priests

and false prophets ; cf. ver. 10, ii. 8, v. 31. The wisdom these

people claimed for themselves is, as the following clause shows,

the knowledge of the law. They prided themselves on pos-

sessing the law, from which they conceived themselves to have

drawn their wisdom. The second clause, as Hitz. observed,

shows that it is the written law that is meant. The law is with

us. This is not to be understood merely of the outward pos-

session of it, but the inward, appropriated knowledge, the

mastery of the law. The law of Jahveh, recorded in the

Pentateuch, teaches not only the bearing towards God due by
man, but the bearing of God towards His people. The know-

ledge of this law begets the wisdom for ruling one's life, tells

1 Starting from this unproved interpretation of Isa. xxxviii. 14, and
supporting their case from the LXX. translation of the present passage,

rpvyuv xctl -jciy^ihuu aypov aTpovSia., Hitz. and Graf argue that "i!;JJ) is not

the name of any particular bird, but only a qualifying word to DID, in

order to distinguish the swallow from the horse, the sense more commonly
attached to the same word. But that confused text of the LXX. by no
means justifies ua in supposing that the 1 cop. was introduced subsequently

into the Heb. text. It is possible that dypou is only a corrupt representa-

tion of "Vd)}, and that oTpovSla. came into the LXX. text in consequence of

this corruption. But certainly the fact that the LXX., as also Aquil. and
Symm., both here and in Isa. xxxviii. 14, did not know what to make of the

Hebrew word, and so transcribed it in Greek letters, leads us to conclude

that these translators permitted themselves to be guided by Isa. xxxviii.,

and omitted here also the copula, which was there omitted before "lyj;.
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liow God is to be worshipped, how His favour is to be procured

and His anger appeased.

As against all this, Jeremiah declares : Assuredly the lying

pen (style) of the scribes hath made it a lie. Ew., Hitz., Graf,

translate l3''"!Sb, authors, writers ; and the two latter of them
take nb'j; =r labour :

" for a lie (or for deception) hath the

lying style (pen) of the writers laboured." This transl. is

feasible ; but it seems simpler to supply '" n^ifl : hath made it

(the law) ; and there is no good reason for confining iSiD to

the original composers of works. The words are not to be

limited in their reference to the efforts of the false prophets,

who spread their delusive prophecies by means of writings

:

they refer equally to the work of the priests, whose duty it was

to train the people in the law, and who, by false teaching as to

its demands, led the people astray, seduced them from the way
of truth, and deceived them as to the future. The labours

both of the false prophets and of the wicked priests consisted

not merely in authorship, in composing and circulating writings,

but to a very great extent in the oral teaching of the people,

partly by prophetic announcements, partly by instruction in the

law ; only in so far as it was necessary was it their duty to set

down in writing and circulate their prophecies and interpreta-

tions of the law. But this work by word and writing was

founded on the existing written law, the Torah of Moses ; just

as the true prophets sought to influence the people chiefly by

preaching the law to them, by examining their deeds and habits

by the rule of the divine will as revealed in the Torah, and by

applying to their times the law's promises and threatenings.

For this work with the law, and application of it to life, Jer.

uses the expression " style of the Slioferim," because the inter-

pretation of the law, if it was to have valid authority as tlie

rule of life, must be fixed by writing. Yet he did not in this

speak only of authors, composers, but meant such as busied

themselves about the book of the law, made it the object of

their study. But inasmuch as such persons, by false interpre-

tation and application, perverted the truth of the law into a

lie, he calls their work the work of the lying style (pen).—Ver. 9.

Those who held themselves wise will come to shame, will be

dismally disabused of their hopes. When the great calamity
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comes on the sin-hardened people, they shall be confounded

and overwhelmed in ruin (cf. vi. 11). They spurn at the

word of Jahveh ; whose wisdom then have they ? None ; for

the word of the Lord alone is Israel's wisdom and understand-

ing, Deut. iv. 6.

The threatening in ver. 10 includes not only the wise ones,

but the whole people. "Therefore" attaches to the central

truth of vers. 5 and 6, which has been elucidated in vers. 7-9.

The first half of ver. 10 corresponds, in shorter compass, to

what has been said in vi. 12, and is here continued in vers.

106-12 in the same words as in vi. 13-15. a''Urfy> are those who

take possession, make themselves masters of a thing, as in xlix. 2

and Mic. i. 15. This repetition of the three verses is not given

in the LXX., and Hitz. therefore proposes to delete them as

a supplementary interpolation, holding that they are not only

superfluous, but that they interrupt the sense. For he thinks

ver. 13 connects remarkably well with ver. 10a, but, taken out

of its connection with what precedes as we have it, begins

baldly enough. To this Graf has made fitting answer : This

passage is in no respect more superfluous or awkward than vi.

13 ff.; nor is the connection of ver. 13 with ver. 10a at all closer

than with ver. 12. And Hitz., in order to defend the immediate

connection between ver. 13 and ver. 10, sees himself compelled,

for the restoration of equilibrium, to delete the middle part of

ver. 13 (from " no grapes " to " withered ") as spurious ; for

which proceeding there is not the smallest reason, since this

passage has neither the character of an explanatory gloss, nor

is it a repetition from any place whatever, nor is it awanting

in the LXX. Just as little ground is there to argue against

the genuineness of the two passages from the variations found

in them. Here in ver. 10 we have PilS'lJ)^ ibjJD instead of

the D^ina-nj)! DSDIjid of vi. 13 ; but the suffix, which in the

latter case pointed to the preceding " inhabitants of the land,"

was unnecessary here, where there is no such reference. In

like manner, the forms D?3n for ^"7^^, and DH^ipS njJ for

CrilpSTiV, are but the more usual forms used by Jeremiah else-

wliere. So the omission of the s in 131'' for ISOT', as coming
~

:

1-1/ O
either from the writer or the copyist, clearly does not make
against the genuineness of the verses. And there is the less
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reason for making any difficulty about the passage, seeing that

such repetitions are amongst the peculiarities of Jeremiah's

style : cf. e.g.yii. 31-33 with xix. 5-7; x. 12-16 with li. 15-19;

XV. 13, 14, with xvii. 3, 4 ; xvi. 14, 15, with xxiii. 7, 8 ; xxiii. 5,

6, withxxxiii. 15, 16 ; xxiii. 19, 20, with xxx. 23, 24, and other

shorter repetitions.—Ver. 13. The warning of coming punish-

ment, reiterated from a former discourse, is strengthened by the

threatening that God will sweep them utterly away, because

Judah has become an unfruitful vine and fig-tree. In fl''DK ^bx

we have a combination of ^IDN, gather, glean, carry away, and
^'pn, Hiph. of fjiD, make an end, sweep off, so as to heighten

the sense, as in Zeph. i. 2 f.,—a passage which was doubtless

in the prophet's mind : wholly will I sweep them away. The
circumstantial clauses : no grapes—and the leaves are withered,

show the cause of the threatening : The people is become an

unfruitful vine and fig-tree, whose leaves are withered. Israel

was a vineyard the Lord had planted with noble vines, but

which brought forth sour grapes, ii. 21, Isa. v. 2. In keeping

with this figure, Israel is thought of as a vine on which are no

grapes. With this is joined the like figure of a fig-tree, to

which Micah in vii. 1 makes allusion, and which is applied by

Christ to the degenerate race of His own time in His symbolical

act of cursing the fig-tree (Matt. xxi. 19). To exhaust the

thought that Judah is ripe for judgment, it is further added

that the leaves are withered. The tree whose leaves are withered,

is near being parched throughout. Such a tree was the people

of Judah, fallen away from its God, spurning at the law of

the Lord ; in contrast with which, the man who trusts in

the Lord, and has delight in the law of the Lord, is like the

tree planted by the water, whose leaves are ever green, and

which bringeth forth fruit in his season, xvii. 8, Ps. i. 1-3.

Ros. and Mov. are quite wrong in following the Ohald.,

and in taking the circumstantial clauses as a description

of the future ; Mov. even proceeds to change Q?^?^ ^dn into

DS^DN flpK, The interpretation of the last clause is a disputed

point. Ew., following the old translators (Chald., Syr., Aq.,

Symm., Vulg.; in the LXX. they are omitted), understands

the words of the transgression of the commands of God, which

they seem to have received only in order to break them, inxi

VOL. I. M
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seems to tell in favour of this, and it may be taken as prcster.

with the translation : and I gave to them that which they trans-

gress. But unless we are to admit that the idea thus obtained

stands quite abruptly, we must follow the Chald., and take it

as the reason of what precedes : They are become an unfruitful

tree with faded leaves, because they have transgressed my law

which I gave them. But t^Nl with 1 consec. goes directly

against this construction. Of less weight is the other objection

against this view, that the plural sufBx in Dliaj?;; has no suitable

antecedent ; for there could be no difficulty in supplying

" judgments " (cf. ver. 8). But the abrupt appearance of the

thought, wholly unlooked for here, is sufficient to exclude that

interpretation. We therefore prefer the other interpretation,

given with various modifications by Ven., Kos., and Maur., and

translate : so I appoint unto them those that shall pass over

them. The imperf. c. ] consec, attaches itself to the circum-

stantial clauses, and introduces the resulting consequence; it

is therefore to be expressed in English by the present, not by

the prceter. : therefore I gave them (Nag.), jnj in the general

sig. appoint, and the second verb with the p7'on. rel. omitted

:

illos qui COS invadent. l^V, to overrun a country or people,

of a hostile army swarming over it, as e.g. Isa. viii. 8, xxviii. 15.

For the construction c. accus. cf. Jer. xxiii. 9, v. 22. Hitz.'s

and Graf's mode of construction is forced : I deliver them up
to them (to those) who pass over them ; for then we must not

only supply an object to ins, but adopt the unusual arrange-

ment by which the pronoun DHP is made to stand before the

words that explain it.

Vers. 14-23. The horrors of the approaching visitation.—Ver.

14. " Why do we sit still ? Assemble yourselves, and let us go
into the defenced cities, and perish there ; for Jahveh our God
hath decreed our ruin, and given us water of gall to drink, be-

cause we have sinned against Jahveh. Ver. 15. We looked for

safety, and there is no good ; for a time of healing, and behold
terrors. Ver. 16. From Dan is heard the snorting of his

horses; at the loud neighing of his steeds the whole earth

trembles : they come, and devour the land and its fulness, the
city and those that dwell therein. Ver. 17. For, behold, I send
among you serpents, vipers, of which there is no charmino-
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which shall sting you, saith Jahveh. Ver. 18. Oh my com-

fort in sorrow, in me my heart grows too sick. Ver. 19. Be-

hold, loud sounds the cry of the daughter from out of a far

country : ' Is Jahveh not in Zion, nor her King in her ?' Why
provoked they me with their images, with vanities of a foreign

land? Ver. 20. Past is the harvest, ended is the fruit-

gathering, and we are not saved. Ver. 21. For the breaking

of the daughter of my people am I broken, am in mourning
;

horror hath taken hold on me. Ver. 22, Is there no balm in

Gilead, or no physician there 1 why then is no plaister laid upon

the daughter of my people ? Ver. 23. Oh that my head were

waters, and mine eyes a fountain of tears ! then would I weep
day and night for the slain of the daughter of my people."

In spirit the prophet sees the enemy forcing his way into the

country, and, the inhabitants fleeing into the fortified cities.

This he represents to his hearers with graphic and dramatic

effect. In ver. 14 the citizens of Judah are made to speak,

calling on one another to flee and give up hope of being saved.

"Why do we sit still ? " i.e. remain calmly where we are ? We
will withdraw into the strong cities (cf. iv. 5), and perish there

by famine and disease (HOTJ for HOTi, imperf. Niph., from

D?'J: cf. Gesen. § 67, 5, Rem. 11; in Niph. be destroyed, perish).

The fortresses cannot save them from ruin, since they will be

besieged and taken by the enemy. For our sin against Him,

God has decreed our ruin. The Hiph. from DDl, prop, put to

silence, bring to ruin, here with the force of a decree. tPNT ''D,

bitter waters ; ^th or cin, Deut. xxxii. 32, is a plant with a

very bitter taste, and so, since bitterness and poison were to

the Jews closely connected, a poisonous plant ; see on Deut.

xxix. 17. So they call the bitter suffering from the ruin at

hand which they must undergo. Of. the similar figure of the

cup of the anger of Jahveh, eh. xxv. 15 ff.—Ver. 15. Instead

of peace and safety hoped for, there is calamity and terror.

The infin. abs. ri|ij? is used emphatically for the imperf. : We
looked for safety, and no good has come to us : for healing, sc.

cf our injuries, and instead comes terror, by reason of the

appearance of the foe in the land. This hope has been

awakened and cherished in the people by false prophets (see on

iv. 10), and now, to their sore suffering, they must feel the
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contrary of it. The same idea is repeated in xiv. 19. nQ"iD is a

mis-spelling of nsy, xiv. 19, etc.—Ver. 16. From the northern

borders of Canaan (from Dan ; see on iv. 15) is already heard

the dreadful tumult of the advancing enemy, the snorting of

his horses. The suffix in VDID refers to the enemy, whose

invasion is threatened in vi. 22, and is here presumed as known.

vyzii, his strong ones, here, as in xlvii. 3, 1. 11, a poetical name

for strong horses, stallions ; elsewhere for strong animals, e.g.

Ps. xxii. 13, 1. 13. The whole earth, not the whole land. With
" devour the land," cf. v. 17. 17 and HN have an indefinite

comprehensive force ; town and country on which the enemy

is marching.—Ver. 17. The terribleness of these enemies is

Jieightened by a new figure. They are compared to snakes of

the most venomous description, which cannot be made innocuous

by any charming, whose sting is fatal. " Vipers " is in apposition

to " serpents;" serpents, namely basilisks. 'J'yav is, ace. to Aqu.
and Vulg. on Isa. xi. 8, serpens regulus, the basilisk, a small and

very venomous species of viper, of which there is no charming.

Cf.- for the figure. Cant. x. 11 ; and for the enemies' cruelty

thereby expressed, cf. vi. 23, Isa. xiii. 18.

The hopeless ruin of his people cuts the prophet to the very

heart. In vers. 18-23 his sore oppressed heart finds itself vent

in bitter lamentations. Oh my comfort in sorrow ! is the cry

of sore affliction. This may be seen from the second half of

the verse, the sense of which is clear : sick (faint) is my heart

upon me. vJ? shows that the sickness of heart is a sore burden
on him, crushes him down ; cf. Ew. § 217, i. "My comfort " is

accordingly vocative: Oh my comfort concerning the sorrow!
Usually \P;\ "!? is supplied : Oh that I had, that there were
for me comfort! The sense suits, but the ellipse is without
parallel. It is simpler to take the words as an exclamation

:

the special force of it, that he knows not when to seek comfort,
may be gathered from the context. For other far-fetched
explanations, see in Eos. ad h. I. The grief which cuts so
deeply into his heart that he sighs for relief, is caused by his
already hearing in spirit the mourning cry of his people as they
go away into captivity.—Ver. 19. From a far country he hears
the people complain : Is Jahveh not in Zion I is He no longer
the King of His people there ? The suffix in na^D refers to
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" daughter of my people," and the King is Jaliveh ; cf. Isa.

xxxiii. 22. They ask whether Jahveh is no longer King in

Zion, that He may release His people from captivity and bring

them back to Zion. To this the voice of God replies with the

counter-question : Why have they provoked me with their

idolatry, sc. so that I had to give them over into the power of

the heathen for punishment ? " Images " is expounded by the

apposition : vanities (no-gods ; for ?50, see on ii. 5) of a foreign

land. Because they have chosen the empty idols from abroad

(xiv. 22) as their gods, Jahveh, the almighty God of Zion,

has cast them out into a far country amidst strange people.

The people goes on to complain in ver. 20 : Past is the harvest

. . • and we are not saved. As Schnur. remarked, these words

have something of the proverb about them. As a country-

man, hoping for a good harvest, falls into despair as to his

chances, so the people have been in vain looking for its rescue

and deliverance. The events, or combinations of events, to

which it looked for its rescue are gone by without bringing any

such result. Many ancient commentators, following Rashi,

have given too special a significance to this verse in applying it

to the assistance expected from Egypt in the time of Jehoiakim

or Zedekiah. Hitz. is yet more mistaken when he takes the

saying to refer to an unproductive harvest. From ver. 19 we

see that the words are spoken by the people while it pines in

exile, which sets its hopes of being saved not in the produc-

tiveness of the harvest, but in a happy turn of the political

situation.—Ver. 21. The hopeless case of the people and

kingdom moves the seer so deeply, that he bursts forth with the

cry : For the breaking of my people I am broken (the Hoph.
•'nnaB'n, of the breaking of the heart, only here ; in this sig. usu.

the Niph., e.g. xxiii. 9, Ps. Ixix. 21). T]iJ, to be black, used of

wearing mourning, in other words, to be in mourning ; cf . Ps.

XXXV. 14, xxxviii. 7. Horror hath taken hold on me, is stronger

than : Anguish hath taken hold on me, vi. 24, Mic. iv. 9.

Help is nowhere to be found. This thought is in ver. 22

clothed in the question : Is there no balm in Gilead, or no

physician there? "There" points back to Gilead. Grafs

remark, that " it is not known that the physicians were got from

that quarter," shows nothing more than that its author has
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mistaken the figurative force of the words. ''1^, 'balsani, is

mentioned in Gen. xxxvii. 25 as an article of commerce carried

by Midianite merchants to Egypt (of. Ezek. xxvii. 17), but

is hardly the real balsam from Mecca (amyris opobalsamum),

which during the Roman sovereignty was grown under cul-

ture in the gardens of Jericho, and which only succeeds in a

climate little short of tropical. It was more likely the resina

of the ancients, a gum procured from the terebinth or mastic

tree (lentiscus, <T^'i:vo<;), wliich, ace. to Plin. 7i. nat. xxiv. 22, was

held in esteem as a medicament for wounds (resohitur resina

ad vulnerum usus et malagmata oleo). Ace. to our passage

and xlvi. 11, cf. Gen. xxxvii. 25, it was procured chiefly from

Gilead ; cf. Movers, Flwnis. ii. 3, S. 220 ff., and the remarks

on Gen. xxxvii. 25. To these questions a negative answer is

given. From this we explain the introduction of a further

question with '2 : if there were balm in Gilead, and a physician

there, then a plaister would have been laid on the daughter

of my people, which is not the case. As to nanx nnpy, lit, a

plaister comes upon, see on xxx. 17. The calamity is so dread-

ful, that the prophet could weep about it day and night. To
express the extremity of his grief, he wishes that his head were

water, i.e. might be dissolved into water, and that his eye might

become an inexhaustible fountain of tears. I^^ ^D, who micrht

give, make my head water, i.e. would that it were water

!

Chap. ix. 1-21. Lajient tor the faithlessness and
FOLLY OF THE PEOPLE, INFATUATED KEGAEDING THEIR SIN.

—Upon the lament for the ruin of the kingdom, follows in vers.

1-8 the lament for the wickedness which rendered judgment
necessary, which is further gone into in vers. 9-21.

Vers. 1-8. " Oh that I had in the wilderness a lodging-place
of wayfarers ! then would I leave my people, and go away from
them. For they be all adulterers, a crew of faithless ones.
Ver. 2. They bend their tongue like their bow with lying ; and
not according to faithfulness do they manage in the land, but go
on from evil to evil, and me they know not, saith Jahveh. Ver.
3. Beware each of his neighbour, and trust not in any brother

;

for every brother supplanteth, and every friend goetli slanderincr'.

Ver. 4. And one overreacheth the other, and truth they speak
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not ; they teach their tongue to speak lies, to deal perversely

they weary themselves. Ver. 5. Thy dwelling is in the midst of

deceit ; in deceit they refuse to know me, saith Jahveh. Ver. 6.

Therefore thus hath spoken Jahveh of hosts : Behold, I will

melt them, and try them ; for how should I deal in regard to

the daughter of my people ? Ver. 7. A deadly arrow is their

tongue ; they speak deceit ; with his mouth one speaketh peace

with his neighbour, and inwardly within him he layeth ambush.

Ver. 8. Shall I not visit this upon them ? saith Jahveh ; or

on such a people as this shall not my soul take vengeance ?
"

Jeremiah would flee into the wilderiiess, far away from his

people ; because amidst such a corrupt, false, and cunning people,

life had become unbearable, ver. 1. '3?n^. ''O, as inlsa. xxvii. 4,

equivalent to y IP}) ''i?, Ps. Iv. 7 : who would give me= Oh that

I had I The " lodging-place " is not a resting-place under the

open sky, but a harbour for travellers,—a building (khan)

erected on the route of the caravans, as a shelter for travellers.

Adultery and faithlessness are mentioned as cardinal sins. The
first sin has been rebuked in v. 7, the second is exposed in

vers. 2-4. "1213, faithless either towards God or one's fellow-

men : here in the latter sense. The account of the unfaithful

conduct is introduced in ver. 2 by the imperf. with 1 consec, and

is carried on in the perf. Manifestations of sin are the issue

of a sinful state of heart ; the perfects are used to suggest the

particular sins as accomplished facts. In the clause, " they

bend," etc., Ip2' is the second object; and "their bow" is in

apposition to '' their tongue :

" they bend their tongue, which is

their bow, with lying. For this construction the Hiph. is the

proper form, and this is not to be changed into the Kal (as by

Hitz., Gr., Nag.). In Job xxviii. 8 the Hiph. is used instead of

the Kal in the sense of tread upon, walk upon ; here it is used

of the treading of the bow to bend it, and lying is looked upon

as the arrow with which the bow is stretched or armed for shoot-

ing. If the verb be changed into the Kal, we must join "ipE' with

Dn^i? : their lying-bow. For this connection net ^3'i'!!, Ezek.

xvi. 27, may be cited ; but it gives us the unnatural figure: their

tongue as a bow, which is lying. It is neither the tongue nor

the bow which is lying, but that which they shoot with their

tongue as with a bow. According to faithfulness; p of the rule,
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norm, as in v. 3. Not faithfulness to their convictions (Hitz.),

but in their behaviour towards their fellow-men. "•??, be strong,

exercise strength, rule, and manage. The prophet has in view

the great and mighty who had power in their hands, and who mis-

used it to oppress their inferiors. From evil to evil they go on, i.e.

they proceed from one sin to another ; but God the Lord they

know not, i.e. are determined to know nothing of Him ; cf. 1 Sam.

ii. 12, Job xviii. 21. Hence each must keep himself on his

guard against the other. To express this in the most emphatic

manner, Jeremiah gives it the form of a command : Beware

each of his neighbour, trust not in a brother ; for each seeks to

overreach and trip up the other. In the words apj;* aipj? there

seems to be an allusion to Jacob's underhand dealing with his

brother Esau, Gen. xxvii. 36. On " goes slandering," cf.

vi. 28, and cf. also the similar description in Mic. vii. 5, 6. In

ver. 4 these sinful ways are exposed in yet stronger words. '01^',

uncontracted form of the imperf. Hiph. of ??)J,
trip up, deceive.

On the infin. ^n^ cf. Ew. § 238, e, and Gesen. § 75, Rem. 17.

They weary themselves out, put themselves to great labour,

in order to deal corruptly ; i^^?^ as in xx. 9, Isa. xvi. 12, else-

where to be weary of a thing; cf. vi. 11, xv. 6.—In ver. 5

the statement returns to the point at which it commenced

:

thy sitting (dwelling) is in the midst of deceit. In deceit, i.e.

in the state of their mind, directed as it is by deceit and cheat-

ing, they refuse to know me, i.e. they are resolved to have
nothing to do with the knowledge of God, because in that case

they must give up their godless ways.^ By reason of this

depravity, the Lord must purge His people by sore judgments.

' The LXX. have not understood ^naB'. They have split it up into

•i\r\ ae*, joined 3B» to fmh:, and translated^ after adding t6l : x.cci ov S/sXittok

Toi i^iarpi^Pa.!. toko; i-a^l rox.'^ (i.e. usury upon usury) xii go'Xoj eti So'Xa.

oix. '^hMu dUucci fit. Ew. has adopted this construction, and so trans-
lates :

" have accustomed their tongue to speak lies, to do perversity, are
weary of turning again

;
wrong upon wrong, deceit upon deceit, they are

not wUling to know me." But this text is not better, but worse, than
the Masoretic : for, 1st, the perverse dealing or action is attributed to the
tongue

;
2d, the thought, they are weary of turning again, does not suit the

context, smoe the persons described here have never sought to return or
repent, and so cannot have become weary of it. For these reasons, neither
Hitz. nor Graf has given countenance to the LXX. text
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lie will melt it in the fire of affliction (Isa. xlviii. 10), to separate

the wicked : cf. Isa. i. 25, Zech. xiii. 9 ; and on |n3, Jer. vi. 27.

For how should I do, deal? Not : what dreadful judgments shall

I inflict (Hitz., Gr.), in which case the grounding *3 would not

have its proper force ; but : I can do none otherwise than purge.

Before the face of, i.e. by reason of, the daughter, because the

daughter of my people behaves herself as has been described

in vers. 2-4, and as is yet to be briefly repeated in ver. 7. The
LXX. have paraphrased *JBp: otto irpocrwTrov Trovrjpia';. This

is true to the sense, but it is unfair to argue from it, as Ew.,

Hitz., Gr. do, that nvn has been dropped out of the Hebrew

text and should be restored.—In ver. 7 what has been said is

recapitulated shortly, and then in ver. 8 the necessity of the

judgment is shown, tinis' J^n, a slaying, slaughtering, i.e. mur-

derous arrow. Instead of this Chet., which gives a good sense,

the Keri gives tJiriE', which, judging from the Chald. trans-

lation, is probably to be translated sharpened. But there is no

evidence for this sig., since t3ina' occurs only in connection

with snt, 1 Kings x. 16, and means beaten, lit. spread gold. At

"^T! '^?"]'? the plural passes into the singular : he (one of them)

speaks ; cf. Ps. Iv, 22. a^K for insidious scheming, as in Hos.

vii. 6. With ver. 8 cf. v.' 9, 29.

Vers. 9-15. T7ie land laid waste, and the people scattered

amongst the heathen.—Ver. 9. " For the mountains I take up a

weeping and wailing, and for the pastures of the wilderness a

lament; for they are burnt up so that no man passeth over

them, neither hear they the voice of the flock ; the fowls of the

heavens and the cattle are fled, are gone. Ver. 10. And I

make Jerusalem heaps, a dwelling of jackals ; and the cities of

Judah 1 make a desolation, without an inhabitant. Ver. 11.

Who is the wise man, that he may understand this 1 and to

whom the mouth of Jahveh hath spoken, that he may declare

it? Wherefore doth the land come to ruin, is it burnt up

like the wilderness, that none passeth through? Ver. 12.

Jahveh said : Because they forsake my law which I set before

them, and have not hearkened unto my voice, neither walked

therein, Ver. 13. But went after the stubbornness of their

heart, and after the Baals, which their fathers have taught

them. Ver. 14. Therefore thus hath Jahveh of hosts spoken,
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the God of Israel : Behold, I feed this people with wormwood,

and give them water of gall to drink, Ver. 15. And scatter

them among the nations which they knew not, neither they nor

their fathers, and send the sword after them, until I have con-

sumed them."

Already in spirit Jeremiah sees God's visitation come upon

the land, and in vers. 9 and 10 he raises a bitter lamentation

for the desolation of the country. The mountains and meadows

of the steppes or prairies are made so desolate, that neither

men nor beasts are to be found there. Mountains and meadows

or pastures of the steppes, as contrasted with the cities (ver. 10),

represent the remoter parts of the country. ?J? is here not

local : upon, but causal, concerning = because of, cf. iv. 24 ff.,

as is usual with (r\V\>) 'm m: ; cf. 2 Sam. i. 17, Amos v. 1,

Ezek. xxvi. 17, etc. WM, kindled, burnt up, usually of cities

(cf. ii. 15), here of a tract of country with the sig. be parched

by the glowing heat of the sun, as a result of the interruption

of agriculture. "I3"10 is steppe, prairie, not suitable for tillage,

but well fitted for pasturing cattle, as e.g. the wilderness of

Judah ; cf. 1 Sam. xvii. 28. With "laV '^30, ver. 11, cf. Ezek.

xxxiii. 28. Not only have the herds disappeared that used to

feed there, but the very birds have flown away, because the

parched land no longer furnishes food for them ; cf. iv. 25.

To " are fled," which is used most properly of birds, is added :

are gone away, departed, in reference to the cattle.—Ver. 10.

Jerusalem is to become stone-heaps, where only jackals dwell.

Q''3n is jackals (canis aureus), in Isa. xiii. 22 called D''*X from

their cry; see on Isa. I.e., and Gesen. ihes. s.v. 3t^i' 73D as in

ii. 15, iv. 7.—That such a judgment will pass over Judah every

wise man must see well, and every one enlightened by God is to

declare it; for universal apostasy from God and His law cannot

but bring down punishment. But such wisdom and such

spiritual enlightenment is not found in the infatuated people.

This is the idea of vers. 11-13. The question : Who is the

wise man ? etc., reminds us of Hos. xiv. 10, and is used with a

negative force : unhappily there is none so wise as to see this.

" This" is explained by the clause, Wherefore doth the land,

etc. : this, i.e. the reason why the land is going to destruction.

The second clause, " and to whom," etc., is dependent on the
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^O, which is to be repeated in thought : and who is he that, etc.

Jeremiah has the false prophets here in view, who, if they were

really illumined by God, if they really had the word of God,
could not but declare to the people their corruptness, and the

consequences which must flow from it. But since none is so

wise . . . Jeremiah proposes to them the question in ver. lib,

and in ver. 12 tells the answer as given by God Himself.

Because they have forsaken my law, etc. \^a? inj, to set before

;

as in Deut. iv, 8, so here, of the oral inculcation of the law by
the prophets. "Walketh therein" refers to the law. The stub-

bornness of their heart, as in iii. 17, vii. 24. After the Baals,

ii. 23. The relative clause, " which their fathers," etc., refers

to both clauses of the verse ; IB'K with a neuter sense : which

their fathers have taught them.—Ver. 14. The description of

the offence is again followed by the threatening of judgment.

To feed with wormwood and give gall to drink is a figure for

sore and bitter suffering at the overthrow of the kingdom and

in exile. The meaning of the suffix in D?''3^D is shown by
the apposition : this people. On water of gall see viii. 14,

and for the use of nay? and ^iin together see Deut. xxix. 17.

—

'1J1 D^niV'sn implies a verbal allusion to the words of Deut.

xxviii. 64 and 36, cf. Lev. xxvi. 33. With this latter passage

the second clause : I send the sword after them, has a close

affinity. The purport of it is : I send the sword after the

fugitives, to pursue them into foreign lands and slay them ; cf.

xlii. 16, xliv. 27. Thus it is indicated that those who fled into

Egypt would be reached by the sword there and slain. This does

not stand in contradiction to what is said in iv. 27, v. 18, etc.,

to the effect that God will not make an utter end of them

(Graf's opinion). This appears from xliv. 27, where those that

flee to Egypt are threatened with destruction by famine and

sword DniX ''Jli?? "ly, while ver. 28 continues : but they that

have escaped the sword shall return. Hence we see that the

terms of the threatening do not imply the extirpation of the

people to the last man, but only the extirpation of all the

godless, of this wicked people.

Vers. 16-21. Zion laid waste.—Ver. 16. " Thus hath Jahveh

of hosts said : Give heed and call for mourning women, that

they may come, and send to the wise women, that they may
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come, Ver. 17. And may make haste and strike up a lamen-

tation for us, that our eyes may run down with tears and our

eyelids gush out with water. Ver. 18. For loud lamentation is

heard out of Zion : How are we spoiled, sore put to shame !

because we have left the land, because they have thrown down

our dwellings. Ver. 19. For hear, ye women, the word of

Jahveh, and let your ear receive the word of His mouth, and

teach your daughters lamentation, and let one teach the other

the song of mourning ! Ver. 20. For death cometh up by our

windows, he entereth into our palaces, to cut off the children

from the streets, the young men from the thoroughfares. Ver.

21. Speak : Thus runs the saying of Jahveh : And the carcases

of men shall fall as dung upon the field, and as a sheaf behind

the shearer, which none gathereth."

In this strophe we have a further account of the execution of

the judgment, and a poetical description of the vast harvest

death is to have in Zion. The citizens of Zion are called upon
to give heed to the state of affairs now in prospect, i.e. the

judgment preparing, and are to assemble mourning women
that they may strike up a dirge for the dead. IJJSfin, to be

attentive, give heed to a thing ; cf. ii. 10. Women cunning in

song are to come with speed (nnriori takes the place of an
adverb). The form n:\xi3n (Ps. xlv. 16, 1 Sam. x. 7) alternates

with nJNinn, the usual form in this verb, e.g. Gen. xxx. 38,

1 Kings iii. 16, etc., in order to produce an alternating form of

expression. " For us" Nag. understands of those who call the

mourning women, and in it he finds " something unusual,"

because ordinarily mourners are summoned to lament for those

already dead, i.e. others than those who summon them. " But
here they are to raise their laments for the very persons who
summon them, and for the death of these same, which has

yet to happen." There is a misunderstanding at the bottom of

this remark. The "for us" is not said of the callers; for

these are addressed in the second person. If Nac.'s view were
right, it must be « for you," not « for us." True, the LXX.
has e'<^' vfia'i ; but Hitz. has rejected this reading as a simplifi-

cation and weakening expression, and as disturbing the plan.
" For us " is used by the people taken collectively, the nation
as such, which is to be so sorely afflicted and chastised by death
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that it is time for the mourning women to raise their dirge, tliat

so the nation may give vent to its grief in tears. We must

also take into account, that even although the lamentations

were for the dead, they yet chiefly concerned the living, who
had been deeply afflicted by the loss of beloved relations ; it

would not be the dead merely that were mourned for, but the

living too, because of their loss. It is this reference that stands

here in the foreground, since the purpose of the chanting of

dirges is that our eyes may flow with tears, etc. Zion will

lament the slain of her people (viii. 23), and so the mourning

women are to strilje up dirges, hj'ot for njXOTj as in Euth i.

14; cf. Ew. § 198,6. On the 'use of in; and '?i: with the

accus. : flow down in tears, cf. Gesen. § 138, 1, Eem. 2, Ew.

§ 281, b.—Ver. 18 gives the reason why the mourning women
are to be called : Loud lamentation is heard out of Zion. Ew.

takes " out of Zion" of the Israelites carried away from their

country— a view arbitrary in itself, and incompatible with

ver. 20. " How are we spoiled ! " cf. iv. 13 ; brought utterly

to shame, because we have left the land, i.e. have been forced

to leave it, and because they (the enemies) have thrown down

our dwellings ! ^vK'n, cast down, overthrow. Job xviii. 7, cf.

Ezek. xix. 12, and of buildings, Dan. viii. 11. Kimchi and

Ilitz., again, take " our dwellings " as subject : our dwellings

have cast us out, and appeal to Lev. xviii. 25 : The land vomited

out its inhabitants. But the figurative style in this passage

does not justify us in adopting so unnatural a figure as this,

that the dwellings cast out their occupants. Nor could the

object be omitted in such a case. The passages, Isa. xxxiii. 9,

Mic. ii. 4, to which Hitz. appeals, are not analogous to the

present one. The subject, not expressed, ace. to our view

of the passage, is readily suggested by the context and the

nature of the case. The "for" in ver. 19 gives a second reason

for calling the mourning women together. They are to come

not only to chant laments for the spoiling of Zion, but that

they may train their daughters and other women in the art of

dirge-singing, because the number of deaths will be so great

that the existing number of mourning women will not be suffi-

cient for the task about to fall on them. This tliought is intro-

duced by a command of God, in order to certify that this great
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harvest of death will without fail be gathered. ^^V^ ^^^

D3"'rt3 have masc. suffixes instead of feminine, the masc. being

often thus used as the more general form ; cf. Ew. § 184, c.

In the last clause the verb " teach" is to be supplied from the

preceding context.—Ver. 20. Death comes in through (in at)

the windows, not because the doors are to be thought of as

barricaded (Hitz.), but as a thief in the night, i.e. suddenly, in

an unexpected way. Perhaps Jeremiah was here thinking of

Joel ii. 9. And comes into the palaces, i.e. spares no house,

but carries off high and low. The second clause is not to be

very closely joined with the first, thus : Death comes into the

houses and palaces, to sweep the children from off the streets ;

this would be self-contradictory. We must rather repeat

"comes" from the first clause: He comes to sweep off the

streets the child at play. That is : In the houses and palaces,

as upon the streets and highways, he will seize his prey.—Ver.

21. The numbers of the dead will be so great, that the bodies

will be left lying unburied. The concluding touch to this

awful picture is introduced by the formula, " Speak : Thus saitli

the Lord," as a distinct word from God to banish all doubt of

the truth of the statement. This formula is interposed paren-

thetically, so that the main idea of the clause is joined bj' \ cop.

to ver. 20. This ] is not to be deleted as a gloss, as it is by Ew.
and others, because it is not found in the LXX. With " as

dung," cf. viii. 2, xvi. 4. 'T'py, prop, a bundle of stalks, grasped

by the hand and cut, then = i»5?, sheaf. As a sheaf behind
the reaper, which nobody gathers, i.e. which is left to lie un-
heeded, is not brought by the reaper into the barn. The point

of the simile is in the lying unheeded. Strange to say, Graf
and Nag. propose to refer the " none gathereth " not to the
sheaf of the shearer, but to the dead bodies : whereas the reaper
piles the sheaves upon the waggon and brings them to the
threshing-floor, the corpses are left ungathered.

Chap. ix. 22-x. 25. The true wisdom.—It is not a reliance
on one's own wisdom and strength that brings well-being, but
the knowledge of the Lord and of His dealings in grace and
justice (ix. 22-25). Idolatry is folly, for the idols are the mere
work of men's hands ; whereas Jahveh, the Almighty God, is
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ruler of the world (x. 1-16). Israel will be made to under-

stand this by the coming judgment (vers. 17-25).

Vers. 22-25. The way of safety'.—Ver. 22. « Thus hatli

Jahveh said : Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom, and
let not the strong man glory in his strength ; let not the rich

man glory in his riches : Ver. 23. But let him that glorietli

glory in this, in having understanding, and in knowing me, that

I am Jahveh, dealing grace, right, and justice upon earth ; for

therein have I pleasure, saith Jahveh. Ver. 24. Behold, days

come, saith Jahveh, that I punish all the circumcised (who are)

with foreskin, Ver. 25. Egypt, and Judah, and Edom, and tlie

sons of Ammon, Moab and them that have their hair-corners

polled, that dwell in the wilderness ; for all the heathen are

uncircumcised, and the whole house of Israel is uncircumcised

in heart."

After having overturned the foundations of the people's false

reliance on the temple, or the sacrifices, and in the wisdom of

its leaders, Jeremiah finally points out the way that leads to

safety. This consists solely in the true knowledge of the Lord

who doth grace, right, and justice, and therein hath pleasure.

In ver. 23 he mentions the delusive objects of confidence on

which the children of this world are wont to pride themselves

:

their own wisdom, strength, and riches. These things do not

save from ruin. Safety is secured only by " having under-

standing and knowing me." These two ideas are so closely con-

nected, that the second may be looked on as giving the nearer

definition of the first. The having of understanding must

manifest itself in the knowing of the Lord. The two verbs are

in the infn. ahs., because all that was necessary was to suggest

the idea expressed by the verb ; cf. Ew. § 328, b. The know-

ledge of God consists in knowing Him as Him who doth grace,

right, and justice upon earth, ion, grace, favour, is the

foundation on which right and justice are based ; cf. xxxii. 18,

Ps. xxxiii. 5, xcix. 4, ciii. 6. He who has attained to this

knowledge will seek to practise these virtues towards his fellow-

men, because only therein has God pleasure (n?s pointing back

to the objects before mentioned) ; cf. xxii. 3, Ps. xi. 7,

xxxvii. 28. But because the Lord has pleasure in right and

justice, He will punish all peoples that do not practise justice.
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Thus vers. 24 and 25 are connected with what precedes. The

lack of righteousness is indicated by the idea HP'iVa TiD
: cir-

cumcised with foreskin, i.e. not, circumcised in the foreskin

(LXX., Vulg.), but circumcised and yet possessed of the

foreskin. It is incorrect to translate: circumcised together

with the uncircumcised (Kimchi, de W.). This is not only

contrary to the usage of the language, but inconsistent with the

context, since in ver. 25 nncircumcisedness is predicated of the

heathen and of Judah. The expression is an oxymoron^ thus :

uncircumcised-circumcised (Ew.), intended to gather Jews and

heathen into one category. This is shown by the order of the

enumeration in ver. 24 : Egypt, Judah, Edom, etc. ; whence

we may see that in this reference the prophet puts Judah on

the same footing with the heathen, with the Egyptians, Edom-
ites, etc., and so mentions Judah between Egypt and Edom.
From the enumeration Ew. and Nag., following the example

of Jerome,^ conclude that all the peoples named along with

Judah practised circumcision. But neither on exegetical nor

on historical grounds can this be confidently asserted. Con-

sidered from the exegetical point of view, it is contradictory of

the direct statement in ver. 25, that all the nations are uncir-

cumcised. We must certainly not take the words D;i3n"?3 as :

all these peoples, giving the article then the force of a retro-

spective demonstrative ; still less can they mean " all the other

nations" besides those named. "All the nations" are all

nations besides Israel. When these are called " uncircum-

cised," and Israel " uncircumcised in heart," it is as clear as

can be that all nations, and so Egyptians, Edomites, etc., are

called uncircumcised, i.e. in the flesh ; while Israel—the whole
house of Israel, i.e. Judah and the other tribes—are set over

against the nations in contrast to them as being uncircumcised

in heart, i.e. spiritually. From the historical view-point, too,

it is impossible to prove that cii'cumcision was in use amongst
all the nations mentioned along with Judah. Only of the

Egyptians does Herod, ii. 36 f., 104, record that they practised

' Jerome writes : multarum ex quadam parte gentium, et maxime qux
Judsese Paliestinxque confines sunt, usque hodie populi circumciduntur, et prse-
cipue -t^gyptii et Idumsei, Ammonitse et MoaUtx et omnis regio Saracenorum,
qux habitat in solitudine
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Circumcision ; and if we accept the testimony of all other

ancient authors, Herod.'s statement concerns only the priests

and those initiated into the mysteries of Egypt, not the

Egyptian people as a whole ; of. my Bibl. Archdol. i. S. 307 f.

The only ground for attributing the custom of circumcision to

the Moabites and Arabs, is the fact that Esau and Ishmael, the

ancestors of these peoples, were circumcised. But the infer-

ence drawn therefrom is not supported by historical testimony.

Indeed, so far as the Edomites are concerned, Josephus testifies

directly the contrary, since in Antt. xiii. 9. 1, he tells us that

when John Hyrcanus had conquered this people, he offered

them the choice of forsaking their country or adopting circum-

cision, and that they chose the latter alternative. As to the

ancient Arabs, we find in the Ztsclir. fiir die Kunde des Morgl.

iii. S. 230, a notice of the tribe 'Advdn, where we are told that

the warriors of this tribe consist of uncircumcised young men
along with those already circumcised. But this gives us no

certain testimony to the universal prevalence of circumcision

;

for the notice comes from a work in which pre- and post-

Mohammedan traditions are confounded. Finally, there is no

historical trace of the custom of circumcision amongst the

Ammonites and Moabites. nxa ''iftVp here, and xxv. 23, xlix.

32 : those polled, cropped at the edges of the beard and sides of

the head, are such as have the hair cut from off the temples and

the forehead, observing a custom which, according to Herod,

iii. S,'' was usual amongst some of the tribes of the Arabian

Desert. The imitation of this practice was forbidden to the

Israelites by the law, Lev. xix. 27 ; from which passage we may
see that nxa refers to the head and the beard. Ace. to xlix. 32,

cf. with ver. 28, the tribes meant belonged to the Kedarenes,

descended according to Gen. xxv. 13 from Ishmael. In the

wilderness, i.e. the Arabian Desert to the east of Palestine.

By means of the predicate " uncircumcised in heart," the whole

house of Israel, i.e. the whole covenant people, is put in contrast

with the heathen. Circumcision involved the obligation to walk

blameless before God (Gen. xvii. 1), and, as sign of the cove-

nant, to keep God's commandments. If this condition was not

1 T5» rpix^i/ T^« Kovp^ii xilpfdSal (petal, Kd^avif airoii to)/ Aiouvoou

KixxpSoci, xsipourai Si iirorpo^aT^si, irspi^ripovuns toi/j xporatpovs-

VOL. I. N
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fulfilled, if the heart remained un circumcised, Israel lost all

pre-eminence over the heathen, and was devoid of all room for

glorying in the sight of God, just as the heathen were, who

know not God the Lord, who have turned the truth of God into

unrighteousness, and in their unrighteousness have become liable

to the judgment of God.

Chap. X. 1-16. Warning against idolatry by means of a

view of the nothingness of the false gods (vers. 1-5), and

a counter-view of the almighty and everlasting God (vers.

6-11) and of His governing care in the natural world. This

warning is but a further continuation of the idea of ix. 23,

that Israel's glory should consist in Jahveh who doth grace,

right, and justice upon earth. In order thoroughly to impress

this truth on the backsliding and idolatrous people, Jeremiah

sets forth the nulHty of the gods feared by the heathen, and, by

showing how these gods are made of wood, plated with silver

and gold, proves that these dead idols, which have neither life

nor motion, cannot be objects of fear ; whereas Jahveh is God
in truth, a living and everlasting God, before whose anger the

earth trembles, who has created the earth, and rules it, who in

the day of visitation will also annihilate the false gods.^

1 This whole passage is declared by Movers (de utr. rec. Jer. p. 43), de

TV., Hitz., and Nag. to be spurious and a late interpolation ; because, as

they allege, it interrupts the continuity, because its matter brings us down
to the time of the Babylonian exile, and because the language of it diverges

in many respects from Jeremiah's. Against these arguments Kiiper, Haev.,

Welte, and others have made a stand. See my Manual of Introd. § 75, 1.

—

By the exhibition of the coherence of the thought given in the text, we
have already disposed of the argument on which most stress is laid by the

critics referred to, the alleged interruption of the connection. How little

weight this argument is entitled to, may over and above be seen from the

fact that Graf holds ix. 22-25 to be an interpolation, by reason of the want
of connection ; in which view neither Movers preceded him, nor has Hitz.

or Nag. followed him. The second reason, that the subject-matter brings
us down to the time of the exile, rests upon a misconception of the purpose
in displaying the nothingness of the false gods. In this there is presup-
posed neither a people as yet unspotted by idolatry, nor a people purified

therefrom ; but, in order to fill the heart with a warcver love for the living

God and Lord of the world, Israel's own God, the bias towards the idols,

deep-seated in the hearts of the people, is taken to task and attacked in
that which lies at its root, namely, the fear of the power of the heathen's
gods. Finally, as to the language of the passage, Movers tried to show
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Vers. 1-5. Tlie notlnngness of the false gods.—Ver. 1. "Hear
the word which Jahveh speaketh unto you, house of Israel I

Ver. 2. Thus saith Jahveh : To the ways of the heathen use

yourselves not, and at the signs of the heaven be not dismayed,

because the heathen are dismayed at them. Ver. 3. For the

ordinances of the peoples are vain. For it is wood, which one

hath cut out of the forest, a work of the craftsman's hands

with the axe. Ver. 4. With silver and with gold he decks it,

with nails and hammers they fasten it, that it move not. Ver.

5. As a lathe-wrought pillar are they, and speak not ; they are

borne, because they cannot walk. Be not afraid of them ; for

they do not hurt, neither is it in them to do good."

This is addressed to the house of Israel, i.e. to the whole

covenant people ; and " house of Israel" points back to " all the

house of Israel" in ix. 25. Q?vJ! for ^5 -?) ^^ frequently in

Jeremiah. The way of the heathen is their mode of life, espe-

that the whole not only belonged to the time of the pseudo-Isaiah, but

that it was from his hand. Against this Graf has pronounced emphatically,

with the remark that the similarity is not greater than is inevitable in the

discussion of the same subject ; whereas, he says, the diversity in expres-

sion is so great, that it does not even give us any reason to suppose that the

author of this passage had the pseudo-Isaiah before him when he was

writing. This assertion is certainly an exaggeration ; but it contains thus

much of truth, that along with individual similarities in expression, the

diversities are so great as to put out of the question all idea of the passage's

having been written by the author of Isa. xl.-lxvi. In several verses Jere-

miah's characteristic mode of expression is immistakeable. Such are the fre-

quent use of ^an for the idols, vers. 3 and 15, cf. viii. 19, xiv. 22, and

DJTnpa ny, ver. i5, cf. viH. 12, xlvi. 21, 1. 27, neither of which occurs in

the second part of Isaiah ; and B'*2in, ver. 14, for which Isaiah uses

C'la, xlii. 17, xliv. 11. Further, in passages cognate in sense the expres-

sion is quite different ; cf. 4 and 9 with Isa. xl. 19, 20, xli. 7, where we

find taitS' instead of p^SV which is not used by Isaiah in the sense of

" move ; " cf. ver. 5 with Isa. xlvi. 7 and xli. 23 ; ver. 12 with Isa. xlv. 18.

Finally, the two common expressions cannot prove anything, because they

are found in other books, as in^HJ DDB', ver. 16andlsa. Ixiii. 17, derived

from Deut. xxxii. 9 ; or iOE> T\S^yi niH', which is used frequently by

Amos ; cf. Amos iv. 13, v. 27J v. 8, ix'. 6, cf. with Jer. xxxiii. 2.—Even qoi

in the sense of molten image in ver. 14, as in Isa. xli. 29, xlviii. 5, is found

also in Dan. xi. 8; consequently this use of the word is no peculiarity of

the second part of Isaiah.
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cially their way of worshipping their gods ; cf. rj 0S09, Acts is.

2, xix. 9. 1P^ c. ^^, accustom oneself to a thing, used in xiii.

21 with the synonymous ?y, and in Ps. xviii. 35 (Piel) with ?.

The signs of heaven are unwonted phenomena in the heavens,

echpses of the sun and moon, comets, and unusual conjunctions

of the stars, which were regarded as the precursors of extra-

ordinary and disastrous events. "We cannot admit Hitz.'s ob-

jection, that these signs in heaven were sent by Jahveh (Joel

iii. 3, 4), and that before these, as heralds of judgment, not only

the heathen, but the Jews themselves, had good cause to be

dismayed. For the signs that marked the dawning of the day

of the Lord are not merely such things as eclipses of sun and

moon, and the like. There is still less ground for Nag.'s idea,

that the signs of heaven are such as, being permanently there,

call forth religious adoration from year to year, the primitive

constellations (Job ix. 9), the twelve signs of the zodiac ; for

nni (wnn), to be in fear, constemari, never means, even in Ma).

ii. 5, regular or permanent adoration. "For the heathen," etc.,

gives the cause of the fear : the heathen are dismayed before

these, because in the stars they adored supernatural powers.

—

Ver. 3. The reason of the warning counsel : The ordinances of

the peoples, i.e. the religious ideas and customs of the heatlien,

are vanity. KW refers to and is in agreement with the pre-

dicate ; cf. Ew. § 319, c. The vanity of the religious ordinances

of the heathen is proved by the vanity of their gods. "For
wood, which one has hewn out of the forest," sc. it is, viz. the

god. The predicate is omitted, and must be supplied from ??n,

a word which is in the plural used directly for the false gods
;

cf. viii. 19, Deut. xxxii. 21, etc. With the axe, sc. wrought,

"Vl!'? Rashi explains as axe, and suitably ; for here it means in

any case a carpenter's tool, whereas this is doubtful in Isa.

xliv. 12. The images were made of wood, which was covered

with silver plating and gold ; cf. Isa. xxx. 22, xl. 19. This

Jeremiah calls adorning them, making them fair with silver

and gold. When the images were finished, they were fastened

in their places with hammer and nails, that they might not
tumble over; cf. Isa. xli. 7, xl. 20. When thus complete, they
are like a lathe-wrought pillar. In Judg. iv. 5, where alone
this word elsewhere occurs, i»h means palm-tree (= ion)

,
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here, by a later, derivative usage, = pillar, in support of which
we can appeal to the Talmudic "lan, columnam facere, and to

the O. T. n'in''ri, pillar of smoke. HE'ipD is the work of the

turning-lathe, Ex. xxv. 18, 31, etc. Lifeless and motionless

as a turned pillar.'- Not to be able to speak is to be without

life ; not to walk, to take not a single step, i.e. to be without

all power of motion ; cf . Isa. xlvi. 7. The Chald. paraphrases

correctly : quia non est in iis spiritus vitalis ad ambulandum.
The incorrect form ^"^W for '^Vifi\ is doubtless only a copyist's

error, induced by the preceding NIM. They can do neither

good nor evil, neither hurt nor help ; cf. Isa. xli. 23. CaniN for

CPIX, as frequently ; see on i. 16.

Vers. 6-11. The almighty power of Jahveh, the living God.—
Ver. 6. "None at all is like Thee, Jahveh

; great art Thou,
and Thy name is great in might. Ver. 7. "Who would not

fear Thee, Thou King of the peoples ? To Thee doth it apper-

tain ; for among all the wise men of the peoples, and in all

their kingdoms, there is none at all like unto Thee. Ver. 8.

But they are all together brutish and foolish ; the teachincp of

the vanities is wood. Ver. 9. Beaten silver, from Tarshish it

is brought, and gold from Uphaz, work of the craftsman and

of the hands of the goldsmith ; blue and red purple is their

clothing ; the work of cunning workmen are they all. Ver. 10.

But Jahveh is God in truth. He is living God and everlastinp-

King ; at His wrath the earth trembles, and the peoples abide

not His indignation. Ver. 11. Thus shall ye say unto them :

^ Ew., Hitz., Graf, Nag. follow in the track of Movers, PliSniz. i. S. 622,

who takes nS'pD ace. to Isa. i. 8 for a cucumber garden, and, aco. to Epist.

Jerem. v. 70, understands by ntypD IDh the figure of Priapus in a cucum-

ber field, serving as a scare-crow. But even if we admit that there is an
allusion to the verse before us in the mockery of the gods in the passage of

Epist. Jerem. quoted, running literally as follows : uuTi-tp yxp in aiKvnpxru

•jrpo^uax.a.pioii outh (pvT^dacov, oiiriMS' oi hoi airaiv tin] i,v'hiiioi x,al Tripi^^pvcoi

XXI Kipia.pyvpoi ; and if we further admit that the author was led to make
his comparison by his understanding TW^)'o in Isa. i. 8 of a cucumber

garden ;—yet his comparison has so little in common with our verse in point

of form, that it cannot at all be regarded as a translation of it, or serve as

a rule for the interpretation of the phrase in question. And besides it has

yet to be proved that the Israelites were in the habit of setting up images

of Priapus as scare-crows.
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The gods that have not made the heavens and the earth, these

shall perish from the earth and from under the heavens."

In this second strophe Jahveh is contrasted, as the only true

God and Lord of the world, with the lifeless gods. These there

is no need to fear, but it behoves all to fear the almighty God,

since in His wrath He can destroy nations. When compared

with Ps. Ixxxvi. 8, the f? in fX^ seems redundant,—so much so,

that Ven. pronounces it a copyist's error, and Hitz. sets it aside

by changing the vowels. The word as it stands contains a

double negation, and is usually found only in dependent clauses

with a strong negative force : so that there is none. Here it has

the same force, but at the beginning of the sentence : none at

all is as Thou ; cf. Ew. § 323, a. Great is Thy name, i.e. the

manifestation of Thee in the world, in Thy government of the

earth. "In (or with) might" belongs to "great:" great with

might, displaying itself in acts of might ; cf. xvi. 21. Who
would not fear Thee ? a negative setting of the thought : every

one must fear Thee. King of the nations ; cf. Ps. xxii. 29,

xlvii. 8 f., xcvi. 10. nriN^ from nxj^ air. Xey. equivalent to HNJ

(whence niw), to be seemly, suitable. Among the vrise men of

the peoples none is like Thee, so as that any should be able to

make head against Thee by any clever stroke ; cf. Isa. xlx. 12,

xxix. 14. Nor is there in any kingdom of the peoples any one

like Jahveh, i.e. in might. It is not merely earthly kings that

are meant, but the gods of the heathen as well. In no heathen

kingdom is there any power to be compared with Jahveh.

We are led here to think also of the pagan gods by ver. 8,

where the wisdom and almighty power of the living God are

contrasted with foolishness and vanity of the false gods, nnsa

is not : in uno = in una re, sc. idololatria (Eabb.) ; nor is it, as

Hitz. in most strained fashion makes it : by means of one thing,

i.e. by (or at) a single word, the word which comes immediately
after : it is wood, nns is unquestionably neuter, and the force

of it here is collective, =r all together, like the Chald. K'lna. The
nominative to " are brutish '' is " the peoples." The verb 1J?3

is denom. from 1''J'3, to be brutish, occurring elsewhere in the
Kal only in Ps. xciv. 8, Ezek. xxi. 36 ; in the Niph. vers. 14,

21, li. 17, Isa. xix. 11. ?p3 as verb is found only here; else-

where we have i>^p3, foolish, and ^ps, folly (Cant. vii. 25), and,
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as a verb, the transposed form h^o. The remaining words of

the verse make up one clause ; the construction is the same as

in ver. 3a, but the sense is not : " a mere vain doctrine is the

wood," i.e. the idol is itself but a doctrine of vanities. In this

way Ew. takes it, making " wood " the subject of the clause

and 1D10 the predicate. D^bn ipra is the antithesis to nw'' ipiiD,

Dent. xi. 2, Prov. iii. 11, Job v. 17. As the latter is the

iraiheia of the Lord, so the former is the TraiSeia of the false

gods (Dy^i!) cf. viii. 19.) The iraiBeia of Jahveh displayed

itself, ace. to Deut. xi. 2, in deeds of might by means of which

Jahveh set His people Israel free from the power of Egypt. Con-

sequently it is the education of Israel by means of acts of love and

chastenings, or, taken more generally, the divine leading and

guidance of the people. Such a iraiheia the null and void gods

could not give to their worshippers. Their iratZeia is wood, i.e.

not: wooden,but nothing else than that which the gods themselves

are—wood, which, however it be decked up (ver. 9), remains a

mere lifeless block. So that the thought of ver. 8 is this : The
heathen, with all their wise men, are brutish ; since their gods,

from which they should receive wisdom and instruction, are

wood. Starting from this, ver. 9 continues to this effect : How-
ever much this wood be decked out with silver, gold, and purple

raiment, it remains but the product of men's hands; by no such

process does the wood become a god. The description of the

polishing off of the wood into a god is loosely attached to the

predicate YV, by way of an enumeration of the various things

made use of therefor. The specification served to make the

picture the more graphic ; what idols were made of was familiar

to everybody. V^}^, beat out into thin plates for coating over

the wooden image ; cf . Ex. xxxix. 3, Num. xvii. 3 f. As to

ty'iE^-in^ Tartessus in Spain, the source of the silver, see on

Ezek. xxvii. 12. Gold from Ophir ; TMX here and Dan. x. 5 is

only a dialectical variety of "fSiK, see on 1 Kings ix. 27. As

to blue and red purple, see on Ex. xxv. 4. Q''?3n, skilful

artisans, cf. Isa. xl. 20. They all, i.e. all the idols.—Ver. 10.

Whereas Jahveh is really and truly God. n»^| D^^^. (standing

in apposition), God in truth, " truth" being strongly contrasted

with "vanity," and "living God" (cf. Deut. v. 23) with the

dead gods (vers. 5, 8) ; and everlasting King of the whole world
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(cf. Ps. s. 16, xxix. 10, Ex. XV. 18), before whose wrath the

earth trembles and the peoples qnake with terror; cf. Nah. i.

5, Joelii. 11, Ps. xcvii. 5. "hy i6 (written as in ii. 13), they

hold not, do not hold out, do not endure.

Ver. 11 is Chaldee. But it must not be regarded as a gloss

tliat has found its way into the text, on the grounds on which

Houb., Ven., Eos., Ew., Hitz., Gr., etc., so regard it, namely,

because it is Chaldee, and because there is an immediate con-

nection between vers. 10 and 12. Both the language in which

the verse is written, and the subject-matter of it, are unfavour-

able to tl is view. The latter does not bear the character of a

gloss ; and no copyist would have interpolated a Chaldee verse

into the Hebrew text. Besides, the verse is found in the Alex-

andrian version; and in point of sense it connects very suit-

ably with ver. 10 : Jahveh is everlasting King, whereas the

gods which have not made heaven and earth shall perish from

the earth and from under the heavens. This the Israelites are

io say to the idolaters, s^ijl^? is the harder form for syiN. The

last word, n?S, is Hebrew ; it does not belong to ^l^^, but

serves to emphasize the subject : the gods—these shall perish.

Jeremiah wrote the verse in Chaldee, ut Jiidceis suggerat, quo-

modo ClialdcBis (ad quos non nisi Chaldaice loqui poterant)

paucis verbis respondendum sit, as Seb. Schm. has remarked.

The thought of this verse is a fitting conclusion to the exhorta-

tion not to fear the gods of the heathen ; it corresponds to the

5th verse, with which the first strophe concludes the warning

against idolatry. The Israelites are not only not to fear the null

and void gods of the heathen, but they are to tell the heathen

that their gods will perish from the earth and from under the

heavens.

Vers. 12-16. Hie third strophe.—In it the almighty power of
the living God is shown from His providential government of
nature, the overthrow of the false gods in the time ofjudgment is

declared, and, finally, the Creator of the universe is set forth as

the God of Israel.—Yer. 12. " That made the earth by His
power, that founded the world by His wisdom, and by His
understanding stretched out the heavens. Ver. 13. When He
thundering makes the roar of waters in the heavens. He causes
clouds to rise from the ends of the earth, makes lightnings
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for tlie rain, and brings the wind forth out of His treasuries.

Ver. 14. Brutish becomes every man without knowledge

;

ashamed is every goldsmith by reason of the image, for false-

hood is his molten image, and there is no spirit in them. Ver.

15. Vanity are they, a work of mockery ; in the time of their

visitation they perish. Ver. 16. Not like these is the portion

of Jacob : the framer of (the) all is He, and Israel is the

stock of His inheritance : Jahveh of hosts is His name."

In point of form, " that made the earth," etc., connects with

"Jahveh God," ver. 10; but in respect of its matter, the de-

scription of God as Creator of heaven and earth is led up to by

the contrast: The gods which have not made the heaven and

the earth shall perish. The subject to nt^y and the following

verbs is not expressed, but may be supplied from the contrasted

statement of ver. 11, or from the substance of the several state-

ments in ver. 12. The connection may be taken thus: The

true God is the one making the earth by His power = is He
that made, etc. As the creation of the earth is a work of God's

almighty power, so the establishing, the founding of it upon the

waters (Ps. xxiv. 2) is an act of divine wisdom, and the stretching

out of the heavens over the earth like a tent (Isa. xl. 22 ; Ps. civ.

2) is a work of intelligent design. On this cf . Isa. xlii. 5, xliv. 24,

xlv. 18, li. 13. Every thunder-storm bears witness to the wise

and almighty government of God, ver. 13. The words ?ip?

Inn are difficult. Ace. to Ew. § 307, b, they stand for i'ip inrij'':

when He gives His voice, i.e. when He thunders. In support

of this it may be said, that the mention of lightnings, rain,

and wind suggests such an interpretation. But the trans-

position of the words cannot be justified. Hitz. has justly re-

marked: The putting of the accusative first, taken by itself,

might do; but not when it must at the same time be stat.

const]:, and when its genitive thus separated from it would

assume the appearance of being an accusative to inn. Besides,

we would expect ibip nn^ rather than ^ip inn^. inn ^ip cannot

grammatically be rendered : the voice which He gives, as Nag.

would have it, but: the voice of His giving; and "roar of

waters" must be the accusative of the object, governed by inn.

Hence we must protest against the explanation of L. de Dieu

:

ad vocem dationis ejus multitudo aquarum est in coelo, at least if
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ad vocem dationis is tantamount to simul ac dat. Just as little

can ^ip^ taken by itself mean thunder, so that ad vocem should,

•with Schnur., be interpreted by lonitru est dare ejus midtitu-

dinem aquce. The only grammatically feasible explanation is

the second of those proposed by L. de Dieu : ad vocem dandi

ipsum, i.e. qua dat vel ponit multitudinem aquarum. So Hitz.

:

at the roar of His giving wealth of waters. Accordingly we

expound : at the noise, when He gives the roar of waters in

heaven, He raises up clouds from the ends of the earth ; taking,

as we do, the ni:j?y to be a 1 consec. introducing the supple-

mentary clause. The voice or noise with which God gives the

roar or the fulness of waters in the heaven, is the sound of the

tliunder. With this the gathering of the dark thunder-clouds

is put into causal connection, as it appears to be to the eye

;

for during the thunder we see the thunder-clouds gather thicker

and darker on the horizon. K''B'3, the ascended, poetic word

for cloud. Lightnings for the rain ; i.e. since the rain comes

as a consequence of the lightning, for the lightning seems to

rend the clouds and let them pour their water out on the earth.

Thunder-storms are always accompanied by a strong wind.

God causes the wind to go forth from His store-chambers,

where He has it also under custody, and blow over the eartli.

See a like simile of the store-chambers of the snow and hail,

Job xxxviii. 22 f. From n?v.*l onwards, this verse is repeated

in Ps. cxxxv. 7.—Ver. 14 f. In presence of such marvels of

divine power and wisdom, all men seem brutish and ignorant

(away from knowledge = without knowledge), and all makers

of idols are put to shame "because of the image" which they

make for a god, and which is but a deception, has no breath

of life. ^D3, prop, drink-offering, lihamen, cf. vii. 15 ; here

molten image = n3DD, as in Isa. xli. 29, xlviii. 5, Dan. xi. 8.

Vanity they are, these idols made by the goldsmith. A work
of mockings, i.e. that is exposed to ridicule when the nullity of

the things taken to be gods is clearly brought to light. Others

:

A work which makes mockery of its worshippers, befools and
deludes them (Hitz., Nag.). In the time of their visitation,

cf. vi. 15.—Ver. 16. Quite other is the portion of Jacob, i.e.

the God who has fallen to the lot of Jacob (the people of
Israel) as inheritance. The expression is formed after Deut.
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iv. 19, 20, wliere it is said of sun, moon, and stars that Jahveh
lias apportioned {?'>n) them to the heathen as gods, but has

taken Israel that it may be to Him n^n: ayb
; accordingly Israel

is in Deut. xxxii. 9 called nw pbn^ while in Ps. xvi. 5 David
praises Jahveh as ip^n-njD. For He is the framer i'an, i.e. of

the universe. Israel is the stock of His inheritance, i.e. the

race which belongs to Him as a peculiar possession, in^nj tSDK'

is like iri7m pnrij Deut. xxxii. 9 ; in Ps. Ixxiv. 2 it is said of

Mount Zion, and in Isa. Ixiii. 17 it is used in the plural,

'j ''tsaE', of the godly servants of the Lord. The name of this

God, the framer of the universe, is Jahveh of hosts—the God
whom the hosts of heaven, angels and stars, serve, the Lord
and Euler of the whole world ; cf. Isa. liv. 5, Amos iv. 13.

Vers. 17-25. Tlie captivity of the people, their lamentation for

the devastation of the land, and entreaty that the punishment may
be mitigated.—Ver. 17. " Gather up thy bundle out of the

land, thou that sittest in the siege. Ver. 18. For thus hath

Jahveh spoken: Behold, I hurl forth the inhabitants of the

land this time, and press them hard, that they may find them.

Ver. 1 9. Woe is me for my hurt ! grievous is my stroke ! yet

I think : This is my suffering, and I will bear it ! Ver. 20. My
tent is despoiled, and all my cords are rent asunder. My sons

have forsaken me, and are gone : none stretches forth my tent

any more, or hangs up my curtains. Ver. 21. For the shep-

herds are become brutish, and have not sought Jahveh ; there-

fore they have not dealt wisely, and the whole flock is scattered.

—Ver. 22. Hark ! a rumour : behold, it comes, and great com-

motion from the land of midnight, to make the cities of Judah

a desolation, an abode of jackals.—Ver. 23. I know, Jahveh,

that the way of man is not in himself, nor in the man that

walketh to fix his step. Ver. 24. Chasten me, Jahveh, but

according to right ; not in Thine anger, lest Thou make me

little. Ver. 25. Pour out Thy fury upon the peoples that

know Thee not, and upon the races that call not upon Thy

name ! for they have devoured Jacob, have devoured him and

made an end of him, and laid his pastures waste."

In ver. 17 the congregation of the people is addressed, and

captivity in a foreign land is announced to them. This an-

nouncement stands in connection with ix. 25, in so far as
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captivity is the accomplisliment of the visitation of Judah

threatened in ix. 24. That connection is not, however, quite

direct ; the announcement is led up to by the warning against

idolatry of vers. 1-16, inasmuch as it furnishes confirmation of

the threat uttered in ver. 15, that the idols shall perish in the

day of their visitation, and shows besides how, by its folly in

the matter of idolatry, Judah has drawn judgment down on

itself. The confession in ver. 21 : the shepherds are become

brutish, points manifestly back to the description in ver. 14

of the folly of the idolaters, and exhibits the connection of

vers. 17-25 with the preceding warning against idolatry.

For " gather up," etc., Hitz. translates : gather thy trumpery

from the ground ; so that the expression would have a con-

temptuous tone. But the meaning of rubbish cannot be

proved to belong to ny33 ; and the mockery that would lie in

the phrase is out of place. nvJS, from ^^, contraliere, con-

sttpare, means that which is put together, packed up, one's

bundle. The connection of 1DX and P^O is pregnant : put up
thy bundle and carry it forth of the land. As N. G. Schroeder

suspected, there is about the expression something of the nature

of a current popular phrase, like the German Schnur dein Bundel,

pack up, i.e. make ready for the road. She who sits in the

siege. The daughter of Zion is meant, but we must not limit

the scope to the population of Jerusalem ; as is clear from
" inhabitants of the land," ver. 18, the population of the whole
land are comprised in the expression. As to the form ^nnsyv

see at xxii. 23. ''spK with dag. lene after the sibilant, as in

Isa. xlvii. 2. " I hurl forth " expresses the violent manner of

the captivity ; cf. Isa. xxii. 17 f.
" This time ; " hitherto hos-

tile invasions ended with plundering and the imposition of a

tribute : 2 Kings xiv. 14, xvi. 5, xviii. 13 f.—And I press them
hard, or close them in, INSD^ ])Kh. These words are variously

explained, because there is no object expressed, and there may
be variety of opinion as to what is the subject. Hitz., TJmbr.,

Nag., take the Y&vhfind in the sense oi feel, and so the object nns

would easily be supplied from the verb 'l^^?^ : so that they
may feel it, i.e. I will press them sensibly. But we cannot
make sure of this meaning for KSO either from xvii. 9 or from
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Eccles. viii. 17, where know (5)T) and NVD are cleai'ly identical

conceptions. Still less is Graf entitled to supply as object

:

that which they seek and are to find, namely, God. His appeal

in support of this to passages like Ps. xxxii. 6, Deut. iv. 27 and

29, proves nothing ; for in such the object is manifestly sug-

gested by the context, which is not the case here. A just con-

clusion is obtained when we consider that ''nh^n contains a play

on lives in ver. 17, and cannot be understood otherwise than

as a hemming in by means of a siege. The aim of the siege is

to bring those hemmed in under the power of the besiegers, to

get at, reach them, or find them. Hence we must take the

enemy as subject to " find," while the object is given in on? :

so that they (the enemy) may find them (the besieged). Thus
too Jerome, who translates the disputed verb passively : et

tribulaho eos ut invenianUir ; while he explains the meaning

thus: sic eos ohsideri faciam, sicque tribulaho et coangustaho, ut

omnes in urbe reperiantur et effugere nequeant malum. Taken

tlius, the second clause serves to strengthen the first : I will

hurl forth the inhabitants of this land into a foreign land, and

none shall avoid this fate, for I will so hem them in that none

shall be able to escape.

This harassment will bring the people to their senses, so that

they shall humble themselves under the mighty hand of God.

Such feelings the prophet utters at ver. 19 ff., in the name of

the congregation, as he did in the like passage iv. 19 f. As
from the hearts of those who had been touched by their afilic-

tion, he exclaims : Woe is me for my breach ! i.e. my crushing

overthrow. The breach is that sustained by the state in its

destruction, see at iv. 6. n^nj, grown sick, i.e. grievous, incur-

able is the stroke that has fallen upon me. For this word we

have in xv. 18 HCTiK, which is explained by " refuseth to be

healed." '^Kl introduces an antithesis : but I say, sc. in my
heart, i.e. I think. Hitz. gives "^^ the force of a limitations

notliing further than this, but wrongly ; and, taking the perf.

•rnex as a preterite, makes out the import to be : " in their state

of careless security they had taken the matter lightly, saying

as it were. If no further calamity than this menace us, we may

be well content
;

" a thought quite foreign to the context. For
" this my suffering " can be nothing else than the "hurt " on
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account of which the speaker laments, or the stroke which he

calls dangerous, incurable. ^ has, besides, frequently the force

of positive asseveration: yea, certainly (cf. 'Eiw. § 354, a), a force

readily derived from that of only, nothing else than. And so

here: only this, i.e. even this is my suffering, ''^n, sickness, here

suffering in general, as in Hos. v. 13, Isa. liii. 3 f., etc. The

old translators took the Yod as pronoun (my suffering), whence

it would be necessary to point ''!><}, like % Zeph. ii. 9 ; cf.

Ew. § 293, b, Rem.—The suffering which the congregation must

bear consists in the spoliation of the land and the captivity of

the people, represented in ver. 20 under the figure of a

destruction of their tent and the disappearance of their sons.

The Ohald. has fairly paraphrased the verse thus : my land is

laid waste and all my cities are plundered, my people has gone

off (into exile) and is no longer here. *3^<S^. construed with the

accus. like egredi urhem ; cf. Gen. xliv. 4, etc.—From " my sons

have forsaken me " Nag. draws the inference that vers. 19 and

20 are the words of the country personified, since neither the

prophet could so speak, nor the people, the latter being indeed

identical with the sons, and so not forsaken, but forsaking.

This inference rests on a mistaken view of the figure of the

daughter of Zion, in which is involved the conception of the

inhabitants of a land as the children of the land when personi-

fied as mother. Nor is there any evidence that the land is

speaking in the words : I think, This is my suffering, etc. It is

besides alleged that the words give no expression to any sense

of guilt ; they are said, on the contrary, to give utterance to a

consolation which only an innocent land draws from the fact

that a calamity is laid upon it, a calamity which must straight-

way be borne. This is neither true in point of fact, nor

does it prove the case. The words, This is my suffering,

etc., indicate resignation to the inevitable, not innocence or

undeserved suffering. Hereon Graf remarks : " The suffering

was unmerited, in so far as the prophet and the godly amongst
the people were concerned ; but it was inevitable that he and
they should take it upon their shoulders, along with the rest."

Asserted with so great width, this statement cannot be ad-

mitted. The present generation bears the punishment not
only for the sins of many past generations, but for its own
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sins ; nor were the godly themselves free from sin and guilt,

for they acknowledge the justice of God's chastisement, and

pray God to chasten them nstt'tta, not in anger (ver. 24).

Besides, we cannot take the words as spoken by the prophet or

by the godly as opposed to the ungodly, since it is the sons

of the speaker (" my sons ") that are carried captive, who can

certainly not be the sons of the godly alone.—Ver. 21. The
cause of this calamity is that the shepherds, i.e. the princes and

leaders of the people (see on ii. 8, iii. 15), are become brutish,

have not sought Jahveh, i.e. have not sought wisdom and

guidance from the Lord. And so they could not deal wisely,

i.e. rule the people with wisdom. '''SB'n is here not merely

:

have prosperity, but : show wisdom, deal wisely, securing thus

the blessed results of wisdom. This is shown both by the

contrasted " become brutish " and by the parallel passage,

iii. 15. DH^J'']?, their pasturing, equivalent to " flock of their

pasturing," their flock, sxiii. 1.

The calamity over which the people mourns is drawing near,

ver. 22. Already is heard the tremendous din of a mighty

host which approaches from the north to make the cities of

Judah a wilderness, njftat!' 7ip is an exclamation : listen to the
T :

rumour, it is coming near. From a grammatical point of view

the subject to " comes " is " rumour," but in point of sense

it is that of which the rumour gives notice. Graf weakens

the sense by gathering the words into one assertory clause

:

" They hear a rumour come." The " great commotion" is that

of an army on the march, the clattering of the weapons, the

stamping and neighing of the war-horses ; cf. vi. 23, viii. 16.

From the land of midnight, the north, cf. i. 14, iv. 6, etc.

" To make the cities," etc., cf. iv. 7, ix. 10.—The rumour of

the enemy's approach drives the people to prayer, vers. 23-25.

The prayer of these verses is uttered in the name of the con-

gregation. It begins with the confession : Not with man is

his way, i.e. it is not within man's power to arrange the course

of his life, nor in the power of the man who walks to fix his

step (1 before pan merely marking the connection of the

thought ; cf. Ew.' § 348, a). The antithesis to DIK^ and

^'iib is nin''^, with God; cf. Ps. xxxvii. 23, Prov. xvi. 9 : Man's

heart deviseth his way, but Jahveh establisheth the steps. The
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thought is not : it is not in man's option to walk in straight or

crooked, good or evil ways, but : the directing of man, the way

by which he must go, lies not in his own but in God's power.

Ilitz. justly finds here the wisdom that admits : " Mit unserer

Mac/it ist niclits getan,'"—man's destiny is ordained not by him-

self, but by God. Upon this acquiescence in God's dispensa-

tion of events follows the petition : Chasten me, for I have

deserved punishment, but chasten 123B'D3j ace. to right, not in

Thine anger ; cf. Ps. vi. 2, xxxviii. 2. A chastening in anger

is the judgment of wrath that shall fall on obstinate sinner.5

and destroy them. A chastening ace. to right is one such as is

demanded by right (judgment), as the issue of God's justice,

in order to the reclamation and conversion of the repentant

sinner. " Lest Thou make me little," insignificant, puny ; not

merely, diminish me, make me smaller than I now am. For

such a decrease of the people would result even from a gentle

chastisement. There is no comparative force in the words. To
make small, in other words, reduce to a small, insignificant

people. This would be at variance with " right,'' with God's

ordained plan in regard of His people. The expression is not

equivalent to : not to make an utter end, xsx. 11, etc. The
people had no call to pray that they might escape being made
an utter end of ; thus much had been promised by God, iv. 27,

V. 10.—God is asked to pour forth His fury upon the heathen

who know not the Lord nor call upon His name, because they

seek to extirpate Jacob (the people of Israel) as the people of

God, at this time found in Judah alone. The several words in

ver. 255 suggest the fury with which the heathen proceed to the

destruction of Israel. The present verse is reproduced in Ps.

Ixxix. 6, 7, a psalm written during the exile, or at least after the

destruction of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans ; but in the repro-

duction the energetic expansion of the " devoured " is omitted.

CHAP, xi.-xiii.—judah's faithlessness to covenant
OBLIGATIONS, AND THE CONSEQUENCES THEREOF.

In the first part of this compilation of discourses (ch. xi.

1-17) Judah is upbraided for disloyalty to the covenant, on
account of which people and kingdom are threatened with sore
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disaster. In the second part (xi. 18-xii. 17), the murderous
attempt of the people of Anathoth against the prophet's life

(xi. 18-23) gives occasion for a description of Judah's irre-

claimable perverseness ; while Jeremiah's expostulation with

God as to the prosperity of godless men, and the reproof there-

for received by him from God (xii. 1-6), call forth an anounce-

ment that, in spite of God's long-suffering, judgment on Judah
and all nations will not be for ever deferred (xii. 7-17). Finally,

in the third part, ch. xiii., we have first a further account, by
means of a symbolical action to be performed by the prophet,

of the abasement of Judah's pride in banishment to the

Euphrates (vers. 1-11) ; and next, an account of the judg-

ment about to fall on Judah in the destruction of Jerusalem,

and this both in figurative and in direct language (vers.

12-27).

From the contents of the discourses it appears unquestion-

able that we have here, gathered into the unity of a written

record, various oral addresses of Jeremiah, together with some

of the experiences that befell him in the exercise of his calling.

There is no foundation for the assertion, that xii. 7-17 is a self-

complete prophetic discourse (Hitz.), or a supplement to the

rest, written in the last years of Jehoiakim (Graf) ; nor for

the assumption of several commentators, that the composition

of ch. xiii. falls into the time of Jehoiachin,—as will be shown

when' we come to expound the passages referred to. The dis-

course throughout contains nothing that might not have been

spoken or have happened in the time of Josiah ; nor have we

here any data for determining precisely the dates of the several

portions of the whole discourse.

Chap. xi. 1-17. Judah's dislotaltt to the covenant,

WITH THE CONSEQUENCES THEREOF.—In vers. 2-8 is a short

summary of the covenant made with the fathers ; in vers. 9-13

is an account of the breaking of this covenant by Judah, and

of the calamity which results therefrom ; and in vers. 14—17

further description of this calamity.

Vers. 1-8. " The word which came to Jeremiah from Jahveh,

saying : Ver. 2. Hear ye the words of this covenant, and speak

to the men of Judah and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

VOL. I. O
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Ver. 3. And say thou to them : Thus hath Jahveh, the God of

Israel, said : Cursed is the man that heareth not the words of

this covenant, Ver. 4. Which I commanded your fathers in the

day that I brought them forth out of the land of Egypt, out of

the iron furnace, saying : Hearken to my voice, and do them

according to all which I command you; so shall ye be my

people, and I will be your God ; Ver. 5. That I may perform

the oath which I have sworn unto your fathers, to give them a

land flowing with milk and honey, as it is this day. And I

answered and said : So be it, Jahveh. Ver. 6. Then said

Jahveh to me : Proclaim all these words in the cities of Judah

and in the streets of Jerusalem, saying : Hear yfe the words of

this covenant and do them. Ver. 7. For I have testified to

your fathers in the day that I brought them out of the land

of Egypt unto this day, testifying from early morning on :

Hearken to my voice ! Ver. 8. But they hearkened not, nor

inclined their ear, but walked each in the stubbornness of their

evil heart ; and so I brought on them all the words of this

covenant which I have commanded them to do, and they have

not done them."

The form of address, ver. 2 : hear ye (II"??'), and speak ye

(Dri"i3'n), is noteworthy, since we are not told who are to hear

and speak ; while at ver. 3, in |Ji"!ON1 Jeremiah receives the

commission to declare the words of the covenant to the people,

and to make known in the cities of Judah, etc. (ver. 6). The

difficulty is not removed by the plan adopted by Hitz. and

Graf from the LXX., of changing annani^ into ^tr]n], " and

speak them ;" for the WOB' remains to be dealt with. To whom,

then, is it addressed ? Schleussner proposed to change it into

njJDK'—a purely arbitrary change. In ver. 4 " hearing" is used

in the sense of giving ear to, obeying. And in no other sense

can it be taken in ver. 1. " The words of this covenant" are,

as is clear from the succeeding context, the words of the cove-

nant recorded in the Pentateuch, known from the reading of

the Torah. The call to hear the words thereof can only have

the meaning of : to give ear to them, take them to heart. Hence
Chr. B. Mich, and Schnur. have referred the words to the

Jews : Listen, ye Jews and ye citizens of Jerusalem, to the

words of the covenant, and make them known to one another,
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and exhort one another to observe them. But this paraphrase

is hardly consistent with the wording of the verse. Others

fancied that the priests and elders were addressed ; but if so,

these must necessarily have been named. Clearly it is to the

prophets in general that the words are spoken, as Kimchi
observed ; and we must not take " hear ye" as if the covenant

was unknown to the prophets, but as intended to remind the

prophets of them, that they might enforce them upon the

people. Taken thus, this introductory verse serves to exalt the

importance of the truths mentioned, to mark them out as truths

which God had commanded all the prophets to proclaim. If it

be the prophets in general who are addressed in ver. 2, the

transition to "and say thou" is easily explained. Jeremiah,

too, must himself do that which was the bounden duty of all

the prophets, must make the men of Judah and Jerusalem call

to mind tho curse overhanging transgressors of the covenant.

The words: Cursed is the man, etc., are taken from Deut. xxvii.

26, from the directions for the engagement to keep the cove-

nant, which the people were to solemnise upon their entry into

Canaan, and which, ace. to Josh. viii. 30 ff., they did solemnise.

The quotation is made freely from memory. Instead of " that

heareth not the words of this covenant," we find in Deut. I.e.

:

" that confirmeth not (D''i?^) the words of this law to do them."

The choice there of the word Cipj is suggested by its connec-

tion with the act of solemnisation enjoined. The recitation and

promulgation of the law upon Mount Gerizim and Ebal (Deut.

xxvii.) had no other aim than that of solemnly binding the

people to keep or follow the law ; and this is what Jeremiah

means by " hearing." The law to be established is the law of

the covenant, i.e. the covenant made by Jahveh with Israel,

and spoken of in Deut. xxviii. 69 and xxix. 8 as the " words

of this covenant." This covenant, which Moses had made with

the sons of Israel in the land of Moab (Deut. xxviii. 69), was

but a renewal of that solemnly concluded at Sinai (Ex. xxiv.).

And so Jeremiah speaks of this covenant as the one which

Jahveh commanded the fathers in the day, i.e. at the time, of

their leaving Egypt. " In the day that," etc., as in vii. 22.

"Out of the iron furnace;" this metaphor for the affliction

endured by Israel in Egypt is taken from Deut. iv. 20. The
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words : hearken unto my voice and do them (the words of the

covenant), suggest Deut. xxvii. 1, 2 ; and the words : so shall

ye be my people, suggest Deut. xxix. 12, a passage which itself

points back to Ex. vi. 7 (xix. 5 f.), Lev. xxvi. 12, Deut. vii. 6,

etc. That I may establish, i.e. perform, the oath which I have

sworn unto your fathers, i.e. the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob (Deut. vii. 8, etc.), promising to give them a land

flowing, etc. The frequently repeated description of the pro-

mised land ; cf. Ex. iii. 8, 17, Deut. vi. 3, etc. r\vr} Di>3, as in

Deut. ii. 30, iv. 20, etc., is not : at this time, now (Graf), but

:

as this day, meaning : as is even now the case, sc. that ye still

possess this precious land. The assenting reply of the prophet

:

nin'' t»Kj yea, or so be it {yevoiTo, LXX.), Lord, corresponds

to the !0X with which the people, ace. to Deut. xxvii. 15 £f.,

were to take on themselves the curses attached to the breaking

of the law, curses which they did take on themselves when the

law was promulgated in Canaan. As the whole congregation

did on that occasion, so here the prophet, by his " yea," ex-

presses his adherence to the covenant, and admits that the

engagement is yet in full force for the congregation of God ;

and at the same time indicates that he, on his part, is ready to

labour for the fulfilment of the covenant, so that the people

may not become liable to the curse of the law.—Vers. 6—8.

Having set forth the curse to which transgressors of the law

are exposed, God commands the prophet to proclaim the words

of the covenant to the inhabitants of Judah and Jerusalem,

and to call upon them to do these. " All these words " are

those subsequently specified, i.e. the commandments of the law

(cf. ver. 2). Jeremiah is to proclaim these, because, in spite of

unremitting exhortation to hear and give heed to the voice of

the Lord, the fathers had paid no regard thereto. S<^i5, not

:

read aloud (Hitz., Graf), but : proclaim, make known, as in

ii. 2, iii. 12, etc. TyD with 3, to testify against any one, equi-

valent to : solemnly to enforce on one with importunate counsel

and warning ; cf. Deut. xxx. 19, Ps. 1. 7, etc. On ^y^^ D3?'n,

see at vii. 13.—But they have not hearkened, ver. 8a, runnino-

almost literally in the words of vii. 24. " And I brought upon
them," etc., i.e. inflicted upon them the punishments with which
transgressors of the law were threatened, which curses had
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been, in the case of the greater part of the people, the ten

tribes, carried to tlie extreme length, i.e. to the length of their

banishment from their own land into the midst of the heathen

;

of. 2 Kings xvii. 13 ff.

Vers. 9-13. Tlie people's breach of the covenant, and the con-

sequences of this.—Ver. 9. " And Jahveh said unto me : Con-

spiracy is found among the men of Judah and the inhabitants

of Jerusalem. Ver. 10. They are turned back to the iniquities

of their forefathers, which refused to give ear to my words,

and they are gone after other gods to serve them ; the house

of Israel and the house of Judah have broken my covenant

which I made with their fathers. Ver. 11. Behold, I bring

evil upon them, from which they cannot escape ; and though

they cry to me, I will not hear them. Ver. 12. And the cities

of Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem shall go and cry

unto the gods unto whom they offer incense, but they shall not

help them in the time of their trouble. Ver. 13. For as many

as are thy cities, so many are thy gods become, O Judah ; and

as many as are the streets of Jerusalem, so many altars have

ye set up to Shame, altars to offer odours to Baal."

Jeremiah is once more to enforce the words of the covenant

upon the people, because they have broken the covenant, re-

turned to the idolatry of the fathers. Conspiracy is found, is

to be seen. The people's defection from Jahveh, their breach

of faith towards the covenant God, is called conspiracy, be-

cause it had become as universal as if it had been initiated by

a formal preconcertment. " The fonner fathers," forefathers

of the people, are the Israelites under Moses, who broke the

covenant by idolatry while still at Sinai, and those of the time

of the Judges. With nam the subject is changed; "they"

are not the forefathers, but the prophet's contemporaries. In

the last clause of ver. 10 is comprehended the apostasy of the

whole peojile : Like Israel, Judah too has broken the covenant.

Israel has been punished for this by being cast out among the

heathen, the like doom awaits Judah.—Ver. 11. Because of

the covenant broken, the Lord will bring on Judah and Jeru-

salem evil out of which they shall not come forth, i.e. not

merely, from which they shall not escape safely, but : in which

they shall find no way of rescue ; for if in this calamity they
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cry to the Lord, He will not hear them. Nor will the gods

whom they serve, i.e. the false gods, help them then. As to

" as many as are," etc., see on ii. 28. " (The) Shame," i.e.

Baal, as at iii. 24.

Vers. 14-17. Neither entreaty on their behalf nor their hypo-

critical ivorship will avert judgment.—Ver. 14. "But thou, pray

not for this people, neither lift up for them cry or prayer ; for

I hear them not in the time that they cry unto me for their

trouble. Ver. 15. What would my beloved in my house ? they

who practise guile? Shall vows and holy flesh remove thy

calamity from thee ? then mayest thou exult. Ver. 16. A
green olive, fair for its goodly fruit, Jahveh called thy name

;

with the noise of great tumult He set fire to it, and its branches

brake. Ver. 17. And Jahveh of hosts, that planted thee, hath

decreed evil against thee, for the evil of the house of Israel

and of the house of Judah which they themselves have done,

to provoke me, in that they have offered odours to Baal."

We have already, in chap. vii. 16, met with the declaration

that the Lord will not accept any intercession for the covenant-

breaking people (ver. 14) ; the termination of this verse differs

slightly in the turn it takes.—2^?! *'5^? ^^e ancient commenta-

tors have almost unanimously rendered : tempore mali eorum,

as if they had read nya (this is, in fact, the reading of some

codd.) ; but hardly on sufficient grounds. 1Jf3 gives a suitable

sense, with the force of the Greek a/i^i, which, like the German
«m, passes into the sense of wegen, as the English about passes

into that of concerning.—In vers. 15-17 we have the reason

why the Lord will hear neither the prophet's supplication nor

the people's cry in their time of need. Ver. 15 is very obscure

;

and from the Masoretic text it is hardly possible to obtain a

suitable sense. " The beloved" of Jahveh is Judah, the cove-

nant people ; cf. Deut. xxxiii. 12, where Benjamin is so called,

and Jer. xii. 7, where the Lord calls His people ''K'SJ niin".

" What is to my beloved in my house ? " i.e. what has my
people to do in my house—what does it w^ant there ? " My
house" is the temple of the Lord in Jerusalem, as appears
from the mention of holy flesh in the second . clause. The
main difficulty lies in the words Cann nnsron Finityj?. Hitz.

takes Finii^j; to be the subject of the clause, and makes the
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suffix point back to ''Tl], which, as collective, is to be construed

genens faem.: what should the accomplishment of his plans be to

my beloved in my house? But as adverse to this we must
note, a. the improbability of l^'ij as used of the people being

feminine ; b. the fact that even if we adopt Hitz.'s change of

nriBTlpn into nilSTDn, yet the latter word does not mean plans or

designs to bring offerings. The phrase is clearly to be taken by
itself as a continuation of the question ; and the suffix to be re-

garded, with Ew., TJmbr., etc., as pointing, in the Aramaic
fashion, to the object following : they who practise guile. 'IBTD,

a thinking out, devising, usually of hurtful schemes, here guile,

as in Ps. cxxxix. 20, Job xxi. 27. What is meant is the hypocrisy

of cloaking their apostasy from God by offering sacrifices in the

temple, of concealing their idolatry and passing themselves

off as worshippers of Jahveh. On the form nnsfDj see Ew.

§ 173, 5^, Gesen. § 80, Eem. 2,/. D''3"]n makes no sense. It be-

longs manifestly to the words which follow ; for it can neither

be subject to nniw, nor can it be joined to nnston as its geni-

tive. The liXX. render : imt) eiiy^al koX Kpea wyia dcj)e\ov<Tiv

aTTo ffoO To,^ Kaicia'i aov ; and following this, Dathe, Dahl., Ew.,

Hitz. hold D''"n3n to be the original reading. On the other

hand, Maur., Graf, and Nag. think we should read Q'^'in (after

Ps. xxxii. 7) or C^in, crying, loud supplication ; on the ground

of Buxtorf's hint, Anticrit. p. 661, that probably the Alex-

andrians had D''a']n in their text, but, changing the 1 for 3, read

D'i'in. We must make our choice between these two conjec-

tures ; for even if D''3']n did not stand in the codex used by the

Alexandrians, it cannot have been the original word. The
form D'3T is, indeed, sufficiently attested by t3?S

''jl'J, Ps. xxxii.

7 ; but the meaning of exultation which it has there is here

wholly out of place. And we find no case of a plural to np,

which means both exultation and piteous, beseeching cry {e.g.

vii. 16). So that, although np is in the LXX. occasionally

rendered by Se-ijo-t? (xi. 14, xiv. 12, etc.) or Trpoaevxv (1 Kings

viii. 28), we prefer the conjecture D'"}'i^n ; for " vow" is in better

keeping with "holy flesh," i.e. flesh of sacrifice. Hag. ii. 12, since

the vow was generally carried out by offering sacrifice.—Nor do

the following words, 'Ul '^'hvo 1133;;;, convey any meaning, with-

out some alteration. As quoted above, they may be translated

;
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shall pass away from thee. But this can mean neither : they

shall be torn from thee, nor : they shall disappoint thee. And

even if this force did lie in the words, no statement can begin

with the following ''3rij?-i '3. If this be a protasis, the verb is

wanting. We shall have to change it, after the manner of

the LXX., to '^nSfJ '3:^1?? ''"'??':- : shall vows and holy flesh

(sacrifice) avert thine evil from thee 1 For the form =nrij>^ as

Hiph. cf. '3")T, ix. 2. "Thine evil" with the double force:

thy sin and shame, and the disaster impending, i.e. sin and

(judicial) suffering. There is no occasion for any further

changes. IS, rendered jj by the LXX., and so read IK by them,

may be completely vindicated : then, i.e. if this were the case,

if thou couldst avert calamity by sacrifice, then mightest thou

exult. Thus we obtain the following as the sense of the whole

verse : What mean my people in my temple with their hypo-

critical sacrifices ? Can vows and offerings, presented by you

there, avert calamity from you? If it could be so, well might

you shout for Joy.

This idea is carried on in vers. 16, 17. Judah (Israel) was

truly a noble planting of God's, but by defection from the Lord,

its God and Creator, it has drawn down on itself this ruin,

tlahveh called Judah a green olive with splendid fruit. For a

comparison of Israel to an olive, cf. Hos. xiv. 7, Ps. lii. 10,

cxxviii. 3. The fruit of the tree is the nation in its individual

members. The naming of the name is the representation of

the state of the case, and so here : the growth and prosperity of

the people. The contrasted state is introduced by 'n Pipp with-

out adversative particle, and is thus made to seem the more
abrupt and violent (Hitz.). Noise of tumult (^pPO, occurring

besides here only in Ezek. i. 24 as equivalent to li^in), i.e. of

the tumult of war, cf. Isa. xiii. 4 ; not : roar of the thunder-

storm or crash of thunder (Nag., Graf). J^yV for H3, cf. xvii.

27, xxi. 14, etc. The suffix is regulated by the thing repre-

sented by the olive, i.e. Judah as a kingdom. Its branches

brake ; VV"], elsewhere only transitive, here intransitive, analo-

gously to fin in Isa. xlii. 4. Hitz. renders less suitably : its

branches look bad, as being charred, robbed of their gay adorn-

ment. On this head cf. Ezek. xxxi. 12. The setting of fire

to the olive tree Israel came about through its enemies, who
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broke up one part of the kingdom after the other, who liad

already destroyed the kingdom of the ten tribes, and were now
about to destroy Judah next. That the words apply not to

Judah only, but to Israel as well, appears from ver. 17, where
the Lord, who has planted Israel, is said to have spoken, i.e.

decreed evil for the sin of the two houses, Israel and Judah.
"la'H is not directly = decree, but intimates also the utterance of

the decree by the prophet, on^ after Vif^ is dat. incomm. : the

evil which they have done to their hurt ; cf . xliv. 3, where the

dative is wanting. Hitz. finds in DHP an intimation of voluntary

action, as throwing back the deed upon the subject as an act of

free choice ; cf. Ew. § 315, a.

Chap. xi. 18-xii. 17. Evidence that Judah is unee-
CLAIMABLE, AND THAT THE SOEE JUDGMENTS THREATENED
CANNOT BE AVERTED.—As a practical proof of tlie people's

determination not to reform, we have in

Vers. 18-23 an account of the designs of the inhabitants of
Anathoth against the prophet^s life, inasmuch as it was their ill-

will towards his prophecies that led them to this crime. They
are determined not to hear the word of God, chiding and

punishing them for their sins, and so to put the preacher of

this word out of the way.—Ver. 18. " And Jahveli gave me
knowledge of it, and I knew it; then showedst Thou me their

doings. Ver. 19. And I was as a tame lamb that is led to the

slaughter, and knew not that they plotted designs against me :

Let us destroy the tree with the fruit thereof, and cut him off

out of the land of the living, that his name may be no more

remembered. Ver. 20. But Jahveh of hosts, that judgeth

justly, trieth reins and heart—I shall see Thy vengeance on

them, for to Thee have I confided my cause. Ver. 21. There-

fore thus hath Jahveh spoken against the men of Anathoth,

that seek after thy life, saying. Thou shalt not prophesy in the

name of Jahveh, that thou die not by our hand. Ver. 22.

Therefore thus hath Jahveh of hosts spoken : Behold, I will

punish them ; the young men shall die by the sword, their sons

and daughters shall die by famine. Ver. 23. And a remnant

shall not remain to them ; for I bring evil upon the men of

Anathoth, the year of their visitation."
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Jeremiah had not himself observed the designs of the people

of Anathoth against his life, because the thing was carried on

in secret ; but the Lord made it known to him. TS, then, sc.

when I knew nought of their murderous intent ; cf. ver. 19.

" Their doings," i.e. those done in secret. Ver. 19. ^'hi? t5'33,

agnus mansuetus, a tame pet-lamb, such as the Arabs used to

keep, such as the Hebrews too, 2 Sam. xii. 3, kept ; familiar

with the household, reared by them in the house, that does not

suspect when it is being taken to be killed. In like manner

Jeremiah had no suspicion that his countrymen were har-

bouring evil designs against him. These designs are quoted

directly without lOX?. The saying is a figurative or proverbial

one : we will destroy the tree ionpa. This word is variously

taken. The ordinary meaning, food for men and beasts,

usually bread, seems not to be suitable. And so Hitz. wishes

to read inp3, in its sap (cf. Deut. xxxiv. 7, Ezek. xxi, 3), because

on? may mean grain, but it does not mean fruit. Nag. justly

remarks against this view: What is here essential is simply

the produce of the tree, furnished for the use of man. The
word of the prophet was a food which they abhorred (cf. ver.

2lb). As DH? originally meant food, we here understand by

it the edible product of the tree, that is, its fruit, in opposi-

tion to sap, wood, leaves. This interpretation is confirmed by

the Arabic ; the Arabs use both *^ and J^l of the fruit of a

tree, see ill. in Eosenm. Scliol. ad h. I. The proverbial saying

is given in plain words in the next clause. We will cut him
{i.e. the prophet) off, etc.—Ver. 20. Therefore Jeremiah calls

upon the Lord, as the righteous judge and omniscient searcher

of hearts, to punish his enemies. This verse is repeated almost

verbally in xx. 12, and in substance in xvii. 10. Who trieth

reins and heart, and therefore knows that Jeremiah has done

no evil. nsnN is future as expressing certainty that God will

interfere to punish ; for to Him he has wholly committed his

cause. ''07?, Pi. of npj, is taken by Hitz., Ew., etc. in the sense

of ??3 : on Thee have I rolled over my cause ; in support of

this they adduce Ps. xxii. 9, xxxvii. 5, Prov. xvi. 3, as parallel

passages. It is true that this interpretation can be vindicated

grammatically, for hhi might have assumed the form of rh^
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(Evv. § 121, a). But the passages quoted are not at all decisive,

since Jeremiah very frequently gives a new sense to quotations

by making slight alterations on them ; and in the passage cited

we read I'T riK 773. We therefore adhere, with Grot, and Eos.,

to the usual meaning of >^A ; understanding that in making
known there is included the idea of entrusting, a force sug-

gested by the construction with 7N instead of p. 3''"!, controversy,

cause.—The prophet declares God's vengeance to the insti-

gators of the plots against his life, vers. 21-23. The intro-

ductory formula in ver. 21 is repeated in ver. 22, on account of

the long intervening parenthesis. " That thou diest not " is

introduced by the \ of consecution. The punishment is to fall

upon the entire population of Anathoth ; on the young men
of military age (D'^ina)^ a violent death in war ; on the chil-

dren, death by famine consequent on the siege. Even though

all had not had a share in the complot, yet were they at heart

just as much alienated from God and ill-disposed towards His

word. " Year of their visitation " is still dependent on " bring."

This construction is simpler than taking r\W for accus. adverb.,

both here and in xxiii. 12.

Chap. xii. 1-6. Tlie prophets displeasure at the prosperity of

the wicked.—The enmity experienced by Jeremiah at the hands

of his countrymen at Anathoth excites his displeasure at the

prosperity of the wicked, who thrive and live with immunity.

He therefore begins to expostulate with God, and demands

from God's righteousness that they be cut off out of the land

(vers. 1-4:) ; wliereupon the Lord reproves him for this outburst

of ill-nature and impatience by telling him that he must patiently

endure still worse.—This section, the connection of which with

the preceding is unmistakeable, shows by a concrete instance

the utter corruptness of the people; and it has been included

in the prophecies because it sets before us the greatness of

God's long-suffering towards a people ripe for destruction.

Ver. 1. " Kighteous art Thou, Jahveh, if I contend with

Thee ; yet will I plead with Thee in words. Wherefore doth the

way of tiie wicked prosper, are all secure that deal faithlessly?

Ver. 2. Thou hast planted them, yea, they have taken root

;

grow, yea, bring forth fruit. Near art Thou in their mouth,

yet far from their reins. Ver. 3. But Thou, Jahveh, knowest
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me, seest me, and triest mine heart toward Thee. Tear them

away like sheep to the slaughter, and devote them for a day of

slauo-hter. Ver. 4. How long is the earth to mourn and the

herb of the field to wither? For the wickedness of them that

dwell therein, gone are cattle and fowl ; for they say : He sees

not our end.—Ver. 5. If with the footmen thou didst run and

they wearied thee, how couldst thou contend with the horses ?

and if thou trustest in the land of peace, how wilt thou do in

the glorj' of Jordan ? Ver. 6. For even thy brethren and thy

father's house, even they are faithless towards thee, yea, they

call after thee with full voice. Believe them not, though they

speak friendly to thee."

The prophet's complaint begins by acknowledging : Thou art

righteous. Lord, if I would dispute with Thee, i.e. would accuse

Thee of injustice. I could convict Thee of no wrong ; Thou
wouldst appear righteous and prove Thyself in the right. Ps.

li. 6 ; Job ix. 2 ff. With TJS comes in a limitation : only he

will speak pleas of right, maintain a suit with Jahveh, will set

before Him something that seems incompatible with God's

justice, namely the question : Why the way of the wicked

prospers, why they that act faithlessly are in ease and comfort?

On this cf. Job xxi. 7 ff., where Job sets forth at length the

contradiction between the prosperity of the wicked and the

justice of God's providence. The way of the wicked is the

course of their life, their conduct. God has planted them,

i.e. has placed them in their circumstances of life; like a tree

they have struck root into the ground; they go on, i.e. grow,

and bear fruit, i.e. their undertakings succeed, although they

have God in their mouth only, not in their heart.—Ver. 3. To
show that he has cause for his question, Jeremiah appeals to

the omniscience of the Searcher of hearts. God knows him,

tries his heart, and therefore knows how it is disposed towards

Himself C^riK belongs to ^3^, the nx indicating the relation

—

here, viz., fidelity—in which the heart stands to God ; cf. 2 Sam.
xvi. 17). Thus God knows that in his heart there is no un-
faithfulness, and that he maintains to God an attitude alto-

gether other than that of those hypocrites who have God on
their lips only ; and knows too the enmity which, without hav-
ing provoked it, he experiences. How then comes it about
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that with the prophet it goes ill, while with those faithless ones

it goes well? God, as the righteous God, must remove this

contradiction. And so his request concludes : Tear them out

(pnj of the tearing out of roots, Ezek. xvii. 9) ; here Hiph. with

the same force (pointing back to the metaphor of their being

rooted, ver. 2), implying total destruction. Hence also the

illustration : as sheep, that are dragged away out of the flock to

be slaughtered. Devote them for the day of slaughter, like

animals devoted to sacrifice.—Ver. 4 gives the motive of his

prayer : How long shall the earth suffer from the wickedness

of these hypocrites? be visited with drought and dearth for

their sins ? This question is not be taken as a complaint that

God is punishing without end ; Hitz. so takes it, and then pro-

poses to delete it as being out of all connection in sense with

ver. 3 or ver. 5. It is a complaint because of the continuance

of God's chastisements, drawn down by the wickedness of the

apostates, which are bringing the land to utter ruin. The
mourning of the land and the withering of the herb is a conse-

quence of great drought ; and the drought is a divine chastise-

ment : cf. iii. 3, v. 24 ff., xiv. 2 ff., etc. But this falls not only

un the unfaithful, but upon the godly too, and even the beasts,

cattle, and birds suffer from it ; and so the innocent along with

the guilty. There seems to be injustice in this. To put an

end to this injustice, to rescue the innocent from the curse

brought by the wickedness of the ungodly, the prophet seeks

the destruction of the wicked, nap, to be swept away. The

3d pers. fem. sing, with the plural ni—, as in Joel i. 20 and

often; cf. Ew. § 317, a, Gesen. § 146, 3, " They that dwell

therein " are inhabitants of the land at large, the ungodly

multitude of the people, of whom it is said in the last clause

:

they say. He will not see our end. The sense of these words

is determined by the subject. Many follow the LXX. {ovk

oyjrerat 6 0eo9 oSou? rjfiuv) and refer the seeing to God. God

will not see their end, i.e. will not trouble Himself about it

(Schnur., Eos., and others), or will not pay any heed to their

future fate, so that they may do all they choose unpunislied

(Ew.). But to this Graf has justly objected, that nsn, in all

the passages that can be cited for this sense of the word, is used

only of that which God sees, regards as already present, never
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of that which is future. "He sees" is to be referred to the

prophet. Of him the ungodly say, he shall not see their end,

because they intend to put him out of the way (Hitz.) ; of

better, in a less special sense, they ridicule the idea that his

prophecies will be fulfilled, and say : He shall not see our end,

because his threatenings will not come to pass.

In vers. 5 and 6 the Lord so answers the prophet's complaint

as to reprove his impatience, by intimating that he will have

to endure still worse. Both parts of ver. 5 are of the nature

of proverbs. If even the race with footmen made him weary,

how will he be able to compete with horses ? iTinri here and xxii.

15, a Tiph., Aramaic form for Hiph., arising by the hardening

of the n into n—cf . Hos. xi. 3, and Ew. § 122, a—rival, vie with.

The proverb exhibits the contrast between tasks of smaller and

greater difBculty, applied to the prophet's relation to his enemies.

What Jeremiah had to suffer from his countrymen at Ana-
thoth was but a trifle compared with the malign assaults that

yet awaited him in the discharge of his office. The second

comparison conveys the same thought, but with a clearer inti-

mation of the dangers the prophet will undergo. If thou

puttest thy trust in a peaceful land, there alone countest on

living in peace and safety, how wilt thou bear thyself in the

glory of Jordan 1 The latter phrase does not mean the swelling

of Jordan, its high flood, so as that we should, with Umbr. and
Ew., have here to think of the danger arising from a great and
sudden inundation. It is the strip of land alone the bank of

the Jordan, thickly overgrown with shrubs, trees, and tall reeds,

the lower valley, flooded when the river was swollen, wliere

lions had their haunt, as in the reedy thickets of the Euphrates.

Cf. V. Schubert, Eeise, iii. S. 82 ; Kobins. Bibl. Researches in

Palestine, i. 535, and Phys. Geogr. of the Holy Land, p. 147.

The " pride of the Jordan " is therefore mentioned in xlix.

19, 1. 44, Zech. xi. 3, as the haunt of lions, and comes before

us here as a region where men's lives were in danger. The
point of the comparison is accordingly this : Thy case up till

this time is, in spite of the onsets thou hast borne, to be com-
pared to a sojourn in a peaceful land ; but thou shalt come into

much sorer case, where thou shalt never for a moment be sure
of thy life. To illustrate this, he is told in ver. 6 that his
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nearest 6f kin, and those dwelling under the same roof, will

behave unfaithfully towards him. They will cry behind him

^?J^, plena voce (Jerome ; cf. IXpa ^ii']\>, iv. 5). They will cry

after him, " as one cries when pursuing a thief or murderer"

(Gr.). Perfectly apposite is therefore Luther's translation :

They set up a hue and cry after thee. These words are not

meant to be literally taken, but convey the thought, that even

his nearest friends will persecute him as a malefactor. It is

therefore a perverse design that seeks to find the distinction

between the inhabitants of Anathoth and the brethren and

housemates, in a contrast between the priests and the blood-

relations. Although Anathoth was a city of the priests, the

men of Anathoth need not have been all priests, since these

cities were not exclusively occupied by priests.—In this reproof

of the prophet there lies not merely the truth that much sorer

suffering yet awaits him, but the truth besides, that the people's

faithlessness and wickedness towards God and men will yet

grow greater, ere the judgment of destruction fall upon Judah

;

for the divine long-suffering is not yet exhausted, nor has un-

godliness yet fairly reached its highest point, so that the final

destruction must straightway be carried out. But judgment

will not tarry long. This thought is carried on in what

follows.

Vers. 7—17. The execution of the judgment on Judah and its

enemies.—As to this passage, which falls into two strophes, vers.

7-13 and vers. 14-17, Hitz., Graf, and others pronounce that

it stands in no kind of connection with what immediately pre-

cedes. The connection of the two strophes with one another

is, however, allowed by these commentators ; while Eichh. and

Dahler hold vers. 14-17 to be a distinct oracle, belonging to the

time of Zedekiah, or to the seventh or eighth year of Jehoiakim.

These views are bound up with an incorrect conception of the

contents of the passage,—to which in the first place we must

accordingly direct our attention.

Ver. 7. " I have forsaken mine house, cast out mine heritage,

given the beloved of my soul into the hand of its enemies.

Ver. 8. Mine heritage is become unto me as a lion in the forest,

it hath lifted up its voice against me ; therefore have I hated

it. Ver. 9. Is mine heritage to me a speckled vulture, that
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vultures are round about it 1 Come, gather all the beasts of

the field, bring them to devour! Ver. 10. Many shepherds

have destroyed my vineyard, have trodden down my ground,

have made the plot of my pleasure a desolate wilderness.

Ver. 11. They have made it a desolation ; it mourneth around

me desolate ; desolated is the whole land, because none laid it to

heart. Ver. 12. On all the bare-peaked heights in the wilder-

ness are spoilers come ; for a sword of Jahveh's devours from

one end of the land unto the other : no peace to all flesh.

Ver. 13. They have sown wheat and reaped thorns ; they have

worn themselves weary and accomplished nothing. So then

ye shall be put to shame for your produce, because of the hot

anger of Jahveh."

Ver. 14. " Thus saith Jahveh against all mine evil neigh-

bours, that touch the heritage which I have given unto my
people Israel : Behold, I pluck them out of their land, and the

house of Judah will I pluck out of their midst. Ver. 15. But

after I have plucked them out, I will pity them again, and

bring them back, each to his heritage, and each into his

land. Ver. 16. And it shall be, if they will learn the ways of

my people, to swear by my name : As Jahveh liveth, as they

have taught my people to swear by Baal, then they shall be

built in the midst of my people. Ver. 17. But if they hearken

not, I will pluck up such a nation, utterly destroying it, saith

Jahveh."

Hitz. and Graf, in opposition to other commentators, will

have the strophe, vers. 7-13, to be taken not as prophecy, but

as a lament on the devastation which Judah, after Jehoiakim's

defection from Nebuchadnezzar in the eighth year of his reign,

had suffered through the war of spoliation undertaken against

insurgent Judah by those neighbouring nations that had main-

tained their allegiance to Chaldean supremacy, 2 Kings xxiv.

2 f. In support of this, Gr. appeals to the use throughout of

unconnected perfects, and to the prophecy, ver. 14 ff., joined

with this description ; which, he says, shows that it is something

complete, existing, which is described, a state of affairs on which

the prophecy is based. For although the prophet, viewing the

future with the eyes of a seer as a thing present, often describes

it as if it had already taken place, yet, he says, the context easily
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enables us in such a case to recognise the description as pro-

phetic, which, ace. to Graf, is not the case here. This argument

is void of all force. To show that the use of unconnected

perfects proves nothing, it is sufficient to note that sucli

perfects are used in ver. 6, where Hitz. and Gr. take ^"li^ and

1S<1i^^ as prophetic. So with the perfects in ver. 7. The context

demands this. For though no particle attaches ver. 7 to what

precedes, yet, as Graf himself alleges against Hitz., it is shown

by the lack of any heading that the fragment (vers. 7-13) is

" not a special, originally independent oracle ;" and just as

clearly, that it can by no means be (as Gr. supposes) an

appendix, stuck on to the preceding in a purely external and

accidental fashion. These assumptions are disproved by the

contents of the fragment, which are simply an expansion of tlie

threat of expulsion from their inheritance conveyed to the

people already in xi. 14-17 ; an expansion which not merely

points back to xi. 14-17, but which most aptly attaches itself

to the reproof given to the prophet for his complaint that

judgment on the ungodly was delayed (xii. 1-6) ; since it dis-

closes to the prophet God's designs in regard to His people, and

teaches that the judgment, though it may be delayed, will not

be withheld.—Vers. 7 ff. contain sayings of God, not of the

prophet, who had left his house in Anathoth, as Zwingli and

Bugenhagen thought. The perfects are prophetic, i.e. intimate

the divine decree already determined on, whose accomplishment

is irrevocably fixed, and will certainly by and by take place.

" My house" is neither the temple nor the land inhabited by

Israel, in support whereof appeal is unjustly made to passages

like Hos. viii. 1, ix. 15, Ezek. viii. 12, ix. 9 ; but, as is clearly

shown by the parallel " mine heritage," taken in connection

with what is said of the heritage in ver. 8, and by " the beloved

of my soul," ver. 7, means the people of Israel, or Judah as the

Existing representative of the people of God (house = family)
;

see on Hos, viii. 1. TOnj = rhm Dy, Deut. iv. 20, cf. Isa. xlvii.

6, xix. 25. nnn^, object of my soul's love, cf. xi. 15. This

appellation, too, cannot apply to the land, but to the people of

Israel.—Ver. 8 contains the reason why Jahveh gives up His

people for a prey. It has behaved to God like a lion, i.e. has

opposed Him fiercely like a furious beast. Therefore He must

VOL. I. P
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withdraw His love. To give with, the voice = to lift up the

voice, as in Ps. xlvi. 7, Ixviii. 34. " Hate" is a stronger ex-

pression for the withdrawal of love, shown by delivering Israel

into the hand of its enemies, as in Mai. i. 3. There is no

reason for taking ''HSpB' as inchoative (Hitz., I learned to hate

it). The "hating" is explained fully in the following verses.

In ver. 9 the meaning of J?13V a^V^j is disputed. In all other

jilaces where it occurs tJ'Jf means a bird of prey, cf. Isa. xlvi.

11, or collective, birds of prey. Gen. xv. 11, Isa. xviii. 6. V^^'^,

in the Rabbinical Heb. the hyaena, like the Arabic «_juo or

%-^- So the LXX. have rendered it ; and so, too, many recent

comm., e.g. Gesen. in thes. But with this the asyndeton by
way of connection with ti^V does not well consist : is a bird of

prey, a hysena, mine heritage? On this ground Boch. {Hieroz.

ii. p. 176, ed. Ros.) sought to make good the claim of tS^JJ to

mean " beast of prey," but without proving his case. Nor is

there in biblical Heb. any sure case for Vyyi in the meaning of

hyaena ; and the Eabbinical usage would appear to be founded

on this interpretation of the word in the passage before us. WS,

,_x^, means dip, hence dye ; and so V3V^ Judg. v. 30, is dyed

materials, in plur. parti-coloured clothes. To this meaning
Jerome, Syr., and Targ. have adhered in the present case

;

Jerome gives avis discolor^ whence Luther's der sprincJdigt

Vogel ; Chr. B. Mich., avis colorata. So, and rightly, Hitz.,

Ew., Graf, Nag. The prophet alludes to the well-known fact

of natural history, that " whenever a strange-looking bird is

seen amongst the others, whether it be an owl of the nicrht

amidst the birds of day, or a bird of gaj', variegated plumage
amidst those of duskier hue, the others pursue the unfamiliar

intruder with loud cries and unite in attacking it." Hitz.,

with reference to Tacit. Ann. vi. 28, Sueton. Cces. 81, and
Plin. Hist. N. x. 19. The question is the expression of amaze-
ment, and is assertory. V is dat. ethic, intimating sympathetic
participation (Nag.), and not to be changed, with Gr., into '3.

The next clause is also a question : are birds of prey round
about it (mine heritage), sc. to plunder it 1 This, too, is meant
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to convey affirmation. With it is connected the summons to

the beasts of prey to gather round Judah to devour it. The
words here come from Isa. Ivi. 9. The beasts are emblem for

enemies, ^''^n is not first mode or perfect (Hitz.), but imperat.,

contracted from '''O^i!!, as in Isa. xxi. 14. The same thought

is, in ver. 10, carried on under a figure that is more directly

expressive of the matter in hand. The perfects in vers. 10-12

are once more prophetic. The shepherds vyho (along vpith

their flocks, of course) destroy the vineyard of the Lord are

the kings of the heathen, Nebuchadnezzar and the kings

subject to him, with their warriors. The " destroying" is

expanded in a manner consistent with the figure ; and here we
must not fail to note the cumulation of the words and the

climax thus produced. They tread down the plot of ground,

turn the precious plot into a howling wilderness. With " plot

of my pleasure" cf. '131 n'non pK, iii. 19.

In ver. 11 the emblematical shepherds are brought forward

in the more direct form of enemy. i=i»B>, he (the enemy,
" they" impersonal) has changed it (the plot of ground) into

desolation. It mourneth v]/, round about me, desolated.

Spoilers are come on all the bare-topped hills of the desert.

"la'ja is the name for such parts of the country as were suited

only for rearing and pasturing cattle, like the so-called wilder-

ness of Judah to the west of the Dead Sea. A sword of the

Lord's (i.e. the war sent by Jahveh, cf. xxv. 29, vi. 25) devours

the whole land from end to end ; cf. xxv. 33. " All flesh " is

limited by the context to all flesh in the land of Judah. "iB'a

in the sense of Gen. vi. 12, sinful mankind; here: the whole

sinful population of Judah. For them there is no Di?E', welfare

or peace.—Ver. 13. They reap the contrary of what they have

sowed. The words : wheat they have sown, thorns they reap,

are manifestly of the nature of a saw or proverb ; certainly not

merely with the force of meliora exspectaverant et venerunt

pessima (Jerome) ; for sowing corresponds not to hoping or

expecting, but to doing and undertaking. Their labour brings

them the reverse of what they aimed at or sought to attain.

To understand the words directly of the failure of the crop, as

Ven., Eos., Hitz., Graf, Nag. prefer to do, is fair neither to

text nor context. To reap thorns is not = to have a bad har-
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vest by reason of drought, blight, or the ravaging of enemies.

Tiie seed : wheat, the noblest grain, produces thorns, the very

opposite of available fruit. And the context, too, excludes the

thought of agriculture and " literal harvesting." The thought

that the crop turned out a failure would be a very lame ter-

mination to a description of how the whole land was ravaged

from end to end by the sword of the Lord. The verse forms a

conclusion which sums up the threatening of vers. 7-12, to the

effect that the people's sinful ongoings will bring them .sore

suffering, instead of tlie good fortune they hoped for. 'iPriJ,

they have worn themselves out, exhausted their strength, and
secured no profit. Thus shall ye be put to shame for your pro-

duce, ignominously disappointed in your hopes for the issue of

your labour.

Vers. 14-17. The spoilers of the Lord's heritage are also to

be carried off out of their land ; but after they, like Judab,
have been punished, the Lord will have pity on them, and will

bring them back one and all into their own land. And if the

heatlien, who now seduce the people of God to idolatry, learn

the ways of God's people and he converted to the Lord, they

shall receive citizenship amongst God's people and be built up
amongst them ; but if they will not do so, they shall be extir-

pated. Thus will the Lord manifest Himself before the whole
earth as righteous judge, and through judgment secure the

weal not only of Israel, but of the heathen peoples too. By
this discovery of His world-plan the Lord makes so complete a
reply to the prophet's murmuring concerning the prosperity of
the ungodly (vers. 1-6), that from it may clearly be seen tlie

justice of God's government on earth. Viewed thus, both
strophes of the passage before us (vers. 7-17) connect them-
selves singularly well with vers. 1-6.—Ver. 14. The evil neigh-
bours that lay hands on Jahveh's heritage are the neicrhbour-
ing heathen nations, the Edomites, Moabites, Ammonites,
Philistines, and Syrians. It does not, however, follow that
this threatening has special reference to the event related in

2 Kings xxiv. 2, and that it belongs to the time of Jehoiakim.
These nations were always endeavouring to assault Israel, and
made use of every opportunity that seemed favourable for
waging war against them and subjugating them ; and not for
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the first time during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, at whicli

time it was indeed that they suffered the punishment here pro-

nounced, of being carried away into exile. The neighbours

ai'e brought up here simply as representatives of the heathen

nations, and what is said of them is true for all the heathen.

The transition to the first person in ''WK' is like that in xiv. 15.

Jahveh is possessor of the land of Israel, and so the adjoining

peoples are His neighbours. 2 yj3, to touch as an enemy, to

attack, cf. Zech. ii. 12. I pluck the house of Judah out of

their midst, i.e. the midst of the evil neighbours. This is

understood by most commentators of the carrying of Judah
into captivity, since tJ'nj cannot be taken in two different senses

in the two corresponding clauses. For this word used of

deportation, cf. 1 Kings xiv. 15. "Them," ver. 15, refers to

the heathen peoples. After they have been carried forth of

their land and have received their punishment, the Lord will

again have compassion upon them, and will bring back each to

its inheritance, its land. Here the restoration of Judah, the

people of God, is assumed as a thing of course (cf. ver. 16 and

xxxii. 37, 44, xxxiii. 26).—Ver. 16. If then the heathen learn

the ways of the people of God. What we are to understand

by this is clear from the following infinitive clause : to swear

in the name of Jahveh, viz. if they adopt the worship of

Jahveh (for swearing is mentioned as one of the principal

utterances of a religious confession). If they do so, then shall

they be built in the midst of God's people, i.e. incorporated

with it, and along with it favoured and blessed.—Ver. 17. But
they who hearken not, namely, to the invitation to take Jahveh

as the true God, these shall be utterly destroyed. ^3N1 B^inj,

so to pluck them out that they may perish. The promise is

Messianic, cf. xvi. 19, Isa. Ivi. 6 f., Mic. iv. 1-4, etc., inasmuch

as it points to the end of God's way with all nations.

Chap. xiii. The humiliation of Judah's pride.—The

first section of this chapter contains a symbolical action which

sets forth the corruptness of Judah (vers. 1-11), and shows in

figurative language how the Lord will bring Judah's haughti-

ness to nothing (vers. 12-14). Upon the back of this comes

the warning to repent, and the threatening addressed to the
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king and queen, that the crown shall fall from their head, that

J udah shall be carried captive, and Jerusalem dishonoured, be-

cause of their disgraceful idolatry (vers. 15-27).

Vers. 1-11. The spoilt girdle.— Ver. 1. "Thus spake Jahveh

unto me : Go and buy thee a linen girdle, and put it upon thy

loins, but into the water thou shalt not bring it. Ver. 2. So I

bought the girdle, according to the word of Jahveh, and put

it upon my loins. Ver. 3. Then came the word of Jahveh to

me the second time, saying : Ver. 4. Take the girdle which

thou hast bought, which is upon thy loins, and arise, and go to

the Euphrates, and hide it there in a cleft of the rock. Ver. 5.

So I went and hid it, as Jahveh had commanded me. Ver. 6.

And it came to pass after many days, that Jahveh said unto

me : Arise, go to the Euphrates, and bring thence the girdle

which I commanded thee to hide there. Ver. 7. And I went

to the Euphrates, and digged, and took the girdle from the

place where I had hid it ; and, behold, the girdle was marred,

was good for nothing. Ver. 8. And the word of Jahveh came

to me, saying: Ver. 9. Thus hath Jahveh said. After this

manner will I mar the pride of Judah, the great pride of Jeru-

salem. Ver. 10. This evil people, which refuse to hear my
words, which walk in the stubbornness of their heart, and walk

after other gods, to serve them and to worship them, it shall be

as this girdle which is good for nothing. Ver. 11. For as the

girdle cleaves to the loins of a man, so have I caused to cleave

unto me the whole house of Israel and the whole house of

Judah, saith Jahveh ; that it might be to me for a people and

for a name, for a praise and for an ornament; but they

hearkened not."

With regard to the symbolical action imposed on the pro-

phet and performed by him, the question arises, whether the

thing took place in outward reality, or was only an occurrence

in the spirit, in the inward vision. The first view seems to be

supported by the wording of the passage, namely, the twice re-

peated account of the prophet's journey to the Phrat on the

strength of a twice repeated divine command. But on the

other hand, it has been found very improbable that " Jeremiah
should twice have made a journey to the Euphrates, merely to

prove that a linen girdle, if it lie long in the damp, becomes
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spoilt, a thing he could have done much nearer home, and which

besides everybody knew without experiment" (Graf). On this

ground Eos., Graf, etc., hold the matter for a parable or an

allegorical tale. But this view depends for support on the

erroneous assumption that the specification of the Euphrates is

of no kind of importance for the matter in hand ; whereas the

contrary may be gathered from the four times repeated men-

tion of the place. Nor is anything proved against the real

performance of God's command by the remark, that the journey

thither and back on both occasions is spoken of as if it were a

mere matter of crossing a field. The Bible writers are wont to

set forth such external matters in no very circumstantial way.

And the great distance of the Euphrates—about 250 miles—

•

gives us no sufficient reason for departing from the narrative as

we have it before us, pointing as it does to a literal and real

carrying out of God's command, and to relegate the matter to

the inward region of spiritual vision, or to take the narrative

for an allegorical tale.—Still less reason is to be found in

arbitrary interpretations of the name, such as, after Bochart's

example, have been attempted by Ven., Hitz., and Ew. The
assertion that the Euphrates is called n"i3 ^^J everywhere else,

including Jer. xlvi. 2, 6, 10, loses its claim to conclusiveness

from the fact that the prefaced nnj is omitted in Gen. ii. 14,

Jer. li, 63. And even Ew. observes, that "fifty years later a

prophet understood the word of the Euphrates at li. 63." Now
even if li. 63 had been written by another prophet, and fifty

years later (which is not the case, see on chap. 1. ff.), the

authority of this prophet would suffice to prove every other

interpretation erroneous; even although the other attempts at

interpretation had been more than the merest fancies. Ew.
remarks, " It is most amazing that recent scholars (Hitz. with

Ven. and Dahl.) could seriously come to adopt the conceit that

n"ia is one and the same with ITISN (Gen. xlviii. 7), and so with

Bethlehem ;" and what he says is doubly relevant to his own

rendering, nns, he says, is either to be be understood like aij,

of fresh water in general, or like ij J, a place near the water,

a crevice opening from the water into the land,— interpreta-

tions so far fetched as to require no serious refutation.
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More important than the question as to the formal nature

of the emblematical action is that regarding its meaning ; on

which the views of commentators are as much divided. From
the interpretation in vers. 9-11 thus much is clear, that the

girdle is the emblem of Israel, and that the prophet, in putting

on and wearing this girdle, illustrates the relation of God to the

folk of His covenant (Israel and Judah). The further signi-

ficance of the emblem is suggested by the several moments of

tlie action. The girdle does not merely belong to a man's

adornment, but is that part of his clothing which he must put

on when about to undertake any laborious piece of work. The
prophet is to buy and put on a linen girdle. CJ?^?, linen, was

the material of the priests' raiment, Ezek. xliv. 17 f., which in

Ex. xxviii. 40, xxxix. 27 ff. is called ^^, white byssus, or 13,

linen. The priest's girdle was not, however, white, but woven

parti-coloured, after the four colours of the curtains of the

sanctuary, Ex. xxviii. 40, xxxix. 29. Wool (i?^) is in Ezek.

xliv. 18 expressly excluded, because it causes the body to sweat.

The linen girdle points, therefore, to the priestly character of

Israel, called to be a holy people, a kingdom of priests (Ex.

xix. 6). " The purchased white girdle of linen, a man's pride

and adornment, is the people bought out of Egypt, yet in its

innocence as it was when the Lord bound it to Himself with

the bands of love" (Umbr.). The prohibition that follows,

" into water thou shall not bring it," is variously interpreted.

Ohr. B. Mich, says : forte ne madefiat et facilius dein com-
putrescat; to the same effect Dahl., Ew., Umbr., Graf: to

keep it safe from the hurtful effects of damp. A view which
refutes itself ; since washing does no kind of harm to the linen

girdle, but rather makes it again as good as new. Thus to the

point writes Nag., remarking justly at the same time, that the

command not to bring the girdle into the water plainly implies

that the prophet would have washed it when it had become
soiled. This was not to be. The girdle was to remain dirty,

and as such to be carried to the Euphrates, in order that, as

Ros. and Maur. observed, it might symbolize sordes quas con-
traxerit populus in dies majores, mores populi magis magisqiie

lapsi, and that the carrying of the soiled girdle to the Euphrates
might set forth before the eyes of the people what awaited it,
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after it had long been borne by God covered with the filtli of

its sins.—The just appreciation of this prohibition leads us

easily to the true meaning of the command in ver. 4, to bring

the girdle that was on his loins to the Euphrates, and there to

conceal it in a cleft in the rock, wiiere it decays. By it is

signified, as Ohr. B. Mich., following Jerome, ob.serves, populi

Judaici apud Chaldoeos citra JEuphratem captiiiitas et exilium.

Graf has objected : " The corruptness of Israel was not a con-

sequence of the Babylonish captivity ; the latter, indeed, came
about in consequence of the existing corruptness." But this

objection stands and falls with the amphibolia of the word

corruptness, decay. Israel was, indeed, morally decayed before

the exile ; but the mouldering of the girdle in the earth by the

Euphrates signifies not the moral but the physical decay of the

covenant people, which, again, was a result of the moral decay

of the period during which God had, in His long-suffering,

borne the people notwithstanding their sins. Wholly erroneous

is the view adopted by Gr. from Umbr. : the girdle decayed by

the water is the sin-stained people which, intriguing with the

foreign gods, had in its pride cast itself loose from its God, and

had for long imagined itself secure under the protection of the

gods of Chaldea. The hiding of the girdle in the crevice of

a rock by the banks of the Euphrates would have been the

most unsuitable emblem conceivable for representing the moral

corruption of the people. Had the girdle, which God makes to

decay by the Euphrates, loosed itself from him and imagined it

could conceal itself in a foreign land ? as Umbr. puts the case.

According to the declaration, ver. 9, God will mar the great

pride of Judah and Jerusalem, even as the girdle had been

marred, which had at His command been carried to the

Euphrates and hid there. The carrying of the girdle to tlie

Euphrates is an act proceeding from God, by which Israel is

marred; the intriguing of Israel with strange gods in the land of

Canaan was an act of Israel's own, against the will of God.

—

Ver. 6. After the course of many days—these are the seventy

years of the captivity—the prophet is to fetch the girdle again.

He went, digged p?", whence we see that the hiding in the

cleft of the rock was a burying in the rocky soil of the

Euphrates bank), and found the girdle marred, fit for nothing.
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These words correspond to the effect which the exile was de-

signed to have, which it has had, on the wicked, idolatrous race.

The ungodly should, as Moses' law, Lev. xxvi. 36, 39, declared,

perish in the land of their enemies ; the land of their enemies

will devour them, and they that remain shall pine or moulder

away in their iniquities and in the iniquities of their father's

This mouldering (ip?!) is well reproduced in the marring

(nriK':) of the girdle. It is no contradiction to this, that a part

of the people will be rescued from the captivity and brought

back to the land of their fathers. For although the girdle

which the prophet had put on his loins symbolized the people

at large, yet the decay of the same at the Euphrates sets forth

only the physical decay of the ungodly part of the people, as

ver. 10 intimates in clear words : " This evil people that refuses

to hear the word of the Lord, etc., shall be as this girdle."

The Lord wall mar the liXJ of Judah and Jerusalem. The
word means highness in both a good and in an evil sense, glory

and self-glory. Here it is used with the latter force. This is

shown both by the context, and by a comparison of the passage

Lev. xxvi. 19, that God will break the TjJ pw of the people by

sore judgments, which is the foundation of the present ver. 9.

—

In ver. 11 the meaning of the girdle is given, in order to explain

the threatening in vers. 9 and 10. As the girdle lies on the

loins of a man, so the Lord hath laid Israel on Himself, that it

may be to Him for a people and for a praise, for a glory and
an adornment, inasmuch as He designed to set it above all

other nations and to make it very glorious; of. Deut. xxvi. 19,

whither these words point back.

Vers. 12-17. How the Lord will destroy His degenerate people,

and how they may yet escape the impending ruin.—Ver. 12. " And
speak unto them this word : Thus hath Jahveh the God of

Israel said, Every jar is filled with wine. And when they say to

thee. Know we not that every jar is filled with wine? Ver. 13,

Then say to them: Thus hath Jahveh said: Behold, I fill all

inhabitants of this land—the kings that sit for David upon his

tlirone, and the priests, and the prophets, and all inhabitants of

Jerusalem—with drunkenness, Ver. 14. And dash them one
against another, the fathers and the sons together, saith Jahveh ;

I will not spare, nor pity, ror have mercy, not to destmy them.
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'—Ver. 15. Hear ye and give ear ! Be not proud, for Jaliveli

speaketh. Ver. 16. Give to Jahveh, your God, honour, ere He
bring darkness, and before your feet stumble upon the mountains

of dusk, and ye look for light, but He turn it into the shadow

of death and make it darkness. Ver. 17. But if ye hear it not,

then in concealment shall my soul weep for the pride, and weep
and run down shall mine eye with tears, because the flock of

Jahveh is carried away captive."

To give emphasis to the threatening conveyed in the sym-
bolical action, the kind and manner of the destruction awaiting

them is forcibly set before the various ranks in Judah and

Jerusalem by the interpretation, in vers. 12-14, of a proverbial

saying and the application of it to them. The circumstantial

way in which the figurative saying is brought in in ver. 12, is

designed to call attention to its import. ?5?, an earthenware

vessel, especially the wine jar (cf. Isa. xxx. 24, Lam. iv. 2), is

here the emblem of man; cf. xviii. 6, Isa. xxix. 16, We must

not, as Nag. does, suppose the simile to be used because such

jars are an excellent emblem of that carnal aristocratic pride

which lacked all substantial merit, by reason of their being of

bulging shape, hollow within and without solidity, and of fragile

material besides. No sti'ess is laid on the bulging form and

hollowness of the jars, but only on their fulness with wine and

their brittleness. Nor can aristocratic haughtiness be predi-

cated of all the inhabitants of the land. The saying : Every

jar is filled with wine, seemed so plain and natural, that those

addressed answer : Of that we are well aware. " The answer is

that of the psychical man, who dreams of no deeper sense"

(Hitz.). Just this very answer gives the prophet occasion to

expound the deeper meaning of this word of God's. As one

fills all wine jars, so must all inhabitants of the land be filled

by God with wine of intoxication. Drunkenness is the effect

of the intoxicating wine of God's wrath, Ps. Ix. 5. This wine

Jahveh will give them (cf. xxv. 15, Isa. li. 17, etc.), so that,

filled with drunken frenzy, they shall helplessly destroy one

another. This spirit will seize upon all ranks : upon the kings

who sit upon the throne of David, not merely him who was

reigning at the time ; upon the priests and prophets as leaders of

the people; and upon all inhabitants of Jerusalem, the metropolis,
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the spirit and temper of which exercises an unlimited influence

upon the temper and destiny of the kingdom at large, I dash

them one against the other, as jars are shivered when knocked

together. Here Plitz. finds a foreshadowing of civil war, by

which they should exterminate one another. Jeremiah was

indeed thinking of the staggering against one another of

drunken men, but in " dash them,'" etc., adhered simply to the

figure of jars or pots. But what can be meant by the shivering

of pots knocked together, other than mutual destruction ? The
kingdom of Judah did not indeed fall by civil war ; but who

can deny that the fury of the various factions in Judah and

Jerusalem did really contribute to the fall of the realm ? The

shattering of the pots does not mean directly civil war ; it is

given as the result of the drunkenness of the inhabitants, under

which they, no longer capable of self-control, dash against and

so destroy one another. But besides, the breaking of jars

reminds us of the stratagem of Gideon and his 300 warriors,

who, by the sound of trumpets and the smashing of jars, threw

the whole Midianite camp into such panic, that these foes

turned their swords against one another and fled in wild con-

fusion : Judg. vii, 19 ff., cf, too 1 Sam, xiv. 20. Thus shall

Judah be broken without mercy or pity. To increase the

emphasis, there is a cumulation of expressions, as in xxi. 7,

XV. 5, cf. Ezek. v. 11, vii. 4, 9, etc.—Ver. 15 ff. With this

threatening the prophet couples a solemn exhortation not to

leave the word of the Lord unheeded in their pride, but to give

God the glory, ere judgment fall on them. To give God the

glory is, in this connection, to acknowledge His glory by con-

fession of apostasy from Him and by returning to Him in

sincere repentance; cf. Josh. vii. 19, Mai. ii. 2. "Your God,"

who has attested Himself to you as God. The Hiph. 'HB'n^ is

not used intransitively, either here or in Ps. cxxxix. 12, but

transitively : before He brings or makes darkness ; cf. Amos
viii. 9. Mountains of dusk, i.e. mountains shrouded in dusk,

are the emblem of unseen stumbling-blocks, on which one

stumbles and falls. Light and darkness are well-known

emblems of prosperity and adversity, welfare and misery. The
suffix in nOB' goes with "lix, which is construed feminine here

as in Job xxxvi. 32. Siiadow of deatli —- deep darkness
;

^'IJ'.,
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cloudy night, i.e. dark night. The Chel. rfa'^ is imperf., and to

be read n^^; the Keri IT'B'I is uncalled for and incorrect.—Ver.

17. Knowing their obstinacy, the prophet adds : if ye hear it

(what I have declared to you) not, my soul shall weep. In

the concealment, quo secedere lugentes amant, ut impensius flere

possint (Chr. B. Mich.). For the pride, so. in which ye persist.

With tears mine eye shall run down because the flock of Jahveh,

i.e. the people of God (cf. Zech. x. 3), is carried away into

captivity {perfect, proph.).

Vers. 18-27. The fall of the kingdom^ the caplivily of Judah,

with upbraidings against Jerusalem for her grievous guilt in the

matter of idolatry.—Ver. 18. " Say unto the king and to the

sovereign lady: Sit you low down, for from your heads falls

tlie crown of your glory. Ver. 19. The cities of the south are

shut and no man openeth ; Judah is carried away captive all of

it, wholly carried away captive. Ver. 20. Lift up your eyes

and behold them that come from midnight ! Where is the

flock that was given thee, thy glorious flock? Ver. 21. What
wilt thou say, if He set over thee those whom thou hast ac-

customed to thee as familiar friends, for a head? Shall not

sorrows take thee, as a woman in travail ? 22. And if thou say

in thine heart, Wherefore cometh this upon me? for the plenty

of thine iniquity are thy skirts uncovered, thy heels abused.

Ver. 23. Can an Ethiopian change his skin, and a leopard his

spots? Then may ye also do good that are accustomed to

doing evil. Ver. 24. Therefore will I scatter them like chaff

that flies before the wind of the wilderness. Ver. 25. This is

tliy lot, thine apportioned inheritance from me, because thou

hast forgotten me and trustedst in falsehood. Ver. 26. There-

fore will I turn thy skirts over thy face, that thy shame be seen.

Ver. 27. Thine adultery and thy neighing, the crime of thy

whoredom upon the hills, in the fields, I have seen thine abomi-

nations. Woe unto thee, Jerusalem ! thou shalt not be made

clean after hov/ long a time yet
!

"

From ver. 18 on the prophet's discourse is addressed to the

king and the queen-mother. The latter as such exercised great

influence on the government, and is in the Books of Kings men-

tioned alongside of almost all the reigning kings (cf. 1 Kings

XV. 13, 2 Kings x. 13, etc.); so that we are not necessarily led
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to think of Jechoniah and his mother in especial. To them he

proclaims the loss of the crown and the captivity of Judah,

Set yourselves low down (cf. Gesen. § 142, 3, b), i.e. descend from

the throne ; not in order to turn aside the threatening danger

by humiliation, but, as the reason that follows shows, because

the kingdom is passing from you. For fallen is Da'rib'NnDj

your head-gear, lit. what is about or on your head (elsewhere

pointed nitjisiD, 1 Sam. six. 13, xxvi. 7), namely, your splendid

crown. The perf. here is prophetic. The crown falls when

the king loses country and kingship. This is put expressly in

ver. 19. The meaning of the first half of the verse, which is

variously taken, may be gathered from the second. In the

latter the complete deportation of Judah is spoken of as an

accomplished fact, because it is as sure to happen as if it had

taken place already. Accordingly the first clause cannot

bespeak expectation merely, or be understood, as it is by Grotius,

as meaning that Judah need hope for no help from Egypt.

This interpretation is irreconcilable with "the cities of the

south." "The south" is the south country of Judah, cf. Josh.

X. 40, Gen. xiii. 1, etc., and is not to be taken according to the

prophetic use of "king of the south," Dan. xi. 5, 9. The
shutting of the cities is not to be taken, with Jerome, of siege

by the enemy, as in Josh. vi. 1. There the closedness is other-

wise illustrated : No man was going out or in ; here, on the

other hand, it is : No man openeth. " Shut" is to be explained

according to Isa. xxiv. 10 : the cities are shut up by reason of

ruins which block up the entrances to them ; and in them is

none that can open, because all Judah is utterly carried away.
The cities of the south are mentioned, not because the enemy,
avoiding the capital, had first brought the southern part of the

land under his power, as Sennacherib had once advanced
against Jerusalem from the south, 2 Kings xviii. 13 f., xix. 8
(Graf, Nag., etc.), but because they were the part of the
kingdom most remote for an enemy approachinff from the
north ; so that when they were taken, the land was reduced and
the captivity of all Judah accomplished. For the form rhir\ see

Ew. § 194, a, Ges. § 75, Eem. 1. a''a\'?f is adverbial accusative :

in entirety, like Q^f*'?, Ps. Iviii. 2,
' etc. For this cf . n^^a

ncbf, Amos i. 6, 9.
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The announcement of captivity is carried on in ver. 20,

where we have first an account of the impression which the

carrying away captive will produce upon Jerusalem (vers. 20

and 21), and next a statement of the cause of that judgment

(vers. 22-27). In ''KB' and ''i<"j a feminine is addressed, and,

as appears from the suffix in D?';;'']?, one which is collective.

The same holds good of the following verses on to ver. 27,

where Jerusalem is named, doubtless the inhabitants of it, per-

sonified as the daughter of Zion—a frequent case. Nag. is

wrong in supposing that the feminines in ver. 20 are called for

by the previously mentioned queen-mother, that vers. 20-22

are still addressed to her, and that not till ver. 23 is there a

transition from her in the address to the nation taken col-

lectively and regarded as the mother of the country. The
contents of ver. 20 do not tally with Nag.'s view ; for the

queen-mother was not the reigning sovereign, so that the inha-

bitants of the land could have been called her fiock, however

great was the influence she might exercise upon the king. The
mention of foes coming from the north, and the question

coupled therewith : Where is the flock ? convey the thought

that the flock is carried off by those enemies. Tlie flock is the

flock of Jahveh (ver. 17), and, in virtue of God's choice of it,

a herd of gloriousness. The relative clause : " that was given

thee," implies that the person addressed is to be regarded as

the shepherd or owner of the flock. This will not apply to the

capital and its citizens ; for the influence exerted by the capital

in the country is not so great as to make it appear the shepherd

or lord of the people. But the relative clause is in good

keeping with the idea of the daughter of Zion, with which is

readily associated that of ruler of land and people. It inti-

mates the suffering that will be endured by the daughter of

Zion when those who have been hitherto her paramours are

set up as head over her. The verse is variously explained.

The old transll. and comm. take 7^ li?S in the sense of visit,

chastise ; so too Chr. B. Mich, and Eos. ; and Ew. besides,

who alters the text ace. to the LXX., changing TpS' into the

plural '^i?B^ For this change there is no sufiicient reason ; and

without such change, the signif. visit, punish, gives us no

suitable sense. The phrase means also : to appoint or set over
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anybody ; cf. ?.gr. XV. 3. The subject can only be Jahveli. The

words from nxi onwards form an adversative circumstantial

clause : and yet thou hast accustomed them ^!^V, for ^v«, to

thee (cf. for ns^ c. ^X, x. 2). The connection of the words

^tA-h D'-a^s depends upon the sig. assigned to O'sW. Gesen,

{thes.) and Eos. still adhere to the meaning taken by Luther,

Vat., and many others, viz. principes, princes, taking for the

sense of the whole : whom thou hast accustomed (trained) to be

princes over thee. Tliis word is indeed the technical term for

the old Edomitish chieftains of clans, Gen. xxxvi. 15 ff., and

is applied as an archaic term by Zech. ix. 7 to the tribal princes

of Judah ; but it does not, as a general rule, mean prince, but

familiar, friend, Ps. Iv. 14, Prov. xvi. 28, Mic. vii. 5 ; cf. Jer.

xi. 19. This being the well-attested signification, it is, in the

first place, not competent to render 'H^V over or against thee

(adversus te, Jerome) ; and Hitz.'s exposition : thou hast in-

structed them to thy hurt, hast taught them a disposition

liostile to thee, cannot be justified by usage. In the second

place, D'sbx cannot be attached to the principal clause, " set

over thee," and joined with " for a head :"'
if He set over thee

—

as princes for a head ; but it belongs to " hast accustomed,"

while only " for a head" goes with " if He set" (as de Wet.,

Umbr., Niig., etc., construe). The prophet means the heathen

kings, for whose favour Judah had hitherto been intriguing,

the Babylonians and Egyptians. There is no cogent reason

for referring the words, as many comm. do, to the Babylonians

alone. For the statement is quite general throughout ; and, on

the one hand, Judah had, from the days of Ahaz on, courted

the alliance not of the Babylonians alone, but of the Egyptians

too (cf. ii. 18) ; and, on the other hand, after the death of Josiah,

Judah had become subject to Egypt, and had had to endure the

grievous domination of the Pharaohs, as Jeremiah had threat-

ened, ii. 16. If God deliver the daughter of Zion into the

power of these her paramours, i.e. if she be subjected to their

rule, then will grief and pain seize on her as on a woman in

childbirth ; cf. vi. 24, xxii. 23, etc. n"]? riK'X, woman of bearing

;

so here only, elsewhere n'lPi"' (cf. the passages cited) ; nn? is

injin., as in Isa. xxxvii. 3, 2 Kings xix. 3, Hos. ix. 11.—Ver. 22.

This will befall the daughter of Zion for her sore transgressions.
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Therefore will she be covered with scorn and shame. The
manner of her dishonour, discovery of the skirts (here and

esp. in ver. 26), recalls Nah. iii. 5, cf. Isa. xlvii. 3, Hos. ii. 5.

Chr. B. Mich, and others understand the violent treatment of

the heels to be the loading of the feet with chains ; but the

mention of heels is not in keeping with this. Still less can the

exposure of the heels by the upturning of the skirts be called

maltreatment of the heels ; nor can it be that, as Hitz. holds,

the affront is simply specialized by the mention of the heels

instead of the person. The thing can only mean, that the

person will be driven forth into exile barefoot and with violence,

perhaps under the rod ; cf. Ps. Ixxxix. 52.—Ver. 23. Judah will

not escape this ignominious lot, since wickedness has so grown

to be its nature, that it can as little cease therefrom and do

good, as an Ethiopian can wash out the blackness of his skin,

or a panther change its spots. The consequential clause intro-

duced by DHS D3 connects with the possibility suggested in, but

denied by, the preceding question : if that could happen, then

might even ye do good. The one thing is as impossible as the

other. And so the Lord must scatter Judah among the heathen,

like stubble swept away by the desert wind, lit. passing by with

the desert wind. The desert wind is the strong east wind that

blows from the Arabian Desert; see on iv. 11.

In ver. 25 the discourse draws to a conclusion in such a way
that, after a repetition of the manner in which Jerusalem pre-

pares for herself the doom announced, we have again, in brief

and condensed shape, the disgrace that is to befall her. This

shall be thy lot. Hitz. renders ^^IP nJD : portion of thy gar-

ment, that is allotted for the swelling folds of thy garment (cf.

Euth iii. 15, 2 Kings iv. 39), on the ground that II? never

means mensura, but garment only. This is, however, no con-

clusive argument ; since so many words admit of two plural

forms, so that D'''nO might be formed from HTO ; and since so

many are found in the singular in the forms of both genders,

so that, alongside of rrip, ID might also be used in the sense of

mensura ; especially as both the signiff. measure and garment

are derived from the same root meaning of T]0. We therefore

adhere to the usual rendering, portio mensurce tucs, the share

portioned out to thee. IB'*?, causal, because. Trusted in false-

TOL. I. Q
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liood, i.e. both in delusive promises (vii. 4, 8) and in the help

of bein<Tless gods (xvi. 19).—In the \3^~^i] lies the force of

reciprocation : because thou hast forgotten me, etc., I too

liave taken means to make retribution on your unthankfulness

(Calv.). The threatening of this verse is word for word from

Nah. ill. 5.—For her lewd idolatry Jerusalem shall be carried

off like a harlot amid mockery and disgrace. In ver. 27 the

language is cumulative, to lay as great stress as possible on

Jerusalem's idolatrous ongoings. Thy lewd neighing, i.e. thy

ardent longing for and running after strange gods ; cf. v. 8,

ii. 24 f. net, as in Ezek. xvi. 27, xxii. 9, etc., of the crime

of uncleanness, see on Lev. xviii. 17. The three words are

accusatives dependent on ''^''^1, though separated from it by
the specification of place, and therefore summed up again

in " thine abominations." The addition : in the field, after

" upon the hills," is meant to make more prominent the pub-

licity of the idolatrous work. The concluding sentence : thou

shalt not become clean for how long a time yet, is not to be

regarded as contradictory of ver. 23, which aiSrms that the

people is beyond the reach of reformation ; ver. 23 is not a

hyperbolical statement, reduced within its true limits here.

What is said in ver. 23 is true of the present generation, which

cleaves immoveably to wickedness. It does not exclude the

possibility of a future reform on the part of the people, a puri-

fication of it from idolatry. Only this cannot be attained for

a long time, until after sore and long-lasting, purifying judg-

ments. Of. xii. 14 f., iii. 18 ff.

CHAP. XIV.-XVII.—THE WORD CONCERNING THE DROUGHTS.

The distress arising from a lengthened drought (xiv. 2-6)
gives the prophet occasion for urgent prayer on behalf of his

people (xiv. 7-9 and 19-22) ; but the Lord rejects all inter-

cession, and gives the people notice, for their apostasy from
Him, of their coming destruction by sword, famine, and pesti-
lence (xiv. 10-18 and xv. 1-9). Next, the prophet complains
of the persecution he has to endure, and is corrected by the
Lord and comforted (xv. 10-21). Then he has his course of
conduct for the future prescribed to him, since Judah is, for its
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sins, to be cast forth into banishment, but is again to be restored

(xvi. 1-xvii. 4). And the discourse concludes with general

considerations upon the roots of the mischief, together with

prayers for the prophet's safety, and statements as to the way

by which judgment may be turned aside.

This prophetic word, though it had its origin in a special

period of distress, does not contain any single discourse such as

may have been delivered by Jeremiah before the people upon

occasion of this calamity, but is, like the former sections, a sum-

mary of addresses and utterances concerning the corruption of

the people, and the bitter experiences to which liis office exposes

the prophet. For these matters the special event above men-

tioned serves as a starting-point, inasmuch as the deep moral

degradation of Judah, which must draw after it yet sorer judg-

ments, is displayed in the relation assumed by the people to the

judgment sent on them at that time.—The various attempts of

recent commentators to dissect the passage into single portions,

and to assign these to special points of time and to refer them to

particular historical occurrences, have proved an entire failure,

as Graf himself admits. The whole discourse moves in the

same region of thought and adheres to the same aspect of

affairs as the preceding ones, without suggesting special his-

torical relations. And there is an advance made in the pro-

phetic declaration, only in so far as here the whole substance

of the discourse culminates in the thought that, because of

Judah's being hardened in sin, the judgment of rejection can

now in no way be turned aside, not even by the intercession of

those whose prayers would have the greatest weight.

Chap. xiv. 1-xv. 9. The ttselessness of prater on be-

half OF THE PEOPLE.—The title in ver. 1 specifies the occa-

sion for the following discourse : What came as word of Jahveh

to Jeremiah concerning the drought.—Besides here, n^n IK'S is

made to precede the nin» "in^ in xlvi. 1, xlvii. 1, xlix. 34; and

so, by a kind of attraction, the prophecy which follows receives

an outward connection with that which precedes. Concerning

the matters of the droughts. nins3, plur. of n^sn, Ps. ix. 10,

X. 1, might mean harassments, troubles in general. But the

description of a great drought, with which the prophecy begins,
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taken along with xvii. 8, where trrsz occurs, meaning drought,

lit. cutting off, restraint of rain, shows that the plural here is

to be referred to the sing, m'p (cf. nhPiB-'j? from rt-ihfV), and

that it means the withholding of rain or drought (as freq. in

Chald.). We must note the plur., which is not to be taken as

intensive of a great drought, but points to repeated droughts.

Withdrawal of rain was threatened as a judgment against the

despisers of God's word (Lev. xxvi. 19 f. ; Deut. xi. 17, xxviii.

23) ; and this chastisement has at various times been inflicted

on the sinful people ; cf. iii. 3, xii. 4, xxiii. 10, Hag. i. 10 f.

As the occasion of the present prophecy, we have therefore to

regard not a single great drought, but a succession of droughts.

Hence we cannot fix the time at which the discourse was com-

posed, since we have no historical notices as to the particular

times at which God was then punishing His people by with-

drawing the rain.

Vers. 2-6. Description of the distress arising from the drought.

—Ver. 2. " Judah mourneth, and the gates thereof languish, lie

mourning on the ground, and the cry of Jerusalem goeth up.

Ver. 3. Their nobles send their mean ones for water: they

come to the wells, find no water, return with empty pitchers,

are ashamed and confounded and cover their head. Ver. 4.

For the ground, which is confounded, because no rain is fallen

upon the earth, the husbandmen are ashamed, cover their head.

Ver. 5. Yea, the hind also in the field, she beareth and
forsaketh it, because there is no grass. Ver. 6. And the wild
asses stand on the bare-topped heights, gasp for air like the
jackals ; their eyes fail because there is no herb."

The country and the city, the distinguished and the mean,
the field and the husbandmen, are thrown into deep mournino-,
and the beasts of the field pine away because neither grass nor
herb grows. This description gives a touching picture of the
distress into which the land and its inhabitants have fallen for
lack of rain. Judah is the kingdom or the country with its

inhabitants
;
the gates as used poetically for the cities with the

citizens. Not mankind only, but the land itself mourns and
pines away, with all the creatures that live on it ; cf. ver. 4,
where the ground is said to be dismayed along with the tillers
of it. The gates of the cities are mentioned as being the places
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wliere the citizens congregate. '?'??<, fade away, pine, is

strengthened by : are black, i.e. mourn, down to the earth ;

pregnant for : set themselves mourning on the ground. As
frequently, Jerusalem is mentioned alongside of Judah as being

its capital. Their cry of anguish rises up to heaven. This

universal mourning is specialized from ver. 3 on. Their nobles,

i.e. the distinguished men of Judah and Jerusalem, send their

mean ones, i.e. their retainers or servants and maids, for

water to the wells (^''33, pits, 2 Kings iii. 16, here cisterns).

The Chet. lij'y, here and in xlviii. 4, is an unusual form for

T'VV, Keri. Finding no water, they return, their vessels empty,

i.e. with empty pitchers, ashamed of their disappointed hope.

1C»3 is strengthened by the synonym lOp^n. Covering the liead

is a tolien of deep grief turned inwards upon itself ; cf. 2 Sam.

XV. 30, xix. 5. ^9'^??0 is the ground generally. nJin is a

relative clause : guce consternata est. " Because no rain," etc.,

literally as in 1 Kings xvii. 7.—Even the beasts droop and

perish. '3 is intensive: yea, even. The hind brings forth

and forsaltes, sc. the new-born offspring, because for want of

grass she cannot sustain herself and her young. 3iTJf, injin. ahs.

set with emphasis for the temp. /in., as Gen. xli. 43, Ex. viii. 11,

and often ; cf. Gesen. § 131, 4, a, Ew. § 351, c. The hind was

regarded by the ancients as tenderly caring for her young, cf.

Boch. Hieroz. i. lib. 3, c. 17 (ii. p. 254, ed. Eos.). The wild

asses upon the bleak mountain-tops, where these animals choose

to dwell, gasp for air, because, by reason of the dreadful

drought, it is not possible to get a breath of air even on the

hills. Like the CW, jackals, cf. ix. 10, x. 22, etc. Vulg. has

dracones, with the Aram, versions ; and Hitz. and Graf are of

opinion that the mention of jackals is not here in point, and

that, since ^''iT^ does not mean dracones, the word stands here,

as in Ex. xxix. 3, xxxii. 2, for fM, the monster inhabiting the

water, a crocodile or some kind of whale that stretches its

head out of tlie water to draw breath with gaping jaws. On
this Nag. has well remarked : he cannot see why the gaping,

panting jaws of the jackal should not serve as a figure in such

a case as the present. Their eyes fail away—from exhaustion

due to want of water, aw, bushes and under-slirubs, as dis-

tinguished from NE''=i, green grass.
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Vers. 7-9. The prayer.—Ver. 7. "If our iniquities testify

against us, O Jahveli, deal Thou for Thy name's sake, for many

are our backslidings ; against Thee have we sinned. Ver. 8.

Thou hope of Israel, his Saviour in time of need, why wilt Thou

be as a stranger in the land, like a wayfarer that hath put up

to tarry for a night ? Ver. 9. Why wilt Thou be as a man
astonied, as a mighty man that cannot help, and yet Thou art

in the midst of us, Jahveh, and Thy name is named upon us

—O leave us not
!

"

The prophet utters this prayer in the name of his people

(cf, ver. 11). It begins with confession of sore transgression.

Thus the chastisement which has befallen them they have

deserved as a just punishment ; but the Lord is besought to

help for His name's sake, i.e. not :
" for the sake of Thy honour,

with which it is not consistent that contempt of Thy will should

go unpunished " (Hitz.). This interpretation suits neither the

idea of the name of God nor the context. The name of God
is the manifestation of God's being. From Moses' time on, God,
as Jahveh, has revealed Himself as the Redeemer and Saviour

of the children of Israel, whom He had adopted to be His

people, and as God, who is merciful and gracious, long-suffer-

ing, and of great goodness and faithfulness (Ex. xxsiv. 6). As
such He is besought to reveal Himself now that they confess

their backsliding and sin, and seek His grace. Not for the

sake of His honour in the eyes of the world, lest the heathen
believe He has no power to help, as Graf holds, for all reference
to the heatlien nations is foreign to this connection ; but He is

entreated to help, not to belie the hope of His people, because
Israel sets its hope in Him as Saviour in time of need (ver. 9).

If by withholding rain He makes His land and people to pine,
then He does not reveal liimself as the lord and owner of
Judah, not as the God that dwells amidst His people; but He
seems a stranger passing through the land, who sets up His
tent there only to spend the night, who " feels no share in the
weal and woe of the dwellers therein " (Hitz.). This is the
meaning of the question in ver. U. The ancient expositors
take HDJ elliptically, as in Gen. xii. 8 : that stretches out His
tent to pass the night. Hitz., again, objects that the wayfarer
does not drag a tent about with him, and, like Ew., takes this
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verb in tlie sense of swerve from the direct route, cf. 2 Sam.
ii. 19, 21, etc. But the reason alleged is not tenable; since

travellers did often carry their tents with them, and ncij, to turn

oneself, is not used absolutely in the sig. to turn aside from the

way, without the qualification : to the right or to the left.

niD is in use for to turn aside to tarry, to turn in, Jer. xv. 5.

We therefore abide by the old interpretation, since " swerve

from the way" has here no suitable meaning.—Ver. 9. The
pleader makes further appeal to God's almighty power. It is

impossible that Jahveh can let Himself look like a man at his

wit's end or a nerveless warrior, as He would seem to be if He
should not give help to His people in their present need. Since

the time of A. Schulteus the air. Xey. Qn"j3 is rendered, after

/ / /

the Arab, ^j, to make an unforeseen attack, by stupefactus,

attonitus, one who, by reason of a sudden mischance, has lost

his presence of mind and is helpless. This is in keeping with

the next comparison, that with a warrior who has no strength

to help. The passage closes with an appeal to the relation of

grace which Jahveh sustains towards His people, nrixi comes

in adversatively : yet art Thou in our midst, i.e. present to Thy
people. Thy name is named upon us, i.e. Thou hast revealed

Thyself to us in Thy being as God of salvation ; see on vii. 10.

wnan-pSj lit. lay us not down, i.e. let us not sink.

Vers. 10-18. The LorS!s answer.—Ver. 10. "Thus saith

Jahveh unto this people : Thus they loved to wander, their feet

they kept not back ; and Jahveh hath no pleasure in them, now
'will He remember their iniquities and visit their sins. Ver. 11.

And Jahveh hath said unto me: Pray not for this people for

their good. Ver. 12. When they fast, I hear not their cry;

and when they bring burnt-offering and meat-offering, I have

no pleasure in them ; but by sword, and famine, and pestilence

will I consume them. Ver, 13. Then said I : Ah Lord Jahveh,

behold, the prophets say to them. Ye shall see no sword, and

famine shall not befall you, but assured peace give I in this

place. Ver. 14. And Jahveh said unto me : Lies do the

prophets prophesy in my name: I have not sent them, nor

commanded them, nor spoken to them ; lying vision, and divina-

tion, and a thing of nought, and deceit of their heart they
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prophesy to you. Ver. 15. Therefore thus saith Jahveh con-

cerning the prophets that pi'ophesy in my name, when I have

not sent them, who yet say, Sword , and famine shall not

be in this land: By sword and famine shall these prophets

jjerish. Ver. 16. And the people to whom they prophesy shall

lie cast out upon the streets of Jerusalem, by reason of the

famine and of the sword, and none will bury them, them and

their wives, their sons and their daughters ; and I pour their

wickedness upon them. Ver. 17. And thou shalt say to them

this word : Let mine eyes run down with tears day and night

and let them not cease ; for with a great breach is broken the

virgin-daughter of my people, with a very grievous blow. Ver.

18. If I go forth into the field, behold the slain with the sword ;

and if I come into the city, behold them that pine with famine

;

for prophet and priest pass into a land and know it not."

To the prophet's prayer the Lord answers in the first place,

ver. 10, by pointing to the backsliding of the people, for which

lie is now punishing them. In the " thus they love," etc., lies a

backward reference to what precedes. The reference is certainly

not to the vain going for water (ver. 3), as Ch. B. Mich, and R.

Salomo Haccohen thought it was ; nor is it to the description

of the animals afflicted by thirst, vers. 5 and 6, in which Nag.
finds a description of the passionate, unbridled lust after idolatry,

the real and final cause of the ruin that has befallen Israel.

Where could be the likeness between the wild ass's panting

for breath and the wandering of the Jews? That to which the
" thus " refers must be sought for in the body of the prayer to

which Jaiiveh makes answer, as Eos. rightly saw. Not by any
means in the fact that in ver. 9 the Jew s prided themselves on
being the people of God and yet went after false gods, so that

God answered: ita amant vacillare, as good as to say: ita

instaUles illos esse, ut nunc ah ipso, nunc ah aliis auxilium
qumrant (Eos.); for ?)« cannot here mean the wavino- and
swaying of reeds, but only the wandering after other gods,
cf. ii. 23, 31. This is shown by the addition : they kept not
back their feet, cf. with ii. 25, where in the same reference the
withholding of the feet is enjoined. Graf is right in referring
thus to the preceding prayer :

" Thus, in the same degree ^s
Jaliveh has estranged Himself from His people (cf. vers. 8
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and 9), have they estranged themselves from their God."

They loved to wander after strange gods, and so have brought

on themselves God's displeasure. Therefore punishment comes

on them. The second clause of the verse is a reminiscence

of Hos. viii. 13.—After mentioning the reason why He punishes

Judah, the Lord in ver. 11 f. rejects the prayer of the prophet,

because He will not hear the people's cry to Him. Neitiier by

means of fasts nor sacrifice will they secure God's pleasure.

The prophet's prayer implies that the people will humble tliem.-

selves and turn to the Lord. Hence God explains His rejection

of the prayer by saying that He will give no heed to the

people's fasting and sacrifices. The reason of this appears

from the contest,—namely, because they turn to Him only in

their need, while their heart still cleaves to the idols, so that

their prayers are but lip-service, and their sacrifices a soulless

formality. The suffix in QST refers not to the sacrifices, but,

like that in Onn, to the Jews who, by bringing sacrifices, seek to

win God's love. ''3, but, introducing the antithesis to " have no

pleasure in them." The sword in battle, famine, and pestilence,

at the siege of the cities, are the three means by which God
designs to destroy the backsliding people ; cf. Lev. xxvi. 25 f.

In spite of the rejection of his prayer, the prophet endeavours

yet again to entreat God's favour for the people, laying stress,

ver. 13, on the fact that they had been deceived and confirmed

in their infatuation by the delusive forecastings of the false

prophets who promised peace. Peace of truth, i.e. peace that

rests on God's faithfulness, and so : assured peace will I give

you. Thus spoke these prophets in the name of Jahveh ; cf.

on this iv. 10, v. 12. Hitz. and Graf propose to change DiP"^

noN into riDK) CiiPB', ace. to xxxiii. 6 and Isa. xxxix. 8, because

the LXX. have akrjQuav koI elptjVTjv. But none of the pas-

sages cited furnishes sufficient ground for this. In xxxiii. 6

the LXX. have rendered elprjvrjv koX -jriaTLv, in Isa. xxxix. 8,

elprjVT) Ktu BiKaiocvvrj
;
giving thereby a clear proof that we

cannot draw from their rendering any certain inferences as to

the precise words of the original text. Nor do the parallels

prove anything, since in them the expression often varies in

detail. But there can be no doubt that in the mouth of the

pseudo-prophets " assured peace" is more natural than " peace
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and truth." But the Lord does not allow this excuse. He

has not sent the prophets that so prophesy : they prophesy

lying vision, divination, falsehood, and deceit, and shall them-

selves be destroyed by sword and famine. The cumulation of

the words, " lying vision," etc., shows God's wrath and indigna-

tion at the wicked practices of these men. Gi'af wants to

delete 1 before ^'S^, and to couple Wk with Dpi'^, so as to make

one idea : prophecy of nought. For this he can allege none

other than the erroneous reason that Dpi?, taken by itself, does

not sufficiently correspond to " lying vision," inasmuch as, he

says, it has not always a bad sense attached to it ; whereas the

fact is that it is nowhere used for genuine prophecy. The
Chet. ?vS and rfXr\n are unusual formations, for which the

usual forms are substituted in the Keri. Deceit of their heart

is not self-deceit, but deceit which their heart has devised ; cf.

xxiii. 26. But the people to whom these prophets prophesied

are to perish by sword and famine, and to lie unburied in the

streets of Jerusalem ; cf. viii. 2, xvi. 4. They are not there-

fore held excused because false prophets told them lies, for they

have given credit to these lies, lies that flattered their sinful

passions, and have not been willing to hear or take to heart the

word of the true prophets, who preached repentance and return

to God.^ To Hitz. it seems surprising that, in describing the

punishment which is to fall on seducers and seduced, there

should not be severer judgment, in words at least, levelled

against the seducers as being those involved in the deeper "uilt;

whereas the very contrary is the case in the Hebrew text.

Hitz. further proposes to get rid of this discrepancy by conjec-

tures founded on the LXX., yet without clearly informino- us

how we are to read. But the difficulty solves itself as soon as

1 Tlie Berleburg Bible says :
" They wish to have such teachers, and even to

bring it about that there shall be so many deceiving workers, because they
can hardly even endure or Usten to the upright ones. That is the reason
why it is to go no better with them than we see it is." Calvin too has sug-
gested the doubt ; posset tamen videri parum humaniter agere Deus, quod
tarn duraspcenas infligit miseris Iwminibus, qui aliunde decepti sunt, and has
then given the true solution : certum est, nisi ultro mundus appeteret men-
dacia, nan tantam fore cfficaciam diaboli ad fallendum. Quod igitur ita
rapiuntur homines ad imposturas, hoc ft eorum culpa, quoniam magis pro-
pensi sunt ad vanilalem, quam ut se Deo et verho ejus suhjiciant.
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we pay attention to the connection. The portion of the dis-

course before us deals with the judgment wliich is to burst on

the godless people, in the course of which those who had seduced

the people are only casually mentioned. For the purpose in

hand, it was sufBcient to say briefly of the seducers that they

too should perish by sword and famine who affirmed that these

punishments should not befall the people, whereas it was neces-

sary to set before the people the terrors of this judgment in all

thair horror, in order not to fail of effect. AVith the reckon-

ing of the various classes of persons : they, their wives, etc., cf.

the account of their participation in idolatry, vii. 18. Plitz.

rightly paraphrases '')?3SB''i : and in this wise will I pour out.

onyi, not : the calamity destined for them, but : their wicked-

ness which falls on them with its consequences, cf. ii. 19, Hos.

ix. 15, for propheta videtur causam reddere^ cur Deus horrihih

illud judicium exequi stafuerit contra Judwos, nempe quoniam

digni erant tali mercede (Calv.).—Ver. 17. The words, "and speak

unto them this word," surprise us, because no word from God
follows, as in xiii. 12, but an exposition of the prophet's feel-

ings in regard to the dreadful judgment announced. Hence
Dahl. and Ew. propose to join the words in question with what

goes before, while at the same time Ew. hints a suspicion that

an entire sentence has been dropped after the words. But for

this suspicion there is no ground, and the joining of the words

with the preceding context is contrary to the unfailing usage

of this by no means infrequent formula. The true explanation

is found in Kimchi and Calvin. The prophet is led to exhibit

to the hardened people the grief and pain he feels in contem-

plating the coming ruin of Judah, ui pavorem illis incuteret, si

forte, cum licec audirent, resipiscerent (Kimchi). If not his

words, then surely his tears ; for the terrible calamity he has to

announce must touch and stagger them, so that they may be

persuaded to examine themselves and consider what it is that

tends to their peace. To make impression on their hardened

consciences, he depicts the appalling ruin, because of which his

eyes run with tears day and night. On " run down," etc., cf.

ix. 17, xiii. 17, Lam. ii. 18, etc. "Let them not cease" gives

emphasis: not be silent, at peace, cf. Lam. iii. 49, i.e. weep

incessantly day and night. The appellation of the people

:
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virgln-daugliter of my people, i.e. daughter that is my people,

cf. viii. 11, corresponds to the love revealing itself in tears.

The depth of sorrow is further shown in the clause : with a

blow that is very dangerous, cf. x. 19. In ver. 18 the prophet

portrays the condition of things after the fall of Jerusalem :

out upon the field are those pierced with the sword ; in the city

3jn iKi^nn, lit. suffering of famine, Deut. xxix. 21, here abstr.

pro concr. of those pining in famine ; and those that remain in

life depart into exile. Instead of the people Jeremiah men-

tions only the prophets and priests as being the flower of God's

people, ino, to wander about, in Hebr. usually in the way of

commerce, here ace. to Aram, usage, possibly too with the idea

of begging subjoined. In the W^'^ iO\ Graf holds the \ to be

entirely out of place, while Hitz. pronounces against him. The
words are variously taken ; e.g. and know nothing, wander

about aimless and helpless. But with this the omission of the

article with f"]^ is incompatible. The omission shows that

" and know not " furnishes an attribute to " into a land." We
therefore translate : and know it not = which they know not,

since the pronominal suffix is wont to be often omitted where it

can without difficulty be supplied from the preceding clause.

Vers. 19-22 and xv. 1-9. Renewed supplication and repeated

rejection of the same.—Ver. 19. " Hast thou then really rejected

Judah? or doth thy soul loathe Zion ? Why hast Thou
smitten lis, so that there is no healing for us? We look for

peace, and there is no good ; for the time of liealing, and behold

terror ! Ver. 20. We know, Jahveh, our wickedness, the

iniquity of our fathers, for we have sinned against Thee.
Ver. 21. Abhor not, for Thy name's sake ; disgrace not the

throne of Thy glory ; remember, break not Thy covenant with
us ! Ver. 22. Are there among the vain gods of the Gentiles
givers of rain, or will the heavens give showers? Art not
Thou (He), Jahveh our God? and we hope in Thee, for Thou
hast made all these."

Chap. XV. 1. " And Jahveh said unto me : If Moses and
Samuel stood before me, yet would not my soul incline to
this people. Drive them from my face, that they go forth.
Ver. 2. And if they say to thee : Whither shall we go forth 1
then say to them : Thus hath Jahveh said—Such as are for
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death, to death ; and such as are for the sword, to the sword
;

and such as are for the famine, to the famine ; and such as are

for the captivity, to the captivity. Ver. 3. And I appoint over

them four kinds, saith Jahveh : the sword to slay and the dogs

to tear, the fowls of the heaven and the cattle of the earth, to

devour and destroy. Ver. 4. And I give them up to be abused

to all kingdoms of the earth, for Manasseh's sake, the son of

Hezekiah king of Judah, for what he did in Jerusalem.

Ver. 5. For who shall have pity upon thee, Jerusalem? and

who shall bemoan thee ? and who shall go aside to ask after thy

welfare ? Ver. 6. Thou hast rejected me, saith Jahveh ; thou

goest backwards, and so I stretch forth mine hand against thee

and destroy thee ; I am weary of repenting. Ver. 7. And I

fan them with a fan into the gates of the land : bereave, ruin my
people ; from their ways they turned not. Ver. 8. More in

number are his widows become unto me than the sand of the sea

;

I bring to them, against the mother of the young man, a spoiler

at noon-day ; I cause to fall upon her suddenly anguish and

terrors. Ver. 9. She that hath borne seven languisheth, she

breatheth out her soul, her sun goeth down while yet it is day,

she is put to shame and confounded ; and their residue I give

to the sword before their enemies, saith Jahveh."

The Lord had indeed distinctly refused the favour sought

for Judah
;
yet the command to disclose to the people the

sorrow of his own soul at their calamity (vers. 17 and 18) gave

the prophet courage to renew his supplication, and to ask of

the Lord if He had in very truth cast off Judah and Zion

(ver. 19), and to set forth the reasons which made this seem

impossible (vers. 20-22). In the question, ver. 19, the emphasis

lies on the ^om^ strengthened as it is by the inf. abs. : hast Thou
utterly or really rejected ? The form of the question is the

same as that in ii. 14 ; first the double question, dealing with a

state of affairs which the questioner is unable to regard as being

actually the case, and then a further question, conveying

wonder at what has happened. ?W, loathe, cast from one, is

synonymous with DND. The second clause agrees verbally with

viii. 15. The reasons why the Lord cannot have wholly rejected

Judah are : 1. That they acknowledge their wickedness. Con-

fession of sin is the beginning of return to God ; and in case of
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sucli return, tlie Lord, by His compassion, has vouchsafed to

PL's people forgiveness and tlie renewal of covenant blessings;

cf. Lev. xxvi. 41 ff., Deut. xxx. 2 ff. Along with their own evil

doinc, the transgression of their fathers is mentioned, cf. ii. 5 ff.,

vii. 25 ff., that full confession maybe made of the entire weight

of wickedness for which Israel has made itself answerable. So

that, on its own account, Judah has no claim upon the help of its

God. But the Lord may be moved thereto by regard for His

name and the covenant relation. On this is founded the prayer

of ver. 21 : Abhor not, sc. thy people, for Thy name's sake, lest

Thou appear powerless to help in the eyes of the nations ; see

on ver. 7 and on Num. xiv. 16. -'ao, lit. to treat as fools, see on

Deut. xxxii. 15, here: make contemptible. The throne of the

gloiy of God is the temple, where Jahveh sits enthroned over

the ark of the covenant in the holy of holies, Ex. xxv. 22,

etc. The destruction of Jerusalem would, by the sack of the

temple, dishonour the throne of the Lord. The object to " re-

member," viz. " Thy covenant," comes after " break not." The
remembering or rememberedness of the covenant is shown in

the not breaking maintenance of the same ; cf . Lev. xxvi. 44 f

.

Lastly, we have in ver. 22 the final motive for supplication

:

that the Lord alone can put an end to trouble. Neither the

vain gods of the heathen (Qv^l!, see viii. 19) can procure rain,

nor can the heaven, as one of the powers of nature, without

power from God. NW nns, Thou art (N^n is the copula between
subject and predicate). Thou hast made all these. Not : the

heaven and the earth, as Hitz. and Gr. would make it, after

Isa. xxxvii. 16; still less is it, with Calv. : the punishment in-

flicted on us ; but, as n^K demands, the things mentioned imme-
diately before : coslum., pluvias et quidquid est in omni rerum
natura, Eos. Only when thus taken, does the clause contain
any motive for ; we wait upon Thee, i.e. expect from Thee
help out of our trouble. It further clearly appears from this

verse that the supplication was called forth by the calamity
depicted in vers. 2-5.

Chap. XV. 1-9. Decisive refusal of the petition.—Ver. 1.

Even Moses and Samuel, who stood so far in God's favour that
by their supplications they repeatedly rescued their people from
overwhelming ruin (cf. Ex. xvii. 11, xxxii. 11 f., Num. xiv. 13 ff.,
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and 1 Sam. vii. 9 f., xii. 17 f., Ps. xclx. 6), if they were to

come now before the Lord, would not incline His love towards

this people. ^<} indicates the direction of the soul towards any

one; in this connection: the inclination of it towards the people.

He has cast off this people and will no longer let them come
before His face. In vers. 2-9 this is set forth with terrible

earnestness. We must supply the object, "this people," to

" drive " from the preceding clause. " From my face " implies

the people's standing before the Lord in the temple, where they

had appeared bringing sacrifices, and by prayer invoking His

help (xiv. 12). To go forth from the temples to go forth from

God's face. Ver. 2. But in case they ask where they are to go

to, Jeremiah is to give them the sarcastic direction : Each to

the destruction allotted to him. He that is appointed to death,

shall go forth to death, etc. The clauses : such as are for death,

etc., are to be filled up after the analogy of 2 Sam. xv. 20,

2 Kings viii. 1, so that before the second " death," "sword," etc.,

M-e supply the verb "shall go." There are mentioned four

kinds of punishments that are to befall the people. The
"death" mentioned over and above the sword is death by

disease, for which we have in xiv. 12 15?.) pestilence, disease

;

cf. xliii. 11, where death, captivity, and sword are mentioned

together, with Ezek. xiv. 21, sword, famine, wild beasts, and

disease (">??.), and xxxiii. 27, sword, wild beasts, and disease.

This doom is made more terrible in ver. 3. The Lord will

appoint over them QpB as in xiii. 21) four kinds, i.e. four

different destructive powers which shall prepare a miserable

end for them. One is the sword already mentioned in ver. 2,

which slays them ; the three others are to execute judgment on

the dead : the dogs which shall tear, mutilate, and partly devour

the dead bodies (cf. 2 Kings ix. 35, 37), and birds and beasts

of prey, vultures, jackals, and others, which shall make an end

of such portions as are left by the dogs. In ver. 4 the whole

is summed up in the threatening of Deut. xxviii. 25, that the

people shall be delivered over to be abused to all the kingdoms

of the earth, and the cause of this terrible judgment is men-

tioned. The Chet. njJIt is not to be read njflT, but nj)iT, and is the

contracted form from nivr, see on Deut. xxviii. 25, from the

'ad. {/IT, lit. tossing hither and thither, hence for maltreatment.
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For the sake of King Manasseh, who by his godless courses

had filled up the measure of the people's sins, so that the Lord

must cast Judah away from His face, and give it up to the

heathen to be chastised; cf. 2 Kings xxiii. 26, xxiv. 3, with the

exposition of these passages ; and as to what Manasseh did, see

2 Kings xxi. 1-16.

In vers. 5-9 we have a still further account of this appalling

judgment and its causes. The grounding ''3 in ver. 5 attaches to

the central thought of ver. 4. The sinful people will be given up

to all the kingdoms of the earth to be ill used, for no one will or

can have compassion on Jerusalem, since its rejection by God is

a just punishment for its rejection of the Lord (ver. 6). " Have

pity" and "bemoan" denote loving sympathy for the fall of

the unfortunate. ?nn, to feel sympathy; ~i^i, to lament and

bemoan. "RU, to swerve from the straight way, and turn aside

or enter into any one's house ; cf. Gen. xix. 2 f ., Ex. iii. 3, etc.

7 DW? 7NK', to inquire of one as to his health, cf. Ex. xviii. 7 ;:t:-t7 T, . . ^
^

then : to salute one, to desire 1? Di'PB', Gen. xliii. 27, Judg.

xviii. 15, and often. Not only will none show sympathy for

Jerusalem, none will even ask how it goes with her welfare.

—

Ver. 6. The reason of this treatment : because Jerusalem has

dishonoured and rejected its God, therefore He now stretches

out His hand to destroy it. To go backwards, instead of

following the Lord, cf. vii. 24. This determination the Lord
will not change, for He is weary of repenting. Dn|n frequently

of the withdrawal, in grace and pity, of a divine decree to punish,

cf. iv. 28, Gen. vi. 6 f., Joel ii. 14, etc.—Ver. 7. DnTNl is a

continuation of £3X1, ver. 6, and, like the latter, is to be under-

stood prophetically of what God has irrevocably determined to

do. It is not a description of what is past, an allusion to the

battle lost at Megiddo, as Hitz., carrying out his a priori system

of slighting prophecy, supposes. To take the verbs of this verse

as proper preterites, as J. D. Mich, and Ew. also do, is not in

keeping with the contents of the clauses. In the first clause

Ew. and Gr. translate n^n inVK* gates, i.e. exits, boundaries of

the earth, and thereby understand the I'emotest lands of the

earth, the four corners or extremities of the earth, Isa. xi. 12

(Ew.). But " gates " cannot be looked on as corners or

extremities, nor are they ends or borders, but the inlets and
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outlets of cities. For how can a man construe to himself the

ends of the earth as the outlets of it ? where could one go to

from there ? Hence it is impossible to take H?? of the earth

in this case ; it is the land of Judah. The gates of the land

are either mentioned by synecdoche for the cities, cf. Mic. v.

5, or are the approaches to the land (cf. Nah. iii. 13), its outlets

and inlets. Plere the context demands the latter sense, nit, to

fan, c. 3 loci, to scatter into a place, cf. Ezek. xii. 15, xxx. 26: fan

into the outlets of the land, i.e. cast out of the land. PSK*, make
the people childless, by the fall in battle of the sons, the young
men, cf. Ezek. v. 17. The threat is intensified by wax, added

as asyndeton. The last clause : from their ways, etc., subjoins

the reason.—Ver. 8. By the death of the sons, the women lose

their husbands, and become widows, v is the dative of sym-

pathetic interest. " Sand of the sea" is the figure for a count-

less number. CB^ is poetic plural ; cf. Ps. Ixxviii. 27, Job vi. 3.

On these defenceless women come suddenly spoilers, and these

mothers who had perhaps borne seven sons give up the ghost and

perish without succour, because their sons have fallen in war.

Thus proceeds the portrayal as Hitz. has well exhibited it.

Tina QS PJ/ is variously interpreted. We must reject the view

taken by Ch. B. Mich, from the Syr. and Arab, versions : upon

mother and young man; as also the view of Rashi, Cler.,,Eichh.,

Dahl., etc., that D?? means the mother-city, i.e. Jerusalem.

The true rendering is that of Jerome and Kimchi, who have

been followed by J. D. Mich., Hitz., Ew., Graf, and Nag.

:

upon the mother of the youth or young warrior. This view is

favoured by the correspondence of the woman mentioned in

ver. 9 who had borne seven sons. Both are individualized as

women of full bodily vigour, to lend vividness to the thought

that no age and no sex will escape destruction. D^IJIj^f?, at clear

noontide, when one least looks for an attack. Thus the word

corresponds with the "suddenly" of the next clause. 1''^,

Aramaic form for "T'S, Isa. xiii. 8, pangs. The bearer of seven,

i.e. the mother of many sons. Seven as the perfect number of

children given in blessing by God, cf. 1 Sam. ii. 5, Ruth iv. 15.

" She breathes out her life," cf. Job xxxi. 39. Graf wrongly

:

she sighs. The sun of her life sets (i^^3) while it is still day,

before the evening of her life has been reached, cf. Am. viii. 9.

VOL. I. B
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"Is put to shame and confounded" is not to be referred to the

son, but the mother, who, bereaved of her children, goes covered

with shame to the grave. The Keri ^53 for nX3 is an unneces-

sary change, since ^W is also construed as fem., Gen. xv. 17.

The description closes with a glance cast on those left in life

after the overthrow of Jerusalem. These are to be given to

the sword when in flight before their enemies, cf. Mic. vi. 14.

Vers. 10-21. Complaint of the prophet, and soothing

ANSWER OF the Lord.—His sorrow at the rejection by God

of his petition so overcomes the prophet, that he gives utterance

to the wish : he had rather not have been born than live on in

the calling in which he must ever foretell misery and ruin to

his people, thereby provoking hatred and attacks, while his

heart is like to break for grief and fellow-feeling ; whereupon

the Lord reprovingly replies as in vers. 11-14.

Ver. 10. " Woe is me, my mother, that thou hast born me,

a man of strife and contention to all the earth ! I have not

lent out, nor have men lent to me; all curse me. Ver. 11.

Jahveh saith, Verily I strengthen thee to thy good ; verily I

cause the enemy to entreat thee in the time of evil and of

trouble. Ver. 12. Does iron break, iron from the north and

brass? Ver. 13. Thy substance and thy treasures give I for

a prey without a price, and that for all thy sins, and in all thy

borders, Ver. 14. And cause thine enemies bring it into a

land which thou knowest not ; for fire burneth in mine anger,

against you it is kindled."

Woe is me, exclaims Jeremiah in ver. 10, that my mother

brought me forth ! The apostrophe to his mother is significant

of the depth of his sorrow, and is not to be understood as if he

were casting any reproach on his mother ; it is an appeal to his

mother to share with him his sorrow at his lot. This lament is

consequently very different from Job's cursing of the day of his

birth. Job iii. 1. The apposition to the suffix " me," the man
of strife and contention, conveys the meaning of the lament in

this wise : me, who must yet be a man, with whom the whole
world strives and contends. Ew. wrongly renders it : " to be
a man of strife," etc. ; for it was not his mother's fault that he
became such an one. The second clause intimates that he has
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not provoked tlie strife and contention, nw, lend, i.e. give on

loan, and with ?, to lend to a person, lend out ; hence i^pi,

debtor, and i3 HB':, creditor, Isa. xxiv. 2. These words are not

an individualizing of the thought : all interchange of friendly

services between me and human society is broken off (Hitz.).

For intercourse with one's fellow-men does not chiefly, or in

the foremost place, consist in lending and borrowing of gold

and other articles. Borrowing and lending is rather the fre-

quent occasion of strife and ill-will ;^ and it is in this reference

that it is here brought up. Jeremiah says he has neither as

bad debtor or disobliging creditor given occasion to hatred and

quarrelling, and yet all curse him. This is the meaning of the

last words, in which the form ''iv?i?I? is hard to explain. The
rabbinical attempts to clear it up by means of a commingling

of the verbs 7Pp and T\7p are now, and reasonably, given up.

Evv. (Gram. § 350, c) wants to make it ''^^Ppi^D ; but probably

the form has arisen merely out of the wrong dividing of a word,

and ought to be read ''Jvpi? DD??- So read most recent scholars,

after the example of J. D. Mich. ; cf. also Bottcher, Grammat.

ii. S. 322, note. It is true that we nowhere else find Dn?3
; but

we find an analogy in the archaic DlI?3. In its favour we

have, besides, the circumstance, that the heavy form DH is by

preference appended to short words ; see Bottcher, as above,

S. 21.—To this complaint the Lord makes answer in vers.

11-14, first giving the propbet the prospect of complete vindi-

cation against those that oppose him (ver. 11), and then (vers.

12-14) pointing to the circumstances that shall compel the

people to this result. The introduction of God's answer by
nini IDK without na is found also in xlvi. 25, where Graf erro-

neously seeks to join the formula with what precedes. In the

present 11th verse the want of the nb is the less felt, since the

word from the Lord that follows bears in the first place upon

the prophet himself, and is not addressed to the people. ^'? I3!<

is a particle of asseveration, introducing the answer which

follows with a solemn assurance. The vowel-points of ^ni'l?'

require T^''']f, 1 pers. perf., from nnB* = the Aram. H'lf, loose,

solve (Dan. v. 12) : I loose (free) thee to thy good. The Cliet.

^ Calvin aptly remarks : Vnde enim inter homines et lites et jurgia, nisi

quia male inter ipsos convenit, dum ultra et citro negotiantur ?
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is variously read and rendered. By reason of the preceding

i<b DK, the view is improbable that we have here an infinitive ;

either inilB', inf. Pi. of Titr in the sig. inflict suffering : " thy

affliction becomes welfare" (Hitz.) ; or ^n^'f, inf. Kal of rr\f,

set free : thy release falls out to thy good (Eos., etc.). The

context suggests the 1 pers. "perf. of l']B', against which the de-

fective written form is no argument, since this occurs frequently

elsewhere, e.g. 'nnsj', Nah. i. 12. The question remains: whether

we are to take TiB' according to the Hebrew usage : I afflict

thee to thy good, harass thee to thine advantage (Gesen. in the

tlies. p. 1482, and Nag.), or according to the Aramaic (^.s) in

the sig. firmabo, stahiliam: I strengthen thee or support thee to

thy good (Ew., Maur.). We prefer the latter rendering, because

the saying : I afflict thee, is not true of God ; since the prophet's

troubles came not from God, nor is Jeremiah complaining of

affliction at the hand of God, but only that he was treated as

an enemy by all the world. 3^137, for good, as in Ps. cxix. 122,

so that it shall fall out well for thee, lead to a happy issue, for

which we have elsewhere '^Ji'^p, xiv. 11, Ps. Isxxvi. 17, Neh.

v. 19.—This happy issue is disclosed in the second clause : I

bring it about that the enemy shall in time of trouble turn

himself in supplication to thee, because he shall recognise in

the prophet's prayers the only way of safety ; cf. the fulfilment

of this promise, xxi. 1 f., xxxvii. 3, xxxviii. 14 ff., xlii. 2. J?*33n,

here causative, elsewhere only with the sig. of the Kal, e.g.

xxxvi. 25, Isa. liii. 12. " The enemy," in unlimited gene-

rality : each of thine adversaries. That the case will turn out

so is intimated by vers. 12-14, the exposition of which is, how-
ever, difficult and much debated. Ver. 12 is rendered either :

can iron (ordinai-y iron) break northern iron and brass (the

first "iron" being taken as subject, the Second as object)? or:

can one break iron, (namely) iron of the north, and brass

("iron" being taken both times as object, and " break" having
its subject indefinite) ? or : can iron . . . break (JJiiJ intrans.

as in xi. 16) % Of these three translations the first has little

probability, inasmuch as the simile of one kind of iron breaking
another is unnatural. But Hitz.'s view is wholly unnatural

:

that the first " iron" and " brass" are the object, and that " iron
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from the north" is subject, standing as it does between the

two objects, as in Cant. v. 6, where, however, the construction

alleged is still very doubtful. Nor does the sense, which would

in this way be expressed, go far to commend this rendering.

By iron and brass we would then have to understand, according

to vi. 28, the stiff-necked Jewish people ; and by iron from the

north, the calamity that was to come from the north. Thus
the sense would be : will this calamity break the sullen obsti-

nacy of the prophet's enemies? will it make them pliable?

The verse would thus contain an objection on the part of the

prophet against the concession vouchsafed by God in ver. 11.

With this idea, however, vers. 11-14 are emphatically not in

harmony. The other two translations take each a different

view of the sense. The one party understand by iron and brass

the prophet ; the other, either the Jewish people or the northern

might of the Chaldean empire. Holding that the prophet

is so symbolized, L. de Dieu and Umbr. give the sense thus

:

" Let him but bethink him of his immoveable firmness against

the onsets of the world ; in spite of all, he is iron, northern iron

and brass, that cannot be broken." Thus God would here be

speaking to the prophet. Dahl., again, holds the verse to be

spoken by the prophet, and gives the sense : Can I, a frail and

feeble man, break the determination of a numerous and stiff-

necked nation ? Against the latter view the objection already

alleged against Hitz. is decisive, showing as it did that the

verse cannot be the prophet's speech or complaint ; against the

former, the improbability that God would call the prophet iron,

northern iron and brass, when the very complaint he was

making showed how little of the firmness of iron he had about

him. If by the northern iron we understand the Jewish people,

then God would here say to the prophet, that he should always

contend in vain against the stiff-neckedness of the people

(Eichh.). This would have been but small comfort for him.

But the appellation of northern iron does not at all fit the

Jewish people. For the observation that the hardest iron, the

steel made by the Ohalybes in Pontus, was imported from the

north, does not serve the turn ; since a distinction between

ordinary iron and very hard iron nowhere else appears in the

Old Testament. The attribute "from the north" points
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manifestly to tlie iron sway of the Chaldean empire (Ros.,

E\v., Maur., and many others) ; and the meaning of the verse

can only be this : As little as a man can break iron, will the

Jewish people be able to break the hostile power of the north

(xiii. 20). Taken thus, the pictorial style of the verse contains

a suggestion that the adversaries of the prophet will, by the

crushing power of the Chaldeans, be reduced to the condition

of turning themselves in supplication to the prophet.—With

this vers. 13 and 14 are thus connected : This time of evil and

tribulation (ver. 10) will not last long. Their enemies will

carry off the people's substance and treasures as their booty

into a strange land. These verses are to be taken, with Umbr.,

as a declaration from the mouth of the Lord to His guilt-bur-

dened people. This appears from the contents of the verses.

The immediate transition from the address to the prophet to

that to the people is to be explained by the fact, that both the

prophet's complaint, ver. 10, and God's answer, vers. 11-13,

have a full bearing on the people ; the prophet's complaint at

the attacks on the part of the people serving to force them to a

sense of their obstinacy against the Lord, and God's answer to

the complaint, that the prophet's announcement will come true,

and that he will then be justified, serving to crush their sullen

doggedness. The connection of thought in vers. 13 and 14 is

thus : The people that so assaults thee, by reason of thy threat-

ening judgment, will not break the iron might of the Chaldeans,

but will by them be overwhelmed. It will come about as thou

hast declared to them in my name ; their substance and their

treasures will I give as booty to the Chaldeans. l''nD3 NP ^
T'np N73, Isa. Iv. 1, not for purchase-money, i.e. freely. As
God sells His people for nought, i.e. gives them up to their

enemies (cf. Isa. lii. 3, Ps. xliv. 13), so here He threatens to

deliver up their treasures to the enemy as a booty, and for

nought. When Graf says that this last thought has no suffi-

cient meaning, his reasons therefor do not appear. Nor is

there anything " peculiar," or such as could throw suspicion

on the passage, in the juxtaposition of the two qualifying
phrases : and that for all thy sins, and in all thy borders. The
latter phrase bears unmistakeably on the treasures, not on the
sins. " Cause ... to bring it," lit. I cause them (the treasures)
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to pass with tliine enemies into aland which thou knowest not,

i.e. I cause the enemies to bring them, etc. Hitz. and Graf

erroneously : I carry thine enemies away into a land ; which

affords no suitable sense. The grounding clause : for hire, etc.,

is taken from Deut. xxxii. 22, to show that that threatening of

judgment contained in Moses' song is about to come upon
degenerate Judah. " Against you it is kindled " apply the

words to Jeremiah's contemporaries.^

Vers. 15-18. Jeremiah continues Ms complaint.—Ver. 15.

" Thou knowest it, Jahveh ; remember me, and visit me, and

revenge me on my persecutors ! Do not, in Thy long-suffering,

take me away ; know that for Thy sake I bear reproach. Ver.

16. Thy words were found, and I did eat them ; and Thy words

were to me a delight and the joy of my heart : for Thy name
was named upon me, Jahveh, God of hosts. Ver. 17. I sat

not in the assembly of the laughers, nor was merry ; because of

Thy hand I sat solitary; for with indignation Thou hast filled me.

Ver. 18. Why is my pain perpetual, and my wound malignant ?

will not heal. Wilt Thou really be to me as a deceiving brook,

a water that doth not endure ?
"

The Lord's answer, vers. 11-14, has not yet restored tran-

quillity to the prophet's mind;- since in it his vindication by

^ Vers. 11-14 are pronounced spurious by Hitz., Graf, and Nag., on the

ground that vers. 13 and 14 are a mere quotation, corrupted in the text,

from xvii. 3, 4, and that all the three verses destroy the connection, con-

taining an address to the people that does not at all fit into the context.

But the interruption of the continuity could at most prove that the verses

had got into a wrong place, as is supposed by Ew., -wlio transposes them,

and puts them next to ver. 9. But for this change in place there are no

sufficient grounds, since, as our exposition of them shows, the verses in

question can be very well understood in the place which they at present

occupy. The other allegation, that vers. 13 and 14 are a quotation, cor-

rupted in text, from xvii. 3, 4, is totally without proof. In xvii. 3, 4 we

have simply the central thoughts of the present passage repeated, but modi-

fied to suit their new context, after the manner characteristic of Jeremiah.

The genuineness of the verses is supported by the testimony of the LXX.,

which has them here, while it omits them in xvii. 3, 4 ;
and by the fact,

that it is inconceivable they should have been interpolated as a gloss in a

wholly unsuitable place. For those who impugn the genuineness have not

even made the attempt to show the possibility or probability of such a gloss

arising.
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means of the abasement of his adversaries had been kept at an

indefinite distance. And so he now, ver. 15, prays the Lord to

revenge him on his adversaries, and not to let him perish, since

for His sake he bears reproach. The object to " Thou knowest,

Lord," appears from the context,—namely : " the attacks which

I endure," or more generally: Thou knowest my case, my
distress. At the same time he clearly means the harassment

detailed in ver. 10, so that "Thou knowest" is, as to its sense,

directly connected with ver. 10. But it by no means follows

from this that vers. 11—14 are not original ; only that Jeremiah

did not feel his anxiety put at rest by the divine answer con-

veyed in these verses. In the climax : Remember me, visit me,

i.e. turn Thy care on me, and revenge me, we have the utter-

ance of the importunity of his prayer, and therein, too, the

extremity of his distress. According to Thy long-suffering,

i.e. the long-suffering Thou showest towards my persecutors,

take me not away, i.e. do not deliver me up to final ruin. This

prayer he supports by the reminder, that for the Lord's sake he

bears reproach ; cf. Ps. Ixix. 8. Further, the imperative: know,

recognise, bethink thee of, is the utterance of urgent prayer.

In ver. 16 he exhibits how he suffers for the Lord's sake. The
words of the Lord which came to him he has received with

eagerness, as it had been the choicest dainties. " Thy words

were found" intimates that he had come into possession of them
as something actual, without particularizing how they were
revealed. With the figurative expression : I ate them, cf. the

symbolical embodiment of the figure, Ezek. ii. 9, iii. 3, Apoc. x.

9 f. The Keri T'^^'n is an uncalled for correction, suggested
by the preceding ^T^, and the Chet. is perfectly correct. Thy
words turned out to me a joy and delight, because Thy name
was named upon me, i.e. because Thou hast revealed Thyself to

me, hast chosen me to be the proclaimer of Thy word. Ver. 17.

To this calling he has devoted his whole life : has not sat in the
assembly of the laughers, nor made merry with them ; but sat
alone, i.e. avoided all cheerful company. Because of Thy hand,
i.e. because Thy hand had laid hold on me. The hand of Jahveh
is the divine power which took possession of the prophets,
transported their spirit to the ecstatic domain of inner vision,
and impelled to prophesy; cf. xx. 7, Isa. viii. 11, Ezek. i. 3, etc'.
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Alone 1 sat, because Thou hast filled me with indignation. OVl

is the wrath of God against the moral corruptness and infatua-

tion of Judah, with which the Spirit of God has filled Jeremiah

in order that he may publish it abroad, cf. vi. 11. The sadness

of what he had to publish filled his heart with the deepest grief,

and constrained him to keep far from all cheery good fellowship.

—Ver. 18. Why is my pain become perpetual ? " My pain " is

the pain or grief he feels at the judgment he has to announce

to the people; not his pain at the hostility he has on that

account to endure. nv3 adverbial= nsj?^ as in Am. i. 11, Ps.

xiii. 2, etc. "My wound," the blow that has fallen on him.

HMK, malignant, is explained by " (that) will not heal," cf. xxx.

12, Mic. i. 9. The clause 'iJl njiin ^''n still depends on n^h,

and the infin. gives emphasis: Wilt Thou really be? 3t3X, lit.

lying, deception, means here, and in Mic. i. 16, a deceptive

torrent that dries up in the season of drought, and so disappoints

the hope of finding- water, cf. Job vi. 15 ff. "A water," etc.,

is epexegesis : water that doth not endure. To this the Lord

answers

—

Vers. 19-21. By reprimanding his impatience, and hy again

assuring Jiim of His protection and of rescue from the power of

Ms oppressors.—Ver. 19. " Therefore thus saith Jahveh : If

thou return, then will I bring thee again to serve me ; and if

thou separate the precious from the vile, thou shalt be as my
mouth. They will return to thee, but thou shalt not return

unto them. Ver. 20. And I make thee unto this people a

strong wall of brass, so that they fight against thee, but prevail

not against thee ; for I am with thee, to help thee and to save

thee, saith Jahveh. Ver. 21. And I save thee out of the hand

of the wicked, and deliver thee out of the clutch of the violent."

In the words : if thou return, lies the reproach that in his

complaint, in which his indignation had hurried him on to doubt

God's faithfulness, Jeremiah had sinned and must repent.

13''B'K is by many commentators taken adverbially and joined

with the following words : then will I again cause thee to stand

before me. But this adverbial use has been proved only for

the Kal of DW, not for the Hiphil, which must here be taken by

itself : then will I bring thee again, sc. into proper relations with

me—namely, to stand before me, i.e. to be my servant. lOV
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V.?^, of the standing of the servant before his lord, to receive

his commands, and so also of prophets, cf. 1 Kings xvii. 1, xviii.

15, 2 Kino-s iii. 14, etc. In the words: if thou make to go

forth, i.e. separate the precious from the vile, we have the

figure of metal-refining, in course of which the pure metal is

by fusion parted from the earthy and other ingredients mixed

with it. The meaning of the figure is, however, variously-

understood. Some think here, unfittingly, of good and bad

men; so Ohald. and Rashi : if thou cause the good to come

forth of the bad, turn the good into bad ; or, if out of the evil

mass thou cause to come forth at least a few as good, i.e. if thou

convert them (Ch. B. Mich., Eos., etc.). For we cannot here

have to do with the issue of his labours, as Graf well remarks,

since this did not lie in his own power. Just as little is the case

one of contrast between God's word and man's word, the view

adopted by Ven., Eichh., Dahl., Hitz., Ew. The idea that Jere-

miah presented man's word for God's word, or God's word mixed

with spurious, human additions, is utterly foreign to the context

;

nay, rather it was just because he declared only what God
imposed on him that he was so hard bested. Further, that idea

is wholly inconsistent with the nature of true prophecy. Maurer

has hit upon the truth : si quce pretiosa in te sunt, admixtis

liheraveris sordibus, si virtutes quas hahes inaculis Uberaveris

impatieniice et iracundice ; with whom Graf agrees. ''S3 (with

the so-called 3 verit.), as my mouth shalt thou be, i.e. as the

instrument by which I speak, cf. Ex. iv. 16. Then shall his

labours be crowned with success. They (the adversaries) will

turn themselves to thee, in the manner shown in ver. 11, but

thou shalt not turn thyself to them, i.e. not yield to their wishes

or permit thyself to be moved by them from the rii^ht way.

Ver. 20 f. After this reprimand, the Lord renews to hiin the

promise of His most active support, such as He had promised

him at his call, i. 18 f
. ; "to save thee" being amplified in

Ver. 21.

Chap. xvi. 1-xvii. 4. The course to be pursued by
THE PROPHET IN REFERENCE TO THE APPROACHING OVER-
THROW OF THE KINGDOM OF JUDAH.—The ruin of Jerusalem
and of Judah will inevitably come. This the prophet must
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proclaim by word and deed. To this end he is shown in xvi,

1-9 what relation he is to maintain towards the people, now
grown ripe for judgment, and next in vers. 10-15 he is told

the cause of this terrible judgment ; then comes an account of

its fulfilment (vers. 16-21) ; then again, finally, we have the

cause of it explained once more (xvii. 1-4).

Vers. 1-9. Tlie course to he pursued by the prophet with

reference to the approaching judgment.—Ver. 1. " And the word
of Jahveh came to me, saying : Ver. 2. Thou shalt not take

thee a wife, neither shalt thou have sons or daughters in this

place. Ver. 3. For thus hath Jahveh said concerning the sons

and the daughters that are born in this place, and concerning

their mothers that bear them, and concerning their fathers that

beget them in this land: Ver. 4. By deadly suffering shall

they die, be neither lamented or buried ; dung upon the field

shall they become ; and by sword and by famine shall they be

consumed, and their carcases shall be meat for the fowls of the

heavens and the beasts of the field. Ver. 5. For thus hath

Jahveh said : Come not into the house of mourning, and go not

to lament, and bemoan them not ; for I . have taken away my
peace from this people, saith Jahveh, grace and mercies. Ver. 6.

And great and small shall die in this land, not be buried

;

they shall not lament them, nor cut themselves, nor make
themselves bald for them. Ver. 7. And they shall not break

bread for them in their mourning, to comfort one for the dead

;

nor shall they give to any the cup of comfort for his father

and his mother. Ver. 8. And into the house of feasting go

not, to sit by them, to eat and to drink. Ver. 9. For thus

hath spoken Jahveh of hosts, the God of Israel : Behold, I

cause to cease out of this place before your eyes, and in your

days, the voice of mirth and the voice of gladness, the voice of

the bridegroom and the voice of the bride."

"What the prophet is here bidden to do and to forbear is

closely bound up with the proclamation enjoined on him of

judgment to come on sinful Judah. This connection is brought

prominently forward in the reasons given for these commands.

He is neither to take a wife nor to beget children, because all

the inhabitants of the land, sons and daughters, mothers and

fathers, are to perish by sickness, the sword, and famine (vers.
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3 and 4). He is both to abstain from the customary usages of

mourning for the dead, and to keep away from mirthful feasts,

in order to give the people to understand that, by reason of the

multitude of the dead, customary mourning will have to be

given up, and that all opportunity for merry-making will dis-

appear (vers. 5-9). Adapting thus his actions to help to con-

vey his message, he will approve himself to be the mouth of

the Lord, and then the promised divine protection will not fail.

Thus closely is this passage connected with the preceding

complaint and reproof of the prophet (xv. 10-21), while it at

the same time further continues the threatening of judgment

in XV. 1-9.—With the prohibition to take a wife, cf. the apostle's

counsel, 1 Cor. vii. 26. "This place" alternates with "this

land," and so must not be limited to Jerusalem, but bears on

Judah at large. ^''1?*., adject, verhale, as in Ex. i. 32. The
form ''niOD is found, besides here, only in Ezek. xxviii. 8, where

it takes the place of ''niD, ver. 10. l3''X^nn iniDD, lit. deaths of

sicknesses or sufferings, i.e. deaths by all kinds of sufferings,

since CN^nn is not to be confined to disease, but in xiv. 18 is

used of pining away by famine. With "they shall not be

lamented," cf. xxv. 33, viii. 2, xiv. 16, vii. 33.—Ver. 5 ff. The
command not to go into a house of mourning (nn!?, loud crying,

cry of lament for one dead, see on Am. vi. 7), not to show

sympathy with the survivors, is explained by the Lord in the

fearfully solemn saying : I withdraw from this people my peace,

grace, and mercy. Dv^ is not " the inviolateness of the relation

between me and my people" (Graf), but the peace of God
which rested on Judaii, the source of its well-being, of its

life and prosperity, and which showed itself to the sinful race

in the extension to them of grace and mercy. The consequence

of the withdrawal of this peace is the death of great and

small in such multitudes that they can neither be buried nor

mourned for (ver. 6). 1']^'?'?, cut one's self, is used in Deut.

xiv. 1 for ti-\^ iri3, to make cuts in the body, Lev. six. 28 ; and
n']!', Mph., to crop one's self bald, ace. to Deut. xiv. 1, to shave
a bare place on the front part of the head above the eyes.

These are two modes of expressing passionate mourning for

the dead which were forbidden to the Israelites in the law,

yet which remained in use among the people, see on Lev. xix.
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28 and Deut. xiv. 1. Of??, for them, in honour of the dead.

—Yer. 7. ons, as in Isa. Ivlii. 7, for t^ns, Lam. iv. 4, break, so.

the bread (cf. Isa. I.e.) for mourning, and to give to drink the

cup of comfort, does not refer to the meals which were held in

the house of mourning upon occasion of a death after the

interment, for this custom cannot be proved of the Israelites

in Old Testament times, and is not strictly demanded by the

words of the verse. To break bread to any one does not mean
to hold a feast with him, but to bestow a gift of bread upon him ;

cf. Isa. Iviii. 7. Correspondingly, to give to drink, does not

here mean to drink to one's health at a feast, but only to

present with wine to drink. The words refer to the custom of

sending bread and wine for refreshment into the house of the

surviving relatives of one dead, to comfort them in their sorrow

;

cf. 2 Sam. iii. 35, xii. 16 ff., and the remarks on Ezek. xxiv. 17.

The singular suffixes on ii^raPj VIK, and itsx, alongside of the

plurals DH? and QOi^*, are to be taken distributively of every one

who is to be comforted upon occasion of a death in his house

;

and on? is not to be clianged, as by J. D. Mich, and Hitz.,

into on?.—Ver. 8 f. The prophet is to withdraw from all

participation in mirthful meals and feasts, in token tliat God
will take away all joy from the people. '^??'?"'T'?, house in

which a feast is given. ^T}'^^, for DriK, refers, taken ad sensum,

to the others who take part in the feast. On ver. 9, cf. vii. 34,

Vers. 10-15. "And when thou showest this people all these

things, and they say unto thee, Wherefore hath Jahveh pro-

nounced all this great evil against us, and what is our trans-

gression, and what our sin that we have committed against

Jahveh our God? Ver. 11. Then say thou to them, Because

your fathers have forsaken me, saith Jahveh, and have walked

after other gods, and served them, and worshipped them, and

have forsaken me, and not kept my law ; Ver. 12. And ye did

yet worse than your fathers ; and behold, ye walk each after

the stubbornness of his evil heart, hearkening not unto me.

Ver. 13. Therefore I cast you out of this land into the land

which ye know not, neither ye nor your fathers, and there may

ye serve other gods day and night, because I will show you

no favour. Ver. 14. Therefore, behold, the days come, saith

Jahveh, that it shall no more be said, By the hfe of Jahveh,
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that brought up the sons of Israel out of the land of Egypt,

Ver. 15. But, By the life of Jahveh, that brought the sons of

Israel out of the land of the north, and out of all the lands

whither I had driven them, and I bring them again into their

land that I gave to their fathers."

The turn of the discourse in vers. 10 and 11 is like that in v.

19. With ver. 11 cf. xi. 8, 10, vii. 24 ; with " ye did yet worse,"

etc., cf. 1 Kings xiv. 9 ; and on " after the stubbornness,"

cf. on iii. 17. The apodosis begins with " therefore I cast you

cut." On this head cf, vii. 15, ix. 15, and xxii. 26. The article

in ir!?v'"''J?) Graf quite unnecessarily insists on having can-

celled, as out of place. It is explained sufficiently by the fact,

that the land, of which mention has so often been made, is

looked on as a specific one, and is characterized by the following

relative clause, as one unknown to the people. Besides, the "ye
know not" is not meant of geographical ignorance, but, as is

often the case with V]), the knowledge is that obtained by direct

experience. They know not the land, because they have never

been there. " There ye may serve them," Eos. justly charac-

terizes as concessio cum ironia : there ye may serve, as long as

ye will, the gods whom ye have so longed after. The irony is

especially marked in the " day and night." Here Jeremiah
has in mind Deut. iv. 28, xxviii. 36, 64, IB'X is causal, giving

the grounds of the threat, " I cast you out." The form nrpn

is OTT. \ey.—In vers. 14 and 15 the prophet opens to the people

a view of ultimate redemption from the affliction amidst the

heathen, into which, for their sin, they will be cast. By and
by men will swear no more by Jahveh who redeemed them out
of Egypt, but by Jahveh who has brought them again from the

land of the north and the other lands into which they have been
thrust forth. In this is implied that this second deliverance will

be a blessing wliich shall outshine the former blessing of redemp-
tion from Egypt. But just as this deliverance will excel the
earlier one, so much the greater will the affliction of Israel in
the northern land be than the Egyptian bondage had been. On
this point Eos. throws especial weight, remarking that the aim
of these verses is not so much to give promise of coming salva-
tion, as to announce instare illis atrocius malum, quam illud
jEgyptiacum, eamque quam. mox sint suhituri servitutem mulio
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fore diinorem, quam olirn ^gyptiaca fuerit. But though this

idea does lie implicite in the words, yet we must not fail to be

sure that the prospect held out of a future deliverance of Israel

from the lands into which it is soon to be scattered, and of its

restoration again to the land of its fathers, has, in the first and

foremost place, a comforting import, and that it is intended to

preserve the godly from despair under the catastrophe which is

now awaiting them.-' I?? is not nevertheless, but, as universally,

therefore ; and the train of thought is as follows : Because the

Lord will, for their idolatry, cast forth His people into the

lands of the heathen, just for that very reason will their redemp-

tion from exile not fail to follow, and this deliverance surpass

in gloriousness the greatest of all former deeds of blessing, the

rescue of Israel from Egypt. The prospect of future redemp-

tion given amidst announcements of judgment cannot be sur-

prising in Jeremiah, who elsewhere also interweaves the like

happy forecastings with his most solemn threatenings ; cf. iv.

27, V. 10, 18, with iii. 14 f., xxiii. 3 ff., etc. " This ray of light,

falling suddenly into the darkness, does not take us more by

surprise than ' I will not make a full end,' iv. 27. There is

therefore no reason for regarding these two verses as interpo-

lations from xxiii. 7, 8" (Graf).

Vers. 16-21. Further account of the punishment foretold, with

the reasons for the same.—Ver. 16. " Behold, I send for many
fishers, saith Jahveh, who shall fish them, and after will I send

for many hunters, who shall hunt them from every mountain

and every hill, and out of the clefts of the rock. Ver. 17.

For mine eyes are upon all their ways, they are not hidden

from me, neither is their iniquity concealed from mine eyes.

Ver. 18. And first, I requite double their iniquity and their sin,

because they defiled my land with the carcases of their detestables,

and with their abominations they have filled mine inheritance.

' Calvin has excellently brought out both moments, and hss thus ex-

pounded the thought of the passage :
" Scitis unde patres vestri exierint,

nempe e fornace senea, quemadmodum alibi loquitur (xi. 4) et quasi ex pro-

funda morte ; itaque redemptio ilia debuit esse memorabilis usque ad finem

mundi. Sed jam Deus conjiciet vos in abyssum, quae longe profundior erit

iUa -JIgypti tyrannide, e qua erepti sunt patres vestri ; nam si inde vos

redimat, erit miraculum longe excellentius ad posteros, ut fere exstinguat

vel saltern obscuret memoriam prioris illius redemptionis."
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Ver. 19. Jahveh, my strength and my fortress, and my refuge

in the day of trouble ! Unto Thee shall the peoples come from

the ends of the earth and say : But lies have our fathers in-

herited, vanity, and amidst them none profiteth at all. Ver. 20.

Shall a man make gods to himself, which are yet no gods?

Ver. 21. Therefore, behold, I make them to know this once,

I make them to know my hand and my might, and they shall

know that my name is Jahveh."

Vers. 16-18 are a continuation of the threatening in ver. 13,

that Judah is to be cast out, but are directly connected with

ver. 156, and elucidate the expulsion into many lands there

foretold. The figures of the fishers and hunters do not bespeak

the gathering again and restoration of the scattered people, as

Ven. would make out, but the carrying of Judah captive out of

his land. This is clear from the second of the figures, for the

hunter does not gather the animals together, but kills them

;

and the reference of the verses is put beyond a doubt by vers.

17 and 18, and is consequently admitted by all other coram.

The two figures signify various kinds of treatment at the hands

of enemies. The fishers represent the enemies that gather the

inhabitants of the land as in a net, and carry them wholesale

into captivity (cf. Am. iv. 2, Hab. i. 15). The hunters, again,

are those who drive out from their hiding-places, and slay or

carry captive such as have escaped from the cities, and have
taken refuge in the mountains and ravines ; cf. iv. 29, Judg.
vi. 2, 1 Sam. siii. 6. In this the idea is visibly set forth that

none shall escape the enemy, rhf c. b pers., send for one,

cause him to come, as in xiv. 3 (send for water), so that there

is no call to take p according to the Aram, usage as sign of the

accusative, for which we can cite in Jeremiah only the case in

xl. 2. The form DW {diet) agrees with Ezek. xlvii. 10,
while the Keri, D'iJ"!, is a formation similar to D'''i;v. In the

second clause CSl is, like the numerals, made to precede the
noun ; cf. Prov. xxxi. 29, Ps. Ixxsix. 51.—For the Lord knows
their doings and dealings, and their transgressions are not hid
from Him ; cf. xxiii. 24, xxxii. 19. SjJ for ^K, indicating the
direction. Their ways are not the ways of flight, but their
course of action.—Ver. 18. The punishment foretold is but
retribution for their sins. Because they have defiled the land by
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idolatry, tliey shall be driven out of it. nJiK'Xl, first, is by Jerome,

Hitz., Ew., Umbr. made to refer to the salvation promised in

ver. 15 : first, i.e. before the restoration of my favour spoken

of in ver. 15, I requite double. Against this Graf has objected,

that on this view " first" would appear somewhat superfluous
;

and Niig., that the manifestly intended antithesis to HJB'b is left

out of account. There is little force in either objection. Even
Nag.'s paraphrase does not do full justice to the presumed anti-

thesis ; for if we render : " For the first time the double shall

be requited, in the event of repetition a severer standard shall

be used," then the antithesis to " first" would not be " double,"

but the supplied repetition of the offence. There is not the

slightest hint in the context to lead us to supply this idea ; nor

is there any antithesis between " first" and " double." It is a

mere assumption of the comm., which Eashi, Kimchi, Eos.,

Maur., etc., have brought into the text by the interpolation of

a 1 cop. before njB'D : I requite the first of their transgressions

and the repetition of them, i.e. their earlier and their repeated

sins, or the sins committed by their fathers and by themselves,

on a greater scale. We therefore hold the reference to ver. 15

to be the only true one, and regard it as corresponding both to

the words before us and the context. " The double of their

iniquity," i.e. ample measure for their sins (cf. Isa. xl. 2, Job

xi. 6) by way of the horrors of war and the sufferings of the

exile. The sins are more exactly defined by : because they

defiled my land by the carcases of their detestables, i.e. their

dead detestable idols. D''^^pK' Tb2: is formed according to '''}iB

DWJ, Lev. xxvi. 30, and it belongs to " they defiled," not to

" they filled," as the Masoretic accentuation puts it ; for vha is

construed, not with 3 of the thing, but with double accus. ; cf.

Ezek. viii. 17, xxx. 11, etc. So it is construed in the last

clause : With their abominations they have filled the inheritance

of Jahveh, i.e. the land of the Lord (cf. ii. 7). The injin. DJpn

is continued by INpD in verba Jin., as usual.

In vers. 19-21 we have more as to the necessity of the

threatened punishment. The prophet turns to the Lord as his

defence and fortress in time of need, and utters the hope that

even the heathen may some time turn to the Lord and confess

the vanity of idolatry, since the gods which men make are no

VOL. I. S
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gods. To this the Lord answers in ver. 21, that just therefore

He must punish Ilis idolatrous people, so that they shall feel

Ilis power and learn to know His name.—Ver. 19. In his cry

to the Lord : My strength ... in the day of trouble, which

agrees closely with Ps. xxviii. 8, lis. 17, xviii. 3, Jeremiah

utters not merely his own feelings, but those which should

animate every member of his people. In the time of need the

powerlessness of the idols to help, and so their vanity, becomes

apparent. Trouble therefore drives to God, the Almighty Lord
and Ruler of the world, and forces to bend under His power.

The coming tribulation is to have this fruit not only in the case

of the Israelites, but also in that of the heathen nations, so

that they shall see the vanity of the idolatry they have inherited

from their fathers, and be converted to the Lord, the only true

God. How this knowledge is to be awakened in the heathen,

Jeremiah does not disclose ; but it may be gathered from ver.

15, from the deliverance of Israel, there announced, out of the

heathen lands into which they had been cast forth. By this

deliverance the heathen will be made aware both of the almighty

power of the God of Israel and of the nothingness of their own
gods. On «n cf. ii. 5 ; and with " none that profiteth," cf. ii. 8,

xiv. 22. In ver. 20 the prophet confirms what the heathen
have been saying. The question has a negative force, as is

clear from the second clause. In ver. 21 we have the Lord's

answer to the prophet's confession in ver. 19. Since the Jews
are so blinded that they prefer vain idols to the living God, He
will this time so show them His hand and His strength in that

foretold chastisement, that they shall know His name, i.e.

know that He alone is God in deed and in truth. Cf. Ezek.
xii. 15, Ex. iii. 14.

Chap. xvii. 1-4. Judah's sin is ineffaceably stamped upon
the hearts of the people and on their altars. These four verses
are closely connected with the preceding, and show why it is

necessary that Judah be cast forth amidst the heathen, by
reason of its being perfectly steeped in idolatry. Ver. 1. " The
sin of Judah is written with an iron pen, with the point of a
diamond graven on the table of their hearts and on the horns
of your altars. Ver. 2. As they remember their children, so
do they their altars and their Astartes by the green tree upon
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the high hills. Ver. 3. My mountain in the field, thy substance,

all thy treasures give I for a prey, tliy higli places for sin in all

thy borders. Ver. 4. And thou shalt discontinue, and that of

thine own self, from thine inheritance that I gave thee, and I

cause thee to serve thine enemies in a land which thou knowest

not; for a fire have ye kindled in mine anger, for ever it

burneth."

The sin of Judah (ver. 1) is not their sinfulness, their prone-

ness to sin, but their sinful practices, idolatry. This is written

npon the tables of the hearts of them of Judah, i.e. stamped on

them (cf. for this figure Prov. iii. 3, vii. 3), and that deep and
firmly. This is intimated by the writing with an iron pen and

graving with a diamond. HSS^ from IBV, scratch, used in

Deut. xxi. 12 for the nail of the finger, here of the point of the

style or graving-iron, the diamond pencil which gravei's use for

carving in iron, steel, and stone.^ "^Vf, diamond, not emery as

Boch. and Ilos. supposed ; cf. Ezek. iii. 9, Zech. vii. 12. The
things last mentioned are so to be distributed that "on the

table of their heart " shall belong to " written with a pen of

iron," and "on the horns of their altars" to "with the point of

a diamond graven." The iron style was used only for writing

or carving letters in a hard material. Job xix. 24. If with it

one wrote on tables, it was for the purpose of impressing the

writing very deeply, so that it could not easily be effaced. The
having of sin engraved upon the tables of the heart does not

mean that a sense of unatoned sin could not be got rid of

(Graf) ; for with a sense of sin we have here nothing to do,

but with the deep and firm root sin has taken in the heart. To
the tables of the heart as the inward seat of sin are opposed

the horns of their altars (at "altars" the discourse is directly

addressed to the Jews). By altars are generally understood

idolatrous altars, partly because of the plural, " since the altar

of Jahveh was but one," partly because of ver. 2, where the

altars in question are certainly those of the idols. But the first

reason proves nothing, since the temple of the Lord itself con-

tained two altars, on whose horns the blood of the sacrifice was

sprinkled. The blood of the sin-offering was put not merely

1 Cf. Plinii liist. n. xxxvii. 15 : crustse adamantis expetuntur a sculptorilus

firroque induduiitur, nullam non duritlem ex facili exeat-antes.
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on the altar of burnt-offering, but also on tlie horns of the altar

of incense, Lev. iv. 7, 18, xvi. 1(5. Nor is the second reason

conclusive, since there is no difficulty in taking it to oe the

altars of Jahveh as defiled by idolatry. This, indeed, we must

do, since Josiah had destroyed the altars of the false gods,

whereas here the altars are spoken of as existing monuments

of idolatry. The question, in how far the sin of Judah is

ineffaceably engraven upon the horns of her altars, is variously

answered by comm., and the answer depends on the view taken

of ver. 2, which is itself disputed. It is certainly wrong to join

ver. 2 as protasis with ver. 3 as apodosis, for it is incompatible

with the beginning of ver. 3, ''"i^H- Ew. therefore proposes to

attach " my mountain in the field " to ver. 2, and to change ''"i'^l!

into '''^in : upon the high hills, the mountains in the field—

a

manifest makeshift. Umbr. translates: As their children

remember their altars .... so will I my mountain in the field,

thy possession . . . give for a prey ; and makes out the sense to

be :
" in proportion to the strength and ineffaceableness of the

impressions, such as are to be found in the children of idolatrous

fathers, must be the severity of the consequent punishment

from God." But if this were the force, then 13 could not pos-

sibly be omitted before the apodosis ; apart altogether from the

suddenness of such a transition from the sins of the people

(ver. 1) to the sins of the children.—Ver. 2 is plainly meant to

be a fuller and clearer disclosure of the sins written on the

tables of Judah's heart, finding therein its point of connection

with ver. 1. The verse has no verbum finit., and besides it is

a question whether "their children" is subject or object to

" remember." The rule, that in calm discourse the subject

follows the verb, does not decide for us ; for the object very
frequently follows next, and in the case of the infinitive the

subject is often not mentioned, but must be supplied from the
context. Here we may either translate : as their sons remember
(Chald. and Jerome), or: as they remember their sons. As
already said, the first translation gives no sense in keeping with
the context. Rashi, Kimclii, J. D. Mich., Maur., Hitz. follow
the other rendering: as they remember their children, so do
they their altars. On this view, the verb. fin. 113P is supplied
from the ivfin. ibr, and the two accusatives are placed alongside,
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as in Isa. Ixvi. 3 after the participle, without the particle of

comparison demanded by the sense ; cf. also Ps. xcii. 8, Job
xxvii. 14. Niig. calls this construction very harsh; but it has

analogues in the passages cited, and gives the very suitable

sense: Their altars, Astartes, are as dear to them as their children.

Hitz. takes the force to be this : " Whenever they think of their

children, they remember, and cannot but remember, the altars

to whose horns the blood of their sacrificed children adheres.

And so in the case of a green tree upon the heights ; i.e. when
they light upon such an one, they cannot help calling to mind

the Asherahs, which were such trees." But this interpretation

is clearly wrong ; for it takes the second clause YV. ''^ as object

to IbT, which is grammatically quite indefensible, and which is

besides incompatible with the order of the words. Besides, the

idea that they remember the altars because the blood of their

children stuck to the horns of them, is put into the words ; and

the putting of it in is made possible only by Hitz.'s arbitrarily

separating "their Astartes" from "their altars," and from the

specification of place in the next clause :
" by the green tree."

The words mean : As they remember their children, so do they

their altars and Asherahs by every green tree. The co-ordina-

tion of Asherahs and altars makes it clear that it is not sacrifices

to Moloch that are meant by altars ; for the Asherahs have no

connection with the worship of Moloch. Nag.'s assertions, that

^'Tf^. is the name for male images of Baal, and that there can

be no doubt of their connection with child-slaughtering Moloch-

worship, are unfounded and erroneous. The word means

images of Asherah; see on 1 Kings xiv. 23 and Deut. xvi. 21.

Graf says that 'l fJ^'i'J? does not belong to " altars and Asherahs,"

because in that case it would need to be 'i T)! ^™, as in ii. 20,

iii. 6, 13, Isa. Ivii. 5, Deut. xii. 2, 2 Kings xvi. 4, xvii. 10, but

that it depends on lit. This remark is not correctly expressed,

and Graf himself gives '^V a local force, thus : by every green

tree and on every high hill they think of the altars and

Asherahs. This local relation cannot be spoken of as a

"dependence" upon the verb; nor does it necessarily exclude

the connection with " altars and Asherahs," since we can quite

well think of the altars and Asherahs as being by or beside

every green tree and on the hills. At the same time, we hold
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it better to connect the local reference with the verb, because

it gives the stronger sense,—namely, that the Jews not merely

think of the altars and Asherahs which are by every green

tree and upon the high hills, but that by every green tree and

on the higla hills they think of their altars and Asherahs, even

when there are no such things to be seen there. Thus we can

now answer the question before thrown out, in what respects

the sin was ineffaceably engraven on the horns of the altar : It

was because the altars and images of the false gods had entwined

themselves as closely about their hearts as their children, so that

they brought the sin of their idolatry along with their sacrifices

to the altars of Jahveh. The offerings which they bring, in

this state of mind, to the Lord are defiled by idolatry and carry

their sins to the altar, so that, in the blood which is sprinkled

on its horns, the sins of the offerers are poured out on the

altar. Hence it appears unmistakeably that ver. 1 does not

deal with the consciousness of sin as not yet cancelled or for-

given, but with the sin of idolatry, which, ineradicably implanted

in the hearts of the people and indelibly recorded before God
on the horns of the altar, calls down God's wrath in punishment

as announced in vers. 3 and 4.

" My mountain in the field " is taken by most comm. as a

name for Jerusalem or Zion. But it is a question whether

the words are vocative, or whether they are accusative ; and so

with the rest of the objects, "thy substance," etc., dependent

on inx. If we take them to be vocative, so that Jerusalem is

addressed, then we must hold "thy substance" and "thy
treasures" to be the goods and gear of Jerusalem, while the

city will be regarded as representative of the kingdom, or rather

of the population of Judah. But the second clause, " thy high
places in all thy borders," does not seem to be quite in keeping
with this, and still less ver. 4: thou shalt discontinue from
thine inheritance, which is clearly spoken of the people of

Judah. Furthermore, if Jerusalem were the party addressed,
we should expect feminine suffixes, since Jerusalem is everywhere
else personified as a woman, as the daughter of Zion. We there-
fore hold "my mountain" to be accusative, and, under "the
mountain of Jahveh in the field," understand, not the city of
Jerusalem, but Mount Zion as the site of the tem^Dle, the
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mountain of the house of Jahveh, Isa. ii. 3, Zech. vih". 3, Ps.

xxiv. 3. The addition nnfe'a may not be translated : with the

field (Ges., de W., Nag.) ; for 3 denotes the means or instru-

ment, or an accessory accompanying the principal thing or

action and subservient to it (Ew. § 217, f. 3), but not the mere

external surroundings or belongings. Nag.'s assertion, that 3,

amidst = together with, is due to an extreme position in an

empirical mode of treating language. nYtS^a means "in the

field," and "mountain in the field" is like the "rock of the

plain," xxi. 13. But whether it denotes "the clear outstanding

loftiness of the mountain, so that for it w^e might say : My
mountain commanding a wide prospect" (Umbr., Graf), is a

question. H'lB', field, denotes not the fruitful fields lying round

Mount Zion, but, like " field of the Amalekites," Gen. xiv. 7,

"field of Edom" (Gen. xxxii. 4), the land or country; see on

Ezek. xxi. 2 ; and so here : my mountain in the land (of Judah
or Israel). The land is spoken of as a field, as a level or plain

(xxi. 13), in reference to the spiritual height of the temple

mountain or mountain of God above the whole land ; not in

reference to the physical pre-eminence of Zion, which cannot be

meant, since Zion is considerably exceeded in height by the

Mount of Olives on the east, and by the southern heights of the

highlands of Judah. By its choice to be the site of the Lord's

throne amid His people, Mount Zion was exalted above the

whole land as is a mountain in the field ; and it is hereafter to

be exalted above all mountains (Isa. ii. 2 ; Mic. iv. 1), while the

whole land is to be lowered to the level of a plain (Zech. xiv.

10). The following objects are ranged alongside as asyndetons :

the Mount Zion as His peculiar possession and the substance

of the people, all their treasures will the Lord give for a prey

to the enemy. "Thy high places" is also introduced, with

rhetorical effect, without copula. "Thy high places," i.e. the

heights on which Judah had practised idolatry, will He give

up, for their sins' sake, throughout the whole land. The whole

clause, from " thy high places " to " thy borders," is an apposi-

tion to the first half of the verse, setting forth the reason why

the whole land, the mountain of the Lord, and all the substance

of the people, are to be delivered to the enemy; because, viz.,

the whole land has been defiled by idolatry. Hitz. wrongly
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translates nxtsna for sin, i.e. for a sin-offering.—Ver. 4. And
tliou slialt discontinue from tliine inlieritance. There is in

nnaw an allusion to the law in Ex. xxiii. 11, to let the ground

lie untilled in the seventh year, and in Deut. xv. 2, to let loans

tro, not to exact from one's neighbour what has been lent to him.

Because Judah has transgressed this law, the Lord will compel

tlie people to let go their hold of their inheritance, i.e. lie will

cast them out of it. 'n3i seems strange, interposed between the

verb and the "from thine inheritance" dependent on it. The
later Greek translators (for the entire passage vers. 1-4 is want-

ing in the LXX.) render it fj.6vr], and Jerome sola. Ew.
therefore conjectures

"'"J37, but without due reason, since the

translation is only a free rendering of: and that by thyself. J.

D. Mich., Gr., and Nag. propose to read 1"]', on the ground of

the connection wrongly made between I2'P"^ and il^, to let go his

hand, Deut. xv. 2, given in Ges. Le.T. s.v. For i1' in this case is

not object to D»t;', but belongs to n^o, hand-lending ; and in

Deut. XV. 3 "^11 is subject to COCT, the hand shall quit hold.

^31 sig. and that by thee, i.e. by thine own fault ; of. Ezek. xxii,

16. Meaning: by thine own fault thou must needs leave

behind thee thine inheritance, thy land, and serve thine enemies

in a foreign land. On the last clause, "for a fire," etc., cf. xv.

14, where is also discussed the relation of the present vers. 3

and 4 to xv. 13, 14. For ever burns the fire, i.e. until the sin

is blotted out by the punishment, and for ever inasmuch as the

wicked are to be punished for ever.

Vers. 5-27. Further confirmation of this announce-
ment IN GENERAL REFLECTIONS CONCERNING THE SOURCES
OF RUIN AND OF WELL-BEING.—This portion falls into two
halves : a. On the sources of ruin and of well-being (vers. 5-18)

;

b. On the way to life (vers. 18-27). The reflections of the first

half show the curse of confidence in man and the blessings of

confidence in God the Lord, vers. 5-13 ; to which is joined,
vers. 14-18, a prayer of the prophet for deliverance from his

enemies.

Ver. 5. " Thus saith Jahveh : Cursed is the man that trusteth
in man and maketh flesh his arm, while his heart departeth from
Jahveh. Ver. 6. He shall be as a destitute man in the wilderness,
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and sliall not see tliat good cometh ; he shall inhabit parched

places in the desert, a salt land and uninhabited. Ver. 7.

Blessed is the man that trusteth in Jahveh, and whose trust

Jahveh is. Ver. 8. He sliall be as a tree planted hy the water,

and shall by the river spread out his roots, and shall not fear

when heat cometh ; his leaves shall be green, and in the year

of drought he shall not have care, neither cease from yielding

fruit. Ver. 9. Deceitful is the heart above all, and corrupt it

is, who can know it? Ver. 10. I Jahveh search the heart

and try the reins, even to give every one according to his way,

accoi'ding to the fruit of his doings. Ver. 11. The partridge

hatcheth the egg which it laid not ; there is that getteth riches

and not by right. In the midst of his days they forsake him,

and at his end he shall be a fool. Ver. 12. Thou throne of

glory, loftiness frbm the beginning, thou place of our sanc-

tuary, Ver. 13. Thou hope of Israel, Jahveh, all that forsake

Tiiee come to shame. They that depart from me shall be

written in the earth, for they have forsaken the fountain of

living water, Jahveh."

Trust in man and departure from God brings only mischief

(vers. 5 and G) ; trust in the Lord brings blessing only (vers.

7, 8). These truths are substantiated in vers. 9-13, and eluci-

dated by illustrations.—Ver. 5. Trust in man is described

accordino' to the nature of it in the second clause : he thato
maketh flesh his arm, i.e. his strength. Flesh, the antithesis to

spirit (cf. Isa. xxxi. 3), sets forth the vanity and perishableness

of man and of all other earthly beings ; cf. besides Isa. xxxi. 3,

also Job X. 4, Ps. Ivi. 5. In ver. 6 we are shown the curse of

this trusting in man. One who so does is as 1J?^V in the steppe.

This word, which is found beside only in Ps. cii. 18, and in the

form iJJiiV Jer. xlviii. 6, is rendered by the old translators by

means of words which mean desert plants or thorny growths

(L^^. dypio/jLvplKT] ; Jerome, myrice ; similarly in Chald. and

Syr.) ; so Evv., arid shrub ; Umbr., a bare tree. All these

renderings are merely guesses from the contest ; and the latter,

indeed, tells rather against than for a bush or tree, since the

following clause, " he shall not see," can be said only of a man.

So in Ps. cii. 18, where we hear of the prayer of the IV^.S?. The

word is from "i^y, to be naked, made bare, and denotes the
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destitute man, who lacks all the means of subsistence. It is not

the homeless or outcast (Graf, Hitz.). He shall not see, i.e.

experience that good comes, i.e. he shall have no prosperity,

but shall inhabit " burnt places," tracts in the desert parched

by the sun's heat. S^lt-land, i.e. quite unfruitful land; cf.

Deut. xxix. 22. 3tJ'ri NP is a relative clause : and which is not

inhabited = uninhabitable. Dwelling in parched tracts and

salt regions is a figure for the total want of the means of life

(equivalent to the German : auf keinen grilnen Zweig honimen).

—Vers. 7 and 8 show the companion picture, the blessings

of trusting in the Lord. " That trusteth in Jahveli " is

strengthened by the synonymous "whose trust Jaliveh is;"

cf. Ps. xl. 5. The portrayal of the prosperity of him that

trusts in the Lord is an extension of the picture in Ps. i. 3, 4,

of the man that hath his delight in the law of the Lord. The
form ??l'' is air. \ey., equivalent to

?3J, water-brook, which,

moreover, occurs only in the plural (y3^), Isa. xxx. 25, xliv. 4.

He spreads forth his roots by the brook, to gain more and more
strength for growth. The C/iet. XT' is imperf. from NT, and

is to be read t<"j*. The Keri gives nx"]^ from nN"ij correspond-

ing to the HN-ii in ver. 6. The Cket. is unqualifiedly right, and
t?"!^ N? corresponds to JNT ti?. As to n'l'sa, see on siv. 1. He
has no fear for the heat in the year of drought, because the

brook by which he grows does not dry up.

To bring this truth home to the people, the prophet in

ver. 9 discloses the nature of the human heart, and then shows

in ver. 10 how God, as the Searcher of hearts, requites man
according to his conduct. Trust in man has its seat in the

heart, which seeks thereby to secure to itself success and
prosperity. But the heart of man is more deceitful, cunninrr

than all else {^PV, from the denom. ^\>)), to deal treacherously).

ti'WX, lit. dangerously sick, incurable, cf. xv. 18 ; here, sore

wounded by sin, corrupt or depraved. Who can know it ? i.e.

fathom its nature and corruptness. Therefore a man must not

trust the suggestions and illusions of his own heart.—Ver. 10.

Only God searches the heart and tries the reins, the seat of

the most hidden emotions and feelings, cf. xi. 20, xii. 3, and
deals accordingly, requiting each according to his life and his

doings. The \ before Oto, which is wanting in many MSS. and
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is not expressed by the old translators, is not to be objected

to. It serves to separate the aim in view from the rest, and to

give it the prominence due to an independent thought; cf. E\v.

§ 340, b. As to the truth itself, cf. xxxii. 19. With this is joined

the common saying as to the partridge, ver. 11. The aim is not

to specify greed as another root of the corruption of the heart,

or to give anotlier case of false confidence in the earthly (Nag.,

Graf) ; but to corroborate by a common saying, whose truth

should be obvious to the people, the greater truth, that God,
as Searcher of hearts, requites each according to his works.

The proverb ran : He that gains riches, and that by wrong,

i.e. in an unjust, dishonourable manner, is like a partridge

which hatches eggs it has not laid. In the Proverbs we often

find comparisons, as here, without the 3 similit. : a gainer of

riches is a partridge ; cf. Prov. xxv. 14, xxvi. 28, xxviii. 15.

^~p, the crier, denotes here and 1 Sam. xxvi. 20 the par-

tridge {Repliuhn, properly Rophuhn from rupen= rufen, to call

or cry) ; a bird yet found in plenty in the tribe of Judah

;

cf. Eobinson, Palestine. AH other interpretations are arbi-

trary. It is true that natural history has not proved the fact

of this peculiarity of the partridge, on which the proverb was

founded ; testimonies as to this habit of the creature are found

only in certain Church fathers, and these were probably de-

duced from this passage (cf. Winer, hibl. B. W., art. Rehhulin).

But the proverb assumes only the fact that such was the wide-

spread popular belief amongst the Israelites, without saying

anything as to the correctness of it. " Hatcheth and layetii

not " are to be taken relatively. 131, ^^^ Targum word in Job

xxxix. 14 for Qsn, fovere, sig. hatch, lit. to hold eggs close

together, cover eggs; see on Isa.xxsiv. 15.
1?J, to bring forth,

here of laying eggs. As to the Kametz in both words, see Ew.

§ 100, c. The point of the comparison, tliat the young hatched

out of another bird's eggs forsake the mother, is brought out in

the application of the proverb. Hence is to be explained " for-

sake him :
" the riches forsake him, instead of : are lost to him,

vanish, in the half of his days, i.e. in the midst of life ; and at

the end of his life he shall be a fool, i.e. the folly of his con-

duct shall fully appear.

In vers. 12 and 13 Jeremiah concludes this meditation with
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an address to the Lord, which the Lord corrohorates by His own

word.—Ver. 12 is taken by many ancient comm. as a simple

statement: a throne of glory, loftiness from the beginning, is

the place of our sanctuary. This is grammatically defensible;

but the view preferred by almost all moderns, that it is an

apostrophe, is more in keeping with the tension of feeling in

the discourse. The " place of our sanctuary" is the temple as

the spot where God sits throned amidst His people, not the

heaven as God's throne : Isa. Ixvi. 1. This the pronoun our

does not befit, since heaven is never spoken of as the sanctuary

of Israel. Hence we must refer both the preceding phrases to

the earthly throne of God in the temple on Zion. The temple

is in xiv. 21 called throne of the nin'' nias, because in it Jahveh

is enthroned above the ark ; Ex. xxv. 22 ; Ps. Isxs. 2, xcix. 1.

ftm-ro has here the sig. of tJ'Nip, Isa. xl. 21, xli. 4, 26, xlviii.

16 : from the beginning onwards, from all time. Heaven as the

proper throne of God is often called Dii^j loftiness ; cf. Isa.

Ivii. 15, Ps. vii. 8 ; but so also is Mount Zion as God's earthly

dwelling-place ; cf. Ezek. xvii. 23, xx. 40. Zion is called lofti-

ness from the beginning, i.e. from immemorial time, as having

been from eternity chosen to be the abode of God's glory upon

earth ; cf. Ex. xv. 17, where in the song of Moses by the Eed
Sea, Mount Zion is pointed out prophetically as the place of the

abode of Jahveh, inasmuch as it had been set apart thereto by

the sacrifice of Isaac ; see the expos, of Ex. xv. 17. Nor
does B'XiD always mean the beginning of the world, but in Isa.

xli. 26 and xlviii. 16 it is used of the beginning of the things

then under discussion. From the place of Jahveh's throne

amongst His people, ver. 13, the discourse passes to Him who
is there enthroned : Thou hope of Israel, Jahveh (cf. xiv. 8),

through whom Zion and the temple had attained to that

eminence. The praise of God's throne prepares only the

transition to praise of the Lord, who there makes known His

glory. The address to Jahveh : Thou hope of Israel, is not a

prayer directed to Him, so as to justify the objection against

the vocative acceptation of ver. 12, that it were unseemly to

address words of prayer to the temple. The juxtaposition of the

sanctuary as the throne of God and of Jahveh, the hope of

Israel, involves only that the forsaking of the sanctuary on
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ZIon is a forsaking of Jaliveh, the hope of Israel. It needs

hardly be observed that this adverting to the temple as the

seat of Jahveh's throne, whence help may come, is not in

contradiction to the warning given in vii. 4, 9 f. against

false confidence in the temple as a power present to protect.

That warning is aimed against tlie idolaters, who believed that

God's presence was so bound up with the temple, that the latter

was beyond the risk of harm. The Lord is really present in

the temple on Zion only to those who draw near Him in the

confidence of true faith. All who forsake the Lord come to

shame. Tiiis word the Lord confirms through the mouth of

the prophet in the second part of the verse. ''I^D'!, according

to the Cliet.^ is a substantive from "iiD, formed like 3''nj from 2''T

(cf. Evv. § 162, a) ; the Keri "'^IDI. is partic. from "i^D with

1 cop.—an uncalled-for conjecture. My departers= those that

depart from me, shall be written in the earth, in the loose earth,

where writing speedily disappears. p^, synonymous with

isy, cf. Job xiv. 8, suggesting death. The antithesis to this

is not the graving in rock, Job xix. 24, but being written in the

book of life; cf. Dan. xii. 1 with Ex. xxxii. 32. In this direc-

tion the grounding clause points : they have forsaken the

fountain of living water (ii. 13) ; for without water one must

pine and perish.—On this follows directly.

Vers. 14-18. The prophet's prayer for rescue from his enemies.

—Ver. 14. " Heal me, Jahveh, that I may be healed ; help me,

that I may be holpen, for Thou art my praise. Ver. 15. Behold,

they say to me, "Where is the word of Jahveh ? let it come, now.

Ver. 16. I have not withdrawn myself from being a shepherd

after Thee, neither wished for the day of trouble, Thou knowest;

that which went forth of my lips was open before Thy face.

Ver. 17. Be not to me a confusion, my refuge art Thou in the

day of evil. Ver. 18. Let my persecutors be put to shame,

but let not me be put to shame ; let them be confounded, but

let not me be confounded ; bring upon them the day of evil,

and break them with a double breach."

The experience Jeremiah had had in his calling seemed to

contradict the truth, that trust in the Lord brings blessing

(ver. 7 ff.) ; for his preaching of God's word had brought him

nothino' hut persecution and suffering. Therefore he prays the
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Lord to remove tliis contradiction and to verify that truth in

his case also. The prayer of ver. 14, " heal me," reminds one

of Ps. vi. 3, XXX. 3. Thou art "'fljinn, the object of my praises

;

cf. Ps. Ixxi. 6, Deut. x. 21.—The occasion for this prayer is

furnished by the attacks of his enemies, -who ask in scorn what

then has become of that which he proclaims as the word of the

Lord, why it does not come to pass. Hence we see that the

discourse, of which this complaint is the conclusion, was de-

livered before the first invasion of Judah by the Chaldeans.

So long as his announcements were not fulfilled, the unbelieving

were free to persecute him as a false prophet (cf. Deut. xviii.

22), and to give out that his prophecies were inspired by his

own spite against his people. He explains, on the contrary,

that in his calling he has neither acted of his own accord, nor

wished for misfortune to the people, but that he has spoken by

the inspiration of God alone. 'W1 'nVN NP cannot mean : I have

not pressed myself forward to follow Thee as shepherd, i.e.

pressed myself forward into Thy service in vain and over-

weening self-conceit (Umbr.). For although this sense would

fall very well in with the train of thought, yet it cannot be

grammatically justified. }'1S, press, press oneself on to any-

thing, is construed with ?, cf. Josh. x. 13 ; with [D it can

only mean : press oneself away from a thing. f^V^? may stand

for np ni''nD, cf. xlviii. 2, l" Sam. xv. 23, 1 Kings xv. 13 :

from being a shepherd after Thee, i.e. I have not withdrawn

myself from following after Thee as a shepherd. Against this

rendering the fact seems to weigh, that usually it is not the

prophets, but only the kings and princes, that are entitled the

shepherds of the people ; cf. xxiii. 1. For this reason, it would

appear, Hitz. and Graf have taken nj)T in the sig. to seek after

a person or thing, and have translated : I have not pressed

myself away from keeping after Thee, or from being one that

followed Thee faithfully. For this appeal is made to places

like Prov. xiii. 20, xxviii. 7, Ps. xxxvii. 3, where njJT does mean
to seek after a thing, to take pleasure in it. But in this sig.

nj)"! is always construed with the accus. of the thing or person,

not with ''Tinx, as here. Nor does it by any means follow, from

the fact of shepherds meaning usually kings or rulers, that

the idea of " shepherd" is exhausted in ruling and governing
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people. According to Ps. xxiii. 1, Jahveh is the shepherd of

the godly, who feeds them in green pastures and leads them to

the refreshing water, who revives their soul, etc. In this sense

prophets, too, feed the people, if they, following the Lord as

chief shepherd, declare God's word to the people. We cannot

in any case abide by Nag.'s rendering, who, taking njjn in its

literal sense, puts the meaning thus : I have not pressed myself

away from being a shepherd, in order to go after Thee. For
the assumption that Jeremiah had, before his call, been, like

Amos, a herd of cattle, contradicts ch. i. 1 ; nor from the fact,

that the cities of the priests and of the Levites were provided

with grazing fields (n''E''i3p)j does it at all follow that the priests

themselves tended their flocks. " The day of trouble," the ill,

disastrous day, is made out by Nag. to be the day of his entering

upon the office of prophet—a view that needs no refutation.

It is the day of destruction for Jerusalem and Judah, which

Jeremiah had foretold. When Nag. says : " He need not have

gone out of his way to affirm that he did not desire the day of

disaster for the whole people," he has neglected to notice that

Jeremiah is here defending himself against the charges of his

enemies, who inferred from his prophecies of evil that he found

a pleasure in his people's calamity, and wished for it to come.

For the truth of his defence, Jeremiah appeals to the omni-

science of God : " Thou knowest it." That which goes from

my lips, i.e. the word that came from my lips, was 1''3Q nai,

before or over against Thy face, i.e. manifest to Thee.—Ver. 17.

On this he founds his entreaty that the Lord will not bring

him to confusion and shame by leaving his prophecies as to

Judah unfulfilled, and gives his encouragement to pray in the

clause : Thou art my refuge in the day of evil, in evil times
;

cf. sv. 11. May God rather put his persecutors to shame and

confusion by the accomplishment of the calamity foretold, ver.

18. n^nn pointed with Tsere instead of the abbreviation ^^lil,

cf. Ew. § 224, c. ^'^^n is imperat. instead of S^^n^ as in 1 Sam.

XX. 40, where the Masoretes have thus pointed even the N'^n.

But in the Hiph. the i has in many cases maintained itself

a'^ainst the e, so that we are neither justified in regarding the

form before us as scriptio plena, nor yet in reading nson.—Break

them with a double breach, i.e. let the disaster fall on them
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doubly. " A double breach," pr. sometliing doubled in the

way of breaking or demolition. V'^^p is not subordinated to

njE'p in Stat, eonstr., but is added as accus. of kind ; cf. E\v.

§287, /i.

Vers. 19-27. Of the hallowing of the Sahhath.— Ver. 19.

" Thus said Jahveh unto me : Go and stand in the gate of the

sons of the people, by which the kings of Judali come in and

by which they go out, and in all gates of Jerusalem, Ver. 20.

And say unto them : Hear the word of Jahveh, ye kings of

Judah, and all Judah, and all inhabitants of Jerusalem, that

go in by these gates : Ver. 21. Thus hath Jahveh said : Take

heed for your souls, and bear no burden on the Sabbath-day,

and bring it in by the gates of Jerusalem. Ver. 22. And carry

forth no burden out of your houses on the Sabbath-day, and

do no work, and hallow the Sabbath-day, as I commanded your

fathers. Ver. 23. But they hearkened not, neither inclined

their ear, and made their neck stiff, that they might not hear

nor take instruction. Ver. 24. But if ye will really hearken

unto me, saith Jahveh, to bring in no burden by the gates of

the city on the Sabbath-day, and to hallow the Sabbath-day, to

do no work thereon, Ver. 25. Then shall there go through the

gates of the city kings and princes, who sit on the throne of

David, riding in chariots and on horses, they and their princes,

the men of Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and this

city shall be inhabited for ever. Ver. 26. And they shall come

from the cities of Judah and the outskirts of Jerusalem, from

the land of Benjamin and from the lowland, from the hill-

country and from the south, that bring burnt-offering and slain-

offering, meat-offering and incense, and that bring praise into

the house of Jahveh. Ver. 27. But if ye hearken not to me,

to hallow the Sabbath-day, and not to bear a bui'den, and to

come into the gates of Jerusalem on the Sabbath-day, then will

I kindle fire in her gates, so that it shall devour the palaces of

Jerusalem, and not be quenched."

The introduction, ver. 19, shows that this passage has, in

point of form, but a loose connection with what precedes. It

is, however, not a distinct and independent prophecy; for it

wants the heading, " The word of Jahveh which came," etc.,

proper to all the greater discourses. Besides, in point of
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subject-matter, it may very well be joined with the preceding

general reflections as to the springs of mischief and of well-

being ; inasmuch as it shows how the way of safety appointed

to the people lies in keeping the decalogue, as exemplified in

one of its fundamental precepts.—The whole passage contains

only God's command to the prophet ; but the execution of it,

I.e. the proclamation to the people of what was commanded, is

involved in the nature of the case. Jeremiah is to proclaim

this word of the Lord in all the gates of Jerusalem, that it

may be obeyed in them all. The locality of the gate of the

sons of the people is obscure and difficult to determine, that by
which the kings of Judah go and come. DV ''J3 seems to stand

for Dyn \33, as the Keri would have it. In xxvi. 23 and 2 Kings
xxiii. 6, " sons of the people" means the common people as

opposed to the rich and the notables ; in 2 Chron. xxxv. 5, 7 ff.,

the people as opposed to the priests and Levites, that is, the

laity. The first sig. of the phrase seems here to be excluded

by the fact, that the kings come and go by this gate ; for there

is not the smallest probability that a gate so used could have

borne the name of " gate of the common people." But we
might well pause to weigh the second sig. of the word, if we
could but assume that it was a gate of the temple that was

meant. Nag. concludes that it was so, on the ground that we
know of no city gate through which only the kings and the

dregs of the people were free to go, or the kings and the mass

of their subjects, to the exclusion of the priests. But this does

not prove his point ; for we are not informed as to the temple,

that the kings and the laity were permitted to go and come by

one gate only, while the others wei-e reserved for priests and

Levites. Still it is much more likely that the principal entrance

to the outer court of the temple should have obtained the name

of " people's gate," or " laymen's gate," than that a city gate

should have been so called ; and that by that " people's gate"

the kings also entered into the court of the temple, while the

priests and Levites came and went by side gates which were

more at hand for the court of the priests. Certainly Nag. is

richt when he further remarks, that the name was not one in

general use, but must have been used by the priests only. On
the other hand, there is nothing to support clearly the surmise

VOL. I. T
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that the gate liD'!, 2 Ohron. xxiii. 5, was so called ; the east

gate of the outer court is much more likely. We need not be

surprised at the mention of this chief gate of the temple along

with the city gates ; for certainly there would be always a great

multitude of people to be found at tliis gate, even if what Niig.

assumes were not the case, that by the sale and purchase of

things used in the temple, this gate was the scene of a Sabbath-

breaking trade. But if, with the majority of comm., we are

to hold that by " people's gate" a city gate was meant, then

we cannot determine which it was. Of the suppositions that it

was the Benjamin-gate, or the well-gate, Neh. ii. 14 (Maur.),

or the gate of the midst which led through the northern wall

of Zion from the upper city into the lower city (Hitz.), or the

water-gate, Neh. iii. 26 (Graf), each is as unfounded as another.

From the plural : the kings of Judah (ver. 20), Ilitz. infers

that more kings than one were then existing alongside one

another, and that thus the name must denote the members of

the royal family. But his idea has been arbitrarily forced into

the text. The gates of the city, as well as of the temple, did

not last over the reiiin of but one kinrr, ver. 21. niti'DJa "idtS'n

to take heed for the souls, i.e. take care of the souls, so as not

to lose life (cf. Mai. ii. 15), is a more pregnant construction

than that with ?, Deut. iv. 15, although it yields the same

sense. Nag. seeks erroneously to explain the phrase according

to 2 Sam. XX. 10 (^'^na IDKO, take care against the sword) and

Deut. xxiv. 8, where iKK'n ought not to be joined at all with

W33. The bearing of burdens on the Sabbath, both into the

city and out of one's house, seems to point most directly at

market trade and business, cf. Neh. xiii. 15 ff., but is used only

as one instance of the citizens' occupations; hence are appended

the very words of the law : to do no woik, Ex. xii. 16, xx. 10,

Deut. V. 14, and : to hallow the Sabbath, namely, by cessation

from all labour, cf. ver. 24. The remark in ver. 23, that the

fathers have already transgressed God's law, is neither contrary

to the aim in view, as Hitz. fancies, nor superfluous, but serves

to characterize the transgression censured as an old and deeply-

rooted sin, which God must at length punish unless the people

cease therefrom. The description of the fathers' disobedience

is a verbal repetition of vii. 26. The Cliet. V^W cannot be a
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participle, but is a clerical error for V'ili^ (injin. constr. with

scripiio plena), as in xi. 10 and xis. 15. See a similar error in

ii. 25 and viii. 6. On " nor take instruction," cf. ii. 30.—In
the next verses the observance of this commandment is enforced

by a repi-esentation of the blessings which tlie liallowing of the

Sabbath will bring to the people (vers. 24-2G), and tlie curse

lapon its profanation (ver. 27). If they keep the Sabbath holy,

the glory of the dynasty of David and the prosperity of the

people will acquire permanence, and Jerusalem remain con-

tinually inhabited, and the people at large will bring thank-

offerings to the Lord in His temple, Hitz., Graf, and Nag.

take objection to the collocation : kings and princes (ver. 25),

because princes do not sit on the throne of David, nor can they

have other " princes" dependent on them, as we must assume

from the " they and their princes." But although the C"}^) be

awanting in the parallel, xxii. 4, yet this passage cannot be re-

garded as the standard ; for whereas the discourse in chap. xxii.

is addressed to the king, the present is to the inhabitants of

Jerusalem, or rather the people of Judah. The ^''If] is sub-

ordinate to the kings, so that the sitting on the throne of David

js to be referred only to the kings, the following Dn''']'f'! helping

further to define them. " Elding" is to be joined both with

" in chariots" and " on horses," since 33T means either driving

or riding. The driving and riding of the kings and their princes

through the gates of Jerusalem is a sign of the undiminished

splendour of the rule of David's race.—Ver. 26. Besides the

blessing of the continuance of the Davidic monarcliy, Jeru-

salem will also have to rejoice in the continued spiritual privi-

lege of public worship in the house of the Lord. From the

ends of the kingdom the people will come with offerings to the

temple, to present thank-offerings for benefits received. The

rhetorical enumeration of the various parts of the country

appears again in xsxii. 44. The cities of Judah and the out-

skirts of Jerusalem denote the part of the country which

bordered on Jerusalem ; then we have the land of Benjamin,

the northern province of the kingdom, and three districts into

which the tribal domain of Judah was divided : the Shephelah

in the west on the Mediterranean Sea, the hill-country, and the

southland ; see on Josh. xv. 21, 33, and 48. The desert of
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Judah (Josh. xv. 61) is not mentioned, as being compreliended

under the hill-country. The offerings are divided into two

classes : bloody, burnt and slain offerings, and unbloody, meat-

offerings and frankincense, which was strewed upon the meat-

offering (Lev. ii. 1). The latter is not the incense-offering

(Graf), which is not called npb, but nnbp, cf. Ex. xxx. 7 ff.,

although frankincense was one of the ingredients of the incense

prepared for burning (Ex. xxx. 34). These offerings they will

bring as " praise-offering" into the house of the Lord, 'l^il^

is not here used for iTiin nar, praise-offering, as one species of

slain-offering, but is, as we see from xxxiii. 11, a general desig-

nation for the praise and thanks which they desire to express

by means of the offerings specified.—Ver. 27. In the event of

the continuance of this desecration of the Sabbath, Jerusalem

is to be burnt up with fire, cf. xxi. 14, and, as regards the

expressions used, Amos i. 14, Hos. viii. 14.

CHAP. XVIII.-XX.—THE FIGURES OF THE POTTER'S CLAY AND
OF THE EARTHEN PITCHER.

These three chapters have the title common to all Jeremiah's

discourses of the earlier period : The word which came to Jere-

miah from Jahveh (xviii. 1). In them, bodied forth in two

symbolical actions, are two discourses which are very closely

related to one another in form and substance, and which may
be regarded as one single prophecy set forth in words and

actions. In them we find discussed Judah's ripeness for the

judgment, the destruction of the kingdom, and the speediness

with which that judgment was to befall. The subject-matter

of this discourse-compilation falls into two parts : chap, xviii.

and chap. xix. and xx. ; that is, into the accounts of two sym-

bolical actions, together with the interpretation of them and
their application to the people (chap, xviii. 1—17 and chap. xix.

1-1.3), followed immediately by notices as to the reception

which these announcements met on the part of the people and
their rulers (chap, xviii. 18-23, and chap. xix. 14-xx. 18). In
the first discourse, that illustrated by the figure of a potter who
remodels a misshapen vessel, chap, xviii., the prophet inculcates

on the people the truth that the Lord has power to do according
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AND THE COMPLAINT OF THE PROPHET AGAINST HIS ADVER-

SARIES.—The figure of the potter who remodels a misshapen

vessel (vers. 2-4). Tlie interpretation of this (vers. 5-10), and

its application to degenerate Israel (vers. 11-17). The recep-

tion of the discourse by the people, and Jeremiah's cry to the

Lord (vers. 18-23).

Vers. 2-10. The emblem and its interpretation.— Ver. 2.

" Arise and go down into the potter's Iiouse ; there will I cause

thee to hear my words. Ver. 3. And I went down into the

potter's house ; and, behold, he wrought on the wheels. Ver. 4.

And the vessel was marred, that he wrought in clay, in the

hand of the potter ; then he made again another vessel of it, as

seemed good to the potter to make. Ver. 5. Then came the

word of Jahveh to me, saying : Ver. 6. Cannot I do with you

as this potter, house of Israel ? saith Jahveh. Behold, as the

clay in the hand of tiie potter, so are ye in mine hand, house of

Israel. Ver. 7. Now I speak concerning a people and king-

dom, to root it out and pluck up and destroy it. Ver. 8. But
if that people turns from its wickedness, against which I spake,

then it repents me of the evil which I thought to do it. Ver. 9.

And now I speak concerning a people and a kingdom, to build

and to plant it. Ver. 10. If it do that which is evil in mine

eyes, so that it hearkens not unto my voice, then it repents me
of the good which I said I would do unto it."

By God's command Jeremiah is to go and see the potter's

treatment of the clay, and to receive thereafter God's interpre-

tation of the same. Here he has set before his eyes that which

suggests a comparison of man to the clay and of God to the

potter, a comparison that frequently occurred to the Hebrews,
and which had been made to appear in tlie first formation of

man (cf. Job x. 9, xxxiii. 6, Isa. xsix. 16, xlv. 9, Ixiv. 7). This
is done tliat he may forcibly represent to the people, by means
of tlie emblem, the power of the Lord to do according to His
will with all nations, and so with Israel too. From the " go
down," we gather that the potteries of Jerusalem lay in a valley

near the city. Dl^asn are the round frames by means of which
the potter moulded his vessels. This sig. of the word is weJi

approved here; but in Ex. i. 16, where too it is found, the

meaning is doubtful, and it is a question whether the derivation
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is from I3iJ or from t?^", wheel. The perfecta consec. nriB'Jl

and IK'I designate, taken in connection with the participle

fiiyj?, actions tiiat were possibly repeated : " and if the vessel was

spoilt, he made it over again ; " cf. Ew. § 342, b. "lona nbV,

working in clay, of the material in which men work in order to

make something of it ; cf. Ex. xxxi. 4.^

In vers. C-10 the Lord discloses to the prophet the truth

lying in the potter's treatment of the clay. Tiie power the

potter has over the clay to remould, according to his pleasure,

the vessel he had formed from it if it went wrong ; the same

power God possesses over the people of Israel. This unlimited

power of God over mankind is exercised according to man's

conduct, not according to a decreium ahsolulum or unchangeable

determination. If he pronounces a people's overthrow or ruin,

and if that people turn from its wickedness. He repeals His

decree (ver. 7 f.) ; and conversely, if He promises a people wel-

fare and prosperity, and if that people turn away from Him
to wickedness, then too He changes His resolve to do good to it

(ver. 9 f.). Inasmuch as He is even now making His decree

known by the mouth of the prophet, it follows that the accom-

1 Instead of noha several codd. and editt. have noha, as in ver. 6, to

which Ew. and liitz. both take objection, so that they delete nforiJ (Ew.)

or "li'iin T'3 "iDha (Hltz.) as being glosses, since the words are not in the

LXX. The attempts of Umbr. and Nag. to obtain a sense for "loha are

truly of such a kind as only to strengthen the suspicion of spnriousness.

Umbr., who is fo'.lowed by Graf, expounds :
" as the clay in the hand of

the potter does ;
" whereto Hitz. justly replies :

" but is then the (failure)

solely its own doing? " Nag. will have 3 to be the 3 verit. .- the vessel was

marred, as clay in the hand of the potter, in which case the iDPia stUl

interrupts. But the failure of the attempts to make a good sense of lona
does in no respect justify the uncritical procedure of Ew. and Hitz. in

deleting the word without considering that the reading is by no means

established, since not only do the most important and correct editions and

a great number of codd. read "lDh3, but Aquila, Theodot., the Chald. and

Syr. give this reading ; Norzi and Honbig. call it lectio accuratiorum codlcum,

and the Masora on ver. 6 and Job x. 9 confirms it. Cf. de Rossi varix leclt.

ad h. I. and the critical remarks in the Biil'ia Hal. by J. H. Michaelis,

according to which "iDHD plainly made its way into the present verse from

ver. 6 by the error of a copyist ; and it can only be from his prejudice in

favour of the LXX. that Hitz. pronounces ncHD original, as being " the

reading traditionally in use."
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plisliment of Jeremiah's last utterances is conditioned by the

impression God's word makes on men. V5i, adv., in the moment,

forthwith, and wlien repeated = now . . . now, now . . . again.

Nag. maintains that tlie arrangement here is paratactic, so that

the Vy}, does not belong to the nearest verb, but to the main

idea, i.e. to the apodosis in tliis case. The remark is just; but

the word does not mean suddenly, but immediately, and the

sense is : when I have spoken against a people, and this people

repents, then immediately I let it repent me. ?y DH? as in Joel

ii. 13, etc. With " to pluck up," etc., " to build," etc., cf. i. 10.

" Against which I spake," ver. 8, belongs to " that people,"

and seems as if it might be dispensed with ; but is not there-

fore spurious because the LXX. have omitted it. For njjnn
I T T T

the Keri has V^n, the most usual form, cf. vii. 30, Num. xxxii.

13, Judg. ii. 11, etc.; but the diet, is called for by the follow-

ing naitan and iTOno. naitsn Ttp'n^, to show kindness, cf. Num.
X. 32.'

The emblematical interpretation of the potter with the clay

lays a foundation for the prophecy that follows, vers. 11-17,

in which the people are told that it is only by reason of their

stiffnecked persistency in wickedness that they render threatened

judgment certain, whereas by return to their God they might
prevent the ruin of the kingdom.

Vers. 11-17. Application of the emblem to Judah.—Ver. 11.

"And now speak to the men of Judah and the inhabitants of

Jerusalem, saying : Thus hath Jahveli said : Behold, I frame
against you evil and devise against you a device. Return ye,

now, each from his evil way, and better your ways and your
doings. Ver. 12. But they say: There is no use! For our
imaginations will we follow, and each do the stubbornness of

his evil heart. Ver. 13. Therefore thus hath Jahveh said :

Ask now among the heathen! who hath heard the like? A
very horrible thing hath the virgin of Israel done ! Ver. 14.

Does the snow of Lebanon cease from the rock of the field ? or

do strange, cold trickling waters dry up ? Ver. 15. For my
people hath forgotten me ; to the vanity they offer odours

;

they have made them to stumble upon their ways, the ever-

lasting paths, to walk in by-paths, a way not cast up. Ver. 16.

To make their laud a dismay, a perpetual hissing, every one
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that passeth thereby shall be astonished and shake his head.

Ver. 17. Like the east wind I will scatter them before the

enemy ; with the back and not with the face will I look upon

them in the day of their ruin."

In vers. 11 and 12 what was said at ver. 6 ff. is applied to

Judali. 1VJ, form in sense of prepare (cf. Isa. xxii. 11,

xxxvii. 26), is chosen with special reference to the potter (l^i'').

naa'nD, the thought, design, here in virtue of the parallelism :

evil plot, as often both with and without nyn ; cf . Esth. viii. 3, 5,

ix. 25, Ezek. xxxviii. 10. The call to repentance runs much as

do XXXV. 15 and vii. 3.—But this call the people reject disdain-

fully, replying that they are resolved to abide by their evil

courses. 'ii'PjJl, not : they said, but : they say ; the -perf. consec.

of the action repeating itself at the present time ; cf. Ew.

342, b. 1. t^KiJ as in ii. 25 ; on " stubbornness of their evil

heart," cf. iii. 17. By this answer the prophet makes them

condemn themselves out of their own mouth ; cf. Isa. xxviii. 15,

XXX. 10 f.—Ver. 13. Such obduracy is unheard of amongst the

peoples ; cf. a like idea in ii. 10 f. nnw = H'lnjJK', v, 30.

TND belongs to the verb : liorrible things hath Israel veiy much
done = very horrible things have they done. The idea is

strengthened by Israel's being designated a virgin (see on

xiv. 17). One could hardly believe that a virgin could be

guilty of such barefaced and determined wickedness. In ver.

14 f. the public conduct is further described ; and first, it is

illustrated by a picture drawn from natural history, designed

to fill the people with shame for their unnatural conduct. But

the significance of the picture is disputed. The questions have

a negative force : does it forsake ? = it does not forsake.

The force of the first question is conditioned by the view

taken of 'IK* llSfO ; and ''IB' may be either genitive to n^is, or

it may be the accusative of the object, and be either a poetic

form for nYB*, or plural c. svff. 1. pers, (my fields). Chr.

B. Mich., Schur., Ros., Maur., Neum. translate according to

the latter view : Does the snow of Lebanon descending from

the rock forsake my fields? i.e. does it ever cease, flowing

down from the rock, to water my fields, the fields of my people?

To this view, however, it is to be opposed, a. that " from the

rock " thus appears superfluous, at least not in its proper place.
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since, according to the sense given, it would belong to " snow

of Lebanon;" h. that the figure contains no real illustrative

truth. The watering of the fields of God's people, i.e. of

Palestine or Judah, by the snow of Lebanon could be brought

about only by the water from the melting snow of Lebanon soak-

ing into the ground, and so feeding the springs of the country.

But this view of the supply for the springs that watered the

land cannot be supposed to be a fact of natural history so well

known that the prophet could found an argument on it. Most

recent commentators therefore join ''l^ "Il2fp, and translate: does

the snow of Lebanon cease from the rock of the field (does it

disappear) ? The use of 3.W with p is unexampled, but is

analogous to ^V'O ^p^ aw, Gen. xxiv. 27, where, however,

3W is used transitively. But even when translated as above,

" rock of the field " is variously understood. Hitz. will have

it to be Mount Zion, which in xvii. 3 is called my mountain in

the field, and xxi. 13, rock of the plain ; and says the ti'ickling

waters are the waters of Gihon, these being the only never-

drying water of Jerusalem, the origin of which has never been

known, and may have been commonly held to be from the snow

of Lebanon. Graf and Nag., again, liave justly objected that

the connection between the snow of Lebanon and the water-

springs of Zion is of too doubtful a kind, and does not become

probable by appeal to Ps. cxxxiii. 3, where the dew of Hermon
is said to descend on the mountains of Zion. For it is perfectly

possible that a heavy dew after warm days might be carried

to Jerusalem by means of the cool current of air coming down
from the north over Hermon (cf. Del. on Ps. cxxxiii. 3) ; but

not that the water of the springs of Jerusalem should have

come from Lebanon. Like Evv., Umbr., Graf., and Nag., we
therefore understand the rock of the field to be Lebanon itself.

But it is not so called as being a detached, commanding rocky

mountain, for this is not involved in the sif. of ''IB' 7see on
xvii. 3) ; nor as bulwark of the field (Nag.), for "ili* does not

mean bulwark, and the change of Tisp into "liSD, from liVD,

a hemming in, siege, would give a most unsuitable figure.

"We hold the " field" to be the land of Israel, whence seen,

the summit of Lebanon, and especially the peak of Hermon
covered with eternal snows, might very well be called the rock
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of the field.^ Observe the omission of the article before

Lebanon, whereby it comes about that the name is joined

appellatively to " snow :

" the Lebanon-snow. And accordingly

we regard the waters as those which trickle down from Hermon.

The wealth of springs in Lebanon is well known, and the

trickling water of Lebanon is used as an illustration in Cant,

iv. 15. '^J?,?!, are rooted up, strikes us as singular, since "root

up " seems suitable neither for the drying up of springs, nor

for: to be checked in their course. Dav. Kimchi thought,

therefore, it stood for ICJ'OS', omittuntur; but this word has not

this signification,. Probably a transposition has taken place, so

that we have WW for IHB^a^, since for fiB'J in Niph. the sig.

dry up is certified by Isa. xix. 5. The predicate, too, Cii"|J is

singular. Strange waters are in 2 Kings xi.v. 24 waters be-

longing to others ; but this will not do here. So Ew. derives IT

from llj, press, urge, and correspondingly, Q''"]^ from nip, spring,

well up: waters pouring forth with fierce pressure. In this

case, however, the following DvtiJ would be superfluous, or at

least feeble. Then, C^iJ Q^?, Prov. xxv. 25, is cold water ; and

besides, "inj means constrinaiit, compressit, of which root-meaning

the sig. to press forth is a contradiction. There is therefore

nothing for it but to keep to the sig. strange for D''"]f; strange

waters= waters coming from afar, whose springs are not known,

so that they could be stopped up. The predicate cold is quite

in keeping, for cold waters do not readily dry up, the coldness

^ " Hermon is not a conical mountain like Tabor, with a single lofty peak

and a -well-defined base, but a whole mountain mass of many days' journey

in circuit, with a broad crest of summits. The highest of these lie within

the Holy Land, and, according to the measurements of the English engineers,

Majors Scott and Robe (1840), rise to a height of 9376 English feet,—sum-

mits encompassed by far-stretching mountain ridges, from whose deep

gloomy valleys the chief rivers of the country take their rise. . . . Behind

the dark green foremost range (that having valleys clothed with pine and

oak forests) high mountains raise their domes aloft ; there is a fir wood

sprinkled with snow as with silver, a marvellous mingling of bright and

dark ; and behind these rises the broad central ridge with its peaks covered

with deep and all but everlasting snows."—Van de Velde, Reise, i. S. 96 f.

Therewith cf. Eobins. Phys. Geogr. p. 315 :
" In the ravines round about

the highest of the two peaks, snow, or rather ice, lies tlie whole year round.

In summer this gives the mountain, when seen from a distance, the appear-

ance of being surrounded with radiant stripes descending from its crown."
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being a protection against evaporation. Such, then, will be the

ineaninc of the verse : As the Lebanon-snow does not forsake

the rock, so the waters trickling thence do not dry up. From
the application of this general idea, that in inanimate nature

faithfulness and constancy are found, to Israel's bearing towards

God arises a deeper significance, which shows why this figure

was chosen. The rock in the field points to the Kock of Israel

as the everlasting rock, rock of ages (Isa. xxx. 29 and xxvi. 4),

and the cold, i.e. refreshing waters, which trickle from the rock

of the field, point to Jahveh, the fountain of living water, ii. 13

and xvii. 13. Although the snow does not forsake Lebanon,

Israel has forgotten the fountain of living water fi'om which

water of life flows to it ; cf. ii. 13.

The application at ver. 15 is introduced by a causal ''3. Ew.
wrongly translates : that my people forgot me. '3 means for;

and the causal import is founded on the main idea of ver. 13

:

A very horrible thing hath Israel done ; for it hath done that

which is unheard of in the natural world, it hath forsaken me,

the rock of safety ; cf. ii. 32. They burn odours, i.e. kindle

sacrifices, to the vanity, i.e. the null gods, cf. Ps. xxxi. 7, i.e.

to Baal, vii. 9, xi. 13, 17. The subject to a>iV?! may be most

simply supplied from the idea of "the vanity:" the null gods

made them to stumble ; cf. for this idea 2 Ohron. xxviii. 23.

This seems more natural than to leave the subject indefinite, in

which case the false prophets (cf. xxiii. 27) or the priests, or

other seducers, would be the moving spirits. " The ancient

paths" is apposition to "their ways:" upon their ways, the

paths of the old time, i.e. not, however, the good old believing

times, from whose ways the Israelites have but recently divertred.

For D?iy never denotes the time not very long passed away, but
always old, immemorial time, here specially the time of the

patriarchs, who walked on the right paths of faithfulness to

God, as in vi. 16. Hitz. and Graf have taken "the ancient
paths" as subject: the old paths have made the Israelites to

stumble on their ways, which gives a most unnatural idea, while
the " paths of the earliest time " is weakened into " the example
of their ancestors;" and besides, the parallelism is destroyed.

As "by-paths" is defined by the apposition "a way not cast

up," so is " on their ways " by " the ancient paths." The Chet.
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713B' is found only here ; the Keri is formed after Ps. Ixxvii. 20.

A way not cast up is one on which one cannot advance, reach

the goal, or on which one suffers hurt and perislies.—In ver.

16 the consequences of these doings are spoken of as having

been wrought out by themselves, in order thus to bring out tlie

God-ordained causal nexus between actions and their con-

sequences. To make their land an object of horror to all that

set foot on it. nipnB' occurs only here, while the Keri nip''"iB' is

found only in Judg. v. 16 for the piping of shepherds, from Pl^,

to hiss, to pipe. In connection with naa' as expression of horror

or amazement, Jeremiah elsewhere uses only <^P^}^, cf. xix. 8,

XXV. 9, 18, xxix. 18, li. 37, so that here the vowelling should

perhaps be np^iB'. The word does not here denote the hissing

= hissing down or against one, by way of contempt, but the

sound midway between hissing and whistling which escapes one

when one looks on something appalling. On " every one that

passeth by shall be dismayed," cf. 1 Kings ix. 8. it^NiS JCW only

here= B'K"i ^''Jn, to move the head to and fro, shake the head;

a gesture of malicious amazement, cf. Ps. xxii. 8, cix. 25, like

B'Ni lijn, Ps. xliv. 15.—In ver. 17 the Lord discloses the coming

punishment. Like an east wind, i.e. a violent storm-wind (cf.

Ps. xlviii. 8), will I scatter them, cf. xiii. 24. Because they

have turned to Him the back and not the face (cf. ii. 27), so

will He turn His back on them in the day of their ruin, cf.

Ezek. XXXV. 5.

Vers. 18-23. Enmity displayed against the prophet by the

people for this discourse, and prayer for protection from his

enemies.—^Ver. 18. " Then said they : Come and let us plot

schemes against Jeremiah; for law shall not be lost to the

priest, and counsel to the wise, and speech to the prophet.

Come and let us smite him with the tongue and not give heed

to all his speeches. Ver. 19. Give heed to me, Jaliveh, and

hearken to the voice of them that contend with me ! Ver. 20.

Shall evil be repaid for good, that they dig a pit for my soul?

Remember how I stood before Thee to speak good for them, to

turn away Thy wrath from them ! Ver. 21. Therefore give

their sons to the famine and deliver them to the sword, that

their wives become childless and widows, and their men
slaughtered by death, their young men smitten by the sword in
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battle. Ver. 22. Let a cry be heard from tlieir bouses, wben

Thou bringest troops upon tliem suddenly ; for they have digged

a pit to take me and laid snares for my feet. Ver. 23. But

Thou Jahveh knowest all their counsels against me for death

:

forgive not their iniquity and blot not out their sin from before

Tliy face, tliat they be overthrown before Thee; in the time of

Thine anger deal with them."

Even the solemn words (vers. 15-17) of the prophet were

in vain. Instead of examining themselves and reforming their

lives, the blinded sinners resolve to put the troublesome preacher

of repentance out of the way by means of false charges. The
subject of " and they said " is those who had heard the above

discourse ; not all, of course, but the infatuated leaders of the

people who had. They call on the multitude to plot schemes

against him, cf. xi. 18 ff. For they have, as they think, priests,

wise men, and prophets to give them instruction out of the

law, counsel, and word, i.e. prophecy,—namely, according to

their idea, such as advise, teach, and preach otherwise than

Jeremiah, who speaks only of repentance and judgment. Ee-

cent scholars render nniPi doctrine, which is right etymologically,

but not so when judged by the constant usage, which regards

the Torah, the law, as containing the substance of all the doctrine

needed by man to tell him how to bear himself towards God,

or to make hij life happy. The Mosaic law is the foundation

of all prophetic preaching; and that the speakers mean nnin in

this sense is clear from their claiming the knowledge of the

Torah as belonging to the priests ; the law was committed to

the keeping and administration of the priests. The "counsel"

is that needed for the conduct of the state in difficult circum-

stances, and in Ezek. vii. 26 it is attributed to the elders; and
" speech" or word is the declarations of the prophets. On that

subject, cf. viii. 8-10. To smite with the tongue is to ruin by
slanders and malicious charges, cf. ix. 2, 4, 7, where the tongue

is compared to a lying bow and deadly arrow, Ps. Ixiv. 4 f.,

lix. 8, etc. That they had the prophet's death in view appears

from ver. 23; although their further speech: We will not give
heed to his words, shows that in the discourse against which
they were so enraged, he had said "nothing that, according to

their ideas, was directly and immediately punishable with death "
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(Hitz.) ; cf. xxvi. 6, 11. Against these schemes Jeremiah cries

to God in ver. 19 for help and protection. While his adver-

saries are saying : People should give no heed to his speeclies,

he prays the Lord to give heed to him and to listen to the

sayings of his enemies. "My contenders," who contend against

me, cf. XXXV. 1, Isa. xlix. 25.—In support of his prayer he says

in ver. 20 : Shall evil be repaid for good? cf. Ps. xxxv. 12. In

his discourses he had in view nothing but the good of the people,

and he appeals to the prayers he had presented to the Lord to

turn away God's anger from the people, cf. xiv. 7 ff., vers. 19-22.

(On "my standing before Thee,'' cf. xv. 1.) This good they

seek to repay with ill, by lying charges to dig a pit for his soul,

i.e. for his life, into which pit he may fall ; cf. Ps. Ivii. 7, where,

however, instead of nraB'" (ij, 6 ; Prov. xxii. 14, xxiii. 27), we
have fin''?', as in ver. 22, Chet.—He prays the Lord to requite

them for this wickedness by bringing on the people that which

Jeremiah had sought to avert, by destroying them with famine,

sword, and disease. The various kinds of death are, ver. 21,

distributed rhetorically amongst the different classes of the

people. The sons, i.e. children, are to be given up to the

famine, the men to the sword, the yoimg men to the sword in

war. The sufBx on Dnsn refers to the people, of which the

children are mentioned before, the men and women after. On

^IC '^1 ^^ '^•?^» <=f- Ezek. xxxv. 5, Ps. Ixiii. 11. " Death," men-

tioned alongside of sword and famine, is death by disease and

pestilence, as in xv. 2.—Ver. 22. To the terrors of the war and

the siege is to be added the cry rising from all the houses into

which hostile troops have burst, plundering and massacring.

To lay snares, as in Ps. cxl. 6, cxlii. 4. ns is the springe

of the bird-catcher.—^Ver. 23. Comprehensive summing up of

the whole prayer. As the Lord knows their design against

him for his death, he prays Him not to forgive their sin, but to

punish it. The form ''npri instead of nan (Neh. xiii. 14) is the

Aramaic form for nriDPi, like 'im, ill. 6 ; cf , Ew. § 224, c. The
Chet. vn) is the regular continuation of the imperative : and let

them be cast down before Thee. The Kei'i vn^l would be : that

they may be cast down before Thee, Hitz. wrongly expounds

the Chet: but let them be fallen before Thee (in Thine eyes), i.e

morally degraded sinners ; for the question is not here one of
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moral detrradation, but of the punishment of sinners. In the

time of Thine anger, i.e. when Thou lettest loose Tliy wrath,

causest Tliy judgments to come down, deal with them, i.e. with

their transgressions. On 3 n&V, cf. Dan. xi. 7.

On this prayer of the prophet to God to exterminate his

enemies Hitz. remarks : " Tiie various curses which in his bitter

indignation he directs against his enemies are at bottom but the

expression of the thought : Now may all that befall them which

I sought to avert from them." The Hirschherg Bible takes a

deeper grasp of the matter : " It is no prayer of carnal ven-

geance against those that hated him, vers. 18, 23, Ps. ix. 18,

Iv. 16 ; but as God had commanded him to desist (xiv. 11, 12)

from the prayers he had frequently made for them, ver. 20, and

as they themselves could not endure these prayers, ver. 18, he

leaves them to God's judgments which he had been already

compelled to predict to them, xi. 22, xiv. 12, 16, without any

longer i-esistine; with his entreaties, Lukexiii. 9, 2 Tim. iv. 14."

1 • 1 T
In this observation that clause only is wrong which says Jere-

miaJi merely leaves the wicked to God's judgments, since he,

on the other hand, gives tJiem up thereto, prays God to carry out

judgment on them with the utmost severity. In this respect

the present passage resembles the so-called cursing psalms (Ps.

XXXV. 4-10, cix. 6—20, lix. 14-16, Ixix. 26-29, etc.) ; nor can we

say with Calvin : hanc vehementiam, quoniam dictatafuit a spiritu

sMictOj non posse damnari, sed non dehere trald in exemplum,

quia hoc singidare fuit in prophela. For the prophet's prayer is

no inspired nw na^, but the wish and utterance of his heart, for

the fulfilment of which he cries to God ; just as in the psalms

cited. On these imprecations, cf. Del. on Ps. xxxv. and cix.,

and vol. i. p. 417 f.; as also the solid investigation of this point by
Kurtz: Zur Theologie der Ps. IV. die FLuch- und Rachepsalmen

in the Dorpat Ztschr. f. Theol. u. Kirche, vii. (1865), S. 359 ff.

All these curses are not the outcome and effusions of personal

vengeance against enemies, but flow from the pure sprint of a

zeal, not self-regarding at all, for the glory of God. The
enemies are God's enemies, despisers of His salvation. Their
hostility against David and against Jeremiah was rooted in their

hostility against God and the kingdom of God. The advance-
ment of the kingdom of God, the fulfilment of tlie divine
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scheme of salvation, required the fall of the ungodly who seek

the lives of God's servants. In this way we would seek to

defend such words of cursing by appealing to the legal spirit of

the Old Testament, and would not oppose them to the words of

Christ, Luke ix. 55. For Christ tells us why He blamed the

Elias-like zeal of Plis disciples in the words : " The Son of man is

not come to destroy men's lives, but to save them." In keeping

with this, the peculiar end of Christ's coming on earth, we find

no curses from Him against His enemies and the enemies of the

kingdom of God. But just as the word, " I am not come," etc.

(Luke ix. 56), does not exclude the truth that the Father hath

given all judgment to Him, so, as Kurtz very justly remarks,

"from our hearing no word of cursing from the mouth of

Christ during His life on earth we cannot infer the absolute

inadmissibleness of all such ; still less can we infer that Christ's

apostles and disciples could not at all be justified in using any

words of cursing." And the apostles have indeed uttered curses

against obdurate enemies : so Peter against Simon the Magian,

Acts viii. 20; Paul against the high priest Ananias, Acts xxiii.

3, against the Jewish false teachers, Gal. i. 9 and v. 12, and

against Alexander the coppersmith, 2 Tim. iv. 14. But these

cases do not annihilate the distinction between the Old and the

New Testaments. Since grace and truth have been revealed

in Christ, the Old Testament standpoint of retribution accord-

ing to the rigour of the law cannot be for us the standard of

our bearing even towards the enemies of Christ and His

kingdom.

Chap. xix. 1-13. The broken pitcher.—Ver. 1. "Thus
said Jahveh : Go and buy a potter's vessel, and take of the

elders of the people and of the elders of the priests, Ver. 2.

And go forth into the valley of Benhinnom, which is before the

gate Harsuth, and proclaim there the words which I shall speak

unto thee, Ver. 3. And say: Hear the word of Jahveh, ye

kings of Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem : Thus hath said

Jahveh of hosts, the God of Israel : Behold, I bring evil upon

this place, the which whosoever heareth his ears shall tingle.

Ver. 4. Because they have forsaken me, and disowned this place,

and burnt incense in it to other gods whom they knew not,

VOL. I. U
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they, and their fathers, and the kings of Judah, and have filled

this place with the blood of innocents, Ver. 5. And have built

high places for Baal, to burn their sons in the fire as burnt-

offerings to Baal, which I have neither commanded nor spoken,

nor came it into my heart. Ver. 6. Therefore, behold, days

come, saith Jahveh, that this place shall no longer be called

Tophet and Valley of Benhinnom, but Valley of Slaughter.

Ver. 7. And I make void the counsel of Judah and Jerusalem

in this place, and cause them to fall by the sword before their

enemies and by the hand of them that seek their lives, and

give their carcases to be food for the fowls of the heaven and

the beast of the earth, Ver. 8. And make this city a dismay

and a scoifing ; every one that passeth thereby shall be dismayed

and hiss because of all her strokes ; Ver. 9. And make them

eat the flesh of their sons and the flesh of their daughters, and

each shall eat his neighbour's flesh in the siege and straitness

wherewith their enemies and they that seek after their lives

shall straiten them.—Ver. 10. And break the pitcher before

the eyes of the men that go with thee, Ver. 11. And say to

them : Thus hath Jahveh of hosts said : Even so will I break

this people and this city as one breaketh this potter's vessel,

that it cannot be made whole again ; and in Tophet shall they

bury them, because there is no room to bury. Ver. 12, Thus
will I do unto this place, saith Jahveh, and its inhabitants, to

make this city as Tophet. Ver. 13. And the houses of Jeru-

salem and the houses of the kings of Judali shall become, as

the place Tophet, unclean, all the houses upon whose roofs

they have burnt incense to the whole host of heaven and poured

out drink-offerings to other gods."

The purpose for which Jeremiah was to buy the earthen jar

is told in ver. 10, and the meaning of breaking it in the valley

of Benhinnom is shown in vers. 11-13. p3i?3, from Pi?3, to pour
out, is a jar with a narrow neck, so called from the sound heard

when liquid is poured out of it, although the vessel was used
for storing honey, 1 Kings xiv. 3, The appellation '^n -\yn\

former of earthen vessels, i.e. potter, is given to denote the jar

as one which, on being broken, would shiver into many frag-

ments. Before " of the elders of the people" a verb seems to

be awanting, for which cause many supply l^nph (according to
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xli. 12, xliii. 10, etc.), rightly so far as sense is concerned ; but

we are hardly entitled to assume a lacuna in the text. That
assumption is opposed by the 1. before ''^pp ; for we cannot

straightway presume that this \ was put in after the verb had
dropped out of the text. In that case the whole word would
have been restored. We have here rather, as Schnur. saw, a

bold constructio prwgnans, the verb " buy" being also joined in

zeugma with " of the elders :" buy a jar and (take) certain of

the elders ; cf. similar, only less bold, zeugmatic constr. in Job
iv. 10, X. 12, Isa. Iviii. 5. " Elders of the priests," as in 2 Kings
xix. 2, probably identical with the " princes Q"}}^) of the priests,"

2 Chron. xxxvi. 14, are doubtless virtually the same as the

" heads QW^I) of the priests," Neh. xii. 7, the priests highest

in esteem, not merely for their age, but also in virtue of their

rank ; just as the " elders of the people " were a permanent

representation of the people, consisting of the heads of tribes,

houses or septs, and families ; cf. 1 Kings viii. 1-3, and my
Bill. Archdol. ii. S. 218. Jeremiah was to take elders of the

people and of the priesthood, because it was most readily to be

expected of them that the word of God to be proclaimed would

find a hearing amongst them. As to the valley of Benhinnom,

see on vii. 31. niD"inn "iJJE'j not Sun-gate (after Din, Job ix. 7,

Judg. viii. 13), but Pottery or Sherd-gate, from onn = B'^n^

in rabbin. T'p'iri, potter's clay. The diet. TWy\ is the ancient

form, not the modern (Hitz.), for the Keri is adapted to the

rabbinical form. The clause, " which is before the Harsuth-

gate," is not meant to describe more particularly the locality,

sufficiently well known in Jerusalem, but has reference to the

act to be performed there. The name, gate of nionrij which no-

where else occurs, points no doubt to the breaking to shivers of the

jar. Hence we are rather to translate Sherd-gate than Pottery-

gate, the name having probably arisen amongst the people

from the broken fragments which lay about this gate. Comm.
are not at one as to which of the known city gates is meant,

Hitz. and Kimchi are wrong in thinking of a gate of the coui't

of the temple—the southern one. The context demands one of

the city gates, two of which led into the Benhinnom valley : the

Spring- or Fountain-gate at the south-east corner, and the

Dung-gate on the south-west side of Zion ; see on Neh. iii.
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13-15. One of these two must be meant, but which of them

it cannot be decided. There Jeremiah is to cry aloud the words

which follow, vers. 3-8, and which bear on the kings of Judah

and the inhabitants of Jerusalem. " Kings" in the plural, as

in xiii. 13, because the matter concerned not the reigning king

only, but his successors too, who had been guilty of the sins to be

punished. In vers. 3-5 the threatening is summarily set forth.

Horrible evil will the Lord bring on this place, i.e. Jerusalem.

The ears of every one that hears it will tingle, so utterly stun-

ning will the news of it turn out to be; cf. 2 Kings xxi. 12 and

1 Sam. iii. 11, where we find ^''^OT ; cf. Ew. § 197, a. This they

have brought on themselves by their dreadful sins. They have

forsaken Jahveh, disowned this place ; 13?, prop, find strange,

Deut. xxxii. 27, then treat as strange, deny. Job xxi. 29. In

substance : they have not treated Jerusalem as the city of the

sanctuary of their God, but, as is mentioned after, they have

burnt incense in it to other (strange) gods. The words : they

and their fathers, and the kings of Judah, are not the subject

to " knew not," as is " they and their," etc., in ix. 15, xvi. 13,

but to the preceding verb of the principal clause. " And have

filled the city with the blood of innocents." This Grot, and

others understand by the blood of the children slain for Moloch
;

and for this, appeal is made to Ps. cvi. 37 f., where the pour-

ing out of innocent blood is explained to be that of sons and

daughters offered to idols. But this passage cannot be the

standard for the present one, neither can the statement that

here we have to deal with idolatry alone. This latter is petitio

principii. If shedding the blood of innocents had been said of

offerings to Moloch, then ver. 5 must be taken as epexegesis.

But in opposition to this we have not only the parallelism of the

clauses, but also and especially the circumstance, that not till

ver. 5 is mention made of altars on which to offer children to

Moloch. We therefore understand the filling of Jerusalem
with the blood of innocents, according to vii. 6, cf. ii. 34 and
xxii. 3, 17, of judicial murder or of bloody persecution of the

godly ; and on two grounds : 1. because alongside of idolatry

we always find mentioned as the chief sin the perversion of
justice to the shedding of innocent blood (cf. the passages cited),

so that this sin would not likely be omitted here, as one cause
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of the dreadful judgment about to pass on Jerusalem; 2. because

our passage recalls the very wording of 2 Kings xxi. 16, where,

after mentioning his idolatry, it is said of Manasseh : Also inno-

cent blood hath he shed, until he made Jerusalem full (^?P) to

the brink. The climax in the enumeration of sins in these

verses is accordingly this : 1. The disowning of the holiness of

Jerusalem as the abode of the Lord by the public practice of

idolatry ; 2. the shedding of innocent blood as extremity of

injustice and godless judicial practices ; 3. as worst of all

abominations, the building of altars for burning their own
children to Moloch. That the Moloch-sacrifices are mentioned

last, as being worst of all, is shown by the three relative

clauses : which I have not commanded, etc., which by an im-

passioned gradation of phrases mark God's abomination of

these horrors. On this subject cf. vii. 31 and xxxii. 35.

In vers. 6-13 the threatened punishment is given again at

large, and that in two strophes or series of ideas, which explain

the emblematical act with the pitcher. The first series, vers.

6-9, is introduced by 'nipl, which intimates the meaning of the

pitcher ; and the other, vers. 10-13, is bound up with the

breaking of the pitcher. But both series are, ver. 6, opened by

the mention of the locality of the act. As ver. 5 was but an

expansion of vii. 31, so ver. 6 is a literal repetition of vii. 32.

The valley of Benhinnom, with its places for abominable sacri-

fices (Osn, see on vii. 32), shall in the future be called Valley

of Slaughter ; i.e. at the judgment on Jerusalem it will be the

place where the inhabitants of Jerusalem and Judah will be

slain by the enemy. There God will make void (''nij53, playing

on p3i??), i.e. bring to nothing ; for what is poured out comes

to nothing ; cf. Isa. xix. 3. There they shall fall by the sword

in such numbers that their corpses shall be food for the beasts

of prey (cf. vii. 33), and the city of Jerusalem shall be fright-

fully ravaged (ver. 8, cf. xviii. 16, xxv. 9, etc.). f^ns? (plural

form of suflSx without Jod ; cf. Ew. § 258, a), the wounds she

has received.—In ver. 9 is added yet another item to complete

the awful picture, the terrible famine during the siege, partly

taken from the words of Deut. xxviii. 53 ff. and Lev. xxvi. 29.

That this appalling misery did actually come about during the

last siege by the Chaldeans, we learn from Lam. iv. 10.—The
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second series, vers. 10-13, is introduced by the act of breaking

the pitcher. This happens before the eyes of the elders who

have accompanied Jeremiah thither : to them the explanatory

word of the Lord is addressed. As the earthen pitcher, so shall

Jerusalem—people and city—be broken to pieces ; and that irre-

mediably. This is implied in : as one breaks a potter's vessel, etc.

(HD-in for iiS^r\), The next clause : and in Tophet they shall

bury, etc., is omitted by the LXX. as a repetition from vii. 32,

and is objected to by Ew., Hitz., and Graf, as not being in

keeping with its context. Ew. proposes to insert it before " as

one breaketh ;" but this transposition only obscures the meaning

of the clause. It connects veiy suitably with the idea of the

incurable breaking in sunder. Because the breaking up of

Jerusalem and its inhabitants shall be incurable, shall be like

the breaking of a pitcher dashed into countless fragments,

therefore there will be lack of room in Jerusalem to bury the

dead, and the unclean places of Tophet will need to be used

for that purpose. With this the further thought of vers. 12

and 13 connects simply and suitably. Thus (as had been said

at ver. 11) will I do unto this place and its inhabitants, nnpl,

and that to make the city as Tophet, i.e. not " a mass of sherds

and rubbish, as Tophet now is" (Graf) ; for neither was Tophet
then a rubbish-heap, nor did it so become by the breaking of the

pitcher. But Josiah had turned all the place of Tophet in the

valley of Benhinnom into an unclean region (2 Kings xxiii. 10).

All Jerusalem shall become an unclean place like Tophet. This

is put in so many words in ver. 13 : The houses of Jerusalem

shall become unclean like the place Tophet, namely, all houses

on whose roofs idolatry has been practised. The construction of

D''Nttan causes some difficulty. The position of the word at the

end disfavours our connecting it with the subject ''I?3, and so

does the article, which does not countenance its being taken as

predicate. To get rid of the article, J. D. Mich, and Ew.
sought to change the reading into Q''5<0D nnan, after Isa. xxx.

33. But nnsn means a Tophet-like place, not Tophet itself,

and so gives no meaning to the purpose. No other course is

open than to join the word with " the place Tophet:" like the
place Tophet, which is unclean. The plural would then be
explained less from the collective force of Dipo than from regard
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to the plural subject. "All the houses" opens a supplementary

definition of the subject : as concerning all houses ; of. Ew.

§ 310, a. On the worship of the stars by sacrifice on the house-

tops, transplanted by Manasseh to Jerusalem, see the expos, of

Zeph. i. 5 and 2 Kings xxi. 3. '121
'^J^\ coinciding literally with

vii. 18 ; the inf. ahsol. being attached to the verb, finit. of the

former clause (Ew. § 351, c).—Thus far the word of the Lord
to Jeremiah, which he was to proclaim in the valley of Ben-

hinnom.—The execution of the divine commission is, as being

a matter of course, not expressly recounted, but is implied in

ver. 14 as having taken place.

Chap. xix. 14-xx. 6. The peophet Jeremiah and the
TEMPLE-WARDEN Pashtjr.—Ver. 14 f. When Jeremiah, hav-

ing performed the divine command, returned from Tophet to

the city, he went into the court of the house of God and spoke

to the people assembled there, ver. 15 : "Thus hath said Jahveh

of hosts, the God of Israel : Behold, I bring upon this city,

and all its cities, all the evil that I have pronounced against it,

because they stiffened their necks not to hear my words."

" All the people " is the people present in the court of the

temple as distinguished from the men who had accompanied

Jeremiah into the valley of Benhinnom (ver. 10). ''?», the «

having dropped off, as in xxxix. 16, 1 Kings xxi. 21, 29, 2 Sam.

v. 2, and often. " All its cities" are the towns that belonged

to Jerusalem, were subject to it (xxxiv. 1) ; in other words, the

cities of Judah, i. 15, ix. 10, etc. All the evil that I have pro-

nounced against it, not merely in the valley of Benhinnom

(vers. 3-13), but generally up till this time, by the mouth of

Jeremiah. If we limit the reference of this view to the pro-

phecy in Tophet, we must assume, with Nag., that Jeremiah

repeated the substance of it here ; and besides, that prophecy

is not in keeping with " all its cities," inasmuch as it (vers.

3-13) deals with Jerusalem alone. Apparently Jeremiah must

have said more than is written in the verse, and described the

evil somewhat more closely ; so that the new matter spoken by

him here consists in the " Behold I bring," etc., i.e. in his fore-

warning them of the speedy fulfilment of the threatenings

against Jerusalem and Judah, as was the case with the pro-
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phepy in tlie valley of Beliinnom, which also, ver. 3, begins with

N*30 >:::]. On "'they stiffened their necks," etc., of. xvii. 23,

vii. 26.

Chap. XX, 1 and 2. When the chief overseer of the temple,

Pashur, heard this prophecy, he had the prophet beaten, and

put him over-night in the stocks at the upper gate of Benjamin

in the temple. Pashur is by the appellation : son of Immer,

distinguished from other priests of this name, e.g. Pashur, son

of Malchijah, 1 Chron. ix. 12. It cannot be determined whether

Jmmer is here the name of the 16th class of priests (1 Chron.

xxiv. 14) or of one of the greater priestly clans (Ezra ii. 37 ;

Neh. vii. 40). Pashur held the office of T'JJ T'i?3, chief over-

seer in the house of God. "Vi^ is an official name attached to

TiPB to explain it. In the latter word lies the idea of over-

seeing, while the former denotes the official standing or rank of

the overseer. The position of TJJ was a high one, as may be seen

from the fact that the priest Zephaniah, who, according to

xxix. 26, held this post, is quoted in lii. 24 (2 Kings xxv. 18) as

next to the high priest. The compound expression without

article implies that there were several ^''T^'] of the temple. In

2 Chron. xxxv. 8 there are three mentioned under Josiah

;

which is not contradicted by 2 Chron. xxxi. 13, 1 Chron. ix. 11,

Keh. xi. 11, where particular persons are called 'n IT'S T'Ji. As
chief overseer of the temple, Pashur conceived it to be his duty

to take summary magisterial steps against Jeremiah, for his

public appearance in the temple. To put this procedure of the

priest and temple-warden in its proper light, Jeremiah is de-

signated by the name of his office, ^'''3311.^ In virtue of the sum-

mary authority which belonged to him (cf. xxix. 26), Pashur

smote the prophet, i.e. caused him to be beaten with stripes, per-

haps according to the precept Deut. xxv. 3, cf. 2 Cor. xi. 24, and

^ As this official designation of Jeremiah is not found in chap, i.-xix., but
occurs frequently in the succeeding chapters, recent critics have taken it to

be an idle addition of the editor of the later prophecies, and have laid stress

on the fact as a proof of the later composition, or at least later editing, of

these pieces ; cf. Graf, S. xxxix. Nag., etc. This assumption is totally

erroneous. The designation of Jeremiah as K^33n occurs only where the

mention of the man's official character was of importance. It is used partly
in contradistinction to the false prophets, xxviii. 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 15, to
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then threw him into prison till the following day, and put him
in the stocks. naariDj twisting, was an instrument of torture by

which the body was forced into a distorted, unnatural posture ;

the culprit's hands and feet were presumably bound, so as to

keep the position so ; see on 2 Ohron. xvi. 10, cf. with Acts

xvi. 24. The upper gate of Benjamin in the house of Jahveh
is the northern gate at the upper, i.e. inner court of the temple,

tlie same with the upper gate or the gate of the inner court,

looking northwards, Ezek. ix. 2 and viii. 3. By the designation

" which is in the house," etc., it is distinguished from the city

gate of like name, xxxvii. 13, xxxviii. 7.—When on the next

day Pashur released the prophet from imprisonment, the latter

made known to him the divine punishment for his misdeed: "Not
Pashur will Jahveh call thy name, but Magor-Missabib " (i.e.

Fear round about). The name is expressive of the thing. And
so : Jahveh will call the name, is, in other words. He will make
the person to be that which the name expresses ; in this case,

make Pashur to be an object of fear round about. Under the pre-

sumption that the name Magor-Missahib conveyed a meaning the

most directly opposed to that of Pashur, comm. have in various

ways attempted to interpret "iinB'i. It is supposed to be com-

posed of twa, Ohald. augeri, and "iin, nohilitas, with the force :

abundantia claritatis (Rashi) ; or after Lui, gloriatus est de

nobilitate (Simonis) ; or from -sv^wi, amplus fuit locus, and the

Chald. lino, circumcirca : de securitate circumcirca ; or finally,

by Ew., from t^3 from C'lQ, spring, leap, rejoice (Mai. iii. 20),

and lin = h\n, joy round about. All these interpretations are

arbitrary, e^b sig. leap and gallop about, Mai. iii. 20 and Hab.

i. 8, and in Niph. Nah. iii. 18, to be scattered (see on Hab. i. 8);

and rial's sig. in Lam. iii. 11 to tear. But the syllable nin can

the elders, priests, and false prophets, xxix. 1, 29, xxxvii. 3, 6, 13, xlii. 2,

4, to the king, xxxii. 2, xxxiv. 6, xxxvii. 2, and partly to distinguish from

persons of other conditions in life, xliii. 6, xlv. 1, li. 59. We never find the

title in the headings of the prophecies save in xxv. 2, with reference to the

fact that here, ver. 4, he upbraids the people for not regarding the sayings

of all the prophets of the Lord ; and in the oracles against foreign peoples,

xlvi. 1, 13, xlvii. 1, xlix. 34, and 1. 1, where the name of his caUing gave

him credentials for these prophecies.—There is no further use of the name

in the entire book.
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by no means have the sig. of HUBD claimed for it. Nor are

there, indeed, sufficient grounds for assuming that Jeremiah

turned the original name upside down in an etymological or

philological reference. The new name given by Jeremiah to

Pashur is meant to intimate the man's destiny. On " Fear

round about," see on vi. 25. What the words of the new name

signify is explained in vers. 4-6. Ver. 4. " For thus hath Jahveh

said: Behold, I make thee a terror to thyself and to all thy

friends, and they shall fall by the sword of their enemies and

thine eyes behold it ; and all Judah will I give into the hand

of the king of Babylon, that he may carry them captive to

Babylon and smite them with the sword. Ver. 5. And I will

give all the stores of this city, and all its gains, and all its

splendour, and all the treasures of the kings of Judah will I

give into the hand of their enemies, who shall plunder them

and take and bring them to Babylon. Ver. 6. And thou,

Pashur, and all that dwell in thine house shall go into captivity,

and to Babylon shalt thou come, and there die, and there be

buried, thou and all thy friends, to whom thou hast prophesied

lyingly."—Pashur will become a fear or terror to himself and

all his friends, because of his own and his friends' fate ; for he

will see his friends fall by the sword of the enemy, and then he

himself, with those of his house and his friends not as yet slain,

will go forth into exile to Babylon and die there. So tiiat not

to himself merely, but to all about him, he will be an object of

fear. Nag. wrongly translates liJO; l??^? I deliver thee up to

fear, and brings into the text the contrast that Pashur is not to

become the victim of death itself, but of perpetual fear of death.

Along with Pashur's friends, all Judah is to be given into the

hand of the king of Babylon, and be partly exiled to Babylon,

partly put to death with the sword. All the goods and gear of

Jerusalem, together with the king's treasures, are to be plundered

and carried off by the enemy. We must not press " all thy

friends " in vers. 4 and 6 ; and so we escape the apparent contra-

diction, that while in ver. 4 it is said of all the friends that they

shall die by the sword, it is said of all in ver. 6 that they shall

go into exile. The friends are those who take Pashur's side,

Lis partisans. From the last clause of ver. 6 we see that

Pashur was also of the number of the false prophets, who
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propliesied the reverse of Jeremiah's prediction, namely, welfare

and peace (cf. xxiii. 17, xiv. 13).—This saying of Jeremiah

was most probably fulfilled at the taking of Jerusalem under

Jechoniah, Pashur and the better part of the people being

carried off to Babylon.

Vers. 7-18. The prophet's complaints as to the suf-

ferings MET WiTii IN his CALLING.—This portion contains,

first, a complaint addressed to the Lord regarding the persecu-

tions which the preaching of God's word draws down on Jere-

miah, but the complaint passes into a jubilant cry of hope

(vers. 7-13) ; secondly, a cursing of the day of his birth (vers.

13-18). The first complaint runs thus :

Vers. 7-13. " Thou hast persuaded me, Jahveh, and I let my-
self be persuaded; Thou hast laid hold on me and hast prevailed.

I am become a laughter the whole day long, every one mocketh

at me. Ver. 8. For as often as I speak, I must call out and cry

violence and spoil, for the word of Jahveh is made a reproach and

a derision to me all the day. Ver. 9. And I said, I will no more

remember nor speak more in His name ; then was it in my heart

as burning fire, shut up in my bones, and I become weary of

holding out, and cannot. Ver. 10. For I heard the talk of

many : Fear round about ! Report, and let us report him !

Every man of my friendship lies in wait for my downfall

:

Peradventure he will let himself be enticed, that we may prevail

against him and take our revenge on him. Ver. 11. But

Jahveh stands by me as a mighty warrior ; therefore shall my
persecutors stumble and not prevail, shall be greatly put to

shame, because they have not dealt wisely, with everlasting

disgrace which will not be forgotten. Ver. 12. And, Jahveh

of hosts that trieth the righteous, that seeth reins and heart,

let me see Thy vengeance on them, for to Thee have I com-

mitted my cause. Ver. 13. Sing to Jahveh, praise Jahveh, for

He saves the soul of the poor from the hand of the evil-doers."

This lament as to the hatred and persecution brought upon

him by the preaching of the word of the Lord, is chiefly

called forth by the proceedings, recounted in vers. 1, 2, of the

temple-warden Pashur against him. This is clear from the "liJ^

3''3DD ; for, as Nag. truly remarks, the use of this expression
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against the prophet may certainly be most easily explained by the

use he had so pregnantly made of it against one so distinguished

as Pashur. Besides, the bitterness of the complaint, rising at

last to the extent of cursing the day of his birth (ver. 14 ff.), is

only intelligible as a consequence of such ill-usage as Pashur

had already inflicted on him. For although his enemies had

schemed against his life, they had never yet ventured positively

to lay hands on his person. Pashur first caused him to be

beaten, and then had him kept a whole night long in the torture

of the stocks. From torture like this his enemies might proceed

even to taking his life, if the Lord did not miraculously shield

him from their vengeance.—The complaint, vers. 7—13, is an

outpouring of the heart to God, a prayer that begins with com-

plaint, passes into confidence in the Lord's protection, and ends

in a triumph of hope. In vers. 7 and 8 Jeremiah complains of

the evil consequences of his labours. God has persuaded him
to undertake the office of prophet, so that he has yielded to the

call of God. The words of ver. la are not an upbraiding,

nor are they given in an upbraiding tone (Hitz.) ; for nria does

not mean befool, but persuade, induce by words to do a thing.

pfn used transitively, but not as 1 Kings xvi. 22, overpower

(Ros., Graf, etc.) ; for then it would not be in keeping with the

following '31^1, which after " overpower " would seem very

feeble. It means : lay hold of ; as usually in the Hiph., so

here in Kal. It thus corresponds to 1^ ni?in, Isa.viii. 11, de-

noting the state of being laid hold of by the power of the Spirit

of God in order to prophesy. ?3in, not : Thou hast been able,

but : Thou hast prevailed, conquered. A sharp contrast to this

is presented by the issue of his prophetic labours : I am become
a laughing-stock all the day, i.e. incessantly, n'^3, its (the people's)

entirety = all the people.—In ver. 8 " call " is explained by " cry
out violence and spoil:" complain of the violence and spoliation

that are practised. The word of Jahveh is become a reproach
and obloquy, i.e. the proclamation of it has brought him only
contempt and obloquy. The two cases of ''3 are co-ordinate ; the
two clauses give two reasons for everybody mocking at him. One
is objective : so often as he speaks he can do nothing but com-
plain of violence, so that he is ridiculed by the mass of the
people; and one is subjective: his preaching brings him only
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disgrace. Most comm. refer " violence and spoiling " to the

ill-usage the prophet experiences ; but this does not exhaust the

reference of the words.—Ver. 9. After such bitter experiences,

the thought arose in his soul : I will remember Hira (Jahveh)

no more, i.e. make no more mention of the Lord, nor speak in

His name, labour as a prophet ; but it was within him as burning

fire. The subject is not expressed, but is, as Eos. and Hitz.

rightly say, the word of Jahveh which is held back. " rthut

up in my bones" is apposition to "burning fire," for ^^ occurs

elsewhere also as masc, e.g. xlviii. 45, Job xx. 26, Ps. civ. 4.

The word of God dwells in the heart ; but from there outwards

it acts upon his whole organism, like a fire shut up in the

hollow of his bones, burning the marrow of them (Job xxi. 24),

so that he can no longer bear to keep silence. The perfects

" and I said," " and (then) it was," " and I became weary," are

to be taken as preterites, expressing events that have several

times been repeated, and so the final result is spoken in the

imperf. I cannot.—Ver. 10 gives the reason for the resolution,

adopted but not carried out, of speaking no more in the name
of the Lord. This was found in the reports that reached his

ears of schemes against his life. The first clause is a verbal

quotation from Ps. xxxi. 14, a lament of David in the time of

Saul's persecutions. n3'n, base, backbiting slander. The phrase :

Fear round about, indicates, in the form of a brief popular say-

ing, the dangerous case in which the prophet was,^ which his

adversaries prepare for him by their repeating : Report him, we
will report him. Report : here, report to the authorities as a

dangerous man. Even those who are on friendly terms with

him lie in wait for his fall. This phrase too is formed of phrases

from the Psalms. On "man of my peace," cf. Ps. xli. 10; on ''J'pV,

Ps. xxxv. 15, xxxviii. 18 ; and on ll^B', watch, lie in wait for,

Ps. Ivi. 7, Ixxi. 10. " Peradventure "—so they said—" he may

^ Hupfeld on Ps. xxxi. 14 holds ai^DQ "liJD to be a proverbial expres-

sion for a harassed condition, full of terrors, since the phrase is frequently

used by Jeremiah (besides the present vers. 3, 4, and 15, it is at vi. 26,

xlvi. 5, xlix. 29, Lam. ii. 22). The use made of it in ver. 3 would in that

case be easily understood. For we cannot infer, as Nag. would do, that

Jeremiah must have formed the phrase himself, from the fact that, except

in Ps. xxxi. 14, it is nowhere found but in Jeremiah.
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let himself be enticed," sc. to say something on which a capital

charge may be founded (Graf). With " that we may prevail

against him," cf. i. 19, xv. 20.—At ver. 11 the lament rises into

confidence in the Lord, springing from the promise given to

him by God at his call, ''nis (for ''m) mni recalls i. 19, xv. 20.

The designation of God as Tl^ "lis? is formed after xv. 21.

Because the Lord has promised to deliver him out of the hand of

the QT"]?!, violent, he now calls him a hero using violence, and

on this founds his assurance that his persecutors will accom-

plish nothing, but will come to a downfall, to shame, and be

covered with never-dying, never-to-be-forgotten disgrace. Be-

cause they have dealt not wisely, i.e. foolishly, see on x. 21

;

not: because they did not prosper, which would give a weak,

superfluous idea, since their not prospering lies already in t^'ia,

spe frustrari. This disgrace will befall the persecutors, because

the Lord of hosts will, as Searcher of hearts, take the part of

the righteous, and will take vengeance on their foes. This is

the force of ver. 12, which, with a few changes, is repeated

from xi. 20.—In this trustfulness his soul rises to a firm hope

of deliverance, so that in ver. 13 he can call on himself and ail

the godly to praise God, the Saviour of the poor. Cf. Ps.

xxxi. 8, XXXV. 9, 10, 28, etc.

Vers. 14-18. The day of his birth cursed.—Ver. 14. " Cursed
be the day wherein I was born ! The day my mother bare me,
let it not be blessed ! Ver. 15. Cursed be the man that brought
the good tidings to my father, saying : A man-child is born to

thee, who made him very glad. Ver. 16. Let that man be as

the cities which Jahveh overthrew without repenting; let him
hear crying in the morning and a war-cry at noon-tide, Ver. 17.

Because he slew me not from the womb, and so my mother
should have been my grave, and her womb should have been
always great. Ver. 18. Wherefore am I come forth out of the

womb to see hardship and sorrow, and that my days should
wear away in shame?"

Inasmuch as the foregoing lamentation had ended in assured
hope of deliverance, and in the praise rendered to God therefor,

it seems surprising that now there should follow curses on the
day of his birth, without any hint to show that at the end this

temptation, too, had been overcome. For this reason Ew. wishes
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to rearrange the two parts of the complaint, setting vers. 14-18

before vers. 7-12. This transposition he holds to be so un-

questionably certain, that he speaks of the order and numbering
of the verses in the text as an example, clear as it is remarkable,

of displacement. But against this hypothesis we have to consider

the improbability that, if individual copyists had omitted the

second portion (vers. 14-18) or written it on the margin, others

should have introduced it into an unsuitable place. Copyists

did not go to work with the biblical text in such an arbitrary

and clumsy fashion. Nor is the position occupied by the piece

in question so incomprehensible as Ew. imagines. The cursing

of the day of his birth, or of his life, after the preceding

exaltation to hopeful assurance is not psychologically incon-

ceivable. It may well be understood, if we but think of the

two parts of the lamentation as not following one another in

the prophet's soul in such immediate succession as they do in

the text ; if we regard them as spiritual struggles, separated

by an interval of time, through which the prophet must succes-

sively pass. In vanquishing the temptation that arose from the

plots of his enemies against his life, Jeremiah had a strong

support in the promise which the Lord gave him at his call,

that those who strove against him should not prevail against

liim ; and the deliverance out of the hand of Pashur which he

had just experienced, must have given him an actual proof that

the Lord was fulfiUing His promise. The feeling of this might

fill the trembling heart with strength to conquer his temptation,

and to elevate himself again, in the joyful confidence of faith,

to the praising of the. Lord, who delivers the soul of the poor

from the hand of the ungodly. But the power of the tempta-

tion was not finally vanquished by the renewal of his confidence

that the Lord will defend him against all his foes. The un-

success of his mission might stir up sore struggles in his soul,

and not only rob him of all heart to continue his labours, but

excite bitter discontent with a life full of hardship and sorrow,

—a discontent which found vent in his cursing the day of his

birth.

The curse uttered in vers. 14-18 against the day of his birth,

while it reminds us of the verses, ch. iii. 3 ff., in which Job

curses the day of his conception and of his birth, is markedly
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distinauished in form and substance from that dreadful utter-

ance of Job's. Job's words are much more violent and pas-

sionate, and are turned directly against God, who has given

life to him, to a man whose way is hid, whom God hath hedged

round. Jeremiah, on the other hand, curses first the day of his

birth (ver. 14), then the man that brought his father the joyful

news of the birth of a son (vers. ]5-17), because his life is

passing away in hardship, trials, sorrow, and shame, without

expressly blaming God as the author of that life.—Ver. 14.

The day on which I was born, let it be cursed and not blessed,

sc. because life has never been a blessing to me. Job wishes

that the day of his birth and the night of his conception may
perish, be annihilated.—Ver. 15. In the curse on the man that

brought the father the news of the birth, the stress lies on the

clause, " who made him very glad," which goes to strengthen

"iE'3, eiiaiyyeXi^eadai, a clause which is subordinated to the

principal clause without any grammatical connection (cf. Ew.

§ 341, b). The joy that man gave the father by his news is

become to the son a source of bitter grief.—Ver. 16. He wishes

the fate of Sodom (Gen. xix. 25), namely ruin, to befall that

man. QH? NP1, and may He (Jahveh) not let it repent Him, is

adverbially used : without feeling compunction for the destruc-

tion, i.e. without pity. In ver. 166 destruction is depicted

under the iigure of the terrors of a town beleaguered by enemies

and suddenly taken. <^\>V\, the wailing cry of the afflicted towns-

people ;
nyiin, the war-cry of the enemies breaking in ; cf.

XV. 8.—Ver. 17 tells why the curse should fall on that man

:

because (^^% causal) he slew me not from the womb, i.e. accord-

ing to what follows : while yet in the womb, and so Q^ijf]. with

1 consec.) my mother would have become my grave. Logically

considered, the subject to 'JnniD can only be the man on whom
the curse of ver. 15 is pronounced. But how could the man
kill the child in the mother's womb ? This consideration has

given occasion to various untenable renderings. Some have
taken " from the womb," according to Job iii. 11, in the sense

:

immediately after birth, simul ac ex utero exiissem (Ros.). This
is grammatically fair enough, but it does not fall in with the con-

text ; for then the following Vav consec. must be taken as having
the negative force " or rather," the negation being repeated in
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the next clause again (Eos., Graf). Both these cases are gram-

matically inadmissible. Others would supply " Jahveh" as

subject to ^^nniDj or take the verb as with indefinite subject, or

as passive. But to supply "Jahveh" is quite arbitrary ; and

against the passive construction it must be said that thus the

causal nexus, indicated by "iB'K, between the man on whom the

curse is to fall and the slaying of the child is done away with,

and all connection for the IK'S with what precedes would be

lost. The difficulty arising from simply accepting the literal

meaning is solved by the consideration, that the curse is not

levelled against any one particular person. The man that was

present at the birth, so as to be able to bring the father the

news of it, might have killed the child in the mother's womb.
Jeremiah is as little thinking how this could happen as, in the

next words, he is of the possibility of everlasting pregnancy.

His words must be taken rhetorically, not physiologically. That

pregnancy is everlasting that has no birth at the end of it.—In

ver. 18 a reason for the curse is given, in that birth had brought

him only a life of hardship and sorrow. To see hardship, i.e.

experience, endure it. His days pass away, vanish in shame,

i.e. shame at the discomfiture of hopes ; for his life-calling

produces no fruit, his prophetic work is in vain, since he cannot

save his people from destruction.

The curse on the day of birth closes with a sigh at the wretched-

ness of life, without any hint that he again rises to new joyful

faith, and without God's reprimanding him for his discontent

as in xi. 19 f. This difiiculty the comm. have not touched

upon ; they have considered only the questions : how at all such

a curse in the mouth of a prophet is to be defended; and whether

it is in its right place in this connection, immediately after

the words so full of hope as ver. 11 ff. (cf. Nag.). The latter

question we have already discussed at the beginning of the expo-

sition of these verses. As to the first, opinions differ. Some

take the curse to be a purely rhetorical form, having no object

whatsoever. For, it is said, the long past day of his birth is as

little an object on which the curse could really fall, as is the

man who told his father of the birth of a son,—a man who in

all probability never had a real existence (Nag.). To this

view, ventured so early as Origen, Cor. a Lap. lias justly

VOL. I. X
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answered : ohslat, quod dies ilia exstiierit fueritque creatura Dei

;

non licet aiitem maledicere alicui creaturce Dei, sive ilia prcesens

sit sive prccterita. Others, as Calv., espied in this cursing quasi

sacrilegum furorem, and try to excuse it on the ground that the

principium hujus zeli was justifiable, because Jeremiah cursed

the day of his birth not because of personal sufferings, sick-

nesses, poverty, and the like, but quoniam videret se perdere

operam, quum tamen fideliter studeret earn impendere in salutem

populi, deinde quum videret doctrinam Dei ohnoxiam esse prohris

et vituperationibus, quum videret impios ita procaciter insurgere,

quum videret totam pietatem ita hahei-i ludibrio. But the sen-

tence passed, that the prophet gravissime peccaverit ut esset con-

iumeliosus in Deum, is a too severe one, as is also that of the

Berlehurg Bible, that " Jeremiah therein stands for an example

of warning to all faithful witnesses for the truth, showing that

they should not be impatient of the reproach, contempt, deri-

sion, and mockery that befall them on that account, if God's

long-suffering bears with the mockers so long, and ever delays

His judgments." For had Jeremiah sinned so grievoush', God
would certainly have reproached him with his wrong-doing, as

in XV. 19. Since that is not here the case, we are not entitled

to make out his words to be a beacon of warning to all witnesses

for the truth. Certainly this imprecation was not written for

our imitation ; for it is doubtless an injirmitas, as Seb. Schm.
called it,—an outbreak of the striving of the flesh against the

spirit. But it should be to us a source of instruction and com-
fort. From it we should, on the one hand, learn the full weight

of the temptation, so that we may arm ourselves with prayer in

faith as a weapon against the power of the tempter ; on the

other hand, we should see the greatness of God's grace, which
raises again those that are stumbling to their fall, and does not

let God's true servants succumb under the temptation, as we
gather from the fact, that the Lord does not cast off His servant,

but gives him the needed strength for carrying on the heavy
labours of his office.—The difficulty that there is no answer from
the Lord to this complaint, neither by way of reprimand nor of

consolation, as in xii. 5f., xv. 10, 19 f., is solved when we con-
sider that at his former complainings the Lord had said to him
all that was needed to comfort him and raise him up again. A
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repetition of those promises would have soothed his bitterness

of spirit for a time, perhaps, but not permanently. For the

latter purpose the Lord was silent, and left him time to conquer

from within the temptation that was crushing him down, by

recalling calmly the help from God he had so often hitherto

experienced in his labours, especially as the time was now not far

distant in which, by the bursting of the threatened judgment

on Jerusalem and Judah, he should not only be justified before

his adversaries, but also perceive that his labour had not been

in vain. And that Jeremiah did indeed victoriously struggle

against this temptation, we may gather from remembering that

hereafter, when, especially during the siege of Jerusalem under

Zedekiah, he had still sorer afflictions to endure, he no longer

trembles or bewails the sufferino-s connected with his calling.

II.—SPECIAL PREDICTIONS OF THE JUDGMENT TO BE AC-
COMPLISHED BY THE CHALDEANS, AND OF THE MES-
SIANIC SALVATION.—Chap. XXI.-XXXIII.

These predictions are distinguished from the discourses of

the first section, in regard to their form, by special head-

ings assigning precisely the occasion and the date of the

particular utterances ; and in regard to their substance, by the

minute detail with which judgment and salvation are foretold.

They fall into two groups. In chap, xxi.-xxix. is set forth in

detail the judgment to be executed upon Judah and the nations

by Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon ; and in chap, xxx.-xxxiii.

the restoration of Judah and Israel on the expiry of the period

of punishment.

A. THE PREDICTIONS OP JUDGMENT ON JUDAH AND THE

NATIONS.—CHAP. XXI.-XXIX.

Although these prophecies deal first and chiefly with the

judgment which the king of Babylon is to execute on Judah,

yet they at the same time intimate that a like fate is in store

for the surrounding nations. And in them there is besides a
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foresliadowlng of the Judgment to come on Babylon after tlie

expiration of the period appointed for the domination of the

Chaldeans, and in brief hints, of the redemption of Israel from

captivity in Babylon and other lands into which it has been

scattered. They consist of three prophetic pieces, of which

the middle one only, chap, xxv., forms one lengthy continuous

discourse, while the two others are composed of several shorter

or longer utterances ; the latter two being arranged around the

former as a centre. In the first piece the necessity of judg-

ment is shown by means of an exposure of the profound cor-

ruption of the leaders of the people, the kings and the false

prophets, and of the people itself ; this being done with a view

to check the reigning depravity and to bring back Israel to

the true God. In the discourse of chap. xxv. the judgment is

set forth with comprehensive generalness. In the third piece,

chap, xxvi.-xxix., the truth of this declaration is confirmed, and

defended against the gainsaying of priests and prophets, by a

series of utterances which crush all hopes and all attempts to

avert the ruin of Jerusalem and Judah.—This gathering

together of the individual utterances and addresses into longer

iliscourse-like compositions, and the grouping of them around

tlie central discourse chap, xxv., is evidently a part of the work

of editing the book, but was doubtless carried out under the

direction of the prophet by his assistant Baruch.

Cliap. xxi.-xxiv. The Shepherds and Leaders of the People.

Under this heading may be comprehended the contents of

these four chapters: for the nucleus of this compilation is

formed by the prophecy concerning the shepherds of the

people, the godless last kings of Judah and the false prophets,

in chap. xxii. and xxiii., while chap. xxi. is to be regarded as

an introduction thereto, and chap. xxiv. a supplement. The
aim of this portion of prophetic teaching is to show how the

covenant people has been brought to ruin by its corrupt temporal

and spiritual rulers, that the Lord must purge it by sore judg-
ments, presently to fall on Judah through Nebuchadnezzar's
instrumentality. This is to be done in order to root out the
ungodly by sword, famine, and pestilence, and so to make the
survivors His true people again by means of right shepherds
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whom He will raise up in the true branch of David. The
introduction, chap, xxi., contains deliverances regarding the

fate of King Zedekiah, the people, and the city, addressed by
Jeremiah, at the beginning of the siege of Jerusalem by the

Chaldeans, to the men sent to him from the king, in reply to

the request for intercession with the Lord ; the answer being

to the effect that God will punish them according to the fruit

of their doings. Then follow in order the discourse against

the corrupt rulers, especially Kings Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, and
Jechoniah, chap, xxii., with a promise that the remainder of

the Lord's flock will be gathered again and blessed with a

righteous shepherd (sxiii. 1-8), and next threatenings against

the false prophets (xsiii. 9-40) ; the conclusion of the whole

being formed by the vision of the two baskets of figs, chap,

xxiv., which foreshadows the fate of the people carried away to

Babylon with Jehoiachin and of those that remained in the

land with Zedekiah.—The several long constituent portions of

this " word of God," united into a whole by the heading xxi. 1,

belong to various times. The contents of chap. xxi. belong to the

first period of the Chaldean siege, i.e. the ninth year of Zedekiah;

the middle portion, chap. xxii. and xxiii., dates from the reigns

of Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin ; the conclusion, chap, xxiv., is

from the beginning of the reign of Zedekiah, not long after

Jehoiachin and the best part of the people had been carried off to

Babylon.—As to the joining of chap. xxii. and xxiii. with chap,

xxi., Ew. rightly says that Jeremiah made use of the opportunity

furnished by the message of the king to him of speaking plainly

out regarding the future destiny of the whole kingdom, as well

as in an especial way with regard to the royal house, and the

great men and leaders of the people ; and that he accordingly

gathered into this part of the book all he had hitherto publicly

uttered concerning the leaders of the people, both kings and

temporal princes, and also prophets and priests. This he did

in order to disclose, regardless of consequences, the causes for

the destruction of the kingdom of Judah and the city Jerusalem

by the Chaldeans ; while the brief promise of a future gathering

again of the remnant of the scattered flock, introduced at xxiii.

1-8, is to show that, spite of the judgment to fall on Judah

and Jerusalem, the Lord will yet not wholly cast off His people,
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but will at a future time admit them to favour again. For

the confirmation of this truth there is added in chap. xxiv. the

vision of the two baskets of figs.

Chap. xxi. The taking of Jerusalem by the Chal-

deans.—Vers. 1 and 2. The heading specifying the occasion

for the following prediction. " The word of the Lord came to

Jeremiah when King Zedekiah sent unto him Pashur the son

of Malchiah, and Zephaniah the son of Maaseiah the priest,

saying: Inquire now of Jahveh for us, for Nebuchadrezzar

the king of Babylon maketh war against us ; if so be that the

Lord will deal with us according to all His wondrous works,

that he may go up from us." The fighting of Nebuchadrezzar

is in ver. 4 stated to be the besieging of the city. From this

it appears that the siege had begun ere the king sent the

two men to the prophet. Pashur the son of Malchiah is held

by Hitz., Graf, Nag., etc., to be a distinguished priest of the

class of Malchiah. But this is without sufficient reason ; for he

is not called a priest, as is the case with Zephaniah the son of

Maaseiah, and with Pashur the son of Immer (xxi. 1). Nor is

anything proved by the circumstance that Pashur and Malchiah

occur in several places as the names of priests, e.g. 1 Chron.

ix. 12 ; for both names are also used of persons not priests,

e.g. Malchiah, Ezra x. 25, 31, and Pashur, Jer. xxxviii. 1, where

this son of Gedaliah is certainly a laic. From this passage,

where Pashur ben Malchiah appears again, it is clear tiiat the

four men there named, who accused Jeremiah for his speech,

were government authorities or court officials, since in xxxviii. 4

they are called D''"1K'. Eos. is therefore right in saying of the

Pashur under consideration : videtur unus ex principibus sive

aulicis fuisse, cf. xxxviii. 4. Only Zephaniah the son of

Maaseiah is called priest; and he, ace. to xxix. 25, xxxvii. 3,

lii. 24, held a high position in the priesthood. Inquire for us

of Jahveh, i.e. ask for a revelation for us, as 2 Kings xxii. 13,

cf. Gen. sxv. 22. It is not : pray for His help on our behalf,

wliich is expressed by W15!? •'^?0'?, xxxvii. 3, cf. xlii. 2. In the

request for a revelation the element of intercession is certainly

not excluded, but it is not directly expressed. But it is on this

that the king founds his hope : Peradventuve Jahveh will do
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with us Ci^nis for ^3ns) according to all His wondrous works,

i.e. in the miraculous manner in which He has so often saved

us, e.g. under Hezekiah, who also, during the blockade of the

city by Sennacherib, had recourse to the prophet Isaiah and

besought his intercession with the Lord, 2 Kings xix. 2 ff., Isa.

xxxvii. 2 ff. That he (Nebuch.) may go up from us. npj?, to

march against a city in order to besiege it or take it, but with

?J?0, to withdraw from it, cf. xxxvii. 5, 1 Kings xv. 19. As to

the name Nebuchadrezzar, which corresponds more exactly

than the Aramaic-Jewish Nebuchadnezzar with the Nebuca-

durriusur of the inscriptions (^VN "ns 133, i.e. Neho coronam

servat), see on Dan. i. 1, p. 71.

Vers. 3-14. The Lord's reply through Jeremiah consists of

three parts: a. The answer to the king's hope that the Lord

will save Jerusalem from the Chaldeans (vers. 4-7) ; b. The
counsel given to the people and the royal family as to how
they may avert ruin (vers. 8-12) ; c. The prediction that Jeru-

salem will be punished for her sins (vers. 13 and 14).

Vers. 3-7. The answer.—Ver. 3. "And Jeremiah said to them

:

Thus shall ye say to Zedekiah: Ver, 4. Thus hath Jahveh

the God of Israel said : Behold, I turn back the weapons of war

that are in your hands, wherewith ye fight against the king of

Babylon and the Chaldeans, which besiege you without the

walls, and gather them together into the midst of this city.

Ver. 5. And I fight against you with outstretched hand and

strong arm, and with anger and fury and great wrath, Ver. 6.

And smite the inhabitants of this city, both man and beast ; of

a great plague they shall die. Ver. 7. And afterward, saith

Jahveh, I will give Zedekiah the king of Judah, and his

servants, and the people—namely, such as in this city are left

of the plague, of the sword, and of the famine—into the hand

of Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon, and into the hand of

their enemies, and into the hand of those that seek after their

life, that he may smite them according to the sharpness of the

sword, not spare them, neither have pity nor mercy." This

answer is intended to disabuse the king and his servants of all

hope of help from God. So far from saving them from the

Chaldeans, God will fight against them, will drive back into

the city its defenders that are still holding out without the
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walls against the enemy; consume the inhabitants by sword,

pestilence, famine ; deliver the king, with his servants and all

that survive inside the lines of the besiegers, into the hand of

the latter, and unsparingly cause them be put to death. " I

make the weapons of war turn back" is carried on and explained

by "T gather them into the city." The sense is: I will bring

it about that ye, who still fight without the walls against the

beleaguerers, must turn back with your weapons and retreat

into the city. "Without the walls" is not to be joined to 3pp,

because this is too remote, and Y^r]0 is by usage locative, not

ablative. It should go with " wherewith ye fight," etc. : where-

with ye fight without the walls against the beleaguering enemies.

The siege had but just begun, so that the Jews were still trying

to hinder the enemy from taking possession of stronger positions

and from a closer blockade of the city. In this they will not

succeed, but their weapons will be thrust back into the city.

—

Ver. 7. The Lord will make known His almighty power not

for the rescue but for the chastisement of Judah. The words

" with outstretched hand and strong arm" are a standing figure

for the miraculous manifestation of God's power at the release

of Israel from Egypt, Deut. iv. 34, v. 15, xxvi. 8. This power

He will now exercise upon Israel, and execute the punishment

threatened against apostasy at the renewal of the covenant by

Moses in the land of Moab. The words -'i'lj . . . eisa are

from Deut. xxix. 27. The inhabitants of Jerusalem are to

perish during the siege by pestilence and disease, and the re-

mainder, including the king and his servants, to be mercilessly

massacred. "Great pestilence" alone is mentioned in ver. 6,

but in ver. 7 there are sword and famine along with it. The HNI

before DnxB'jn seems superfluous and unsuitable, since besides

the king, liis servants and the people, there could be none others

left. The LXX. have therefore omitted it, and Hitz., Ew.,

Graf, and others propose to erase it. But the 1 may be taken

to be explicative : namely, such as are left, in which case nxi

serves to extend the participial clause to all the persons before

mentioned, while without the nsi the '131 D''")X5J'3n could be re-

ferred only to Wn. " Into the hand of their enemies "
is rhetori-

cally amplified by " into the hand of those that seek," etc., as in
xix. 7, 9, xxxiv. 20, etc. ; 3^n ^sh^ according to the sharpness
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(or edge) of the sword, i.e. mercilessly (see on Gen. xxxiv. 26 ;

in Jer. only here), explained by " not spare them," etc., cf.

xiii. 14.

Vers. 8-12. The counsel given to the people and royal family
how to escape death.—Ver. 8. " And unto the people thou shalt

say : Thus hath Jahveh said : Behold, I set before you the way
of life and the way of death. Ver. 9. He that abideth in this

city shall die by sword, by famine, and by pestilence ; but he

that goeth out and falleth to the Chaldeans that besiege you,

he shall live, and have his soul for a prey. Ver. 10. For I have

set my face on this city for evil and not for good, saith Jahveh
;

into the hand of the king of Babylon shall it be given, who shall

barn it with fire. Ver. 11. And to the house of the king of

Judah : Hear the word of Jahveh : Ver. 12. House of David

!

thus hath Jahveh said : Hold judgment every morning, and

save the despoiled out of the hand of the oppressor, lest my fury

break forth as fire, and burn unquenchably, because of the evil

of your doings." What the prophet is here to say to the people

and the royal house is not directly addressed to the king's envoy,

but is closely connected with the answer he was to give to the

latter, and serves to strengthen the same. We need not be

hampered by the assumption that Jeremiah, immediately after

that answer, communicated this advice, so that it might be

made known to the people and to the royal house. The counsel

given in vers. 8-12 to the people was during the siege repeatedly

given by Jeremiah both to the king and to the people, cf.

xxxviii. 1 ff., xxxviii. 17 ff., and xxvii. 11 ff., and many of the

people acted by his advice, cf. xxxviii. 19, xxxix. 9, lii. 15.

But the defenders of the city, the authorities, saw therein

treason, or at least a highly dangerous discouragement to

those who were fighting, and accused the prophet as a traitor,

xxxviii. 4 ff., cf. xxxvii. 13. Still Jeremiah, holding his duty

higher than his life, remained in the city, and gave as his

opinion, under conviction attained to only by divine revelation,

that all resistance is useless, since God has irrevocably decreed

the destruction of Jerusalem as a punishment for their sins.

The idea of ver. 7 is clothed in words taken from Deut. xxx.

15, cf. xi. 26. ^^\, ver. 9, as opposed to N^J, does not mean :

to dwell, but : to sit still, abide. To fall to the Chaldeans, i.e.
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to go over to them, cf. xxxvii. 14, xxxix. 9, 2 Kings xxv. 11 ;

hv is interchanged with b^, xxxvii. 13, xxxviii. 19, Hi. 15.

The diet. n\n) is right, corresponding to ni»^ ; the Keri n^m. is

wrong. His Hfe shall be to him for a prey, i.e. he shall carry-

it thence as a prey, i.e. preserve it. Ver. 10 gives the reason for

the advice given. For I have set my face, cf. xliv. 11, recalls

Amos ix. 4, only there we have '^''V for ''33, as in xxiv. 6. To
set tfie face or eye on one means : to pay special heed to him,

in good (cf. xxxix. 12) or in evil sense; hence the addition, "for

evil," etc.—Ver. 11 f.^ The kingly house, i.e. the king and his

family, under which are here comprehended not merely women

and children, but also the king's companions, his servants and

councillors ; they are counselled to hold judgment every morn-

ing, tisra t'''=T =n n, V. 28, xxii. 16, or USK-b DSr, Lam. iii.

59, 1 Kings iii. 28. "ii?.3? distributively, every morning, as Amos
iv. 4. To save the despoiled out of the hand of the oppressor

' According to Hitz., Gr., and Nag., the passage vers. 11-14 stands in

no inner connection with the foregoing, and may, from the contents of it,

be seen to belong to an earlier period than that of the siege which took

place under Zedekiah, namely, to the time of Jehoiakim, because, a. in the

period of chap. xxi. 1 ff. such an exhortation and conditional threatening

must have been out of place after their destruction had been quite uncon-

ditionally foretold to Zedekiah and the people in vers. 4-7
; b. the defiant

tone conveyed in ver. 13 is inconsistent with the cringing despondency

shown by Zedekiah in ver. 2 ; c. it is contrary to what we would expect

to find the house of the king addressed separately after the king had been

addressed in ver. 3, the king being himself comprehended in his " house.''

But these arguments, on which Hitz. builds ingenious hypotheses, are per-

fectly valueless. As to a, we have to remark : In vers. 4-7 unconditional

destruction is foretold against neither king nor people ; it is only said that

the Chaldeans will capture the city,—that the inhabitants wiU be smitten

with pestilence, famine, and sword,—and that the king, with his servants

and those that are left, will be given into the hand of tlie king of Babylon,

who will smite them unsparingly. But in ver. 12 the threatening is uttered

against the king, that if he does not practise righteousness, the wrath of

God will be kindled unquenchably, and, ver. 14, that Jerusalem is to be
burnt with fire. In vers. 4-7 there is no word of the burning of the city

;

it is first threatened, ver. 10, agamst the people, after the choice has been
given them of escaping utter destruction. How little the burning of Jeru-
salem is involved in vers. 4-7 may be seen from the history of the siege
and capture of Jerusalem under Jehoiachin, on which occasion, too, the king,
with his servants and the people, was given into the hand of the kino- ol
Babylon, while the city was permitted to stand, and the deported king
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means : to defend his just cause against the oppressor, to defend
him frona being despoiled ; of. xxii. 3. The form of address :

House of David, which is by a displacement awkwardly separated

from 1V»B', is meant to remind the kingly house of its origin, its

ancestor David, who walked in the ways of the Lord.—The
second half of the verse, " lest my fury," etc., runs like iv. 4.

Vers. 13 and 14. The chastisement of Jerusalem.—Yer. 13.

" Behold, I am against thee, inhabitress of the valley, of the

rock of the plain, saith Jahveh, ye who say : Who shall come
down against us, and who shall come into our dwellings?

Ver. 14. And will visit you according to the fruit of your doings,

saith Jahveh, and kindle a fire in her forest, that it may devour

all her surroundings," This threatening is levelled against the

citizens of Jerusalem, who vaunted the impregnableness of their

city. The inhabitress of the valley is the daughter of Zion, the

population of Jerusalem personified. The situation of the city

is spoken of as poj^, ravine between mountains, in respect that

remained in life, and was subsequently set free from his captivity by Evil-

MerodaoL. But that Zedekiah, by hearkening to the word of the Lord,

can alleviate his doom and save Jerusalem from destruction, this Jeremiah

tells him yet later in very plain terms, chap, xxxviii. 17-23, ct. xxxiv. 4 f.

Lastly, the release of Hebrew man-servants and maid-servants, recounted

in chap, xxxiv. 8 ff., shows that even during the siege there were cases of an

endeavour to turn and follow the law, and consequently that an exhortation

to hold by the right could not have been regarded as wholly superfluous.

—

The other two arguments, h and c, are totally inconclusive. How the con-

fidence of the inhabitants of Jerusalem in the strength of its fortifications

(ver. 13) is contradictory of the fact related in ver. 2, does not appear.

That Zedekiah should betake himself to the prophet, desiring him to en-

treat the help of God, is not a specimen of cringing despondency such as

excludes all confidence in any earthly means of help. Nor are defiance

and despondency mutually exclusive opposites in psychological experience,

but states of mind that rapidly alternate. Finally, Nag. seems to have

added the last argument (c) only because he had no great confidence in the

two others, which had been dwelt on by Hitz. and Graf. Why should not

Jeremiah have given the king another counsel for warding off the worst,

over and above that conveyed in the answer to his question (vers. 4-7) ?

—

These arguments have therefore not pith enough to throw any doubt on

the connection between the two passages (vers. 8-10, and 11, 12) indicated

by the manner in which " and to the house (n'3^l) of the king of Judah"

points back to " and unto this people thou shalt say" (ver. 8), or to induce

us to attribute the connection so indicated to the thoughtlessness of the

editor.
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Jerusalem was encircled by mountains of greater height (Ps.

cxxv. 2) ; and as rock of the plain, i.e. the region regarded as

a level from which Mount Zion, the seat of the kingdom, rose,

equivalent to rock of the field, xvii. 3. In the " rock" we think

specially of Mount Zion, and in the " valley," of the so-called

lower city. The two designations are chosen to indicate the

strong situation of Jerusalem. On this the inhabitants pride

themselves, who say : Who shall come down against us 1 nn"

for nnr, from nm"; cf. Ew. § 139, c. DwelHngs, cf. xxv. 30,

not cities of refuge or coverts of wild animals ; liJ'O has not

this force, but can at most acquire it from the context ; see Del.

on Ps. xxvi. 8. The strength of the city will not shield the

inhabitants from the punishment Avith which God will visit

them. " According to the fruit," etc., cf. xvii. 10. I kindle

fire in her forest. The city is a forest of houses, and the figure

is to be explained by the simile in xxii. 6, but was not suggested

by lijJO = lustra ferarum (Hitz.). All her surroundings, how

much more then the city itself !

Chap, xxii.-xxiii. 8. Rebuke of the xjngodlt kings

Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin, and peomise of a righteous

BRANCH OF David.—This discourse begins with an exhortation

to the king, his servants, and the people to do right and justice,

and to eschew all unrighteousness, and with the warning, that

in case of the contrary the royal palace will be reduced to ruins

and Jerusalem destroyed by fire. After touching briefly on the

fate of Jehoahaz, who has been deported to Egypt (vers. 10-12),

the discourse turns against Jehoiakim, rebukes his tyranny, in

that he builds his house with unrighteousness and schemes only

bloodshed and violence, and threatens him with ignominious ruin

(vers. 13-19). Then, after a threatening against Jerusalem

(vers. 20-23), it deals with Jechoniah, who is told he shall be

carried to Babylon never to return, and without any descendant

to sit on his throne (vers. 24-30). Next, after an outcry of

grief at the wicked shepherds, follows the promise that the

Lord will gather the remnant of His flock out of all the lands

whither they have been driven, that He will restore them to their

fields and multiply them, and that He will raise up to them a
good shepherd in the righteous branch of David (xxiii. 1-8).

—
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According to xxi. 1, Jeremiah spoke these words in the house

of the king of Jadah ; whence we see that in tliis passage we
have not merely ideas and scraps of addresses gathered together,

such as had been on various occasions orally delivered by the

prophet. It further appears from ver. 10 and vers. 13-17, that

the portion of the discourse addressed to Jehoiakim was uttered

in the first year of his reign ; and from ver. 24, where Jechoniah

is addressed as king, that tlie utterance concerning him belongs

to the short period (only three months long) of his reign. But
the utterance concerning Jechoniah is joined with that concern-

ing Jehoiakim on account of the close relationship in matter

between them. The exhortation and warning against injustice,

forming the introduction, as regards its contents, fits very well

into the time of Jehoiakim (cf. ver. 17 with ver. 3). The
promise with which the discourse concludes was apparently not

spoken till the time of Jechoniah, shortly before his being taken

to Babylon. So that we have here the discourses of Jeremiah

belonging to the times of Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin respec-

tively, joined into one continuous whole.

Chap. xxii. 1—9. The king is warned against injustice, and the

violent oppression of the poor and defenceless.—Ver. 1. " Thus

said Jahveh : Go down to the house of the king of Judah and

speak there this word, Ver. 2. And say: Hear the word of

Jahveh, thou king of Judah, that sittest upon the throne of

David, thou, and thy servants, and thy people, that go in by

these gates. Ver. 3. Thus hath Jahveh said : Do ye right and

justice, and save the despoiled out of the hand of the oppressor

;

to stranger, orphan, and widow do no wrong, no violence ; and

innocent blood shed not in this place. Ver. 4. For if ye will

do this word indeed, then by the gates of this place there shall

come in kings that sit upon the throne of David, riding in

chariots and on horses, he, and his servants, and his people.

Ver. 5. But if ye hearken not to these words, by myself have

I sworn, saith Jahveh, that this house shall become a desolation.

Ver. 6. For thus hath Jahveh said concerning the house of the

king of Judah : A Gilead art thou to me, a head of Lebanon ;

surely I will make thee a wilderness, cities uninhabited ; Ver. 7.

And will consecrate against thee destroyers, each with his tools,

who shall hew down the choice of thy cedars and cast them
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into the fire. Ver. 8. And there shall pass many peoples by

this city, and one shall say to the other: Wherefore hath

Jahveh done thus unto this great city ? Ver. 9. And they will

say : Because they have foi'saken the covenant of Jahveh their

God, and worshipped other gods and served them."

Go down into the house of the king. The prophet could go

down only from the temple ; cf. xxxvi. 12 and xxvi. 10. Not

only the king is to hear the word of the Lord, but his servants

ton, and the people, who go in by these gates, the gates of the

royal castle. The exhortation : to do right and justice, etc.,

is only an expansion of the brief counsel at xxi. 12, and that

brought home to the heart of the whole people in vii. 6, cf. Ezek.

xxii. 6 f. The form pWV for P'^V, xxi. 12, occurs only here,

but is formed analogously to 7i^3, and cannot be objected to.

!i3h"7N is strengthened by " do no violence." On " kings riding,"

etc., cf. xvii. 25.—With ver. 5 cf. xvii. 27, where, however, the

threatening is otherwise worded. ''flJ'IK'3 ''3, cf. Gen, xxii. 16.

'I introduces the contents of the oath. " This house" is the

royal palace, nannp as in vii. 84, cf. xxvii. 17. The threaten-

ing is illustrated in ver. 6 by further description of the destruc-

tion of the palace. The royal castle is addressed, and, in respect

of its lofty situation and magnificence, is called a Gilead and a

head of Lebanon. It lay on the north-eastern eminence of

Mount Zion (see on 1 Kings vii. 12, note 1), and contained the

so-called forest-house of Lebanon (1 Kings vii. 2-5) and various

other buildings built of cedar, or, at least, faced \vith cedar

planks (cf. vers. 14, 23) ; so that the entire building might be

compared to a forest of cedars on the summit of Lebanon. In

the comparison to Gilead, Gilead can hardly be adduced in

respect of its great fertility as a pasturing land (Num. xxxii. 1

;

Mic. vii. 14), but in virtue of the thickly wooded covering of

the hill-country of Gilead on both sides of the Jabbok. This

is still in great measure clothed with oak thickets and, according

to Buckingham, the most beautiful forest tracts that can be

imagined ; cf. C. v. Eaumer, Pal. S. 82.^ ^^ DS is a particle of

* In 1834 Eli Smith travelled througli it, and thus writes: " Jebel 'Ajlun
presents the most charming rural scenery that I have seen in Syria. A con-

tinued forest of noble trees, chiefly the evergreen oak, corers a large part

of it, while the ground beneath is clothed with luxuriant grass and decked
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asseveration. This glorious forest of cedar buildings is to

become a "'S']*?, a treeless steppe, cities uninhabited. " Cities
"'

refers to the thing compared, not to the emblem ; and the plural,

as being the form for indefinite generality, presents no difficulty.

And the attachment thereto of a singular predicate has many
analogies in its support, cf. Ew. § 317, a. The Keri llB'iJ is

an uncalled for emendation of the diet. fl?"fi^, cf. vi. 5.—" I

consecrate," in respect that the destroyers are warriors whom
God sends as the executors of His will, see on vi. 4. With
" a man and his weapons," cf. Ezek. ix. 2. In keeping with

the figure of a forest, the destruction is represented as the

hewing down of the choicest cedars ; cf . Isa. x, 34.—Thus is

to be accomplished in Jerusalem what Moses threatened, Deut.

xxix. 33 ; the destroyed city will become a monument of God's

wrath against the transgressors of His covenant. Ver. 8 is

modelled upon Deut. xxix. 23 ff., cf. 1 Kings ix. 8 f., and made

to bear upon Jerusalem, since, along with the palace, the city

too is destroyed by the enemy.

From ver. 10 onwards the exhortation to the evil shepherds

becomes a prophecy concerning the kings of that time, who by

their godless courses hurried on the threatened destruction.

The prophecy begins with King Jehoahaz, who, after a reign

of three months, had been discrowned by Pharaoh Necho and

carried captive to Egypt ; 2 Kings xxiii. 30-35, 2 Cliron. xxxvi.

1-4.

Vers. 10-12. On Jehoaliaz.— Ver. 10. "Weep not for the

dead, neither bemoan him ; weep rather for him that is gone

away, for he shall no more return and see the land of his birth.

Ver. 11. For thus saith Jahveh concerning Shallum, the son

of Josiah king of Judah, who became king in his father Josiah's

stead, and who went forth from this place : He shall not return

thither more; Ver. 12. But in the place whither they have

carried him captive, there shall he die and see this land no

more." The clause : weep not for the dead, with which the

prophecy on Shallum is begun, shows that the mourning for

•with, a rich variety of wild flowers. As we went from el-Husn to 'Ajlun

. our path lay along the summit of the mountain ;
and we often overlooked

a large part of Palestine on one side and the whole of Haurin."—Rob. Phys.

Geog. p. 54.
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King Joslah was kept up and was still heartily felt amongst

the people (2 Chron. xxxv. 24 ff.), and that the circumstances

of his death were still fresh in their memory, np? without the

article, although Josiah, slain in battle at Megiddo, is meant,

because there was no design particularly to define the person.

Ilim that goes or is gone away. He, again, is defined and

called Shallum. This Shallum, who became king in his father

Josiah's place, can be none other than Josiah's successor, who

is called Joahaz in 2 Kings xxiii. 30 ff., 2 Chron. xxxvi. 1 ; as

was seen by Ohrysost. and Aben-Ezra, and, since Grotius,

by most commentators. The only question is, why he should

here be called Shallum. According to Frc. Junias, Hitz., and

Graf, Jeremiah compares Joahaz on account of his short reign

with Shallum in Israel, who reigned but one month (2 Kings

XV. 13), and ironically calls him Shallum, as Jezebel called

Jehu, Zimri murderer of his lord, 2 Kings ix. 31. This

explanation is unquestionably erroneous, since irony of such a

sort is inconsistent with what Jeremiah says of Shallum. More
plausible seems Hgstb.'s opinion, Christ, ii. p. 401, that Jeremiah

gives Joahaz the name Shallum, i.e. the requited (cf. D??', 1

Chron. vi. 13, = QX'p, 1 Chron. ix. 11), as nomen reale, to mark

him out as the man the Lord had punished for the evil of his

doings. But this conjecture too is overthrown by the fact, that

in the genealogy of the kings of Judah, 1 Chron. iii. 15, we
find among the four sons of Josiah the name Qw instead of

Joahaz. Now this name cannot have come there from the

present passage, for the genealogies of Chronicles are derived

from old family registers. That this is so in the case of Josiah's

sons, appears from the mention there of a fourth, Johanan, over

and above the three known to history, of whom we hear nothing

more. In the genealogical tables persons are universally men-
tioned by their own proper names, not according to "renamings"

or surnames, except in the case that these have received the

cm-rency and value of historical names, as e.g. Israel for Jacob.

On the ground of the genealogical table 1 Chron. iii. we must

accordingly hold that Joahaz was properly called Shallum, and
that probably at his accession he assumed the name tn^i'',

" Jahveh sustains, holds." But Jeremiah might still have used
the name Shallum in preference to the assumed Joahaz, because
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the former had verified itself in that king's fate. With ver.

116 and 12, cf. 2 Kings xxiii. 33-35.—The brief saying in

regard to Joahaz forms the transition from the general censure

of the wicked rulers of Judah who brought oa the ruin of the

kingdom, to the special predictions concerning the ungodly

kmgs Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin, in whose time the judgment
burst forth. In counselling not to weep for the dead king

(Josiah), but for the departed one (Joahaz), Jeremiah does not

mean merely to bewail the lot of the king carried prisoner to

Egypt, but to foreshadow the misery that awaits the whole

people. From this point of view Calv. well says : si lugenda

est urhis hujus clades, potius lugendi sunt qui manehunt superstites

quam qui morientur. Mors enim erit quasi requies, erit partus

ad Jinienda omnia mala: Vita autem longiov nihil aliud erit

quam continua miseriarum series ; and further, that in the words

:

he shall no more return and see the land of his birth, Jeremiah

shows: exilium fore quasi tabem, qum paulatim consumat miseros

JudcBOs. Ita mors fuisset illis dulcior longe, quam sic diu cruciari

et nihil habere relaxationis. In the lot of the two kings the

people had to recognise what was in store for itself.

Vers. 13-19. The woe uttered upon Jehoiakim.—Ver. 13.

" Woe unto him that buildeth his house with unrighteousness

and his upper chambers with wrong, that maketh his fellow

labour for nought, and giveth him not his. hire ; Ver. 14. That

saith: I will build me a wide house and spacious upper

chambers, and cutteth him out many windows, and covereth it

with cedars, and painteth it with vermilion. Ver. 15. Art thou

a king if thou viest in cedar? Did not thy father eat and

drink, and do right and justice? Then it went well with him.

Ver. 16. He did justice to the poor and wretched, then it was

well. Is not this to know me? saith Jahveh. Ver. 17. For

on nothing are thine eyes and thy heart set but on gain and

on the blood of the innocent, to shed it, and on oppression and

violence, to do them. Ver. 18. Therefore thus saith Jahveh

concerning Jehoiakim the son of Josiah king of Judah : They

shall not mourn for him, saying : Alas, my brother ! and alas,

sister ! they shall not mourn for him : Alas, lord ! and alas for

his glory ! Ver. 19. An ass's burial shall his burial be, dragged

and cast far away from the gates of Jerusalem."

VOL. I. Y
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The prediction as to Jehoiakim begins with a woe upon the

unjust oppression of the people. The oppression consisted in

his building a magnificent palace with the sweat and blood of

his subjects, whom he compelled to do forced labour without

giving the labourers wages. The people must have felt this

burden all the more severely that Jehoiakim, to obtain the throne,

had bound himself to pay to Pharaoh a large tribute, the gold

and silver for which he raised from the population according to

Pharaoh's own valuation, 2 Kings xxiii. 33 ff. With " Woe to

him that buildeth," etc., of. Hab. ii. 12, Mic. iii. 10. " That

maketh his fellow labour," lit. through his neighbour he works,

i.e. he causes the work to be done by his neighbour (fellow-man)

for nought, without giving him wages, forces him to unpaid

statute-labour. 3 lay as in Lev. xsv. 39, 46. ?J?S, labour,

work, gain, then wages, of. Job vii. 2. Jehoiakim sought to

increase the splendour of his kingship by palace-building. To
this the speech points, put in his mouth at ver. 14 : I will build

me TmG n"'3, a house of extensions, i.e. a palace in the grand

style, with spacious halls, vast chambers. njnD from nn, to find

vent, cheer up, 1 Sam. xvi. 23 ; not airy, but spacious, for

quite a modest house might have airy chambers. Vli^l is a con-

tinuation of the participle ; literally : and he cuts himself out

windows, makes huge openings in the walls for windows. This

verb is used in iv. 30 of opening up the eyes with paint. ''Ji?n

presents some difficulty, seeing that the suffix of the first

person makes no sense. It has therefore been held to be a

contracted plural form (Gesen. Lehrgeh. S. 523) or for a dual

(Ew. § 177, a), but without any proof of the existence of such

formations, since ''aiil, Amos vii. 1, Nah. iii. 17, is to be other-

wise explained (see on Amos vii. 1). Following on the back

of J. D. Mich., Hitz., Graf, and Bottcher {ausf. Gramm. § 414)

propose to connect the 1 before pSD with this word and to read

VJipn : and tears open for himself his windows ; in support of

which it is alleged that one cod. so reads. But this one cod.

can decide nothing, and the suffix his is superfluous, even

unsuitable, seeing that there can be no thought of another

person's building ; whereas the copula cannot well be omitted
before fBD. For the rule adduced for this, that the manner
of the principal action is frequently explained by appending
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infinitives aUoll. (Ew. § 280, a), does not meet the present case

;

the covering with cedar, etc., does not refer to the windows, and
so cannot be an explanation of the cutting out for himself.

We therefore hold, with Bottcher (Proben, S. 40), that ''i'bn is

an adjective formation, with the force of: abundant in

windows, since this formation is completely accredited by ''^^3

and '"in (cf. Ew. § 164, c) ; and the objection alleged against

this by Graf, that then no object is specified for " cutteth out,"

is not of much weight, it being easy to supply the object from
the preceding " house

:

" and he cuts it out for himself abound-

ing in windows. There needs be no change of Iispi into i^Bpl.

For although the injin, absol. would be quite in place as con-

tinuation of the verb. Jin. (cf. Ew. § 351, c), yet it is not neces-

sary. Tlie word is attached in zeugma to V'\l>\ or '^ijn : and he

covers with cedar, not: faces or overlays, for this verb does

not mean to plank or floor, for which nax is the usual word,

but hide, cover, and is used 1 Kings vi. 9, vii. 3, for roofing.

The last statement is given in irifin. absol. : nitJ'bl, and besmears

it, paints it (the building) with "iW, red ochre, a brilliant colour

(LXX. /ttt\To?, i.e. ace. to Kimchi, red lead ; see Gesen. thes.

S.V.).—In ver. 15 Jeremiah pursues the subject : kingship and

kingcraft do not consist in the erection of splendid palaces, but

in the administration of right and justice. The reproachful

question 'n^'?I?n has not the meaning: wilt thou reign long?

or wilt thou consolidate thy dominion ? but : dost thou suppose

thyself to be a king, to show thyself a king, if thy aim and

endeavour is solely fixed on the building of a stately palace 1

" Viest," as in xii. 5. I']^?^, not : with the cedar, for ninn is

construed with the accus. of that with which one vies, but : in

cedar, i.e. in the building of cedar palaces. It was not necessary

to say with whom he vied, since the thought of Solorhon's

edifices would suggest itself. The LXX. have changed nK3

by a pointless quid pro quo into tnx3, iv "Axa^, for which Cod.

Alex, and Arabs have €V'^%aa/8. The fact that Ahab had

built a palace veneered with ivory (1 Kings xxii. 39) is not

sufficient to approve this reading, which Ew. prefers. Still

less cause is there to delete PNl as a gloss (Hitz.) in order to

obtain the rendering, justified neither by grammar nor in fact,

" if thou contendest with thy father." To confirm what he has
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said, the prophet sets before the worthless king the example of

his godly father Josiah. "Thy father, did not he eat and

drink,'" i.e. enjoy life (of. Eccles. ii. 24, iii. 13)? yet at the same

time he administered right and justice, like his forefather

David; 2 Sam. viii. 15. Then went it well with him and the

kingdom. 3it3 TK, ver. 16, is wider than '"h 3iD rs< : in respect

that he did justice to the poor and wretched, things went well,

were well managed in the kingdom at large. In so doing

consists " the knowing of me." The knowledge of Jahveh is

the practical recognition of God which is displayed in the fear

of God and a pious life. The infinitive nomin. HV'n has the

article because a special emphasis lies on the word (cf. Ew. §

277, c), the true knowledge of God required to have stress laid on

it.—But Jehoiakim is the reverse of his father. This thought,

lying in ver. 16, is illustrated in ver. 17. For thine eyes are

set upon nothing but gain. JJ??, gain with the suggestion of

unrighteousness about it, cf. vi. 13, viii. 10. His whole

endeavour was after wealth and splendour. The means of

attaining this aim was injustice, since he not only withheld

their wages from his workers (ver. 13), but caused the innocent

to be condemned in the judgment that he might grasp their

goods to himself, as e.g. Ahab had done with Naboth. He also

put to death the prophets who rebuked his unrighteousness,

xxvi. 23, and used every kind of lawless violence. " Oppression"

is amplified by nifilBn (from J'SI, cf. Deut. xxviii. 33, 1 Sam.

xii. 3), crushing, "what we call flaying people" (Hitz.) ; cf. on

this subject, Mic. iii. 3.—Ver. 18 f. As punishment for this,

liis end will be full of horrors ; when he dies he will not be

bemoaned and mourned for, and will lie unburied. To have an

ass's burial means : to be left unburied in the open field, or cast

into a flaying-ground, inasmuch as they drag out the dead body

and cast it far from the gates of Jerusalem. The words : Alas,

my brother! alas, etc.! are ipsissima verba of the regular mourners

who were procured to bewail the deaths of men and women.
The LXX. took objection to the " alas, sister," and left it out,

applying the words literally to Jehoiakim's death ; whereas the

words are but a rhetorical individualizing of the general idea

:

they will make no death-laments for him, and the omission

destroys the parallelism. His glory, i.e. the king's. The idea
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is : neither his relatives nor his subjects will lament his death.

The infinn. absoU. 'v.f^] ^inD^ dragging forth and castirg (him),

serve to explain : the burial of an ass, etc. In xxxvi. 30, where

Jeremiah repeats this prediction concerning Jehoiakim, it is said

:

His dead body shall be cast out (exposed) to the heat by day

and to the cold by night, i.e. rot unburied under the open sky.

As to the fulfilment of this prophecy, we are told, indeed, in

2 Kings xxiv. 6 that Jehoiakim slept with his fathers, and

Jehoiachin, his son, was king in his stead. But the phrase " to

sleep with his fathers " denotes merely departure from this life,

without saying anything as to the manner of the death. It is

not used only of kings who died a peaceful death on a sickbed,

but of Ahab (1 Kings xxii. 40), who, mortally wounded in the

battle, died in the war-chariot. There is no record of Je-

hoiakim's funeral obsequies or burial in 2 Kings xxiv., and

in Chron. there is not even mention made of his death. Three

years after the first siege of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans, and

after he had become tributary to the king of Babylon, Jehoia-

kim rose in insurrection, and Nebuchadnezzar sent against him

the troops of the Chaldeans, Aramasans, Moabites, and Ammon-
ites. It was not till after the accession of Jehoiachin that

Nebuchadnezzar himself appeared before Jerusalem and be-

sieged it (2 Kings xxiv. 1, 2, and 10). So it is in the highest

degree probable that Jehoiakim fell in battle against the

Chaldean-Syrian armies before Jerusalem was besieged, and

while the enemies were advancing against the city ; also that he

was left to lie unburied outside of Jerusalem ; see on 2 Kings

xxiv. 6, where other untenable attempts to harmonize are dis-

cussed. The absence of direct testimony to the fulfilment of

the prophecy before us can be no ground for doubting that it

was fulfilled, when we consider the great brevity of the notices

of the last kings' reigns given by the authors of the books of

Kincps and Chronicles. Graf's remark hereon is excellent :
" We

liave a warrant for the fulfilment of this prediction precisely

in the fact that it is again expressly recounted in chap, xxxvi., a

historical passage written certainly at a later time (xxxvi. 30

seems to contain but a slight reference to the prediction in

xxii. 18, 19, .30) ; or, while xxii. 12, 25 ff. tallies so completely

with the history, is xxii. 18 f. to be held as contradicting it?
"
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Vers. 20-23. The ruin about to fall on Judah.—Vev. 20. " Go

tip on Lebanon and cry, and lift up tliy voice in Bashan and

cry from Abarim ; for broken are all thy lovers. Ver. 21. I

spake to thee in thy prosperity ; thou saidst : I will not hear ;

that was thy way from thy youth up, that thou hearkenedst not

to my voice. Ver. 22. All thy shepherds the wind shall sweep

away, and thy lovers shall go into captivity ;
yea, then shalt

thou be put to shame and ashamed for all thy wickedness.

Ver. 23. Thou that dwellest on Lebanon and raakest thy nest

on cedars, how shalt thou sigh when pangs come upon thee,

pain as of a woman in travail
! "—It is the people personified as

the daughter of Zion, the collective population of Jerusalem

and Judah,that is addressed, as in vii. 29. She is to lift up her

wailing cry upon the highest mountains, that it may be heard

far and near. The peaks of the mountain masses that bordered

Palestine are mentioned, from which one could have a view of

the land ; namely, Lebanon northwards, the mountains of

Eashan (Ps. Ixviii. 16) to the north-east, those of Abarim to the

south-east, amongst which was Mount Nebo, whence Moses

viewed the land of Canaan, Num. xxvii. 12, Deut. xsxii. 49.

She is to lament because all her lovers are destroyed. The
lovers are not the kings (Ros., Ew., Neum., Nag.), nor the

idols (Umbr.), but the allied nations (J. D. Mich., Maur., Hitz.),

for whose favour Judah had intrigued (iv. 30)—Egypt (ii. 36)

and the little neiglibouring states (xxvii. 3). All these nations

were brought under the yoke by Nebuchadnezzar, and could no

longer give Judah help (xxviii. 14, xxx. 14). On the form

"ipV)", see Ew. 41, c.—Ver. 21. The cause of this calamity : be-

cause Judah in its prosperity had not hearkened to the voice of

its God. n'W, from <^)T^, security, tranquillity, state of well-

being free from anxiety ; the plur. denotes the peaceful, secure

relations. Thus Judah had behaved from }'outh up, i.e. from

the time it had become the people of God and been led out

of captivity ; see ii. 2, Hos. ii. 17.—In ver. 22 nj/in is chosen

for the sake of the word-play with ti'S/'i^ and denotes to depasture,

as in ii. 16. As the storm-wind, especially the parching east

wind, depastures, so to speak, the grass of the field, so will the

storm about to break on Judah sweep away the shepherds, carry

them off ; cf. xiii. 24, Isa. xxvii. 8, Job xxvii. 21. The shep-
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herds of the people are not merely the kings, but all its leaders,

the authorities generally, as in x. 21 ; and " thy shepherds" is

not equivalent to " thy lovers," but the thought is this : Neither

its allies nor its leaders will be able to help ; the storm of

calamity will sweep away the former, the latter must go captive.

So that there is no need to alter '^\V't into ^)V). (Hitz.). With
the last clause cf. ii. 36. Then surely will the daughter of

Zion, feeling secure in her cedar palaces, sigh bitterly. The
inhabitants of Jerusalem are said to dwell in Lebanon and to

have their nests in cedars in reference to the palaces of cedar

belonging to the great and famous, who at the coming de-

struction will suffer most. As to the forms ''W^B''' and ''fl?3p'?,

see on x. 17. The explanation of the form ''WTO is disputed.

Eos., Ges., and others take it for the Niph, of l^n, with the

force : to be compassionated, thus : how deserving of pity or

compassion wilt thou be ! But this rendering does not give a

very apt sense, even if it were not the case that the sig. to be

worthy of pity is not approved by usage, and that it is nowhere

taken from the Niph. We therefore prefer the derivation of

the word from njx, Niph. nJKJj contr. n33, a derivative founded

on the LXX. rendering : tI KaTacrrevd^et,^, and Vulg. quomodo

congemuisti. The only question that then remains is, whether

the form P^™ has arisen by transposition from ^'733, so as to

avoid the coming together of the same letter at the beginning

(Ew., Hitz., Gr.) ; or whether, with Bottch. ausf. Gramm.

§ 1124, B, it is to be held as a reading corrupted from ''J?™.

With " pangs," etc., cf. xiii. 21, vi. 24.

Vers. 24-30. Against Jelioiachin or Jeclwniah.—Ver. 24. " As

I live, saith Jahveh, though Conjahu, the son of Jehoiakim,

the king of Judah, were a signet ring on my right hand, yet

would I pluck him thence, Ver. 25. And give thee into the

hand of them that seek thy life, and into the hand of them of

whom tliou art afraid, and into the hand of Nebuchadrezzar

the king of Babylon, and into the hand of the Chaldeans;

Ver. 26. And will cast thee and thy mother that bare thee into

another land where ye were not born ; and there shall ye die.

Ver 27. And into the land whither they lift up their soul to

return, thither shall they not return. Ver. 28. Is this man

Conjahu a vessel despised and to be broken, or an utensil
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wherein one has no pleasure ? Ver. 29. O land, land, land,

hear the word of Jahveh ! Ver. 30. Thus hath Jahveh said :

Write down this man as childless, as a man that hath no pro-

sperity in his life ; for no man of his seed shall prosper that

sitteth upon the throne of David and ruleth widely over

Judah."

The son and successor of Jehoiakim is called in 2 Kings

xxiv. 6 ff., 2 Chron. xxxvi. 8 f., Jer. lii. 31, Jekojachin, and in

Ezek. i. 2, Jojachin ; here, vers. 24, 28, and xxxvii. 1, Conjahu ;

in xxiv. 1, Jeconjalm ; and in xxvii. 20, xxviii. 4, xxix. 2, Esth.

ii. 6, 1 Ohron. iii. 16, Jeconjah. The names Jeconjahu and

abbreviated Jeconjah are equivalent to Jojachin and Jehojachin,

i.e. Jahveh will establish. Jeconjah was doubtless his original

name, and so stands in the family register, 1 Chron. iii. 16,

but was at his accession to the throne changed into Jeho-

jachin or Jojachin, to make it liker his father's name. The
abbreviation of Jeconjahu into Conjahu is held by Hgstb.

Christol. ii. p. 402, to be a change made by Jeremiah in

order by cutting off the ' (will establish) to cut off the hope

expressed by the name, to make " a Jeconiah without the J,

a ' God will establish ' without the wiliy For two reasons we
cannot adopt this as the true view : 1. The general reason, that

if Jeremiah had wished to adumbrate the fate of the three kings

(Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, and Jehoiachin) by making changes in

their names, he would then have changed the name of Jehoiakim

in like manner as he did that of Jehoahaz into Shallum, and
that of Jehoiachin into Conjahu. The argument by which
Hgstb. seeks to justify the exception in the one case will not

hold its own. Had Jeremiah thought it unseemly to practise a

kind of conceit, for however solemn a purpose, on the name of

the then reigning monarch, then neither could he have ventured

on the like in the case of Jehoiachin ; for the present prediction

was not, as Hgstb. assumed, uttered before his accession, but, as

may be seen from the title the king of Judah, ver. 24, after

he had ascended the throne, was actually king. Besides, 2.

the name Conjahu occurs also at xxxvii. 1, in a historical head-
ing, as of equal dignity with Jeconjahu, xxix. 2, xxviii. 4, etc.,

where a name proper only to prophetic discourse would not have
been in place. The passages in which the prophets express the
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character and destiny of a person in a name specially formed

for the purpose, are of another kind. There we have always

:

they shall call his name, or: his name shall be; cf. xxxiii. 16,

Isa. ix. 5, Ixii. 4, Ezek. xlviii. 35. That the name JeconjaJi has

not merely the prophet's authority, is vouched for by 1 Ohron.

iii. 15, Esth, ii. 6, and by the historical notices, Jer. xxiv. 1,

xxvii. 20, xxviii. 4, xxix. 2. And the occurrence of the name
.Tojachin only in 2 Kings xxiv., 2 Chron. xxxvi., Jer. Iii. 31,

and Ezek. i. 2 is in consequence of the original documents used

by the authors of these books, where, so to speak, the official

names were made use of ; whereas Jeremiah preferred the

proper, original name which the man bore as the prince-royal

and son of Jehoiakim, and which was therefore the current and

best known one.

The utterance concerning Jechoniah is more distinct and de-

cided than that concerning Jehoiakim. With a solemn oath

the Lord not only causes to be made known to him that he is to

be cast off and taken into exile, but further, that his descendants

are debarred from the throne for ever. Nothing is said of his

own conduct towards the Lord. In 2 Kings xxiv, 9 and

2 Chron. xxxvi. 9 it is said of him that he did that which was

displeasing to the Lord, even as his father had done. Ezekiel

confirms this sentence when in xix. 5-9 he portrays him as a

young lion that devoured men, forced widows, and laid cities

waste. The words of Jahveh: Although Conjahu were a

signet ring on my right hand, convey no judgment as to his

character, but simply mean : Although he were as precious a

jewel in the Lord's eyes as a signet ring (cf. Hag. ii. 23), the

Lord would nevertheless cast him away. '3 before QS intro-

duces the body of the oath, as in ver. 5, and is for rhetorical

effect repeated before the apodosis, as in 2 Sam. iii. 9, ii. 27, etc.

Although he were, sc. what he is not ; not : although he is

(Graf) ; for there is no proof for the remark: that as being the

prince set by Jahveh over His people, he has really as close a

connection with Him. Hitz.'s explanation is also erroneous

:

" even if, seeking help, he were to cling so closely to me as a

ring does to the finger." A most unnatural figure, not sup-

ported by reference to Cant. viii. 6. As to ^fpnx, from pnj

with I
epentli., cf. Ew. § 250, b.—From ver. 25 on, the discourse
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is addressed directly to Jechoniah, to make his rejection known

to him. God will deliver him into the hand of his enemies,

whom he fears, namely, into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar and

the Chaldeans, and cast him with his mother into a strange land,

where he shall die. The mother was called Nehushta, 2 Kings

xxiv. 8, and is brought forward in xxix. 2 as ^y^h On the

fulfilment of this threatening, see 2 Kings xxiv. 12, 15, Jer.

xxiv. 1, xxix. 2. The construction nnnx Yl'^n is like that of

nn33 IBsn, ii. 21 ; and the absence of the article from nnns is

no sufficient reason for holding it to be a gloss (Hitz.), or for

taking the article in pKH to be a slip caused by pxri ?y, ver. 27.

To lift up their souls, i.e. to direct their longings, wishes, to-

wards a thing, cf. Deut. xxiv. 15, Hos. iv. 8, etc.—The further

sentence on Jechoniah was not pronounced after he had been

carried captive, as Nag. infers from the perfects vBin and

O^B'n. The perfects are prophetic. The question : Is this

man a vessel despised and to be broken (^^V, vas fictile) 1 is

an expression of sympathising regret on the part of the prophet

for the unhappy fate of the king; but we may not hence con-

clude that Jeremiah regarded him as better than his father.

The prophet's sympathy for his fate regarded less the person

of the unfortunate king than it did the fortunes of David's

royal seed, in that, of Jechoniah's sons, none was to sit on the

throne of David (ver. 30). Evv. has excellently paraphrased

the sense : " Although there is many a sympathising heart in

the land that bitterly laments the hard fate of the dear young
king, who along with his infant children has been (? will be)

dragged away, yet it is God's unchangeable decree that neither

he nor any of his sons shall ascend the throne of David."
psj, not : broken, but : that shall be broken (cf. Ew. § 335, b).

Wherefore are they—he and his seed—cast out? At his acces-

sion Jehoiachin was eighteen years old, not eight, as by an error

stands in 2 Ohron. xxxvi. 9, see on 2 Kings xxiv. 8; so that when
taken captive, he might well enough have children, or at least one

son, since his wives are expressly mentioned in the account of

the captivity, 2 Kings xxiv. 15. That the sons mentioned in

1 Chron. iii. 16 and 17 were born to him in exile, cannot be
inferred from that passage, rightly understood, see on that

passage. The fact that no sons are mentioned in connection with
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the carrying captive is simply explained by the fact that they

were still infants.—Ver. 29. The land is to take the king's fate

sore to heart. The triple repetition of the summons : Land,

gives it a special emphasis, and marks the following sentence as

of high importance ; cf. vii. 4, Ezek. xxi. 32, Isa. vi. 3. Write

him down, record him in the family registers, as childless, i.e.

as a man with whom his race becomes extinct. This is more

definitely intimated in the parallel member, namely, that he

will not have the fortune to have any of his posterity sit on the

throne of David. This does not exclude the possibility of his

having sons ; it merely implies that none of them should obtain

the throne. 'Tl?? sig. lit. solitary, forsaken. Thus a man
might well be called who has lost his children by death. Ace.

to 1 Chron. iii. 16 f., Jechoniah had two sons, Zedekiah and

Assir, of whom the former died childless, the second had but

one daughter; and from her and her husband, of the line of

Nathan, was born Shealtiel, who also died childless ; see the

expos, of 1 Chron. iii. 16 f. Jechoniah was followed on the

throne by his uncle Mattaniah, whom Nebuchadnezzar installed

under the name of Zedekiah. He it was that rose in insur-

rection against the king of Babylon, and after the capture of

Jerusalem was taken prisoner while in flight ; and being carried

before Nebuchadnezzar at Kiblah, saw his sons put to death

before his eyes, was then made blind, thrown in chains, and

carried a prisoner to Babylon, 2 Kings xxv. 4 ff.

Chap, xxiii. 1-8. The gathering again of the Jlock, scattered

by the evil shepherds, by means of the righteous branch from the

stock of David.—Ver. 1. " Woe to shepherds that destroy and

scatter the flock of my pasturing ! saith Jahveh. Ver. 2. There-

fore thus saith Jahveh, the God of Israel, concerning the shep-

herds that feed my people : Ye have scattered my flock, and

driven them away, and not visited them ; behold, I will visit on

you the evil of your doings, saith Jahveh. Vei". 3. And I will

gather the remnant of my flock out of all lands whither I have

driven them, and bring them back to their pasture, that they

may be fruitful and increase ; Ver. 4. And will raise up over

them shepherds that shall feed them, and they shall fear no

more, nor be dismayed, nor be lacking, saith Jahveh. Ver. 5.

Behold, days come, saith Jahveh, that I raise up unto David a
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righteous branch, that shall reign as king, and deal wisely, and

do right and justice in the land. Ver. 6. In his days Judah

shall have welfare, and Israel dwell safely; and this is his

name whereby he shall be called : Jahveh our Kighteousness.

Ver. 7. Tlierefore, behold, days come, saith Jahveh, that they

shall no more say : By the life of Jahveh who brought up the

sons of Israel out of the land of Egypt, Ver. 8. But : By the

life of Jahveh who brought up and led forth the seed of the

house of Israel out of the land towards midnight, and out of all

the lands whither I had driven them, and they shall dwell in

their own land."

This portion is the conclusion of the prophecy concerning the

shepherds of Israel, ch. xxii. In vers. 1 and 2 what has been

foretold concerning the last kings of Judah is condensed into

one general sentence, so as thus to form a point of connection

for the declaration of salvation which follows at ver. 3, consist-

ing in the gathering again of the people, neglected and scattered

by the evil shepherds, by means of the righteous branch of David.

The Lord cries woe upon the shepherds. D^yh without article,

because the matter concerns all evil shepherds, and is not applied

till ver. 2 to the evil rulers of Judah. Venema rightly says

:

Generale vce pastorihus malis prcemittitur, quod mox ad pastores

Judae appUcatur. It is so clear from the context as to have been
generally admitted by recent comm., that by shepherds are meant
not merely the false prophets and priests, nor even these along

with the kings ; cf. on iii. 15, xxv. 34 ff., and Ezek. xsxiv. The
flock of my pasturing, in other words, the flock which I feed

;

for n'^Vy sig. both the feeding (cf. Hos. xiii. 6) and the place

where the flock feeds, cf. xxv. 36, Ps. Ixxiv. 1. Israel is called

the flock of Jahveh's pasturing inasmuch as He exerts a special

care over it. The flock bad shepherds, the ungodly monarchs on
the throne of David, have brought to ruin and scattered. The
scattering is in ver. 2, cf. with ver. 3, called a driving out into the
lands

; but the " destroying" must be discovered from the train
of thought, for the clause : ye have not visited them (ver. 2),
intimates merely their neglect of the sheep committed to their
charge. What the " destroying" more especiallv is, we may
gather from the conduct of King Jehoiakim, described in xxii.
13 ff.

;
it consists in oppression, violence, and the shedding of
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innocent blood ; cf. Ezek. xxxiv. 2, 3. With pb, ver. 2, is made
the application of the general sentence, ver. 1, to the shepherds of

Israel. Because they are such as have scattei'ed, driven away,

and not visited the flock of the Lord, therefore He will punish

in them the wickedness of their doings. In the Dfix Qrili^S N?

is summed up all that the rulers have omitted to do for the flock

committed to their care ; cf. the specification of what they have

not done, Ezek. xxxiv. 4. It was their duty, as Ven. truly says,

to see ut vera religio, pabulum populi spirituale, rede et rite

exerceretur. Instead of this, they have, by introducing idolatry,

directly encouraged ungodliness, and the immorality which flows

therefrom. Here in " ye have not visited them" we have the

negative moment made prominent, so that in ver. 3 may follow

what the Lord will do for His scattered flock. Of. the further

expansion of this promise in Ezek. xxxiv. 12 ff. We must note

" I have driven them," since in ver. 2 it was said that the bad

shepherds had driven the flock away. The one does not exclude

the other. By their corrupting the people, the wicked shepherds

had occasioned the driving out ; and this God has inflicted on the

people as punishment. But the people, too, had their share in

the guilt ; but to this attention is not here directed, since the

question deals only with the shepherds.—Ver. 4. When the

Lord shall gather His people out of the dispersion, then will

He raise up shepherds over them who will so feed them that

they shall no longer need to fear or to be dismayed before

enemies who might be strong enough to subjugate, slay, and

carry them captive. The figurative expressions are founded on

the idea that the sheep, when they are neglected by the shep-

herds, are torn and devoured by wild beasts ; cf. Ezek. xxxiv. 8.

They shall not be lacking ; cf. for Ips? with this force, 1 Sam.

XXV. 7 ; in substance = not be lost. 'Ip.S^. ^ is chosen with a

view to Dnx 0'[!'']i?? ^ (ver. 2) : because the shepherds did not

take charge of the sheep, therefore the sheep are scattered and

lost. Hereafter this shall happen no more. The question as

to how this promise is to be accomplished is answered by vers. 5

and 6. The substance of these verses is indeed introduced by

the phrase : behold, days come, as something new and important,

but not as something not to happen till after the things foretold

in ver. 4. According to Jeremiah's usage throughout, that
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phrase does not indicate any progress in time as compared with

what precedes, but draws attention to the weightiness of what

is to be announced. There is also a suggestion of " the contrast

between the hope and the existing condition of affairs, which

does not itself justify that hope. However gloomy the present

is, yet there is a time coming" (Hgstb.). The promise : I make

to arise (raise up) to David a righteous branch, rests upon the

promise, 2 Sam. vii. 12, 1 Chron. xvii. 12 : I raise up thy seed

after thee, which shall be of thy sons—which the Lord will

hereafter fulfil to David. Graf tries to show by many, but not

tenable arguments, that nav has here a collective force. That

he is wrong, we may see from the passages Zech. iii. 8 and vi.

12, where the same " branch" foretold by Jeremiah is called

the man whose name is nov ; and even without this we may
discover the same from the context of the present passage, both

from " He shall reign as king," and still more from : they shall

call his name Jaliveh Tsidhenu. Neither of these sayings can

be spoken of a series of kings. Besides, we have the passages

XXX. 9 and Ezek. xxxiv. 23 f., xxxvii. 24, where the servant to

be raised up to David by Jahveh is called " my servant David.'"

Although then noi' has a collective force when it means a plant

of the field, it by no means follows that " it has always a col-

lective force" in its transferred spiritual signification. And the

passage, xxxiii. 17, where the promise is explained by : David

shall never want a man to sit upon the throne of Israel (cf.

xxxiii. 21), does not prove that the branch of David is a collec-

tive grouping together of all David's future posterity, but only

that this one branch of David shall possess the throne for evei-,

and not, like mortal men, for a series of years only; 2 Sam. vii.

16. n»X denotes the Messiah, and this title is formed from
iTin> n»s, Isa. iv. 2 (see Del. on this passage). Nor does the

mention of shepherds in the plural, ver. 4, at all oppose this.

An untenable rendering of the sense is : first I will raise up
unto you shepherds, then the Messiah ; or : better shepherds,
inprimis unum, Messiam (Ch. B. Mich.), The two promises
are not so to be joined. First we have the raising up of good
shepherds, in contrast to the evil shepherds that have destroyed
the people

; then the promise is further explained to the effect
that these good shepherds shall be raised up to David in the
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" righteous brancli," i.e. in the promised " seed" of his sons.

The good shepherds are contrasted with the evil shepherds, but

are then summed up in the person of the Messiah, as being

comprised therein. The relation of the good shepherds to the

righteous branch is not so, that the latter is the most pre-emi-

nent of the former, but that in that one branch of David the

people should have given to them all the good shepherds needed

for their deliverance. The Messiah does not correspond to the

series of David's earthly posterity that sit upon his throne, in

that He too, as second David, will also have a long series of

descendants upon His throne ; but in that His kingdom, His

dominion, lasts for ever. In the parallel passage, xxxiii. 15,

where the contrast to the evil shepherds is omitted, we therefore

hear only of the one branch of David ; so in Ezek. xxxiv., where

only the one good shepherd, the servant of the Lord, David,

stands in contrast to the evil shepherds (ver. 23). Hence

neither must we seek the fulfilment of our prophecy in the

elevation of the Maccabees, who were not even of the race of

David, nor understand, as Grot., Zerubbabel to be the righteous

branch, but the Messiah, as was rightly understood by the Chald.

He is P'''iV in contrast to the then reigning members of the house

of David, and as He who will do right and justice in His realm
;

cf. xxii. 15, where the same is said of Josiah as contrasted with

his ungodly son Jehoiakim. ^?o is subjoined to ^?9 to bespeak

His rule as kingship in the fullest sense of the word. Begnahit

rex, i.e. magnifice regnabit, ut non tantum appareant aliquce

reliquice •pristince dignitatis, sed ut rex fioreat et vigeat et ohtineat

perfectionem, qualis fait sub Davide et Salomone ac multo pi'ce-

stantior (Calv.). •'*3?'i?, deal prudently, rule wisely, as in iii. 15,

not : be fortunate, prosperous. Here the context demands the

former rendering, the only one justified by usage, since the

doing of right and justice is mentioned as the fruit and result

of the Vd^Ti. These words, too, point back to David, of whom
it is in 2 Sam. viii. 15 said, that he as king did right and justice

to all his people.—Ver. 6 exhibits the welfare which the

" blanch" will, by His wise and just rule, secure for the people.

Judah shall be blessed with welfare (VKib), and Israel dwell

safely ; that blessing will come into fulfilment which Moses set

before the people's view in Deut. xxxiii. 28 f. JTiW*, as the
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totality of the inhabitants is construed as feminine, as in iii. 7,

xiv. 2, etc. Israel denotes the ten tribes. Under the just sceptre

of the Messiah, all Israel will reach the destiny designed for it

by the Lord, will, as God's people, attain to full dignity and

glory.

This is the name by which they shall call Him, the branch

of David : Jahveh our Righteousness. The suffix in 1^1?'

refers to " righteous branch." Instead of the 3 pers. sing. ^1\>^.

with the suffix i, some codd. have the plur. is-if.. This some

polemical authors, such as Eaim., Martini, Galatin, hold to be

the true reading ; and they affirmed the other had proceeded

from the Jews, with the design of explaining away the deity of

the Messiah. The Jews translated, they said : This is the name

whereby Jahveh will call him : Our Righteousness ; which is

indeed the rendering of R. Saad. Gaon apud Aben Ezra, and

of Menasse ben Israel. But this rendering is rejected by most

Jewish comm. as being at variance with the accents, so that

the impugned reading could not well have been invented by the

Jews for polemical purposes. iS")p' is attested by most codd.,

and is rendered by the LXX., so that the sense can be none

other than : they will call the righteous branch of David

" Jahveh our Righteousness." Most comm., including even

Hitz., admit that the suffix refers to nov, the principal person

in both verses. Only Ew., Graf., and Nag. seek to refer it to

Israel, because in sxxiii. 16 the same name is given to Jeru-

salem. But the passage cited does not prove the case. To call

any one by a name universally denotes in the prophetic usage :

to set him forth as that which the name expresses ; so here : the

branch of David will manifest Himself to the people of Israel

as Jahve Tsidkenu. This name is variously expounded. The

older Christian comm. understand that the Messiah is here called

Jehovah, and must therefore be true God, and that He is called

our righteousness, inasmuch as He justifies us by His merit.'^

1 Thus the Vulg. renders : Domimis Justus noster ; and even Calv. says :

Qnkunque sine contentione et amarulentia judicant, facile vident, idem nomen
competere in Christum., quatenus est Deus, sicuti nomen filii Davidis respectu

liumanx nalurse ei tribuitur.— Omnibus sequis et moderatis hoc constabit,

Cliristum hie insigniri duplici elogio, ut in eo nobis commendet propheta tam
deitaiis gloriam, quam veritatem humanai naturx; and by the righteousness
he understands justification by the merits of Christ.
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But the rabbinical interpreters, headed by the Chald., take the

name to be an abbreviation of a sentence ; so e.g. Kimchi

:

Israel vocabit Messiam hoc nomine, quia ejus temporihus Domini
justitia nohis Jirma, jugis et nan recedet. They appeal to xxxiii.

17 and to other passages, such as Ex. xvii. 15, where Moses

calls the altar " Jahveh my Banner," and Gen. xxxiii. 20,

where Jacob gives to the altar built by him the name El elohe

Jisrael. Hgstb. has rightly pronounced for this interpretation.

The passages cited show how in such names an entire sentence

is conveyed. " Jahveh my Banner" is as much as to say : This

altar is dedicated to Jahveh my banner, or to the Almighty,

the God of Israel. So all names compounded of Jahveh; e.g.

Jelioshua = Jahveh salvation, brief for : he to whom Jahveh

vouchsafes salvation. So Tsidkijahu ~ Jahveh's righteousness,

for : he to whom Jahveh deals righteousness. To this corre-

sponds Jahveh Tsidkenu: he by whom Jahveh deals right-

eousness. We are bound to take the name thus by the parallel

passage, xxxiii. 16, where the same name is given to Jerusalem,

to convey the thought, that by the Messiah the Lord will make
Jerusalem the city of righteousness, will give His righteousness

to it, will adorn and glorify it therewith.—IJfl'iy is not to be

referred, as it is by the ancient Church comm., to justification

through the forgiveness of sins. With this we have not here

to do, but with personal righteousness, which consists in de-

liverance from all unrighteousness, and which is bound up with

blessedness. Actual righteousness has indeed the forgiveness

of sins for its foundation, and in this respect justification

is not to be wholly excluded; but this latter is here subor-

dinate to actual righteousness, which the Messiah secures for

Israel by the righteousness of His reign. The unrighteousness

of the former kings has brought Israel and Judah to corruption

and ruin ; the righteousness of the branch to be hei'eafter raised

up to David will remove all the ruin and mischief from Judah,

and procure for them the righteousness and blessedness which

is of God.—" What Jeremiah," as is well remarked by Hgstb.,

" sums up in the name Jehovah Tsidkenu, Ezekiel expands at

length in the parallel xxxiv. 25-31 : the Lord concludes with

them a covenant of peace; rich blessings fall to their lot; He
breaks their yoke, frees them from bondage; they do not become

VOL. I. Z
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the heathen's prey." These divine blessings are also to be con-

ferred upon the people by means of the righteous branch. What
the ancient Church comm. found in the name was true as to

the substance. For as no man is perfectly righteous, so no mere

earthly king can impart to the people the righteousness of

Jahveh in the full sense of the term ; only He who is endowed

with the righteousness of God. In so far the Godhead of this

King is contained implicite in the name ; only we must not

understand that he that bore the name is called Jahveh. But

that righteousness, as the sum of all blessing, is set before

the people's view, we may gather from the context, especially

from vers. 7 and 8, where it is said that the blessings to be

conferred will outshine all former manifestations of God's

grace. This is the sense of both verses, which, save in the

matter of a trifling change in ver. 8, are verbally repeated

from xvi. 14 and 15, where they have already been expounded.^

Chap, xxiii. 9-40. Against the false prophets.—Next
to the kings, the pseudo-prophets, who flattered the people's

1 The LXX. have omitted both these verses here, and have placed them
at the end of the chapter, after ver. 40 ; but by their contents they do not
at all belong to that, whereas after ver. 6 they are very much in place, as

even Hitz. admits. In the text of the LXX. handed down, ver. 6 ends
with the words: ^laaiiiK en roii irfo<pyira.ic\ and 'latrsBsx may be said to

correspond to !|3i5"lS niHS and h to7? jrpocp-iTxis to D*NU3^, ver. 9. Hitz.

and Gr. therefore infer that vers. 7 and 8 were wanting also in the Heb.
text used by the translator, and that they must have been added by way of

supplement, most probably from another MS. This inference is thought
to find support in the assumption that, because the Greek mss. have no
point between 'luaelex and h nh TrpocpviTxis, therefore the Alexandrian
translator must have joined these words together so as to make one mean-
ingless—sentence. A thoroughly uncritical conclusion, which could be
defended only if the Alex, translators had punctuated their Greek text as
we have it punctuated in our printed editions. And if a later reader of the
LXX. had added the verses from the Hebrew text, then he would certainly
have intercalated them at the spot where they stood in the orioinal i.e.

between ver. 6 and ver. 9. Their displacement to a position after ver. 40
is to be explained from the fact that in chap. xvi. 14 and 15 they imme-
diately follow a threatening

; and is manifestly the work of the translator
himself, who omitted them after ver. 6, understanding them as of threaten-
ing import, because a threatening seemed to him to be out of place after
ver. 6.
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carnal longings, have done most to contribute to the fall of the

realm. Therefore Jeremiah passes directly from his discourse

against the wicked kings to rebuking the false prophets ; and if

we may presume from the main substance, the latter discourse

belongs to the same time as the former. It begins

Vers. 9-15. With a description of the pernicious practices of
these persons.—Ver. 9. " Concerning the prophets. Broken is

mine heart within me ; all my bones totter. I am become like

a drunken man, and like a man whom wine hath overcome,

because of Jahveh and because of His holy words. Ver. 10.

For of adulterers the land is full, for because of the curse the

land withereth, the pastures of the wilderness dry up ; and their

course is become evil, and their strength not right. Ver. 11.

For both prophet and priest are profane
;
yea, in mine house

found I their wickedness, saith Jahveh. Ver. 12. Therefore

their way shall be to them as slippery places in darkness, they

shall be thrown down and fall therein ; for I bring evil upon

them, the year of their visitation, saith Jahveh. Ver. 13. In

the prophets of Samaria saw I folly ; they prophesied in the

name of Baal, and led my people Israel astray. Ver. 14.

But in the prophets of Jerusalem saw I an horrible thing,

committing adultery and walking in falsehood, and they

strengthen the hands of the wicked, that none returneth from

his wickedness. They are all become to me as Sodom, and the

inhabitants thereof as Gomorrah. Ver. 15. Therefore thus

saith Jahveh of hosts concerning the prophets : Behold, I feed

them with wormwood, and give them to drink water of bitter-

ness ; for from the prophets of Jerusalem is profaneness gone

forth over all the land."

" Concerning the prophets " is the heading, as in xlvi. 2,

xlviii. 1, xlix. 1, 7, 23, 28 ; and corresponds to the woe uttered

against the wicked shepherds, ver. 1. It refers to the entire

portion vers. 9-40, which is thus distinguished from the oracles

concerning the kings, chap. sxi. and xxii. It might indeed be

joined, according to the accents, with what follows : because of

the prophets is my heart broken ; but as the cause of Jeremiah's

deep agitation is given at the end of the second half-verse

:

because of Jahveh, etc., it is not likely the seer woiild in one

sentence have given two different and quite separate reasons.
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The brokenness of his heart denotes the profoundest inward

emotion
;
yet not despondency by reason of sin and niisery, liiie

"a broken heart" in Ps. xxxiv. 19, li. 19, etc., but because of

God's wrath at the impious lives of the pseudo-prophets. This

has overcome him, and this he must publish. This wrath had

broken his heart and seized on all his bones, so that they

nervelessly tremble, and he resembles a drunken man who can no

longer stand firm on his feet. He feels himself inwardly quite

downcast ; he not only feels the horrors of the judgment that

is to befall the false prophets and corrupt priests who lead the

people astray, but knows well the dreadful sufferings the people

too will have to endure. The verb ^n") occurs only twice in the

Piel besides in the present passage; in Gen. i. 2, of the Spirit

of God that in the beginning of creation brooded over the

waters of the earth, and Deut. xxxii. 11, of the eagle that flut-

ters over her young,—in Arabic i—sJ^j, to be soft. The root

meaning of the word is doubtless : to be flaccid ; here accord-

ingly, to totter, to sway to and fro. " Because of Jahveh "
is

more fully explained by " because of the words of His holiness,"

i.e. the words which God as holy has made known to him
regarding the unholy ongoings of the pseudo-prophets.—From
ver. 10 onwards come the sayings of God which have so terribly

agitated the prophet. The land is full of adulterers. Adultery
in the literal sense is mentioned by way of example, as a reck-

less transgression of God's commands, then much in voeue,
whereby the moral foundations of the kingdom were broken
up. In ver. 14 the prophets are said to commit adultery and
walk in lying, cf. sxix. 23 and v. 7. By reason of this vice

a curse lies on the land, under which it is withering away.
The clause " for because of the curse," etc., is not to be taken
as parenthesis (Nag.), but as co-ordinate with the previous
clause, giving the second, or rather the chief ground, why Jere-
miah is so deeply distressed. The reason of this is not so much
the prevailing moral corruption, as the curse lying on the land
because of the moral corruption of its inhabitants, n^s is not
perjury (Chald., Eashi, Kimchi), but the curse wherewk\ God
punishes the transgression of His covenant laws, cf. xi. 3, 8,
Deut. xxviii. 15 ff., xsi.^. 19 ff. The words are modelled after
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Isa. XXIV. 4 ff.; and }*^^n is not the population, but the land itself,

which suffers under God's curse, and which is visited with

drought ; cf. xii. 4. The next words point to drought. 1310 niX3

as in ix. 9. By 'nw the further description of the people's

depravity is attached to the first clause of the verse. Their

course is become evil ; their running or racing, i.e. the aim and

endeavour of the ungodly. The suffix on this word Onv^np

refers not to " adulterers," but ad sensum to the inhabitants of

the land. Their strength is not-right, i.e. they are strong,

valiant in wrong; cf. ix. 2. For—so goes ver. 11—both prophets

and priests, who should lead the people in the right way, are

profane, and desecrate by their wickedness even the house of

God, presumably by idolatry ; cf. xsxii. 34. There is no reason

for thinking here, as Hitz. does, of adultery practised in the

temple.—Ver. 12. For this the Lord will punish them. Their

way shall be to them as slippery places in darkness. This

threatening is after the manner of Ps. xxxv. 6, where '^^i^

'^^PPiPPD!! are joined, changed by Jeremiah to the words in the

text. The passage cited shows that we may not separate npBX3

from nippippn, as Ew. does, to join it to the following W'n^.

Their way shall resemble slippery places in the dark, when one

may readily slip and fall. Besides, they are to be thrust, pushed,

so that they must fall on the slippery path (ifTn^, from nn^ =
nn'n, Ps. xxxv. 5; "therein" to be referred to "their way").

The clause: "for I bring evil," etc., is formed after xi. 23.

—

Ver. 13 f. To display the vileness of the prophets, these are

parallelized with the prophets of Samaria. The latter did

foolishly ('"'JS'!', prop, of that which is unsalted, insipid. Job vi. 6,

hence irrational, insulsiim), since they prophesied, being inspired

by Baal the no-god, and by such prophesying led the people

into error ; cf. 1 Kings xviii. 19 ff. Much more horrible is the

conduct of the prophets of Jerusalem, who commit adultery,

walk in lying, and strengthen the wicked in their wickedness,

not merely by their delusive pretences (cf. ver. 17, vi. 14, xiv.

13), but also by their immoral lives, so that no one turns from

his wickedness, cf . Ezek. xiii. 22. W?? is here and in xxvii. 18,

as in Ex. xx. 20, construed, contrary to the usage everywhere

else, not with the in/in., but with the verb. fin. As the prophets,

instead of converting the wicked, only confirmed them in their
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sins, therefore all the inhabitants of Judah or Jerusalem are

become as corrupt as Sodom and Gomorrah. "They all" are

not the prophets, but the inhabitants of Judah or Jerusalem ; and

" the inhabitants thereof" are those of the capital, of. Deut. xxxii.

32, Isa. i. 10. On the seducers the Lord will therefore inflict

punishment, because impiousness has gone forth from them over

the whole land. With the punishment threatened in ver. 15,

cf. ix. 14.

Vers. 16-22. Warning against the lying prophecies of the

prophets.—Ver. 16. "Thus saith Jahveh of hosts : Hearken not

unto the words of the prophets that prophesy unto you ! They

deceive you ; a vision of their heart they speak, not out of the

mouth of Jahveh. Ver. 17. They say still unto my despisers:

'Jahveh hath spoken: Peace shall ye have;' and unto every

one that walketh in the stubbornness of his heart they say

:

' There shall no evil come upon you.' Ver. 18. For who hath

stood in Jahveh's counsel, that he might have seen and heard

His word? who hath marked my word and heard it? Ver. 19.

Behold a tempest from Jahveh, fury goeth forth, and eddying

whirlwind shall hurl itself upon the head of the wicked. Ver.

20. The anger of God shall not turn till He have done and till

He have performed the thoughts of His heart. At the end of

the days shall ye be well aware of this. Ver. 21. I have not

sent the prophets, yet they ran ; I have not spoken to them, yet

they prophesied. Ver. 22. But if they had stood in my counsel,

they would publish my words to my people and bring them
back from their evil way and from the evil of their doings."

The warning against these prophets is founded in ver. 16 on
the fact that they give out the thoughts of their own hearts to

be divine revelation, and promise peace and prosperity to all

stiff-necked sinners. Dv?!!"?, lit. they make you vain, i.e. make
you to yield yourselves to vain delusion, seduce you to false

confidence. This they do by their speaking visions, i.e. revela-

tions of their heart, not what God has spoken, revealed to them.
As an illustration of this, ver. 17 tells that they prophesy con-
tinued peace or well-being to the despisers of God, The infin.
ahs. ^iCN after the verb. fin. intimates the duration or repetition
of the thing, mn> -|2T are words of the false prophets, with
which they give out that their prophesyings are God's word.
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Since we nowhere else find sayings of Jahveh introduced by
mn^ 13'n, but usually by '^ ION lib, the LXX. have taken

offence at that formula, and, reading i?'!, join the words with

'V^5^? : T0J9 airwOovid.evoi'i tov Xoyov Kvpiov. To this reading

Hitz. and Gr. give the preference over the Masoretic ; but they

have not noticed that they thus get an unsuitable sense. For
nin* "lan in prophetic language never denotes the Mosaic law

or the "moral law" (Hitz.), but the word of God published by
the prophets. By their view of " word of Jahveh " they would

here obtain the self-inconsistent thought: to the despisers of

divine revelation they proclaim as revelation. The Masoretic

reading is clearly right; and Jeremiah chose the unusual

introductory formula to distinguish the language of the pseudo-

prophets from that of the true prophets of the Lord. '3 ^7n"?3l

is prefixed absolutely : and as concerning every one that walks

. . . they say, for : and to every one . . . they say. On the

" stubbornness of their heart," see on iii. 17. With the speech

of the false prophets, cf. xiv. 13 and vi. 14.—In ver. 18 a more

comprehensive reason is given to show that these prophets are

not publishing God's decrees. The question : Who hath stood ?

has negative force= None hath stood. By this Jeremiah does

not deny the possibility of this universally, but only of the

false prophets (Hitz.). This limitation of the words is suggested

by the context. To the true prophets the Lord reveals His liD,

Amos iii. 7. J'OB'll N^.l! are not to be taken Jussively : let him
see and hear (Hitz.), for the foregoing interrogation is not a

conditional clause introducing a command. The imperfects

with 1. are clauses of consequence or design, and after a pre-

ceding perfect should be rendered in English by the conditional

of the pluperfect. Seeing the word of God refers to prophetic

vision. The second question is appended without at all convey-

ing any inference from what precedes ; and in it the second verb

(with \ consee.) is simply a strengthening of the first : who hath

hearkened to my word and heard it? The Masoretes have quite

unnecessarily changed the diet. ''I^'i into ^I3'i. In the graphic

representation of the prophets, the transition to the direct speech

of God, and conversely, is no unusual thing. The change of VOW
into VOB'l, unnecessary and even improper as it is, is preferred

by Graf and Nag., inasmuch as they take the interrogative '»
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in botli clauses in the sense of quisquis and understand the

verse thus : He who has but stood in the counsel of the Lord,

let him see and hear His word (i.e. he must see and hear His

word) ; and he that hath marked my word, let him publish it

(i.e. he must publish it). This exposition becomes only then

necessary, if we leave the context out of view and regard the

question as being to the effect that no one has stood in God's

counsel—which Jeremiah could not mean. Not to speak of the

change of the text necessary for carrying it through, this view

does not even give a suitable sense. If the clause : He that

has stood in the counsel of the Lord, he must proclaim His

word, is to be regarded as having a demonstrative force, then

the principal idea must be supplied, thus namely : " and it is

impossible that it should be favourable to those who despise it."

In ver. 19 Jeremiah publishes a real word of the Lord, which

sounds very differently from the words of the false prophets.

A tempest from Jahveh will burst over the heads of the

evil-doers, and the wrath of God will not cease until it has

accomplished the divine decree. " A tempest from Jahveh "

is defined by " fury " in apposition as being a manifestation of

God's wrath ; and the whole first clause is further expanded in

the second part of the verse. The tempest from Jahveh goes

forth, i.e. breaks out, and as whirling tornado or eddying

whirlwind bursts over the head of the wicked. ^in* is to be

taken in accordance with 'pinnp : twist, whirl, cf. 2 Sam. iii. 29.

" The thoughts of His heart " must not be limited to what God
has decreed de interitu popiiU (Oalv.) ; it comprehends God's
whole redemptive plan in His people's regard—not merely the

overthrow of the kingdom of Judah, but also the purification

of the people by means of judgments and the final glorification

of His kingdom. To this future the next clause points : at the

end of the days ye shall have clear knowledge of this. " The
end of the days" is not merely the completion of the period in

which we now are (Hitz., Gr., Nag., etc.), but, as universally,

the end of the times, i.e. the Messianic future, the last period
of the world's history which opens at the close of the present
ffion; see on Gen. xlix. 1, Num. xxiv. 14, etc. Ip.iann is

strengthened by nra
: attain to insight, come to clearer know-

ledge.—Ver. 21 f. From the word of the Lord proclaimed in
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ver. 19 f. it appears that the prophets who prophesy peace or

well-being to the despisers of God are not sent and inspired by

God. If they had stood in the counsel of God, and so had

truly learnt God's word, they must have published it and turned

the people from its evil way. This completely proves the

statement of ver. 16, that the preachers of peace deceive the

people. Then follows

—

Vers. 23-32, in continuation, an intimation that God knows

and loill punish the lying practices of these prophets.—Ver. 23.

" Am I then a God near at hand, saith Jahveh, and not a God
afar off ? Ver. 24. Or can any hide himself in secret, that I

cannot see him? saith Jahveh. Do not I fill the heaven and

the earth? saith Jahveh. Ver. 25. I have heard what the

prophets say, that prophesy falsehood in my name, saying : I

have dreamed, I have dreamed. Ver. 26. How long? Have they

it in their mind, the prophets that prophesy falsehood in my
name, and the prophets of the deceit of their heart, Ver. 27.

Do they think to make my people forget my name by their

dreams which they tell one to the other, as their fathers forgot

my name by Baal? Ver. 28. The prophet that hath a dream,

let him tell a dream ; and he that hath my word, let him speak

my word in truth. "What is the straw to the corn ? saith Jahveh.

Ver. 29. Is not thus my word—as fire, saith Jahveh, and as a

hammer that dasheth the rock in pieces ? Ver. 30. Therefore,

behold, I am against the prophets that steal my words one from

the other. Ver. 31. Behold, I am against the prophets, saith

Jahveh, that take their tongues and say : God's word. Ver. 32.

Behold, I am against the prophets that prophesy lying dreams,

saith Jahveh, and tell them, and lead my people astray with

their lies and their boasting, whom yet I have not sent nor

commanded them, and they bring no good to this people, saith

Jahveh."

The force of the question : Am I a God at hand, not afar off?

is seen from what follows. Far and near are here in their

local, not their temporal signification. A God near at hand is

one whose domain and whose knowledge do not extend far ; a

God afar off, one who sees and works into the far distance. The

question, which has an affirmative force, is explained by the

statement of ver. 24 : I fill heaven and earth. Hitz. insists on
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UI)-...derstanding "near at hand" of temporal nearness, after

Deut. xxxii. 17 : a God who is not far hence, a newly appeared

God ; and he supposes that, since in the east, from of old,

knowledge is that which is known by experience, therefore the

greatness of one's knowledge depends on one's advancement in

years (Job xv. 7, 10, xii. 12, etc.) ; and God, he says, is the

Ancient of days, Dan. vii. 9. But this line of thought is

wholly foreign to the present passage. It is not wealth of

knowledge as the result of long life or old age that God

claims for Himself in ver. 24, but the power of seeing into that

which is hidden so that none can conceal himself from Him,

or omniscience. The design with which God here dwells on

His omniscience and omnipresence too (cf. 1 Kings viii. 27, Isa.

Ixvi. 1) is shown in ver. 25. The false prophets went so far

with their lying predictions, that it might appear as if God did

not hear or see their words and deeds. The Lord exposes this

delusion by calling His omniscience to mind in the words : I

have heard how they propliesy falsehood in my name and say,

I have dreamed, i.e. a dream sent by God, have had a revela-

tion in dreams, whereas according to ver. 26 the dream was

the deceit of their heart—" spun out of their own heart"

(Hitz.). Ver. 26 is variously interpreted. Hitz. supposes that

the interrogative Q (in ^^,^) is made subordinate in the clause,

and that the question is expressed with a double interrogative.

He translates : How long still is there anything left in the heart

of the prophets ? as much as to say : how long have they

materials for this ? But there is a total want of illustrations in

point for this subordination and doubling of the interrogative ;

and the force given to the tJ''; is quite arbitrary, since we should

have had some intimation of what it was that -was present in

their hearts. Even then the repetition of the interrogative

particles is unexplained, and the connecting of E''; with a parti-

ciple, instead of with the infinitive with ?, cannot be defended

by means of passages where ?nn is joined with an adjective

and the idea " to be " has to be supplied. L. de Dieu, fol-

lowed by Seb. Schmidt, Ch. B. Mich., Eos., Maur., Umbr.,
Graf, was right in taking " How long " by itself as an aposio-

pesis : how long, sc. shall this go on f and in beginning a new
question with t:'.^n, a question continued and completed by the
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further question : "Do they think," etc., ver. 27. Is it in the

heart of the prophets, i.e. have the prophets a mind to prophesy

falsehood ? do they mean to make men forget my name ?

Against holding ver. 27 as a resumption of the question there is

no well-founded objection. Nag. aiErms that after D''3K'nn we
must in that case have here on as recapitulation of the subject

;

but that is rendered unnecessary by the subject's being con-

tained in the immediately preceding words. The conjecture

propounded by Nag., to change tsl^n into E'S<n : how long still is

the fire in the heart of the prophets ? needs no refutation. To
make to forget the name of the Lord is : so to banish the Lord,

as seen in His government and works, from the people's heart,

that He is no longer feared and honoured. By their dreams

which they relate one to the other, i.e. not one prophet to the

other, but the prophet to his fellow-man amongst the people.

?J?33, because of the Baal, whom their fathers made their god,

cf. Judg. iii. 7, 1 Sam. sii. 9 f.—These lies the prophets ought

to cease. Ver. 28. Each is to speak what he has, what is given

him. He that has a dream is to tell the dream, and he that

has God's word should tell it. Dream as opposed to word of

the Lord is an ordinary dream, the fiction of one's own heart

;

not a dream-revelation given by God, which the pseudo-prophets

represented their dreams to be. These dreams are as different

from God's word as straw is from corn. This clause is sup-

ported, ver. 29, by a statement of the nature of God's word.

It is thus (nb), namely, as fire and as a hammer that smashes the

rocks. The sense of these words is not this : the word of God
is strong enough by itself, needs no human addition, or : it will

burn as fire the straw of the man's word mixed with it. There

is here no question of the mixing of God's word with man's

word. The false prophets did not mingle the two, but gave out

their man's word for God's. Nor, by laying stress on the in-

dwelling power of the word of God, does Jeremiah merely give

his hearers a characteristic by which they may distinguish

genuine prophecy ; he seeks besides to make them know that

the word of the Lord which he proclaims will make an end of

the lying prophets' work. Thus understood, ver. 29 forms a

stepping-stone to the threatenings uttered in vers. 30-32 against

the lying prophets. The comparison to fire does not refer to
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LXX. translation : i/^aet? eVre to Xrnxfia, or Vulg. : vos estia

onus, as Oappell., J. D. Mich., Hitz., Gr., etc., do. The LXX.
rendering is based, not on another reading, but on another divi-

sion of the words, viz. Nl^on ons.—In ver. 34 the meaning of

this answer is more fully explained. On every one that uses

the word " burden " in this sneering way God will avenge the

sneer, and not only on his person, but on his house, his family

as well. In ver. 35 they are told how they are to speak of

prophecy. Ver. 36. They are no longer to make use of the

phrase " burden of Jahveh," " for the burden shall his word

be to each one," i.e. the word " burden" will be to each who

uses it a burden that crushes him down. "And ye wrest,"

etc., is part of the reason for what is said: and ye have= for

ye have wrested the words of the living God. The clause is

properly a corollary which tells what happens when they use

the forbidden word.—Vers. 38-40. In case they, in spite of the

prohibition, persist in the use of the forbidden word, i.e. do not

cease their mockery of God's word, then the punishment set

forth in ver. 33 is certainly to come on them. In the threat

Nt^'j DDns 'Ji^K'J there is a manifestly designed word-play on Vifo.

LXX., Vulg., Syr. have therefore rendered as if from v!i>'i 'n''B'j

(or ''^'^ti'J) instead : liyw Xafi/Sdva, ego tollam vos portans. One
cod. gives Ntyj, and Ew., Hitz., Graf, Nag., etc., hold this read-

ing to be right; but hardly with justice. The Chald. has

expressed the reading of the text in its B'Onp pan^ K'iD'iK, et

relinquam vos relinquendo. And the form ''n'B'J is explained

only by reading x'^i'J (nm) ; not by XB'J, for this verb keeps its

N everywhere, save with the one exception of '"IB'3^ Ps. xxxii. 1,

formed after the parallel '"iD2. The assertion that the reading

in the text gives no good sense is unfounded. I will utterly

forget you is much more in keeping than : I will utterly lift

you up, carry you forth.—With ver. 40, cf. xx. 11.

Chap. xxiv. The two fig baskets—an emblem of the
future of Judah's people.—Ver. 1. "Jahveh caused me to see,

and behold two baskets of figs set before the temple of Jahveh,
after Nebuchadrezzar had carried captive Jechoniah, the son of
Jehoiakim, king of Judah, and the princes of Judah, and the
work-people and the smiths from Jerusalem, and had brouo-ht
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them to Babylon. Ver. 2. One basket had very good figs like the

early figs, the other basket very bad figs, which could not be eaten

for badness. Ver. 3. And Jahveh said to me: "What seestthou,

Jeremiah? and I said: Figs; the good figs are very good, and the

bad figs very bad, which cannot be eaten for badness. Ver. 4.

Then came the word of Jahveh unto me, saying : Ver. 5. Thus
saith Jahveh, the God of Israel : Like these good figs, so will I

look on the captives of Judah, whom I have sent out of this

place into the land of the Chaldeans, for good ; Ver. 6. And I

will set mine eye upon them for good, and will bring them back

again to this land, and build them and not pull down, and plant

them and not pluck up. Ver. 7. And I give them an heart to

know me, that I am Jahveh ; and they shall be my people, and

I will be their God ; for they will return unto me with their

whole heart. Ver. 8. And as the bad figs, which cannot be

eaten for badness, yea thus saith Jahveh, so will I make
Zedekiah the king of Judah, and his princes and the residue of

Jerusalem, them that are left remaining in this land and them

that dwell in Egypt. Ver. 9. I give them np for ill-usage, for

trouble to all kingdoms of the earth, for a reproach and a by-

word, for a taunt and for a curse in all the places whither I

shall drive them. Ver. 10. And I send among them the sword,

the famine, and the plague, till they be consumed from off the

land that I gave to them and to their fathers."

This vision resembles in form and substance that in Amos
viii. 1-3. The words : Jahveh caused me to see, point to an

inward event, a seeing with the eyes of the spirit, not of the

body. The time is, ver. 1, precisely given : after Nebuchad-

nezzar had carried to Babylon King Jechoniah, with the princes

and a part of the people ; apparently soon after this deporta-

tion, at the beginning of the reign of Zedekiah, the king set up

by Nebuchadnezzar over Judah. Of. 2 Kings xxiv. 14-17.

—

The Lord caused the prophet to see in spirit two baskets of

figs (0''NW, from ''1W, equivalent to n^n, ver. 2), D''"1J|1!3 (from n^)

in the place appointed therefor ("IViK)) before the temple. We
are not to regard these figs as an offering brought to Jahveh

(Graf) ; and so neither are we to think here of the place where

first-fruits or tithes were offered to the Lord, Ex. xxiii. 19 f.,

Deut. xxvi. 2. The two baskets of figs have nothing to do with
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first-fruits. They symbolize the people, those who appear before

the Lord their God, namely, before the altar of burnt-

offering ; where the Lord desired to appear to, to meet with

His people pV)i, Ex. xxix. 42 f.), so as to sanctify it by His

glory, Ex. xxix. 43. D'''!WO therefore means : placed in the

spot appointed by the Lord for His meeting with Israel.

—

Ver. 2. "The one basket very good figs" is short for: the

basket was quite full of very good figs ; of. Friedr. W. M.
Philippi, on the Nature and Origin of the Status constr. in

Hebreio (1871), p. 93. The comparison to early figs serves

simply to heighten the idea of very good ; for the first figs,

those ripened at the end of June, before the fruit season in

August, were highly prized dainties. Cf. Isa. xxviii. 4, Hos.

ix. 10.—Ver. 3. The question : what seest thou ? serves merely

to give the object seen greater prominence, and does not imply

the possibility of seeing wrong (Nag.).—Ver. 4 ff. The inter-

pretation of the symbol. Ver. 5. Like the good figs, the Lord
will look on the captives in Chaldea for good (" for good

"

belongs to the verb " look on them "). The point of resem-

blance is : as one looks with pleasure on good figs, takes them
and keeps them, so will I bestow my favour on Judah's cap-

tives. Looking on them for good is explained, ver. 6 : the

Lord will set His eye on them, bring them back into their land

and build them up again. With " build them," etc., cf. i. 10.

The building and planting of the captives is not to consist

solely in the restoration of their former civil well-being, but will

be a spiritual regeneration of the people. God will give them
a heart to know Him as their God, so that they may be in

truth His people, and He their God. "For they will return,"

not : when they return (Ew., Hitz.). The turning to the Lord
cannot be regarded as the condition of their receiving favour,

because God will give them a heart to know Him ; it is the
working of the knowledge of the Lord put in their hearts. And
this is adduced to certify the idea that they will then be really
the Lord's people.—Vers. 8-10. And as one deals with the bad
uneatable figs, i.e. throws them away, so will the Lord deliver
up to ignominious ruin Zedekiah with his princes and the
remainder of the people, both those still staying in the land and
those living in Egypt. This, the fate awaiting them, is more
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fully described m vers. 9 and 10. In ver. 8 the "j'ea, thus

saith," is inserted into the sentence by way of repetition of

the " thus saith," ver. 5. [WN ]3 is resumed and "expanded by
Wl^m in ver. 9. The "princes" are Zedekiah's courtiers.

Those in Egypt are they who during the war had fled thither

to hide themselves from judgment. From the beginning of

ver. 9 to pxri is verbally the same as xv. 4, save that '^V'h is

added to make more marked the contrast to naiD?, ver. 5—the

evil, namely, that is done to them. Hitz., Ew., Umbr., Gr.,

following the LXX., delete this w^ord, but without due cause.

The further description of the ill-usage in "for a reproach,"

etc., is based on Deut. xxviii. 37 ; and is intensified by the

addition of " and for an object of cursing," to show that in their

case the curse there recorded will be fulfilled. From the last

words, according to which disgrace will light on them in all the

lands they are driven into, it appears that captivity will fall to

the lot of such as are yet to be found in the land. But cap-

tivity involves new hostile invasions, and a repeated siege and

capture of Jerusalem ; during which many will perish by

sword, famine, and plague. Thus and by deportation they

shall be utterly rooted out of the land of their fathers. Cf.

xxix. 17 if., where Jeremiah repeats the main idea of this

threatening.

Chap. XXV. 27(6 Judgment on Judali and all Nations.

The prediction of this chapter is introduced by a full heading,

which details with sufficient precision the time of its composi-

tion. Ver. 1. " The word that came (befell) to (PV for h^)

Jeremiah concerning the whole people of Judah, in the fourth

year of Jehoiakim the son of Josiah king of Judah, that is,

the first year of Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon ; Ver. 2.

Which Jeremiah the prophet spake to the whole people of

Judah and to all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, saying."—All

the discourses of Jeremiah delivered before this time contain

either no dates at all, or only very general ones, such as iii. 6 :

In the days of Josiah, or : at the beginning of the reign of

Jehoiakim (xxvi. 1). And it is only some of those of the fol-

lowing period that are so completely dated, as xxviii. 1, xxxii. 1,

xxxvi. 1, xxxix. 1, etc. The present heading is in this further

VOL. I. 2 a
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respect peculiar, that besides the year of the king of Judah'a

reign, we are also told that of the king of Babylon. This is

suggested by the contents of this prediction, in which the people

are told of the near approach of the judgment which Nebuchad-

nezzar is to execute on Judah and on all the surrounding

nations far and near, until after seventy years judgment fall on

Babylon itself. The fourth year of Jehoiakim is accordingly

a notable turning-point for the kingdom of Judah. It is called

the first year of Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon, because then,

at the command of his old and decrepit father Nabopolassar,

Nebuchadnezzar had undertaken the conduct of the war against

Pharaoh Necho of Egypt, who had penetrated as far as the

Euphrates. At Carchemish he defeated Necho (xlvi. 2), and

in the same year he came in pursuit of the fleeing Egyptians to

Judah, took Jerusalem, and made King Jehoiakim tributary.

With the first taking of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar in the

fourth year of Jehoiakim, i.e. in 606 B.C., begins the seventy

years' Babylonian bondage or exile of Judah, foretold by Jere-

miah in ver. 11 of the present chapter. Nebuchadnezzar was

then only commander of his father's armies ; but he is here,

and in 2 Kings xxiv. 1, Dan. i. 1, called king of Babylon,

because, equipped with kingly authority, he dictated to the Jews,

and treated them as if he had been really king. Not till the

following year, when he was at the head of his army in Farther

Asia, did his father Nabopolassar die ; whereupon he hastened

to Babylon to mount the throne ; see on Dan. i. 1 and 1 Kino-s

xxiv. 1.—In ver. 2 it is again specified that Jeremiah spoke the

word of that Lord that came to him to the whole people and to

all the inhabitants of Jerusalem (?y for ^N again). There is

no cogent reason for doubting, as Graf does, the correctness of

these dates. Chap, xxxvi. 5 tells us that Jeremiah in the same
year caused Baruch to write down the prophecies he had
hitherto delivered, in order to read them to the people assembled
in the temple, and this because he himself was imprisoned ; but
it does not follow from this, that at the time of receiving this

prophecy he was prevented from going into the temple. The
occurrence of chap, xxxvi. falls in any case into a later time of
Jehoiakim's fourth year than the present chapter. Ew., too,
finds it very probable that the discourse of this chapter was, in
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sutstance at least, publicly delivered. The contents of it tell

strongly in favour of this view.

It falls into three parts. In the first, vers. 3-11, the people

of Judah are told that he (Jeremiah) has for twenty-three years

long unceasingly preached the word of the Lord to the people

with a view to their repentance, without Judah's having paid

any heed to his sayings, or to the exhortations of the other

prophets, so that now all the kings of the north, headed by
Nebuchadnezzar, will come against Judah and the surrounding

nations, will plunder everything, and make these lands tributary

to the king of Babylon ; and then, vers. 12-14, that after seventy

years judgment will come on the king of Babylon and his land.

In the second part, vers. 15-29, Jeremiah receives the cup of

the Lord's wrath, to give it to all the people to drink, beginning

with Jerusalem and the cities of Judah, proceeding to the

Egyptians and the nationalities in the west and east as far as

Elam and Media, and concluding with the king of Babylon.

Then in the third part, vers. 30-38, judgment to come upon all

peoples is set forth in plain statement.—The first part of this

discourse would have failed of its effect if Jeremiah had only

composed it in writing, and had not delivered it publicly before

the people, in its main substance at least. And the two other

parts are so closely bound up with the first, that they cannot be

separated from it. The judgment made to pass on Judah by

Nebuchadnezzar is only the beginning of the judgment which

is to pass on one nation after another, until it culminates in

judgment upon the whole world. As to the import of the judg-

ment of the Babylonian exile, cf. the remm. in the Coram, on

Daniel, Introd. § 2. The announcement of the judgment, whose

beginning was now at hand, was of the highest importance for

Judah. Even the proclamations concerning the other peoples

were designed to take effect in the first instance on the covenant

people, that so they might learn to fear the Lord their God
as the Lord of the whole world and as the Euler of all the

peoples, who by judgment is preparing the way for and ad-

vancing the salvation of the whole world. The ungodly were,

by the warning of what was to come on all flesh, to be terrified

out of their security and led to turn to God ; while by a know-

ledge beforehand of the coming affliction and the time it was
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appointed to endure, the God-fearing would be strengthened

with confidence in the power and grace of the Lord, so that

they might bear calamity with patience and self-devotion as a

chastisement necessary to their well-being, without taking false

views of God's covenant promises or being overwhelmed by

their distresses.

Vers. 3-11. The seventy yeari Chaldean bondage of Judah

and the peoples.—Ver. 3. " From the thirteenth year of Josiah,

son of Amon king of Judah, unto this day, these three and

twenty years, came the word of Jahveh to me, and I spake to

you, from early morn onwards speaking, but ye hearkened not.

Ver. 4. And Jahveh sent to you all His servants, the prophets,

from early moi'uing on sending them, but ye hearkened not,

and inclined not your ear to hear. Ver. 5. They said : Turn

ye now each from his evil way and from the evil of your doings,

so shall ye abide in the land which Jahveh hath given to your

fathers from everlasting to everlasting. Ver. 6. And go not

after other gods, to serve them and to worship them, that ye

provoke me not with the work of your hands, and that I do you

no evil. Ver. 7. But ye hearkened not to me, to provoke me
by the work of your hands, to your own hurt. Ver. 8. There-

fore thus hath said Jahveh of hosts : Because ye have not

heard my words, Ver. 9. Behold, I send and take all the families

of the north, saith Jahveh, and to Nebuchadrezzar my servant

(I send), and bring them upon this land, and upon its inhabi-

tants, and upon all these peoples round about, and ban them,

and make them an astonishment and a derision and everlasting

desolations, Ver. 10. And destroy from among them the voice

of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride, the sound of the

mill and the light of the lamp. Ver. 11. And this land shall

become a desert, a desolation, and these peoples shall serve the

king of Babylon seventy j-ears."

The very beginning of this discourse points to the great crisis

in the fortunes of Judah. Jeremiah recalls into the memory
of the people not merely the whole time of his own labours
hitherto, but also the labours of many other prophets, who, like

himself, have unremittingly preached repentance to the people,
called on them to forsake idolatry and their evil ways, and
to return to the God of their fathers—but in vain (vers. 3-7).
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The 23 years, from the 13th of Josiah till the 4th of Jehoiakim,

are thus made up : 19 years of Josiah and 4 years of Jehoiakim,

including the 3 months' reign of Jehoahaz. The form CaK'K

might be an Aramaism ; but it is more probably a clerical error,

since we have Dssin everywhere else ; cf. ver. 4, vii. 13, xxxv. 14,

etc., and Olsh. Gramm. § 191, g. For syntactical reasons it can-

not be 1st pers. imperf.^ as Hitz. thinks it is. On the significance

of this injin. ahs. see on vii. 13. As to the thought of ver. 4
cf. vii. 25 f. and xi. 7 ff. "ibx? introduces the contents of the

discourses of Jeremiah and the other prophets, though formally

it is connected with nptt'l, ver. 4. As to the fact, cf. xxxv. 15.

^y^\ so shall ye dwell, cf. vii. 7.—With ver. 6 cf. vii. 6, i. 16,

etc. (J?!?, imperf, Hipli. from yj)"i). '^'iDVan cannot be the

reading of its ClieL, for the 3d person will not do. The 1 seems

to have found its way in by an error in writing and the Keri

to be the proper reading, since tJ?P? is construed with the infini-

tive,—Ver. 8. For this obstinate resistance the Lord will cause

the nations of the north, under Nebuchadrezzar's leadership, to

come and lay Judah waste. " All the famiHes of the north"

points back to all the tribes of the kingdoms of the north,

i. 14. 'snj ?X1 cannot be joined with " and take," but must

depend from nPE' in such a way that that verb is again re-

peated in thought. Ew. proposes to read nxi according to some

codd., especially as Syr., Chald,, Vulg. have rendered by an

accusative. Against this Graf has justly objected, that then

Nebuchadnezzar would be merely mentioned by the way as in

addition to the various races, whereas it is he that brings these

races and is the instrument of destruction in God's hand.

Ew.'s reading is therefore to be unhesitatingly rejected. No
valid reason appears for pronouncing the words : and to Nebu-

chadrezzar . . . my servant, to be a later interpolation (Hitz.,

Gr.) because they are not in the LXX. There is prominence

given to Nebuchadnezzar by the very change of the construc-

tion, another " send" requiring to be repeated before " to Nebu-

chadrezzar." God calls Nebuchadnezzar His servant, as the

executor of His will on Judah, cf. xxvii. 6 and xliii. 10. The
" them" in " and bring them " refers to Nebuchadnezzar and

the races of the north. " This land" is Judah, the n^<^^ being

SeiKTiKm ; so too the corresponding '1?t?n, " all these peoples
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round about ;" so that we need have no doubt of the genuine-

ness of the demonstrative. The peoples meant are those round

about Judah, that are specified in vers. 19-25. D'^pin;?, used

frequently in Deuteronomy and Joshua for the extirpation of

the Canaanites, is used by Jeremiah, besides here, only in the

prophecy against Babylon, 1. 21, 26, li. 3. With ni5-]E'>1 T\m^

of. xix. 8, xviii. 16 ; the words cannot be used of the peoples,

but of the countries, which have been comprehended in the

mention of the peoples. With " everlasting desolations," cf.

xlix. 13, Isa. Iviii. 12, Ixi. 4.—With ver. 10 cf. xvi. 9, vii. 34.

But here the thought is strengthened by the addition : the sound

of the mill and the light of the lamp. Not merely every sound of

joyfulness shall vanish, but even every sign of life, such as could

make known the presence of inhabitants.—Ver. 11. The land

of Judah shall be made waste and desolate, and these peoples

shall serve the king of Babylon for seventy years. The time indi-

cated appertains to both clauses. " This land" is not, with Nag.,

to be referred to the countries inhabited by all the peoples men-

tioned in ver. 9, but, as in ver. 9, to be understood of the land

of Judah ; and " all these peoples" are those who dwelt around

Judah. The meaning is unquestionably, that Judah and the

countries of the adjoining peoples shall lie waste, and that

Judah and these peoples shall serve the king of Babylon ; but

the thought is so distributed amongst the parallel members of

the verse, that the desolation is predicated of Judah only, the

serving only of the peoples—it being necessary to complete each

of the parallel members from the other.

The term of seventy years mentioned is not a so-called round
number, but a chronologically exact prediction of the duration

of Chaldean supremacy over Judah. So the number is under-

stood in 2 Chron. xxxvi. 21, 22 ; so too by the prophet Daniel,

when, Dan. ix. 2, in the first year of the Median king Darius,

he took note of the seventy years which God, according to the

prophecy of Jeremiah, would accomplish for the desolation of

Jerusalem. The seventy years may be reckoned chronologically.

From the 4th year of Jehoiakim, i.e. 606 B.C., till the 1st year
of the sole supremacy of Cyrus over Babylon, i.e. 536 B.C., gives
a period of 70 years. This number is arrived at by means of
the dates given by profane authors as well as those of the his-
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torians of Scripture. Nebucliadnezzar reigned 43 years, his

son Evil-Merodach 2 years, Neriglissor 4 years, Labrosoarcliad

(according to Berosus) 9 months, and Naboned 17 years

(43+2+4+ 17 years and 9 months are 66 years and 9 months).

Add to this 1 year,—that namely which elapsed between the time

when Jerusalem was first taken by Nebuchadnezzar, and the

death of Nabopolassar and Nebuchadnezzar's accession,—add

further the 2 years of the reign of Darius the Mede (see on

Dan. vi. 1), and we have 69| years. With this the biblical

accounts also agree. Of Jehoiakim's reign these give 7 years

(from his 4th till his 11th year), for Jehoiachin's 3 months, for

the captivity of Jehoiachin in Babylon until the accession of

Evil-Merodach 37 years (see 2 Kings xxv. 27, according to which

Evil-Merodach, when he became king, set Jehoiachin at liberty

on the 27th day of the 12th month, in the 37th year after he

had been carried away). Thus, till the beginning of Evil-

Merodach's reign, we would have 44 years and 3 months to

reckon, thence till the fall of the Babylonian empire 23 years

and 9 months, and 2 years of Darius the Mede, i.e. in all 70

years complete.—But although this number corresponds so

exactly with history, it is less its arithmetical value that is of

account in Jeremiah ; it is rather its symbolical significance as

the number of perfection for God's works. This significance

lies in the contrast of seven, as the characteristic number for

works of God, with ten, the number that marks earthly com-

pleteness ; and hereby prophecy makes good its distinguishing

character as contrasted with soothsaying, or the prediction of

contingent matters. The symbolical value of the number comes

clearly out in the following verses, where the fall of Babylon is

announced to come in seventy years, although it took place two

years earlier.

Vers. 12-14. The overthrow of the hing ofBabyloTCs sovereignty.

—Ver. 12. "But when seventy years are accomplished, I will

visit their iniquity upon the king of Babylon and upon that

people, saith Jahveh, and upon the land of the Chaldeans, and

will make it everlasting desolations. Ver. 13. And I bring

upon that land all my words which I have spoken concerning it,

all that is written in this book, that Jeremiah hath prophesied

concerning all peoples. Ver. 14. For of them also shall many
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nations and great kings serve themselves, and I will requite

them according to their doing and according to the work of

their hands."

The punishment or visitation of its iniquity upon Babylon

was executed when the city was taken, after a long and difficult

siege, by the allied Medes and Persians under Cyrus' command.

This was in B.C. 538, just 68 years after Jerusalem was taken

by Nebuchadnezzar for the first time. From the time of the

fall of Babylon the sovereignty passed to the Medes and

Persians ; so that the dominion of Babylon over Judah and the

surrounding nations, taken exactly, lasted 68 years, for which

the symbolically significant number 70 is used. The Masoretes

have changed the Chet. "'^N2n into ''nsnn (^Keri), because the

latter is the usual form and is that which alone elsewhere occurs

in Jeremiah, cf. iii. 14, xxxvi. 31, xlix. 36 f. ; whereas in ver. 9

they have pointed 0''riN3n, because this form is found in Isa.

Ivi. 7, Ezek. xxxiv. 13, andNeh. i. 9.—The second half of the

13th verse, from "all that is written" onwards, was not, of

course, spoken by Jeremiah to the people, but was first added

to explain " all my words," etc., when his prophecies were

written down and published. Ver. 14. The perfect ^^?V is to

be regarded as a prophetic present. 3 ^3y, impose labour,

servitude on one, cf. xxii. 13, i.e. reduce one to servitude. D3

nan is an emphatic repetition of the pronoun D3, cf. Gesen.

§ 121, 3. Upon them, too (the Chaldeans), shall many peoples

and great kings impose service, i.e. they shall make the Chal-

deans bondsmen, reduce them to subjection. With "I will

requite them," cf. 1. 29, li. 24, where this idea is repeatedly

expressed.-'

' Vers. llJ-14 are pronounced by Hitz., Ew., Graf to be spurious and
interpolated

; but Hitz. excepts the second lialf of ver. 14, and proposes to

set it immediately after the first half of ver. 11. Their main argument is

the dogmatic prejudice, that in the fourth year of Jehoiakim Jeremiah
could not have foretold the fall of Babylon after seventy years' domination.
The years foretold, says Hitz., " would coincide by all but two years, or, if

Darius the Mede be a historical person, perhaps quite entirely. Such cor-
respondence between history and prophecy would be a surprising accident,
or else Jeremiah nmst have known beforehand the number of years during
which the subjection to Babylon would last." Kow the seventy years of
Babylon's sovereignty are mentioned again in xxix. 10, where Jeremiah
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Vers. 15-29. The cup of God's furi/.—Ver. 15. "For thus

hath Jahveli, the God of Israel, said to me : Take this cup of

the wine of fury at my hand, and give it to drink to all the

peoples to whom I send thee, Ver. 16. That they may drink,

and reel, and be mad, because of the sword that I send amongst

them. Ver. 17. And I took the cup at the hand of Jahveh,

and made all the peoples drink it to whom Jahveh had sent me

:

Ver. 18. Jerusalem and the cities of Judah, and her kings,

her princes, to make them a desolation and an astonishment,

an hissing and a curse, as it is this day ; Ver. 19. Pharaoh the

promises the exiles that after seventy years they shall return to their native

land, and no doubt is thrown by the above-mentioned critics on this state-

ment
; but there the seventy years are said to be a so-called round number,

because that prophecy was composed nine years later than the present one.

But on the other hand, almost all comm. have remarked that the utterance

of xxix. 10 :
" when as for Babylon seventy years are accomplished, will I

visit you," points directly back to the prophecy before us (xxv.), and so gives

a testimony to the genuineness of our 11th verse. And thus at the same
time the assertion is disposed of, that in xxix. 10 the years given are a round
number ; for it is not there said that seventy years will be accomplished from
the time of that letter addressed by the prophet to those in Babylon, but the

terminus a quo of the seventy years is assumed as known already from the

present twenty-fifth chap.— The other arguments brought forward by
Hitz. against the genuineness of the verse have already been pronounced

inconclusive by Nag. Nevertheless Nag. himself asserts the spuriousness,

not indeed of ver. 11& (the seventy years' duration of Judah's Babylonian

bondage), but of vers. 12-14, and on the following grounds:—1, Although

in ver. 11, and below in ver. 26, it is indicated that Babylon itself will not

be left untouched by the judgment of the Lord, yet (he says) it is incredible

that in the fourth year of Jeboiakim the prophet could have spoken of the

fall of Babylon in such a full and emphatic manner as is the case in vers.

12-11. But no obvious reason can be discovered why this should be

incredible. For though in ver. 26 Jeremiah makes use of the name Slieshach

for Babylon, it does not hence follow that at that moment he desired to

speak of it only in a disguised manner. In the statement that the Jews

should serve the king of Babylon seventy years, it was surely clearly enough

implied that after the seventy years Babylon's sovereignty should come to

an end. Still less had Jeremiah occasion to fear that the announcement

of the fall of Babylon after seventy years would confirm the Jews in their

defiant determination not to be tributary to Babylon. The prophets of the

Lord did not suffer themselves to be regulated in their prophesyings by

such reasons of human expediency.—2. Of more weight are his other two

arguments. Vers. 12 and 13 presume the existence of the prophecy against

Babylon, chap. 1. and li., which was not composed till the fourth year of
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kino; of Esypt, and his servants, and his princes, and all his

people; Ver. 20. And all the mixed races and all the kings

of the land of Uz, and all the kings of the land of the Philistines,

Ashkelon, Gaza, Ekron, and the remnant of Ashdod; Ver. 21.

Edom, and Moab, and the sons of Ammon ; Ver. 22. All the

kings of Tyre, all the kings of Sldon, and the kings of the

islands beyond the sea; Ver. 23. Dedan, and Tema, and Buz,

and all with the corners of their hair polled; Ver. 24. And all

the kings of Arabia, and all the kings of the mixed races that

dwell in the wilderness ; Ver. 25. All the kings of Zimri, and

all the kings of Elam, and all the kings of Media; Ver. 26.

Zedekiah ; and the second half of ver. 13 presumes the existence of the

other prophecies against the nations, and that too as a ibd. And although

the greater number of these prophecies are older than the time of the battle

at Carchemish, yet we may see (says Nag.) from the relation of apposition

in which the second half of ver. 13 stands to the first, that here that Sepher

against the peoples is meant in which the prophecy against Babylon was

already contained. But from all this nothing further follows than that the

words: "all that is written in this book and that Jeremiah prophesied

against the peoples," were not uttered by Jeremiah in the fourth year of

Jehoiakim, but were first appended at the editing of the prophecies or the

writing of them down in the book which has come down to us. The

demonstrative n-in does by no means show that he who wrote it regarded

the present passage, namely chap, xxv., as belonging to the Sepher

against the peoples, or that the prophecies against the peoples must have

stood in immediate connection with chap. xxv. It only shows that the

prophecies against the peoples too were found in the book which contained

chap. xxv. Again, it is true that the first half of ver. 14 occurs again

somewhat literally in xxvii. 7 ; but we do not at all see in this reliable

evidence that Jeremiah could not have written ver. 14. Nag. founds this

conclusion mainly on the allegation that the per/, ^il^y is wrong, whereas

in xxvii. 7 it is joined regularly by i cnnsec. to the indication of time which

precedes. But the perfect is here to be regarded as the prophetic present,

marking the future as already accomplished in the divine counsel
;
just as in

xxvii. 6 the categorical 'nnj represents as accomplished that which in

reality yet awaited its fulfilment. Accordingly we regard none of these

arguments as conclusive. On the other hand, the fact that the Alexandrian

translators have rendered vers. 12 and 13, and have made the last clause of

ver. 13 the heading to the oracles against the peoples, furnishes an unex-
ceptionable testimony to the genuineness of all three verses. Nor is this

testimony weakened by the omission in that translation of ver. 14 ; for this

verse could not but be omitted when the last clause of ver. 13 had been taken
as a heading, since the contents of ver. 14 were incompatible with that view.
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And all tlie kings of the north, near and far, one with another,

and all the kingdoms of the world, which are upon the face of

the earth ; and the king of Sheshach shall drink after them.

Ver. 27. And say to them: Thus hath Jahveh, the God of

Israel, said : Drink and be drunken, and spue, and fall and

rise not up again, because of the sword which I send among
you. Ver. 28. And if it be that they refuse to take the cup

out of thine hand to drink, then say to them : Thus hath Jahveh

of hosts said : Drink ye shall. Ver. 29. For, behold, on the

city upon which my name is named I begin to bring evil, and

ye think to go unpunished? Ye shall not go unpunished; for

I call the sword against all inhabitants of the earth, saith

Jahveh of hosts."

To illustrate more fully the threatening against Judah and

all peoples, ver. 9 ff., the judgment the Lord is about to execute

on all the world is set forth under the similitude of a flagon

filled with wrath, which the prophet is to hand to all the kings

and peoples, one after another, and which he does give them

to drink. The symbolical action imposed upon the prophet

and, ace. to ver. 17, performed by him, serves to give emphasis

to the threatening, and is therefore introduced by ''3
; of which

Graf erroneously aiSrms that it conveys a meaning only when

vers. 116-14 are omitted. Giving the peoples to drink of the

cup of wrath is a figure not uncommon with the prophets for

divine chastisements to be inflicted ; cf . xlix. 12, li. 7, Isa. li, 17,

22, Ezek. xxiii. 31 ff., Hab. ii. 15, Ps. Ix. 5, Ixxv. 9, etc. The

cup of wine which is wrath (fury). '"iDnn is an explanatory

apposition to " wine." The wine with which the cup is filled

is the wrath of God. nwn belongs to Di3, which is fern., cf.

Ezek. xxiii. 32, 34, Lam. iv. 21, whereas inis belongs to the

wine which is wrath. In ver. 16, where the purpose with

which the cup of wrath is to be presented is given, figure is

exchanged for fact : they shall reel and become mad because

of the sword which the Lord sends amidst them. To reel,

sway to and fro, like drunken men. ??nnnj demean oneself

insanely, be mad. The sword as a weapon of war stands often

for war, and the thought is : war with its horrors will stupefy

the peoples, so that they perish helpless and powerless.—Ver. 17.

This duty inrposed by the Lord Jeremiah performs; he takes
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the cup and makes all peoples drink it. Here the question has

been suggested, how Jeremiah performed this commission

:

whether he made journeys to the various kings and peoples, or,

as J. D. Mich, thought, gave the cup to ambassadors, who

were perhaps then in Jerusalem. This question is the result

of an imperfect understanding of the case. The prophet does

not receive from God a flagon filled with wine which he is to

give, as a symbol of divine wrath, to the kings and peoples

;

he receives a cup filled with the wrath of God, which is to

intoxicate those that drink of it. As the wrath of God is no

essence that may be drunk by the bodily act, so manifestly the

cup is no material cup, and the drinking of it no act of the

outer, physical reality. The whole action is accordingly only

emblematical of a real work of God wrought on kings and

peoples, and is performed by Jeremiah when he announces

what he is commanded. And the announcement he accom-

plished not by travelling to each of the nations named, but by

declaring to the king and his princes in Jerusalem the divine

decree of judgment.

The enumeration begins with Judah, ver. 18, on which first

judgment is to come. Along with it are named Jerusalem, the

capital, and the other cities, and then the kings and princes

;

whereas in what follows, for the most part only the kings, or,

alternating with them, the peoples, are mentioned, to show that

kings and peoples alike must fall before the coming judgment.

The plural " kings of Judah " is used as in xix. 3. The
consequence of the judgment: to make them a desolation, etc.,

runs as in vers. 9, 11, xix. 8, xxiv. 9. Wn Di>3 has here the

force : as is now about to happen.—Ver. 19 ff. The enumera-

tion of the heathen nations begins with Egypt and goes north-

wards, the peoples dwelling to the east and west of Judah being

ranged alongside one another. First we have in ver. 20 the

races of Arabia and Philistia that bordered on Egypt to the

east and west; then in ver. 21 the Edomites, Moabites, and
Ammonites to the east, and, ver. 22, the Phoenicians with their

colonies to the west. Next we have the Arabian tribes of the

desert extending eastwards from Palestine to the Euphrates

(vers. 23, 24) ; then the Elamites and Modes in the distant east

(ver. 25), the near and distant kings of the north, and all
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kingdoms upon earth ; last of all the king of Babylon (ver 26),

^'?.?V'"''3, LXX. : TravTOs toO? av/j,fiiKTov<;, and Jerome : cunctus-

que qui non est Aegyptius, sed in ejus regionibus commoratur. The
word means originally a mixed multitude of different races

that attach themselves to one people and dwell as strangers

amongst them ; of. Ex. xii. 38 and Neh. xiii. 3. Here it is

races that in part dwelt on the borders of Egypt and were in

subjection to that people. It is rendered accordingly " vassals
"

by Ew. ; an interpretation that suits the present verse very

well, but will not do in ver. 24. It is certainly too narrow a

view, to confine the reference of the word to the mercenaries

or Ionian and Carian troops by whose help Necho's father

Psammetichus acquired sole supremacy (Graf), although this

be the reference of the same word in Ezek. xxx. 5. The land

of Uz is, ace. to the present passage and to Lam. iv. 21, where

the daughter of Edom dwells in the land of Uz, to be sought

for in the neighbourhood of Idumsea and the Egyptian border.

To delete the words "and all the kings of the land of Uz" as

a gloss, with Hitz. and Gr., because they are not in the LXX.,
is an exercise of critical violence. The LXX. omitted them
for the same reason as that on which Hitz. still lays stress

—

namely, that they manifestly do not belong to this place, but to

ver. 23. And this argument is based on the idea that the land

of Uz {'AvalTi<!) lies much farther to the north in Arabia

Deserta, in the Hauran or the region of Damascus, or that it

is a collective name for the whole northern region of Arabia

Deserta that stretches from Idumsea as far as Syria ; see Del.

on Job i. 1, and Wetzstein in Del.'s Job, S. 536 f. This is

an assumption for which valid proofs are not before us. The

late oriental legends as to Job's native country do not suffice

for this. The kings of the land of the Philistines are the

kings of the four towns next in order mentioned, with their

territories, cf. Josh. xiii. 3, 1 Sam. vi. 4. The fifth of the towns

of the lords of the Philistines, Gath, is omitted here as it was

before this, in Amos i. 7 f. and Zeph. ii. 4, and later in Zech.

ix. 5, not because Gath had already fallen into premature

decay ; for in Amos' time Gath was still a very important city.

It is rather, apparently, because Gath had ceased to be the

capital of a separate kingdom or principality. There is remain-
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stitutes a commentary on the name ; cf. Hgstb. Christ, iii. p. 377.

The name does not sig. humiliation, in support of which Graf

has recourse partly to nnt^, partly to the Arabic usage. For

otlier arbitrary interpretations, see in Ges. tJies. p. 1486.

From ver. 27 onwards the commission from God (ver. 15 f.)

is still more completely communicated to Jeremiah, so that the

record of its fulfilment (vers. 17-26), together with the enu-

meration of the various peoples, is to be regarded as an

explanatory parenthesis. These might the less unsuitably be

inserted after ver. 16, inasmuch as what there is further of the

divine command in vers. 27-29 is, if we examine its substance,

little else than an enforcement of the command. The prophet

is not merely to declare to them what is the meaning of this

drinking of wrath (Hitz.)j but is to tell them that they are to

drink the cup of wrath to the bottom, so that they shall fall for

drunkenness and not be able to stand again (ver. 27) ; and that

they must drink, because when once Jahveh has begun judg-

ment on His own people. He is determined not to spare any

other people. l*i? from n*i5 = jjip serves to strengthen the

n3B' ; in the second hemistich the figurative statement passes

into the real, as at ver. 16. In ver. 28 ififn inB* is a peremptory

command: ye shall = must drink. Ver. 29 gives the reason:

since God spares not His own people, then the heathen people

need not count on immunity. " And ye think to go un-

punished " is a question of surprise. Judgment is to be ex-

tended over all the inhabitants of the earth.

As to the fulfilment of this prophecy, see details in the exposi-

tion of the oracles against the nations, chap, xlvi.-li. Hence it

' As has been done with the whole or with parts of vers. 12-14, so too the

last clause of ver. 26 is pronounced by Ew., Hitz., and Graf to be spurious,

a gloss that had ultimately found its way into the text. This is affirmed

because the clause is wanting in the LXX., and because the prophet could

not fitly threaten Babylon along with the other nations (Hitz.) ; or because
" the specification of a single kingdom seems very much out of place, after

the enumeration of the countries that are to drink the cup of wrath has

been concluded by the preceding comprehensive intimation, 'all the king-
doms of the earth '

" (Gr.). Both reasons are valueless. By " shall drink
after them " Babylon is sufficiently distinguished from the other kings and
countries mentioned, and the reason is given why Babylon is not put on the
same footing with them, but is to be made to drink after them.
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appenrs that most of the nations here mentioned were subject

to Nebuchadnezzar. Only of Elam is no express mention

there made ; and as to Media, Jeremiah lias given no special

prophecy. As to both these peoples, it is very questionable

whether Nebucliadnezzar ever subdued them. For more on

this, see on xlix. 34-o9. Although it is said in ver. 9 of the

present chapter and in chap, xxvii. 5ff. that God has given all

peoples, all the lands of the earth, into the hand of Nebuchad-

nezzar, yet it does not follow thence tliat Nebuchadnezzar

really conquered all. The meaning of the prophetic announce-

ment is simply that the king of Babylon will obtain dominion

over the world for the coming period, and that when his

time is run, he too must fall beneath the judgment. The
judgment executed by Nebucliadnezzar on the nations is the

beginning of that upon the whole earth, before which, in course

of time, all inliabitants of the earth fall, even those whom
Nebuchadnezzar's sword has not reached. In the beginning of

the Chaldean judgment the prophet sees the beginning of judg-

ment upon the whole earth.

Vers. 30-38. " But do thou prophesy to them all these words,

and say unto them : Jahveh will roar from on high, and from

His holy habitation let His voice resound ; He will roar against

His pasture, raise a shout like treaders of grapes against all the

inhabitants of the earth. Ver. 31. Noise reacheth to the end

of the earth, for controversy hath Jahveh with the nations

;

contend will He with all flesh ; the wicked He gives to the

sword, is the saying of Jahveh. Ver. 32. Thus saith Jahveh

of hosts : Behold, evil goeth forth from nation to nation, and (a)

great storm sl'.all raise itself from the utmost coasts of the earth.

Ver. 33. And the slain of Jahveh shall lie on that day from

one end of the earth unto the other, shall not be lamented,

neither gathered nor buried; for dung shall they be upon the

ground. Ver. 34. Howl, ye shepherds, and cry! and sprinkle you

(with ashes), ye lordliest of the flock ! For your days are filled

for the slaughter ; and I scatter you so that ye sliall fall like a

precious vessel. Ver. 35. Lost is flight to the shepherds, and

escape to the lordliest of the flock. Ver. 36. ?Iark! Crying of

the shepherds and howling of the lordliest of the flock ; for

JaliA'^eh layeth waste their pasture. Vei*. 37. Desolated are

VOL. I. 2 3
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the pastures of peace because of the heat of Jahveh's anger.

Ver. 38. He hath forsaken like a young lion his covert ;
for

their land is become a desert, because of the oppressing sword,

and because of the heat of His anger."

In this passage the emblem of the cup of the Lord's anger

(vers. 25-29) is explained by a description of the dreadful

judgment God is to inflict on all the inhabitants of the earth.

This is not the judgment on the world at large as distinguished

from that proclaimed in vers. 15-29 against the kingdom of

God and the kingdoms of the world, as Nag. supposes. It is

the nature of this same judgment that is here discussed, no

regard being here paid to the successive steps of its fulfilment.

Vers. 30 and 31 are only a further expansion of the second

half of ver. 29. " All these words " refers to what follows. The

clause " Jahveh will roar " to " let His voice resound " is a

reminiscence from Joel iv. 16 and Amos i. 2 ; but instead of

" out of Zion and out of Jerusalem " in those passages, we have

here " from on high," i.e. heaven, and out of His holy habita-

tion (in heaven), because the judgment is not to fall on the

heathen only, but on the theocracy in a special manner, and on

the earthly sanctuary, the temple itself, so that it can come only

from heaven or the upper sanctuary. Jahveh will roar like a

lion against His pasture (the pasture or meadow where His flock

feeds, cf. x. 25) ; a name for the holy land, including Jerusalem

and the temple ; not : the world subject to Him (Ew.). 'u^
""T-j

He will answer Eedad like treaders of grapes ; i.e. raise a shout

as they do. Answer ; inasmuch as the shout or war-cry of

Jahveh is the answer to the words and deeds of the wicked.

Grammatically Ti''?] is accus. and object to the verb : Hedad he

gives as answer. The word is from Tin, crash, and signifies

the loud cry with which those that tread grapes keep time to

the alternate raising and thrusting of the feet. Ew. is accord-

ingly correct, though far from happy, in rendering the word
" tramping-song ; " see on Isa. svi. 9 f. As to the figure of the

treader of grapes, cf. Isa. Ixiii. 3.—Ver. 31. p8<^ is the din of

war, the noise of great armies, cf. Isa. xvii. 12 f., etc. For the

Lord conducts a controversy, a cause at law, with the nations,

with all flesh, i.e. with all mankind ; cf. ii. 9, 35.—D''j;B'-in is for

the sake of emphasis put first and resumed again in the suflSx
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to D3ri3. " Give to the sword " as in xv. 9.—Ver. 32 f. As a

fierce storm (cf. xxiii. 19) rises from the ends of the earth on

the horizon, so will evil burst forth and seize on one nation

after another. Those slain by Jahveh will then lie, unmourned
and unburied, from one end of the earth to the other ; cf . viii. 2,

xvi. 4. With "slain of Jahveh," cf. Isa. Ixvi. 16. Jahveh

slays them by the sword in war.—Ver. 34. No rank is spared.

This is intimated in the summons to howl and lament addressed

to the shepherds, i.e. the kings and rulers on earth (cf . x. 21,

xxii. 22, etc.), and to the lordly or glorious of the flock, i.e. to

the illustrious, powerful, and wealthy. With " sprinkle you,"

cf. vi. 26. Your days are full or filled for the slaughter, i.e. the

days of your life are full, so that ye shall be slain ; cf. Lam.
iv. 18. D5''nivisril is obscure and hard to explain. It is so read

by the Masora, while many codd. and editt. have Ci3''r;isi3ni. Ac-

cording to this latter form, Jerome, Rashi, Kimchi, lately Maur.

and Umbr., hold the word for a substantive : your dispersions.

But whether we connect this with what precedes or what follows,

we fail to obtain a fitting sense fi'om it. Your days are full and

your dispersions, for : the time is come when ye shall be slain

and dispersed, cannot be maintained, because "dispersions" is

not in keeping with " are full." Again : as regards your dis-

persions, ye shall fall, would give a good meaning, only if " your

dispersions " meant : the flock dispersed by the fault of the

shepherds ; and with this the second pers. " ye shall fall " does

not agree. The sig. of fatness given by Ew. to the word is

wholly arbitrary. Hitz., Gr., and Nag. take the word to be a

Tiphil (like mnn, xii. 5, xxii. 15), and read Da'^nivari, I scatter

you. This gives a suitable sense ; and there is no valid reason

for attaching to the word, as Hitz. and Gr. do, the force of fV?

or r??) smite in pieces. The thought, that one part of the flock

shall be slain, the other scattered, seems quite apt ; so also is

that which follows, that they that are scattered shall fall and

break like precious, i.e. fine, ornamental vases. Hence there

was no occasion for Evv.'s conjectural emendation, '"iM, like

precious Iambs. Nor does the LXX. rendering: wanrep oi

Kpiol ol eKXeKToi, give it any support ; for Q''')| does not mean

rams, but lambs. The similar comparison of Jechoniah to a

worthless vessel (xxii. 28) tells in favour of the reading in the
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text (Graf).—In ver. 35 the threatening is made more woeful

by the thought, that the shepherds shall find no refuge, and that

no escape will be open to the sheep.—Ver. 36 f. The prophet

is already hearing in spirit the lamentation to which in ver. 34

he has called them, because Jahveh has laid waste the pastures

of the shepherds and their flocks, and destroyed the peaceful

meadows by the heat of His anger.—In ver. 38, finally, the

discourse is rounded off by a repetition and expansion of the

thought with which the description of the judgment was begun

in ver. 30. As a young lion forsakes his covert to seek for

prey, so Jahveh has gone forth out of His heavenly habitation

to hold judgment on the people ; for their (the shepherds') land

becomes a desert. The perff. are prophetic. ''2 has grounding

force. The desolation of the land gives proof that the Lord
has arisen to do judgment. nji>n |i"in seems strange, since the

adjective n3i>n never occurs independently, but only in connec-

tion with yjn (xlvi. 16, 1. 16, and with I"!', Zeph. iii. 1).

(^"'rii again, is regularly joined with '' ^N, and only three times

besides with a sufiix referring to Jahveh (Ex. xv. 7 ; Ps. ii. 5 ;

Ezek. vii. 14). In this we find justification for the conjecture of

Hifz., Ew., Gr., etc., that we should read with the LXX. and

Chaid. n3i>n ann. The article with the adj. after the subst.

without one, here and in xlvi. 16, 1. 16, is to be explained by the

looseness of connection between the participle and its noun ; of.

Ew. § 335, a.

Chap. xxvi. Accitmtion and Acquittal of Jeremiah in the

matter of his prophesying Threatenings. The Prophet Urijah

put to death.

This chapter is separated from the discourses that precede

and follow by a heading of its own, and dates from the

beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim ; whereas the following

chap, xxvii.-xxix. fall into the earlier years of Zedekiali's

reign. In point of matter, however, the present chapter is

closely connected with these latter, tliough the connection be-
tween them is certainly not that held to exist by Ew. His
view is, that chap, xxvii.-xxix. furnish " three historical sup-
plements regarding true and false prophethood," in each of
which we are told in the first place how the prophet himself
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acted, the account being concluded with notices of prophets

who either prophesied what was directly false, or who vindi-

cated the truth with but insufScient stedfastness. As against

this, Graf justly observes, "that this is in keeping neither

with the real contents of chap, xxvii-xxix. nor with chap,

xxvi. ; forMicah was far from being a false prophet, and Urijah

was as little wanting in courage as was Jeremiah, who hid him-

self from Jehoiakim, xxxvi. 19, 26."—Chap, xxvii.-xxix. are

related in the closest possible manner to chap. xxv. ; for all that

is said by Jeremiah in these chapters has manifestly for its aim to

vindicate the truth of his announcement, that Judah's captivity

in Chaldea would last seventy years, as against the false pro-

phets, who foretold a speedy return of the exiles into their

fatherland. To this the contents of chap. xxvi. form a sort of

prelude, inasmuch as here we are informed of the attitude as-

sumed by the leaders of the people, by the priests and prophets,

and by King Jehoiakim towards the prophet's announce-

ment of judgment about to fall on Judah. Thus we are put

in a position to judge of the opposition on the part of the

people and its leaders, with which his prophecy of the seventy

years' bondage of Judah was likely to meet. For this reason

chap, xxvi., with its historical notices, is inserted after xxv. and

before xxvii.-xxix.

Vers. 1-19. Accusation and acquittal of Jeremiah.—
Vers, 1-7. His prophecy that temple and city would be destroyed

gave occasion to the accusation of the prophet.—Ver. 1. " In the

beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim, the son of Josiah king of

Judah, came this word from Jahveh, saying : Ver. 2. Thus said

Jahveh : Stand in the court of the house of Jahveh, and speak

to all the cities of Judah which come to worship in Jahveh's

house, all the words that I have commanded thee to speak to

them ; take not a word therefrom. Ver. 3. Perchance they

will hearken and turn each from his evil way, that I may repent

me of the evil which I purpose to do unto them for the evil of

their doings. Ver. 4. And say unto them : Thus saith Jahveh

:

If ye hearken not to me, to walk in my law which I have set

before you, Ver. 5. To hearken to the words of my servants

the prophets whom I sent unto you, from early morning on
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sending, but ye have not hearkened, Ver. 6. Then I make this

house like Shiloh, and this city a curse to all the peoples of the

earth. Ver. 7. And the priests and the prophets and all the

people heard Jeremiah speaking these words in the house of

Jahveh."

In the discourse of chap, vii., where he was combating the

people's false reliance upon the temple, Jeremiah had already

threatened that the temple should share the fate of Shiloh, unless

the people turned from its evil ways. Now, since that discourse

was also delivered in the temple, and since vers. 2-6 of the present

chapter manifestly communicate only the substance of what the

prophet said, several comm. have held these discourses to be

identical, and have taken it for granted that the discourse here

referred to, belonging to the beginning of Jehoiakim's reign,

was given in full in chap, vii., while the history of it has been

given in the present chapter by way of supplement (cf. the

introductory remarks to chap. vii.). But considering that it is

a peculiarity of Jeremiah frequently to repeat certain of the

main thoughts of his message, the saying of God, that He will

do to the temple as He has done to Shiloh, is not sufficient to

warrant this assumption. Jeremiah frequently held discourses

in the temple, and more than once foretold the destruction of

Jerusalem ; so that it need not be surprising if on more than

one occasion he threatened the temple with the fate of Shiloh.

Between the two discourses there is further this distinction

:

Whereas in chap. vii. the prophet speaks chiefly of the spolia-

tion or destruction of the temple and the expulsion of the

people into exile, here in brief incisive words he intimates the

destruction of the city of Jerusalem as well ; and the present

chapter throughout gives the impression that by this, so to

speak, peremptory declaration, the prophet sought to move the

people finally to decide for Jahveh its God, and that he thus so

exasperated the priests and prophets present, that they seized

him and pronounced him worthy of death.—According to the

heading, this took place in the beginning of the reign of

Jehoiakim. The like specification in the heading of chap,

xsvii. does not warrant us to refer the date to the fourth year

of this king. "The beginning" intimates simply that the dis-

course belongs to the earlier period of Jehoiakim's reign, with-
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out minuter information as to year and day. " To Jeremiah "

seems to have been dropped out after " came this word," ver. 1.

The court of the house of God is not necessarily the inner or

priests' court of the temple ; it may have been the outer one

where the people assembled ; cf. xix. 14. All the " cities of

Judah" for their inhabitants, as in xi. 12. The addition:

" take not a word therefrom," cf. Deut. iv. 2, xiii. 1, indicates

the peremptory character of the discourse. In full, without

softening the threat by the omission of anything the Lord com-
manded him, i.e. he is to proclaim the word of the Lord in its

full unconditional severity, to move the people, if possible, to

repentance, ace. to ver. 3. With ver. 36, cf. xviii. 8, etc.—In

vers. 4-6 we have the contents of the discourse. If they

liearken not to the words of the prophet, as has hitherto been

the case, the Lord will make the temple as Shiloh, and this city,

i.e. Jerusalem, a curse, i.e. an object of curses (cf. xxiv. 9), for

all peoples. On this cf. vii. 12 ff. But ye have not hearkened.

The C/iet. nriNtn Hitz. holds to be an error of transcription

;

Ew. § 173, g, and Olsh. Gramm. § 101, c, and 133, a paragogi-

cally lengthened form ; Bottcher, LeJirb. § 665. iii. and 897, 3,

a toneless appended suffix, strengthening the demonstrative

force : this (city) Iiere.

Vers. 8-19. The behaviour of the priests, prophets, and pirinces

of the people towards Jeremiah on account of this discourse.—
Ver. 7 ff. When the priests and prophets and all the people

present in the temple had heard this discourse, they laid hold

of Jeremiah, saying, Vei'. 8 f. " Thou must die. Wherefore

prophesiest thou in the name of Jahveh, saying, Like Shiloh

shall this house become, and this city shall be desolate, without

inhabitant? And all the people gathered to Jeremiah in the

house of Jahveh." This last rem^ark is not so to be understood,

when compared with vers. 7 and 8, as that all the people who,

according to ver. 7, had been hearing the discourse, and,

according to ver. 8, had with the priests and prophets laid hold

on Jeremiah, gathered themselves to him now. It means, that

after one part of the people present had, along with the priests

and prophets, laid hold on him, the whole people gathered

around him. " All the people," ver. 9, is accordingly to be

distinguished from " all the people," ver. 8 ; and the word bh,
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all, must not be pressed, in both cases meaning simply a great

many. When it is thus taken, there is no reason for following

Hitz., and deleting "all the people" in ver. 8 as a gloss.

Jeremiah's special opponents were the priests and prophets

after their own hearts. But to them there adhered many from

among the people ; and these it is tliat are meant by " all the

people," ver. 8. But since these partisans of the priests and

pseudo-prophets had no independent power of their own to pass

judgment, and since, after Jeremiah was laid hold of, all the

rest of the people then in the temple gathered around him, it

happens that in ver. 11 the priests and prophets are opposed

to " all the people," and are mentioned as being alone the

accusers of Jeremiah.—When the princes of Judah heard

wliat had occurred, they repaired from the king's house (the

palace) to the temple, and seated themselves in the entry of the

new gate of Jahveh, sc. to investigate and decide the case.

The new gate was, according to xxxvi. 10, by the upper, i.e.

inner court, and is doubtless the same tliat Jotham caused to

be built (2 Kings xv. 35) ; but whether it was identical with

the upper gate of Benjamin, xx. 2, cannot be decided. The
princes of Judah, since they came up into the temple from the

palace, are the judicial officers who were at that time about the

palace. The judges were chosen from among the heads of the

people ; cf. my Iltbl. ArchdoL ii. § 149.—Yer. 10. Before these

princes, about whom all the people gathered, Jeremiah is accused

by the priests and prophets: "This man is worthy of death;"

literally : a sentence of death (cf. Deut. xix. 6), condemnation

to death, is due to this man ;
" for he hath prophesied against

this city, as ye have heard with your eai's.'' With these last

words they appeal to the people standing round who had heard

the prophecy, for the princes had not reached the temple till

after Jeremiah had been apprehended. Ver 12. To this Jere-

miah answered in his own defence before the princes and all

the people: "Jahveh hath sent me to prophesy against (PS for

7V) this house and against this city all the words which ye
have heard. Ver. 13. And now make your ways good and
your doings, and hearken to the voice of Jahveh your God, and
Jahveh will repent Him of the evil that He hath spoken against

you, Ver. 14. But I, behold, I am in your hand; do with me
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as seemeth to you good and right. Ver. 15. Only ye must

know, that if ye put me to death, ye bring innocent blood upon
you, and upon this city, and upon her inhabitants ; for of a

truth Jahveh hath sent me to you to speak in your ears all

these words."— As to " make your ways good," cf. vii. 3.

This defence made an impression on the princes and on all

the people. From the intimation that by reform it was possible

to avert the threatened calamity, and from the appeal to the

fact that in truth Jahveh had sent him and commanded him
so to speak, they see that he is a true prophet, whose violent

death would bring blood-guiltiness upon the city and its in-

habitants. They therefore declare to the accusers, ver. 16 :

" This man is not worthy of death, for in the name of Jahveh

our God hath he spoken unto us."—Vers. 17-19. To justify

and confirm this sentence, certain of the elders of the land rise

and point to the like sentence passed on the prophet Micah of

Moresheth-Gath, who had foretold the destruction of the city

and temple under King Hezekiah, but had not been put to

death by the king ; Hezekiah, on the contrary, turning to prayer

to the Lord, and thus succeeding in averting the catastrophe.

The " men of the elders of the land" are different from " all

the princes," and are not to be taken, as by Graf, for repre-

sentatives of the people in the capacity of assessors at judicial

decisions, who had to give their voice as to guilt or innocence

;

nor are they necessarily to be regarded as local authorities of

the land. They come before us here solely in their character

as elders of the people, who possessed a high authority in the

eyes of the people. The saying of the Morasthite Micah which

they cite in ver. 18 is found in Mic. iii. 12, verbally agreeing

with ver. 18 ; see the exposition of that passage. The stress

of what they say lies in the conclusion drawn by them from

Micali's prophecy, taken in connection with Hezekiah's attitude

towards the Lord, ver. 19 : " Did Hezekiah king of Judah

and all Judah put him to death? Did he not fear Jahveh

and entreat Jahveh, and did not Jahveh repent Him of the evil

which He had spoken concerning them ? and we would commit

a great evil against our souls ?" Neither in the book of Micah,

nor in the accounts of the books of Kings, nor in the chronicle

of Hezekiah's reign are we told that, in consequence of that
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prophecy of Micah, Hezeldah entreated the Lord and so averted

judgment from Jerusalem. Tliere we find only that during

the siege of Jerusalem by the Assyrians, Hezekiah besought

the help of the Lord and protection from that mighty enemy.

The elders have combined this fact with Micah's propliecy,

and thence drawn the conclusion that the godly king succeeded

by his prayer in averting the mischief. Cf. the remarks on this

passage at Mic. iv. 10. '' "^a-ns n^n^ lit. stroke the face of

Jahveh, i.e. entreat Him, cf. Ex. xxxii. 11. " And we would

commit," are thinking of doing, are on the point of doing a

great evil against our souls ; inasmuch as by putting the pro-

phet to death they would bring blood-guiltiness upon them-

selves and hasten the judgment of God.— The acquittal

of Jeremiah is not directly related; but it may be gathered

from the decision of the princes : This man is not worthy of

death.

Vers. 20-24. The prophet Urijah put to death.—While the

history we have just been considering gives testimony to the

hostility of the priests and false prophets towards the true

prophets of the Lord, the story of the prophet Urijah shows

the hostility of King Jehoiakim against the proclaimers of

divine truth. For this pui'pose, and not merely to show in how
great peril Jeremiah then stood (Gr., Nag.), this history is in-

troduced into our book. It is not stated that the occurrence

took place at the beginning of Jehoiakim's reign, nor can we
infer so much from its being placed directly after the events

of that time. The time is not specified, because it was irrele-

vant for the case in hand. Ver. 20. A man, Urijah the son of

Shemaiah—both unknown—from Kirjath-Jearim, now called

Kuriyet el 'Enab, about three hours to the north-west of Jeru-

salem, on the frontiers of tlie tribe of Benjamin (see on Josh,

ix. 17), prophesied in the name of Jahveh against Jerusalem

and Judah very much in the same terms as Jeremiah had

done. When King Jehoiakim and his great men heard this

discourse, he sought after the prophet to kill him. Urijah,

when he heard of it, fled to Egypt; but the king sent men
after him, Elnathan the son of Aciibor with some followers,

and had him brought back thence, caused him to be put to

death, and his body to be thrown into the graves of the common
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people, riitz. takes objection to " all his miglity men," ver. 21,

because it is not found in the LXX., and is nowhere else used

by Jeremiah. But these facts do not prove that the words are

not genuine ; the latter of the two, indeed, tells rather in favour

of their genuineness, since a glossator would not readily have

interpolated an expression foreign to the rest of the book. The
" mighty men" are the distinguished soldiers who were about

the king, the military commanders, as the " princes" are the

supreme civil authorities. Elnatlian the son of Achbor, accord-

ing to xxxvi. 12, 25, one of Jehoiakim's princes, was a son of

the Achbor who is mentioned in 2 Kings xxii. 12-14 as

amongst the princes of Josiah. Whether this Elnathan was

the same as the Elnathan whose daughter Nehushta was

Jehoiachin's mother (2 Kings xxiv. 8), and who was therefore

the king's father-in-law, must remain an undecided point,

since the name Elnathan is of not unfrequent occurrence ; of

Levites, Ezra viii. 16. DPn \33 (see on xvii. 19) means the

common people here, as in 2 Kings xxii. 6. The place of burial

for the common people was in the valley of the Kidron ; see on

2 Kings xxii. 6,—Ver. 24. The narrative closes with a remark

as to how, amid such hostility against the prophets of God on

the part of king and people, Jeremiah escaped death. This was

because the hand of Ahikam the son of Shaphan was with him.

This person is named in 2 Kings xxii. 12, 14, as one of the

great men sent by King Josiah to the prophetess Hulda to

inquire of her concerning the book of the law recently dis-

covered. According to Jer. xxxix. 14, xl. 5, etc., he was the

father of the future Chaldean governor Gedaliah.

Chap, xxvii.—xxix. The yoke of Babylon upon Judah and

the neighbouring Peoples.

These three chapters are closely connected with one another.

They all belong to the earlier period of Zedekiah's reign, and

contain words of Jeremiah by means of which he confirms

and vindicates against the opposition of false prophets his

announcement of the seventy years' duration of the Chaldean

supremacy over Judah and the nations, and warns king and

people patiently to bear the yoke laid on them by Nebuchad-

nezzar. The three chapters have besides an external connec-
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tion. For chap, xxviii. is attached to the event of xsvii. by its

introductory formula : And it came to pass in that year, at the

beginninp;, etc., as xxix. is to xxviii. by nW\ To this, it is true,

the iieadino- handed down in the Masoretic text is in contradic-

tion. The date : In the beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim,

the son of Josiah king of Judah, came this word to Jeremiah

(xxvii. 1), is irreconcilable with the date : And it came to pass

in that year, in the beginning of the reign of Zedehiah king of

Judah, in the fourth year, in the fifth month. The name
" Jehoiakim the son of Josiah" in xxvii. 1 is erroneous. It is

without doubt the blunder of a copyist who had in his mind

the heading of the 26th chapter, and should have been " Zede-

kiah ;" for the contents of chap, xxvii. carry us into Zedekiah's

time, as plainly appears from vers. 3, 12, and 20. Hence the

Syr. translation and one of Kennicott's codd. have substituted

the latter name.^

^ Following the example of ancient comm., Haevernick in his Introd.

(ii. 2) has endeavoured to defend the date :
" In the beginning of the

reign of Jehoiakim the son of Josiah." To this end he ventures the hypo-

thesis, that in chap, xxvii. there are placed beside one another three dis-

courses agreeiug in their subject-matter :
" one addressed to Jehoiakim

(vers. 2-11), a second to Zedekiah (vers. 12-15), a third to the priests and

people ;" and that the words :
" by the hand of the ambassador that came

to Zedekiah the king of Judah,'' are appended to show how Zedekiah ought

to have obeyed the older prophecy of Jehoiakim's time, and how he should

have borne himself towards the nations with which he was in alliance.

But this does not solve the difficulty. The prophecy, vers. 4-11, is ad-

dressed to the kings of Edom, Moab, Ammon, Tyre, and Sidon ; but since

the envoys of these kings did not come to Jerusalem tiU Zedekiah's time,

we are bound, if the prophecy dates from the beginning of JehoiaMm's

reign, to assume that this prophecy was communicated to Jeremiah and

pubhshed by him eleven years before the event, upon occasion of which it

was to be conveyed to the kings concerned. An assumption that would

require unusually cogent reasons to render it credible. Vers. 46-21 con-

tain nothing whatever that points to Jehoiakim's time, or give countenance

to the hypothesis that the three sections of this chapter contain three

discourses of different dates, which have been put together on account

merely of the similarity of their contents.

Beyond this one error of transcription, these three chapters contain

nothing that could throw any doubt on the integrity of the text. There

are no traces of a later supplementary revision by another hand, such as

Mov., Hitz., and de W. profess to have discovered. The occurrence of

Jeremiah's name in the contracted form fTiDlS as also of other names com-
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Chap, xxvii. The yoke of Babylon.— In three sections,

connected as to their date and their matter, Jeremiah prophe-

sies to the nations adjoining Judah (vers. 2-11), to King Zede-

klah (vers. 12-15), and to the priests and all the people (vers.

16-22), that God has laid on them the yoke of the king of

Babylon, and that they ought to humble thenaselves under His
almighty hand.—Ver. 1. According to the (corrected) heading,

the prophecy was given in the beginning of the reign of Zede-

kiah. If we compare chap, xxviii. we find the same date : " in

that yeai", at the beginning of the reign of Zedekiah," more
fully defined as the fourth year of his reign. Graf has made
objection, that in the case of a reign of eleven years, one could

not well speak of the fourth year as the beginning of the reign.

But the idea of beginning is relative (cf. Gen. x. 10), and does

not necessarily coincide with that of the first year. The reign

of Zedekiah is divided into two halves : the first period, or begin-

pounded with Jahu in the form Jdh, does not prove later retouching ; for,

as Graf has shown, we find alongside of it the fuller form also (xxviii. 12,

xxix. 27-30), and have frequently both longer and shorter forms in the

same verse (so in xxvii. 1, xxviii. 12, xxix. 29—31). And so long as other

means for distinguishing are wanting, it will not do to discriminate the

manner of expression in the original text from that of the reviser by means

of these forms alone. Again, as we have shown at p. 312, note, there is a

good practical reason for Jeremiah's being called "tlie prophet" (N''33n);

so that this too is not the reviser's work. Finally, we cannot argue later

addition from the fact that the name of the king of Babylon is written

Nebuchadnezzar in xxvii. 6, 8, 20, xxvui. 3, 11, 14, xxix. 1, 3 ; for the

same form appears again in xxxiv. 1 and xxxix. 6, and with it we have also

Nebuchadrezzar in xxix. 21 and xxxix. 1. Elsewhere, it is true, we find

only the one form Nebuchadnezzar, and this is the unvarying spelling in

the books of Kings, Chron., Ezra, Dan., and in Esth. ii. 6 ;
whereas

Ezekiel uniformly writes Nebuchadrezzar (xxvi. 7, xxix. 18, 19, and xxx.

10), and this form Jeremiah uses twenty-seven times (xxi. 2, 7, xxii. 25,

xxiv. 1, XXV. 1, 9, xxix. 21, xxxii. 1, 28, xxxv. 11, xxxvii. 1, xxxix. 1, 11,

xliii. 10, xliv. 30, xlvi. 2, 13, 26, xlix. 28, 30, 1. 17, li. 34, lii. 4, 12, 28,

29, 30—not merely in the discourses, but in the headings and historical

parts as well). But though the case is so, we are not entitled to conclude

tbat Nebuchadnezzar was a way of pronouncing the name that came into

use at a later time ; the conclusion rather is, as we have remarked at p. 327,

and on Dan. i. 1, that the writing with n represents tlie Jewish-Aramsean

pronunciation, whereas the form Nebuchadrezzar, according to the testimony

of such inscriptions as have been preserved, expresses more fairly tl;e
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ning, when he was elevated by Nebuchadnezzar, and remained

subject to him, and the after or last period, when he had re-

belied against his liege lord.

Vers."2-ll. The yoke of the Icing of Babylon upon the Icings

of Edom, Moah, Ammon, Tyre, and Sidon.—Ver. 2. " Thus

said Jahveh to me : Make thee bonds and yokes, and put them

upon thy neck, Ver. 3. And send them to the king of Edom,

the king of Moab, the king of the sons of Ammon, the king of

Tyre, and the king of Sidon, by the hand of the messengers

that are come to Jerusalem to Zedekiah king of Judah. Ver. 4.

And command them to say unto their masters, Thus hath Jahveh

of hosts, the God of Israel, said : Thus shall ye say unto your

masters : Ver. 5. I have made the earth, the man and the beast

that are upon the ground, by my great power and by my out-

stretched hand, and give it to whom it seemeth meet unto me.

Ver. 6. And now have I given all these lands into the hand of

Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon, my servant ; and the beasts

of the field also have I given him to serve him. Ver. 7. And
all nations shall serve him, and his son, and his son's son, until

the time of his land come, and many nations and great kings

serve themselves of him. Ver. 8. And the people and the king-

dom that will not serve him, Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon,

Assyrian pronunciation. The Jewish way of pronouncing would naturally

not arise tUl after the king of Babylon had appeared in Palestine, from

which time the Jews would have this name often on their lips. Hence it is

in the book of Jeremiah alone that we find both forms of the name (that

with r 27 times, that with n 10 times). How it has come about that the

latter form is used just three times in each of chap, xxvii. and xxviii. can-

not with certainty be made out. But note, (1) that the form with n occurs

twice in xxviii. (vers. 3 and 11) in the speech of thefalse prophet Hananiah,

and then, ver. 14, in Jeremiah's answer to that speech
; (2) that the pro-

phecy of chap, xxvii. was addressed partly to the envoys of the kings of

Edom, Moab, Ammon, and Phoenicia, while it is partly a warning to the

people against the lying speeches of the false prophets, and that it is just

in these portions, vers. 6, 8, and 20, that the name so written occurs. If

we consider this, we cannot avoid the conjecture, that by changing the r foa

n, the Jewish people had accommodated to their own mode of utterance the

strange-sounding name Nahucudunisur, and that Jeremiah made use of the
popular pronunciation in these two discourses, whereas elsewhere in all his

discourses he uses Nebuchadrezzar alone
; for tlie remaining cases in which

we find Nebuchadiiezzar in this book are contained in historical notices.
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and that will not put its neck into the yoke of the king of Baby-
lon, with sword, with famine, and with pestilence I will visit

that people, until I have made an end of them by his hand.

Ver. 9. And ye, hearken not to your prophets, and your sooth-

sayers, and to your dreams, to your enchanters and your sor-

cerers, which speak unto you, saying : Ye shall not serve the

king of Babylon. Ver. 10. For they prophesy a lie unto you,

that I should remove you far from your land, and that I should

drive you out and ye should perish. Ver. 11. But the people

that will bring its neck under the yoke of the king of Babylon

and will serve him, that will I let remain in its land, saith

Jahveh, to till it and to dwell therein."

The yoke Jeremiah is to make and lay on his neck is a plain

emblem of the Babylonian yoke the nations are to bear. The
words " bonds and yokes" denote together one yoke. nitJb are

the two wooden beams or poles of the yoke, which were fastened

together by means of the niipiD, bonds, ropes, so that the yoke

might be laid on the beast's neck ; cf. Lev. xxvi. 13. That

Jeremiah really put such a yoke on his neck and wore it, we
see from xxviii. 10, 12, where a false prophet breaks it for him.

He is to send the yoke to the kings of Edom, Moab, etc., by

means of envovs of those kintrs, who were come to Jerusalem

to Zedekiah. And since Jeremiah laid a yoke on his own neck,

and so carried out the conamanded symbolical action in objective

reality, there is no reason to doubt that he made yokes for the

five kings named and gave them to their respective envoys.

Chr. B. Mich., Hitz., Graf, hold this to be improbable, and

suppose that Jeremiah only made a yoke for himself and put

it on his neck ; but by appearing abroad with it, he set before

the eyes of the ambassadors the yoke that was to be laid on

their kings, and, in a certain sense, emblematically gave it to

them. But even though this might have sufficed to accomplish

the aim of the prophecy, it is difficult to reconcile it with the

wording of the text ; hence Hitz. seeks arbitrarily to change

Dnn^tJ' into nnn?E>. And it is a worthless argument that Jere-

miah cannot possibly have believed that the envoys would carry

the yokes with them and deliver them to their masters. Why
should not he have believed they would do so? And if they did

not, it was their concern. The plur. " bands and yokes" may
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indeed mean a single yoke, but it may also mean many ; and

the verbs on^i and O^u'^P, both with plural suffixes, indicate

clearly that he was to make not merely one yoke for himself,

but yokes for himself and the kings. In chap, xxviii. 10 and

12, where one yoke is spoken of, the singular ncian is used

;

while, ver. 13, " yokes of wood hast thou broken," does not

prove that this plural has the same force as the singular.

We are not told for what purpose ambassadors from the

kings named had come to Jerusalem ; but we can discover what

it was from the message Jeremiah gives them for their lords.

From this it appears, without a doubt, that they were come to

take counsel as to a coalition with the view of throwing off the

Chaldean supremacy. By God's command Jeremiah opposes

this design with the announcement, that the God of Israel, the

Creator of the world and of all creatures, has given all these

lands (those of the kings named in ver. 3) into the hand of

Nebuchadnezzar ; that men, and even beasts, should serve him,

i.e. that he might exercise unbounded dominion over these lands

and all that belonged to them, cf. xxviii. 14. " My servant,"

as in XXV. 9. All nations are to serve him, his son and his

grandson. These words simply express the long duration of the

king of Babylon's power over them, without warranting us in con-

cluding that he was succeeded on the throne by his son and his

grandson, cf. Deut. vi. 2, iv. 25. For, as we know, Nebuchad-
nezzar was succeeded by his son Evil-Merodach ; then came his

brother-in-law Neriglissar, who murdered Evil-Merodach, who
was followed by his son Laborosoarchod, a child, murdered after

a nine months' reign by conspirators. Of these latter, Naboned
ascended the throne of Babylon ; and it was under his reio-n

that the time for his land came that it should be made subject

by many nations and great kings, cf. xxv. 14. X'ln Da serves to

strengthen the suffix on ii'-iN
; and the suffix, like 13, refers to

Nebuchadnezzar.^ What is said in vers. 6 and 7 is made sterner

by the threatening of ver. 8, that the Lord will punish with

1 Ver. 7 is wanting in the LXX., and therefore Mov. and Hitz. pro-
nounce it spurious. But, as Graf remarked, they have no sufficient reason
for this, since, reference being had to ver. 16 and to xxviii. 3, 11, this
verse is very much in place here. It is not a vaticiniuni ex eventu, as' Hitz.

asserts, but was rather omitted by the LXX., simply because its contents,
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sword, famine, and pestilence the people and kingdom that will

not serve Nebuchadnezzar. "lE'X DH) introduces a second rela-

tive clause, the ns being here quite in place, since " the people

and the kingdom" are accusatives made to precede absolutely,

and resumed again by the 'n Man h^^ which belongs directly to

the verb " visit." With ^isn-ij? cf. xxiv, 10 and QHK Tiib-lJ?,

corresponding in meaning, in ix. 15.—Ver. 9 f. Therefore they

must not hearken to their prophets, soothsayers, and sorcerers,

that prophesy the contrary. The mention of dreams between

the prophets and soothsayers on the one hand, and the en-

chanters and sorcerers on the other, strikes us as singular.

It is, however, to be explained from the fact, that prophets

and soothsayers often feigned dreams and dream-revelations

(cf. xxiii. 25) ; and other persons, too, might have dreams,

and could give them out as significant. Of. xxix. 8, where

dreams are expressly distinguished from the discourse of

the prophets and soothsayers. Whether the reckoning of

five kinds of heathen prophecy has anything to do with the

naming of five kings (Hitz.), appears to us to be questionable

;

but it is certain that Jeremiah does not design to specify five

different, i.e. distinct and separate, kinds of heathen divination.

For there was in reality no such distinction. Heathen prophecy

was closely allied with sorcery and soothsaying ; cf. Deut. xviii.

9 f., and Oehler on the Relation of Old Testament Prophecy to

Heathen Divination (Tiib. 1861). The enumeration of the

multifarious means and methods for forecasting the future is

designed to show the multitude of delusive schemes for supply-

ing the lack of true and real divine inspiration. D'SEi?, equi-

valent to D''SK'313, the same which in Deut. xviii. 10 is used along

with IJiyo. The explanation of the Jast-mentioned word is dis-

puted. Some take it from IJV, cloud = cloud-maker or storm-

raiser ; others from VS-, eye = fascinator, the idea being that of

bewitching with the evil eye ; see on Lev. xix. 26. The use of

the word along with ^l^ai?!! c'riiD, Deut. xviii. 10, favours the

latter rendering, whereas no passage in which the word is used

taken literally, were not in keeping witli the historical facts. The LXX.

omit also the clause from "that will not serve" to "king of Babylon

and," which is accordingly, and for other subjective reasons of taste, pro-

nounced spurious by Hitz. ; but Graf justly opposes this.

VOL. I. 2
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in the Old Testament supports the sig. storm-raiser. " That 1

should remove you," as is shown by the continuation of the

infinitive by ''JjiD'nni. The false prophets delude the people,

inducing them to rise in rebellion against Nebuchadnezzar,

contrary to God's will, and thus simply bringing about their

expulsion from their land, i.e. removal into banishment. !???

shows, as frequently, that the inevitable consequence of these

persons' proceedings is designed by them.—Ver. 11. The people,

on the other hand, that bends under the yoke of the king of

Babylon shall remain in its own land. Tor the great Asiatic

conquerors contented themselves, in the first place, with tho-

roughly subjecting the vanquished nations and imposing a

tribute ; only in the case of stubborn resistance or of insur-

rection on the part of the conquered did they proceed to

destroy the kingdoms and deport their populations. This

Zedekiah and the ambassadors that had come to him might

have learnt from Nebuchadnezzar's course of action after the

capture of Jerusalem under Jehoiachin, as compared with that

in Jehoiakim's time, had they not been utterly infatuated by

the lying spirit of the false prophets, whose prophecies accom-

modated themselves to the wishes of the natural heart.

Vers. 12-15. To King Zedekiah Jeremiah addressed words

of like import, saying : " Bring your necks into the yoke of

the king of Babylon, and serve him and his people, and ye shall

live. Ver. 13. Why will ye die, thou and thy people, by sword,

famine, and pestilence, as Jahveh hath spoken concerning the

people that will not serve the king of Babylon ? Ver. 14. And
hearken not unto the words of the prophets that speak unto

you : Ye shall not serve the king of Babylon ; for they pro-

phesy a lie unto you. Ver. 15. For I have not sent them,

saith Jahveh, and they prophesy in my name falsely, that I

might drive you out and ye might perish, ye and the pro-

phets that prophesy unto you."—The discourse addressed to

the king in the plural, " bring your necks," etc., is explained

by the fact that, as ver. 13 shows, in and along with the king

his people are addressed. The imperative ^i^ni intimates the

consequence of the preceding command. Ver. 13 gives the

application of the threat in ver. 8 to King Zedekiah and his

ptople ; and ver. 14 f. gives the warning corresponding to
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vers. 9 and 10 against the sayings of the lying prophets ; cf.

chap. xiv. 14 and xxiii. 16, 21.

Vers. 16-22. The priests and all the people are warned to

give no belief to tile false prophesyings of a speedy restoration

of the vessels carried off to Babylon.—Ver. 16. " Thus hath

Jahveh said : Hearken not to the sayings of your prophets that

prophesy unto you : Behold, the vessels of Jahveh's house shall

now shortly be brought again from Babylon ; for they prophesy

a lie unto you. Ver. 17. Hearken not unto them ; serve the

king of Babylon and live ; wherefore should this city become

a desert ? Ver. 18. But if they be prophets, and if the word

of Jahveh be with them, let them now make intercession to

Jahveh of hosts, that the vessels which are left in the house

of Jahveh, and in the king's house, and in Jerusalem, go

not to Babylon. Ver. 19. For thus saith Jahveh of hosts con-

cerning the pillars and the [brazen] sea and the frames, and

concerning the other vessels that are left in this city, Ver. 20.

Which Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon took not away when

he carried away captive Jechoniah the son of Jehoiakim king

of Judah from Jerusalem to Babylon, with all the nobles of

Judah and Jerusalem. Ver. 21. For thus saith Jahveh of

hosts, the God of Israel, concerning the vessels that are left in

the house of Jahveh, and in the house of the king of Judah,

and in Jerusalem : Ver. 22. To Babylon shall they be brought,

and there shall they remain until the day that I visit them,

saith Jahveh, and carry them up, and bring them back to this

place."

Here Jeremiah gives King Zedekiah warning that the pro-

phecies of a speedy end to Chaldean bondage are lies, and

that confidence in such lies will hurry on the ruin of the state.

He at the same time disabuses the priests of the hope raised by

the false prophets, that the vessels of the temple and of the

palace that had been carried off at the time Jechoniah was

taken to Babylon will very soon be restored ; and assures them

that such statements can only procure the destruction of the

city, since their tendency is to seduce king and people to

rebellion, and rebellion against the king oi Babylon means the

destruction of Jerusalem,—a propTiecy that was but too soon

fulfilled. The vessels of the temple, ver. 16, are the golden
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vessels Solomon caused to be made (1 Kings vii. 48 f.), which

Nebuchadnezzar had carried to Babylon, 2 Kings xxiv. 13.

nb33D, from towards Babylon, i.e. from Babylon, whither they

had been taken ; cf. Ew. § 216, 6. " Now shortly," lit. hastily or

speedily, i.e. ere long, cf. xxviii. 3, where the prophet Hananiah

foretells the restoration of them within two years, in opposition

to Jeremiah's affirmation that the exile will last seventy years.^

To show more clearly the irreconcilableness of his own position

with that of the false prophets, Jeremiah further tells what true

prophets, who have the word of Jahveh, would do. They would

betake themselves in intercession to the Lord, seeking to avert

yet further calamity or punishment, as all the prophets sent by

God, including Jeremiah himself, did, cf. vii. 16. They should

endeavour by intercession to prevent the vessels that are still

left in Jerusalem from being taken away. The extraordinary

expression 1K'3 'JjipH? has probably come from the omission of

Jod from the verb, which should be read 'l^?^^ As it stands, it

can only be imperative, which is certainly not suitable, "''y??? is

usually construed with the infinitive, but occasionally also with

the temp. fin. ; with the imperf., which is what the sense here

demands, in Ex. xx. 20 ; with the perf., Jer. xxiii. 14.—Of the

temple furniture still remaining, he mentions in ver. 19 as most

valuable the two golden pillars, Jacliin and Boaz, 1 Kings vii.

15 ff., the brazen sea, 1 Kings vii. 23 ff., and niJiatsn, the artistic

waggon frames for the basins in which to wash the sacrificial

flesh, 1 Kings vii. 27 ff. ; and he declares they too shall be

carried to Babylon, as happened at the destruction of Jeru-

salem, 2 Kings XXV. 13 ff. (ini^Ja for inii'jna.)^

' These words are not given in LXX., and so Mov. and Hitz. pronounce
them spurious. Haev., on the other hand, and with greater justice, says
ilntrod. h. 2), that the LXX. omitted the words, because, according to an
Alexandrian legend, the temple furniture was really very soon restored,

even in Zedekiah's time, of. Baruch i. 8 ff. ; so that the false prophets
were in the right. The passage cited frnm Baruch does not indeed give a
very rigorous proof of this. It alleges that the silver vessels which Zede-
kiah had caused to be made after Jechoniah's exUe had been brought back
by Baruch. But considering the innumerable arbitrary interferences of the
LXX. with the text of Jeremiah, the omission of the words in question
cannot justify the slightest critical suspicion of their genuineness.

'^ The statement in vers. 19-22 is wide and diffuse ; it is therefore con-
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Chap, xxviii. Against the false prophet Hananiah.—
Vers, 1-4. This man's prophecy. At the same time, namely
in the fourth year of Zedekiah (cf. rem. on xxvii, 1. The
diet. nJB'a is supported by xlvi. 2 and li. 59 ; the Keri HJ^b is

an unnecessary alteration), in the fifth month, spake Hananiah
the son of Asur,—a prophet not otherwise known, belonging to

Gibeon, a city of the priests (Josh. xxi. 17 ; now Jib, a large

village two hours north-west of Jerusalem ; see on Josh. ix. 3),

possibly therefore himself a priest,— in the house of the Lord,

in the presence of the priests and people assembled there, saying :

Ver. 2. " Thus hath Jahveh of hosts, the God of Israel, said :

I break the yoke of the king of Babylon. Ver. 3. Within two

years I bring again into this place the vessels of the house

of Jahveh, which Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon took

away from this place and carried them to Babylon. Ver. 4,

And Jechoniah, the son of Jehoiakim the king of Judah, and

all the captives of Judah that went into Babylon, bring I again

to this place, saith Jahveh ; for I will break the yoke of the

king of Babylon."—The false prophet endeavours to stamp on

densed in the LXX., but at the same time mntilated. From the fact Mov.,

with Hitz. agreeing thereto, concludes that the Hebr. text has been expanded

by means of glosses. Graf has akeady shown in reply to this, that the hand

of a later glossator interpolating materials from lii. 17, 2 Kings xxv. 18 and

xxiv. 1 is not betrayed in the extended account of the furniture remaining, and

of the occasion on which it was left behind. He goes on to show that it is

rather the editorial hand of Baruch than the hand of the glossator that is to

be presumed from the fact that, in consequence of the narrative part of ver.

20, ver. 19 is repeated in ver. 21 ; and from the further fact that it is impos-

sible here to discriminate the interpolated from the original matter. Graf

has also so conclusively proved the worthlessness of the distinguishing

marks of the glossator adduced by Mov. and Hitz., that we adopt in fuU

his argument. Such marks are (we are told), (1) the scriptio plena of

m313D here, as contrasted with lii. 17, 2 Kings xxv. 13, 2 Ohron. iv. 14,

and of niJia*, as against xxiv. 1, xxviii. 4, xxix. 2 ; and yet the interpola-

tions in vers. 19 and 20 are said to have been taken directly from lii. 17 and

xxiv. 1. (2) The expression Vm, which is alleged not to have come into

use till the exile. But the fact of its standing here and in xxxix. 6 is enough

to show it to have been earlier in use ; cf. also 1 Kings xxi. 8, 11 ; and

since it is not used in xxiv. 1 and xxix. 2, it is certain that it has not been

got from there. (3) The " slip-shod" D''i'!5'''n''l, ver. 21, for d^^tJ'n''31,

ver. 18, which is, however, occasioned simply by the preceding accusative

of place, 'ui nin'' nu (ver. 18 also nin* nna).
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his prediction the impress of a true, God-inspired prophecy, by

copying the title of God, so often used by Jeremiah, " Jahyeh

of hosts, the God of Israel," and by giving the utmost definite-

ness to his promise : " within two years" (in contrast to Jere-

miah's seventy years). " Two years" is made as definite as

possible by the addition of COJ : two years in days, i.e. in two

full years. See on Gen. xli. 1, 2 Sam. xiii. 23.

Vers. 5-11. Jeremiah's reply.—First Jeremiah admits that

the fulfilment of this prediction would be desirable (ver. 6),

but then reminds his opponent that all the prophets of the Lord

up till this time have prophesied of war and calamity (vers. 7

and 8). So that if a prophet, in opposition to these witnesses of

God, predicts nothing but peace and safety, then nothing short

of the fulfilment of his prediction can make good his claim to

be a true prophet (ver. 9).—Jeremiah's answer is to this effect

:

Ver. 6. "Amen (i.e. yea), may Jahveh so do ! may Jahveh per-

form thy words which thou hast prophesied, to bring again the

vessels of Jahveh's house and all the captives from Babylon into

this place. Ver. 7. Only hear now this word that I speak in

thine ears, and in the ears of all the people. Ver. 8. The prophets

that were before me and before thee from of old, they pro-

phesied concerning many lands and great kingdoms, of war,

and of trouble, and of pestilence. Ver. 9. The prophet that

prophesieth of peace, when the word of the prophet cometh to

pass, shall be known as the prophet that Jahveh hath truly

sent."—As to l?!*, yea, see on xi. 5. The scope of this assent

is straightway defined in " may Jahveh so do." But in order

that the hearers may not misunderstand his assent, Jeremiah

proceeds to show that hitherto only threatening predictions

have carried with them the presumption of their being true

prophecies, inasmuch as it is these alone that have been in

harmony with the predictions of all previous prophets. 1S<?3>1

(ver. 8) is explained by the fact that " the prophets" with the

accompanying relative clause is made to precede absolute-wise.

In the same absolute manner the clause " the prophet . . .

peace" is disposed so that after the verb JJ'lJ'; the word N'^sn is re-

peated. For nnb many MSS. have 2n^; manifestly an adapta-
tion to passages like xiv. 12, xxi. 9, xxiv. 10, xxvii. 8, 13, xxix,

17 f., where sword, famine, and pestilence are mentioned to-
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getlier as three modes of visitation by God ; whereas only the
general word nj;-; seems in place here, when mentioned along-

side of " war." For this very reason Hitz. rejects 3J;t as being
the least diiBcult reading, while Ew. takes it under his protec-

tion on account of the parallel passages, not considering that

the train of thought is different here.—The truth expressed in

ver. 9 is based on the Mosaic law concerning prophecy. Dent,
xviii. 21 f., where the fulfilment of the prediction is given as

the test of true, God-inspired prophecy.— Ver. 10 f. Had
Hananiah been sent by the Lord, he might have been satisfied

with Jeremiah's opinion, and have contentedly awaited the

issue. But instead of this, he seeks by means of violence to

secure credence for his prophesying. He takes the yoke from
off the neck of the prophet, and breaks it in pieces, as he re-

peats before the people his former prediction : " Thus hath

Jahveh said : Even so will I break the yoke of Nebuchadnezzar

king of Babylon from the neck of all nations within two years."

—Thereupon Jeremiah went his way without answering a word,

calmly entrusting to the Lord the vindication of the truth of

His own word.

Vers. 12-17. The Lord's testimony against Hananiah.—
Apparently not long after Jeremiah had departed, he received

from the Lord the commission to go to Hananiah and to say to

him: Ver. 13. "Thus saith Jahveh: Yokes of wood hast thou

broken, but hast made in place of them yokes of iron. Ver. 14.

For thus saith Jahveh of hosts, the God of Israel : A yoke of

iron I lay upon the neck of all these nations, that they may serve

Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon, and they shall serve him

;

and the beasts of the field also have I given him."—When the

prophet says : Yokes of wood hast thou broken, etc., we are

not to understand him as speaking of the breaking of the

wooden yoke Jeremiah had been wearing ; he gives the deeper

meaning of that occurrence. By breaking Jeremiah's wooden

yoke, Hananiah has only signified that the yoke Nebuchad-

nezzar lays on the nations will not be so easily broken as a

wooden one, but is of iron, i.e. not to be broken. The plural

" yokes" is to be explained by the emblematical import of the

words, and is not here to be identified, as it sometimes may

be, with the singular, ver. 10. Ver. 14 shows in what sense
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Hananiah put an iron yoke in the place of the wooden one

:

Jahveh will lay iron yokes on all nations, that they may serve

the king of Babel. Hananiah's breaking the wooden yoke

does not alter the divine decree, but is made to contribute to

its fuller revelation. With the last clause of ver. 14, cf. xxvii.

6.—Hereupon Jeremiah forewarns the false prophets what is

to be God's punishment on them for their false and audacious

declarations. Ver. 15. " Hear now, Hananiah : Jahveh hath

not sent thee, and thou hast made this people to believe a lie.

Ver. 16. Therefore thus saith Jahveh : Behold, I cast thee from

off the face of the earth ; this year shalt thou die, for thou hast

spoken rebellion against Jahveh." " The year " = this year,

as in Isa. xxxvii. 30. The words "for thou hast spoken," etc.,

recall Deut. xiii. 6. They involve an application to Hananiah's

case of the command there given to put such a prophet to

death, and show how it can with justice be said that the Lord
will cast him from off the face of the earth. The verb ^HgK'P

is chosen for the sake of the play on 'in??' ^^. God has not

sent him as prophet to His people, but will send him away from

off the earth, i.e. cause him to die.—In ver. 17 it is recorded

that this saying was soon fulfilled. Hananiah died in the

seventh month of that year, i.e. two months after bis contro-

versy with Jeremiah (cf. ver. 1).

Chap. xxix. A LETTER FROM JeREMIAH TO THE CAPTIVES
IN Babylon, together with theeatenings against their
FALSE PROPHETS.—As in Jerusalem, so too in Babylon the

predictions of the false prophets fostered a lively hope that

the domination of Nebuchadnezzar would not last loner, and
that the return of the exiles to their fatherland would soon

come about. The spirit of discontent thus excited must have
exercised an injurious influence on the fortunes of the captives,

and could not fail to frustrate the aim which the chastisement
inflicted by God was designed to work out, namely, the moral
advancement of the people. Therefore Jeremiah makes use of
an opportunity furnished by an embassy sent by King Zedekiah
to Babel, to address a letter to the exiles, exhorting them to
yield with submission to the lot God had assigned to them. He
counsels them to prepare, by establishing their households there,
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for a long sojourn in Babel, and to seek the welfare of that

country as the necessary condition of their own. They must
not let themselves be deceived by the false prophets' idle pro-

mises of a speedy return, since God will not bring them back

and fulfil His glorious promises till after seventy years have

passed (vers. 4-14). Then he tells them that sore judgments

are yet in store for King Zedekiah and such as have been left

in the land (vers. 15-20) ; and declares that some of then- false

prophets shall perish miserably (vers. 21-32).

Vers. 1-3. Heading and Introduction.—The following circular

is connected, in point of outward form, with the preceding dis-

courses against the false prophets in Jerusalem by means of

the words :
" And these are the words of the letter," etc. The

words of the letter, i.e. the main contents of the letter, since it

was not transcribed, but given in substance. " Which the

prophet Jeremiah sent from Jerusalem unto the residue of the

elders of the captives, and to the priests and prophets, and to

the whole people, which Nebuchadnezzar had carried away

from Jerusalem to Babylon." " The residue of the elders,"

Hitz. and Graf understand of those elders who were not at the

same time priests or prophets. On this Nag. pronounces :
" It

is impossible that they can be right, for then ' the residue of

the elders of the captivity' must have stood after the priests

and prophets." And though we hear of elders of the priests,

there is no trace in the O. T. of elders of the prophets. Be-

sides, the elders, whenever they are mentioned along with the

priests, are universally the elders of the people. Thus must we

understand the expression here also. "Tlie residue of the

elders" can only be the remaining, i.e. still surviving, elders of

the exiles, as in; is used also in xxxix. 9 for those still in life.

But there is no foundation for the assumption by means of

which Gr. seeks to support his interpretation, namely, that the

place of elders that died was immediately filled by new appoint-

ments, so that the council of the elders must always have been

regarded as a whole, and could not come to be a residue or

remnant. Jeremiah could not possibly have assumed the exist-

ence of such an organized governing authority, since in this

very letter he exhorts them to set about the establishment of

regular system in their affairs. The date given in ver. 2 :
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atafter that Jechoniah the king, and the sovereign lady, and

the courtiers, the princes of Judah and Jerusalem, the work-

men and smiths, were gone away from Jerusalem," points to

the bea;inning of Zedekiah's reign, to the first or second year of

it. With this the advice given to the captives in the letter

harmonizes well, namely, the counsel to build houses, plant

gardens, etc. ; since this makes it clear that they had not been

long there. The despatch of this letter is usually referred to

the fourth year of Zedekiah's reign, because in xxviii. 1 this

year is specified. But the connection in point of matter be-

tween the present chapter and chap, xxviii. does not necessarily

imply their contemporaneousness, although that is perfectly

possible ; and the fact that, according to li. 59, Zedekiah him-

self undertook a journey to Babylon in the fourth year of his

reign, does not exclude the possibility of an embassy thither in

the same year. The going away from Jerusalem is the emi-

gration to Babylon ; cf. xxiv. 1, 2 Kings xxiv. 15. fTJ''?|l'^, th«

queen-mother, see on xiii. 18. 2''P''1P are the officials of the

court ; not necessarily eunuchs. Both words are joined to the

king, because these stood in closest relations to him. Then
follows without copula the second class of emigrants, the princes

of Judah and Jerusalem, i.e. the heads of the tribes, septs, and

families of the nation. The artisans form the third class. This

disposes of the objections raided by Mov. and Hitz. against the

genuineness of the words " princes of Judah and Jerusalem,"

their objections being based on the false assumption that these

words were an exposition of "courtiers." Cf. against this, 2 Kings

xxiv. 15, where along with the D''DnD the heads of tribes and

families are comprehended under the head of pXH ''PIS. Ver.

3. " By the hand " of JElasah is dependent on " sent," ver. 1.

The men by whom Jeremiah sent the letter to Babylon are not

further known. Shaphan is perhaps the same who is mentioned

in xxvi. 24. We have no information as to the aim of the

embassy.

Vers. 4-14. At ver. 4 the contents of the letter begin.

Jeremiah warns the people to prepare for a lengthened sojourn
in Babylonia, and exhorts them to settle down there. Ver. 5.

" Build houses and dwell (therein), and plant gardens and eat

the fruit of them. Ver. 6. Take wives and beset sons and
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daughters, and take for your sons wives and give your daugh-
ters to husbands, that they may bear sons and daughters ; and
increase there and not diminish. Ver. 7. And seek the safety

of the city whither I have carried you captive, and pray for it

to Jahveh, and in its safety shall be safety to you." The im-

peratives " increase and not diminish" give the consequence of

what has been said just before. " The city whither I have carried

you captive " is not precisely Babylon, but every place whither

separate companies of the exiles have been transported. And
pray for the city whither you are come, because in this you

further your own welfare, instead of looking for advantage to

yourselves from the fall of the Chaldean empire, from the

calamity of your heathen fellow-citizens.—With this is suitably

joined immediately the warning against putting trust in the

delusive hopes held out by the false prophets. " For thus saith

Jahveh of hosts, the God of Israel : Let not your prophets, that

are in the midst of you, and your soothsayers, deceive you, and

hearken not to your dreams which ye cause to be dreamed ; for

falsely they prophesy to you in my name ; I have not sent them,

saith Jahveh." Cppn? is somewhat singular, since we have no

other example of the Hiph. of a?r\ in its sig. dream (in Isa.

xxxviii. 16 the Hiph. of the same root means to preserve in

good health) ; but the Hiph. may here express the people's

spontaneity in the matter of dreams : which ye cause to be

dreamed for you (Hitz.). Thus there would be no need to alter

the reading into D'oSh ; a precedent for the defective spelling

being found in CITVO, 2 Chron. xxviii. 23. What the false pro-

phets gave out is not expressly intimated, but may be gathered

from the context ver. 10, namely, that the yoke of Babylon would

soon be broken and captivity come to an end.—This warning is

justified in vers. 10-14, where God's decree is set forth. The

deliverance will not come about till after seventy years ; but

then the Lord will fulfil to His people His promise of grace.

Ver. 10. " For thus saith Jahveh : When as seventy years are

fulfilled for Babylon, I will visit you, and perform to you my

good word, to bring you back to this place. Ver. 11. For I

know the thoughts that I think toward you, saith Jahveh,

thoughts of peace and not for evil, to give you (a) destiny and

hope. Ver. 12. And ye will call upon me, and go and pray
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unto me, and I will hear you. Ver. 13. And ye will seek me,

and find me, if ye search for me with all your heart. Ver. 14.

And I will let myself be found of you, saith Jahveh, and will

turn 3'our captivity, and gather you out of all the peoples and

from all the places whither I have driven you, saith Jahveh,

and will bring you again to the place whence I have carried

you away."

—

r\iibl2 'S^, according to the measure of the fulfil-

ment of seventy years for Babel. These words point back to

chap. xsv. 11 f., and we must reckon from the date of that

prediction. 1i?S c. accus. sig. to visit in a good sense, to look

favourably on one and take his part. "My good word " is ex-

pounded by the following infinitive clause. Ver. 11. "I know

my thoughts" is not to be taken, as by Jerome, J. D. Mich., etc.,

as in contrast with the false prophets : I know, but they do

not. This antithesis is not in keeping with what follows. The
meaning is rather : Although I appoint so long a term for the

fulfilment of the plan of redemption, yet fear not that I have

utterly rejected you ; I know well what my design is in your

regard. My thoughts toward you are thoughts of good, not of

evil. Although now I inflict lengthened sufferings on you, yet

this chastisement but serves to bring about your welfare in the

future (Chr. B. Mich., Graf, etc.).—To give you nnns, lit,

last, i.e. issue or future, and hope. For this sig. of. Job viii. 7,

Prov. V. 4, etc. This future destiny and hope can, however,

only be realized if by the sorrows of exile you permit your-

selves to be brought to a knowledge of your sins, and return

penitent to me. Then ye will call on me and pray, and I will

hear you. "And ye will go," ver. 12, is not the apodosis to

" ye will call," since there is no further explanation of it, and

since the simple ^Pn can neither mean to go away satisfied nor

to have success. " Go" must be taken with what follows : go

to the place of prayer (Ew., Umbr., Gr., Nag.). In ver. 13

T^ii is to be repeated after "find." Vers. 12 and 13 are a re-

newal of the promise, Deut. iv. 29, 30 ; and ver. 14 is a brief

summary of the promise, Deut. xxx. 3-5, whence is taken the

graphic expression nuB'-ns aits' ; see on that passage.—There-
after in

Vers. 15-20. Jeremiah informs the captives of the judgment
that is to fall on such as are still left in the land. Ver. 15. " If
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ye say
: Jahveh hath raised us up prophets in Babylon—Ver.

16. Yea, thus saith Jahveh of the king that sitteth upon the
throne of David, and of all the people that dwelleth in this city,

your brethren that are not gone forth with you into captivity,

Ver. 17. Thus saith Jahveh of hosts : Behold, I send amongst
them the sword, famine, and pestilence, and make them like

horrible figs, that cannot be eaten for badness, Ver. 18. And
hunt after them with the sword, the famine, and the pestilence,

and give them to be abused to all the kingdoms of the earth, to

be a curse, and an astonishment, and a hissing, and a reproach
among all the peoples whither I have driven them ; Ver. 19.

Inasmuch as they have not hearkened to my words, saith

Jahveh, wherewith I sent to them my servants the prophets,

from early morning on sending them, and ye have not hearkened,
saith Jahveh. Ver. 20. But ye, hear the word of Jahveh, all

ye captives whom I have sent from Jerusalem to Babylon."

—

The design with which Jeremiah tells the captives of this

judgment may be gathered from the terms of ver. 15, with
which this prophecy is introduced : God hath raised up to us

prophets in Babel ("^?3, lit. as far as Babel, i.e. extending His
agency so far beyond the bounds of Judah). Hence it is clear

that the announcement of judgment to come on those left in

the land is in direct opposition to the predictions of the prophets

that had appeared in Babylon. These prophesied a swift end
to Chaldean domination and an immediate return of the exiles

to their fatherland. So long as one of David's posterity sat on
his throne in Jerusalem, and so long as the kingdom of Judah
was maintained, the partial captivity of the people and removal

of the plundered treasures of the temple would appear as a

calamity which might soon be repaired. The false prophets in

Babylon laid, therefore, great stress on the continued existence

of the kingdom, with its capital and the temple, in their efforts

to obtain belief amongst the exiles. As Nag. justly remarks,

it was to take this ground from beneath their feet that Jeremiah

predicted expulsion and destruction against the people of Jeru-

salem. The prophecy does indeed bear upon the inhabitants

of Jei'usalem, " but not in the first reference ; its immediate

purpose was to overthrow the foundations on which the false

prophets of the exile stood " (Nag.). Taken thus, these verses
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form an integral part of the message sent by Jeremiah to the

exiles, which was of no small weight for quieting the excitement,

nourished by the false prophets, which reigned amongst them.

One is struck by the want of connection between vers. 15 and

16. The beginning of ver. 16, " Yea, thus saith," comes directly

after the end of ver. 15 without any joining link. Niig. holds

the ''3 to be the pleonastic ''3 which often introduces a saying.

But its position before the " thus saith" makes this impossible.

Here it serves to strengthen the asseveration : yea, thus fitly

introducing what Jahveh says to the contrary; and vers. 15

and 16 are, tersely and immediately, set over against one another.

" If ye say " means : as regards your saying that Jahveh hath

raised you up prophets in Babylon, the answer is : Thus hath

Jahveh said. This is the connection of ver. 16 with ver. 15.^

" Your brethren that," etc., is co-ordinate with " all the people."

The words : " I make them like horrible figs," make allusion to

the vision in chap. xxiv. 2 ff., but do not imply that this vision

^ By the above exposition of the connection and progress of the thought,

are disposed of all the objections that have been brought by Houb., Lud.

Capp., Ven., etc., against the genuineness of these verses, or, at least,

against the true position for them. The fact of their being wanting in the

LXX., on -which Hitz. mainly grounds his charge of spuriousness, proves

nothing more than that these translators -were unable to understand the

train of thought in the verses, especially seeing that the substance of them

has several times been expressed by Jeremiah, particularly vers. 17 and 18
;

xxiv. 9, 10, cf. XV. 4, xix. 8 ; with ver. 19 cf. vii. 13, 25 f . Against the

attempts to alter the text, Graf's remarks are admirable :
" It is much

easier to explain how the passage was omitted as out of place by the LXX.
than to show how it could have been introduced as an interpolation. It is too

long for a mere marginal gloss that had at a later time found its way into

the text ; and why it should have been placed here, would remain aU the

more incomprehensible if it were so wholly unconnected with the body of

the text. We cannot admit that it is merely an erroneous displacement of

ver. 15, which originally stood before ver. 21 ; since it is less likely that

ver. 16 could have come directly after ver. 14. In respect of form, vers.

16-20 is connected with and forms a continuation of what precedes. Ver.

20 implies the presence of ver. 16 as an antithesis, and at the same time
completes again the connection that had been interrupted with ver. 15,
and leads on to ver. 21 ff. Connection in thought seems to be wanting
only because ver. 16 does not express the connecting idea, and because the
contrast is so abrupt."—The other arguments adduced by Hitz. to throw
suspicion on the passage, we can afford to pass over as wholly without force.
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was known to the exiles, for they are quite intelligible to him
who knows nothing of chap. xxiv. (Nag.). The adject. "iW is

found only here, from IVB', shudder ; horrible, that on tasting

which one shudders. With ver. 18, cf. xxiv. 9. " Wherewith I
sent my servants," i.e. commissioned them. This verb construed

with double accus. as in 2 Sam. xi. 22, Isa. Iv. 11. "Ye have

not hearkened," the 2d pers. instead of the 3d, is hardly to be

explained by the fact that the prophet here cites in full an often

quoted saying (Hitz., Nag., etc.). The reason is that the pro-

phet is thinking of the exiles also as having been equal to their

brethren remaining in Judah in the matter of not hearkening.

Thus the way is prepared for the summons: But ye, hear,

ver, 20.

Vers. 21-23. After having set forth the divine determination,

the prophet's letter addresses itself specially against the false

prophets and tells them their punishment from God. Ver. 21.

" Thus saith Jaliveh, the God of hosts, of Ahab the son of

Kolaiah, and of Zedekiah the son of Maaseiah, who prophesy

to you in my name falsely : Behold, I give them into the hand

of Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon, that he may smite

them before your eyes. Ver. 22. And of them shall be taken

up a curse by all the exiles of Judah that are in Babylon,

saying : Jahveh make thee like Zedekiah and like Ahab, whom
the king of Babylon roasted in the fire, Ver. 23. Because they

have done folly in Israel, and have committed adultery with

their neighbours' wives, and have spoken in my name lying

words which I have not commanded them. But I know it and

am witness, saith Jahveh."—Beyond what is here told, we know

nothing of these two pseudo-prophets. The name 3Nn« is

written in ver. 20 without X ; thus the Kametz comes to be

under the n, and in consequence of this the Pathach is changed

into a Seghol. " Smite," i.e. slay. The manner of their death

is called, probably with allusion to the name Kolaiah, nPi7, roast,

burn in a heated furnace ; a mode of execution usual in Babylon,

ace. to Dan. iii. 6. This punishment is to fall on them because

of two kinds of sin : 1. Because they have done folly in Israel,

namely, committed adultery with their neighbours' wives ; 2.

Because they have prophesied falsely in the name of Jahveh.

Except in Josh. vii. 15, the phrase: commit folly in Israel, is
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always used of the grosser sins of uncleanness; see on Gen.

xxxiv. 7. So here also.—The diet. j;T>in is expounded in the Keri

by Jjirn, according to which there has been a transposition of the

letters i'and \ as in ii. 25, viii. 6, etc. Still the article here is

extraordinary, since 13? has none. Therefore J. D. Mich., Ew.,

Hitz., Graf suppose we should read T}!' ^'^, the N having been

dropped from Nin in scriptio continua, as it often is, especially

after \ in tf^^n and other words, cf. xix. 15, xxxix. 16, 1 Kings

xxi. 29, etc. Kin is then the copula between subject and pre-

dicate, as in Isa. xliii. 25 ; cf. Ew. § 297, b.

Vers. 24-32. Tlireatening against the false prophet Shemaiah.

—Jeremiah's letter to the exiles (vers. 1-23) had excited

^reat indignation among the false prophets in Babylon, who

predicted speedy restoration. One of them, named Shemaiah,

wrote accordingly letters to Jerusalem addressed to the people,

and especially to the priest Zephaniah, who held the highest

place in the management of the temple, insisting that he should

immediately take steps to punish Jeremiah and check his

labours (vers. 24-28). When Zephaniah read this letter to

Jeremiah, the latter received from God the commission to tell

the pseudo-prophet of the punishment awaiting him, that he

and his race should perish and not survive Israel's liberation

(vers. 29-32).— This threatening accordingly dates from a

somewhat later time than the letter, vers. 1-23, since it was its

arrival and influence upon the exiles that led Shemaiah to write

to Jerusalem that letter, to which the threatening of the present

verse is the reply. But on account of their historical connec-

tion, the letter of Jeremiah and that of Shemaiah were, at the

publication of Jeremiah's prophecies, placed the one after the

other.—From the introductory clause of ver. 24: "And to

Shemaiah the Nehelamite thou shalt speak thus," we mio-ht

conclude, with Graf, that what Jeremiah had to say was not

addressed by letter to Shemaiah himself ; and hold it to have
sufficed that he should read it, like all the exiles, in the letter

which doubtless found its way to Babylon. But this is incom-
patible with the command of God, ver. 31 : Send to all the
captives, saying, etc. For it was only by writing that Jeremiah
could send to the exiles the sentence from God on Shemaiah
that follows in ver. 31. The introductory clause is therefore
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interposed by the author of the book to form a link of connec-

tion between the two utterances regarding the pseudo-prophets

at Babylon. We cannot make sure whether "the Nehela-
mite " refers the man to a family or to a place of which we
know nothing else. Ver. 25. Next the introduction to the

divine sentence comes (from "Because thou" on) a statement

of the occasion that called for it, which extends to ver. 28. Then
in vers. 29-31 we are told that Zephaniah read to Jeremiah

the letter he had received from Shemaiah in Babylon, and that

Jeremiah was then commissioned by God to intimate to

Shemaiah the punishment to be sent on him by God for his

false and seducing prophecies. Then, again, attached to the

preliminary statement by "therefore," the introductory phrase

"Thus saitli Jahveh" is repeated, and what the Lord said

follows.—Ver. 25. " Because thou hast sent in thy name (with-

out divine commission) letters to all the people in Jerusalem,

and to Zephaniah the son of Maaseiah the priest, and to all

the priests, saying." Q"'"!Sp may be a single letter, cf. 2 Kings

X. 1, 2 ; but since these were sent to the people, the priest

Zephaniah, and all the people, the word doubtless means here

letters in the plural. As to Zephaniah ben Maaseiah, see at

xxi. 1.—In vers. 26-28 follows the main substance of the letter

:

" Jahveh hath set thee to be priest in the stead of the priest

Jehoiada, that there should be officers in the house of Jahveh

for every man that is mad and prophesieth, that thou shouldest

put him in the stocks and in neck-irons. Ver. 27. And, now,

why hast thou not restrained Jeremiah of Anathoth, that pro-

phesieth to you ? Ver. 28. For therefore hath he sent to us to

Babylon (a letter) to the effect : It will last long ; build houses

and dwell (therein), and plant gardens and eat the fruit of

them " Zephaniah occupied, ace. to ver. 26, the post of a chief

officer of the temple, was a chief warden, as Pashur had been

before him, xxi. 1, who had charge of the police regulations of

the temple. In the stead of the priest Jehoiada. These words

Grot., Hitz., and Gr. refer to the high priest Jehoiada under

King Joash, 2 Kings xi. 18, who set up officers (""1^3) over

the temple. But this view cannot be reconciled with the words of

the text : " Jahveh hath set thee to be priest in Jehoiada's stead,

that there should be officers;" since from these unambiguous

VOL. I. 2d
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words, Zephaniah filled the same post as Jehoiada had done,

and was his successor in office. The other well-known Jehoiada

was high priest, who appointed officers ; Zephaniah, on the other

hand was only " the second priest," and as such had charge of

the temple arrangements and o£ public order there. Nor is

there any hint here or elsewhere that Zephaniah was the im-

mediate successor of Pashur in this office, nor any indication to

make it unlikely that Jehoiada held the post after Pashur and

that Zedekiah succeeded him. The plural " officers " is general

:

that at all times there should be officers. " For every man that

is mad and prophesieth." Wf», the deranged or mad person,

is here closely associated with ^^?^^p, him that bears himself as

prophet. The former word is used in the evil sense of the

apparently deranged behaviour of the man on whom the Spirit

of God has laid hold, 2 Kings ix. 11, Hos. ix. 7. The idea is

not : for (or against) every prophet, but : for every madman
that plays the prophet. The temple, i.e. the outer court of the

temple, was the usual place for prophets to take their stand.

Shemaiah accordingly means that it was the duty of the chief

warden of the temple to repress attempts to speak in the temple

on the part of pretended prophets, by putting such persons in

stocks and irons. As to riDsriD, see on xx. 2. pi'V is d-rr. \ey.

It certainly does not mean prison after pJ2f, in Samaritan=

clausit; but apparently neck-irons after (jljj, necklace, ring.

Since both words are used together here, and since the meanini;

is apparently that Jeremiah should be put into both instruments

at once, Hitz. conjectures that both together were needed to

make the stocks complete, but that each had its own proper

name, because it was possible to fix in the neck, leaving hands

and feet free, or conversely, as in xx. 2.—1V3, rebuke, check by
threats, restrain, cf. Euth ii. 16, Mai. iii. 11, etc. "For there-

fore," sc. just because thou hast not restrained him from pro-

phesying he has sent to Babylon, rhf with "ibs^ following,

send to say, means : to send a message or letter as follows.
N'n nans -ybah Hitz. renders : for he thought : it (Babylon) is

faraway; Jeremiah's meaning being, that in Jerusalem they
would know nothing about his letter he was sending to Babylon.
But such a hidden purpose is utterly foreign to the character of
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the prophet. He had publicly predicted in Jerusalem the long
seventy years' duration of the exile ; and it was not likely to

occur to him to wish to make a secret of the letter of like

import which he sent to Babylon. Besides, Hitz.'s interpreta-

tion is forced. Since there is no "KiiS before 0T\2 W3, the 'iot6

before na-ix can only be introductory to the contents of the

letter. For ^'"iN used of duration in time, cf. 2 Sam. iii. 1,

Job xi. 9. "Long-lasting it is," sc. your sojourn in Babylon.
These words give the burden of his prophecy, that on which he
founded his counsel: build houses, etc.—Ver. 29. Zephaniah
read aloud to Jeremiah the letter he had received from Babylon.

With what design, we are not told; probably simply to inform

him of the proceedings of the pseudo-prophets in Babylon. If

we may judge by xxi. 1 and xxxvii. 3, Zephaniah seems to have

been friendly to Jeremiah.—Ver. 30 ff. In consequence of this,

Jeremiah received from the Lord the commission to predict to

Shemaiah his punishment at the hand of God, and to send the

prediction to all that are in Babylon in banishment. With ver.

316, cf. xxviii. 15. The punishment is this : Shemaiah shall

have no posterity among his people, i.e. of his children none

shall be left amongst the people, nor shall he see, i.e. experience,

have any share in the blessings which the Lord will yet bestow

upon His people. The extinction of his race and his own
exclusion from the privilege of seeing the day of Israel's re-

demption are the punishment that is to fall on him for his

rebellion against the commandment of the Lord. With '3

'T mo of. xxviii. 16.
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THE PEOPHECIES OF EZEKIEL.

INTRODUCTION.

I. THE PERSON OF THE PROPHET.

[ZEKIEL, '>iim\ (i. 3, sxiv. 24), i.e. biA piw, God
strengthens, 'le^eKirjK (LXX. and Book of Siracli,

ch. xlix. 8), in the Vulgate Ezechiel, while Luther,

after the example of the LXX., writes the name

HeseMel, was the son of Busi, of priestly descent, and was carried

away captive into exile to Babylon in the year 599 B.C.,

—

i.e. in

the eleventh year before the destruction of Jerusalem,—along

with King Jehoiachin, the nobles of the kingdom, many priests,

and the better class of the population of Jerusalem and of Judah

(i. 2, xl. 1 ; cf. 2 Kings xxiv. 14 ff.; Jer. xxix. 1). He lived

there in the northern part of Mesopotamia, on the banks of the

Ohaboras, married, and in his own house, amidst a colony of

banished Jews, in a place called Tel-Abib (i. 1, iii. 15, 24, viii.

1, xxiv. 18). In the fifth year of his banishment, i.e. 595 B.C.,

he was called to be a prophet of the Lord, and laboured in this

official position, as may be shown, twenty-two years; for the

latest of his prophecies is dated in the twenty-seventh year of

his exile, i.e. 572 B.C. (xxix. 17). Regarding the other circum.

stances and events of his life, as also of his death, nothing is

known. The apocryphal legends found in the Fathers and in

the Rabbinical writings, to the effect that he was put to death

by a prince of his own nation for rebuking his idolatry, and was

buried in the tomb of Shem and Arphaxad, etc. (cf. Carpzov,

Introd. ii. p. 203 ff.), are without any historical value. So much
EZEK. I. A
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alone is certain, that he ended his life among the exiles, where

God had assigned him his sphere of labour, and did not, like

his contemporary Daniel (comp. Dan. i. 21, x. 1), outlive the

termination of the Captivity and the commencement of the

redemption of Israel from Babylon, as his prophecies do not

contain the slirrhtest allusion to that effect.

II. THE TIMES OF THE PROPHET.

Ezekiel, like Daniel, is a prophet of the exile, but in a

different fashion from the latter, who had been already carried

away prisoner before him to Babylon on the first capture of

Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar in the reign of Jehoiakira, and

who lived there upwards of seventy years at the Babylonian

and Medo-Persian court, and who held from time to time very

important offices of State. Daniel was placed by God in this

high position, which afforded him a view of the formation and

evolution of the world-kingdom, in order that from this stand-

point he might be enabled to see the development of the world-

kingdoms in the struggle against the kingdom of God, and to

predict the indestructible power and glory of the latter king-

dom, which overcomes all the powers of the world. Ezekiel,

on the other hand, was appointed a watcher over the exiled

nation of Israel, and was in this capacity to continue the work

of the earlier prophets, especially that of Jeremiah, with whom
he in several ways associates himself in his prophecies ; to

preach to his contemporaries the judgment and salvation of

God, in order to convert them to the Lord their God.—Rightly

to understand his work as a pi-ophet, the ripe fruit of which

lies before us in his prophetic writings, we must not only keep

in view the importance of the exile for the development of the

kingdom of God, but also form a clear conception of the rela-

tions amidst which Ezekiel carried on his labours.

What the Lord had caused to be announced by Moses to the

tribes of Israel while they were yet standing on the borders of
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the Promised Land, and preparing to take possession of it, viz.

that if they should persistently transgress His commands, He
would not only chastise them with heavy punishments, but

would finally drive them out of the land which they were about

to occupy, and disperse them among all nations (Lev. xxvi.

14—45 ; Deut. xxviii. 15—68),—this threatening, repeated by

all the prophets after Moses, had been already executed by

the Assyrians upon the ten tribes, who had revolted from the

house of David, and was now in process of fulfilment by the

Chaldeans upon the kingdom of Judah also. In the reign of

Jehoiakim, Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, for the first

time invaded Judah, captured Jerusalem, made Jehoiakim

tributary, and carried away to Babylon a number of Israelitish

youths of noble birth and of the blood-royal, amongst whom
was Daniel, along with a portion of the vessels of the temple,

in order that these youths might be trained up for the service

of his court (Dan. i. 1-7). With this invasion of the Chaldeans

begin the seventy years of Chaldean servitude and exile in

Babylon, predicted by Jeremiah. As Jehoiakim, so early as

three years afterwards, revolted against Nebuchadnezzar, the

latter, after a lengthened siege, took Jerusalem a second time,

in the third month of the reign of Jehoiachin, and carried

away into captivity to Babylon, along with the captive monarch

and the members of his court, the nobles of Judah and Jeru-

salem, a great number of priests, warriors, carpenters, and

smiths, leaving behind in the land only the meaner portion of

the people, over whom he appointed as his vassal King Mat-

taniah, the uncle of the banished monarch, whose name he

changed to Zedekiah (2 Kings xxiv. 10-17 ; Jer. xxix. 2). By

this removal of the heart and strength of the nation the power

of the kingdom of Judah was broken ; and although Nebuchad-

nezzar did not at that time destroy it, but still allowed it to

remain as a subject kingdom under his sway, yet its existence

could not be of any long duration. Judah had fallen too

deeply to recognise in the calamities which she had suffered the
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chastening hand of her God, and to bow herself repentantly

under His mighty arm. Instead of listening to the voice of

the prophet Jeremiah, and bearing the Chaldean yoke in

patience (2 Chron. xxxvi. 12), both monarch and people placed

their trust in the assistance of Egypt, and Zedekiah broke the

oath of fealty which he had sworn to the king of Babylon.

To punish this perfidy, Nebuchadnezzar again marched against

Jerusalem, and by the capture and burning of the city and

temple in the eleventh year of Zedekiah's reign put an end to

the kingdom of Judah. Zedekiah, who had fled from the

beleaguered city, was taken by the Chaldeans, and brought with

his sons to Riblah into the presence of King Nebuchadnezzar,

who first caused the sons of Zedekiah to be put to death before

the eyes of their father ; next, Zedekiah himself to be deprived

of sight, and then commanded the blind monarch to be con-

ducted in chains to Babylon (2 Kings xxv. 1-21 ; Jer. lii. 1-30).

Many military officers and priests of rank were also put to

death at Riblah ; while those who had been taken prisoners at

Jerusalem, along with the deserters and a great portion of the

I'est of the people, were led away into exile to Babylon

(2 Kings xxv. 1-21 ; Jer. lii. 1-30). By this catastrophe the

Old Testament theocracy lost its political existence ; the cove-

nant people were now driven out of their own land amongst the

heathen, to bear the punishment of their obstinate apostasy

from the Lord their God. Nevertheless this dispersion amono-

the heathen was no entire rejection of Israel ; it was merely a

suspension, and not an annildlation, of the covenant of grace.

Man's unfaithfulness cannot destroy the faithfulness of God.
" In spite of this terrible judgment, brought down upon them

by the heaviest transgressions, Israel was, and remained,"—as

Auberlen {The Prophet Daniel, p. 27, 2d ed.) well remarks,

—

" the chosen people, through whom God was still to carry out;

His intentions towards humanity. His gifts and calling may
not be repented of " (Rom. xi. 29). Even after the Babylonian

exile the theocracy was not again restored ; the covenant people
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did not after their return again recover their independence, but

remained, with the exception of the short period when under

the Maccabees they won for themselves their freedom, in con-

stant dependence upon the heathen world-rulers, until, after

the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, they were com-

pletely dispersed among all the nations of the earth. The

kingdom of God, however, was not really to perish along with

the external theocracy ; it was only to pass into a new phase of

development, which was intended to be the medium of transition

towards its renewal and perfection in that kingdom of God
which was to be founded by Christ. To pave the way to this

end, and at the same time to serve as a witness to the exiles,

that Israel, notwithstanding its dispersion among the heathen,

still remained God's people, the Lord raised up in Ezekiel, the

son of a priest, a prophet of uncommon power and energy in

the midst of the captives, " one who raised his voice aloud,

like a trumpet, and showed to Israel its misdeeds,—whose whole

manifestation furnished the most powerful testimony that the

Lord was still amongst His people ; who was himself a temple

of the Lord, before whom the visible temple, which yet remained

standing for a short time at Jerusalem, sank back into its

nothingness ; a spiritual Samson, who seized with mighty arm

the pillars of the idol temple, and dashed it to the ground ; a

powerful, gigantic nature, which was fitted by that very quali-

fication to effectually subdue the Babylonian spirit of the time,

which delighted in powerful, gigantic, and grotesque forms;

standing alone, but equal to a hundred of the sons of the

prophets " (Hengstenberg's Christol. II. p. 531).

The call of Ezekiel to the prophetic office took place in the

fifth year of the reign of Zedekiah, in the fourth month of the

year (i. 1, 2), at a point of time when, amongst those who had

remained behind in the land, as well as amongst those who had

been carried to Babylon, the hope of the speedy downfall of

the Babylonian monarchy, and of the return of the exiles to

their native country, which was then to follow, was very strong.
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and was powerfully encouraged by the lying statements of false

prophets; cf. Jer. xxix. In the same year and month pro-

phesied Hananiah, a prophet from Gibeon, in the temple at

Jerusalem, before the eyes of the priests and the whole people,

saying that Jehovah would break the yoke of the king of Baby-

lon, and within two years bring back to Jerusalem all the

temple-vessels carried away by Nebuchadnezzar, as well as King

Jechoniah and all the captives who had been brought to Baby-

lon, Jer. xxviii. 1-4. And the prophet Jeremiah, who with

the word of the Lord rebuked and opposed those lying predic-

tions and empty hopes, and foretold that the Babylonian servi-

tude would be of long duration, was violently assailed and

persecuted by the lying prophets, even by those of them who

were to be found in Babylon ; cf. Jer. xxviii. 5-17, xxix. 21-32.

This delnsion regarding the political condition of affairs, this

spirit of resistance to the decree of the Lord, had seized not

only upon the people, but also upon the nobles and the king,

so that they formed and eagerly carried on conspiracies against

the king of Babylon. The meeting of the kings of Edom,

Moab, Ammon, Tyre, and Sidon, with Zedekiah in Jerusalem,

had no other object than this (Jer. xxvii. 3). The embassy,

moreover, sent by Zedekiah to Babylon (Jer. xxiv. 3), as well

as his own journey thither in the fourth year of his reign (Jer.

li. 59), were intended merely to deceive the king of Babylon,

by assurances of devotion and fidelity, in order that the in-

tended revolt might be carried out. But this baseless hope

of a speedy liberation from the Babylonian yoke was igno-

miniously disappointed: in consequence of the treacherous

rebellion of Zedekiah, Nebuchadnezzar, after a blockade and

siege of a year and a half, captured Jerusalem, burnt the city

and temple to the ground, and destroyed the kingdom of Judah.

By this blow all the supports upon which the God-alienated

nation had vainly relied were broken. The delusive statements

of the false prophets had proved to be lies; the predictions

of the Lord's prophets, on the contrary, had been strikingly
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justified as divine truth. The destruction of Jerusalem, the

burning of the temple, and the downfall of the kingdom, form

accordingly a turning-point for the prophetic labours of Ezekiel.

Hitherto, prior to the calamity, he had to announce to the

people (animated with the hope of speedy liberation from exile)

the judgment of the downfall of Jerusalem and Judah, although

such preaching found little acceptance. The time, however,

had now arrived when, in order to preserve from despair the

nation languishing in exile, and given over to the scorn, con-

tempt, and tyranny of the heathen, he was able to open up the

sources of comfort by announcing that the Lord, in requital

of the ignominy heaped upon His people, would overwhelm all

the heathen nations with destruction, but that, if His people

whom they had oppressed would repent and return to Him, He
would again gather them out of their dispersion ; would make

of them a holy nation, walking in His commands and yielding

Him a willing service ; would conduct them back to their own

land; would give them His servant David for a prince, and

once more gloriously establish His kingdom.

III. THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL.

The collection of the prophecies placed together in this book,

as forming a complete unity, falls into two main divisions :

—

I. Announcements of judgment upon Israel and the heathen

nations, ch. i.-xxxii. ; H. Announcements of salvation for

Israel, ch. xxxiii.-xlviii. Each of these main divisions is

subdivided into two sections. The first, namely, contains the

prophecies of judgment (a) upon Jerusalem and Israel, ch.

iii. 22-xxiv. ; (b) upon the heathen nations, ch. xxv.-

xxxii. The second main division contains (c) the predictions

of the redemption and restoration of Israel, and the downfall

of the heathen world-power, ch. xxxiii.-xxxix. ; (d) the pro-

phetic picture of the re-formation and exaltation of the king-

dom of God, ch. xl.-xlviii. ; and the entire collection opens
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with the solemn dedication of Ezekiel to the prophetic ofSce,

ch. i. 1-iii. 21. The prophecies of the first, third, and

fourth parts are throughout arranged in chronological order

;

those of the second part—the threatenings predicted against

the heathen nations—are disposed according to their actual

subject-matter. This is attested by the chronological data in

the supersci'iptions, and confirmed by the contents of the whole

of the groups of prophecies in the first three parts. The first

part contains the following chronological notices : the fifth

year of the captivity of Jehoiachin (i. 2) as the time of

Ezekiel's call to the office of prophet, and of the first predic-

tions regarding Jerusalem and Israel ; then the sixth (viii. 1),

seventh (xx. 1), and ninth years of the captivity of that

monarch (xxiv. 1). The second part contains the predictions

against seven foreign nations, of which those against Tyre fall

in the eleventh (xxvi. 1), those against Egypt in the tenth

(xxix. 1), twenty-seventh (xxix. 17), eleventh (xxx. 20 and

xxxi. 1), and twelfth years of the exile. Of the two last

parts, each contains only one chronological notice, namely,

ch. xxxiii. 21, the twelfth year of the captivity, i.e. one year

after the destruction of Jerusalem ; and ch. xl. 1, the twenty-

fifth year of the captivity, or the fourteenth after the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem. The remaining prophecies, which bear at

their head no note of time, connect themselves closely as to

their contents with those which are furnished with chrono-

logical data, so that they belong to the same period with those.

From this it appears that the prophecies of the first part

wholly, those of the second part to a great extent, date before

the destruction of Jerusalem ; those of the third and fourth

parts proceed from the time aft?r this catastrophe. This

chronological relationship is in favour of the view that the

prophecies against foreign nations, ch. xxv.-xxxii., are not

— as the majority of expositors suppose—to be assigned to the

second, but rather to the first half of the book. This view is

confirmed, on tlie one hand, by tlie contents of tlie prophecies.
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inasmuch as these, without an exception, announce only the

downfall of the heathen nations and kingdoms, making no

reference to the future forgiveness and conversion of the

residue of these nations, and through this very peculiarity con-

nect themselves closely with the prophecies of threatening

against Israel in the first part; on the other hand, by the

resemblance which exists between ch. xxx. 1-20 and ch.

iii. 16—21, compared with ch. xviii. 19-32, and which leaves

no doubt upon the point that ch. xxxiii. 1-20 marks out to

the prophet the task which was to occupy his attention after

the destruction of Jerusalem, and consequently forms the in-

troduction to the second half of his prophecies.—For further

remarks upon the contents and subdivisions of the book, see the

expositions in the introductory observations to the individual

sections and chapters.

Ezekiel's style of proplietio representation has many peculiari-

ties. In the first place, the clothing of symbol and allegory

prevails in him to a greater degree than in all the other pro-

phets; and his symbolism and allegory are not confined to

general outlines and pictures, but elaborated in the minutest

details, so as to present figures of a boldness surpassing reality,

and ideal representations, which produce an impression of im-

posing grandeur and exuberant fulness. Even the simplest

prophetic discourse is rich in imagery, and in bold, partly

even strange, comparisons, and branches out into a copiousness

which strives to exhaust the subject on all sides, in consequence

of which many peculiar expressions and forms are repeated,

rendering his language diffuse, and occasionally even clumsy.

These peculiarities of his style of representation it has been

attempted, on the one hand, to explain by the influence of the

Babylonian spirit and taste upon the form of his prophecy;

while others, again, would regard them as the result of a

literary art, striving to supply the defect of prophetic spirit,

and the failing power of the living word, by the aid of learning

and an elaborate imitation of actual life^ The supposed Baby-
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Ionian spirit, however, in the fomis of our prophet's symbolism,

has no existence. The assertion of Havernick, that " the

whole of these symbols has a colossal character, which points

in many ways to those powerful impressions experienced by

the prophet in a foreign land,—Ohaldea,—and which here are

grasped and given out again with a mighty and independent

spirit," remains yet to be proved. For the observation that

these symbols, in reference to form and contents, resemble in

many respects the symbols of his contemporary Daniel, is not

sufficient for the purpose, and cannot in itself be accepted as

the truth, by reference to the picture of the eagle, and the

comparison of rich men to trees, cedars, in ch. xvii., because

these pictures already occur in the older prophets, and lions as

as well as cedars are native in Palestine. Just as little are

Babylonian impressions to be recognised in the visions of the

field with the dead men's bones, ch. xxxvii., and of the ne^

temple, ch. xl. , so that there only remains the representation

of the cherubim with four faces, in ch. i. and x., which is

peculiar to Ezekiel, as presumptive evidence of Chaldean in-

fluence. But if we leave out of account that the throne, upon

which the Lord appears in human form, indisputably forms

the central point of this vision, and this central point has no

specific Babylonian impress, then the representation of the

cherubim with faces of men, lions, oxen, and eagles, cannot be

derived from the contemplation of the Assyrian or Chaldean

sculptures of human figures with eagle heads and wings, or

winged oxen with human heads, or sphinxes with bodies of

animals and female heads, such as are found in the ruins of

ancient Nineveh, inasmuch as the cherubim of Ezekiel were

not pictures of oxen with lions' manes, eagles' wings, and

human countenances furnished with horns,—as W. Neumann
has still portrayed them in his treatise upon the tabernacle,

—

but had, according to Ezekiel, ch. i. 5, the human form.

There are indeed also found, among the Assyrian sculptures,

winged human figures ; but these Ezekiel had no reason to
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copy, because the cherubic images in human form, belonging

to Solomon's temple, lay much nearer to his hand. The whole

of Ezekiel's symbolism is derived from the Israelitish sanctuary,

and is an outcome of Old Testament ideas and views. As the

picture of the ideal temple in ch. xl. ff. is sketched according

to the relations of Solomon^s temple, which was burnt bv the

Chaldeans, so the elements for the description of the majestic

theophany, in ch. i. and x., are contained in the throne

of Jehovah, which was above the cherubim, who were over

the covering of the ark of the covenant ; and in the pheno-

mena amid which was manifested the revelation of the divine

glory at the establishment of the covenant on Sinai. On the

basis of these facts, Isaiah had already represented to himself

the appearance of the Lord, as a vision, in which he beholds

Jehovah in the temple, sitting on a high and lofty throne, and,

standing around the throne, seraphim with six wings, who

began to sing, " Holy, holy " (Isa. vi.). This symbolism we

find modified in Ezekiel, so as to correspond with the aim of

his vocation, and elaborated to a greater extent. The manner

in which he works out this vision and other symbols certainly

gives evidence of his capacity to describe, distinctly and attrac-

tively in words, what he had beheld in spirit ; although the

symbolism itself is, just as little as the vision, a mere product

of poetic art, or the subjective framework of a lively fancy,

without anj' real objective foundation ; for it rests, in harmony

with its contents and form, upon views which are spiritually

real, i.e. produced by the Spirit of God in the soul of the pro-

phet, in which the art of the author is reduced to a faithful

and distinct reproduction of what had been seen in the spirit.

—

It is only the abundance of pictures and metaphors, which is

in this respect characteristic of Ezekiel, and which betrays a

lively imagination, and the many-sidedness of his knowledge.

These qualities appear not merely in the sketch of the new

temple (ch. xl. ff.), but also in the description of the wide-

spread commerce of Tyre (ch. xxvii.), and of the relations of
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Egypt (ch. XXIX. and xxxi.), as well as in the endeavours mani-

fest in all his representations,—not merely in the symbolical

descriptions and allegorical portraits (ch. xvi. and xxiii.), but

also in the simple discourses, in the rebukes of the current

vices and sins, and in the threatenings of punishment and

judgment,—to follow out the subject treated of into the most

special details, to throw light upon it from all sides, to penetrate

through it, 'and not to rest until he has exhausted it, and that

without any effort, in so doing, to avoid repetitions. This style

of representation, however, has its foundation not merely in

the individuality of our prophet, but still more in the relations

of his time, and in his attitude towards that generation to

whom he had to announce the counsel and will of the Lord.

As symbolism and the employment of parables, pictures, and

proverbs is, in general, only a means for the purpose of pre-

senting in an attractive light the truths to be delivered, and

to strengthen by this attractiveness the impression made by

speech and discourse, so also the copiousness and circumstan-

tiality of the picture, and even the repetition of thoughts and

expressions under new points of view, serve the same end.

The people to whom Ezekiel was now to preach repentance,

by announcing the divine judgment and salvation, was " a

rebellious race, impudent and hard-hearted" (ch. iii. 7-9, 26,

xii. 2, etc.). If he was faithfully and conscientiously to dis-

charge the office, laid upon him by the Lord, of a watcher over

the house of Israel, he must not only punish with stern words,

and in drastic fashion, the sins of the people, and distinctly

paint before their eyes the horrors of the judgment, but he

must also set forth, in a style palpable to the senses, that

salvation which was to bloom forth for the repentant nation

when the judgment was fulfilled.

Closely connected with this is the other peculiarity of

Ezekiel's style of prophecy, namely, the marked prominence

assigned to the divine origin and contents of his announce-

ments, which distinctly appears in the standing form of address
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—"Son of man"—with which God summons the prophet to

speech and action ; in the continual use of niH' ijlK ; in the

formulae ''"'' 1»^ na or '" DN3 ; in the introduction to almost

every discourse of God's requirement to him to prophesy or

to do this and that; and in the formula which recurs fre-

quently in all the discourses,—" Ye shall know that I am
Jehovah." The standing address, " Son of man," and the

frequent call to speech and action, are likewise regarded by

modern critics as a token of the failure of the prophetic spirit-

power. Both phrases, however, could only be held to convey

so much, if—in conformity with the view of Ewald, who, agree-

ably to the naturalistic representation of prophecy, assumes it

to be a result of high poetic inspiration—they had been selected

by Ezekiel of his own free choice, and employed with the inten-

tion of expressing the feeling of his own profound distance from

God, and of imparting to himself courage to prophesy. If, on

the contrary, according to the Scriptural conception of pro-

phecy, God the Lord addressed Ezekiel as " son of man," and

called him, moreover, on each occasion to utter predictions,

then the use of the God-given name, as well as the mention of

the summons, as proceeding from God only, furnishes an

evidence that Ezekiel does not, like the false prophets, utter

the thoughts and inspirations of his own heart, but, in all that

he says and does, acts under a divine commission and under

dmHe*inspiration, and serves to impress the rebellious nation

more and more with the conviction that a prophet of the Lord

is in their midst (ii. 5, xxxiii. 33), and that God had not de-

parted with His Spirit from Israel, notwithstanding their banish-

ment among the heathen. In favour of the correctness of this

view of the expressions and phrases in question, there speak

decisively the manner and fashion in which Ezekiel was called

and consecrated to the prophetic office; not only the instruc-

tion which God communicates to him for the performance of

his calling (ii. 1-3, 21),—and which, immediately upon the

first act of his prophetic activity, He supplements to the effect
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of enjoining upon him dumbness or entire silence, only then

permitting him to open his naouth to speak when He wishes

to inspire him with a word to be addressed to the rebellious

people (iii. 26, 27 ; cf. xxiv. 27 and xxxiii. 22),—but also the

theophany which inaugurated his call to the prophetic ofBce

(ch. i.), which, as will appear to us in the course of the exposi-

tion, has unmistakeably the significance of an explanation of a

reality, which will not be dissolved and annihilated with the

dissolution of the kingdom of Judah, and the destruction of

Jerusalem, and of the temple of that covenant of grace which

Jehovah had concluded with Israel.

It is usual, moreover, to quote, as a peculiarity of Ezekiel's

prophecies, the prominence given to his priestly descent and

disposition, especially in the visions, ch. i., cf. ch. x., ch.

viii.-xi. and xl.-xlviii., and in individual traits, as iv. 13 ff.,

XX. 12 ff., xxii. 8, xxvi. 24, 16 ff., etc., etc., which Ewald

explains as " a result of the one-sided literary conception of

antiquity according to mere books and traditions, as well as

of the extreme prostration of spirit intensified by the long

duration of the exile and bondage of the people ;" while

de Wette, Gesenius, and others would see in it an intellectual

narrowness on the part of the prophet. The one view is as

groundless and perverse as the other, because resting upon the

superficial opinion that the copious descriptions of the sacred

articles in the temple were sketched by Ezekiel only for the

purpose of preserving for the future the elevating recollection

of the better times of the past (Ewald). When we recognise,

on the contrary, the symbolical character of these descriptions,

we may always say that for the portrayal of the conception

of the theophany in ch. i. and x., and of the picture of the

temple in ch. xl., no individual was so well fitted as a priest,

familiar with the institutions of worship. In this symbolism,

however, we may not venture to seek for the products of intel-

lectual narrowness, or of sacerdotal ideas, but must rise to the

conviction that God the Lord selected a priest, and no other, to
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be His prophet, and permitted him to behold the future of His

kingdom on earth in the significant forms of the sanctuary at

Jerusalem, because this form was the symbolical covering which

presented the closest correspondence to the same.—Still less do

the passages iv. 13 ff., xx. 12 ff., and others, in which stress is

laid upon the ceremonial commands of the law, and where their

violation is mentioned as a cause of the judgment that was

breaking over Israel, furnish evidence of priestly one-sidedness

or narrowness of spirit. Ezekiel takes up towards the Mosaic

Law no other position than that which is taken by the older

prophets. He finds impressed on the precepts, not only of the

Moral, but also of the Ceremonial Law, divine thoughts, essen-

tial elements of the divine holiness, attesting itself in and to Israel

;

and penetrated by a sense of the everlasting importance of the

whole law, he urges obedience to its commands. Even the close

adherence to the Pentateuch is not at all peculiar to him, but is

common to all the prophets, inasmuch as all, without exception,

criticize and judge the life of the nation by the standard of the

prescriptions in the Mosaic Law. Ezekiel, with his nearest pre-

decessor Jeremiah, is in this respect only distinguished from

the earlier prophets, that the verbal references to the Pentateuch

in both occur with greater frequency, and receive a greater

emphasis. But this has its ground not so much in the descent

of both from a priestly family, as rather in the relations of

their time, especially in the circumstance that the falling away

of the nation from the law had become so great, in consequence

of which the penal judgments already threatened in the Penta-

teuch upon transgressors had fallen upon them, so that the

prophets of the Lord were obliged, with all their energy, to

hold up before the rebellious race not merely the command-

ments, but also the threatenings of the law, if they were faith-

fully to discharge the office to which they had been called.

The language of Ezekiel is distinguished by a great number

of words and forms, which do not occur elsewhere, and which,

probably, were for the greater part coined by himself (see an
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enumeration of these in the Manual of Historico-Critical Intro-

duciion, § 77, Rem. 6), and shows a strong leaning towards

the diction of the Pentateuch. It has, however, been unable to

resist the influences of the inaccurate popular dialect, and of the

Aramaic idiom, so that it betrays, in its many anomalies and

corruptions, the decline and commencement of the dying out of

the Hebrew tongue (of. § 17 of the Historico-Critical Manual),

and reminds us that the prophet's residence was in a foreign

country.

The genuineness of Ezekiel's prophecies is, at the present

day, unanimously recognised by all critics. There is, moreover,

no longer any doubt that the writing down and redaction of

them in the volume which has been transmitted to us were the

work of the prophet himself. Only Ewald and Hitzig, for the

purpose of setting aside the predictions which so much offend

them, have proposed very artificial hypotheses regarding the

manner and way in which the book originated ; but it appears

unnecessary to enter into a closer examination of these, as their

probability and trustworthiness depend only upon the dogmatic

views of their authors.

For the exegetical literature, see the Historico-Critical Manual,

vol. i. p. 353 (new ed. p. 254), where is also to be added, as of

very recent date. Das Buck Ezecliiels. Uebersetzt und erklart

von Dr. Th. Kliefoth. Zwei Abtheilungen. Eostock, 1864

and 1865.
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CHAP. I.-III. 21.—THE CONSECRATION AND CALLING OP

EZEKIEL TO THE OFFICE OF PROPHET.

jN a vision of God, Ezekiel beholds in a great cloud,

through which shone the splendour of fire, and

which a tempestuous wind drives from the north,

the glory of the Lord above the cherubim upon

a majestic throne in human form (ch. i.), and hears a

voice, which sends him as a prophet to Israel, and inspires him

with the subject-matter of his announcements (ii. 1-iii. 3).

He is thereafter transported in spirit to Tel-abib on the

Chebar, into the midst of the exiles, and the duties and

responsibilities of his calling laid before him (iii. 4-21). By

this divine appearance and the commission therewith connected

is he consecrated, called, and ordained to the prophetic ofiice.

The whole occurrences in the vision are subdivided into the

copious description of the theophany, ch, i., by which he is

consecrated for his calling ; and into the revelation of the word,

ch. ii. 1-3, 21, which prepares him for the discharge of the

same. From these contents it clearly appears that these chap-

ters do not constitute the first section of the book, but the

introduction to the whole, to which the circumstantial notices

EZEK. I.
^
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of the time and place of this revelation of God at the com-

mencement, i. 1-3, also point.

Chap. i. The Appearance of the Gloet of the Loud.

Vers. 1-3. Time and place of the same.—Ver. 1. Now it came

to pass in the thirtieth year, in the fourth {month), on the fifth

(day) of the month, as I was among the captives by the river of

Chebar, that the heavens were opened, and I saw visions of God.

Ver. 2. On the fifth day of the month, it was the fifth year of King

Jehoiachin's captivity, Ver. 3. The word of the Lord came to

Ezekiel the priest, the son of Busi, in the land of the Chaldeans

by the river Chebar ; and the hand of the Lord was there upon

him.

Regarding ^^ll at the beginning of a book, as e.g. in Jonah

i. 1, cf. the note on Josh. i. 1. The two notices of the

year in vers. 1 and 2 are closely connected with the twofold

introduction of the theophany. This is described in verse

first, according to its form or phenomenal nature, and then in

verses second and third, according to its intended purpose, and

its effect upon the prophet. The phenomenon consisted in

this, that the heavens were opened, and Ezekiel saw visions of

God. The heaven opens not merely when to our eye a glimpse

is disclosed of the heavenly glory of God (Calvin), but also

when God manifests His glory in a manner perceptible to

human sight. The latter was the case here. D^ip?< '^i''"!'?,

" visions of God," are not " visiones prcestantissimce" but visions

which have divine or heavenly things for their object ; cf. Isa.

vi. 1 ; 1 Kings xxii. 19 ; 2 Kings vi. 17. Here it is the mani-

festation of Jehovah's glory described in the following verses.

This was beheld by Ezekiel in the thirtieth year, which, accord-

ing to verse second, was in the fifth year of the captivity of

Jehoiachin. The real identity of these two dates is placed

beyond doubt by the mention of the same day of the month,
" on the fifth day of the month " (ver. 2 compared with

ver. 1). The fifth year from the commencement of Jehoia-
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chin's captivity is the year 595 B.C.; the thirtieth year, con-

sequently, is the year 625 b.o. But the era, in accordance

with which this date is reckoned, is matter of dispute, and can

no longer be ascertained with certainty. To suppose, with

Hengstenberg, that the reference is to the year of the prophet's

own life, is forbidden by the addition " in the fourth month, on

the fifth day of the month," which points to an era generally

I'ecognised. In the year 625 B.C., Nabopolassar became king

of Babylon, and therefore many of the older expositors have

supposed that Ezekiel means the thirtieth year of the era of

Nabopolassar. Nothing, however, is known of any such era.

Others, as the Chaldee paraphrast and Jerome, and in modern

times also Ideler, are of opinion that the thirtieth year is

reckoned from the eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah,

because in that year the book of the law was discovered, and

the regeneration of public worship completed by a solemn cele-

bration of the Passover. No trace, however, can elsewhere be

pointed out of the existence of a chronology dating from these

events. The Kabbins in Seder Olam assume a chronology

according to the periods of the years of jubilee, and so also

Hitzig; but for this supposition too all reliable proofs are

wanting. At the time mentioned, Ezekiel found himself

nMan ^ina, " in the midst of the exiles," i.e. within the circuit of

their settlements, not, in their society ; for it is evident from

ch. iii. 15 that he was alone when the theophany was imparted

to him, and did not repair till afterwards to the residences of

the settlers. Ver. 3. By the river Chebar, in the land of the

Chaldees, i.e. in Babylon' or Mesopotamia. The river 133, to be

distinguished from linn, the river of Gosan, which flows into

the Tigris, see on 2 Kings xvii. 6, is the Mesopotamian Ghahoras,

'A^oppw; (Strabo, xvi. 748), or Xa^copa<; (Ptolem. v. 18, 3),

jAs^ (Edrisi Clim. iv. p. 6, ii. p. 150, ed. Jaubert and

Abulf. Mesopot. in the iV. Reperlor. III. p. xxiv.), which

according to Edrisi takes its rise from " nearly three hundred
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springs," near the city Ras-eVAin, at the foot of the mountain

range of Masius, flows through Upper Mesopotamia in a direc-

tion parallel with its two principal streams, and then, turning

westward, discharges itself into the Euphrates near Kirkesion.

There the hand of Jehovah came upon Ezekiel. The expres-

sion (^K) ?y nvn '« t always signifies a miraculous working of

the power or omnipotence of God upon a man,—the hand being

the organ of power in action,—by which he is placed in a con-

dition to exert superhuman power, 1 Kings xviii. 46, and is

the regular expression for the supernatural transportation into

the state of ecstasy for the purpose of beholding and announcing

(cf. 2 Kings iii. 15), or undertaking, heavenly things ; and so

throughout Ezekiel, cf. iii. 22, viii. 1, xxxiii. 22, xxxvii. 1,

xl. 1.

Vers. 4-28. Description of the theophany seen by the

spirit of the prophet.—Ver. 4. And I saw, and, lo, a tem-

pestuous wind came from the north, a great cloud, and a fire

rolled together like a ball, and the brightness of light round

about it, and out of its midst, as the appearance of glowing

metal from the midst of the fire.— The description begins

with a general outline of the phenomenon, as the same pre-

sented itself to the spiritual eye of the prophet on its ap-

proach from the north. A tempestuous wind brings hither

from the north a great cloud, the centre of which appears

as a lump of fire, which throws around the cloud the bright-

ness of light, and presents in its midst the appearance of

glowing metal. The coming of the phenomenon from the

north is, as a matter of course, not connected with the Baby-
lonian representation of the mountain of the gods situated in

the extreme north, Isa. xiv. 13. According to the invariable

usage of speech followed by the prophets, especially by Jere-

miah (cf. e.g. i. 14, iv. 6, vi. 1, etc.), the north is the quarter

from which the enemies who were to execute judgment upon
Jerusalem and Judah break in. According to this usage, the

coming of this divine appearance from the north signifies that-
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it is from the north that God will bring to pass the judgment

upon Judah. nriis^np tr'N, " fire rolled together like a ball," is

an expression borrowed from Ex. ix. 10. i^ refers to tJV? ^^^

Piainp to t^Kj as we see from the words in apposition, tysn Tiintp.

The fire, which formed the centre of the cloud, had the appear-

ance of 70K'n. The meaning of this word, which occurs again

in ver. 27 and ch. viii. ver. 2, is disputed. The Septuagint

and Vulgate translate it by ijXeKrpov, electrum, i.e. a metal

having a bright lustre, and consisting of a mixture of gold and

silver. Of. Strabo, III. 146 ; Plin. Hist. Nat. xxxiii. 4. To

the explanation of Bochart, that it is a compound of ntynj,

" brass," and the Talmudic word 970 or xbi'O, " aurum rude,"

and signifies "rough gold ore," is opposed the fact that the

reading tO^D in the Talmud is not certain, but purports to be

N?iDD (cf. Gesen. T/iesaur. p. 535, and Buxtorf, Lexic. Talmud,

p. 1214), as well as the circumstance that raw gold ore has not

a lustre which could shine forth out of the fire. Still less

probability has the supposition that it is a compound of h^n,

in Syriac " confiavit, fabricavit," and D{j»n, "fricuit," on which

Havernick and Maurer base the meaning of " a piece of metal

wrought in the fire." The word appears simply to be formed

from DB'n, probably " to glow," with '? appended, as POi.? from

013, and to denote " glowing ore." This meaning is appro-

priate both in ver. 27, where '?^fr\ I'y is explained by trN-nKiD,

as well as in ch. viii. 2, where inf, " brilliancy," stands as

parallel to it. ^OB'rij however, is different from ??i^ riB'nJ in

ver. 7 and in Dan. x. 6, for b^^n refers in all the three places to

the person of Him who is enthroned above the cherubim ; while

b'^P rity'riJ in ver. 7 is spoken of the feet of the cherubim, and

in Dan. x. 6 of the arms and feet of the personage who there

manifests Himself. In verse fifth the appearance is described

more minutely. There first present themselves to the eye of

the seer four beings, whom he describes according to their

figure and style.

Vers. 5-14. The four cherubim.— Ver. 5. And out of its midst
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there prominently appeared a figure, consisting of four creatures,

and this loas their appearance : they had the figure of a man.

Ver. 6. And each hadfour faces, and each of them had four wings.

Ver. 7. And their feet were upright-standing feet ; and the soles

of their feet like the soles of a calf, and sparkling like the appear-

ance of shining brass. Ver. 8. And the hands of a man were

under their wings on their four sides ; and all four had faces and

wings. Ver. 9. Tlieir wings were joined one to another ; they

turned not as they went ; they went each one in the direction of

his face. Ver. 10. And the form of their faces was that of a

man ; and on the right all four had a liorCs face ; and on the left

all four had the face of an ox ; and all four had an eagle s face.

Ver. 11. And their faces and their wings were divided above, two

of each uniting with one another, and two covering their bodies

Ver. 12. And they went each in the direction of his face

;

lohithersoever the spirit was to go, they went ; they turned not as

they went. Ver. 13. And the likeness of the creatures resembled

burning coals of fire, like the appearance of torches : it (the fire)

went hither and thither amongst the beings ; and the fire was bril-

liant, and from the fire came forth lightning. Ver. 14. And the

beings ran hither and thither in a zig-zag manner.

From out of the fiery centre of the cloud there shows itself

the form (niD'l, properly "resemblance," "picture") of four

ni'n, animantia, "living creatures;" faia, Apoc. iv. 6; not

6r)pia, " wild beasts," as Luther has incorrectly rendered it,

after the animalia of the Vulgate. These four creatures had
DIN n^OT, " the figure of a man." Agreeably to this notice,

placed at the head of the description, these creatures are to be

conceived as presenting the appearance of a human body in all

points not otherwise specified in the following narrative. Each
of them had four faces and four wings (nnx without the

article stands as a distributive, and D^sja are " pinions " as in

Isa. vi. 2, not " pairs of wings "). Their feet were irjE'^ bi") " a
straight foot;" the singular stands generically, stating only the
nature of the feet, without reference to their number. We
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have accordingly to assume in each of the four creatures two

legs, as in a man. 'i^'j, " straight," i.e. standing upright, not

bent, as when sitting or kneeling. «T is the whole leg, includ-

ing the knee and thigh, and i'JT HI, " sole of the foot," or the

under part of the leg, with which we tread on the ground.

This part, not the whole leg, resembled the calf's foot, which is

firmly planted on the ground. The legs sparkled like the

appearance of ??ij nB*™. The subject of 0^'^'i is not " the

DUn3, which are understood to be intended under the ni'n in

verse fifth" (Hitzig), for this subject is too far distant, but

'^^''^H) which is here construed as masculine, as in Jer. xiii. 16.

In this sense are these words apprehended in the Apocalypse,

i. 15, and 7?\) riK'ra there translated by x,<^Xic6\ij3avo^. On this

word see Hengstenberg and Diisterdieck on the Apoc. i. 15.

bbp 'ru probably signifies " light," i.e. " bright, shining brass,"

as the old translators have rendered it. The Septuagint has

e^aaTpdiTTtdv ; the Vulgate, aes candens ; and the Ohaldee para-

phrast, aes flammans. The signification " smoothed, polished

brass " (Bochart), rests upon uncertain combinations ; cf . Gesen.

Thes. p. 1217, and is appropriate neither here nor in Dan. x. 6,

where these words precede, " His face had the appearance of

lightning, and his eyes were as a flame of fire." Under the

four wings were four hands on the four sides of each cherub,

formed like the hands of a man. The wings accordingly

rested upon the shoulders, from which the hands came forth.

The Chetib SV^ may certainly be defended if with Kimchi and

others we punctuate HJI, and take the suffix distributively and

D"]N elliptically, " his {i.e. each of the four creatures) hands

were (the hands of) a man;" cf. for such an ellipsis as this,

passages like that in Ps. xviii. 34, ni?JX3 ''Pn, " my feet as the

(feet) of hinds;" Job xxxv. 2, ?K», "before the righteousness

of God." It is extremely probable, however, that 1 is only the

error of an old copyist for ^ and that the Keri '''l'"! is the correct

reading, as the taking of mx elliptically is not in keeping with

the broad style of Ezekiel, which in its verbosity verges on
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tautology. The second half of ver. 8 is neither, with Havernick,

to be referred to the following ninth verse, where the faces are

no more spoken of, nor, with Hitzig, to be arbitrarily mutilated

;

but is to be taken as it stands, comprising all that has hitherto

been said regarding the faces and wings, in order to append there-

to in ver. 9 sqq. the description of the use and nature of these

members. The definite statement, that " the wings were joined

one to another," is in ver. 11 limited to the two upper wings,

according to which we have so to conceive the matter, that the

top or the upper right wing of each cherub came in contact

with the top of the left wing of the neighbouring cherub.

This Junction presented to the eye of the seer the unity and

coherence of all the four creatures as a complete whole—a n^rij

and implied, as a consequence, the harmonious action in common
of the four creatures. They did not turn as they went alone

but proceeded each in the direction of his face. VJQ 13JJ"PX,

" over against his face." The meaning is thus rightly given by

Kliefoth : " As they had four faces, they needed not to turn as

they went, but went on as (i.e. in the direction in which) they

were going, always after the face." In the closer description

of the faces in ver. 10, the face of the man is first mentioned

as that which was turned towards the seer, that of the lion to

the right side, the ox to the left, and that of the eagle (behind).

In naming these three, it is remarked that all the four creatures

had these faces: in naming the man's face, this remark is

omitted, because the word DH'-JQ (referring to all the four)

immediately precedes. In ver. 11, it is next remarked of the

faces and wings, that they were divided above (n^yiD^D, " from

above," " upward ") ; then the direction of the wings is more
precisely stated. The word Qn\3ai is neither to be referred to

the preceding, " and it was their faces," nor, with Hitzig, to be

expunged as a gloss ; but is quite in order as a statement that

not only the wings but also the faces were divided above, con-

sequently were not like Janus' faces upon one head, but the

four faces were planted upon four heads and necks. In the
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description that follows, ty^N nhnin is not quite distinct, and

tf^'K is manifestly to be taken as an abbreviation of "i'K nB'S

nnins in ver. 9 : on each were two wings Joining one another,

i.e. touching with their tops the tips of the wings of the cherub

beside them, in accordance with which we have to conceive

the wings as expanded. Two were covering their bodies, i.e.

each cherub covered his body with the pair of wings that folded

downwards ; not, as Kliefoth supposes, that the lower wings of

the one cherub covered the body of the other cherub beside

him, which also is not the meaning in ver. 23 ; see note on

that verse. In ver. 12, what is to be said about their move-

ments is brought to a conclusion, while both statements are

repeated in ver. 96, and completed by the addition of the

principium movens. In whatever direction the nn " was to go,

in that direction they went ;" i.e. not according to the action of

their own will, but wherever the niT impelled them, nn, how-

ever, signifies not " impulse," nor, in this place, even " the

wind," as the vehicle of the power of the spiritual life palpable

to the senses, which produced and guided their movements,

(Kliefoth), but spirit. For, according to ver. 20, the move-

ment of the wheels, which was in harmony with the movements

of the cherubim, was not caused by the wind, but proceeded

from the n>nn nn, i.e. from the spirit dwelling in the creature.

On the contrary, there is not in the whole description, with the

exception of the general statement that a tempestuous wind

drove from the north the great cloud in which the theophany

was enwrapped, any allusion to a means of motion palpable

to the senses. In the 13th and 14th verses is described the

entire impression produced by the movement of the whole

appearance, ni'nn niDll precedes, and is taken absolutely " as

regards the form of the creatures," and corresponds to the

ni>ri yaiN nm in ver. 5, with which the description of the indi-

vidual figures which appeared in the brightness of the fire was

introduced. Their appearance was like burning coals of fire,

like the appearance of torches. tX^n refers to B'S as the principal
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conception. Fire, like the fire of burning coals and torches,

went, moved hither and thither amongst the four creatures.

This fire presented a bright appearance, and out of it came

forth lightnings. The creatures, moreover, were in constant

motion. KiY], from t<vn, an Aramaising form for the Hebrew

vn, to run. The infin. ahsol. stands instead of the finite verb.

The conjecture of ^'\'i\, after Gen. viii. 7 (Hitzig), is inappro-

priate, because here we have not to think of " coming out," and

no reason exists for the striking out of the words, as Hitzig

proposes. The continued motion of the creatures is not in

contradiction with their perpetually moving on straight before

them. "They went hither and thither, and yet always in the

direction of their countenances ; because they had a countenance

looking in the direction of every side " (Kliefoth). pr3 signi-

fies not " lightning" (^P^a), but comes from pT3 ; in Syriac,

" to be split," and denotes " the splitting," i.e. the zigzag course

of the lightning (Kliefoth).

Vers. 15-21. The four wheels beside the cherubim.

—

Ver. 15. And I saw the creatures, and, lo, there was a wheel upon

the earth beside the creatures, towards theirfour fronts. Ver. 16.

The appearance of the wheels and their work loas like the appear-

ance of tlie chrysolite ; and all four had one kind of figure : and

their appearance and their work was as if one wheel were within

the other. Ver. 17. Towards their four sides they went when
they moved: they turned not as they went. Ver. 18. And their

felloes, they were high and terrible ; and their felloes were full of
eyes round about in all the four. Ver. 19. And when the

creatures moved, the wheels moved beside them ; and when the

creatures raised themselves up from the earth, the loheels also

raised themselves. Ver. 20. Whithersoever the spirit was to go,

they went in the direction in which the spirit was to go ; and the

wheels raised themselves beside them : for the spirit of the creatures

was in the wheels. Ver. 21. When the former moved, the latter

moved also ; when the former stood, the latter stood ; and lohen

the former raised themselves from the ground, the xvheds raised
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themselves heiide them : for the spirit of the creatures was in the

wheels.—The words, " and I saw ' the creatures," prepare the

way for the transition to the new object which presented itself

in these creatures to the eye of the seer. By the side of these

creatures upon the ground he sees a wheel, and that at the four

fronts, or front faces of the creatures. The singular suffix in

VJQ nyais? can neither be referred, with Kosenmiiller, to the

chariot, which is not mentioned at all, nor, with Hitzig, to the

preposition 7VS, nor, with Havernick, Maurer, and Kliefoth, to

isix, and so be understood as if every wheel looked towards four

sides, because a second wheel was inserted in it at right' angles.

This meaning is not to be found in the words. The suffix

refers ad sensum to ni>n (Ewald), or, to express it more correctly,

to the figure of the cherubim with its four faces turned to the

front, conceived as a unity—as one creature (i^Jf?'!', ver. 22). Ac-

cordingly, we have so to represent the matter, that by the side

of the four cherubim, namely, beside his front face, a wheel

was to be seen upon the earth. Ezekiel then saw four wheels,

one on each front of a cherub, and therefore immediately

speaks in ver. 16 of wheels (in the plural). In this verse '">?"!?

is adspectus, and ntJ'yD "work;" i.e. both statements employing

the term " construction," although in the first hemistich only

the appearance, in the second only the construction, of the

wheels is described. tJ'''^in is the chrysolite of the ancients,

the topaz of the moderns,—a stone having the lustre of gold.

The construction of the wheels was as if one wheel were

within a wheel, i.e. as if in the wheel a second were inserted at

right angles, so that without being turned it could go towards

all the four sides, irfa?, in ver. 18, stands absolutely. " As

regards their felloes," they possessed height and terribleness,

—the latter because they were full of eyes all round. Hitzig

arbitrarily understands nnh of the upper sides ; and ns"|^, after

the Arabic, of the under side, or that which lies towards the

back. The movement of the wheels completely followed the

movement of the creatures (vers. 19-21), because the spirit of
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the creature was in the wheels. •^\^^, in vers. 20 and 21, is

not the " principle of life " (Havernick), but the cherubic

creatures conceived as a unity, as in ver. 22, where the mean-

incr is undoubted. The sense is : the wheels were, in their

motion and rest, completely bound by the movements and rest

of the creatures, because the spirit which ruled in them was

also in the wheels, and regulated their going, standing, and

rising upwards. By the n>nn mi the wheels are bound in one

with the cherub-figures, but not by means of a chariot, to or

upon which the cherubim were attached.

Vers. 22-28. The throne of Jehovah.—Ver. 22. And over the

heads of the creature there appeared an expanse like the appear-

ance of the terrible crystal, stretched out over their heads above.

Ver. 23. And under the expanse tcere their wings, extended

straight one towards another : each had two wings, covering to these,

and each two (wings), covering to those, their bodies. Ver. 24.

And I heard the sound of their wings, as the sound of many waters,

like the voice of the Almighty, as they went: a loud rushing like

the clamour of a camp : when they stood, they let down their

wings. Ver. 25. And there came a voice from above the ex-

panse which was above their heads; when they stood, they let

their wings sink down. Ver. 26. Over the expanse above their

heads was to be seen, like a sapphire stone, the figure of a throne:

and over the figure of the throne was a figure resembling a man
above it. Ver. 27. And I saw like the appearance of gloioing

brass, like the appearance of fire within the same round about

;

from the appearance of his loins upwards, and from the appear-

ance of his loins downwards, I saw as of the appearance offire,
and a shining light was round about it. Ver. 28. Like the

appearance of the bow, luhich is in the clouds in the day of rain

was the appearance of the shining light round about. This was
the appearance of the likeness of the glory of Jehovah. And I
saw it, and fell upon my face, and I heard the voice of one that

spake.—Above, over the heads of the figures of the cherubim
Ezekiel sees something like the firmament of heaven (ver.
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22 sq.), and hears from above this canopy a voice, which re-

echoes in the rushing of the wings of the cherubim, and deter-

mines the movement as well as the standing still of these

creatures. The first sentence of ver. 22 literally signifies

:

"And a likeness was over the heads of the creature,—a canopj',

as it were, stretched out." Jf'i?"; is not the genitive after niCT,

but an explanatory apposition to it, and before J?'!?"} ; neither

has 3 fallen out (as Hitzig supposes), nor is it to be supplied.

For rviDT denotes not any definite likeness, with which another

could be compared, but, properly, similitudo, and is employed

by Ezekiel in the sense of " something like." Sfi?"!, without the

article, does not mean the firmament of heaven, but any ex-

panse, the appearance of which is first described as resembling

the firmament by the words nnpn pjja. It is not the firmament

of heaven which Ezekiel sees above the heads of the cherubim,

but an expanse resembling it, which has the shining appearance

of a fear-inspiring crystal. 8<"ii3, used of crystal, in so far as

the appearance of this glittering mass dazzles the eyes, and

assures terror, as in Judg. xiii. 6, of the look of tlie angel ; and

in Job xxxvii. 22, of the divine majesty. The description is

based upon Ex. xxiv. 10, and the similitude of the crystal has

passed over to the Apocalypse, iv. 6. Under the canopy were

the wings of the cherubim, ninB"', standing straight, i.e. spread

out in a horizontal direction, so that they appeared to support

the canopy, nninN-7N ne'K is not, with Jerome and others, to

be referred to the cherubim (i^'Ol!), but to t)i[!''S33, as in ver. 9.

The ^^? which follows does refer, on the contrary, to the

cherub, and literally signifies, " To each were two wings, cover-

ing, namely, to these and those, their bodies." nsn? corresponds

to ^i<)>, in a manner analogous to On? nriN? in ver. 6. By the

repetition of the nan?, " to these and those," the four cherubim

are divided into two pairs, standing opposite to one another.

That this statement contradicts, as Hitzig asserts, the first half

of the verse, is by no means evident. If the two creatures on

each side covered their bodies with the two wings, then two
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Other wings could very easily be so extended under the canopy

that the tops of the one should touch those of the other. As

the creatures moved, Ezekiel hears the sound, i.e. the rustling

of their wings, like the roaring of mighty billows. This is

strengthened by the second comparison, " like the voice of the

Almighty," i.e. resembling thunder, cf. x. 5. The njDn pip

that follows still depends on Vpp'K. fi??n, which occurs only

here and in Jer. xi. 6, is probably synonymous with iiCHj

" roaring," " noise," " tumult." This rushing sound, however,

was heard only when the creatures were in motion ; for when

they stood, they allowed their wings to fall down. This, of

course, applies only to the upper wings, as the under ones,

which covered the body, hung downwards, or were let down.

From this it clearly appears that the upper wings neither sup-

ported nor bore up the canopy over their heads, but only were

so extended, when the cherubim were in motion, that they

touched the canopy. In ver. 25 is also mentioned whence the

loud sound came, which was heard, during the moving of the

wings, from above the canopy, consequently from him who was

placed above it, so that the creatures, always after this voice

resounded, went on or stood still, i.e. put themselves in motion,

or remained without moving, according to its command. With

the repetition of the last clause of ver. 24 this subject is con-

cluded in ver. 25. Over or above upon the firmament was to

be seen, like a sapphire stone, the likeness of a throne, on which

sat one in the form of a man

—

i.e. Jehovah appeared in human
form, as in Dan. vii. 9 sq. Upon this was poured out a fiery,

shining light, like glowing brass (i'OB'n fy, as in ver. 4) and

like fire, a^ao n^"n'3, "within it round about" (n'3D = IT'S,

" within," and W, pointing back to XB3 Tnm). This appears

to be the simplest explanation of these obscure words. They
are rendered differently by Hitzig, who translates them : " like

fire which has a covering round about it, i.e. like fire which is

enclosed, whose shining contrasts so much the more brightly on

account of the dark surroundings." But, to say nothing of
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the change which would then be necessary of n'3 into n^a,

this meaning seems very far-fetched, and cannot be accepted

for this reason alone, that B'X nsnD, neither in the following

hemistich (ver. 276) nor in viii. 2, has any such or similar

strengthening addition. The appearance above shows, as the

centre of the cloud (ver. 4), a fiery gleam of light, only there

is to be perceived upon the throne a figure resembling a man,

fiery-looking from the loins upwards and downwards, and

round about the figure, or rather round the throne, a shining

light (H2ij cf. ver. 4), like the rainbow in the clouds, cf. Apoc.

iv. 3. This [sw, ver. 28, does not refer to 33lin, but to the whole

appearance of him who was enthroned,—the covering of light

included, but throne and cherubim (x. 4, 19) excluded (Hitzig)]

was the appearance of the likeness of Jehovah's glory. With

these words closes the description of the vision. The following

clause, " And I saw, etc.," forms the transition to the word of

Jehovah, which follows on the second chapter, and which sum-

moned Ezekiel to become a prophet to Israel. Before we pass,

however, to an explanation of this word, we must endeavour to

form to ourselves a clear conception of the significance of this

theophany.

For its full understanding we have first of all to keep in

view that it was imparted to Ezekiel not merely on his being

called to the office of prophet, but was again repeated three

times,—namely, in ch. iii. 22 sqq., where he was commissioned

to predict symbolically the impending siege of Jerusalem ; ch.

viii. 4 sqq., when he is transported in spirit to the temple-court

at Jerusalem for the purpose of beholding the abominations of

the idol-worship practised by the people, and to announce the

judgment which, in consequence of these abominations, was to

burst upon the city and the temple, in which it is shown to

him how the glory of the Lord abandons, first the temple and

thereafter the city also; and in ch. xliii. 1 sqq., in which is

shown to him the filling of the new temple with the glory of

the Lord, to dwell for ever among the children of Israel. In
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all three passages it is expressly testified that the divine ap-

pearance was like the first which he witnessed on the occasion

of his call. From this Kliefoth has drawn the right con-

clusion, that the theophany in ch. i. 4 sqq. bears a relation not

to the call only, but to the whole prophetic work of Ezekiel

:

" We may not say that God so appears to Ezekiel at a later

time, because He so appeared to him at his call ; but we must

say, conversely, that because God wills and must so appear to

Ezekiel at a later time while engaged in his prophetic vocation,

therefore He also appears to him in this form already at his

call." The intention, however, with which God so appears to

him is distinctly contained in the two last passages, ch. viii.-xi.

and ch. xliii : " God withdraws in a visible manner from the

temple and Jerusalem, which are devoted to destruction on

account of the sin of the people: in a visible manner God
enters into the new temple of the future ; and because

the whole of what Ezekiel was inspired to foretell was

comprehended in these two things,—the destruction of the

existing temple and city, and the raising up of a new and

a better;—because the whole of his prophetic vocation had
its fulfilment in these, therefore God appears to Ezekiel on

his call to be a prophet in the same form as that in which He
departs from the ancient temple and Jerusalem, in order to

their destruction, and in which He enters into the new edifice

in order to make it a temple. The form of the theophany, there-

fore, is what it is in i. 4 sqq., because its purpose was to show
and announce to the prophet, on the one side the destruction

of the temple, and on the other its restoration and glorification."

These remarks are quite correct, only the significance of the

theophany itself is not thereby made clear. If it is clear from
the purpose indicated why God here has the cherubim with Him
while on the occasion of other appearances (e.^-. Dan. vii. 9;
Isa. vi. 1) He is without cherubim ; as the cherubim here have
no other significancy than what their figures have in the taber-

nacle, viz. that God has there His dwelling-place, the seat of
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His gracious presence; yet this does not satisfactorily explain

either the special marks by which the cherubim of Ezekiel are

distinguished from those in the tabernacle and in Solomon's

temple, or the other attributes of the theophany. Kliefoth,

moreover, does not misapprehend those diversities in the figures

of the cherubim, and finds indicated therein the intention of

causing it distinctly to appear that it is the one and same

Jehovah, enthroned amid the cherubim, who destroys the

temple, and who again uprears it. Because Ezekiel was called

to predict both events, he therefore thinks there must be

excluded, on the one hand, such attributes in the form of the

manifestation as would be out of harmony with the different

aims of the theophany; while, on the other, those which are

important for the different aims must be combined and com-

prehended in one form, that this one form may be appropriate

to all the manifestations of the theophany. It could not there-

fore have in it the ark of the covenant and the mercy-seat

;

because, although these would probably have been appropriate

to the manifestation for the destruction of the old temple (viii.

1 sqq.), they would not have been in keeping with that for

entering into the new temple. Instead of this, it must show

the living God Himself upon the throne among "the living

creatures;" because it belongs to the new and glorious existence

of the temple of the future, that it should have Jehovah Him-

self dwelling within it in a visible form. From this, too, may

be explained the great fulness of the attributes, which are

divisible into three classes : 1. Those which relate to the mani-

festation of God for the destruction of Jerusalem; 2. Those

which relate to the manifestation of God for entering into the

new temple ; and, 3. Those which serve both objects in com-

mon. To the last class belongs everything which is essential

to the manifestation of God in itself, e.g. the visibility of God in

general, the presence of the cherubim in itself, and so on : to

tlie first class all the signs that indicate wrath and judgment,

consequently, first, the coming from the north, especially the

EZEK. I. O
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fire, the lightnings, in which God appears as He who is coming

to judgment ; but to the second, besides the rainbow and the

appearance of God in human form, especially the wheels and

the fourfold manifestation in the cherubim and wheels. For the

new temple does not represent the rebuilding of the temple by

Zerubbabel, but the economy of salvation founded by Christ at

His appearing, to which they belong as essential tokens ; to be

founded, on the one hand, by God's own coming and dwelling

upon the earth ; on the other, to be of an cecumenic character,

in opposition to the particularities and local nature of the pre-

vious ancient dispensation of salvation. God appears bodily,

in human form ; lowers down to earth the canopy on which

His throne is seated; the cherubim, which indicate God's

gracious presence with His people, appear not merely in symbol,

but in living reality, plant their feet upon the ground, while

each cherub has at his side a wheel, which moves, not in the

air, but only upon the earth. By this it is shown that God
Himself is to descend to the earth, to walk and to dwell visibly

among His people ; while the cecumenic character of the new

economy of salvation, for the establishment of which God is

to visit the earth, is represented in the fourfold form of the

cherubim and wheels. The number four—the sign of the

(Ecumenicity which is to come, and the symbol of its being

spread abroad into all the world—is assigned to the cherubim

and wheels, to portray the spreading abroad of the new kingdom

of God over the whole earth. But how much soever that is

true and striking this attempt at explanation may contain in

details, it does not touch the heart of the subject, and is not

free from bold combinations. The correctness of the assump-
tion, that in the theophany attributes of an opposite kind are

united, namely, such as should refer only to the destruction of

Jerusalem and of the temple, and such as relate only to the

foundation and nature of the new economy of salvation is

beset with well-founded doubts. Wiiy, on such a hypothesis

should the form of the theophany remain the same throutrhout
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in all three or four cases? This question, which lies on the

surface, is not satisfactorily answered by the remark that

Ezekiel had to predict not only the destruction of tlie old, but

also the foundation of a new and much more glorious kingdom

of God. For not only would this end, but also the object of

showing that it is the same God who is to accomplish both,

have been fully attained if the theophany had remained the

same only in those attributes which emblemize in a general

way God's gracious presence in His temple ; while the special

attributes, which typify only the one and the other purpose of

the divine appearance, would only then have been added, or

brought prominently out, where this or that element of the

theophany had to be announced. Moreover, the necessity in

general of a theophany for the purpose alleged is not evident,

much less the necessity of a theophany so peculiar in form.

Other prophets also, e.g. Micah, without having seen a theo-

phany, have predicted in the clearest and distinctest manner

both the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple, and the

raising up of a new and more glorious kingdom of God. The

reason, then, why Ezekiel witnessed such a theophany, not

only at his call, but had it repeated to him at every new turn

in his prophetic ministry, must be deeper than that assigned

;

and the theophany must have another meaning than that of

merely consecrating the prophet for the purpose of announcing

both the judgment upon Jerusalem and the temple, and the

raising up of a new and more glorious economy of salvation,

and strengthening the word of the prophet by a symbolical

representation of its contents.

To recognise this meaning, we must endeavour to form a

distinct conception, not merely of the principal elements of our

theophany, but to take into consideration at the same time their

relation to other theophanies. In our theophany three elements

are unmistakeably prominent,—1st, The peculiarly formed

cherubim ; 2d, The wheels are seen beside the cherubim ; and,

3d, The firmament above, both with the throne and the form of
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God in human shape seated upon the throne. The order of

these three elements in the description is perhaps hardly of

any importance, but is simply explicable from this, that to the

seer who is on earth it is the under part of the figure which,

appearing visibly in the clouds, first presents itself, and that

his look next turns to the upper part of the theophany.

Especially significant above all, however, is the appearance of

the cherubim under or at the throne of God ; and by this it is

indisputably pointed out that He who appears upon the throne

is the same God that is enthroned in the temple between the

cherubim of the mercy - seat upon their outspread wings.

Whatever opinion may be formed regarding the nature and

significance of the cherubim, this much is undoubtedly estab-

lished, that they belong essentially to the symbolical repre-

sentation of Jehovah's gracious presence in Israel, and that

this portion of our vision has its real foundation in the plastic

representation of this gracious relation in the Holy of Holies

of the tabernacle or temple. As, however, opinions are divided

on the subject of the meaning of these symbols, and the

cherubim of Ezekiel, moreover, present no inconsiderable differ-

ences in their four faces and four wings from the figures of

the cherubim upon the mercy-seat and in the temple, which

had only one face and two wings, we must, for the full under-

standing of our vision, look a little more closely to the nature

and significance of the cherubim.

"While, according to the older view, the cherubim are angelic

beings of a higher order, the opinion at the present day is

widely prevalent, that they are only symbolical figures, to which
nothing real corresponds,— merely ideal representations of

creature life in its highest fulness.^ This modern view, how-

1 Compare the investigation of the cherubim in my Handbuch der Bih-
Uaclien Arclixologie, I. pp. 86 sqq. and 113 sqq.

; also 'KXi^ioth.'s AhTiandlmg
iiber die Zahlensymbolik der heiligen Schrift in der Theolog. Zeitschnft von
Dieckhoffund Kliefoth, III. p. 381 sqq., where especially the older view-
that the cherubim are angelic beings of a higher rank—is defended in a
thorough manner, and the daring hypothesis of Hofmann signally refuted •
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ever, finds in the circumstance tliat the cherubim iu the Israel-

itish sanctuary, as well as in Ezekiel and in the Apocalypse,

are symbolical figures of varying shape, only an apparent but

no real support. The cherubim occur for the first time in the

history of Paradise, where, in Gen. iii. 22-24, it is related that

God, after expelling the first human pair from Paradise, placed

at the east side of the garden the cherubim and the flame of a

sword, which turned hither and thither, to guard the way to the

tree of life. If this narrative contains historical truth, and is

not merely a myth or philosopheme ; if Paradise and the Fall,

with their consequences, extending over all humanity, are to

remain real things and occurrences,—then must the cherubim

also be taken as real beings. " For God will not have placed

symbols— pure creations of Hebrew fancy— at the gate of

Paradise," Kliefoth. Upon the basis of this narrative, Ezekiel

also held the cherubim to be spiritual beings of a higher rank.

This appears from ch. xxviii. 14-16, where he compares the

prince of Tyre, in reference to the high and glorious position

which God had assigned him, to a cherub, and to Elohim.

It does not at all conflict with the recognition of the cherubim

as real beings, and, indeed, as spiritual or angelic beings, that

they are employed in visions to represent super-sensible rela-

tions, or are represented in a plastic form in the sanctuary of

Israel. " When angels," as Kliefoth correctly remarks in re-

ference to this, " sing the song of praise in the holy night, this

is an historical occurrence, and these angels are real angels,

who testify by their appearance that there are such beings as

angels ; but when, in the Apocalypse, angels pour forth sounds

of wrath, these angels are figures in vision, as elsewhere, also,

men and objects are seen in vision." But even this employment

of the angels as " figures " in vision, rests upon the belief that

lastly, Ed. C. Aug. Riehm, De natura et notione symbolicd Cheruhorum,

Commentat. Basil. 1864, who, proceeding from the view—adopted by Bahr,

Heiigstenberg, and others—that the cherubim were only symbolical figures,

has sought to determine more minutely the meaning of these symbols.
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there are actually beings of this kind. Biblical symbolism

furnishes not a single undoubted instance of abstract ideas, or

ideal creations of the imagination, being represented by the

prophets as living beings. Under the plastic representation of

the cherubim upon the mercy-seat, and in the most holy and

holy place of the tabernacle and the temple, lies the idea, that

these are heavenly, spiritual beings ; for in the tabernacle and

temple (which was built after its pattern) essential relations of

the kingdom of God are embodied, and all the symbols derived

from things having a real existence. When, however, on the

other hand, Hengstenberg objects, on Apoc. iv. 6, " that what

Vitrinca remarks is sufScient to refute those who, under the

cherubim, would understand angels of rank,—viz. that these

four creatures are throughout the whole of this vision connected

with the assembly of the elders, and are distinguished not only

from the angels, but from all the angels, as is done in ch.

vii. 11,"—we must regard this refutation as altogether futile.

From the division of the heavenly assembly before the throne

into two choirs or classes (Apoc. v. and vii.),—in which the faia

(cherubim) and the elders form the one (v. 8), the dyyeXoi

the other choir (ver. 11),—an argument can be as little derived

against the angelic nature of the cherubim, as it could be

shown, from the distinction between the arpana ovpavto's and

ayye\o<;, in Luke ii. 13, that the " multitude of the heavenly

host" were no angels at all. And the passage in Apoc. vii. 11

would only then furnish the supposed proof against the re-

lationship of the cherubim to the angels, if Traj/re? ajyeXoi

in general—all angels, how numerous soever they may be

—

were spoken of. But the very tenor of the words, Travre? ol

dyyeXoi, "all the angels," points back to the choir of angels

already mentioned in ch. v. 11, which was formed by voWol
ayyeXoi, whose number was ten thousand times ten thousand

and thousands of thousands.^ From the distinction between

' See on this distinction Winer's Grammar of New Testament Greek
(Moulton's translation), p. 137, where, among other remarks, it is observed
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the 0a and the ayyeXoi, in the Apocalypse, no further in-

ference can be deduced than that the cherubim are not common

angels, "ministering spirits, sent forth to minister" (Heb. i.

14), but constitute a special class of angels of higher rank.

More exact information regarding the relationship of the cheru-

bim to the other angels, or their nature, cannot indeed be

obtained, either from the name cheruhim or from the circum-

stance that, with the exception of Gen. iii., they occur always

only in connection with the throne of God. The etymology of

the word 3113 is obscure: all the derivations that have been

proposed from the Hebrew or any other Semitic dialect cannot

make the slightest pretensions to probability. The word appears

to have come down from antiquity along with the tradition of

Paradise. See my Biblical Archceology, p. 88 sqq. If we take

into consideration, however, that Ezekiel calls them ni^rij and

first in ch. x. employs the name C^na, known from the taber-

nacle, or rather from the history of Paradise ; since, as may

be inferred from x. 20, he first recognised, from the repetition

of the theophany related in ch. x., that the living creatures

seen in the vision were cherubim,—we may, from the designa-

tion rii>n, form a supposition, if not as to their nature, at least

as to the significance of their position towards the throne of

God. They are termed ni>n, " living," not as being " ideal

representatives of all living things upon the earth " (Hengsten-

berg), but as beings which, among all the creatures in heaven

and earth, possess qnd manifest life in the fullest sense of the

word, and on that very account, of all spiritual beings, stand

nearest to the God of the spirits of all flesh (who lives from

eternity to eternity), and encircle His throne. With this repre-

sentation harmonises not only the fact, that after the expulsion

of the first human beings from Paradise, God commanded them

to guard the way to the tree of life, but also the form in whicli

that " 3-«ff«< yivtai are all generations, whatever their number; 5ra(7«(

ai yiHo-t (Matt. i. 17), all the. generations,—those which, either from the

context or in some other way, are familiar as a definite number."
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they were represented in the sanctuary and in the visions.

The cherubim in the sanctuary had the form of a man, and

\Yere only marked out by their wings as super-terrestrial beings,

not bound by the earthly limits of space. The cherubim in

Ezekiel and the Apocalypse also preserve the appearance of a

man. Angels also assume the human form when they appear

visibly to men on earth, because of all earthly creatures man,

created in the image of God, takes the first and highest place.

For although the divine image principally consists in the

spiritual nature of man,—in the soul breathed into him by the

Spirit of God,—yet his bodily fonn, as the vessel of this soul,

is the most perfect corporeity of which we have any know-

ledge, and as such forms the most appropriate garment for

rendering visible the heavenly spiritual being within. But the

cherubim in our vision exhibit, besides the figure of the human

body with the face of a man, also the face of the lion, of the

ox, and of the eagle, and four wings, and appear as four-sided,

square-formed beings, with a face on each of their four sides,

so that they go in any direction without turning, and yet,

while so doing, they can always proceed in the direction of one

face ; while in the vision in the Apocalypse, the four faces of

the creatures named are divided among the four cherubim, so

that each has only one of them. In the countenance of man
is portrayed his soul and spirit, and in each one also of the

higher order of animals, its nature. The union of the lion, ox,

and eagle-faces with that of man in the cherubim, is intended,

doubtless, to represent them as beings which possess the ful-

ness and the power of life, which in the earthly creation is

divided among the four creatures named. The Rabbinical

dictum (Schemoth Rabha, Schottgen, Horm Hebraicce, ]p. 1168) :

Quatuor sunt qui principatum in hoc mundo tenent. Inter

creaturas homo, inter aves aquila, inter pecora bos, inter bestias

leo, contains a truth, even if there lies at the foundation

of it the idea that these four creatures represent the entire

earthly creation. For in the cherub, the living powers of these
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four creatures are actually united. That the eagle, namely,

comes into consideration only in reference to his power of

flight, in which he excels all other birds, may be concluded

from the circumstance that in Apoc. iv. 7 the fourth fwov is

described as resembling an eagle flying. According to this

principle, the ox and the lion are only to be considered in

reference to their physical strength, in virtue of which the ox

amongst tame animals, the lion amongst wild beasts, take the

first place, while man, through the power of his mind, asserts

his supremacy over all earthly creatures.^ The number four,

lastly, both of the cherubim and of the four faces of each

cherub in our vision, is connected with their capacity to go in

all directions without turning, and can contribute nothing in

favour of the assumption that these four indicate the whole

living creation, upon the simple ground that the number four

is not essential to them, for on the mercy-seat only two cheru-

bim are found. That they are also represented in the vision

as higher spiritual beings, appears not only from Ezek. x. 7,

where a cherub stretches forth his hand and fetches out fire

from between the cherubim, and places it in the hands of the

angel clothed in white linen, who was to accomplish the burn-

ing of Jerusalem ; but, still more distinctly, from what is said

in the Apocalypse regarding their working. Here we observe

them, as Kliefoth has already pointed out, " in manifold

activity : they utter day and night the Tersanctus ; they offer

worship, iv. 8, 9, v. 8, xix. 4 ; they repeat the Amen to the

song of praise from all creation, v. 14 ; they invite John to see

what the four first seals are accomplishing, vi. 1, 3, 5, 7 ; one

of them gives to the seven angels the seven phials of wrath,

XV. 7."

^ This has been already rightly recognised by Eiehm, I.e. p. 21 ff., who
has drawn from it the inference : quaternis igitur faciehus eximiae vires

atque facultates significantur clieruhis a deo ad munus suum sustinendum

impertitae, which is connected with the erroneous representation that the

cherubim are intended to bear the throne of God, and to carry the Lord of

the world.
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Besides this activity of theirs in the carrying out of the

divine counsel of salvation, we must, in order to gain as clear

a vievsr as possible of the significance of the cherubim in our

vision, as well as in Biblical synabolism generally, keep also in

view the position which, in the Apocalypse, they occupy around

the throne of God. Those who are assembled about the throne

form these three concentric circles : the four ^a)a (cherubim)

form the innermost circle ; the twenty-four elders, seated upon

thrones, clothed in white garments, and wearing golden crowns

upon their heads, compose the wider circle that follows ; while

the third, and widest of all, is formed by the many angels, whose

number was many thousands of thousands (Apoc. iv. 4, 6, v. 6,

8, vii. 11). To these are added the great, innumerable host,

standing before the throne, of the just made perfect from

among all heathens, peoples, and languages, in white raiment,

and with palms in their hands, who have come out of great

tribulation, and have washed their robes, and made them white

in the blood of the Lamb, and now, before the throne of God,

serve Him day and night in His temple (vii. 9, 14, 15). Ac-
cordingly the twenty-four elders, as the patriarchs of the Old
and New Testament congregation of God, have their place

beside God's throne, between the cherubim and the myriads of

the other angels ; and in the same manner as they are exalted

above the angels, are the cherubim exalted even above them.

This position of the cherubim justifies the conclusion that they

have the name of ^coa from the indwelling fulness of the ever-

lasting blessed hfe which is within them, and which streams

out from the Creator of spirits— the King of all kings, and
Lord of all lords—upon the spiritual beings of heaven, and
that the cherubim immediately surround the throne of God, as

being representatives and bearers of the everlasting life of

blessedness, which men, created in the image of God, have for-

feited by the Fall, but which they are again, from the infini-

tude of the divine compassion, to recover in the divine kingdom
founded for the redemption of fallen humanity.
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It is easier to recognise the meaning of the wheels which in

our vision appear beside the cherubim. The wheel serves to

put the chariot in motion. Although the throne of God is not

now expressly represented and designated as a chariot-throne,

yet there can be no doubt that the wheels which Ezekiel sees

under the throne beside the cherubim are intended to indicate

the possibility and ease with which the throne can be moved in

the direction of the four quarters of the heavens. The mean-

ing of the eyes, however, is matter of controversy, with which,

according to i. 18, the felloes of the wheels, and, as is expressly

mentioned in ch. x. 12, and also noted in Apoc. iv. 6, the

cherubim themselves are furnished all round. According to

Kliefoth, the eyes serve the purpose of motion; and as the

movement of the cherubim and wheels indicates the spreading

abroad over the whole earth of the new economy of salvation,

this mass of eyes in the cherubim and wheels must indicate that

this spreading abroad is to take place, not through blind acci-

dent, but with conscious clearness. The meaning is not appro-

priate to Apoc. iv. 6, where the cherubim have no wheels

beside them, and where a going forth into all countries is not

to be thought of. Here therefore, according to Kliefoth, the

eyes only serve to bring into view the moral and physical

powers which have created and supported the kingdom of God

upon earth, and which are also to bring it now to its consum-

mation. This is manifestly arbitrary, as any support from

passages of the Bible in favour of the one view or the other is

entirely wanting. The remark of Kosenmuller is nearer the

truth, that by the multitude of the eyes is denoted Coelestium

naturarum perspicacia et o^vcoiria, and leads to the correct

explanation of Apoc. v. 6, where the seven eyes of the Lamb

are declared to be to, eirra irvev/juaTa rov @€ov, ra aTreaTaX/ieva

€4? iraaav ttjv yrjp ; the eyes consequently indicate the spiritual

effects which proceed from the Lamb over the entire earth in a

manner analogous to His seven horns, which are the symbols

of the completeness of His power. The eye, then, is the
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picture and mirror of the Spirit ; and the ornamentation of the

cherubim and wheels with eyes, shows that the power of the

divine Spirit dwells within them, and determines and guides

their movements.

The remaining objects of the vision are not difficult to explain.

The appearance of the expanse over above the cherubim and

wheels, upon which a throne is to be seen, represents the firma-

ment or heaven as the place of God's throne. God appears

upon the throne in human form, in the terrible glory of His

holy majesty. The whole appearance draws nigh to the

prophet in the covering of a great fiery cloud (ver. 4). This

cloud points back to the " thick cloud" in which Jehovah, in the

ancient time, descended upon Mount Sinai amid thunders and

lightnings (Ex. xix. 16) to establish His covenant of grace,

promised to the patriarchs with their seed,—the people of Israel

brought forth from Egypt,—and to found His kingdom of

grace upon the earth. If we observe the connection of our

theophany with that manifestation of God on Sinai for the

founding of the Old Testament dispensation of salvation, we

shall neither confine the fire and the lightnings in our vision to

the manifestation of God for the destruction of Jerusalem and

the temple, nor refer the splendour which appears above the

throne in the form of a rainbow to the grace which returns

after the execution of judgment, or to the new dispensation of

salvation which is to be established. Nor may we regard these

differing attributes, by referring them specially to individual

historical elements of the revelation of God in His kingdom, as

in opposition ; but must conceive of them, more generally and

from the point of view of unity, as symbols of the righteousness,

holiness, and grace which God reveals in the preservation,

government, and consummation of His kingdom. It holds

true also of our theophany what Diisterdieck remarks on Apoc.

iv. 3 (cf. p. 219 of the second edition of his Commentary) re-

garding the importance of the divine appearance described in

that passage :
" We may not hastily apply in a general way
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the description befoi'e us by special reference to the judgments

of God (which are seen ^t a later time) in their relation to the

divine grace ; it is enough that here, where the everlasting and

personal ground of all that follovirs is described, the sacred

glory and righteousness of God appear in the closest connec-

tion with His unchanging, friendly grace, so that the entire

future development of the kingdom of God, and of the world

down to the final termination, as that is determined by the

marvellous unity of being which is in the holy, righteous, and

gracious God, must not only according to its course, but also

according to its object, correspond to this threefold glory of the

living God." As this fundamental vision (of the Apocalypse)

contains all that serves to alarm the enemies and to comfort'

the friends of Him who sits on the throne, so the vision of

Ezekiel also has its fundamental significance not only for the

whole of the prophet's ministry, but, generally, for the con-

tinuation and development of the kingdom of God in Israel,

until its aim has been reached in its consummation in glory

This, its fundamental significance, unmistakeably appears from

the twofold circumstance,— firstly, that the theophany was

imparted to the prophet at his call, and was then repeated at

the principal points in his prophetic ministry, at the announce-

ment both of the dissolution of the old kingdom of God by the

destruction of Jerusalem and the temple, ch. ix.-xi., and also

at the erection of the new temple and a new arrangement of

the kingdom (ch. xl.-xlviii.). Since, as was formerly already

remarked (p. 35), a theophany was not required either for the

calling of Ezekiel to the office of a prophet, or for the announce-

ment which was entrusted to him of the annihilation of the old

and the foundation of the new kingdom of God, so the revela-

tion of God, which pointed in its phenomenal shape to the

dwelling of the Lord among His people in the Holy of Holies

in the temple (and which was imparted in this place to Ezekiel,

living among the exiles in the land of Chaldea by the banks of

the Ohebar), could only be intended, in view of the dissolution
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of the theocracy, which had already begun, and was shortly

to be completed, to give to the prophet and those of his con-

temporaries who were living with him in exile, a real pledge

that the essential element of the theocracy was not to be

removed by the penal judgment which was passing over the

sinful people and kingdom ; but that God the Lord would still

continue to attest Himself to His people as the living God, and

preserve His kingdom, and one day bring it again to a glorious

consummation.—In correspondence with this aim, God appears

in the temple in the symbolical forms of His gracious presence

as He who is throned above the cherubim ; but cherubim and

throne are furnished with attributes, which represent the

movement of the throne in all directions, not merely to indicate

the spreading of the kingdom of God over all the earth, but to

reveal Himself as Lord and King, whose might extends over

the whole world, and who possesses the power to judge all the

heathen, and to liberate from their bondage His people, who

have been given into their hands, if they repent and turn unto

Him ; and who will again gather them together, and raise them

in the place of their inheritance to the glory which had been

promised.

Such is the significance of the theophany at the inaugura-

tion of Ezekiel to the prophetic office. The significance, how-

ever, which its repetition possesses is clearly contained in the

facts which the prophet was herewith permitted by God to

behold. From the temple and city, polluted by sinful abomi-

nations, the gracious presence of God departs, in order that

temple and city may be given over to the judgment of de-

struction ; into the new and glorious temple tliere enters

again the glory of God, to dwell for ever among the children

of Israel.

Chap. ii. 1-iii. 3, Call of Ezekiel to the Peophetio
Office—Vers. 1 and 2. Upon the manifestation of the Lord
follows the word of vocation. Having, in the feeling of his
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weakness and sinfulness, fallen to the ground before the terrible

revelation of Jehovah's glory, Ezekiel is first of all raised up

again by the voice of God, to hear the word which calls him to

the prophetic function.—Ver. 1. And He said to me, Son ofman,

stand upon thy feet, I will speak with thee. Ver. 2. Then came

spirit unto me as He spake unto me, and it placed me on my feet,

and I heard Him speaking unto me.—The address Ql*?'!? occurs

so frequently in Ezekiel, that it must be regarded as one of the

peculiarities of his prophecies. Elsewhere it occurs only once,

Dan. viii. 17. That it is significant, is generally recognised,

although its meaning is variously given. Most expositors take

it as a reminder of the weakness and frailness of human nature

;

Coccejus and Kliefoth, on the contrary, connect it with the

circumstance that God appears to Ezekiel in human form, and

find in it a TeK/MTjpiov amicitice, that God speaks in him as man

to man, converses with him as a man with his friend. This

last interpretation, however, has against it the usus loquendi.

As DlN'p denotes man according to his natural condition, it is
T T ' V O 7

used throughout as a synonym with tJ'iJN, denoting the weakness

and fragility of man in opposition to God ; cf. Ps. viii. 5

;

Job XXV. 6 ; Isa. li. 12, Ivi. 2 ; and Num. xxiii. 19. This is

the meaning also of Q"1^"I|' in the address, as may be distinctly

seen from the various addresses in Daniel. Daniel is addressed,

where comfort is to be imparted to him, as nilttn B'''N, " man

greatly beloved," Dan. x. 11, 19, cf. ix. 23; but, on the con-

trary, in ch. viii. 17, where he has fallen on his face in terror

before the appearance of Gabriel, with the words, "Under-

stand, O son of man," in order to remind him of his human

weakness. This is also the case in our verse, where Ezekiel, too,

had fallen upon his face, and by God's word spoken to him, is

again raised to his feet. It is only in Ezekiel that this address

is constantly employed to mark the distance between the human

weakness of his nature and the divine power which gives him

the capacity and the impulse to speak. Not, however, with

the design, mentioned by Jerome on Dan. viii. 17, "that he
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may not be elated on account of his high calling," because, as

Havernick subjoins, Ezekiel's extremely powerful and forcible

nature may have needed to be perpetually reminded of what it

is in reality before God. If this were the meaning and object

of this address, it would also probably occur in the writings of

several of the other prophets, as the supposition that the nature

of Ezekiel was more powerful and forcible than that of the

other prophets is altogether without foundation. The constant

use of this form of address in Ezekiel is connected rather with

the manner and fashion in which most of the revelations were

imparted to him, that is, with the prevalence of " vision," in

which the distinction between God and man comes out more

prominently than in ordinary inspiration or revelation, effected

by means of an impression upon the inner faculties of man. The

bringing prominently forward, however, of the distance between

God and men is to remind the prophet, as well as the people

to whom he communicated his revelations, not merely of the

weakness of humanity, but to show them, at the same time,

how powerfully the word of God operates in feeble man, and

also that God, who has selected the prophet as the organ of His

will, possesses also the power to redeem the people, that were

lying powerless under the oppression of the heathen, from their

misery, and to raise them up again.—At the word of the Lord,
" Stand upon thy feet," came rm into the prophet, which raised

him to his feet, nn here is not " life, consciousness " (Hitzig),

but the spirit-power which proceeds from God, and which is

conveyed through the word which imparted to him the strength

to stand before the face of God, and to undertake His command.
1?'!!*?, partic. Hithpa., properly "collocutor," occurs here and
in ch. xliii. 6, and in Num. vii. 89; elsewhere, only in

2 Sam. xiv. 13.

Vers. 3-7. The calling of the prophet begins with the Lord
describing to Ezekiel the people to whom He is sending him,
in order to make him acquainted with the difficulties of his
vocation, and to encourage him for the discharge of the same.
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Ver. 3. And He said to me, Son of man, I send thee to the chil-

dren of Israel, to the rebels loho have rebelled against me : they

and their fathers have fallen away from me, even until thii

very day. Ver. 4. And the children are of hard face, and

hardened heart. To them I send thee ; and to them shah thou speak

:

Thus says the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 5. And they,—they may hear

thee or fail (to do so) ; for they are a stiff-necked race,— they shall

experience that a prophet has been in their midst. Ver. 6. But

thou, son of man, fear not before them, and be not afraid of their

words, if thistles and thorns are round about thee, and thou sittest

upon scorpions; fear not before their loords, and tremble not

before their faces ; for they are a stiff-necked race. Ver. 1. And
speak my words to them, whether they may hear or fail (to do so) ;

for they are stiff-necked.

The children of Israel have become heathen, no longer a

people of God, not even a heathen nation {i% Isa. i. 4), but

ia^isi, " heathens," that is, as being rebels against God. D'''i"iir3n

(with the article) is not to be joined as an adjective to D'j3,

•which is without the article, but is employed substantively in

the form of an apposition. They have rebelled against God in

this, that they, like their fathers, have separated themselves

from Jehovah down to this day (as regards 3 JIK'S, see on Isa.

i. 2 ; and i^f] Di'H DVJf, as in the Pentateuch ; cf . Lev. xxiii. 14
;

Gen. vii. 13, xvii. 23, etc.). Like their fathers, the sons are

rebellious, and, in addition, they are D^?S ''E'p, of hard counte-

nance " = nSD ''i5tn, « of hard brow " (iii. 7), i.e. impudent,

without hiding the face, or lowering the look for shame. This

shamelessness springs from hardness of heart. To these

hardened sinners Ezekiel is to announce the word of the Lord.

Whether they hear it or not (DXI—DN, sive—sive, as in Josh.

xxiv. 15 ; Eccles. xi. 3, xii. 14), they shall in any case experi-

ence that a prophet has been amongst them. That they will

neglect to hear is very probable, because they are a stiff-necked

race (n^a, " house " = family). The Vau before WiJ (ver. 5)

introduces the apodosis.
'^''J)

is perfect, not present. This is

EZEK. I. D
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demanded by the imts loquendi and the connection of the

thought. The meaning is not : they shall know from his testi-

mony that a prophet is there ; but they shall experience from

the result, viz. when the word announced by him will have

been fulfilled, that a prophet has been amongst them. Ezekiel,

therefore, is not to be prevented by fear of them and their

words from delivering a testimony against their sins. The aira^

Xeyo/ieva, B''3"iD and D*3i5p, are not, with the older expositors, to

be explained adjectively: " rebelles et renicentes," but are sub-

stantives. As regards |i?p, the signification " thorn " is placed

beyond doubt by fiPO in xxviii. 24, and y^O in Aramaic does

indeed denote " refractarius ;" but this signification is a derived

one, and inappropriate here. 3"iD is related to 3nv, " to burn,

to singe," and means " urtica,'" " stinging-nettle, thistle," as

Donasch in Raschi has already explained it. ^inix is, accordini;

to the later usage, for ^^^5, expressing the " by and with of

association," and occurs frequently in Ezekiel. Thistles and

thorns are emblems of dangerous, hostile men. The thought

is strengthened by the words "to sit on (?K for i'J') scorpions," as

these animals inflict a painful and dangerous wound. For the

similitude of dangerous men to scorpions, cf. Sir. xxvi. 10, and
other proof passages in Bochart, Hierozoic. III. p. 551 sq., ed.

Eosenmiill.

Ver. 8 ad fin. and ch. iii. 3.—After the Lord had pointed

out to the propliet the difficulties of the call laid upon him, He
prepares him for the performance of his office, by inspirinir him
with the divine word which he is to announce.—Ver. 8. And
thou, son of man, hear what I say to thee, Be not stiff-necked

like the sti^-necked race ; open thy mouth, and eat what I give

unto thee. Ver. 9. Then I saw, and, lo, a hand outstretched

toivards me ; and, lo, in the same a roll of a book. Ver.
10. And lie spread it out before me ; the same loas im-itten upon
the front and bach : and there were written upon it lamentations,

and sighing, and woe. Ch. iii. 1. And He said to me : Son oj

man, what thou findest eat; eat the roll, and go and speak to the
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house of Israel. Ver. 2. Then opened Imy mouth, and He gave

me this roll to eat. Ver. 3. And said to me : Son of man, feed

thy belly, andfill thy body with this roll which I give thee^ And
I ate it, and it was in my mouth as honey and sioeelness.-—The
prophet is to announce to the people of Israel only that which

the Lord inspires him to announce. This thought is embodied

in symbol, in such a way that an outstretched hand reaches to

him a book, which he is to swallow, and which also, at God's

command, he does swallow ; cf. Apoc. x. 9 sqq. This roll was

inscribed on both sides with lamentations, sighing, and woe ("n

is either abbreviated from '•rii, not = ''!*, or as Ewald, § 101c,

thinks, is only a more distinct form of ''in or in). The meaning

is not, that upon the roll was inscribed a multitude of mournful

expressions of every kind, but that there was written upon it

all that the prophet was to announce, and what we now read in

his book. These contents were of a mournful nature, for they

related to the destruction of the kingdom, the destruction of

Jerusalem and of the temple. That Ezekiel may look over the

contents, the roll is spread out before his eyes, and then handed

to him to be eaten, with the words, " Go and speak to the

children of Israel," i.e. announce to the children of Israel what

you have received into yourself, or as it is termed in ver. 5,

''13'n, " my words." The words in iii. 3a were spoken by God

while handing to the prophet the roll to be eaten. He is not

merely to eat, i.e. take it into his mouth, but he is to fill his

body and belly therewith, i.e. he is to receive into his innermost

being the word of God presented to him, to change it, as it

were, into sap and blood. Whilst eating it, it was sweet in his

mouth. The sweet taste must no.t, with Kliefoth, be explained

away into a sweet " after-taste," and made to bear this refer-

ence, that the destruction of Jerusalem would be followed by a

more glorious restoration. The roll, inscribed with lamentation,

sorrow, and woe, tasted to him sweetly, because its contents was

God's word, which sufficed for the joy and gladness of his

heart (Jer. xv. 16); for it is "infinitely sweet and lovely to
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be the-organ and spokesman of the Omnipotent," and even the

most painful of divine truths possess to a spiritually-minded

man a joyful and quickening side (Hengstenberg on the Apoc.

X. 9). To this it is added, that the divine penal judgments

reveal not only the holiness and righteousness of God, but also

prepare the way for the revelation of salvation, and minister to

the saving of the soul.

Chap. iii. 4-21. The Sending op the Prophet.—
This consists in God's promise to give him power to over-

come the diflBculties of his vocation (vers. 4-9) ; in next trans-

porting him to the place where he is to labour (vers. 10-15) ;

and lastly, in laying upon him the responsibility of the souls

entrusted to his charge (vers. 16-21). After Ezekiel had

testified, by eating the roll which had been given him, his

willingness to announce the word of the Lord, the Lord

acquaints him with the peculiar difficulties of his vocation, and

promises to bestow upon him strength to overcome them.

—

Ver. 4. And He said to me, Son of man, go away to the Jiouse

of Israel, and speak with my words to them. Ver. 5. For not

to a people of hollow lips and heavy tongue art thou sent, (but) to

the house of Israel. Ver. 6. Not to many nations of hollow lips

and heavy tongue, whose words thou dost not understand; but to

them have I sent thee, they can understand thee. Ver. 7. But the

house of Israel will not hear thee, because they will not hear me ;

for the whole house of Israel, of hard brow and hardened heart

are they. Ver. 8. Lo, I make thy countenance hard like tlieir

countenances, and thy brow hard like their brow. Ver. 9. Like

to adamant, harder than rock, do I make thy brow : fear not, and

tremble not before them, for they are a stiff-necked race.—The
contents of this section present a great similarity to those in

ch. ii. 3-7, inasmuch as here as well as there the obduracy and

stiff-neckedness of Israel is stated as a hindrance which opposes

the success of Ezekiel's work. This is done here, however, in

a different relation than there, so that there is no tautology.
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Here, where the Lord is sending the prophet, He first brings

prominently forward what lightens the performance of his

mission ; and next, the obduracy of Israel, which surrounds it

with difficulty for him, in order at the same time to promise

him strength for the vanquishing of these difficulties. Ezekiel

is to speak, in the words communicated to him by God, to the

house (people) of Israel. This he can do, because Israel is not

a foreign nation with an unintelligible language, but possesses

the capacity of understanding the words of the prophet

(vers. 5-7), nSK' '|?py dy, « a people of deep lips," i.e. of a style

of speech hollow, and hard to be understood ; of. Isa. xxxiii. 19.

'B' "ippv is not genitive, and DP is not the status constructus, but

an adjective belonging to DJ?, and used in the plural, because 03?

contains a collective conception. " And of heavy tongue," i.e.

with a language the understanding of which is attended with

great difficulty. Both epithets denote a barbarously sounding,

unintelligible, foreign tongue. The unintelligibility of a lan-

guage, however, does not alone consist in unacquaintance with

the meaning of its words and sounds, but also in the pecu-

liarities of each nation's style of thought, of which language is

only the expression in sounds. In this respect we may, with

Coccejus and Kliefoth, refer the prophet's inability to under-

stand the language of the heathen to this, that their manner of

thinking and speaking was not formed according to the word

of God, but was developed out of purely earthly, and even

God-resisting factors. Only the exclusive prominence given

by Kliefoth to this side of the subject is incorrect, because

irreconcilable with the words, "many nations, whose words

(discourse) thou dost not understand" (ver. 6). These words

show that the unintelligibility of the language lies in not

understanding the sounds of its words. Before ''^ 'T'?"''^, in

ver. 5, the adversative particle sed is omitted (cf . Ewald, § 354a)

;

the omission here is perhaps caused by this, that nwK' nnx, ia

consequence of its position between both sentences, can be

referred to botk In ver. 6 the thought of ver. 5 is expanded
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by the addition of Q''31 D'SJ^, ''many nations" witli different

languages, in order to show that it is not in the ability, but in

the willingness, to hear the word of the Lord that the Israelites

are wanting. It is not to many nations with unintelligible

languages that God is sending the prophet, but to such men as

are able to hear him, i.e. can understand his language. The

second hemistich of ver. 6 is rendered by the old translators as

if they had not read H7 after DN, " if I sent thee to them (the

heathen), they vjould hear thee" Modern expositors have

endeavoured to extract this meaning, either by taking N? DN as

a particle of adjuration, profecto, " verily" (Rosenmiiller, Haver-

nick, and others), or reading ''^ DX, as Ewald does, after Gen.

xsiii. 13. But the one is as untenable as the other: against

Up DS stands the fact that !i!j is written with i, not with k ;

against the view that it is a particle of adjuration, stands partly

tlie position of the words before ?B' QnvN, which, according to

the sense, must belong to 'CB" nsHj partly the impossibility of

taking 'i''i?n?t^' conditionally after the preceding vh CK. " If

such were the case, Ezekiel would have really done all he could

to conceal his meaning " (Hitzig), for ii'? DK, after a negative

sentence preceding, signifies " but ;" cf. Gen. xxiv. 38.

Consequently neither the one view nor the other yields an

appropriate sense. "If I had sent thee to the heathen,"

involves a repenting of the act, which is not beseeming in God.
Against the meaning "profecto" is the consideration that the

idea, " Had I sent thee to the heathen, verily they would hear

thee," is in contradiction with the designation of the heathen as

those whose language the prophet does not understand. If the

heathen spoke a language unintelligible to the prophet, they

consequently did not understand his speech, and could not

therefore comprehend his preaching. It only remains, then to

apply the sentence simply to the Israelites, " not to heathen
nations, but to the Israelites have I sent thee," and to take
^Va-i>\ as potential, "they are able to fear thee," "they can
understand thy words." This in ver. 7 is closed by the antithesis
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" But the house of Israel will not hear tliee, because they will

not hear me (Jehovah), as they are morally hardened." With

Ih, cf. ii. 4, The Lord, however, will provide His prophet with

power to resist this obduracy ; will lend him unbending courage

and unshaken firmness, ver. 8 ; cf. Jer. xv. 20. He will make

his brow hard as adamant (cf. Zech. vii. 12), which is harder

than rock ; therefore he shall not fear before the obduracy of

Israel. "IX, as in Ex. iv. 25,= 11V. As parallel passages in

regard of the subject-matter, cf. Isa. 1. 7 and Jer. i. 18.

Vers. 10-15. Prepared then for his vocation, Ezekiel is

now transported to the sphere of his activity.—Ver. 10. And

He said to me, Son of man, all m,y words which 1 shall speak to

thee, take into thy heart, and hear with thine ears. Ver. 11. And

go to the exiles, to the children of thy people, and speak to them,

and say to them, " 77ms saith the Lord Jehovah," whether they

may hear thee or fail {to hear thee). Ver. 12. And a wind

raised me up, and I heard behind me the voice of a great tumult,

" Praised be the glory of Jehovah," from their place hitheriuard.

Ver. 13. And the noise of the wings of the creatures touching

each other, and the noise of the wheels beside them, the noise of a

great tumult. Ver. 14. And a wind raised me up, and took me,

and I went thither embittered in the warmth of my spirit ; and the

hand of Jehovah was strong upon me. Ver. 15. And I came to

TeUA bib to the exiles, who dwelled by the river Chebar, and where

they sat tliere sat I down seven days, motionless and dumb, in

their midst.—The apparent hysteron proteron, " take into thy

heart, and hear with thine ears" (ver. 10), disappears so soon

as it is observed that the clause " hear with thine ears" is con-

nected with the following " go to the exiles," etc. The meaning

is not, "postguam auribus tuis percepisses mea mandata, ea ne

oblivioni tradas, sed corde suscipe et animo infge" (Rosen-

miiller), but this, " All my words which I shall speak to thee

lay to heart, that thou mayest obey them. When thou hast

heard my words with thine ears, then go to the exiles and an-

nounce them to them." With ver. 11 cf. ii. 4, 5. Observe that
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it is Still 1133? "33, " the children of thy " (not " my ") " people."

Stiff-necked Israel is no longer Jehovah's people. The com-

mand " to go to the people " is, in ver. 12 sqq., immediately

executed by the prophet, the wind raising him up and transport-

ing him to Tel-Abib, among the exiles, nin, phenomenally

considered, is a wind of which God makes use to conduct the

prophet to the scene of his labour ; but the wind is only the

sensible substratum of the spirit which transports him thither.

The representation is, that " he was borne thither through the

air by the wind " (Kliefoth) ; but not as Jerome and Kliefoth

suppose, in ipso corpore, i.e. so that an actual bodily removal

through the air took place, but the raising up and taking away

by the wind was effected in spirit in the condition of ecstasy.

Not a syllable indicates that the theophany was at an end before

this removal ; the contrary rather is clearly indicated by the

remark that Ezekiel heard behind him the noise of the wings

of the cherubim and of the wheels. And that the words ''iXE'ri

nin do not necessitate us to suppose a bodily removal is shown

by the comparison with viii. 3, xi. 1, 24, where Kliefoth also

understands the same words in a spiritual sense of a merely

internal

—

i.e. experienced in a state of ecstasy—removal of the

prophet to Jerusalem and back again to Chaldea. The great

noise which Ezekiel hears behind him proceeds, at least in part,

from the appearance of the 'n" 1133 being set in motion, but

(according to ver. 13) not in order to remove itself from the

raptured prophet, but by changing its present position, to

attend the prophet to the sphere of his labour. It tells

decidedly in favour of this supposition, that the prophet,

according to ver. 23, again sees around him the same theophany
in the valley where he begins his work. This reappearance,

indeed-, presupposes that it had previously disappeared from his

sight, but the disappearance is to be supposed as taking place
only after his call has been completed, i.e. after ver. 21. While
being removed in a condition of ecstasy, Ezekiel heard the
rushing sound, "Praised be the glory of Jehovah." iaipao
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belongs not to 'W1 l^lia, which would yield no appropriate sense,

but to yof^, where it makes no difference of importance in the

meaning whether the suffix is referred to mni or to lua.

Ezekiel heard the voice of the praise of God's glory issuing

forth from the place where Jehovah or His glory were to be

found, i.e. where they had appeared to the prophet, not at all

from the temple. Who sounded this song of praise is not

mentioned. Close by Ezekiel heard the sound, the rustling of

the wings of the cherubim setting themselves in motion, and

how the wings came into contact with the tips of each other,

touched each other (nip'E'p, from pB'J, " to join," " to touch one

another"). Ver. 14 describes the prophet's mood of mind as

he is carried away. Raised by the wind, and carried on, he

went, i.e. drove thither, r\n nana id, " bitter in the heat of his

spirit." Although ID is used as well of grief and mourning as

of wrath and displeasure, yet mourning and sorrow are not

appropriate to nan, " warmth of spirit," " anger." The suppo-

sition, however, that sorrow as well as anger were in him, or

that he was melancholy while displeased (Kliefoth), is incom-

patible with the fundamental idea of "ID as " sharp," " bitter."

Ezekiel feels himself deeply roused, even to the bitterness of

anger, partly by the obduracy of Israel, partly by the commis-

sion to announce to this obdurate people, without any prospect

of success, the word of the Lord. To so heavy a task he feels

himself unequal, therefore his natural man rebels against the

Spirit of God, which, seizing him with a strong and powerful

grasp, tears him away to the place of his work ; and he would

seek to withdraw himself from the divine call, as Moses and

Jonah once did. The hand of the Lord, however, was strong

upon him, i.e. " held him up in this inner struggle with unyield-

ing power " (Kliefoth) ; cf.Isa.viii.il. p|n, " firm," " strong,"

differs from 133, " heavy," Ps. xxxii. 4. y<2^ br}, i.e. " the hill

of ears," is the name of the place where resided a colony of the

exiles. The place was situated on the river Ohebar (see on ch.

L 3), and derived its name, no doubt, from the fertility of the
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valley, rich in grain (njJpari, ver. 23), by wliich it was sur-

rounded ; nothing further, however, is known of it ; cf. Gesen.

Thesaur. p. 1505. The Chetih It^KI, at which the Masoretes

and many expositors have unnecessarily taken offence, is to be

read "itJ'XJ, and to be joined with the following DB', " where they

sat" (so rightly the Chaldee, Syriac, and Vulgate). That this

signification would be expressed differently, as Hitzig thinks,

cannot be established by means of Job xxxix. 30. The Keri

DB-NJ is not only unnecessary, but also inappropriate, which

holds true also of other conjectures of modern expositors.

Ezekiel sat there seven days, D''i?"fO, i.e. neither " deprived of

sensation," nor " being silent," but as the partic. Hipliil from

DCB', as DpiB'p in Ezra ix. 3, 4, " rigidly without moving," there-

fore " motionless and dumb." The seven days are not regarded

as a period of mourning, in support of which Job ii. 13 is

referred to ; but as both the purification and the dedication and

preparation for a holy service is measured by the nvimber seven,

as being the number of God's works (cf. Ex. xxix. 29 sqq.

;

Lev. viii. 33 sqq.; 2 Chron. xxix. 17), so Ezekiel sits for a

week " motionless and dumb," to master the impression which

the word of God, conveyed to him in ecstatic vision, had made

upon his mind, and to prepare and sanctify himself for his

vocation (Kiiefoth).

Vers. 16-21. When these seven days are completed, there

comes to him the final word, which appoints him watchman

over Israel, and places before him the task and responsibility

of his vocation.—Ver. 16. And it came to pass after the lapse

of seven days, that the word of Jehovah came to me as follows

:

Ver. 17. Son of man, I have set thee to be a watchman over the

house of Israel ; thou shalt hear the tvord from my mouth, and

thou shalt warn them from me Ver. 18. If I say to the sinner,

Thou shalt surely die, and thou loarnest hbn not, and speahest not

to warn the sinner from his evil way that he may live, then shall

he, the sinner, die because of his evil deeds, but his Mood toill I
require at thy hand. Ver. 19. Bat if thou warnest the sinner
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and he turn not from his wickedness and his evil way, then shall

he die because of his evil deeds, but thou hast saved thy soul.

Ver. 20. And if a righteous man turn from his righteousness,

and do unrighteousness, and T lay a stumblingblock before him,

then shall he die; if thou hast not warned him, he shall die

because of his sin, and his righteousness which he has done shall

not be remembered, but his blood will I require at thy hand.

Ver. 21. £ut if thou warnest him,—the righteous man—so that

the righteous man sin not, and he do not sin, then will he live,

because he has been warned, and thou hast saved thy soul.—As a

prophet for Israel, Ezekiel is like one standing upon a watch-

tower (Hab. ii. 1), to watch over the condition of the people,

and warn them of the dangers that threaten them (Jer. vi. 17
;

Isa. Ivi. 10). As such, he is responsible for the souls entrusted

to his charge. From the mouth of Jehovah, i.e. according; to

God's word, he is to admonish the wicked to turn from their

evil ways, that they die not in their sins. 'liBp, " from me,"

i.e. in my name, and with my commission. " If I say to the

sinner," i.e. if I commission thee to say to him (Kimchi). As

JTiDPi nio reminds us of Gen. ii. 17, so is the threatening, " his

blood will I require at thy hand," an allusion to Gen. ix. 5.

If the prophet does not warn the wicked man, as God has

commanded him, he renders himself guilty of a deadly sin, for

which God will take vengeance on him as on the murderer for

the shedding of blood. An awfully solemn statement for all

ministers of the word. W?''!'^, in vers. 18 and 19, at which the

LXX. have stumbled, so that they have twice omitted it, is

not a substantive, and to be changed, with Hitzig, into nvE'n,

but is an adjective, foemin. gen., and belongs to i3")l, which is

construed as feminine. The righteous man who backslides is,

before God, regarded as equal with the sinner who persists

in his sin, if the former, notwithstanding the warning, perse-

veres in his backsliding (ver. 20 sqq.). iPlifl? ^iB'j " to turn

oneself from his righteousness," denotes the formal falling

away from the path of righteousness, not mere " stumbling or
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sinning from weakness." ^JV "E'V, " to do unrighteousness,"

"to act perversely," is "seprorsus dedere impietati" (Calvin).

hSmti 'nnjl belongs still to the protasis, Tm\ Kin forming the

apodosis, not a relative sentence, — as Ewald and Hitzig

suppose,—" so that he, or, in consequence of which, he die."

^iirbi?, " object of offence," by which any one comes to fall, is

not destruction, considered as punishment deserved (Calvin,

Havernick), but everything that God puts in the way of the

sinner, in order that the sin, which is germinating in his soul,

may come forth to the light, and ripen to maturity. God,

indeed, neither causes sin, nor desires the death of the sinner

;

and in this sense He does not tempt to evil (Jas. i. 13), but He

guides and places the sinner in relations in life in which he

must come to a decision for or against what is good and divine,

and either suppress the sinful lusts of his heart, or burst the

barriers which are opposed to their satisfaction. If he does

not do the former, but the latter, evil gains within him more

and more strength, so that he becomes the servant of sin, and

finally reaches a point where conversion is impossible. In this

consists the PiK'aO, which God places before him, who turns

away from righteousness to unrighteousness or evil, but not in

this, that God lets man run on in order that he may die or

perish. For niD^ does not stand for HDJ, and there is therefore

no ground for a change of punctuation to carry forward

Ailmach to ifTintn (Hitzig). For the subject spoken of is not

that the backsliding righteous man " in general only dies if he

is not warned" (Hitzig),—that meaning is not in ver. 21, " that

he, in contrast to the V^"], gives sure obedience to the warning,"

—but only the possibility is supposed that a p^'iv, who has

transgressed upon the way of evil, will yield obedience to the

warning, but not that he will of a certainty do this. As with

the yB>"i in ver. 19, only the case of his resisting the warning

is expressly mentioned ; while the opposite case—that he may,
in consequence of the warning, be converted—is not excluded

;

so in ver. 21, with the p^l.Vj who has entered upon the path of
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unrighteousness, only the case of conversion in consequence of

the warning is expressly mentioned, without the possibility of

his hardening himself against the prophet's word being thereby

excluded. For the instruction of the prophet it was sufficient

to bring forward the two cases mentioned, as it appears from

them that in the one case as well as in the other he has done

his duty, and saved his soul.

CHAP. III. 22-V. 17. THE DESTINY OF JERUSALEM AND ITS

INHABITANTS.

Vers. 22—27 in ch. iii. no longer belong to the prophet's

inauguration and introduction into office, nor do they form the

conclusion of his call, but the introduction to his first prophetic

act and prediction, as has been rightly recognised by Ewald

and Kliefoth. This appears already from the introductory

formula, "The hand of Jehovah came upon me" (ver. 22),

and, more distinctly still, from the glory of Jehovah appearing

anew to the prophet (when, in obedience to a divine impulse,

he had gone down into the valley), in the form in which he had

seen it by the river Chebar, and giving him a commission to

announce by word and symbol the siege of Jerusalem, and

the fate of its inhabitants. For, that the divine commission did

not consist merely in the general directions, ch. iii. 25-27, but

is first given in its principal parts in ch. iv. and v., is indis-

putably evident from the repetition of the words ^1^"\^ i^?^)

in ch. iii. 25, iv. 1, and v. 1. With nriNl neither can the first

nor, in general, a new prophecy begin. This has been recognised

by Hitzig himself in ch. iv. 1, where he remarks that the first

of the three oracles which follow down to viii. 1, and which he

makes begin with iv. 1, " attaches itself to ch. iii. 25-27 as a

continuation of the same." But what holds true of iv. 1 must

hold true also of iii. 25, viz, that no new oracle can begin

with this verse, but that it is connected with iii. 22-24. The

commencement, then, we have to seek in the formula, " and
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the hand of Jehovah came upon me" (iii. 22), with which

also viii. 1 (where only ?ani stands instead of ''nJiil) and xl. 1

—

new oracles—are introduced. No doubt these passages are

preceded by chronological notices, while in iii. 22 every note of

time is wanting. But nothing further can be inferred from

this, than that the divine word contained in iii. 25-v. 17 was

imparted to the prophet immediately after his consecration and

call, so that it still falls under the date of ch. i. 2 ; which may

also be discovered from this, that the DB' in ver. 22 points to

the locality named in ver. 15.

Immediately after his call, then, and still in the same place

where the last word of calling (iii. 16-21) was addressed to

him, namely, at Tel-Abib, in the midst of the exiles, Ezekiel

received the first divine revelation which, as prophet, he was

to announce to the people. This revelation is introduced by

the words in ch. iii. 22-24; and divided into three sections by

the thrice-occurring, similar address, " And thou, son of man "

(iii. 25, iv. 1, v. 1). In the first section, ch. iii. 25-27, God
gives him general injunctions as to his conduct while carrying

out the divine commission ; in the second, ch. iv.. He com-

mands him to represent symbolically the siege of Jerusalem

with its miseries ; and in the third, ch, v., the destiny of the

inhabitants after the capture of the city.

Chap. iii. 22-27. Introduction to the first prophetic announce-

ment.—Ver. 22. And there came upon me there the hand of

Jehovah, and He said to me, Up I go into the valley, there will 1

gpeah to thee. Ver. 23. And I arose, and went into the valley : and,

lo, there stood the glory ofJehovah, like the glory which I had seen

at the river Chebar : and I fell upon my face. Ver. 24. And
spirit came into me, and placed me on my feet, and He spake

with me, and said to me, Go, and shut thyself in thy house.—
njfpan is, without doubt, the valley situated near Tel-Abib.

Ezekiel is to go out from the midst of the exiles—where,

according to ver. 15, he had found himself—into the valley,

because God will reveal Himself to him only in solitude.
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When he had complied with this command, there appears to

him there the glory of Jehovah, in the same form in which it

had appeared to him at the Chaboras (i. 4-28) ; before it he

falls, a second time, on his face ; but is also, as on the first

occasion, again raised to his feet, cf. i. 28-ii. 2. Hereupon

the Lord commands him to shut himself up in his house,

—

which doubtless he inhabited in Tel-Abib,—not probably " as

a sign of his future destiny," as a realistic explanation of the

words, " Thou canst not walk in their midst (ver, 25) ; they

will prevent thee by force from freely exercising thy vocation

in the midst of the people." For in that case the " shutting of

himself up in the house " would be an arbitrary identification

with the " binding with fetters " (ver. 25) ; and besides, the

significance of the address D'lX [3 nriKI, and its repetition in

iv. 1 and v. 1, would be misconceived. For as in iv. 1 and

v. 1 there are introduced with this address the principal parts

of the duty which Ezekiel was to perform, so the proper divine

instruction may also first begin with the same in iii. 25 ; conse-

quently the command " to shut himself up in his house " can

only have the significance of a preliminary divine injunction,

without possessing any significancy in itself ; but only " serve

as a means for carrying out what the prophet is commissioned

to do in the following chapters " (Kliefoth), i.e. can only mean

that he is to perform in his own house what is commanded him

in ch. iv. and v., or that he is not to leave his house during their

performance. More can hardly be sought in this injunction,

nor can it at all be taken to mean that, having shut himself up

from others in his house, he is to allow no one to approach

him ; but only that he is not to leave his dwelling. For,

according to iv. 3, the symbolical representation of the siege of

Jerusalem is to be a sign for the house of Israel ; and accord-

in<^ to iv. 12, Ezekiel is, during this symbolical action, to

bake his bread before their eyes. From this it is seen that

his contemporaries might come to him and observe his pro-

ceedings.
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Vers. 25-27. The general divine instructions.—Ver. 25.

And thou, son of man, lo, they will lay cords upon thee, and

hind thee therewith, so that thou canst not go out into their midst.

Ver. 26. And I shall make thy tongue cleave to thy palate, that

thou mayest be dumb, and mayest not serve them as a reprover :

for they are a stiff-necked generation. Ver. 27. But when 1

speak to thee, I will open thy mouth, that thou mayest say to them,

Thus sayeth the Lord Jehovah, Let him who wishes to hear, hear

,

and let him who neglects, neglect (to hear) : for they are a stiff

necked generation.—The meaning of this general injunctior.

depends upon the determination of the subject in l^HJ, ver, 25.

Most expositors think of the prophet's countrymen, who are to

bind him with cords so that he shall not be able to leave his

house. The words D3in3 KVn N?1 appear to support this, as the

suffix in Daina indisputably refers to his countrymen. But this

circumstance is by no means decisive ; while against this view

is the twofold difficulty,—firstly, that a binding of the prophet

with cords by his countrymen is scarcely reconcilable with

what he performs in eh. iv. and v. ; secondly, of hostile attacks

by the exiles upon the prophet there is not a trace to be

discovered in the entire remainder of the book. The house of

Israel is indeed repeatedly described as a stiff-necked race, as

hardened and obdurate towards God's word ; but any embitter-

ment of feeling against the prophet, which should have risen

so far as to bind him, or even to make direct attempts to pre-

vent him from exercising his prophetic calling, can, after what

is related in xxxiii. 30-33 regarding the position of the people

towards him, hardly be imagined. Further, the binding and

fettering of the prophet is to be regarded as of the same kind

with the cleaving of his tongue to his jaws, so that he should

be silent and not speak (ver. 26). It is God, however, who

suspends this dumbness over him ; and according to iv. 8, it is

also God who binds him with cords, so that he cannot stir from

one side to the other. The demonstrative power of the latter

passage is not to be weakened by the objection that it is a
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passage of an altogether different kind, and the connection

altogether different (Havernick). For the complete difference

between the two passages would first have to, be proved. The

object, indeed, of the binding of the prophet in iv. 8 is different

from that in our verse. Here it is to render it impossible for

the prophet to go out of the house ; in iv. 8, it is to prevent

him from moving from one side to the other. But the one

object does not exclude the other; both statements coincide,

rather, in the general thought that the prophet must adapt

himself entirely to the divine will,—not only not leave the

house, but lie also for 390 days upon one side without turn-

ing.—We might rather, with Kliefoth, understand iv. 8 to

mean that God accomplished the binding of the prophet by

human instruments—viz. that He caused him to be bound

by foreigners (iii. 25). But this supposition also would only

be justified, if either the sense of the words in iii. 25, or other

good reasons, pronounced in favour of the view that it was

the exiles who had bound the prophet. But as this is not

the case, so we are not at liberty to explain the definite ^iynj,

"I lay on" (iv. 8), according to the indefinite l^nj, "they lay

on," or " one lays on " (iii. 25) ; but must, on the contrary,

understand our verse in accordance with iv. 8, and (with

Hitzig) think of heavenly powers as the subject to wnj,—as in

Job vii. 3 ; Dan. iv. 28 ; Luke xii. 20,—without, in so doing,

completely identifying the declaration in our verse with that in

iv. 8, as if in the latter passage only that was brought to com-

pletion which had been here (iii. 25) predicted. If, however,

the binding of the prophet proceeds from invisible powers, the

expression is not to be understood literally,—of a binding with

material cords ;—but God binds him by a spiritual power, so

that he can neither leave his house nor go forth to his country-

men, nor, at a later time (iv. 8), change the position prescribed

to him. This is done, however, not to prevent the exercise of

his vocation, but, on the contrary, to make him fitted for the

successful performance of the work commanded him. He is

VOTi. T. E
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not to quit his house, nor enter into fellowship and intercourse

with his exiled countrymen, that he may show himself, by

separation from them, to be a prophet and organ of the Lord.

On the same grounds he is also (vers. 26, 27) to keep silence,

and not even correct them with words, but only to speak when

God opens his mouth for that purpose ; to remain, moreover,

unconcerned whether they listen to his words or not (cf. ii.

4, 7). He is to do both of these things, because his contem-

poraries are a stiff-necked race ; cf . ver. 9 and ii. 5, 7. That

he may not speak from any impulse of his own, God will cause

his tongue to cleave to his jaws, so that he cannot speak ; cf.

Ps. cxxxvii. 6. " That the prophet is to refrain from all

speech—even from the utterance of the words given him by

God—will, on the one hand, make the divine words which

he utters appear the more distinctly as such; while, on the

other, be an evidence to his hearers of the silent sorrow

with which he is filled by the contents of the divine

word, and with which they also ought justly to be filled"

(Kliefoth).

This state of silence, according to which he is only then to

speak when God opened his mouth for the utterance of words

which were to be given him, is, indeed, at first imposed upon

the prophet—as follows from the relation of vers. 25-27 to ch.

iv. and v.—only for the duration of the period ch. iii. 25 to

V. 17, or rather vii. 27. But the divine injunction extends, as

Kliefoth has rightly recognised, still further on— over the

whole period up to the fulfilment of his prophecies of threaten-

ing by the destruction of Jerusalem. This appears especially

from this, that in xxiv. 27 and xxxiii. 22 there is an undeni-

able reference to the silence imposed upon him in our verse,

and with reference to which it is said, that when the messeno-er

should bring back the news of the fall of Jerusalem, his mouth
should be opened and he should be no longer dumb. The
reference in xxiv. 27 and in xxxiii. 22 to the verse before us

has been observed by most expositors; but several of them
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would limit the silence of the prophet merely to the time

which lies between ch. xxiv. and xxxiii. 21 sqq. This is quite

arbitrary, as neither in ch. xxlv. nor in ch. xxxiii. is silence

imposed upon him ; but in both chapters it is only stated that

he should no longer be dumb after the receipt of the intelli-

gence that Jerusalem had been destroyed by the Chaldeans.

The supposition of Schmieder, moreover, is untenable, that the

injunction of ver. 25 refers to the turning-point in the pro-

phet's office, which commenced on the day when the siege of

Jerusalem actually began. For although this day forms a

turning-point in the prophetic activity of Ezekiel, in so far as

he on it announced to the people for the last time the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, and then spake no more to Israel until the

occurrence of this event, yet it is not said in xxiv. 27 that he

was then to be dumb from that day onwards. The hypothesis

then only remains, that what was imposed and enjoined on the

prophet, in vers. 26 and 27, should remain in force for the

whole period from the commencement of his prophetic activity

to the receipt of the news of the fall of Jerusalem, by the

arrival of a messenger on the banks of the Chaboras. There-

with is also connected the position of this injunction at the

head of the first prophecy delivered to him (not at his call), if

only the contents and importance of this oracle be understood

and recognised, that it embraces not merely the siege of

Jerusalem, but also the capture and destruction of the city,

and the dispersion of the people among the heathen,—conse-

quently contains in nuce all that Ezekiel had to announce to

the people down to the occurrence of this calamity, and which,

in all the divine words from ch. vi. to ch. xxiv., he had again

and again, though only in different ways, actually announced.

If all the discourses down to ch. xxiv. are only further exposi-

tions and attestations of the revelation of God in ch. iv. and v.,

then the behaviour which was enjoined on him at the time of

this announcement was to be maintained during all following

discourses of similar contents. Besides, for a correct apprecia-
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tion of the divine precept in vers. 26 and 27, it is also to be

noticed that the prophet is not to keep entire silence, except

when God inspires him to speak; but that his keeping silence

is explained to mean, that he is to be to his contemporaries no

n^aiD ty'S, " no reprover," and consequently will place their sins

before them to no greater extent, and in no other way, than

God expressly directs him. Understood in this vyay, the

silence is in contradiction neither with the words of God

communicated in ch. vi. to xxiv., nor with the predictions

directed against foreign nations in ch. sxv.-xxxiii., several of

which fall within the time of the siege of Jerusalem. Of. with

this the remark upon xxiv. 27 and xxxiii. 22.

Chap. iv. The Sign op the Siege op Jeeusalem.—This

sign, which Ezekiel is to perform in his own house before

the eyes of the exiles who visit him, consists in three inter-

connected and mutually-supplementary symbolical acts, the

first of which is described in vers. 1—3, the second in vers. 4—8,

and the third in vers. 9-17. In the first place, he is symboli-

cally to represent the impending siege of Jerusalem (vers. 1-3);

in the second place, by lying upon one side, he is to announce

the punishment of Israel's sin (vers. 4-8) ; in the third place,

by the nature of his food, he is, while lying upon one side, to

hold forth to view the terrible consequences of the siege to

Israel. The close connection as to their subject-matter of these

three actions appears clearly from this, that the prophet, accord-

to ver. 7, while lying upon one side, is to direct his look and

his arm upon the picture of the besieged city before him ; and,

according to ver. 8, is to lie upon his side as long as the siege

lasts, and during that time is to nourish himself in the manner
prescribed in ver. 9 sqq. In harmony with this is the formal

division of the chapter, inasmuch as the three acts, which the

prophet is to perform for the purpose of portraying the im-

pending siege of Jerusalem, are co-ordinated to each other

by the repetition of the address nriKl in vers. 3, 4, and 8
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and subordinated to the general injunction—to portray Jeru-

salem as a besieged city—introduced in ver. 1 with the words

DitJ n nnsi.
T T ' V T - :

Vers. 1-3. The first symbolical action.—Ver. 1. And thoUj

son of man, take to thyself a brick, and lay it before thee, and

draw thereon a city, Jerusalem : Ver. 2. And direct a siege

against it ; build against it siege-towers, raise up a mound against

it, erect camps against it, and place battering-rams against it

round about. Ver. , 3. And thou, take to thyself an iron pan,

and place it as an iron wall between thee and the city, and direct

thy face towards it ; thus let it be in a state of siege, and besiege

it. Let it be a sign to the house of Israel.

The directions in vers. 1 and 2 contain the general basis for

the symbolical siege of Jerusalem, which the prophet is to lay

before Israel as a sign. Upon a brick he is to sketch a city

(PiJn, to engrave with a writing instrument) which is to repre-

sent Jerusalem : around the city he is to erect siege-works

—

towers, walls, camps, and battering-rams ; i.e. he is to inscribe

the representation of them, and place before himself the picture

of the besieged city. The selection of a brick, i.e. of a tile-

stone, not burnt in a kiln, but merely dried in the sun, is not,

as Havernick supposes, a reminiscence of Babylon and monu-

mental inscriptions ; in Palestine, also, such bricks were a

common building material (Isa. ix. 9), in consequence of which

the selection of such a soft mass of clay, on which a picture

might be easily inscribed, was readily suggested. liSD trjj =
niSD DItJ'j Mic. iv. 14, " to make a siege,'' i.e. " to bring forward

siege-works." l^SD is therefore the general expression which

is specialized in the following clauses by p'.'n, " siege-towers

"

(see on 2 Kings xxv. 1) ; by npPD, " mound " (see on 2 Sam.

XX. 15) ; niJHD, " camps" in the plural, because the hostile army

raises several camps around the city ; C^s, " battering-rams,"

" wall-breakers," arietes ; according to Joseph Kimchi, " iron

rams," to break in the walls (and gates, xxi. 27). They con-

sisted of strong beams of hard wood, furnished at the end
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with a ram's head made of iron, which were suspended by a

chain, and driven forcibly against the wall by the soldiers.

Compare the description of them by Josephus, de bello J'udai'-o

iii. 7. 19. The suffix in nvV, in ver. 2, refers to 1''^. The siege-

works which are named were not probably to be placed by

Ezekiel as little figures around the brick, so that the latter

would represent the city, but to be engraved upon the brick

around the city thereon portrayed. The expressions, " to make

a siege," " to build towers," " to erect a mound," etc., are

selected because the drawing was to represent what is done

when a city is besieged. In ver. 3, in reference to this, the

inscribed picture of the city is at once termed " city," and in

ver. 7 the picture of the besieged Jerusalem, " the siege of

Jerusalem." The meaning of the picture is clear. Every one

who saw it was to recognise that Jerusalem will be besieged.

But the prophet is to do still more ; he is to take in hand the

siege itself, and to carry it out. To that end, he is to place an

iron pan as an iron wall between himself and the city sketched

on the brick, and direct his countenance stedfastly towards the

city (P'!}), and so besiege it. The iron pan, erected as a wall,

is to represent neither the wall of the city (Ewald) nor the

enemies' rampart, for this was already depicted on the brick

;

while to represent it, i.e. the city wall, as " iron," i.e. immove-

ably fast, would be contrary to the meaning of the prophecy.

The iron wall represents, as Kosenmiiller, after the hints of

Theodoret, Cornelius a Lapide, and others, has already observed,

a firm, impregnable wall of partition, which the prophet as

messenger and representative of God is to raise between himself

and the beleaguered city, ut significaret, quasi ferreum munim
interjectum esse cives inter et se, i.e. Deum Deique decretum et

sententiam contra illos latam esse irrevocabilem, nee Deum civium

preces et querimonias auditurum aut iis ad misericordiam flec-

tendum. Of. Isa lix. 2 ; Lam. iii. 44. ri3n», « pan," i.e. an

iron plate for baking their loaves and slices of cakes ; see on

Lev. ii. 5. The selection of such an iron plate for the purpose
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mentioned is not to be explained, as Kliefoth thinks, from the

circumstance that the pan is primarily to serve the prophet for

preparing his food while he is occupied in completing his

sketch. The text says nothing of that. If he were to liave

employed the pan for such a purpose, he could not, at the same

time, have placed it as a wall between himself and the city.

The choice is to be explained simply from this, that such a plate

was to be found in every household, and was quite fitted for the

object intended. If any other symbolical element is contained

in it, the hard ignoble metal might, perhaps, with Grotius, be

taken to typify the hard, wicked heart of the inhabitants of

Jerusalem ; cf. xxii. 18 ; Jer. xv. 12. The symbolical siege

of Jerusalem is to be a sign for the house of Israel, i.e.

a pre-announcement of its impending destiny. The house

of Israel is the whole covenant people, not merely the ten

tribes as in ver. 5, in contradistinction to the house of Judali

(ver. 6).

Vers. 4-8. The second symbolical act.—Ver. 4. And do thou

lay thyself upon tliy left side, and lay upon it the evil deeds of the

house of Israel ; for the number of the days during which thou

liest thereon shalt thou hear their evil deeds. Ver. 5. And 1

reckon to thee the years of their evil deeds as a number of days ;

three hundred and ninety days shalt thou bear the evil deeds of

the house of Israel. Ver. 6. And (when) thou hast completed

these, thou shalt then lay thyself a second time upon thy right side,

and bear the evil deeds of the house of Judah forty days ; each

day I reckon to thee as a year. Ver, 7. And upon the siege of

Jerusalem shalt thou stedfastly direct thy countenance, and thy

naked arm, and shalt prophesy against it. Ver. 8. And, lo,

I lay cords upon thee, that thou stir not from one side to the other

until thou hast ended the days of thy siege.—Whilst Ezekiel, as

9S God's representative, carries out in a symbolical manner the

siege of Jerusalem, he is in this situation to portray at the

same time the destiny of the people of Israel beleaguered in

their metropolis. Lying upon his left side for 390 days without
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turning, he is to bear the guilt of Israel's sin ; then, lying 40

days more upon his right side, he is to bear the guilt of Judah's

sin. In so doing, the number of the days during which he

reclines upon his sides shall be accounted as exactly equal to

the same number of years of their sinning. liV KB'3, " to bear

the evil deeds," i.e. to take upon himself the consequence of sin,

and to atone for them, to suffer the punishment of sin ; cf. Num.

xiv. 34, etc. Sin, which produces guilt and punishment, is re-

garded as a burden or weight, which Ezekiel is to lay upon the

side upon which he reclines, and in this way bear it. This bear-

ing, however, of the guilt of sin is not to be viewed as vicarious

and mediatorial, as in the sacrifice of atonement, but is intended

as purely epideictic and symbolical ; that is to say, Ezekiel,

by his lying so long bound under the burden of Israel and

Judah which was laid upon his side, is to show to the people

how they are to be cast down by the siege of Jerusalem, and

how, while lying on the ground, without the possibility of

turning or rising, they are to bear the punishment of their

sins. The full understanding of this symbolical act, how-

ever, depends upon the explanation of the specified periods

of time, with regard to which the various views exhibit great

discrepancy.

In the first place, the separation of the guilt into that of the

house of Israel and that of the house of Judah is closely con-

nected with the division of the covenant people into the two

kingdoms of Israel and Judah. That Ezekiel now is to bear

the sin of Israel upon the left, that of Judah on the right side,

is not fully explained by the circumstance that the kingdom of

the ten tribes lay to the left, i.e. to the north, the kingdom

of Judah to the right, i.e. to the south of Jerusalem, but

must undoubtedly point at the same time to the pre-eminence

of Judah over Israel ; cf. Eccles. x. 2. This pre-eminence of

Judah is manifestly exhibited in its period of punishment

extending only to 40 days = 40 years ; that of Israel, on the

contrary, 390 days = 390 years. These numbers, however,
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cannot be satisfactorily explained from a chronological point of

view, whether they be referred to the time during which Israel

and Judah sinned, and heaped upon themselves guilt which

was to be punished, or to the time during which they were to

atone, or suffer punishment for their sins. Of themselves, both

references are possible ; the first, viz. in so far as the days in

which Ezekiel is to bear the guilt of Israel, might be propor-

tioned to the number of the years of their guilt, as many
Kabbins, Vatablus, Calvin, Lightfoot, Vitringa, J. D. Michaelis,

and others suppose, while in so doing the years are calculated

very differently ; cf. des Vignoles, Chronol. I. p. 479 sqq., and

Rosenmiiller, Scholia, Excvrs. to ch. iv. All these hypotheses,

however, are shattered by the impossibility of pointing out the

specified periods of time, so as to harmonize with the chro-

nology. If the days, reckoned as years, correspond to the

duration of their sinning, then, in the case of the house of

Israel, only the duration of this kingdom could come into con-

sideration, as the period of punishment began with the captivity

of the ten tribes. But this kingdom lasted only 253 years.

The remaining 137 years the Eabbins have attempted to supply

from the period of the Judges ; others, from the time of the

destruction of the ten tribes down to that of Ezekiel, or even

to that of the destruction of Jerusalem. Both are altogether

arbitrary. Still less can the 40 years of Judah be calculated,

as all the determinations of the beginning and the end are mere

phantoms of the air. The fortieth year before our prophecy

would nearly coincide with the eighteenth year of Josiah's

reign, and therefore with the year in which this pious king

effected the reformation of religion. Ezekiel, however, could

not represent this year as marking the commencement of

Judah's sin. We must therefore, as the literal meaning of the

words primarily indicates, regard the specified periods of time

as periods of punishment for Israel and Judah. Since Ezekiel,

then, had to maintain during the symbolical siege of Jerusalem

this attitude of reclining for Israel and Judah, and after the
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completion of the 390 daj's for Israel must lie a second time

(IT'JB', ver. 6) 40 days for Judah, he had to recline in all 430

(390 + 40) days. To include the forty days in the three hun-

dred and ninety is contrary to the statements in the text. But

to reckon the two periods together has not only no argument

against it, but is even suggested by the circumstance that the

prophet, while reclining on his left and right sides, is to repre-

sent the siege of Jerusalem. Regarded, however, as periods of

punishment, both the numbers cannot be explained consistently

with the chronology, but must be understood as having a sym-

bolical signification. The space of 430 years, which is an-

nounced to both kingdoms together as the duration of their

cliastisement, recalls the 430 years which in the far past Israel

had spent in Egypt in bondage (Ex. xii. 40). It had been

already intimated to Abraham (Gen. xv. 13) that the sojourn

in Egypt would be a period of servitude and humiliation for

his seed ; and at a later time, in consequence of the oppression

which the Israelites then experienced on account of the rapid

increase of their number, it was—upon the basis of the threat

in Deut. xxviii. 68, that God would punish Israel for their per-

sistent declension, by bringing them back into ignominious

bondage in Egypt—taken by the prophet as a type of the

banishment of rebellious Israel among the heathen. In this

sense Hosea already threatens (viii. 13, ix. 3, 6) the ten tribes

with being carried back to Egypt; see on Hos. ix. 3. Still

more frequently, upon the basis of this conception, is the

redemption from Assyrian and Babylonian exile announced as

a new and miraculous exodus of Israel from the bondage of

Egypt, e.g. Hos. ii. 2 ; Isa. xi. 15, 16.—This typical meaning

lies also at the foundation of the passage before us, as, in

accordance with the statement of Jerome,^ it was already ac-

cepted by the Jews of his time, and has been again recognised in

' Alii vero et maxime Judaei a secundo anno Vespasiani, quando Hieru-

salem a Romanis capta teviplumque suhversum est, supputari voliint in iribula-

tione et angustia et captivitatis jugo populi constitui annos quadringentos
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modern times by Haveniick and Hitzig, That Ezeklel looked

upon the period during which Israel had been subject to the

heathen in the past as " typical of the future, is to be assumed,

because only then does the number of 430 cease to be arbitrary

and meaningless, and at the same time its division into 390 + 40

become explicable."— Hitzig. This latter view is not, of

course, to be understood as Hitzig and Havernick take it, i.e. as

if the 40 years of Judah's chastisement were to be viewed apart

from the 40 years' sojourn of the Israelites in the wilderness,

upon which the look of the prophet would have been turned bv

the sojourn in Egypt. For the 40 years in the wilderness are

not included in the 430 years of the Egyptian sojourn, so that

Ezekiel could have reduced these 430 years to 390, and yet

have added to them the 40 years of the desert wanderings.

For the coming period of punishment, which is to commence

for Israel with the siege of Jerusalem, is fixed at 430 years with

reference to the Egyptian bondage of the Israelites, and this

period is divided into 390 and 40 ; and this division therefore

must also have, if not its point of commencement, at least a

point of connection, in the 430 years of the Egyptian sojourn.

The division of the period of chastisement into two parts is to

be explained probably from the sending of the covenant people

into the kingdom of Israel and Judah, and the appointment of

a longer period of chastisement for Israel than for Judah, from

the greater guilt of the ten tribes in comparison with Judah,

but not the incommensurable relation of the divisions into 390

and 40 years. The foundation of this division can, first of all,

only lie in this, that the number forty already possessed the

symbolical significance of a measured period of divine visitation.

This significance it had already received, not through the 40

years of the desert wandering, but through the 40 days of rain

at the time of the deluge (Gen. vii. 17), so that, in conformity

iriginta, et sic redire populum ad pristinum statum ut quomodo
filii Israel 430 annis fuerunt in A.egypto, sic in eodem numero
finiatur: scriptumque esse in Ex..xii. 40.

—

Hieronymus.
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with this, the punishment of dying in the wilderness, suspended

over the rebellious race of Israel at Kadesh, is already stated at

40 years, although it included in reality only 38 years ; see on

Num. xiv. 32 sqq. If now, however, it should be supposed that

this penal sentence had contributed to the fixing of the number

40 as a symbolical number to denote a longer period of punish-

ment, the 40 years of punishment for Judah could not yet have

been viewed apart from this event. The fixing of the chastise-

ment for Israel and Judah at 390 + 40 years could only in

that case be measured by the sojourn of the Israelites in Egypt,

if the relations of this sojourn presented a point of connection

for a division of the 430 years into 390 and 40, i.e. if the 40

last years of the Egyptian servitude could somehow be dis-

tinguished from the preceding 390. A point of contact for

this is offered by an event in the life of Moses which falls

within that period, and was fertile in results for him as well as

for the whole of Israel, viz. his flight from Egypt in conse-

quence of the slaughter of an Egyptian who had ill-treated an

Israelite. As the Israelites, his brethren, did not recognise the

meaning of this act, and did not perceive that God would save

them by his hand, Moses was necessitated to flee into the land

of Midian, and to tarry there 40 years as a stranger, until the

Lord called him to be the saviour of his nation, and sent him as

His messenger to Pharaoh (Ex. ii. 11-iii. 10; Acts vii. 23-30).

These 40 years were for Moses not only a time of trial and

purification for his future vocation, but undoubtedly also the

period of severest Egyptian oppression for the Israelites, and in

this respect quite fitted to be a type of the coming time of

punishment for Judah, in which was to be repeated what Israel

had experienced in Egypt, that, as Israel had lost their helper

and protector with the flight of Moses, so now Judah was to

lose her king, and be given over to the tyranny of the heathen

world-power.^

' Another ingenious explanation of the numbers in question has been
attempted by Kliefoth, Comment, p. 123. Proceeding from the symbolical
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While Ezekiel thus reclines upon one side, he is to direct

his look unchangingly upon the siege of Jerusalem, i.e. upon

the picture of the besieged city, and keep his arm bare, i.e.

ready for action (Isa. Hi. 10), and outstretched, and prophesy

against the city, especially through the menacing attitude

which he had taken up against it. To be able to carry this

out, God will bind him with cords, i.e. fetter him to his couch

(see on iii. 25), so that he cannot stir from one side to another

until he has completed the time enjoined upon him for the

siege. In this is contained the thought that the siege of Jeru-

signification of the number 40 as a measure of time for divine visitation

and trial, he supposes that the prescription in Deut. xxv. 3—^that if an

Israelite were to be subjected to corporal punishment, he was not to receive

more than 40 stripes—is founded upon this symbolical signification,—

a

prescription which, according to 2 Cor. xi. 24, was in practice so carried

out that only 39 were actually inflicted. From the application and bearing

thus given to the number 40, the symbolical numbers in the passage before

us are to be explained. Every year of punishment is equivalent to a stripe

of chastisement. To the house of Israel 10 X 39 years = stripes, were

adjudged, i.e. to each of the ten tribes 39 years = stripes ; the individual

tribes are treated as so many single individuals, and each receives the

amount of chastisement usual in the case of one individual. Judah, on the

contrary, is regarded as the one complete historical national tribe, because

in the two faithful tribes of Judah and Benjamin the people collec-

tively were represented. Judah, then, may receive, not the number of

stripes falling to individuals, but that only which fell upon one, although,

as a fair compensation, not the usual number of 40, but the higher number

—

compatible with the Torah—of 40 stripes = years. To this explanation we
would give our assent, if only the transformation into stripes or blows of

the days of the prophet's reclining, or of the years of Israel's punishment,

could be shown to be probable through any analogous Biblical example,

and were not merely a deduction from the modern law of punishment, in

which corporal punishment and imprisonment hold the same importance.

The assumption, then, is altogether arbitrary irrespective of this, that in

the case of the house of Israel the measure of punishment is fixed differently

from that of Judah ; in the former case, according to the number of the

tribes ; in the latter, according to the unity of the kingdom : in the former

at 39, in the latter at 40 stripes. Finally, the presupposition that the later

Jewish practice of inflicting only 39 instead of 40 stripes—in order not to

transgress the letter of the law in the enumeration which probably was

made at the infliction of the punishment—goes back to the time of the

exile, is extremely improbable, as it altogether breathes the spirit of

Pharisaic micrology.
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salem is to be mentally carried on until its captui* : but no

new symbol of the state of prostration of the besieged Jerusalem

is implied. For such a purpose the food of the prophet

(ver. 9 sqq.) during this time is employed.

Vers. 9-17. The third symbolical act.— Ver. 9. And do

thou take to thyself wheat, and barley, and beans, and lentiles,

and millet, and spelt, and put them in a vessel, and prepare them

as bread for thyself, according to the number of the days on which

thou Rest on thy side ; three hundred and ninety days shalt thou

eat it. Ver. 10. And thy food, which thou eatest, shall be ac-

cording to weight, twenty shekels for a day ; from time to time

shalt thou eat it. Ver. 11. And water shalt thou drink accord-

ing to measure, a sixth part of the hin, from time to time shalt

thou drink it. Ver. 12. And as barley cakes shalt thou eat it,

and shalt bake it before their eyes loith human excrement.

Ver. 13. And Jehovah spake; then shall the children of Israel

eat their bread polluted amongst the heathen, whither 1 shall drive

them. Ver. 14. Then said I: Ah! Lord, Jehovah, my soul has

never been polluted ; and of a carcase, and of that ivhich is torn,

have I never eaten from my youth up until noio, and abominable

flesh has not come into my mouth. Ver. li Then said He unto

me: Lo, I allow thee the dung of animals instead of that of

man; therewith mayest thou prepare thy bread. Ver. 16. And
He said to me. Son of man, lo, I will break the staff of bread hi

Jerusalem, so that they will eat bread according to weight, and

in affliction, and drink water by measure, and in amazement.

Ver. 17. Because bread and water shall fail, and they shall pine

away one with another, and disappear in their guilt.—For the

whole duration of the symbolical siege of Jerusalem, Ezekiel is to

furnish himself with a store of grain corn and leguminous fruits,

to place this store in a vessel beside him, and daily to prepare

in the form of bread a measured portion of the same, 20 shekels

in weight (about 9 ounces), and to bake this as barley cakes

upon a fire, prepared with dried dung, and then to partake of

it at the different hours for meals throughout the day. In
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addition to this, he is, at the hours appointed for eating, to

drink water, in like manner according to noeasure, a sixth part

of the hin daily, i.e. a quantity less than a pint (cf. Bihlisch.

Arcliaol. II. p. 141). The Israelites, probably, generally pre-

pared the nijy from wheat flour, and not merely when they had

guests (Gen. xviii. 6). Ezekiel, however, is to take, in addi-

tion, other kinds of grain with leguminous fruits, which were

employed in the preparation of bread when wheat was deficient

;

barley—baked into bread by the poor (Judg. vii. 13 ; 2 Kings

iv. 42 ; John vi. 9 ; see on 1 Kings v. 8) ; ^% " beans," a com-

mon food of the Hebrews (2 Sam. xvii. 28), which appears to

have been mixed with other kinds of grain for the purpose of

being baked into bread.^ This especially holds true of the

lentiles, a favourite food of the Hebrews (Gen. xxv. 29 sq.),

from which, in Egypt at the present day, the poor still bake

bread in times of severe famine (Sonnini, R. II. 390 ; a/sro?

(jidicivo^, Athenaeus, IV. 158). ID'"!, "millet," termed by the

Arabs " Dochn" ( .yi. j), panicum, a fruit cultivated in Egypt,

and still more frequently in Arabia (see Wellsted, Arab. I.

295), consisting of longish round brown grain, resembling rice,

from which, in the absence of better fruits, a sort of bad bread

is baked. Cf. Celsius, ffierobotan, i. 453 sqq. ; and Gesen.

Thesaur. p. 333. D'???, " spelt or German corn " (cf. Ex. ix.

32), a kind of grain which produces a finer and whiter flour

than wheat fiour ; the bread, however, which is baked from it is

somewhat dry, and is said to be less nutritive than wheat bread

;

cf. Celsius, Hierobotan, ii. 98 sq. Of all these fruits Ezekiel

is to place certain quantities in a vessel—to indicate that all

kinds of grain and leguminous fruits capable of being converted

into bread will be collected, in order to bake bread for the

appeasing of hunger. In the intermixture of various kinds

of flour we are not, with Hitzig, to seek a transgression of the

1 Cf. Plinii Histor. Natur. xviii. 30 :
" Inter legumina maximus honos

fabae, quippe ex qua Untatus sit etiam panis . . . Frumento etiam tniscetur

apud plerasque gentes et maxime panico solida ac delkatius fracta."
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law in Lev. xix. 19 ; Deut. xxii. 9. 130» is tlie accusative of

measure or duration. The quantity is to be fixed according to

the number of the days. In ver. 9 only the 390 days of the

house of Israel's period of punishment are mentioned

—

quod

plures essent et fere universa summa (Prado) ; and because this

was sufficient to make prominent the hardship and oppression

of the situation, the 40 days of Judah were omitted for the

sake of brevity.^ 'U1 1^?^?0, " thy food which thou shalt

eat," i.e. the definite portion which thou shalt have to eat,

shall be according to weight (between subject and predicate

the substantive verb is to be supplied). Twenty shekels= 8 or

9 ounces of flour, yield 11 or 12 ounces of bread, i.e. at most

the half of what a man needs in southern countries for his

daily support.^ The same is the case with the water. A
sixth part of a hin, i.e. a quantity less than a pint, is a very

niggardly allowance for a day. Both, however,—eating the

• Kliefoth's supposition is untenable, that what is required in vers. 9-17

refers in reality only to the 390 days of Israel, and not also to the 40 days

of Judah, so that so long as Ezekiel lay and bore the sins of Israel, he

was to eat his food by measure, and unclean. For this is in contradic-

tion with the distinct announcement that during the whole time that

he lay upon the one side and the other, he was besieging Jerusalem ; and

by the scanty and unclean food, was to portray both the deficiency of

bread and water which occurred in the besieged city (ver. 17), as well as

the eating of unclean bread, which impended over the Israelites when
among the heathen nations. The famine which took place in Jerusalem

during the siege did not affect the ten tribes, but that of Judah ; while

unclean bread had to be eaten among the heathen not only by the Israelites,

but also by the Jews transported to Babylon. By the limitation of what is

prescribed to the prophet in vers. 9-15 to the time during which the sin of

Israel was to be borne, the significance of this symbolical act for Jerusalem

and Judah is taken away.

2 In our climate (Germany) we count 2 lbs. of bread for the daily supply

of a man ; but in warm countries the demand for food is less, so that

scarcely 1^ lbs. are required. Wellsted (Travels in Araiia, II. p. 200)

relates that "the Bedoweens wiU undertake a journey of 10 to 12 days

without carrying with them any nutriment, save a bottle full of small cakes,

baked of white flour and camel or goat's milk, and a leather bag of water.

Such a cake weighs about 5 ounces. Two of them, and a mouthful of water,

the latter twice within 24 hours, is all which they then partake of."
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bread and drinking the water,—he shall do from time to time,

i.e. " not throughout the entire fixed period of 390 days

"

(Havernick) ; but he shall not eat the daily ration at once, but

divided into portions according to the daily hours of meals, so

that he will never be completely satisfied. In addition to this

is the pollution (ver. 12 sqq.) of the scanty allowance of food

by the manner in which it is prepared. D''"ij?B' nay is predicate

:

" as barley cakes," " prepared in the form of barley cakes,"

shalt thou eat them. The suffix in nspasn is neuter, and refers

to nn? in ver. 9, or rather to the kinds of grain there enumerated,

which are ground and baked before them : tanp, i,e. " food."

The addition W'ysp is not to be explained from this, that the

principal part of these consisted of barley, nor does it prove

that in general no other than barley cakes were known (Hitzig),

but only that the cakes of barley meal, baked in the ashes,

were an extremely frugal kind of bread, which that prepared

by Ezekiel was to resemble. The naj> was probably always

baked on hot ashes, or on hot stones (1 Kings xix. 6), not on

pans, as Kliefoth here supposes. The prophet, however, is to

bake them in (with) human ordure. This is by no means to

be understood as if he were to mix the ordure with the food, for

which view Isa. xxxvi. 12 has been erroneously appealed to ; but

—as Dnijy in ver. 15 clearly shows—he is to bake it over the

dung, i.e. so that dung forms the material of the fire. That the

bread must be polluted by this is conceivable, although it can-

not be proved from the passages in Lev. v. 3, vii. 21, and Deut.

xxiii. 13 that the use of fire composed of dung made the food

prepared thereon levitically unclean. The use of fire with human

ordure must have communicated to the bread a loathsome smell

and taste, by which it was rendered unclean, even if it had not

been immediately baked in the hot ashes. That the pollution

of the bread is the object of this injunction, we see from the

explanation which God gives in ver. 13: "Thus shall the

children of Israel eat their defiled bread among the heathen."

The heart of the prophet, however, rebels against such food.

EZEK. I. P
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He says he has never in his life polluted himself by eating food

forbidden in the law; from his youth up he has eaten no

unclean flesh, neither of a carcase, nor of that which was torn

by wild beasts (cf. Ex. xxii. 30 ; Deut. xiv. 21), nor flesh of

sacrifices decayed or putrefying (''33, see on Lev. vii. 18 ;

Isa. Ixv. 4). On this God omits the requirement in ver. 12,

and permits him to take for firing the dung of oxen instead of

that of men/ In ver. 16 sq., finally, is given the explanation

of the scanty allowance of food meted out to the prophet,

namely, that the Lord, at the impending siege of Jerusalem, is

to take away from the people the staff of bread, and leave them

to languish in hunger and distress. The explanation is in

literal adherence to the threatenings of the law (Lev. xxvi. 26

and 39), which are now to pass into fulfilment. Bread is

called " staff of bread" as being indispensable for the preserva-

tion of life. To i'ijfpa, Lev. xxvi. 26, nj^la, "in sorrow," is

added ; and to the water, pOQ?'!, " in astonishment," i.e. in fixed,

silent pain at the miserable death, by hunger and thirst, which

they see before them. Djip ^pOi as Lev. xxvi. 39. If we, finally,

cast a look over the contents of this first sign, it says that

Jerusalem is soon to be besieged, and during the siege is to

suffer hunger and terror as a punishment for the sins of Israel

1 The use of dung as a material for burning is so common in the East,

that it cannot be supposed that Ezekiel first became acquainted with it

in a foreign country, and therefore regarded it with peculiar loathing.

Human ordure, of course, so far as our knowledge goes, is never so em-
ployed, although the objection raised by Hitzig, on the other hand, that it

would not yield so much heat as would be necessary for roasting without
immediate contact, i.e. through the medium of a brick, rests upon an
erroneous representation of the matter. But the employment of cattle-

dung for firing could not be unknown to the Israelites, as it forms in the
Hauran (the ancient Bashan) the customary firing material ; cf. Wetzstein's
remarks on Delitzsch's Job, vol. I. pp. 377, 8 (Eng. tran.), where the pre-
paration of the ^elk—this prevalent material for burning in the Hauran—
from cow-dung mixed with chopped straw is minutely described

; and this
remark is made among others, that the flame of the gelle, prepared and
dried from the dung of oxen that feed at large, is entirely without smoke
and that the ashes, which retain their heat for a lengthened time are as
clean as those of wood.
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and Judah ; that upon the capture of the city of Israel (Judah)

they are to be dispersed among the heathen, and will there be

obliged to eat unclean bread. To this in ch. v. is joined a

second sign, which shows further how it shall fare with the

people at and after the capture of Jerusalem (vers. 1-4) ; and

after that a longer oracle, which developes the significance of

these signs, and establishes the necessity of the penal judgment

(vers. 5-17).

Chap. V. 1-4.

—

The Sign which is to poetkay

Israel's impending Destiny.—Ver. 1. And tJiou, son of

man, take to thyself a sharp sword, as a razor shalt thou take it

to thyself, and go with it over thy head, and over thy chin,

and take to thee scales, and divide it (the hair). Ver. 2,

A third part burn with fire in the midst of the city, when

the days of the siege are accomplished: and take the (other)

third, smite with the sword round about it: and the (re-

maining) third scatter to the winds ; and the sword will I draw

out after them. Ver. 3. Yet take a few of them hy number, and

bind them in the skirt of thy garment. Ver. 4. And of these

again take a few, and cast them into the fre, and burn them with

fre ; from thence a fire shall go forth over the whole house of

Israel.—The description of this sign is easily understood.

n''D^3n "ijjrij " razor of the barbers," is the predicate, which is to

be understood to the suffix in nanipri ; and the clause states the

purpose for which Ezekiel is to use the sharp sword—viz. as a

razor, in order to cut off therewith the hair of his head and

beard. The hair, when cut off, he is to divide into three parts

with a pair of scales (the suffix in Qrip?n refers ad sensum to

the hair). The one third he is to burn in the city, i.e. not in

the actual Jerusalem, but in the city, sketched on the brick,

which he is symbolically besieging (iv. 3). To the city also is

to be referred the suffix in ri''ni3''3D, ver. 2, as is placed beyond

doubt by ver. 12. In the last clause of ver. 2, which is taken

from Lev. xxvi. 33, the description of the sign passes over into
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its exposition, for Di?'''!!"'? does not refer to the hair, but to the

inhabitants of Jerusalem. The significance also of this sym-

bolical act is easily recognised, and is, moreover, stated in ver.

12. Ezekiel, in this act, represents the besieged Jerusalem.

What he does to his hair, that will God do to the inhabitants

of Jerusalem. As the hair of the prophet falls under the

sword, used as a razor, so will the inhabitants of Jerusalem fall,

when the city is captured, into destruction, and that verily an

ignominious destruction. This idea is contained in the picture

of the hair-cutting, which was a dishonour done to what forms

the ornament of a man. See on 2 Sam. x. 4 sqq. A third of

the same is to perish in the city. As the fire destroys the hair,

so will pestilence and hunger consume the inhabitants of the

beleaguered city (ver. 12). The second third will, on the

capture of the city, fall by the sword in the environs (ver. 12) ;

the last third will God scatter to the winds, and—as Moses has

already threatened the people—will draw forth the sword after

them, still to persecute and smite them (ver. 12). This sign is

continued (vers. 3 and 4) in a second symbolical act, which

shadows forth what is further to happen to the people when

dispersed among the heathen. Of the third scattered to the

winds, Ezekiel is to bind a small portion in the skirt of his

garment. Dfo, "from thence," refers not to riT'Se'n, but,

ad sensum, to ^TO mm ; « from the place where the third

that is scattered to the winds is found"—i.e., as regards the

subject-matter, of those who are to be found among the dis-

persion. The binding up into the D'B33, " the corners or ends

of the garment " (cf . Jer. ii. 34), denotes the preservation of

the few, who are gathered together out of the whole of those

who are dispersed among the heathen ; cf. 1 Sam. xxv. 29

;

Ezek. xvi. 8. But even of these few He shall still cast some
into the fire, and consume them. Consequently those who are

gathered together out of exile are not all to be preserved, but

are still to be sifted by fire, in which process a part is con-

sumed. This image does not refer to those who remain behind
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in the land, when the nation is led away captive to Babylon

(Theodoret, Grotius, and others), but, as Ephrem the Syrian

and Jerome saw, to those who were saved from Babylon, and

to their further destiny, as is already clear from the D^, rightly

understood. The meaning of the last clause of ver. 4 is dis-

puted ; in it, as in the final clause of ver. 2, the symbolical

representation passes over into the announcement of the thing

itself. WSD, which Ewald would arbitrarily alter into ''3BI?,

cannot, with Havernick, be referred to cxn ^iPi'i'N, because

this yields a very forced sense, but relates to the whole act

described in vers. 3 and 4 : that a portion thereof is rescued

and preserved, and yet of this portion many are consumed by

fire,—from that a fire shall go forth over the whole house of

Israel. This fire is explained by almost all expositors, from

Theodoret and Jerome onwards, of the penal judgments which

were inflicted after the exile upon the Jews, which reached their

culminating point in the siege and destruction of Jerusalem

by the Romans, and which still continue in their dispersion

throughout the whole world. But this view, as Kliefoth has

already remarked, is not only in decided antagonism to the in-

tention of the text, but it is, moreover, altogether impossible to

see how a judgment of extermination for all Israel can be

deduced from the fact that a small number of the Israelites,

who are scattered to the winds, is saved, and that of those who

are saved a part is still consumed with fire. From thence

there can only come forth a fire of purification for the whole of

Israel, through which the remnant, as Isaiah had already pre-

dicted (vi. 12 sqq.), is converted into a holy seed. In the last

clause, consuming by fire is not referred to. The fire, how-

ever, has not merely a destructive, but also a cleansing, purify-

ing, and quickening power. To kindle such a fire on earth

did Christ come (Luke xii. 49), and from Him the same goes

out over the whole house of Israel. This view, for which

Kliefoth has already rightly decided, receives a confirmation

through ch. vi. 8-10, where is announced the conversion of the
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remnant of those Israelites who had been dispersed among the

nations.

So far the symbolical acts. Before, however, we pass on to

the explanation of the following oracle, we must still briefly

touch the question, whether these acts were undertaken and

performed by the prophet in the world of external reality, or

whether they were occurrences only internally real, which

Ezekiel experienced in spirit

—

i.e. in an ecstatic condition

—

and afterwards communicated to the people. Amongst modem

expositors, Kliefoth has defended the former view, and has

adduced the following considerations in support : A significant

act, and yet also a silent, leisurely one, must be performed, that

it may show something to those who behold it. Nor is the case

such, as Hitzig supposes, that it would have been impossible to

carry out what had been required of the prophet in ch. iv.

1-17. It had, indeed, its difficulty; but God sometimes re-

quires from His servants what is difiicult, although He also

helps them to the performance of it. So here He will make it

easy for the prophet to recline, by binding him (iv. 8). " In

the sign, this certainly was kept in view, that it should be per-

formed; and it, moreover, was performed, although the test,

in a manner quite intelligible with reference to an act com-

manded by God, does not expressly state it." For these latter

assertions, however, there is anything but convincing proof.

The matter is not so simple as Kliefoth supposes, although we

are at one with him in this, that neither the difficulty of

carrying out what was commanded in the world of external

reality, nor the non-mention of the actual performance, furnishes

sufficient grounds for the supposition of merely internal, spiritual

occurrences. We also are of opinion that very many of the

symbolical acts of the prophets were undertaken and performed

in the external world, and that this supposition, as that which

corresponds most fully with the literal meaning of the words, is

on each occasion the most obvious, and is to be firmly adhered

to, unless there can be good grounds for the opposite view. In
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the case now before us, we have first to take into consideration

that the oracle which enjoins these symbolical acts on Ezekiel

stands in close connection, both as to time and place, with the

inauguration of Ezekiel to the prophetic office. The hand of

the Lord comes upon him at the same place, where the con-

cluding word at his call was addressed to him (the ^f, iii. 22,

points back tO DK" in iii. 15) ; and the circumstance that Ezekiel

found himself still on the same spot to which he had been

transported by the Spirit of God (iii. 14), shows that the new

revelation, which he here still received, followed very soon, if

not immediately, after his consecration to the office of prophet.

Then, upon the occasion of this divine revelation, he is again,

as at his consecration, transported into an ecstatic condition, as

is clear not only from the formula, " the hand of the Lord

came upon me," which in our book always has this signification,

but also most undoubtedly from this, that he again sees the

glory of Jehovah in the same manner as he had seen it in ch. i.

—viz. when in an ecstatic condition. But if this were an

ecstatic vision, it is obvious that the acts also which the divine

appearance imposed upon him must be regarded as ecstatic

occurrences ; since the assertion that every significant act must

be performed, in order that something may be shown to those

who witness it, is fundamentally insufficient for the proof that

this act must fall within the domain of the earthly world of

sense, because the occurrences related in ch. viii.-xi. are viewed

even by Kliefoth himself as purely internal events. As decisive,

however, for the purely internal character of the symbolical acts

under consideration (ch. iv. and v.), is the circumstance that

the supposition of Ezekiel having, in his own house, actually

lain 390 days upon his left, and then, again, 40 days upon his

right side without turning, stands in irreconcilable contradiction

with the fact that he, according to ch. viii. 1 sqq., was carried

away in ecstasy to Jerusalem, there to behold in the temple the

monstrosities of Israel's idolatry and the destruction of Jeru-

salem. For the proof of this, see the introduction to ch. viii.
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Vers. 5-17. The Divine Word which explains the

Symbolical Signs, in which the judgment that is announced

is laid down as to its cause (5-9) and as to its nature (10-17).

—Ver. 5. Thus says the Lord Jehovah, : This Jerusalem have I

placed in the midst of the nations, and raised about her the countries.

Ver. 6. But in wickedness she resisted my laws more than the

nations, and my statutes more than the countries which are round

about her;for they rejectedmy laws, and did not walk in my statutes.

Ver. 7. Therefore thus says the Lord Jehovah : Because ye have

raged more than the nations round about you, and have not walked

in my statutes, and have not obeyed my laws, and have not done

even according to the laws of the nations which are round about

you ; Ver. 8. Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah : Lo, I, even

I, shall be against thee, and loill perform judgments in thy midst

before the eyes of the nations. Ver. 9. And I will do unto thee

what I have never done, nor will again do in like manner, on

account of all thine abominations.

'!:'n^ nxr, not " this is Jerusalem," i.e. this is the destiny of

Jerusalem (Havernick), but " this Jerusalem " (Hitzig) ; nxr

is placed before the noun in the sense of iste, as in Ex. xxxii. 1

;

cf. Ewald, § 2936. To place the culpability of Jerusalem in

its proper prominence, the censure of her sinful conduct opens

with the mention of the exalted position which God had assitmed

her upon earth. Jerusalem is described in ver. 5 as forming the

central point of the earth : this is done, however, neither in an
external, geographical (Hitzig), nor in a purely typical sense,

as the city that is blessed more than any other (Calvin, Haver-
nick), but in a historical sense, in so far as " God's people and
city actually stand in the central point of the God-directed
world-development and its movements" (Kliefoth) ; or in

relation to the history of salvation, as the city in which God
hath set up His throne of grace, from which shall go forth the
law and the statutes for all nations, in order that the salvation
of the whole world may be accomplished (Isa. ii. 2 sqq.

; Mic.
iv. 1 sqq.). But instead of keeping the laws and statutes of
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the Lord, Jerusalem has, on the contrary, turned to do wicked-

ness more than the heathen nations in all the lands round about

(iTiDn, cum accusal, object., " to act rebelliously towards").

Here we may not quote E.om. ii. 12, 14 against this, as if the

heathen, who did not know the law of God, did not also trans-

gress the same, but sinned avofia';; for the sinning avojj^'i,

of which the apostle speaks, is really a transgression of the

law written on the heart of the heathen. With pp, in ver. 7,

the penal threatening is introduced ; but before the punishment

is laid down, the correspondence between guilt and punishment

is brought forward more prominently by repeatedly placing in

juxtaposition the godless conduct of the rebellious city. D?!!?!!!

is infinitive, from l^n, a secondary form iiDn, in the sense of

nt:^\\, "to rage," i.e. to rebel against God ; cf. Ps. ii. 1. The

last clause of ver. 7 contains a climax :
" And ye have not even

acted according to the laws of the heathen." This is not in any

real contradiction to ch. xi. 12 (where it is made a subject of

reproach to the Israelites that they have acted according to the

laws of the heathen), so that we would be obliged, with Ewald

and Hitzig, to expunge the N? in the verse before us, because

wanting in the Peshito and several Hebrew manuscripts.

Even in these latter, it has only been omitted to avoid the sup-

posed contradiction with xi. 12. The solution of the apparent

contradiction lies in the double meaning of the D^^jn "'DBB'p.

The heathen had laws which were opposed to those of God,

but also such as were rooted in the law of God written upon

their hearts. Obedience to the latter was good and praise-

worthy ; to the former, wicked and objectionable. Israel, which

hated the law of God, followed the wicked and sinful laws of the

heathen, and neglected to observe their good laws. The passage

before us is to be judged by Jer. ii. 10, 11, to which Easclii

had already made reference.^ In ver. 8 the announcement of

^ Cocoejus had already well remarked on ch. xi. 12: " Haec probe con-

cordant. Imitabantur Judaei gentiles vel fovendo opiniones gentiles, vel etiam

assumendo ritus et sacra gentilium. Sed non faciehant ut gentes, quae integre
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the punishment, interrupted by the repeated mention of the

cause, is again resumed with the words '131 ns \p7. Since Jeru-

salem has acted worse than the heathen, God will execute His

judgments upon her before the eyes of the heathen. D'tODB' n^y

or D'DSB'p HB'y (vers. 10, 15, eh. xi. 9, xvi. 41, etc.), " to accom-

plish or execute judgments," is used in Ex. xii. 12 and Num.

xxxiii. 4 of the judgments which God suspended over Egypt.

The punishment to be suspended shall be so great and heavy,

that the like has never happened before, nor will ever happen

again. These words do not require us either to refer the

threatening, with Coccejus, to the last destruction of Jerusalem,

which was marked by greater severity than the earlier one, or

to suppose, with Havernick, that the prophet's look is directed

to both the periods of Israel's punishment—the times of the

Babylonian and Koman calamity together. Both suppositions

are irreconcilable with the words, as these can only be referred

to the first impending penal judgment of the destruction of

Jerusalem. This was, so far, more severe than any previous

or subsequent one, inasmuch as by it the existence of the people

of God was for a time suspended, while that Jerusalem and

Israel, which were destroyed and annihilated by the Eomans,
were no longer the people of God, inasmuch as the latter con-

sisted at that time of the Christian community, which was not

affected by that catastrophe (Kliefoth).

Vers. 10-17. Further execution of this threat. Ver. 10.

Therefore shall fathers devour their children in thy midst, and
children shall devour their fathers : and I will exercise judgments

upon thee, and disperse all thy remnant to the winds. Ver. 11.

Therefore, as I live, is the declaration of the Lord Jehovah,

Verily, because thou hast polluted my sanctuary with all thine

abominations and all thy crimes, so shall 1 take away mine

eye without mercy, and will not spare. Ver. 12. A third of
thee shall die by the pestilence, and perish by hunger in thy

diis suis serviebant. Nam Israelitae nomine Dei abutebantur et ipsius popidus
videri valebant.''^
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midst; and the third part shall fall by the sword about thee;

and the third part will I scatter to all the winds ; and will draw

out the sioord after them. Ver. 13. And my anger shall befidfilled,

and I will cool my wrath against them, and will take vengeance.

And they shall experience that /, Jehovah, have spoken in my

zeal, when I accomplish my wrath upon them. Ver. 14. And I

will make thee a desolation and a mockery among the nations

loliich are round about thee, before the eyes of every passer-by.

Ver. 15. And it shall be a mockery and a scorn, a warning and

a terror for the nations round about thee, when 1 exercise my
judgments upon thee in anger and wrath and in grievous visita-

tions. I, Jehovah, have said it. Ver. 16. When I send against

thee the evil arrows of hunger, which minister to destruction,

which I shall send to destroy you ; for hunger shall I heap upon

you, and shall break to you the staff of bread : Ver. 17. And I

shall send hunger upon you, and evil beasts, which shall make

thee childless ; and pestilence and blood shall pass over thee; and

the sword will I bring upon thee. I, Jehovah, have spoken it.—
As a proof of the unheard-of severity of the judgment, there is

immediately mentioned in ver. 10 a most horrible circumstance,

which had been already predicted by Moses (Lev. xxvi. 29

;

Deut. xxviii. 53) as that which should happen to the people when

hard pressed by the enemy, viz. a famine so dreadful, during

the siege of Jerusalem, that parents would eat their children,

and children their parents ; and after the capture of the city,

the dispersion of those who remained " to all the winds, i.e. to

all quarters of the world." This is described more minutely, as

an appendix to the symbolical act in vers. 1 and 2, in vers. 11

and 12, with a solemn oath, and with repeated and prominent

mention of the sins which have drawn down such chastisements.

As sin, is mentioned the pollution of the temple by idolatrous

abominations, which are described in detail in ch. viii. The

JCIJX, which is variously understood by the old translators (for

which some Codices offer the explanatory correction pijs), is

to be explained, after Job xxxvi. 7, of the " turning away of the
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eye," and the "'Vy following as the object ; while Dlnn-N?1, " that

it feel no compassion," is interjected between the verb and its

object with the adverbial signification of " mercilessly." For

that the words Dinn nb) are adverbially subordinate to jnJK,

distinctly appears from the correspondence—indicated by '^S D31

between 5)"!JS and i'ionx kK Moreover, the thought, " Jehovah

will mercilessly withdraw His care for the people," is not to be

termed " feeble " in connection with what follows ; nor is the

contrast, which is indicated in the clause 'ii^'O^I, lost, as Haver-

nick supposes. ^3N-D31 does not require jn3 to be understood of

a positive act, which would correspond to the desecration of the

sanctuary. This is shown by the last clause of the verse. The

withdrawal without mercy of the divine providence is, besides,

in reality, equivalent to complete devotion to destruction, as it

is particularized in ver. 12. For ver. 12 see on vers. 1 and 2.

By carrying out the threatened division of the people into three

parts, the wrath of God is to be fulfilled, i.e. the full measure

of the divine wrath upon the people is to be exhausted (cf. 7, 8),

and God is to appear and "cool " His anger, non nipn^ « sedavit

iram," occurs again in xvi. 42, xxi. 22, xxiv. 13. '''jipn^i]',

Hithpael, pausal form for 'WDnarij " se consolari" " to procure

satisfaction by revenge
;

" cf. Isa. i. 24, and for the thing,

Deut. xxviii. 63. In ver. 14 sqq. the discoui'se turns again

from the people to the city of Jerusalem. It is to become a

wilderness, as was already threatened in Lev. xxvi. 31 and 33

to the cities of Israel, and thereby a " mockery " to all nations,

in the manner described in Deut. xxix. 23 sq. '^^''.'}], in ver. 15,

is not to be changed, after the LXX., Vulgate, and some MSS.,

into the second person ; but Jerusalem is to be regarded as the

subject which is to become the object of scorn and hatred, etc.,

when God accomplishes His judgments, "ipio is a warnincr-

example. Among the judgments which are to overtake it, in

ver. 16, hunger is again made specially prominent (cf. iv. 16);

and first in ver. 17 are wild beasts, pestilence, blood, and

sword added, and a quartette of judgnjents announced as in
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xiv. 21. For pestilence and blood are comprehended together

as a unity by means of the predicate. Their connection is to

be understood according to xiv. 19, and the number four is sig-

nificant, as in xiv. 21; Jer. xv. 3sqq. For more minute details

as to the meaning, see on xiv. 21. The evil arrows point back

to Deut. xxxii. 23; the evil beasts, to Lev. xxiv. 22 and Deut.

xxxii. 24 sqq. To produce an impression, the prophet heaps his

words together. Unum ejus consilium fuit penetrare in animos

populi quasi lapideos etferreos. Hcec igitur est ratio, cur hie tania

varietate utatur et exornet suam doctrmam variis Jiguris (Calvin).

CHAP. VI. THE JUDGMENT UPON THE IDOLATROUS PLACES,

AND ON THE IDOL-WOESHIPPEES.

To God's address in vers. 5-17, explaining the signs in

ch. iv. 1-5, are appended in ch. vi. and vii. two additional

oracles, which present a further development of the contents of

these signs, the judgment portrayed by them in its extent and

greatness. In ch. vi. there is announced, in the first section, to

the idolatrous places, and on their account to the land, desola-

tion, and to the idolaters, destruction (vers. 3-7) ; and to this is

added the prospect of a remnant of the people, who are dis-

persed among the heathen, coming to be converted to the Lord

(vers. 8-10). In the second section the necessity and terrible

character of the impending judgment is repeatedly described at

length as an appendix to vers. 12, 14 (vers. 11-14).

Vers. 1-7. The desolation of the land, and destruction of the

idolaters.—Ver. 1. And the word of the Lord came to me, say-

ing : Ver. 2. Son of man, turn thy face towards the mountains

of Israel, and prophesy against them. Ver. 3. And say, Ye

mountains of Israel, hear the word of the Lord Jehovah : Thus

saith the Lord Jehovah to the mountains, and to the hills, to the

valleys, and to the low grounds, Behold, I bring the sword upon

you, and destroy your high places. Ver. 4. Yotir altars shall be

made desolate, and your sun-pillars shall be broken ; and I shall
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make your slain fall in the presence of your idols. Ver. 5. And

I will lay the corpses of the children of Israel before their idols,

and will scatter your hones round about your altars. Ver. 6. In

all your dwellings shall the cities be made desolate, and the high

places waste; that your altars may be desolate and waste, and your

idols broken and destroyed, and your sun-pillars hewn down, and

the works of your hands exterminated. Ver. 7. And the slain

loillfall in your midst ; that you may know that I am Jehovah.—
With ver. 1 cf. iii. 16. The prophet is to prophesy against

the mountains of Israel. That the mountains are mentioned

(ver. 2) as pars pro toto, is seen from ver. 3, when to the moun-

tains and hills are added also the valleys and low grounds, as

the places where idolatry was specially practised ; cf. Hos. iv.

13 ; Jer. ii. 20, iii. 6 ; see on Hos. I.e. and Deut. xii. 2. D''i?''SS,

in the older writings, denotes the " river channels," " the beds

of the stream ;" but Ezekiel uses the word as equivalent to

valley, i.e. ?n?, a valley with a brook or stream, like the Arabic

wady. ^% properly " deepening," " the deep ground," " the

deep valley;" on the form nvs|i, cf. Ewald, § l^&da. The

juxtaposition of mountains and hills, of valleys and low

grounds, occurs again in xxxvi. 4, 6, and xxxv. 8 ; the opposi-

tion between mountains and valleys also, in xxxii. 5, 6, and

xxxiv. 13. The valleys are to be conceived of as furnished

with trees and groves, under the shadow of which the worship of

Astarte especially was practised; see on ver. 15. On the moun-

tains and in the valleys were sanctuaries erected to Baal and

Astarte. The announcement of their destruction is appended

to the threatening in Lev. xxvi. 30, which Ezekiel takes up

and describes at greater length. Beside the ni»3, the places of

sacrifice and worship, and the CiBH, pillars or statues of Baal,

dedicated to him as the sun-god, he names also the altars,

which, in Lev. I.e. and other places, are comprehended along

with the nina ; see on Lev. xxvi. 30 and 1 Kings iii. 3. With
the destruction of the idol temples, altars, and statues, the idol-

worshippers are also to be smitten, so as to fall down in the
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presence of their idols. The fundamental meaning of the

word Uy^yi, "idols," borrowed from Lev. I.e., and frequently

employed by Ezekiel, is uncertain ; signifying either " logs of

wood," from ??3, " to roll " (Gesen.), or stercorei, from 72,

"dung;" not "monuments of stone" (Havernick). Ver. 5a

is taken quite literally from Lev. xxvi. 306. The ignominy of

the destruction is heightened by the bones of the slain idolaters

being scattered round about the idol altars. In order that the

idolatry may be entirely rooted out, the cities throughout the

whole land, and all the high places, are to be devastated, ver. 6.

The forms n:OE''n and ^'0^>^\ are probably not to be derived

from DOE* (Ewald, § 138&), but to be referred back to a stem-

form DB'J, with the signification of D^K', the existence of which

appears certain from the old name |iD''B'*. in Ps. Ixviii. and else-

where. The N in IDC'S' is certainly only mater lectionis. In

ver. 7, the singular ^Pn stands as indefinitely general. The

thought, " slain will fall in your midst," involves the idea that

not all the people will fall, but that there will survive some who

are saved, and prepares for what follows. The falling of the

slain—the idolaters with their idols—leads to the recognition

of Jehovah as the omnipotent God, and to conversion to Him.

Vers. 8-10. The survivors shall go away into banishment

amongst the heathen, and shall remember the word of the Lord

that will have been fulfilled.—Ver. 8. But I shall preserve a rem-

nant, in that there shall be to you some who have escaped the sword

among the nations, when ye shall be dispersed among the lands.

Ver. 9. And those of you who have escaped, loill make mention of

me among the nations whither they are led captive, when I have

broken to me their whorish heart, which had departed from me,

and their eyes, which went a whoring after their idols : and they

shall loathe themselves because of the evil which they have done in

reference to all their abominations. Ver. 10. And ye shall know

that 1 am Jehovah. Not in vain have I spoken this evil to you.—
"rnin^ superstites facere, " to make or preserve survivors." The

connection with 'ui ni^na is analogous to the construction of
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"I'ninj in the sense of " giving a superabundance," with 3 rei,

Deut. xxviii. 11 and xxx. 9, and is not to be rejected, with

Ewald and Hitzig, as inadmissible. For ni^na is supported by

the old versions, and the change of 'Jii^nini into '''!i"i?1'!, which

would have to be referred to ver. 7, is in opposition to the two-

fold repetition of the nini 'JX ''3 nr\^y] (IVTI), vers. 10 and 14,

as this repetition shows that the thought in ver. 7 is different

from that in 17, 21, not " they shall know that Jehovah has

spoken," but " they shall know that He who has done this is

Jehovah, the God of Israel." The preservation of a remnant

will be shown in this, that they shall have some who have

escaped the sword. D^''^li^Jn is infin. Niph. with a plural form

of the suffix, as occurs elsewhere only with the plural ending

ni of nouns, while Ezekiel has extended it to the ni of the

infinitive of ni> verbs ; cf. xvi. 31, and Ewald, § 259i. The

remembrance of Jehovah (ver. 9) is the commencement of

conversion to Him. 1B'f< before 'Oi|B'J is not to be connected

as relative pronoun with D3p, but is a conjunction, though not

used conditionally, " if," as in Lev. iv. 22, Deut. xi. 27, and else-

where, but of time, ore, " when," as Deut. xi. 6 and 2 Chron.

XXXV. 20, and ''n"i3E'3 in the signification of the futur. exact.

The Niplial "iSK'i here is not to be taken as passive, but middle,

sibi frangere, i.e. 03?, poenitentid conterere animum eorum ut ad

ipsum {Deum) redeant (Maurer, Havernick). Besides the heart,

the eyes also are mentioned, which God is to smite, as the

external senses which allure the heart to whoredom. I0p31 cor-

responds to 1"i2Jl at the beginning of the verse. Dip, the later

form for J'lp, " to feel a loathing," Hiphil, " to be filled with

loathing;" cf. Job x. 1 with 2 object., "in (on) their D''i3,

faces," i.e. their persons or themselves : so also in xx. 43,

xxxvi. 31. nijrin b^, in allusion to the evil things ; 'sjnn-bai', in

reference to all their abominations. This fruit, which is pro-

duced by chastisement, namely, that the idolaters are inspired

with loathing for themselves, and led to the knowledge of Jeho
van, will furnish the proof that God has not spoken in vain.
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Vers. 11-14. The punishment is just and well deserved.

—

Ver. 11. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Smite with thy hand,

and stamp with thy foot, and say. Woe on all the wicked abomi-

nations of the house of Israel! that they must perish by sword,

hunger, and pestilence. Ver. 12. Fie that is afar off will die by

the pestilence; and he that is near at hand shall fall by the sword

;

and he who survives and is preserved will die of hunger : and I

shall accomplish my wrath upon them, Ver. 13. And ye shall

knoio that I am Jehovah, when your slain lie in the midst of your

idols round about your altars, on every high hill, upon all the

summits of the mountains, and under every green tree, and under

every thick-leaved terebinth, on the places where they brought their

pleasant incense to all their idols. Ver. 14. And I will stretch

out my hand against them, and make the land waste and desolate

more than the wilderness of Dihlath, in all their dwellings : so

shall ye know that I am Jehovah.—Through clapping of the

hands and stamping of the feet—the gestures which indicate

violent excitement—the prophet is to make known the dis-

pleasure of Jehovah at the horrible idolatry of the people,

and thereby make manifest that the penal judgment is well

deserved. ''IS?? ^Si!? is in xxi. 19 expressed more distinctly by

5)3 7X f)? 'iin, " to strike one hand against the other," i.e. " to

clap the hands
;

" cf. Num. xxiv. 10. nx, an exclamation of

lamentation, occurring only here and in xxi. 20. 1|'^, ver. 11,

is a conjunction, " at." Their abominations are so wicked, that

they must be exterminated on account of them. This is spe-

cially mentioned in ver. 12. No one will escape the judgment

:

he who is far removed from its scene as little as he who is close

at hand ; while he who escapes the pestilence and the sword is

to perish of hunger. I'lSJ, servatus, preserved, as in Isa. xlix. 6.

The signification " besieged " (LXX., Vulgate, Targum, etc.),

Hitzig can only maintain by arbitrarily expunging 15<B'?lI as a

gloss. On ver. 126, cf. v. 13; on 13a, cf. ver. 5; and on 136,

cf. ver. 3, and Hos. iv. 13; Jer, ii. 20, iii. 6; Deut. xii. 2.

'3J-f>3 ^K, according to later usage, for 'arb b)3. Jpi n>-\, used

EZEK. I. &
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in the Pentateuch of sacrifices pleasing to God, is here trans-

ferred to idol sacrifices; see on Lev. i. 9 and Gen. viii. 21.

On account of the prevalence of idolatry in all parts, God will

make the land entirely desolate. The union of nSB'DI riDDB'

serves to strengthen the idea ; cf. xxxlii. 8 sqq., xxxv. 3. The

words nnpn'n ibiisd are obscure, either " in the wilderness

towards Diblath " (even to Diblath), or " more than the wilder-

ness of Diblath "
(ip of comparison). There is no doubt that

nnpan is a nom. prop. ; cf . the name of the city Din^^l in Jer.

xlviii. 22 ; Num. xxxiii. 46. The second acceptation of the

words is more probable than the first. For, if ISIiSD is the

terminus a quo, and nnpa^ the terminus ad quern of the extent of

the land, then must I31l?l? be punctuated not only as status

absolut,, but it must also have the article ; because a definite

wilderness—that, namely, of Arabia—is meant. The omission

of the article cannot be justified by reference to xxi. 3 or to

Ps. Ixxv. 7 (Hitzig, Ewald), because both passages contain

general designations of the quarters of the world, with which

the article is always omitted. In the next place, no Dibla can

be pointed out in the north ; and the change of Dihlatlia into

Itibla, already proposed by Jerome, and more recently brought

forward again by J. D. Michaelis, has not only against it the

authority of all the old versions, but also the circumstance that

the Ribla mentioned in 2 Kings xxiii. 33 did not form the

northern boundary of Palestine, but lay on the other side of it,

in the land of Hamath ; while the fi^'^'in, named in Num. xxxiv.

11, is a place on the eastern boundary to the north of the Sea

of Gennesareth, which would, moreover, be inappropriate as a

designation of the northern boundary. Finally, the extent of

the land from the south to the north is constantly expressed in

a different way; cf. Num. xiii. 21 (xxxiv. 8); Josh. xiii. 5;
1 Kings viii. 65; 2 Kings xiv. 65; Amos vi. 14; 1 Chron.

xiii. 5 ; 2 Chron. vii. 8 ; and even by Ezekiel himself (xlviii. 1)
non Kb? is named as the boundary on the north. The form
nnbiis similar to nnjDn for njon, although the name is hardly
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to be explained, with Havernick, as an appellation, after the

Arabic Jjo, calamitas, exitium. The wilderness of Diblah is

unknown. With 'Wl 'a WjJI the discourse is rounded of in

returning to the beginning of ver. 13, while the thoughts in

vers. 13 and 14 are only a variation of vers. 4—7.

CHAP. VII. THE OVERTHEOW OF ISRAEL.

The second " word of God," contained in this chapter, com-

pletes the announcement of judgment upon Jerusalem and

Judah, by expanding the thought, that the end will come

both quickly and inevitably upon the land and people. This

word is divided into two unequal sections, by the repetition of

the phrase, " Thus saith Adonai Jehovah " (vers. 2 and 5).

In the first of these sections the theme is given in short, expres-

sive, and monotonous clauses ; namely, the end is drawing nigh,

for God will judge Israel without mercy according to its

abominations. The second section (vers. 5-27) is arranged in

four strophes, and contains, in a form resembling the lamenta-

tion in chap, xix., a more minute description of the end predicted.

Vers. 1-4. The endcometh.—Ver. 1. And the word of Jeho-

vah came to me thus : Ver. 2. And thou, son of man, thus saith

the Lord Jehovah : An end to the land of Israel ! the end cometh

upon the four borders of the land. Ver. 3. JVow (cometh} the

end upon thee, and I shall send my wrath upon thee, and judge

thee according to thy ways, and bring upon thee all thine abomi-

nations. Ver. 4. A nd my eye shall not look with pity upon thee,

and T shall not spare, but bring thy ways upon thee ; and thy

abominations shall be in the midst of thee, that ye may know that

I am Jehovah.—^^^\, with the copula, connects this word of

God with the preceding one, and shows it to be a continuation.

It commences with an emphatic utterance of the thought, that

the end is coming to the land of Israel, i.e. to the kingdom of

Judah, with its capital Jerusalem. Desecrated as it has been
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by the abominations of its inhabitants, it will cease to be the

land of God's people Israel, 'b" nDIN^ (to the land of Israel)

is not to be taken with 1»X na (thus saith the Lord) in opposi-

tion to the accents, but is connected with f^ (an end), as in

the Targ. and Vulgate, and is placed first for the sake of greater

emphasis. In the construction, compare Job vi. 14. nya^K

jnsn niS33 is limited by the parallelism to the four extremities

of the land of Israel. It is used elsewhere for the whole earth

(Isa. xi. 12). The Chetib nj)|i"iK is placed, in opposition to the

ordinary rule, before a noun in the feminine gender. The

Ken gives the regular construction {vid. Ewald, § 267c). In

ver. 3 the end is explained to be a wrathful Judgment. " Give

(irij) thine abominations upon thee ;" i.e. send the consequences,

inflict punishment for them. The same thought is expressed

in the phrase, " thine abominations shall be in the midst of

thee ;" in other words, they would discern them in the punish-

ments which the abominations would bring in their train. For

ver. 4a compare ch. v. 11.

Vers. 5-27. The execution of the judgment announced in

vers. 2-4, arranged in four strophes : vers. 5-9, 10-14, 15-22,

23-2 7.—The first strophe depicts the end as a terrible calamity,

and as near at hand. Vers. 3 and 4 are repeated as a refrain

in vers. 8 and 9, with slight modifications. Ver. 5. Thus saith

the Lord Jehovah : Misfortune, a singular misfortune, behold, it

cometh. Ver. 6. End cometh : there cometh the end ; it waheth

upon thee ; behold, it cometh. Ver. 7. The fate cometh upon thee,

inhabitants of the land : the time cometh, the day is near ; tumult

and not joy upon the mountains. Ver. 8. Now speedily will 1

pour out my fury upon thee, and accomplish mine anger on

thee ; and judge thee according to thy ways, and bring upon thee

all thine abominations. Ver. 9. My eye shall not look with

pity upon thee, and I shall not spare ; according to thy ways will

I bring it upon thee, and thy abominations shall be in the midst

of thee, that ye may know that I, Jehovah, am smiting.—Misfor-
tune of a singular kind shall come, nv^ is made more emphatic
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by njri nns, in which nns is placed first for the sake of

emphasis, in the sense of unicits, singularis; a calamity singular

(unique) of its kind, such as never had occurred before (cf.

ch. V. 9). In ver. 6 the poetical ri?D, it (the end) waketh

upon thee, is suggested by the paronomasia with J'ii'n. The

force of the words is weakened by supplying Jehovah as the

subject to rpn^ in opposition to the context. And it will not

do to supply nj?T (evil) from ver. 5 as the subject to nN3 iijin

(behold, it cometh). risa is construed impersonally : It cometh,

namely, every dreadful thing which the end brings with it.

The meaning of tz^phirdh is doubtful. The only other passage

in which it occurs is Isa. xxviii. 5, where it is used in the sense

of diadem or crown, which is altogether unsuitable here. Easchi

has therefore had recourse to the Syriac and Chaldee i^lP'^,

aurora, tempus matutinum, and Havernick has explained it

accordingly, " the dawn of an evil day." But the dawn is

never used as a symbol or omen of misfortune, not even in

Joel ii. 2, but solely as the sign of the bursting forth of light

or of salvation. Abarbanel was on the right track when he

started from the radical meaning of 1SS, to twist, and taking

tz'phirdh in the sense of orhis, ordo, or periodical return, under-

stood it as probably denoting rerum fatigue vicissitudinem in

orbem redeuntem (Ges. Tlies. p. 1188). But it has been justly

observed, that the rendering succession, or periodical return,

can only give a forced sense in ver. 10. Winer has given a

better rendering, viz. fatum, malum fatale, fate or destiny, for

which he refers to the Arabic /»,Jw>, intortum, then fatum haud

mutandum inevitabile. Different explanations have also been

given of D^l^ ^^. But the opinion that it is synonymous with

Ti'n, the joyous vintage cry (Jer. xxv. 30 ; Isa. xvi. 10), is a

more probable one than that it is an unusual form of lin,

splendor, gloria. So much at any rate is obvious from the

context, that the hapax legomenon ^^ is the antithesis of

noinp, tumult, or the noise of war. The shouting of the
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mountains, is shouting, a rejoicing upon the mountains. 3^"'i5'?,

from the immediate vicinity, in a temporal not a local sense,

as in Deut. xxxii. 17 (= immediately). For ^^ n^3, see eh.

vi. 12. The remainder of the strophe (vers. 8b and 9) is a

repetition of vers. 3 and 4 ; but nap is added in the last clause.

They shall learn that it is Jehovah who smites. This thought

is expanded in the following strophe.

Vers. 10-14. Second strophe.—Ver. 10. Behold the day, he-

hold, it comeih ; the fate springeth up ; the rod sprouteth; the pride

blossometh. Ver. 11. Tlie violence risetli up as the rod of evil:

nothing of them, nothing of their multitude, nothing of their

crowd, and nothing glorious upon them. Ver. 12. The time

Cometh, the day approaeheth : let not the buyer rejoice, and let not

the seller trouble himself ; for wrath cometh upon the whole mul-

titude thereof. Ver. 13. For the seller will not return to that

which was sold, even though his life were still among the living

:

for the prophecy against its whole multitude will not turn back; and

no one will strengthen himself as to his life through his iniquity.

Ver. 14. They blow the trumpet and make everything ready ; but

no one goeth into the battle : for my wrath cometh upon all their

multitude.—The rod is already prepared ; nothing will be left of

the ungodly. This is the leading thought of the strophe. The

three clauses of ver. 10b are synonymous ; but there is a grada-

tion in the thought. The approaching fate springs up out of the

earth (NVJ, applied to the springing up of plants, as in 1 Kings

V. 13 ; Isa. xi. 1, etc.) ; it sprouts as a rod, and flowers as

pride. Matteh, the rod as an instrument of chastisement (Isa.

X. 5). This rod is then called zddhon, pride, inasmuch as God
makes use of a proud and violent people, namely the Chaldeans

(Hab. i. 6 sqq. ; Jer. 1. 31 seq.), to inflict the punishment.

Sprouting and blossoming, which are generally used as figura-

tive representations of fresh and Joyous prosperity, denote here

the vigorous growth of that power which is destined to inflict

the punishment. Both chdmds (violence) and zddhon (pride)

refer to the enemy who is to chastise Israel. The violence
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which he employs rises up into the chastening rod of " evil,"

i.e. of ungodly Israel. In ver. 116 the effect of the blow is

described in short, broken sentences. The emotion apparent

in the frequent repetition of N? is intensified by the omission

of the verb, which gives to the several clauses the character of

exclamations. So far as the meaning is concerned, we have to

insert n^n^ in thought, and to take 1!? in a partitive sense : there

•will not be anything of them, i.e. nothing, will be left of them

(the Israelites, or the inhabitants of the land), ono (of them)

is explained by the nouns which follow, lion and the ott. Xe7.

'^™i!!; plural of on or n»n, both derivatives of non, are so com-

bined that lion signifies the tumultuous multitude of people,

n»n the multitude of possessions (like lion, Isa. Ix. 2 ; Ps.

xxxvii. 16, etc.). The meaning which Havernick assigns to

hdmeh, viz. anxiety or trouble, is unsupported and inappro-

priate. The dir. \ey. m is not to be derived from nn3, to

lament, as the Rabbins affirm ; or interpreted, as Kimchi—who

adopts this derivation—maintains, on the ground of Jer. xvi.

4 sqq., as signifying that, on account of the multitude of the

dying, there will be no more lamentation for the dead. This

leaves the Mappik in n unexplained, ni is a derivative of a

root i^JJ ; in Arabic, is\j, elata fuit res, eminuit, magnijicus fuit ;

lience nj, res magnifica. When everything disappears in such

a way as this, the joy occasioned by the acquisition of property,

and the sorrow caused by its loss, will also pass away (ver. 12).

The buyer will not rejoice in the property he has bought, for

he will not be able to enjoy it ; and the seller will not mourn

that he has been obliged to part with his possession, for he

would have lost it in any case.^ The wrath of God is kindled

against their whole multitude ; that is to say, the judgment

falls equally upon 'them all. The suffix in wion refers, as

1 " It is a natural thing to rejoice in the purchase of property, and to

mourn over its sale. But when slavery and captivity stare you in the face,

rejoicing and mourning are equally absurd."

—

Jekome.
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Jerome has correctly shown, to the " land of Israel " (admatJi,

Yisrael) in ver. 2, i.e. to the inhabitants of the land. The

words, " the seller will not return to what he has sold," are to

be explained from the legal regulations concerning the year of

jubilee in Lev. xxv., according to which all landed property

that had been sold was to revert to its original owner (or his

heir), without compensation, in the year of jubilee ; so that he

would then return to his mimkdr (Lev. xxv. 14, 27, 28).

Henceforth, however, this will take place no more, even if

Dnjn, their (the sellers') life, should be still alive («c. at the

time when the return to his property would take place, accord-

ing to the regulations of the year of jubilee), because Israel

will be banished from the land. The clause 'n D'^^na liyi is a

conditional circumstantial clause. The seller will not return

(aiB'^ N?) to his possession, because the prophecy concerning

the whole multitude of the people will not return (3ltJ'^ NP), i.e.

will not turn back (for this meaning of 31B', compare Isa. xlv.

23, Iv. 11). As awj N? corresponds to the previous ^itJ'J ^b^

so does ™i»n bh-m litn to nMon-b-^ |nn in ver. 12. In the

last clause of ver. 13, injn is not to be taken with i3ij?3 in the

sense of "in the iniquity of his life," which makes the sufEx in

iM^3 superfluous, but with 'Pjnn^., the Hithpael being construed

with the accusative, " strengthen himself in his life." Whether
these words also refer to the year of jubilee, as Havernick

supposes, inasmuch as the regulation that every one was to

recover his property was founded upon the idea of the restitu-

tion and re-creation of the theocracy, we may leave undecided

;

since the thought is evidently simply this : ungodly Israel shall

be deprived of its possession, because the wicked shall not

obtain the strengthening of his life through his sin. This

thought leads on to ver. 14, in which we have a description

of the utter inability to offer any successful resistance to the

enemy employed in executing the judgment. There is some
difficulty connected witli the word J?iplJ3, since the infin. ab-

solute, which the form J^ipn seems to indicate, cannot be con-
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strued with either a preposition or the article. Even if the

expression iVpH ifipn? in Jer. vi. 1 was floating before tlie mind

of Ezekiel, and led to his employing the bold phrase V'^pP}^, this

would not justify the use of the infinitive absolute with a pre-

position and the article. SipiJ must be a substantive form, and

denote not clangour, but the instrument used to sound an

alarm, viz. the shophdr (ch. xxxiii. 3). p^l, an unusual form

of the inf. abs. (see Josh. vii. 7), used in the place of the

finite tense, and signifying to equip for war, as in Nah. ii. 4.

?3\}, everything requisite for waging war. And no one goes

into the battle, because the wrath of God turns against them

(Lev. xxvi. 17), and smites them with despair (Deut. xxxii.

30).

Vers. 15-22. Third strophe. Thus will they fall into irre-

sistible destruction ; even their silver and gold they will not

rescue, but will cast it away as useless, and leave it for the

enemy.—Ver. 15. The sword iciihout, and pestilence and famine

within: he who is in the field will die by the sword; and famine

and pestilence will devour him that is in the city. Ver. 16. And

if their escaped ones escape, they will be upon the mountains like

the doves of the valleys, all moaning, every one for his iniquity.

Ver. 17. All hands ivill become feeble, and all knees flow with

water. Ver. 18. They will gird themselves with sackcloth, and

terrors will cover them ; on all faces there will be shame, and

baldness on all their heads. Ver. 19. Tliey will throw their

silver into the streets, and their gold will be as filth to them.

Their silver and their gold ivill not be able to rescue them in the

day of Jehovalis wrath ; they will not satisfy their souls there-

loith, nor fill their stomachs thereby, for it was to them a stum-

bling-block to guilt. Ver. 20. And His beautiful ornament, they

nsed it for pride ; and their abominable images, their abomina-

tions they made thereof : therefore I make it flth to them. Ver.

21. And I shall give it into the hand offoreigners for prey, and

to the wicked of the earth for spoil, that they may defile it. Ver.

22. I shall turn my face from them, that they defile my treasure ;
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and oppressors shall come upon it and defile it.—The chastise-

ment of God penetrates everywhere (ver. 15 compare with

ch. V. 12) ; even flight to the mountains, that are inaccessible

to the foe (compare 1 Mace. ii. 28 ; Matt. xxiv. 16), will only

bring misery. Those who have fled to the mountains will coo

—i.e. mourn, moan—like the doves of the valleys, which (as

Bochart has correctly interpreted the simile in his Hieroz. II.

p. 546, ed. Eos.), " when alarmed by the bird-catcher or the

hawk, are obliged to forsake their natural abode, and fly else-

where to save their lives. The mountain doves are contrasted

with those of the valleys, as wild with tame." In nion D?3 the

figure and the fact are fused together. The words actually re-

late to the men who have fled ; whereas the gender of nion is

made to agree with that of ^3V3. The cooing of doves was

regarded by the ancients as a moan (Jidgdli), a mournful note

(for proofs, see Gesen. on Isa. xxxviii. 14) ; for which Ezekiel

uses the still stronger expression hdmdh fremere, to howl or

growl (of. Isa. lix. 11). The low moaning has reference to

their iniquity, the punishment of which they are enduring.

When the judgment bursts upon them, they will all (not

merely those who have escaped, but the whole nation) be over-

whelmed with terror, shame, and suffering. The words, " all

knees flow with water " (for hdlak in this sense, compare Joel

iv. 18), are a hyperbolical expression used to denote the entire

loss of the strength of the knees (here, ver. 17 and ch. xxi. 12),

like the heart melting and turning to water in Josh. vii. 5.

With this utter despair there are associated grief and horror at

the calamity that has fallen upon them, and shame and pain at

the thought of the sins that have plunged them into such

distress. For n«^S nnD3, compare Ps. Iv. 6 ; for nB'>3 n''JB-i'3-^*,

Mic. vii. 10, Jer. li. 51 ; and for nny^ VsTba, Isa. xv. 2,

Amos viii. 10. On the custom of shaving the head bald on

account of great suffering or deep sorrow, see the comm. on

Mic. i. 16.—In this state of anguish they will throw all their

treasures away as sinful trash (ver. 19 sqq.). By the silver
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and gold which they will throw away (ver. 19), we are not to

understand idolatrous images particularly, — these are first

spoken of in ver. 20,—but the treasures of precious metals

ou which they had hitherto set their hearts. They will not

merely throw these away as worthless, but look upon them as

nidddh, filth, an object of disgust, inasmuch as they have been

the servants of their evil lust. The next clause, " silver and

gold cannot rescue them," are a reminiscence from Zeph. i. 18.

But Ezekiel gives greater force to the thought by adding,

" they will not appease their hunger therewith,"—that is to

say, they will not be able to protect their lives thereby, either

from the sword of the enemy (see the comm. on Zeph. i. 18) or

from death by starvation, because there will be no more food

to purchase within the besieged city. The clause 'ui PitJ'aD 'a

assigns the reason for that which forms the leading thought of

the verse, namely, the throwing away of the silver and gold as

filth ; DjiJ? bw:iO, a stumbling-block through which one falls into

guilt and punishment ; VlJJ 'DSj the beauty of his ornament, i.e.

his beautiful ornament. The allusion is to the silver and gold;

and the singular suffix is to be explained from the fact that the

prophet fixed his mind upon the people as a whole, and used

the singular in a general and indefinite sense. The words are

written absolutely at the commencement of the sentence ; hence

the suffix attached to liiDK'. Jerome has given the true mean-

ing of the words :
" what I (God) gave for an ornament of the

possessors and for their wealth, they turned into pride." And

not merely to ostentatious show (in the manner depicted in Isa.

iii. 16 sqq.), but to abominable images, i.e.. idols, did they

apply the costly gifts of God (cf. Hos. viii. 4, xiii. 2). a na*);^

to make of (gold and silver) ; 3 denoting the material with

which one works and of which anything is made (as in Ex.

xxxi. 4, xxxviii. 8). God punishes this abuse by making it

(gold and silver) into nidddh to them, i.e., according to ver. 19,

by placing them in such circumstances that they cast it away

as filth, and (ver. 21) by giving it as booty to the foe. The
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enemy is described as " the wicked of the earth " (of. Ps. Ixxv.

9), i.e. godless men, who not only seize upon the possession of

Israel, but in the most wicked manner lay hands upon all that

is holy, and defile it. The Chetib ni^?n is to be retained, not-

withstanding the fact that it was preceded by a masculine

suiEx. What is threatened will take place, because the Lord

will turn away His face from His people (D™, from the

Israelites), i.e. will withdraw His gracious protection from

them, so that the enemy will be able to defile His treasure.

Tsdpliun, that which is hidden, the treasure (Job xx. 26

;

Obad. ver. 6). Ts^pJiunl is generally supposed to refer to the

temple, or the Most Holy Place in the temple. Jerome renders

it arcanum meum, and gives this explanation : " signifying the

Holy of Holies, which no one except the priests and the high

priest dared to enter." This interpretation was so commonly

adopted by the Fathers, that even Theodoret explains the ren-

dering given in the Septuagint, ttjv i-jna-KOTrrjv fiov, as signify-

ing the Most Holy Place in the temple. On the other hand,

the Chaldee has ''nv^f nu Kynx, « the land of the house of my
majesty

;

" and Calvin understands it as signifying " the land

which was safe under His {i.e. God's) protection." But it is

difficult to reconcile either explanation with the use of the word

tsdpliun. The verb tsdphan signifies to hide, shelter, lay up in

safety. These meanings do not befit either the Holy of Holies

in the temple or the land of Israel. It is true that the Holy of

Holies was unapproachable by the laity, and even by the ordi-

nary priests, but it was not a secret, a hidden place ; and still

less was this the case with the land of Canaan. We therefore

adhere to the meaning, which is so thoroughly sustained by
Job XX. 26 and Obad. ver. 6,—namely, " treasure," by which,

no doubt, the temple-treasure is primarily intended. This

rendering suits the context, as only treasures have been re-

ferred to before; and it may be made to harmonize with
m !iN3 which follows. 3 Kia signifies not merely intrare in

locum, but also venire in {e.g. 2 Kings vi. 23 ; possibly Ezek.
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XXX. 4), and may therefore be very properly rendered, " to get

possession of," since it is only possible to obtain possession of a

treasure by penetrating into the place where it is laid up or

concealed. There is nothing at variance with this in the word

/^rij profanare, since it has already occurred in ver. 21 in con-

nection with the defiling of treasures and jewels. Moreover,

as Calvin has correctly observed, the word is employed here to

denote " an indiscriminate abuse, when, instead of considering

to what purpose things have been entrusted to us, we squander

them rashly and without selection, in contempt and even in

scorn."

Vers. 23-27. Fourth strophe. Still worse is coming, namely,

the captivity of the people, and overthrow of the kingdom.

—

Ver. 23. Make the chain, for the land is full of capital crime,

and the city full of outrage. Ver. 24. / shall bring evil ones of

the nations, that they may take possession of their houses ; and I

shall put an end to the pride of the strong, that their sanctuaries

may be defiled. Ver. 25. Ruin has come ; they seek salvation,

but there is none. Ver. 26. Destruction upon destruction

cometh, and report upon report ariseth ; they seek visions from

prophets, but the law will vanish away from the priest, and

counsel from the elders. Ver. 27. The king will mourn, and the

prince will clothe himself in horror, and the hands of the common

people will tremble. I will deal with them according to their

way, and according to theirjudgments will Ijudge them, that they

may learn that I am Jehovah.—Those who have escaped death

by sword or famine at the conquest of Jerusalem have captivity

and exile awaiting them. This is the meaning of the command

to make the chain, i.e. the fetters needed to lead the people into

exile. This punishment is necessary, because the land is full

of mishpat ddmim, judgment of blood. This cannot mean,

there is a judgment upon the shedding of blood, i.e. upon

murder, which is conducted by Jehovah, as Havernick sup-

poses. Such a thought is irreconcilable with nsPD, and with

the parallel Don nsfia. D''OT DSBia is to be explained after the
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same manner as ITID tJBB'p (a matter for sentence of death, a

capital crime) in Deut. xix. 6, 21, 22, as signifying a matter

for sentence of bloodshed, i.e. a crime of blood, or capital

crime, as the Chaldee has already rendered it. Because the

land is filled with capital crime, and the city (Jerusalem) with

violence, the Lord will bring d;1j 'jn, evil ones of the heathen,

i.e. the worst of the heathen, to put an end to the pride of the

Israelites. DVy iiX3 is not " pride of the insolents ;
" for D"???

does not stand for D^33 'W (Deut. xxviii. 50, etc.). The ex-

pression is rather to be explained from Tj) ti''^, pride of strength,

in ch. xxiv. 21, xxx. 6, 18 (cf. Lev. xxvi. 19), and embraces

everything on which a man (or a nation) bases his power and

rests his confidence. The Israelites are called DMV, because they

tliousht themselves strong, or, according to ch. xxiv. 21, based

their strength upon the possession of the temple and the holy

land. This is indicated by on^fiiyo 6m which follows, hn,

Niphal of i'r'n and Dn''K'1PD, not a participle Piel^ from Khi^p,

with the Dagesh dropped, but an unusual form, from B^i?P for

Dn^'^pp (vid. Ew. § 215a).—The air. \ey. n-jap, with the tone

drawn back on account of the tone-syllable which follows (cf.

Ges. § 29. 3. 6), signifies excidium, destruction (according to

the Rabbins), from ISJ?, to shrink or roll up (Isa. xxxviii. 12).

N3 is a prophetic perfect. In ver. 25 the ruin of the kingdom

is declared to be certain, and in vers. 26 and 27 the occurrence

of it is more minutely depicted. Stroke upon stroke does the

ruin come ; and it is intensified by reports, alarming accounts,

which crowd together and increase the terror, and also by the

desperation of the spiritual and temporal leaders of the nation,

—the prophets, priests, and elders,—whom God deprives of

revelation, knowledge, and counsel; so that all ranks (king

and princes and the common people) sink into mourning,

alarm, and horror. That it is to no purpose that visions or

prophecies are sought from the prophets (ver. 26), is evident

from the antithetical statement concerning the priests and
elders which immediately follows. The three statements serve
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as complements of one another. They seek for predictions

from prophets, but the prophets receive no vision, no revelation.

They seek instruction from priests, but instruction is with-

drawn from the priests ; and so forth. Tordh signifies instruc-

tion out of the law, which the priests were to give to the

people (Mai. ii. 7). In ver. 27, the three classes into which

the people were divided are mentioned—viz. king, prince (i.e.

tribe-princes and heads of families), and, in contradistinction to

both, p?']! ^J?, the common people, the people of the land, in

distinction from the civil rulers, as in 2 Kings xxi. 24, xxiii.

30. 03"!'^'?, literally from their way, their mode of action, will

I do to them : i.e. my action will be derived from theirs, and

regulated accordingly. cnit< for DRX, as in ch. iii. 22, etc. (See

the comm. on ch. xvi. 59.)

CHAP. VIII.-XI. VISION OP THE DESTRUCTION OF

JERUSALEM.

A year and two months after his call, the glory of the Lord

appeared to the prophet a second time, as he had seen it by the

Ohebar. He is transported in spirit to Jerusalem into the

court of the temple (ch. viii. 1-4), where the Lord causes him

to see, first the idolatry of Israel (ch. viii. 5-18), and secondly,

the judgment why, on account of this idolatry, all the inhabi-

tants of Jerusalem are smitten (chap, ix.), the city is burned

with fire, and the sanctuary forsaken by God (ch. x.). Lastly,

after he has been charged to foretell to the representatives of

the people more especially the coming judgment, and to those

who are sent into exile a future salvation (ch. xi. 1—21), he

describes how the gracious presence of God forsakes the city

before his own eyes (ch. xi. 22, 23). After this has taken

place, Ezekiel is carried back in the vision to Ghaldea once

more; and there, after the vision has come to an end, he

announces to the exiles what he has seen and heard (ch. xi.

24, 25).
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Chap. viii. Abominations of the Idolatry of the House

OF Israel.—Vers. 1-4. Time and place of the divine revela-

tion.—Ver. 1. And it came to pass in the sixth year, in the sixth

(month), on the fifth (day) of the month, Iwas sitting in my house,

and the elders ofJudah were sitting before me ; there fell upon me

the hand of the Lord Jehovah there. Ver. 2. And 1 saw, and

behold a figure like the look offire, from the look of its loins down-

wards fire, and from its loins upwards like a look of brilliance, like

the sight of red-hot brass. Ver. 3. And he stretched out the form

of a hand, and took me by the locks of my head, and wind carried

me away between earth and heaven, and brought me to Jerusalem

in visions of God, to the entrance of the gate of the inner court,

which faces towards the north, where the image ofjealousy exciting

jealousy had its stand. Ver. 4. And, behold, the glory of the

God of Israel was there, like the vision which I have seen in the

valley.—The place where Ezekiel received this new theophany

agrees with the statements in ch. iii. 24 and iv. 4, 6, that he

was to shut himself up in his house, and lie 390 days upon the

left side, and 40 days upon the right side—in all, 430 days.

The use of the word atfi'', " I sat," is not at variance with this,

as ^Pl does not of necessity signify sitting as contrasted with

lying, but may also be used in the more general sense of stay-

ing, or living, in the house. Nor is the presence of the elders

of Judah opposed to the command, in ch. iii. 24, to shut himself

up in the house, as we have already observed in the notes on

that passage. The new revelation is made to him in the pre-

sence of these elders, because it is of the greatest importance to

them. They are to be witnesses of his ecstasy ; and after this

has left the prophet, are to hear from his lips the substance of

the divine revelation (ch. xi. 25). It is otherwise with the

time of the revelation. If we compare the date given in

ch. viii. 1 with those mentioned before, this new vision ap-

parently falls within the period required for carrying out the

symbolical actions of the previous vision. Between ch. i. 1, 2

(the fifth day of the fourth month in the fifth year) and
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ch. viii. 1 (the fifth day of the sixth month in the sixth year)

we have one year and two months, that is to say (reckoning

the year as a lunar year at 354 days, and the two months at

59 days), 413 days ; whereas the two events recorded in ch. i.

1-vii. 27 require at least 437 days, namely 7 days for ch. iii. 15,

and 390+ 40 = 430 days for ch. iv. 5, 6. Consequently the

new theophany would fall within the 40 days, during which

Ezekiel was to lie upon the right side for Judah. To get rid

of this difficulty, Hitzig conjectures that the fifth year of

Jehoiachin (ch. i. 2) was a leap year of 13 months or 385 days,

by which he obtains an interval of 444 days after adding 59

for the two months,—a period sufficient not only to include the

7 days (ch. iii. 15) and 390+40 days (ch. iv. 5, 6), but to leave

7 days for the time that elapsed between ch. vii. and viii.

But however attractive this reckoning may appear, the assump-

tion that the fifth year of the captivity of Jehoiachiawas a

leap year is purely conjectural ; and there is nothing whatever

to give it probability. Consequently the only thing that could

lead us to adopt such a solution, would be the impossibility of

reconciling the conclusion to be drawn from the chronological

data, as to the time of the two theophanies, with the substance

of these divine revelations. If we assume that Ezekiel carried

out the symbolical acts mentioned in ch. iv. and v. in all their

entirety, we can hardly imagine that the vision described in the

chapters before us, by which he was transported in spirit to

Jerusalem, occurred within the period of forty days, during

which he was to typify the siege of Jerusalem by lying upon

his right side. Nevertheless, Kliefoth has decided in favour

of this view, and argues in support of it, that the vision de-

scribed in ch. viii. 1 sqq. took place in the prophet's own house,

that it is identical in substance with what is contained in

ch. iii. 22-vii. 27, and that there is no discrepancy, because all

that occurred here was purely internal, and the prophet himself

was to address the words contained in ch. xi. 4—12 and xi.

14-21 to the inhabitants of Jerusalem in his state of ecstasy.

EZEK. I. H
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Moreover, when it is stated in ch. xi. 25 that Ezekiel related

to the exiles all that he had seen in the vision, it is perfectly

open to us to assume that this took place at the same time as

his report to them of the vt^ords of God in ch. vi. and vii., and

those which follow in ch. xii. But, on the other hand, it may

be replied that the impression produced by ch. xi. 25 is not that

the prophet waited several weeks after his visionary transport to

Jerusalem before communicating to the elders what he saw in

the vision. And even if the possibility of this cannot be dis-

puted, we cannot imagine any reason why the vision should be

shown to the prophet four weeks before it was to be related to

the exiles. Again, there is not sufficient identity between the

substance of the vision in ch. viii.-xi. and the revelation in

ch. iv.-vii., to suggest any motive for the two to coincide. It

is true that the burning of Jerusalem, which Ezekiel sees in

ch. viii.-xi., is consequent upon the siege and conquest of that

city, which he has already predicted in ch. iv.-vii. both in

figure and word ; but they are not so closely connected, that it

was necessary on account of this connection for it to be shown

to him before the completion of the symbolical siege of Jeru-

salem. And, lastly, although the ecstasy as a purely internal

process is so far reconcilable with the prophet's lying upon his

right side, that this posture did not preclude a state of ecstasy

or render it impossible, yet this collision would ensue, that

while the prophet was engaged in carrying out the former word

of God, a new theophany would be received by him, which

must necessarily abstract his mind from the execution of the

previous command of God, and place him in a condition in

which it would be impossible for him to set his face firmly upon

the siege of Jerusalem, as he had been commanded to do in

ch. iv. 7. On account of this collision, we cannot subscribe to

the assumption, that it was during the time that Ezekiel was
lying bound by God upon his right side to bear the sin of

Jerusalem, that he was transported in spirit to the temple at

Jerusalem. On the contrary, the fact that this transport
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occurred, according to eh. viii. 1, at a time when he could not

have ended the symbolical acts of ch. iv., if he had been

required to carry them out in all their external reality, furnishes

us with conclusive evidence of the correctness of the view we

have already expressed, that the symbolical acts of ch. iv. and v.

did not lie within the sphere of outward reality (see comm.

on ch. V. 4).—And if Ezekiel did not really lie for 430 days,

there was nothing to hinder his having a fresh vision 14 months

after the theophany in ch. i. and ch. iii. 22 sqq. For vJf -"Si?

'" t1, see at ch. iii. 22 and i. 3.

The figure which Ezekiel sees in the vision is described in

ver. 2 in precisely the same terms as the appearance of God in

ch. i. 27. The sameness of the two passages is a sufficient

defence of the reading tJ'S"ns'nD3 against the arbitrary emenda-

tion B'''K 'D3, after the Sept. rendering ofiolcofia avBpoi, in sup-

port of which Ewald and Hitzig appeal to ch. i. 26, though

without any reason, as the reading there is not tJ'''N, but

dix. It is not expressly stated here that the apparition was

in human form—the fiery appearance is all that is mentioned

;

but this is taken for granted in the allusion to the Q^^riD (the

loins), either as self-evident, or as well known from ch. i. "inf

is synonymous with FIJJ in ch. i. 4, 27. What is new in the

present theophany is the stretching out of the hand, which

grasps the prophet by the front hair of his head, whereupon he

is carried by wind between heaven and earth, i.e. through the

air, to Jerusalem, not in the body, but in visions of God (cf.

ch. 1. 1), that is to say, in spiritual ecstasy, and deposited at

the entrance of the inner northern door of the temple. n'P^Jfi!'

is not an adjective belonging to "iV?', for this is not a feminine

noun, but is used as a substantive, as in ch. xliii. 5 (="'ynn

IT'P'jari : cf. ch. xl. 40) : gate of the inner court, i.e. the gate

on the north side of the inner court which led into the outer

court. We are not informed whether Ezekiel was placed on

the inner or outer side of this gate, i.e. in the inner or outer

court ; but it is evident from ver. 5 that he was placed in the
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inner court, as his position commanded a view of the image

which stood at the entrance of the gate towards the north.

The further statement, " where the standing place of the

image of jealousy was," anticipates what follows, and points

out the reason why the prophet was placed Just there. The

expression "image of jealousy" is explained by njpBn, which

excites the jealousy of Jehovah (see the comm. on Ex. xx, 5).

Consequently, we have not to think of any image of Jehovah,

but of an image of a heathen idol (cf. Deut. xxxii. 21) ; pro-

bably of Baal or Asherah, whose image had already been

placed in the temple by Manasseh (2 Kings xxi. 7) : certainly

not the image of the corpse of Adonis moulded in wax or clay.

This opinion, which Havernick advances, is connected with the

".rroneous assumption that all the idolatrous abominations men-

tioned in this chapter relate to the celebration of an Adonis-

festival in the temple. There (ver. 4) in the court of the

temple Ezekiel saw once more the glory of the God of Israel,

as he had seen it in the valley (ch. iii. 22) by the Chaboras,

i.e. the appearance of God upon the throne with the cherubim

and wheels; whereas the divine figure, whose hand grasped

him in his house, and transported him to the temple (ver. 2),

showed neither throne nor cherubim. The expression " God
of Israel," instead of Jehovah (ch. iii. 23), is chosen as an

antithesis to the strange god, the heathen idol, whose image

stood in the temple. As the God of Israel, Jehovah cannot

tolerate the image and worship of another god in His temple.

To set up such an image in the temple of Jehovah was a prac-

tical renunciation of the covenant, a rejection of Jehovah on

the part of Israel as its covenant God.

Here, in the temple, Jehovah shows to the prophet the

various kinds of idolatry which Israel is practising both publicly

and privately, not merely in the temple, but throughout the

whole land. The arrangement of these different forms of

idolatry in four groups or abomination scenes (vers. 5, 6, 7-12,

13-15, and 16-18), which the prophet sees both in and from
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the court of the temple, belong to the visionary drapery of this

divine revelation. It is altogether erroneous to interpret the

vision as signifying that all these forms of idolatry were prac-

tised in the temple itself; an assumption which cannot be

carried out without doing violence to the description, more

especially of the second abomination in vers. 7-12. Still more

untenable is Havernick's view, that the four pictures of idola-

trous practices shown to the prophet are only intended to

represent different scenes of a festival of Adonis held in the

temple. The selection of the courts of the temple for depicting

the idolatrous worship, arises from the fact that the temple was

the place where Israel was called to worship the Lord its God.

Consequently the apostasy of Israel from the Lord could not

be depicted more clearly and strikingly than by the following

series of pictures of idolatrous abominations practised in the

temple under the eyes of God.

Vers. 5 and 6. First abomination-picture.—Ver. 5. And He
said to me, Son of man, lift up tliine eyes now towards tlie

north. And I lifted up my eyes towards the north, and, behold,

to the north of the gate of the altar was this image of jealousy at

the entrance. Ver. 6. And He said to me, Son of man, seest

thou what they do ? great abominations, which the house of Israel

doeth here, that I may go far awayfrom my sanctuary ; and thou

shalt yet again see greater abominations still.—As Ezekiel had

taken his stand In the inner court at the entrance of the north

gate, and when looking thence towards the north saw the image

of jealousy to the north of the altar gate, the image must have

stood on the outer side of the entrance, so that the prophet saw

it as he looked through the open doorway. The altar gate is

the same as the northern gate of the inner court mentioned in

ver. 3. But it is impossible to state with certainty how it came

to be called the altar gate. Possibly from the circumstance

that the sacrificial animals were taken through this gate to the

altar, to be slaughtered on the northern side of the altar, accord-

in "• to Lev. i. 4, v. 11, etc. DHO, contracted from on'HD, like
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njD fi'om HT piD in Ex. iv. 2. The words " what they are doing

here " do not force us to assume that at that very time they were

worshipping the idol. They simply describe what was generally

practised there. The setting up of the image involved the wor-

ship of it. The subject to '"'ijp^? is not the house of Israel, but

Jehovah. They perform great abominations, so that Jehovah is

compelled to go to a distance from His sanctuary, i.e. to forsake

it (cf. ch. xi. 23), because they make it an idol-temple.

Vers. 7-12. Second abomination : Worship of beasts.—Ver.

7. And He brought me to the entrance of the court, and I saw,

and behold there was a hole in the wall. Ver. 8. And He said

to me, Son of man, break through the wall : and I broke through

the wall, and behold there was a door. Ver. 9. And He said to

me, Come and see the wicked abominations which they are doing

here. Ver. 10. And I came and saw, and behold there were all

kinds offigures of reptiles, and beasts, abominations, and all kinds

of idols of the house of Israel, drawn on the wall round about.

Ver. 11. And seventy men of the elders of the house of Israel,

with Jaazaniah the son of Shaphan standing among them, stood

in front, every man with his censer in his hand ; and the smell of

a cloud of incense arose. Ver. 12. And He said to me, Seest

thou, son of man, what the elders of the house of Israel do in the

dark, every one in his image-chambers ? For they say : Jehovah

doth not see us ; Jehovah hath forsaken the land.—The entrance

of the court to which Ezekiel was now transported cannot be

the principal entrance to the outer court towards the east

(Ewald). This would be at variance with the context, as we
not only find the prophet at the northern entrance in vers. 3

and 5, but at ver. 14 we find him there still. If he had been

taken to the eastern gate in the meantime, this would certainly

have been mentioned. As that is not the case, the reference

must be to that entrance to the court which lay between the

entrance-gate of the inner court (ver. 3) and the northern

entrance-gate to the house of Jehovah (ver. 14), or northern

gate of the outer court, in other words, the northern entrance
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into the outer court. Thus the prophet was conducted out of

the inner court through its northern gate into the outer court,

and placed in front of the northern gate, which led out into the

open air. There he saw a hole in the wall, and on breaking

through the wall, by the command of God, he saw a door, and

having entered it, he saw all kinds of figures of animals en-

graved on the wall round about, in front of which seventy of

the elders of Israel were standing and paying reverence to the

images of beasts with burning incense. According to ver. 12,

the prophet was thereby shown what the elders of Israel did in

the dark, every one in his image-chamber. From this explana-

tion on the part of God concerning the picture shown to the

prophet, it is very evident that it had no reference to any

idolatrous worship practised by the elders in one or more of the

cells of the outer court of the temple. For even though the

objection raised by Kliefoth to this view, namely, that it can-

not be proved that there were halls with recesses in the outer

court, is neither valid nor correct, since the existence of such

halls is placed beyond the reach of doubt by Jer. xxxv. 4,

2 Kings^xxiii. 11, and 1 Ohron. xxviii. 12 ; such a supposition

is decidedly precluded by the fact, that the cells and recesses at

the gates cannot have been large enough to allow of seventy-one

men taking part in a festive idolatrous service. The supposition

that the seventy-one men were distributed in different chambers

is at variance with the distinct words of the text. The prophet

not only sees the seventy elders standing along with Jaazaniah,

but he could not look through one door into a number of

chambers at once, and see the pictures drawn all round upon

their walls. The assembling of the seventy elders in a secret

cell by the northern gate of the outer temple to worship the

idolatrous images engraved on the walls of the cell, is one

feature in the visionary form given to the revelation of what

the elders of the people were doing secretly throughout the

' whole land. To bring out more strikingly the secrecy of this

idolatrous worship, the cell is so completely hidden in the wall.
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that the prophet is obliged to enlarge the hole by breaking

through the wall before he can see the door which leads to the

cell and gain a view of them and of the things it contains, and

the things that are done therein,^ And the number of the

persons assembled there suggests the idea of a symbolical repre-

sentation, as well as the secrecy of the cell. The seventy elders

represent the whole nation ; and the number is taken from

Ex. xxiv. Isqq. and Num. xi. 16, xxiv. 25, where Moses, by the

command of God, chooses seventy of the elders to represent the

whole congregation at the making of the covenant, and after-

wards to support his authority. This representation of the

congregation was not a permanent institution, as we may see

from the fact that in Num. xi. seventy other men are said to

have been chosen for the purpose named. The high council,

consisting of seventy members, the so-called Sanhedrim, was

formed after the captivity on the basis of these Mosaic types.

In the midst of the seventy was Jaazaniah the son of Shaphan,

a different man therefore from the Jaazaniah mentioned in

ch. xi. 1. Shaphan is probably the person mentioned as a man

of distinction in 2 Kings xxii. 3 sqq. ; Jer. xxix. 3, xxxvi. 10,

xxxix. 14. It is impossible to decide on what ground Jaazaniah

is specially mentioned by name ; but it can hardly be on

account of the meaning of the name he bore, " Jehovah hears,"

as Havernick supposes. It is probable that he held a prominent

position among the elders of the nation, so that he is mentioned

here by name as the leader of this national representation.

—On the wall of the chamber round about there were drawn

all kinds of figures of nDnai it'Dlj reptiles and quadrupeds (see

Gen. i. 24). J'pB' is in apposition not only to nDna, but also

to if'Dn, and therefore, as belonging to both, is not to be con-

nected with nana in the construct state. The drawing of

' " Because the whole is exhibited pictorially and figuratively, he says
that he saw one hole in a wall, and was directed to dig through and make
it larger, that he might enter as if through an open door, and see the
things which he could not possiby have seen while stationed outside."
Jerome.
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reptiles and quadrupeds became a slieqetz, or abomination, from

the fact that the pictures had been drawn for the purpose of

religious worship. The following clause, " and all the idols of

the house of Israel," is co-ordinate with 'U1 n''33Pi"?3, Besides

the animals drawn on the walls, there were idols of other kinds

in the chamber. The drawing of reptiles and quadrupeds

naturally suggests the thought of the animal-worship of Egypt.

We must not limit the words to this, however, since the worship

of animals is met with in the nature-worship of other heathen

nations, and the expression n''33n"?3, " all kinds of figures," as

well as the clause, "all kinds of idols of the house of Israel,"

points to every possible form of idol-worship as spread abroad

in Israel, iny^ according to the Aramaean usage, signifies

suffimentum, perfume, 'H^'na, in the dark, i.e. in secret, like

inea in 2 Sam. xii. 12 ; not in the sacred darkness of the

cloud of incense (Havernick). IT'Sb'D '•n'lri, image-chambers, is

the term applied to the rooms or closets in the dwelling-

houses of the people in which idolatrous images were set up and

secretly worshipped. ri'3B'D signifies idolatrous figures, as in

Lev. xxvi. 1 and Num. xxxiii. 52. This idolatry was justified

by the elders, under the delusion that " Jehovah seeth us not
;

"

that is to say, not :
*' He does not trouble Himself about us,"

but He does not see what we do, because He is not omniscient

(cf. Isa. xxix. 15) ; and He has forsaken the land, withdrawn

His presence and His help. Thus they deny both the omni-

science and omnipresence of God (cf. ch. ix. 9).

Vers. 13-15. Tliird abomination : Worship of Thammuz.

—

Ver. 13. And He said to me, Thou shall yet again see still greater

abominations which they do. Ver. 14. And He brought me to the

entrance of the gate of the house of Jehovah, which is towards the

north, and behold there sat the women, weeping for Thammuz,

Ver. 15. And He said to me, Dost thou see it, son of man ?

TIiou shall yet again see still greater abominations than these.—
The prophet is taken from the entrance into the court to the

entrance of the gate of the temple, to see the women sitting
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there weeping for Tliammuz. The article in D''B'3n is used

generically. Whilst the men of the nation, represented by

the seventy elders, were secretly carrying on their idolatrous

worship, the women were sitting at the temple gate, and indulg-

ing in public lamentation for Thammuz. Under the weeping

for Thammuz, Jerome (with Melito of Sardis and all the Greek

Fathers) has correctly recognised the worship of Adonis.

" TOPI, ©ufinov^ or QaiMjj.ov'i," says Jerome, " whom we have

interpreted as Adonis, is called Thamuz both in Hebrew and

Syriac ; and because, according to the heathen legend, this lover

of Venus and most beautiful youth is said to have been slain in

the month of June and then restored to life again, they call

this month of June by the same name, and keep an annual

festival in his honour, at which he is lamented by women as

though he were dead, and then afterwards celebrated in songs

as having come to life again." This view has not been shaken

even by the objections raised by Chwolson in his Ssaabins (II.

27. 202 sqq.), his relics of early Babylonian literature (p. 101),

and his Tammuz and human-worship among the ancient Baby-

lonians. For the myth of Thammuz, mentioned in the

Nabataean writings as a man who was put to death by the

king of Babylon, whom he had commanded to introduce the

worship of the seven planets and the twelve signs of the zodiac,

and who was exalted to a god after his death, and honoured

with a mourning festival, is nothing more than a refined inter-

pretation of the very ancient nature-worship which spread over

the whole of Hither Asia, and in which the power of the sun

over the vegetation of the year was celebrated. The etymology

of the word Tammuz is doubtful. It is probably a contraction

of tiron, from no = odd, so that it denotes the decay of the force

of nature, and corresponds to the Greek d^ayto-/io? 'ASdovtBoi

(see Havernick in loc).

Vers. 16-18. Fourth abomination : Worship of the sun by
the priests.—Ver. 16. And He took me into the inner court ofthe
house of Jehovah, and behold, at the entrance into the temple of
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Jehovah, between the porch and the altar, as it were five and

twenty men, with their backs towards the temple of Jehovah and

their faces towards the east; they were worshipping the sun

towards the east. Ver. 17. And He said to me, Seest thou this,

son of man ? Is it too little for the house of Judah to ferform

the abominations which they are performing here, that they also

fill the land with violence, and provoke me to anger again and

again ? For behold they stretch out the vine-branch to their nose-

Ver. 18. But 1 also will act in fury ; my eye shall not look com-

passionately, and I will not spare ; and if they cry with a loud

voice in my ears, I will not hear them.—After Ezekiel has seen

the idolatrous abominations in the outer court, or place for

the people, he is taken back into the inner court, or court of

the priests, to see still greater abominations there. Between

the porch of the temple and the altar of burnt-offering, the

most sacred spot therefore in the inner court, which the priests

alope were permitted to tread (Joel ii. 17), he sees as if twenty-

five men, with their backs toward the temple, were worshipping

the sun in the east, 3 before Q''"!?'^ is not a preposition, circa,

about, but a particle of comparison (an appearance) : as if

twenty-five men ; after the analogy of 3 before an accusative

{vid. Ewald, § 282e). For the number here is not an approxi-

mative one ; but twenty-five is the exact number, namely, the

twenty-four leaders of the classes of priests (1 Chron. xxiv.

5 sqq. ; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 14 ; Ezra x. 5), with the high priest at

the head (see Lightfoot's Chronol. of 0. T., 0pp. I. 124). As

the whole nation was seen in the seventy elders, so is the entire

priesthood represented here in the twenty-five leaders as deeply

sunk in disgraceful idolatry. Their apostasy from the Lord is

shown in the fact that they turn their back upon the temple,

and therefore upon Jehovah, who was enthroned in the temple,

and worship the sun, with their faces turned towards the east.

The worship of the sun does not refer to the worship of Adonis,

as Havernick supposes, although Adonis was a sun-god; but

generally to the worship of the heavenly bodies, against which
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Moses had warned the people (Deut. iv. 19, xvii. 3), and which

found its way in the time of Manasseh into the courts of the

temple, whence it was afterwards expelled by Josiah (2 Kings

xxiii. 5, 11). The form omnmo must be a copyist's error for

D^innE-D; as the supposition that it is an unusual form, with a

play upon n>mn,^ is precluded by the fact that it would in that

case be a 2d "per. plur. perf., and such a construction is ren-

dered impossible by the nan which immediately precedes it (cf.

Ewald, § 118a).—To these idolatrous abominations Judah has

added other sins, as if these abominations were not bad enough

in themselves. This is the meaning of the question in ver. 17,

'«1 ijipsn : is it too little for the house of Judah, etc. ? b\)i with

jO as in Isa. xlix. 6. To indicate the fulness of the measure of

guilt, reference is again briefly made to the moral corruption

of Judah. Don embraces all the injuries inflicted upon men

;

niDjJiHj impiety towards God, i.e. idolatry. By violent deeds

they provoke God repeatedly to anger (nic", followed by an in-

finitive, expresses the repetition of an action). The last clause

of ver. 17 ('W1 D^npy Dsni) is very obscure. The usual explana-

tion, which has been adopted by J. D. Michaelis and Gesenius :

"they hold the twig to their nose," namely, the sacred twig

Barsom, which the Parsees held in their hands when praying

(vid. Hyde, de relig. vet. Pars. p. 350, ed. 2 ; and Kleuker,

Zend-Avesta, III. p. 204), suits neither the context nor the

words. According to the position of the clause in the context,

we do not expect an allusion to a new idolatrous rite, but an

explanation of the way in which Judah had excited the wrath

of God by its violent deeds. Moreover, nniot is not a suitable

word to apply to the Barsom,

—

Z'mordh is a shoot or tendril

of the vine (cf. ch. xv. 2 ; Isa. xvii. 10 ; Num. xiii. 23).

The Barsom, on the other hand, consisted of bunches of twigs

of the tree Gez or Horn, or of branches of the pomegranate,

the tamarisk, or the date (cf. Kleuker I.e., and Strabo, XV. 733),

1 " An extraordinary form, invented for the purpose of more effectually

expressing their extraordinary abomination."

—

Lightfoot.
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and was not held to the nose, but kept in front of the mouth

as a magical mode of driving demons away {vid. Hyde, I.e.).

Lastly, 7N nPE' does not mean to hold anything, but to stretch

out towards, to prepare to strike, to use violence. Of the

other explanations given, only two deserve any consideration,

—

namely, first, the supposition that it is a proverbial expression,

" to apply the twig to anger," in the sense of adding fuel to the

fire, which Doederlein {ad Grotii adnott.) applies in this way,

" by these things they supply food, as it were, to my wrath,

which burns against themselves," i.e. they bring fuel to the fire

of my wrath. Lightfoot gives a similar explanation in his

Hor. hehr. ad John xv. 6. The second is that of Hitzig

:

" they apply the sickle to their nose," i.e. by seeking to injure

me, they injure themselves. In this case nilDt must be taken

in the sense of fTJ?!*?' * sickle or pruning-knife, and pointed

nniCT. The saying does appear to be a proverbial one, but the

origin and meaning of the proverb have not yet been satisfac-

torily explained.—Ver. 18. Therefore will the Lord punish

unsparingly (cf. eh. vii. 4, 9, v, 11). This judgment he shows

to the prophet in the two following chapters.

Chap. ix. The Angels which smite Jerusalem.—
Vers. 1-3. At the call of Jehovah, His servants appear to

execute the judgment.—Ver. 1. And He called in my ears with

a loud voice, saying, Come liiilier, ye watchmen of the city, and

every one his instrument of destruction in his hand. Ver. 2.

And behold six men came l>y the way of the upper gate, which is

directed toward the north, every one with his smashing-tool in his

hand ; and a man in the midst of them, clothed in white linen,

and writing materials by his hip ; and they came and stood near

the brazen altar. Ver. 3. And the glory oj the God of Israel

rose up from the cherub, upon which it was, to the threshold of

the house, and called to the man clothed in white linen, by whose

hip the writing materials were.—^^'pn nni^Q does not mean the

punishments of the city. This rendering does not suit the con-
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text, since it is not the punishments that are introduced, but

the men who execute them ; and it is not established by the

usage of the language. nipB is frequently used, no doubt, in

the sense of visitation or chastisement (e.g. Isa. x. 3 ; Hos.

ix. 7) ; but it is not met with in the plural in this sense. In

the plural it only occurs in the sense of supervision or protec-

torate, in which sense it occurs not only in Jer. lii. 11 and

Ezek. xliv. 11, but also (in the singular) in Isa. Ix. 17, and as

early as Num. iii. 38, where it relates to the presidency of the

priests, and very frequently in the Chronicles. Consequently

nnpa are those whom God has appointed to watch over the

city, the city-guard (2 Kings xi. 18),—not earthly, but heavenly

watchmen,—who are now to inflict punishment upon the un-

godly, as the authorities appointed by God. 13"!i5 is an impera-

tive Piel, as in Isa. xli. 21, and must not be altered into I3"ii5

{Kal), as Hitzig proposes. The Piel is used in an intransitive

sense, festinanter appropinquavit, as in ch. xxxvi. 8. The
persons called come by the way of the upper northern gate of

the temple, to take their stand before Jehovah, whose glory had

appeared in the inner court. The upper gate is the gate lead-

ing from the outer court to the inner, or upper court, which

stood on higher ground,—the gate mentioned in ch. viii. 3

and 5. In the midst of the six men furnished with smashing-

tools there was one clothed in white byssus, with writing

materials at his side. The dress and equipment, as well as the

instructions which he afterwards receives and executes, show
him to be the prince or leader of the others. Kliefoth calls in

question the opinion that these seven men are angels ; but
without any reason. Angels appearing in human form are
frequently called D^E'JK or &% according to their external

habitus. But the number seven neither presupposes the
dogma of the seven archangels, nor is copied from the seven
Parsic amschaspands. The dress worn by the high priest

when presenting the sin-offering on the great day of atone-
ment (Lev. xvi. 4, 23), was made of 13, i.e. of white material
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woven from byssus thread (see the comm. on Ex. xxvlii. 42).

It has been inferred from this, that the figure clothed in white

linen was the angel of Jehovah, who appears as the heavenly

high priest, to protect and care for his own. In support of

this, the circumstance may be also adduced, that the man whom
Daniel saw above the water of the Tigris, and whose appearance

is described, in Dan. x. 5, 6, in the same manner as that of

Jehovah in Ezek. i. 4, 26, 27, and that of the risen Christ in

Eev. i. 13-15, appears clothed in D'"'!? (Dan. x. 5, xii. 6, 7).^

Nevertheless, we cannot regard this view as established. The

shining white talar, which is evidently meant by the plural C^l,

occurring only here and in Daniel {ut. sup.), is not a dress

peculiar to the angel of Jehovah or to Christ. The seven

angels, with the vials of wrath, also appear in garments of

shining white linen (^ivSeSv/jiivot Xivov KaOapov \a/ji,Trp6v, Eev.

XV. 6) ; and the shining white colour, as a symbolical represen-

tation of divine holiness and glory (see comm. on Lev. xvi. 4

and Eev. xix. 8), is the colour generally chosen for the clothing

both of the heavenly spirits and of "just men made perfect"

(Eev. xix. 8). Moveover, the angel with the writing materials

here is described in a totally different manner from the appear-

ance of Jehovah in Ezek. i. and Dan. x., or that of Christ in

Eev. i. ; and there is nothing whatever to indicate a being

equal with God. Again, the distinction between him and the

other sjx men leads to no other conclusion, than that he stood

in the same relation to them as the high priest to the Levites,

or the chancellor to the other officials. This position is indi-

cated by the writing materials on his hips, i.e. in the girdle on

' D'"I3 ^2^ is rendered by the LXX., in the passage before us, euhiuxas
T

'jTolyipfj. It is in accordance with this that Christ is described in Rev.

i. 13 as clothed with a voIti^vis, and not after Dan. x. 5, as Hengstenberg

supposes. In Dan. x. 5, the Septuagint has hh^v/aho; /3«53/» or t« fialoh.

In other places, the Sept. rendering of 13 is X/Vod (thus Lev. xvi. 4, 23,

vi. 3 ; Ex. xxviii. 42, etc.) ; and hence the y^iuov T^ttfiTrpou of Rev. xv. 6

answers to the 13 made of {^B>, jivavos, and is really the same as the

fivaamoii Tiaftirpoii of ReV. xix. 8.
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liis hips, in which scribes in the East are accustomed to carry

their writing materials (yid. Rosenmiiller, A. u. N. Morgenland,

IV. p. 323). He is provided with these for the execution of

the commission given to him in ver. 4. In this way the de-

scription can be very simply explained, without the slightest

necessity for our resorting to Babylonian representations of

the god Nebo, i.e. Mercury, as the scribe of heaven. The

seven mea take their station by the altar of burnt-offering,

because the glory of God, whose commands they were about

to receive, had taken up its position there for the moment

(Kliefoth) ; not because the apostate priesthood was stationed

there (Havernick). The glory of Jehovah, however, rose up

from the cherub to the threshold of the house. The meaning

of this is not that it removed from the interior of the sanctuary

to the outer threshold of the temple-building (Havernick), for

it was already stationed, according to ch. viii. 16, above the

cherub, between the porch and the altar. It went back from

thence to the threshold of the temple-porch, through which one

entered the Holy Place, to give its orders there. The reason for

leaving its place above the cherubim (the singular 3n3 is used

collectively) to do this, was not that " God would have had to

turn round in order to address the seven from the throne, since,

according to ch. viii. 4 and 16, He had gone from the north

gate of the outer court into the inner court, and His servants

had followed Him " (Hitzig) ; for the cherubim moved in all

four directions, and therefore God, even from the throne,

could turn without diflSculty to every side. God left His

throne, that !0e might issue His command for the judgment

upon Israel from the threshold of the temple, and show Him-
self to be the judge who would forsake the throne which He
had assumed in Israel. This command He Issues from the

temple court, because the temple was the place whence God
attested Himself to His people, both by mercy and judgment.

Vers. 4-7. The divine command.—Ver. 4. And Jehovah said

to him, Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of
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Jerusalem, and mark a cross upon the foreheads of the men who
sigh and groan over all the abominations which take place in their

midst. Ver. 5. And to those he said in my ears : Go through

the city behind him, and smite. Let not your eye look compas-

sionately, and do not spare. Ver. 6. Old men, young men, and

maidens, and children, and women, slay to destruction : but ye

shall not touch any one who has the cross upon him ; and begin at

my sanctuary. And they began with the old men, who were before

the house. Ver. 7. And He said to them. Defile the house, and

fill the courts with slain; go ye out. And they went out, and

smote in the city.—God commands the man provided with the

writing materials to mark on the forehead with a cross all the

persons in Jerusalem who mourn over the abominations of the

nation, in order that they may be spared in the time of the

judgment. W, the last letter of the Hebrew alphabet, had the

form of a cross in the earlier writing, in ninn, to mark a n, is

therefore the same as to make a mark in the form of a cross;

although there was at first no other purpose in this sign than

to enable the servants employed in inflicting the judgment of

God to distinguish those who were so marked, so that they

might do them no harm. Ver. 6. And this was the reason

why the in was to be marked upon the forehead, the most

visible portion of the body ; the early Christians, according to

a statement in Origen, looked upon the sign itself as significant,

and saw therein a prophetic allusion to the sign of the cross as

the distinctive mark of Christians. A direct prophecy of the

cross of Christ is certainly not to be found here, since the form

of the letter Tdv was the one generally adopted as a sign, and,

according to Job xxxi. 35, might supply the place of a signa-

ture. Nevertheless, as Schmieder has correctly observed, there

is something remarkable in this coincidence to the thoughtful

observer of the ways of God, whose counsel has carefully con-

sidered all beforehand, especially when we bear in mind that

in the counterpart to this passage (Rev. vii. 3) the seal of the

living God is stamped upon the foreheads of the servants of

EZEK. I, I
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God, who are to be exempted from the judgment, and that

according to Kev. xiv. 1 they had the name of God written

upon their foreheads. So much, at any rate, is perfectly

obvious from this, namely, that the sign was not arbitrarily

chosen, but was inwardly connected with the fact which it

indicated ;
just as in the event upon which our vision is based

(Ex. xii. 13, 22 sqq.) the distinctive mark placed upon the

houses of the Israelites in Egypt, in order that the destroying

angel might pass them by, namely, the smearing of the door-

posts with the blood of the paschal lamb that had been slain,

was selected on account of its significance and its corresponding

to the thing signified. The execution of this command is

passed over as being self-evident; and it is not till ver. 11 that

it is even indirectly referred to again.—In vers. 5, 6 there

follows, first of all, the command given to the other six men.

They are to go through the city, behind the man clothed in

white linen, and to smite without mercy all the inhabitants of

whatever age or sex, with this exception, that they are not to

touch those who are marked with the cross. The ^y for ^K

before Dinn is either a slip of the pen, or, as the continued

transmission of so striking an error is very improbable, is to be

accounted for from the change of s into y, which is so com-

mon in Aramaean. The Chetib oa^ry is the unusual form

grammatically considered, and the singular, which is more
correct, has been substituted as Keri. Winn is followed by

T'Pf»!', to increase the force of the words and show the impos-

sibility of any life being saved. They are to make a commence-
ment at the sanctuary, because it has been desecrated by the

worship of idols, and therefore has ceased to be the house of

the Lord. To this command the execution is immediately

appended ; they began with the old men who were before the

house, i.e. they began to slay them. D^iW D''B'3xn are neither

the twenty-five priests (ch. viii. 16) nor the seventy elders

(ch. viii. 11). The latter were not n;an '3d!), but in a chamber
by the outer temple gate; whereas n;an 'JEif), in front of the
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temple house, points to the inner court. This locality makes

it natural to think of priests, and consequently the LXX.
rendered ''^plSI? by airo tSjv a/yuov fiov. But the expression

D''3f>r CB'iK is an unsuitable one for the priests. We have there-

fore no doubt to think of men advanced in years, who had

come into the court possibly to offer sacrifice, and thereby had

become liable to the judgment. In ver. 7 the command, which

was interrupted in ver. 66, is once more resumed. They are to

defile the house, i.e. the temple, namely, by filling the courts

with slain. It is in this way that we are to connect together,

so far as the sense is concerned, the two clauses, " defile . . .

and fill." This is required by the facts of the case. For those

slain " before the house " could only have been slain in the

courts, as there was no space between the temple house and the

courts in which men could have been found and slain. But

n^an 7.?? cannot be understood as signifying "in the neigh-

bourhood of the temple," as Kliefoth supposes, for the simple

reason that the progressive order of events would thereby be

completely destroyed. The angels who were standing before

the altar of burnt-offering could not begin their work by going

out of the court to smite the sinners who happened to be in the

neighbourhood of the temple, and then returning to the court

to do the same there, and then again going out into the city to

finish their work there. They could only begin by slaying the

sinners who happened to be in the courts, and after having

defiled the temple by their corpses, by going out into the city

to slay all the ungodly there, as is related in the second clause

of the verse (ver. lb).

Vers. 8-11. Intercession of the prophet, and the answer of

the Lord.—Ver. 8. And it came to pass when they smote and I

remained, I fell upon my face, and cried, and said: Alas! Lord

Jehovah, wilt Thou destroy all the remnant of Israel, by pouring

out Thy wrath upon Jerusalem ? Ver. 9. And He said to me :

The iniquity of the house of Israel and Judah is immeasurably

great, and the land is full of blood-guiltiness, and the city full of
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perversion ; for they say Jehovah hath fm'sdken the land, and

Jehovah seeth not. "Ver. 10. -So also shall my eye not look with

pity, and I will not spare ; I will give their way upon their head.

Ver. 11. And, behold, the man clothed in white linen, who had the

writing materials on his hip, brought answer, and said : I have

done as thou hast commanded me.—The Chetib IXB-S: is an in-

congruous form, composed of participle and imperfect fused

into one, and is evidently a copyist's error. It is not to be

altered into "IKE'S, however (the 1st pers. imperf. Niph.), but to

be read as a participle 1^^?, and taken with onians as a con-

tinuation of the circumstantial clause. For the words do not

mean that Ezekiel alone was left, but that when the angels

smote and he was left, i.e. was spared, was not smitten with the

rest, he fell on his face, to entreat the Lord for mercy. These

words and the prophet's intercession both apparently presup-

pose that among the inhabitants of Jerusalem there was no one

found who was marked with the sign of the cross, and therefore

could be spared. But this is by no means to be regarded as

established. For, in the first place, it is not stated that all had

been smitten by the angels ; and, secondly, the intercession of

the prophet simply assumes that, in comparison with the multi-

tude of the slain, the number of those who were marked with

the sign of the cross and spared was so small that it escaped the

prophet's eye, and he was afraid that they might all be slain

without exception, and the whole of the remnant of the cove-

nant nation be destroyed. The nnKB* of Israel and Judah is

the covenant nation in its existing state, when it had been so

reduced by the previous judgments of God, that out of the whole

of what was once so numerous a people, only a small portion

remained in the land. Although God has previously promised

that a remnant shall be preserved (ch. v. 3, 4), He does not

renew this promise to the prophet, but begins by holding up the

greatness of the iniquity of Israel, which admits of no sparincr

but calls for the most merciless punishment, to show him that,

according to the strict demand of justice, the whole nation has
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deseiTed destruction, nan (ver. 9) is not equivalent to tania,

oppression (Isa. Iviii. 9), but signifies perversion of justice;

although liSK'a is not mentioned, since this is also omitted in

Ex. xxiii. 2, where f^^f} occurs in the same sense. For ver. 9b,

vid. ch. viii. 12. For WflO -\2 D3-i'n (ver. 10 and ch. xi. 21,

22, 31), vid. 1 Kings viii. 32. While God is conversing with

the prophet, the seven angels have performed their work ; and

in ver. 11 their leader returns to Jehovah with the announce-

ment that His orders have been executed. He does this, not

in his own name only, but in that of all the rest. The first act

of the judgment is thus shown to the prophet in a figurative

representation. The second act follows in the next chapter.

Cliap. X. Burning of Jerusalem, and Withdraaval of

THE Glort of Jehovah from the Sanctuary.—This

chapter divides itself into two sections. In vers. 1-8 the

prophet is shown how Jerusalem is to be burned with fire. In

vers. 9-22 he is shown how Jehovah will forsake His temple.

Vers. 1-8. The angel scatters coals of fire over Jerusalem.

—

Ver. 1. And I saw, and behold upon the firmament, which was

above the cherubim, it was like sapphire-stone, to look at as the

likeness of a throne ; He appeared above them. Ver. 2. And He
spake to the man clothed in white linen, and said : Come between

the wheels below the cherubim, and fill thy hollow hands ivith

fire-coals from between the cherubim, and scatter them over the

city : and he came before my eyes. Ver. 3. And the cherubim

stood to the right of the house when the wan came, and the cloud

filled the inner court. Ver. 4. And the glory of Jehovah had

lifted itself up from the cherubim to the threshold oj the house ;

and the house was filled loith the cloud, and the court was full of

the splendour of the glory of Jehovah. Ver. 5. And the noise of

the wings of the cherubim was heard to the outer court, as the

voice of the Almighty God when He speaketh. Ver. 6. And it

came to pass, when He commanded the man clothed in white linen,

and said, Take fire from between the wheels, from between the
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cherubim^ and he came and stood by the side of the wheel, Ver. 7.

TJiat the cherub stretched out his hand betioeen the cherubim to

the fire, which was between the cherubim, and lifted (some) off

and gave it into the hands of the man clothed in white linen.

And he took it, and went out. Ver. 8. And there appeared

by .the cherubim the likeness of a man's hand under their wings.—
Ver. 1 introduces the description of the second act of the judg-

ment. According to ch. ix. 3, Jehovah had come down from

His throne above the cherubim to the threshold of the temple

to issue His orders thence for the judgment upon the inhabit-

ants of Jerusalem, and according to ch. x. 4 He goes thither

once more. Consequently He had resumed His seat above the

cherubim in the meantime. This is expressed in ver. 1, not in-

deed in so many words, but indirectly or by implication. Ezekiel

sees the theophany ; and on the firmament above the cherubim,

like sapphire-stone to look at, he beholds the likeness of a

throne on which Jehovah appeared. To avoid giving too great

prominence in this appearance of Jehovah to the bodily or

human form, Ezekiel does not speak even here of the form of

Jehovah, but simply of His throne, which he describes in the

same manner as in ch. i. 26. ^K stands for ?y according to the

later usage of the language. It will never do to take ^s in its

literal sense, as Kliefoth does, and render the words : " Ezekiel

saw it move away to the firmament ;

" for the object to nsnxi

nam is not nin^_ or nin* niaa, but the form of the throne spark-

ling in sapphire-stone ; and this throne had not separated itself

from the firmament above the cherubim, but Jehovah, or the

glory of Jehovah, according to ch. ix. 3, had risen up from the

cherubim, and moved away to the temple threshold. The 3

before nN"iD is not to be erased, as Hitzig proposes after the

LXX., on the ground that it is not found in ch. i. 26; it is

quite appropriate here. For the words do not affirm that

Ezekiel saw the likeness of a throne like sapphire-stone ; but

that he saw something like sapphire-stone, like the appearance

of the form of a throne. Ezekiel does not see Jehovali, or the
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glory of Jehovah, move away to the firmament, and then return

to the throne. He simply sees once more the resemblance of

a throne upon the firmament, and the Lord appearing thereon.

The latter is indicated in Oni?]? n«"i3. These words are not to

be taken in connection with 'W1 nK"}D3j so as to form one sen-

tence ; but have been very properly separated by the athnach

under ND3, and treated as an independent assertion. The

subject to nNni might, indeed, be t<B3 niOT, " the likeness of a

throne appeared above the cherubim;" but in that case the

words would form a pure tautology, as the fact of the throne

becoming visible has already been mentioned in the preceding

clause. The subject must therefore be Jehovah, as in the case

of 105^>1 in ver. 2, where there can be no doubt on the matter.

Jehovah has resumed His throne, not " for the purpose of

removing to a distance, because the courts of the temple have

been defiled by dead bodies " (Hitzig), but because the object

for which He left it has been attained. He now commands

the man clothed in white linen to go in between the wheels

under the cherubim, and fill his hands with fire-coals from

thence, and scatter them over the city (Jerusalem). This he

did, so that Ezekiel could see it. According to this, it appears

as if Jehovah had issued the command from His throne ; but

if we compare what follows, it is evident from ver. 4 that the

glory of Jehovah had risen up again from the throne, and

removed to the- threshold of the temple, and that it was not

till after the man in white linen had scattered the coals over

the city that it left the threshold of the temple, and ascended

once more up to the throne above the cherubim, so as to for-

sake the temple (ver. 18 sqq.). Consequently we can only

understand vers. 2-7 as implying that Jehovah issued the com-

mand in ver. 2, not from His throne, but from the threshold of

the temple, and that He had therefore returned to the threshold

of the temple for this purpose, and for the very same reason as

in ch. ix. 3. The possibility of interpreting the verses in this

way is apparent from the fact that ver. 2 contains a summary
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of the whole of the contents of this section, and that vers. 3-7

simply furnish more minute explanations, or contain circum-

stantial clauses, which throw light upon the whole affair. This

is obvious in the case of ver. 3, from the form of the clause ;

and in vers. 4 and 5, from the fact that in vers. 6 and 7 the com-

mand (ver. 2) is resumed, and the execution of it, which was

already indicated in 'y^v'p sb;? (ver. 2), more minutely described

and carried forward in the closing words of the seventh verse,

f^y'l "!?'!!• ^?^?lI in ver. 2 signifies the whirl or rotatory motion,

i.e. the wheel-work, or the four ophannim under the cherubim

regarded as moving. The angel was to go in between these,

and take coals out of the fire there, and scatter them over the

city. " In the fire of God, the fire of His wrath, will kindle

the fire for consuming the city " (Kliefoth). To depict the

scene more clearly, Ezekiel observes in ver. 3, that at this

moment the cherubim were standing to the right of the house,

i.e. on the south or rather south-east of the temple house, on

the south of the altar of burnt-offering. According to the

Hebrew usage the right side was the southern side, and the

prophet was in the inner court, whither, according to ch. viii. 16,

the divine glory had taken him ; and, according to ch. ix. 2, the

seven angels had gone to the front of the altar, to receive the

commands of the Lord. Consequently we have to picture to

ourselves the cherubim as appearing in the neighbourhood of

the altar, and then taking up their position to the south thereof,

when the Lord returned to the threshold of the temple. The
reason for stating this is not to be sought, as Calvin supposes,

in the desire to show " that the way was opened for the angel

to go straight to God, and that the cherubim were standing

there ready, as it were, to contribute their labour." The posi-

tion in which the cherubim appeared is more probably given

with prospective reference to the account which follows in

vers. 9-22 of the departure of the glory of the Lord from the

temple. As an indication of the significance of this act to

Israel, the glory which issued from this manifestation of the
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divine doxa is described in vers. 3&-5. The cloud, as the

earthly vehicle of the divine doxa, filled the inner court ; and

when the glory of the Lord stood upon the threshold, it filled

the temple also, while the court became full of the splendour

of the divine glory. That is to say, the brilliancy of the divine

nature shone through the cloud, so that the court and the

temple were lighted by the shining of the light-cloud. The
brilliant splendour is a symbol of the light of the divine grace.

The wings of the cherubim rustled, and at the movement of

God (i. 24) were audible even in the outer court.

After this picture of the glorious manifestation of the divine

doxa, the fetching of the fire-coals from the space between the

wheels under the cherubim is more closely described in vers. 6

and 7. One of the cherub's hands took the coals out of the

fire, and put them into the hands of the man clothed in white

linen. To this a supplementary remark is added in ver. 8, to

the effect that the figure of a hand was visible by the side of

the cherubim under their wings. The word KJf.^l, " and he went

out," indicates that the man clothed in white linen scattered the

coals over the city, to set it on fire and consume it.

Vers. 9-22. The glory of the Lord forsakes the temple.

—

Ver. 9. And 1 saw, and lehold four wheels by the side of the

cherubim^ one wheel by the side of every cherub, and the appear-

ance of the wheels was like the look of a chrysolith stone. Ver.

10. And as for their appearance, they had all four one form, as

if one wheel were in the midst of the other. Ver. 11. When they

went, they went to their four sides ; they did not turn in going

;

for to the place to which the head was< directed, to that they went

;

they did not turn in their going. Ver. 12. And their whole body,

and their back, and their hands, and their wings, and the wheels,

were full of eyes round about : by all four their wheels. Ver. 13.

To the wheels, to them was called, ''^ whirl!" in my hearing.

Ver. 14. And every one had four faces ; the face of the first

was the face of the cherub, the face of the second a marHs face,

and the third a lion's face, and the fourth an eagle s face.
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Ver. 15. And the cheruhim ascended. This was the being which

T saio by the river Chehar. "Ver. 16. And when the cherubim

loent, the wheels went by them ; and when the cherubim raised

their wings to ascend from the earth, the wheels also did not turn

from their side. Ver. 17. When those stood, they stood; and

when those ascended, they ascended with them ; for the spirit of

the being was in them. Ver. 18. And the glory of Jehovah went

out from the threshold of the house, and stood above the cherubim.

Ver. 19. And the cherubim raised their loings, and ascended from

the earth before my eyes on their going out, and the wheels beside

them ; and they stopped at the entrance of the eastern gate of the

house of Jehovah ; and the glory of the God of Israel was above

them. Ver. 20. This was the being which I saw under the God

of Israel by the river Chebar, and I perceived that they were

cherubim. Ver. 21. Every one had four faces, each and every

one four wings, and something like a marts hands under their

wings. Ver. 22. And as for the likeness of their faces, they were

the faces which I had seen by the river Chebar, their appearance

and they themselves. They went every one according to its face.—
With the words " I saw, and behold," a new feature in the

vision is introduced. The description of the appearance of the

cherubim in these verses coincides for the most part verbatim

with the account of the theophany in ch. i. It differs from this,

however, not only in the altered arrangement of the several

features, and in the introduction of certain points which serve

to complete the former account ; but still more in the insertion

of a number of narrative sentences, which show that we have

not merely a repetition of the first chapter here. On the con-

trary, Ezekiel is now describing the moving of the appearance

of the glory of Jehovah from the inner court or porch of the

temple to the outer entrance of the eastern gate of the outer

court ; in other words, the departure of the gracious presence

of the Lord from the tem,ple : and in order to point out more

distinctly the importance and meaning of this event, he depicts

once more the leading features of the theophany itself. The
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narrative sentences are found in vers. 13, 15, 18, and 19. In

ver. 13 we have the exclamation addressed to the wheels by the

side of the cherubim to set themselves in motion ; in ver. 15,

the statement that the cherubim ascended; and in vers. 18

and 19, the account of the departure of the glory of the Lord

from the inner portion of the temple. To this we may add the

repeated remark, that the appearance was the same as that

which the prophet had seen by the river Chebar (vers. 15, 20,

22). To bring clearly out to view both the independence of

these divine manifestations and their significance to Israel,

Ezekiel repeats the leading features of the former description ;

but while doing this, he either makes them subordinate to the

thoughts expressed in the narrative sentences, or places them

first as introductory to these, or lets them follow as explanatory.

Thus, for example, the description of the wheels, and of the

manner in which they moved (vers. 9-12), serves both to intro-

duce and explain the call to the wheels to set themselves in

motion. The description of the wheels in vers. 9-11 har-

monizes with ch. i. 16 and 17, with this exception, however,

that certain points are given with greater exactness here ; such,

for example, as the statement that the movements of the wheels

were so regulated, that in whichever direction the front one

turned, the others did the same. CNin, the head, is not the

head-wheel, or the wheel which was always the first to move, but

the front one, which originated the motion, drawing the others

after it and determining their direction. For ver. 12b and the

fact that the wheels were covered with eyes, see ch. i. 18. In

ver. 12a we have the important addition, that the whole of the

body and back, as well as the hands and wings, of the cherubim

were full of eyes. There is all the less reason to question this

addition, or remove it (as Hitzig does) by an arbitrary erasure,

inasmuch as the statement itself is apparently in perfect har-

mony with the whole procedure ; and the significance possessed

by the eyes in relation to the wheels was not only appropriate

in the case of the cherubim, but necessarily to be assumed in
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such a connection. Tlie fact that the suffixes in nn'ra, onaa, etc.,

refer to the cherubim, is obvious enough, if we consider that the

wheels to which immediate reference is made were by the side

of the cherubim (ver. 9), and that the cherubim formed the

principal feature in the whole of the vision.—Ver. 13 does not

point back to ver. 2, and bring the description of the wheel-

work to a close, as Hitzig supposes. This assumption, by

which the meaning of the whole description has been obscured,

is based upon the untenable rendering, " and the wheels they

named before my ears whirl" (J. D. Mich., Eos., etc.).

Havernick has already pointed out the objection to this,

namely, that with such a rendering '^TXa forms an unmeaning

addition ; whereas it is precisely this addition which shows that

a-jP is used here in the sense of addressing, calling, and not of

naming. One called to the wheels 'Span, whirl ; i.e. they were

to verify their name galgal, viz. to revolve or whirl, to set

themselves in motion by revolving. This is the explanation

given by Theodoret : avaKvicKelaOat koX avaKivelaOai nrpoae-

Taj^drjaav. These words therefore gave the signal for their

departure, and accordingly the rising up of the cherubim is

related in ver. 15. Ver. 14 prepares the way for their ascent

by mentioning the four faces of each cherub ; and this is still

further expanded in vers. 16 and 17, by the statement that the

wheels moved according to the movements of the cherubim.

nnxp without an article is used distributively (every one), as in

ch. i. 6 and 10. The fact that in the description which fol-

lows only one face of each of the four cherubs is given, is not

at variance with ch. i. 10, according to which every one of the

cherubs had the four faces named. It was not Ezekiel's inten-

tion to mention all the faces of each cherub here, as he had

done before ; but he regarded it as sufficient in the case of each

cherub to mention simply the one face, which was turned

toward him. The only striking feature which still remains is

the statement that the face of the one, i.e. of the first, was the

face of the cherub instead of the face of an ox (cf. ch. i. 10),
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Since the faces of the man, the lion, and the eagle were also

cherubs' faces. We may, no doubt, get rid of the difficulty by

altering the text, but this will not solve it ; for it would still

remain inexplicable how 31^^n could have grown out of "litJ" by a

copyist's error ; and still more, how such an error, which might

have been so easily seen and corrected, could have been not

only perpetuated, but generally adopted. Moreover, we have

the article in ^^iian, which would also be inexplicable if the word

had originated in an oversight, and which gives us precisely the

index required to the correct solution of the difficulty, showing

as it does that it was not merely a cherub's face, but the face

of tJie cherub, so that the allusion is to one particular cherub,

who was either well known from what had gone before, or

occupied a more prominent position than the rest. Such a

cherub is the one mentioned in ver. 7, who had taken the coals

from the fire between the wheels, and stood nearest to Ezekiel.

There did not appear to be any necessity to describe his face

more exactly, as it could be easily seen from a comparison with

ch. i. 10.—In ver. 15, the fact that the cherubim arose to depart

from their place is followed by the remark that the cherubic

figure was the being (njnn, singular, as in ch. i. 22) which

Ezekiel saw by the Chaboras, because it was a matter of im-

portance that the identity of the two theophanies should be

established as a help to the correct understanding of their real

signification. But before the departure of the theophany from

the temple is related, there follows in vers. 16 and 17 a repeti-

tion of the circumstantial description of the harmonious move-

ments of the wheels and the cherubim (cf. ch. i. 19-21) ; and

then, in ver. 18, the statement which had such practical

significance, that the glory of the Lord departed from the

threshold of the temple, and resumed the throne above the

cherubim ; and lastly, the account in ver. 19, that the glory of

the God of Israel, seated upon this throne, took up its position

at the entrance of the eastern gate of the temple. The entrance

of this gate is not the gate of the temple, but the outer side of
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the eastern gate of the outer court, which formecl tlie principal

entrance to the whole of the temple-space. The expression

"God of Israel" instead of "Jehovah" is significant, and is

used to intimate that God, as the covenant God, withdrew His

gracious presence from the people of Israel by this departure

from the temple ; not, indeed, from the whole of the covenant

nation, but from the rebellious Israel which dwelt in Jerusalem

and Judah ; for the same glory of God which left the temple

in the vision before the eyes of Ezekiel had appeared to the

prophet by the river Chebar, and by calling him to be the

prophet for Israel, had shown Himself to be the God who kept

His covenant, and proved that, by the judgment upon the

corrupt generation. He simply desired to exterminate its

ungodly nature, and create for Himself a new and holy people.

This is the meaning of the remark which is repeated in vers.

20-22, that the apparition which left the temple was the same

being as Ezekiel had seen by the Chaboras, and that he recog-

nised the beings under the throne as cherubim.

Chap. xi. Threatening of Judgment and Promise of

Mercy. Conclusion of the Vision.—This chapter con-

tains the concluding portion of the vision ; namely, first, the

prediction of the destruction of the ungodly rulers (vers. 1-13) ;

secondly, the consolatory and closing promise, that the Lord

would gather to Himself a people out of those who had been

carried away into exile, and would sanctify them by His Holy

Spirit (vers. 14-21); and, thirdly, the withdrawal of the

gracious presence of God from the city of Jerusalem, and the

transportation of the prophet back to Chaldea with the termi-

nation of his ecstasy (vers. 22-25).

Vers. 1-13. Judgment upon tiie rulers of the nation.—Ver. 1.

And a wind lifted me up, and took me to the eastern gate of the

house of Jehovah, which faces towards the east ; and behold, at

the entrance of the gate were five and twenty men, and I saw
among them Jaazaniah the son of Azzur, and Pelatiah tlie son of
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Benaiah, the chiefs of the nation. Ver. 2. And he said to me

:

Son of man., these are the men who devise iniquity, and counsel

evil counsel in this city ; Ver. 3. Who say, It is not near to build

houses ; it is the pot, and we are the flesh. Ver, 4. Therefore

prophesy against them ; prophesy, son of man.—Ezekiel is once

more transported from the inner court (ch. viii. 16) to the

outer entrance of the eastern gate of the temple (n^n xfe^Rj as in

ch. viii. 3), to which, according to ch. x. 19, the vision of God
had removed. There he sees twenty- five men, and among

them two of the princes of the nation, whose names are given.

These twenty-five men are not identical with the twenty-five

priests mentioned in ch. viii. 16, as Havernick supposes. This

is evident, not only from the difference in the locality, the

priests standing between the porch and the altar, whereas the

men referred to here stood at the outer eastern entrance to the

court of the temple, but from the fact that the two who are

mentioned by name are called D^n
''t!^ (princes of the people),

so that we may probably infer from this that all the twenty-

five were secular chiefs. Havernick's opinion, that Wn ''}|' is

a term that may also be applied to princes among the priests,

is as erroneous as his assertion that the priest-princes are

called " princes" in Ezra viii. 20, Neh. x. 1, and Jer. xxxv. 4,

whereas it is only to national princes that these passages refer.

Havernick is equally incorrect in supposing that these twenty-

five men take the place of the seventy mentioned in ch. viii. 11

;

for those seventy represented the whole of the nation, whereas

these twenty-five (according to ver. 2) were simply the coun-

sellors of the city—not, however, the twenty-four duces of

twenty-four divisions of the city, with a prince of the house of

Judah, as Prado maintains, on the strength of certain Rabbinical

assertions ; or twenty-four members of a Sanhedrim, with their

president (Rosenmiiller) ; but the twelve tribe-princes (princes

of the nation) and the twelve royal officers, or military com-

manders (1 Chron. xxvii.), with the king himself, or possibly with

the commander-in-chief of the army ; so that these twenty-five
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men represent the civil government of Israel, just as the twenty-

four priest-princes, together with the high priest, represent the

spiritual authorities of the covenant nation. The reason why-

two are specially mentioned by name is involved in obscurity,

as nothing further is known of either of these persons. The

words of God to the prophet in ver. 2 concerning them are

perfectly applicable to representatives of the civil authorities or

temporal rulers, namely, that they devise and give unwholesome

and evil counsel. This counsel is described in ver. 3 by the

words placed in their mouths :
" house-building is not near ; it

(the city) is the caldron, we are the flesh." These words are

difficult, and different interpretations have consequently been

given. The rendering, " it (the judgment) is not near, let us

build houses," is incorrect; for the infinitive construct ni:3

cannot stand for the imperative or the infinitive absolute, but

must be the subject of the sentence. It is inadmissible also to

take the sentence as a question, " Is not house-building near ?

"

in the sense of " it is certainly near," as Ewald does, after some

of the ancient versions. For even if an interrogation is some-

times indicated simply by the tone in an energetic address, as,

for example, in 2 Sam. xxiii. 5, this cannot be extended to

cases in which the words of another are quoted. Still less can

3i"ii52 K? mean non est tempus, it is not yet time, as Maurer

supposes. The only way in which the words can be made to

yield a sense in harmony with the context, is by taking them as

a tacit allusion to Jer. xxix. 5. Jeremiah had called upon

those in exile to build themselves houses in their banishment,

and prepare for a lengthened stay in Babylon, and not to allow

themselves to be deceived by the words of false prophets, who
predicted a speedy return ; for severe judgments had yet to

fall upon those who had remained behind in the land. This

word of Jeremiah the authorities in Jerusalem ridiculed, saying

" house-building is not near," i.e. the house-building in exile is

still a long way off ; it will not come to this, that Jerusalem
should fall either permanently or entirely into the hands of the
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king of Babylon. On the contrary, Jerusalem is the pot, and

we, its inhabitants, are the flesh. The point of comparison is

this : as the pot protects the flesh from burning, so does the

city of Jerusalem protect us from destruction.'^ On the other

hand, there is no foundation for the assumption that the words

also contain an allusion to other sayings of Jeremiah, namely,

to Jer. i. 13, where the judgment about to burst in from the

north is represented under the figure of a smoking pot ; or to

Jer. xix., where Jerusalem is depicted as a pot about to be

oroken in pieces by God; for the reference in Jer. xix. is

simply to an earthen pitcher, not to a meat-caldron ; and the

words in the verse before us have nothing at all in common

with the figure in Jer. i. 13. The correctness of our explana-

tion is evident both from ch. xxiv. 3, 6, where the figure of

pot and flesh is met with again, though differently applied,

and from the reply which Ezekiel makes to the saying of these

men in the verses that follow (vers. 7—11). This saying

expresses not only false confidence in the strength of Jerusalem,

but also contempt and scorn of the predictions of the prophets

sent by God. Ezekiel is therefore to prophesy, as he does in

vers. 5-12, against this pernicious counsel, which is confirming

the people in their sins.

Ver. 5. And the Spirit of Jehovah fell upon me, and said to

me : Say, Thus saith Jehovah, So ye say, house of Israel, and

what riseth up in your spirit, that I hnoio. Ver. 6. Ye have

increased your slain in this city, and filled its streets with slain.

Ver. 7. Therefore, thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Your slain, whom

ye have laid in the midst of it, they are the flesh, and it is the pot

;

but men will lead you out of it. Ver. 8. The sword you fear

;

hut the sword shall I bring upon you, is the saying of the Lord

Jehovah. Ver. 9. / shall lead you out of it and give you into

' " This city is a pot, our receptacle and defence, and we are the flesh

enclosed therein; as flesh is preserved in its caldron till it is perfectly boiled,

so shall we continue here till an extreme old age."—Hiilsemann in Calov.

Bibl. Illustr,

EZEK. I. K
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the hand of foreigners, and shall execute judgments upon you.

Ver. 10. By the sword shall ye fall: on the frontier of Israel

shall Ijudge you ; and ye shall learn that I am Jehovah. Ver. 11.

It shall not be as a pot to you, so that you should he flesh therein :

on the frontier of Israel shall I judge. Ver. 12. And ye shall

learn that I am Jehovah, in whose statutes ye have not walked,

and my judgments ye have not done, but have acted according to

the judgments of the heathen who are round about you.—For 730

'" 0" ''^y, compare ch. viii. 1. Instead of the "hand" (ch.

viii. 1), the Spirit of Jehovah is mentioned here; because

what follows is simply a divine inspiration, and there is no

action connected with it. The words of God are directed

against the " house of Israel," whose words and thoughts are

discerned by God, because the twenty-five men are the leaders

and counsellors of the nation, mi ni^i^D, thoughts, suggestions

of the mind, may be explained from the phrase 3? ?y nbv, to

come into the mind. Their actions furnish the proof of the

evil suggestions of their heart. They have filled the city with

slain ; not " turned the streets of the city into a battle-field,"

however, by bringing about the capture of Jerusalem in the

time of Jeconiah, as Hitzig would explain it. The words are

to be understood in a much more general sense, as signifying

murder, in both the coarser and the more refined signification

of the word.^ ^T"^?? is a copyist's error for DONpa. Those

who have been murdered by you are the flesh in the caldron

(ver. 7). Ezekiel gives them back their own words, as words

which contain an undoubted truth, but in a different sense from

that in which they have used them. By their bloodshed they

have made the city into a pot in which the flesh of the slain is

pickled. Only in this sense is Jerusalem a pot for them ; not

a pot to protect the flesh from burning while cooking, but a

1 Calvin has given the correct explanation, thus :
" He does not mean

that men had been openly assassinated in the streets of Jenisalem ; but

under this form of speech he embraces all kinds of injustice. For we know
that all who oppressed the poor, deprived men of their possessions, or shed

innocent blood, were regarded as murderers in the sight of God,"
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pot into wliich the flesh of the slaughtered is thrown. Yet

even in this sense will Jerusalem not serve as a pot to these

worthless counsellors (ver. 11). They will lead you out of the

city (K'Sifi, in ver. 7, is the 3d pers. sing, with an indefinite

subject). The sword which ye fear, and from which this city

is to protect you, will come upon you, and cut you down—not

in Jerusalem, but on the frontier of Israel. 7\2i-7}}, in ver. 10,

cannot be taken in the sense of " away over the frontier," as

Kliefoth proposes ; if only because of the synonym ''^rPX in

ver. 11. This threat was literally fulfilled in the bloody scenes

at Eiblah (Jer. lii. 24-27). It is not therefore a vatioinium

ex eventu, but contains tlie general thought, that the wicked

who boasted of security in Jerusalem would not find protection

either in Jerusalem or in the land of Israel as a whole, but were

to be led out of the land, and judged outside. This threat

intensifies the punishment, as Calvin has already shown.^ In

ver. 11 the negation {t6) of the first clause is to be supplied in

the second, as, for example, in Deut. xxxiii. 6. For ver. 12,

compare the remarks on ch. v. 7. The truth and the power of

this word are demonstrated at once by what is related in the

following verse.

Ver. 13. And it came to pass, as I was prophesying, that

Pelaliah the son of JBenaiah died : then I fell upon my face,

and cried with a loud voice, and said : Alas ! Lord Jehovah,

dost Thou make an end of tlie remnant oj Israel—The sudden

death of one of the princes of the nation, while Ezekiel was

prophesying, was intended to assure the house of Israel of the

certain fulfilment of this word of God. So far, however, as

1 " He threatens a double punisliment
; first, that God will cast them out

of Jerusalem, in which they delight, and where they say that they will

still make their abode for a long time to come, so that exile may be the

first punishment. He then adds, secondly, that He wUl not be content

with exile, but will send a severer punishment, after they have been cast

out, and both home and land have spued them out as a stench which they

could not bear. 1 will judge you at the frontier of Israel, i.e. outside the

holy land, so that when one curse shall have become manifest in exile, a

severer and more formidable punishment shall still await you."
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the fact itself is concerned, we must bear in mind, that as

it was only in spirit that Ezekiel was at Jerusalem, and pro-

phesied to the men whom he saw in spirit there, so the death

of Pelatiah was simply a part of the vision, and in all pro-

bability was actually realized by the sudden death of this prince

during or immediately after the publication of the vision. But

the occurrence, even when the prophet saw it in spirit, made

such an impression upon his mind, that with trembling and

despair he once more made an importunate appeal to God, as

in ch. ix. 8, and inquired whether He meant to destroy the

whole of the remnant of Israel. n?3 HE'S?, to put an end to a

thing, with riK before the object, as in Zeph, i. 18 (see the

comm. on Nah. i. 8). The Lord then gives him the comfort-

ing assurance in vers. 14-21, that He will preserve a remnant

among the exiles, and make them His people once more.

"Vers. 14-21. Promise of the gathering of Israel out of the

nations.—Ver. 14. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying,

Ver. 15. Son of man, thy brethren, thy brethren are the people

of thy proxy, and the whole house of Israel, the whole of it, to

whom the inhabitants of Jerusalem say, Remain far away from
Jehovah; to us the land is given for a possession. Ver. 16.

Therefore say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Yea, I have sent

them far away, and have scattered them in the lands, but I have

become to them a sanctuary for a little while in the lands whither

they have come. Ver. 17. Therefore say. Thus saitli the Lord
Jehovah, And I will gather you from the nations, and will collect

you together from the lands in which ye are scattered, and loill

give you the land of Israel. Ver. 18. And they will come thither,

and remove from it aU its detestable things, and all its abomina-
tions. Ver. 19. And I will give them one heart, and give a new
spirit within you ; and will take the heart of stone out of their

flesh, and give them a heart of flesh ; Ver. 20. That they may
walk in my statutes, and preserve my rights, and do them : and
they will be my people, and I will be their God. Ver. 21. But
those whose heart goeih to the heart of their detestable things and
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their abominations, I will give their way upon their head, is the

saying of the Lord Jehovah.—The prophet had interceded, first

of all for the inhabitants of Jerusalem (ch. ix. 8), and then

for the rulers of the nation, and had asked God whether He
would entirely destroy the remnant of Israel. To this God

replies that his brethren, in whom he is to interest himself, are

not these inhabitants of Jerusalem and these rulers of the

nation, but the Israelites carried into exile, who are regarded

by these inhabitants at Jerusalem as cut off from the people of

God. The nouns in ver. 15a are not " accusatives, which are

resumed in the suffix to O'lpipri'in in ver. 16," as Hitzig imagines,

but form an independent clause, in which l^ns is the subject,

and in^iNJ 'tyjN as well as bvrif] TTia-b the predicates. The

repetition of " thy brethren " serves to increase the force of the

expression : thy true, real brethren ; not in contrast to the

priests, who were lineal relations (Havernick), but in contrast

to the Israelites, who had only the name of Israel, and denied

its nature. These brethren are to be the people of his proxy

;

and toward these he is to exercise n?Na. n?K? is the business,

or the duty and right, of the Goel. According to the law, the

Goel was the brother, or the nearest relation, whose duty it was

to come to the help of his impoverished brother, not only by

redeeming (buying back) his possession, which poverty had

compelled him to sell, but to redeem the man himself, if he

had been sold to pay his debts (vid. Lev. xxv. 25, 48). The

Goel therefore became the possessor of the property of which

his brother had been unjustly deprived, if it were not restored

till after his death (Num. v. 8). Consequently he was not

only the avenger of blood, but the natural supporter and agent

of his brother; and n|N|i signifies not merely redemption or

kindred, but proxy, i.e. both the right and obligation to act as

the legal representative, the avenger of blood, the heir, etc., of

the brother. The words " and the whole of the house of Israel

"

are a second predicate to " thy brethren," and affirm that the

brethren, for whom Ezekiel can and is to intercede, form the
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whole of the house of Israel, the term " whole" being rendered

more emphatic by the repetition of bb in n?3. A contrast is

drawn between this " whole house of Israel " and the inhabi-

tants of Jerusalem, who say to those brethren, " Eemain far

away from Jehovah, to us is the land given for a possession."

It follows from this, first of all, that the brethren of Ezekiel,

towards whom he was to act as Goel, were those who had been

taken away from the land, his companions in exile ; and,

secondly, that the exiles formed the whole of the house of

Israel, that is to say, that they alone would be regarded by God

as His people, and not the inhabitants of Jerusalem or those

left in the land, who regarded the exiles as no longer a portion

of the nation : simply because, in their estrangement from God,

they looked upon the mere possession of Jerusalem as a pledge

of participation in the grace of God. This shows the prophet

where the remnant of the people of God is to be found. To
this there is appended in ver. 16 sqq. a promise of the way in

which the Lord will make this remnant His true people, p'?.

therefore, viz. because the inhabitants of Jerusalem regard the

exiles as rejected by the Lord, Ezekiel is to declare to them
diat Jehovah is their sanctuary even in their dispersion (ver. 16) ;

and because the others deny that they have any share in the

possession of the land, the Lord will gather them tof^ether

again, and give them the land of Israel (ver. 17). The two p^
are co-ordinate, and introduce the antithesis to the disparaging

sentence pronounced by the inhabitants of Jerusalem upon
those who have been carried into exile. The ''3 before the two

leading clauses in ver. 16 does not mean " because," serving to

introduce a protasis, to which ver. 17 would form the apodosis,

as Ewald affirms ; but it stands before the direct address in the

sense of an assurance, which indicates that there is some truth

at the bottom of the judgment pronounced by their opponents,

the inhabitants of Jerusalem. The thought is this : the present

position of affairs is unquestionably that Jehovah has scattered

them (the house of Israel) among the Gentiles ; but He has
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not therefore cast them off. He has become a sanctuary to

them in the lands of their dispersion. Migddsh does not mean
either asylum or an object kept sacred (Hitzig), but a sanc-

tuary, more especially the temple. They had, indeed, lost the

outward temple (at Jerusalem) ; but the Lord Himself had

become their temple. What made the temple into a sanctuary

was the presence of Jehovah, the covenant God, therein.

This even the exiles were to enjoy in their banishment, and in

this they would possess a substitute for the outward temple.

This thought is rendered still more precise by the word I3J?D,

which may refer either to time or measure, and signify " for a

short time," or " in some measure." It is difficult to decide

between these two renderings. In support of the latter, which

Kliefoth prefers (after the LXX. and Vulgate), it may be

argued that the manifestation of the Lord, both by the mission

of prophets and by the outward deliverances and inward con-

solations which He bestowed upon the faithful, was but a partial

substitute to the exile for His gracious presence in the temple

and in the holy land. Nevertheless, the context, especially the

promise in ver. 17, that He will gather them again and lead

them back into the land of Israel, appears to favour the former

signification, namely, that this substitution was only a provi-

sional one, and was only to last for a short time, although it

also implies that this could not and was not meant to be a per-

fect substitute for the gracious presence of the Lord. For

Israel, as the people of God, could not remain scattered abroad

;

it must possess the inheritance bestowed upon it by the Lord,

and have its God in the midst of it in its own land, and that

in a manner more real than could possibly be the case in

captivity among the Gentiles. This will be fully realized in

the heavenly Jerusalem, where the Lord God Almighty and

the Lamb will be a temple to the redeemed (Rev. xxi. 22).

Therefore will Jehovah gather together the dispersed once

more, and lead them back into the land of Israel, i.e. into the

land which He designed for Israel ; whereas the inhabitants of
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Jerusalem, who boast of their possession of Canaan (ver. 15),

will lose what they now possess. Those who are restored will

then remove all idolatrous abominations (ver. 17), and receive

from God a new and feeling heart (ver. 19), so that they will

walk in the ways of God, and be in truth the people of God
(ver. 20).

The fulfilment of this promise did, indeed, begin with the

return of a portion of the exiles under Zerubbabel ; but it was

not completed under either Zerubbabel or Ezra, or even in the

Maccabean times. Although Israel may have entirely relin-

quished the practice of gross idolatry after the captivity, it did

not then attain to that newness of heart which is predicted in

vers. 19, 20. This only commenced with the Baptist's preach-

ing of repentance, and with the coming of Christ ; and it was
realized in the children of Israel, who accepted Jesus in faith,

and suffered Him to make them children of God. Yet even

by Christ this prophecy has not yet been perfectly fulfilled in

Israel, but only in part, since the greater portion of Israel has

still in its hardness that stony heart which must be removed out

of its flesh before it can attain to salvation. The promise in

ver. 19 has for its basis the prediction in Deut. xxx. 6. " What
the circumcision of the heart is there, viz. the removal of all

uncleanliness, of which outward circumcision was both the type

and pledge, is represented here as the giving of a heart of flesh

instead of one of stone" (Hengstenberg). I give them one

heart, inx 3?, which Hitzig is wrong in proposing to alter into

1"? ^% another heart, after the LXX., is supported and ex-

plained by Jer. xxxii. 39, " I give them one heart and one way
to fear me continually " (cf. Zeph. iii. 9 and Acts iv. 32). One
heart is not an upright, undivided heart (d!?^' 3^), but a har-
monious, united heart, in contrast to the division or plurality of
hearts which prevails in the natural state, in which every one
follows his own heart and his own mind, turning " every one to
his own way" (Isa. hii. 6). God gives one heart, when He
causes all hearts and minds to become one. This can only be
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effected by His giving a " new spirit," taking away the stone-

heart, and giving a heart of flesh instead. For the old spirit

fosters nothing bat egotism and discord. The heart of stone

has no susceptibihty to the impressions of the word of God and

the drawing of divine grace. In the natural condition, the

heart of man is as hard as stone. " The word of God, the

external leadings of God, pass by and leave no trace behind.

The latter may crush it, and yet not break it. Even the frag-

ments continue hard ; yea, the hardness goes on increasing

"

(Hengstenberg). The heart of flesh is a tender heart, suscep-

tible to the drawing of divine grace (compare ch. xxxvi. 26,

where these figures, which are peculiar to Ezekiel, recur ; and

for the substance of the prophecy, Jer. xxxi. 33). The fruit

of this renewal of heart is walking in the commandments of

the Lord ; and the consequence of the latter is the perfect

realization of the covenant relation, true fellowship with the

Lord God. But judgment goes side by side with this renewal.

Those who will not forsake their idols become victims to the

judgment (ver. 21). The first hemistich of ver. 21 is a relative

clause, in which "IB'K is to be supplied and connected with

D3? : " Whose heart walketh after the heart of their abomina-

tions." The heart, which is attributed to the abominations

and detestations, i.e. to the idols, is the inclination to idolatry,

the disposition and spirit which manifest themselves in the

worship of idols. Walking after the heart of the idols forms

the antithesis to walking after the heart of God (1 Sam, xiii.

14). For 'U1 a^-n, " I will give their way," see ch. ix. 10.

Vers. 22—25. The promise that the Lord would preserve to

Himself a holy seed among those who had been carried away

captive, brought to a close the announcement of the judgment

that would fall upon the ancient Israel and apostate Jerusalem.

All that is now wanting, as a conclusion to the whole vision, is

the practical confirmation of the announcement of judgment.

This is given in the two following verses.—Ver. 22. And the

cherubim raised their wings, and the wheels beside them ; and the
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glory of the God of Israel was up above them. Ver. 23. And

the glory of Jehovah ascended from the midst of the city, and

took its stand upon the mountain which is to the east of the city.

Ver. 24. And wind lifted me up, and brought me to Chaldea to

the exiles, in the vision, in the Spirit of God; and the vision

ascended away from me, which I had seen. Ver. 25. And I

spoke to the exiles all the words of Jehovah, which He had shown

to me.—The manifestation of the glory of the Lord had already-

left the temple, after the announcement of the burning of

Jerusalem, and had taken its stand before the entrance of the

eastern gate of the outer court, that is to say, in the city

itself (ch. X. 19, xi. 1). But now, after the announcement had

been made to the representatives of the authorities of their

removal from the city, the glory of the God of Israel forsook

the devoted city also, as a sign that both temple and city had

ceased to be the seats of the gracious presence of the Lord.

The mountain on the east of the city is the Mount of Olives,

which affords a lofty outlook over the city. There the glory

of God remained, to execute the judgment upon Jerusalem.

Thus, according to Zech. xiv. 4, will Jehovah also appear at

the last judgment on the Mount of Olives above Jerusalem, to

fight thence against His foes, and prepare a way of escape for

those who are to be saved. It was from the Mount of Olives

also that the Son of God proclaimed to the degenerate city

the second destruction (Luke xix. 21 ; Matt. xxiv. 3) ; and from

the same mountain He made His visible ascension to heaven

after His resurrection (Luke xxiv. 50 ; cf. Acts L 12) ; andj

as Grotius has observed, "thus did Christ ascend from this

mountain into His kingdom, to execute judgment upon the

Jews."

After this vision of the judgments of God upon the ancient

people of the covenant and the kingdom of God, Ezekiel was
carried back in the spirit into Chaldea, to the river Chaboras.

The vision then vanished ; and he related to the exiles all that

he had seen.
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CHAP. XII. DEPARTURE OF THE KING AND PEOPLE ;

AND BREAD OF TEARS.

The words of God which follow in ch. xii.-xix. do not con-

tain any chronological data defining the exact period at which

they were communicated to the prophet and reported by him.

But so far as their contents are concerned, they are closely con-

nected with the foregoing announcements of judgment ; and

this renders the assumption a very probable one, that they were

not far removed from them in time, but fell within the space of

eleven months intervening between ch. viii. 1 and xx. 1, and

were designed to carry out still further the announcement of

judgment in ch.,viii.-xi. This is done more especially in the

light thrown upon all the circumstances, on which the im-

penitent people rested their hope of the preservation of the

kingdom and Jerusalem, and of their speedy liberation from

the Babylonian yoke. The purpose of the whole is to show the

worthlessness of this false confidence, and to affirm the cer-

tainty and irresistibility of the predicted destruction of Judah

and Jerusalem, in the hope of- awakening the rebellious and

hardened generation to that thorough repentance, without

which it was impossible that peace and prosperity could ever

be enjoyed. This definite purpose in the prophecies which

follow is clearly indicated in the introductory remarks in ch.

xii. 2, xiv. 1, and xx. 1. In the first of these passages the

hardness of Israel is mentioned as the motive for the ensuing

prophecy ; whilst in the other two, the visit of certain elders of

Israel to the prophet, to seek the Lord and to inquire through

him, is given as the circumstance which occasioned the further

prophetic declarations. It is evident from this that the previous

words of God had already made some impression upon the

hearers, but that their hard heart had not yet been broken by

them.

In ch. xii., Ezekiel receives instructions to depict, by means

of a symbolical action, the departure of the king and people
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from Jerusalem (vers. 3-7), and to explain the action to the

refractory generation (vers. 8-16). After this he is to exhibit,

by another symbolical sign, the want and distress to which the

people will be reduced (vers. 17-20). And lastly, he is to

rebut the frivolous sayings of the people, to the effect that

what is predicted will either never take place at all, or not till

a very distant time (vers. 21-28).

Vers. 1-7. Symbol of the Emigration.—Ver. 1. And

the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of man,

thou dwellest amidst the refractory generation, who have eyes to

see, and see not ; and have ears to hear, and hear not ; for they are

a refractory generation. Ver. 3. And thou, son of man, make

thyself an outfit for exile, and depart hy day before their eyes ; and

depart from, thy place to another place before their eyes : perhaps

they might see, for they are a refractory generation. Ver. 4.

And carry out thy things like an outfit for exile by day before

their eyes ; but do thou go out in the evening before their eyes, as

ivhen going out to exile. Ver. 5. Before their eyes break through

the wall, and carry it out there. Ver. 6. Before their eyes take it

upon thy shoulder, carry it out in the darkness : cover thy face,

and look not upon the land ; for I have set thee as a sign to the

house of Israel. Ver. 7. And I did so as I was commanded : I

canned out my things like an outfit for exile by day, and in the

evening I broke through the wall with my hand ; I carried it out

in the darkness ; I took it upon my shoulder before their eyes.—
In ver. 2 the reason is assigned for the command to perform

the symbolical action, namely, the hard-heartedness of the

people. Because the generation in the midst of which Ezekiel

dwelt was blind, with seeing eyes, and deaf, with hearing ears,

the prophet was to depict before its eyes, by means of the sign

that followed, the judgment which was approaching; in the hope,

as is added in ver. 3, that they might possibly observe and lay

the sign to heart. The refractoriness Cip n"'3, as in ch. ii.

5, 6, iii. 26, etc.) is described as obduracy, viz. having eyes,
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and not seeing ; having ears, and not hearing, after Deut. xsix.

3 (cf. Jer, V. 21 ; Isa. vi. 9 ; Matt., xiii. 14, 15). The root of

this mental blindness and deafness was to be found in obsti-

nacy, i.e. in not willing ;
" in that presumptuous insolence," as

Micbaelis says, " through which divine light can obtain no ad-

mission." n?iJ ''73, the goods (or outfit) of exile, were a pilgrim's

staff and traveller's wallet, with the provisions and utensils

necessary for a journey. Ezekiel was to carry these out of the

house into the street in the day-time, that the people might see

them and have their attention called to them. Then in the

evening, after dark, he was to go out himself, not by the door

of the house, but through a hole which he had broken in the

wall. He was also to take the travelling outfit upon his

shoulder and carry it through the hole and out of the place,

covering his face all the while, that he might not see the land

to which he was going. "Thy place" is thy dwelling-place.

n?iJ 'N^os : as the departures of exiles generally take place,

i.e. as exiles are accustomed to depart, not " at the usual time

of departure into exile," as Havernick proposes. For N^iD, see

the comm. on Mic. v. 1. nu?V2 differs from mya and signifies

the darkness of the depth of night (cf. Gen. xv. 17) ; not,

however, " darkness artificially produced, equivalent to, with

the eyes shut, or the face covered; so that the words which

follow are simply explanatory of fi^f??/' ^^ Schmieder imagines.

Such an assumption would be at variance not only with ver. 7,

but also with ver. 12, where the covering or concealing of the

face is expressly distinguished from the carrying out " in the

dark." The order was to be as follows: In the day-time

Ezekiel was to take the travelling outfit and carry it out into

the road ; then in the evening he was to go out himself, having

first of all broken a hole through the wall as evening was

coming on ; and in the darkness of night he was to place upon

his shoulders whatever he was about to carry with him, and

take his departure. This he was to do, because God had made

him a mopheth for Israel : in other words, by doing this he was
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to show himself to be a marvellous sign to Israel. For mOpJieth,

see the comm. on Ex. iv. 21. In ver. 7, the execution of the

command, which evidently took place in the strictness of the

letter, is fully described. There was nothing impracticable in

the action, for breaking through the wall did not preclude the

use of a hammer or some other tool.

Vers. 8-16. Explanation of the symbolical action.—Ver. 8.

And the loord ofJehovah came tome in the morning, saying, Ver. 9.

Son of man, have they not said to thee, the house of Israel, the

refractory generation, What art thou doing ? Ver. 10. Say to them,

Tlius saith the Lord Jehovah, This burden applies to the prince in

Jerusalem, and to all the house of Israel to whom, they belong.

Ver. 11. Say, Iam your sign : as I have done, so shall it happen

to them ; into exile, into captivity, will they go. Ver. 12. Attd

the prince who is in the midst of them he will lift it upon his

shoulder in the dark, and will go out : they will break through the

wall, and cany it out thereby : he will cover his face, that he may

not see the land with eyes. Ver. 13. And I will spread my net

over him, so that he ivill be caught in my snare : and I will take

him to Babel, into the land of the Chaldeans ; but he will not see

it, and will die there. Ver. 14. And all that is about him, his

help and all his troops, I will scatter into all winds, and draiv out

the sword behind them. Ver. 15. And they shall learn that lam
Jehovah, when I scatter them among the nations, and winnow them

in the lands. Ver. 16. Yet I will leave of them a small number

of men from the sword, from the famine, andfrom the pestilence;

that they may relate all their abominations among the nations

whither they have come ; and learn that I am Jehovah.—As
queries introduced with sisn have, as a rule, an affirmative sense,

the words " have they not asked," etc., imply that the Israel-

ites had asked the prophet what he was doing, though not in a

proper state of mind, not in a penitential manner, as the epithet

nan n^3 plainly shows. The prophet is therefore to interpret

the action which he had just been performing, and all its

different stages. The words njn xton a^f^in^ to which very
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different renderings have been given, are to be translated simply

" the prince is this burden," i.e. the object of this burden.

Hammassd does not mean the carrying, but the burden, i.e. the

threatening prophecy, the prophetic action of the prophet, as

in the headings to the oracles (see the comm. on Nah. i. 1).

The " prince " is the king, as in ch. xxi. 30, though not

Jehoiachin, who had been carried into exile, but Zedekiah.

This is stated in the apposition " in Jerusalem," which belongs

to " the prince," though it is not introduced till after the predi-

cate, as in Gen. xxiv. 24. To this there is appended the

further definition, " the whole house of Israel," which, being

co-ordinated with S''?'3n, aflSrms that all Israel (the covenant

nation) will share the fate of the prince. In the last clause of

ver. 10 Daina does not stand for 1^3^03, so that the suffix would

refer to Jerusalem, " in the midst of which they (the house of

Israel) are." IB^K cannot be a nominative, because in that

case iVBn would be superfluous ; it is rather to be taken with

D3ina, and nan to be understood as referring to the persons

addressed, i.e. to the Israelites in exile (Hitzig, Kliefoth) : in

the midst of whom they are, i.e. to whom they belong. The

sentence explains the reason why the prophet was to announce

to those in exile the fate of the prince and people in Jerusalem ;

namely, because the exiles formed a portion of the nation, and

would be affected by the judgment which was about to burst

upon the king and people in Jerusalem. In this sense Ezekiel

was also able to say to the exiles (in ver. 11), " I am your

sign ;
" inasmuch as his sign was also of importance for them,

as those who were already banished would be so far affected by

the departure of the king and people which Ezekiel depicted, that

it would deprive them of all hope of a speedy return to their

native land. DH?, in ver. 11, refers to the king and the house

of Israel in Jerusalem. HPisa is rendered more forcible by the

addition of ''?B'a. The announcement that both king and people

must go into exile, is carried out still further in vers. 12 and

13 with reference to the king, and in ver. 14 with regard to the
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people. The king will experience all that Ezekiel has described.

The literal occurrence of what is predicted here is related in

Jer. xxxix. 1 sqq., lii. 4 sqq. ; 2 Kings xxv. 4 sqq. When the

Chaldeans forced their way into the city after a two years'

siege, Zedekiah and his men of war fled by night out of the

city through the gate between the two walls. It is not expressly

stated, indeed, in the historical accounts that a breach was made

in the wall ; but the expression " through the gate between the

two walls " (Jer. xxxix. 4, lii. 7 ; 2 Kings xxv. 4) renders this

very probable, whether the gate had been walled up during the

siege, or it was necessary to break through the wall at one par-

ticular spot in order to reach the gate. The king's attendants

would naturally take care that a breach was made in the wall,

to secure for him a way of escape ; hence the expression, " they

will break through." The covering of the face, also, is not

mentioned in the historical accounts ; but in itself it is by no

means improbable, as a sign of the shame and grief with which

Zedekiah left the city. The words, " that he may not see the

land with eyes," do not appear to indicate anything more than

the necessary consequence of covering the face, and refer

primarily to the simple fact that the king fled in the deepest

sorrow, and did not want to see the land; but, as ver. 13

clearly intimates, they were fulfilled in another way, namely,

by the fact that Zedekiah did not see with his eyes the land of

the Chaldeans into which he was led, because he had been

blinded at Eiblah (Jer. xxxix. 5, lii. 11 ; 2 Kings xxv. 7).

i;Sf^, by eye= with his eyes, is added to give prominence to the

idea of seeing. For the same purpose, the subject, which is

already implied in the verb, is rendered more emphatic by Kin

;

and this Sffl is placed after the verb, so that it stands in con-

trast with n?!;!- The capture of the king was not depicted by
Ezekiel; so that in this respect the announcement (ver. 13)
goes further than the symbolical action, and removes all doubt

as to the credibility of the prophet's word, by a distinct predic-

tion of the fate awaiting him. At the same time, his not seeing
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the land of Babylon is left so indefinite, that it cannot be

regarded as a vaticiniutn post eventum. Zedekiah died in prison

at Babylon (Jer. lii. 11). Along with the king, the whole of

his military force will be scattered in all directions (ver. 14).

nnrj?, his help, i.e. the troops that break through with him.

1''BJS"73, all his wings (the wings of his army), i.e. all the rest

of his forces. The word is peculiar to Ezekiel, and is rendered

" wings" by Jos. Kimchi, like Ifndphaim in Isa. viii. 8. For the

rest of the verse compare ch. v. 2 ; and for the fulfilment, Jer.

lii. 8, xl. 7, 12. The greater part of the people will perish,

and only a small number remain, that they may relate among

the heathen, wherever they are led, all the abominations of

Israel, in order that the heathen may learn that it is not from

weakness, but simply to punish idolatry, that God has given

up His people to them (cf. Jer. xxii. 8).

Vers. 17-20. Sign depicting the Tekkors and Conse-

quences OF THE Conquest of Jekusalem.—Ver. 17. And
the loord of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 18. Son of man,

thou shah eat thy bread with quaking, and drink thy water with

trembling and trouble ; Ver. 19. And say to the people of the

land, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah to the inhabitants of Jeru-

salem, in the land of Israel, They will eat their bread in trouble,

and drink their water in amazement, because her land is laid

waste of all its fulness for the wickedness of all who divell therein.

Ver. 20. And the inhabited cities become desolate, and the land

will be laid waste ; that ye may learn that I am Jehovah.—
The carrying out of this sign is not mentioned ; not that there

is any doubt as to its having been done, but that it is simply

taken for granted. The trouble and trembling could only be

expressed by means of gesture. tJ'jn, generally an earthquake

or violent convulsion ; here, simply shaking, synonymous with

nU"i, trembling. " Bread and water " is the standing expression

for food ; so that even here the idea of scanty provisions is not

to be sought therein. This idea is found merely in the signs

EZEK. I. I*
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of anxiety and trouble with which Ezekiel was to eat his food.

riDlK-iiN = 'la-bv, " upon the land," equivalent to " in the land."

This is appended to show that the prophecy does not refer

to those who had already been carried into exile, but to the

inhabitants of Jerusalem who were still in the land. For the

subject-matter, compare ch. iv. 16, 17. \Vob indicates not the

intention, " in order that," but the motive, " because."

Vers. 21-28. Declaeations to kemove all Doubt as

TO THE Truth of the Threat. — The scepticism of the

people as to the fulfilment of these threatening prophecies,

which had been made still more emphatic by signs, manifested

itself in two different ways. Some altogether denied that the

prophecies would ever be fulfilled (ver. 22) ; others, who did

not go so far as this, thought that it would be a long time

before they came to pass (ver. 27). These doubts were fed

by the lying statements of false prophets. For this reason the

refutation of these sceptical opinions (vers. 21-28) is followed

in the next chapter by a stern reproof of the false prophets and

prophetesses who led the people astray. — Ver. 21. And the

word of Jehovah came to me, saying^ Ver. 22. Son of man, what

hind of proverb have ye in the land of Israel, that ye say, Tlie

days become long, and every prophecy comes to nothing ? Ver. 23.

Therefore say to them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, I will put

an end to this saying, and they shall say it no more in Israel; but

say to them. The days are near, and the word of every prophecy.

Ver. 24. For henceforth there shall be no vain prophecy and

flattering soothsaying in the midst of the house ofIsrael. Ver. 25.

For I am Jehovah; I speak; the word which I speak will come

to pass, and no longer bepostponed ; for in your days, refractory

generation, I speak a word and do it, is the saying of the Lord Jeho-

vah.—Mdshdl, a proverb, a saying current among the people,

and constantly repeated as a truth. " The days become lon^,"

etc., i.e. the time is lengthening out, and yet the prophecy is

not being fulfilled, ^?N, perire, to come to nothing, to fail of
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fulfilment, is the opposite of Kb, to come, to be fulfilled. God
will put an end to these sayings, by causing a very speedy

fulfilment of the prophecy. The days are near, and every

word of the prophecy, i.e. the days in which every word pre-

dicted shall come to pass. The reason for this is given in

vers. 24 and 25, in two co-ordinate sentences, both of which are

introduced with '3. First, every false prophecy shall henceforth

cease in Israel (ver. 24) ; secondly, God will bring about the

fulfilment of His own word, and that without delay (ver. 25).

Different explanations have been given of the meaning of

ver. 24. Kliefoth proposes to take ^Vf and pjn DppD as the

predicate to \vn : no prophecy in Israel shall be vain and flatter-

ing soothsaying, but all prophecy shall become true, i.e. be

fulfilled. Such an explanation, however, is not only artificial

and unnatural, since QDpo would be inserted as a predicate in a

most unsuitable manner, but it contains this incongruity, that

God would apply the term Dpjjp, soothsaying, to the predictions

of prophets inspired by Himself. On the other hand, there is

no force in the objection raised by Kliefoth to the ordinary

rendering of the words, namely, that the statement that God

was about to put an end to false prophecy in Israel would

anticipate the substance of the sixth word of God (i.e. ch. xiii.).

It is impossible to see why a thought should not be expressed

here, and then still further expanded in ch. xiii. p?n, smooth,

i.e. flattering (compare Hos. x. 2; and for the prediction, Zech.

xiii. 4, 5). The same reply serves also to overthrow the sceptical

objection raised by the frivolous despisers of the prophet's

words. Hence there is only a brief allusion made to them in

vers. 26-28.—Ver. 26. And the word of Jehovah came to me,

saying, Ver. 27. Son of man, behold, the house of Israel saith,

The vision that he seeth is for many days off, and he prophesies

for distant times. Ver. 28. Therefore say to them, Tims saith

the Lord Jehovah, All my words shall be no longer postponed:

the word which I shall speak shall come to pass, saith the Lord

Jehovah.—The words are plain ; and after what has already
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been said, they need no special explanation. Ver. 20 com-

pare with ver. 25.

CHAP. XIII. AGAINST THE FALSE PROPHETS AND

PROPHETESSES.

The way was already prepared for the address in this chapter

by the announcement in ch. xii. 24. It divides itself into two

parts, viz. vers. 1-16, directed against the false prophets; and

vers. 17-23, against the false prophetesses. In both parts

their conduct is first described, and then the punishment fore-

told. Jeremiah, like Ezekiel, and sometimes still more strongly,

denounces the conduct of the false prophets, who are therefore

to be sought for not merely among the exiles, but principally

among those who were left behind in the land (vid. Jer. xxiii.

9 sqq.). A lively intercourse was kept up between the two, so

that the false prophets extended their operations from Canaan

to the Chaboras, and vice versa.

Vers. 1-16. Against the False Prophets.—Vers. 1-7.

Their conduct.—Ver. 1. And the word of Jehovah came to me,

saying, Ver. 2. Son of man, p'ophesy against the prophets of
Israel who -prophesy, and say to the prophets out of their lieart,

Hear ye the word of Jehovah. Ver. 3. Thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, Woe upon the foolish prophets, who go after their spint,

and that lohich they have not seen ! Ver. 4. Like foxes in ruins

have thy prophets become, Israel. Ver. 5. Ye do not stand

before the breaches, nor wall up the wall around the house of Israel

to stand firm in the battle on the day of Jehovah. Ver. 6. Theii

see vanity and lying soothsaying, who say, " Oracle of Jehovah;"
and Jehovah hath not sent them ; so that they might hope for the

fulfilment of the word. Ver. 7. Do ye not see vain visions, and
speak lying soothsaying, and say, Oracle of Jehovah ; and I have
not spoken ?—The addition !a''Ka3n, " who prophesy," is not super-
fluous. Ezekiel is not to direct liis words against the prophets
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as a body, but against those who follow the vocation of prophet

in Israel without being called to it by God on receiving a divine

revelation, but simply prophesying out of their own heart, or

according to their own subjective imagination. In the name

of the Lord he is to threaten them with woes, as fools who

follow their own spirit; in connection with which we must

bear in mind that folly, according to the Hebrew idea, was not

merely a moral failing, but actual godlessness (cf. Ps. xiv. 1).

The phrase "going after their spirit" is interpreted and ren-

dered more emphatic by 'iKT wa?, which is to be taken as a

relative clause, " that which they have not seen," Le. whose

prophesying does not rest upon intuition inspired by God.

Consequently they cannot promote the welfare of the nation,

but (ver. 4) are like foxes in ruins or desolate places. The

point of comparison is to be found in the undermining of the

ground by foxes, qui per cuniculos subjectam terram excavant et

suffodiunt (Bochart). For the thought is not exhausted by the

circumstance that they withdraw to their holes instead of stand-

ing in front of the breach (Hitzig) ; and there is no force in

the objection that, with this explanation, niD"in3 is passed over

and becomes in fact tautological (Havernick). The expression

" in ruins " points to the fall of the theocracy, which the false

prophets cannot prevent, but, on the contrary, accelerate by

undermining the moral foundations of the state. For (ver. 5)

they do not stand in the breaches, and do not build up the wall

around the house of Israel (i^ belongs to both clauses). He
who desires to keep off the enemy, and prevent his entering the

fortress, will stand in the breach. For the same purpose are

gaps and breaches in the fortifications carefully built up. The

sins of the people had made gaps and breaches in the walls of

Jerusalem ; in other words, had caused the moral decay of the

city. But they had not stood in the way of this decay and

its causes, as the calling and duty of prophets demanded, by

reproving the sins of the people, that they might rescue the

people and kingdom from destruction by restoring its moral
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and religious life. nDn?B3 To5|7, to stand, or keep ground, i.e.

so that ye might have kept your ground in the war. The

subject is the false prophets, not Israel, as Havernick supposes.

" In the day of Jehovah," i.e. in the judgment which Jehovah

has decreed. Not to stand, does not mean merely to avert the

threatening judgment, but not to survive the judgment itself,

to be overthrown by it. This arises from the fact that their

prophesying is a lie ; because Jehovah, whose name they have

in their mouths, has not sent them (ver. 6), 1?n)1 is dependent

upon Onb^ : God has not sent them, so that they could hope

for the fulfilment of the word which they speak. The render-

ing adopted by others, " and they cause to hope," is untenable

;

for ?nj with ? does not mean " to cause to hope," or give hope,

but simply to hope for anything. This was really the case

;

and it is affirmed in the declaration, which is repeated in the

form of a direct appeal in ver. 7, to the effect that their visions

were vain and lying soothsaying. For this they are threatened

with the judgment described in the verses which follow.

Vers. 8-16. Punishment of the false prophets.—Ver. 8.

Tlierefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Because ye speak vanity

and prophesy lying, therefore, behold, I will deal with you, is the

saying of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 9. And my hand shall be

against the prophets who see vanity and divine lies : in the council

of my people they shall not be, and in the register of the house of

Israel they shall not be registered, and into the land of Israel shall

they not come ; and ye shall learn that I am the Lord Jehovah.

Ver. 10. Because, yea because they lead my people astray, and

say, " Peace^' though there is no peace ; and when it {my people)

build a wall, behold, they plaster it with cement: Ver. 11. Say
to the plasterers, that it will fall : there cometh a pouring rain ;

and ye hailstones fall, and thou stormy wind break loose ! Ver. 12.

.4?!^, hehold, the wall falleth ; will men not say to you, Where is

the plaster loith which ye have plastered it f Ver. 13. Therefore

thus saith the Lord Jehovah, T cause a stormy wind to break
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forth in my wrath, and a pouring rain will come in my anger,

and hailstones in wrath, for destruction. Ver. 14. And I demo-

lish the wall which ye have plastered, and cast it to the ground,

that its foundation may be exposed, and it shall fall, and ye shall

perish in the midst of it; and shall learn that I am Jehovah.

Ver. 15. And I will exhaust my wrath upon the wall, and upon

those who plaster it ; and will say to you, It is all over with the

wall, and all over with those who plastered it; Ver. 16. With the

prophets ofIsrael who prophesied to Jerusalem, and saw visions of

peace for her, though there is no peace, is the saying of the Lord

Jehovah.—In ver. 8 the punishment which is to fall upon the

false prophets is threatened in general terms ; and in ver. 9 it

is more specifically described in the form of a climax, rising

higher and higher in the severity of its announcements. (1)

They are no longer to form part of the council of the people of

God ; that is to say, they will lose their influential position

among the people. ("liD is the sphere of counsellors, not the

social sphere.) (2) Their names shall not be registered in the

book of the house of Israel. The book of the house of Israel

is the register in which the citizens of the kingdom of God are

entered. Any one whose name was not admitted into this book,

or was struck out of it, was separated thereby from the citizen-

ship of Israel, and lost all the privileges which citizenship

conferred. The figure of the book of life is a similar one (cf.

Ex. xxxii. 32). For Israel is not referred to here with regard

to its outward nationality, but as the people of God ; so that

exclusion from Israel was also exclusion from fellowship with

God. The circumstance that it is not the erasure of their

names from the book that is mentioned here, but their not

being entered in the book at all, may be accounted for from

the reference contained in the words to the founding of the

new kingdom of God. The old theocracy was abolished,

although Jerusalem was not yet destroyed. The covenant

nation had fallen under the judgment ; but out of that portion

of Israel which was dispersed among the heathen, a remnant
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would be gathered together again, and having been brought

back to its own land, would be made anew into a holy people

of God (cf. ch. xi. 17 sqq.). But the false prophets are not to

be received into the citizenship of the new kingdom. (3) They

are not even to come into the land of Israel ; i.e. they are not

merely to remain in exile, but to lose all share in the privileges

and blessings of the kingdom of God. This judgment will

come upon them because they lead astray the people of God,

by proclaiming peace where there is no peace ; i.e. by raising

and cherishing false hopes of prosperity and peace, by which

they encourage the people in their sinful lives, and lead them to

imagine that all is well, and there is no judgment to be feared

(cf. Jer. xxiii. 17 and Mic. iii. 5). The exposure of this offence

is introduced by the solemn IV^^I JV', because and because (cf.

Lev. xxvi. 43) ; and the offence itself is exhibited by means

of a figure. When the people build a wall, the false prophets

plaster the wall with lime. Kim. (ver. 10) refers to ''tpV, and the

clause is a circumstantial one. ?an signifies the plaster coating

or cement of a wall, probably from the primary meaning of

ban, to stick or plaster over (=?SD, conglutinare, to glue, or

fasten together), from which the secondary meaning of weak,

insipid, has sprung. The proper word for plaster or cement is

n;|t3 (ver. 12), and ?sn is probably chosen with an allusion to

the tropical signification of that which is silly or absurd (Jer.

xxiii. 13; Lam. ii. 14). The meaning of the figure is intelli-

gible enough. The people build up foolish hopes, and the pro-

phets not only paint these hopes for them in splendid colours,

but even predict their fulfilment, instead of denouncing their

folly, pointing out to the people the perversity of their ways,

and showing them that such sinful conduct must inevitably be

followed by punishment and ruin. The plastering is therefore

a figurative description of deceitful flattery or hypocrisy, i.e.

the covering up of inward corruption by means of outward

appearance (as in Matt, xxiii. 27 and Acts xxiii. 3). This

figure leads the prophet to describe the judgment which they
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are bringing upon the nation and themselves, as a tempest

accompanied with hail and pouring rain, which throws down

the wall that has been erected and plastered over; and in

connection with this figure he opens out this double thought

:

(1) the conduct of the people, which is encouraged by the false

prophets, cannot last (vers. 11 and 12) ; and (2) when this

work of theirs is overthrown, the false prophets themselves will

also meet with the fate they deserve (vers. 13-16). The threat

of judgment commences with the short, energetic 'S^l, let it

(the wall) fall, or it shall fall, with Vav to indicate the train of

thought (Ewald, § 347a). The subject is ^sn, to which i'B'.

suggests a resemblance in sound. In ver, 12 this is predicted

as the fate awaiting the plastered wall. In the description of

the bursting storm the account passes with njnsi (and ye) into

a direct address ; in other words, the description assumes the

form of an appeal to the destructive forces of nature to burst

forth with all their violence against the work plastered over by

the prophets, and to destroy it. ^t?iB' DK'3, pouring rain ; cf.

ch. xxxviii. 22. ty^???^ ''33X here and ch. xxxviii. 22 are hail-

stones. The word B'''?J?X, which is peculiar to Ezekiel, is pro-

bably ty'^J (Job xxviii. 18), with the Arabic article ?K ; ice,

then crystal, niiyp nil^ \\ind of storms, a hurricane or tempest,

yijiafi (ver. 11) is used intransitively, to break loose; but in

ver. 13 it is transitive, to cause to break loose. The active

rendering adopted by Kliefoth, " the storm will rend," so. the

plaster of the wall, is inappropriate in ver. 11; for a tempest

does not rend either the plaster or the wall, but throws the wall

down. The translation which Kliefoth gives in ver. 13, " I

will rend by tempest," is at variance with both the language

and the sense. Jehovah will cause this tempest to burst forth

in His wrath and destroy the wall, and lay it level with the

around. The sufKx in ri3in3 refers {ad sensum) to Jerusalem,

not to T'i? (the wall), which is masculine, and has no tjin (midst).

The words pass from the figure to the reality here ; for the

plastered wall is a symbol of Jerusalem, as the centre of the
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theocracy, which is to be destroyed, and to bury the lying

prophets in its ruins, 'n'^^l (ver. 15) contains a play upon the

word np3y' in ver. 13. By a new turn given to rh^, Ezekiel

repeats the thought that the wrath of God is to destroy the

wall and its plasterers ; and through this repetition he rounds

off the threat with the express declaration, that the false

prophets who are ever preaching peace are the plasterers to

whom he refers.

Vers. 17-23. Against the False Prophetesses. — An

the Lord had not endowed men only with the gifts of prophecy,

but sometimes women also, e.g. Miriam, Deborah, and Huldah
;

so women also rose up along with the false prophets, and pro-

phesied out of their own hearts without being impelled by the

Spirit of God. Vers. 17-19. Their conduct.—Ver. 17. And
thou, son of man, direct thy face towards the daughters of thy

people, who prophesy out of their heart and prophesy against

them, Ver. 18. And say. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Woe to

those who sew coverings together over all the joints of my hands,

and make caps for the head of every size, to catch souls ! Ye

catch the souls of my people, and keep your souls alive. Ver. 19.

And ye profane me ivith my people for handfuls of barley and

for pieces of bread, to slay souls which should not die, and to

keep alive which should not live, by your lying to my people who

hearken to lying.—Like the prophets in ver. 2, the prophetesses

are here described as prophesying out of their own heart

(ver. 17) ; and in vers. 18 and 19 their offences are more
particularly described. The meaning of these verses is en-

tirely dependent upon the view to be taken of n;, whi^ch the

majority of expositors, following the lead of the LXX., the

Syriac, and the Vulgate, have regarded as identical with njT or

^;, and understood as referring to the hands of the women or

prophetesses. But there is nothing to justify the assumption

that '•'ij is an unusual form for Dnj, which even Ewald takes

it to be (Lehrbuch, § 177a). Still less can it stand for the
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singular T. And we have not sufficient ground for altering

the text, as the expression Q3''n5)^1J in ver. 20 (I will tear the

riinoa from your arms) does not require the assumption that

the prophetesses had hidden their arms in ninD3; and such

a supposition is by no means obviously in harmony with the

facts. The word ^11^03, from npa, with n fem. treated as a

radical letter (cf. Ewald, § 186e), means a covering or conceal-

ment =niD3. The meaning "cushion" or "pillow" (LXX.
7rpoa-Ke(f)aKaia, Vulg. pulvilli) is merely an inference drawn

from this passage, and is decidedly erroneous ; for the word iBn

(to sew together) is inapplicable to cushions, as well as the

phrase '"IJ v''5tS"?3 ?!!?, inasmuch as cushions are not placed

upon the joints of the hands, and still less are they sewed

together upon them. The latter is also a decisive reason for

rejecting the explanation given by Havernick, namely, that the

k'sdthoth were carpets, which were used as couches, and upon

which these voluptuous women are represented as reclining.

For cushions or couches are not placed upon, but under, the

arm-joints (or elbows) and the shoulders, which Havernick

understands by T YJfK. This also overthrows another expla-

nation given of the words, namely, that they refer to carpets,

which the prophetesses had sewed together for all their arm-

joints, so as to form comfortable beds upon splendid carpets,

that they may indulge in licentiousness thereon. The explana-

tion given by Ephraem Syrus, and adopted by Hitzig, namely,

that the k'sdthoth were amulets or straps, which they wound

round their arm-joints when they received or delivered their

oracles, is equally untenable. For, as Kliefoth has observed,

" it is evident that there is not a word in the text about adultery,

or amulets, or straps used in prayer." And again, when we

proceed to the next clause, the traditional rendering of ninsDD,

as signifying either pillows (viravxevia, Symm. ; cervicalia,

Vulg.) or broad cloaks= ninat3» (Hitzig, Havernick, etc.), is

neither supported by the usage of the language, nor in har-

mony with K'Kl '?^. Mispdchoth, from sdphach, to join, cannot
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have any other meaning in the present context than a cap

fitting close to the head ; and 75? niust denote the pattern which

was followed, as in Ps. ex, 4, Esth. ix. 26 : they make the caps

after (answering to) the head of every stature. The words of

both clauses are figurative, and have been correctly explained

by Kliefoth as follows : "A double charge is brought against

the prophetesses. In the first place, they sew coverings to-

gether to wrap round all the joints of the hand of God, so that

He cannot touch them ; i.e. they cover up and conceal the word

of God by their prophesying, more especially its rebuking and

threatening force, so that the threatening and judicial arm of

God, which ought above all to become both manifest and effec-

tive through His prophetic word, does not become either one or

the other. In the second place, they make coverings upon the

heads of men, and construct them in such a form that they

exactly fit the stature or size of every individual, so that the

men neither hear nor see ; i.e., by means of their flattering lies,

which adapt themselves to the subjective inclinations of their

hearers at the time, they cover up the senses of the men, so

that they retain neither ear nor eye for the truth." They do

both of these to catch souls. The inevitable consequence of

their act is represented as having been intended by them ; and

this intention is then still further defined as being to catch the

souls of the people of God ; i.e. to allure them to destruction,

and take care of their own souls. The clause njinisn niB'Ssn

is not to be taken as a question, " Will ye catch the souls ?
"

implying a doubt whether they really thought that they could

carry on such conduct as theirs with perfect impunity (Haver-

nick). It contains a simple statement of what really took

place in their catching of souls, namely, " they catch the souls

of the people of God, and preserve their own souls ;" i.e. they

rob the people of God of their lives, and take care of their

own (Kliefoth). •'BJ?^ is used instead of the genitive (staf.

constr.) to show that the accent rests upon 'sy. And in the

same way we have riiJ? instead of the suffix. The construction
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is the same as in 1 Sam xiv. 16. Ver. 19 shows how great their

sin had been. They profane God among His people ; namely,

by delivering the suggestions of their own heart to the people

as divine revelations, for the purpose of getting their daily

bread thereby (cf. Mic. iii. 5); by hurling into destruction,

through their lies, those who are only too glad to listen to

lying ; by slaying the souls of the people which ought to live,

and by preserving those which ought not to live, i.e. their own

souls (Deut. xviii. 20). The punishment for this will not fail

to come.

Vers. 20-23. Punishment of the false prophetesses.—Ver. 20.

Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will deal with

your coverings with which ye catch, 1 will let the souls fly ; and

I will tear them away from your arms, and set the souls free,

which ye catch, the souls to fly. Ver. 21. And I will tear your

caps in pieces, and deliver my people out of your hand, and they

shall no more become a prey in your hand; and ye shall learn

that I am Jehovah. Ver. 22. Because ye grieve the heart of the

righteous with lying, when I have not pained him ; and strengthen

the hands of the wicked, so that he does not turn from his evil

way, to preserve his life. Ver. 23. Therefore ye shall no more

see vanity, and no longer practise soothsaying : and I will deliver

my people out of your hand ; and ye shall learn that I am
Jehovah.—The threat of judgment is closely connected with

the reproof of their sins. Vers. 20 and 21 correspond to the

reproof in ver. 18, and vers. 22 and 23 to that in ver. 19.

In the first place, the Lord will tear in pieces the coverings

and caps, i.e. the tissue of lies woven by the false prophetesses,

and rescue the people from their snares (vers. 20 and 21) ; and,

secondly. He will entirely put an end to the pernicious conduct

of the persons addressed (vers. 22 and 23). The words from

njpix ntJ'N to nirrisp (ver. 20a), when taken as one clause, as

they generally are, offer insuperable difficulties, since it is

impossible to get any satisfactory meaning from DE', and

ninnai' will not fit in. Whether we understand by k'sdthoth
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coverings or cushions, the connection of DB' with IK'S (where ye

catch the souls), which the majority of commentators prefer, is

untenable; for coverings and cushions were not the places

where the souls were caught, but could only be the means

employed for catching them. Instead of DB' we should expect

D3 or 0^3 ; and Hitzig proposes to amend it in this way. Still

less admissible is the proposal to take DB' as referring to Jeru-

salem (" wherewith ye catch souls there ") ; as DB' would not

only contain a perfectly superfluous definition of locality, but

would introduce a limitation altogether at variance with the

context. It is not affirmed either of the prophets or of the

prophetesses that they lived and prophesied in Jerusalem

alone. In vers. 2 and 17 reference is made in the most gene-

ral terms to the prophets of Israel and the daughters of thy

people; and in ver. 16 it is simply stated that the false prophets

prophesied peace to Jerusalem when there was no peace at all.

Consequently we must regard the attempt to find in DB'" an

allusion to Jerusalem (cf. ver. 16) as a mere loophole, which

betrays an utter inability to get any satisfactory sense from the

word. Moreover, if we construe the words in this manner,

nirribp is also incomprehensible. Commentators have for the

most part admitted that nna is used here in the Aramaean

sense of volare, to fly. In the second half of the verse there is

no doubt about its having this meaning. For n?B' is used in

Deut. xxii. 7 for liberating a bird, or letting it fly ; and the

combination ninnaP 'aan-ns n^B* is supported by the expression

TfOr '^^^ ii Ex. xxi. 26, while the comparison of souls to

birds is sustained by Ps. xi. 1 and cxxiv. 7. Hence the true

meaning of the whole passage ninnb^ . . . nlB'SjriTiN 'firijiB' is

I send away (set free) the souls, which ye have caught, as

flying ones, i.e. so that they shall be able to fly away at liberty.

And in the first half also we must not adopt a different render-

ing for ninisS, since niB'saPiTiN is also connected with it there.

But if the words in question are combined into one clause in

the first hemistich, they will give us a sense which is obviously
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wrong, viz. " wherewith ye catch the souls to let them fly."

As the impossibility of adopting this rendering has been clearly

seen, the attempt has been made to cloak over the difficulty by

means of paraphrases. Ewald, for example, renders ninnb? in

both cases " as if they were birds of passage
;

" but in the first

instance he applies it to birds of passage, for which nets are

spread for the purpose of catching them ; and in the second, to

birds of passage which are set at liberty. Thus, strictly speak-

ing, he understands the first rfnibp as signifying the catching

of birds ; and the second, letting them fly : an explanation which

refutes itself, as pdrach, to fly, cannot mean " to catch " as

well. The rendering adopted by Kimchi, Eosenmiiller, and

others, who translate niirib? ut advolent ad vos in the first

hemistich, and ut avolent in the second, is no better. And the

difiiculty is not removed by resorting to the dialects, as Haver-

nick, for the purpose of forcing upon nirrib the meaning dis-

soluteness or licentiousness, for which there is no authority in

the Hebrew language itself. If, therefore, it is impossible to

obtain any satisfactory meaning from the existing text, it can-

not be correct ; and no other course is open to us than to alter

the unsuitable DB' into DB', and divide the words from nans "IK'S

to nilTiB? into two clauses, as we have done in our translation

above. There is no necessity to supply anything to the re-

lative IK'S, as "Ki is construed with a double accusative {e.g.

Mic. vii. 2, D^n nw, to catch with a net), and the object to

ninnSDj viz. the souls, can easily be supplied from the next

clause. D|', as a participle, can either be connected with

'^i"?;
" behold, I make," or taken as introducing an explanatory

clause : " making the souls into flying ones," i.e. so that they

are able to fly (? DitJ', Gen. xii. 2, etc.). The two clauses of

the first hemistich would then exactly correspond to the two

clauses of the second half of the verse. Dn'< ''W'^i^l is explana-

tory of 'noa ?N 'Jjn, I will tear off the coverings from their

arms. These words do not require the assumption that the

prophetesses wore the n'irmh on their arms, but may be fully
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explained from the supposition that the persons in question

prepared them with their own hands. 'W1 "''iinW'1 corresponds

to 'W1 niK'QJn-ns DB' ; and nimbi) is governed by ^nnW. The

insertion of D''B'a3n-ns is to be accounted for from the copious

nature of Ezekiel's style ; at the same time, it is not merely a

repetition of nitysan-nx, which is separated from ninna? by the

relative clause 'SD DPis ntJ-N, but as the unusual plural form

D'B'SJ shows, is intended as a practical explanation of the fact,

that the souls, while compared to birds, are regarded as living

beings, which is the meaning borne by B'SJ in other passages.

The omission of the article after ns may be explained, however,

from the fact that the souls had been more precisely defined

just before ; just as, for example, in 1 Sam. xxiv. 6, 2 Sam.

xviii. 18, where the more precise definition follows immediately

afterwards (cf. Ewald, § 277a, p. 683).—The same thing is

said in ver. 21, with regard to the caps, as has already been

said of the coverings in ver. 20. God will tear these in pieces

also, to deliver His people from the power of the lying pro-

phetesses. In what way God will do this is explained in vers.

22 and 23, namely, not only by putting their lying prophecies

to shame through His judgments, but by putting an end to

soothsaying altogether, and exterminating the false prophetesses

by making them an object of ridicule and shame. The reason

for this threat is given in ver. 22, where a further description

is given of the disgraceful conduct of these persons ; and here

the disgracefulness of their conduct is exhibited in literal terms

and without any figure. They do harm to the righteous and

good, and strengthen the hands of the wicked, nixarij Hiph.il

of ns3, in Syriac, to use harshly or depress ; so here in the

Hiphil, connected with 3?, to afflict the heart, li?.?' is used

adverbially : with lying, or in a lying manner ; namely, by

predicting misfortune and divine punishments, with which they

threatened the godly, who would not acquiesce in their conduct

;

whereas, on the contrary, they predicted prosperity and peace

to the ungodly, who were willing to be ensnared by them, and
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thus strengthened them in their evil ways. For this God would

put them to shame through His judgments, which would make

their deceptions manifest, and their soothsaying loathsome.

CHAP. XIV. ATTITUDE OF GOD TOWARDS THE WOESHIPPERS

OF IDOLS, AND CERTAINTY OF THE JUDGMENTS.

This chapter contains two words of God, which have obvi-

ously an internal connection with each other. The first (vers.

1-11) announces to the elders, who have come to the prophet

to inquire of God, that the Lord will not allow idolaters to

inquire of Him, but will answer all who do not turn from

idolatry with severe judgments, and will even destroy the pro-

phets who venture to give an answer to such inquirers. The

second (vers. 12-23) denounces the false hope that God will

avert the judgment and spare Jerusalem because of the right-

eousness of the godly men therein.

Vers. 1-11. The Lord gives no Answer to the Idola-

ters.—Ver. 1 narrates the occasion for this and the following

words of God : There came to me men of the elders of Israel,

and sat down before me. These men were not deputies from

the Israelites in Palestine, as Grotius and others suppose, but

elders of the exiles among whom Ezekiel had been labouring.

Tliey came to visit the prophet (ver. 3), evidently with the in-

tention of obtaining, through him, a word of God concerning

the future of Jerusalem, or the fate of the kingdom of Judah.

But Havernick is wrong in supposing that we may infer, from

either the first or second word of God in this chapter, that they

had addressed to the prophet a distinct inquiry of this naturej

to which the answer is given in vers. 12-23. For although

their coming to the prophet showed that his prophecies had

made an impression upon them, it is not stated in ver. 1 that

they had come to inquire of God, like the elders in ch. xx. 1,

and there is no allusion to anydefinite questions in the words of

EZEK. I. M
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God themselves. The first (vers. 2-11) simply assumes that

they have come with the intention of asking, and discloses the

state of heart which keeps them from coming to inquire ; and

the second (vers. 12-23) points out the worthlessness of their

false confidence in the righteousness of certain godly men.

Ver. 2. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 3.

Son of man, these men have let their idols rise up in their heart,

and have set tJte stumbling-block to guilt before their face : shall I

allow myself to be inquired of by them? Ver. 4. Jlierefore

speak to them, and say to them, Tlius saith the Lord Jehovah,

Every man of the house of Israel who lifteth up his idols in his

heart, and setteth the stumbling-block to his sin before his face, and

Cometh to the prophet, to him do I, Jehovah, show myself, answering

according thereto, according to the multitude of his idols ; Ver. 5.

To grasp the house ofIsrael by their heart, because they have turned

away from me, all of them through their idols.—We have not to

picture these elders to ourselves as given up to gross idolatry.

^S? ''V '^^^!) means, to allow anything to come into the mind, to

permit it to rise up in the heart, to be mentally busy therewith.

"To set before one's face" is also to be understood, in a

spiritual sense, as relating to a thing which a man will not put

out of his mind. DJiV /"it^aD, stumbling-block to sin and guilt

(cf. ch. vii. 19), i.e. the idols. Thus the two phrases simply

denote the leaning of the heart and spirit towards false gods.

God does not suffer those whose heart is attached to idols to

seek and find Him. The interrogative clause 'U1 B'TiNn con-

tains a strong negation. The emphasis lies in the infinitive

absolute tiH'iS placed before the verb, in which the n is softened

into N, to avoid writing n twice, t^l"]?, to allow oneself to be

sought, involves the finding of God; hence in Isa. Ixv. 1 we

have vrri} as parallel to Ny?3. In vers. 4, 5, there follows a

positive declaration of the attitude of God towards those who
are devoted to idolatry in their heart. Every such Israelite

will be answered by God according to the measure of the

multitude of his idols. The Niphal njVJ has not the significa-
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tion of the Kal, and does not mean " to be answerable," as

Ewald supposes, or to converse ; but is generally used in a

passive sense, " to be answered," i.e. to find or obtain a hearing

(Job xi. 2, xix. 7). It is employed here in a reflective sense,

to hold or show oneself answering. riD, according to the

Chetib n3, for which the Keri suggests the softer gloss N3,

refers to '73 313 which follows; the nominative being antici-

pated, according to an idiom very common in Aramaean, by a

previous pronoun. It is written here for the sake of emphasis,

to bring the following object into more striking prominence.

3 is used here in the sense of secundum, according to, not

because, since this meaning is quite unsuitable for the 3 in

ver. 7, where it occurs in the same connection C?). The

manner in which God will show Himself answering the

idolatry according to their idols, is reserved till ver. 8. Here,

in ver. 5, the design of this procedure on the part of God is

given : viz. to grasp Israel by the heart; i.e. not merely to touch

and to improve them, but to bring down their heart by judg-

ments (cf. Lev. xxvi. 41), and thus move them to give up

idolatry and return to the living God. ^ifj, as in Isa. i. 4, to

recede, to draw away from God. D?3 is an emphatic repetition

of the subject belonging to ^Ifj.

Vers. 6-8. In these verses the divine threat, and the summons

to repent, are repeated, expanded, and uttered in the clearest

words.—Ver. 6. Therefore say to the house of Israel, Thus saith

the Lord Jehovah, Hepent, and turn away from your idols ; and

turn away your face from all your abominations. Ver. 7. For

every one of the house of Israel, and of the foreigners who sojourn

in Israel, if he estrange himselffrom me, and let his idols rise up

in his heart, and set the stumbling-block to his sin before his face,

and come to the prophet to seek me for himself ; I will show my-

self to him, answering in my own way. Ver. 8. 2 will direct

my face against that man, and will destroy him, for a sign and

for proverbs, and will cut him off out of my people ; and ye shall

learn that I am Jehovah.—|?J in ver. 6 is co-ordinate with the
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I?^ in ver. 4, so far as the thought is concerned, but it is directly

attached to ver. 5b : because they have estranged themselves

from God, therefore God requires them to repent and turn.

For God will answer with severe judgments every one who

would seek God with idols in his heart, whether he be an

Israelite, or a foreigner living in the midst of Israel. U'lE',

turn, be converted, is rendered still more emphatic by the

addition of D3V,S . . . 13''B>n. This double call to repentance

corresponds to the double reproof of their idolatry in ver. 3,

viz. ^2V^, to 3^ ^J* '^J n^.??0 ; and Dy:s WB-n, to their setting the

idols oms n33. n'"ffr\ is not used intransitively, as it apparently

is in ch. xviii. 30, but is to be taken in connection with the

object D?^.?, which follows at the end of the verse ; and it is

simply repeated before DD''3S for the sake of clearness and

emphasis. The reason for the summons to repent and give up

idolatry is explained in ver. 7, in the threat that God will

destroy every Israelite, and every foreigner in Israel, who

draws away from God and attaches himself to idols. The

phraseology of ver. 7a is adopted almost verbatim from Lev.

xvii. 8, 10, 13. On the obligation of foreigners to avoid

idolatry and all moral abominations, vid. Lev. xx. 2, xviii. 26,

xvii. 10 ; Ex. xii. 19, etc. The 1 before "i.tr. and V does pot

stand for the Vav relat,, but simply supposes a case : " should

he separate himself from my followers, and let his idols rise up,

etc." '^ i-'"^''^"]? does not mean, " to seek counsel of him (the

prophet) from me," for i^ cannot be taken as referring to the

prophet, although ^y\ with ? does sometimes mean to seek any

one, and ? may therefore indicate the person to whom one goes

to make inquiry (cf. 2 Chron. xv. 13, xvii. 4, xxxi. 21), be-

cause it is Jehovah who is sought in this case ; and Havernick's

remark, that " ^Tl with 7 merely indicates the external object

sought by a man, and therefore in this instance the medium or

organ through whom God speaks," is proved to be erroneous by
the passages just cited. Sb is reflective, or to be taken as a dat.

commodi, denoting the inquirer or seeker. The person ap-
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proaclied for the purpose of inquiring or seeking, i.e. God, is

indicated by the preposition ?, as in 1 Chron. x. 14 (fjnia tj'"}^);

and also frequently, in the case of idols, when either an oracle

or help is sought from them (1 Sam. xxviii. 7 ; 2 Kings i.

2 sqq.). It is only in this way that i? and '3 can be made to

correspond to the same words in the apodosis : Whosoever seeks

counsel of God, to him will God show Himself answering ''3, iri

Him, i.e. in accordance with His nature, in His own way,

—

namely, in the manner described in ver. 8. The threat is com-

posed of passages in the law : 'W1 '33 'nnj and 'W1 W^n, after

Lev. XX, 3, 5, 6 ; and 'Ul ifT'riiDE'ni, though somewhat freely,

after Deut. xxviii. 37 ('U1 i"f"oi> rtm) n;n). There is no doubt,

therefore, that ''HiOE'n is to be derived from COB', and stands for

'niSE'n, in accordance with the custom in later writings of re-

solving the Dagesh forte into a long vowel. The allusion to

Deut. xxviii. 37, compared with T\Svh njn in ver. 46 of the same

chapter, is sufficient to set aside the assumption that iniDtyn is

to be derived from D'?*, and pointed accordingly ; although the

LXX., Targ., Syr., and Vulg. have all renderings of C?* (cf.

Ps. xliv. 16). Moreover, C?' in the perfect never takes the

Hipliil form; and in ch. xx, 26 we have DStJ'N in a similar

connection. The expression is a pregnant one: I make him

desolate, so that he becomes a sign and proverbs.

Vers. 9-11. No prophet is to give any other answer.—Ver. 9.

But if a prophet allow himself to he persuaded, and give a word,

I have persuaded this prophet, and will stretch out my hand

against him, and cut him off out of my people Israel. Ver. 10.

Tliey shall hear their guilt : as the guilt of the inquirer, so shall

the guilt of the prophet he ; Ver. 11. In order that the house of

Israel may no more stray from me, and may no more defile itself

with all its transgressions ; hut they may he my people, and I

their God, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.—The prophet who

allows himself to be persuaded is not a prophet i3?p (ch.

xiii. 2), but one who really thinks that he has a word of God.

nria, to persuade, to entice by friendly words (in a good sense,
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Hos. ii. 16) ; but generally sensu malo, to lead astray, or seduce

to that which is unallowable or evil. " If he allow himself to

be persuaded:" not necessarily "with the hope of payment

from the hypocrites who consult him " (Michaelis). This

weakens the thought. It might sometimes be done from un-

selfish good-nature. And "the word" itself need not have

been a divine oracle of his own invention, or a false prophecy.

The allusion is simply to a word of a different character from

that contained in vers. 6—8, which either demands repentance

or denounces judgment upon the impenitent : every word,

therefore, which could by any possibility confirm the sinner in

his security.—By Hin^ ''3K (ver. 9) the apodosis is introduced in

an emphatic manner, as in vers. 4 and 7 ; but Wns cannot be

taken in a future sense ("I will persuade"). It must be a

perfect ; since the persuading of the prophet would necessarily

precede his allowing himself to be persuaded. The Fathers

and earlier Lutheran theologians are wrong in their interpreta-

tion of 'H'liis, which they understand in a permissive sense,

meaning simply that God allowed it, and did not prevent their

being seduced. Still more wrong are Storr and Schmieder,

the former of whom regards it as simply declaratory, " I will

declare him to have gone aatiay from the worship of Jehovah;"

the latter, " I will show him to be a fool, by punishing him for

his disobedience." The words are rather to be understood in

accordance with 1 Kings xxii. 20 sqq., where the persuading

(pittdh) is done by a lying spirit, which inspires the prophets of

Ahab to predict success to the king, in order that he may fall.

As Jehovah sent the spirit in that case, and put it into the

mouth of the prophets, so is the persuasion in this instance also

effected by God: not merely divine permission, but divine

ordination and arrangement; though this does not destroy

human freedom, but, like all "persuading," presupposes the

possibility of not allowing himself to be persuaded. See the

discussion of this question in the commentary on 1 Kings xxii.

20 sqq. The remark of Calvin on the verse before us is
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correct: "it teaches that neither impostures nor frauds take

place apart from the will of God " (nisi Deo volente). But this

willing on the part of God, or the persuading of the prophets

to the utterance of self-willed words, which have not been in-

spired by God, only takes place in persons who admit evil into

themselves, and is designed to tempt them and lead them to

decide whether they will endeavour to resist and conquer the

sinful inclinations of their hearts, or will allow them to shape

themselves into outward deeds, in which case they will become

ripe for judgment. It is in this sense that God persuades such

a prophet, in order that He may then cut him off out of His

people. But this punishment will not fall upon the prophet

only. It will reach the seeker or inquirer also, in order if

possible to bring Israel back from its wandering astray, and

make it into a people of God purified from sin (vers. 10 and

11). It was to this end that, in the last times of the kingdom

of Judah, God allowed false prophecy to prevail so mightily,

—

namely, that it might accelerate the process of distinguishing

between the righteous and the wicked ; and then, by means of

the judgment which destroyed the wicked, purify His nation

and lead it on to the great end of its calling.

Vers. 12-23. The Eighteousness of the Godly will,

NOT AVERT THE JUDGMENT.—The threat contained in the

preceding word of God, that if the idolaters did not repent,

God would not answer them in any other way than with an

exterminating judgment, left the possibility still open, that He
would avert the destruction of Judah and Jerusalem for the

sake of the righteous therein, as He had promised the patriarch

Abraham that He would do in the case of Sodom and Gomorrah

(Gen. xviii. 23 sqq.). This hope, which might be cherished

by the people and by the elders who had come to the prophet,

is now to be taken from the people by the word of God which

follows, containing as it does the announcement, that if any

land should sin so grievously against God by its apostasy, He
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would be driven to inflict upon it the punisliments threatened

by Moses against apostate Israel (Lev. xxvi. 22, 25, 26, and

elsewhere), namely, to destroy both man and beast, and make

the land a desert ; it would be of no advantage to such a land

to have certain righteous men, such as Noah, Daniel, and Job,

living therein. For although these righteous men would be

saved themselves, their righteousness could not possibly secure

salvation for the sinners. The manner in which this thought

is carried out in vers. 13-20 is, that four exterminating punish-

ments are successively supposed to come upon the land and lay

it waste ; and in the case of every one, the words are repeated,

that even righteous men, such as Noah, Daniel, and Job, would

only save their own souls, and not one of the sinners. And

thus, according to vers. 21-23, will the Lord act when He
sends His judgments against Jerusalem ; and He will execute

them in such a manner that the necessity and righteousness of

His acts shall be made manifest therein.—This word of God

forms a supplementary side-piece to Jer. xv. 1-4, where the

Lord replies to the intercession of the prophet, that even the

intercession of a Moses and a Samuel on behalf of the people

would not avert the judgments which were suspended over them.

Ver. 12, And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying^

Ver. 13. Son of man, if a land sin against me to act treacher-

ously, and I stretch out my hand against it, and break in pieces

for it the support of bread, and send famine into it, and

cut offfrom it man and beast : "Ver. 14. And there should he

these three men therein, Noah, Daniel, and Job, they would

through their righteousness deliver their soul, is the saying of the

Lord Jehovah. Ver. 15. If [bring evil beasts into the land, so

that they make it childless, and it become a desert, so that no one

passeth through it because of the beasts: Ver. 16. These three

men therein, as 1 live, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah, would

not deliver sons and daughters ; they only would be delivered, but

the land would become a desert. Ver. 17. Or 1 bring the sword into

that land, and say, Let the sword go through the land; and Icut off
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from it man and beast: Ver. 18. These three men therein, as I

live, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah, loould not deliver sons

and daughters, but they only would be delivered. Ver. 19. Or

I send pestilence into that land, and pour out my fury upon it in

blood, to cut off from it man and beast : Ver. 20. Verily, Noah,

Daniel, and Job, in the midst of it, as I live, is the saying of the

Lord Jehovah, would deliver neither son nor daughter; they

would only deliver their own soul through their righteousness.—
pS in ver. 13 is intentionally left indefinite, that the thought

may be expressed in the most general manner. On the other

hand, the sin is very plainly defined as ?JJD"?yDp. bv'o, literally,

to cover, signifies to act in a secret or treacherous manner,

especially towards Jehovah, either by apostasy from Him, in

other words, by idolatry, or by withholding what is due to Him
(see comm. on Lev. v. 15). In the passage before us it is

the treachery of apostasy from Him by idolatry that is intended.

As the epithet used to denote the sin is taken from Lev. xxvi.

40 and Deut. xxxii. 51, so the four punishments mentioned in

the following verses, as well as in ch. v. 17, are also taken from

Lev. xxvi.,—viz. the breaking up of the staff of bread, from

ver. 26 ; the evil beasts, from ver. 22 ; and the sword and

pestilence, from ver. 25. The three men, Noah, Daniel, and

Job, are named as examples of true righteousness of life, or

ni^iy (vers. 14, 20) ; i.e., according to Calvin's correct explana-

tion, quicquid pertinet ad regulam sancte et juste vivendi. Noah

is so described in Gen. vi. 9 ; and Job, in the Book of Job i. 1,

xii. 4, etc. ; and Daniel, in like manner, is mentioned in Dan.

i. 8 sqq., vi. 11 sqq., as faithfully confessing his faith in his life.

The fact that Daniel is named before Job does not warrant the

conjecture that some other older Daniel is meant, of whom

nothing is said in the history, and whose existence is merely

postulated. For the enumeration is not intended to be chrono-

logical, but is arranged according to the subject-matter; the

order being determined by the nature of the deliverance ex-

perienced by these men for their righteousness in the midst of
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great judgments. Consequently, as Havernick and Kliefoth

have shown, we have a climax here : Noah saved his family

along with himself ; Daniel was able to save his friends (Dan.

ii. 17, 18) ; but Job, with his righteousness, was not even

able to save his children.—The second judgment (ver. 15) is

introduced with ?i), which, as a rule, supposes a case that is not

expected to occur, or even regarded as possible ; here, however,

^b is used as perfectly synonymous with DS. nnjSB' has no

Mappik, because the tone is drawn back upon the pennltima

(see comm. on Amos i. 11). In ver. 19, the expression " to

pour out my wrath in blood " is a pregnant one, for to pour out

my wrath in such a manner that it is manifested in the shed-

ding of blood or the destruction of life, for the life is in the

blood. In this sense pestilence and blood were also associate<l

in ch. V. 17.—If we look closely at the four cases enumerated,

we find the following difference in the statements concerning

the deliverance of the righteous : that, in the first instance, it

is simply stated that Noah, Daniel, and Job would save their

soul, i.e. their life, by their righteousness ; whereas, in the three

others, it is declared that as truly as the Lord liveth they would

not save either sons or daughters, but they alone would be

delivered. The difference is not merely a rhetorical climax or

progress in the address by means of asseveration and anti-

thesis, but indicates a distinction in the thought. The first

case is only intended to teach that in the approaching judo--

ment the righteous would save their lives, i.e. that God would

not sweep away the righteous with the ungodly. The three

cases which follow are intended, on the other hand, to exemplify

the truth that the righteousness of the righteous will be of no

avail to the idolaters and apostates ; since even such patterns

of righteousness as Noah, Daniel, and Job would only save

their own lives, and would not be able to save the lives of

others also. This tallies with the omission of the asseveration

in ver. 14. The first declaration, that God would deliver the

righteous in the coming judgments, needed no asseveration,
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inasmuch as this truth was not called in question ; but it was

required in the case of the declaration that the righteousness

of the righteous would bring no deliverance to the sinful

nation, since this was the hope which the ungodly cherished,

and it was this hope which was to be taken from them. The

other differences which we find in the description given of the

several cases are merely formal in their nature, and do not in

any way affect the sense ; e.g. the use of N^, in ver, 18, instead

of the particle 0^5, which is commonly employed in oaths, and

which we find in vers. 16 and 20 ; the choice of the singular t?

and 13, in ver. 20, in the place of the plural 01331 D^pa, used in

vers. 16 and 18 ; and the variation in the expressions, DE'SJ WS:''

(ver. 14), ne'e? ^h'^_ (ver. 20), and ^h^^, D'n?^ nan (vers. 16 and

18), which Hitzig proposes to remove by altering the first two

forms into the third, though without the slightest reason. For

although the Piel occurs in Ex. xii. 36 in the sense of taking

away or spoiling, and is not met with anywhere else in the

sense of delivering, it may just as well be used in this sense, as

the HipMl has both significations.

Vers. 21—23. The rule expounded in vers. 13-20 is here

applied to Jerusalem. — Ver. 21. For thus saith the Lord

Jehovah, How much more when 1 send my four evil judgments,

sword, and famine, and evil beasts, and pestilence, against Jeru-

salem, to cut off from it man and beast ? Ver. 22. And, behold,

there remain escaped ones in her loho will be brought out, sons

and daughters ; behold, they will go out to you, that ye may see

their walk and their works ; and console yourselves concerning the

evil which I have brought upon Jerusalem. Ver. 23. And they

will console you, when ye see their walk and their works : and

ye will see that I have not done without cause all that I have

done to her, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.— By ''3 in

ver. 21 the application of the general rule to Jerusalem

is made in the form of a reason. The meaning, however, is

not, that the reason why Jehovah was obliged to act in this

unsparing manner was to be found in the corrupt condition of
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the nation, as Havernick supposes,—a thouglit quite foreign to

the context; but ''3 indicates that thejudgments upon Jerusalem

will furnish a practical proof of the general truth expressed

in vers. 13—20, and so confirm it. This ''3 is no more an

emphatic yea than the following " f)*? is a forcible introduction

to the antithesis formed by the coming fact, to the merely

imaginary cases mentioned above" (Hitzig). ^1^ has un-

doubtedly the force of a climax, but not of an asseveration,

" verily " (Hav.) ; a meaning which this particle never has.

It is used here, as in Job iv. 19, in the sense of ''3 ^K ; and

the ''3 which follows 1^ in this case is a conditional particle of

time, " when." Consequently 'a ought properly to be written

twice ; but it is only used once, as in ch. xv. 5; Job ix. 14, etc.

The thought is this : how much more will this be the case,

namely, that even a Noah, Daniel, and Job will not deliver

either sons or daughters when I send my judgments upon

Jerusalem. The perfect ''ijiHjB' is used, and not the imperfect,

as in ver. 13, because God has actually resolved upon sending

it, and does not merely mention it as a possible case. The

number four is significant, symbolizing the universality of the

judgment, or the thought that it will fall on all sides, or upon

the whole of Jerusalem ; whereby it must also be borne in

mind that Jerusalem as the capital represents the kingdom of

Judah, or the whole of Israel, so far as it was still in Canaan.

At the same time, by the fact that the Lord allows sons and

daughters to escape death, and to be led away to Babylon, He
forces the acknowledgment of the necessity and righteousness

of His judgments among those who are in exile. This is in

general terms the thought contained in vers. 22 and 23, to

which very different meanings have been assigned by the latest

expositors. Havernick, for example, imagines that, in addition

to the four ordinary judgments laid down in the law, ver. 22

announces a new and extraordinary one ; whereas Hitzig and

Kliefoth have found in these two verses the consolatory assur-

ance, that in the time of the judgments a few of the younger
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generation will be rescued and taken to those already in exile

in Babylon, there to excite pity as well as to express it, and to

give a visible proof of the magnitude of the judgment which

has fallen upon Israel. They differ so far from each other,

however, that Hitzig regards those of the younger generation

who are saved as D''i?'''lY, who have saved themselves through

their innocence, but not their guilty parents, and who will

excite the commiseration of those already in exile through

their blameless conduct ; whilst Kliefoth imagines that those

who are rescued are simply less criminal than the rest, and

when they come to Babylon will be pitied by those who have

been longer in exile, and will pity them in return.—Neither of

these views does justice to the words themselves or to the con-

text. The meaning of ver. 22a is clear enough ; and in the

main there has been no difference of opinion concerning it.

When man and beast are cut off out of Jerusalem by the four

judgments, all will not perish ; but "'^''Pa, i.e. persons who

have escaped destruction, will be left, and will be led out of

the city. These are called sons and daughters, with an allusion

to vers. 16, 18, and 20 ; and consequently we must not take

these words as referring to the younger generation in contrast

to the older. They will be led out of Jerusalem, not to remain

in the land, but to come to " you," i.e. those already in exile,

that is to say, to go into exile to Babylon. This does not imply

either a modification or a sharpening of the punishment

;

for the cutting off of man and beast from a town may be

effected not only by slaying, but by leading away. The design

of God in leaving some to escape, and carrying them to

Babylon, is explained in the clauses which follow from Dn"iK"i!|

onwards, the meaning of which depends partly upon the more

precise definition of O^-n and Dni»'''^J(, and partly upon the ex-

planation to be given of njjnn-^ij; DPiDnj and Dans ?Dn3l. The

ways and works are not to be taken without reserve as good

and righteous works, as Kliefoth has correctly shown in his

reply to Hitzig. Still less can ways and works denote their
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experience or fate, which is the explanation given by Kliefoth

of the words, when expounding the meaning and connection of

vers. 21-23. The context certainly points to wicked ways and

evil works. And it is only the sight of such works that could

lead to the conviction that it was not D|n, in vain, i.e. without

cause, that God had inflicted such severe judgments upon

Jerusalem. And in addition to this effect, which is mentioned

in ver. 23 as produced upon those who were already in exile,

by the sight of the conduct of the ni3''7a that came to Babylon,

the immediate desis;n of God is described in ver. 226 as Dnonjl

'i3l nj;"in-?y. The verb ona with bv cannot be used here in the
T T T - ' •

sense of to repent of anything, or to grieve over it (Hitzig)

;

still less can it mean to pity any one (Kliefoth). For a man
cannot repent of, or be sorry for, a judgment which God has

inflicted upon him, but only of evil which he himself has done;

and on does not mean to pity a person, either when construed

in the Piel with an accusative of the person, or in the Niphal

c. ?y, rei. Omn is Niphal, and signifies here to console one-

self, as in Gen. xxxviii. 12 with ?V, concerning anything, as in

2 Sam. xiii. 39, Jer. xxxi. 15, etc.; and IDHi (ver. 23), with

the accusative of the person, to comfort any one, as in Gen.

li. 21 ; Job ii. 11, etc. But the works and doings of those who
came to Babyh n could only produce this effect upon those who
were already there, from the fact that they were of such a

character as to demonstrate the necessity for the judgments

which had fallen upon Jerusalem. A conviction of the neces-

sity for the divine judgments would cause them to comfort

themselves with regard to the evil inflicted by God ; inasmuch

as they would see, not only that the punishment endured was

a chastisement well deserved, but that God in His righteousness

would stay the punishment when it had fulfilled His purpose,

and restore the penitent sinner to favour once more. But
the consolation which those who were in exile would derive

from a sight of the works of the sons and daughters who had
escaped from death and come to Babylon, is attributed in
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ver. 23 (D^'?? '"^W) ^ t'^e persons themselves. It is in this

sense that it is stated that " they will comfort you ;

" not by

expressions of pity, but by the sight of their conduct. This is

directly affirmed in the words, " when ye shall see their conduct

and their works." Consequently ver. 23a does not contain

a new thought, but simply the thought already expressed in

ver. 22b, which is repeated in a new form to make it the more

emphatic. And the expression n'bv '<n»2n "iK'S-^3 MX, in ver. 22,

serves to increase the force ; whilst nx, in the sense of quoad,

serves to place the thought to be repeated in subordination to

the whole clause (cf. Ewald, § 277a, p. 683).

CHAP. XV. JERUSALEM, THE USELESS WOOD OF A WILD VINE.

As certainly as God will not spare Jerusalem for the sake of

the righteousness of the few righteous men therein, so certain

is it that Israel has no superiority over other nations, whicli

could secure Jerusalem against destruction. As the previous

word of God overthrows false confidence in the righteousness

of the godly, what follows in this chapter is directed against

the fancy that Israel cannot be rejected and punished by the

overthrow of the kingdom, because of its election to be the

people of God.

Ver. 1. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2.

Son of man, what advantage has the wood of the vine over every

wood, the vine-branch, which was among the trees of the forest ?

Ver. 3. Is wood taken from it to use for any work ? or do men

take a peg from it to hang all kinds of vessels upon ? Ver. 4.

Behold, it is given to the fire to consume. If the fire has con-

sumed its two ends, and the middle of it is scorched, will it then

be fit for any work ? Ver. 5. Behold, when it is uninjured, it is

not used for any work : how much less when the fire has con-

sumed it and scorched it can it be still used for work ! Ver. 6.

Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, As the wood of the vine

among the wood of the forest, which I give to the fire to consume,
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so do r give up the inUahitants of Jerusalem, Ver. 7. And direct

my face against them. They have gone out of the fire, and the

are will consume them ; that ye may learn that I am Jehovah, when

I set myface against them. Ver. 8. And I make the land a desert,

because they committed treachery, is the saying of the Lard Jehovah.

—Israel is like the wood of the wild vine, which is put into the

fire to burn, because it is good for nothing. From Deut.

xxxii. 32, 33 onwards, Israel is frequently compared to a vine

or a vineyard (cf. Ps. Ixxx. 9 sqq. ; Isa. v. ; Hos. x. 1 ; Jer. ii.

21), and always, with the exception of Ps. Ixxx., to point out

its degeneracy. This comparison lies at the foundation of the

figure employed, in vers. 2-5, of the wood of the wild vine.

This wood has no superiority over any other kind of wood. It

cannot be used, like other timber, for any useful purposes ; but

is only fit to be burned, so that it is really inferior to all other

wood (vers. 2 and 3a). And if, in its perfect state, it cannot

be used for anything, how much less when it is partially

scorched and consumed (vers. 4 and 5) ! fi.^TT'^?} followed by

IP, means, what is it above (ID, comparative)?

—

i.e. what

superiority has it to T^'-'S, all kinds of wood? i.e. any other

wood, 'W1 l!?'^< nnioiri is in apposition to IBsn YV, and is not to

be connected with D/"''?'?; as it has been by the LXX. and

Vulgate,—notwithstanding the Masoretic accentuation,—so as

to mean every kind of fagot ; for H'liDT does not mean a fagot,

but the tendril or branch of the vine (cf. ch. viii. 17), which is

still further defined by the following relative clause : to be a

wood-vine, i.e. a wild vine, which bears only sour, uneatable

grapes. The preterite
>^l>^

(which was ; not, " is ") may be ex-

plained from the idea that the vine had been fetched from the

forest in order that its wood might be used. The answer given

in ver. 3 is, that this vine-wood cannot be used for any pur-

pose whatever, not even as a peg for hanging any kind of

domestic utensils upon (see comm. on Zech. x. 4). It is too

weak even for this. The object has to be supplied to nii^j)^

"3X70? : to make, or apply it, for any work. Because it cannot
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be used as timber, it is burned. A fresh thought is introduced

in ver. 46 by the words 'P ''p.B' ns. The two clauses in ver. 46

are to be connected together. The first supposes a case, from

which the second is deduced as a conclusion. The question,

" Is it fit for any work ? " is determined in ver. 5 in the

negative. '3 ^N; as in ch. xiv. 21. "i™ ; perfect; and in.';:

imperfect, Niplial, of lin, in the sense of, to be burned or

scorched. The subject to in^!! is no doubt the wood, to which

the suffix in innbsx refers. At the same time, the two clauses

are to be understood, in accordance with ver. 46, as relating to

the burning of the ends and the scorching of the middle.

—

Vers. 6-8. In the application of the parable, the only thing to

which prominence is given, is the fact that God will deal with

the inhabitants of Jerusalem in the same manner as with the

vine-wood, which cannot be used for any kind of work. This

implies that Israel resembles the wood of a forest-vine. As

this possesses no superiority to other wood, but, on the contrary,

is utterly useless, so Israel has no superiority to other nations,

but is even worse than they, and therefore is given up to the

fire. This is accounted for in ver. 7 :
" They have come out

of the fire, and the fire will consume them " (the inhabitants of

Jerusalem). These words are not to be interpreted proverbi-

ally, as meaning, " he who escapes one judgment falls into

another " (Havernick), but show the application of vers. 46

and 5 to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, Out of a fire one must

come either burned or scorched. Israel has been in the fire

already. It resembles a wild vine which has been consumed

at both ends by the fire, while the middle has been scorched,

and which is now about to be given up altogether to the fire.

We must not restrict the fire, however, out of which it has

come half consumed, to the capture of Jerusalem in the time

of Jehoiachin, as Hitzig does, but must extend it to all the judg-

ments which fell upon the covenant nation, from the destruction

of the kingdom of the ten tribes to the catastrophe in the reign

of Jehoiachin, and in consequence of which Israel now resembled

EZEK. I. N
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a vine burned at both ends and scorched in the middle. The

threat closes in the same manner as the previous one. Compare

ver. lb with ch. xiv. 86, and ver. 8 with ch. xiv. 15 and 13.

CHAP. XVI. INGRATITUDE AND UNFAITHFULNESS OP

JERUSALEM. ITS PUNISHMENT AND SHAME.

The previous word of God represented Israel as a wild and

useless vine, which had to be consumed. But as God had

planted this vine in His vineyard, as He had adopted Israel

as His own people, the rebellious nation, though met by these

threatenings of divine judgment, might still plead that God

would not reject Israel, on account of its election as the

covenant nation. This proof of false confidence in the divine

covenant of grace is removed by the word of God in the

present chapter, which shows that by nature Israel is no better

than other nations ; and that, in consequence of its shameful

ingratitude towards the Lord, who saved it from destruction in

the days of its youth, it has sinned so grievously against Him,

and has sunk so low among the heathen through its excessive

idolatry, that God is obliged to punish and judge it in the

same manner as the others. At the same time, the Lord will

continue mindful of His covenant ; and on the restoration of

Sodom and Samaria, He will also turn the captivity of Jeru-

salem,—to the deep humiliation and shame of Israel,—and will

establish an everlasting covenant with it.—The contents of this

word of God divide themselves, therefore, into three parts. In

the first, we have the description of the nation's sin, through

its falling away from its God into idolatry (vers. 2-34) ; in

the second, the announcement of the punishment (vers. 35-52);

and in the third, the restoration of Israel to favour (vers. 53-

63). The past, present, and future of Israel are all embraced,

from its first commencement to its ultimate consummation.

—

These copious contents are draped in an allegory, which is

carried out on a magnificent scale. Starting from the repre-
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sentation of the covenant relation existing between the Lord

and His people, under the figure of a marriage covenant,

—

which runs through the whole of the Scriptures,—Jerusalem,

the capital of the kingdom of God, as the representative of

Israel, the covenant nation, is addressed as a wife ; and the

attitude of God to Israel, as well of that of Israel to its God, is

depicted under this figure.

Vers. 1-14. Israel, by nature unclean, miserable, and near

to destruction (vers. 3-5), is adopted by the Lord and clothed

in splendour (vers. 6-14). Vers. 1 and 2 form the introduc-

tion.—Ver. 1. And the word of Jeliovah came to me, saying^

Ver. 2. Son of man, sJww Jerusalem her abominations.—The
" abominations " of Jerusalem are the sins of the covenant

nation, which were worse than the sinful abominations of

Canaan and Sodom. The theme of this word of God is the

declaration of these abominations. To this end the nation is

first of all shown what it was by nature.—Ver. 3. And say,

Thus saith the Lord Jehovah to Jerusalem, Thine origin and thy

birth are from the land of the Canaanites ; thy father was the

Amorite, and thy mother a Hittite, Ver. 4. And as for thy

birth, in the day of thy birth thy navel was not cut, and thou

wast not bathed in water for cleansing ; and not rubbed with salt,

and not wrapped in bandages. Ver. 5. No eye looked upon

thee with pity, to do one of these to thee in compassion ; but

thou wast cast into the field, in disgust at thy life, on the day of

thy birth.—According to the allegory, which runs through the

whole chapter, the figure adopted to depict the origin of the

Israelitish nation is that Jerusalem, the existing representative

of the nation, is described as a child, born of Canaanitish

parents, mercilessly exposed after its birth, and on the point of

perishing. Hitzig and Kliefoth show that they have com-

pletely misunderstood the allegory, when they not only explain

the statement concerning the descent of Jerusalem, in ver. 3,

as relating to the city of that name, but restrict it to the city

alone, on the ground that " Israel as a whole was not of
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Oanaanitish origin, whereas the city of Jerusalem was radically

a Oanaanitish, Amoritish, and Hittite city." But were not all

the cities of Israel radically Canaanaean ? Or was Israel not

altogether, but only half, of Aramaean descent? Kegarded

merely as a city, Jerusalem was neither of Amoritish nor

Hittite origin, but simply a Jebusite city. And it is too obvi-

ous to need any proof, that the prophetic word does not refer

to the city as a city, or to the mass of houses ; but that Jeru-

salem, as the capital of the kingdom of Judah at that time, so

far as its inhabitants were concerned, represents the people of

Israel, or the covenant nation. It was not the mass of houses,

but the population,—which was the foundling,—that excited

Jehovah's compassion, and which He multiplied into myriads

(ver. 7), clothed in splendour, and chose as the bride with

whom He concluded a marriage covenant. The descent and

birth referred to are not physical, but spiritual descent.

Spiritually, Israel sprang from the land of the Canaanites;

and its father was the Amorite and its mother a Hittite, in the

same sense in which Jesus said to the Jews, " Ye are of your

father the devil " (John viii. 44). The land of the Canaanites

is mentioned as the land of the worst heathen abominations

;

and from among the Oanaanitish tribes, the Amorites and

Hittites are mentioned as father and mother, not because the

Jebusites are placed between the two, in Num. xiii. 29, as

Hitzig supposes, but because they were recognised as the

leaders in Oanaanitish ungodliness. The iniquity of the

Amorites Ol'osn) was great even in Abraham's time, though

not yet full or ripe for destruction (Gen. xv. 16); and the

daughters of Heth, whom Esau married, caused Kebekah great

bitterness of spirit (Gen. xxvii. 46). These facts furnish the

substratum for our description. And they also help to explain

the occurrence of '"ibNn with the article, and iT'rin without it.

The plurals ^IinnbD and T.T^'^b also point to spiritual descent

;

for physical generation and birth are both acts that take place

once for all. n-jbD or n-i«D (ch. xxi, 35, xxix. 14) is not the
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place of begetting, but generation itself, from "ilS^rria, to dig

= to beget (cf. Isa. li. 1). It is not equivalent to "lipo, or a

plural corresponding to the Latin naiales, origines. n"i7iD

:

birth. Vers. 4 and 5 describe the circumstances connected

with the birth. 'Hin'^poi (ver. 4) stands at the head as an

absolute noun. At the birth of the child it did not receive the

cleansing and care which were necessary for the preservation

and strengthening of its life, but was exposed without pity.

The construction TiriiN Tmn (the passive, with an accusative of

the object) is the same as in Gen. xl. 20, and many other

passages of the earlier writings. n^3 : for n^3 (Judg. vi. 28),

Pual of IT13 ; and 'H'ilB' : from "I'ty, with the reduplication of the

), which is very rare in Hebrew (vid. Ewald, § 71). By
cutting the navel-string, the child is liberated after birth from

the blood of the mother; with which it was nourished in the

womb. If the cutting be neglected, as well as the tying of the

navel-string, which takes place at the same time, the child

must perish when the decomposition of the placenta begins.

The new-born child is then bathed, to cleanse it from the im-

purities attaching to it. ''J'K'D cannot be derived from nj?^=
Viip ; because neither the meaning to see, to look (njItJ'), nor the

other meaning to smear (VV^), yields a suitable sense. Jos.

Kimchi is evidently right in deriving it from J'^K, in Arabic

tM^, ii. and iv., to wipe off, cleanse. The termination '' is the

Aramaean form of the absolute state, for the Hebrew ^''Vfi?,

cleansing (cf. Ewald, § 165a). After the washing, the body

was rubbed with salt, according to a custom very widely spread

in ancient times, and still met with here and there in the East

(yid. Hieron. ad li. I. Galen, de Sanit. i. 7 ; Troilo Reisebeschr. p.

721) ; and that not merely for the purpose of making the skin

drier and firmer, or of cleansing it more thoroughly, but pro-

bably from a regard to the virtue of salt as a protection from

putrefaction, " to express in a symbolical manner a hope and

desire for the vigorous health of the child" (Hitzig and Haver-

nick). And, finally, it was bound round with swaddling-
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clothes. Not one of these things, so indispensable to the pre-

servation and strengthening of the child, was performed in the

case of Israel at the time of its birth from any feeling of com-

passionate love {'™'^?, infinitive, to show pity or compassion

towards it) ; but it was cast into the field, i.e. exposed, in order

that it might perish ^B'W bv'ii^ in disgust at thy life (compare

?W, to thrust away, reject, despise, Lev. xxvi. 11, xv. 30). The

day of the birth of Jerusalem, i.e. of Israel, was the period of

its sojourn in Egypt, where Israel as a nation was born,—the

sons of Jacob who went down to Egypt having multiplied into

a nation. The different traits in this picture are not to be in-

terpreted as referring to historical peculiarities, but have their

explanation in the totality of the figure. At the same time,

they express much more than " that Israel not only stood upon

a level with all other nations, so far as its origin and its nature

were concerned, but was more helpless and neglected as to both

its nature and its natural advantages, possessing a less gifted

nature than other nations, and therefore inferior to the rest

"

(Kliefoth). The smaller gifts, or humbler natural advantages,

are thoughts quite foreign to the words of the figure as well as

to the context. Both the Canaanitish descent and the merciless

exposure of the child point to a totally different point of view,

as indicated by the allegory. The Canaanitish descent points

to the moral depravity of the nature of Israel; and the ne-

glected condition of the child is intended to show how little

there was in the heathen surroundings of the youthful Israel

in Canaan and Egypt that was adapted to foster its life and

health, or to educate Israel and fit it for its future destination.

To the Egyptians the Israelites were an abomination, as a race

of shepherds; and not long after the death of Joseph, the

Pharaohs began to oppress the growing nation.

Vers. 6-14. Israel therefore owes its preservation and exalta-

tion to honour and glory to the Lord its God alone.—Ver. 6.

Then I passed by thee, and saw thee stamping in thy blood, and
said to thee, In thy blood live .' and said to thee, Tn thy blood
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live! Ver. 7. / made thee into myriads as the growth of the

field, and thou grewest and becamest tall, and earnest to ornament

of cheeks. The breasts expanded, and thy hair grew, whereas

thou wast naked and bare. Ver. 8. And I passed by thee, and

saw thee, and, behold, it was thy time, the time of love ; and I

spread my wing over thee, and covered thy nakedness ; and I

swore to thee, and entered into covenant with thee, is the saying

of the Lord Jehovah, and thou becamest mine. Ver. 9. And I

bathed thee in water, and rinsed thy blood from thee, and anointed

thee with oil. Ver. 10. And I clothed thee with embroidered

ivork, and shod thee with morocco, and wrapped thee round with

byssus, and covered thee with silk. Ver. 11. / adorned thee

with ornaments, and put bracelets upon thy hands, and a chain

around thy neck. Ver. 12. And I gave thee a ring in thy nose,

and earrings in thine ears, and a splendid crown upon thy

head. Ver. 13. And thou didst adorn thyself with gold and

silver; and thy clothing was byssus, and silk, and embroidery.

Wheaten-flour, and honey, and oil thou didst eat ; and thou wast

very beautiful ; and didst thrive to regal dignity, Ver. 14. Thy

name went forth among the nations on account of thy beauty ; for it

was perfect through my glory, lohich Iput upon thee, is the saying

of the Lord Jehovah.—The description of what the Lord did for

Israel in His compassionate love is divided into two sections by

the repetition of the phrase " 1 passed by thee" (vers. 6 and 8).

The first embraces what God had done for the preservation and

Increase of the nation ; the second, what He had done for the

glorification of Israel, by adopting it as the people of His

possession. When Israel was lying in the field as a neglected

new-born child, the Lord passed by and adopted it, promising

it life, and giving it strength to live. To bring out the mag-

nitude of the compassion of God, the fact that the child was

lying in its blood is mentioned again and again. The explana-

tion to be given of nODiariD (the Sithpolel of D'^z, to trample

upon, tread under foot) is doubtful, arising from the difficulty

of deciding whether the Hithpolel is to be taken in a passive or
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a reflective sense. The passive rendering, "trampled upon"

(Umbreit), or ad conculcandum projectus, thrown down, to be

trodden under foot (Gesenius, etc.), is open to the objectioii

that the Hophal is used for this. We therefore prefer the

reflective meaning, treading oneself, or stamping ; as the objec-

tion offered to this, namely, that a new-born child thrown into

a field would not be found stamping with the feet, has no force

in an allegorical description. In the clause ver. 6b, which is

written twice, the question arises whether '^^O'la is to be taken

with '^n or with T]^ ioi<J: I said to thee, " In thy blood live;"

or, " I said to thee in thy blood, ' Live.' " We prefer the former,

because it gives a more emphatic sense, T)?1^ is a concise

expression ; for although lying in thy blood, in which thou

wouldst inevitably bleed to death, yet thou shalt live. Hitzig's

proposal to connect ^'l?']? in the first clause with ^'n, and in the

second with noK, can hardly be entertained. A double con-

struction of this kind is not required either by the repetition of

rih "IDS, or by the uniform position of Tj^Din before "n in both

clauses, as compared with 1 Kings xx. 18 and Isa. xsvii. 5.

—

In ver. 7a the description of the real fact breaks through the

allegory. The word of God "H, live, was visibly fulfilled in

the innumerable multiplication of Israel. But the allegory is

resumed immediately. The child grew {'^^1, as in Gen. xxi. 20

;

Deut. XXX. 16), and came into ornament of cheeks (Kia with 3,

to enter into a thing, as in ver, 8 ; not to proceed in, as Hitzig

supposes), cny ''"IV, not most beautiful ornament, or highest

charms, for W^IV is not the plural of ''IV ; but according to the

Clietib and most of the editions, with the tone upon the

penultima, is equivalent to D"']!'., a dual form; so that '"IJ?

cannot mean ornament in this case, but, as in Ps. xxxix. 9 and

ciii. 5, " the cheek," which is the traditional meaning (cf. Ges.

Thes. p. 993). Ornament of cheeks is youthful freshness and

beauty of face. The clauses which follow describe the arrival

of puberty. 1132, when applied to the breasts, means to expand,

lit. to raise oneself up. IVB* = D^^Jt ijjB', pules. The descrip-
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tion given in these verses refers to the preservation and mar-

vellous multiplication of Israel in Egypt, where the sons of

Israel grew into a nation under the divine blessing. Still it

was quite naked and bare (DlV and n^"iJf are substantives in the

abstract sense of nakedness and bareness, used in the place of

adjectives to give greater emphasis). Naked and bare are

figurative expressions for still destitute of either clothing or

ornaments. This implies something more than "the poverty

of the people in the wilderness attached to Egypt" (Hitzig).

Nakedness represents deprivation of all the blessings of salva-

tion with which the Lord endowed Israel and made it glorious,

after He had adopted it as the people of His possession. In

Egypt, Israel was living in a state of nature, destitute of the

gracious revelations of God.—Ver. 8. The Lord then went

past again, and chose for His bride the virgin, who had already

grown up to womanhood, and with whom He contracted mar-

riage by the conclusion of the covenant at Sinai, ^nj?, thy

time, is more precisely defined as C'l'i njf, the time of conjugal

love, I spread my wing over thee, i.e. the lappet of my
garment, which also served as a counterpane ; in other words,

I married thee (cf. Ruth iii. 9), and thereby covered thy

nakedness. " I swore to thee," sc. love and fidelity (cf. Hos.

ii. 21, 22), and entered into a covenant with thee, i.e. into

that gracious connection formed by the adoption of Israel as

the possession of Jehovah, which is represented as a marriage

covenant (compare Ex. xxiv. 8 with xix. 5, 6, and Dent. v. 2 :

—'nnN for ^R'?). Vers. 9 sqq. describe how Jehovah provided

for the purification, clothing, adorning, and maintenance of

His wife. As the bride prepares herself for the wedding by

washing and anointing, so did the Lord cleanse Israel from the

blemishes and impurities which adhered to it fi'om its birth.

The rinsing from the blood must not be understood as specially

referring either to the laws of purification given to the nation

(Hitzig), or as relating solely to the purification effected by the

covenant sacrifice (Havernick). It embraces all that the Lord
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did for the purifying of the people from the pollution of sin,

i.e. for its sanctification. The anointing with oil indicates the

powers of the Spirit of God, which flowed to Israel from the

divine covenant of grace. The clothing with costly garments,

and adorning with all the jewellery of a wealthy lady or

princess, points to the equipment of Israel with all the gifts

that promote the beauty and glory of life. The clothing is

described as made of the costliest materials with which queens

were accustomed to clothe themselves, ^^i?"!, embroidered

cloth (Ps. xlv. 15). 55'nri, probably the sea-cow, Manati (see

the comm. on Ex. xxv. 5). The word is used here for a fine

description of leather of which ornamental sandals were made

;

a kind of morocco. " I bound thee round with byssus : " this

refers to the headband ; for B'3n is the technical expression for

the binding or winding round of the turban-like headdress

(cf. ch. xxiv. 17; Ex. xxix. 9; Lev. viii. 13), and is applied

by the Targum to the headdress of the priests. Consequently

covering with 'K'Dj as distinguished from clothing, can only

refer to covering with the veil, one of the principal articles of

a woman's toilet. The air. \ey. 'C'D (vers. 10 and 13) is

explained by the Rabbins as signifying silk. The LXX.
render it Tpu^airrov. According to Jerome, this is a word

formed by the LXX. : quod tantae suhtilitatis fuerit vestimen-

tum, ut pilorum et capillorum tenuitatem habere credatur. The

jewellery included not only armlets, nose-rings, and ear-rings,

which the daughters of Israel were generally accustomed to

wear, but also necklaces and a crown, as ornaments worn by

princesses and queens. For Tan, see comm. on Gen. xli. 42.

Ver. 13 sums up the contents of vers. 9-12. ''B'B' is made to

conform to T? ; the food is referred to once more ; and the

result of the whole is said to have been, that Jerusalem became
exceedingly beautiful, and flourished even to royal dignity.

The latter cannot be taken as referring simply to the establish-

ment of the monarchy under David, any more than merely to

the spiritual sovereignty for which Israel was chosen from the
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very beginning (Ex. xix. 5, 6). The expression includes both,

viz. the call of Israel to be a kingdom of priests, and the his-

torical realization of this call through the Davidic sovereignty.

The beauty, i.e. glory, of Israel became so great, that the name or

fame of Israel sounded abroad in consequence among the nations.

It was perfect, because the Lord had put His glory upon His

Church. This, too, we must not restrict (as Havernick does) to

the far-sounding fame of Israel on its departure from Egypt

(Ex. XV. 14 sqq.) ; it refers pre-eminently to the glory of the theo-

cracy under David and Solomon, the fame of which spread into

all lands.-:—Thus had Israel been glorified by its God above all

the nations, but it did not continue in fellowship with its God.

Vers. 15-34. The apostasy of Israel. Its origin and nature,

vers. 15-22 ; its magnitude and extent, vers. 23-34. In close

connection with what precedes, this apostasy is described as

whoredom and adultery.—Ver. 15. But thou didst trust in thy

beauty, and didst commit fornication upon thy name, and didst

pour out thy fornication over every one who passed by : his it

became. Ver. 16. Thou didst take of thy clothes, and didst

make to thyself spotted heights, and didst commit fornication upon

them : things which should not come, and that which should not

take place. Ver. 17. And thou didst take jewellery of thine

ornament of my gold and of my silver, which I had given thee,

and didst make thyself male images, and didst commit fornication

with them ; Ver. 18. And thou didst take thy embroidered

clothes, and didst cover them therewith : and my oil and my

incense thou didst set before them. Ver. 19. And my bread,

lohich I gave to thee, fine flour, and oil, and honey, whereioith I

fed thee, thou didst set before them for a pleasant odour : this

came to pass, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 20. And

thou didst take thy sons and thy daughters, whom thou barest

to me, and didst sacrifice them to them to devour. Was thy

fornication too little? Ver. 21. Thou didst slay my sons, and

didst give them up, devoting them to them. Ver. 22. A7id in

all thine abominations and thy fornications thou didst not
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remember the days of thy youth, when thou wast naked and

bare, and layest stamping in thy blood.—The beauty, i.e. the

glory, of Israel led to its fall, because it made it the ground

of its confidence; that is to say, it looked upon the gifts

and possessions conferred upon it as its desert; and for-

getting the giver, began to traffic with the heathen nations,

and allowed itself to be seduced to heathen ways. For the

fact, compare Deut. xxxii. 15 and Hos. xiii. 6. "We are

inflamed with pride and arrogance, and consequently profane

the gifts of God, in which His glory ought to be resplendent"

(Calvin). '^OB' '?V ^^Tn does not mean either " thou didst com-

mit fornication notwithstanding thy name " (Winer and Ges.

Thes. p. 422), or "against thy name" (Havernick) ; for ?!?

connected with njT has neither of these meanings, even in Judg.

six. 2. It means, " thou didst commit fornication upon thy

name, i.e. in reliance upon thy name " (Hitzig and Maurer)

;

only we must not understand Dt? as referring to the name of

the city of God, but must explain it, in accordance with ver. 14,

as denoting the name, i.e. the renown, which Israel had acquired

among the heathen on account of its beauty. In the closing

words, "'H] V, i^ refers to i^^V"??, and ^^l stands for 'n^}, the copula

having been dropped from ^^:!! because )'? ought to stand first,

and only ''H'. remaining (compare ^!, Hos. vi. 1). The subject

to ^i}\ is ''B^^. ; the beauty became his (cf. Ps. xlv. 12). This

fornication is depicted in concrete terms in vers. 16-22; and

with the marriage relation described in vers. 8-13 still in

view, Israel is represented as giving up to idolatry all that

it had received from its God.—Ver. 16. With the clothes it

made spotted heights for itself. niD3 stands for rilDl 'Da

temples of heights, small temples erected upon heights by the

side of the altars (1 Kings xiii. 32 ; 2 Kings xvii. 29 ; for the

fact, see the comm. on 1 Kings iii. 2), which may probably

have consisted simply of tents furnished with carpets. Compare
2 Kings xxiii. 7, where the women are described as weaving
tents for Astarte, also the tent-like temples of the Slavonian
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tribes in Germany, which consisted of variegated carpets and

curtains (see Mohne on Creuzer's Symbolik, V. p. 176). These

bamoth Ezekiel calls nispD, not variegated, but spotted or

speckled (cf. Gen. xxx. 32), possibly with the subordinate idea

of patched (^^?lp; Josh. ix. 5), because they used for the carpets

not merely whole garments, but pieces of cloth as well; the

word being introduced here for the purpose of indicating con-

temptuously the worthlessness of such conduct. " Thou didst

commit whoredom upon them," i.e. upon the carpets in the tent-

temples. The words 'Wl niXD N? are no doubt relative clauses

;

but the usual explanation, '' which has not occurred, and will

not be," after Ex. x. 14, cannot be vindicated, as it is impossible

to prove either the use of Nia in the sense of occurring or

happening (= '"'J'^),
or the use of the participle instead of the

preterite in connection with the future. The participle niK3 in

this connection can only supply one of the many senses of the

imperfect (Ewald, § 168e), and, like H'Ti^^ express that which

ought to be. The participial form niK3 is evidently chosen for

the sake of obtaining . a paronomasia with niD3 : the heights

which should not come (i.e. should not be erected) ; while iO

iT'ii^ points back to DHyJ? 'JWl: "what should not happen."

—

Ver. 17. The jewellery of gold and silver was used by Israel

for 12t 'DPV, idols of the male sex, to commit fornication with
TT : - 7 /

them. Ewald thinks that the allusion is to Penates (teraphim),

which were set up in the house, with ornaments suspended upon

them, and worshipped with lectisternia. But there is no more

allusion to lectisternia here than in ch. xxiii. 41. And there is

still less ground for thinking, as Vatke, Movers, and Havernick

do, of Lingam- or Phallus-worship, of which it is impossible to

find the slightest trace among the Israelites. The arguments

used by Havernick have been already proved by Hitzig to have

no force whatever. The context does not point to idols of any

particular kind, but to the many varieties of Baal-worship

;

whilst the worship of Moloch is specially mentioned in vers.

20 sqq. as being the greatest abomination of the whole. The
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fact that omsh inj, to set before them (the idols), does not

refer to lectisternia, but to sacrifices offered as food for the gods,

is indisputably evident from the words nrriJ n'''np, the technical

expression for the sacrificial odour ascending to God (cf. Lev.

i. 9, 13, etc.). ''n'.l (ver. 19), and it came to pass {sc. this

abomination), merely serves to give emphatic expression to the

disgust which it occasioned (Hitzig).—Vers. 20; 21. And not

even content with this, the adulteress sacrificed the children

which God had given her to idols. The revulsion of feeling

produced by the abominations of the Moloch-worship is shown

in the expression ?i3!!??, thou didst sacrifice thy children to idols,

that they might devour them ; and still more in the reproachful

question 'no t2j?pn, "was there too little in thy whoredom?"

IP before ^^O''^!'!' is used in a comparative sense, though not to

signify " was this a smaller thing than thy whoredom?" which

would mean far too little in this connection. The ip is rather

used, as in ch. viii. 17 and Isa. xlix. 6, in the sense of too : was

thy whoredom, already described in vers. 16—19, too little, that

thou didst also slaughter thy children to idols ? The Chetib

^iniJtn (vers. 20 and 25) is a singular, as in vers. 25 and 29

;

whereas the Keri has treated it as a plural, as in vers. 15, 22,

and 33, but without any satisfactory ground. The indignation

comes out still more strongly in the description given of these

abominations in ver. 21: "thou didst slay my sons" (whereas

in ver. 20 we have simply " thy sons, whom thou hast born to

me"), "and didst give them up to them, l''3Vn3, by making

them pass through," sc. the fire. "lUJjn is used here not merely

for lustration or februation by fire, but for the actual burning

of the children slain as sacrifices, so that it is equivalent to

ip'sh CKB "lUJJn (2 Kings xxiii. 10). By the process of burning,

the sacrifices were given to Moloch to devour. Ezekiel has

the Moloch-worship in his eye in the form which it had assumed
from the times of Ahaz downwards, when the people began to

burn their children to Moloch (cf. 2 Kings xvi. 3, xxi. 6

xxiii. 10), whereas all that can be proved to have been practised
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in earlier times by the Israelites was the passing of children

through fire without either slaying or burning ; a februation by

fire (compare the remarks on this subject in the comm. on

Lev. xviii. 21).—Amidst all these abominations Israel did not

remember its youth, or how the Lord had adopted it out of the

deepest wretchedness to be His people, and had made it glorious

through the abundance of His gifts. This base ingratitude

shows the depth of its fall, and magnifies its guilt. For ver.

22& compare vers. 7 and 6.

Vers. 23-34. Extent and magnitude of the idolatry.—Ver.

23. And it came to pass after all thy wickedness— Woe, woe to

thee ! is the saying of the Lord Jehovah—Ver. 24. Thou didst

build thyself arches, and didst make thyself high places in all

the streets. Ver. 25. Thou didst build thy high places at every

cross road, and didst disgrace thy beauty, and stretch open thy

feet for every one that passed by, and didst increase thy whore-

dom. Ver. 26. Thou didst commit fornication with the sons of

Egypt thy neighbours, great in flesh, and didst increase thy

whoredom to provoke me. Ver. 27. And, behold, 1 stretched

out my hand against thee, and diminished thine allowance, and

gave thee up to the desire of those loho hate thee, the daughters of

the Philistines, who are ashamed of thy lewd way. Ver. 28. And

thou didst commit fornication with the sons of Asshur, because

thou art never satisfied; and didst commit fornication with them,

and wast also not satisfied. Ver. 29. And thou didst increase

thy whoredom to CanaaiUs land, Chaldaea, and even thereby wast

not satisfied. Ver. 30. How languishing is thy heart ! is the

saying of the Lord Jehovah, that thou doest all this, the doings

of a dissolute prostitute. Ver. 31. When thou buildest thy

arches at every cross road, and madest thy high places in every

road, thou wast not like the harlot, since thou despisedst payment.

Ver. 32. The adulterous wife taketh strangers instead of her hus-

band. Ver. 33. Men give presents to all prostitutes ; but thou gavest

thy presents to all thy suitors, and didst reward them for coming to

thee from all sides,forfornication with thee. Ver. 34. And there
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was in thee the very opposite of the women in thy whoredom, that

men did not go whoring after thee. In that thou givest payment,

and payment was not given to thee, thou wast the very opposite.—
By ^Dy^"^? ''!in^, the picture of the wide spread of idolatry,

commenced in ver. 22, is placed in the relation of chronological

sequence to the description already given of the idolatry itself.

For all sin, all evil, must first exist before it can spread. The

spreading of idolatry was at the same time an increase of

apostasy from God. This is not to be sought, however, in the

fact that Israel forsook the sanctuary, which God had ap-

pointed for it as the scene of His gracious presence, and built

itself idol-temples (Kliefoth). It consisted rather in this, that

it erected idolatrous altars and little temples at all street-corners

and cross-roads (vers. 24, 25), and committed adultery with

all heathen nations (vers. 26, 28, 29), and could not be induced

to relinquish idolatry either by the chastisements of God (ver.

27), or by the uselessness of such conduct (vers. 32-34).

jinjiyps is the whole of the apostasy from the Lord depicted

in vers. 15-22, which prevailed more and more as idolatry

spread. The picture of this extension of idolatry is introduced

with woe! woe! to indicate at the outset the fearful judgment

which Jerusalem was bringing upon itself thereby. The ex-

clamation of woe is inserted parenthetically ; for ''33ni (ver. 24)

forms the apodosis to ^'^''.1 in ver. 23. 33 and n»"\ are to be

taken as general terms ; but, as the singular ?]33 with the

plural ^^nb"j in ver. 39 plainly shows, 3a is a collective word.

Havernick has very properly called attention to the analogy

between 33 and nap in Num. xxv. 8, which is used there to

denote an apartment furnished or used for the service of Baal-

Peor. As nai?, from 3315, signifies literally that which is arched,

a vault; so 33, from 333, is literally that which is curved or

arched, a hump or back, and hence is used here for buildings

erected for idolatrous purposes, small temples built on heights,

which were probably so called to distinguish them as chapels

for fornication. The ancient translations suggest this, viz.:
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LXX. oiKr)fw, TTopviKov and eKde/xa, which Polychron. explains

thus : irpoajcojiov, evOa ra? iropva'; Tpi(f)eiv e'imdacn ; Vulg.

:

lupanar and prostibulum.. HOT signifies artificial heights, i.e.

altars built upon eminences, commonly called hdmoth. The

•word rdmdh is probably chosen here with an allusion to the

primary signification, height, as Jerome has said : guod excelsus

sit ut volentibus fornicari procul appareat fornicationis locus et

non necesse sit quaeri. The increase of the whoredom, i.e. of

the idolatry and illicit intercourse with heathenish ways, is

individualized in vers. 26-29 by a specification of historical

facts. We cannot agree with Hitzig in restricting the illicit

intercourse with Egypt (ver. 26), Asshur (ver. 28), and

Chaldaea (ver. 29) to political apostasy, as distinguished from

the religious apostasy already depicted. There is nothing to

indicate any such distinction. Under the figure of whoredom,

both in what precedes and what follows, the inclination of

Israel to heathen ways in all its extent, both religious and

political, is embraced. Egypt stands first ; for the apostasy of

Israel from the Lord commenced with the worship of the golden

calf, and the longing in the wilderness for the fleshpots of

Egypt. From time immemorial Egypt was most deeply sunken

in the heathenish worship of nature. The sons of Egypt are

therefore described, in accordance with the allegory, as IK'a ''bla,

magni came (hdzdr, a euphemism ; cf. ch. xxiii. 20), i.e. accord-

ing to the correct explanation of Theodoret : fied" virep^oXri'^

Ty Twv eiSdiXecv Oepaireia '!rpo(7TeT7iK6ra<;, ovtoi yap koX Tpdyov;

Kal ^6a<; Koi Trpo^ara, Kvva<; re ical irid^Kov^ Kal KpoKoBeiXovq

Kol 'i^ei<i Kal lipaKa's •jrpoffeKWTjaav. The way in which God

punished this erring conduct was, that, like a husband who

endeavours by means of chastisement to induce his faithless

wife to return, He diminished the supply of food, clothing, etc.

(chog, as in Prov. xxx. 8), intended for the wife (for the fact

compare Hos. ii. 9, 10) ; this He did by " not allowing Israel

to attain to the glory and power which would otherwise have

been conferred upon it ; that is to say, by not permitting it to

EZEK. I. O
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acquire the undisturbed and undivided possession of Canaan,

but giving it up to the power and scorn of the princes of the

Philistines " (Kliefoth). K'S33 jnj, to give any one up to the

desire of another. The daughters of the Philistines are the

Philistian states, corresponding to the representation of Israel

as an adulterous wife. The Philistines are mentioned as the

principal foes, because Israel fell completely into their power at

the end of the period of the Judges (cf. Judg. xiii.—xvi.; 1 Sam.

iv.) ; and they are referred to here, for the deeper humiliation

of Israel, as having been ashamed of the licentious conduct of

the Israelites, because they adhered to their gods, and did not

exchange them for others as Israel had done (compare Jei'.

ii. 10, 11). fiBT (ver. 27) is in apposition to i]?"}^: thy way,

which is zimmdii. Zimmdh is applied to the sin of profligacy,

as in Lev. xviii. 17.—But Israel was not improved by this

chastisement. It committed adultery with Asshur also from

the times of Ahaz, who sought help from the Assyrians

(2 Kings xvi. 7 sqq.) ; and even with this it was not satisfied

;

that is to say, the serious consequences brought upon the king-

dom of Judah by seeking the friendship of Assyria did not

sober it, so as to lead it to give up seeking for help from the

heathen and their gods. In ver. 28, ^^5 'JfR is distinguished

from a'^m (Hit, with accus.). The former denotes the immoral

pursuit of a person for the purpose of procuring his favour

;

the latter, adulterous intercourse with him, when his favour

has been secured. The thought of the verse is this : Israel

sought the favour of Assyria, because it was not satisfied with

illicit intercourse with Egypt, and continued to cultivate it

;

yet it did not find satisfaction or sufficiency even in this, but

increased its adultery no^E'i |V33 n?"^s<, to the Canaan's-laud

Chaldaea. tW3 H? is not the proper name of the land of

Qanaan here, but an appellative designation applied to Chaldaea
(Kasdim) or Babylonia, as in ch. xvii. 4 (Raschi). The explana-
tion of the words, as signifying the land of Canaan, is precluded
by the fact that an allusion to Canaanitish idolatry and inter-
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course after the mention of Asshur would be out of place, and

would not coincide with the historical order of things ; since it

cannot be shown that " a more general diffusion of the religious

customs of Canaan took place after the Assyrian era." And
it is still more decidedly precluded by the introduction of the

word nD'"!B'3, which cannot possibly mean as far as, or unto,

Chaldaea, and can only be a more precise definition of pN
|W3. The only thing about which a question can be raised, is

the reason why the epithet jwa should have been applied to

Chaldaea ; whether it merely related to the commercial spirit,

in which Babylon was by no means behind the Canaanitish

Tyre and Sidon, or whether allusion was also made to the

idolatry and immorality of Canaan. The former is by no

means to be excluded, as we find that in ch. xvii. 4 " the land

of Canaan" is designated "a city of merchants" (rokJiHim).

But we must not exclude the latter either, inasmuch as in the

Belus- and Mylitta-worship of Babylon the voluptuous character

of the Baal- and Astarte-worship of Canaan had degenerated

into shameless unchastity (cf. Herodotus, i. 199).

In ver. 30, the contents of vers. 16-29 are summed up in the

verdict which the Lord pronounces upon the harlot and adul-

teress : " yet how languishing is thy heart
!

" '"'J?^.
(as a

participle Kal air. Xey. ; since the verb only occurs elsewhere

in the Fual, and that in the sense of faded or pining away)

can only signify a morbid pining or languishing, or the craving

of immodest desire, which has grown into a disease. The

form nii7 is also air. Xey. ; but it is analogous to the plural

nia^.^ ri^'?^, powerful, commanding ; as an epithet applied to

zondli, one who knows no limit to her actions, unrestrained

;

1 Hitzig objects to the two forms, which do not occur elsewhere ; and

with the help of the Sept. rendering rl "iiaSu riiv ivyctTipei aov, which is a

mere guess founded upon the false reading ^nJ? Tlhoti flD, he adopts the

conjectural reading ^f]Jp n^DS HD, "what hopeis therefor thy daughter?"

by which he enriches the Hebrew language with a new word (n?DN), and

the prophecy contained in this chapter with a thought which is completely

foreign to it, and altogether unsuitable.
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hence in Arabic, insolent, shameless. Ver. 31 contains an

independent sentence, which facilitates the transition to the

thought expanded in vers. 32-34, namely, that Jerusalem had

surpassed all other harlots in her whoredoms. If we take ver. 31

as dependent upon the protasis in ver. 30, we not only get a very

draggling style of expression, but the new thought expressed in

ver. 316 is reduced to a merely secondary idea ;
whereas the

expansion of it in vers. 32 sqq. shows that it introduces a new

feature into the address. And if this is the case, """""NPI

cannot be taken as co-ordinate with 'T\''^V, but must be construed

as the apodosis :
" in thy building of rooms . . . thou wast not

like the (ordinary) harlot, since thou disdainest payment." For

the plural suffix attached to ^iri"33, see the commentary on

ch. vi. 8. The infinitive D^p^ answers to the Latin gerund in

ndo {vid. Ewald, § 237c and 280d), indicating wherein, or in

what respect, the harlot Jerusalem differed from an ordinary

prostitute ; namely, in the fact that she disdained to receive

payment for her prostitution. That this is the meaning of the

words, is rendered indisputable by vers. 32-34. But the

majority of expositors have taken tj'?^ 0?i?p as indicating the

point of comparison between Israel and other harlots, i.e. as

defining in what respect Israel resembled other prostitutes ; and

then, as this thought is at variance with what follows, have

attempted to remove the discrepancy by various untenable

explanations. Most of them resort to the explanation : thou

wast not like the other prostitutes, who disdain to receive the

payment offered for their prostitution, in the hope of thereby

obtaining still more,^—an explanation which imports into the

1 Jerome adopts this rendering : non facta es quasi meretrix fastidio

augens pretium, and gives the following explanation : " thou hast not imi-

tated the cunning prostitutes, who are accustomed to raise the price of lust

by increasing the difficulties, and in this way to excite their lovers to

greater frenzy." Rosenmiiller and Maurer have adopted a similar explana-

tion :
" thou differest greatly from other harlots, who despise the payment

offered them by their lovers, that they may get still more ; for thou acceptest

any reward, being content with the lowest payment
;
yea, thou dost even

offer a price to thine own lovers."
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words a thouglit that has no existence in them at all. Haver-

nick seeks to fix upon ohp, by means of the Aramaean, the

meaning to cry out (crying out payment), in opposition to the

ordinary meaning of obp, to disdain, or ridicule, in which sense

Ezekiel also uses the noun nOjip in ch. xxii. 4. Hitzig falls

back upon the handy method of altering the text ; and finally,

Kliefoth gives to ? the imaginary meaning " so far as," i.e. " to

such a degree that," which cannot be defended either through

Ex. xxxix. 19 or from Deut. xxiv. 5.—With the loose way in

which the infinitive construct with ? is used, we grant that the

words are ambiguous, and might have the meaning which the

majority of the commentators have discovered in them ; but

this view is by no means necessary, inasmuch as the subordinate

idea introduced by Ijnx Dpip? may refer quite as well to the sub-

ject of the sentence, " thou" as to the sondli with whom the

subject is compared. Only in the latter case the tjns D?i5 would

apply to otlier harlots as well as to Israel; whereas in the

former it applies to Israel alone, and shows in what it was that

Israel did not resemble ordinary prostitutes. But the explana-

tion which followed was a sufficient safeguard against mistake.

In this explanation adulteresses are mentioned first (ver. 32),

and then common prostitutes (vers. 33, 34). Ver. 32 must not

be taken, as it has been by the majority of commentators, as an

exclamation, or a reproof addressed to the adulteress Jerusalem

:

O thou adulterous wife, that taketh strangers instead of her

husband ! Such an exclamation as this does not suit the con-

nection at all. But the verse is not to be struck out on that

account, as Hitzig proposes. It has simply to be construed in

another way, and taken as a statement of what adulteresses do

(Kliefoth). They take strangers instead of their husband, and

seek their recompense in the simple change, and the pleasure

of being with other men. Vl^v. nnrt, lit. under her husband, i.e.

as a wife subject to her husband, as in the connection with njT

in ch. xxiii. 5 and Hos. iv. 12 (see the comm. on Num. v. 19).

—

Vers. 33, 34. Common prostitutes give themselves up for pre-
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sents ; but Israel, on the contrary, gave presents to its lovers, so

that it did the very opposite to all other harlots, and the practice

of ordinary prostitutes was left far behind by that of Israel.

The change of forms KIJ and HJ (a present) is probably to be

explained simply on the ground that the form VTli was length-

ened into \i: with a consonant as the termination, because the

suffix could be attached more easily to the other, ^an, the

reverse, the opposite, i.e. with the present context, something

unheard of, which never occurred in the case of any other

harlot.— Ezekiel has thus fulfilled the task appointed him

in ver. 2, to charge Jerusalem with her abominations. The

address now turns to an announcement of the punishment.

Vers. 35-52. As Israel has been worse than all the heathen,

Jehovah will punish it notwithstanding its election, so that its

shame shall be uncovered before all the nations (vers. 36-42), and

the justice of the judgment to be inflicted upon it shall be made

manifest (vers. 43-52). According to these points of view,

the threat of punishment divides itself into two parts in the

following manner :—In the first (vers. 35-42) we have, first of

all (in ver. 36), a recapitulation of the guilty conduct described

in vers. 16-34 ; and secondly, an announcement of the punish-

ment corresponding to the guilt, as the punishment of adultery

and murder (vers. 37 and 48), and a picture of its infliction, as

retribution for the enormities committed (vers. 39-42). In

the second part (vers. 43-52) there follows a proof of the

justice of this judgment.

Vers. 35-42. The punishment will correspond to the sin.

—Ver. 35. Therefore, harlot, hear the word of Jehovah!

Ver. 36. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Because thy brass has

been lavished, and thy shame exposed in thy whoredom loith thy

lovers, and because of all the idols of thine abominations, and

according to the blood of thy sons, which thou hast given them ;

Ver. 37. Therefore, behold, 1 will gather together all thy lovers,

whom thou hast pleased, and all whom thou hast loved, together

with all whom thou hast hated, and will gather them against thee
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from round about, and will expose thy shame to them, that they

may see all thy shame, Ver. 38. / will judge thee according to

the judgment of adulteresses and murderesses, and make thee into

Hood of wrath and jealousy. Ver. 39. And I ivill give thee into

their hand, that they may destroy thy arches, and pull down thy

heights; that they may strip thy clothes off thee, and take thy

splendid jewellery, and leave thee naked and bare. Ver. 40.

And they shall bring up a company against thee, and stone thee,

and cut thee in pieces with their swords. Ver. 41. And they

shall burn thy houses with fire, and execute judgment upon thee

before the eyes of many women. Thus do I put an end to thy

whoredom ; and thou wilt also give payment no more. Ver. 42.

And I quiet my fury toward thee, and will turn away my

jealousy from thee, that I may repose and vex myself no more.

—In the brief summary of the guilt of the whore, the follow-

ing objects are singled out, as those for which she is to be

punished : (1) the pouring out of her brass and the exposure of

her shame ; (2) the idols of her abominations (with ?J? before

the noun, corresponding to W. before the infinitive) ; (3) the

blood of her sons, with the preposition 3, according to, to

indicate the measure of her punishment. Two things are

mentioned as constituting the first ground of punishment.

The first is, " because thy brass has been poured out." Most

of the commentators have explained this correctly, as referring

to the fact that Israel had squandered the possessions received

from the Lord, viz. gold, silver, jewellery, clothing, and food

(vers. 10-13 and 16-19), upon idolatry. The only difficulty

connected with this is the use of the word n'chosheth, brass or

copper, in the general sense of money or metal, as there are no

other passages to support this use of the word. At the same

time, the objection raised to this, namely, that n'chosheth cannot

signify money, because the Hebrews had no copper coin, is an

assertion without proof, since all that can be affirmed with cer-

tainty is, that the use of copper or brass as money is not men-

tioned anywhere in the Old Testament, with the exception of
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the passage before us. But we cannot infer with certainty

from this that it was not then in use. As soon as the Hebrews

began to stamp coins, bronze or copper coins were stamped as

well as the silver shekels, and specimens of these are still in

existence from the time of the Maccabees, with the inscription

" Simon, prince of Israel " (cf . Cavedoni, Bill. Numismatik,

transl. by Werlhof, p. 20 sqq.)- Judging from their size,

these coins were in all probability worth a whole, a half, and a

quarter gerah (Caved, pp. 50, 51). If, then, the silver shekel

of the value of 21 grains contained twenty gerahs in Moses'

time, and they had already silver pieces of the weight of a

shekel and half shekel, whilst quarter shekels are also men-

tioned in the time of Samuel, there would certainly be metal

coins in use of the value of a gerah for the purposes of trade and

commerce, and these would in all probability be made of brass,

copper, or bronze, as silver coins of the value of a penny would

have been found too small. Consequently it cannot be positively

denied that brass or copper may have been used as coin for the

payment of a gerah, and therefore that the word n"chosheih

may have been applied to money. We therefore adhere to

the explanation that brass stands for money, which has been

already adopted by the LXX. and Jerome ; and we do so all

the more, because every attempt that has been made to fasten

another meaning upon rfcliOshetli, whether by allegorical inter-

pretation (Eabb.), or from the Arabic, or by altering the text,

is not only arbitrary, but does not even yield a meaning that

suits the context. ^?B'n, to be poured out= squandered or

lavished. To the squandering of the possessions bestowed by

the Lord upon His congregation, there was added the exposure

of its shame, i.e. the disgraceful sacrifice of the honour and

dignity of the people of God, of which Israel had made itself

guilty by its whoredom with idols, i.e. by falling into idolatry,

and adopting heathen ways. 'n!?Ll5<0'i'y, to (towards), i.e. with

thy lovers (>V. standing for i'Ki, according to later usage : vid.

Ewald, § 217i, p. 561), is to be explained after the analogy of
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''??
"^Jl,

as signifying to commit adultery towards a person, i.e.

with him. But it was not enough to sacrifice the gifts of the

Lord, i.e. His possessions and His glory, to the heathen and

their idols ; Israel also made for itself niajJin vl5r73, all kinds

of logs of abominations, i.e. of idols, upon which it hung its

ornaments, and before which it set oil and incense, meal and

honey (vers, 18 and 19). And it was not even satisfied with

this, but gave to its idols the blood of its sons, by slaying its

children to Moloch (ver. 20). Therefore (vers. 37 sqq.) the

Lord will uncover the shame of His people before all the

nations. He will gather them together, both friend and foe,

against Jerusalem, and let them execute the judgment. The

punishment will correspond to the sin. Because Israel has

cultivated friendship with the heathen, it shall now be given up

altogether into their power. On the uncovering of the naked-

ness as a punishment, compare Hos. ii. 12. The explanation

of the figure follows in ver. 38. The heathen nations shall

inflict upon Jerusalem the punishment due to adultery and

bloodshed. Jerusalem (i.e. Israel) had committed this twofold

crime. It had committed adultery, by falling away from

Jehovah into idolatry ; and bloodshed, by the sacrifices offered

to Moloch. The punishment for adultery was death by stoning

(see the comm. on ver. 40) ; and blood demanded blood (Gen.

ix. 6 ; Ex. xxi. 12). 'W1 D'n •^''Fir}^! does not mean, " I will put

blood in thee " (Ros.), or " I will cause thy blood to be shed in

anger " (De Wette, Maurer, etc.) ; but I make thee into blood

;

which we must not soften down, as Hitzig proposes, into cause

thee to bleed. The thought is rather the following : thou shalt

be turned into blood, so that nothing but blood may be left of

thee, and that the blood of fury and jealousy, as the working

of the wrath and jealousy of God (compare ver. 42). To this

end the heathen will destroy all the objects of idolatry (32

and niD"i, ver. 39, as in vers. 24, 25), then take from the harlot

both clothes and jewellery, and leave her naked, i.e. plunder

Jerusalem and lay it waste, and, lastly, execute upon her the
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punishment of death by stoning and by sword ; in other words,

destroy both city and kingdom. The words 'W1 vj^n, they bring

(up) against thee an assembly, may be explained from the

ancient mode of administering justice, according to which the

popular assembly (c[dhdl, cf. Prov. v. 14) sat in judgment on

cases of adultery and capital crimes, and executed the sentence,

as the law for stoning expressly enjoins (Lev. xx. 2 ; Num.
XV. 36 ; Deut. xxii. 21 ; compare my Bibl. Archdol. II. p. 257).

But they are also applicable to the foes, who would march

against Jerusalem (for qdlidl in this sense, compare cb. xvii. 17).

The punishment of adultery (according to Lev. xx. 10) was

death by stoning, as we may see from Lev. xx. 2-27 and Deut.

XX. 24 compared with John viii. 5. This was the usual mode

of capital punishment under the Mosaic law, when judicial

sentence of death was pronounced upon individuals (see my
Archdol. II. p. 264), The other form of punishment, slaying

by the sword, was adopted when there were many criminals to

be put to death, and was not decapitation, but cutting down or

stabbing (bdthaq, to hew in pieces) with the. sword (see my
Archdol. I.e.). The punishment of death was rendered more

severe by the burning of the corpse (Lev. xx. 14, xxi, 9).

Consequently the burning of the houses in ver. 41 is also to be

regarded as intensifying the punishment ; and it is in the same

light that the threat is to be regarded, that the judgment would

be executed " before the eyes of many women. ' The many
women are the many heathen nations, accoi'ding to the descrip-

tion of Jerusalem or Israel as an unfaithful wife. " As it is

the greatest punishment to an adulterous woman to be exposed

in her sin before the eyes of other women ; so will the

severest portion of Israel's punishment be, that it will stand

exposed in its sin before the eyes of all other nations"

(Kliefoth). This is the way in which Grod will put an end to

the fornication, and appease His wrath and jealousy upon the

harlot (vers. 416 and 42). n^'aB'n, with Ip, to cause a person to

cease to be or do anything. For ver, 42, compare ch. v. 13,
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By the execution of the judgment the jealousy ('^^5'?) of the

injured husband is appeased.

Vers. 43-52. This judgment is perfectly just ; for Israel has

not only forgotten the grace of its God manifested towards it

in its election, but has even surpassed both Samaria and Sodom

in its abominations.—Ver. 43. Because thou hast not remembered

the days of thy youth, and hast raged against me in all this

;

behold, I also give thy way upon thy head, is the saying of the

Lord Jehovah, that I may not do that which is wrong above all

thine abominations. Ver. 44. Behold, every one that useth

proverbs will use this proverb concerning thee : as the mother, so

the daughter. Ver. 45. Thou art the daughter of thy mother,

who casteth off her husband and her children ; and thou art the

sister of thy sisters, who cast off their husbands and their children.

Your mother is a Hittite, and your father an Amorite. Ver. 46.

And thy great sister is Samaria with her daughters, who dwelleth

at thy left ; and thy sister, who is smaller than thou, who dwelleth

at thy right, is Sodom with her daughters. Ver. 47. But thou

hast not walked in their ways and done according to their

abominations a little only ; thou didst act more corruptly than

they in all thy ways. Ver. 48. As 1 live, is the saying of the

Lord Jehovah, Sodom thy sister, she with her daughters hath not

done as thou hast done with thy daughters. Ver. 49. Behold,

this was the sin of Sodom, thy sister: pride, superabundance

of food, and rest undisturbed had she with her daughters, and

the hand of the poor and needy she did not hold. Ver. 50.

They were haughty, and did abominations before me ; and I.

swept them away when I saw it. Ver. 51. And Samaria, she

hath not sinned to the half of thy sins ; thou hast increased

thine abominations more than they, and hast made thy sisters

righteous by all thine abominations tehich thou hast done.

Ver. 52. Bear, then, also thy shame, which thou hast adjudged

to thy sisters. Through thy sins, which thou hast committed

more abominably than they, they become more righteous than

thou. Be thou, then, also put to shame, and bear thy disgrace,
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as thou hast justified thy sisters.
—"IK'S \V''_, which corresponds

to t?^;; in ver. 36, introduces a new train of thought. Most of

the commentators take ver. 43 in connection with what pre-

cedes, and place the pause at ver. 44. But the perfect 'i?™

shows that this is wrong. If ver. 43 simply contained a

recapitulation, or a concluding summary, of the threat of

judgment in vers. 35-42, the punishment would be announced

in the future tense, as it is in ver. 37. By the perfect ''Jyinj, on

the contrary, the punishment is exhibited as a completed fact,

and further reasons are then assigned in vindication of the

justice of the divine procedure, which we find in vers. 44 sqq

To this end the guilt of Jerusalem is mentioned once more

:

"thou didst not remember the days of thy youth," i.e. what

thou didst experience in thy youth ; the misery in which thou

didst find thyself, and out of which I rescued thee and exalted

thee to glory (vers. 4-14). To this there was added rage

against Jehovah, which manifested itself in idolatrous acts.

^ W"}, to be excited upon or against any person, to rage j thus

in Hithpael with ^S in 2 Kings xix. 27, 28. For tyNia T}/1 tOJ,

compare ch. ix. 10. The last clause of ver. 43, 'li^ TT'B'J/ N?!^ has

been misinterpreted in many ways. According to the Masoretic

pointing, ''JT'ti'V is the second person ; but this does not yield

a suitable meaning. For nsr T\'&'!3 is not used in the sense

adopted by the Targum, upon which the Masoretic pointing is

undoubtedly based, and which Raschi, Kimchi, and Rosen-

miiller retain, viz. cogitationem facere : " thou hast not taken

.
any thought concerning all thy abominations," i.e. hast not felt

any remorse. The true meaning is to commit a crime, a

wrong, and is used for the most part of unnatural offences

(cf. Judg. XX. 6 ; Hos. vi. 9). There is all the more reason

for retaining this meaning, that net (apart from the plural

ntot = niBTD) only occurs sensu malo, and for the most part in

the sense of an immoral action {yid. Job xxxi. 11). Coft-

sequently we should have to adopt the rendering : and thou no

longer committest this immorality above all thine abominations.
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Bat in that case not only would lij? have to be supplied, hut a

distinction would be drawn between the abominations committed
by Israel and the sin of lewdness, i.e. adultery, which ia quite

foreign to the connection and to the contents of the entire

chapter; for, according to these, the abominations of Israel

consisted in adultery or the sin of lewdness. We must there-

fore take 'JV'm as the first person, as Symm. and Jerome have

done, and explain the words from Lev. xix. 29, where the

toleration by a father of the whoredom of a daughter is de-

signated as zimmdh. If we adopt this interpretation, Jehovah

says that He has punished the spiritual whoredom of Israel, in

order that He may not add another act of wrong to the abomina-

tions of Israel by allowing such immorality to go on unpunished.

If He did not punish, He would commit a zimmdh Himself,

—

in other words, would make Himself accessory to the sins of

Israel. The concluding characteristic of the moral degrada-

tion of Israel fits in very appropriately here in vers. 44 sqq., in

which Jerusalem is compared to Samaria and Sodom, both of

which had been punished long ago with destruction on account

of their sins. This characteristic is expressed in the form of

proverbial sayings. Every one who speaks in proverbs (mosJiel,

as in Num. xxi. 27) will then say over thee: as the mother, so

her daughter. Her abominable life is so conspicuous, that it

strikes every one, and furnishes occasion for proverbial sayings.

nas may be a feminine form of DN, as nap is of n? (ver. 30) ;

or it may also be a Raplie form for i^OK : as her (the daughter's)

mother, so her (the mother's) daughter (cf. Ewald, § 174e,

note, with § 21, 22'). The daughter is of course Jerusalem, as

the representative of Israel. The mother is the Canaanitish

race of Hittites and Amorites, whose immoral nature had been

adopted by Israel (cf . vers. 3 and 456). In ver. 45 the sisterly

relation is added to the maternal, to carry out the thought still

further. Some diiEculty arises here from the statement, that

the mothers and the sisters despise their husbands and their

children, or put them away. For it is unquestionable that the
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participle n?W belongs to ^t?!*, and not to na, from the parallel

relative clause vW IK'S, which applies to the sisters. The

husband of the wife Jerusalem is Jehovah, as the matrimonial

head of the covenant nation or congregation of Israel. The

children of the wives, viz. the mother, her daughter, and her

sisters, are the children offered in sacrifice to Moloch. The

worship of Moloch was found among the early Canaanites, and

is here attributed to Samaria and Sodom also, though we have

no other proofs of its existence there than the references made

to it in the Old Testament. The husband, whom the mother

and sisters have put away, cannot therefore be any other than

Jehovah ; from which it is evident that Ezekiel regarded

idolatry generally as apostasy from Jehovah, and Jehovah as

the God not only of the Israelites, but of the heathen also.^

Tininx (ver. 45) is a plural noun, as the relative clause which

follows and ver. 46 clearly show, and therefore is a contracted

form of ^\r\)n!^^ (ver. 51) or i]rf''ns (ver. 52 ; vid. Ewald, § 212b,

p. 538). Samaria and Sodom are called sisters of Jerusalem,

not because both cities belonged to the same mother-land of

Canaan, for the origin of the cities does not come into con-

sideration here at all, and the cities represent the kingdoms, as

the additional words " her daughters," that is to say, the cities

of a land or kingdom dependent upon the capital, clearly prove.

Samaria and Sodom, with the daughter cities belonging to

them, are sisters of Jerusalem in a spiritual sense, as animated

by the same spirit of idolatry. Samaria is called the great

(greater) sister of Jerusalem, and Sodom the smaller sister.

This is not equivalent to the older and the younger, for Samaria

was not more deeply sunk in idolatry than Sodom, nor was

her idolatry more ancient than that of Sodom (Theodoret and

Grotius) ; and Havernick's explanation, that " the finer form

1 Theodoret has explained it correctly in this way : " He shows by this,

that He is not the God of Jews only, but of Gentiles also ; for God once
gave oracles to them, before they chose the abomination of idolatry.

Therefore he says that they also put away both the husband aud the chil-

dren by denying God, and slaying the children to demons."
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of idolatry, the mixture of the worship of Jehovah with that of

nature, as represented by Samaria, was the first to find an

entrance into Judah, and this was afterwards followed by the

coarser abominations of heathenism," is unsatisfactory, for the

simple reason that, according to the historical books of the Old

Testament, the coarser forms of idolatry forced their way into

Judah at quite as early a period as the more refined. The

idolatry of the time of Kehoboam and Abijam was not merely

a mixture of Jehovah-worship with the worship of nature, but

the introduction of heathen idols into Judah, along with which

there is no doubt that the syncretistic worship of the high

places was also practised. 7113 and iO|5 do not generally mean

old and young, but great and small. The transferred meaning

old and young can only apply to men and animals, when great-

ness and littleness are really signs of a difference in age ; but

it is altogether inapplicable to kingdoms or cities, the size of

which is by no means dependent upon their age. Consequently

the expressions great and small simply refer to the extent of

the kingdoms or states here named, and correspond to the de-

scription given of their situation :
" at the left hand," i.e. to

the north, and " at the right hand/' i.e. to the south of Jeru-

salem and Judah.

Jerusalem had not only equalled these sisters in sins and

abominations, but had acted more corruptly than they (ver. 47).

The first hemistich of this verse, " thou walkest not in their

ways," etc., is more precisely defined by jnp ''nnB'ni in the second

half. The link of connection between the two statements is

formed by Q^ '^^??' This is generally rendered, " soon was

there disgust," i.e. thou didst soon feel disgust at walking in

their ways, and didst act still worse. But apart from the fact

that while disgust at the way of the sisters might very well

constitute a motive for forsaking those ways, i.e. relinquishing

their abominations, it could not furnish a motive for surpassing

those abominations. This explanation is exposed to the philo-

logical difficulty, that Op^ by itself cannot signify taeduit te, and
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the impersonal use of Dip would at all events require 'H^j which

could not be omitted, even if Oi> were intended for a substan-

tive. These difficulties fall away if we interpret Di? from the

Arabic lajj, omnino, iantum, as Alb. Schultens has done, and con-

nect the definition "a Httle only" with the preceding clause.

We then obtain this very appropriate thought : thou didst walk

in the ways of thy sisters ; and that not a little only, but thou

didst act still more corruptly than they. This is proved in

vers. 48 sqq. by an enumeration of the sins of Sodom. They

were pride, satiety,

—

i.e. superabundance of bread {vid. Prov.

XXX. 9),—and cai'eless rest or security, which produce haughti-

ness and harshness, or uncharitableness, towards the poor and

wretched. In this way Sodom and her daughters (Gomorrah,

Admah, and Zeboim) became proud and haughty, and com-

mitted abominations ''JB?, i.e. before Jehovah (alluding to Gen.

xviii. 21) ; and God destroyed them when He saw this. The

sins of Samaria (ver. 51) are not specially mentioned, because

the principal sin of this kingdom, namely, image-worship, was

well known. It is simply stated, therefore, that she did not

sin half so much as Jerusalem ; and in fact, if we except the

times of Ahab and his dynasty, pure heathenish idolatry did

not exist in the kingdom of the ten tribes, so that Samaria

seemed really a righteous city in comparison with the idolatry

of Jerusalem and Judah, more especially from the time of

Ahaz onward (vid. Jer. iii. 11). The punishment of Samaria

by the destruction of the kingdom of the ten tribes is also

passed over as being well known to every Israelite; and in

ver. 52 the application is directly made to Jerusalem, i.e. to

Judah :
" Thou also, bear thy shame, thou who hast adjudged

to thy sisters,"

—

sc. by pronouncing an uncharitable judgment

upon them, thinking thyself better than they, whereas thou

hast sinned more abominably, so that they appear more right-

eous than thou. P1V, to be righteous, and P'HV, to justify, are

used in a comparative sense. In comparison with the abomi-
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nations of Jerusalem, the sins of Sodom and Samaria appeared

perfectly trivial. After nt? D51, the announcement of punish-

ment is repeated for the sake of emphasis, and that in the form

of a consequence resulting from the sentence with regard to

the nature of the sin : therefore be thou also put to shame,

and bear thy disgrace.

Vers. 53-63. But this disgrace will not be the conclusion.

Because of the covenant which the Lord concluded with Israel,

Jerusalem will not continue in misery, but will attain to the

glory promised to the people of God ;—and that in such a way

that all boasting will be excluded, and Judah, with the deepest

shame, will attain to a knowledge of the true compassion of

God.—Yet, in order that all false confidence in the gracious

promises of God may be prevented, and the sinful nation be

thoroughly humbled, this last section of our word of God

announces the restoration of Sodom and Samaria as well as

that of Jerusalem, so that all boasting on the part of Israel is

precluded.—^Ver. 53. And I will turn their captivity, the cap-

tivity of Sodom and her daughters, and the captivity of Samaria

and her daughters, and the captivity of thy captivity in the midst

of them : Ver. 54. That thou mayest bear thy shame, and he

ashamed of all that thou hast done, in comforting them. Ver. 55.

And thy sisters, Sodom and her daughters, will return to their

first estate ; and Samaria and her daughters will return to their

first estate ; and thou and thy daughters will return to your first

estate. Ver. 56. And Sodom thy sister was not a discourse in

thy mouth in the day of thy haughtinesses, Ver. 57. Before thy

loickedness was disclosed, as at the time of the disgrace of the

daughters of Aram and all its surroundings, the daughters of the

Philistines, who despised thee round about. Ver. 58. T7iy wrong-

doing and all thy abominations, thou bearest them, is the saying

of Jehovah, Ver. 59. For thus saith the Lord Jehovah, And I

do with thee as thou hast done, who hast despised oath to break

covenant. Ver. 60. And 1 shall remember my covenant with

thee in the days of thy youth, and shall establish an everlasting

EZEK. I. P
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covenant with thee. Ver. 61. And thou wilt remember thy ways,

and he ashamed, when thou receivest thy sisters, those greater' than

thou to those smaller than thou ; and I give them to thee for

daughters, although they are not of thy covenant. Ver. 62. And

I will establish my covenant with thee ; and thou wilt perceive that

I am Jehovah ; Ver. 63. That thou mayest remember, and be

ashamed, and there may no longer remain to thee an opening of

the mouth because of thy disgrace, when I forgive thee all that

thou hast done, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.—The promise

commences with an announcement of the restoration, not of

Jerusalem, but of Sodom and Samaria. The two kingdoms, or

peoples, upon which judgment first fell, shall also be the first

to receive mercy ; and it will not be till after then that Jeru-

salem, with the other cities of Judah, will also be restored to

favour, in order that she may bear her disgrace, and be ashamed

of her sins (ver. 54) ; that is to say, not because Sodoin and

Samaria have borne their punishment for a longer time, but to

the deeper shaming, the more complete humiliation of Jeru-

salem, riinty yuc}, to turn the captivity, not " to bring back the

captives" (see the comm. on Deut. xxx. 3), is here used in a

figurative sense for restitutio in statum integritatis, according to

the explanation given of the expression in ver. 55. No carry-

ing away, or captivity, took place in the case of Sodom. The

form ri''3^, which the Chetib has adopted several times here,

has just the same meaning as fflaE'. 'nin''aB' T\''2^ does not

mean the captives of thy captivity, since the same word cannot

be used first as a concrete and then as an abstract noun ; nor

does the combination serve to give greater emphasis, in the

sense of a superlative,—viz. " the captivity of thy captivities,

equivalent to thy severest or most fearful captivity,"— as

Stark and Havernick suppose. The genitive must be taken as

explanatory, as already proposed by Hengstenberg and Klie-

foth : " captivity, which is thy captivity ;
" and the pleonastic

mode of expression is chosen to give greater prominence to the

thought, " thine own captivity," than would have been given to
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it by a suffix attached to the simple noun, njnaina, in their

midst, does not imply, that just as Judah was situated now in

the very midst between Sodom and Samaria, so its captives

would return home occupying the centre between those two

(Hitzig) ; the reference is rather to fellowship in captivity, to

the fact that Jerusalem would share the same fate, and endure

the same punishment, as Samaria and Sodom (Hengst,, Klief.).

The concluding words of ver. 54, " in that thou comfortest

them," do not refer to the sins already committed by Israel (as

Kliefoth, who adopts the rendering, " didst comfort them,"

imagines), but to the bearing of such disgrace as makes Jeru-

salem ashamed of its sins. By bearing disgrace, i.e. by its

endurance of well-merited and disgraceful punishment, Jeru-

salem consoles her sisters Samaria and Sodom ; and that not

merely by fellowship in misfortune,— solamen miseris, etc.

(Oalvin, Hitzig, etc.),—but by the fact that from the punish-

ment endured by Jerusalem, both Samaria and Sodom can

discern the righteousness of the ways of God, and find therein

a foundation for their hope, that the righteous God will bring

to an end the merited punishment as soon as its object has

been attained (see the comm. on ch. xiv. 22, 23). The turning

of the captivity, according to ver. 55, will consist in the fact

that Sodom, Samaria, and Jerusalem return tO?"!!??? to their

original state. •lO'lp does not mean the former or earlier state,

but the original state (d)9 •^ffav air' dp^rj^, LXX.), as in Isa.

xxiii. 7. Kliefoth is wrong, however, in explaining this as

meaning : " as they were, when they came in Adam from the

creative hand of God." The original state is the status integri-

iatis, not as a state of sinlessness or original righteousness and

holiness,—for neither Jerusalem on the one hand, nor Samaria

and Sodom on the other, had ever been in such a state as this,

—but as an original state of glory, in which they were before

they had fallen and sunk into ungodly ways.

But how could a restoration of Sodom and her daughters

(Gomorrah, etc.) be predicted, when the destruction of these
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cities was accompanied by the sweeping away of all their in-

habitants from off the face of the earth? Many of the com-

mentators have attempted to remove the difficulty by assuming

that Sodom here stands for the Moabites and Ammonites, who

were descendants of Lot, who escaped from Sodom. But the

untenableness of such an explanation is obvious, from the

simple fact that the Ammonites and Moabites were no more

Sodomites than Lot himself. And the view expressed by

Origen and Jerome, and lately revived by Havernick, that

Sodom is a typical name denoting heathenism generally, is

also unsatisfactory. The way in which Sodom is classed with

Samaria and Jerusalem, and the special reference to the judg-

ment that fell upon Sodom (vers. 49, 50), point undeniably to

the real Sodom. The heathen world comes into consideration

only so far as this, that the pardon of a heathen city, so deeply

degraded as Sodom, carries with it the assurance that mercy

will be extended to all heathen nations. We must therefore

take the words as referring to the literal Sodom. Yet we cer-

tainly cannot for a moment think of any earthly restoration of

Sodom. For even if we could conceive of a restoration of the

cities that were destroyed by fire, and sunk into the depths of

the Dead Sea, it is impossible to form any conception of an

earthly and corporeal restoration of the inhabitants of those

cities, who were destroyed at the same time ; and in this con-

nection it is chiefly to thein that the words refer. This does

not by any means prove that the thing itself is impossible, but

simply that the realization of the prophecy must be sought for

beyond the present order of things, in one that extends into the

life everlasting.

As ver. 55 elucidates the contents of ver. 53, so the thought

of ver. 54 is explained and still further expanded in vers. 56

and 57 The meaning of ver. 56a is a subject of dispute ; .but

so much is indisputable, that the attempt of Kliefoth to explain

vers. 56 and 57 as referring to the future, and signifying that

in the coming day of its glory Israel will no longer carry
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Sodom as a legend in its mouth as it does now, does violence to

the grammar, and is quite a mistake. It is no more allowable

to take nn''n KP) as a future, in the sense of " and will not be,"

than to render nsnrt njf iD? (ver. 57), " it will be like the time

of scorn." Moreover, the application of '^1)3^^'? Qi''? to the day

of future glory is precluded by the fact that in ver. 49 the

word tiN3 is used to denote the pride which was the chief sin of

Sodom ; and the reference to this verse very naturally suggests

itself. The meaning of ver. 56 depends upon the rendering to

be given to TiV^^W. The explanation given by Eosenmiiller

and Maurer, after Jerome,—viz. non erat in auditione, i.e. non

audiehatur, thou didst not think at all of Sodom, didst not take

its name into thy mouth,—is by no means satisfactory. nsfsiDK"

means proclamation, discourse, and also report. If we adopt

the last, we must take the sentence as interrogatory (Nil' for

Ki?n)j as Hengstenberg and Hitzig have done. Although this

is certainly admissible, there are no clear indexes here to

warrant our assumption of an interrogation, which is only

hinted at by the tone. We therefore prefer the meaning

" discourse
:
" thy sister Sodom was not a discourse in thy

mouth in the day of thy haughtinesses, that thou didst talk of

the fate of Sodom and lay it to heart when thou wast in pro-

sperity. The plural ^I^JiX? is more emphatic than the singular.

The day of the haughtinesses is defined in ver. 57 as the

period before the wickedness of Judah had been disclosed.

This was effected by means of the judgment, which burst upon

Jerusalem on the part of Babylon. Through this judgment

Jerusalem is said to have been covered with disgrace, as at the

time when the daughters of Aram, i.e. the cities of Syria, and

those of the Philistines (Aram on the east, and the Philistines

on the west, Isa. ix. 11), scorned and maltreated it round

about. This refers primarily to the times of Ahaz, when the

Syrians and Philistines pressed hard upon Judah (2 Kings

XV. 37, xvi. 6; and 2 Chron. xxviii. 18, 19). It must not be

restricted to this, however; but was repeated in the reign of
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Jehoiachin, when Jehovah sent troops of the Chaldaeans,

Aramaeans, Ammonites, and Moabites against him, to destroy

Judah (2 Kings xxiv. 2). It is true, the Philistines are not

mentioned here; but from the threat in Ezek. xxv. 15, we may

infer that they also attempted at the same time to bring dis-

grace upon Judah. t:NB' = D1B', according to Aramaean usage,

to treat contemptuously, or with repudiation (cf. ch. xxviii.

24, 26). Jerusalem will have to atone for this pride, and to

bear its wrong-doing and its abominations (ver. 58). For

zimmdh, see the comm. on ver. 43. The perfect D''nK|'3 indi-

cates that the certainty of the punishment is just as great as

if it had already commenced. The reason assigned for this

thought in ver. 59 forms a transition to the further expansion

of the promise in vers. 60 sqq. IT'B'yi (ver. 59) has been

correctly pointed by the Masoretes as the 1st person. The i is

copulative, and shows that what follows forms the concluding

summary of all that precedes, ^nis for '^RK, as in vers. 60,

etc., to deal with any one. The construction of HE'S?, with an

accusative of the person, to treat any one, cannot be sustained

either from ch. xvii. 17 and xxiii. 25, or from Jer. xsxiii. 9;

and Gesenius is wrong in assuming that we meet with it in

Isa. xlii. 16.—Despising the oath (H^S) points back to Dent.

xxix. 11, 12, where the renewal of the covenant concluded at

Sinai is described as an entrance into the covenant and oath

which the Lord then made with His people.—But even if

Israel has faithlessly broken the covenant, and must bear the

consequent punishment, the unfaithfulness of man can never

alter the faithfulness of God. This is the link of connection

between the resumption and further expansion of the promise

in ver. 60 and the closing words of ver. 59. The remembrance
of His covenant is mentioned in Lev. xxvi. 42 and 45 as the

only motive that will induce God to restore Israel to favour
again, when the humiliation effected by the endurance of

punishment has brought it to a confession of its sins. The
covenant which God concluded with Israel in the day of its
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youth, i.e. when He led it out of Egypt, He will establish as an

everlasting covenant. Consequently it is not an entirely new
covenant, but simply the perfecting of the old one for ever-

lasting duration. For the fact itself, compare Isa. Iv. 3, where

the making of the everlasting covenant is described as granting

the stedfast mercies of David, i.e. as the fulfilment of the pro-

mise given to David (2 Sam. vii.). This promise is called by

David himself an everlasting covenant which God had made

with him (2 Sam. xxiii. 5). And the assurance of its ever-

lasting duration was to be found in the fact that this covenant

did not rest upon the fulfilment of the law, but simply upon

the forgiving grace of God (compare ver. 63 with Jer. xxxi.

31-34).—The bestowal of this grace will put Israel in remem-

brance of its ways, and fill it with shame. In this sense iyi"]3t1

(and thou shalt remember), in ver. 61, is placed side by side

with ''fl'^SJ (I will remember) in ver. 60. This shame will seize

upon Israel when the establishment of an everlasting covenant

is followed by the greater and smaller nations being associated

with it in glory, and incorporated into it as children, though they

are not of its covenant. The greater and smaller sisters are

the greater and smaller nations, as members of the universal

family of man, who are to be exalted to the glory of one large

family of God. The restoration, which is promised in vers. 53

and 55 to Sodom and Samaria alone, is expanded here into a

prophecy of the reception of all the greater and smaller nations

into fellowship in the glory of the people of God. We may

see from this that Sodom and Samaria represent the heathen

nations generally, as standing outside the Old Testament dis-

pensation : Sodom representing those that were sunk in the

deepest moral degradation, and Samaria those that had fallen

from the state of grace. The attitude in which these nations

stand towards Israel in the everlasting covenant of grace, is

defined as the relation of daughters to a mother. If, therefore,

Israel, which has been thrust out among the heathen on account

of its deep fall, is not to return to its first estate till after the
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return of Sodom, which has been destroyed, and Samaria,

which has been condemned, the election of Israel before all the

nations of the earth to be the first-born son of Jehovah will

continue unchanged, and Israel will form the stem of the new

kingdom of God, into which the heathen nations will be incor-

porated. The words, " and not of thy covenant," have been

taken by most of the commentators in the sense of, " not be-

cause thou hast kept the covenant
;
" but this is certainly

incorrect. For even if " thy covenant " really formed an anti-

thesis to "my covenant" (vers. 60 and 62), " thy covenant

"

could not possibly signify the fulfilment of thy covenant

obligations. The words belong to bdnoth (daughters), who are

thereby designated as extra-testamental,

—

i.e. as not included

in the covenant which God made with Israel, and consequently

as having no claim by virtue of that covenant to participate in

the glory of the everlasting covenant which is hereafter to be

established.—When this covenant has been established, Israel

will know that God is Jehovah, the unchangeably true (for the

meaning of the name Jehovah, see the commentary on Gen.

ii. 4) ; that it may call to mind, sc. both its sinful abominations

and the compassionate grace of God, and be so filled with

shame and penitence that it will no more venture to open its

mouth, either for the purpose of finding excuses for its previous

fall, or to murmur against God and His judgments,—namely,

when the Lord forgives all its sins by establishing the ever-

lasting covenant, the kernel and essence of which consists in

the forgiveness of sins (cf. Jer. xxxi. 34). Thus will the ex-

perience of forgiving grace complete what judgment has already

begun, viz. the transformation of proud and haughty sinners

into meek and humble children of God, for whom the kin-dom
has been prepared from the beginning.

This thought brings the entire prophecy to a close,—a pro-

phecy which embraces the whole of the world's history and the

New Testament, the parallel to which is contained in the apostle's

words, " God hath concluded them all in unbelief, that He
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might have mercy upon all" (Rom. xi. 32).—As the punish-

ment threatened to the adulteress, i.e. to the nation of Israel

that had despised its God and King, had been fulfilled upon

Jerusalem and the Jews, and is in process of fulfilment still,

so has the promise also been already fulfilled, so far as its

commencement is concerned, though the complete and ultimate

fulfilment is only to be expected in time to come. The turning

of the captivity, both of Jerusalem and her daughters, and of

Samaria and her daughters, commenced with the establishment

of the everlasting covenant, i.e. of the covenant made through

Christ, and with the reception of the believing portion of Israel

in Judaea, Samaria, and Galilee (Acts viii. 5 sqq., 25, ix. 31).

And the turning of the captivity of Sodom commenced with

the spread of the gospel among the heathen, and their entrance

into the kingdom of Christ, inasmuch as Sodom with her

daughters represents the morally degraded heathen world.

Their reception into the kingdom of heaven, founded by Christ

on earth, forms the commencement of the return of the for-

given to their first estate on the " restitution of all things," i.e.

the restoration of all moral relations to their original normal

constitution (compare Acts iii. 21 and Meyer's comm. thereon

with Matt. xvii. 11), which will attain its perfection in the

•TraXiyyevea-ia, the general restoration of the world to its origi-

nal glory (compare Matt. xix. 28 with Kom. viii. 18 sqq. and

2 Pet. iii. 13). The prophecy before us in ver. 55 clearly

points to this final goal. It is true that one might understand

the return of Jerusalem and Samaria to their original state,

which is predicted here as simply relating to the pardon of the

covenant nation, whose apostasy had led to the rejection of

both its parts ; and this pardon might be sought in its recep-

tion into the kingdom of Christ and its restoration as the people

of God. In that case the complete fulfilment of our prophecy

would take place during the present aeon in the spread of the

gospel among all nations, and the conversion of that portion of

Israel which still remained hardened after the entrance of the
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full number of the Gentiles into the kingdom of God. But

this limitation would be out of harmony with the equality of

position assigned to Sodom and her daughters on the one hand,

and Samaria and Jerusalem on the other. Though Sodom is

not merely a type of the heathen world, the restoration of

Sodom and her daughters cannot consist in the reception of the

descendants of the cities on which the judgment fell into the

kingdom of God or the Christian Church, since the peculiar man-

ner in which those cities were destroyed prevented the possibility

of any of the inhabitants remaining alive whose descendants

could be converted to Christ and blessed in Him during the

present period of the world. On the other hand, the opinion

expressed by 0. a Lapide, that the restoration of Sodom is to be

referred and restricted to the conversion of the descendants of the

inhabitants of Zoar, which was spared for Lot's sake, when the

other cities of the plain were destroyed, is too much at variance

with the words of the passage to allow of our accepting such a

solution as this. The turning of the captivity of Sodom and

her daughters, i.e. the forgiveness of the inhabitants of Sodom

and the other cities of the plain, points beyond the present

aeon, and the realization can only take place on the great day

of the resurrection of the dead in the persons of the former

inhabitants of Sodom and the neighbouring cities. And in the

same way the restoration of Samaria and Jerusalem will not be

completely fulfilled till after the perfecting of the kingdom of

Christ in glory at the last day.

Consequently the prophecy before us goes beyond Eom.
xi. 25 sqq., inasmuch as it presents, not to the covenant nation

only, but, in Samaria and Sodom, to all the larger and smaller

heathen nations also, the prospect of being eventually received

into the everlasting kingdom of God ; although, in accordance

with the main purpose of this prophetic word, namely, to bring

the pride of Israel completely down, this is simply hinted at,

and no precise intimation is given of the manner in which the

predicted apokatastasis will occur. But notwithstanding this
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indefiniteness, we must not explain away the fact itself by

arbitrary expositions, since it is placed beyond all possible doubt

by other passages of the Scriptures, The words of our Lord

in Matt, x. 15 and xi, 24, to the effect that it will be more

tolerable in the day of judgment for Sodom than for Capernaum

and every other city that shall have rejected the preaching of

the gospel, teach most indisputably that the way of mercy

stands open still even for Sodom itself, and that the judgment

which has fallen upon it does not carry with it the final deci-

sion with regard to its inhabitants. For Sodom did not put

away the perfect revelation of mercy and salvation. If the

mighty works which were done in Capernaum had been done

in Sodom, it would have stood to the present day (Matt. xi. 23).

And from this it clearly follows that all the judgments which

fell before the time of Christ, instead of carrying with them

the final decision, and involving eternal damnation, leave the

possibility of eventual pardon open still. The last judgment,

which is decisive for eternity, does not take place till after the

full revelation of grace and truth in Christ. Not only will the

gospel be preached to all nations before the end comes (Matt,

xxiv, 14), but even to the dead ; to the spirits in prison, who did

not believe at the time of Noah, it has been already preached,

at the time when Christ went to them in spirit, in order that,

although judged according to man's way in the flesh, they

might live according to God's way in the spirit (1 Pet. iii. 19,

iv. 6). What the apostle teaches in the first of these passages

concerning the unbelievers before the flood, and affirms in the

second concerning the dead in general, is equally applicable

according to our prophecy to the Sodomites who were judged

after man's way in the flesh, and indeed generally to all heathen

nations who either lived before Christ or departed from this

earthly life without having heard the gospel preached.—It is

according to these distinct utterances of the New Testament

that the prophecy before us respecting the apohatastasis of

Sodom, Samaria, and Jerusalem is to be interpreted ; and this
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is not to be confounded with the heretical doctrine of the

restoration, i.e. the ukimate salvation of all the ungodly, and

even of the devil himself. If the preaching of the gospel pre-

cedes the last judgment, the final sentence in the judgment

will be regulated by the attitude assumed towards the gospel

by both the living and the dead. All souls that obstinately

reject it and harden themselves in unbelief, will be given up to

everlasting damnation. The reason why the conversion of

Sodom and Samaria is not expressly mentioned, is to be found

in the general tendency of the promise, in which the simple

fact is announced without the intermediate circumstances, for

the purpose of humbling Jerusalem. The conversion of Jeru-

salem also is not definitely stated to be the condition of pardon,

but this is assumed as well known from the words of Lev. xxvi.,

and is simply implied in the repeated assertion that Jerusalem

will be seized with the deepest shame on account of the pardon

which she receives.

CHAP, XVII. HUMILIATION AND EXALTATION OF THE
DAVIDIC FAMILY.

The contents of this chapter are introduced as a riddle and a

parable, and are divided into three sections. Vers. 1-10 con-

tain the parable ; vers. 11-21, the interpretation and application

of it to King Zedekiah ; and vers. 22-24, the promise of the

Messianic kingdom.

Vers. 1-10. The Parable.—Ver. 1. And the word of Jehovah

came to me, saying, Ver. 2. >S'o7? ofman, give a riddle, and relate

a parable to the house of Israel; Ver. 3. And say. Thus saith

the Lord Jehovah, A great eagle, with great wings and longpinions,

full offeathers of variegated colours, came to Lebanon and took

the top of the cedar : Ver. 4. He plucked off the topmost of its

shoots, and brought it into Canaan's land ; in a merchant-city he

set it. Ver. 5. And he took of the seed of the land, and put it

into seed-land ; took it aivay to many waters, set it as a willow.
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Ver. 6. And it grew, and became an overlianging vine of low

stature., that its brandies might turn towards him, and its roots

might be wider him ; and it became a vine, and produced shoots,

and sent out foliage, Ver. 7. There was another great eagle with

great wings and many feathers ; and, behold, this vine stretched

its roots languishingly towards him, and extended its branches

towards him, that he might water it from the beds of its planting.

Ver. 8. It was planted in a good field by many waters, to send

out roots and bear fruit, to become a glorious vine. Ver. 9. Say,

Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Will it thrive ? will they not pull

up its roots, and cut off its fruit, so that it wilhereth ? all the

fresh leaves of its sprouting will wither, and not with strong arm

and with much people will it be possible to raise it up from its

roots. Ver. 10. And, behold, although it is planted, will it

thrive ? will it not wither when the east wind touches it ? upon

the beds in which it grevj it will wither.

The parable (mdshdl, corresponding exactly to the New
Testament irapa^oXrj) is called chidhdh, a riddle, because of the

deeper meaning lying beneath the parabolic shell. The sym-

bolism of this parable has been traced by many commentators

to Babylonian influences working upon the prophet's mind ; but

without any tenable ground. The figure of the eagle, or bird

of prey, applied to a conqueror making a rapid descent upon a

country, has as little in it of a specifically Babylonian character

as the comparison of the royal family to a cedar or a vine.

Not only is Nebuchadnezzar compared to an eagle in Jer.

xlviii. 40, xlix. 22, as Cyrus is to a bird of prey in Isa.

xlvi. 11 ; but even Moses has described the paternal watchful-

ness of God over His own people as bearing them upon eagle's

wings (Ex. xix. 4; Deut. xxxii. 11). The cedar of Lebanon

and the vine are genuine Israelitish figures. The great eagle

in ver. 3 is the great King Nebuchadnezzar (compare ver. 12)

The article is simply used to indicate the species, for which we

should use the indefinite article. In ver. 7, instead of the

article, we have insj in the sense of " another." This first
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eagle has large wings and long pinions ; he has already flown

victoriously over wide-spread countries. nD|5in iP'lB'ti!^ literally,

which is to him the variegated ornament, i.e. which he has

as such an ornament. The feathers of variegated ornamental

colours point to the many peoples, differing in language,

manners, and customs, which were united under the sceptre of

Nebuchadnezzar (Hitzig, etc.) ; not to the wealth and splendour

of the conqueror, as such an allusion is altogether remote from

the tendency of the parable. He came to Lebanon. Tliis is

not a symbol of the Israelitish land, or of the kingdom of

Judah ; but, as in Jer. xxii. 23, of Jerusalem, or Mount Zioii,

with its royal palace so rich in cedar wood (see the comm. on

Hab. ii. 17 and Zech. xi. 1), as being the place where the cedar

was planted (compare the remarks on ver. 12). The cedar is

the royal house of David, and the top of it is King Jehoiachin.

The word tzammereth is only met with in Ezekiel, and there

only for the top of a cedar (compare ch. xsxi. 3 sqq.). The

primary meaning is doubtful. Some derive it from the curly,

or, as it were, woolly top of the older cedars, in which the small

twigs that constitute their foliage are only found at the top of

the tree. Others suppose it to be connected with the Arabic

^, to conceal, and understand it as an epithet applied to the

foliage, as the veil or covering of the tree. In ver. 4, tzammereth

is explained to be Vnip'^T ty^n, the topmost of its shoots. This

the eagle plucked off and carried IJJ33 H^"^^, an epithet applied

to Babylonia here and in ch. xvi. 29. as being a land whose

trading spirit had turned it into a Canaan. This is evident

from the parallel C^fn -i^jj^ city of traders, i.e. Babylon (com-

pare ver. 12). The seed of the land, according to ver. 13, is

King Zedekiah, because he was of the land, the native king,

in contrast to a foreign, Babylonian governor, np, for np^,

after the analogy of Dni? in Hos. xi. 3, and pointed with Kametz
to distinguish it from the imperative, bx np^ is used as in

Num. xxiii. 27. The air. \ey. nBVSS signifies, in Arabic and the

Talmud, the willow, probably so called because it grows in well.
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watered places ; according to Gesenius, it is derived from fiis,

to overflow, literally, the inundated tree. This meaning is per-

fectly appropriate here. " He set it as a willow " means he

treated it as one, inasmuch as he took it to many waters, set it

in a well-watered soil, i.e. in a suitable place. The cutting

grew into an overhanging vine, i.e. to a vine spreading out its

branches in all directions, though not growing very high, as

the following expression HDip npSB' more clearly shows. The

object of this growth was, that its branches might turn to him

(the eagle), and its roots might be under him (the eagle).

The suffixes attached to V^s? and Vfinn refer to IB'J. This

allusion is required not only by the explanation in ver. 14

(? vers. 14, 15), but also by ver. 7, where the roots and

branches of the vine stretch to the (other) eagle. In ver. 6&,

what has already been affirmed concerning the growth is briefly

summed up again. The form iriNS is peculiar to Ezekiel.

Isaiah has rTiSQ= rTixa in ch. x. 33. The word signifies branch

and foliage, or a branch covered with foliage, as the ornament

of a tree.—The other eagle mentioned in ver. 7 is the king of

Egypt, according to ver. 15. He had also large wings and

many feathers, i.e. a widely spread and powerful kingdom

;

but there is nothing said about pinions and variegated colours,

for Pharaoh had not spread out his kingdom over many coun-

tries and peoples, or subjugated a variegated medley of peoples

and tribes. 133, as a verb utt. "Key., signifies to yearn or pine

after a tiling; in Chaldee, to hunger. nipE'npj that he (the

eagle-Pharaoh) might give it to drink, or water it. The words

aytSD nijnvo are not connected with nipB'n^, but with r^rhsf and

nB33j from the beds of its planting, i.e. in which it was planted
;

it stretched out roots and branches to the other eagle, that he

might give it to drink. The interpretation is given in ver.

15. The words nniK nipE'np, which are added by way of ex-

planation, do not interrupt the train of thought ; nor are they

superfluous, as Hitzig supposes, because the vine had water

enough already (vers. 5 and 8). For this is precisely what the
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passage is intended to show, namely, that there was no occasion

for this pining and stretching out of the branches towards the

other eagle, inasmuch as it could thrive very well in the place

where it was planted. The latter is expressly stated once more

in ver. 8, the meaning of which is perfectly clear,—namely,

that if Zedekiah had remained quiet under Nebuchadnezzar, as

a hanging vine, his government might have continued and

prospered. But, asks Ezekiel in the name of the Lord, will

it prosper ? n^sn is a question, and the third person, neuter

gender. This question is answered in the negative by the

following question, which is introduced with an affirmative Ni?n..

The subject to pP}^\ and DDip' is not the first eagle (Nebuchad-

nezzar), but the indefinite " one " (man, they). In the last

clause of ver. 9 nisU'D is a substantive formation, used instead

of the simple form of the infinitive, after the form K'E'D in

2 Chron. xix. 7, with the termination ni, borrowed from the verb

n'ij (compare Ewald, § IQOb and 239a), and the construction is

the same as in Amos vi. 10: it will not be to raise up= it

will not be possible to raise it up (compare Ges. § 132,

3, Anm. 1). To raise it up from its root does not mean to tear

it up by the root (Havernick), but to rear the withered vine

from its roots again, to cause it to sprout again. This rendering

of the words corresponds to the interpretation given in ver. 17.

—In ver. 10 the leading thought is repeated with emphasis,

and rounded off. The east wind is peculiarly dangerous to plants

on account of its dryness (compare Gen. xli. 6, and Wetstein on

Job xxvii. 21 in Delitzsch's Commentary) ; and it is used very

appropriately here, as the Chaldeans came from the east.

Vers. 11-21. Interpretation of the riddle.—Ver. 11. And
the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 12. Sai/ to the

refractor^/ race : Do ye not know what this is ? Say, Behold,

the king of Babel came to Jerusalem, and took its king and its

princes, and brought them to himself to Babel. Ver. 13. And
he took of the royal seed, and made a covenant with him, and

caused him to enter into an oath ; and he took the strong ones
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of the land : Ver. 14. Tliat it might he a lowly kingdom, not

to lift itself up, that he might keep his covenant, that it might

stand. Ver. 15. But he rebelled against him by sending his

messengers to Egypt, that it might give him horses and much

people. Will he prosper ? will he that hath done this escape ?

He has broken the covenant, and should he escape? Ver. 16.

As I live, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah, surely in the plact

of the king, who made him king, whose oath he despised, and whose

covenant he broke with him, in Babel he will die. Ver. 17. And
not with great army and much people will Pharaoh act with him

in the war, tohen they cast up a rampart and build siege-towers, to

cut off many souls. Ver. 18. He has despised an oath to break

the covenant, and, behold, he has given his hand and done all this ;

he will not escape. Ver. 19. Therefore thus saith the Lord

Jehovah, As J live, surely my oath vihich he has despised, and

my covenant which he has broken, I ivill give upon his head.

Ver. 20. / will spread out my net over him, so that he will be

taken in my snare, and will bring him to Babel, and contend with

him there on account of his treachery which he has been guilty of

toioards me. Ver. 21. And all his fugitives in all his regiments,

by the sword will they fall, and those who remain will be scattered

to all winds ; and ye shall see that I Jehovah have spoken it.

In vers. 12-17 the parable in vers. 2-10 is interpreted ; and

in vers. 19—21 the threat contained in the parable is confirmed

and still further expanded. We have an account of the carry-

ing away of the king, i.e. Jehoiachin, and his princes to Babel

in 2 Kings xxiv. 11 sqq., Jer. xxiv. 1, and xxix. 2. The king's

seed (nai^n in, ver. 13, as in Jer. xli. 1 = ^bi2n jn.r, 1 Kings

xi. 14) is Jehoiachin's uncle Mattaniah, whom Nebuchadnezzar

made king under the name of Zedekiah (2 Kings xxiv, 17),

and from whom he took an oath of fealty (2 Chron. xxxvi. 13).

The strong of the land (v''K = ipiN, 2 Kings xxiv. 15), whom

Nebuchadnezzar took {npb), i.e. took away to Babel, are not

the heads of tribes and families (2 Kings xxiv. 15) ; but the

expression is used in a wide sense for the several classes of

EZEK. I. Q
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men of wealth, who are grouped together in 2 Kings xxiv. 14

under the one term h'n niaa"^? (^ID •b'jn, 2 Kings xxiv. 16),

including masons, smiths, and carpenters (2 Kings xxiv. 14 and

16), whereas the heads of tribes and families are classed with

the court officials (Ci''i?''")D, 2 Kings xxiv. 15) under the title

nna' (princes) in ver. 12. The design of these measures was

to make a lowly kingdom, which could not raise itself, i.e.

could not revolt, and to deprive the vassal king of the means

of breaking the covenant. The suffix attached to i^l^V^

is probably to be taken as referring to fi?^*?^ rather than

''n''"i3j although both are admissible, and would yield precisely

the same sense, inasmuch as the stability of the kingdom was

dependent upon the stability of the covenant. But Zedekiah

rebelled (2 Kings xxiv. 20). The Egyptian king who was to

give Zedekiah horses and much people, in other words, to come

to his assistance with a powerful army of cavalry and fighting

men, was Hophrah, the Apries of the Greeks, according to

Jer. xliv. 30 (see the comm. on 2 Kings xxiv. 19, 20). rip5{\T

points back to npyri in ver. 9 ; but here it is applied to the

rebellious king, and is explained in the clause "IJI o?&)i]_. The

answer is given in ver. 16 as a word of God confirmed by a

solemn oath : he shall die in Babel, the capital of the king,

who placed him on the throne, and Pharaoh will not render

him any effectual help (ver. 17). inis HE'^j as in ch. xv. 59, to

act with him, that is to say, assist him, come to his help, inix

refers to Zedekiah, not to Pharaoh, as Ewald assumes in an

inexplicable manner. For 'W1 n?b'o TjBB'j compare ch. iv. 2 ; and

for the fact itself, Jer. xxxiv. 21, 22, and xxxvii. 5, according

to which, although an Egyptian army came to the rescue of

Jerusalem at the time when it was besieged by the Chal-

deans, it was repulsed by the Chaldeans who marched to meet

it, without having rendered any permanent assistance to the

besieged.—In ver. 18, the main thought that breach of faith

can bring no deliverance is repeated for the sake of appending

the further expansion contained in vers. 19-21. iT jnj, he
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gave his hand, i.e. as a pledge of fidelity. The oath which

Zedekiah swore to the king of Babel is designated in ver. 19

as Jehovah's oath (w^), and the covenant made with him as

Jehovah's covenant, because the oath had been sworn by

Jehovah, and the covenant of fidelity towards Nebuchadnezzar

had thereby been made impUcite with Jehovah Himself ; so

that the breaking of the oath and covenant became a breach of

faith towards Jehovah. Consequently the very same expres-

sions are used in vers. 16, 18, and 19, to designate this breach

of oath, which are applied in ch. xvi. 59 to the treacherous

apostasy of Jerusalem (Israel) from Jehovah, the covenant

God. And the same expressions are used to describe the

punishment as in ch. xii. 13, 14. W^5 tiSB'i is construed with

the accusative of the thing respecting which he was to be

judged, as in 1 Sam. xii. 7. Jehovah regards the treacherous

revolt from Nebuchadnezzar as treachery against Himself

Ca ?J!D) ; not only because Zedekiah had sworn the oath of

fidelity by Jehovah, but also from the fact that Jehovah had

delivered up His people and kingdom into the power of

Nebuchadnezzar, so that revolt from him really became re-

bellion against God. HK before im3D"?3 is nota accus., and

is used in the sense of quod adtinet ad, as, for example, in

2 Kings vi. 5. 1?"^??, his fugitives, is rendered both by the

Chaldee and Syriac " his brave men," or " heroes," and is

therefore identified with ^y^T^ (his chosen ones), which is the

reading in some manuscripts. But neither these renderings

nor the parallel passage in ch. xii. 14, where vni3'3D apparently

corresponds to it, will warrant our adopting this explanation, or

making any alteration in the text. The Greek versions have

Trao-as ^iwyaSet'a? avrou ; Theodoret : ip •jrdcrai^ rat<s ^vyaBeiai<}

aiiTOv ; the Vulgate : omnes profugi ejus ; and therefore they all

had the reading imaD, which also yields a very suitable meaning.

The mention of some who remain, and who are to be scattered

toward all the winds, is not at variance with the statement that all

the fugitives in the wings of the army are to fall by the sword.
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The latter threat simply declares that no one will escape death

by flight. But there is no necessity to take those who remain

as being simply fighting men ; and the word " all " must not

be taken too literally.

Vers. 22-24. Tlie planting of the true twig of the stem of

David.—Ver. 22. Tims saith the Lord Jehovah, And I will

take from the top of the high cedar^ and will set it; from the

topmost of its shoots will I pluck off a tender one, and will

•plant it upon a high and exalted mountain. Ver. 23. On the

high mountain of Israel will I plant it, and it will put forth

branches, and hear fruit, and become a splendid cedar, so that

all the birds of every plumage will dwell under it. In the

shade of its branches will they dwell. Ver. 24. And all the

trees of the field will learn that I Jehovah have lowered the

lofty tree, lifted up the low tree, made the green tree wither,

and the withered tree become green. I Jehovah have said it, and

have done it.—Although the sprout of David, whom Nebuchad-

nezzar had made king, would lose the sovereignty because of

his breach of faith, and bring about the destruction of the

kingdom of Judah, the Lord would not let His kingdom be

destroyed, but would fulfil the promise which He had given to

the seed of David. The announcement of this fulfilment takes

its form from the preceding parable. As Nebuchadnezzar

broke off a twig from the top of the cedar and brought it to

Babel (ver. 13), so will Jehovah Himself also pluck off a shoot

from the top of the high cedar, and plant it upon a high moun-

tain. The Vav before ^Jjinp? is the Vav consec, and ^pN is

appended to the verb for the sake of emphasis ; but in antithesis

to the acting of the eagle, as described in ver. 3, it is placed

after it. The cedar, which it designated by the epithet rdmdh,

as rising above the other trees, is the royal house of David, and

the tender shoot which Jehovah breaks off and plants is not

the Messianic kingdom or sovereignty, so that Zerubbabel could

be included, but the Messiah Himself as " a distinct historical

personage" (Havernick). The predicate Tl, tender, refers to
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Him ; also the word ??)\ a sprout (Isa. liii. 2), wliich Indicates

not so much the youthful age of the Messiah (Hitzig) as

the lowliness of His origin (compare Isa. xi. 1, liii. 2) ; and

even when applied to David and Solomon, in 2 Sam. iii. 39,

1 Chron. xxii. 5, xxix. 1, expresses not their youthfulness,

but their want of strength for the proper administration of

such a government. The high mountain, described in ver. 23

as the high mountain of Israel, is Zion, regarded as the seat

and centre of the kingdom of God, which is to be exalted by

the Messiah above all the mountains of the earth (Isa. ii. 2,

etc.). The twig planted by the Lord will grow there into a

gloi'ious cedar, under which all birds will dwell. The Messiah

grows into a cedar in the kingdom founded by Him, in which

all the inhabitants of the earth will find both food (from the

fruits of the tree) and protection (under its shadow). For this

figure, compare Dan. iv. 8, 9. ^J?"-'? liBV, birds of every kind

of plumage (cf. ch. xxxix. 4, 17), is derived from Gen. vii.

14, where birds of every kind find shelter in Noah's ark.

The allusion is to men from every kind of people and tribe.

By this will all the trees of the field learn that God lowers the

lofty and lifts up the lowly. As the cedar represents the royal

house of David, the trees of the field can only be the other

kings or royal families of the earth, not the nations outside

the limits of the covenant. At the same time, the nations are

not to be entirely excluded because the figure of the cedars

embraces the idea of the kingdom, so that the trees of the field

denote the kingdoms of the earth together with their kings.

The clauses, " I bring down the high tree," contain a purely

general thought, as in 1 Sam. ii. 7, 8, and the perfects are not

to be taken as preterites, but as statements of practical truths.

It is true that the thought of the royal house of David in its

previous greatness naturally suggests itself in connection with

the high and green tree, and that of Jehoiachin in connection

with the dry tree (compare Jer. xxii. 30) ; and these are not to

be absolutely set aside. At the same time, the omission of the
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article from n'^a yv and the objects which follow, is sufficient

to show that the words are not to be restricted to these parti-

cular persons, but are applicable to every high and green, or

withered and lowly tree ; i.e. not merely to kings alone, but to

all men in common, and furnish a parallel to 1 Sam. ii. 4-9,

"The bows of the mighty men 'are broken; and they that

stumbled are girded with strength," etc.

CHAP. XVIII. THE KETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE OF GOD.

In the word of God contained in this chapter, the delusion

that God visits the sins of fathers upon innocent children is

overthrown, and the truth is clearly set forth that every man

bears the guilt and punishment of his own sins (vers. 1-4).

The righteous lives through his righteousness (vers. 5-9), but

cannot save his wicked son thereby (vers. 10-13) ; whilst the

son who avoids the sins and wickedness of his father, will live

through his own righteousness (vers. 14-20). The man who

repents and avoids sin is not even charged with his own sin

;

and, on the other hand, the man who forsakes the way of

righteousness, and gives himself up to unrighteousness, will not

be protected from death even by his own former righteousness

(vers. 21-29). Thus will God judge every man according to

his way ; and it is only by repentance that Israel itself can live

(vers. 30-32). The exposition of these truths is closely con-

nected with the substance and design of the preceding and

following prophecies. In the earlier words of God, Ezekiel

had taken from rebellious Israel every support of false con-

fidence in the preservation of the kingdom from destruction.

But as an impenitent sinner, even when he can no longer

evade the punishment of his sins, endeavours as much as

possible to transfer the guilt from himself to others, and com-

forts himself with the thought that he has to suffer for sins that

others have committed, and hardens himself ajxainst the chas-

tisement of God through such false consolation as this ; so even
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among the people of Israel, when the divine Judgments burst

upon them, tlie delusion arose that the existing generation had

to suffer for the fathers' sins. If, then, the judgment were ever

to bear the fruit of Israel's conversion and renovation, which

God designed, the impenitent generation must be deprived even

of this pretext for covering over its sins and quieting its con-

science, by the demonstration of the justice which characterized

the government of God in His kingdom.

Vers. 1-4. The proverb and the word of God.—Ver. 1.

And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2. Why
do you use this proverb in the land of Israel, saying, Fathers

eat sour grapes, and the sons teeth are set on edge. Ver. 3.

As I live, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah, this proverb shall

not be used any more in Israel. Ver. 4. Behold, all souls

are mine; as the father's soul, so also the soul of the son,—
they are mine ; the soul which sinneth, it shall die.—On ver. 2a

compare ch. xii. 22. D3?"nD, what is to you, what are you

thinking of, that . . . ? is a question of amazement. nD"jK"?j/j

in the land of Israel (ch. xii. 22), not " concerning the land of

Israel," as Havernick assumes. The proverb was not, " The

fathers have eaten sour grapes," for we have not v3K, as in

Jer. xxxi. 29, but I'^i^', they eat, are accustomed to eat, and

niasj has no article, because it applies to all who eat sour grapes.

Bosgr, unripe, sour grapes, like besgr in Job xvi. 33 (see the

comm. in he.). The meaning of the proverb is self-evident.

The sour grapes which the fathers eat are the sins which they

commit ; the setting of the children's teeth on edge is the con-

sequence thereof, i.e. the suffering which the children have to

endure. The same proverb is quoted in Jer. xxxi. 29, 30, and

there also it is condemned as an error. The origin of such a

proverb is easily to be accounted for from the inclination of th^

natural man to transfer to others the guilt which has brought

suffering upon himself, more especially as the law teaches that

the sins of the fathers are visited upon the children (Ex. xx. 5),

and the prophets announce that the Lord would put away
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Judah from before His face on account of the sins of Manasseh

(2 Kings xxiv. 3; Jer. xv. 4), while Jeremiah complains in

Lam. V. 7 that the people are bearing the fathers' sins. Never-

theless the proverb contained a most dangerous and fatal error,

for which the teaching of the law concerning the visitation of

the sins of the fathers, etc., was not accountable, and which

Jeremiah, who expressly mentions the doctrine of the law (Jer.

xxxii. 18), condemns as strongly as Ezekiel. God will visit

the sins of the fathers upon the children who hate Him, and

who also walk in the footsteps of their fathers' sins ; but to

those who love Him, and keep His commandments, He will

show mercy to the thousandth generation. The proverb, on

the other hand, teaches that the children would have to atone

for their fathers' sins without any culpability of their own.

How remote such a perversion of the truth as to the trans-

mission of sins and their consequences, viz. their punishment,

was from the law of Moses, is evident from the express com-

mand in Dent. xxiv. 16, that the children were not to be put

to death with the fathers for the sins which the latter had

committed, but that every one was to die for his own sin.

What God here enjoins upon the judicial authorities must

apply to the infliction of His own judgments. Consequently

what Ezekiel says in the following verses in opposition to the

delusion, which this proverb helped to spread abroad, is simply

a commentary upon the words, " every one shall die for his own

sin," and not a correction of the law, which is the interpretation

that many have put upon these prophetic utterances of Jeremiah

and Ezekiel. In ver. 3, the Lord declares with an oath that

this proverb shall not be used any more. The apodosis to

'm n'r^l DN, which is not expressed, would be an imprecation, so

that the oath contains a solemn prohibition. God will take

care that this proverb shall not be used any more in Israel, not

so much by the fact that He will not give them any further

occasion to make use of it, as by the way in which He will

convince them, through the judgments which He sends, of the
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justice of His ways. The following is Calvin's admirable

paraphrase :
" I will soon deprive you of this boasting of yours

;

for your iniquity shall be made manifest, so that all the world

may see that you are but enduring just punishment, which you

yourselves have deserved, and that you cannot cast it upon

your fathers, as you have hitherto attempted to do." At the

same time, this only gives one side ; we must also add the other,

which is brought out so prominently in Jer. xxxi. 29 sqq.,

namely, that after the judgment God will manifest His grace

so gloriously in the forgiveness of sins, that those who are for-

given will fully recognise the justice of the judgments inflicted.

Experience of the love and compassion of the Lord, manifesting

itself in the forgiveness of sin, bows down the heart so deeply

that the pardoned sinner has no longer any doubt of the justice

of the judgments of God. "In Israel" is added, to show that

such a proverb is opposed to the dignity of Israel. In ver. 4,

the reason assigned for the declaration thus solemnly confirmed

by an oath commences with a general thought which contains

the thesis for further discussion. All souls are mine, the soul of

the father as well as that of the son, saith the Lord. In these

words, as Calvin has well said, " God does not merely vindicate

His government or His authority, but shows that He is moved

with paternal affection toward the whole of the human race

which He created and formed." There is no necessity for God

to punish the one for the other, the son for the father, say

because of the possibility that the guilty person might evade

Him ; and as the Father of all. He cannot treat the one in a

different manner from the other, but can only punish the one

by whom punishment has been deserved. The soul that

sinneth shall die. K'S2f? is used here, as in many other passages,

for " man," and niD is equivalent to suffering death as a punish-

ment. " Death " is used to denote the complete destruction

with which transgressors are threatened by the law, as in Deut.

XXX. 15 (compare Jer. xxi. 8 ; Prov. xi. 10). This sentence is

explained in the verses which follow (vers. 5-20).
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Vers. 5-9. The righteous man shall not die.—Ver. 5. If

a man is righteous, and doeth right and righteousness, Ver. 6.

And doth not eat upon the mountains, and doth not lift up his

eyes to the idols of the house of Israel, and doth not defile his

neighbour's wife, and doth not approach his wife in her unclean-

ness, Ver. 7. Oppresseth no one, restoreth his security (lit. debt-

pledge), committeth no robbery, giveth his bread to the hungry,

and covereth the naked leith clothes, Ver. 8. Doth not give vpon

usury, and taheth not interest, withholdeth his hand from wrong,

executeth judgment of truth between one and another, Ver. 9.

Walketh in my statutes, and Iceepeth my rights to execute truth ; he

is righteous, he shall live, is the saying of the Lord " Jehovah."

—Tiie exposition of the assertion, that God only punishes the

sinner, not the innocent, commences with a picture of the

righteousness which has the promise of life. The righteous-

ness consists in the fulfilment of the commandments of the

law : viz. (1) those relating to religious duties, such as the

avoidance of idolatry, whetlier of the grosser kind, such as

eating upon the mountains, i.e. observing sacrificial festivals,

and therefore sacrificing to idols (cf. Deut. xii. 2 sqq.), or of a

more refined description, e.g. lifting up the eyes to idols, to

look to them, or make them the object of trust, and offer sup-

phcation to them (cf. Ps. cxxi. 1 ; Deut. iv. 19), as Israel had

done, and was doing still (cf. ch. vi. 13) ; and (2) those relating

to moral obligations, such as the avoidance of adultery (com-

pare Ex. XX. 14 ; Lev. xx. 10 ; Deut. xxii. 22 ; and for ma.
Gen. xxxiv. 5), and of conjugal intercourse with a wife durino-

menstruation, which was a defilement of the marriage relation

(cf. Lev. xviii. 19, xx. 18). All these sins were forbidden in

the law on pain of death. To these there are appended duties

to a neighbour (vers. 7 sqq.), viz. to abstain from oppressing

any one (Ex. xxii. 28 ; Lev. xxv. 14, 17), to restore the pledge

to a debtor (Ex. xxii. 25 ; Deut. xxiv. 6, 10 sqq.). nin is

hardly to be taken in any other sense than as in apposition to

Srhhn^ " his pledge, which is debt," equivalent to his debt-pledge
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or security, like naj ^^-n in ch. xvi. 27. The supposition of

Hitzig, that nin is a participle, like Dip in 2 Kings xvi. 7, in the

sense of debtor, is a far less natural one, and has no valid

support in the free rendering of the LXX., ivexvpaa-fiov

o^eiXovroi. The further duties are to avoid taking unlawful

possession of the property of another (cf. Lev. v. 23) ; to feed

the hungry, clothe the naked (cf. Isa. Iviii. 5 ; Matt. xxv. 26

;

Jas. ii. 15, 16) ; to abstain from practising usury (Deut.

xxiii. 20 ; cf. Ex. xxii. 24) and taking interest (Lev. xxv. 36,

37) ; in judicial sentences, to draw back the hand from wrong,

and promote judgment of truth,—a sentence in accordance with

the true nature of the case (see the coram, on Zech. vii. 9)

;

and, lastly, to walk in the statutes and rights of the Lord,—an

expression which embraces, in conclusion, all that is essential to

the righteousness required by the law.—This definition of the

idea of true righteousness, which preserves from death and

destruction, and ensures life to the possessor, is followed in

vers. 10 sqq. by a discussion of the attitude which God sustains

towards the sons.

Vers. 10-13. The righteousness of the father does not

protect the wicked, unrighteous son from death.—Ver. 10.

If, however, he hegetteth a violent son, who sheddeth blood, and

doeth only one of these things, Ver. 11. Bat he himself hath

not done all this,—if he even eateth upon the mountains, and

dejileth his neighbour's wife, Ver. 12. Oppresseth the suffering

and poor, committeth robbery, doth not restore a pledge, lifteth up

his eyes to idols, committeth abomination, Ver. 13. Giveth upon

usury, and taketh interest : should he live f He shall not live !

He hath done all these abominations ; he shall be put to death ; his

blood shall be upon him.—The subject to Iviil], in ver. 10, is the

righteous man described in the preceding verses. ri|, violent,

literally, breaking in or through, is rendered more emphatic by

the words "shedding blood" (cf. Hos, iv. 2). We regard nx

in the next clause as simply a dialectically different form of

writing and pronouncing, for ^S, " only," and he doeth only
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one of these, the sins previously mentioned (vers. 6 sqq.). "inSD,

with a partitive !», as in Lev. iv. 2, where it is used in a similar

connection ; the form insD is also met with in Deut. xv. 7.

The explanation given by the Targum, " and doeth one of these

to his brother," is neither warranted by the language nor com-

mended by the sense. Hby is never construed with the accusa-

tive of the person to whom anything is done ; and the limitation

of the words to sins against a brother is unsuitable in this

connection. The next clause, nb'V i6 . . . NWi, which has also

been variously rendered, we regard as an adversative circum-

stantial clause, and agree with Kliefoth in referring it to the

begetter (father) :
" and he (the father) has not committed

any of these sins." For it yields no intelligible sense to refer

this clause also to the son, since '1?S<"''3 cannot possibly refer to

different things from the preceding n?XD, and a man cannot at

the same time both do and not do the same thing. The 's

which follows signifies " if," as is frequently the case in the

enumeration of particular precepts or cases; compare, for

example, Ex. xxi. 1, 7, 17, etc., where it is construed with the

imperfect, because the allusion is to things that may occur.

Here, on the contrary, it is followed by the perfect, because the

sins enumerated are regarded as committed. The emphatic D3

(even) forms an antithesis to insa ns (^S), or rather an epanor-

thosis of it, inasmuch as D? ''3 resumes and carries out still

further the description of the conduct of the wicked son, which

was interrupted by the circumstantial clause; and that not

only in a different form, but with a gradation in the thought.

The thought, for instance, is as follows : the violent son of a

righteous father, even if he has committed only one of the sins

which the father has not committed, shall die. And if he has

committed even the gross sins named, viz. idolatry, adultery,

violent oppression of the poor, robbery, etc., should he then

continue to live ? The i in ''nj introduces the apodosis, which

contains a question, that is simply indicated by the tone, and is

immediately denied. The antique form ''n for n^n, 3d pers.
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perf ., is taken from the Pentateuch (cf. Gen. iii. 22 and Num.
xxi. 8). The formulae n»V niD and 13 VOT are also derived

from the language of the law (cf. Lev. xx. 9, 11, 13, etc.).

Vers. 14-20. The son who avoids his father's sin will live

;

but the father will die for his own sins.—Ver. 14. And
ie/iold, he begetteth a son, wJio seeth all his father's sins which

he doeth ; he seeth them, and doeth not such things. Ver. 15.

He eateth not upon the mountains, and lifteth not up his eyes to

the idols of the house of Israel; he defleth not his neighbour's

wife, Ver. 16. And oppresseth no one ; he doth not withhold a

pledge, and committeth not robbery ; giveth his bread to the hungry,

and covereth the naked with clothes. Ver. 17. He holdeth back

his hand from the distressed one, taketh not usury and interest,

doeth my rights, walketh in my statutes ; he will not die for the sin

of his father ; he shall live. Ver. 18. His father, because he

hath practised oppression, committed robbery upon his brother,

and hath done that which is not good in the midst of his people ;

behold, he shall die for his sin. Ver. 19. And do ye say, Why

doth the son not help to bear the father s sin? But the son hath

done right and righteousness, hath kept all my statutes, and done

them; he shall live. Ver. 20. The soul that sinneth, it shall

die. A son shall not help to bear the father's sin, and a father

shall not help to bear the sin of the son. The righteousness

of the righteous shall be upon him, and the wickedness of the

wicked shall be upon him.—The case supposed in these verses

forms the antithesis to the preceding one ; the father is

the transgressor in this instance, and the son a keeper of

the law. The subject to T?in in ver. 14 is not the righteous

man described in ver. 15, but a man who is described imme-

diately afterwards as a transgressor of the commandments of

God. The Chetib Niii in the last clause of ver. 14 is not to be

read N"i*l, xal ^o^Tjdfj, et timuerit, as it has been by the transla-

tors of the Septuagint and Vulgate ; nor is it to be altered into

HNi'l, as it has been by the Masoretes, to make it accord with

ver. 28 ; but it is the apocopated form Ki.!?, as in the preceding
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clause, and the object is to be repeated from what precedes, as

in the similar case which we find in Ex. xx. 15 (18). Ewald

and Hitzig propose to alter 'JVp in ver. 17 into ^JVp after ver. 8,

but without the slightest necessity. The LXX. are not to be

taken as an authority for this, since the Chaldee and Syriac

have both read and rendered V? j and Ezekiel, when repeating

the same sentences, is accustomed to make variations in par-

ticular words. Holding back the hand from the distressed, is

equivalent to abstaining from seizing upon him for the purpose

of crushing him (compare ver. 12) ; Vsy ijina, in the midst of

his countrymen =iBy 'nina, is adopted from the language of the

Pentateuch. HD after nsn is a participle. The question, " Why
does the son not help to bear 1 " is not a direct objection on the

part of the people, but is to be taken as a pretext, which the

people might offer on the ground of the law, that God would

visit the sin of the fathers upon the sons in justification of then-

proverb. Ezekiel cites this pretext for the purpose of meetinc

it by stating the reason why this does not occur. 3 NB'J, to

carry, near or with, to join in carrying, or help to carry (cf.

Num. xi. 17). This proved the proverb to be false, and con-

firmed the assertion made in ver. ib, to which the address

therefore returns (ver. 20). The righteousness of the righteous

man will come upon him, i.e. upon the righteous man, namely,

in its consequences. The righteous man will receive the bless-

ing of righteousness, but the unrighteous man the curse of his

wickedness. There is no necessity for the article, which the

Keri proposes to insert before Jia""!.

Vers. 21-26. Turning to good leads to life ; turning to evil

is followed by death.—Ver. 21. But if the wicked man turneth

from all his sins which he hath committed, and keepeth all my
statutes, and doeth right and righteousness, he shall live, and not

die. Ver. 22. All his transgressions which he hath committed,
shall not be remembered to him : for the sake of the righteousness

which he hath done he will live. Ver. 23. Have I then pleasure
in the death of the wicked? is the saying of Jehovah : and not
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rather that he turn from his ways, and live ? Ver. 24. JBut if

the righteous man turn from his righteousness, and doeth wicked-

ness, and acteth according to all the abominations which the

ungodly man hath done, should he live? All the righteousness that

he hath done shall not be remembered : for his unfaithfulness that

he hath committed, and for his sin that he hath sinned, for these

he shall die. Ver. 25. And ye say, " The way of the Lord is not

right." Hear now, house of Israel : Is my way not right ? Is

it not your ways that are not right ? Yer. 26. If a righteous

man turneth from his righteousness, and doeth wickedness, and

dieth in consequence, he diethfor his wickedness that he hath done.

—The proof that every one must bear his sin did not contain

an exhaustive reply to the question, in what relsition the right-

eousness of God stood to the sin of men 1 For the cases sup-

posed in vers. 5—20 took for granted that there was a constant

persistence in the course once taken, and overlooked the in-

stances, which are by no means rare, when a man's course of

life is entirely changed. It still remained, therefore, to take

notice of such cases as these, and they are handled in vers.

21-26. The ungodly man, who repents and turns, shall live

;

and the righteous man, who turns to the way of sin, shall die.

"As the righteous man, who was formerly a sinner, is not

crushed down by his past sins ; so the sinner, who was once a

righteous man, is not supported by his early righteousness.

Every one will be judged in that state in which he is found"

(Jerome). The motive for the pardon of the repenting sinner

is given in ver. 23, in the declaration that God has no pleasure

in the death of the wicked man, but desires his conversion, that

he may live. God is therefore not only just, but merciful and

gracious, and punishes none with death but those who either

will not desist from evil, or will not persevere in the way of

His commandments. Consequently the complaint, that the

way of the Lord, i.e. His conduct toward men, is not weighed

(I3?!> see comm. on 1 Sam. ii. 3), i.e. not just and right, is

altogether unfounded, and recoils upon those who make it. It
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is not God's ways, but the sinner's, that are wrong (ver. 25).

The proof of this, which Hitzig overlooks, is contained in the

declarations made in vers. 23 and 26,—viz. in the fact that God

does not desire the death of the sinner, and in His mercy for-

gives the penitent all his former sins, and does not lay them to

his charge ; and also in the fact that He punishes the man who

turns from the way of righteousness and gives himself up to

wickedness, on account of the sin which he commits ; so that

He simply judges him according to his deeds.—In ver. 24, !^^V\

is the continuation of the infinitive 21E', and 'nj is interrogatory,

as in ver. 13.

Vers. 27-32. The vindication of the ways of God might

have formed a' fitting close to this divine oracle. But as the

prophet was not merely concerned with the correction of the

error contained in the proverb which was current among the

people, but still more with the rescue of the people themselves

from destruction, he follows up the refutation with another

earnest call to repentance.—Ver. 27. If a wicked man turneth

from his wickedness which he hath done, and doeth right and
righteousness^ he will keep his soul alive. Ver. 28. If lie seeth

and turneth from all his transgressions which he hath committed,

he shall live and not die. Ver. 29. And the house of Israel

saith, The way of the Lord is not right. Are my ways not right,

house of Israeli Is it not rather your ways that are not

right"? Ver. 30. Tlierefore, every one according to his ways,

will I judge you, house of Israel, is the saying of the Lord
Jehovah. Turn and repent of all your transgressions, that it

may not become to you a stumhling-Uock to guilt. Ver. 31.

Cast from you all your transgressions which ye have committed,

and make yourselves a new heart and a new spirit! And
why will ye die, house of Israel? Ver. 32. For 1 have
no pleasure in the death of the dying, is the saying of the

Lord Jehovah. Therefore repent, that ye may live.—Yor the
purpose of securing an entrance into their hearts for the call

to repentance, the prophet not only repeats, in vers. 27
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and 28, the truth declared in vers. 21 and 22, that he who

turns from his sin finds hfe, but refutes once more in ver. 29,

as he has already done in ver. 25, the charge that God's ways

are not right. The fact that the singular p^il is connected

with the plural S5'5"!% does not warrant our altering the plural

into 233"]'n, but may be explained in a very simple manner, by

assuming that the ways of the people are all summed up in

one, and that the meaning is this : what you say of my way

applies to your own ways,—namely, " it is not right ; there is

just measure therein." 15^,
" therefore, etc.

;

" because my way,

and not yours, is right, I will judge you, every one according

to his way. Repent, therefore, if ye would escape from death

and destruction. ^2^^ is rendered more emphatic by '^''B'n, sc.

Da^JSj as in ch. xiv. 6. In the last clause of ver. 30, fiV is not

to be taken as the subject of the sentence according to the

accents, but is a genitive dependent upon i'iB'bDj as in ch.

vii. 19 and xiv. 3 ; and the subject is to be found in the

preceding clause : that it (the sinning) may not become to you

a stumbling-block of iniquity, Le. a stumbling-block through

which ye fall into guilt and punishment.—The appeal in ver.

31 points back to the promise in ch. xi. 18, 19. 'Jlv^'ri, to cast

away. The application of this word to transgressions may be

explained from the fact that they consisted for the most part of

idols and idolatrous images, which they had made.—" Make'

yourselves a new heart and a new spirit
:

" a man cannot,

indeed, create either of these by his own power ; God alone

can give them (ch. xi. 19). But a man both can and should

come to God to receive them : in other words, he can turn to

God, and let both heart and spirit be renewed by the Spirit of

God. And this God is willing to do ; for He has no pleasure

npn niD3, in the death of the dying one. In the repetition of

the assurance given in ver. 23, nan is very appropriately substi-

tuted for Vfl, to indicate to the people that while in sin they

are lying in death, and that it is only by conversion and

renewal that they can recover life again.

EZEK I B
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CHAP. XIX. LAMENTATION FOR THE PKINCES OF ISRAEL.

Israel, the lioness, brought up young lions in the midst of

lions. But when they showed their leonine nature, they were;^

taken captive by the nations and led away, one to Egypt, the.-

other to Babylon (vers. 1-9). The mother herself, once a vine

planted by the water with vigorous branches, is torn from the

soil, so that her strong tendrils wither, and is transplanted into

a dry land. Fire, emanating from a rod of the branches, has

devoured the fruit of the vine, so that not a cane is left to form

a ruler's sceptre (vers. 10-14).— This lamentation, which

bewails the overthrow of the royal house and the banishment

of Israel into exile, forms a finale to the preceding prophecies

of the overthrow of Judah, and was well adapted to annihilate

every hope that things might not come to the worst after all.

Vers. 1-9. Capture and Exile of the Princes.—
Ver. 1. And do thou raise a lamentation for the princes of Israel,

Ver. 2. And say, Why did thy mother, a lioness, lie down among

lionesses ; bring up her whelps among young lions ? Ver. 3.

A nd she brought up one of her whelps : it became a young lion,

and he learned to take prey ; he devoured man. Ver. 4. And
nations heard of him ; he was caught in their pit, and they

brought him with nose-rings into Hie land of Egypt. Ver. 5.

And when she saw that her hope was exhausted, overthrown, she

took one of her whelps, made it a young lion. Ver. 6. And lie

walked among lionesses, he became a young lion, and learned to

take prey. He devoured man. Ver. 7. Jle knew its widows,

and laid leaste their cities ; and the land and its fulness became

waste, at the voice of his roaring. Ver. 8. Then nations round

about from the provinces set up against him, and spread over him

their net: he was caught in their pit. Ver. 9. And they put him

in the cage with nose-rings, and brought him to the king of
Babylon: brought him into a fortress, that his voice might not be

heard any more on the mountains of Israel.
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The princes of Israel, to whom the lamentation applies, are

the kings (^''B'J, as in ch. xii. 10), two of whom are so clearly-

pointed out in vers. 4 and 9, that there is no mistaking

Jehoahaz and Jehoiaehin. This fact alone is sufficient to protect

the plural "'K'B'J against the arbitrary alteration into the singular

t^'B'j, proposed by Houbigant and Hitzig, after the reading of

the LXX. The lamentation is not addressed to one particular

prince, either Zedekiah (Hitzig) or Jehoiaehin (Eos., Maurer),

but to Israel as a nation ; and the mother (ver. 2) is the

national community, the theocracy, out of which the kings

were born, as is indisputably evident from ver. 10. The words

from ^EiX riD to nyaT form one sentence. It yields no good

sense to separate ISN fiD from
'"y^'J,

whether we adopt the

rendering, " what is thy mother ? " or take no with Nw and

render it, " how is thy mother a lioness ? " unless, indeed, we

supply the arbitrary clause " now, in comparison with what she

was before," or change the interrogative into a preterite : " how

has thy mother become a lioness ? " The lionesses, among

which Israel lay down, are the other kingdoms, the Gentile

nations. The words have no connection with Gen. xlix. 9,

where Judah is depicted as a warlike lion. The figure is a

different one here. It is not so much the strength and courage

of the lion as its wildness and ferocity that are the points of

resemblance in the passage before us. The mother brings up

her young ones among young lions, so that they learn to take

prey and devour men. iy is the lion's whelp, catulus ; I'M,

the young lion, which is old enough to go out in search of

prey. T'VKi is a Hiphil, in the tropical sense, to cause to spring

up, or grow up, i.e. to bring up. The thought is the following:

Why has Israel entered into fellowship with the heathen

nations ? Why, then, has it put itself upon a level with the

heathen nations, and adopted the rapacious and tyrannical

nature of the powers of the world? The question "why

then ? " when taken with what follows, involves the reproof

that Israel has struck out a course opposed to its divine calling,
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and will now have to taste the bitter fruits of this assumption

of heathen ways. The heathen nations have taken captive its

king, and led him away into heathen lands. V^K ^VDf'., they

heard of him (V^K for V^J?). The fate of Jehoahaz, to which

ver. 4 refers, is related in 2 Kings xsiii. 31 sqq.—Vers. 5-7

refer to Jehoiachin, the son of Jehoiakim, and not to Zedekiah,

as Hitzig imagines. For the fact that Jehoiachin went out of

his own accord to the king of Babylon (2 Kings xxiv. 12), is

not at variance with the figure contained in ver. 8, according to

which he was taken (as a lion) in a net. He simply gave him-

self up to the king of Babylon because he was unable to escape

from the besieged city. Moreover, Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin

are simply mentioned as examples, because they both fell into

the hands of the world-powers, and their fate showed clearly

enough " what the end must inevitably be, when Israelitish

kings became ambitious of being lions, like the kings of the

nations of the world" (Kliefoth). Jehoiakim was not so suit-

able an example as the others, because he died in Jerusalem,

npnijj which has been explained in different ways, we agree

with Ewald in regarding as the Niphal of frr = bin, in the

sense of feeling vexed, being exhausted or deceived, like the

Syriac ^^jjo], viribus defecit, desperavit. For even in Gen.

viii. 12, bnii simply means to wait; and this is inapplicable

here, as waiting is not equivalent to waiting in vain. The
change from b^n to ?n^ is established by Judg. iii. 25, where ^in

or ?'n occurs in the sense of bn\ In ver. 7, the figurative

language passes into a literal description of the ungodly course

pursued by the king. He knew, i.e. dishonoured, its (Israel's,

the nation's) widows. The Targum reads yn^i here instead of

n^l, and renders it accordingly, " he destroyed its palaces ; " and
Ewald has adopted the same rendering. But j;j)"i, to break, or

smash in pieces, e.g. a vessel (Ps. ii. 9), is never used for the
destruction of buildings; and ni3»i)K does not mean palaces
(niJD-ix), but windows. There is nothing in the use of the
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word in Isa. xiii. 22 to support the meaning " palaces," because

the palaces are simply called 'almdnoth (widows) there, with a

sarcastic side glance at their desolate and widowed condition.

Other conjectures are still more inadmissible. The thought is

as follows: Jehoiachin went much further than Jehoahaz.

He not only devoured men, but laid hands on defenceless

widows, and laid the cities waste to such an extent that the

land with its inhabitants became perfectly desolate through his

rapacity. The description is no doubt equally applicable to his

father Jehoiakim, in whose footsteps Jehoiachin walked, since

Jehoiakim is described in Jer. xxii. 13 sqq. as a grievous

despot and tyrant. In ver. 8 the object D'!??'"' also belongs to

MR''. : they set up and spread out their net. The plural nhJfD

is used in a general and indefinite manner: in lofty castles,

mountain-fortresses, i.e. in one of them (cf. Judg. xii. 7).

Vers. 10-14. Destruction of the Kingdom, and Banish-

ment OP THE People.—Ver. 10. Thy mother was like a vine,

planted by the water in thy repose; it became fruitful and rich

in tendrils from many waters. Ver. 11. And it had strong

shoots for rulers' sceptres ; and its growth ascended among the

clouds, and was visible in its height in the multitude of its

branches. Ver. 12. Then it was torn up in fury, cast to the

ground, and the east wind dried up its fruit ; its strong shoots

were broken off, and withered ; fire devoured them. Ver. 13.

And now it is planted in the desert, in a dry and thirsty land.

Ver. 14. There goeth out fire from the shoot of its branches,

devoureth its fruit, so that there is no more a strong shoot

upon it, a sceptre for ruling.— A lamentation it is, and it

will be for lamentation.—From the lamentable fate of the

princes transported to Egypt and Babylon, the ode passes

to a description of the fate, which the lion-like rapacity of

the princes is preparing for the kingdom and people. Israel

resembled a vine planted by the water. The difficult word

?|pn3 we agree with Havernick and Kliefoth in tracing to the
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verb rim, to rest (Jer. xiv. 17), and regard it as synonymous

with Wa in Isa. xxxviii. 10 : " in thy repose," i.e. in the time

of peaceful, undisturbed prosperity. For neither of the other

renderings, "in thy blood" and "in thy likeness," yields a

suitable meaning. The latter explanation, which originated

with Kaschi and Kimchi, is precluded by the fact that Ezekiel

always uses the word nTOT to express the idea of resemblance.

—For the figure of the vine, compare Ps. Ixxx. 9 sqq. This

vine sent out strong shoots for rulers' sceptres ; that is to say,

it brought forth powerful kings, and grew up to a great height,

even into the clouds. D''n3JJ signifies " clouds," lit. thicket of

clouds, not only here, but in ch. xxxi. 3, 10, 14, The render-

ing " branches " or " thicket of foliage" is not suitable in any

of these passages. The form of the word is not to be taken as

that of a new plural of Hiay^ the plural of 3^, which occurs in

2 Sam. xxiii. 4 and Ps. Ixxvii. 18 ; but is the plural of niay, an

interlacing or thicket of foliage, and is simply transferred to

the interlacing or piling up of the clouds. The clause 'Ul ay],

and it appeared, was seen, or became visible, simply serves to

depict still further the glorious and vigorous growth, and needs

no such alteration as Hitzig proposes. This picture is followed

in ver. 12 sqq., without any particle of transition, by a descrip-

tion of the destruction of this vine. It was torn up in fury by

the wrath of God, cast down to the ground, so that its fruit

withered (compare the similar figures in ch. xvii. 10). W HBD

is used collectively, as equivalent to tjJ Ditsp (ver. 11); and the

suffix in innpaK is written in the singular on account of this

collective use of HBD. The uprooting ends in the transplanting

of the vine into a waste, dry, unwatered land,—in other words,

in the transplanting of the people, Israel, into exile. The dry

land is Babylon, so described as being a barren soil in which

the kingdom of God could not flourish. According to ver. 14,

this catastrophe is occasioned by the princes. The fire, which

devours the fruit of the vine so that it cannot send out any
more branches, emanates n'''n2 ntsep, fi-om the shoot of its
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branches, i.e. from its branches, which are so prolific In shoots.

ntSD is the shoot which grew into rulers' sceptres, i.e. the royal

family of the nation. The reference is to Zedekiah, whose

treacherous breach of covenant (ch. xvii. 15) led to the over-

throw of the kingdom and of the earthly monarchy. The

picture from ver. 12 onwards is prophetic. The tearing up of

the vine, and its transplantation into a dry land, had already

commenced with the carrying away of Jeconiah ; but it was

not completed till the destruction of Jerusalem and the carry-

ing away of Zedekiah, which were still in the future at the

time when these words were uttered.—The clause 'W1 ts'n nrp

does not contain a concluding historical notice, as Havernick

supposes, but simply the finale of the lamentation, indicating

the credibility of the prediction which it contains. ^'^Pll is

prophetic, like the perfects from tJ'nni in ver. 12 onwards ; and

the meaning is this : A lamentation forms the substance of the

whole chapter; and it will lead to lamentation, when it is

fulfilled.

CHAP. XX. THE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE OF ISRAEL.

The date given in ch. xx. 1 applies not only to ch. xx., but

also to ch. xx.-xxiii. (compare ch. xxiv, 1) ; the prophetic

utterances in these four chapters being bound together into a

group of connected words of God, both by their contents and

by the threefold repetition of the expression, " wilt thou judge ?"

{vid. ch. XX. 4, xxii. 2, and xxiii. 36). The formula tsisK'nn,

which is only omitted from the threat of punishment contained

in ch. xxi., indicates at the same time both the nature and

design of these words of God. The prophet is to judge, i.e. to

hold up before, the people once more their sinful abominations,

and to predict the consequent punishment. The circumstance

which occasioned this is narrated in ch. xx. 1-3. Men of the

elders of Israel came to the prophet to inquire of the Lord.

The occasion is therefore a similar one to that described in the
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previous group ; for we have already been informed, in

ch. siv. 1, that elders had come to the prophet to hear God's

word from him ; but they had not gone so far as to inquire.

Here, however (ch. xx.), they evidently address a question to

the prophet, and through him to the Lord ; though the nature

of their inquiry is not given, and can only be gathered from

the answer, which was given to them by the Lord through the

prophet. The ground for the following words of God is there-

fore essentially the same as for those contained in ch. xiv.—xix.

;

and this serves to explain the relation in which the two groups

stand to each other, namely, that ch. xx.-xxiv. simply contain

a further expansion of the reproachful and threatening ad-

dresses of ch. xiv.—xix.

In ch. xx. the prophet points out to the elders, in the form of

a historical survey, how rebellious Israel had been towards the

Lord from the very first, even in Egypt (vers. 5-9) and the

desert (vers. 10-17 and 18-26), both the older and later

generations, how they had sinned against the Lord their God
through their idolatry, and how it was only for His own name's

sake that the Lord had not destroyed them in His anger

(vers. 27-31). And as Israel hath not given up idolatry even

in Canaan, the Lord would not suffer Himself to be inquired

of by the idolatrous generation, but would refine it by severe

judgments among the nations (vers. 32-38), and sanctify it

thereby into a people well-pleasing to Him, and would then

gather it again out of the dispersion, and bring it into the land

promised to the fathers, where it would serve Him with sacri-

fices and gifts upon His holy mountain (vers. 39-44). This
word of God is therefore a more literal repetition of the
allegorical description contained in ch. xvi.

Vers. 1-4. Date, occasion, and theme of the discourse which
follows.—Ver. 1, And it came to pass in the seventh year, in
the fifth (moon), on the tenth of the moon, there came men
of the elders of Israel, to inquire of Jehovah, and sat down
before me. Ver. 2. Then the word of Jehovah came to me.
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saying, Ver. 3. Son of man, speak to the elders of Israel, and

say to them. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Have ye come to

inquire of me? As I live, if I suffer myself to be inquired of

by you, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 4. Wilt

thou judge them ? Wilt thou judge, son of man ? Make

known the abominations of their fathers to them.—If we com-

pare the date given in ver. 1 with ch. viii. 1, we shall find

that this word of God was uttered only eleven months and five

days after the one in chap. viii. ; two years, one month, and

five days after the call of Ezekiel to be a prophet (ch. i. 2)

;

and two years and five months before the blockading of Jeru-

salem by the Chaldeans (ch. xxiv. 1). Consequently it falls

almost in the middle of the first section of Ezekiel's prophetic

work, nin^ nx \irn, to seek Jehovah, i.e. to ask a revelation

from Him. The Lord's answer in ver. 3 is similar to that

in ch. xiv. 3. Instead of giving a revelation concerning the

future, especially with regard to the speedy termination of the

penal sufferings, which the elders had, no doubt, come to solicit,

the prophet is to judge them, i.e. as the following clause

explains, not only in the passage before us, but also in ch. xxii. 3

and xxiii. 36, to hold up before them the sins and abominations

of Israel. It is in anticipation of the following picture of the

apostasy of the nation from time immemorial that the sins of

the fathers are mentioned here. "No reply is given to the

sinners, but chiding for their sins ; and He adds the oath, ' as I

live,' that the sentence of refusal may be all the stronger"

(Jerome). The question taistrnn, which is repeated with

emotion, " gives expression to an impatient wish, that the thing

could have been done already " (Hitzig). The interrogative

form of address is therefore adopted simply as a more earnest

mode of giving expression to the command to go and do the

thing. Hence the literal explanation of the word £3is|'nn is

also appended in the form of an imperative (D3;'''iin),—The

prophet is to revert to the. sins of the fathers, not merely for

the purpose of exhibiting the magnitude of the people's guilt,
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but also to hold up before the sinners themselves, the patience

and long-suffering which have hitherto been displayed by the

Lord.

Vers. 5-9. Election of Israel in Egypt. Its resistance to

the commandments of God.—Ver. 5. And say to them, Thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, In the day that I chose Israel, and lifted

my hand to the seed of Jacob, and made myself known to them

in the land of Egypt, and lifted my hand to them, saying, I

am Jehovah, your God: Ver. 6. In that day I lifted my

hand to them, to bring them out of the land of Egypt into

the land which I sought out for them, which floweth with milk

and honey—it is an ornament of all lands : Ver. 7. And said

to them. Cast away every man the abominations of his eyes, and

do not defile yourselves with the idols of Egypt. I am Jehovah,

your God. Ver. 8. But they were rebellious against me, and

would not hearken to me. Not one of them threw away the abo

minations of his eyes, and they did not forsake the idols of Egypt-

Tlien 1 thought to pour out my wrath, upon them, to accomplish

my anger upon them in the midst of the land of Egypt. Ver. 9.

But I did it for my name's sake, that it might not be pro-

faned before the eyes of the nations, in the midst of which

they were, before whose eyes I had made myself known to

them, to bring them out of the land of Egypt.—Vers. 5 and 6

form one period, ''ina Di'3 (ver. 5) is resumed in f<inn DV3

(ver. 6), and the sentence continued. With ^f^\ the construc-

tion with the infinitive passes over into the finite verb. Lift-

ing the hand, sc. to heaven, is a gesture employed in taking an

oath (see the comm. on Ex. vi. 8). The substance of the oath

is introduced by the word li2N? at the close of ver. 5 ; but the

clause '131 J'']1SJ (and made myself known) is previously inserted,

and then the lifting of the hand mentioned again to indicate

the importance of this act of divine grace. The contents of

vers. 5 and 6 rest upon Ex, vi. 2 sqq., where the Lord makes

Himself known to Moses, and through him to the children of

Israel, according to the nature involved in the name Jehovah,
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in which He had not yet revealed Himself to the patriarchs

(Ex. vi. 3). Both nj ^mm (I lifted my hand) and nin; '3S are

taken from Ex. vi. 8. The word ''Fpf}, from "iiPi, to seek out,

explore, also belongs to the Pentateuch (compare Deut. i. 33) ,

and the same may be said of the description given of Canaan

as " a land flowing with milk and honey " (vid. Ex. iii. 8, etc.).

But ''3S, ornament, as an epithet applied to the land of Israel,

is first employed by the prophets of the time of the captivity

—

namely, in vers. 6 and 15 of this chapter, in Jer. iii. 19, and

in Dan. viii. 9, xi. 16, 41. The election of the Israelites to be

the people of Jehovah, contained eo ipso the command to give

up the idols of Egypt, although it was at Sinai that the worship

of other gods was for the first time expressly prohibited (Ex.

XX. 3), and Egyptian idolatry is only mentioned in Lev. xvii. 7

(cf. Josh. xxiv. 14). Ezekiel calls the idols " abominations of

their eyes," because, " although they were abominable and

execrable things, they were looked upon with delight by them "

(Rosenmiiller). It is true that there is nothing expressly stated

in the Pentateuch as to the refusal of the Israelites to obey

the command of God, or their unwillingness to give up idolatry

in Egypt ; but it may be inferred from the statements con-

tained in Ex, vi. 9 and 12, to the effect that the Israelites did

not hearken to Moses when he communicated to them the

determination of God to lead them out of Egypt, and still

more plainly from their relapse into Egyptian idolatry, from

the worship of the golden calf at Sinai (Ex. xxxii.), and from

their repeated desire to return to Egypt while wandering in

the desert.^ Nor is there anything said in the Pentateuch

concerning the determination of God to pour out His wrath

* The remarks of Calvin upon this point are very good. " TVe do not

learn directly from Moses," he says, " that they had been rebels against

God, because they would not throw away their idols and superstitions; but

the conjecture is a very probable one, that they had always been so firmly

fixed in their abominations as to prevent in a certain way the hand of God
from bringing them relief. And assuredly, if they had embraced what

Moses promised them in the name of God with promptness of mind, the
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upon the idolatrous people in Egypt. We need not indeed

assume on this account that Ezekiel derived his information

from some special traditional source, as Vitringa has done

Observv. ss. I. 263), or regard the statement as a revelation

made by God to Ezekiel, and through him to us. The v?ords

do not disclose to us either a particular fact or a definite decree

of God ; they simply contain a description of the attitude which

God, from His inmost nature, assumes towards sinners who rebel

against His holy commandments, and which He displayed both

in the declaration made concerning Himself as a zealous, or

jealous God, who visits iniquities (Ex. xx. 5), and also in the

words addressed to Moses when the people fell into idolatry at

Sinai, " Let me alone, that my wrath may wax hot against

them, and that I may consume them" (Ex. xxxii. 10). All

that God expresses here, His heart must have felt in Egypt

towards the people who would not desist from idolatry. For

the words themselves, compare ch. vii. 8, vi. 12, v. 13. B'y^!l

(ver. 9), " but I did it for my name's sake." The missing

object explaining what He did, namely, abstain from pouring

out His wrath, is to be gathered from what follows : " that I

might not profane my name." This would have taken place if

God had destroyed Israel by pouring out His wrath ; in other

words, have allowed them to be destroyed by the Egyptians.

The heathen might then have said that Jehovah had been unable

to liberate His people from their hand and power (cf. Num.
xiv. 16 and Ex. xxxii. 12). ?nn is an injin. Niphal of ??n for

?nn (cf. Lev. xxi. 4).

Vers. 10-17. Behaviour of Israel in the desert.—Ver. 10.

And I led them out of the land of Egypt, and brought them

execution of the promise would have been more prompt and swift. But
we may learn that it was their own obtuseness which hindered God from
stretching out His hand forthwith and actually fuliilling all that He had
promised It was necessary, indeed, that God should contend with Pharaoh,
that His power might be more conspicuously displayed; but the people
would not have been so tyrannically afflicted if they had not closed the
door of divine mercy."
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into the desert; Ver. 11. And gave them my statutes, and my
rights I made known to them, which man is to do that he may

live through them. Ver. 12. / also gave them my Sabbaths, that

they might be for a sign between me and them, that they might

know that I Jehovah sanctify them. Ver. 13. But the house of

Israel was rebellious against me in the desert : they did not walk

in my statutes, and my rights they rejected, which man is to

do, that he may live through them, and my Sabbaths they greatly

profaned: Then 1 thought to pour out my wrath upon them in

the desert to destroy them. Ver. 14. But I did it for my

nam^s sake, that it might not be profaned before the eyes of the

nations, before whose eyes T had led them out. Ver. 15. / also

lifted my hand to them in the desert, not to bring them into the

land which I had given (them), which floweth with milk and honey ;

it is an ornament of all lands, Ver. 16. Because they rejected

my rights, did not walk in my statutes, and profaned my Sabbaths,

for their heart went after their idols. Ver. 17. But my eye

looked with pity upon them, so that I did not destroy them, and

make an end of them in the desert.—God gave laws at Sinai to

the people whom He had brought out of Egypt, through which

they were to be sanctified as His own people, that they might

live before God. On ver. 11 compare Deut. xxx. 16 and 19.

Ver. 12 is taken almost word for word from Ex. xxxi. 13, where

God concludes the directions for His worship by urging upon

the people in the most solemn manner the observance of His

Sabbaths, and thereby pronounces the keeping of the Sabbath

the kernel of all divine worship. And as in that passage we

are to understand by the Sabbaths the actual weekly Sabbaths,

and not the institutions of worship as a whole, so here we must

retain the literal signification of the word. It is only of the

Sabbath recurring every week, and not of all the fasts, that it

could be said it was a sign between Jehovah and Israel. It

was a sign, not as a token, that they who observed it were

Israelites, as Hitzig supposes, but to know (that they might

know) that Jehovah was sanctifying them, namely, by the
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Sabbath rest—as a refreshing and elevation of the mind, in

which Israel was to have a foretaste of that blessed resting

from all works to which the people of God was ultimately to

attain (see the comm. on Ex. xx. 11). It is from this deeper

signification of the Sabbath that the prominence given to the

Sabbaths here is to be explained, and not from the outward

circumstance that in exile, when the sacrificial worship was

necessarily suspended, the keeping of the Sabbath was the only

bond which united the Israelites, so far as the worship of God

was concerned (Hitzig). Historical examples of the rebellion

of Israel against the commandments of God in the desert are

given in Ex. xxxii. 1-6 and Num. xxv. 1-3; and of the dese-

cration of the Sabbath, in Ex. xvi. 27 and Num. xv. 32. For

the threat referred to in ver. 136, compare Ex. xxxii. 10 ; Num.

xiv. 11, 12.—Vers. 15 and 16 are not a repetition of ver. 13

(Hitzig) ; nor do they introduce a limitation of ver. 14 (Kliefoth).

They simply relate what else God did to put bounds to the

rebellion after He had revoked the decree to cut Israel off, at

the intercession of Moses (Num. xiv. 11—19). He lifted His

hand to the oath (Num. xiv. 21 sqq.), that the generation

which had come out of Egypt should not come into the land of

Canaan, but should die in the wilderness. Therewith He
looked with pity upon the people, so that He did not make an

end of them by following up the threat with a promise that

the children should enter the land. i"i73 riB'^j as in ch. xi. 13.

Vers. 18-26. The generation that grew up in the desert.

—

Ver. 18. And I spake to their sons in the desert, Walk not in

the statutes of your fathers, and keep not their rights, and do not

defile yourselves loith their idols. Ver. 19. / am Jehovah your

God ; walk in my statutes, and keep my rights, and do them,

Ver. 20. And sanctify my Sabbaths, that they may be for a sign

between me and you, that ye may know that I am Jehovah your

God. Ver. 21. But the sons were rebellious against me; they

walked not in my statutes, and did not keep my rights, to do them,

which man should do that he may live through them; they pro-
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faned my Sabbaths. Tlien I thought to pour out my wrath upon

them, to accomplish my anger upon them in the desert. Ver. 22.

But I turned back my hand and did itfor my name's sake, that it

might not be profaned before the eyes of the nations, before whose

eyes I had them out. Ver. 23. / also lifted my hand to them in

the desert, to scatter them among the nations, and to disperse them

in the lands ; Ver. 24. Because they did not my rights, and

despised my statutes, profaned my Sabbaths, and their eyes were

after the idols of their fathers. Ver. 25. And I also gave them

statutes, which were not good, and rights, through which they did not

live ; Ver. 26. And defiled them in their sacrificial gifts, in that

they caused all that openeth the womb to pass through, that I might

fill them with horror, that they might know that I am Jehovah.—
The sons acted like their fathers in the wilderness. Historical

proofs of this are furnished by the accounts of the Sabbath-

breaker (Num XV. 32 sqq.), of the rebellion of the company of

Korah, and of the murmuring of the whole congregation

against Moses and Aaron after the destruction of Korah's

company (Num. xvi. and xvii.). In the last two cases God

threatened that He would destroy the whole congregation (cf.

Num. xvi. 21 and xvii. 9, 10) ; and on both occasions the

Lord drew back His hand at the intercession of Moses, and

bis actual intervention (Num. xvi. 22 and xvii. 11 sqq.), and

did not destroy the whole nation for His name's sake. The

statements in vers. 216 and 22 rest upon these facts. Tlie

words of ver. 23 concerning the oath of God, that He would

scatter the transgressors among the heathen, are also founded

upon the Pentateuch, and not upon an independent tradition,

or any special revelation from God. Dispersion among the

heathen is threatened in Lev. xxvi. 33 and Deut. xxviii. 64,

and there is no force in Kliefoth's argument that " these

threats do not refer to the generation in the wilderness, but

to a later age." For in both chapters the blessings and curses

of the law are set before the people who were then in the

desert ; and there is not a single word to intimate that either
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blessinc or curse would only be fulfilled upon the generations

of later times. On the contrary, when Moses addressed to the

people assembled before him his last discourse concerning the

renewal of the covenant (Deut. xxix. and xxx.), he called upon

them to enter into the covenant, " which Jehovah maketh with

thee this day " (Deut. xxix. 12), and to keep all the vrords of

this covenant and do them. It is upon this same discourse, in

which Moses calls the threatenings of the law nps, an oath

(Deut. xxix. 13), that "the lifting of the hand of God to

swear," mentioned in ver. 23 of this chapter, is also founded.

Moreover, it is not stated in this verse that God lifted His

hand to scatter among the heathen the generation which had

grown up in the wilderness, and to disperse them in the lands

before their entrance into the land promised to the fathers;

but simply that He had lifted His hand in the wilderness to

threaten the people with dispersion among the heathen, without

in any way defining the period of dispersion. In the blessings

and threatenings of the law contained in Lev. xxvi. and

Deut. xxviii.-xxx., the nation is regarded as a united whole

;

so that no distinction is made between the successive genera-

tions, for the purpose of announcing this particular blessing or

punishment to either one or the other. And Ezekiel acts in

precisely the same way. It is true that he distinguishes the

generation which came out of Egypt and was sentenced by

God to die in the wilderness from the sons, i.e. the generation

which grew up in the wilderness ; but the latter, or the sons

of those who had fallen, the generation which was brought

into the land of Canaan, he regards as one with all the succes-

sive generations, and embraces the whole under the common
name of " fathers " to the generation living in his day (" your

fathers " ver. 27), as we may clearly see from the turn given

to the sentence which describes the apostasy of those who came
into the land of Canaan ('ui nsr liy). In thus embracing the

generation which grew up in the wilderness and was led into

Canaan, along with the generations which followed and lived in
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Canaan, Ezeklel adheres very closely to the view prevailing in

the Pentateuch, where the nation in all its successive genera-

tions is regarded as one united whole. The threat of dispersion

among the heathen, which the Lord uttered in the wilderness to

the sons of those who were not to see the land, is also not

mentioned by Ezekiel as one which God designed to execute

upon the people who were wandering in the desert at the time.

For if he had understood it in this sense, he would have

mentioned its non-fulfilment also, and would have added a

'lJ1 'DB' tV?p t*"?^), as he has done in the case of the previous

threats (cf. vers. 22, 14, and 9). But we do not find this

either in ver. 24 or ver. 26. The omission of this turn clearly

shows that ver. 2'd does not refer to a punishment which God
designed to inflict, but did not execute for His name's sake

;

but that the dispersion among the heathen, with which the

transgressors of His commandments were threatened by God

when in the wilderness, is simply mentioned as a proof that

even in the wilderness the people, whom God had determined

to lead into Canaan, were threatened with that very punish-

ment which had now actually commenced, because rebellious

Israel had obstinately resisted the commandments and rights

of its God.

These remarks are equally applicable to vers. 25 and 26.

These verses are not to be restricted to the generation which

was born in the wilderness and gathered to its fathers not long

after its entrance into Canaan, but refer to their descendants

also, that is to say, to the fathers of our prophet's contempo-

raries, who were born and had died in Canaan. God gave

them statutes which were not good, and rights which did not

bring them life. It is perfectly self-evident that we are not to

understand by these statutes and rights, which were not good,

either the Mosaic commandments of the ceremonial law, as

some of the Fathers and earlier Protestant commentators sup-

posed, or the threatenings contained in the law ; so that this

needs no elaborate proof. The ceremonial commandments

EZEK. I. S
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given by God were good, and had the promise attached to

them, that obedience to them would give life; whilst the threats

of punishment contained in the law are never called D^JpPi and

D'tJBK'D. Those statutes only are called " not good " the fulfil-

ment of which did not bring life or blessing and salvation.

The second clause serves as an explanation of the first. The

examples quoted in ver. 26 show what the words really mean.

The defiling in their sacrificial gifts (ver. 26), for example,

consisted in their causing that which opened the womb to pass

through, i.e. in the sacrifice of the first-born. Dnn "iC)E|-?3 "liajjn

points back to Ex. xiii. 12; only riin^P, which occurs in that

passage, is omitted, because the allusion is not to the command-

ment given there, but to its perversion into idolatry. This

formula is used in the book of Exodus {I.e.) to denote the

dedication of the first-born to Jehovah ; but in ver. 13 this

limitation is introduced, that the first-born of man is to be

redeemed, '^''^V.'} signifies a dedication through fire (="!''??!'!!

tysa, ver. 31), and is adopted in the book of Exodus, where it is

Joined to nin^p, in marked opposition to the Canaanitish custom

of dedicating children to Moloch by februation in fire (see the

comm. on Ex. xiii. 12). The prophet refers to this Canaanitish

custom, and cites it as a striking example of the defilement of

the Israelites in their sacrificial gifts ("??, to make unclean, not

to declare unclean, or treat as unclean). That this custom also

made its way among the Israelites, is evident from the repeated

prohibition against offering children through the fire to Moloch

(Lev. xviii. 21 and Deut. xviii. 10). When, therefore, it is

affirmed with regard to a statute so sternly prohibited in the

law of God, that Jehovah gave it to the Israelites in the wilder-

ness, the word ]r\i (give) can only be used in the sense of a

judicial sentence, and must not be taken merely as indicat-

ing divine permission ; in other words, it is to be understood,

like 2 Thess. ii. 11 (" God sends them strong delusion ") and

Acts vii. 42 ("God turned, and gave them up to worship the

host of heaven "), in the sense of hardening, whereby whoever
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will not renounce idolatry is so given up to its power, that it

draws him deeper and deeper in. This is in perfect keeping

with the statement in ver. 26 as the design of God in doing

this :
" that I might fill them with horror ;

"
i.e. might excite

such horror and amazement in their minds, that if possible they

might be brought to reflect and to return to Jehovah their God.

Vers. 27-31. Israel committed these sins in Canaan also,

and to this day has not given them up ; therefore God will not

allow the idolatrous generation to inquire of Him.—Ver. 27.

Therefore speak to the house of Israel^ son of man, and say to

them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Still further have your

fathers blasphemed me in this, with the faithlessness which they

have shown toward me. Ver. 28. WhenI had brought them into

the land, which I had lifted my hand to give them, then they

looked out every high hill and every thickly covered tree, and

offered their sacrifices there, and gave their irritating gifts there,

and pj'esented the fragrance of their pleasant odour there, and

poured out their drink-offerings there. Ver. 29. And I said to

them. What height is that to which ye go? And its name is

called Height to this day. Ver. 30. Therefore say to the house of

Israel, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, What ? Do ye defile your-

selves in the way of your fathers ; and go whoring after their

abominations ; Ver. 31. And defile yourselves in all your idols

to this day, by lifting up your gifts, and causing your sons to

pass through the fire; and should I let myself be inquired

of by you? As I live, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah,

I will not let myself be inquired of by you.— The 15? in

ver. 27 is resumed in ver. 30; and there the answer given

by God to the elders, who had come to inquire of Him,

is first communicated, after an express declaration of the fact

that Israel had continued its idolatry in the most daring

manner, even after its entrance into Canaan. But the form

in which this is done—n^5^ I^J?, " still further in this "—is to be

understood as intimating that the conduct of the fathers of the

existing generation, and therefore not merely of those who
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grew up in the wilderness, but also of those who had lived in

Canaan, has already been described in general terms in the

preceding verses, and that what follows simply adds another

novel feature. But this can only be the case if vers. 23-26

are taken in the sense given above. DNt is an accusative ; and

^!!a is construed with the accusative both of the person and

thing. The more precise definition of nsT is not given in

•a D^yDa at the end of the verse, but in the idolatry depicted in

ver. 28. ^VO refers to the faithlessness involved in the breach

of the covenant and in idolatry. This is the general descrip-

tion ; whilst the idolatry mentioned in ver. 28b constituted one

particular feature, in which the faithlessness appeared in the

foVm of blasphemy. For the fact itself, namely, the worship

on high places, which was practised on every hand, see ch.

vi. 13, xvi. 24, 25; 1 Kings xiv. 23; 2 Kings xvii. 10. In

the enumeration of the offerings, there is something striking

in the position in which QJ^li^ Dj;3 stands, namely, between

the slaughtered sacrifices (2^n?|) and the increase- and drink-

offerings ; and this is no doubt the reason why the clause

'Ul DB' ^:m is omitted from the Cod. Vat. and Alex, of the

LXX. ; and even Hitzig proposes to strike it out. But

Theodoret found this reading in the Alex. Version ; and Hitzig

is wrong in affirming that |3"ii? is used in connection with sacri-

fices, meat-offerings, and drink-offerings. The meat-offerings

are not expressly named, for nin*3 nn does not signify meat-

offerings, but is used in the law for the odour of all the

offerings, both slaughtered sacrifices and meat-offerings, even

though in Ezek. xvi. 19 it is applied to the odour of the

bloodless offerings alone. And in the same way does 13"}i5

embrace all the offerings, even the slain offerings, in Ezek.

xl. 43, in harmony with Lev. i. 2, ii. 1, and other passages.

That it is used in this general signification here, is evident from

the introduction of the word DjJa, irritation or provocation of

their gifts, i.e. their gifts which provoked irritation on the part

of God, because they were offered to idols. As this sentence
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applies to all the sacrifices (bloody and bloodless), so also does

the clause which follows, 'Wl DK' ^'0^'W, refer to all the offerings

which were burned upon the altar, without regard to the

material employed. Consequently Ezekiel mentions only slain

offerings and drink-offerings, and, by the two clauses in-

serted between, describes the offering of the slaughtered sacri-

fices as a gift of irritation to God, and of pleasant fragrance to

the idolatrous worshippers who presented them. He does not

mention the meat-offerings separately, because they generally

formed an accompaniment to the slain offerings, and therefore

were included in these. But although God had called the

people to account for this worship on high places, they had not

relinquished it even " to this day." This is no doubt the

meaning of ver. 29, which has been interpreted in very

different ways. The context shows, in the most conclusive

manner, that nDSn is to be taken collectively, and that the use

of the singular is to be explained from the antithesis to the

one divinely appointed Holy Place in the temple, and not, as

Kimchi and Havemick suppose, from any allusion to one

particular bdmdh of peculiar distinction, viz. " the great high'

place at Gibeon." The question HDan no is not expressive of

contempt (Hitzig), but " is founded upon the assumption that

they would have to give an account of their doings ; and merely

asks, What kind of heights are those to which you are going ?

Who has directed you to go thither with your worship ?

"

(Kliefoth). There is no need to refute the trivial fancy of J.

D. Michaelis, which has been repeated by Hitzig, namely, that

Ezekiel has taken n»3 as a derivative from N3 and HD. Again,

the question does not presuppose a word addressed by God to

Israel, which Ezekiel only has handed down to us; but is simply

a rhetorical mode of presenting the condemnation by God of

the worship of the high places, to which both the law and the

earlier prophets had given utterance. The next clause, " and

their name was called Height" (high place), is not to be

regarded as containing merely a historical notice of the name
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given to these idolatrous places of worship ; but the giving of

the name is a proof of the continued existence of the thing ; so

that the words affirm, that notwithstanding the condemnation

on the part of God, Israel had retained these high places,—had

not abolished them to this day.—Vers. 30 and 31 facilitate the

transition from the first part of this word of God to the second.

What has already been said in vers. 5-29 concerning the

idolatry of the people, from the time of its election onwards, is

here expressly applied to the existing generation, and carries

with it the declaration to them, that inasmuch as they are

defiling themselves by idolatry, as their fathers did, Jehovah

cannot permit Himself to be inquired of by them. The thought

is couched in the form of a question, to express astonishment

that those who denied the Lord, and dishonoured Him by their

idolatry, should nevertheless imagine that they could obtain

revelations from Him. The lifting up (nxB', from NB'3) of gifts

signifies the offering of sacrifices upon the altars of the high

places. For ver. 316, compare ver. 3.—With this declaration

God assigns the reason for the refusal to listen to idolaters,

which had already been given in ver. 3. But it does not rest

with this refusal. God now proceeds to disclose to them the

thoughts of their own hearts, and announces to them that He
will refine them by severe judgments, and bring them thereby

to repentance of their sins, that He may then gather them out

of the dispersion, and make them partakers of the promised

salvation as a people willingly serving Him.—In this way do

vers. 32-44 cast a prophetic glance over the whole of the

future history of Israel.

Vers. 32-38. The judgment awaiting Israel of purification

among the heathen.—Ver. 32. And that which riseth up in your

mind shall not come to pass, in that ye say, We will be like the

heathen, like the families of the lands, to serve wood and stone.

Ver. 33. As I live, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah, with

strong hand and with outstretched arm, and with wrath poured out,

will I rule over you. Ver. 34. And I will bring you out of the
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nations, and gather you out of the lands in which ye have heen

scattered, with strong hand and with outstretched arm, and with

wrath poured out, Ver. 35. And will bring you into the desert

of the nations, and contend with you there face to face. Ver. 36.

As I contended with your fathers in the desert of the land of

Egypt, so will I contend with you, is the saying of the Lord

Jehovah. Ver. 37. And I will cause you to pass through

under the rod, and bring you into the bond of the covenant.

Ver. 38. And I will separate from you the rebellious, and those

who are apostates from me ; out of the land of their sojourning

will T lead them out, but into the land of Israel shall they not

come; that ye may know that I am Jehovah.—HIT ?V i^jyn, that

which rises up in the spirit, is the thought that springs up in

the mind. What this thought was is shown in ver. 32&, viz.

we will be like the heathen in the lands of the earth, to serve

wood and stone ; that is to say, we will become idolaters like the

heathen, pass into heathenism. This shall not take place ; on

the contrary, God will rule over them as King with strong

arm and fury. The words, " with strong hand and stretched-

out arm," are a standing expression in the Pentateuch for the

mighty acts by which Jehovah liberated His people from the

power of the Egyptians, and led them out of Egypt (cf. Ex.

vi. 1, 6; Dent. iv. 34, v. 15, vii. 19, etc.), and are connected

in Ex. vi. 6 with D^ilji D'DBB'pni. Here, on the contrary, they

are connected with naiD^ "^^D?; and are used in vei. 33 with

reference to the government of God over Israel, whilst in

ver. 34 they are applied to the bringing out of Israel from the

midst of the heathen. By the introduction of the clause " with

fury poured out," the manifestation of the omnipotence of God

which Israel experienced in its dispersion, and which it was

still to experience among the heathen, is described as an ema-

nation of the divine wrath, a severe and wrathful judgment.

The leading and gathering of Israel out of the nations

(ver. 34) is neither their restoration from the existing captivity

in Babylon, nor their future restoration to Canaan on the con-
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version of the people who were still hardened, and therefore

rejected by God. The former assumption would be decidedly

at variance with both D''BVn ID and '^i^^'^ P, since Israel was

dispersed only throughout one land and among one people at

the time of the Babylonian captivity. Moreover, neither of the

assumptions is reconcilable with the context, more especially with

ver. 35. According to the context, this leading out is an act of

divine anger, which Israel is to feel in connection therewith ; and

this cannot be affirmed of either the redemption of the people

out of the captivity in Babylon, or the future gathering of

Israel from its dispersion. According to ver. 35, God will con-

duct those who are brought out from the nations and gathered

together out of the lands into the desert of the nations, and

contend with them there. The " desert of the nations "
is not

the desert lying between Babylonia and Palestine, on the coast-

lands of the Mediterranean, through which the Israelites would
have to pass on their way home from Babylon (Eosenmuller,

Hitzig, and others). For there is no imaginable reason why
this should be called the desert of the nations in distinction

from the desert of Arabia, which also touched the borders of

several nations. The expression is doubtless a typical one, the

future guidance of Israel being depicted as a repetition of the

earlier guidance of the people from Egypt to Canaan ; as it

also is in Hos. ii. 16. All the separate features in the descrip-

tion indicate this, more especially vers. 36 and 37, where it is

impossible to overlook the allusion to the guidance of Israel in

the time of Moses. The more precise explanation of the words
must depend, however, upon the sense in which we are to

understand the expression, "desert of the land of Egypt."
Here also the supposition that the Arabian desert is referred
to, because it touched the border of Egypt, does not furnish a
sufficient explanation. It touched the border of Canaan as
well. Why then did not Ezekiel name it after the land of
Canaan? Evidently for no other reason than that the time
spent by the Israelites in the Arabian desert resembled their
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sojourn in Egypt much more closely than tlieir settlement in

Canaan, because, while there, they were still receiving their

training for their entrance into Canaan, and their possession

and enjoyment of its benefits, just as much as in the land of

Egypt. And in a manner corresponding to this, the " desert of

the nations " is a figurative expression applied to the world of

nations, from whom they were indeed spiritually distinct, whilst

outwardly they were still in the midst of them, and had to

suffer from their oppression. Consequently the leading of

Israel out of the nations (ver. 34) is not a local and corporeal

deliverance out of heathen lands, but a spiritual severance from

the heathen world, in order that they might not be absorbed

into it or become inseparably blended with the heathen. God

will accomplish this by means of severe chastisements, by con-

tending with them as He formerly contended with their fathers

in the Arabian desert. God contends with His people when

He charges them with their sin and guilt, not merely in words,

but also with deeds, i.e. through chastening and punishments.

The words " face to face " point back to Dent. v. 4 : " Jehovah

talked with you face to face in the mount, out of the midst of

the fire." Just as at Sinai the Lord talked directly with Israel,

and made known to it the devouring fire of His own holy

nature, in so terrible a manner that all the people trembled and

entreated Moses to act the part of a mediator between them,

promising at the same time obedience to him (Ex. xx. 19) ; so

will the Lord make Himself known to Israel in the desert of

the world of nations with the burning zeal of His anger, that

it may learn to fear Him.> This contending is more precisely

defined in vers. 37 and 38. I will cause you to pass through

under the (shepherd's) rod. A shepherd lets his sheep pass

through under his rod for the purpose of counting them, and see-

ing whether they are in good condition or not (vid. Jer. xxxiii.

13). The figure is here applied to God. Like a shepherd,

He will cause His flock, the Israelites, to pass through under

His rod, i.e. take them into His special care, and bring them
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" into the bond of the covenant " (n^.bD, not from "iD» [Raschi],

but from "IDX, for niDKD, a fetter) ; that is to say, not " I will

bind myself to you and you to me by a new covenant " (Bochart,

Hieroz. I. p. 508), for this is opposed to the context, but, as the

Syriac version has rendered it, IZojtSOD (in disuipUna), " the

discipline of the covenant." By this we are not merely to

understand the covenant punishments, with which transgressors,

of the law are threatened, as Havernick does, but the covenant

promises must also be included. For not only the threats of

the covenant, but the promises of the covenant, are bonds by

which God trains His people ; and "iDN is not only applied to

burdensome and crushing fetters, but to the bonds of love as

well {yid. Song of Sol. vii. 6). Kliefoth understands by the

fetter of the covenant the Mosaic law, as being the means

employed by God to preserve the Israelites from mixing with

the nations while placed in the midst of them, and to keep them

to Himself, and adds the following explanation,—" this law,

through which they should have been able to live, they have

now to wear as a fetter, and to feel the chastisement thereof."

But however correct the latter thought may be in itself, it is

hardly contained in the words, " lead them into the fetter (band)

of the law." Moreover, although the law did indeed preserve

Israel from becoming absorbed into the world of nations, the

fact that the Jews were bound to the law did not bring them
to the knowledge of the truth, or bring to pass the purging of

the rebellious from among the people, to which ver. 38 refers.

All that the law accomplished in this respect in the case of

those who lived among the heathen was effected by its threaten-

ings and its promises, and not by its statutes and their faithful

observance. This discipline will secure the purification of the
people, by severing from the nation the rebellious and apostate.

God will bring them forth out of the land of their pilgrimage,
but will not bring them into the land of Israel. DnWD pN is

the standing epithet applied in the Pentateuch to the land of
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Canaan, in which the patriarchs lived as pilgrims, without

coining into actual possession of the land (cf. Gen. xvii. 8,

xxviii. 4, xxxvi. 7 ; Ex. vi. 4). This epithet Ezekiel has trans-

ferred to the lands of Israel's exile, in which it was to lead a

pilgrim-life until it was ripe for entering Canaan. '''Sill, to

lead out, is used here for clearing out by extermination, as the

following clause, " into the land of Israel shall they not come,"

plainly shows. The singular NU^ is used distributively : not

one of the rebels will enter.

Vers. 39-44. The ultimate gathering of Israel, and its con-

version to the Lord.—Ver. 39. Ye then, house of Israel, thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, Go ye, serve every one his idols ! but after-

wards—truly ye will hearken to me, and no longer desecrate my

holy name with your sacrificial gifts and your idols, Ver. 40. But

upon my holy mountain, upon the high mountain of Israel, is the

saying of the Lord Jehovah, there will all the house of Israel

serve me, the whole of it in the land; there will I accept them

gladly ; there will I ask for your heave-offerings and the first-

fruits of your gifts in all that ye make holy. Ver. 41. As a

pleasant odour will I accept you gladly, when I bring you out

from the nations, and gather you out of the lands, in which you

have been scattered, and sanctify myself in you before the eyes of

the heathen nations. Ver. 42. And ye shall know that I am

Jehovah, when I bring you into the land of Israel, into the land

which I lifted up my hand to give to your fathers ; Ver. 43. And

there ye will think of your ways and your deeds, with which ye

have defiled yourselves, and will loathe yourselves (lit. experience

loathing before yourselves) on account of all your evil deeds

which ye have performed ; Ver. 44. And ye will know that I am

Jehovah, when I deal with you for my namis sake, not according

to your evil ways and according to your corrupt deeds, O house of

Israel, is the saying of Jehovah.—After the Lord has declared to

the people that He will prevent its being absorbed into the heathen

world, and will exterminate the ungodly by severe judgments, the

address passes on, with the direction henceforth to serve idols
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only, to aprediction of theeventual conversion, and tlie restoration

to Canaan of the purified nation. The direction, " Go ye, serve

every one his idols," contains, after what precedes it, a power-

ful appeal to repent. God thereby gives up the impenitent to

do whatever they will, having first of all told them that not

one of them will come into the land of Canaan. Their oppo-

sition will not frustrate His plan of salvation. The words

which follow from int?l onwards have been interpreted in dif-

ferent ways. It is opposed to the usage of the language to

connect "iriKl with ll'^V, serve ye hereafter also (De Wette, etc.),

for 1 has not the force of the Latin et^=etiam, and still less

does it signify ''afterwards just as before." Nor is it allow-

able to connect "inKI closely with what follows, in the sense of

" and hereafter also, if ye will hearken to me, profane ye my
name no more" (Rosenmiiller, Maurer). For if v^inri were

used as an imperative, either it would have to stand at the

beginning of the sentence, or it would be preceded by 7K

instead of ^7. Moreover, the antithesis between not being

willing to hear and not profaning the name of God, is imported

arbitrarily into the text. The name of the Lord is profaned

not only by sacrifices offered in external form to Jehovah and

in the heart to idols, but also by disobedience to the word

and commandments of God. It is much better to take "insi by

itself, and to render the following particle, DN, as the ordinary

sign of an oath : " but afterwards (i.e. in the future) . . . verily,

ye will hearken to me ;

" that is to say, ye will have been con-

verted from your idolatry through the severe judgments that

have fallen upon you. The ground for this thought is intro-

duced in ver. 40 by a reference to the fact that all Israel will

then serve the Lord upon His holy mountain. ^3 is not " used

emphatically before a direct address " (Hitzig), but has a causal

signification. For 'B''' DilO in, see the comm. on ch. xvii. 23.

In the expression " all Israel," which is rendered more emphatic

by the addition of n?3, there is an allusion to the eventual

termination of the severance of the people of God (compare
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ch. xxxvii. 22). Then will the Lord accept with delight both

them and their sacrificial gifts. niDlin, heave-offerings (see

the coram, on Ex. xxv. 2 and Lev. ii. 9), used here in the

broader sense of all the sacrificial gifts, along with which the

gifts of first-fruits are specially naraed. niKB'Pj as applied to

holy offerings in the sense of avaO-qiMUTa, belongs to the later

usage of the language. DSWiJ-ba, consisting of all your con-

secrated gifts. C!iB''li5,, as in Lev. xxii. 15. This promise

includes implicite the bringing back of Israel from its banish-

ment. This is expressly mentioned in ver. 41 ; but even there

it is only introduced as self-evident in the subordinate clause,

whereas the cheerful acceptance of Israel on the part of God
constitutes the leading thought. ntVi rina, as an odour of

delight (2, the so-called Beth essentiae), will God accept His

people. nn''3 n'''i, odour of satisfaction, is the technical expres-

sion for the cheerful (well-pleased) acceptance of the sacrifice,

or rather of the feelings of the worshipper presenting the

sacrifice, which ascend to God in the sacrificial odour (see the

comm. on Gen. viii. 21). The thought therefore is the follow-

ing : When God shall eventually gather His people out of

their dispersion. He will accept them as a sacrifice well-pleasing

to Him, and direct all His good pleasure towards them. ''fi?''!i?p.

033 does not mean, I shall be sanctified through you, and is

not to be explained in the same sense as Lev. xxii. 32 (Rosen-

miiller), for 3 is not equivalent to ^ina ; but it signifies " I will

sanctify myself on you," as in Num. xx. 13, Lev. x. 3, and

other passages, where ^?^ is construed with 3 pers. (cf. Ezek.

xxviii. 25, xxxvi. .53, xxxviii. 16, xxxix. 27), in the sense of

proving oneself holy, mostly by judgment, but here through

having made Israel into a holy nation by the refining judg-

ment, and one to which He can therefore grant the promised

inheritance.—Vers. 42 sqq. Then will Israel also recognise its

God in His grace, and be ashamed of its former sins. For

ver. 43, compare ch. vi. 9 and xvi. 61.—With regard to the

fulfilment, as Kliefoth has correctly observed, " in the predic-
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tion contained in vers. 32-38, the whole of the searching

judgments, by which God would lead Israel to conversion, are

summed up in one, whicli includes not only the Babylonian

captivity, the nearest and the first, but the still more remote'

judgment, namely, the present dispersion ; for it is only in the

present dispersion of Israel that God has really taken it into

the wilderness of the nations, just as it was only in the rejection

of Christ that its rebellious attitude was fully manifested. And
as the prophecy of the state of punishment combines in this

way both the nearer and more remote ; so are both the nearer

and more distant combined in what vers. 40 to 44 affirm with

regard to the ultimate fate of Israel." The gathering of Israel

from among the heathen will be fulfilled in its conversion to

Christ, and hitherto it has only taken place in very small

beginnings. The principal fulfilment is still to come, when

Israel, as a nation, shall be converted to Christ. With regard

to the bringing back of the people into " the land of Israel,"

see the comm. on ch. xxxvii., where this promise is more fully

expanded.

CHAP. XX. 45 TO CHAP. XXI. 32 (HEB. CHAP. XXI.^). PRO-

PHECY OF THE BURNING FOREST AND THE SWORD OF
THE LORD.

A fire kindled by the Lord will burn the forest of the south

(ch. XX. 45-48). This figurative announcement is explained

in what follows, in order that the divine threat may make an

impression upon the people (ver. 49). The Lord will draw His

sword from its scabbard, and cut off from Jerusalem and the

land of Israel both righteous and wicked (ch. xxi. 1-17) ; that

is to say, the king of Babylon will draw his sword against

1 In the Hebrew Bible the previous chapter closes at ver. 44, and
ch. xxi. commences there. Keil has adhered to this division of chapters

;

but for the sake of convenience we have followed the arrangement adopted
in the English authorized version.

—

Tr.
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Jerusalem and the sons of Ammon, and will, first of all, put an

end to the kingdom of Judah, and then destroy the Ammonites

(vers. 18-32). The prophecy divides itself accordingly into

three parts : viz. (1) the prediction of the destruction of the

kingdom of Judah ; (2) the explanation of this prediction by

the threat that the sword of the Lord will smite all the inha-

bitants of Judah, which threat is divisible into three sections,

oh. xxi. 1—7, 8-13, and 14-17 ; (3) the application of what is

said with regard to the sword to Nebuchadnezzar's expedition

against Jerusalem and the Ammonites, which may also be

divided into three sections,—viz. (a) the general announcement

of Nebuchadnezzar's design (vers. 18-23) and its execution;

(6) by his expedition against Jerusalem, to destroy the king-

dom of Judah (vers. 24-27) ; and (c) by his expedition against

the Ammonites (vers. 28—32).—The first four or five verses are

taken by many in connection with chap. xx. ; and Kliefoth

still maintains that they should be separated from what follows,

and attached to that chapter as a second word of God. But

neither ch. xx. 49 nor the formula in ch. xxi. 1, " the word

of Jehovah came to me," warrants our separating the parabolic

prediction in ch. xx. 45-48 from the interpretation in vers.

1—17. And the third part is also connected with what precedes,

so as to form one single discourse, by the allusion to the sword

in vers. 19 and 28, and by the fact that the figure of the

fire is resumed in vers. 31 and 32. And there is all the less

ground for taking the formula, " and the word of Jehovah came

to me," as determining the division of the several portions in

this particular instance, from the circumstance that the section

(vers. 1—17) in which it occurs both at the commencement

and in the middle (vers. 1 and 8), is obviously divided into the

minor sections or turns by the threefold occurrence of the verb

xnani (" and prophesy : vers. 2, 9, and 14).

Chap. XX. 45-49. The burning forest.—Ver. 45. And the

word of Jehovah came to me, saying^ Ver. 46. Son of man, direct

thy face toward the south, and trickle down towards the southf
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and prophesy concerning the forest of the field in the south land ;

Vei'. 47. And say to the forest of the south land, Hear the word

of Jehovah ; Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I kindle a

fire in thee, which will consume in thee every green tree, and

every dry tree : the blazing flame will not be extinguished, and all

faces from the south to the north will be burned thereby, Ver. 48.

And all flesh shall see that I, Jehovah, have kindled it : it shall not

be extinguished. Ver. 49. And I said, Ah, Lord Jehovah I they

say of me, Does he not speak in parables ?—The prophet is to turn

his face toward the south, and prophesy concerning the forest

of the field there. H'''?'? is used for prophesying, as in Amos

vii. 16 and Mic. ii. 6, 11. The distinction hetween the three

epithets apphed to the south is the following : JO'in is literally

that which lies on the right hand, hence the south is a particular

quarter of the heavens; DiTi, which only occurs in Ezekiel

and Ecclesiastes, with the exception of Deut. xxxiii. 23 and

Job xxxvii. 17, is derived from Ti'n, to shine or emit streams of

light, and probably signifies the brilliant quarter ; 333, the dry,

parched land, is a standing epithet for the southern district of

Palestine and the land of Judah (see the comm. on Josh.

XV. 21).—The forest of the field in the south is a figure

denoting the kingdom of Judah (333 is in apposition to 'f}^y!,

and is appended to it as a more precise definition). niE* is not

used here for a field, as distinguished from a city or a garden
;

but for the fields in the sense of country or territory, as in

Gen. xiv. 7 and xxxii. 3. In ver. 47, 333n 13;^^ forest of the

south land, is the expression applied to the same object (333n,

with the article, is a geographical term for the southern portion

of Palestine), The forest is a figure signifying the population,

or the mass of people. Individual men are trees. The green

tree is a figurative representation of the righteous man, and

the dry tree of the ungodly (ver. 3, compare Luke xxiii. 31).

The fire which Jehovah kindles is the fire of war. The com-

bination of the synonyms nnnpa'
^^\f?, flame of the flaming

brightness, serves to strengthen the expression, and is equiva-
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lent to the strongest possible flame, the blazing fire. C^a"?!,

all faces are not human faces or persons, in which case the

prophet would have dropped the figure; but pdnim denotes

generally the outside of things, which is the first to feel the

force of the flame. " All the faces " of the forest are every

single thing in the forest, which is caught at once by the

flame. In ver. 4, kSl-pdnim (all faces) is interpreted by hOl-

bdsar (all flesh). From south to north, i.e. through the whole

length of the land. From the terrible fierceness of the fire,

which cannot be extinguished, every one will know that God
has kindled it, that it has been sent in judgment. The words

of the prophet himself, in ch. xx. 49, presuppose that he has

uttered these parabolic words in the hearing of the people, and

that they have ridiculed them as obscure (rndshdl is used here in

the sense of obscure language, words difficult to understand, as

. trapa^oXri also is in Matt. xiii. 10). At the same time, it con-

tains within itself a request that they may be explained. This

request is granted ; and the simile is first of all interpreted in

ch. xxi. 1-7, and then still further expanded in vers. 8 sqq.

Chap. xxi. 1-7. The sword of the Lord and its disastrous

effects.—Ver. 1. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying,

Ver. 2. Son of man, set thy face toward Jerusalem, and trickle

over the holy places, and prophesy over the land of Israel,

Ver. 3. And say to the land of Israel, Thus saith Jehovah,

Behold, I will deal with thee, and will draw my stoord out of its

scabbard, and cut off from thee the righteous and the wicked.

Ver. 4. Because T will cut off from thee the righteous and the

wicked, therefore shall my sword, go forth from its scabbard

against all flesh from south to north. Ver. 5. And all 'flesh

shall know that I, Jehovah, have drawn my sword out of its

scabbard : it shall not return again. Ver. 6. And thou, son of

man, sigh ! so that the hips break ; and with bitter pain sigh

before their eyes ! Ver. 7. And when they say to thee, Where-

fore dost thou sigh ? say, Because of a report that it is coming

;

and every heart will sink, and all hands becomepowerless, and every

EZEK. I. T
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spirit will become dull, and all knees turn into water: Belioldy

it cometh, and will happen, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.—
In the preceding parable, the expression " forest of the field in

the south," or " forest of the south-land," was enigmatical.

This is explained to signify Jerusalem with its holy places

(D''B^i?p, see comm. on ch. vii. 24), and the land of Isi'ael, i.e.

the kingdom of Judah. In accordance with this, the fire

kindled by the Lord is interpreted as being the sword of the

Lord. It is true that this is a figurative expression ; but it is

commonly used for war, which brings with it devastation and

death, and would be generally intelligible. The sword will cut

off both righteous and wicked. This applies to the outer side

of the judgment, inasmuch as both good and bad fall in war.

This is the only aspect brought into prominence here, since the

great purpose was to alarm the sinners, who were boastino- of

their security ; but the distinction between the two, as described

in ch. ix. 4 sqq., is not therefore to be regarded as no longer

existing. This sword will not return, sc. into the scabbard,

till it has accomplished the result predicted in ver. 3 (cf. 2 Sam.

i. 22 ; Isa. Iv. 11). As Tremellius has aptly observed upon this

passage, " the last slaughter is contrasted with the former ones,

in which, after the people had been chastened for a time, the

sword was returned to its scabbard again." In order to depict

the terrors of this judgment before the eyes of the people, the

prophet is commanded to groan before their eyes in the most

painful way possible (vers. 6 sqq.). tJ^jriD liiaB'Sj with breakini^

of the hips, i.e. with pain sufficient to break the hips, the

seat of strength in man (compare Nah. ii. 11 ; Isa. xxi. 3).

niino, bitterness, i.e. bitter anguish. The reason which he is

to assign to the questioners for this sighing is " on account of the

report that is coming,"—an antiptosis for " on account of the

coming report" (cf. Gen. i. 4, etc.). The report comes when
the substance of it is realized. The reference is to the report

of the sword of the Lord,—that is to say, of the approach

of the Chaldeans to destroy Jerusalem and the kingdom of
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Judah. The impression which this disclosure will make upon

the hearers will be perfectly paralyzing (ver. 76). All courage

and strength for offering resistance will be crippled and broken.

3^-i>3 DDJ (cf. Nah. ii. 11) is strengthened by ^1-^3 nnna,

every spirit will become dull, so that no one will know what

counsel to give. 'W^ '"i^??^ Q)?"!?"''? corresponds to QIIJ"''? 1ST

(cf. ch. vii. 17). The threat is strengthened by the words,

" behold, it cometh, and will take place." The subject is nw»B',

the report, i.e. the substance of the report.—This threat is more

fully expanded in vers. 8-17 ; vers. 8-13 corresponding to vers.

1-5, and vers. 14-17 to vers. 6, 7.

Vers. 8-17. The sword is sharpened for slaying.—Ver. 8.

And the word of JeJiovah came to me, saying, Ver. 9. Son of

man, prophesy, and say, Thus saith Jehovah, A sword, a sword

sharpened and also polished: Ver. 10. That it may effect a

slaughter is it sharpened ; that it may flash is it polished : or

shall we rejoice (saying), the sceptre of my son despiseth all

wood? Ver. 11. But it has been given to be polished, to take it

in the hand; it is sharpened, the sword, and it is polished, to

give it into the hand of the slayer. Ver. 12. Cry and howl, son

of man, for it goeth over my people, it goeth over all the princes

of Israel : they have fallen by the sword along with my people

:

therefore smite upon the thigh. Ver. 13. For the trial is made,

and what if the despising sceptre shall not come ? is the saying of

the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 14. And thou, son of man, prophesy

and smite the hands together, and the sword shall double itself

into threefold, the sword of the pierced: it is the sword of a

pierced one, of the great one, which encircles them, Ver. 15.

That the heart may be dissolved, and stumbling-blocks may be

multiplied, I Jiave set the drawing of the sword against all their

gates : Alas ! it is made into flashing, drawn for slaying.

Ver. 16. Gather thyself up to the right hand, turn to the left,

lohithersoever thine edge is intended. Ver. 17. And I also will

smite my hands together, and quiet my wrath : I, Jehovah, have

spoken it.—The description of the sword is thrown into a lyrical
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form (vers. 8-13),—a kind of sword-song, commemorating the

terrible devastation to be effected by the sword of the Lord.

The repetition of a'ln in ver. 9 is emphatic, n'nmn is the per-

fect Hoplial of Tin, to sharpen. nDliD is the passive participle

of t3"iD, to polish ; HB-ib (ver. 10), the participle Pual^ with O

dropped, and Dagesh evpJwn. n'ri, a rare form of the infinitive

for ni'n. The polishing gives to the sword a flashing brilliancy,

which renders the sharpness of its edge still more terrible.

The very obscure words, 'ui B'''?'J % I agree with Schmieder

and Kliefoth in regarding as a protest, interposed by the

prophet in the name of the people against the divine threat of

the sword of vengeance, qn the ground of the promises which

had been given to the tribe of Judah. iS, or perhaps ; intro-

ducing an opposite case, or an exception to what has been said.

The words 'l31 ^^3 02^ are to be taken as an objection, so that

"I'OK^ is to be supplied in thought. The objection is taken from

the promise given in Jacob's blessing to the tribe of Judah

:

" the sceptre will not depart from Judah " (Gen. slix. 10).

'33 a2f points unquestionably to this. '33 is taken from ver. 9,

where the patriarch addresses Judah, whom he compares to a

young lion, as 'J3. Consequently the sceptre of my son is the

command which the patriarch holds out to view before the

tribe of Judah. This sceptre despises all wood, i.e. every other

ruler's staff, as bad wood. This view is not rendered a

doubtful one by the fact that tDDE' is construed as a feminine

here, whereas it is construed as a masculine in every other

case; for this construction is unquestionable in ver. 7 (12),

and has many analogies in its favour. All the other explana-

tions that have been proposed are hardly worth mentioning, to

say nothing of refuting, as they amount to nothing more than

arbitrary conjectures ; whereas the assumption that the words

are to be explained from Gen. xlix. 10 is naturally suggested

by the unquestionable allusion to the prophecy in that passage,

which we find in ver. 27 of the present chapter, jn^l in ver. 11

is to be taken adversatively, " but he gave it (the sword) to be
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sharpened." The subject to \P!^). is not Jehovah, but is inde-

finite, "one" {man, Angl. they), although it is actually God
who has prepared the sword for the slaughter of Israel. The

train of thought is the following : Do not think we have no

reason to fear the sharply-ground sword of Jehovah, because

Judah has received the promise that the sceptre shall not

depart from it ; and this promise will certainly be fulfilled, and

Judah be victorious over every hostile power. The promise

will not help you in this instance. The sword is given to be

ground, not that it may be put into the scabbard, but that it

may be taken in the hand by a slayer, and smite all the people

and all its princes. In the phrase ^nPi rrinin N''n, ym is in

apposition to the subject S<''n, and is introduced to give emphasis

to the words. It is not till ver. 19 that it is stated who the

slayer is; but the hearers of the prophecy could be in no

doubt. Consequently—this is the connection with ver. 12

—

there is no ground for rejoicing from a feeling of security and

pride, but rather an occasion for painful lamentation. This is

the meaning contained in the command to the prophet to cry

and howl. For the sword will come upon the nation and its

princes. It is the simplest rendering to take S''n as referring

to yy], 3 n*n, to be at a person, to fasten to him, to come upon

him, as in 1 Sam. xxiv. 14; 2 Sam. xxiv. 17. '''?.1J!p> not from

"IW, but the passive participle of 1?9 '^^ the Pual, to overthrow,

cast down (Ps. Ixxxix. 45) :
" fallen by the sword have they

(the princes) become, along with my people." The perfects

are prophetic, representing that which will speedily take place

as having already occurred.—Smiting upon the thigh is a sign

of alarm and horror (Jer. xxxi. 19). IDS, perfect Pual, is

used impersonally : the trial is made. The words allude to

the victories gained already by Nebuchadnezzar, which have

furnished tests of the sharpness of his sword. The question

which follows riD^ contains an aposiopesis: and what? Even

if the despising sceptre shall not come, what will be the case

then? npsjib tsaE', according to ver. 10, is the sceptre of
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Judah, which despises all other sceptres as bad wood.
•^^J}''.,

in

this instance, is not " to be," in the sense of to remain, but to

become, to happen, to come (come to pass), to enter. The

meaning is, if the sceptre of Judah shall not display, or prove

itself to possess, the strength expected of it.—With ver. 14 the

address takes a new start, for the purpose of depicting still

further the operations of the sword. Smiting the hands together

(smiting hand in hand) is a gesture expressive of violent emotion

(cf. ch. vi. 11 ; Num. xxiv. 10). The sword is to double, i.e.

multiply itself, into threefold (nrn'^hf, adverbial), namely, in its

strength, or its edge. Of course this is not to be taken arith-

metically, as it has been by Hitzig, but is a bold paradoxical

statement concerning the terrible effect produced by the sword.

It is not even to be understood as referring to three attacks

made at different times by the Chaldeans upon Jerusalem, as

many of the commentators suppose. The sword is called

^V?n ^'3!!'} sword of pierced ones, because it produces the

pierced or slain. The following words are rendered by Hitzig

and Kliefoth : the great sword of the slain. But apart from

the tautology which this occasions, the rendering can hardly be

defended on grammatical grounds. For, in the first place, we

cannot see why the singular -"^n should have been chosen, when

the expression was repeated, instead of the plural Qy^n; and

secondly, 'iljn cannot be an adjective agreeing with y^n, for

2"in is a noun of the feminine gender, and is construed here as

a feminine, as Tvnm clearly shows, 'ilin is in apposition to

??n, " sword of a pierced man, the great one ;
" and the great

man pierced is the king, as Ewald admits, in agreement with

Hengstenberg and Havernick. The words therefore affirm

that the sword will not only slay the mass of the people, but

pierce the king himself. (See also the comm. on ver. 25.)

—

Ver. 15a is not dependent upon what precedes, but introduces

a new thought, viz. for what purpose the sword is sharpened.

God has placed the flashing sword before all the gates of the

Israelites, in order that (? ]V^'?, pleonastic for \Va'?) the heart
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may dissolve, the inhabitants may lose all their courage for

defence, and to multiply offendicula, i.e. occasions to fall by

the sword. The air. Xey. nnns signifies the rapid motion or

turning about of the sword (cf. Gen. iii. 24) ; n3N, related to

:]Dn, in the Mislma TlSs. The a-rr. Xey, ntsjjp, fem. of toVo, does

not mean smooth, i.e. sharpened, synonymous with fS'ilO, but,

according to the Arabic kn.^, eduxit e vagina gladium, drawn

(from the scabbard). In ver. 16 the sword is addressed, and

commanded to smite right and left. ''ID^r''!') gather thyself up,

i.e. turn with all thy might toward the right (Tanchum). To

the verb IC^n it is easy to supply ^I^JS, from the context,

" direct thine edge toward the left." njx, whither, without an

interrogative, as in Josh. ii. 5 and Neh. ii. 16. J^ilVO, from

"IV*, intended, ordered; not, directed, turned. The feminine

form may be accounted for from a construction ad sensum,

the gender regulating itself according to the ^'in addressed in

Tj^JS. The command to the sword is strengthened by the

explanation given by Jehovah in ver. 17, that He also (like the

prophet, ver. 14) will smite His hands together and cool His

wrath upon them (cf. ch. v. 13).

Vers. 18-22. The sword of the king of Babylon will smite

Jerusalem, and then the Ammonites also.—Ver. 18. And the

word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 19. And thou, son

of man, make to thyself two ways, that the sword of the king

of Babylon may come by them ; out of one land shall they both

come forth, and draw a hand, at the cross road of the city do

thou draw it. Ver. 20. Make a way that the sword may come to

Rabbah of the sons of Ammon, and to Judah into fortified Jeru-

salem. Ver. 21. For the king of Babylon is stopping at the cross

road, at the parting of the two ways, to practise divination. He is

shaking the arrows, inquiring of the teraphim, looking at the liver.

Ver. 22. The divination falls to his right : Jerusalem, to set bat-

tering-rams, to open the mouth with a death-cry, to lift up the voice

tvith a war-cry, to set battering-rams at the gates, to heap up a ram-

part, to build siege towers.—Alter the picture of the terrible devas-
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tation which the sword of the Lord will produce, the last word

of God in this prophecy answers the questions, in whose hand

Jehovah will place His sword, and whom it will smite. The

slayer into whose hand the sharpened sword is given (ver. 11)

is the king of Babylon, and it will smite not only Judah, but

the Ammonites also. Jerusalem and Judah will be the first to

fall, and then the arch-enemy of the covenant nation, namely

Ammon, will succumb to the strokes of the sword of Jehovah,

in order that the embittered enemies of the Lord and His

people may learn that the fall of Jerusalem is not, as they

fancy, a proof of the impotence, but rather of the omnipotence,

of its God. In this way does our prophecy expand into a

prediction of the judgment which will fall upon the whole of

the world in hostility to God. For it is only as the arch-

enemies of the kingdom of God that the Ammonites come into

consideration here. The parallel between Israel and the sons

of Ammon is carried out in such a way as to give constant

prominence to the distinction between them. Jerusalem will

fall, the ancient theocracy will be destroyed till he shall come

who will restore the right (vers. 26 and 27). Ammon, on the

other hand, will perish, and not a trace be left (vers. 31, 32).

—

This prediction is exhibited to the eye by means of a sign.

The prophet is to make two ways, i.e. to prepare a sketch

representing a road leading from a country, viz. Babylon, and

dividing at a certain spot into two roads, one of which leads to

Eabbath-Ammon, the capital of the kingdom of the Ammonites,

the other to Judah, into Jerusalem. He is to draw the ways

for the coming ^i^?) of the sword of the king of Babylon. At

the fork of the road he is to engrave a hand, T, i.e. an index.

K73 signifies in the Fiel to cut away (Josh. xvii. 15, 18), to dig

or hew (Ezek. xxiii. 47), here to engrave written characters in

hard material. The selection of this word shows that Ezekiel

was to sketch the ways upon some hard material, probably a

brick or tile (cf . ch. iv. 1). T does not mean lociis spatium, but

a hand, i.e. an index, "^fn tJ'^J^, the beginning of the road, i.e.
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the fork of the road (ch. xvi. 25), is explained in ver. 21, where

it is called
'^'}/l\}

DX, mother of the road, inasmuch as the roads

start from the point of separation, and C^'J'nn ijE' tJ'Ni, begin-

ning of the two roads. 1^5? 'Hl'n, the road to a city. For JRah-

hath-Ammon, which is preserved in the ruins of Amman, on the

Upper Jabbok {Nahr Amman), see the comm. on Deut. iii. 11.

The road to Judah is still more precisely defined by Ci.?K'n''3

ITllva, into fortified Jerusalem, because the conquest of Jerusalem

was the purpose of Nebuchadnezzar's expedition. The omission

of the article before iTiwa may be explained from the nature of

the participle, in which, even in prose, the article may be left

out after a definite noun (cf. Ewald, § 335a). The drawing is

explained in vers. 21 and 22. The king of Babylon is halting

pDy, to stand still, stop) to consult his oracles, and inquire

which of the two roads he is to take. DDp Dbp, to take in hand,

or practise divination. In order that he may proceed safely,

he avails himself of all the means of divination at his command.

He shakes the arrows (more strictly, the quiver with the arrows).

On the practice itself Jerome writes as follows :
" He consults

the oracle according to the custom of his nation, putting his

arrows into a quiver, and mixing them together, with the names

of individuals inscribed or stamped upon them, to see whose

arrow will come out, and which state shall be first attacked." ^

He consults t'he Terapliim, or Penates, worshipped as oracular

deities and gods of good fortune (see the comm. on Gen. xxxi. 19

and my Biblical Archaeology, § 90). Nothing is known con-

cerning the way in which these deities were consulted and gave

their oracles. He examines the liver. The practice of rjTraTo-

1 The arrow-lot (jBelomantie) of the ancient Greeks (Homer, B. iii. 324,

vii. 182, 183) was similar to this; also that of the ancient Arabs (yid.

Pococke, Specim. hist. Arab. pp. 327 sqq., and the passages from Nuweiri

quoted by Eeiske, Samml. einiger Arab. Sprichworter von den Stechen oder

Staben, p. 21). Another kind, in which the lot was obtained by shooting

off the arrows, was common according to the Fihrist el Ulum of En-Nedlm

among the Hananian Ssabians (see Chwolsohn, Ssabier, ii. pp. 26 and 119,

200.
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(TKoirla, extispicium, in which signs of good or bad luck, of the

success or failure of any enterprise, were obtained from the

peculiar condition of the liver of the sacrificial animals, was a

species of divination to which great importance was attached

by both the Babylonians (yid. Diod. Sic. ii. 29) and the Romans

(Cicero, de divin. vi. 13), and of which traces were found, accord-

ing to Barhebr. Chron. p. 125, as late as the eighth century

of the Christian era among the Ssabians of Haran.—The

divination resulted in a decision for Jerusalem, n^n irD'a is not

to be translated " in his right hand was," but "into his right

hand there came." n;n : eVeyero (LXX.), ^'p}^ (Chald.), ap^

does not mean lot (Ges.), but soothsaying, divination. OvK*!)"!]

is connected with this in the form of a noun in apposi-

tion : the divination which indicated Jerusalem. The right

hand is the more important of the two. The meaning of the

words cannot be more precisely defined, because we are not

acquainted with the kind of divination referred to ; even if we

were to take the words as simply relating to the arrow in this

sense, that an arrow with the inscription " Jerusalem " came

into his right hand, and thus furnished the decision, which was

afterwards confirmed by consulting the Teraphim and examining

the liver. But the circumstance itself, that is to say, the fact

that the divination coincided with the purpose of God, must

not be taken, as Havernick supposes, as suggesting a point of

contact between Hebraism and the soothsaying of heathenism,

which was peculiar to Ezekiel or to the time of the captivity.

All that is proved by this fact is, that even heathenism is subject

to the rule and guidance of Almighty God, and is made subser-

vient to the accomplishment of the plans of both His kingdom

and His salvation. In the words, to set battering rams, etc.,

the substance of the oracle obtained by Nebuchadnezzar is

more minutely given. It is a double one, showing what he is

to do : viz. (1) to set battering rams, i.e. to proceed to the siege

of Jerusalem, as still further described in the last portion of the

verse (ch. iv. 2) ; and (2) to raise the war-cry for storming the
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city, that is to say, to take it by storm. The two clauses 'U1 nnsp

and '131 D'^n? are synonymous ; they are not " pure tautology,"

however, as Hitzig affirms, but are chosen for the purpose of

giving greater emphasis to the thought. The expression nv^a

creates some difficulty, inasmuch as the phrase " ut aperiat os

in caede" (Vulg.), to open the mouth in murder or ruin, i.e. to

put to death or lay in ruins, is a very striking one, and could

hardly be justified as an " energetic expression for the battle-

cry " (Havernick). 3 does not mean " to," and cannot indicate

the intention, all the less because n^na is parallel to nyniia,

where nyiin is that in which the raising of the voice expresses

itself. There is nothing left then but to take nvn in the sense

of field- or war-cry, and to derive this meaning either from nxn

or, per metathesin, from nnv.

Vers. 23-27. This announcement will appear to the Judaeans,

indeed, to be a deceptive divination, but nevertheless it will be

verified.—Ver. 23. And it is like deceptive divination in their eyes

;

sacred oaths are theirs (lit. to them) ; hut he brings the iniquity to

remembrance, that they may be taken. Ver. 24. Therefore thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, Because ye bringyour iniquity to remem-

brance, in that your offences are made manifest, so that your sins

appear in all your deeds, because ye are remembered ye shall be

taken with the hand. Ver. 25. And thou pierced, one, sinner, prince

of Israel, whose day is come at the time of the final transgression,

Ver. 26. llius saith the Lord Jehovah, The turban will be removed,

the crown taken off. This is not this ; the low will he lifted up, and

the lofty lowered. Ver. 27. Overthrown, overthrown, overthrown

will I niaJce it ; even this shall not be, till He cometh, to whom is

the right, to Him do I give it.—In ver. 23 (28), Or\b, which is more

precisely defined by D^iWi!?, refers to the Israelites, i.e. the

Judaeans. This also applies to the following OH?, which cannot

possibly be taken as referring to a different subject, say, for

example, the Chaldeans. It is evident, therefore, that it is

impossible to sustain the rendering given in Gesenius' Thesaurus

{s.v.) to the obscure words nij/aB* ''J?3B', viz. qui juramenta
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jurarunt eis (sc. Chaldaeis), which Maurer has modified and

expounded thus : " they will not fear these auguries ; they will

swear oaths to them (the Chaldeans), that is to say, according

to their usual custom, these truce-breakers will take fresh oaths,

hoping that the Chaldeans will be conciliated thereby." More-

over, the thought itself is an unsuitable one, inasmuch as " the

defiant attitude of confidence with which they looked such

awfully threatening danger in the face must have had some

other ground than a reliance upon false oaths and Chaldean

credulity" (Havernick). The common explanation, which

Kosenmiiller and Kliefoth uphold, is, " because the Chaldeans

are sworn allies, sworn confederates of theirs;" or as Kliefoth

explains it, " on account of the oath of fealty or vassalage

sworn by Zedekiah to Nebuchadnezzar, they have sworn con-

federates in the Chaldeans, and relying upon this, they are

confident that they have no hostile attack to fear from them."

But this is altogether untenable, not only because it is perfectly

arbitrary to supply " the Chaldeans," but still more for the

reason adduced by Maturer. " How," he justly asks, " could the

Judaeans despise these auguries because the Chaldeans were

bound to them by an oath when they themselves had broken

faith ? When a treaty has been violated by one party, is not

the other released from his oath?" We therefore adopt the

same explanation as Havernick : " oaths of oaths are theirs (to

them), Le. the most sacred oaths are (made) to them, namely,

by God." They rely upon that which God has solemnly sworn

to them, without considering upon what this promise was con-

ditional, namely, upon a faithful observance on their part of the

commandments of God. For the fact itself, compare ch. xx. 42,

and such passages as Ps. cv. 9 sqq., etc. The form ^}/3B' by the

side of niV3B' may be explained in a very simple way from the

relation of the construct state, i.e. from the endeavour to secure

an obvious form for the construct state, and cannot in any
case furnish a well-founded argument against the correct-

ness of our explanation. As Ezekiel uses D''B'S3 for niB'SJ in ch.
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xiii. 20, he may also have formed a''W^ QV^i^) by the side of

nij?3E'.—As they rely upon the promises of God without reflect-

ing upon their own breach of covenant, God will bring their

sin to remembrance through His judgment. t<W1 is Jehovah,

upon whose oaths they rely. lij> must not be restricted to

Zedekiah's breach of covenant, since ver. 24 clearly shows that

it is the wrong-doing of Judah generally. 55'arinp in ver. 24 (29)

is also to be understood of the whole nation, which is to be

taken and punished by the king of Babylon. For ver. 24 (29)

introduces the reason for the statement made in the last clause

of ver. 23 (28). God must put the people in remembrance of

their iniquity by inflicting punishment, because they have called

it to remembrance by sins committed without any shame, and

thereby have, so to speak, compelled God to remember them,

and to cause the sinners to be grasped by the hand of the

slayer. fiV T'3Tn is used in ver. 24 (29) in a different sense

from ver. 23 (28), and is therefore explained by 'Wl nii>an3.

^133, which is indefinite in itself, points back to J^.in 1^ in ver.

11 (16), and receives from that its more exact definition.

With ver. 25 the address turns to the chief sinner, the god-

less King Zedekiah, who was bringing the judgment of destruc-

tion upon the kingdom by his faithless breach of oath. The

words ??n, yK*"!, and 'B''' S''B'3 are asyndeta, co-ordinate to one

another. 7Pn does not mean profane or infamous (fie^TJke,

LXX.), but simply pierced, slain. This meaning is to be

retained here. This is demanded not only by the fixed usage

of the language, but also by the relation in which ??n stands

both to ver. 14 and to h'<vf} "hhn in ver. 29 (34). It is true

that Zedekiah was not pierced by the sword either at that time

or afterwards, but was simply blinded and led in captivity to

Babylon, where he died. But all that follows from this is, that

Pjn is used here in a figurative sense, given up to the sword, i.e.

to death; and Zedekiah is so designated for the purpose of

announcing in a more energetic manner the certainty of his

fate. The selection of the term ??n is the more natural, because
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tliroughout the whole prophecy the description of the judg-

ment takes its character from the figure of the sword of Jehovah.

As God does not literally wield a sword, so ?Pn is no proof of

actual slaying with the sword, iai', his day, is the day of his de-

struction (cf. 1 Sam. xxvi. 10), or of the Judgment upon him. The

time of the final transgression is not the time when the transgres-

sion reaches its end, i.e. its completion, but the time when the

wickedness brings the end, i.e. destruction (cf. ch. xxxv. 5, and

for YP. in this sense, ch. vii. 2, 3). The fact that the end, the

destruction, is come, i.e. is close at hand, is announced in ver. 26

to the prince, and in his person to the whole nation. If we

understand the connection in this way, which is naturally

suggested by ver. 2ob, we get rid of the objection, which led

Kliefoth to question the fact that it is the king who is addressed

in ver. 25a, and to take the words as collective, " ye slaughtered

sinners, princes of Israel," and to understand them as referring

to the entire body of rulers, including the priests,—an explana-

tion that is completely upset by the words H"'^: . . . nns (thou

. . . prince), which are so entirely opposed to the collective

view. Again, the remark that " what follows in ver. 26, viz.

the statement to be made to the V.^^, has really nothing to do

with him, since the sweeping away of the priesthood did not

affect Zedekiah personally" (Kliefoth), is neither correct nor

conclusive. For ver. 26 contains an announcement not only of

the abrogation of the priesthood, but also of the destruction of

the kingdom, which did affect Zedekiah both directly and per-

sonally. Moreover, we must not isolate the king addressed,

even as an individual, from the position which he occupied, or,

at any rate, which he ought to have occupied as a theocratic

monarch, so as to be able to say that the abrogation of the
priesthood did not affect him. The priesthood was one of the
fundamental pillars of the theocracy, the removal of which
would necessarily be followed by the collapse of the divine
state, and therefore by the destruction of the monarchy.
Hence it is that the abolition of the priesthood is mentioned
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first. The infinitives absolute (not imperatives) "I'Dn and

Dnn are selected for the purpose of expressing the truth in

the most emphatic manner ; and the verbs are synonymous.

Cin, to lift up, i.e. not to elevate, but to take away, to abolish,

as in Isa. Ivii. 14; Dan. viii. 11. naaSD does not mean the

royal diadem, like ^I'iS in Isa. Ixii. 3, but the tiara of the high

priest, as it does in every instance in the Pentateuch, from

which Ezekiel has taken the word. iT^??!'^, the king's crown.

The diadem of the priest and the regal crown are the insignia

of the offices of high priest and king ; and consequently their

removal is the abolition of both high-priesthood and monarchy.

These words contain the sentence of death upon the theocracy^

of which the Aaronic priesthood and the Davidic monarchy

constituted the foundations.—They predict not merely a tem-

porary, but a complete abolition of both offices and dignities

;

and their fulfilment took place when the kingdom of Judah

was destroyed by the king of Babylon. The earthly sovereignty

of the house of David was not restored again after the captivity

;

and the high-priesthood of the restoration, like the second

temple, was only a shadowy outline of the glory and essential

features of the high-priesthood of Aaron. As the ark with the

Shechinah, or the gracious presence of God, was wanting in the

temple of Zerubbabel ; so were the Urim and Thummim want-

ing to the high-priesthood, and these were the only means by

which the high priest could really carry out the mediation

between the Lord and the people, mil xb nsi (this is not this)

does not refer to the tiara (mitre) and crown. riNt is neuter,

and therefore construed with the masculine n^^n. This (mitre

and crown) will not be this {^^li^ is prophetic), i.e. it will not

continue, it will be all over with it (Havernick, Maurer, and

Kliefoth). To this there is appended the further thought, that

a general inversion of things will take place. This is the

meaning of the words—the low will be lifted up, and the lofty

lowered. !?3Jn and h'^S^n are infinitives, and are chosen in the

same sense as in the first hemistich. The form fl??^i?, with n
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without the tone, is masculine ; the n— probably serving merely

to give greater fulness to the form, and to make it correspond

more nearly to nbari.'—This general thought is expressed still

more definitely in ver. 27a. i^\V, which is repeated twice to give

greater emphasis to the thought, is a noun derived from i^\V,

inversion, overthrow ; and the suffix in WD''K'N points back to

mil in ver. 26 (31). This, the existing state, the high-priest-

hood and the monarchy, will I make into destruction, or utterly

overthrow. But the following DNT cannot also refer to the tiara

and crown, as Kliefoth supposes, on account of the 03 which

precedes it. This shows that nsT relates to the thing last men-

tioned. Even this, the overthrow, shall have no durability;

or, as Tanch. has correctly expressed it, neque Jiaeo conditio erit

durahilis. The following t<a"iy attaches itself not so much to

this last clause as to the main thought : overthrow upon over-

throw will ensue. The thought is this :
" nowhere is there

rest, nowhere security ; all things are in a state of flux till the

coming of the great Kestorer and Prince of peace " (Hengsten-

berg). It is generally acknowledged that the words N3"iy

iDSB'en ii'-iB'S contain an allusion to Gen. xlix. 10, Ni3* ''3 "IJ?

n?''B' ; and it is only by a false interpretation of the preceding

clauses, wrung from the words by an arbitrary alteration of

the text, that Hitzig is able to set this connection aside. At

' Hitzig has given a most preposterous exposition of this verse. Taking

the -words TDH and Qi-in as antithetical, in the sense of removing and

exalting or sustaining in an exalted position, and regarding the clauses as

questions signifying, " Shall the high-priesthood be abolished, and the

real dignity, on the contrary, remain untouched?" he finds the answer to

these questions in the words DNT ^ DXt (this, not this). They contain,

in his opinion, an affirmation of the former and a negation of the latter.

But he does not tell us how riNt ^ HNt without a verb can possibly

mean, " the former (the abrogation of the high-priesthood) will take place,

but the latter (the exaltation of the monarchy) will not occur." And,
finally, the last clause, " the low shall be lifted up," etc., is said to contain
simply a watchword, which is not for the time being to be followed by any
result. Such trifling needs no refutation. We simply observe, therefore,
that there is no ground for the assertion, that onn without [d cannot
possibly signify to abolish.
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as athe same time, C&mn 'h~\m is of course not to be taken

philological explanation of the word n'S)iE', but is simply a theo-

logical interpretation of the patriarchal prophecy, with direct

reference to the predicted destruction of the existing relations

in consequence of the ungodliness and unrighteousness of the

leaders of the theocracy up to that time. DSa'an is not the

rightful claim to the mitre and crown, but right in an objective

sense, as belonging to God (Deut. i. 17), and entrusted by God
to the earthly government as His representative. He then, to

whom this right belongs, and to whom God will give it, is the

Messiah, of whom the prophets from the times of David

onwards have prophesied as the founder and restorer of perfect

right on earth (cf. Ps. Ixxii. ; Isa. ix. 6, xlii. 1 ; Jer. xxiii. 5,

xxxiii. 17). The suffix attached to VririJ is not a dative, but an

accusative, referring to tsSB'D (cf. Ps. Ixxii. 1). There was no

necessity to mention the person again to whom God would

give the right, as He had already been designated in the pre-

vious expression i? IK'S*.

Vers. 28-32. Overthrow of the Ammonites.—Ver. 28. And
tJiou, son of man, prophesy and say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

concerning the sons of Ammon, and concerning their scorn, sword,

sword, drawn to slay, polished, that it may devour, that it may

flash ! Ver. 29. While they prophesy deceit to thee, while they

divine lying to thee, it shall lay thee by the necks of the sinners

slain, whose day cometh at the time of the final transgression.

Ver. 30. Put it in its scabbard again. At the place where thou

wast created, in the land of thy birth will Ijudge thee, Ver. 31.

And pour out my anger upon thee, kindle the fire of my wrath

against thee, and give thee into the hand of foolish men, of

smit/is of destruction. Ver. 32. Thou shalt he for the fire to

devour ; thy blood shall remain in the midst of the land ; thou

shalt be remembered no more ; for I Jehovah have spoken it.—
As Judah in Jerusalem will fall by the sword of the king of

Babylon, contrary to all expectation ; so will the Ammonites

be punished for their scorn with utter extermination. flSin is

EZEK. I. U
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scorn at the overthrow of Israel (cf. ch. xxv. 3, 6, and Zeplu

ii 8). The sword is already drawn against them. nmna,

taken out of the scabbard, as in Ps. xxxvii. 14. naob is to

be connected with nmns, notwithstanding the accents, and.

h'srh with nm-iD. This is required by the correspondence of

thJ clauses. ' i"3n is regarded as a derivative of h^3 by Ewald

and others, in the sense of ad sustinendum, according to capa-

city, i.e. as much as possible. But the adverbial rendering is

opposed to the context, and cannot be sustained from ch.

xxiii. 32. Moreover, ^w, to contain, is applicable enough to

goblets and other vessels, but not to a sword. Hitzig therefore

explains it from the Arabic J^, to blunt (sc. the eyes), i.e. to

blind. But this is open to the objection that the form Tin

points to the verb b=i3 rather than ^^3 ; and also to a still greater

one, namely, that there is nothing in the Hebrew usage to

suggest the use of ^b in such a sense as this, and even if it

were used in the sense of blunting, it would be perfectly arbi-

trary to supply D)r?? ; and lastly, that even the flashing of the

sword does not suggest the idea of blinding, but is intended to

heighten the terror occasioned by the sharpness of the sword.

We therefore adhere to the derivation of i'''3n from 73S, and

regard it as a defective form for ^'3Sl!, like =il0Ji for Itoxn

in 2 Sam. xix. 14, i"-!^ as syncopated form for 7nH\ (Isa. xiii.

20), and tn^l for tnNni in 2 Sam. xx. 9 ; literally, to cause it

to eat or devour, i.e. to make it fit for the work of devouring.

p-ia iy»^, literally, for the sake of the lightning (flash) that shall

issue therefrom (cf. ver. 10).—In ver. 29 (34), rinb (to lay,

or place) is also dependent upon nmns 3"jn, drawn to lay

thee; so that the first half of the verse is inserted as a

parenthesis, either to indicate the occasion for bringing the

sword into the land (Hitzig), or to introduce an attendant

circumstance, according to the sense in which the 2 in nitna is

taken. The parenthetical clause is understood by most of the

commentators as referring to deceptive oracles of Ammonitish
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soothsayers, which either determined the policy of Ammon, as

Hitzig supposes (cf. Jer. xxvii. 9, 10), or inspired the Ammon-
ites with confidence, that they had nothing to fear from the

Chaldeans. Kliefoth, on the other hand, refers the words to

tlie oracles consulted by Nebuchadnezzar, according to ver. 23.

" These oracles, which directed the king not to march against

the Ammonites, but against Jerusalem, proved themselves,

according to ver. 29, to be deceptive prophesying to the Ammon-
ites, inasmuch as they also afterwards fell by the sword ; just as,

according to ver. 23, they proved themselves to be genuine so

far as the Israelites were concerned, inasmuch as they were

really the first to be smitten." This view is a very plausible

one, if it only answered in any degree to the words. But it is

hard to believe that the words, " while it (one) prophesies false-

hood to thee," are meant to be equivalent to " while its prophecy

proves itself to be false to thee." Moreover, Nebuchadnezzar

did not give the Ammonites any oracle, either false or true, by

the circumstance that his divination at the cross-road led him

to decide in favour of the march to Jerusalem ; for all that he

did in consequence was to postpone his designs upon the

Ammonites, but not to relinquish them. We cannot under-

stand the words in any other sense, therefore, than as relating

to oracles, which the Ammonites received from soothsayers of

their own.—Hitzig takes offence at the expression, " that it

(the sword) may lay thee by (to) the necks of the sinners

slain," because colla cannot stand for corpora decollata, and

consequently proposes to alter 'H^'i'' into nnis, to put it (the

sword) to the necks. But by this conjecture he gets the not

less striking thought, that the sword was to be put to the necks

of those already slain ; a thing which would be perfectly un-

meaning, and is therefore not generally done. The sinners

slain are the Judaeans who have fallen. The words point

back to ver. 25, the second half of which is repeated here,

and predict the same fate to the Ammonites. It is easy

to supply 3in to '"^"lyFi'^N 2^ij : put the sword into its scabbard
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again. These words can only be addressed to the Ammonites ;

not to the Chaldeans, as Kliefoth imagines, for the latter does

not harmonize in any way with what follows, viz. in the place of

thy birth will I judge thee. God does not execute the judg-

ment independently of the Chaldeans, but through the medium

of their sword. The difficulties occasioned by taking the

words as referring to the Ammonites are not so great as to

necessitate an alteration of the text (Hitzig), or to call for the

arbitrary explanation : put it now or for the present into the

scabbard (Kliefoth). The use of the masculine 3B'n (with

Patach for nB'n, as in Isa. xlii. 22), if Ammon is addressed by

the side of the feminine 'HO^Kj may be explained in a very simple

way, from the fact that the sword is carried by men, so that

here the thought of the people, the warriors, is predominant,

and the representation of the kingdom of the Ammonites as a

woman falls into the background. The objection that the

suffix in nnjiri can only refer to the sword (of the Chaldean)

mentioned in ver. 28, is more plausible than conclusive. For

inasmuch as the scabbard presupposes a sword, and every sword

has a scabbard, the suffix may be fully accounted for from the

thing itself, as the words, " put the sword into its scabbard,"

would lead any hearer to think at once of the sword of the

person addressed, without considering whether that particular

sword had been mentioned before or not. The meaning of the

words is this : every attempt to defend thyself with the sword

and avert destruction will be in vain. In thine own land will

God judge thee. For ^:ni-i3D, see the comm. on ch. xvi. 3.

This judgment is still further explained in ver. 31, where the

figure of the sword is dropped, and that of the fire of the wrath
of God introduced in its place. n''aK

. . . {^sa, we render : " the

fire of my wrath I blow (kindle) against thee," after Isa. liv. 16,

and not " with the fire ... do I blow, or snort, against thee,"

as others have done ; because blowing with the fire is an un-
natural figure, and the interpretation of the words in accordance
with Isa. l.c. is all the more natural, that in the closing words of
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the verse, n^nB-D '•ty-in, the allusion to that passage is indisputable,

and it is only from this that the combination of the two words

can be accounted for.—^Different explanations have been given

of C^JJ^. Some render it ardentes, and in accordance with

Isa. XXX. 27 : burning with wrath. But "iW is never used in

this sense. Nor can the rendering " scorching men " (Kliefoth)

be sustained, for 1^3, to burn, only occurs in connection with

things which are combustible, e.g. fire, pitch, coals, etc. The

word must be explained from Ps. xcii. 7, " brutish," foolish,

always bearing in mind that the Hebrew associated the idea of

godlessness with folly, and that cruelty naturally follows in its

train.—Ver. 32. Thus will Ammori perish through fire and

sword, and even the memory of it be obliterated. For ver. 32a

compare ch. xv. 4. The words, " thy blood will be H?;) ^i'^?

in the midst of the land," can hardly be understood in any

other sense than " thy blood will flow over all the land." For

the rendering proposed by Ewald, " remain in the midst of

the earth, without thy being mentioned," like that given by

Kliefoth, " thy blood will the earth drink," does not harmonize

with ch. xxiv. 7, where n\i Fiaina FiD"! is affirmed of blood,

which cannot penetrate into the earth, or be covered with dust.

For '"i^W, see ch. xxv. 10. Ammon as the enemy of the king-

dom of God will utterly perish, leaving no trace behind, and

without any such hope of restoration as that held out in ver.

27 to the kingdom of Judah or the people of Israel.

CHAP. XXII. THE SINS OF JERUSALEM AND ISEAEL.

To the prediction of the judgment in ch. xxi. there is appended

another description of the sins of Jerusalem and Israel, by

which this judgment is occasioned. The chapter contains

three words of God, which are connected together both in

substance and design, viz. (1) The blood-guiltiness and idolatry

of Jerusalem accelerate the coming of the days when the city

will be an object of scorn to all the world (vers. 1-16);
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(2) The house of Israel has become dross, and is to be melted

in the fire of tribulation (vers. 17-22) ; (3) All ranks of the

kingdom—prophets, priests, princes, and people—are thoroughly

corrupt, therefore has the judgment burst upon them (vers.

23-31).

Vers. 1-16. Blood-guiltiness of Jerusalem and the burden of

its sins. Vers. 1—5 contain the principal accusation relating

to bloodshed and idolatry; and vers. 6-16 a further account of

the sins of the people and their rulers, with a brief threatening

of punishment.—Ver. 1. And the word of Jehovah came to me,

saying, Ver. 2. And thou, son of man, wilt thou judge'? wilt thou

judge the city of blood-guiltiness ? then show it aU its abominations,

Ver. 3. And say. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, City, which sheddeth

blood in the midst of it, that her time may come, and maketh idols

within itself for defilement. Ver. 4. Through thy blood which

thou hast shed hast thou made thyself guilty, and through thine

idols which thou hast made hast thou defiled thyself, and hast drawn

thy days near, and hast come to thy years ; therefore 1 mahe thee a

scorn to the nations, and ridicule to all lands. Ver. 5. Those near

and those far off from thee shall ridicule thee as defiled in name,

rich in confusion.—The expression 'Wl Ch^riJJi proves this ad-

dress to be a continuation of the reproof of Israel's sins, which

commenced in ch. xx. 4. The epithet city of blood-guiltiness,

as in ch. xxiv. 6, 9 (compare Nah. iii. 1), is explained in ver. 3.

The apodosis commences with t^nSTiini, and is continued in ver. 3

()?1??1). i^W i^i^^, that her time, i.e. her time of punishment,

may come :
nny, like i»ii in ch. xxi. 30. nriB'y'! is not a con-

tinuation of the infinitive NU^, but of the participle nasb'.

n'jy, of which different renderings have been given, does not

mean " over itself," i.e. as a burden with which it has laden itself

(Hiivernick) ; still less " for itself " (Hitzig), a meaning which bv

never has, but literally « upon," i.e. in itself, covering the city

with it, as it were, "anpni, thou hast brought near, brought on
thy days, that is to say, the days of judgment, and hast come
to, arrived at thy years, sc. the years of visitation and punish-
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ment (cf. Jer. xi. 23). This meaning is readily supplied by

the context, ^^y! nsDtp, defiled, unclean with regard to the

name, i.e. having forfeited the name of a holy city through

capital crimes and other sinful abominations, nainp is internal

confusion, both moral and religious, as in Amos iii. 9 (cf. Ps.

Iv. 10-12).

In vers. 6-12 there follows an enumeration of a multitude of

sins which had been committed in Jerusalem.—Ver. 6. Behold,

the princes of Israel are every one, according to his arm, in thee

to shed blood. Ver. 7. Father and mother they despise in thee;

toward the fot iiyner they act violently in the midst of thee ; orphans

and widows they oppress in thee. Ver. 8. TIiou despisest my
holy things, and desecratest my Sabbaths. Ver. 9. Slanderers are

in thee to shed blood, and they eat upon the mountains in thee;

they practise lewdness in thee. Ver. 10. They uncover the father^

s

nakedness in thee; they ravish the defiled in her uncleanness iji

thee. Ver. 11. And one committeth abomination with his neigh-

bour's wife, and another defileth his daughter-in-law by incest,

and the third ravisheth his sister, his father's daughter in thee.

Ver. 12. They taJce gifts in thee to shed blood; interest and

usury thou takest, and overreachest thy neighbours with violence,

and thou forgettest me, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.—
By the repetition of the refrain, to shed blood (vers. 6, 9,

and 12), the enumeration is divided into three groups of sins,

which are placed in the category of blood-guiltiness by the fact

that they are preceded by this sentence and the repetition of

it after the form of a refrain. The first group (vers. 6-8)

embraces sins which are committed in daring opposition to all

the laws of morality. By the princes of Israel we are to

understand primarily the profligate kings, who caused innocent

persons to be put to death, such, for example, as Jehoiakim

(2 Kings xxiv. 4), Manasseh (2 Kings xxi. 16), and others.

The words vn ij)nti> »'''« are rendered by Hitzig and Kliefoth,

they were ready to help one another ; and in support of the ren-

dering they appeal to Ps. Ixxxiii. 9. But in that case iyi|5' E''K
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would stand for ^'ii V'^f?, or rather for B'^s^ yint tr'S,—a substitu-

tion which cannot be sustained. Nor can they be taken in the

sense proposed by Havernick, every one relying upon his arm,

i.e. looking to physical force alone, but simply every one

according to his arm, i.e. according to his strength or violence,

are they in thee. In this case Vn does not require anything to

be supplied, any more than in the similar combination in ver. 9.

Followed by ]^d? with an infinitive, it means to be there witli

the intention of doing anything, or making an attempt, i.e. to

direct his efforts to a certain end. In ver. 7 it is not the

princes who are the subject, but the ungodly in general. l?pn is

the opposite of ^3^ (Ex. xx. 12). In the reproofs which follow,

compare Ex. xxii. 20 sqq. ; Lev. xix. 13 ; Deut. xxiv. 14 sqq.

With insolence and violence toward men there is associated con-

tempt of all that is holy. For ver. 8b, see ch. xx. 13.—In the

second group, vers. 9-11, in addition to slander and idolatry,

the crimes of lewdness and incest are the principal sins for

which the people are reproved ; and here the allusion to Lev.

xviii. and xix. is very obvious. The reproof of slander also

points back to the prohibition in Lev. xix. 16. Slander to

shed blood, refers to malicious charges and false testimony in a

court of justice (yid. 1 Kings xxi. 10, 11). For eating upon

the mountains, see ch. xviii. 6. The practice of eimmdh is

more specifically described in vers. 10 and 11. For the thing

itself, compare Lev. xviii. 7, 8, xix. 15 and 9. The threefold

t^'X in ver. 11 does not mean every one, but one, another, and

the third, as the correlative injn shows.—The third group,

ver. 12, is composed of sins of covetousness. For the first

clause, compare the prohibition in Ex. xxiii. 2 ; for the second,

ch. xviii. 8, 13. The reproof finishes with forgetfulness of God,
which is closely allied to covetousness.

Vers. 13-16. The Lord is enraged at such abominable doings.

He will interfere, and put an end to them by scattering Judah
among the heathen.—Ver. 13. And, behold, I smite my hand
because of thy gain which thou hast made, and over thy blood-
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guiltiness wJdch is in the midst of thee. Ver. 14. Will thy heart

indeed stand firm, or will thy hands be strong for the day when I

shall deal with thee ? I Jehovah have spoken it, and also do it.

Ver. 15. 1 will scatter thee among the nations, and disperse thee

in the lands, and will utterly remove thine uncleanness from thee.

Ver, 16. And thou wilt be desecrated through thyself before the eyes

of the nations, and know that I am Jehovah.—Ver. 13 is closely

connected with the preceding verse. This serves to explain the

fact that the only sins mentioned as exciting the wrath of God

are covetousness and blood-guiltiness. 13 <T3'i}^ as 2 Kings

xi. 12 clearly shows, is a contracted expression for ^l? i^^^

13 ?N (ch. xxi. 19), and the smiting of the hands together is a

gesture indicative of wrathful indignation. For the form 'n*?'^,

contracted from ^IP^, see the comm. on ch.xvi. 45.—As ver. 13

leads on to the threatening of judgment, so does ver. 14 point

in anticipation to the terrible nature of the judgment itself.

The question, "will thy heart stand firm?" involvesa warning

against security. I^V is the opposite of 012: (cf, ch. xxi. 12),

as standing forms the antithesis to passing away (cf. Ps. cii. 27).

?iniN TWVj as in ch. xvi. 59 and vii. 27. The Lord will scatter

them (cf. ch. xii. 15, xx. 23), and remove the uncleanness of sin,

namely, by purifying the people in exile (cf. Isa. iv. 4). Dnn^

from DOri, to cause to cease, with \0, to take completely away.

tik'^h Niphal of hhn^ connected with D^i^ ''^vb, as in ch. xx. 9,

not from Pnj, as many of the commentators who follow the Sep-

tuagint and Vulgate suppose. ^3, not in te, in thyself, but through

thee, i.e. through thy sinful conduct and its consequences.

Vers. 17-22. Eeflning of Israel in the furnace of besieged

Jerusalem.—Ver. 17. And the word of Jehovah came to me, say-

ing, Ver. 18. Son of man, the house of Israel has become to me

as dross ; they are all brass, and tin, and iron, and lead in the

furnace; dross of silver have they become. Ver. 19. Therefore

thus saiih the Lord Jehovah, Because ye have all become dross,

therefore, behold, I gather you together in Jerusalem. Ver. 20. As

men gather together silver, and brass, and iron, and lead, and tin
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into the furnace, to blow the fire upon it for melting^ so will I
gather {you) together in my anger and my wrath, and put you in

and melt you. Ver. 21. And I will collect you together, and How
the fire of my wrath upon you, that ye may he melted therein.

Ver. 22. As silver is melted in the furnace, so shall ye be melted

therein (viz. in Jerusalem), and shall learn that I Jehovah

have poured out my wrath upon you.—This second word of God
rests no doubt upon the figure in ver. \bb, of the uncleanness

or dirt of sin ; but it is not an exposition of the removal of the

dirt, as predicted there. For that was to be effected through

the dispersion of Israel among the nations, whereas the word of

God, from ver. 17 onwards, represents the siege awaiting Jeru-

salem as a melting process, through which God will separate

the silver ore contained in Israel from the baser metals mingled

with it. In ver. 18 it commences with a description of the

existing condition of Israel. It has turned to dross, ^i''!! is

>P,learly a perfect, and is not to be taken as a prophetical future,

as Kliefoth proposes. Such a rendering is not only precluded

by the clause 'Wl ni^n \yi in ver. 19, but could only be made to

yield an admissible sense by taking the middle clause of the

verse, " all of them brass and tin," etc., as a statement of what

Israel had become, or as a preterite in opposition to all the rules

of Hebrew syntax, inasmuch as this clause merely furnishes

an explanation of JlDP'Vn. jiD, which only occurs here, for

i^D signifies dross, not smelting-ore (Kliefoth), literally, rece-

danea, the baser ingredients which are mixed with the silver,

and separated from it by smelting. This is the meaning here,

where it is directly afterwards interpreted as consisting of

brass, tin, iron, and lead, and then still further defined as CSD

fipa, dross of silver, i.e. brass, tin, iron, and lead, with a mixture

of silver. Because Israel had turned into silver-dross of this

kind, the Lord would gather it together in Jerusalem, to smelt

it there as in a smelting furnace
; Just as men gather together

brass, iron, lead, and tin in a furnace to smelt them, or rather

to separate the silver contained therein. tlD3 nsnp^ literally, a
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collection of silver, etc., for " like a collection." The 3 simil. is

probably omitted for the sake of euphony, to avoid the discord

occasioned by prefixing it to nv^p. Ezekiel mentions the silver

as well, because there is some silver contained in the brass,

iron, etc., or the dross is silver-dross, ^wn, nomen verbale, from

^nj in the Hiphil, smelting ; literally, as the smelting of silver

takes place in the furnace. The smelting is treated here simply

as a figurative representation of punishment, and consequently

the result of the smelting, namely, the refining of the silver by

the removal of the baser ingredients, is not referred to any

further, as is the case in Isa. i. 22, 25; Jer. vi. 27-30; Mai.

iii. 2, 3. This smelting process was experienced by Israel in

the last siege of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans.

Vers. 23-31. The corrupt state of all classes in the kingdom

is the immediate cause of its destruction.—Ver. 23. And the

word of Jeliovah came to me, saying, Ver. 24. Son of manj^.my

to it, Thou art a land which is not shined upon, nor rained upon

in the day of anger. Ver. 25. Conspiracy of its prophets is

loithin it ; like a roaring lion, which rends in pieces the prey, they

devour souls, take possessions and money ; they multiply its

widows within it. Ver. 26. Its priests violate my law and pro-

fane my holy things ; they make no distinction between holy and

unholy, and do not teach the difference between clean and unclean^,

and they hide their eyes from my Sabbaths, and 1 am profaned

among them. Ver. 27, Its princes in the midst of it are like

wolves, which rend prey in pieces, that they may shed blood,

destroy souls, to acquire gain. Ver. 28. And its prophets plaster

it with cement, seeing what is worthless, and divining lies for

them, saying, " Thus saith the Lord Jehovah" when Jehovah hath

not spoken. Ver. 29. The common people offer violence and

commit theft ; they crush the loretched and the poor, and oppress

the foreigner against right. Ver. 30. I seek among them for a

man who might build a wall and step into the breach before me

on behalf of the land, that I might not destroy it, but Ifind none.

Ver. 31. Therefore 1 pour out my anger upon them; I destroy
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them in the fire of my wrath, I give their way upon their

head, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.— To show the

necessity for the predicted judgment still more clearly, in

the third word of God contained in this chapter a descrip-

tion is given of the spread of deep corruption among all

classes of the people, and the impossibility of saving the king-

dom is plainly shown. The words '^J'l'?^., " say unto her," are

taken by most of the commentators as referring to Jerusalem,

the abominations of which the prophet is commanded to declare.

But although the clause, " thou art aland," etc. (ver. 24), could

unquestionably be made to harmonize with this, yet the words

of ver. 30, " I sought for a man who might stand in the gap

before Jehovah for the land," indicate most unquestionably that

this word of God is directed against the land of Judah, and

consequently rb must be taken as referring to px which

''llo^'s, the pronoun in this case being placed before the noun

to which it refers, as in Num. xxiv. 17. Any allusion to the

city of Jerusalem would therefore be somewhat out of place,

inasmuch as in the preceding word of God the object referred

to was not the city, but the house of Israel, or the nation

generally, from which a transition is here made to the land, or

th^ingdom of Judah. The meaning of ver. 24 is a disputed

question. N''n ^'J'^'^D VO, which is rendered tj ov ^pexofiein] in

the Sept., is taken by most of the expositors to mean, " it is not

cleansed," the form '"'inbB being correctly rendered as a parti-

ciple Pual of in^. But this rendering does not furnish any

appropriate sense, unless the following words PlOB'3 N? are taken

as a threat : there shall not be rain, or it shall not be rained

upon in the day of wrath. But this view is hardly reconcilable

with the form of the word. H^^'?) according to the Masoretic

pointing with Mappik in the n, is evidently meant to be taken

as a noun Ofi = DE'a. In that case, if the words were intended

to contain a threat, n^n^ ought not to be omitted. But without

a verb the words contain a statement in harmony with what

precedes. We regard the Chetib nam as the perfect Pual
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'i?f3. And let it not be objected to this that the Pual of this

verb is not met with elsewhere, for the form of the noun Om
with the u sound does not occur anywhere else. As a perfect

Pual, nttE'J iO is a simple continuation of the participial clause

i5in nnnbD iO, containing like this an affirmation, and cannot

possibly be taken as a threat or prediction. But " not

cleansed " and " not rained upon " do not agree together, as

rain is not a means of purification according to the Hebrew
idea. It is true that in the law the withdrawal or suspension

of rain is threatened as a punishment from God, and the pour-

ing out of rain is promised as a theocratical blessing. But even

if the words are taken in a tropical sense, as denoting a with-

drawal of the blessings of divine grace, they will not harmonize

with the other clause, " not cleansed." We therefore take

nnnbD in the sense of " shined upon by the light," or provided

with brightness; a meaning which is sustained by Ex. xxiv. 10,

where toJiar occurs in the sense of splendour, and by the

kindred word tzohar, light. In this way we obtain the suitable

thought, land which has neither sunlight nor rain in the day of

wrath, i.e. does not enjoy a single trace of the divine blessing,

but is given up to the curse of barrenness. The reason for this

threat is given in vers. 25 sqq., where a picture is drawn of the

moral corruption of all ranks ; viz. of the prophets (ver. 25),

the priests (ver. 26), the princes (ver. 27), and the common

people (ver. 29). There is something very striking in the

allusion to the prophets in ver. 25, not so much because they are

mentioned again in ver. 28,—for this may be accounted for on

the ground that in the latter passage they are simply introduced

as false advisers of the princes,—as on account of the statement

made concerning them in ver. 25, namely, that, like lions tear-

ing their prey, they devour souls, etc. ; a description which

is not given either in chap. xiii. or elsewhere. Hitzig there-

fore proposes to alter n'^'^J into ii''iji''B'3, after the rendering

dtpTjjovfievoi given by the LXX. This alteration of the

text, which confines itself to a single letter, is rendered very
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plausible by the fact that almost the same is affirmed of the

persons mentioned in ver. 25 as of the princes in ver. 27, and

that in the passage in Zephaniah (iii. 3, 4), which is so similar

to the one before us, that Ezekiel appears to have had it in his

mind, the princes ('i''?.^) and the judges (^''^St^) are called the

prophets and the priests. The D''K''K'J here would correspond to

the n'-fV of Zephaniah, and the n'-\f to the D^'DSB'. According

to ver. 6, the CS'^'i would indicate primarily the members of

the royal family, possibly including the chief officers of the

crown ; and the C'lB' (ver. 27) would be the heads of tribes,

of families, and of fathers' houses, in whose hands the national

administration of justice principally lay (cf. Ex. xviii. 19sqq.

;

Deut. i. 13-18; and my Bibl. Archdol. ii. § 149). I therefore

prefer this conjecture, or correction, to the Masoretic reading,

although the latter is supported by ancient witnesses, such as the

Chaldee with its rendering Kflisp, scribes, and the version of

Jerome. For the statement which the verse contains is not

applicable to prophets, and the best explanation given of the

Masoretic text—namely, that by Michaelis, " they have made
a compact with one another as to what kind of teaching they

would or would not give ; and in order that their authority

may continue undisturbed, they persecute even to blood those

who do not act with them, or obey them, but rather contradict

"

—does not do justice to the words, but weakens their sense. "itJ'p

is not a predicate to '33, " they are {i.e. form) a conspiracy
;

"

but '33 is a genitive. At the same time, there is no necessity

to take IK'i' in the sense of " company," a rendering which

cannot be sustained. The fact that in what follows, where the.

comparison to lions is introduced, the D'Nni (D''N''B'3) are the

subject, simply proves that in the first clause also these men
actually form the prominent idea. There is no ground for sup-

plying nan to 'Ul nss (they are like, etc.) ; but the simile is to

be linked on to the following clause, ^ibx CSi is to be explained

from the comparison to a lion, which devours the prey that it

has captured in its blood, in which is the soul, or nephesh (Gen,
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ix. 4 ; Lev. xvli. 11 sqq.). The thought is this : in their insa-

tiable greed for riches they sacrifice men and put them to death,

and thereby multiply the number of victims (for the fact, see

chap. xix. 5, 7). What is stated in ver. 26 concerning the

priests is simply a further expansion of Zeph. iii. 4, where the

first two clauses occur word for word ; for tJ'"]'p in Zephaniah is

really equivalent to ''^P^, holy things and deeds. The desecra-

tion of the holy things consisted in the fact that they made no

distinction between sacred and profane, clean and unclean.

For the fact, compare Lev. x. 10, 11. Their covering their

eyes from the Sabbaths showed itself in their permitting the

Sabbaths to be desecrated by the people, without offering any

opposition (cf. Jer. xvii. 27).—The comparison of the rulers

(sdrim) to ravening wolves is taken from Zeph. iii. 3. For the

following clause, compare ver. 12 and ch. xiii. 10. Destroying

souls to acquire gain is perfectly applicable to unjust judges,

inasmuch as, according to Ex. xviii. 21, the judges were to hate

W?. All that is affirmed in ver. 28 of the conduct of the false

prophets is repeated for the most part verbatim from ch. xiii.

10, 9, and 7. By Dn?, which points back to the three classes

of men already mentioned, and not merely to the sdrim, the

prophets are represented as helpers of those who support the

ungodly in their wicked ways, by oracles which assured them

of prosperity, p.?? °- (y^^- 29), as distinguished from the

spiritual and secular rulers of the nation, signifies the common

people. With reference to their sins and wickedness, see

ch. xviii. 7, 12, 18 ; and for the command against oppressing

the poor and foreigners, compare Ex. xxii. 20, 21 ; Deut.

xxiv. 17.—The corruption is so universal, that not a man is to

be found who could enter into the gap as a righteous man, or

avert the judgment of destruction by his intercession. DHD

refers not merely to the prophets, who did not enter into the

gap according to ch. xiii. 5, but to all the classes previously

mentioned. At the same time, it does not follow from this, that

entering into the gap by means of intercession cannot be the
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thing intended, as Hitzig supposes. The expression ^J'3 '33?

pKn clearly refers to intercession. This is apparent from the

simple fact that, as Hitzig himself observes, the intercession of

Abraham for Sodom (Gen. xviii. 13 sqq.) was floating before

the mind of Ezekiel, since the concluding words of the verse

contain an obvious allusion to Gen. xviii. 28. Because the

Lord does not find a single righteous man, who might intercede

for the land, He pours out His anger upon it, to destroy the

inhabitants thereof. With reference to the fact and the

separate words employed, compare ch. xxi. 36, vii. 4, ix, 10,

xi. 21, and xvi. 43. It does not follow from the word ^SK'ijll,

that Ezekiel "is speaking after the catastrophe'' (Hitzig). For

although '^W^] expresses the consequence of Jehovah's seeking

a righteous man and not finding one, it by no means follows

from the occurrence of the preterite '^^^^^ x?l that ^S?'??3 is

also a preterite. "^W^) is simply connected with t^'S^XJ as a

consequence ; and in both verbs the Vav consec. expresses the

sequence of thought, and not of time. The seeking, therefore,

with the result of not having found, cannot be understood in a

chronological sense, i.e. as an event belonging to the past, for

the simple reason that the preceding words do not record the

chronological order of events. It merely depicts the existing

moral condition of the people, and ver. 30 sums up the result

of the description in the thought that there was no one to be

found who could enter in the gap before God. Consequently

we cannot determine from the imperfect with Vav consec. either

the time of the seeking and not finding, or that of the pouring

out of the wrath.

CHAP. XXIII. OHOLAH AND OHOLIBAH, THE HARLOTS
SAMAEIA AND JERUSALEM.

Samaria and Jerusalem, as the capitals and representatives

of the two kingdoms Israel and Judah, are two sisters, who
have practised whoredom from the days of Egypt onwards
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(vers. 2-4). Samaria has carried on this whoredom with

Assyria and Egypt, and has been given up by God into the

power of the Assyrians as a consequent punishment (vers. 5-10).

But Jerusalem, instead of allowing this to serve as a warning,

committed fornication still more grievously with Assyria and

the Chaldeans, and, last of all, with Egypt again (vers. 11-21).

In consequence of this, the Lord will permit the Chaldeans to

make war upon them, and to plunder and put them to shame,

so that, as a punishment for their whoredom and their forget-

fulness of God, they may, in the fullest measure, experience

Samaria's fate (vers. 22-35). In conclusion, both kingdoms

are shown once more, and in still severer terms, the guilt of

their idolatry (vers. 36-44), whilst the infliction of the punish-

ment for both adultery and murder is foretold (vers. 45-49).

In its general character, therefore, this word of God is co-

ordinate with the two preceding ones in ch. xxi. and xxii.,

setting forth once more in a comprehensive way the sins and

the punishment of Israel. But this is done in the form of an

allegory, which closely resembles in its general features the

allegorical description in ch. xvi. ; though, in the particular

details, it possesses a character peculiarly its own, not only in

certain original turns and figures, but still more in the arrange-

ment and execution of the whole. The allegory in ch. xvi.

depicts the attitude of Israel towards the Lord in the past, the

present, and the future ; but in the chapter before us, the guilt

and punishment of Israel stand in the foreground of the picture

throughout, so that a parallel is drawn between Jerusalem and

Samaria, to show that the punishment of destruction, which

Samaria has brought upon itself through its adulterous inter-

course with the heathen, will inevitably fall upon Jerusalem

and Judah also.

Vers. 1-4. The sisters Oholah and Oholibah.—Ver. 1. And

ike word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of man,

two women, daughters of one mother were they, Ver. 3. They

committed whoredom in Egypt, in their youth they committed

EZEK. I. X
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whoredom ; tJiei'e were their breasts pressed, and there men

handled their virgin bosom. Ver. 4. Their names are Oholah,

the greater, and Oholibah /ler sister ; and they became mine, and

bare sons and daughters. But their names are: Samaria is

Oholah, and Jerusalem is Oholibah.— The name riD'^riN is

formed from F13 ''priSj « my tent in her
;

" and, accordingly,

nPHK is to be derived from i^<n?f) " ^^^ tent," and not to bet

regarded as an abbreviation of n3 HPHK, " her tent in her," as

Hitzig and Kliefoth maintain. There is no ground for this

assumption, as " her tent," in contrast with " my tent in her,"

expresses the thought with sufficient clearness, that she had a

tent of her own, and the place where her tent was does not

come into consideration. The " tent " is the sanctuary : both

tabernacle and temple. These names characterize the two

kingdoms according to their attitude toward the Lord. Jeru-

salem had the sanctuary of Jehovah ; Samaria, on the other

hand, had her own sanctuary, i.e. one invented by herself.

Samaria and Jerusalem, as the histoi'ical names of the two

kingdoms, represent Israel of the ten tribes and Judah.

Oholah and Oholibah are daughters of one mother, because

they were the two halves of the one Israel ; and they are

called women, because Jehovah had married them (ver. 4).

Oholah is called npiian, the great, i.e. greater sister (not the

elder, see the comm. on ch. xvi. 46) ; because ten tribes, the

greater portion of Israel, belonged to Samaria, whereas Judah

had only two tribes. They committed whoredom even in

Egypt in their youth, for even in Egypt the Israelites defiled

themselves with Egyptian idolatry (see the comm. on ch. xx. 7).

tiy*D, to press, to crush : the Pual is used here to denote lewd

handling. In a similar manner the Hel n|'J' is used to signify

tractare, eontrectare mammas, in an obscene sense.

Vers. 5-10. Samaria's whoredom and punishment.—Ver. 5.

And Oholibah played the harlot under me, and burned towards

her lovers, even as far as Assyria, standing near; Ver. 6.

Clothed in purple, governors and officers, all of them choice men
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of good deportment, horsemen riding upon horses. Ver. 7. A nd

she directed her whoredom toward them, to the choice of the sons

of Assyria all of them, and with all towards whom she burned,

with all their idols she defied herself. Ver. 8. Also her whoredom

from Egypt she did not give up ; for they had lain with her in her

youth, and they had handled her virgin bosom, and had poured

out their lust upon her. Ver. 9. Therefore I have given her into

the hand of her lovers, into the hand of the sons of Assyria, towards

whom she was inflamed. Ver. 10. They uncovered her nakedness,

took away her sons and her daughters, and slew her with the

sword, so that she became a legend among the women, and executed

judgments upon her.— Coquetting and whoring with Assyria

and Egypt denote religious and political leaning towards and

connection with these nations and kingdoms, including idolatry

and the formation of alliances with them, as in chap. xvi. 'Ann

is to be interpreted in accordance with nB'''X nnn (ch. xvi. 32).

2jy, which only occurs in Ezekiel and once in Jeremiah, denotes

the eager desire kindled by passionate love towards any one.

By the words WN"?S the lovers are more precisely defined.

DUilp without an article is not an adjective, belonging to

ri'linsD, but in apposition, which is continued in the next verse.

In these appositions the particular features, which excited the

ardent passion towards the lovers, are pointed out. 3i"iiJ is not

to be taken in an outward or local sense, but as signifying

inward or spiritual nearness : standing near, equivalent to

inwardly related, as in Ps. xxxviii. 12 ; Job xix. 14. The

description given of the Assyrians in ver. 6 contains the thought

that Israel, dazzled by Assyria's splendour, and overpowered by

the might of that kingdom, had been drawn into intercourse

with the Assyrians, which led her astray into idolatry. The

predicate, clothed in purple, points to the splendour and glory

of this imperial power ; the other predicates, to the magnitude

of its military force, ^''^jpi nins are rulers of higher and lower

grades (cf. Jer. li. 57). " Here the expression is a general

one, signifying the different classes of olBce-bearers in the
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kingdom" (Havernick). With regard to nns^ see my comm.

on Hag. i. 1 ; and for IJD, see Delitzsch on Isa. xli. 25. " Rid-

ing upon horses" is added to ^''^^ to denote the noblest

horsemen, in contrast to riders upon asses and camels ( of.

Isa. xxi. 7). In ver. 76 Dn^ijifir^aa is in apposition to "^f^ ^33

n3JV, and defines more precisely the instigation to pollution:

with all towards whom she burned in love, namely, with all their

(the lovers') idols. The thought is as follows: it was not

merely through her intercourse with the Assyrians that Israel

defiled herself, but also through their idols. At the same time,

Samaria did not give up the idolatry which it had derived from

Egypt. It was from Egypt that the worship of God under the

image of the golden calves bad been imported. The words are

much too strong for us to understand them as relating simply

to political intercourse, as Hitzig has done. We have already

observed at ch. xx. 7, that even in Egypt itself the Israelites

had defiled themselves with Egyptian idolatry, as is also stated

in ver. 8b.—Vers. 9, 10. As a punishment for this, God gave

Samaria into the power of the Assyrians, so that they executed

judgment upon the harlot. In ver. 10& the prophecy passes

from the figure to the fact. The uncovering of the nakedness

consisted in the transportation of the sons and daughters, i.e.

the population of Samaria, into exile by the Assyrians, who slew

the woman herself with the sword ; in other words, destroyed

the kingdom of Samaria, Thus did Samaria become a name

for women ; that is to say, her name was circulated among

the nations, her fate became an object of conversation and

ridicule to the nations, not " a nickname for the nations," as

Havernick supposes (vid. ch. xxxvi. 3). D''t3lSE', a later form for

D^DSE' (cf. ch. xvi. 41).

Vers. 11-21. Whoredom of Judah.—Ver. 11. And Jier sister

OhoUbah saw it, and carried on her coquetry still more wantonly

than she had done, and her whoredom more than the whoredom of

her sister. Ver. 12. She was inflamed with lust towards the sons

of Asshur, governors and officers, standing near, clothed in
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•perfect beauty,. Iwrsemen riding upon horses, choice men of good

deportment, Ver. 13. And I saw that she had defiled herself;

they both went one way, Ver. 14. And she carried her whoredom

still further; she saw men engraved upon the wall, figures of

Chaldeans engraved with red ochre, Ver. 15. Girded about the

hips with girdles, with overhanging caps upon their heads, all of

them knights in appearance, resembling the sons of Babel, the

land of whose birth is Chaldea : Ver. 16. And she was inflamed

with lust totoard them, when her eyes saw them, and sent messen-

gers to them to Chaldea, Ver. 17. Tlien the sons of Babylon

came to her to the bed of love, and defiled her with their whore-

dom ; and when she had defiled herself with them, her soul tore

itself aioay from them. Ver. IS. And ivhen she uncovered her

whoredom, and uncovered her nakedness, my soul tore itself away

from her, as my soul had torn itself away from her sister.

Ver. 19. And she increased her whoredom, so that she remem-

bered the days of her youth, when she played the harlot in

the land of Egypt, Ver. 20. And she burned toward their

paramours, who have members like asses and heat like horses.

Ver. 21. Thou lookest after the lewdness of thy youth, when

they of Egypt handled thy bosom because of thy virgin breasts.—
The train of thought in these verses is the following :—Judah

went much further than Samaria. It not only indulged in

sinful intercourse with Assyria, which led on to idolatry as the

latter had done, but it also allowed itself to be led astray by

the splendour of Chaldea, to form alliances with that imperial

power, and to defile itself with her idolatry. And when it

became tired of the Chaldeans, it formed impure connections

with the Egyptians, as it had done once before during its

sojourn in Egypt. The description of the Assyrians in ver. 12

coincides with that in vers. 5 and 6, except that some of the

predicates are placed in a different order, and ?i?2D ^E'D? is

substituted for npan ''B'3?. The former expression, which occurs

again in ch. xxxviii. 4, must really mean the same as Tmn 'y?.

But it does not follow from this that ?i73l? signifies purple, as
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Hitzig maintains. The true meaning is perfection ; and when

used of the clothing, it signifies perfect beauty. The Septuagint

rendering, ev'!rdpv<pa, with a beautiful border,—more especially

a Tariegated one,—merely expresses the sense, but not the

actual meaning of ^i^3p. The Chaldee rendering is nD3 ''^zb,

perfecte induti.—There is great obscurity in the statement in

ver. 14 as to the way in which Judah was seduced to cultivate

intercourse with the Chaldeans. She saw men engraved or

drawn upon the wall (J^^^?, a participle Pual of Pi^n, engraved

work, or sculpture). These figures were pictures of Chaldeans,

engraved (drawn) with iB'tJ', red ochre, a bright-red colour.

"'"H^^ri, an adjective form ">i3n, wearing a girdle, ^v^^t?, coloured

cloth, from -"^^j to colour; here, according to the context,

variegated head -bands or turbans, nil?, the overhanging,

used here of the cap. The reference is to the tiarae tinctae

(Vulgate), the lofty turbans or caps, as they are to be seen

upon the monuments of ancient Nineveh. D'K'yK', not chariot-

warriors, but knights : " tristatae, the name of the second grade

after the regal dignity" (Jerome. See the comm. on Ex.

xiv. 7 and 2 Sam. xxiii. 8). The description of these engrav-

ings answers perfectly to the sculptures upon the inner walls of

the Assyrian palaces in the monuments of Nimrud, Khorsabad,

and Kouyunjik (see Layard's Nineveh and its Remains, and

Vaux, Nineveh and Persepolis). The pictures of the Chaldeans

are not mythological figures (Havernick), but sculptures depict-

ing war-scenes, triumphal processions of Chaldean rulers and

warriors, with which the Assyrian palaces were adorned. We
have not to look for these sculptures in Jerusalem or Palestine.

This cannot be inferred from ch. viil. 10, as Havernick sup-

poses ; nor established by Hitzig's argument, that the woman
must have been in circumstances to see such pictures. The
intercourse between Palestine and Nineveh, which was carried

on even in Jonah's time, was quite sufficient to render it

possible for the pictures to be seen. "When Israelites travelled

to Nineveh, and saw the palaces there, they could easily make
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the people acquainted with the glory of Nineveh by the

accounts they would give on their return. It is no reply to

this, to state that the woman does not send ambassadors till

afterwards (ver. 16), as Hitzig argues; for Judah sent am-

bassadors to Chaldea not to view the glories of Assyria, but to

form alliances with the Chaldeans, or to sue for their favour.

Such an embassy, for example, was sent to Babylon by Zede-

kiah (Jer. xxix. 3) ; and there is no doubt that in ver. IQb

Ezekiel has this in his mind. Others may have preceded this,

concerning which the books of Kings and Chronicles are just

as silent as they are concerning that of Zedekiah. The thought

in these verses is therefore the following :—The acquaintance

made by Israel (Judah) with the imperial splendour of the

Chaldeans, as exhibited in the sculptures of their palaces,

incited Judah to cultivate political and mercantile intercourse

with this imperial power, which led to its becoming entangled

in the heathen ways and idolatry of the Chaldeans. The

Chaldeans themselves came and laid the foundation for an in-

tercourse which led to the pollution of Judah with heathenism,

and afterwards filled it with . disgust, because it was brought

thereby into dependence upon the Chaldeans. The conse-

quence of all this was, that the Lord became tired of Judah

(vers. 17, 18). For instead of returning to the Lord, Judah

turned to the other power of the world, namely, to Egypt ; and

in the time of Zedekiah renewed its ancient coquetry with that

nation (vers. 19-21 compared with ver. 8). The form naavni

in ver. 20, which the Keri also gives in ver. 18, has taken ah as

a feminine termination (not the cohortative ah), like nahn in

Prov. i. 20, viii. 1 (vid. Delitzsch, On Job, pp. 117 and 268).

t3''E'Jpa are scoria mascula here (Kimchi),—a drastically sarcastic

epithet applied to the sdrisim, the eunuchs, or courtiers. The

figurative epithet answers to the licentious character of the

Egyptian idolatry. The sexual heat both of horses and asses

is referred to by Aristotle, Hist. anim. vi. 22, and Columella,

de re rust. vi. 27; and that of the horse has already been
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applied to the idolatry of the people by Jeremiah (vid. Jer.

V. 8). 1B>3, as ia ch. xvi. 26. Ip? (ver. 21), to look about for

anything, i.e. to search for it ; not to miss it, as Havernick

imagines.

Vers. 22-35. Punishment of the harlot Jerusalem.—Ver. 22.

Therefore, Oholibah, thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I
raise up thy lovers against thee, from whom thy soul has torn

itself away, and cause them to come upon thee from every side

;

Ver. 23. The sons of Babel, and all the Chaldeans, rulers, lords,

and nobles, all the sons of Assyria with them: chosen men of

graceful deportment, governors and officers together, knights and

counsellors, all riding upon horses. Ver. 24. And they will

come upon thee with weapons, chariots, and wheels, and with a

host of peoples ; target and shield and helmet will they direct

against thee round about : and I commit to them the judgment,

that they may judge thee according to their rights. Ver. 25.

And I direct my jealousy against thee, so that they shall deal

with thee in wrath: nose and ears will they cut off from thee;

and thy last one shall fall by the sword : they will take thy sons

and thy daughters ; and thy last one will be consumed by fire.

Ver. 26. They will strip off thy clothes from thee, and take thy

splendid jewellery. Ver. 27. / will abolish thy lewdness from

thee, and thy whoredom from the land ofEgypt: that thou mayest

no more lift thine eyes to them, and no longer remember Egypt.

Ver. 28. For thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I give thee

into the hand of those whom thou hatest, into the hand of those

from whom thy soul has torn itself away : Ver. 29. And they

shall deal with thee in hatred, and take all thy gain, and leave

thee naked and bare ; that thy whorish shame may be uncovered,

and thy lewdness and thy whoredom. Ver. 30. This shall

happen to thee, because thou goest whoring after the nations, and

on account of thy defiling thyself with their idols. Ver. 31. In

the way of thy sister hast thou walked; therefore I give her cup

into thy hand. Ver. 32. T/ius saith the Lord Jehovah, The cup

of thy sister thou shalt drink, the deep and broad one ; it will
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he for laughter and for derision^ because it contains so much.

Ver. 33. Thou wilt become full of drunkenness and misery : a cup

of desolation and devastation is the cup of thy sister Samaria.

Ver. 34. Thou wilt drink it up and drain it, and gnaw its frag-

ments, and tear thy breasts (therewith) ; for I have spoken it, is the

saying of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 35. Therefore thus saith the

Lord Jehovah, Because thou hast forgotten me, and hast cast me

behind thy bach, thou shalt also bear thy lewdness and thy whore-

dom.—As Jerusalem has given herself up to whoredom, like

her sister Samaria, she shall also share her sister's fate. The

paramours, of whom she has become tired, God will bring

against her as enemies. The Chaldeans will come with all

their might, and execute the judgment of destruction upon

her.—For the purpose of depicting their great and powerful

forces, Ezekiel enumerates in vers. 23 and 24 the peoples and

their military equipment: viz. the sons of Babel, i.e. the

inhabitants of Babylonia, the Chaldeans,—the ruling people of

the empire at that time,—and all the sons of Asshur, i.e. the

inhabitants of the eastern portions of the empire, the former

rulers of the world. There is some obscurity in the words

yipl JfiB'l lip3, which the older theologians have almost unani-

mously taken to be the names of different tribes in the

Chaldean empire. Ewald also adopts this view, but it is

certainly incorrect ; for the words are in apposition to D'"!B'3"P3')j

as the omission of the copula 1 before lipa is sufficient to show.

This is confirmed by the fact that JiK' is used, in Isa. xxxii. 5

and Job xxxiv. 19, in the sense of the man of high rank, dis-

tinguished for his prosperity, which is quite in harmony with

the passage before us. Consequently lipa is not to be taken in

the sense of visitation or punishment, after Jer. 1. 21 ; but the

meaning is to be sought in the verb IpS, to exercise super-

vision, or lead ; and the abstract oversight is used for overseer,

or ruler, as an equivalent to TpS). Lastly, according to

Eabbins, the Vulgate, and others, J/iP signifies princes, or

nobles. The predicates in ver. 23b are repeated from vers. 6
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and 12, and a''tir\p alone is added. This is a word taken from

the Pentateuch, where the heads of the tribes and families, as

being members of the council of the whole congregation of

Israel, are called nnjjn isinp or lVi» ''Slip, persons called or

summoned to the meeting (Num. i. 16, xvi. 2). As Michaelis

has aptly observed, " he describes them sarcastically in the very

same way in which he had previously described those upon

whom she doted."—There is a difficulty in explaining the air.

^ey. isn,—for which many MSS. read l^n,—as regards not only

its meaning, but its position in the sentence. The fact that it

is associated with ?3??1 a?^ would seem to indicate that tvn is

also either an implement of war or some kind of weapon. At

the same time, the words cannot be the subject to 1X31 ; but as

the expression b^isy -'l'!??', which follows, clearly shows, they

simply contain a subordinate definition of the manner in which,

or the things with which, the peoples mentioned in vers. 23, 24

will come, while they are governed by the verb in the freest

way. The attempts which Ewald and Hitzig have made to

remove the difficulty, by means of conjectures, are forced and

extremely improbable. Dn''-!?r ''^^h ^ gi^^ '^P *** them (not, 1

place befoi'e them) ; 'lis? iHi, as in 1 Kings viii. 46, to deliver up,

or give a thing into a person's hand or power. 'JS? is used in

this sense in Gen. xiii. 9 and xxiv. 51.—In vers. 25, 26, the

execution of the judgment is depicted in detail. The words,

" they take away thy nose and ears," are not to be interpreted,

as the earlier expositors suppose, from the custom prevalent

among the Egyptians and other nations of cutting off the nose

of an adulteress ; but depict, by one particular example, the

mutilation of prisoners captured by their enemies. rT'lDN ; not

posterity, which by no means suits the last clause of the verse,

and cannot be defended from the usage of the language (see

the comm. on Amos iv. 2) ; but the last, according to the figure

employed in the first clause, the trunk; or, following the

second clause, the last thing remaining in Jerusalem, after the

taking away of the sons and daughters, i.e. after the slaying
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and the deportation of the inhabitants,—viz. the empty houses.

For ver. 26, compare ch. xvi. 39.—In ver. 27, "from the land

of Egypt " is not equivalent to " dating from Egypt ;

" for

according to the parallel ^t?o, from thee, this definition does not

belong to ^nuT, " thy whoredom," but to ''J?3B'n, " I cause thy

whoredom to cease from Egypt" (Hitzig).—For ver. 28a,

compare ch. xvi. 37 ; for ver. 28b, vid. ver. 17 above ; and for

ver. 29, see vers. 25 and 26, and ch. xvi. 39.—Ver. 31 looks

back to ver. 13 ; and ver. 316 is still further expanded in

vers. 32-34. Judah shall drink the cup of the wrathful

judgment of God, as Samaria has done. For the figure of the

cup, compare Isa. li. 17 and Jer. xxv. 15. This cup is described

in ver. 32 as deep and wide, i.e. very capacious, so that whoever

exhausts all its contents must be thoroughly intoxicated. n)nn

is the third person ; but the subject is fil"]!?, and not Di3. The

greatness or breadth of the cup will be a subject of laughter

and ridicule. It is very arbitrary to supply " to thee," so as to

read : will be for laughter and ridicule to thee, which does not

even yield a suitable meaning, since it is not Judah but the

nations who laugh at the cup. Others regard n'nn as the

second person, thou wilt become ; but apart from the anomaly

in the gender, as the masculine would stand for the feminine,

Hitzig has adduced the forcible objection, that according to

this view the words would not only anticipate the explanation

given of the figure in the next verse, but would announce the

consequences of the tiJJ'j |i"i3?' mentioned there. Hitzig there-

fore proposes to erase the words from n''nri to W7^ as a gloss,

and to alter na'iD into n3"!D : which contains much, is very

capacious. But there is not sufficient reason to warrant such

critical violence as this. Although the form na"ip is air. \e7.,

it is not to be rejected as a nomen siibst.; and if we take

b'^'srh nana, the magnitude to hold, as the subject of the

sentence, it contains a still further description of the cup,

which does not anticipate what follows, even though the cup

will be an object of laughter and ridicule, not so much for its
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size, as because of its being destined to be drunk completely

empty. In ver. 33 the figure and the fact are combined,

—

tiJ;, lamentation, misery, being added to Ii13?', drunkenness,

and the cup being designated a cup of devastation. The

figure of drinking is expanded in the boldest manner in ver. 34

into the gnawing of the fragments of the cup, and the tearing

of the breasts with the fragments.—In ver. 35 the picture of

the judgment is closed with a repetition of the description of

the nation's guilt. For ver. 35&, compare ch. xvi. 52 and 58.

Vers. 36-49. Another summary of the sins and punishment

of the two women.—Ver. 36. And Jehovah said to me, Son of

man, wilt thou judge Oholah and Oholibah, then show them their

abominations; Ver. 37. For they have committed adultery, and

blood is in their hands ; and they have committed adultery with

their idols ; and their sons also whom they bare to me they have

caused to pass through to them to be devoured. Ver. 38. Yea

more, they have done this to me; they have defiled my sanctuary

the same day, and have desecrated my Sabbaths. Ver. 39. WJien

they slaughtered their sons to their idols, they came into my
sanctuary the same day to desecrate it; and, behold, they have

acted thus in the midst of my house. Ver. 40. Yea, they have

even sent to men coming from afar ; to them was a message sent,

and, behold, they came, for whom thou didst bathe thyself, paint

thine eyes, and put on ornaments, Ver. 41. And didst seat thy-

self upon a splendid cushion, and a table was spread before them,

thou didst lay thereon my incense and my oil. Ver. 42. And the

loud noise became still thereat, and to the men out of the multitude

there loere brought topers out of the desert, and they put armlets

upon their hands, and glorious crowns upon their heads. Ver. 43.

Then I said to her who was debilitated for adultery, Now will

her whoredom itself go whoring, Ver. 44. And they will go in to

her as they go in to a whore ; so did they go in to Oholah and

Oholibah, the lewd women. Ver. 45. But righteous men, these

shall judge them according to the judgment of adulteresses and
according to the judgment of murderesses ; for they are adulter-
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esses, and there is blood in their hands. Ver. 46. For thus saith

the Lord Jehovah, I will bring up against them an assembly,

and deliver 'them up for maltreating and for booty. Ver. 47.

And the assembly shall stone them, and cut them in pieces with

their swords ; their sons and their daughters shall they kill, and burn

their houses with fire. Ver. 48. Thus luill I eradicate lewdness

from the land, that all women may take warning and not practise

lewdness like you. Ver. 49. And they shall bring your levjdness

upon you, and ye shall bear the sins of your idols, and shall learn

that I am the Lord Jehovah.—The introductory words '131 liiaa''nn

point back not only to ch. xxii. 2, but also to ch. xx. 4, and show

that this section is really a summary of the contents of the whole

group (ch. XX. 23). The actual subject-matter of these verses

is closely connected with ver. 16, more especially in the desig-

nation of the sins as adultery and bloodshed (compare vers. 37

and 45 with ch. xvi. 38). 'i'3'nx f\^i, to commit adultery with

the idols, whereby the idols are placed on a par with Jehovah

as the husband of Israel (compare .Ter. iii. 8 and ii. 27). For

the Moloch-worship in ver. 37&, compare ch, xvi. 20, 21, and

ch. XX. 31. The desecration of the sanctuary (ver. 38a) is more

minutely defined in ver. 39. i'lnn Di»3 in ver. 38, which has

so offended the LXX. and Hitzig that it is omitted by the

former, while the latter proposes to strike it out as a gloss, is

added for the purpose of designating the profanation of the

sanctuary as contemporaneous with the Moloch-worship of

ver. 375, as is evident from ver. 39. For the fact itself, com-

pare 2 Kings xxi. 4, 5, 7. The desecration of the Sabbaths, as

in ch. XX. 13, 16. For ver. 39a, compare ch. xvi. 21. The

words are not to be understood as signifying that they sacrificed

children to Moloch in the temple, but simply that immediately

after they had sacrificed children to Moloch, they went into the

temple of Jehovah, that there they might worship Jehovah also,

and thus placed Jehovah upon a par with Moloch. This was

a profanation (??n) of His sanctuary.

In vers. 40-44 the allusion is not to actual idolatry, but to
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the ungodly alliance into which Judah had entered with

Chaldea. Judah sent ambassadors to Chaldea, and for the

purpose of receiving the Chaldeans, adorned herself "as a woman

would do for the reception of her paramours. She seated her-

self upon a splendid divan, and in front of this there was a

table spread, upon which stood the incense and the oil that she

ought to have offered to Jehovah. This is the explanation

which Kliefoth has correctly given of vers. 40 and 41. The

emphatic ''? ^^\ in ver. 40 is sufficient to show that the refer-

ence is to a new crime deserving of punishment. This cannot

be idolatry, because the worship of Moloch has already been

mentioned in vers. 38 and 39 as the worst of all the idolatrous

abominations. Moreover, sending for (or to) men who come

from afar does not apply to idolatry in the literal sense of the

word ; for men to whom the harlot sent messengers to invite

them to come to her could not be idols for which she sent to a

distant land. The allusion is rather to Assyrians or Chaldeans,

and, according to ver. 42, it is the former who are referred to

here (compare Isa. xxxix. 3). There is no force in Hitzig's

objection, namely, that the one woman sent to these, and that

their being sent for and coming have already been disposed of

in ver. 16. For the singulars in the last clause of ver. 40 show

that even here only one woman is said to have sent for the men.

Again, njTOB'n might even be the third person singular, as this

form does sometimes take the termination n: (^vM. Ewald, § 191c,

and Ges. § 47, Anm. 3). At the same time, there is nothing in

the fact that the sending to Chaldea has already been men-
tioned in ver. 16 to preclude another allusion to the same

circumstance from a different point of view. The woman
adorned herself that she might secure the favour of the men
for whom she had sent, i-na is the Arabic J^^, to paint the

eyes with stibium (kohol). For the fact itself, see the remarks
on 2 Kings ix. 30. She then seated herself upon a cushion
(not lay down upon a bed ; for aB'J does not mean to lie down),
and in front of this there was a table, spread with different
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kinds of food, upon which she placed incense and oil. The

suffix to nvJJ refers to tOff» and is to be taken as a neuter,

which suits the table as a thing, whilst ]n?^ generally takes the

termination ni in the plural. In ver. 41, Ewald and Havernick

detect a description of the lectisternia and of the licentious

worship of the Babylonian Mylitta. But neither the sitting

(3B'^) upon a cushion (divan), nor the position taken by the

woman behind the table, harmonizes with this. As Hitzig has

correctly observed, " if she has taken her seat upon a cushion,

and has a table spread before her, she evidently intends to dine,

and that with the men for whom she has adorned herself. The

oil is meant for anointing at meal-time (Amos vi. 6; Prov.

xxi. 17 ; cf. Ps. xxiii. 5), and the incense for burning." " My
incense and my oil" are the incense and oil given to her by

God, which she ought to have devoted to His service, but had

squandered upon herself and her foreign friends (cf. ch. xvi. 18

:

Hos. ii. 10). The oil, as the produce of the land of Palestine,

was the gift of Jehovah ; and although incense was not a pro-

duction of Palestine, yet as the money with which Judah

purchased it, or the goods bartered for it, were the gifts of

God, Jehovah could also call it His incense. Ver. 42 is very

obscure. Such renderings of the first clause as et vox multi-

tudinis exultantis in ea (Vulg.), and " the voice of a careless

multitude within her" (Havernick), can hardly be sustained.

In every other passage in which lion 7ip occurs, it does not sig-

nify the voice of a multitude, but a loud tumult; compare Isa.

xiii. 4, xxxiii. 3, Dan. x. 6, and 1 Sam. iv. 14, where lionn ?ip

is used as synonymous with Hi^ysn ?ip. Even in cases where

lion is used for a multitude, it denotes a noisy, boisterous,

tumultuous crowd. Consequently vB* cannot be taken as an

adjective connected with l^on, because a quiet tumult is a con-

tradiction, and vK* does not mean either exultans or recklessly

breaking loose (Havernick), but simply living in quiet, peace-

ful and contented. li?f must therefore be the predicate to

tiDn {jip; the sound of the tumult or the loud noise was (or
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became) quiet, still. ^3, thereat (neuter, like !=13, thereby. Gen.

xxiv. 14). The words which follow, 'W1 CB^JK b^], are not to

be taken with the preceding clause, as the connection would

yield no sense. They belong to what follows. D"1K ahp D''2'3S

can only be the men who came from afar (ver. 40). In addi-

tion to these, there were brought, i.e. induced to come, topers

from the desert. The Chetib CSniD is no doubt a participle of

N3D, drinkers, topers ; and the Hoplial n''N3iD is chosen instead

of the Kal Cxa, for the sake of the paronomasia, with D''saiD.

The former, therefore, can only be the Assyrians (112'K \33,

vers. 5 and 7), the latter (the topers) the Chaldeans (^33 ''33,

ver. 15). The epithet drinkers is a very appropriate one for

the sons of Babylon ; as Curtius (ver. 1) describes the Baby-

lonians as mcucime in vinum et quae ehrietatem sequuntur effusi.

The phrase " from the desert " cannot indicate the home of

these men, although 13"!I3!? corresponds to pn^B!? in ver. 40, but

simply the place from which they came to Judah, namely, from

the desert of Syria and Arabia, which separated Palestine from

Babylon. These peoples decorated the arms of the harlots

with clasps, and their heads with splendid wreaths (crowns).

The plural suffixes indicate that the words apply to both women,

and this is confirmed by the fact that they are both named in

ver. 44. The subject to ^3n»l is not merely the Cii'^iD, but also

the pnipo D''?'^? in ver. 40. The thought is simply that Samaria

and Judah had attained to wealth and earthly glory through

their intercourse with these nations ; the very gifts with which,

according to ch. xvi. 11 sqq., Jehovah Himself had adorned

His people. The meaning of the verse, therefore, when taken

in its connection, appears to be the following:—When the

Assyrians began to form alliances with Israel, quiet was the

immediate result. The Chaldeans were afterwards added to

these, so that through their adulterous intercourse with both

these nations Israel and Judah acquired both wealth and glory.

The sentence which God pronounced upon this conduct was,

that Judah had sunk so deeply into adultery that it would be
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impossible for it ever to desist from the sin. Tliis is the way

in which we understand ver. 43, connecting Q*?^? nP3p with

"inkl : " I said concerning her who was debilitated with whore-

dom." npa, feminine of Hpa, used up, worn out; see, for

example, Josh. ix. 4, 5, where it is applied to clothes ; here it

is transferred to persons decayed, debilitated, in which sense

the verb occurs in Gen. xviii. 12. ^''S^'3, which is co-ordinated

with nP3, does not indicate the means by which the strength

has been exhausted, but is an accusative of direction or refer-

ence, debilitated with regard to adultery, so as no longer to be

capable of practising it.^ In the next clause 'W1 n^t) nj?, ^''nWTPi

is the subject to nir, and the Clietib is correct, the Keri being

erroneous, and the result of false exposition. If rTTilJTn were

the^object to njp, so that the woman would be the subject, we

should have the feminine n.Jtfl. But if, on the other hand,

rrriiarn is the subject, there is no necessity for this, whether we

regard the word as a plural, from cni^W, or take it as a singular,

as Ewald (§ 259a) has done, inasmuch as in either case it is

still an abstract, which might easily be preceded by the verb in

the masculine form. N'nj gives greater force, not only to the

suffix, but also to the noun—and that even she (her whoredom).

The sin of whoredom is personified, or regarded as CJlJt nil

(Hos. iv. 12), as a propensity to whoredom, which continues in

all its force after the capacity of the woman herself is gone.

—

Ver. 44 contains the result of the foregoing description of the

adulterous conduct of the two women, and this is followed in

vers. 45 sqq. by an account of the attitude assumed by God, and

the punishment of the sinful women. i5i2>1, with an indefinite

subject, they (man, one) went to her. nvX, the one woman,

1 The proposal of Ewald to take D''aX3 n?3? as an independent clause,

" adultery to the devil," cannot be defended by the usage of the language

;

and that of Hitzig, " the withered hag practises adultery," is an unnatural

invention, inasmuch as p, if taken as nota dativi, would give this meaning

:

the hag has (possesses) adultery as her property—and there is nothing to

indicate that it should be taken as a question.

EZEK. I. Y
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Oholibali. It is only in the apodosis that what has to be said

is extended to both women. This is the only interpretation

of ver. 44 which does justice both to the verb Si3jl (imperfect

with Vav consec. as the historical tense) and the perfect 1X3.

The plural ntJ'K does not occur anywhere else. Hitzig would

therefore alter it into the singular, as " unheard of," and con-

fine the attribute to Oholibah, who is the only one mentioned

in the first clause of the verse, and also in vers. 43, 40, and 41.

The judgment upon the two sisters is to be executed by right-

eous men (ver. 45). The Chaldeans are not designated as

righteous in contrast to the Israelites, but as the instruments of

the punitive righteousness of God in this particular instance,

executing just judgment upon the sinners for adultery and blood-

shed (vid. ch. xvi. 38). The infinitives npvn and tinj in ver. 46

stand for the third person future. For other points, compare the

commentary on ch. xvi. 40 and 41. The formula niyp [nj is

derived from Deut. xxviii. 25, and has been explained in the

exposition of that passage. Nnai is the inf. abs. Piel. For the

meaning of the word, see the comm. on ch. xxi. 24. From this

judgment all women, i.e. all nations, are to take warning to

desist from idolatry. =I1D13 is a mixed form, compounded of

the Niphal and Hithpael, for liBinn, like "is?? in Deut. xxi. 8

(see the comm. in he.).—For ver. 49, vid. ch. xvi. 58.—The

punishment is announced to both the women, Israel and Judah,

as still in the future, although Oholah (Samaria) had been

overtaken by the judgment a considerable time before. The
explanation of this is to be found in the allegory itself, in which

both kingdoms are represented as being sisters of one mother

;

and it may also be defended on the ground that the approach-

ing destruction of Jerusalem and the kingdom of Judah affected

the remnants of the kingdom of the ten tribes, which were still

to be found in Palestine ; whilst, on the other hand, the judg-

ment was not restricted to the destruction of the two kingdoms,
but also embraced the later judgments which fell upon the
entire nation.
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CHAP. XXIV. PEEDICTION OF THE DESTRUCTION OF

JERUSALEM BOTH IN PARABLE AND BY SIGN.

On the day on which the king of Babylon commenced the

siege and blockade of Jerusalem, this event was revealed by

God to Ezekiel on the Chaboras (vers. 1 and 2) ; and he was

commanded to predict to the people through the medium of a

parable the fate of the city and its inhabitants (vers. 3-14). God
then foretold to him the death of his own wife, and commanded

him to show no sign of mourning on account of it. His wife

died the following evening, and he did as he was commanded.

When he was asked by the people the reason of this, he ex-

plained to them, that what he was doing was symbolical of

the way in which they were to act when Jerusalem fell (vers.

15-24). The fall would be announced to the prophet by a

fugitive, and then he would no longer remain mute, but would

speak to the people again (vers. 25-27).—Apart, therefore, from

the last three verses, this chapter contains two words of God, the

first of which unfolds in a parable the approaching calamities,

and the result of the siege of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans

(vers. 1-14) ; whilst the second typifies by means of a sign the

pain and mourning of Israel, namely, of the exiles at the

destruction of the city with its sanctuary and its inhabitants.

-These two words of God, being connected together by their

contents, were addressed to the prophet on the same day, and

that, as the introduction (vers. 1 and 2) expressly observes, the

day on which the siege of Jerusalem by the king of Babylon

began.

Ver. 1. And the word of Jehovah came to me in the ninth

year, in the tenth month, on the tenth of the month, saying,

Ver. 2. Son of man, write for thyself the name of the day,

this same day ! The king of Babylon has fallen upon Jeru-

salem this same day.—The date given, namely, the tenth day

of the tenth month of the ninth year after the carrying away

of Jehoiachin (ch. i. 2), or what is the same thing, of the
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reign of Zedekiah, who was appointed king in his stead, is

mentioned in Jer. Hi. 4, xxxix. 1, and 2 Kings xxv. 1, as the

day on which Nebuchadnezzar blockaded the city of Jerusalem

by throwing up a rampart ; and after the captivity this day was

still kept as a fast-day in consequence (Zech. viii. 19). What

A^as thus taking place at Jerusalem was revealed to Ezekiel on

the Chaboras the very same day ; and he was instructed to

announce it to the exiles, " that they and the besieged might

learn both from the time and the result, that the destruction of

the city was not to be ascribed to chance or to the power of the

Babylonians, but to the will of Him who had long ago foretold

that, on account of the wickedness of the inhabitants, the city

would be burned with fire ; and that Ezekiel was a true prophet,

because even when in Babylon, which was at so great a dis-

tance, he had known and had publicly announced the state of

Jerusalem." The definite character of this prediction cannot

be changed into a vaticinium post eventum, either by arbitrary

explanations of the words, or by the unfounded hypothesis

proposed by Hitzig, that the day was not set down in this de-

finite form till after the event.—Writing the name of the day

is equivalent to making a note of the day. The reason for this

is given in ver. 2&, namely, because Nebuchadnezzar had fallen

upon Jerusalem on that very day. TjeiD signifies to support,

hold up (his hand) ; and hence both here and in Ps. Ixxxviii. 8

the meaning to press violently upon anything. The rendering

" to draw near," which has been forced upon the word from

the Syriac (Ges., Winer, and others), cannot be sustained.

Vers. 3-14. Parable of the Pot with the Boiling

Pieces.—Ver. 3. And relate a parable to the rebellious house,

and say to them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Set on the pot, set

on and also pour water into it. Ver. 4. Gather its pieces of

flesh into it, all the good pieces, haunch and shoulder, Jill it with

choice bones. Ver. 5. Take the choice of the flock, and also a

pile of wood underneath for the bones ; make it boil well, also
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cooTc its hones therein. Ver. 6. Therefore, thus saith the Lord

Jehovah, Woe ! city of murders ! pot in which is rust^ and

whose rust doth not depart from it ; piece hy piece fetch it out,

the lot hath not fallen upon it. Ver. 7. For her blood is in the

midst of her ; she hath placed it upon the naked rock ; she hath

not poured it upon the ground, that they might cover it with dust.

Ver. 8. To bring up fury, to take vengeance, I have made her

blood come upon the naked rock, that it might not be covered.

Ver. 9. Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Woe to the city

of murders I I also will make the pile of wood great. Ver. 10.

Heap up the wood, stir the fire, do the flesh thoroughly, make the

broth boil, that the bones may also be cooked away. Ver. 11.

And set it empty upon the coals thereof, that its brass may

become hot and glowing, that the uncleanness thereof may melt

within it, its rust pass away. Ver. 12. He hath exhausted the

pains, and her great rust doth not go from her ; into the fire with

her rust! Ver. 13. In thine uncleanness is abomination; be-

cause I have cleansed thee, and thou hast not become clean, thou

wilt no more become clean from thy uncleanness, till I quiet my

fury upon thee. Ver. 14. / Jehovah have spoken it; it cometh,

and I will do it ; I will not cease, nor spare, nor let it repent me.

According to thy ways, and according to thy deeds, shall they

judge thee, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.

The contents of these verses are called PB'D, a proverb or par-

able; and Ezekiel is to communicate them to the refractory

generation. It follows from this that the ensuing act, which

the prophet is commanded to perform, is not to be regarded as

a symbolical act which he really carried out, but that the act

forms the substance of the mdshdl, in other words, belongs to

the parable itself. Consequently the interpretation of the

parable in vers. 10 sqq. is clothed in the form of a thing

actually done. The pot with the pieces of flesh and the bones,

which are to be boiled in it and boiled away, represents Jeru-

salem with its inhabitants. The fire, with which they are

boiled, is the fire of war, and the setting of the pot upon the
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fire is the commencement of the siege, by which the popula-

tion of the city is to be boiled awaj' like the flesh and bones in

a pot. nsB' is used, as in 2 Kings iv. 38, to signify the setting

of a pot by or upon the fire. 'W1 ^0« ; put in its pieces all

together. '^C"^?) its pieces of flesh, i.e. the pieces belonging to

the cooking-pot. These are defined still more minutely as the

best of the pieces of flesh, and of these the thigh (haunch) and

shoulder are mentioned as the most important pieces, to which

the choicest of the bones are to be added. This is rendered

still more emphatic by the further instruction to take the choice

of the flock in addition to these. The choicest pieces of flesh

and the pieces of bone denote the strongest and ablest portion

of the population of the city. To boil these pieces away, more

especially the bones, a large fire is requisite. This is indicated

by the words, " and also a pile of wood underneath for the

bones." IIT in ver. 5, for which nyno is substituted in

ver. 9, signifies a pile of wood, and occurs in this sense in

Isa. XXX. 33, from "rn, to lay round, to arrange, pile up.

D''OVyri -m cannot mean a heap of bones, on account of the

article, but simply a pile of wood for the (previously mentioned)

bones, namely, for the purpose of boiling them away. If we

pay attention to the article, we shall see that the supposition

that Ezekiel was to place a heap of bones under the pot, and the

alteration proposed by Bottcher, Ewald, and Hitzig of C'^ifVn

into D''VJ?, are alike untenable. Even if 111 in itself does not

mean a pile of wood, but simply strues, an irregular heap, the

fact that it is wood which is piled up is apparent enough from

the context. If C^^JI'T had grown out of Ci''VJ? through a

corruption of the text, under the influence of the preceding

D^DVy, it would not have had an article prefixed. Hitzig also

proposes to alter 0''?'?"': into ^''DO^ though without any necessity.

The fact that Q^nri"! does not occur again proves nothing at all.

The noun is added to the verb to intensify its force, and is

plurale tant. in the sense of boiling. 'U1 I^B'B'Da is dependent

upon the previous clause Ci| taking the place of the copula-
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tive 1. On p^^, to be cooked, thoroughly done, see the comm.

on Ex. xii. 9.

In vers. 6-8 the interpretation of the parable is given, and

that in two trains of thought introduced by }3? (vers. 6 and 9).

The reason for commencing with 15?, therefore, may be found

in the fact that in the parable contained in vers. 3 sqq., or

more correctly in the blockade of Jerusalem, which furnished

the occasion for the parable, the judgment about to burst upon

Jerusalem is plainly indicated. The train of thought is the

following:—Because the judgment upon Jerusalem is now about

to commence, therefore woe to her, for her blood-guiltiness is

so great that she must be destroyed. But the punishment

answering to the magnitude of the guilt is so distributed in the

two strophes, vers. 6-8 and vers. 9-13, that the first strophe

treats of the punishment of the inhabitants of Jerusalem ; the

second, of the punishment of the city itself. To account for the

latter feature, there is a circumstance introduced which is not

mentioned in the parable itself, namely, the rust upon the pot,

and the figure of the pot is thereby appropriately extended.

Moreover, in the explanation of the parable the figure and the

fact pass repeatedly the one into the other. Because Jeru-

salem is a city of murders, it resembles a pot on which there

are spots of rust that cannot be removed. Ver. 66 is difficult,

and has been expounded in various ways. The ? before the

twofold n''nri3 is, no doubt, to be taken distributively : accord-

ing to its several pieces, i.e. piece by piece, bring it out. But

the suffix attached to riK'Sin cannot be taken as referring to

I'D, as Kliefoth proposes, for this does not yield a suitable

meaning. One would not say : bring out the pot by its pieces

of flesh, when nothing more is meant than the bringing of the

pieces of flesh out of the pot. And this difficulty is not

removed by giving to ^''Vifl the meaning to reach hither. For,

apart from the fact that there is nothing in the usage of the

language to sustain the meaning, reach it hither for the purpose

of setting it upon the fire, one would not say : reach hither
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the pot according to its several pieces of flesh, piece by piece,

when all that was meant was, bring hither the pot filled

with pieces of flesh. The suffix to ns'Sin refers to the city

("fy), i.e. to its population, " to which the blood-guiltiness

really adhered, and not to its collection of houses " (Hitzig).

It is only in appearance also that the sufSx to O^"'?^ refers to

the pot ; actually it refers to the city, i.e. to the whole of its

population, the different individuals in which are the separate

pieces of flesh. The meaning of the instructions therefore is

by no means doubtful : the whole of the population to be found

in Jerusalem is to be brought out, and that without any excep-

tion, inasmuch as the lot, which would fall upon one and not

upon another, will not be cast upon her. There is no necessity

to seek for any causal connection between the reference to the

rust upon the pot and the bringing out of the pieces of flesh

that are cooking within it, and to take the words as signifying

that all the pieces, which had been rendered useless by the rust

upon the pot, were to be taken out and thrown away (Haver-

nick) ; but through the allusion to the rust the interpretation

already passes beyond the limits of the figure. The pieces of

flesh are to be brought out, after they have been thoroughly

boiled, to empty the pot, that it may then be set upon the fire

again, to burn out the rust adhering to it (ver. 11). There is

no force in Kliefoth's objection, that this exposition does not

agree with the context, inasmuch as, " according to the last

clause of ver. 5 and vers. 10 and 11, the pieces of flesh and

even the bones are not to be taken out, but to be boiled away

by a strong fire ; and the pot is to become empty not by the

fact that the pieces of flesh are taken out and thrown away,

but by the pieces being thoroughly boiled away, first to broth

and then to nothing." For " boiling away to nothing" is not

found in the text, but simply that even the bones are to be

thoroughly done, so as to turn into the softness of jelly.—So
far as the fact is concerned, we cannot follow the majority of

commentators, who suppose that the reference is simply to the
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carrying away of the inhabitants into exile. Bringing the

pieces of flesh out of the pot, denotes the sweeping away of the

inhabitants from the city, whether by death {vid. ch. xi. 7) or

by their being carried away captive. The city is to be emptied

of men in consequence of its being blockaded by the king of

Babylon. The reason of this is given in vers. 7 and 8, where

the guilt of Jerusalem is depicted. The city has shed blood,

which is not covered with earth, but has been left uncovered,

like blood poured out upon a hard rock, which the stone cannot

absorb, and which cries to God for vengeance, because it is un-

covered (cf. Gen. iv. 10 ; Job xvi. 18 ; and Isa. xxvi. 21). The

thought is this : she has sinned in an insolent and shameless

manner, and has done nothing to cover her sin, has shown no

sign of repentance or atonement, by which she might have

got rid of her sin. This has all been ordered by God. He
has caused the blood that was shed to fall upon a bare rock,

that it might lie uncovered, and He might be able to execute

vengeance for the crime.o
The second turn in the address (ver. 9) commences in just

the same manner as the first in ver. 6, and proceeds with a

further picture of the execution of punishment. To avenge

the guilt, God will make the pile of wood large, and stir up a

fierce fire. The development of this thought is given in ver. 10

in the form of a command addressed to the prophet, to put

much wood underneath, and to kindle a fire, so that both flesh

and bones may boil away. Cnn, from QM, to finish, complete
;

with "liJ'a, to cook thoroughly. There are differences of opinion

as to the true meaning of nni^lBri niJin ; but the rendering some-

times given to Hpn, namely, to spice, is at all events unsuitable,

and cannot be sustained by the usage of the language. It is

true that in Ex. xxx. 25 sqq. the verb npn is used for the pre-

paration of the anointing oil, but it is not the mixing of the

different ingredients that is referred to, but in all probability

the thorough boiling of the spices, for the purpose of extracting

their essence, so that " thorough boiling " is no doubt the true
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meaning of the word. In Job xli. 23 (31), '^C'i^"!^ is the

boiling unguent-pot. 'iin''. is a cohortative Hiphil, from T]n, to

become red-hot, to be consumed.—Ver. 11. When the flesh

and bones have thus been thoroughly boiled, the pot is to be

placed upon the coals empty, that the rust upon it may be

burned away by the heat. The emptying of the pot or kettle

by pouring out the flesh, which has been boiled to broth, is

passed over as self-evident. The uncleanness of the pot is the

rust upon it. DHH is an Aramaean form for Don = Dnn.

Michaelis has given the true explanation of the words : " civi-

bus caesis etiam urhs consumetur " (when the inhabitants are

slain, the city itself will be destroyed).^—In vers. 12 sqq. the

reason is given, which rendered it necessary to inflict this

exterminating judgment. In ver. 12 the address still keeps to

the figure, but in ver. 13 it passes over to the actual fact. It

(the pot) has exhausted the pains (C^^'Ji', air. X67.), namely, as

ver. 13 clearly shows, the pains, or wearisome exertions, to make

it clean by milder means, and not (as Hitzig erroneously infers

from the following clause) to eat away the rust by such

extreme heat. ^Xpn^ third pers. Hiphil of ns?, is the earlier

form, which fell into almost entire disuse in later times (vid.

1 Hitzig discovers a Hysteronproteron in this description, because the

cleaning of the pot ought to have preceded the cooking of the flesh in it,

and not to have come afterwards, and also because, so far as the actual

fact is concerned, the rust of sin adhered to the people of the city, and not

to the city itself as a collection of houses. But neither of these objections

is sufficient to prove what Hitzig wants to establish, namely, that the

untenable character of the description shows that it is not really a prophecy
;

nor is there any force in them. It is true that if one intended to boil

flesh in a pot for the purpose of eating, the first thing to be done would
be to cleaii the pot itself. But this is not the object in the present instance.

The flesh was simply to be thoroughly boiled, that it might be destroyed

and thrown away, and there was no necessity to clean the pot for this

purpose. And so far as the second objection is concerned, the defilement

of sin does no doubt adhere to man, though not, as Hitzig assumes, to man
alone. According to the Old Testament view, it extends to things as well

(vid. Lev. xviii. 25, xxvii. 28). Thus leprosy, for example, did not pollute

men only, but clothes and houses also. And for the same reason judg-

ments were not restricted to men, but also fell upon cities and lands.
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Ges. § 75, Anm. 1). The last words of ver. 11, 1 agree with

Hitzig, Havernick, and others, in taking as an exclamation.

Because the pot has exhausted all the efforts made to cleanse

it, its rust is to go into the fire. In ver. 13 Jerusalem is

addressed, and nst is not a genitive belonging to TinXDCa, " on

account of thy licentious uncleanness" (Ewald and Hitzig),

but a predicate, " in thine uncleanness is (there lies) nat, i.e.

an abomination deserving of death" (see Lev. xviii. 17 and

XX. 14, where the fleshly sins, which are designated as zimmdJi,

are ordered to be punished with death). The cleansings which

God had attempted, but without Jerusalem becoming clean,

consisted in the endeavour, which preceded the Olialdean judg-

ment of destruction, to convert the people from their sinful

ways, partly by threats and promises communicated through

the prophets (yid. 2 Ohron. xxxvi. 15), and partly by means of

chastisements. For non n''jnj see ch. v. 13. In ver. 14 there

is a summary of the whole^ which brings the threat to a

close.

Vers. 15-24. The Sign of silent Sorrow concerning

THE Destruction of Jerusalem.—Ver. 15. And the word

of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver, 16. Son of man, behold, I

take from, thee thine eyes delight hy a stroke, and thou shalt not

mourn nor weep, and no tear shall come from tJiee. Ver. 17.

Sigh in silence ; lamentation for the dead thou shalt not make

;

bind thy head-attire upon thee, and put thy shoes upon thy feet,

and do not cover thy beard, and eat not the bread of men.

Ver. 18. And I spake to the people in the morning, and in the

evening my wife died, and I did in the morning as I was com-

manded. Ver. 19. Tlien the people said to me. Wilt thou not

show us lohat this signifies to us that thou doest so ? Ver. 20.

And I said to them. The word ofJehovah has come to me, saying,

Ver. 21. Say to the house of Israel, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

Behold, I will profane my sanctuary, the pride of your strength,

the delight of your eyes, and the desire of your soul; and your
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sons and your daughters, whom ye have left, will fall hy the

sword. Ver. 22. Then will ye do as I have done, ye will not

cover the heard, nor eat the bread of men ; Ver. 23. And ye will

have your head-attire upon your heads, and your shoes upon your

feet ; ye will not mourn nor weep, but will pine away in your

iniquity, and sigh one toward another. Ver. 24. Thus will

Ezekiel be a sign to you ; as he hath done will ye do ; when

it Cometh, ye will know that I the Lord am Jehovah.—From

the statements in ver. 18, to the effect that the prophet

spoke to the people in the morning, and then in the evening

his wife died, and then again in the (following) morning,

according to the command of God, he manifested no grief, and

in answer to the inquiry of the people explained to them the

meaning of what he did, it is evident that the word of God

contained in this section came to him on the same day as the

preceding one, namely, an the day of the blockade of Jeru-

salem ; for what he said to the people on the morning of this

day (ver. 18) is the prophecy contained in vers. 3-14. Imme-

diately after He had made this revelation to him, God also

announced to him the approaching death of his wife, together

with the significance which this event would have to the people

general!}'. The delight of the eyes (ver. 16) is his wife

(ver. 18) 1^33103 by a stroke, i.e. by a sudden death inflicted by

God (vid. Num. xiv. 37, xvii. 13). On the occurrence of her

death, he is neither to allow of any loud lamentings, nor to

manifest any sign of grief, but simply to sigh in silence. D''nD

?5^ does not stand for D''^!? -'5^, but the words are both accu-

satives. The literal rendering would be : the dead shalt thou

not make an object of mourning, i.e. thou shalt not have any

mourning for the dead, as Storr {Observv. p. 19) has correctly

explained the words. On occasions of mourning it was cus-

tomary to uncover the head and strew ashes upon it (Isa. Ixi. 3),

to go barefoot (2 Sam. xv. 30 ; Isa. xx. 2), and to cover the

beard, that is to say, the lower part of the face as far as the nose

(Mic. iii. 7). Ezekiel is not to do any of these things, but
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to arrange his head-attire ("itjiB, the head-attire generally, or

turban, vid. ver. 23 and Isa. Ixi. 3, and not specially that of the

priests, which is called ny2Jl3n ''nxa in Ex. xxxix. 28), and to

put on his shoes, and also to eat no mourning bread. C^JX On?

does not mean pmiis miserorum, cibus lugentium, in which case

D^E'JK would be equivalent to C^'^t?, but bread of men, i.e. of

the people, that is to say, according to the context, bread which

the people were accustomed to send to the house of mourning

in cases of death, to manifest their sympathy and to console

and refresh the mourners,—a custom which gave rise in the

course of time to that of formal funeral meals. These are not

mentioned in the Old Testament ; but the sending of bread or

food to the house of mourning is clearly referred to in Deut.

xxvi. 14, Hos. ix. 4, and Jer. xvi. 7 (see also 2 Sam. iii. 35).

—

When Ezekiel thus abstained from all lamentation and outward

sign of mourning on the death of his dearest one, the people

conjectured that such striking conduct must have some signi-

ficance, and asked him what it was that he intended to show

thereby. He then announced to them the word of God (vers.

20—24). As his dearest one, his wife, had been taken from him,

so should its dearest object, the holy temple, be taken from the

nation by destruction, and their children by the sword. When
this occurred, then would they act as he was doing now ; they

would not mourn and weep, but simply in their gloomy sorrow

sigh in silence on account of their sins, and groan one toward

another. The profanation (??'?) of the sanctuary is effected

through its destruction (cf. ch. vii. 24). To show the magnitude

of the loss, the worth of the temple in the eyes of the nation

is dwelt upon in the following clauses, Ci3W tiS3 is taken from

Lev. xxvi. 19. The temple is called the pride of your strength,

because Israel based its might and strength upon it as the scene

of the gracious presence of God, living in the hope that the

Lord would not give up His sanctuary to the heathen to be

destroyed, but would defend the temple, and therewith Jeru-

salem and its inhabitants also (cf. Jer. vii. 4). Dae-'EiJ 'jisnc^
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the desire or longing of the soul (from ^»n, in Arabic, desiderio

ferri ad aliquam rem). The sons and daughters of the people

are the relatives and countrymen whom the exiles had been

obliged to leave behind in Canaan.—The explanation of this

lamentation and mourning on account of the destruction of the

sanctuary and death of their relations, is to be found in the

antithesis : "IV3 DnpMl, ye will pine or languish away in your

iniquities (compare ch. iv. 17 and Lev. xxvi. 39). Conse-

quently we have not to imagine either " stolid indifference
"

(Eichhorn and Hitzig), or " stolid impenitence " (Ewald), but

overwhelming grief, for which there were no tears, no lamenta-

tion, but only deep inward sighing on account of the sins whicli

had occasioned so terrible a calamity. DHJ, lit. to utter a deep

growl, like the bears (Isa. lix. 11) ; here to sigh or utter a deep

groan. " One toward another," i.e. manifesting the grief to

one another by deep sighs ; not " full of murmuring and seek-

ing the sin which occasioned the calamity in others rather than

in themselves," as Hitzig supposes. The latter exposition is

entirely at variance with the context. This grief, which con-

sumes the bodily strength, leads to a clear perception of the

sin, and also to true repentance, and through penitence and

atonement to regeneration and newness of life. And thus will

they attain to a knowledge of the Lord through the catastrophe

which bursts upon them (cf. Lev. xxvi. 40 sqq.). For nsiD, a

sign, see the comm. on Ex. iv. 21.

Vers. 25-27. Sequel of the Destruction of Jerusalem

TO THE Prophet himself.—Ver. 25. And thou, son of man,

lehold, in the day when I take from them their might, their

glorious joy, the delight of their eyes and the desire of their soul,

their sons and their daughters, Ver. 26. In that day will a

fugitive come to thee, to tell it to thine ears. Ver. 27. In

that day will thy mouth be opened with the fugitive, and thou

wilt speak, and no longer be mute; and thus shalt thou be a
sign to them that they may know that I am Jehovah.—As
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the destruction of Jerusalem would exert a powerful influence

upon the future history of the exiles on the Ohaboras, and

be followed by most important results, so was it also to be a

turning-point for the prophet himself in the execution of his

calling. Havernick has thus correctly explained the connection

between these closing verses and what precedes, as indicated by

nriKI in ver. 25. As Ezekiel up to this time was to speak to

the people only when the Lord gave him a word for them, and

at other times was to remain silent and dumb (ch. iii. 26 and

27) ; from the day on which a messenger should come to bring

him the tidings of the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple,

he was to open his mouth, and not continue dumb any longer.

The execution of this word of God is related in ch. xxxiii. 21, 22.

The words, " when I take from them their strength," etc., are

to be understood in accordance with ver. 21. Consequently

DWD is the sanctuary, which was taken from the Israelites

through the destruction of Jerusalem. The predicates which

follow down to DB'Si NB'D refer to the temple (cf. ver. 21).

{ysj «|'D, an object toward which the soul lifts itself up

(SBfj), i.e. for which it cherishes a desire or longing; hence

synonymous with tJ'Sp. teriD in ver. 21. The sons and daughters

are attached davvBerm. ^'i^i!? 2i'3 (in that day), in ver. 26,

which resumes the words 'Wl '•nnip Di''3 (in the day when I take,

etc.) in ver. 25, is not the day of the destruction of the temple,

but generally the time of this event, or more precisely, the day

on which the tidings would reach the prophet. t37an, with the

generic article, a fugitive {vid. Gen. xiv. 13). D!?T? nwopn?, to

cause the ears to hear (it), i.e. to relate it, namely to the bodily

ears of the prophet, whereas he had already heard it in spirit

from God. ^J'^K'^I, a verbal noun, used instead of the infini-

tive Hiphil. livsnTiK, with the escaped one, i.e. at the same

time " with the mouth of the fugitive " (Hitzig). "N expresses

association, or so far as the fact is concerned, simultaneousness.

The words, " then wilt thou speak, and no longer be dumb," do

not imply that it was only from that time forward that Ezekiel
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was to keep silence, but point back to ch. iii. 26 and 27, where

silence is imposed upon him, with the exceptions mentioned

there, from the very commencement of his ministry'; and in

comparison with that passage, simply involve impUcite the

thought that the silence imposed upon him then was to be

observed ii; the strictest manner from the present time until

the receipt of the intelligence of the fall of Jerusalem, when

his mouth would be opened once more. Through the " words

of God" that were given to His prophet (ch. iv.-xxiv.), the

Lord had now said to the people of Israel all that He had to

say concerning the approaching catastrophe for them to con-

sider and lay to heart, that they might be brought to acknow-

ledge their sin, and turn with sorrow and repentance to their

God. Therefore was Ezekiel from this time forward to keep

perfect silence toward Israel, and to let God the Lord speak

by His acts and the execution of His threatening words. It

was not till after the judgment had commenced that his mouth

was to be opened again for still further announcements (vid.

ch. xxxiii. 22).—Ezekiel was thereby to become a sign to the

Israelites. These words have a somewhat different meaning in

ver. 27 from that which they have in ver. 24. There, Ezekiel,

by the way in which he behaved at the death of his wife, was

to be a sign to the people of the manner in which they were to

act when the judgment should fall upon Jerusalem ; whereas

here (ver. 27), naiD? refers to the whole of the ministry of the

prophet, his silence hitherto, and that which he was still to

observe, as well as his future words. Through both of these

he was to exhibit himself to his countrymen as a man whose

silence, speech, and action were alike marvellous and full of

meaning to them, and all designed to lead them to the know-

ledge of the Lord, the God of their salvation.
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Chap. XXV.-XXXIL—PEEDICTIONS OF JUDGMENT
UPON THE HEATHEN NATIONS.

While the prophet's mouth was to be mute to Israel, the

Lord directed him to speak against the heathea nations, and to

foretell to them the judgment of destruction, that they might

not be lifted up by the fall of the people and kingdom of God,

but might recognise in the judgment upon Israel a work of the

omnipotence and righteousness of the Lord, the Judge of the

whole earth. There are seven heathen nations whose destruc-

tion Ezekiel foretells in this section of his book, viz. (1) Ammon

;

(2) Moab ; (3) Edom
; (4) the Phihstines (ch. xxv.) ; (5) Tyre

,

(6) Sidon (ch. xxvi.-xxviii.) ; and (7) Egypt (ch. xxix.-xxxii.).

These prophecies are divided into thirteen words of God by the

introductory formula, " The word of Jehovah came to me," the

utterances against Ammon, Moab, Edom, and the Philistines,

being all comprehended in one word of God ; whereas there are

four separate words of God directed against Tyre, one against

Sidon, and seven against Egypt. In the seven nations and

the seven words of God directed against Egypt we cannot fail

to discover an allusion to the symbolical significance of the

number. Sidon, which had lost its. commanding position and

become dependent upon Tyre long before the time of Ezekiel,

is evidently selected for a special word of God only for the

purpose of making up the number seven. And in order to

make it the more apparent that the number has been chosen

on account of its significance, Ezekiel divides his announcement

of the judgment upon the seventh people into seven words of

God. On the basis of Gen. i., seven is the number denoting

the completion of the works of God. When, therefore, Ezekiel

selects seven nations and utters seven words of God concerning

the principal nation, namely Egypt, he evidently intends to

indicate thereby that the judgment predicted will be executed

and completed upon the heathen world and its peoples through

EZEK. I. z
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the word and acts of God.—The predictions of judgment upon

these seven heathen nations are divisible, accordingly, into two

groups. Ammon, Moab, Edon), Philistia, Tyre, and Sidon

form one group, while the second treats of Egypt alone. This

is certainly the way in which the cycle of these prophecies is

to be divided rather than the plan ordinarily adopted, according

to which the nations included in ch. xxv., as representatives of

the one phase of the world-power, are placed in contrast with

the other phase of heathenism represented by Tyre, Sidon, and

Egypt. The latter is the opinion entertained by Havernick,

for example, with regard to the " beautiful and symmetrical

arrangement" of these prophecies. "First of all," says he,

" the prophet shows in one series of nations how the idea of the

judgment of God was realized in the case of those nations

which rose up in direct and open hostihty to the theocracy,

and thereby represented the might of heathenism as turned

away from God and engaged in downright rebellion against Him
(ch. XXV.). The prophecies concerning Tyre and Sidon con-

template heathenism in a second aspect (ch. xxvi.-xxviii.). In

Tyre we have an exhibition of pride or carnal security, which

looks away from God, and plunges deeper and deeper into the

sin and worthlessness of the natural life. Both aspects are

then finally combined in Egypt, that ancient foe of the cove-

nant nation, which had grown into a world-power, and while

displaying in this capacity unbending arrogance and pride, was

now, like all the rest, about to be hurled down from the summit

of its ancient glory into a bottomless deep." But this inter-

pretation is, in more than one respect, manifestly at variance

with the substance of the prophecies. This applies, in the first

place, to the antithesis which is said to exist between the nations

threatened in ch. xxv. on the one hand, and Tyre and Sidon

on the other. In the case of Ammon, Moab, Edom, and the

Philistines, for example, the sins mentioned as those for which
they would be overthrown by the judgment are their malicious

delight at the fall of Israel, and their revengeful, hostile beha-
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viour towards the covenant nation (ch, xxv. 3, 8, 12, 15).

And in the same way, according to ch. xxvi. 2, Tyre had

involved itself in guilt by giving utterance to its delight at the

destruction of Jerusalem, which inspired the hope that every-

thing would now flow into its own store. On the other hand,

nothing is said in the case of Pharaoh and Egypt about mali-

cious pleasure, or hostility, or enmity towards Israel or the

kingdom of God ; but Pharaoh has rendered himself guilty by

saying : the Nile is mine, I have made it for myself ; and by the

fact that Egypt had become a staff of reed to the house of Israel,

which broke when they sought to lean upon it (ch. xxix. 3, 6, 7).

According to these obvious explanations, Ezekiel reckoned Tyre

and Sidon among the nations that were inimically disposed

towards Israel, even though the hostile attitude of the Phoeni-

cians was dictated by different motives from those of Edom
and the other nations mentioned in ch. xxv.; and the heathen

nations are arranged in two groups, and not in three. This is

established beyond all doubt, when we observe that each of these

two groups terminates with a promise for Israel. To the threat

of judgment uttered against Sidon there is appended the pro-

mise : and there shall be no more for Israel a malicious briar

and smarting thorn from all that are round about them who

despise them ; and when the Lord shall gather Israel from its

dispersion, then will He cause it to dwell safely and prosper-

ously in His land, inasmuch as He will execute judgment upon

all round about them who despise them (ch. xxviii. 24-26).

And the prediction of judgment upon Egypt in the last pro-

phecy uttered concerning this land, in the twenty-seventh year

of the captivity (ch. xxix. 17), closes in a similar manner, with

the promise that at the time when the Lord gives Egypt as

spoil to the king of Babylon, He will cause a horn to grow to

the house of Israel (ch. xxix. 21). The fact that these two

prophecies correspond to each other would not have been over-

looked by the commentators if the prophecy concerning Egypt,

which was really the last in order of time, had been placed in
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its proper chronological position in the book of Ezekiel, namely,

at the close of the words of God directed against that land.

The date of the great mass of these prophecies falls within

the period of the last siege of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans, that

is to say, in the interval between ch, xxiv. and ch. xxxiii., as

the chronological data in the headings plainly afBrm. The first

word concerning Tyre is from the eleventh year of the captivity

of Jehoiachin (ch. xxvi. 1). Of the prophecies against Egypt,

the one in ch. xxix. 1-16 dates from the tenth month of the

tenth year; that in ch. xxx. 20-26, from the first month of the

eleventh year ; that in ch. xxxi., from the third month of the

same year ; the two in ch. xxxii. 1 sqq. and 17 sqq., from the

twelfth month of the twelfth year; and lastly, the brief utter-

ance in ch. xxix. 17-21, from the twenty-seventh year of the

captivity. There are no chronological data attached to the

others. But the short, threatening words against the Am-

monites, Moabites, Edomites, and Philistines in ch. xxv. belong

to the time immediately succeeding the fall of Jerusalem, since

they presuppose its having occurred. The second and third

utterances concerning Tyre in ch. xxvii. and ch. xxviii. 1-19,

as well as that concerning Sidon in ch. xxviii. 20 sqq., are closely

connected, so far as their contents are concerned, with the first

word of God against Tyre belonging to the eleventh year of

the captivity. And lastly, the threatening word concerning

Egypt in ch. xxx. 1-19, to which no definite chronological

data are attached, appears to stand nearer in point of time to

ch. xxix. 1-16 than to ch. xxix. 17—21.—Consequently the

arrangement is based upon the subject-matter of the prophecies,

and the chronological sequence is kept subordinate to this, or

rather to the comparative importance of the several nations in

relation to the theocracy.

These prophecies evidently rest upon the predictions of

the earlier prophets against the same nations, so far as their

contents are concerned ; and in the threats directed against

Tyre and Egypt, more especially, many of the thoughts con-
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tained in the prophecies of Isaiah (Isa. xxiii. and xix.) are

reproduced and expanded. But notwithstanding this resting

upon the utterances of earher prophets, Ezekiel's prophecy

against the heathen nations is distinguished in a characteristic

manner from that of the other prophets, by the fact that he

does not say a word about the prospect of these nations being

ultimately pardoned, or of the remnant of them being converted

to the Lord, but stops with the announcement of the utter

destruction of the earthly and temporal condition of all these

kingdoms and nations. The prophecy concerning Egypt in

ch. xxix. 13—16, to the effect that after forty years of chastise-

ment God will turn its captivity, and gather it together again,

is only an apparent and not a real exception to this ; for this

turning of the judgment is not to bring about a restoration of

Egypt to its former might and greatness or its glorification in

the future ; but, according to vers. 14 sqq., is simply to restore

a lowly and impotent kingdom, which will offer no inducement

to Israel to rely upon its strength. Through this promise,

therefore, the threat of complete destruction is only somewhat

modified, but by no means withdrawn. The only thing which

Ezekiel positively holds out to view before the seven heathen

nations is, that in consequence of the judgment falling upon them,

they will learn that God is Jehovah, or the Lord. This formula

regularly returns in the case of all the nations (vid. ch. xxv. 5,

7, 11, 17, xxvi. 6, xxviii. 22, 23, xxix. 6, 9, xxx. 8, 19, 25, 26,

xxxii. 15) ; and we might take it to mean, that through the

judgment of their destruction in a temporal respect, these

nations will come to the knowledge of the God of salvation.

And with this interpretation it would contain a slight allusion

to the salvation, which will flourish in consequence of and after

the judgment, in 'the case of those who have escaped destruc-

tion. If, however, we consider, on the one hand, that in the

case of Edom (ch. xxv. 14) the formula takes a harsher form,

namely, not that they shall know Jehovah, but that they shall

experience His vengeance; and, on the other hand, that the
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mighty Tyre is repeatedly threatened with destraction, even

eternal extinction (ch. xxvi. 20, 21, xxvii. 36, xxviii. 19), and

that the whole cycle of these prophecies closes with a funeral-

dirge on the descent of all the heathen nations into Sheol

(ch. xxxii. 17-32),—we shall see that the formula in question

cannot be taken in the sense indicated above, as Kliefoth main-

tains, but must be understood as signifying that these nations

will discern in their destruction the punitive righteousness of

God, so that it presents no prospect of future salvation, but

simply increases the force of the threat. There is nothing in

this distinction, however, to establish a discrepancy between

Ezekiel and the earlier prophets ; for Ezekiel simply fixes his

eye upon the judgment, which will fall upon the heathen

nations, partly on account of their hostile attitude towards the

kingdom of God, and partly on account of their deification of

their own might, and is silent as to the salvation which will

accrue even to them out of the judgment itself, but without in

the least degree denying it. The reason for his doing this is

not that the contemplation of the particular features, which

form the details of the immediate fulfilment, has led him to

avert his eye from the more comprehensive survey of the entire

future ;
* but that the proclamation of the spread of salvation

among the heathen lay outside the limits of the calling which

he had received from the Spirit of God. The prophetic mis-

sion of Ezekiel was restricted to the remnant of the covenant

nation, which was carried into exile, and scattered among the

heathen. To this remnant he was to foretell the destruction

1 DrecMer (in his commentary on Isa. xxiii.) has given the following

explanation of the distinction to be observed between the prophecies of

Isaiah and those of Ezekiel concerning Tyre,—namely, that in the case of

Isaiah the spirit of prophecy invests its utterances .with the character of

totality, in accordance with the position assigned to this prophet at the
entrance upon a new era of the world, embracing the entire future even
to the remotest times, and sketching with grand simplicity the ground-
plan and outline of the whole

; whereas in the case of the later prophets,
such as Jeremiah and Ezekiel, who were living in the midst of the historical

execution, the survey of the whole gives place to the contemplation of
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of the kingdom of Judali, and after the occurrence of that

catastrophe the preservation and eventual restoration of the

kingdom of God in a renewed and glorified form. With this

commission, which he had received from the Lord, there was

associated, it is true, the announcement of judgment upon the

heathen, inasmuch as such an announcement was well fitted to

preserve from despair the Israelites, who were pining under the

oppression of the heathen, and to revive the hope of the fulfil-

ment of the promise held out before the penitent of their future

redemption from their state of misery and restoration to the

position of the people of, God. But this would not apply to

the prophecies of the reception of the heathen into the renovated

kingdom of God, as they contained no special element of con-

solation to the covenant people in their depression.

In connection with this we have the equally striking circum-

stance, that Ezekiel does not mention Babylon among the

heathen nations. This may also be explained, not merely from

th& predominance of the idea of the judgment upon Israel and

Jerusalem, which the Chaldeans were to execute as " righteous

men" (ch. xxiii. 45), so that they only came before him as

such righteous men, and not as a world-power also (Kliefoth),

but chiefly from the fact that, for the reason described aboscg,

Ezekiel's prophecy of the judgment upon the heathen is re-

stricted to those nations which had hitherto cherished and

displayed either enmity or false friendship toward Israel, and

the Chaldeans were not then reckoned among the number.

—

For the further development of the prophecy concerning the

future of the whole heathen world, the Lord had called the

particular features belonging to the details of the immediate fulfilment.

But this explanation is not satisfactory, inasmuch as Jeremiah, notwith-

standing the fact that he lived in the midst of the execution of the judg-

ment, foretold the turning of judgment into salvation at least in the case

of some of the heathen nations. For example, in ch. xlviii. 47 he prophesies

to the Moabites, and in ch. xlix. 6 to the Ammonites, that in the future

time Jehovah will turn their captivity ; and in ch. xlvi. 26 he says, con-

cerning Egypt, that after the judgment it will be inhabited as in the days

of old.
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prophet Daniel at the same time as Ezekiel, and assigned him

his post at the seat of the existing heathen imperial power.

CHAP. XXV. AGAINST AMMON, MOAB, EDOM, AND THE

PHILISTINES.

The prophecies, comprehended in the heading (ver. 1) in one

" word of the Lord," against Ammon (vers. 1-7), Moab (vers.

8-11), Edom (vers. 12-14), and the Philistines (vers. 15-17),

those four border-nations of Israel, are very concise, the judg-

ment of destruction being foretold to them, in a few forcible

lines, partly on account of their scorn at the fall of the people

and kingdom of God, and partly because of actual hostility

manifested toward them. The date of these utterances is not

given in the heading ; but in vers. 3, 6, and 8 the destruction

of Jerusalem is presupposed as having already occurred, so

that they cannot have been delivered till after this catastrophe.

Vers. 1-7. Against the Ammonites.—^Ver. 1. And the

word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of matt, direct

thy face towards the sons of Ammon, and prophesy against them,

Ver. 3. And say to the sons of Ammon, Hear ye the word of

the Lord Jehovah ! Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Because thou

sayest, Aha! concerning my sanctuary, that it is profaned; and

concerning the land of Israel, that it is laid waste ; and concern-

ing the house of Judah, that they have gone into captivity

;

Ver. 4. Therefore, behold, I will give thee to the sons of tfie east

for a possession, that they may pitch their tent-villages in thee,

and erect their dwellings in thee'; they shall eat thy fruits, and

they shall drink thy milk. Ver. 5. And Rahbali will I make

a camel-ground, and the sons of Ammon a resting-place for

Socks ; and ye shall know that I am Jehovah. Ver. 6. For thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, Because thou hast clapped thy hand, and

stamped with thy foot, and hast rejoiced in soul with all thy con-

tempt concerning the house of Israel, Ver. 7. Therefore, behold, I
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will stretch out my hand against thee, and give thee to the nationsfor

booty, and cut thee offfrom thepeoples,and exterminate theefrom the

lands; Twill destroy thee, that thou mayst learn that lam Jehovah.

—In ch. xxi. 28 sqq., when predicting the expedition of Nebu-

chadnezzar against Jerusalem, Ezekiel had already foretold the

destruction of the Ammonites, so that these verses are simply a

resumption and confirmation of the earlier prophecy. In the

passage referred to, Ezekiel, like Zephaniah before him (Zeph.

ii. 8, 10), mentions their reviling of the people of God as the

sin for which they are to be punished with destruction. This

reviling, in which their hatred of the divine calling of Israel

found vent, was the radical sin of Ammon. On the occasion

of Judah's fall, it rose even to contemptuous and malicious joy

at the profanation of the sanctuary of Jehovah by the destruc-

tion of the temple (a comparison with ch. xxiv. 21 will show

that this is the sense in which ?™ is to be understood), at the

devastation of the land of Israel, and at the captivity of Judah,

—in other words, at the destruction of the religious and political

existence of Israel as the people of God. The profanation of

the sanctuary is mentioned first, to intimate that the hostility

to Israel, manifested by the Ammonites on every occasion that

presented itself (for proofs, see the comm. on Zeph. ii. 8), had

its roots not so much in national antipathies, as in antagonism

to the sacred calling of Israel. As a punishment for this, they

are not only to lose their land (vers. 4 and 5), but to be cut off

from the number of the nations (vers. 6 and 7). The Lord

will give up their land, with its productions, for a possession to

the sons of the east, i.e., according to Gen. xxv. 13-18, to the

Arabs, the Bedouins (for Dip ''33, see the comm. on Judg. vi. 3

and Job i. 3). The Fiel 'i^^';, although only occurring here, is

not to be rejected as critically suspicious, and to be changed

into Kal, as Hitzig proposes. The Kal would be unsuitablCj

because the subject of the sentence can only be D"]^ ''3a, and

not D/TniT'tp; and y?\ in the Kal has an intransitive sense.

For niT'D, tent-villages of nomads, see the comm. on Gen.
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ment of destruction being foretold to them, in a few forcible

lines, partly on account of their scorn at the fall of the people

and kingdom of God, and partly because of actual hostility

manifested toward them. The date of these utterances is not

given in the heading ; but in vers. 3, 6, and 8 the destruction

of Jerusalem is presupposed as having already occurred, so

that they cannot have been delivered till after this catastrophe.

Vers. 1-7. Against the Ammonites.—Ver. 1. And the

word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of man, direct

thy face towards the sons of Ammon, and prophesy against them,

Ver. 3. And say to the sons of Ammon, Hear ye the word of

the Lord Jehovah! Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Because thou
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will stretch out my hand against thee, and give thee to the nationsfor

booty, and cut thee offfrom thepeoples,and exterminate theefrom the

lands; I will destroy thee, that thou mayst learn that lam Jehovah.

—In ch. xxi. 28 sqq., when predicting the expedition of Nebu-

chadnezzar against Jerusalem, Ezekiel had already foretold the

destruction of the Ammonites, so that these verses are simply a

i-esumption and confirmation of the earlier prophecy. In the

passage referred to, Ezekiel, like Zephaniah before him (Zeph.

ii. 8, 10), mentions their reviling of the people of God as the

sin for which they are to be punished with destruction. This

reviling, in which their hatred of the divine calling of Israel

found vent, was the radical sin of Ammon. On the occasion

of Judah's fall, it rose even to contemptuous and malicious joy

at the profanation of the sanctuary of Jehovah by the destruc-

tion of the temple (a comparison with ch. xxiv. 21 will show

that this is the sense in which ?n^ is to be understood), at the

devastation of the land of Israel, and at the captivity of Judah,

—in other words, at the destruction of the religious and political

existence of Israel as the people of God. The profanation of

the sanctuary is mentioned first, to intimate that the hostility

to Israel, manifested by the Ammonites on every occasion that

presented itself (for proofs, see the comm. on Zeph. ii. 8), had

its roots not so much in national antipathies, as in antagonism

to the sacred calling of Israel. As a punishment for this, they

are not only to lose their land (vers. 4 and 5), but to be cut off

from the number of the nations (vers. 6 and 7). The Lord

will give up their land, with its productions, for a possession to

the sons of the east, i.e., according to Gen. xxv. 13-18, to the

Arabs, the Bedouins (for D'lp ''33, see the comm. on Judg. vi. 3

and Job i. 3). The Piel
^'^'f'.,

although only occurring here, is

not to be rejected as critically suspicious, and to be changed

into Kal, as Hitzig proposes. The Kal would be unsuitablej

because the subject of the sentence can only be Clp ija, and

not Dn''nh''D; and SK'J in the Kal has an intransitive sense.

For niT'D, tent-villages of nomads, see the comm. on Gen.
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XXV. 16. D''33B'p, dwellings, are the separate tents of the

shepherds. In the last clauses of ver. 4, nan is repeated for the

sake of emphasis ; and Hitzig's opinion, that the first nen corre-

sponds to the subject in the clause '131 13^^1, the second to that

in ^^njl, is to be rejected as a marvellous flight of imagination,

which approaches absurdity in the assertion that H?? ''"!?

signifies the folds, i.e. the animals, of the land. Along with

the fruit of the land, i.e. the produce of the soil, milk is also

mentioned as a production of pastoral life, and the principal

food of nomads. On the wealth of the Ammonites in flocks

and herds, see Judg. vi. 5. The words are addressed to

Ammon, as a land or kingdom, and hence the feminine sufiix.

The capital will also share the fate of the land. Rabhah (see

the comm. on Deut. iii. 11) will become a camel-ground, a

waste spot where camels lie down and feed. This has been

almost literally fulfilled. The ruins of Amman are deserted by

men, and Seetzen found Arabs with their camels not far off

{yid. von Raumer, Palestine, p. 268). In the parallel clause, the

sons of Ammon, i.e. the Ammonites, are mentioned instead of

their land.—In vers. 6 and 7, the Lord announces to the

nation of the Ammonites the destruction that awaits them, and

reiterates with still stronger emphasis the sin which occasioned

it, namely, the malicious delight they had manifested at Israel's

fall. ^tJKB'-baa is strengthened by tysj? : with all thy contempt

in the soul, i.e. with all the contempt which thy soul could

cherish. In ver. 7 the air. Xey. 32? occasions some difficulty.

The Keri has substituted Dp, for booty to the nations (cf. ch.

xxvi. 5) ; and all the ancient versions have adopted this. Con-

sequently J3 might be a copyist's error for D ; and in support

of this the circumstance might be adduced, that in ch. xlvii. 13,

where na stands for Ht, we have unquestionably a substitution

of i for t. But if the Cheiib ta be correct, the word is to be

explained—as it has been by Benfey (Die Montasnamen, p. 194)

and Gildemeister (in Lassen's Zeitsckrift fur die Kunde des

Morgenlandes, iv. 1, p. 213 sqq.)—from the Sanscrit hhdga,
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pars, portio, and has passed into the Semitic languages from

the Aryan, like the Syriac 1-^-^3, esca, which P. Boetticher

(Horae aram. p. 21) has correctly traced to the Sanscrit bhaj^

coquere.—The executors of the judgment are not named ; for

the threat that God will give up the land of the Ammonites to

the Bedouins for their possession, does not imply that they are

to exterminate the Ammonites. On the contrary, a comparison

of this passage with Amos i. 13-15 and Jer. xlix. 1-5, where

the Ammonites are threatened not only with the devastation of

their land, but also with transportation into exile, will show

that the Chaldeans are to be thought of as executing the

judgment. (See the comm. on ver. 11.)

Vers. 8-11. Against the Moabites.—Ver. 8. Thus saith

the Lord Jehovah, Because Moab, like Seir, saith, Behold, like

all other nations is the house of Judali : Ver. 9. Tlierefore,

behold, I will open the shoulder of Moab from the cities, from its

cities even to the last, the ornament of the land, Beth-hayeshimoth,

Baal-meon, and as far as Kiryathaim, Ver. 10. To the sons of

the east, together with the sons of Amnion, and will give it for a

possession, that the sons of Ammon may no more be remem-

bered among the nations. Ver. 11. Upon Moab will I execute

judgments ; and they shall learn that I am Jehovah.—Moab has

become guilty of the same sin against Judah, the people of

God, as Ammon, namely, of misunderstanding and despising

the divine election of Israel. Ammon gave expression to this,

when Judah was overthrown, in the malicious assertion that

the house of Judah was like all the heathen nations,—that

is to say, had no pre-eminence over them, and shared the same

fate as they. There is something remarkable in the allusion to

Seir, i.e. Edom, in connection with Moab, inasmuch as no

reference is made to it in the threat contained in vers. 9-11

;

and in vers. 12, 13, there follows a separate prediction con-

cerning Edom. Hitzig therefore proposes to follow the example
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of the LXX., and erase it from the text as a gloss, but without

being able in the smallest degree to show in what way it is

probable that such a gloss could have found admission into an

obviously unsuitable place. Seir is mentioned along with

Moab to mark the feeling expressed in the words of Moab as

springing, like the enmity of Edom towards Israel, from hatred

and envy of the spiritual birthright of Israel, i.e. of its peculiar

prerogatives in sacred history. As a punishment for this, Moab

was to be given up, like Ammon, to the Bedouins for their

possession, and the people of the Moabites were to disappear

from the number of the nations. Vers. 9 and 10 form one

period, D'li?. '^?.i? in ver. 10 being governed by nna in ver. 9.

The shoulder of Moab is the side of the Moabitish land. In

the application of the word ^1^3 to lands or provinces, regard is

had to the position of the shoulder in relation to the whole

body, but without reference to the elevation of the district.

We find an analogy to this in the use of fin3 in connection with

the sides of a building. In 'W1 D^'iVTO, the |t? cannot be taken,

in a privative sense, for rii''np ; for neither the article Q''"}3?v!j nor

the more emphatic ^nvijp vnvp, allows this ; but \0 indicates the

direction, " from the cities onwards," " from its cities onwards,

reckoning to the very last,"—that is to say, in its whole extent.

!invi5p, as in Isa. Ivi. 11, Gen. xix. 4, etc. This tract of land is

first of all designated as a glorious land, with reference to its

worth as a possession on account of the excellence of its soil

for the rearing of cattle (see the comm. on Num. xxxii. 4), and

then defined with geographical minuteness by the introduction

of the names of some of its cities. Beth-Hayeshimoth, i.e.

house of wastes (see the comm. on Num. xxii. 1), has probably

been preserved in the ruins of Suaime, which F. de Saulcy

discovered on the north-eastern border of the Dead Sea, a little

farther inland (vid. Voyage en terre sainte, Paris 1865, t. i.

p. 315). Baal-Meon,—when written fully, Beth-Baal-Meon
(Josh. xiii. 17),—contracted into Beth-Meon in Jer. xlviii. 23,
is to be sought for to the south-east of this, in the ruins of
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Myun, thre6-quai'ters of an hour's journey to the south of

Heshbon (see the comm. on Num. xxxii. 38). Kiryathaim

was still farther south, probably on the site of the ruins of' El

Teym (see the comm. on Gen. xiv. 5 and Num. xxxii. 37).

The Chetib non^lp is based upon the form tin^li?, a secondary

form of 0^riJ"ii3, like \Th, a secondary form of t^n% in 2 Kings

vi. 13. The cities named were situated to the north of the

Arnon, in that portion of the Moabitish land which had been

taken from the Moabites by the Amorites before the entrance

of the Israelites into Canaan (Num. xxi. 13, 26), and was

given to the tribe of Reuben for its inheritance after the defeat

of the Amoritish kings by the Israelites ; and then, still later,

when the tribes beyond the Jordan were carried into captivity

by the Assyrians, came into the possession of the Moabites

again, as is evident from Isa. xv. and xvi., and Jer. xlviii. 1, 23,

where these cities are mentioned once more among the cities of

the Moabites. This will explain not only the naming of this

particular district of the Moabitish country, but the definition,

" from its cities." For the fact upon which the stress is laid

in the passage before us is, that the land in question rightfully

belonged to the Israelites, according to Num. xxxii. 37, 38,

xxxiii. 49, Josh. xii. 2, 3, xiii. 20, 21, and that it was there-

fore unlawfully usurped by the Moabites after the deportation

of the trans-Jordanic tribes ; and the thought is this, that the

judgment would burst upon Moab from this land and these

cities, and they would thereby be destroyed (Havernick and

Kliefoth). lisr\^3 ^5?, not " over the sons of Ammon," but " in

addition to the sons of Ammon." They, that is to say, their

land, had already been promised to the sons of the east (ver. 4).

In addition to this, they are now to receive Moab for their

possession (Hitzig and Kliefoth). Thus will the Lord execute

judgments upon Moab. Ver. 11 sums up what is affirmed

concerning Moab in vers. 9 and 10, in the one idea of the

judgments of God upon this people.—The execution of these

judgments commenced with the subjugation of the Ammonites
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and Moabites by Nebuchadnezzar, five years after the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem (vid. Josephus, Antt. x. 9. 7, and M. von

Nlebuhr, Gesch. Assurs, etc., p. 215). Nevertheless the

Ammonites continued to exist as a nation for a long time after

the captivity, so that Judas the Maccabaean waged war against

them (1 Mace. v. 6, 30—43) ; and even Justin Martyr speaks

of 'AfifiaviTciv vvv iroXv if\,ri9o<; (Dial. Tryph. p. 272).

—

But

Origen includes their land in the general name of Arabia (lib. i.

in Job). The name of the Moabites appears to have become

extinct at a much earlier period. After the captivity, it is

only in Ezra ix. 1, Neh. xiii. 1, and Dan. xi. 41, that we find

any notice of them as a people. Their land is mentioned bv

Josephus in the Antiq. xiii. 14. 2, and xv. 4, and in the Bell.

Jud. iii. 3. 3.—A further fulfilment by the Messianic judgment,

which is referred to in Zeph. ii. 10, is not indicated in these

words of Ezekiel; but judging from the prophecy concerning

the Edomites (see the coram, on ver. 14), it is not to be

excluded.

Vers. 12-14. Against the Edomites.—Ver. 12. Thus saith

the Lord Jehovah, Because Edom acleth revengefully towards

the house of Judah, and hath been very guilty in avenging itself

upon them, Ver. 13. Therefore, thus saith the Lord Jehovah, T

will stretch out my hand over Edom, and cut off man and beast

from it, and make it a desert from Teman, and unto Dedan
they shall fall by the sword. Ver. 14. And I loill inflict

my vengeance upon Edom by the hand of my people Israel,

that they may do to Edom accm-ding to my anger and my
wrath; and they shall experience my vengeance, is the saying

of the Lord Jehovah.~Wh.ilst the Ammonites and the Moabites
are charged with nothing more than malicious pleasure at the
fall of Israel, and disregard of its divine calling, the Edomites
are reproached with revengeful acts of hostility towards the
house of Judah, and threatened with extermination in con-
sequence. The nib-j?, doing or actiag of Edom, is more pre-
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cisely defined as 'Ul D^p33, i.e. as consisting in the taking of

vengeance, and designated as very guilty, Dity's lOK'N''. nbjJ,

followed by 3 with an infinitive, as in ch. xvii. 17. Edom had

sought every opportunity of acting thus revengefully towards

Israel (yid. Obad. vers. 11 sqq. ; Amos i. 11), so that in

ch. XXXV. 5 Ezekiel speaks of tlie " eternal enmity " of Edom
against Israel. For this reason we must not restrict the

reproach in ver. 12 to particular outbreaks of this revenge at

the time of the devastation and destruction of Judah by the

Chaldeans, of which the Psalmist complains in Ps. cxxxvii., and

for which he invokes the vengeance of God upon Edom. Man
and beast are to be cut off from Edom in consequence, and the

land to become a desert from Teman to Dedan. These names

denote not cities, but districts. Teman is the southern portion

bf Idumaea (see the comm. on Amos i. 12) ; and Dedan is

therefore the northern district. Dedan is probably not the

Cushite tribe mentioned in Gen. x. 7, but the tribe of the same

name which sprang from the sons of Abraham by Keturah

(Gen. XXV. 3), and which is also mentioned in Jer. xlix. 8 in

connection with Edom. HJ'i'i has n local with Seghol instead

of Kametz, probably on account of the preceding a (vid. Ewald,

§ 216c). There is no necessity to connect tO''nD with the

following clause, as Hitzig and Kliefoth have done, in opposi-

tion to the accents. The two geographical names, which are

used as a periphrasis for Idumaea as a whole, are distributed

equally through the paralUlismus membrorum between the two

clauses of the sentence, so that they belong to both clauses, so

far as the sense is concerned. Edom is to become a desert

from Teman to Dedan, and its inhabitants from Teman to

Dedan are to fall by the sword. This judgment of vengeance

will be executed by God through His people Israel. The fulfil-

ment of this threat, no doubt, commenced with the subjugation

of the Edomites by the Maccabees ; but it is not to be limited

to that event, as Eosenmiiller, Kliefoth, and others suppose,

although the foundation was thereby laid for the disappearance
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of the national existence of Edom. For it is impossible with

this limitation to do justice to the emphatic expression, " my
people Israel." On the ground, therefore, of the prophecies in

Amos ix. 12 and Obad. vers. 17 sqq., that the people of God

are to take possession of Edom, when the fallen tabernacle of

David is raised up again, i.e. in the Messianic times, which

prophecies point back to that of Balaam in Num. xxiv. 18, and

have their roots, as this also has, in the promise of God con-

cerning the twin sons of Isaac, " the elder shall serve the

younger" (Gen. xxv. 23), we must seek for the complete

fulfilment in the victories of the people of God over all their

foes, among whom Edom from time immemorial had taken the

leading place, at the time when the kingdom of God is per-

fected. For even here Edom is not introduced merely as a

single nation that was peculiarly hostile to Judah, but also as

a type of the implacable enmity of the heathen world towards

the people and kingdom of God, as in ch. xxxv,, Isa. xxxiv. 63,

etc. The vengeance, answering to the anger and wrath of

Jehovah, which Israel, as the people of God, is to execute

upon Edom, consists not merely in the annihilation of the

national existence of Edom, which John Hyrcanus carried into

effect by compelling the subjugated Edomites to adopt circum-

cision (see the comm. on Num. xxiv. 18), but chiefly in the

wrathful judgment which Israel will execute in the person of

Christ upon the arch-enemy of the kingdom of God by its

complete extinction.

Vers. 15-17. Against the Philistines.—Ver. 15. Thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, Because the Philistines act with revenge,

and avenge themselves with contempt in the soul to destroy in

everlasting enmity, "Ver. 16. Therefore thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, Behold, I will stretch out my hand over the Philistines,

and cut off the Cretans, and destroy the remnant by the sea-

shore. Ver. 17. And I will execute great vengeance upon
them through chastisements of wrath, and they shall know that
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I am Jelwvah, lolien I bring my vengeance upon them.—
The Philistines resembled the Edomites and Ammonites in

their disposition towards the covenant nation, the former in

their thirst for revenge, the latter in their malicious rejoicing

at Israel's fall. For this reason they had already been classed

by Isaiah (xi. 14) with Edora, Moab, and Ammon as enemies,

who would be successfully attacked and overcome by Israel,

when the Lord had gathered it again from its dispersion. In

the description of its sin towards Israel we have a combination

of elements taken from the conduct of Edom and Ammon
(vers. 12 and 6). They execute revenge with contempt in the

soul (tJ'S3a t2NB', as in ver. 6), with the intention to destroy

(D'lnB'bp) Israel ; and this revenge springs from eternal, never-

ending hostility. The Lord will cut off the whole of the

people of the Philistines for this. ^''^'}^, Cretans, originally a

branch of the Philistian people, settled in the south-west of

Canaan. The name is used by Ezekiel for the people, as it

had already been by Zephaniah (ii. 5), for the sake of the

paronomasia with ''l?13n. The origin of the name is involved

in obscurity, as the current derivation from Creta rests upon a

very doubtful combination (cf. Stark, Gaza, pp. 66 and 99 sqq.).

By the " remnant of the sea-coast," i.e. the remnant of the

inhabitants of the coast of the Mediterranean, in other words,

of the Philistines, the destruction of which had already been

predicted by Amos (i. 8), Isaiah (xiv. 30), and Jeremiah

(xlvii. 4), we are to understand the whole nation to the very

last man, all that was still left of the Philistines (see the comm.

on Amos i'. 8).—The execution of the vengeance threatened by

God began in the Chaldean period, in which Gaza was attacked

by Pharaoh, and, judging from Jer. xlvii., the whole of Philistia

was laid waste by the Chaldeans (see the fuller comments on

this in the exposition of Jer. xlvii.). But the ultimate fulfil-

ment will take place in the case of Philistia also, through the

Messianic judgment, in the manner described in the commeu'

tary on Zeph. ii. 10.

EZEK. r. ^ A
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CHAP. XXVI.-XXVIII.—AGAINST TYRE AND SIDON.

The greater portion of these three chapters is occupied with

the prophecy concerning Tyre, which extends from ch. xxvi. ]

to ch. xxviii. 19. The prophecy against Sidon is limited tc

ch. xxviii. 20-26. The reason for this is, that the grandeur

and importance of Phoenicia were concentrated at that time in

the power and rule of Tyre, to which Sidon had been obhged

to relinquish the hegemony, which it had formerly possessed

over Phoenicia. The prophecy against Tyre consists of four

words of God, of which the first (ch. xxvi.) contains the threat

of destruction to the city and state of Tyre ; the second

(ch, xxvii.), a lamentation over this destruction; the third

(ch. xxviii. 1-10), the threat against the king of Tyre; the

fourth (ch. xxviii. 11—19), a lamentation over his fall.

CHAP. XXVI. THE FALL OF TYKE.

In four sections, commencing with the formula, " thus saith

the Lord," Tyre, the mistress of the sea, is threatened with

destruction. In the first strophe (vers. 2-6) there is a general

threat of its destruction by a host of nations. In the second

(vers. 7-14), the enemy is mentioned by name, and designated

as a powerful one ; and the conquest and destruction emanating

from him are circumstantially described. In the third (vers.

15-18), the impression which this event would produce upon

the inhabitants of the islands and coast-lands is depicted. And
in the fourth (vers. 19-21), the threat is repeated in an energetic

manner, and the prophecy is thereby rounded off.

This word of God bears in the introduction the date of its

delivery to the prophet and enunciation by him. Ver. 1. It

came to pass in the eleventh year, on the first of the month, that

the word of Jehovah came to me, saying.—The eleventh year of

the exile of Jehoiachin was the year of the conquest and de-

struction of Jerusalem (Jer. lii. 6, 12), the occurrence of which
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is presupposed in ver. 2 also. There is something striking in the

omission of the number of the month both here and in ch. xxxii.

17, as the day of the month is given. The attempt to discover

in the words ^jh insj3 an indication of the number of the

month, by understanding B''inp as signifying the first month of the

year : " on the first as regards tlie month," equivalent to, " in

the first month, on the first day of it" (LXX., Luther, Kliefoth,

and others), is as forced and untenable as the notion that that

particular month is intended which had peculiar significance

for Ezekiel, namely, the month in which Jerusalem was con-

quered and destroyed. The first explanation is proved to be

erroneous by ver. 2, where the destruction of Jerusalem, which

occurred in the fifth month of the year named, is assumed to

have already happened. The second view is open to the objec-

tion that the conquest of Jerusalem happened in the fourth

month, and the destruction in the fifth (Jer. Hi. 6 and 12) ; and

it cannot be affirmed that the conquest was of less importance to

Ezekiel than the destruction. We cannot escape the conclu-

sion, therefore, that the number of the month has been dropped

through a corruption of the text, which has occurred in copying

;

but in that case we must give up all hope of being able to de-

termine what the month really was. The conjecture offered

by Ewald and Hitzig, that one of the last months of the year

is intended, because Ezekiel could not have known before then

what impression the conquest of Jerusalem had made upon

Tyre, stands or falls with the naturalistic view entertained by

these writers with regard to prophecy.

Vers. 2—6. Tyre shall be broken and utterly destroyed.

—

Ver. 2. Son of man, because Tyre saith concerning Jerusalem,

" Alia, the door of the nations is broken ; it turneth to me ; I

shall become full; she is laid waste;" Ver. 3. Therefore thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will come upon thee,

Tyre, and will bring up against thee many nations, as the sea

bringing vp its waves. Ver. 4. They will destroy the walls

of Tyre, and throw down her tovjers ; and I will sweep away
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her dust from her, and make her a hare rock. Ver, 5. She shall

become a place for the spreading of nets in the midst of the sea,

for I have spoken it, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah ; and she

shall become booty for the nations. Ver. 6. And her daughters

which are in the land shall he slain with the sword; and

they shall learn that I am Jehovah.—Ttee, as in the pro-

phecy of Isaiah (ch. xxiii.), is not the city of that name upon

the mainland, rj iraXai Tvpa or UaXalTvpo-;, Old Tyre, which

was taken by Shalmaneser and destroyed by Alexander (as

Perizon., Marsh, Vitringa, J. D. Michaelis, and Eichhorn

supposed), but Insular Tyre, which was three-quarters of a

mile farther north, and only 1200 paces from the land, being

built upon a small island, and separated from the mainland by a

strait of no great depth (yid. Movers, Phoenisier, II. p. 288

sqq.). This Insular Tyre had successfully resisted the Assy-

rians (Josephus, Antt. ix. 14. 2), and was at that time the

market of the nations ; and in Ezekiel's day it had reached the

summit of its greatness as mistress of the sea and the centre of

the commerce of the world. That it is against this Tyre that

our prophecy is chiefly directed, is evident from vers. 5 and 14,

according to which Tyre is to become a bare rock in the midst

of the sea, and from the allusion to the daughter cities, •V^'^, in

the field, i.e. on the mainland (in ver. 6), as contrasted with

the position occupied by Tyre upon a rocky island in the sea

;

and, lastly, from the description given in ch. xxvii. of the mari-

time trade of Tyre with all nations, to which Old Tyre never

attained, inasmuch as it possessed no harbour (vid. Movers,

I.e. p. 176). This may easily be reconciled with such passages

as vers. 6, 8, and ch. xxvii., xxviii., in which reference is also

made to the continental Tyre, and the conquest of Tyre is

depicted as the conquest of a land-city (see the exposition of

these verses).—The threat against Tyre commences, as in the

case of the nations threatened in ch. xxv., with a brief descrip-

tion of its sin. Tyre gave expression to its joy at the fall of

Jerusalem, because it hoped to derive profit therefrom through
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the extension of its commerce and increase of its wealth.

Different explanations have been given of the meaning of the

words put into the mouth of Tyre. " The door of the nations

is broken in pieces." The plural J^Srhi indicates the folding

doors which formed the gate, and are mentioned in its stead.

Jerusalem is the door of the nations, and is so called according

to the current opinion of expositors, because it was the centre of

the commerce of the nations, i.e. as a place of trade. But

nothing is known to warrant the idea that Jerusalem was ever

able to enter into rivalry with Tyre as a commercial city. The

importance of Jerusalem with regard to other nations was to

be found, not in its commerce, nor in the favourable situation

which it occupied for trade, in support of which Havernick

refers to Herodotus, iii. 5, and Hitzig to Ezekiel xxiii. 40, 41,

but in its sanctuary, or the sacred calling which it had received

for the whole world of nations. Kliefoth has therefore decided

in favour of the following view: That Jerusalem is called a

gate of the nations, not because it had hitherto been open to

the nations for free and manifold intercourse, but for the very

opposite reason, namely, because the gate of Jerusalem had

hitherto been closed and barred against the nations, but was

now broken in pieces through the destruction of the city, and

thereby opened to the nations. Consequently the nations, and

notably Tyre, would be able to enter now ; and from this fact

the Tyrians hoped to derive advantage, so far as their com-

mercial interests were concerned. But this view is not in

harmony with the text. Although a gate is opened by being

broken in pieces, and one may force an entrance into a house

by breaking the dooi: (Gen. xix. 9), yet the expression " door of

the nations " cannot signify a door which bars all entrance on

the part of the nations, inasmuch as doors and gates are not

made to secure houses and cities against the forcible entrance

of men and nations, but to render it possible for them to go out

and in. Moreover, the supposition that " door of the nations"

is equivalent to shutting against the nations, is not in harmony
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with the words ''^K napj which follow. The expression " it has

turned to me," or it is turned to me, has no meaning unless it

signifies that through the breaking of the door the stream of the

nations would turn away from Jerusalem to Tyre, and there-

fore that hitherto the nations had turned to Jerusalem, naoj

is the 3d pers. perf. Niphal of 33D, for n3D3, formed after the

analogy of DD3, etc. The missing subject to napj is to be found

ad sensum in D'syn nin^'n. It is not the door itself, but the

entrance and streaming in of the nations, which had previously

been directed towards Jerusalem, and would now turn to Tyre.

There is no necessity, therefore, for Hitzig's conjecture, that

nNljBN should be altered into i^?^!?, and the latter taken as the

subject. Consequently we must understand the words of the

Tyrians as signifying that they had regarded the drawing of

the nations to Jerusalem, i.e. the force of attraction which

Jerusalem had hitherto exerted upon the nations, as the seat of

the divine revelation of mercy, or of the law and judgment of

the Lord, as interfering with their endeavour to draw all nations

to themselves and gain them over to their purposes, and that

they rejoiced at the destruction of Jerusalem, because they

hoped that henceforth they would be able to attract the nations

to themselves and enrich themselves with their possessions.

This does not require that we should accredit the Tyrians with

any such insight into the spiritual calling of Jerusalem as would

lie beyond their heathen point of view. The simple circum-

stance, that the position occupied by Jerusalem in relation to

the world apparently interfered with the mercantile interests of

the Tyrians, would be quite sufficient to excite a malignant

pleasure at the fall of the city of God, as the worship of God
and the worship of Mammon are irreconcilably opposed. The
source from which the envy and the enmity manifesting itself

in this malicious pleasure took their rise, is indicated in the last

words: "I shall fill myself, she (Jerusalem) is laid waste,"

which Jerome has correctly linked together thus: quia ilia

deserta est, idcirco ego implehor. i^'?^'}, to be filled with mer-
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cliandise and wealth, as in ch. xxvii. 25. On account of this

disposition toward the kingdom of God, which led Tyre to

expect an increase of power and wealth from its destruction,

the Lord God would smite it with ruin and annihilation. ''33^

^vV, behold, I will come upon thee, as in ch. xiii. 8 ; Jer. 1. 31

,

Nah. iii. 5. God will lead a powerful army against Tyre, which

shall destroy its walls and towers. Instead of the army, " many

nations" are mentioned, because Tyre is hoping to attract

more nations to itself in consequence of the destruction of

Jerusalem. This hope is to be fulfilled, though in a different

sense from that which Tyre intended. The comparison of the

advancing army to the advancing waves of the sea is very

significant when the situation of Tyre is considered. D*n is the

subject to ni?vri3j and the Hiphil is construed with ? instead of

the accusative (compare Ewald, § 292c with § 277e). Accord-

to Arrian, ii. 18. 3, and Ourtius, iv. 2. 9, 12, and 3. 13, Insular

Tyre was fortified all round with lofty walls and towers, which

were certainly in existence as early as Nebuchadnezzar's time.

Even the dust of the demolished buildings (i^'^??'.) God would

sweep away
C'^'"!?'?,

air. "Key., with a play upon inriB'), so that

the city, i.e. the site on which it had stood, would become a

bare and barren rock (y?p rfriS, as in ch. xxiv. 7), a place where

fishermen would spread out their nets to dry. " Her daughters
"

also, that is to say, the towns dependent upon Tyre, " on the

field," i.e. the open country,—in other words, their inhabitants,

—would be slain with the sword.

In vers. 7-14 the threat is carried still further.—Ver. 7. For

thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will bring against Tyre

Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon, from the north, the king

of kings, with horses, and chariots, and horsemen, and a multitude

of much 'people. Ver. 8. Thy daughters in the field he will slay

with the sword, and he will erect siege-towers against thee, and

throw up a rampart against thee, and set up shields against thee,

Ver. 9. And direct his battering-rams against thy walls, and

throw down thy towers with his swords, Ver. 10. From the
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multitude of Ms horses their dust will cover thee ; from the noise

of the horsemen, wheels, and chariots, thy walls will shake when

he shall enter into thy gates, as they enter a city broken open.

Ver. 11. With the hoofs of his horses he will tread down all thy

streets ; thy people he will slay loith the sword, and thy glorious

pillars will fall to the ground. Ver. 12. They will make booty

of thy possessions, and plunder thy merchandise, destroy thy walls,

and throw down thy splendid mansions, and sink thy stones, thy

wood, and thy dust in the water. Ver. 13. J will put an end

to the sound of thy songs, and the music of thy harps shall be

heard no more. Ver. 14. / will make thee a bare rock; thou

shah be a place for the spreading of nets, and be built no

more ; for 1 Jehovah have spoken it, is the saying of the

Lord Jehovah.—Nebuchadnezzar, the great king of Babylon,

—this is the meaning of the rhetorical description in these

verses,—will come with a powerful army (ver. 7), smite with

the sword the inland cities dependent upon Tyre (ver. 8, com-

pare ver. 6), then commence the siege of Tyre, destroy its

walls and towers (vers. 86 and 9), enter with his army the city

in which breaches have been made, put the inhabitants to death

(vers. 10 and 11), plunder the treasures, destroy walls and build-

ings, and cast the ruins into the sea (ver. 12). Nebuchadrezzar,

or Nebuchadnezzar (for the name see the comm. on 2 Kings

xxiv. 1), is called king of kings, as the supreme ruler of the

Babylonian empire, because the kings of conquered provinces

and lands were subject to him as vassals (see the comm. on

Isa. X. 8). His army consists of war-chariots, and cavalry, and
a great multitude of infantry, ^vnyi ^ni? are co-ordinate, so

far as the rhetorical style is concerned ; but in reality ^VDJJ is

subordinate to ?ni^, as in ch. xxiii. 24, inasmuch as the hr\'i>^ con-

sisted of nvay. On the siege-works mentioned in ver. 86, see

the comm. on ch. iv. 2. nss d'iJn signifies the construction of

a roof with shields, by which the besiegers were accustomed to

defend themselves from the missiles of the defenders of the
city wall while pursuing their labours. Herodotus repeatedly
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mentions such shield-roofs as used by the Persians (ix, 61. 99,

102), though, according to Layard, they are not to be found

upon the Assyrian monuments (see the comm. on Nah. ii. 6).

There is no doubt that foi?, ''^^ signifies the battering-ram,

called "13 in ch. xxi. 27, though the meaning of the words is

disputed, "'no, literally, thrusting or smiting. \b2p, from ??'p, to

be pointed either ^^^i? or S)>^\>^ (the form i?3p^ adopted by v. d.

Hooght and J. H. Michaelis is opposed to the grammatical

rules), has been explained by Gesenius and others as signifying

res opposita, that which is opposite ; hence l7Dp TIO, the thrust-

ing or demolishing of that which stands opposite. In the

opinion of others, ?3"p is an instrument employed in besieging;

but there is nothing in the usage of the language to sustain

either this explanation or that adopted by Havernick, " destruc-

tion of his defence." vninnn, his swords, used figuratively for

his weapons or instruments of war, " his irons," as Ewald has

very aptly rendered it. The description in ver. 10 is hyper-

bolical. The number of horses is so great, that on their

entering the city they cover it with dust, and the walls shake

with the noise of the horsemen and chariots. '3D TiJ? ''5?i3p3,

literally, as the marchings into a broken city, i.e. a city taken by

storm, generally are. The simile may be explained from the

peculiar situation of Insular Tyre. It means that the enemy

will enter it as they march into a land-fortress into which a

breach has been made by force. The words presuppose that

the besieger has made a road to the city by throwing up an

embankment or dam. '^n niaSD, the memorial pillars of thy

might, and the pillars dedicated to Baal, two of which are

mentioned by Herodotus (ii. 44) as standing in the temple of

Hercules at Tyre, one of gold, the other of emerald ; not images

of gods, but pillars, as symbols of Baal. These sink or fall to

the ground before the overwhelming might of the foe (compare

Isa. xlvi. 1, xxi. 9, and 1 Sam. v. 3). After the slaughter of

the inhabitants and the fall of the gods, the plundering of the

treasures begins, and then follows the destruction of the city.
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mm •<m are not pleasure-houses (" pleasure-towers, or garden-

houses of the wealthy merchants," as Ewald supposes), for there

was not space enough upon the island for gardens (Strabo, xvi.

2. 23), but the lofty, magnificent houses of the city, the palaces

mentioned in Isa. xxiii. 13. Yea, the whole city shall be

destroyed, and that so completely that they will sweep stones,

wood, and rubbish into the sea.—Thus will the Lord put an

end to the exultation and rejoicing in Tyre (ver. 13 ; compare

Isa. xiv. 11 and Amos v. 23).—The picture of the destruction of

this powerful city closes with the repetition of the thought from

ver. 5, that Tyre shall be turned into a bare rock, and shall

never be built again.

Vers. 15-18. The tidings of the destruction of Tyre will

produce great commotion in all her colonies and the islands

connected with her.—Ver. 15. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah to

Tyre, Will not the islands tremble at the noise of thy fall, at the

groaning of the wounded, at the slaughter in the midst of thee ?

Ver. 16. And all the princes of the sea will come down from

their thrones, and will lay aside their robes and take off their

embroidered clothes, and dress themselves in terrors, sit upon the

earth, and they will tremble every moment, and be astonished at

thee. Ver. 17. They will raise a lamentation for thee, and say

to thee : How hast thou perished, thou who wast inhabitedfrom

out of the sea, thou renowned city, she who was mighty upon the

sea, she and her inhabitants, who inspired all her inhabitants with

fear of her ! Ver. 18. Now do the islands tremble on the day

of thy fall, and the islands in the sea are confounded at thy

departure.—^?n, nonne, has the force of a direct affirmation.

n?sa Pip, the noise of the fall, stands for the tidings of the

noise, since the noise itself could not be heard upon the islands.

The fall takes place, as is added for the purpose of depicting

the terrible nature of the event, at or amidst the groanincr of

the wounded, and the slaughter in the midst of thee. J^na is

the infinitive Niphal, with the accent drawn back on account of

the following Milel, and should be pointed 5"?.n3. The word
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C'^N, islands, is frequently used so as to embrace the coast lands

of the Mediterranean Sea ; we have therefore to understand it

here as applied to the Phoenician colonies on the islands and

coasts of that sea. The " princes of the sea " are not kings of

the islands, but, according to Isa. xxiii. 8, the merchants pre-

siding over the colonies of Tyre, who resembled princes. niNDS,

not royal thrones, but chairs, as in 1 Sam. iv. 13, etc. The

picture of their mourning recalls the description in Jonah iii. 6

;

it is not derived from that passage, however, but is an indepen-

dent description of the mourning customs which commonly

prevailed among princes. The antithesis introduced is a very

striking one : clothing themselves in terrors, putting on terrors

in the place of the robes of state which they have laid aside

(see the similar trope in ch. vii. 27). The thought is rendered

still more forcible by the closing sentences of the verse : they

tremble ^''Wy, by moments, i.e. as the moments return,

—

actually, therefore, " every moment " (yid. Isa. xxvii. 3).—In

the lamentation which they raise (ver. 17), they give pro-

minence to the alarming revolution of all things, occasioned by

the fact that the mistress of the seas, once so renowned, has

now become an object of horror and alarm. D^B^D 03013,

inhabited from the seas. This is not to be taken as equivalent

to " as far as the seas," in the sense of, whose inhabitants

spread over the seas and settle there, as Gesenius (Thes.) and

Havernick suppose ; for being inhabited is the very opposite of

sending the inhabitants abroad. If p were to be taken in the

geographical sense of direction or locality, the meaning of the

expression could only be, whose inhabitants spring from the

seas, or have migi'ated thither from all seas; but this would

not apply to the population of Tyre, which did not consist of

men of all nations under heaven. Hitzig has given the correct

interpretation, namely, from the sea, or out of the seas, which

had as it were ascended as an inhabited city out of the bosom

of the sea. It is not easy to explain the last clause of ver. 17

:

who inspired all her inhabitants with their terror, or with terror
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of them (of themselves) ; for if the relative nfX is taken in

connection with the preceding n'^f, the thought arises that the

inhabitants of Tyre inspired her inhabitants, i.e. themselves,

with their terror, or terror of themselves. Kimchi, Rosen-

miiller, Ewald, Kliefoth, and others, have therefore proposed

to take the suffix in the second nUB'i'' as referring to Djn, all the

inhabitants of the sea, i.e. all her colonies. But this is open to

the objection, that not only is D^ of the masculine gender, but

it is extremely harsh to take the same suffix attached to the two

n''3B''' as referring to different subjects. We must therefore

take the relative "iK'X and the suffix in Dri''nn as both referring

to iVy^'') N^T : the city with its population inspired all its several

inhabitants with fear of itself. This is not to be understood,

however, as signifying that the inhabitants of Tyre kept one

another in a state of terror and alarm ; but that the city with

its population, through its power upon the sea, inspired all the

several inhabitants with fear of this its might, inasmuch as the

distinction of the city and its population was reflected upon

every individual citizen. This explanation of the words is con-

firmed by the parallel passages in ch. sxxii. 24 and 26.—This

city had come to so appalling an end, that all the islands

trembled thereat. The two hemistichs in ver. 18 are synony-

mous, and the thought returns by way of conclusion to ver. 15.

r^X has the Aramaean form of the plural, which is sometimes

met with even in the earlier poetry (yid. Ewald, § 177a). HXS,

departure, i.e. destruction.

Vers. 19-21. Thus will Tyre, covered by the waves of the

sea, sink into the region of the dead, and vanish for ever from

the earth.—Ver. 19. For thus saith the Lord Jehovah, When I
make thee a desolate city, like the cities which are no longer in-

habited, when I cause the deep to rise over thee, so that the many
waters cover thee, Ver. 20. / cast thee down to those who have

gone into the grave, to the people of olden time, and cause thee to

dwell in the land of the lower regions, in the ruins from the olden

time, with those who have gone into the grave, that thou mayest he
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no longer inliahited, and 1 create that which is glorious in the

land of the living. Ver. 21. / make thee a terror, and thou

art no more ; they will seek thee, and find thee no more for

ever, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.—Not only will ruin

and desolation come upon Tyre, but it will sink for ever into

the region of the dead. In this concluding thought the

whole threat is summed up. The infinitive clauses of ver. 19

recapitulate the leading thoughts of the previous strophes, for

the purpose of appending the closing thought of banishment td

the under-world. By the rising of the deep we are to under-

stand, according to ver. 12, that the city in its ruins will be

sunk into the depths of the sea. in '''ini'', those who go down

into the pit or grave, are the dead. They are described still

further as D?^y Oy, not " those who are sleeping the long sleep

of death," or the generation of old whom all must join ; but the

people of the " old world " before the flood (2 Pet. ii. 5), who

were buried by the waters of the flood, in accordance with

Job xxii. 15, where oTiS denotes the generations of the primeval

world, and after the analogy of the use of a>S)3 DJ in Isa.

xliv. 7, to describe the human race as existing from time

immemorial. In harmony with this, Dj'iJ'B niinn are the ruins

of the primeval world which perished in the flood. As tbS)} DJ?

adds emphasis to the idea of li3 nii'', so also does D?iyo l^i^^ni?

to that of ni'nnri pN. Tyre shall not only descend to the dead

in Sheol, but be thrust down to the people of the dead, who

were sunk into the depths of the earth by the waters of the

flood, and shall there receive its everlasting dwelling-place

among the rtiins of the primeval world which was destroyed by

the flood, beside that godless race of the olden time. pK
ni'rinn, land of the lowest places (cf. ch. xxxii. 18, 24), is a

periphrasis for Sheol, the region of the dead (compare Eph.

iv. 9, " the lower parts of the earth "). On 'W1 '^i ''nnji Hitzig

has observed with perfect correctness : " If we retain the point-

ing as the first person, with which the place assigned to the

Aihnach (») coincides, we must at any rate not regard the
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clause as still dependent upon tJ?l?^, and the force of the ^b as

continued. We should then have to take the clause as inde-

pendent and affirmative, as the accentuators and the Targum

have done." But as this would give rise to a discrepancy

between the two halves of the verse, Hitzig proposes to alter ''Wrii

into the second person "'nMI., so that the clause would still be

governed bv i<^ IVp^. But the want of agreement between the

two halves of the verse does not warrant an alteration of the

text, especially if it lead to nothing better than the forced

rendering adopted by Hitzig, " and thou no longer shinest with

glory in the land of the living," which there is nothing in the

language to justify. And even the explanation proposed by

Havernick and Kliefoth, " that I no longer produce anything

glorious from thee (Tyre) in the land of the living," is open to

this objection, that " from thee" is arbitrarily interpolated into

the text ; and if this were what Ezekiel meant, he would either

have added 'H? or written '^l^'iinj. Moreover, the change of

person is a sufficient objection to our taking ''l^inj as dependent

upon ]Viy?, and supplying iih. 'nnjl is evidently a simple con-

tinuation of ^''naE'ini. And nothing but the weightiest objec-

tions should lead us to give up a view which so naturally

suggests itself. But no such objections exist. Neither the

want of harmony between the two halves of the verse, nor the

context,—according to which Tyre and its destruction are

referred to both before and immediately after,—forces us to

the adoption of explanations at variance with the simple mean-

ing of the words. We therefore adhere to the natural inter-

pretation of the words, " and I set (establish) glory in the land

of the living
;

" and understand by the land of the living, not

the theocracy especially, but the earth, in contrast to the region

of the dead. The words contain the general thought, that on
and after the overthrow of the glory of the ungodly power of

the world, He will create that which is glorious on the earth

to endure for ever ; and this He really does by the establishing

of His kingdom.—Tyre, on the contrary, shall become, through
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its fate, an otject of terror, or an example of sudden destruc-

tion, and pass away with all its glory, not leaving a trace

behind. For ver. 216, compare Isa. xli. 12 and Ps. xxxvii. 36.

'•E'panij imperf. Pual, has Chateph-patacJi between the two u, to

indicate emphatically that the syllable is only a very loosely

closed one (vid. Ewald, § 316, p. 95).

CHAP. XXVII. LAMENTATION OVER THE PALL OF TYRE.

The lamentation commences with a picture of the glory of

the city of Tyre, its situation, its architectural beauty, its mili-

tary strength and defences (vers. 3-11), and its wide-spread

commercial relations (vers. 12-25); and then passes into mourn-

ful lamentation over the ruin of all this glory (vers. 26-36).

Vers. 1-11. Introduction and description of the glory and

might of Tyre.—Ver. 1. And the word of Jehovah came to me,

saying, Ver. 2. And do thou, son of man, raise a lamentation

over Tyre, Ver. 3. And say to Tyre, Thou who dwellest at the

approaches of the sea, merchant of the nations to many islands,

thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Tyre, thou sayest, I am perfect in

beauty. Ver. 4. In the heart of the seas is thy territory ; thy

builders have made thy beauty perfect. Ver. 5. Out of cypresses

of Senir they built all double-planlc-ioorhfor thee ; they took cedars

of Lebanon to make a mast upon thee. Ver, 6. IViey made thine

oars of oaks of Bashan, thy benches they made of ivory set in box

from the islands of the Chittaeans. Ver. 7. Byssus in em-

broidery from Egypt was thy sail, to serve thee for a banner ;

blue and red purple from the islands ofElishah was thine awning.

Ver. 8. The inhabitants of Sidon and Arvad were thy rowers

;

thy skilful men, Tyre, were in thee, they were thy sailors.

Ver. 9. T/ie elders of Gebal and its skilful men were with thee to

repair thy leaks ; all the ships of the sea and their mariners were

in thee to barter thy goods. Ver. 10. Persian and Lydian and

Jjibyan were in thine army, thy men of loar ; shield and helmet they

hung up in thee; they gave brilliancy to thee. Ver. 11. The sons
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of Arvad and thine army were upon thy walls round about, and

brave men were upon thy towers ; they hung up their shields

xipon thy walls round about ; they have made thy beauty perfect.—
The lamentation commences with an address to Tyre, in which

its favourable situation for purposes of trade, and the perfect

beauty of which she was conscious, are placed in the fore-

ground (ver. 3). Tyre is sitting, or dwelling, at the approaches

of the sea. OJ nkup, approaches or entrances of the sea, are

harbours into which ships sail and from which they depart, just

as T'lfi^ ''i^p, the gate of the city, is both entrance and exit.

This description does not point to the city on the mainland, or

Old Tyre, but answers exactly to Insular Tyre with its two

harbours.^ ^'^??'', with the connecting i, which is apparently

confounded here after the Aramaean fashion with the i of the

feminine pronoun, and has therefore been marked by the

Masora as superfluous {vid. Ewald, § 2116). The combination

of npan with '"• C^S ?8< may be accounted for from the primary

meaning of ^S^, to travel about as a merchant : thou who didst

go to the nations on many shores to carry on thy trade. Tyre

itself considers that she is perfect in her beauty, partly on

account of her strong position in the sea, and partly because of

her splendid edifices.' In the description which follows of this

' Insular Tyre possessed two harbours, a northeru one called the

Sidonian, because it was on the Sidonian side, and one on the opposite or

south-eastern side, which was called the Egyptian harbour from the direc-

tion in which it pointed. The Sidonian was the more celebrated of the

two, and consisted of an inner harbour, situated within the wall of the city,

and an outer one, formed by a row of rocks, which lay at a distance of

about three hundred paces to the north-west of the island, and ran parallel

to the opposite coast of the mainland, so as to form a roadstead in which
ships could anchor {vid. Arrian, ii. 20 ; Strabo, xvi. 2. 2S). This northern
harbour is still held by the city of Sur, whereas the Egyptian harbour with
the south-eastern portion of the island has been buried by the sand driven
against the coasts by the south winds, so that even the writers of the
Middle Ages make no allusion to it. (See Movers, Phonizier, II. 1,

pp. 214 sqq.)

2 Curtius, iv. 2 : Tynts et claritate et magnitudine ante omnes urbes Syriae
Phoenicesqae memorabilis. (Cf. Strabo, xvi. 2. 22.)
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beauty and glory, from ver. 4 onwards, Tyre is depicted

allegorically as a beautiful ship, splendidly built and equipped

throughout, and its destruction is afterwards represented as a

shipwreck occasioned by the east wind (vers. 26 sqq.).'' The

words, " in the heart of the seas is thy territory " (ver. 4a), are

equally applicable to the city of Tyre and to a ship, the build-

ing of which is described in what follows. The comparison of

Tyre to a ship was very naturally suggested by the situation of

the city in the midst of the sea, completely surrounded by

water. As a ship, it must of necessity be built of wood. The

shipbuilders selected the finest kinds of wood for the purpose

;

cypresses of Antilibanus for double planks, which formed the

sides of the vessel, and cedar of Lebanon for the mast. S^nir,

according to Deut. iii. 9, was the Amoritish name of Herman

or A ntilibanus, whereas the Sidonians called it Sirion. On the

other hand, S^nir occurs in 1 Chron. v. 23, and Sli'nir in Song

of Sol. iv. 8, in connection with Herman, where they are used

to denote separate portions of Antilibanus. Ezekiel evidently

uses Senir as a foreign name, which had been retained to his

own time, whereas Sirion had possibly become obsolete, as the

names had both the same meaning (see the comm. on Deut.

iii. 9). The naming of the places from which the several

materials were obtained for the fitting out of the ship, serve to

heighten the glory of its construction and give an ideal charac-

ter to the picture. All lands have contributed their produc-

tions to complete the glory and might of Tyre. Oypress-wood

was frequently used by the ancients for buildings and (accord-

ing to Virgil, Georg. ii. 443) also for ships, because it was

1 Jerome recognised this allegory, and has explained it correctly as

follows: " He (the prophet) speaks rpo^/xSf, as though addressing a ship,

and points out its beauty and the abundance of everything. Then, after

having depicted all its supplies, he announces that a storm will rise, and

the south wind (auster) will blow, by which great waves wiU be gathered

up, and the vessel will be wrecked. In all this he is referring to the over-

throw of the city by King Nabuchodonosor," etc. Easchi and others

give the same explanation.

EZEK. I. 2 B
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exempt from the attacks of worms, and was almost imperishable,

and yet very light (Theophr, Hist, plant, v. 8 ; Plinii Hist. nat.

xvi. 79). D'OnK a dual form, like D^nbh in 2 Kings xxv. 4,

Isa. xxii. 11, double-planks, used for the two side-walls of the

ship. For oars they chose oaks of Bashan (DiE'p as well as

QiB'D in ver. 29 from taiE', to row), and the rowing benches (or

deck) were of ivory inlaid in box.
^'}J>.

is used in Ex. xxvi.

15 sqq. for the boards or planks of the wooden walls of the

tabernacle ; here it is employed in a collective sense, either for

the rowing benches, of which there were at least two, and

sometimes three rows in a vessel, one above another, or more

properly, for the deck of the vessel (Kitzig). This was made

of shen, or ivory, inlaid in wood. The ivory is mentioned first

as the most valuable material of the tJ'V, the object being

to picture the ship as possessing all possible splendour. The

expression C'jE'N'na occasions some difficulty, partly on account

of the use of the word Da, and partly in connection with the

meaning of C"]?**?, although so much may be inferred from the

context, that the allusion is to some kind of wood inlaid with

ivory, and the custom of inlaying wood with ivory for the

purpose of decoration is attested by Virgil, Aen. x. 137 :

" Vel quale per artem

Inchisum luxo, aut Oricia terebiutho

Lucet ebur."

But the use of ^3 does not harmonize with the relation of the

wood to the ivory inserted in wood ; nor can it be defended by

the fact that in Lam. iii. 3 an arrow is designated " the son of

the quiver." According to this analogy, the ivory ought to

have been called the son of the Ashurim, because the ivory is

inserted in the wood, and not the wood in the ivory.^ We must

therefore adopt the solution proposed by E. Salomo and others,

—namely, that the Masoretic division of bntJ^XTQ into two

words is founded upon a mistake, and that it should be read as

1 The Targum has paraphrased it in this way : pcaDD t''j;"l3E'NT Y'Sil

ySl ]^2, i.e. planks of box or pine inlaid with ivory.
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one word Ci'-nS'Sna, ivory in tJiiJS^sn, i.e. either sherbin-cedar

(according to more recent expositors), or box-wood, for which

Bochart' {Phal. III. 5) has decided. The fact that in Isa.

Ix. 13 the "ilU'Nri is mentioned among the trees growing upon

Lebanon, whereas here the C'lE'sri are described as coming

from the islands of the Q*i?3, does not furnish a decisive argu-

ment to the contrary. We cannot determine with certainty

what species of tree is referred to, and therefore it cannot be

affirmed that the tree grew upon Lebanon alone, and not upon

the islands of the Mediterranean. D»n3 are the Ktrtet?, the

inhabitants of the port of Kltiov in Cyprus ; then the Cyprians

generally ; and here, as in Jer. ii. 10, where Q'^K of the

Dfria are mentioned, in a still broader sense, inhabitants of

Cyprus and other islands and coast-lands of the Mediterranean.

In 1 Mace. i. 1 and viii. 5, even Macedonia is reckoned as

belonging to the 7^ XeTxetet/i or KiTiemv. Consequently the

place from which the DnWPi were brought does not furnish

any conclusive proof that the Cyprian pine is referred to,

although this was frequently used for ship-building. There is

just as much ground for thinking of the box, as Bochart does,

and we may appeal in support of this to the fact that, according

to Theophrastus, there is no place in which it grows more

vigorously than on the island of Corsica. In any case, Ezekiel

mentions it as a very valuable kind of wood ; though we can-

not determine with certainty to what wood he refers, either

from the place where it grew or from the accounts of the

ancients concerning the kinds of wood that ship-builders used.

The reason for this, however, is a very simple one,—namely,

that the whole description has an ideal character, and, as Hitzig

has correctly observed, " the application of the several kinds

of wood to the different parts of the ship is evidently only

poetical."

The same may be said of the materials of which, according

to ver. 7, the sails and awning of the ship were made. Byssus

in party-coloured work ('"i^^l) see comm. on Ex. xxvi. 36), i.e.
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woven in mixed colours, probably not merely in stripes, but

woven with figures and flowers.^ " From Egypt ;" the byssus-

weaving of Egypt was celebrated in antiquity, so that byssus-

linen formed one of the principal articles of export (vid. Movers,

ut sicpra, pp. 317 sqq.). t^^sp, literally, spreading oat, evidently

signifies the sail, which we expect to find mentioned here, and

with which the following clause, " to serve thee for a banner,"

can be reconciled, inasmuch as it may be assumed either that

the sails also served for a banner, because the ships had no

actual flag, like those in Wilkinson's engraving, or that

the flag (D3) being also extended is included under the term

BhSO (Hitzig). The covering of the ship, i.e. the awning which

was put up above the deck for protection from the heat of the

sun, consisted of purple (Hjari and ]^p.^, see the comm. on Ex.

XXV. 4) from the islands of Elishah, i.e. of the Grecian Pelopon-

nesus, which naturally suggests the Laconian purple so highly

valued in antiquity on account of its splendid colour (Plin.

Hist. nat. ix. 36, xxi. 8). The account of the building of the

ship is followed by the manning, and the attention paid to its

condition. The words of ver. 8a may be taken as referring

quite as much to the ship as to the city, which was in possession

of ships, and is mentioned by name in ver. 86. The reference

to the Sidonians and Arvad, i.e. to the inhabitants of Aradus, a

rocky island to the north of Tripolis, as rowers, is not at variance

with the latter ; since there is no need to understand by the

rowers either slaves or servants employed to row, and the

Tyrians certainly drew their rowers from the whole of the

Phoenician population, whereas the chief men in command of

• See Wilkinson, Manners and Customs, III. PI. xvi., where engravings are
given of Egyptian state-ships with embroidered sails. On one ship a large
square sail is displayed in purple-red and purple-blue checks, surrounded
by a gold border. The vessel of Antony and Cleopatra in the battle of
Actium had also purple sails ; and in this case the purple sails were the
sign of the admiral's ship, just as in Ezekiel they serve as a mark of dis-
tinction (d3). See Movers, II. 3, p. 165, where the accounts of ancient

writers concerning such state-ships are collected together.
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the ships, the captain and pilot (I^V^'n), were no doubt as a

rule citizens of Tyre. The introduction of the inhabitants of

Gebal, i.e. the Byilos of the Greeks, the present Jebail, between

Tripolis and Berytus (see the comm. on Josh. xiii. 5), who were

noted even in Solomon's time as skilful architects (1 Kings

V. 32), as repairers of the leak, decidedly favours the supposi-

tion that the idea of the ship is still kept in the foreground

;

and by the naming of those who took charge of the piloting

and condition of the vessel, the thought is expressed that all

the cities of Phoenicia assisted to maintain the might and glory

of Tyre, since Tyre was supreme in Phoenicia. It is not till

ver. 96 that the allegory falls into the background. Tyre now

appears no longer as a ship, but as a maritime city, into which

all the ships of the sea sail, to carry on and improve her com-

merce.—Vers. 10, 11. Tyre had also made the best provision

for its defence. It maintained an army of mercenary troops

from foreign countries to protect its colonies and extend its

settlements, and entrusted the guarding of the walls of the city

to fighting men of Phoenicia. The hired troops specially

named in ver. 10 are Pharas, Lmd, and Phut, tiia is no doubt

an African tribe, in Coptic Phaiat, the Libyans of the ancients,

who had spread themselves over the whole of North Africa as

far as Mauretania (see the comm. on Gen. x. 6). '^>h is not

the Semitic people of that name, the Lydians (Gen. x. 22),

but here, as in ch. xxx. 5, Isa. Ixvi. 19, and Jer. xlvi. 9, the

Hamitic people of 0''1l'' (Gen. x. 13), probably a general name

for the whole of the Moorish tribes, since lli' (ch. xxx. 5)

and C"!^? (Jer. xliv. 9) are mentioned in connection with

B1Q as auxiliaries in the Egyptian army. There is something

striking in the reference to Dna, the Persians. Havernick

points to the early intercourse carried on by the Phoenicians

with Persia through the Persian Gulf, through which the

former would no doubt be able to obtain mercenary soldiers,

for which it was a general rule to select tribes as remote as

possible. Hitzig objects to this, on the ground that there is no
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proof that this intercourse with Persia through the Persian

Gulf was carried on in Ezekiel's time, and that even if it were,

it does not follow that there were any Persian mercenaries.

He therefore proposes to understand by D^D, Persians who had

settled in Africa in the olden time. But this settlement can-

not be inferred with sufficient certainty either from Sallust,

Jug. c. 18, or from the occurrence of the African MuKat of

Herodotus, iv. 175, along with the Asiatic (Ptol. vi. 7. 14),

to take it as an explanation of D"]S. If we compare eh.

xxxviii. 5, where Paras is mentioned in connection with Ciish

and Phut, Gomer and Togarmah, as auxiliaries in the army of

Gog^ there can be no doubt that Asiatic Persians are intended

there. And we have to take the word in the same sense here ;

for Hitzig's objections consist of pure conjectures which have no

conclusive force. Ezekiel evidently intends to give the names

of tribes from the far-off east, west, and south, who were

enlisted as mercenaries in the military service of Tyre. Hang-

ing the shields and helmets in the city, to ornament its walls,

appears to have been a Phoenician custom, which Solomon also

introduced into Judah (1 Kings x. 16, 17; Song of Sol. iv. 4),

and which is mentioned again in the times of the Maccabees

(1 Mace. iv. 57).—A distinction is drawn in vei". 11 between

the mercenary troops on the one hand, and the Aradians,

and 'J1?''0, thine army, the military corps consisting of Tyrians,

on the other. The latter appear upon the walls of Tyre,

because native troops were employed to watch and defend the

city, whilst the mercenaries had to march into the field. The air.

Xey. Dnisa (Gammddim) signifies brave men, as Koediger has

conclusively shown from the Syrian usage, in his Addenda to

Gesenius' Thes. p. 70 seq. It is therefore an epitheton of the

native troops of Tyre.—With the words, " they (the troops) com-

pleted thy beauty," the picture of the glory of Tyre is rounded

off, returning to its starting-point in vers. 4 and 5.

Vers. 12-25, This is followed by a description of the com-

merce of Tyre with all nations, who delivered their productions
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in the market of this metropolis of the commerce of the world,

and received the wares and manufactures of this city in return.

—Ver. 12. Tarshish traded with thee for the multitude of goods

of all kinds ; with silver, iron, tin, and lead they paid for thy

sales. Ver. 13. Javan, Tubal, and Meshech, they were thy mer-

chants ; with souls of men and brazen vessels they made thy

barter. Ver. 14. From the house of Togarmah they paid horses,

riding-horses, and mides for thy sales. Ver. 15. The sons of

JDedan were thy merchants ; many islands loere at thy hand for

commerce ; ivory horns and ebony they brought thee in payment.

Ver. 16. Aram traded with thee for the multitude of thy produc'

tions ; with carbuncle, red purple, and embroidery, and byssus,

and corals, and rubies they paid for thy sales. Ver. 17. Judah

and the land of Israel, they were thy merchants; with wheat of

Minnith and confectionery, and honey and oil, and balsam they

made thy barter. Ver. 18. Damascus traded with thee in the

multitude of thy productions, for the multitude of goods of all

hinds, with wine of Chelbon and white wool. Ver. 19. Vedan

and Javan from Uzal gave wrought iron for thy sales ; cassia

and calamus were for thy barter. Ver. 20. Vedan was thy mer-

chant in cloths spread for riding. Ver. 21. Arabia and all the

princes of Kedar, they were at thy hand for commerce; lambs

and rams and he-goats, in these they traded with thee. Ver. 22.

The merchants of Sheba and Ragmah, they were thy merchants

;

with all kinds of costly spices and with all kinds of precious

stones and gold they paid for thy sales. Ver. 23. Haran, and

Canneh, and Eden, the merchants of Sheba, Asshur, Chilmad,

were thy merchants ; Ver. 24. They were thy merchants vt

splendid clothes, in purple and embroidered robes, and in

treasures of twisted yarn, in wound and strong cords for thy

wares. Ver. 25. The ships of Tarshish were thy caravans, thy

trade, and thou wast filled and glorious in the heart of the

seas.—The enumeration of the different peoples, lands, and

cities, which carried on trade with Tyre, commences with

Tarshish (Tartessus) in the extreme west, then turns to the
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north, passes through the different lands of Anterior Asia and

the Mediterranean to the remotest north-east, and ends by

mentioning Tarshish again, to round off the list. But the

lands and peoples, which are mentioned in vers. 5-11 as

furnishing produce and manufactures for the building of Tyre,

viz. Egypt and the tribes of Northern Africa, are left out.—To

avoid wearisome uniformity in the enumeration, Ezekiel has

used interchangeably the synonymous words which the language

possessed for trade, besides endeavouring to give life to the

description by a variety of turns of expression. Thus '^1^100

(vers. 12, 16, 18), ^pnb (ver. 21), and tit m.hD (ver. 15), or

T}!l ^l.U^ (ver. 21), are interchanged with T?3"i (vers. 13, 15,

17, 22, 24), T|nb-i (vers. 20, 23), and Tin^ano (ver. 24) ; and,

again, Ti^jUTS) tnj (vers. 12, 14, 22) or Ti^aiarya inj (vers. 16,

19) with ^2-\V0 inj (vers. 13, 17), and n;n -lan^a (ver. 19), and

T]^^B'{< Tti'n (ver. 15). The words inb, participle of "inp, and

^hj from ?3"J,
signify merchants, traders, who travel through

different lands for purposes of trade. nnnb, literally, the

female trader ; and i^'J^D, literally, trade ; then used as abstract

for concrete, the tradesman or merchant, ^'^j the travelling

merchant.

—

^7^\ the female trader, a city carrying on trade.

n7b")D, trade or a place of trade, a commercial town. C^i^ty

(pluralet.) does not mean a place of trade, market, and profits

(Gesenius and others) ; but according to its derivation from

3TV, to leave, relinquish, literally, leaving or giving up, and as

Gusset, has correctly explained it, " that which you leave with

another in the place of something else which he has given up

to you." Ewald, in accordance with this explanation, has

adopted the very appropriate rendering Absatz, or sale. 103

Ti^:i3T5J, with 3, or with a double accusative, literally, to make
thy sale with something, i.e. to pay or to give, i.e. pay, some-

thing as an equivalent for the sale ; 'atya pj, to give something

for the sale, or the goods to be sold. ^1^, barter, goods

bartered with tnj, to give bartered goods, or carry on trade by
barter.
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The following are the countries and peoples enumerated :

—

^Tll'j the Tyrian colony of Tarshish or Tartessus, in Hispania

Baetica, which was celebrated for its wealth in silver (Jer.

X. 9), and, according to the passage before us, also supplied

iron, tin, and lead {vid. Plin. Hist. nat. iii. 3 (4), xxxiii. 6 (31),

xxxiv. 14 (41) ; Diod. Sic. v. 38). Further particulars con-

cerning Tarshish are to be found in Movers, Phoeniz. II. 2,

pp. 588 sqq., and II. 3, p. 36.

—

Javan, i.e. Jania, Greece or

Greeks.

—

Tubal and Meshech are the Tibareni and Mosclii of

the ancients between the Black and Caspian Seas (see the

comm. on Gen. x. 2). They supplied souls of men, i.e. slaves,

and things in brass. The slave trade was carried on most

vigorously by the lonians and Greeks (see Joel iv. 6, from

which we learn that the Phoenicians sold prisoners of war to

them) ; and both Greeks and Eomans drew their largest sup-

lies and the best slaves from the Pontus (for proofs of this, see

Movers, II. 3, pp. 81 seq.). It is probable that the principal

supplies of brazen articles were furnished by the Tibareni and

Moschi, as the Colchian mountains still contain an inexhaustible

quantity of copper. In Greece, copper was found and wrought

in Euboea alone ; and the only other rich mines were in Cyprus

{vid. Movers, II. 3, pp. 66, 67).—Ver. 14. " From the house

of Togarmah they paid," i.e. they of the house of Togarmah

paid. Togarmah is one of the names of the Armenians (see

the comm. on Gen. x. 3) ; and Strabo (XI. 14. 9) mentions the

wealth of Armenia in horses, whilst that in asses is attested by

Herodotus (i. 194), so that we may safely infer that mules

were also bred there.—Ver. 15. The sons of Dedan, or the

Dedanites, are, no doubt, the Dedanites mentioned in Gen. x. 7

as descendants of Cush, who conducted the carrying trade

between the Persian Gulf and Tyre, and whose caravans are

mentioned in Isa. xxi. 13. Their relation to the Semitic

Dedanites, who are evidently intended in ver. 20, and by the

inhabitants of Dedan mentioned in connection with Edom in

ch. XXV. 13 and Jer. xlix, 8, is involved in obscurity (see the
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comm. on Gen. x. 7). The combination with D"'aT D'^N and the

articles of commerce which they brought to Tyre, point to a

people of southern Arabia settled in the neighbourhood of the

Persian Gulf. The many D''^N are the islands and coasts of

Arabia on the Persian Gulf and Erythraean Sea.^ V.l "1"!?,

the commerce of thy hand, i.e. as abstr. pro concr., those who

were ready to thy hand as merchants. ]^ '^i^")i'?, ivory horns.

This is the term applied to the elephants' tusks (shen) on

account of their shape and resemblance to horns, just as Pliny

(Hist. nat. xviii. 1) also speaks of cornua elephanti, although he

says, in viii. 3 (4), that an elephant's weapons, which Juba calls

cornua, are more correctly to be called denies." The air. Xey.

D''32in, Keri ^''^^\}, signifies eySej/o?, hebenum, ebony. The

ancients obtained both productions partly from India, partly

from Ethiopia (Plin. xii. 4 (8)). According to Dioscor. i. 130,

the Ethiopian ebony was preferred to the Indian. "iSB'S ^''B'n,

to return payment (see the comm. on Ps. Ixxii. 10).—In ver. 16,

J. D. Michaelis, Ewald, Hitzig, and others read Dif?. for D'lN,

after the LXX. and Pesh., because Aram did not lie in the road

from Dedan and the C'K to Israel (ver. 17), and it is not till

ver. 18 that Ezekiel reaches Aram. Moreover, the corruption

DlS for nns could arise all the more readily from the simple

fact that the defective form D^^? only occurs in Ezekiel (xxv. 14),

and is altogether an extraordinary one. These reasons are un-

doubtedly worthy of consideration ; still they are not conclusive,

since the enumeration does not follow a strictly geographical

' Movers (II. 3, pp. 303 sqq.) adduces still further evidence in addition

to that given above, namely, that " unquestionable traces of the ancient

name have been preserved in the region in which the ancient Dedanites

are represented as living, partly on the coast in the names Attana, Attene,

which have been modified according to well-known laws,—the former, a
commercial town on the Persian Gulf, visited by Roman merchants (Plin.

vi. 32, § 147) ; the latter, a tract of country opposite to the island of Tylos

(Plin. l.c. § 49),—and partly in the islands of the Persian Gulf "
(p. 304).

2 The Ethiopians also call ivory Kama nage, i.e. cornu eleplianti, and
suppose that it is from horns, and not from tusks, that ivory comes (vid.

Hiob Ludolph, Hist. Aeth. I. c. 10)
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order, inasmuch as Damascus is followed in vers. 19 sqq. by-

many of the tribes of Southern Arabia, so that Aram might

stand, as Havernick supposes, for Mesopotamian Aram, for

which the articles mentioned in ver. 16 would be quite as

suitable as for Edom, whose chief city Petra was an important

place of commerce and emporium for goods. ^l^'V? 3h, the

multitude of thy works, thy manufactures. Of the articles of

commerce delivered by D'lN, the red purple, embroidery, and

pa (the Aramaean name for byssus, which appears, according

to Movers, to have originally denoted a species of cotton),

favour Aram, particularly Babylonia, rather than Edom. For

the woven fabrics of Babylonia were celebrated from the

earliest times {vid. Movers, II. 3, pp. 260 sqq.) ; and Babylon

was also the oldest and most important market for precious

stones {vid. Movers, p. 266). ^S'3 is the carbuncle (see the

comni. on Ex. xxviii. 18). "^^I?, probably the ruby ; in any

case, a precious stone of brilliant splendour {vid. Isa. liv. 12).

niON"!, corals or pearls {aid. Delitzsch on Job xxviii. 18).

—

Judah

(ver. 17) delivered to Tyre wheat of Minnith, i.e. according to

Judg. xi. 33, an Ammonitish place, situated, according to the

Onomast., four Roman miles from Heshbon in the direction of

Philadelphia. That Ammonitis abounded in wheat, is evident

from 2 Ohron. xxvii. 5, although the land of Israel also sup-

plied the Tyrians with wheat (1 Kings v. 25). The meaning of

the CLTT. \ey. J3? cannot be definitely ascertained. The render-

ing confectionery is founded upon the Aramaean P3a, deliciari,

and the Chaldee translation, "^pip, i.e. KoXia, according to Hesy-

chius, TO, 6/c fieKiTO^ rpcoyaXca, or sweetmeats made from honey.

Jerome renders it balsamum, after the fivpcov of the LXX.

;

and in Hitzig's opinion, Pannaga (literally, a snake) is a name

used in Sanscrit for a sweet-scented wood, which was employed

in medicine as a cooling and strengthening drug (?). Honey

(from bees) and oil are well-known productions of Palestine.

*i.'x is balsam ; whether resina or the true balsam grown in

gardens about Jericho (opobalsamum), it is impossible to decide
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(see my Bihl. Archdol. I. p. 38, and Movers, II. 3, pp. 220 sqq.).

Damascus supplied Tyre with wine of Chelbon. lis^n still

exists in the village of Helbdn, a place with many ruins, three

hours and a half to the north of Damascus, in the midst of a

valley of the same name, which is planted with vines wherever

it is practicable, from whose grapes the best and most costly

wine of the country is made {pid. Kobinson, Biblical Researches).

Even in ancient times this wine was so celebrated, that, accord-

ing to Posidonius (in Atlien. Deipnos. i. 22), the kings of

Persia drank only Ohalybonian wine from Damascus (vid.

Strabo, XV. 3. 22). "ins "IDS, wool of dazzling whiteness ; or,

according to others, wool of Zacliar, for which the Septuagint

has 'ipia iic MiXi^tov, Milesian wool.^—Ver. 19. Various expla-

nations have been given of the first three words. ]"]] is not to be

altered into ]y\, as it has been by Ewald, both arbitrarily and

unsuitably with ver. 20 immediately following ; nor is it to be

rendered " and Ban." It is a decisive objection to this, that

throughout the whole enumeration not a single land or people

is introduced with the copula 1. Vedan, which may be com-

pared with the Vaheb of Num. xxi. 14, a place also mentioned

only once, is the name of a tribe and tract of land not men-

tioned elsewhere in the Old Testament. Movers (p. 302)

conjectures that it is the celebrated city of Aden (^sc-).

Javan is also the name of an Arabian place or tribe ; and,

according to a notice in the Kamus, it is a place in Yemen.

Tuch {Genesis, p. 210) supposes it to be a Greek (Ionian)

settlement, the founders of which had been led by their enter-

prising spirit to cross the land of Egypt into Southern Arabia.

For the purpose of distinguishing this Arabian Javan from

Greece itself, or in order to define it more precisely, -"WO is

^ According to Movers (II. 3, p. 269), inx is the Sicharia of Aethicus

(Cosm. § 108) : Sicharia regio, quae postea Nabathaea, nuncupatur, sil-

vestris valde, ubi Ismaeliiae eminus,—an earlier name for the land of the

Nabathaeans, who dwelt in olden time between Palestine and the

Euphrates, and were celebrated for their wealth in flocks of sheep.
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appended, which all the older translators have taken to be a

proper name. According to the Masoretic pointing ^INO, the

word is, no doubt, to be regarded as a participle Paal of ^fs, in

the sense of spun, from ?TN, to spin. But apart from the fact

that it would be a surprising thing to find spun goods men-

tioned in connection with the trade of the Arabian tribes, the

explanation itself could not be sustained from the usage of the

language ; for there is nothing in the dialects to confirm the

idea that bts is a softened form of bw, inasmuch as they have

all h)V (Aram.) and Jji (Arab.), and the Talmudic ^TN, texere,

occurs first of all in the Gemara, and may possibly have been

derived in the first instance from the Rabbinical rendering of

our i)tis» by " spun." Even the fact that the word is written

with Shurek is against this explanation rather than in its favour

;

and in all probability its origin is to be traced to the sjmple

circumstance, that in vers. 12, 14, 16 the articles of commerce

are always mentioned before ^^?i3Ty ijrij, and in this verse they

would appear to be omitted altogether, unless they are covered

by the word ^"IKD. But we can very properly take the follow-

ing words nisj'y ?n3 as the object of the first hemistich, since

the Masoretic accentuation is founded upon the idea that PDKD

is to be taken as the object here. We therefore regard ^I'^i^O as

the only admissible pointing, and take ^J'lK as a proper name,

as in Gen. x. 27 : " from Uzal" the ancient name of Sanaa,

the subsequent capital of Yemen. The productions mentioned

bear this out. Forged or wrought iron, by which Tuch (I.e.

p. 260) supposes that sword-blades from Yemen are chiefly

intended, which were celebrated among the Arabs as much as

the Indian. Cassia and calamus (see the comm. on Ex. xxx.

23 and 24), two Indian productions, as Yemen traded with

India from the very earliest times.

—

Dedan (ver. 20) is the

inland people of that name, living in the neighbourhood of

Edom (cf. ch. xxv. 13; see the comm. on ver. 15). They

furnished t^'Sh nja, tapetes straguli, cloths for spreading out,

most likely costly riding-cloths, like the middim of Judg. v. 10.
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^IV, and "ili? represent the nomad tribes of Central Arabia, the

Bedouins. For 3"]?? is never used in the Old Testament for the

whole of Arabia ; but, according to its derivation from 'laiS, a

steppe or desert, simply for the tribes living as nomads in the

desert (as in Isa. xiii. 20; Jer. iii. 2; of. Ewald, Grammat.

Arab. I. p. 5). Kedar, descended from Ishmael, an Arabian

nomad tribe, living in the desert between Arabia Petraea and

Babylonia, the Cedrei of Pliny (see the comm. on Gen. xxv. 13).

They supplied lambs, rams, and he-goats, from the abundance

of their flocks, in return for the goods obtained from Tyre.

—

Ver. 22. Next to these the merchants of Sheha and Ragmah

(^^Vl) are mentioned. They were Arabs of Cushite descent

(Gen. X. 7) in south-eastern Arabia (Oman) ; for ilDJ?'}, 'Pey/ia,

was in the modern province of Oman in the bay of the same

name in the Persian Gulf. Their goods were all kinds of

spices, precious stones, and gold, in which southern Arabia

abounded. Db'3"?3 ^'N^J the chief or best of all perfumes (on

this use of b'N"), see the comm. on Ex. xxx. 23 ; Song of Sol.

iv. 14), is most likely the genuine balsam, which grew in Yemen

(Arabia felix), according to Diod. Sic. iii. 45, along with other

costly spices, and grows there still ; for Forskal found a shrub

between Mecca and Medina, called Abu sham, which he believed

to be the true balsam, and of which he has given a botanical

account in his Flora Aeg. pp. 79, 80 (as Amyris opobalsamum),

as well as of two other kinds. Precious stones, viz. onyx-stones,

rubies, agates, and cornelians, are still found in the mountains

of Hadramaut ; and in Yemen also jaspers, crystals, and many

good rubies (vid. Niebuhr, Descript. p. 125, and Seetzen in

Zacli's Monatl. Corresp. xix. p. 339). And, lastly, the wealth of

Yemen in gold is too strongly attested by ancient writers to be

called in question (cf. Bochart, Phal. II. 28), although this

precious metal is not found there now.—In vers. 23, 24 the

trade with Mesopotamia is mentioned, t^^n^ the Carrhae of the

Romans in north-western Mesopotamia (see the comm. on

Gen, xi. 31), was situated at the crossing of the caravan-roads
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which intersect Mesopotamia ; for it was at this point that the

two caravan routes from Babylonia and the Delta of the

Persian Gulf joined the old military and commercial road to

Canaan (Movers, p. 247). The eastern route ran along the

Tigris, where Calneh, the later Ktesiplwn, was the most im-

portant commercial city. It is here called nsa (Canneh), con-

tracted from n3?| (see the comm. on Gen. x. 10 ; Amos vi. 2).

The western route ran along the Euphrates, past the cities

mentioned in ver. 236. HJ? is not the Syrian, but the Mesopo-

tamian Eden (2 Kings xix. 12 ; Isa. xxxvii. 12), the situation

of which has not yet been determined, though Movers (p. 257)

has sought for it in the Delta of the Euphrates and Tigris.

The singular circumstance that the merchants of Sheba should

be mentioned in connection with localities in Mesopotamia,

which has given rise both to arbitrary alterations of the text

and to various forced explanations, has been explained by

Movers (p. 247 compared with p. 139) from a notice of Juba

in Pliny's Hist. nat. xii. 17 (40), namely, that the Sabaeans,

the inhabitants of the spice country, came with their goods

from the Persian Gulf to Carrhae, where they held their

yearly markets, and from which they were accustomed to

proceed to Gabba (Gabala in Phoenicia) and Palestinian Syria.

Consequently the merchants of Sabaea are mentioned as those

who carried on the trade between Mesopotamia and Tyre, and

are not unsuitably placed in the centre of those localities which

formed the most important seats of trade on the two great

commercial roads of Mesopotamia. Asshur and Chilmad, as

we have already observed, were on the western road which ran

along the Euphrates. 1??3 has already been discovered by

Bochart {Phal. I. 18) in the Charmande of Xenophon (Anab.

i. 5. 10), and Sophaenetus (see Steph. Byz. s.v. Xap/jidvSrf), a

large and wealthy city in a desert region " beyond the river

Euphrates." The Asshur mentioned along with Chilmad, in the

midst of purely commercial cities, cannot be the land of Assyria,

bat must be the emporium Sura (Movers, p. 252), the present
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Essurieh, which stands upon the bank on this side of the

Euphrates above Thapsacus and on the caravan route, which

runs from Palmyra past Rusapha (^Rezeph, Isa. xxxvii.' 12
;

2 Kings xix. 12) to Nicephorium or Rakka, then in a northerly-

direction to Haran, and bending southwards, runs along the

bank of the river in the direction of Chilmad or Charmande

(Ritter, Erdh. XI. pp. 1081 sqq.). The articles of commerce

from these emporia, which were brought to Tyre by Sabaean

caravans, consisted of D v???, literally, articles of perfect beauty,

either state-dresses (cf. ?^3Pj ch. xxiii. 12 and xxxiv. 4), or

more generally, costly works of art (Havernick). The omis-

sion of the copula ^ before 'Oi7ji3 is decisive in favour of the

former, as vfe may infer from this that 'hy^ is intended as

an explanatory apposition to Qv?30. fi^i?"!^ TO3n *Di7|i, cloaks

(DiPa connected with ^afiv<}) of hyacinth-purple and embroi-

dery, for which Babylonia was celebrated (for proofs of this,

see Movers, pp. 258 sqq.). The words which follow cannot be

explained with certainty. All that is evident is, that QY^na

'INI 'an is appended to D^Diia 'WJa without a copula, as 'W1 ''oi^J?

is to DvPaoB in the first hemistich, and therefore, like the latter,

is intended as an explanatory apposition. Qv^n does not mean

either cloths or threads, but lines or cords. D*B'?n signifies

literally bound or wound up ; probably twisted, i.e. formed

of several threads wound together or spun ; and D^HK, firm,

compact, from j^l, to be di'awn together. Consequently VM

'iJl D'pna can hardly have any other meaning than treasures of

spun yarns, i.e. the most valuable yarns formed of different

threads. For " treasures " is the only meaning which can be

assigned to crjs with any certainty on philological grounds, and

D'Oina, from D"!|i, *^, contorsit, is either yarn spun from

several or various threads, or cloth woven from such threads.

But the latter would not harmonize with Dynn. Movers (II. 3

pp. 263 sqq.) adopts a similar conclusion, and adduces evi-

dence that silk yarn, bombyx, and cotton came to Tyre
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through the Mesopotamian trade, and were there dyed in the

splendid Tyrian purples, and woven into cloths, or brought for

sale with the dyeing complete. All the other explanations

which have been given of these difficult words are arbitrary

and untenable ; not only the Kabbinical rendering of O'Diia "iHli,

viz. chests of damask, but that of Ewald, " pockets of damask,"

and that proposed by Hartmann, Havernick, and others, viz.

girdles of various colours, ^oovai a-KicoraL In ver. 25 the de-

scription is rounded off with a notice of the lever of this world-

wide trade. niiE' cannot mean " walls " in this instance, as in

Jar. V. 10, and like nillB' in Job xxiv. 11, because the ships,

through which Tyre became so rich, could not be called walls.

The word signifies " caravans," after '\w=Jl3 (Isa. Ivii. 9),

corresponding to the Aramaean ^llf. '^TlV.''? might be regarded

as an accusative of more precise definition : caravans, with re-

gard to (for) thy bartering trade. At the same time it is more

rhetorical to take '^TlV!^ as a second predicate : they were thy

trade, i.e. the carriers of thy trade. What the caravans were

for the emporia of trade on the mainland, the ships of Tarshish

were for Tyre, and these on the largest sea-going ships are

mentioned instar omnium. By means of these vessels Tyre

was filled with goods, and rendered weighty (l?^^), i.e. rich

and glorious.—But a tempest from the east would destroy

Tyre with all its glory.

Vers. 26-36. Destruction of Tyre.—Ver. 26. Thi/ rowers

brought thee into great wafers : the east wind broke thee up in the

heart of the seas. Ver. 27. Thy riches and thy sales, thy bar-

tering wares, thy seamen and thy sailors, the repairers of thy leaks

and the traders in thy wares, and all thy fighting men in thee,

together with all the multitude ofpeople in thee, fell into the heart

of the seas in the day of thy fall. Ver. 28. At the noise of the

cry of thy sailors the places tremble. Ver. 29. And out of their

ships come all the oarsmen, seamen, all the sailors of the sea

;

they come upon the land, Ver. 30. And make their voice heard

over thee, and cry bitterly, and put dust upon their heads, and

EZEK. I. 2 C
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cover themselves with ashes ; Ver. 31. And shave themselves haH

on thy account, and gird on sackcloth, and weep for thee in anguish

of soul a bitter wailing. Ver. 32. They raise over thee in their

grief a lamentation, and lament over thee: Who is like Tyre!

like the destroyed one in the midst of the sea ! Ver. 33. When

thy sales came forth out of the seas, thou didst satisfy many

nations; with the abundance of thy goods and thy wares thou

didst enrich kings of the earth. Ver. 34. Now that thou art

wrecked away from the seas in the depths of the water, thy

wares and all thy company are fallen in thee, Ver. 35. All

the inhabitants of the islands are amazed at thee, and their

kings shudder greatly ; their faces quiver. Ver. 36. The traders

among the nations hiss over thee ; thou hast become a tensor,

and art gone for ever.—The allusion to the ships of Tarshish,

to which Tyre was indebted for its glory, serves as an

introduction to a renewal in ver. 26 of the allegory of

vers. 5—9a ; Tyre is a ship, which is wrecked by the east wind

(cf. Ps. xlviii. 8). In Palestine (Arabia and Syria) the east

wind is characterized by continued gusts ; and if it rises into a

tempest, it generally causes great damage on account of the

violence of the gusts (see Wetzstein in Delitzsch's commentary

on Job xxvii. 1). Like a ship broken in pieces by the storm,

Tyre with all its glory sinks into the depths of the sea. The

repetition of 0^?^ 3?3 in vers. 26 and 27 forms an effective

contrast to ver. 25 ;
just as the enumeration of all the posses-

sions of Tyre, which fall with the ship into the heart of the sea,

does to the wealth and glory in ver. 256. Tliey who manned

the ship also perish with the cargo,—" the seamen," i.e. sailors,

rowers, repairers of leaks (calkers), also the merchants on

board, and the fighting men who defended the ship and its

goods against pirates,—the whole qdhdl, or gathering of people,

in the ship. The difficult expression TjPnp'Paa can only be taken

as an explanatory apposition to ^3 "iB'N : all the men w^ho are in

thee, namely, in the multitude of people in thee. Ver. 28.

When the vessel is wrecked, the managers of the ship raise
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such a cry that the migreshoih tremble. tJnJD is used in Num.

XXXV, 2 for the precincts around the Levitical cities, which

were set apart as pasture ground for the flocks ; and in Ezek.

xlv. 2, xlviii. 17, for the ground surrounding the holy city.

Consequently riiiJ'"ijp cannot mean the suburbs of Tyre in the

passage before us, but must signify the open places on the

mainland belonging to Tyre, i.e. the whole of its territory, with

the fields and villages contained therein. The rendering " fleet,"

which Ewald follows the Vulgate in adopting, has nothing to

support it.^Vers. 29 sqq. The ruin of this wealthy and power-

ful metropolis of the commerce of the world produces the

greatest consternation among all who sail upon the sea, so that

they forsake their ships, as if they were no longer safe in them,

and leaving them for the land, bewail the fall of Tyre with

deepest lamentation. Jf^p^'n with Pip3, as in Ps. xxvi. 7 ; 1 Chron.

XV. 19, etc. For the purpose of depicting the lamentation as

great and bitter in the extreme, Ezekiel groups together all the

things that were generally done under such circumstances, viz.

covering the head with dust (cf. Josh. vii. 6; 1 Sam. iv. 12;

and Job ii. 12) and ashes (B'?snn, to strew, or cover oneself,

not to roll oneself : see the comm. on Mic. i. 10) ; shaving a

bald place (see ch. vii. 18 and the comm. on Mic. i. 16)

;

putting on sackcloth ; loud, bitter weeping (E'S3 npa, as in Job

vii. 11 and x. 1) ; and singing a mournful dirge (vers. 32 sqq.).

Dn''3ii, in lamento eorum; 'J contracted from 'HJ (Jer. ix. 17, 18

;

cf . ''•}, ch. ii. 10). The reading adopted by the LXX., Theodot.,

Syr., and eleven Codd. (Df!'''53) is unsuitable, as there is no

allusion to sons, but the seamen themselves raise the lamenta-

tion. The correction proposed by Hitzig, on'sa, is altogether

inappropriate. The exclamation. Who is like Tyre! is more

precisely defined by <^^'^^, like the destroyed one in the midst

of the sea, ns'n, participle Pual, with the D dropt, as in 2 Kings

ii. 10, etc. (vid. Ges. § 52. 2, Anm. 6). It is quite superfluous

to assume that there was a noun nCT signifying destruction.

'aty nsva has been aptly explained by Hitzig :
" inasmuch as
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thy wares sprang out of the sea, like the plants and field-fruits

out of the soil " (the selection of the word riVafe'n also suggested

this simile) ;
" not as being manufactured at Tyre, and there-

fore in the sea, but because the sea floated the goods to land

for the people in the ships, and they satisfied the desire of the

purchasers." Tyre satisfied peoples and enriched kings with

its wares, not only by purchasing from them and paying for

their productions with money or barter, but also by the fact

that the Tyrians gave a still higher value to the raw material

by the labour which they bestowed upon them. 'n!?ii'' in the

plural is only met with here.—Ver. 34. But now Tyre with its

treasures and its inhabitants has sunk in the depths of the sea.

The antithesis in which ver. 34 really stands to ver. 33 does

not warrant our altering niayo ny into )yi1?B'J ny, as Ewald and

Hitzig propose, or adopting a different division of the second

hemistich, nj? is an adverbial accusative, as in ch. xvi. 57

:

" at the time of the broken one away from the seas into the

depth of the waters, thy wares and thy people have fallen, i.e.

perished." nn3B'3 njj, tempore quo fracta es. O'B^p nnaB'j is

intentionally selected as an antithesis to D'B^D DDB'M in ch.

xxvi. 17.—Ver. 35. All the inhabitants of the islands and their

kings, i.e. the inhabitants of the (coast of the) Mediterranean

and its islands, will be thrown into consternation at the fall of

Tyre ; and (ver. 36) the merchants among the nations, i.e. the

foreign nations, the rivals of Tyre in trade, will hiss thereat

;

in other words, give utterance to malicious joy. D»E', to be

laid waste, or thrown into perturbation with terror and amaze-

ment. 0':b Dyn, to tremble or quiver in the face, i.e. to tremble

so much that the terror shows itself in the countenance.—In

ver. 36& Ezekiel brings the lamentation to a close in a similar

manner to the threat contained in ch. xxvi. (vid. ch. xxvi. 21).
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CHAP. XXVIII. 1-19. AGAi^TST THE PETNCB OF TYRE.

As the city of Tyre was first of all threatened with destruction

(ch. xxvi.), and then her fall was confirmed hy a lamentation

(ch. xxvii.), so here the prince of Tyre is first of all forewarned

of his approaching death (vers. 1-10), and then a lamentation

is composed thereon (vers. 11-19).

Vers. 1-10. Fall of the Prince of Tyre.—Ver. 1. And
the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of man, say

to the prince of Tyre, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Because thy

heart has lifted itself up, and thou sayest, " Iam a God, I sit upon

a seat of Gods, in the heart of the seas" when thou art a man,

and not God, and cherishest a mind like a God's mind, Ver. 3.

Belwld, thou art wiser than Daniel ; nothing secret is obscure to

thee ; Ver. 4. Through thy wisdom and thy understanding hast

thou acquired might, and put gold and silver in thy treasuries;

Ver. 5. Through the greatness of thy wisdom hast thou increased

thy might by thy trade, and thy heart has lifted itself up on account

of thy might, Ver. 6. Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

Because thou cherishest a mind like a God^s mind, Ver. 7. There-

fore, behold, I will bring foreigners upon thee, violent men of the

nations ; they will draw their swords against the beauty of thy

wisdom, and pollute thy splendour. Ver. 8. They will cast thee

down into the pit, that thou mayest die the death of the slain in the

heart of the seas. Ver. 9. Wilt thou indeed say, I am a God, in

the face of him that slayeth thee, when thou art a man and not God

in the hand of him that killeth thee f Ver. 10. Thou wilt die the

death of the uncircumcised at the hand of foreigners ; for I have

spoken it, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.—This threat of judg-

ment follows in general the same course as those addressed to

other nations (compare especially ch. xxv.), namely, that the sin is

mentioned first (vers. 2-5), and then the punishment consequent

upon the sin (vers. 6-10). In ver. 12 'H?? is used instead of

TM, dux. In the use of the term T'JJ to designate the king,
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Kliefoth detects an indication of the peculiar position occupied

by the prince in the commercial state of Tyre, which had been

reared upon municipal foundations; inasmuch as he was not

so much a monarch, comparable to the rulers of Babylon or to

the Pharaohs, as the head of the great mercantile aristocracy.

This is in harmony with the use of the word T'ii for the prince

of Israel, David for example, whom God chose and anointed

to be the ndgld over His people ; in other words, to be the leader

of the tribes, who also formed an independent commonwealth

(vid. 1 Sam. xiii. 14 ; 2 Sam. vii. 8, etc.). The pride of the

prince of Tyre is described in ver. 2 as consisting in the fact

that he regarded himself as a God, and his seat in the island of

Tyre as a God's seat. He calls his seat D^n^x 3'^io, not " be-

cause his capital stood out from the sea, like the palace of God

from the ocean of heaven" (Ps. civ. 3), as Hitzig supposes;

for, apart from any other ground, this does not suit the subse-

quent description of his seat as God's mountain (ver. 16), and

God's holy mountain (ver. 14). The God's seat and God's

mountain are not the palace of the king of Tyre, but Tyre as

a state, and that not because of its firm position upon a rocky

island, but as a holy island (^ayia i/^tro?, as Tyre is called in

Sanchun. ed. Orelli, p. 36), the founding of which has been

glorified by mj'ths (vid. Movers, Phoenizier, I. pp. 637 sqq.).

The words which Ezekiel puts into the mouth of the king of

Tyre may be explained, as Kliefoth has well expressed it,

" from the notion lying at the foundation of all natural reli-

gions, according to which every state, as the production of its

physical factors and bases personified as the native deities of

house and state, is regarded as a work and sanctuary of the

gods." In Tyre especially the national and political develop-

ment went hand in hand with the spread and propagation of its

religion. " The Tyrian state was the production and seat of

its gods. He, the prince of Tyre, presided over this divine

creation and divine seat ; therefore he, the prince, was himself

a god, a manifestation of the deity, having its work and home
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in the state of Tyre." All heathen rulers looked upon them-

selves in this light ; so that the king of Babylon is addressed in

a similar manner in Isa. xiv. 13, 14. This self-deification is

shown to be a delusion in ver. 26 ; He who is only a man makes

his heart like a God's heart, i.e. cherishes the same thought as

the Gods. 37, the heart, as the seat of the thoughts and imagi-

nations, is named instead of the disposition. This is carried out

still further in vers. 3-5 by a description of the various sources

from which this imagination sprang. He cherishes a God's

mind, because he attributes to himself superhuman wisdom,

through which he has created the greatness, and might, and

wealth of Tyre. The words, " behold, thou art wiser," etc.

(ver. 3), are not to be taken as a question, " art thou indeed

wiser?" as they have been by the LXX., Syriac, and others;

nor are they ironical, as Havernick supposes ; but they are to be

taken literally, namely, inasmuch as the prince of Tyre was

serious in attributing to himself supernatural and divine wisdom.

Thou art, i.e. thou regardest thyself as being, wiser than Daniel.

No hidden thing is obscure to thee (Q?Vj ^ later word akin to

the Aramaean, " to be obscure"). The comparison with Daniel

refers to the fact that Daniel surpassed all the magi and wise

men of Babylon in wisdom through his ability to interpret

dreams, since God gave him an insight into the nature and

development of the power of the world, such as no human

sagacity could have secured. The wisdom of the prince of

Tyre, on the other hand, consisted in the cleverness of the

children of this world, which knows how to get possession of all

the good things of the earth. Through such wisdom as this

had the Tyrian prince acquired power and riches. ?''n, might,

possessions in the broader sense ; not merely riches, but the whole

of the might of the commercial state of Tyre, which was founded

upon riches and treasures got by trade. In ver. 5 10??"^? is

in apposition to IC^?? ^'^?) ^nd is introduced as explanatory.

The fulness of its wisdom showed itself in its commerce and the

manner in which it conducted it, whereby Tyre had become
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rich and powerful. It is not till we reach ver. 6 that we meet

with the apodosis answering to 'U1 1^33 ]V1 in ver. 2, which has

been pushed so far back by the intervening parenthetical sen-

tences in vers. 2b-5. For this reason the sin of the prince of

Tyre in deifying himself is briefly reiterated in the clause ]Vl

'iJl inn (ver. 66, compare ver. 2b), after which the announce-

ment of the punishment is introduced with a repetition of p? in

ver. 7. Wild foes approaching with barbarous violence will

destroy all the king's resplendent glory, slay the king himself

with the sword, and hurl him down into the pit as a godless

man. The enemies are called D^is T1V> violent ones of the

peoples,—that is to say, the wild hordes composing the Chaldean

army (cf. ch. xxx. 11, xxxi. 12). They drew the sword " against

the beauty (^p\, the construct state of 'B') of thy wisdom," i.e.

the beauty produced by thy wisdom, the beautiful Tyre itself,

with all that it contains (ch. xxvi. 3, 4). •^VP], splendour ; it is

only here and in ver. 17 that we meet with it as a noun. The

king himself they hurl down into the pit, i.e. the grave, or the

nether world, -"^n 'nioD, the death of a pierced one, substan-

tially the same as D'^^s; 'HID. The plural 'niOD and "niD here

and Jer. xvi. 4 (mortes) is a pluralis exaggerativus, a death so

painful as to be equivalent to dying many times (see the comm.

on Isa. liii. 9). In ver. 9 Ezekiel uses the Piel -'?np in the

place of the Poel '^^nD, as ??n in the Piel occurs elsewhere only

in the sense of profanare, and in Isa. li. 9 the Poel is used for

piercing. But there is no necessity to alter the pointing in

consequence, as we also find the Pual used by Ezekiel in ch.

xxxii. 26 in the place of the Poal of Isa. liii. 5. The death

of the uncircumcised is such a death as godless men die—

a

violent death. The king of Tyre, who looks upon himself as a

god, shall perish by the sword like a godless man. At the same
time, the whole of this threat applies, not to the one king,

Ithobal, who was reigning at the time of the siege of Tyre by
the Chaldeans, but to the king as the founder and creator of
the might of Tyre (vers. 3-5), i.e. to the supporter of that
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royalty which was to perish along with Tyre itself.—It is to the

king, as the representative of the might and glory of Tyre, and

not merely to the existing possessor of the regal dignity, that

the following lamentation over his fall refers.

Vers. 11-19. Lamentation ovee the King of Tyre.—
Ver. 11. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying^ Ver. 12.

Son ofman, raise a lamentation over the king of Tyre, and say to

him. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Thou seal of a well-measured

building, full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. Ver. 13. In

Eden, the garden of God, wast thou ; all hinds ofprecious stones

were thy covering, cornelian, topaz, and diamond, chrysolite,

beryl, andjasper, sapphire, carbuncle, and emerald, and gold: the

service of thy timbrels and of thy women was with thee ; on the

day that thou wast created, they were prepared. Ver. 14. Thou

wast a cherub of anointing, which covered, and I made thee for

it ; thou wast on a holy mountain of God ; thou didst walk in the

midst offiery stones. Ver. 15. Thou wast innocent in thy ways

from the day on which thou wast created, until iniquity %oas found

in thee. Ver. 16. On account of the multitude of thy commerce,

thine inside was filled with wrong, and thou didst sin : I will

therefore profane thee away from the mountain of God ; and

destroy thee, covering cherub, away from the fiery stones

!

Ver. 17. Thy lieart has lifted itself up because of thy beauty,

thou hast corrupted thy wisdom together with thy splendour: I
cast thee to the ground, I give thee up for a spectacle before Icings.

Ver. 18. Through the multitude of thy sins in thine unrighteous

trade thou hast profaned thy holy places ; I therefore cause fire

to proceedfrom the midst of thee, which shall devour thee, and make

thee into ashes upon the earth before the eyes of all who see thee.

Ver. 19. All who know thee among the peoples are amazed at

thee : thou hast become a terror, and art gone for ever.—
The lamentation over the fall of the king of Tyre commences

with a picture of the super-terrestrial glory of his position, so

as to correspond to his self-deification as depicted in the fore-
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going word of God. In ver. 12 he is addressed as n'Hn nnh.

This does not mean, " artistically wrought signet-ring ;" for onn

does not stand for Dnhj but is a participle of Onn^ to seal.

There is all the more reason for adhering firmly to this mean-

ing, that the following predicate, n»3n sbo, is altogether inap-

plicable to a signet-ring, though Hitzig once more scents a

corruption of the text in consequence. 'T'l'^ri, from I^n, to

weigh, or measure off, does not mean perfection (Ewald),

beauty (Ges.), fagon (Hitzig), or symmetry (Havernick) ; but

just as in ch. xliii. 10, the only other passage in which It

occurs, it denotes the measured and well-arranged building of

the temple, so here it signifies a well-measured and artistically

arranged building, namely, the Tyrian state in its artistic

combination of well-measured institutions (Kliefoth). This

building is sealed by the prince, inasmuch as he imparts to the

state firmness, stability, and long duration, when he possesses

the qualities requisite for a ruler. These are mentioned after-

wards, namely, " full of wisdom, perfect in beauty." If the

prince answers to his position, the wisdom and beauty manifest

in the institutions of the state are simply the impress received

from the wisdom and beauty of his own mind. The prince of

Tyre possessed such a mind, and therefore regarded himself as

a God (ver. 2). His place of abode, which is described in

vers. 13 and 14, corresponded to his position. Ezekiel here

compares the situation of the prince of Tyre with that of the

first man in Paradise; and then, in vers. 15 and 16, draws a

comparison between his fall and the fall of Adam. As the

first man was placed in the garden of God, in Eden, so also

was the prince of Tyre placed in the midst of paradisaical

glory, nv is shown, by the apposition D^npx JJ^ to be used as

the proper name of Paradise ; and this view is not to be upset

by the captious objection of Plitzig, that Eden was not the

garden of God, but that this was situated in Eden (Gen. ii. 8).

The fact that Ezekiel calls Paradise ]'}T\i in ch. xxxvi. 35,

proves nothing more than that the terms Eden and Garden of
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God do not cover precisely the same ground, inasmuch as the

garden of God only occupied one portion of Eden. But not-

withstanding this difference, Ezekiel could use the two expres-

sions as synonymous, just as well as Isaiah (Isa. li. 3). And
even if any one should persist in pressing the difference, it

would not follow that HM was corrupt in this passage, as

Hitzig fancies, but simply that wrhi^ p defined the idea of

I'lJ? more precisely—in other words, restricted it to the garden

of Paradise. There is, however, another point to be observed

in connection with this expression, namely, that the epithet

D^^i'K p is used here and in ch. xxxi. 8, 9 ; whereas, in other

places. Paradise is called nini p (yid. Isa. li. 3 ; Gen. xiii. 10).

Ezekiel has chosen Elohim instead of Jehovah, because Para-

dise is brought into comparison, not on account of the historical

significance which it bears to the human race in relation to the

plan of salvation, but simply as the most glorious land in all

the earthly creation. The prince of Tyre, placed in the plea-

sant land, was also adorned with the greatest earthly glory.

Costly Jewels were his coverings, that is to say, they formed the

ornaments of his attire. This feature in the pictorial descrip-

tion is taken from the splendour with which Oriental rulers are

accustomed to appear, namely, in robes covered with precious

stones, pearls, and gold. '"'3?'?, as a noun air. "Key., signifies a

covering. In the enumeration of the precious stones, there is

no reference to the breastplate of the high priest. For, in the

first place, the order of the stones is a different one here ;

secondly, there are only nine stones named instead of twelve

;

and lastly, there would be no intelligible sense in such a refer-

ence, so far as we can perceive. Both precious stones and

gold are included in the glories of Eden (vid. Gen. ii. 11, 12).

For the names of the several stones, see the commentary on

Ex. xxviii. 17-20. The words 'W1 ^^an ripnha—which even the

early translators have entirely misunderstood, and which the

commentators down to Hitzig and Ewald have made marvellous

attempts to explain—present no peculiar difficulty, apart from
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the plural 1''3p3, which is only met with here. As the meaning

timbrels, tambourins {aduffa), is well established for Can, and

in 1 Sam. x. 5 and Isa. v. 12 flutes are mentioned along with

the timbrels, it has been supposed by some that C^iJ? must

signify flutes here. But there is nothing to support such a

rendering either in the Hebrew or in the other Semitic dialects.

On the other hand, the meaning pala gemmarum (Vulgate), or

ring-casket, has been quite arbitrarily forced upon the word by

Jerome, Kosenmiiller, Gesenius, and many others. We agree

with Havernick in regarding C^i^a as a plural of nnipj (foeminae),

formed, like a masculine, after the analogy of D'B'j, Q''K'333, etc.,

and account for the choice of this expression from the allusion

to the history of the creation (Gen. i. 27). The service

(nasPDj performance, as in Gen. xxxix. 11, etc.) of the women

is the leading of the circular dances by the odalisks who beat

the timbrels : " the harem-pomp of Oriental kings." This was

made ready for the king on the day of his creation, i.e. not his

birthday, but the day on which he became king, or commenced

his reign, when the harem of his predecessor came into his

possession with all its accompaniments. Ezekiel calls this the

day of his creation, with special reference to the fact that it

was God who appointed him king, and with an allusion to the

parallel, underlying the whole description, between the position

of the prince of Tyre and that of Adam in Paradise.^ The

next verse (ver. 14) is a more difficult one. riN is an abbrevia-

tion of PIS, nns, as in Num. xi. 15 ; Deut. v. 24 (see Ewald,

§ 184a). The a-ir. Xey. J^^Oli has been explained in very

different ways, but mostly according to the Vulgate rendering,

1 In explanation of the fact alluded to, Havernick has very appropriately

called attention to a passage of Athen. (xii. 8, p. 531), in which the following

statement occurs with reference to Strato, the Sidonian king : " Strato,

with flute-girls, and female harpers and players on the cithara, made pre-

parations for the festivities, and sent for a large number of hetaerae from
the Peloponnesus, and many singing-girls from Ionia, and young hetaerae
from the whole of Greece, both singers and dancers." See also other
passages in Brissonius, de regio Pers. princ. pp. 142-3.
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tu Cherub extentus et protegens, as signifying spreading out or

escension, in the sense of "with outspread wings" (Gesenius

and many others). But npa does not mean either to spread

out or to extend. The general meaning of the word is simply

to anoint ; and judging from nriB'p and nriB'D, portio, Lev.

vii. 35 and Num. xviii. 8, also to measure off, from which the

idea of extension cannot possibly be derived. Consequently

the meaning "anointing" is the only one that can be estab-

lished with certainty in the case of the word fiBiDD. So far as

the form is concerned, HB'pp might be in the construct state

;

but the connection with ij^iisn, anointing, or anointed one, of

the covering one, does not yield any admissible sense. A com-

parison with ver. 16, where ^3itDn 3113 occurs again, will show

that the na'pPj which stands between these two words in the

verse before us, must contain a more precise definition of 3113,

and therefore is to be connected with 3113 in the construct

state : cherub of anointing, i.e. anointed cherub. This is the

rendering adopted by Kliefoth, the only commentator who has

given the true explanation of the verse, ne'orp is the older

form, which has only been retained in a few words, such as

D»"i» in Isa. X. 6, together with the tone-lengthened a (vid.

Ewald, § 160a). The prince of Tyre is called an anointed

cherub, as Ephraem Syrus has observed, because he was a

king even though he had not been anointed. iJSiBii is not an

abstract noun, either here or in Nah. ii, 6, but a participle ; and

this predicate points back to Ex. xxv. 20, " the cherubim

covered (D''33iD) the capporeth with their wings," and is to be

explained accordingly. Consequently the king of Tyre is

called a cherub, because, as an anointed king, he covered or

overshadowed a sanctuary, like the cherubim upon the ark of

the covenant. What this sanctuary was is evident from the

remarks already made at ver. 2 concerning the divine seat of

the king. If the " seat of God," upon which the king of Tyre

sat, is to be understood as signifying the state of Tyre, then

the sanctuary which he covered or overshadowed as a cherub
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will also be the Tyrian state, with its holy places and sacred

things. In the next clause, ^"'nriil is to be taken by itself

according to the accents, " and I have made thee (so)," and

not to be connected with BHp nna. We are precluded from

adopting the combination which some propose—viz. " I set thee

upon a holy mountain ; thou wast a God "—by the incongruity

of first of all describing the prince of Tyre as a cherub, and

then immediately afterwards as a God, inasmuch as, according

to the Biblical view, the cherub, as an angelic being, is simply

a creature and not a God ; and the fanciful delusion of the

prince of Tyre, that he was an El (ver. 2), could not furnish

the least ground for his being addressed as Eloliim by Ezekiel.

And still more are we precluded from taking the words in this

manner by the declaration contained in ver. 16, that Jehovah

will cast him out " from the mountain of Elohim," from which

we may see that in the present verse also Elohim belongs to

liar, and that in ver. 16, where the mountain of God is men-

tioned again, the predicate ^p is simply omitted for the sake

of brevity, just as ne'iop is afterwards omitted on the repetition

of ^siBH 3^3. The missing but actual object to IW^ can

easily be supplied from the preceding clause,—namely, this, i.e.

an overshadowing cherub, had God made him, by placing him

as king in paradisaical glory. The words, " thou wast upon a

holy mountain of God," are not to be interpreted in the sense

suggested by Isa. xiv. 13, namely, that Ezekiel was thinking of

the mountain of the gods (Alborj) met with in Asiatic mytho-

logy, because it was there that the cherub had its home, as

Hitzig and others suppose ; for the Biblical idea of the cherub

is entirely different from the heathen notion of the griffin

keeping guard over gold. It is true that God placed the

cherub as guardian of Paradise, but Paradise was not a moun-
tain of God, nor even a mountainous land. The idea of a holy

mountain of God, as being the seat of the king of Tyre, was
founded partly upon the natrural situation of Tyre itself, built

as it was upon one or two rocky isknds of the Mediterranean,
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and partly upon the heathen notion of the sacredness of this

island as the seat of the Deity, to which the Tyrians attributed

the grandeur of their state. To this we may probably add a

reference to Mount Zion, upon which was the sanctuary, where

the cherub covered the seat of the presence of God. For

although the comparison of the prince of Tyre to a cherub

was primarily suggested by the description of his abode as

Paradise, the epithet ^3iBn shows that the place of the cherub

in the sanctuary was also present to the prophet's mind. At the

same time, we must not understand by tyYp "in Mount Zion

itself. The last clause, " thou didst walk in the midst of

(among) fiery stones," is very difficult to explain. It is ad-

mitted by nearly all the more recent commentators, that " stones

of fire " cannot be taken as equivalent to " every precious

stone " (ver. 13), both because the precious stones could hardly

be called stones of fire on account of their brilliant splendour,

and also being covered with precious stones is not walking in

the midst of them. Nor can we explain the words, as Haver-

nick has done, from the account given by Herodotus (II. 44)

of the two emerald pillars in the temple of Hercules at Tyre,

which shone resplendently by night ; for pillars shining by

night are not stones of fire, and the king of Tyre did not walk

in the temple between these pillars. The explanation given by

Hofmann and Kliefoth appears to be the correct one, namely,

that the stones of fire are to be regarded as a wall of fire

(Zech. ii. 9), which rendered the cherubic king of Tyre unap-

proachable upon his holy mountain.

In ver. 15, the comparison of the prince of Tyre to Adam

in Paradise is brought out still more prominently. As Adam

was created sinless, so was the prince of Tyre innocent in his

conduct in the day of his creation, but only until perverseness

was found in him. As Adam forfeited and lost the happiness

conferred upon him through his fall, so did the king of Tyre

forfeit his glorious position through unrighteousness and sin, and

cause God to cast him from his eminence down to the ground.
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He fell into perverseness in consequence of the abundance of

his trade (ver. 16a). Because his trade lifted him up to wealth

and power, his heart was filled with iniquity, ^^a for ^^f^, like

i^D for Ki^o in ch. xli. 8, and IB'J for 1«'M in ch. xxxix. 26.

^ain is not the subject, but the object to w ; and the plural

1?9j with an indefinite subject, " they filled," is chosen in the

place of the passive construction, because in the Hebrew, as in

the Aramaean, active combinations are preferred to passive

whenever it is possible to adopt them (vid. Ewald, § 2946 and

1286). S?9 is used by Ezekiel in the transitive sense "to fill"

(ch. viii. 17 and xxx. 11). 'H^, the midst, is used for the

interior in a physical sense, and not in a spiritual one ; and the

expression is chosen with an evident allusion to the history of

the fall. As Adam sinned by eating the forbidden fruit of the

tree, so did the king of Tyre sin by filling himself with wicked-

ness in connection with trade (Havernick and Kliefoth). God
would therefore put him away from the mountain of God, and

destroy him. ??n with ]0 is a pregnant expression : to desecrate

away from, i.e. to divest of his glory and thrust away from.

113N1 is a contracted form for ^"la^iKJ (vid. Ewald, § 232A and

§ 72c).—Vers. 17 and 18 contain a comprehensive description

of the guilt of the prince of Tyre, and the approaching judg-

ment is still further depicted, 'tny?! 'J' cannot mean, "on

account of thy splendour," for this yields no appropriate

thought, inasmuch as it was not the splendour itself which

occasioned his overthrow, but the pride which corrupted the

wisdom requisite to exalt the might of Tyre,—in other words,

tempted the prince to commit iniquity in order to preserve and

increase his glory. We therefore follow the LXX., Syr., Eos.,

and others, in taking '?]} in the sense of una cum, together with.

niNI is an infinitive form, like nanx for niN"), though Ewald

(§ 238e) regards it as so extraordinary that he proposes to alter

the text. HNT with 3 is used for looking upon a person with
malicious pleasure, in^an iiWa shows in what the guilt (liJ?)

consisted (?)V is the construct state of 5'}J?). The sanctuaries
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(miqddsldm) which the king of Tyre desecrated by the unright-

eousness of his commerce, are not the city or the state of Tyre,

but the temples which made Tyre a holy island. These the

king desecrated by bringing about their destruction through his

own sin. Several of the codices and editions read '1B''ni5p in

the singular, and this is the reading adopted by the Chaldee,

Syriac, and Vulgate versions. If this were the true reading,

the sanctuary referred to would be the holy mountain of God
(vers. 14 and 16). But the reading itself apparently owes

its origin simply to this interpretation of the words. In the

clause, " I cause fire to issue from the midst of thee," ^3ifii? is

to be understood in the same sense as 13in in ver. 16. The

iniquity which the king has taken into himself becomes a fire

issuing from him, by which he is consumed and burned to

ashes. All who know him among the peoples will be astonished

at his terrible fall (ver. 19, compare ch. xxvii. 36).

If we proceed, in conclusion, to inquire into the fulfilment

of these prophecies concerning Tyre and its king, we find the

opinions of modern commentators divided. Some, for example

Hengstenberg, Havernick, Drechsler (on Isa. xxiii.), and others,

assuming that, after a thirteen years' siege, Nebuchadnezzar

conquered the strong Island Tyre, and destroyed it; while

others—viz. Gesenius, Winer, Hitzig, etc.—deny the conquest

by Nebuchadnezzar, or at any rate call it in question ; and

many of the earlier commentators suppose the prophecy to refer

to Old Tyre, which stood upon the mainland. For the history

of this dispute, see Hengstenberg, De rebus Tyriorum comment.

(Berol. 1832); Havernick, OnEzehiel, pp.420 sqq.; and Movers,

PJioenizier, II. 1, pp. 427 sqq.—The denial of the conquest of

Insular Tyre by the king of Babylon rests partly on the silence

which ancient historians, who mention the siege itself, have

maintained as to its result ; and partly on the statement con-

tained in Ezek. xxix. 17-20.—All that Josephus {Antt. x. 11. 1)

is able to quote from the ancient historians on this point is tlie

following :—In the first place, he states, on the authority of the

EZEK. I. 2d
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third book of the Chaldean history of Berosus, that when

the father of Nebuchadnezzar, on account of his own age and

consequent infirmity, had transferred to his son tlie conduct of

the war against the rebellious satrap in Egypt, Coelesyria, and

Phoenicia, Nebuchadnezzar defeated him, and brought the

whole country once more under his sway. But as the tidings

reached him of the death of his father just at the same time,

after arranging affairs in Egypt, and giving orders to some of

his friends to lead into Babylon the captives taken from among

the Judaeans, the Phoenicians, the Syrians, and the Egyptians,

together with the heavy armed portion of the army, he him-

self hastened through the desert to Babylon, with a small

number of attendants, to assume the government of the empire.

Secondly, he states, on the authority of the Indian and Phoe-

nician histories of Philostratus, that when Ithobal was on the

throne, Nebuchadnezzar besieged Tyre for thirteen years. The

accounts taken from Berosus are repeated by Josephus in his

c. Apion (i. § 19), where he also adds (§ 20), in confirmation of

their credibility, that there were writings found in the archives

of the Phoenicians which tallied with the statement made by

Berosus concerning the king of Chaldea (Nebuchadnezzar),

viz. " that he conquered all Syria and Phoenicia
;

" and that

Philostratus also agrees with this, since he mentions the siege

of Tyre in his histories (fiefivijuevo^ t'^? Tvpov iroKiopKia'i).

In addition to this, for synchronistic purposes, Josephus

(c. Ap. i. 21) also communicates a fragment from the Phoe-

nician history, containing not only the account of the thirteen

years' siege of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar in the reign of Ithobal,

but also a list of the kings of Tyre who followed Ithobal,

down to the time of Cyrus of Persia.^ The siege of Tyre is

' The passage reads as follows :
" In the reign of Ithobal the king,

Nebuchadnezz.ir besieged Tyre for thirteen years. After him judges were
appointed. Ecnibalus, the son of Baslachus, judged for two months;
Chelbes, the son of Abdaeus, for ten months ; Abbarus, the high priest,

for three mouths; Myttonus and Gerastartus, the sons of Abdelemus, for
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therefore mentioned three times by Josephus, on the authority

of Phoenician histories ; but he never says anything of the

conquest and destruction of that city by Nebuchadnezzar.

From this circumstance the conclusion has been drawn, that

this was all he found there. For if, it is said, the siege had

terminated with the conquest of the city, this glorious result of

the thirteen years' exertions could hardly have been passed

over in silence, inasmuch as in Antt. x. 11. 1 the testimony of

foreign historians is quoted to the effect that Nebuchadnezzar

was " an active man, and more fortunate than the kings that

were before him." But the argument is more plausible than

conclusive. If we bear in mind that Berosus simply relates the

account of a subjugation and devastation of the whole of Phoe-

nicia, without even mentioning the siege of Tyre, and that it is

only in Phoenician writings therefore that the latter is referred

to, we cannot by any means conclude, from their silence as to

the result or termination of the siege, that it ended gloriously

for the Tyrians and with humiliation to Nebuchadnezzar, or

that he was obliged to relinquish the attempt without success

after the strenuous exertions of thirteen years. On the con-

trary, considering how all the historians of antiquity show the

same anxiety, if not to pass over in silence such events as were

unfavourable to their country, at all events to put them in as

favourable a light as possible, the fact that the Tyrian his-

torians observe the deepest silence as to the result of the

thirteen years' siege of Tyre would rather force us to the con-

clusion that it was very humiliating to Tyre. And this could

only be the case if Nebuchadnezzar really conquered Tyre at

the end of thirteen years. If he had been obliged to relinquish

the siege because he found himself unable to conquer so strong

a city, the Tyrian historians would most assuredly have related

six years ; after whom Balatorus reigned for one year. When he died,

they sent for and fetched Merbalus from Babylon, and he reigned four

years. At his death they sent for his brother Eiramus, who reigned twenty

years. During his reign, Cyrus ruled over the Persians."
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this termination of the thirteen years' strenuous exertions of

the great and mighty king of Babylon.

The silence of the Tyrian historians concerning the conquest

of Tyre is no proof, therefore, that it did not really take place.

But Ezek. xxix. 17-20 has also been quoted as containing posi-

tive evidence of the failure of the thirteen years' siege ; in other

words, of the fact that the city was not taken. We read in

this passage, that Nebuchadnezzar caused his army to perform

hard service against Tyre, and that neither he nor his army

received any recompense for it. Jehovah would therefore give

him Egypt to spoil and plunder as wages for this work of theirs

in the service of Jehovah. Gesenius and Hitzig (on Isa. xxiii.)

infer from this, that Nebuchadnezzar obtained no recompense

for the severe labour of the siege, because he did not succeed

in entering the city. But Movers (I.e. p. 448) has already

urged in reply to this, that " the passage before us does not

imply that the city was not conquered any more than it does

tiie opposite, but simply lays stress upon the fact that it was

not plundered. For nothing can be clearer in this connection

tlian that what we are to understand by the wages, which

Nebucliadnezzar did not receive, notwithstanding the exertions

connected with his many years' siege, is simply the treasures of

Tyre ;
" though Movers is of opinion that the passage contains

an intimation that the siege was brought to an end with a

certain compromise which satisfied the Tyrians, and infers,

from the fact of stress being laid exclusively upon the neglected

plundering, that the termination was of such a kind that

plundering might easily have taken place, and therefore that

Tyre was either actually conquered, but treated mildly from

wise considerations, or else submitted to the Chaldeans upon

certain terms. But neither of these alternatives can make the

least pretension to probability. In Ezek. xxix. 20 it is expressly

stated that " as wages, for which he (Nebuchadnezzar) has

worked, I give him the land of Egypt, because they (Nebu-
chadnezzar and his army) have done it for me ;" in other words,
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have done the work for me. When, therefore, Jeliovah pro-

mises to give Egypt to Nebuchadnezzar as a reward or wages

for the hard work which has been done for Him at Tyre, the

words presuppose that Nebuchadnezzar had really accomplished

against Tyre the task entrusted to him by God. But God had

committed to him not merely the siege, but also the conquest

and destruction of Tyre. Nebuchadnezzar must therefore

have executed the commission, though without receiving the

expected reward for the labour which he had bestowed ; and

on that account God would compensate him for his trouble

with the treasures of Egypt. This precludes not only the

supposition that the siege was terminated, or the city sur-

rendered, on the condition that it should not be plundered, but

also the idea that for wise reasons Nebuchadnezzar treated the

city leniently after he had taken possession. In either case

Nebuchadnezzar would not have executed the will of Jehovah

upon Tyre in such a manner as to be able to put in any claim

for compensation for the hard work performed. The only

thing that could warrant such a claim would be the circum-

stance, that after conquering Tyre he found no treasures to

plunder. And this is the explanation which Jerome has given

of the passage ad litteram. "Nebuchadnezzar," he says, " being

unable, when besieging Tyre, to bring up his battering-rams,

besieging towers, and vineae close to the walls, on account of the

city being surrounded by the sea, employed a very large number

of men from his army in collecting rocks and piling up mounds

of earth, so as to fill up the intervening sea, and make a con-

tinuous road to the island at the narrowest part of the strait.

And when the Tyrians saw that the task was actually accom-

plished, and the foundations of the walls were being disturbed

by the shocks from the battering-rams, they placed in ships

whatever articles of value the nobility possessed in gold, silver,

clothing, and household furniture, and transported them to the

islands ; so that when the city was taken, Nebuchadnezzar

found nothing to compensate him for all his labour. And
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because he had done the will of God in all this, some years

after the conquest of Tyre, Egypt was given to him by God."^

It is true that we have no historical testimony from any other

quarter to support this interpretation. But we could not expect

it in any of the writings which have come down to us, inasmuch

as the Phoenician accounts extracted by Josephus simply con-

tain the fact of the thirteen years' siege, and nothing at all

concerning its progress and result. At the same time, there is

the greatest probability that this was the case. If Nebuchad-

nezzar really besieged the city, which was situated upon an

island in the sea, he could not have contented himself with

cutting off the supply of drinking water from the city simply

on the land side, as Shalmanezer, the king of Assyria, is said

to have done {vid. Josephus, Antt. ix. 14. 2), but must have

taken steps to fill up the strait between the city and the main-

land with a mound, that he might construct a road for besieging

and assaulting the walls, as Alexander of Macedonia afterwards

did. And the words of Ezek. xxix. 18, according to which

every head was bald, and the skin rubbed off every shoulder

with the severity of the toil, point indisputably to the under-

taking of some such works as these. And if the Chaldeans

really carried out their operations upon the city in this way, as

the siege-works advanced, the Tyrians would not neglect any

precaution to defend themselves as far as possible, in the event

of the capture of the city. They would certainly send the pos-

sessions and treasures of the city by ship into the colonies,

and thereby place them in security ; just as, according to

Curtius, iv. 3, they sent off their families to Carthage, when

the city was besieged by Alexander.

This view of the termination of the Chaldean siege of Tyre

receives a confirmation of no little weight from the fragment

of Menander already given, relating to the succession of rulers

in Tyre after the thirteen years' siege by Nebuchadnezzar. It

is there stated that after Ithobal, Baal reigned for ten years,

^ Cyrill. Alex, gives the same explanation in his commentary on Isa. xxiii.
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that judges {svffetes) were then appointed, nearly all of whom
held office for a few months only ; that among the last judges

there was also a king Balatorus, who reigned for a year ; that

after this, however, the Tyrians sent to Babylon, and brought

thence Merbal, and on his death Hiram, as kings, whose genuine

Tyrian names undoubtedly show that they were descendants

of the old native royal family. This circumstance proves not

only that Tyre became a Chaldean dependency in consequence

of the thirteen years' siege by Nebuchadnezzar, but also that

the Chaldeans had led away the royal family to Babylonia,

which would hardly have been the case if Tyre had submitted

to the Chaldeans by a treaty of peace.

If, however, after what has been said, no well-founded doubt

can remain as to the conquest of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar, our

prophecy was not so completely fulfilled thereby, that Tyre

became a bare rock on which fishermen spread their nets, as is

threatened in ch. xxvi. 4, 5, 14. Even if Nebuchadnezzar

destroyed its walls, and laid the city itself in ruins to a con-

siderable extent, he did not totally destroy it, so that it was not

restored. On the contrary, two hundred and fifty years after-

wards, we find Tyre once more a splendid and powerful royal

city, so strongly fortified, that Alexander the Great was not able

to take it till after a siege of seven mon^s, carried on with extra-

ordinary exertions on the part of both the fleet and army, the

latter attacking from the mainland by means of a mound of

earth, which had been thrown tip with considerable difficulty

(Diod. Sic. xvii. 40 sqq. ; Arrian, Alex. ii. 17 sqq. ; Curtius,

iv. 2-4). Even after this catastrophe it rose once more into a

distinguished commercial city under the rule of the Seleucidae

and afterwards of the Komans, who made it the capital of

Phoenicia. It is mentioned as such a city in the New Testa-

ment (Matt. XV. 21 ; Acts xxi. 3, 7) ; and Strabo (xvi. 2. 23)

describes it as a busy city with two harbours and very lofty

houses. But Tyre never recovered its ancient grandeur. In

the first centuries of the Christian era, it is frequently men-
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tioiied as an archbishop's see. From a.d. 636 to a.d. 1125 it

was under the rule of the Saracens, and was so strongly for-

tified, that it was not till after a siege of several months' duration

that they succeeded in taking it. Benjamin of Tudela, who

visited Tyre in the year 1060, describes it as a city of distin-

guished beauty, with a strongly fortified harbour, and surrounded

by walls, and with the best glass and earthenware in the East.

" Saladin, the conqueror of Palestine, broke his head against

Tyre in the year 1189. But after Acre had been taken by

storm in the year 1291 by the Sultan El-Ashraf, on the day

following this conquest the city passed without resistance into

the hands of the same Egyptian king ; the inhabitants having

forsaken Tyre by night, and fled by sea, that they might not

fall into the power of such bloodthirsty soldiers " (Van de Velde).

When it came into the hands of the Sai-acens once more, its

fortifications were demolished; and from that time forward

Tyre has never risen from its ruins again. Moi-eover, it had

long ceased to be an insular city. Tiie mound which Alexander

piled up, grew into a broader and firmer tongue of land in

consequence of the sand washed up by the sea, so that the

island was joined to the mainland, and turned into a peninsula.

The present Sur is situated upon it, a market town of three or

four thousand inhabitants, which does not deserve the name of

a city or town. The houses are for the most part nothing but

huts; and the streets are narrow, crooked, and dirty lanes.

The ruins of the old Phoenician capital cover the surrounding

country to the distance of more than half an hour's journey

from the present town gate. The harbour is so thoroughly

choked up with sand, and filled with the ruins of innumerable

pillars and building stones, that only small boats can enter.

The sea has swallowed up a considerable part of the greatness

of Tyre ; and quite as large a portion of its splendid temples

and fortifications lie buried in the earth. To a depth of many
feet the soil trodden at the present day is one solid mass of

building stones, shafts of pillars, and rubbish composed of
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marble, porphyry, and granite. Fragments of pillars of the

costly verde antiquo (green marble) also lie strewn about in

lar<;e quantities. The crust, which forms the soil that is trodden

to-day, is merely the surface of this general heap of ruins.

Thus has Tyre actually become " a bare rock, and a place for

the spreading of nets in the midst of sea ; " and " the dweUing-

places, which are now erected upon a portion of its former site,

are not at variance with the terrible decree, ' thou shalt be built

no more'" (compare Robinson's Palestine, and Van de Velde's

Travels).—Thus has the prophecy of Ezekiel been completely

fulfilled, though not directly by Nebuchadnezzar ; for the

prophecy is not a bare prediction of historical details, but is

pervaded by the idea of the judgment of God. To the prophet,

Nebuchadnezzar is the instrument of the punitive righteousness

of God, and Tyre the representative of the ungodly commerce

of the world. Hence, as Havernick has already observed,

Nebuchadnezzar's action is more than an isolated deed in the

prophet's esteem. " In his conquest of the city he sees the

whole of the ruin concentrated, which history places before us

as a closely connected chain. The breaking of the power of

Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar stands out before his view as insepar-

ably connected with its utter destruction. This was required

by the internal theocratic signification of the fact in its relation

to the destruction of Jerusalem." Jerusalem will rise again to

new glory out of its destruction through the covenant faithful-

ness of God (ch. xxviii. 25, 26). But Tyre, the city of the

world's commerce, which is rejoicing over the fall of Jerusalem,

will pass away for ever (ch. xxvi. 14, xxvii. 36).

CHAP. XXVIII. 20-26. PROPHECY AGAINST SIDON AND PROMISE

FOR ISRAEL.

The threatening word against Sidon is very brief, and

couched in general terms, because as a matter of fact the

prophecy against Tyre involved the announcement of the fall
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of Sidon, which was dependent upon it ; and, as we have already

observed, Sidon received a special word of God simply for the

purpose of making up the number of the heathen nations

mentioned to the significant number seven. The word of God

against Sidon brings to a close the cycle of predictions of judg-

ment directed against those heathen nations which had given

expression to malicious pleasure at the overthrow of the king-

dom of Judah. There is therefore appended a promise for

Israel (vers. 25, 26), which is really closely connected w-ith

the threatening words directed against the heathen nations, and

for which the way is prepared by ver. 24. The correspond-

ence of l^^ ''^Pli?^ (I shall be sanctified in her) in ver. 22 to

D3 ''riE'''np3 (I shall be sanctified in them) in ver. 25, serves to

place the future fate of Israel in antithesis not merely to the

future fate of Sidon, but, as vers. 24 and 26 clearly show, to

that of all the heathen nations against which the previous

threats have been directed.

Ver. 20. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying,

Ver. 21. Son of man, direct thy face towards Sidon, and provhesy

against it, Ver. 22. And say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

Behold, I will he against thee, Sidon, and will glorify myself in

the midst of thee ; and they shall knoio that I am Jehovah, u-hen J

execute judgments upon it, and sanctify myself upon it. Ver. 23.

I will send pestilence into it, and blood into its streets ; slain will

fall in the midst of it by the sword, which cometh upon it from

every side ; and they shall learn that I am Jehovah. Ver. 24.

And there shall be no more to the house of Israel a m.alignaiit

thorn and smarting sting from all round about them, who

despise them ; but they shall learn that I am the Lord Jehovah.

—Jehovah will glorify Himself as the Lord upon Sidon,

as He did before upon Pharaoh (compare Ex. xiv. 4, 16, 17, to

which the word ''Jji"]333 in ver. 22, an unusual expression for

Ezekiel, evidently points). The glorification is effected by

judgn:ients, through which He proves Himself to be holy upon

the enemies of His people. He executes the judgments through
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pestilence and blood (yid. ch. v. 17, xxxviii. 22), i.e. through

•disease and bloodshed occasioned by war, so that men fall, slain

by the sword (of. ch. vi. 7). Instead of ^S3 we have the inten-

sive form ??B?, which is regarded by Ewald and Hitzig as a

copyist's error, because it is only met with here. Through

these judgments the Lord will liberate His people Israel from

all round about, who increase its suffering by their contempt.

These thoughts sum up in ver. 24 the design of God's judg-

ments upon all the neighbouring nations which are threatened

in ch. xxv.-xxviii., and thus prepare the way for the concluding

promise in vers. 25 and 26. The figure of the sting and thorn

points back to Num. xxxiii. 55, where it is said that the

danaanites whom Israel failed to exterminate would become

thorns in its eyes and stings in its sides. As Israel did not

keep itself free from the Canaanitish nature of the heathen

rations, God caused it to feel these stings of heathenism.

Having been deeply hurt by them, it was now lying utterly

prostrate with its wounds. The sins of Canaan, to which

Israel had given itself up, had occasioned the destruction of

Jerusalem (chap. xvi.). But Israel is not to succumb to its

wounds. On the contrary, by destroying the heathen powers,

the Lord will heal His people of the wounds which its heathen

neighbours have inflicted upon it. Ii?D, synonymous with

ii!?p in ch. ii. 6, a word only found in Ezekiel. T'^'ipp, on

the contrary, is taken from Lev. xiii. 51 and xiv. 44, where it

is applied to malignant leprosy (see the comm. on the former

passage).—For Cl^i^< D'tJNE'n, see ch. xvi. 57 and xxv. 6.

Ver. 25. Thus saitli the Lord Jehovah, When I shall gather

the house of Israel out of the peoples among whom they have been

scattered, I shall sanctify myself upon them before the eyes of the

heathen nations, and they will dwell in their land which I have

given to my servant Jacob. Ver. 26. They will dwell there

securely, and build houses and plant vineyards, and will dwell

securel'i lohen I execute judgments upon all tcho despise them of

those round about them ; and they shall learn that I Jehovah utn
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their God.—Whilst the heathen nations succumb to the judg-

ments of God, Israel passes on to a time of blessed peace.

The Lord will gather His people from their dispersion among

the heathen, bring them into the land which He gave to the

patriarch Jacob, His servant, and give them in that land rest,

security, and true prosperity. (For the fact itself, compare

oh. xi. 17, XX. 41, xxsvi. 22 sqq.)

END OF VOL. I.

MUEEAT AND GIBB, EDINBtinQH,

FEINT£Ba TO HEB MAJESTY'S STATIOMKKT OFFICE
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MEYER'S
Commentary on the New Testament.

' Meyer has been long and well known to scholars as one of the very ablest of the Grerman
expositors of the New Testament. We are not sure whether we ought not to say that he is

nnrlTalled as an Interpreter of the grammatical and historical meaning of the sacred

writers. The Publishers have now rendered another seasonable and important service to

English students in producing this translation.'

—

Guardian.

A Selection may now be made of any EIGHT VOLUMES at the Subscription Price of TWO GUINEAS.
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CRITICAL AND EXEGETICAL

COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT.
By De. H. A. W. MEYEE,

Oberconsistorialrath, Hannover.

The portion contributed by Dr. Meyer haa been placed under the editorial

care of Rev. Dr. Dickson, Professor of Divinity in the University of Glasgow
;

Rev. Dr. Orombie, Professor of Biblical Criticism, St. Mary's College, St.

Andrews; and Rev. Dr. Stewart, Professor of Biblical Criticism, University
of Glasgow.

1st Yeap—Bomans, Two Volumes.
Qalatians, One Volume.
St. John's Gospel, Vol. I.

2d Year—St. John's Gospel, Vol. II.

Fhilippians and Colossians, One Volume.
Acts of the Apostles, Vol. I.

Corinthians, Vol. I.

Sd Yeap—Acts of the Apostles, Vol. II.

St. Matthew's Gospel, Two Volumes.
Corinthians, Vol. II.

4th Year—Mark and Luke, Two Volumes.
Ephesians and Philemon, One Volume.
Thessalonians. (Dr. Lunemann.)

5th Year—Timothy and Titus. {Dr. Hutker.)
Peter and Jude. (Dr. Huther.

)

Hebrews. (Dr. Lunemann.)
James and John. (Dr. Huther. )

The series, as viriUen by Meyer himself, is completed by the publication of Ephesians
with Philemon in one volume. But to this the Publishers have thought it right to add
Thessalonians and Bebrews, by Dr. IMnemann, and the Pastoral and Catholic Epistles,
by Dr. Huther. So few, however, of the SubsaHbers have expressed a desire to have Dr.
Diisterdieck's Commentary on Revelation included, that it has been resolved in the mean-
time Twt to undertake it.

' I need hardly add that the last edition of the accurate, perspicuous, and learned com-
mentary of Dr. Meyer has been most carefully consulted throughout ; and I must again,
as in the preface to the Galatians, avow my great obligations to the acumen and scholar-
ship of the learned editor.'

—

Bishop Ellicott in Preface to his ' Commentary on Ephesians.'
' The ablest grammatical exegete of the age.'

—

Philip Schaff, D.D.
_' In accuracy of scholarship and freedom from prejudice, he is equalled by few.'

—

Literary Churchman.
' We have only to repeat that it remains, of its own kind, the very best Commentary

of the New Testament which we possess.'

—

Church Bells.
' No exegetical work is on the whole more valuable, or stands in higher public esteem.

As a critic be is candid and cautious; exact to minuteness in philology; a master of the
grammatical and historical method of interpretation.'

—

Princeton Remew
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LANGE'S COMMENTARIES.
(^Subscription price, nett), 15s. each.

nPHEOLOGICAL AND HOMILETICAL COMMENTARY
-* ON THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS.

Specially designed and adapted for the use of Ministers and Students. By
Prof. John Peter Lange, D.D., in connection witli a number of eminent
European Divines. Translated, enlarged, and revised under the general
editorship of Rev. Dr. Philip Schaff, assisted by leading Divines of the various
Evangelical Denominations.

OLD TESTAMENT—14 VOLUMES.
I. GENESIS. With a General Introduction to the Old Testament. By Prof. J. P. Lahge, D.D.

Translated from the Gennan, with Additions, by Prof. Tatlbe Lewis, LL.D., and A. Gosman, D.D.
—n. EXODUS and LEVITICUS. By J. P. Lange, D.D. With General Introduction hy Rev. Dr.
Osgood.—III. NUMBERS. By Prof. J. P. Lahge, D.D. DEUTEKONOMT. By W. J. Soheoedee.
—IV. JOSHUA. By Rev. F. U. Fay. JUDGES and RUTH. By Prof. Pauujs Casseil, D.D.—V.
SAMUEL. By Professor Eedmanh, D.D.—VI. KINGS. By Kael Che. W. F Bahe, D.D.—VII.
CHEONICLES. By Otto Zooklee. EZRA. By Fe. W.Sohdltz. NEHEMIAH. ByRev. Howaed
Ceosby, D.D., LL.D. ESTHER. By Fk. W. Sohdltz.—VIII. JOB. With an Introduction and
Annotations by Prof. Tatlee Lewis, LL.D. A Commentary by Dr. Otto Zocklee, together with
an Introductory Essay on Hebrew Poetry by Prof. Philip Sohafi'. D.D.—IX. THE PSALMS. By
C. B. MoLl, D.D.—X. PROVERBS, ECCLESIASTES, and THE SONG OF SOLOMON. By Prof.

O. Zooklee, D.D.—XI. ISAIAH. By C. W. E. Naegelsbach.—XII. JEREMIAH and LAMENTA-
TIONS. By C. W.E. Naegelsbach, D.D.—XIII. EZEKIEL. By F. W. Scheodee, D.D. DANIEL.
By Professor Zooklee, D.D.—XIV. THE MINOR PROPHETS. HOSEA, JOEL, and AMOS. By
OXTO Sohmollee, Ph.D. OBADIAH, MICAH, JONAH, NAHUM, HABAKKUK, and ZEPHANIAH.
By Rev. Pacl Kleineei. HAGGAI. By Rev. James E. M'Cdedy. ZEOHARIAH. ByT.W.CHAM-
BEBS, D.D. MALAGHI. By Joseph Fackabd, D.D.

THE APOCKYPHA. By E. C. Eissell, D.B. One Volume.

NEW TESTAMENT—10 VOLUMES.
I. MATTHEW. With a General Introduction to the New Testament. By J. P. Lahge, D.D.

Translated, with Additions, by Philip Schaff, D.D —II. MARE. By J. P. Lasge, D.D. LUEE.
By J. J. Van Oosteezee.-III. JOHN. By J. P. Lahge, D.D.—IV. ACTS. By G. V. Leohlee,
D.D., and Rev Chaeles Geeok.—V. ROMANS. By J. P. Lange, D.D., and Rev. F. E. Fay.-VI.
CORINTHIANS. By Cheistian F. Kling.—VIL GALATIANS. By Otto Schmollee, Ph.D.
EPHESLANS, COLOSSIANS, and PHILIPPLANS. By Kahl Beaune, D.D.—VIII. THESSA-
LONIANS. By Drs Adbeelen and Riggehbach. TIMOTHY, TITUS, and PHILEMON. By J.

J. Van Oosteezee, D.D. HEBREWS. By Kael B. Moll, D.D.—IX. JAMES. By J. P. Lange,
D.D., and J. J. Vas Oosteezee, D.D. PETER and JDDE. By G. F. C. FeohmBllek, Ph.D.
JOHN. By Kael Beaune, D.D.—X. THE REVELATION OF JOHN. By Dr. J. P. Lange.
Together with double Alphabetical Index to all the Ten Volumes on the New Testament, by John
H. Woods.

PROFESSOR EADIE'S COMMENTARIES.

MESSES. CLARK, with the concurrence of the Trustees of the late Peofessor
Eadie, beg to announce the issue, in Three Volumes 8vo, of the following Com-

mentaries :

—

EPHESIANS. PHILIPPUNS. COLOSSIANS.

The Three Volumes will be supplied by Subscription at the price of

EIGHTEEN SHILLINGS,
or, in separate Volumes, at Ten Shillings and Sixpence each.

They have been carefully Edited by

The Rev. "WILLIAM YOUNG, M.A., Glasgow.
The value of these Commentaries is well known. They occupy a first and distinctive

place in New Testament exegetioal literature.

These Volumes have been out of print for a considerable time, and all of them are

much in demand.
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EDITED BY MAECUS DODS, D.D.

SUBSCRIPTION:
Four Volumes for a Guinea, payable in advance (24s. when not paid

in advance).

FIRST YEAR.

THE ' CITY OF GOD.' Two Volumes.

WRITINGS IN CONNECTION WITH
the Donatist Controversy. In One
Volume.

THE ANTI-PELAGIAN WOEKS OF
St. Augustine. Vol. I.

SECOND YEAR.
' LETTERS.' Vol. I.

TREATISES AGAINST FAUSTUS
the Manichsean. One Volume.

THE HARMONY OP THE EVAN-
gelists, and the Sermon on the Mount.
One Volume.

ON THE TRINITY. One Volume.

THIRD YEAR.

COMMENTARY ON JOHN. Two
Volumes.

ON CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE, Eh-
CHiHiDioif, On Catechiziiig, and Os
Faith asd thb Creed. One Volume.

THE ANTI-FELAGIAN WORKS OF
St. Augustine Vol. II.

FOURTH YEAR.
LETTERS.' Vol. II.

' CONFESSIONS.' With Copious Notes
by Rev. J. G. Pilkington.

ANTI-PELAGIAN WRITINGS.
IIL

Vol.

Messrs. Clark believe this will prove not the least valuable of their various

Series. Every care has been taken to secure not only accuracy, but elegance.

It is understood that Subscribers are bound to take at least the issues for

two years. Each volume is sold separately at 10s. 6d.

'For the reproduction of the "City of God" in an admirable English garb we are

greatly indebted to the well-directed enterprise and energy of Messrs. Clark, and to the

accuracy and scholarship of those who have undertaken the laborious task of translation.'

—Christian Observer.
' The present translation reads smoothly and pleasantly, and we have every reason to

be satisfied both with the erudition and the fair and sound judgment displayed by the

translators and the editor.'

—

John Butt.

SELECTION FROM
ANTE-NICENE LIBRARY

AND

ST. AUGUSTINE'S WORKS.

T'HE Ante-Nicene Library being now completed in 24 volumes, and the
I St. Augustine Series being also complete in 16 volumes, Messrs. Clark
will, as in the case of the Foreign Theological Library, give a Selection of
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THE PEOPHECIES OF EZEKIEL.

Chap. XXIX.-XXXII.—AGAINST EGYPT,

|HE announcement of the judgment upon Egypt is

proclaimed in seven " words of God." The first

five are threats. The first (ch. xxix. 1-16) con-

tains a threat of the judgment upon Pharaoh and

his people and land, expressed in grand and general traits.

The second (ch. xxix. 17-21) gives a special prediction of the

conquest and plundering of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar. The

third (ch. xxx. 1-19) depicts the day of judgment which will

break upon Egypt and its allies. The fourth (ch. xxx. 20-26)

foretells the annihilation of the might of Pharaoh by the king

of Babylon ; and the fifth (ch. xxxi.) holds up as a warning to

the king and people of Egypt the glory and the overthrow of

Assyria. The last two words of God in ch. xxxii. contain

lamentations over the destruction of Pharaoh and his might,

viz. ch. xxxii. 1-16, a lamentation over the king of Egypt;

and ch. xxxii. 17-32, a second lamentation over the destruc-

tion of his imperial power.—Ezekiel's prophecy concerning

Egypt assumes this elaborate form, because he regards the

power of Pharaoh and Egypt as the embodiment of that

phase of the imperial power which imagines in its ungodly

self-deification that it is able to uphold the kingdom of God,

and thus seduces the people of God to rely with false confidence

upon the imperial power of this world.

£Z£K. II. A
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CHAP. XXIX. 1-16. THE JUDGMENT UPON PHAEAOH AND HIS

PEOPLE AND LAND.

Because Pharaoh looks upon himself as the creator of his

kingdom and of his might, he is to be destroyed with his men

of war (vers. 2-5a). In order that Israel may no longer put

its trust in the fragile power of Egypt, the sword shall cut off

from Egypt both man and beast, the land shall be turned into

a barren wilderness, and the people shall be scattered over the

lands (vers. 55-12). But after the expiration of the time

appointed for its punishment, both people and land shall be

restored, though only to remain an insignificant kingdom

(vers. 13-16).—According to ver. 1, this prophecy belongs to

the tenth year of the captivity of Jehoiachin ; and as we may

see by comparing it with the other oracles against Egypt of

which the dates are given, it was the first word of God uttered

by Ezekiel concerning this imperial kingdom. The contents

also harmonize with this, inasmuch as the threat which it con-

tains merely announces in general terms the overthrow of the

might of Egypt and its king, without naming the instrument

employed to execute the judgment, and at the same time the

future condition of Egypt is also disclosed.

Vers. 1-12. Destruction of the might of Pharaoh, and

devastation of Egypt.—Ver. 1. In the tenth year, in the tenth

(month), on the twelfth of the month, the word of Jehovah came to

me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of man, direct thy face against Pharaoh
the king of Egypt, and prophesy against him and against all

Egypt. Ver. 3. Speah and say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

Behold, I will deal with thee, Pharaoh, king ofEgypt, thou great

dragon which lieth in its rivers, which saith, " Miiie is the river,

and I Imve made it for myself." Ver. 4. I will put a ring into

thy jaws, and cause the fishes of thy rivers to hang upon thy

scales, and draw thee out of thy rivers, and all the fishes of thy
rivers which hang upon thy scales ; Ver. 5. And will cast thee
into the desert, thee and all the fishes of thy rivers ; upm the
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surface of tlie field wilt thou fall, thou wilt not he lifted up nor

gathered together ; I give thee for food to the beasts of the earth

and the birds of the heaven. Ver. 6. And all the inhabitants of

Egypt shall learn that I am Jehovah. Because it is a reed-staff

to the house of Israel,—Ver. 7. When they grasp thee by thy

branches, thou crackest and tearest open all their shoidder ; and

when they lean upon thee, thou hreahest and causest all their loins

to shake,—Ver. 8. Therefore thus saith the Lord JeJiovah,

Behold, I bring upon thee the sword, and will cut off from thee

man and beast; Ver. 9. And the land of Egypt will become a

waste and desolation, and they shall learn that I am Jehovah.

Because he saith: "The river is mine, and I have made it,"

Ver. 10. Therefore, behold, I will deal with thee and thy rivers,

and will make the land of Egypt into barren waste desolations

from Migdol to Syene, even to the border of Cush. Ver. 11. The

foot of man will not pass through it, and the foot of beast

will not pass through it, and it will not be inhabited for forty

years. Ver. 12. / make the land of Egypt a waste in the

midst of devastated lands, and its cities shall be waste among

desolate cities forty years ; and I scatter the Egyptians among the

nations, and disperse them in the lands.—The date given, viz.

" in the tenth year," is defended even by Hitzig as more correct

than the reading of the LXX., iv rm erei rw ZwZeKartp ; and

he supposes the Alexandrian reading to have originated in the

fact that the last date mentioned in ch. xxvi. 1 had already

brought down the account to the eleventh year.—Pharaoh, the

king of Egypt, against whom the threat is first directed, is

called " the great dragon " in ver. 3. Q''!'!! (here and ch.

xxxii. 2) is equivalent to rsi), literally, the lengthened animal,

the snake ; here, the water-snake, the crocodile, the standing

symbol of Egypt in the prophets (cf. Isa. li. 9, xxvii. 1 ; Ps.

Ixxiv. 13), which is here trai^ferred to Pharaoh, as the ruler of

Egypt and representative of its power. By CIK^ we are to

understand the arms and canals of the Nile {vid. Isa. vii. 18).

The predicate, " lying in the midst of his rivers," points at once
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to the proud security in his own power to which Pharaoh gave

himself up. As the crocodile lies quietly in the waters of the

Nile, as though he were lord of the river ; so did Pharaoh regard

himself as the omnipotent lord of Egypt. His words affirm

this : " the river is mine, I have made it for myself." The

suffix attached to 'iJy'W stands in the place of ''?, as ver. 9, where

the suffix is wanting, clearly shows. There is an incorrectness

in this use of the suffix, which evidently passed into the language

of literature from the popular phraseology (cf. Ewald, § 3155).

The rendering of the Vulgate, ego feci memetipsum, is false.

ns'. is the expression used by him as a king who regards the

land and its rivers as his own property; in connection with

which we must bear in mind that Egypt is indebted to the

Nile not only for its greatness, but for its actual existence. In

this respect Pharaoh says emphatically y, it is mine, it belongs

to me, because he regards himself as the creator. The words,

" I have made it for myself," simply explain the reason for the

expression y, and affirm more than " I have put myself in pos-

session of this through my own power, or have acquired its

blessings for myself " (Havernick) ; or, " I have put it into its

present condition by constructing canals, dams, sluices, and

buildings by the river-side " (Hitzig). Pharaoh calls himself

the creator of the Nile, because he regards himself as the

creator of the greatness of Egypt. This pride, in which he

forgets God and attributes divine power to himself, is the cause

of his sin, for which he will be overthrown by God. God will

draw the crocodile Pharaoh out of his Nile with hooks, and cast

him upon the dry land, where he and the fishes that have been
drawn out along with him upon his scales will not be gathered
up, but devoured by the wild beasts and birds of prey. The
figure is derived from the manner in which even in ancient
times the crocodile was caught with large hooks of a peculiar
construction (compare Herod, ii. 70, and the testimonies of
travellers in Oedmann's Vermischten Sammlungen, III. pp. 6 sqq.,
and Jomard in the Description de VEgypte, I. p. 27). The
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form QiTin with a double Yod is a copyist's error, probably

occasioned by the double Yod occurring after n in T^jf?^, which

follows. A dual form for ffinn is unsuitable, and is not used

anywhere else even by Ezekiel (cf. ch. xix. 4, 9, and more

especially ch. xxxviii. 4).—The fishes which hang upon the

scales of the monster, and are drawn along with it out of the

Nile, are the inhabitants of Egypt, for the Nile represents the

land. The casting of the beast into the wilderness, where it

putrefies and is devoured by the beasts and birds of prey, must

not be interpreted in the insipid manner proposed by Hitzig,

namely, that Pharaoh would advance with his army into the

desert of Arabia and be defeated there. The wilderness is the

dry and barren land, in which animals that inhabit the water

must perish ; and the thought is simply that the monster will

be cast upon the desert land, where it will finally become the

food of the beasts of prey.—^In ver. 6 the construction is a sub-

ject of dispute, inasmuch as many of the commentators follow

the Hebrew division of the verse, taking the second hemistich

'U1 Drii''n ]yi as dependent upon the first half of the verse, for

which it assigns the reason, and then interpreting ver. 7 as a

further development of ver. 6b, and commencing a new period

with ver. 8 (Hitzig, Kliefoth, and others). But it is decidedly

wrong to connect together the two halves of the sixth verse, if

only for the simple reason that the formula ninj '3K »3 ^jm,

which occurs so frequently elsewhere in Ezekiel, invariably

closes a train of thought, and is never followed by the addition

of a further reason. Moreover, a sentence commencing with

15?! is just as invariably followed by an apodosis introduced by

15^, of which we have an example just below in vers. 96 and

10a. For both these reasons it is absolutely necessary that we

should regard 'Ul Dni''n \yi as the beginning of a protasis, the

apodosis to which commences with |3? in ver. 8. The cor-

rectness of this construction is established beyond all doubt by

the fact that from ver. 6b onwards it is no longer Pharaoh who

is spoken of, as in vers. 3-5, but Egypt ; so that Wl introduces
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a new train of thought. But ver. 7 is clearly shown, both by

the contents and the form, to be an explanatory intermediate

clause inserted as a parenthesis. And inasmuch as the protasis

is removed in consequence to some distance from its apodosis,

Ezekiel has introduced the formula " thus saith the Lord

Jehovah " at the commencement of the apodosis, for the pur-

pose of giving additional emphasis to the announcement of the

punishment. Ver. 7 cannot in any case be regarded as the

protasis, the apodosis to which commences with the p? in ver. 8,

as Havernick maintains. The sufBx attached to Qni''n, to which

Hitzig takes exception, because he has misunderstood the con-

struction, and which he would conjecture away, refers to D^VD

as a land or kingdom. Because the kingdom of Egypt was

a reed-staff to the house of Israel (a figure drawn from the

physical character of the banks of the Nile, with its thick

growth of tall, thick rushes, and recalling to mind Isa. xxxvi. 6),

the Lord would bring the sword upon it and cut off, from it

both man and beast. But before this apodosis the figure of

the reed-staff is more clearly defined : " when they (the Israel-

ites) take thee by thy branches, thou breakest," etc. This

explanation is not to be taken as referring to any particular

facts either of the past or future, but indicates the deceptive

nature of Egypt as the standing characteristic of that kingdom.
At the same time, to give greater vivacity to the description,

the words concerning Egypt are changed into a direct address
to the Egyptians, i.e. not to Pharaoh, but to the Egyptian
people regarded as a single individual. The expressio°n naan
causes some difficulty, since the ordinary meaning of t)? (hand)
is apparently unsuitable, inasmuch as the verb f\-\P\, from
rn, to break or crack (not to break in pieces, i.e. to break
quite through), clearly shows that the figure of the reed is still

continued. The Eerim is a bad emendation, based upon the
rendering" to grasp with the hand," which is grammatically
inadmissible. IJ-Br, with 3 does not mean to grasp with some-
thing, but to seize upon something, to take hold of a person
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(Isa. iii. 6 ; Deut. ix. 17), so that 1B33 can only be an explana-

tory apposition to 13, The meaning grip, or grasp of the

hand, is also unsuitable and cannot be sustained, as the plural

niaa alone is used in this sense in Song of Sol. v. 5. The
only meaning appropriate to the figure is that of branches,

which is sustained, so far as the language is concerned, by the

use- of the plural nisa for palm-branches in Lev, xxiii. 40, and

of thfe singular nas for the collection of branches in Job xv. 32,

and Isa. ix, 13, xix, 15 ; and this is apparently in perfect

harmony with natural facts, since the tall reed of the Nile,

more especially the papyrus, is furnished with hollow, sword-

shaped leaves at the lower part of the stalk. When it cracks,

the reed-staff pierces the shoulder of the man who has grasped

it, and tears it ; and if a man lean upon it, it breaks in pieces

and causes all the loins to tremble. 'T'P.i!^ cannot mean to

cause to stand, or to set upright, still less to render stiff and

rigid. The latter meaning cannot be established from the

usage of the language, and would be unsuitable here. For if

a stick on which a man leans should break and penetrate his

loins, it would inflict such injury upon them as to cause him to

fall, and not to remain stiff and rigid. IDJJn cannot have any

other meaning than that of ''J'^'?, to cause to tremble or relax,,

as in Ps. Ixix. 24, to shake the firmness of the loins, so that the

power to stand is impaired.—In the apodosis the thought of the

land gives place to that of the people ; hence the use of the

feminine suffixes ^vjf and ^IBK) in the place of the masculine

suffixes 13 and Ivj; in ver. 7. Man and beast shall be cut off,

and the land made into a desert waste by the sword, i.e. by

war. This is carried out still further in vers. 9J-12; and once

again in the protasis 2b (cf. ver. 36) the inordinate pride of

the king is placed in the foreground as the reason for the

devastation of his land and kingdom. The Lord will make of

Egypt the most desolate wilderness. Jl^^in is intensified into a

superlative by the double genitive >^^^f
3"ih, desolation of the

wilderness. Throughout its whole extent from Migdol, i.e.
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Magdolo, according to the Mner. Anton, p. 171 (ed. Wessel)

twelve Roman miles from Pelusium; in the Coptic Meshtol,

E-yptian MdUr (Brugsch, Geogr. Inschr. I. pp. 261 seq.), the

most northerly place in Egypt. njlD, to Syene (for the con-

struction see ch. XXX. 6 and xxi. 3), Xv^vrt, Sun in the inscrip-

tions, according to Brugsch {Geogr. luschr.l. p. 155), probably

the profane designation of the place (Coptic Souan), the most

southerly border town of Egypt in the direction of Cush, i.e.

Ethiopia, on the eastern bank of the Nile, some ruins of which

are still to be seen in the modern Assvan (Assuan, ^^\y^\)

which is situated to the north-east of them (vid. Brugsch,

Eeiseher. aus Aegypten, p. 247, and Leyrer in Herzog's Ency-

clopaedia). The additional clause, " and to the border of

Cush," does not give a fresh terminal point, still further

advanced, but simply defines with still greater clearness the

boundary toward the south, viz. to Syene, where Egypt ter-

minates and Ethiopia begins. In ver. 11a the desolation is

more fully depicted. SK'n si", it will not dwell, poetical for

"be inhabited," as in Joel iv. (iii.) 20, Isa. xiii. 20, etc. This

devastation shall last for forty years, and so long shall the

people of Egypt be scattered among the nations. But after

the expiration of that time they shall be gathered together

again (ver. 13). The number forty is neither a round number

(Hitzig) nor a very long time (Ewald), but is a symbolical

term denoting a period appointed by God for punishment and

penitence (see the comm. on ch. iv. 6), which is not to be under-

stood in a chronological sense, or capable of being calculated.

Vers. 13-16. Restoration of Egypt.—Ver. 13. For thus saith

the Lord Jehovah^ At the end of forty years I will gather the

Egyptians out of the nations, whither they were scattered. Ver. 14.

And I will turn the captivity of Egypt, and will bring them back

into the land of Pathros, into the land of their origin, and they shall

be a lowly kingdom there. Ver. 15. Lowlier than the kingdoms
shall it be, and exalt itself no more over the nations ; and I will
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malee them small, so that they shall rule no more over the nations.

Ver. 16. And it shall be no more the confidence of the house of

Israel, bringing iniquity to remembrance when they incline towards

it ; and they shall learn that I am the Lord Jehovah.—The turn-

ing of the period of Egypt's punishment is connected by *3, which

refers to the time indicated, viz. " forty years." For forty

years shall Egypt be utterly laid waste ; for after the expira-

tion of that period the Lord will gather the Egyptians again

from their dispersion among the nations, turn their captivity,

i.e. put an fend to their suffering (see the comm. on ch. xvi. 53),

and lead them back into the land of their birth, i.e. of their

origin (for n^WD, see ch. xvi. 3), namely, to Pathros. Diins,

the Egyptian Petores (IlaBovpr]';, LXX. Jer. xHv. 1), or south

land, i.e. Upper Egypt, the Thebais of the Greeks and Romans-

The designation of Upper Egypt as the mother country of the

Egyptians, or the land of their nativity, is confirmed not only by

the accounts given by Herodotus (ii. 4 and 15) and Diodorus Sic.

(i. 50), but also by the Egyptian mythology, according to which

the first king who reigned after the gods, viz. Menes or Menu,

sprang from the city of Thinis (Thynis), Egypt. Tenj, in the

neighbourhood of Abydos in Upper Egypt, and founded the city

of Memphis in Lower Egypt, which became so celebrated in later

times (vid. Brugsch, Histoire d'Egypte, I. p. 16). But Egypt

shall not attain to its former power any more. It will be and

continue a lowly kingdom, that it may not again become a ground

of confidence to Israel, a power upon which Israel can rely, so

as to fall into guilt and punishment. The subject to n^T xS is

Egypt as a nation, notwithstanding the fact that it has pre-

viously been construed in the feminine as a land or kingdom, and

in ^'[)''?.n^ the Egyptians are spoken of in the plural number.

For it is out of the question to take I^V I'StD as the subject to

'^)})''. ^ in the sense of " no more shall one who calls guilt to

remembrance inspire the house of Israel with confidence," as

Kliefoth proposes, not only because of the arrangement of

the words, but because the more precise definition of \S'0 T'StD
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as 'nx DniJSa clearly shows that Egypt is the subject of the

sentence ; whereas, in order to connect this definition in any

way, Kliefoth is compelled to resort to the interpolation of

the words, " which it committed." ftV T'STD is in apposition to

noap ; making Egypt the ground of confidence, brings into

remembrance before God the guilt of Israel, which consists in

the fact that the Israelites turn to the Egyptians and seek

salvation from them, so that He is obliged to punish them (vid.

ch. xxi. 28, 29).—The truth of the prediction in vers. 13-16

has been confirmed by history, inasmuch as Egypt never

recovered its former power after the Chaldean period.—More-

over, if we compare the Messianic promise for Egypt in Isa.

xix. 18-25 with the prediction in vers. 13-15, we are struck at

once with the peculiarity of Ezekiel, already referred to in the

introductory remarks on ch. xxv.-xxxii., namely, that he leaves

entirely out of sight the Messianic future of the heathen nations.

CHAP. XXIX. 17-21. CONQUEST AND PLUNDERING OP EGYPT
BY NEBUCHADNEZZAJR.

Ver. 17. In the seven and twentieth year, in the first (moon),
on the first of the moon, the word of Jehovah came to me, saying,

Ver. 18. Son of man, Nebucliadnezzar, the king of Babylon, has
made Ms army perform hard work at Tyre: eoery head is bald,
and every shoulder grazed, and no wages have been given to him
and to his artny from Tyre for the work which he performed
against it. Ver. 19. Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
Behold, I give Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon, the land of
Egypt, that he may carry away its possessions, and plunder its
plunder, and make booty of its booty, and this may be the wages
of Ms army. Ver. 20. As the pay for which he worked, I givehm the land of Egypt, because they did it for me, is the saying
of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 21. In that day will I cause a horn
to sprout to the house of Israel, and I will open the mouth for theem the midst of th,m; and they shall know that lam Jehovah-
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This brief prophecy concerning Egypt was uttered about seven-

teen years after the preceding word of God, and was the latest

of all the predictions of Ezekiel that are supplied with dates.

But notwithstanding its brevity, it is not to be taken in connec-

tion with the utterance which follows in ch. xxx. 1-19 so as to

form one prophecy, as Hitzig supposes. This is at variance

not only with the formula in ch. xxx. 1, which is the usual

introduction to a new word of God, but also with ver. 21 of

the present chapter, which is obviously intended to bring the

previous word of God to a close. This termination, which is

analogous to the closing words of the prophecies against Tyre

and Sidon in ch. xxviii. 25, 26, also shows that the present

word of God contains the last of Ezekiel's prophecies against

the Egyptian world-power, and that the only reason why the

prophet did not place it at the end when collecting his pro-

phecies—that is to say, after ch. xxxii.'—was, that the promise

in ver. 30, that the Lord would cause a horn to bud to the

house of Israel, contained the correlate to the declaration that

Egypt was henceforth to be but a lowly kingdom. Moreover,

this threat of judgment, which is as brief as it is definite, was

well fitted to prepare the way and to serve as an introduction

for the more elaborate threats which follow. The contents of

the prophecy, namely, the assurance that God would give Egypt

to Nebuchadnezzar as spoil in return for the hard labour which

he and his army had performed at Tyre, point to the time

immediately following the termination of the thirteen years'

siege of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar. If we compare with this

the date given in ver. 17, the siege was brought to a close in

the twenty-seventh year of the captivity of Jehoiachin, i.e.

B.C. 572, and must therefore have commenced in the year B.C.

586, or about two years after the destruction of Jerusalem, and

with this the extract given by Josephus (c. Ap. i. 21) from the

Tyrian annals agrees.^ nibj; l^avn, to cause a work to be

1 For the purpose of furnishing the proof that the temple at Jerusalem

lay in ruins for fifty years, from the time of its destruction till the com-
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executed, or service to be rendered. This labour was so severe,

that every head was bald and every shoulder grazed. These

words have been correctly interpreted by the commentators,

even by Ewald, as referring to the heavy burdens that had to

be carried in order to fill up the strait which separated Insular

Tyre from the mainland. They confirm what we have said

above, in the remarks on oh. xxvi. 10 and elsewhere, concerning

the capture of Tyre. But neither he nor his army had received

any recompense for their severe toil. This does not imply that

Nebuchadnezzar had been unable to accomplish the work which

he had undertaken, i.e. to execute his design and conquer the

city, but simply that he had not received the recompense which

he expected after this severe labour ; in other words, had not

found the booty he hoped for when the city was taken (see the

introductory remarks on ch. xxvi.-xxviii.). To compensate him

for this, the Lord will give him the land of Egypt with its

possessions as booty, nJbn sni, that he may carry off the abun-

dance of its possessions, its wealth ; not that he may lead away

the multitude of its people (De Wette, Kliefoth, etc.), for

"mi is not the appropriate expression for this" (Hitzig).

(ion, abundance of possessions, as in Isa. Ix. 5, Ps. xxxvii. 16,

etc. n?3)S, the doing of a thing ; then that which is gained by
working, the recompense for labour, as in Lev. xix. 13 and
other passages. ''? m IB-'K is taken by Hitzig as referring to

the Egyptians, and rendered, " in consequence of that which
they have done to me." But although "la's may be taken in this

sense (vid. Isa. Ixv. 18), the arguments employed by Hitzig in

mencement of its rebuilding, Josephus gives in tlie passage referred to
above the years of the several reigns of the kings and judges of Tyre from
Ithobal to Hirom, in whose reign Cyrus took the kingdom; from which it
is apparent that fifty years elapsed from the commencement of the siege of
Tyre to the fourteenth year of Hirom, in which Cyrus began to reign At
the same time, the seventh year of Nebuchadnezzar is given by mistake
instead of the seventeenth or nineteenth as the date of the beginning of
the siege. (Compare on this point Movers, Phdnizier, II 1 pp 437 gqa •

M. V Niebuhr, Gesch. Assurs u. Bab. pp. 106 sqq.; and M. Dunoker!
Gesch. des Altert. I. p. 841.)

""v-js-ci,
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opposition to the ordinary rendering—"for they (Nebuchad-

nezzar and his army) have done it for me," i.e. have performed

their hard work at Tyre for me and by my commission—have

no force whatever. This use of v nB*!? is thoroughly established

by Gen. xxx. 30 ; and the objection which he raises, namely,

that " the assertion that Nebuchadnezzar besieged Tyre in the

service of Jehovah could only have been properly made by

Ezekiel in the event of the city having been really conquered,"

is out of place, for this simple reason, that the assumption that

the city was not taken is a mere conjecture ; and even if the

conjecture could be sustained, the siege itself might still be a

work undertaken in the service of Jehovah. And the principal

argument, namely, " that we should necessarily expect HB')^

(instead of Vi/V), inasmuch as with Vi>y every Hebrew reader

would inevitably take IK'S as referring to onVP," is altogether

wide of the mark ; for D^."]yo does not signify the Egyptians in

this passage, but the land of Egypt alone is spoken of both in

the verse before us and throughout the oracle, and for this ItJ"??

is quite unsuitable, whereas the context suggests in the most

natural way the allusion to Nebuchadnezzar and his army.

But what is absolutely decisive is the circumstance that the

thought itself, "in consequence of what the Egyptians have

done to me," i.e. what evil they have done, is foreign to, if not

at variance with, all the prophecies of Ezekiel concerning Egypt.

For the guilt of Egypt and its Pharaoh mentioned by Ezekiel

is not any crime against Jehovah, but simply Pharaoh's deifica-

tion of himself, and the treacherous nature of the help which

Egypt afforded to Israel, njn^= 7 nB'y is not the appropriate

expression for this, in support of which assertion we might

point to "'? IB*!? in ch. xxiii. 38.—Ver. 21. On that day, namely,

when the judgment upon Egypt is executed by Nebuchadnezzar,

the Lord will cause a horn to sprout or grow to the house

(people) of Israel. The horn is a symbol of might and strength,

by which the attacks of foreigners are warded off. By the

overthrow of Judah the horn of Israel was cut off (Lam. ii. 3

;
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compare also Jer. xlviii. 25). In H^ ^'^W }'^^ promise coin-

cides, so far as the words are concerned, with Ps. cxxxu. 17

;

but it also points back to the prophetic words of the godly

Hannah in 1 Sam. ii. 1, " My horn is exalted in Jehovah, my

mouth hath opened itself wide over my enemies," and is Mes-

sianic in the broader sense of the word. The horn which the

Lord will cause to sprout to the people of Israel is neither

Zerubbabel nor the Messiah, but the Messianic salvation. The

reason for connecting this promise of salvation for Israel with

the overthrow of the power of Egypt, as Havernick has observed,

is that " Egypt presented itself to the prophet as the power in

which the idea of heathenism was embodied and circumscribed."

In the might of Egypt the world-power is shattered, and the

overthrow of the world-power is the dawn of the unfolding of

the might of the kingdom of God. Then also will the Lord

give to His prophet an opening of the mouth in the midst of

Israel. These words are unquestionably connected with the

promise of God in ch. xxiv. 26, 27, that after the fall of Jeru-

salem the mouth of Ezekiel should be opened, and also with the

fulfilment of that promise in ch. xxxiii. 22 ; but they have a

much more comprehensive meaning, namely, that with the dawn

of salvation in Israel, i.e. in the church of the Lord, the word

of prophecy would sound forth in the richest measure, inasmuch

as, according to Joel (ch. ii.), a universal outpouring of the

Spirit of God would then take place. In this light Theodoret

is correct in his remark, ' that " through Ezekiel He signified

the whole band of prophets." But Kliefoth has quite mistaken

the meaning of the words when he discovers in them the

thought that " God would then give the prophet a new word

of God coricerning both Egypt and Israel, and that this is

contained in the oracle in ch. xxx. 1-19." Such a view as this

is proved at once to be false, apart from other grounds, by the

expression D3in3 (in the midst of them), which cannot be taken

as applying to Egypt and Israel, but can only refer to n'3

'^l?^., the house of Israel.
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CHAP. XXX. 1-19. THE DAT OF JUDGMENT UPON EGYPT.

Commencing with a call to lamentation, the prophet announces

that the Lord's day of judgment upon the nations is near at

hand, and will burst upon Egypt, and the nations in alliance

with it (vers. 2-5). He then depicts in three strophes, with

the introductory words ''''' "IDS nb, the execution of this judg-

ment, namely : (a) the destruction of the might of Egypt and

the deyastation of the land (vers. 6—9) ; (b) the enemy by

whom the judgment will be accomplished (vers. 10-12) ; and

(c) the extermination of the idols of Egypt, the conquest and

demolition of its fortresses, the slaughter of its male population,

and the captivity of the daughters of the land (vers. 13-19).

The heading does not contain any chronological information

;

and the contents furnish no definite criteria for determining

with precision the date of the prophecy. Jerome assigns this

oracle to the same period as the prophecy in ch. xxix. i-16,

whilst others connect it more closely with ch. xxix. 17-21, and

regard it as the latest of all Ezekiel's prophecies. The latter is

the conclusion adopted by Kosenmiiller, Havernick, Hitzig,

Kliefoth, and some others. The principal argument adduced

for linking it on to c}i. xxix. 1 7 sqq. is, that in ver. 3 the day

of judgment upon Egypt is threatened as near at hand, and

this did not apply to the tenth year (ch. xxix. 1), though it was

perfectly applicable to the twenty-seventh (ch. xxix. 17), when

the siege of Tyre was ended, and Nebuchadnezzar was on the

point of attacking Egypt. But the expression, " the day of the

Lord is near at hand," is so relative a chronological phrase,

that nothing definite can be gathered from it as to the date at

which an oracle was composed. Nor does the fact that our

prophecy stands after the prophecy in ch. xxix. 17-21, which

is furnished with a date, prove anything ; for the other pro-

phecies which follow, and are furnished with dates, all belong

to a much earlier period. It is very evident from this that

ch. xxix. 17-21 is inserted without regard to chronological
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sequence, and consequently ch, xxx. 1-19 may just as well

belong to the period between the tenth month of the tenth

year (ch. xxix. 1) and the first month of the eleventh year

(ch. XXX. 20), as to the twenty-seventh year (ch. xxix. 17),

since all the reasons assigned for the closer connection of our

prophecy with the one immediately preceding (ch. xxix. 17—21),

which is supposed to indicate similarity of date, are invalid
;

whilst, on the other hand, the resemblance of vers. 6 and 17

to ch. xxix. 10 and 12 is not suflScient to warrant the assump-

tion of a contemporaneous origin.

Vers. 1-5. Announcement of the judgment upon Egypt and

its allies.—Ver. 1. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying,

Ver. 2. Son of man, prophesy, and say, Thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, Howl ye ! Woe to the day ! Ver. 3. For the day is

near, Hie day of Jehovah near, a day of cloud, the time of the

lieathen will it be. Ver. 4. And the sword will come upon Egypt,
and there will be pangs in Ethiopia, when the slain fall in Egypt,
and they take her possessions, and her foundations are destroyed.

Ver. 5. Ethiopians and Libyans andLydians, and all the rabble

and Chub, and the sons of the covenant land, will fall by the

sword with them.—In the announcement of the judgment in
vers. 2b and 3, Ezekiel rests upon Joel i. 13, 15, and ii. 2,
where the designation already applied to the judgment upon the
heathen world by Obadiah, viz. " the day of Jehovah " (Obad.
ver. 15), is followed by such a picture of the nearness and
terrible nature of that day, that even Isaiah (Isa. xiii. 6, 9) and
Zephaniah (Zeph, i. 7, 14) appropriate the words of Joel.
Ezekiel also does the same, with this exception, that he uses Fin

instead of nnx, and adds to the force of the expression by the
repetition of DV ah^. In ver. 3b, the words from pv Di* to
n:n: are not to be taken together as forming one sentence, «a
day of cloud will the time of the nations be" (De Wette) be
cause the idea of a "time of the nations" has not been men-
tioned before, so as to prepare the way for a description of its
real nature here. IJ? Di' and D^iJ ny contain two co-ordinate
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affirmations concerning the day of Jehovah. It will be a day

of cloud, i.e. of great calamity (as in Joel ii. 2), and a time of

the heathen, i.e. when heathen (D*i3 without the article) are

judged, when their might is to be shattered (cf. Isa. xiii. 22).

This day is coming upon Egypt, which is to succumb to the

sword. Ethiopia will be so terrified at this, that it will writhe

convulsively with anguish (fijn?n, as in Nah. ii. 11 and Isa.

xxi. 3). i^3bn n\y? signifies the plundering and removal of the

possessions of the land, like Pijbn NB'3 in ch. xxix. 19. The

subject to inp? is indefinite, " they," i.e. the enemy. The

foundations of Egypt, which are to be destroyed, are not the

foundations of its buildings, but may be understood in a

figurative sense as relating to persons, after the analogy of

Isa. xix. 10 ; but the notion that Gush, Phut, etc. (ver. 9), i.e.

the mercenary troops obtained from those places, which are

called the props of Egypt in ver. 6, are intended, as Hitzig

assumes, is not only extremely improbable, but decidedly

erroneous. The announcement in ver. 6, that Gush, Phut, etc.,

are to fall by the sword along with the Egyptians (Q^^), is

sufficient of itself to show that these tribes, even if they were

auxiliaries or mercenaries of Egypt, did not constitute the

foundations of the Egyptian state and kingdom ; but that, on

the contrary, Egypt possessed a military force composed of

native troops, which was simply strengthened by auxiliaries

and allies. We there interpret n^nilD*, after the analogy of

Ps. xi. 3 and Ixxxii. 5, as referring to the real foundations of

the state, the regulations and institutions on which the stability

and prosperity of the kingdom rest. The neighbouring,

friendly, and allied peoples will also be smitten by the judg-

ment together with the Egyptians. Cush, i.e. the Ethiopians,

Phut and Lud, i.e. the Libyans and African Lydians (see the

comm. on ch. xxvii. 10), are mentioned here primarily as

auxiliaries of Egypt, because, according to Jer. xlvi. 9, they

served in Necho's army. By 3"iyn"73, the whole of the mixed

crowd (see the comm. on 1 Kings x. 15,

—

•jrdvje'i oi iirifiiKToi,

EZEK. II. B
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LXX.), we are then to understand the mercenary soldiers iol

the Egyptian army, which were obtained from different

nations (chiefly Greeks, lonians, and Carians, ol iirUovpoi, as

they are called by Herodotus, iii. 4, etc.). In addition to

these, 3a (a-TT. Xey.) is also mentioned. Havernick connects

this name with the people of Kufa, so frequently met with on

the Egyptian monuments. But, according to Wilkinson (Min-

ners^ etc., I. 1, pp. 361 sqq.), they inhabited a portion of Asia,

farther north even than Palestine ; and he ranks them (p. 379)

among the enemies of Egypt. Hitzig therefore imagines that

Kufa is probably to be found in Koliistan, a district of Media,

from which, however, the Egyptians can hardly have obtained

mercenary troops. And so long as nothing certain can be

gathered from the advancing Egyptological researches with

regard to the name Cub, the conjecture that ya is a mis-spelling

for 31^ is not to be absolutely set aside, the more especially as

this conjecture is naturally suggested by the D'^l? of Nah. iii. 9

and 2 Chron. xvi. 8, and the form ai^i by the side of D'ai^ is

analogous to nii> by the side of ^''^b in Jer. xlvi. 9, whilst the

Liby-Aegyptii of the ancients, who are to be understood by

the term D'^a^ (see the comm. on Gen. x. 18), would be quite

in keeping here. On the other hand, the conjecture offered by
Gesenius {Thes. p. 664), viz. n«. Nubia, has but a very weak
support in the Arabic translator ; and the supposition that 2h
may have been the earlier Hebrew form for Nubia (Hitzig), is

destitute of any solid foundation. Maurer suggests Cob, a city

(nmnicipium) of Mauretania, in the liiner. Anton, p. 17, ed.

Wessel.— The following expression, "sons of the covenant
land," is also obscure. Hitzig has correctly observed, that it

cannot be synonymous with Dnna ^bya, their allies. But we
certainly cannot admit that the covenant land (made definite by
the article) is Canaan, the Holy Land (Hitzig and Kliefoth)

;

although Jerome writes without reserve, de Jiliis terrae foederis,
Ke. depcpulo Judaeorum; and the LXX. in their translation,
Ka, Ta,v vUhv rr,, had^Kr,^ ^ov, undoubtedly thought of the
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Jews, who fled to Egypt, according to Theodoret's exposition,

along with Jeremiah after the destruction of Jerusalem and

the murder of the governor Gedaliah, for fear of the vengeance

of the Chaldeans (Jer. xlii., xliii., and xliv.). For the applica-

tion of the expression " land of the covenant " to the Holy Land
is never met with either in the Old or New Testament, and

cannot be inferred, as Hitzig supposes, from Ps. Ixxiv. 20 and

Dan. xi. 28, or supported in any way from either the epithet

"the land of promise" in Heb. xi. 9, or from Acts iii. 25,

where Peter calls the Jews " the children of the prophets and

of .the covenant." We therefore agree with Schmieder in

regarding nnan pK as signifying a definite region, though one

unknown to us, in the vicinity of Egypt, which was inhabited

by a tribe that was independent of the Egyptians, yet bound

to render help in time of war.

Vers. 6-9. All the supports and helpers of Egypt will fall, and

the whole land with its cities will be laid waste.—Ver. 6. Thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, Those who support Egypt will fall, and

its proud might will sink ; from Migdol to Syene will they fall

by the sword therein, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 7.

And they will lie waste in the midst of waste lands, and its cities

be in the midst of desolate cities. Ver. 8. They shall learn that

I am Jehovah, when I bring fire into Egypt, and all its helpers

are shattered. Ver. 9. In that day will messengers go forth from

me in ships to terrify the confident Ethiopia, and there will be

writhing among them as in the day of Egypt; for, behold, it

Cometh.—"Those who support Egypt" are not the auxiliary

tribes and allies, for they are included in the term n''^tV in

ver. 8, but the idols and princes (ver. 13), the fortified cities

(ver. 15), and the warriors (ver. 17), who formed the founda-

tion of the might of the kingdom. W lisa, " the pride of its

might," which is an expression applied in ch. xxiv. 21 to the

temple at Jerusalem, is to be taken here in a general sense,

and understood not merely of the temples and idols of Egypt,

but as the sum total of all the things on which the Egyptians
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rested the might of their kingdom, and on the ground of which

they regarded it as indestructible. For 'Wl i'''=iJl?o, see the comm.

on eh. xxix. 10. The subject to M 1% is the 'ISO 'aob. Ver. 7

is almost a literal repetition of ch. xxix. 12 ; and the subject to

istyj is DHVP regarded as a country, though the number and

gender of the verb have both been regulated by the form of

the noun. The fire which God will bring into Egypt (ver. 8)

is the fire of war. Ver. 9. The tidings of this judgment of

God will be carried by messengers to Ethiopia, and there

awaken the most terrible dread of a similar fate. In the first

hemistich, the prophet has Isa. xviii. 2 floating before his mind.

The messengers, who carry the tidings thither, are not the

warhke forces of Ohaldea, who are sent thither by God ; for

they would not be content with performing the service of mes-

sengers alone. We have rather to think of Egyptians, who

flee by ship to Ethiopia. The messengers go, "'JSpp, from

before Jehovah, who is regarded as being present in Egypt,

while executing judgment there (cf. Isa. xix. 1). D^Xj as in

Num. xxiv. 24= D''>V (Dan. xi. 30), ships, trieres, according to

the Eabbins, in Hieron. Symm. on Isa. xxxiii. 21, and the

Targum on Num. (cf. Ges, Thes. p. 1156). ncs is attached

to {M3, Gush secure or confident, equivalent to the confident

Gush (Ewald, § 287c). 'rhn nn^ni, repeated from ver. 4.

Dna, among the Ethiopians. 'fiKi nii3, as in the day of Egypt,

i.e. not the present day of Egypt's punishment, for the

Ethiopians have only just heard of this from the messengers;

but the ancient, well-known day of judgment upon Egypt
(Ex. XV. 12 sqq.). Ewald and Hitzig follow the LXX. in

taking Di^3 for Di-a
; but this is both incorrect and unsuitable,

and reduces 'iSD Di''a into a tame repetition of ^r\'n ni>a. The
subject to nsa nan is to be taken from the context, viz. that

which is predicted in the preceding verses (vers. 6-8).
Vers. 10-12. The executors of the judgment. Ver. 10.

Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, And I will put an end to tJie

tumult of Egypt through Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon.
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Ver. 11. He and his people with him, violent of the nations, will

he brought to destroy the land; they will draw their swords

against Egypt, and Jill the land with slain. Ver. 12. And I

will make the rivers dry, and sell the land into the hand of wicTced

men, and lay waste the land and its fulness by the hand of

foreigners; 1 Jehovah have spohen it.— lion cannot be under-

stood as signifying either the multitude of people only, or the

abundance of possessions alone; for JT'SE'ri is not really ap-

plicable to either of these meanings. They are evidently both

included in the )ion, which signifies the tumult of the people in

the possession and enjoyment of their property (cf. ch. xxvi. 13).

The expression is thus specifically explained in vers. 11 and 12.

Nebuchadnezzar will destroy the land with his men of war,

slaying the people with its possessions. D^iJ "'•flJ?, as in ch.

xxviii. 7. CN^iiD, as in ch. xxiii. 42. 'U1 ?'''![}, cf. ch. xii. 14,

xxviii. 7. 7?n . . . ?«?», as in ch. xi. 6. ^''']i<\, the arms and

canals of the Nile, by which the laud was watered, and on which

the fertility and prosperity of Egypt depended. The drying up

of the arms of the Nile must not be restricted, therefore, to the

fact that God would clear away the hindrances to the entrance

of the Chaldeans into the land, but embraces also the removal of

the natural resources on which the country depended. "I3B, to

sell a land or people into the hand of any one, i.e. to deliver it

into his power (cf. Deut. xxxii. 30 ; Judg. ii, 14, etc.). For

the fact itself, see Isa. xix. 4-6. For 'U1 ^!)'S^% see ch. xix. 7.

Vers. 18-19. Further description of the judgment.—Ver. 13.

Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, 1 will exterminate the idols and cut

off the deities from Noph, and there shall be no more a prince

from the land of Egypt ; and I put terror upon the land of

Egypt, Ver. 14. And I lay Pathros waste, and bring fire into

Zoan, and execute judgments upon No; Ver. 15. Andlpour out

my fury upon Sin, the stronghold of Egypt, and cut off the multi-

tude of No; Ver. 16. And I put fire in Egypt; Sin will writhe

in pain, and No will be broken open, and Noph— enemies by day.

Ver. 17. The men of On and Buhastus will fall by the sword,
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and they themselves will go into captivity. Ver. 18. At Tach-

punches the day will he darkened when I shatter the yohes

of Egypt there, and an end will be put to its proud haughti-

ness ; cloud will cover it, and its daughters will go i?ito cap-

tivity. Ver. 19. And thus I execute judgments upon Egypt,

that they may know that I am Jehovah.— Egypt will lose its

idols and its princes (cf. Jer. xlvi. 25). Q7^?|l and Dy??*

are synonymous, signifying not . the images, but the deities
;

the former being the ordinary epithet applied to false deities

by Ezekiel (see the comm. on ch. vi. 4), the latter trace-

able to the reading of Isa. xix. 1. fji, contracted from ^liD,

Manoph or Menoph= fjo in Hos. ix. 6, is Memphis, the ancient

capital of Lower Egypt, with the celebrated temple of Ptah,

one of the principal seats of Egyptian idolatry (see the comm.

on Hos. ix. 6 and Isa. xix. 13). In ver. 136 '^X0 ps«D belongs

to t<'B'3, there shall be no more a prince from the land of Egypt,

i.e. a native prince. nsT pj, to put fear upon (cf. ch.

xxvi. 176). From Lower Egypt Ezekiel passes in ver. 14
to Upper Egypt (Paihros, see the comm. on ch. xxix. 14),

which is also to belaid waste, and then names several more of

the principal cities of Lower Egypt along with the chief city

of Upper Egypt. IV'V, Egypt. Zane, Copt. Jane, is the Tavk,
Tanis, of the Greeks and Romans, on the Tanitic arm of the
Nile, an ancient city of Lower Egypt ; see the comm. on Num.
xiii. 22 and Isa. xix. 11. H3=]\ai< Hi in Nah. iii. 8, probably
" ^^""^e of Amon," Egypt. P-amen, i.e. house of Amon, the
sacred name of Thebes, the celebrated royal city of Upper
Egypt, the Aih<! 7r<5x« ^ fieydXr) of the Greeks (see the comm.
on Nah. iii. 8). !^p (literally, mire ; compare the Aram.
iio) ,s nrjXo^aiov, Pelusium, which derives its name from
7r^X^9 iwv6,,aarai d-jro rod -TrriXov tt^jXo?, Strab. xvii. p. 802),
because there were swamps all round. It was situated on the
eastern arm of the Nile, to which it gave its name, at a distance
of twenty stadia from the sea. The Egyptian name Pheromi
also signifies dirty, or muddy. From this the Arabs have made
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Elfarama ; and in tlie vicinity of the few ruins of the ancient

Pelusium there is still a castle called "Ujds, Tineh (compare the

Chaldee KJ't?, clay, in Dan. ii. 41). Ezekiel calls it the

'• fortress or bulwark of Egypt," because, as Strabo (I.e.)

observes, " Egypt is difficult of access here from places in the

East ;" for which reason Hirtius (de bell. Al. c. 27) calls it

"the key of Egypt," and Suidas {s.v.) " the key both of the

entrance and exit of Egypt." On the history of this city, see

Leyrer in Herzog's Encyclopaedia. In W lion many of the

commentators find a play upon the name of the god iio^j (Jer.

xlvi. 25), the chief deity of Thebes, which is possible, but not

very probable, as we should not expect to find a god mentioned

again here after ver. 13 ; and 'liiisn would be inappropriate.

—

In ver. 16 Sin (= Pelusium) is mentioned again as the border

fortress. No (= Thebes) as the chief city of Upper Egypt,

and Noph {— Memphis) as the capital of Upper Egypt, as all

falling within the range of the judgment. The expression

noi'' ''ns fjj has caused some difficulty and given occasion to

various conjectures, none of which, however, commend them-

selves as either simple or natural explanations.^ As Hitzig has

correctly observed, DOi'' ''ny is the same as Ci'.ins3 Tw in Jer.

XV. 8, and is the opposite of nT? •'in^ in Obad. ver. 5. The

enemy who comes by day, not in the night, is the enemy who

does not shun open attack. The connection with fii is to be

explained by the same rule as Jer. xxiv. 2, " the one basket

—

very good figs." Memphis will have enemies in broad daylight,

' Ewald proposes to alter iiv into nx (after the Aramaean), " rust," and

renders it : " Memphis will be eternal rust." But to this Hitzig has very

properly objected that in oh. xxiv. 6, 11, rust is called nspn ; and that even

in Ps. vi. 3 Dai'' does not mean perpetual or eternal. Havernick proposes

to explain Di"iv, from the Aramaean 15», to rend or tear in pieces,

" Memphis shall become perpetual rents." To this also it maybe objected,

that D'lV in Hebrew has the standing meaning of oppressors ; and that
T

dDi', interdiu, is not equivalent to perpetual ; and still further, that the

preposition ^ could not be omitted before lyi.
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i.e. will be filled with them, tj? = lis, !«, in Gen. xli. 45, 50

(Egyptian An, or Anu), is the popular name of Heliopolis in

Lower Egypt (see the comm. on Gen. xli. 45) ; and the form

}1S (a vain thing, or idol) is probably selected intentionally in

the sense of an idol-city (see the comm. on Hos. iv. 15),

because On-Heliopolis (t^'OB'""''? in Jer. xliii. 13) was from time

immemorial one of the principal seats of the Egyptian worship

of the sun, and possessed a celebrated temple of the sun, with

a numerous and learned priesthood (see the comm. on Gen.

xli. 45, ed. 2). npD-iB, i.e. Bov^aa-Tog (LXX.) or Bov-

^aark (Herod, ii. 59), Egyptian Pi-Pasht, i.e. the place of

Pasht, so called from the cat-headed Bubastis or Pasht, the

Egyptian Diana, which was worshipped there in a splendid

temple. It was situated on the royal canal leading to Suez,

which was begun by Necho and finished under Ptolemy II., not

far from its junction with the Pelusiac arm of the Nile. It

was the chief seat of the Nomas Bubastites, was destroyed by

the Persians, who demolished its walls (Diod. Sic. xvi. 51), and

has entirely disappeared, with the exception of some heaps

of ruins which still bear the name of Tel Bastali, about seven

hours' journey from the Nile (compare Ges. Thes. pp. 1101 sqq.,

and Leyrer in Herzog's Encyclopaedia, s.v.). The Nomos of

Bubastis, according to Herod, ii. 166, was assigned to the

warrior-caste of Oalaslrians. The D''"]^na, the young military

men, will fall by the sword ; and nan^ not ai '^vvalKe<i (LXX.
and others), but the cities themselves, i.e. their civil population

as distinguished from the military garrison, shall go into exile.

This explanation of nan is commended by "''0133 in ver. 18.

DPijann or Dmann (Jer. xliii. 7 sqq., xliv. 1, xlvi. 14), and
Dpsnn in Jer. ii. 16 (Chetib), is Td^vai, Ta^vq (LXX.), or

Ad^vai (Herod, ii. 30. 107), a frontier city of Egypt in the

vicinity of Pelusium, after the time of Psammetichus a forti-

fication with a strong garrison, where a palace of Pharaoh was
also to be found, according to Jer. xliii. 9. After the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem, a portion of the Jews took refuge there
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and to them Jeremiah predicted the punishment of God on

the conquest of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. xliii. 7 sqq.,

xliv. 1 sqq.). In the case of IBTI the reading varies ; the

printed Masora at Gen. xxxix. 3 giving ^E'n as the reading to

be found in all the codices examined by the author of the

Masora; whereas many of the codices and printed editions

have ^B'n, and this is adopted in all the ancient versions. This

is evidently the correct reading, as TjETi does not furnish an

appropriate meaning, and the parallel passages, ch. xxxii. 8,

Isa. xiii. 10, Joel iii. 4, Amos viii. 9, all favour ^[^n. The

darkening of the day is the phenomenal prognostic of the

dawning of the great day of judgment upon the nations (cf.

Joel ii. 10, iii.. 4, iv. 15; Isa. xiii. 10, etc.). This day is

to dawn upon Egypt at Tachpanches, the border fortress of

the land towards Syria and Palestine, when the Lord will break

the yokes of Egypt. These words point back to Lev. xxvi. 13,

where the deliverance of Israel from the bondage of Egypt is

called the breaking in pieces of its yokes (see also Ezek.

xxxiv. 27). That which took place then is to be repeated here.

The yokes which Egypt put upon the nations are to be broken ;

and all the proud might of that kingdom is to be brought to an

end (W5? ^^h ^^^^ ver. 6). In ver. 186, N^n, which stands at the

head in an absolute form, points back to DHjanna. The city

(Daphne) will be covered with cloud, i.e. will be overthrown by

the judgment; and her daughters, i.e. the smaller cities and

hamlets dependent upon her (cf. ch. xvi. 46 and xxvi. 6), will

go into captivity in the persons of their inhabitants. It follows

from this that Daphne was the chief city of a Nomas in Lower

Egypt ; and this is confirmed by the circumstance that there

was a royal palace there. If we compare the threat in this

verse, that in Tachpanches an end is to be put to the proud

might of Pharaoh, with the threatening words of Jer. xliii. 9 sqq.,

to the effect that Nebuchadnezzar would set up his throne at

Tachpanches and smite Egypt, it is evident that the situation

of Daphne must at that time have been such that the war
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between Egypt and Babylonia would necessarily be decided

in or near this city. These prophetic utterances cannot be

explained, as Kliefoth supposes, from the fact that many Jews

had settled in Daphne; nor do the contents of this verse

furnish any proof that Ezekiel did not utter this prophecy of

his till after the Jews had settled there (Jer. xliii. and sliv,).

Ver. 19 serves to round off the prophecy.

CHAP. XXX. 20-2G. DESTRUCTION OF THE MIGHT OP PHAEAOH

BY NEBUCHADNEZZAR.

According to the heading in ver. 20, " In the eleventh year,

in tJie first {month'), on the seventh of the month, the word of

Jehovah came to me, saying^^ this short word of threatening

against Egypt falls in the second year of the siege of Jeru-

salem by the Chaldeans, and, as ver. 21 clearly shows, after the

army of Pharaoh Hophra, which marched to the relief of

Jerusalem, had been defeated by the Chaldeans who turned to

meet it (Jer. xxxvii. 5, 7). If we compare with this the date of

the first prophecy against Egypt in ch. xxix. 1, the prophecy

before us was separated from the former by an interval of

three months. But as there is no allusion whatever in ch. xxix.

to Pharaoh's attempt to come to the relief of the besieged city

of Jerusalem, or to his repulse, the arrival of the Egyptian

army in Palestine, its defeat, and its repulse by the Chaldeans,

seems to have occurred in the interval between these two pro-

phecies, towards the close of the tenth year.

Ver. 21. Son of man, the arm of Pharaoh the king of Egypt
have I broken ; and, behold, it will no more be bound up, to apply

remedies, to put on a bandage to bind it up, that it may grow
strong to grasp the sword. Ver. 22. Therefore thus saith the

Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will deal with Pharaoh the king of
Egypt, and will break both his arms, the strong one and the

broken one, and will cause the sword to fall out of his hand.
Ver. 23. And I will scatter the Egyptians among the nations and
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disperse them in the lands, Ver. 24. And will strengthen the arms

of the king of Babylon, and give my sword into his hand, and will

break the arms of Pharaoh, so that he shall groan the groanings

of a pierced one before him. Ver. 25. I will strengthen the arms

of the king of Babylon, and the arms of Pharaoh will fall ; and

they shall know that I am Jehovah, when I give my sword into

the hand of the Mng ofBabylon, that he may stretch it against the

land of Egypt. Ver. 26. I will scatter the Egyptians among the

nations, and disperse them in the lands ; and they shall know that

lam Jehovah..—The perfect ''n"!?^' in ver. 21 is not a prophetic

utterance of the certainty of the future, but a pure preterite.

This may be seen " both from the allusion in ver. 215 to the

condition resulting from the -\'2V}, and also to the obviously

antithetical relation of ver. 22, in which future events are

predicted " (Hitzig). The arm is a figurative expi-ession for

power, here for military power, as it wields the sword. God

broke the arm of Pharaoh by the defeat which the Chaldeans

inflicted upon Pharaoh Hophra, when he was marching to the

relief of besieged Jerusalem. HE'sn is a present, as is apparent

from the infinitive clauses ('W1 nn?) which follow, altogether

apart from n^n ; and B'2n signifies to bind up, for the purpose

of healing a broken limb, that remedies may be applied and a

bandage put on. i^ijfn?, that it may become strong or sound,

is subordinate to the preceding clause, and governs the infini-

tive which follows. The fact that the further judgment which

is to fall upon Pharaoh is introduced with p? (therefore) here

(ver. 22), notwithstanding the fact that it has not been preceded

by any enumeration of the guilt which occasioned it, may be

accounted for on the ground that the causal t?? forms a link

with the concluding clause of ver. 21 : the arm shall not be

healed, so as to be able to grasp or hold the sword. Because

Pharaoh is not to attain any more to victorious power, there-

fore God will shatter both of his arms, the strong, i.e. the

sound one and the broken one, that is to say, will smite it so

completely, that the sword will fall from his hand. The
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Egyptians are to be scattered among the nations, as is repeated

in ver. 23 verbatim from ch. xxix. 12, God will give the

sword into the hand of the king of Babylon, and equip and

strengthen him to destroy the might of Pharaoh, that the latter

may groan before him like one who is pierced with the sword.

This thought is repeated in vers. 25 and 26 with an intimation

of the purpose of this divine procedure. That purpose is

:

that men may come to recognise Jehovah as God the Lord.

The subject to W1.;'! is indefinite ; and the rendering of the

LXX. is a very good one, koi yvcoa-ovTai, irdvTe<;.

CHAP. XXXI. THE GLORY AND FALL OF ASSHUE A TYPE

OF EGYPT.

In two months minus six days from the time when the pre-

ceding word of God was uttered, Ezekiel received anothei

threatening word against the king and the people of Egypt,

in which the former announcement of the destruction of the

might of Egypt was confirmed by a comparison drawn between

the power of Egypt and that of Asshur. Ezekiel having

opened his prophecy with the question, whom does Pharaoh

with his might resemble (ver. 2), proceeds to depict Asshur as

a mighty towering cedar (vers. 3-9) which has been felled and

cast down by the prince of the nations on account of its height

and pride (vers. 10-14), so that everything mourned over its

fall, because many nations went down with it to hell (vers.

15-17). The question, whom Pharaoh resembles, is then repeated

in ver. 18 ; and from the preceding comparison the conclusion

is drawn, that he will perish like that lofty cedar.—The remi-

niscence of the greatness of the Assyrian empire and of its

destruction was well adapted to overthrow all reliance upon the

might and greatness of Egypt. The fall of that great empire
was still so fresh in the mind at the time, that the reminiscence

could not fail to make a deep impression upon the prophet's

hearers.
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Vers. 1-9. The might of Pharaoh resembles the greatness

and glory of Asshur.—Ver. 1, In the eleventh year, in the third

(month), on the first of the month, the word of Jehovah came to

me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of man, say to Pharaoh the king of
Egypt, and to his tumult, Whom art thou like in thy greatness ?

Ver. 3. Behold, Asshur was a cedar-tree upon Lebanon, beautiful

in branches, a shadowing thicket, and its top was high in growth,

and among the clouds. Ver. 4. Water brought him up, the flood

made him high, its streams went round about its plantation, and
it sent its cliannels to all the trees of the field. Ver. 5. There-

fore its growth became higher than all the trees of the field,

and its branches became great, and its boughs long from many
waters in its sliooting out. Ver. 6. In its branches all the birds

of the heaven made their nests, and under its boughs all the

beasts of the field brought forth, and in its shadow sat great

nations of all kinds. Ver. 7. And he was beautiful in his

greatness, in the length of his shoots ; for his root was by many
waters. Ver. 8. Cedars did not obscure him in the garden of

God, cypresses did not resemble his branches, and plane-trees

were not like Ms boughs; no tree in the garden of God resem-

bled him in his beauty. Ver. 9. I had made him beautiful

in the multitude of his shoots, and all the trees of Eden

which were in the garden of God envied him.—The word of

God is addressed to King Pharaoh and to ^Jion, his tumult,

i.e. whoever and whatever occasions noise and tumult in the

land. We must not interpret this, however, as Hitzig has done,

as signifying the ruling classes and estates in contrast with the

quiet in the land, for no such use of lion is anywhere to be

found. Nor must we regard, the word as applying to the mul-

titude of people only, but to the people with their possessions,

their riches, which gave rise to luxury and tumult, as in ch.

XXX. 10. The inquiry, whom does Pharaoh with his tumult

resemble in his greatness, is followed in the place of a reply by

a description of Asshur as a glorious cedar (vers. 3-9). It is

true that Ewald has followed the example of Meibom (vanarum
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ill Cod. Hehr. interprett. spec. III. p. 70) and J. D. Michaelis,

and endeavours to set aside the allusion to Asshur, by taking

the word iltS'S in an appellative sense, and understanding litS'S

PK as signifying a particular kind of cedar, namely, the tallest

species of all. But apart altogether from there being no foun-

dation whatever for such an explanation in the usage of the

language, there is nothing in the fact to justify it. For it is

not anywhere affirmed that Pharaoh resembled this cedar ; on

the contrary, the question, whom does he resemble? is asked

again in ver. 18 (Hitzig). Moreover, Michaelis is wrong in

the supposition that " from ver. 10 onwards it becomes perfectly

obvious that it is not Assyria but Egypt itself which is meant

by the cedar-tree previously described." Under the figure of

the felling of a cedar there is depicted the overthrow of a king

or monarchy, which has already taken place. Compare vers.

12 and 16, where the past is indicated quite as certainly as the

future in ver. 18. And as ver. 18 plainly designates the over-

throw of Pharaoh and his power as still in the future, the cedar,

whose destruction is not only threatened in vers. 10—17, but

declared to have already taken place, can only be Asshur, and

not Egypt at all.

The picture of the glory of this cedar recalls in several

respects the similar figurative description in ch. xvii. Asshur

is called a cedar upon Lebanon, because it was there that the

most stately cedars grew. ^VP ^P, a shade-giving thicket

(7X0 is a Hiphil participle of ^)t'i), belongs to eiJV na' as a further

expansion of fl^V, corresponding to the further expansion of

nap 333 by " its top was among the clouds." If we bear this

in mind, the reasons assigned by Hitzig for altering Ehh into

an adjective t5'in, and taking ^sp as a substantive formation

after the analogy of aop, lose all their force. Analogy would
only require an adjective in the construct state in the event of

the three statements 'V ns;, 'o ts-Yn, and 'P nna being co-ordinate

with one another. But what is decisive against the proposed
conjecture is the fact that neither the noun i>»0 nor the ad-
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jective t5nn is ever met with, and that, in any case, iiXD can-

not signify fohage. The rendering of the Vulgate, ^'frondibus

nemorosus," is merely guessed at, whilst the Seventy have

omitted the word as unintelligible to them. For cn^J?, thicket

of clouds, see the comm. on ch. xix, 11 ; and for ITISV, that on

ch. xvii. 3. The cedar grew to so large a size because it was

richly watered (ver. 4). A flood poured its streams round about

the place where the cedar was planted, and sent out brooks

to all the trees of the field. The difficult words 'U1 n''n'inrns

are to be taken literally thus : as for its (the flood's) streams, it

(the flood) was going round about its plantation, i.e. round

about the plantation belonging to the flood or the place situated

near it, where the cedar was planted. flSjl is not to be taken as

a preposition, but as a sign of the accusative, and ^''^IlI^'^K as

an accusative used for the more precise definition of the manner

in which the flood surrounded the plantation. It is true that

there still remains something striking in the masculine ^?'n,

since Dinri, although of common gender, is construed throughout

as a feminine, even in this very verse. But the difficulty remains

even if we follow Ewald, and take ^?n to be a defectively

written or irregular form of the Hipliil ^IviH; a conjecture

which is precluded by the use of Tr'i'^, to cause to run = to

cause to flow away, in ch. xxxii. 14. i=iJ?^D, its (the flood's)

plantation, i.e. the plantation for which the flood existed. Dinjn

is used here to signify the source or starting-point of a flood,

as in Deut. viii. 7, where DiDnn are co-ordinate with niyy,

—

While the place where the cedar was planted was surrojinded

by the streams of the flood, only the brooks and channels of

this flood reached to the trees of the field. The cedar therefore

surpassed all the trees of the field in height and luxuriance of

growth (ver. 5). ^^^^j an Aramean mode of spelling for nn33

;

and najTiDj air. "Key., an Aramean formation with T inserted,

for nsypj branches. For VhiiB, see the comm. on ch. xvii. 6.

irijB'a cannot mean " since it (the stream) sent out the water
"

(Ewald) ; for although Qinri in ver. 4 is also construed as a
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masculine, the suffix cannot be taken as referring to CAm, for

this is much too far off. And the explanation proposed by

Eosenmuller, Havernick, Kliefoth, and others, " as it (the tree)

sent them (the branches) out," is open to this objection, that

'trhm would then contain a spiritless tautology; since the

stretching out of the branches is already contained in the fact

of their becoming numerous and long. The tautology has no

existence if the object is left indefinite, " in its spreading out,"

i.e. the spreading not only of the branches, but also of the

roots, to which n??' is sometimes applied (cf. Jer. xvii. 8). By

the many waters which made the cedar great, we must not

understand, either solely or especially, the numerous peoples

which rendered Assyria great and mighty, as the Chaldee and

many of the older commentators have done. It must rather

be taken as embracing everything which contributed to the

growth and greatness of Assyria. It is questionable whether

the prophet, when describing the flood which watered the cedar

plantation, had the description of the rivers of Paradise in

Gen. ii. 10 sqq. floating before his mind. Ewald and Havernick

think that he had ; but Hitzig and Kliefoth take a decidedly

opposite view. There is certainly no distinct indication of

any such allusion. We meet with this for the first time from

ver. 8 onwards. In vers. 6-9 the greatness and glory of

Asshur are still further depicted. Upon and under the branches

of the stately tree, all creatures, birds, beasts, and men, found

shelter and protection for life and increase (ver. 6; cf. ch.

xvii. 23 and Dan. iv. 9). In Can D'lirf'a, all kinds of great

nations, the fact glimmers through the figure. The tree was

so beautiful («1'5 from naj) in its greatness, that of all the trees

in the garden of God not one was to be compared with it, and

all envied it on that account ; that is to say, all the other nations

and kingdoms in God's creation were far inferior to Asshur in

greatness and glory, n'-n'bs ]i is the garden of Paradise; and
consequently HJ? in vers. 9, 16, and 18 is also Paradise, as in

ch. xxviii. 13. There is no ground for Kliefoth's objection,
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that if I'lS? be takeii-in this sense, the words " which are in the

garden of God" will contain a superfluous pleonasm, a mere

tautology. In Gen. ii. 8 a distinction is also made between T}V

and the garden in Eden. It was not all Eden, but the garden

planted by Jehovah in Eden, which formed the real paradisaical

creation ; so that the words " which are in the garden of God "

give intensity to the idea of the " trees of Eden." Moreover,

as Havernick has correctly pointed out, there is a peculiar

emphasis in the separation of O'lp^ 133 from C'^^. in ver. 8

:

" cedars • . . even such as were found in the garden of God."

Not one even of the other and most glorious trees, viz. cypresses

and planes, resembled the cedar Asshur, planted by God by

many waters, in its boughs and branches. It is not stated in

so many words in vers. 8 and 9 that the cedar Asshur stood

in the garden of God ; but it by no means follows from this,

that by the garden of God we are to understand simply the

world and the earth as the creation of God, as Kliefoth

imagines, and in support of which he argues that " as all the

nations and kingdoms of the world are regarded as trees planted

by God, the world itself is quite consistently called a garden or

plantation of God." The very fact that a distinction is made

between trees of the field (vers. 4 and 5) and trees of Eden in

the garden of God (vers. 8 and 9), shows that the trees are not

all regarded here as being in the same sense planted by God.

If the garden of God stood for the world, where should we

then have to look for the field (iTi'B'n)? The thought of vers.

8 and 9 is not that " not a single tree in all God's broad earth

was to be compared to the cedar Asshur," but that even of the

trees of Paradise, the garden in Eden, there was not one so

beautiful and glorious as the cedar Asshur, planted by God by

many waters.

Vers. 10-14. The felling of this cedar, or the overthrow of

Asshur on account of its pride.—Ver. 10. Therefore thus said

the Lord Jehovah, Because thou didst exalt thyself in height, and

he stretched his top to the midst of the clouds, and his heart exalted

EZEK. II.
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itself in its height, Ver. 11. I will give him into the hand of the

prince of the nations ; he shall deal with him : for his wickedness

I rejected him. "Ver. 12. And strangers cut him down, violent

one^ of the nations, and cast him away : upon the mountains and

in all the valleys his shoots fell, and his boughs were broken in

pieces into all the deep places of the earth ; and all the nations of

the earth withdrew from his shadow, and let him lie. Ver. 13.

Upon his fallen trunk all the birds of the heaven settle, and all the

beasts of the field are over his branches : Ver. 14. That no trees by

the water may exalt themselves on account of their height, or stretch

their top to the midst of the clouds, and no water-drinkers stand

upon themselves in their exaltation: for they are all given up to death

into hell, in the midst of the children ofmen, to those that go into the

grave.—In the description of the cause of the overthrow of Asshur

which commences with IK'S
\y'i^ the figurative language changes

in the third clause into the literal fact, the towering of the

cedar being interpreted as signifying the lifting up of the heart

in his height,—that is to say, in his pride. In the first clause

the tree itself is addressed ; but in the clauses which follow, it is

spoken of in the third person. The direct address in the first

clause is to be explained from the vivid manner in which the

fact presented itself. The divine sentence in vers. 10 and 11

is not directed against Pharaoh, but against the Assyrian, who

is depicted as a stately cedar ; whilst the address in ver. 10a,

and the imperfect (future) in ver. 11a, are both to be accounted

for from the fact that the fall of Asshur is related in the form

in which it was denounced on the part of Jehovah upon that

imperial kingdom. The perfect "i»N is therefore a preterite

here: the Lord said ... for His part: because Asshur has

exalted itself in the pride of its greatness, I give it up. The

form wami is not to be changed into in^HNJ, but is defended

against critical caprice by the imperfect T^'^Vl which follows.

That the penal sentence of God is not to be regarded as being

first uttered in the time then present, but belongs to the past,—

and therefore the words merely communicate what God had
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already spoken,—is clearly shown by the preterites commencing
with in^riBhiij the historical tenses Wmasi and int^B^, and the

preterite WSJ, which must not be turned into futures in violation

of grammar. noip3 Ma does not mean, to be high in its height,

which would be a tautology ; but to exalt itself (be proud) in,

or on account of, its height. And in the same way is nn also

affirmed of the heart, in the sense of exultation from pride.

For the fact itself, compare Isa. x. 5 sqq. 0)13 '?K does not

mean God, but a powerful one of the nations, i.e. Nebuchad-

nezzar. ?N is a simple appellative from b^», the strong one

;

and is neither a name of God nor a defective form for '>% the

construct state of P^S, a ram. For this defective form is only

met with once in the case of ?^K, a ram, namely, in Job xlii. 8,

where we have the plural DvN, and nowhere else ; whereas, in

the case of PN, DyS*, in the sense of a strong one, the scriptio

plena very frequently alternates with the defectiva. Compare,

for example, Job xlii. 8, where both readings occur just as in

this instance, where many MSS. have ^'K (vid. de Rossi, variae

lectt. ad h. I.) ; also Ex. xv. 15 and Ezek. xvii. 13, 'i?'8«, com-

pared with vK in Ezek. xxxii. 21, after the analogy of '•TJ,

2 Sam. xxii. 29, and a*T!!,.2 Chron. ii. 16. i^ n^^. iJ^y is not a

relative clause, " who should treat him ill," nor is the 1 relat.

omitted on account of the preceding 'i^V, as Hitzig imagines ;

but it is an independent sentence, and i^fVl is a forcible expres-

sion for the imperative : he will deal with him, equivalent to,

"let him deal with him." p nfc'J?, to do anything to a person,

used here as it frequently is in an evil sense; compare Ps.

Ivi. 5. ^VK'ia—or iVBH?; which Norzi and Abarbanel (in de

Eossi, variae lectt. ad h. I.) uphold as the reading of many of

the more exact manuscripts and editions—belongs to 'n'nKh3

:

for, or according to, his wickedness, I rejected him. In ver. 12

the figure of the tree is resumed; and the extinction of the

Assyrian empire is described as the cutting down of the proud

cedar. O^i ''^'IV C"}! as in ch. xxviii. 7 and xxx. 11, 12.

inty'tSIJ : they cast him away and let him lie, as in ch. xxix. 5,
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xxxii. 4 ; so that in the first sentence the idea of casting away

predominates, and in the second that of letting lie. By the

casting away, the tree became so shattered to atoms that its

boughs and branches fell upon the mountains and on the low

ground and valleys of the earth, and the nations which had sat

under its shadow withdrew. iTi.'J (they descended) is to be

explained from the idea that the tree had grown upon a high

mountain (namely Lebanon); and Hitzig is mistaken in his

conjecture that ITI^I was the original reading, as t% to fly, is

not an appropriate expression for CBV. On the falling of the

tree, the birds which had made their nests in its branches

naturally flew away. If, then, in ver. 13, birds and beasts are

said to settle upon the fallen trunk, as several of the commen-

tators have correctly observed, the description is based upon the

idea of a corpse, a rhBO (Judg. xiv. 8), around which both birds

and beasts of prey gather together to tear it in pieces (cf. ch.

xxxii. 4 and Isa. xviii. 6). ^H n''nj to come towards or over

any one, to be above it. The thought expressed is, that many

nations took advantage of the fall of Asshur and rose into new

life upon its ruins.—Ver. 14, This fate was prepared for

Asshur in order that henceforth no tree should grow up to the

sky any more, i.e. that no powerful one of this earth (no king

or prince) should strive after superhuman greatness and might.

"IK'S IVD? is dependent upon ^n"inB''i3 in ver. 11 ; for vers. 12

and 13 are simply a further expansion of the thought expressed

in that word. D^o '''i^, are trees growing near the water, and

therefore nourished by water. For '131 ^naj^ h?j see ver. 10.

The words 'wi Dn^^s "DV! N^i are difiicult. As Dnj>K, with

Teere under N, to which the Masora calls attention, cannot be

the preposition 7K with the suffix, many have taken ^n'h^ to be

a noun, in the sense of fortes, principes, or terebinthi (vid. Isa.

Ixi. 3), and have rendered the clause either ut non perstent tere-

binthi eorum in altitudine sua, omnes (ceterae arbores) bibentes

aquam (Vatabl., Starck, Maurer, and Kliefoth), or, that their

princes may not lift themselves up in their pride, all the
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drinkers of water (Havernick). But both renderings founder

on the simple fact that they leave the suffix ian in oni^N either

unnoticed or unexplained. As only the trees of the water have
been spoken of previously, the suffix must be taken as referring

to them. But the water-trees have neither terebinths nor

princes ; on the contrary, these are what they must either be,

or signify. Terebinths, or princes of the water-trees, would be

senseless ideas. Ewald has therefore taken On'h^ as the object,

and rendered it thus : " and (that) no water-drinkers may con-

tend with their gods in their pride." He has not proved,

however, but has simply asserted, that 11?^ is to endure = to

contend (!). The only remaining course is to follow the

LXX., Targum, and many commentators, and to take DITiiiK

as a pronoun, and point it DnvS. '?» 1»y : to station oneself

against, or upon = ?V 1DJ> (ch. xxxiii. 26), in the sense of

resting, or relying upon anything. The suffix is to be taken

in a reflective sense, as in ch. xxxiv. 2, etc. (vid. Ewald, § 314c),

and precedes the noun to which it refers, as in Prov. xiv. 20 for

example. D????} ^^ ^^ v^^- 10, referring to pride. 0)0 ''r}&-'?3,

the subject of the sentence, is really synonymous with D]D *xy"ii3,

except that the figure of the tree falls into the background

behind the fact portrayed. The rendering of the Berleburg

Bible is very good: "and no trees abounding in water stand

upon themselves (rely upon themselves) on account of their

height." The water-drinkers are princes of this earth who

have attained to great power through rich resources. "As a

tree grows through the moisture of water, so men are accus-

tomed to become proud through their abundance, not reflecting

that these waters have been supplied to them by God " (Starck).

The reason for this warning against proud self-exaltation is

given in ver. 146 in the general statement, that all the proud

great ones of this earth are delivered up to death. D?3, all of

them, the water-drinkers or water-trees already named, by

whom kings, earthly potentates, are intended, n'nnn r3?=
ni>Finn ps (ch. xxvi. 20). an? '?a ^ina : in the midst of the
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children of men, i.e. like all other men. " Thus the prophet

teaches that princes must die as well as the people, that death

and decomposition are common to both. Hence he takes all

ground of proud boasting away " (Starck).

Vers. 15-18. Impression made upon the nations by the fall

of Asshur; and its application to Pharaoh.—Ver. 15. Thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, In the day that he went down to hell I

caused a mourning : covered the flood for his sake, and stopped

its streams, and the great waters were held bach : I caused

Lebanon to blacken itself for him, and all the trees of tlie field

pined for him. Ver. 16. I made the nations tremble at the noise

of his fall, when I cast him down to hell to those who go into the

grave : and they comforted themselves in the nether world, even

all the trees of Eden, the choice and most beautiful of Lebanon,

all the water-drinkers. Ver. 17. They also went with him into

hell, to those pierced with the sword, who sat as his helpers in

his shade among the nations. Ver. 18. Whom dost thou thus

resemble in glory and greatness among the trees of Eden ? So

shalt thou be thrust down to the trees of Eden into the nether

world, and lie among uncircumcised ones with those pierced with

the sword. This is Pharaoh and all his tumult, is the saying of

the Lord Jehovah.—In order that the overthrow of the Assyrian,

i.e. the destruction of the Assyrian empire, may be placed in

the clearest light, a picture is drawn of the impression which it

made upon the whole creation. There is no necessity to under-

stand "iBK Tva in a past sense, as in ver. 10. What God did on

the overthrow of Asshur He may even now, for the first time,

make known through the prophet, for a warning to Pharaoh

and the people of Israel. That this is the way in which the

words are to be interpreted, is evident from the use of the per-

fect ''iji-'?^!'?? followed by the historical imperfects, which cannot

be taken in a prophetical sense, as Kliefoth supposes, or turned

into futures. It is contrary to Hebrew usage to connect ''^%^<}

and ''nE3 together as asyndeton, so as to form one idea, viz. " to

veil in mourning," as Ewald and Havernick propose. The
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circumstances under which two verbs are joined together to

form one idea are of a totally different kind. In this instance

^'J'P^^^O '^ placed first as an absolute; and in the sentences

which follow, it is more specifically defined by a detail of the

objects which were turned into mourning. Dinn-ns v'?V ilDS

cannot mean here, " to cover the flood upon (over) him " (after

ch. xxiv. 7 and xxvi. 19); for this is altogether unsuitable to

either the more remote or the more immediate context. The
tree Asshur was not destroyed by a flood, but cut down by

strangers. The following clauses, "I stopped its streams,"

etc., show very plainly that the connection between the flood

(Dinn) and the tree which had been felled is to be understood

in accordance with ver. 4. A flood, which poured its T\Sir\i

round about its plantation, made the cedar-tree great; and

now that the tree has been felled, God covers the flood on its

account, naa is to be explained from p^ nB3, to veil or wrap

in mourning, as Easchi, Kimchi, Vatablus, and many others

have shown. The word Pp is omitted, because it appeared

inappropriate to Dinn. The mourning of the flood is to be

taken as equivalent to drying up, so that the streams which

issued from it were deprived of their water. Lebanon, i.e. the

cedar-forest (Isa. x. 34), and all the other trees, mourned over

the fall of the cedar Asshur. ">'"JP'?, to clothe in black, i.e. to

turn into mourning, nspj? is regarded by Ewald as a Pual

formed after the Aramean mode, that is to say, by attaching

the syllable ae instead of doubling the middle radical ; whilst

Hitzig proposes to change the form into nspj?. In any case the

word must be a perfect Pual, as a nomen verbale appears unsuit-

able ; and it must also be a third person feminine, the termina-

tion n— being softened into n—, as in nilt (Isa. lix. 5), and the

doubling of the '? being dropped on account of the Sheva ; so

that the plural is construed with the singular feminine (Ewald,

§ 317a). ei^Jf, to faint with grief (cf. Isa. li. 20). The

thought is the following : all nature was so painfully affected

by the fall of Asshur, that the whole of the resources from
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which its prosperity and might had been derived were dried up.

To interpret the different figures as specially relating to princes

and nations appears a doubtful procedure, for the simple reason

that in ver. 16 the trembling of the nations is expressly named.
—

"Whilst all the nations on the surface of the earth tremble at

the fall of Assyria, because they are thereby warned of the

perishable nature of all earthly greatness and of their own

destruction, the inhabitants of the nether world console them-

selves with the thought that the Assyrian is now sharing their

fate (for this thought, compare ch. xxxii. 31 and Isa. xiv. 9, 10).

"All the trees of Eden" are all the powerful and noble princes.

The idea itself, " trees of Eden," is explained by the apposi-

tion, " the choice and beautiful ones of Lebanon," i.e. the

picked and finest cedars, and still further strengthened by the

expression Q;o ''n'B'"^| (cf. ver. 14). 3it31 "innp are connected, as

in 1 Sam. ix. 2 ; and both words are placed side by side in the

construct state, as in Dan. i. 4 (cf. Ewald, § 339S). They
comfort themselves because they have gone down with him into

Sheol, so that he has no advantage over them. They come
thither to those pierced with the sword, i.e. to the princes and

peoples whom Asshur slew in wars to establish his imperial

power. SVin might also belong to 1TV as a second subject. In

that case ipsa UB^ should be taken in a relative sense : " and

his arm," i.e. his resources, " which sat in his shadow among
the nations." With this explanation i^Jir would be different

from on, and could only denote the army of the Assyrian. But
this does not harmonize with the sitting in his shadow among
the nations, for these words obviously point back to ver. 6 ; so

that ^y""if is evidently meant to correspond to ClT D^ia-i)3 (ver. 6),

and is actually identical with an, i.e. with all the trees of Eden.
We therefore agree with Osiander, Grotius, and others, in

regarding the whole of the second hemistich as more precisely

determining the subject,—in other words, as a declaration of

the reason for their descending into hell along with the Assy-
rians,—and render the passage thus: "for as his arm (as his
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might) they sat in his shadow among the nations
;

" so that the

cop. 1 is used in place of a causal particle. In any case, the

conjecture which Ewald has adopted from the LXX. and

the Syriac, viz. ^jnTI, and his seed, in support of which appeal

might be made to Isa. xiv. 21, is unsuitable, for the simple

reason that the statement, that it sat in his shadow among the

nations, does not apply.—After this description of the greatness

and the destruction of the imperial power of Assyria, Ezekiel

repeats in ver. 18 the question already asked in ver. 3 : to whom

is Pharaoh like? ^33, so, i.e. under such circumstances,

when the glorious cedar Asshur has been smitten by such a

fate (Hitzig). The reply to this question is really contained

in the description given already ; so that it is immediately

followed by the announcement, " and thou wilt be thrust down,"

etc. Q?']??, uncircumcised, equivalent to ungodly heathen

'a wn, not " he is," as that would require SW njjna ; but SW

is the predicate: this is (i.e. so does it happen to) Pharaoh.

^3iDn, as in ver. 2.

CHAP. XXXII. LAMENTATIONS OTEK THE RUIN OF PHARAOH

AND HIS PEOPLE.

The chapter contains two lamentations composed at different

times : the first, in vers. 1-1 6, relating to the fall of Pharaoh,

which rests upon the prophecy contained in ch. xxix. 1-16 and

eh. XXX. 20-26 ; the second, in vers. 17-32, in which the pro-

phecy concerning the casting down of this imperial power into

hell (ch. xxxi. 14-17) is worked out in elegiac form.

Vers. 1-16. Lamentation over the King of Egypt.—
Pharaoh, a sea-monster, is drawn by the nations out of his

waters with the net of God, and cast out upon the earth. His

flesh is given to the birds and beasts of prey to devour, and the

earth is saturated with his blood (vers. 2-6). At his destruction

the lights of heaven lose their brightness, and all tlie nations
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will be amazed thereat (vers. 7-10). The king of Babel will

come upon Egypt, will destroy both man and beast, and will

make the land a desert (vers. 11-16).—The date given in

ver. 1 " In the twelfth year, in the twelfth month, on the first of the

month, the word of Jehovah came to me, saying "—agrees entirely

with the relation in which the substance of the ode itself stands to

the prophecies belonging to the tenth and eleventh years in ch.

xxix. 1-16 and ch. xxx. 20-26 ; whereas the different date found

in the Septuagint cannot come into consideration for a moment.

Vers. 2-6. The destruction of Pharaoh.—Ver. 2. Son of

man, raise a lamentation over Pharaoh the king of Egypt, and

say to him, Thou wast compared to a young lion among the nations,

and yet wast like a dragon in the sea ; thou didst break forth in

thy streams, and didst trouble the waters with thy feet, and didst

tread their streams. Ver. 3. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

Therefore will I spread out my net over thee in the midst of many

nations, that they may draw thee up in my yarn ; Ver. 4. And

will cast thee upon the land, hurl thee upon the surface of the

field, and will cause all the birds of the heaven to settle upon thee,

and the beasts of the whole earth to satisfy themselves with thee.

Ver. 5. Thy flesh will I put upon the mountains, and fill the

valleys loith thy funeral heap. Ver. 6. I will saturate the earth

with thine outflow of thy blood even to the mountains, and the low

places shall become full of thee.—This lamentation begins, like

others, with a picture of the glory of the fallen king. Hitzig

objects to the ordinary explanation of the words ^''Pl? D^iS T'BS,

"keovTi, idvS)v wfiouoBrj'i (LXX.), leoni gentium assimilatus es

(Vulg.), on the ground that the frequently recurring riDlJ would

only have this meaning in the present passage, and that •'5'??,

which would then be synonymous, is construed in three other

ways, but not with the nominative. For these reasons he

adopts the rendering, " lion of the nations, thou belongest to

death." But it would be contrary to the analogy of all the

niJ'"!? to commence the lamentation with such a threat; and

Hitzig's objections to the ordinary rendering of the words will
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tiot beat exatnination. The circumstance that the Niphal nDlJ

is only met with here in the sense of ofioiovadai, proves nothing

;

for riD'H has this meaning in the Kal, Piel, and Hithpael, and

the construction of the Niphal with the accusative (not nomi-

native, as Hitzig says) may be derived without difficulty from

the construction of the synonymous -'B'lOJ with 3. But what is

decisive in favour of this rendering is the fact that the following

clause is connected by means of the adversative npisi (but thou),

which shows that the comparison of Pharaoh to a ^"'311 forms an

antithesis to the clause in which he is compared to a young lion.

If n''p'T3 'i "iiM contained a declaration of destruction, not only

would this antithesis be lost, but the words addressed to it as a

lion of the nations would float in the air and be used without

any intelligible meaning. The lion is a figurative representa-

tion of a powerful and victorious ruler ; and Q;i3 T'B3 is really

equivalent to D)i3 ?!< in ch. xxxi. 11. Pharaoh was regarded

as a mighty conqueror of the nations, " though he was rather

to be compared to the crocodile, which stirs up the streams, the

fresh waters, and life-giving springs of the nations most per-

niciously with mouth and feet, and renders turbid all that is

pure" (Ewald). Q''?'?, as in ch. xxix. 3. Ewald and Hitzig

have taken offence at the words I^^^l!?! njn, « thou didst break

forth in thy streams," and alter 'T'n'i[j?a into T'nhma, with thy

nostrils (Job xli. 12) ; but they have not considered that nM

would be quite out of place with such an alteration, as n''3 in

both the Kal and Hipliil (Judg. xx. 33) has only the intransi-

tive meaning to break out. The thought is simply this: the

crocodile lies in the sea, then breaks occasionally forth in its

streams, and makes the waters and their streams turbid with its

feet. Therefore shall Pharaoh also end like such a monster

(vers. 3-6). The guilt of Pharaoh did not consist in the fact

that he had assumed the position of a ruler among the nations

(Kliefoth) ; but in his polluting the water-streams, stirring up

and disturbing the life-giving streams of the nations. God will

take him in His net by a gathering of nations, and cause him
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to be drawn out of his element upon the dry land, where he shall

become food to the birds and beasts of prey (cf. ch. xxix. 4, 5,

xxxi. 12, 13). The words 'i CBJf bnp? are not to be understood as

referring to the nations, as spectators of the event (Havernick)

;

but 3 denotes the instrument, or medium employed, here the

persons by whom God causes the net to be thrown, as is evident

from the ^i^vni. which follows. According to the parallelismm

membrorum,thQ anz. Xey. raOT can only refer to the carcase of

the beast, although the source from which this meaning of the

word is derived has not yet been traced. There is no worth

to be attached to the reading nisn. in some of the codices, as

nsiT does not yield a suitable meaning either in the sense of

reptile, or in that of putrefaction or decomposed bodies, which

has been attributed to it from the Arabic. Under these

circumstances we adhere to the derivation from Din, to be high,

according to which niD") may signify a height or a heap, which

the context defines as a funeral-pile, ns^, strictly speaking, a

participle from f\VS, to flow, that which flows out, the outflow

(Hitzig), is not to be taken in connection with Y^^, but is a

second object to ''n^i?B'n ; and the appended word 1»^D indicates

the source whence the flowing takes place, and of what the

outflow consists. Oi''']\}\} ''^, to the mountains, i.e. up to the top

of the mountains. The thought in these verses is probably

simply this, that the fall of Pharaoh would bring destruction

upon the whole of the land of Egypt, and that many nations

would derive advantage from his fall.

Vers. 7-10. His overthrow fills the whole world with mourn-

inf and terror.—Ver. 7. When I extinguish thee, I will cover the

sky and darken its stars ; I will cover the sun with cloud, and the

moon will not cause its light to shine. Ver. 8. All the shining

lights in the sky do I darken because of thee, and I bring darkness

over thy land, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 9. And

I will trouble the heart of many nations when I bring out thine

overthrow among the nations into lands which thou knowest not,

Ver. 10. And I will make many nations amazed at thee, and their
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kings shall shudder at thee when I brandish my sword before their

face ; and they shall tremble every moment, every one for his life

on the day of his fall.—The thought of vers. 7 and 8 is not

exhausted by the paraphrase, " when thou art extinguished, all

light will be extinguished, so far as Egypt is concerned,"

accompanied with the remark, that the darkness consequent

thereupon is a figurative representation of utterly hopeless

circumstances (Schmieder). The thought on which the figure

rests is that of the day of the Lord, the day of God's judgment,

on which the lights of heaven lose their brightness (of. ch.

XXX. 3 and Joel ii. 10, etc.). This day bursts upon Egypt

with the fall of Pharaoh, and on it the shining stars of heaven

are darkened, so that the land of Pharaoh becomes dark.

Egypt is a world-power represented by Pharaoh, which col-

lapses with his fall. But the overthrow of this world-power

is an omen and prelude of the overthrow of every ungodly

world-power on the day of the last judgment, when the present

heaven and the present earth will perish in the judgment-fire.

Compare the remarks to be found in the commentary on Joel

iii. 4 upon the connection between the phenomena of the

heavens and great catastrophes on earth. The contents of

both verses may be fully explained from the biblical idea of

the day of the Lord and the accompanying phenomena ; and

for the explanation of 10^333, there is no necessity to assume,

as Dereser and Hitzig have done, that the sea-dragon of Egypt

is presented here under the constellation of a dragon ; for there

is no connection between the comparison of Egypt to a tannim

or sea-dragon, in ver. 2 and ch. xxix. 3 (= 3ri1, Isa. li. 9), and

the constellation of the dragon (see the comm. on Isa. li. 9 and

XXX. 7). In ini333 Pharaoh is no doubt regarded as a star of

the first magnitude in the sky ; but in this conception Ezekiel

rests upon Isa. xiv. 12, where the king of Babylon is desig-

nated as a bright morning-star. That this passage was in the

prophet's mind, is evident at once from the fact that ver. 7

coincides almost verbatim with Isa. xiii. 10.

—

The extinction
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and obscuration of the stars are not merely a figurative repre-

sentation of the mourning occasioned by the fall of Pharaoh

;

still less can vers. 9 and 10 be taken as an interpretation in

literal phraseology of the figurative words in vers. 7 and 8.

For vers. 9 and 10 do not relate to the mourning of the nations,

but to anxiety and terror into which they are plunged by God

through the fall of Pharaoh and his might. 3^ D^Van, to afflict

the heart, does not mean to make it sorrowful, but to fill it with

anxiety, to deprive it of its peace and cheerfulness. " When I

bring thy fall among the nations " is equivalent to " spread the

report of thy fall." Consequently there is no need for either

the arbitrary alteration of I'laB' into T}}^, which Ewald proposes,

with the imaginary rendering announcement or report ; nor for

the marvellous assumption of Havernick, that 1")3E' describes

the prisoners scattered among the heathen as the ruins of the

ancient glory of Egypt, in support of which he adduces the

rendering of the LXX. au^aXwa-iav aov, which is founded

upon the change of inaB' into "X^^. For ver. 10a compare

ch. xxvii. 35. ^SiV, to cause to fly, to brandish. The sword

is brandished before their face when it falls time after time

upon their brother the king of Egypt, whereby they are thrown

into alarm for their own lives. D^W"!?, by moments= every

moment (see the coram, on Isa. xxvii. 3).

Vers. 11-16. The judgment upon Egypt will be executed by

the king of Babylon.—Ver. 11. For thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

The sword of the king of Babylon will come upon thee. Ver. 12.

By swords of heroes will I cause thy tumult to fall, violent ones

of the nations are they all, and will lay waste the pride of Egypt,

and all its tumult will be destroyed. Ver. 13. And I will cut

off all its cattle from the great waters, that no foot of man may

disturb them any more, nor any hoof of cattle disturb them.

Ver. 14. Then will I cause their waters to settle and their streams

to flow like oil, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah, Ver. 15. When
I make the land of Egypt a desert, and the land is made desolate

of its fulness, because I smite all the inhabitants therein, and they
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shall know that I am Jehovah. Ver. 16. .4 lamentation (mourn-

ful ode) is this, and they will sing it mournfully ; the daughters

of the nations will sing it mournfully, over Egypt and over all its

tumult will they sing if mournfully, is the saying of the Lord

Jehovah.—In this concluding strophe the figurative announce-

ment of the preceding one is summed up briefly in literal terms

;

and toward the close (ver. 14) there is a slight intimation of a

better future. The destruction of the proud might of Egypt

will be effected through the king of Babylon and his brave and

violent hosts, D'ii ''?''"!?> *s in ch. xxxi. 12 (see the comm. on

ch. xxviii. 7). pon in vers. 12 and 13 must not be restricted

to the multitude of people. It signifies tumult, and embraces

everything in Egypt by which noise and confusion were made

(as in ch. xxxi, 2 and 18) ; although the idea of a multitude of

people undoubtedly predominates in the use of l^DH in ver. 12a.

D^'isp ]^S3j the pride of Egypt, is not that of which Egypt is

proud, but whatever is proud or exalts itself in Egypt. The

utter devastation of Egypt includes the destruction of the cattle,

i.e. of the numerous herds which fed on the grassy banks of the

Nile and were driven to the Nile to drink (cf. Gen. xlvii. 6,

xli. 2 sqq.; Ex. ix. 3) ; and this is therefore specially mentioned

in ver. 13, with an allusion to the consequence thereof, namely,

that the waters of the Nile would not be disturbed any more

either by the foot of man or hoof of beast (compare ver. 136

with ch. xxix. 11). The disturbing of the water is mentioned

with evident reference to ver. 2, where Pharaoh is depicted as

a sea-monster, which disturbs the streams of water. The

disturbance of the water is therefore a figurative representation

of the wild driving of the imperial power of Egypt, by which

the life-giving streams of the nations were stirred up.—Ver. 14.

Then will God cause the waters of Egypt to sink. Hitzig and

Kliefoth understand this as signifying the diminution of the

abundance of water in the Nile, which had previously over-

flowed the land and rendered it fertile, but for which there was

no further purpose now. According to this explanation, the
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words would contain a continued picture of the devastation of

the land. But this is evidently a mistake, for the simple reason

that it is irreconcilable with the TK, by which the thought is

introduced. IK, tunc, is more precisely defined by 'W1 'Wa in

ver. 15 as the time when the devastation has taken place;

whereas Kliefoth takes the 15th verse, in opposition both to the

words and the usage of the language, as the sequel to ver. 14,

or in other words, regards '003 as synonymous with WJI. The

verse contains a promise, as most of the commentators, led by

the Chaldee and Jerome, have correctly assumed.^ V'iPf''!!, to

make the water sink, might no doubt signify in itself a dimi-

nution of the abundance of water. But if we consider the

context, in which reference is made to the disturbance of the

water through its being trodden with the feet (ver. 13), Jf'pss'n

can only signify to settle, i.e. to become clear through the

sinking to the bottom of the slime which had been stirred up

(cf. ch. xxxiv. 18). The correctness of this explanation is

confirmed by the parallel clause, to make their streams flow

with oil. To understand this as signifying the slow and gentle

flow of the diminished water, would introduce a ficure of which

there is no trace in Hebrew. Oil is used throughout the

Scriptures as a figurative representation of the divine blessing,

or the power of the divine Spirit. JOK'3, like oil, according to

Hebrew phraseology, is equivalent to " like rivers of oil." And
oil-rivers are not rivers which flow quietly like oil, but rivers

which contain oil instead of water (cf. Job xxix. 6), and are

symbolical of the rich blessing of God (cf. Deut. xxxii. 13).

The figure is a very appropriate one for Egypt, as the land is

indebted to the Nile for all its fertility. Whereas its water

had been stirred up and rendered turbid by Pharaoh ; after the

fall of Pharaoh the Lord will cause the waters of the stream,

> The explanation of Jerome is the following: " Then wiU purest waters,

which had been disturbed by the sway of the dragon, be restored not by
another, but by the Lord Himself; so that their streams flow like oil, and
are the nutriment of true light."
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which pours its blessing upon the land, to purify themselves,

and will make its streams flow with oil. The clarified water

and flowing oil are figures of the life-giving power of the word
and Spirit of God. But this blessing will not flow to Egypt
till its natural power is destroyed. Ewald has therefore given

the following as the precise meaning of ver. 14 : " The Messianic

times will then for the first time dawn on Egypt, when the

waters no more become devastating and turbid, that is to say,

through the true knowledge to which the chastisement leads."

Ver. 16 " rounds off the passage by turning back to ver. 2 "

(Hitzig). The daughters of the nations are mentioned as the

singers, because mourning for the dead was for the most part the

business of women (cf. Jer. ix. 16), The words do not contain

a summons to the daughters of the nations to sing the lamen-

tation, but the declaration that they will do it, in which the

thought is implied that the predicted devastation of Egypt will

certainly occur.

Vers. 17-32. Funebal-diege foe the Desteuction of

THE Might of Egypt.—This second lamentation or mourn-

ing ode, according to the heading in ver. 17, belongs to the

same year as the preceding, and to the 15th of the month, no

doubt the 12th month; in which case it was composed only

fourteen days after the first. The statement of the month is

omitted here, as in ch. xxvi. 1 ; and the omission is, no doubt,

to be attributed to a copyist in this instance also. In the ode,

which Ewald aptly describes as a " dull, heavy lamentation,"

we have six regular strophes, preserving the uniform and

inonotonous character of the lamentations for the dead, in

which the thought is worked out, that Egypt, like other great

nations, is cast down to the nether world. Tlie whole of it

is simply an elegiac expansion of the closing thought of the

previous chapter (ch. xxxi.).

Vers. 18-21. Introduction and first strophe.—Ver. 18. Son

of man, lament over the tumult of Egypt, and hurl it down, her,

EZEK. II. D
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like the davglders of glorious nations, into the nether world, to

those who go into the pit ! Ver. 19. Whom dost thou surpass

in loveliness'? Go down and lay thyself with the uncircumcised.

Ver. 20. Among those slain with the sword will they fall ; the

sword is lianded, draw her down and all her tumult. Ver. 21.

The strong ones of the heroes say of it out of the midst of Ml

with its helpers : they are gone down, they lie there, the uncir-

cumcised, shin with the sword.—J'^n:, utter a lamentation, and

wnnini, thrust it (the tumult of Egypt) down, are co-ordinate.

"With the lamentation, or by means thereof, is Ezekiel to

thrust down the tumult of Egypt into hell. The lamentation

is God's word; and as such it has the power to accomplish

what it utters. wniK is not intended as a repetition of the

suffix in—, but resumes the principal idea contained in the

object already named, viz. D^l^, Egypt, i.e. its population.

nniK and the daughters of glorious nations are co-ordinate.

ni33, as in the expression, daughter Tyre, daughter Babel,

denotes the population of powerful heathen nations. The D'.i3

Di'nK can only be the nations enumerated in vers. 22, 24 sqq.,

which, according to these verses, are already in Sheol, not about

to be thrust down, but thrust down already. Consequently

the copula 1 before ni33 is to be taken in the sense of a com-

parison, as in 1 Sam. xli. 15 (cf. Ewald, § 3406). All these

glorious nations have also been hurled down by the word of

God ; and Egypt is to be associated with them. By thus

placing Egypt on a level with all the fallen nations, the

enumeration of which fills the middle strophes of the ode, the

lamentation over Egypt is extended into a funeral-dirge on the

fall of all the heathen powers of the world. For nvnriFi px

and "ii3 ''Tji'', compare ch. xxvi. 20. The ode itself commences

in ver. 19, by giving prominence to the glory of the falling

kingdom. But this prominence consists in the brief inquiry

rittpj ''!?!?, before whom art thou lovely 1 i.e. art thou more lovely

than any one else? The words are addressed either to 1^!3[!

^TlV? (ver. 18), or what is more probable, to Pharaoh with all
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his tumult (cf. ver. 32), Le. to the world-power, Egypt, as em-

bodied ID the person of Pharaoh; and the meaning of the

question is the following:—Thou, Egypt, art indeed lovely;

but thou art not better or more lovely than other mighty heathen

nations ; therefore thou canst not expect any better fate than

to go down into Sheol, and there lie with the uncircumcised.

^r!lJ!) as in ch, xxxi. 18. This is carried out still further in

ver. 20, and the ground thereof assigned. The subject to vai

is the Egyptians, or Pharaoh and his tumult. They fall in

the midst of those pierced with the sword. The sword is

already handed to the executor of the judgment, the king of

Babel (ch. xxxi. 11). Their destruction is so certain, that the

words are addressed to the ^bearers of the sword :
" Draw

Egypt and all its tumult down into Sheol " ('3E'0 is imperative

for 13B'D in Ex. xii. 21), and, according to ver. 21, the heathen

already in Sheol are speaking of his destruction. V 113"!* is

rendered by many, " there speak to him, address him, greet

him," with an allusion to Isa. xiv. 9 sqq., where the king of

Babel, when descending into Sheol, is greeted with malicious

pleasure by the kings already there. But however obvious the

fact may be that Ezekiel has this passage in mind, there is no

address in the verse before us as in Isa. xiv. 10, but simply a

statement concerning the Egyptians, made in the third person.

Moreover, VntilTlif could hardly be made to harmonize with

Sb 113'!!1, if Sh signified ad eum. For it is not allowable to

connect Vntj)""^ (taken in the sense of along with their helpers)

with DniaJ ''^K as a noun in apposition, for the simple reason

that the two are separated by '7\m TliPlD. Consequently VntV-nN

can only belong to lian*. : they talk (of him) with his helpers.

Vntj?, his (Pharaoh's) helpers are his allies, who have already

gone down before him into hell (cf. ch. xxx. 8). The singular

suflSx, which has offended Hitzig, is quite in order as corre-

sponding to 'h. The words, "they have gone down, lie there,"

etc., point once more to the fact that the same fate has hap-

pened to the Egyptians as to all the rest of the rulers and
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nations of the world whom God has judged. For D^niaJ 7s,

strong ones of the heroes, compare the comm. on ch. xxxi. 11,

?1SK', hell= the nether world, the gathering-place of the dead;

not the place of punishment for the damned, ann ^pn without

the article is a predicate, and not in apposition to QVllSO. On

the application of this epithet to the Egyptians, Kliefoth has

correctly observed that " the question whether the Egyptians

received circumcision is one that has no bearing upon this

passage ; for in the sense in which Ezekiel understands circum-

cision, the Egyptians were uncircumcised, even if they were

accustomed to circumcise their flesh."

In the four following strophes (vers. 22-30) a series of

heathen nations is enumerated, whom the Egyptian finds

already in hell, and with whom he will share the same fate.

There are six of these—namely, Asshur, Elam, Meshech-Tubal,

Edom, the princes of the north, and Sidon. The six are

divisible into two classes—three great and remote world-powers,

and three smaller neighbouring nations. In this no regard is

paid to the time of destruction. With the empire of Asshur,

which had already fallen, there are associated Elam and

Meshech-Tubal, two nations, which only rose to the rank of

world-powers in the more immediate and more remote future

;

and among the neighbouring nations, the Sidonians and princes

of the north, i.e. the Syrian kings, are grouped with Edom,

although the Sidonians had long ago given up their supremacy

to Tyre, and the Aramean kings, who had once so grievously

oppressed the kingdom of Israel, had already been swallowed up

in the Assyrian and Chaldean empire. It may, indeed, be said

that " in any case, at the time when Ezekiel prophesied, princes

enough had already descended into Sheol both of the Assyrians

and Elamites, etc., to welcome the Egyptians as soon as they

came" (Kliefoth); but with the same justice may it also be

said that many of the rulers and countrymen of Egypt had also

descended into Sheol already, at the time when Pharaoh,

reigning in Ezekiel's day, was to share the same fate. It is
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evident, therefore, that " any such reflection upon chronological

relations is out of place in connection with our text, the inten-

tion of which is merely to furnish an exemplification" (Kliefoth),

and that Ezekiel.looks upon Egypt more in the light of a world-

power, discerning in its fall the overthrow of all the heathen

power of the world, and predicting it under the prophetic

picture, that Pharaoh and his tumult are expected and welcomed

by the princes and nations that have already descended into

Sheol, as coming to share their fate with them.

Vers. 22, 23. Second strophe.—Ver. 22. There is AssJiur

and all its multitude, round about it their, graves, all of them

slain, fallen by the sword. Ver. 23. Whose graves are made in

the deepest pit, and its multitude is round about its grave; all

sldin, fallen by the sword, who spread terror in the land of the

living.—The enumeration commences with Asshur, the world-

power, which had already been overthrown by the Chaldeans.

It is important to notice here, that l^B'Sj like D?''^ in ver. 24,

and pan TjB'D in ver. 26, is construed as a feminine, as

njion which follows in every case plainly shows. It is obvious,

therefore, that the predominant idea is not that of the king

or people, but that of the kingdom or world-power. It is

true that in the suffixes attached to vniap vnu'^ap in ver. 22,

and Vnia^ap in vers. 25 and 26, the masculine alternates with

the feminine, and Hitzig therefore proposes to erase these

words ; but the alternation may be very simply explained, on

the ground that the ideas of the kingdom and its king are not

kept strictly separate, but that the words oscillate from one idea

to the other. It is affirmed of Asshur, that as a world-power it

lies in Sheol, and the graves of its countrymen are round about

the graves of its ruler. They all lie there as those who have

fallen by the sword, i.e. who have been swept away by a judg-

ment of God. To this is added in ver. 23 the declaration that

the graves of Asshur lie in the utmost sides, i.e. the utmost or

deepest extremity of Sheol ; whereas so long as this power

together with its people was in the land of the living, i.e. so
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loner as they ruled on earth, they spread terror all around them

by their violent deeds. From the loftiest height of earthly

might and greatness, they are hurled down to the lowest hell.

The higher on earth, the deeper in the nether world. Haver-^

nick has entirely misunderstood the words " round about

Asshur are its graves " (ver. 22), and " its multitude is round

about its grave " (the grave of this world-power), when he finds

therein the thought that the graves and corpses are to be

regarded as separated, so that the dead are waiting near their

graves in deepest sorrow, looking for the honour of burial,

but looking in vain. There is not a word of this in the text,

but simply that the graves of the people lie round about the

grave of their ruler.

Vers. 24 and 25. Third strophe.—Ver. 24. There is Elam,

and all its multitude round about its grave ; all of them slain,

fallen by the sword, who went down uncircumcised into the

nether world, who spread terror before them in the land of the

living, and bear their shame with those who went into the pit,

Ver. 25. In the midst of the slain have they made it a bed with

all its multitude, round about it are their graves ; all of them

uncircumcised, pierced with the sword ; because terror was spread

before them in the land of the living, they bear their shame with

tliose who have gone into the pit. In the midst of slain ones is

he laid.—Asshur is followed by dW, Elam, the warlike people

of Elymais, i.e. Susiana, the modern Chusistan, whose archers

served in the Assyrian army (Isa. xxii. 6), and which is men-

tioned along with the Medes as one of the conquerors of

Babylon (Isa. xxi. 2), whereas Jeremiah prophesied its destruc-

tion at the commencement of Zedekiah's reign (Jer. xlix. 34 sqq.).

Ezekiel says just the same of Elam as he has already said of

Asshur, and almost in the same words. The only difference is,

that his description is more copious, and that he expresses more

distinctly the thought of shameful destruction which is implied

in the fact of lying in Sheol among the slain, and repeats

it a second time, and that he also sets the bearing of shame
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into Sheol in contrast with the terror which Elain had spread

around it during its life on earth, nepa iWi^ as in ch. xvi. 52.

The 3 in PijiDq-paa is either the " with of association," or

the fact of being in the midst of a crowd, fy? refers to

oP^V ; and l^nj has an indefinite subject, " they gave " = there

was given. 33f'P, the resting-place of the dead, as in 2 Chron.

xvi. 14. The last clause in ver. 25 is an emphatic repetition

of the leading thought : he (Elam) is brought or laid in the

midst of the slain.

Vers. 26-28. Fourth strophe.—Ver. 26. Tliere is MeshecJi-

Tubal and all its multitude, its graves round about it ; all of

them uncircumoised, slain with the sword, because they spread

terror before them in the land of the living. Ver. 27. Ther/ lie

not with the fallen heroes of uncircumcised men^ who went down

into hell with their weapons of war, whose swords they laid under

their heads ; their iniquities have come upon their bones, because

they were a terror of the heroes in the land of the living, Ver. 28.

Thou also wilt be dashed to pieces among uncircumcised men, and

lie with those slain with the sivord.—^B'O and 73P1, the Moschi

and Tibareni of the Greeks (see the comm. on ch. xxvii. 13),

are joined together acrwSeTcSs here as one people or heathen

power ; and Ewald, Hitzig, and others suppose that the refer-

ence is to the Scythians, who invaded the land in the time of

Josiah, and the majority of whom had miserably perished not

very long before (Herod, i. 106). But apart from the fact that

the prophets of the Old Testament make no allusion to any inva-

sion of Palestine by the Scythians (see Minor Prophets, vol. ii.

p. 124, Eng. transl.), this view is founded entirely upon the

erroneous supposition that in this funeral-dirge Ezekiel men-

tions only such peoples as had sustained great defeats a longer

or shorter time before. Meshech-Tubal comes into considera-

tion here, as in ch. xxxviii., as a northern power, which is

overcome in its conflict with the kingdom of God, and is pro-

phetically exhibited by the prophet as having already fallen

under the judgment of death. In ver. 26 Ezekiel makes the
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same announcement as he has ah-eady made concerning Asshur

in vers. 22, 23, and with regard to Elam in vers, 24, 25. But

the announcement in ver. 27 is obscure. Kosenmliller, Ewald,

Havernick, and others, regard this verse as a question (S<?1 in

the sense of K^Q) : " and should they not lie with (rest with)

other fallen heroes of the uncircumcised, who . . . ?" i.e. they do

lie with them, and could not possibly expect a better fate. But

although the interrogation is merely indicated by the tone

where the language is excited, and therefore N?1 might stand

for t<^L!, as in Ex. viii. 22, there is not the slightest indication

of such excitement in the description given here as could render

this assumption a probable one. On the contrary, k?) at the

commencement of the sentence suggests the supposition that an

antithesis is intended to the preceding verse. And the pro-

bability of this conjecture is heightened by the allusion made to

heroes, who have descended into the nether world with their

weapons of war ; inasmuch as, at all events, something is

therein affirmed which does not apply to all the heroes who

have gone down into hell. The custom of placing the weapons

of fallen heroes along with them in the grave is attested by

Diod. Sic. xviii. 26; Arrian, i. 5; Virgil, Aen. vi. 233 (cf.

Dougtaei Analectt. ss. i. pp. 281, 282) ; and, according to the

ideas prevailing in ancient times, it was a mark of great respect

to the dead. But the last place in which we should expect to

meet with any allusion to the payment of such honour to the

dead would be in connection with Meshech and Tubal, those

wild hordes of the north, who were only known to Israel by

hearsay. We therefore follow the Vulgate, the Eabbins, and

many of the earlier commentators, and regard the verse before

us as containing a declaration that the slain of Meshech-Tubal
would not receive the honour of resting in the nether world

along with those fallen heroes whose weapons were buried

with them in the grave, because they fell with honour.^ "h^

1 C. a Lapide has already giyen the true meaning : " He compares them,
therefore, not with the righteous, but with the heathen, who, although
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nDHj-a, instruments of war, weapons, as in Deut. i. 41. The

text leaves it uncertain who they were who had been buried

with such honours. The Seventy have confounded Q?'!!'!? with

D?i5)0, and rendered ^yZ^ '^V?^ "i^tS" ireiTTtoKormv mr almo<s,

possibly thinking of the gibhorim of Gen. vi. 4. Dathe and

Hitzig propose to alter the text to this ; and even Havernick

imagines that the prophet may possibly have had such passages

as Gen. vi. 4 and x. 9 sqq. floating before Lis mind. But

there is not sufficient ground to warrant an alteration of the

text ; and if Ezekiel had had Gen. vi. 4 in his mind, he would

no doubt have written O'l'iiajn. The clause OniJiv ''nni is re-

garded by the more recent commentators as a continuation

of the preceding '1J1 Wn^l, which is a very natural conclusion, if

we simply take notice of the construction. But if we consider

the sense of the words, this combination can hardly be sus-

tained. The words, " and so were their iniquities upon their

bones " (or they came upon them), can well be understood as an

explanation of the reason for their descending into Sheol with

their weapons, and lying upon their swords. We must there-

fore regard OniJiy 'nw as a continuation of 123^1, so that their

not resting with those who were buried with their weapons of

war furnishes the proof that their guilt lay upon their bones.

The words, therefore, have no other meaning than the phrase

DnS/3 1KB'', in vers. 24 and 30. Sin comes upon the bones

when the punishment consequent upon it falls upon the bones

of the sinner. In the last clause we connect O'liaa with

n''nn, terror of the heroes, i.e. terrible even to heroes on account

of their savage and cruel nature. In ver. 28 we cannot take

nns as referring to Meshech-Tubal, as many of the commen-

tators propose. A direct address to that people would be at

vaiiance with the whole plan of the ode. Moreover, the

declaration contained in the verse would contradict what pre-

unciroumcised, had met with a glorious death, i.e. they will be more wretched

than these ; for the latter went down to the shades with glory, but they

with ignominy, as if conquered and slain."
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cedes. As Meshech-Tubal is already lying in Sheol among the

slain, according to ver. 26, the announcement cannot be made

to it for the first time here, that it is to be dashed in pieces and

laid with those who are slain with the sword. It is the Egyptian

who is addressed, and he is told that this fate will also fall

upon him. And through this announcement, occurring in the

midst of the list of peoples that have already gone down to

Sheol, the design of that list is once more called to mind.

Vers. 29 and 30. Fifth strophe.—Ver. 29. Tliere are Edom,

its kings and all its princes, who in spite of their bravery are

associated with those that are pierced with the sword ; they lie

with the uncircumcised and with those that have gone down into

the pit. Ver. 30. There are the princes of the north, all of them,

and all the Sidonians who have gone down to the slain, heen put

to shame in spite of the dread of them because of their bravery

;

they lie there as uncircumcised, and bear their shame with those who

have gone into the pit.—In this strophe Ezekiel groups together

the rest of the heathen nations in the neighbourhood of Israel

;

and in doing so, he changes the DB' of the preceding list for

nsB', thither. This might be taken prophetically : thither will

they come, " to these do they also belong " (Havernick), only

such nations being mentioned here as are still awaiting their

destruction. But, in the first place, the perfects ^3ri3 IK'S,

AT nB'K, in vers. 29, 30, do not favour this explanation, inas-

much as they are used as preterites in vers. 22, 24, 25, 26, 27

;

and, secondly, even in the previous strophes, not only are such

peoples mentioned as have already perished, but some, like

Elam and Meshech-Tubal, which did not rise into historical

importance, or exert any influence upon the development of

the kingdom of God till after Ezekiel's time, whereas the

Edomites and Sidonians were already approaching destruction.

We therefore regard HBE' as simply a variation of expression in

the sense of " thither have they come," without discovering any

allusion to the future.—In the case of Edom, kings and 2^K''B'3,

i.e. tribe-princes, are mentioned. The allusion is to the 'allu-
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pliim or phylarchs, literally chiliarchs, the heads of the leading

families (Gen. xxxvi. 15 sqq.), in whose hands the government

of the people lay, inasmuch as the kings were elective, and

were probably chosen by the phylarchs (see the comm. on Gen.

xxxvi. 31 sqq.). DnniDJa, in, or with their bravery, i.e. in spite

of it. There is something remarkable in the allusion to princes

of the north ('^/D^, lit. persons enfeoffed, vassal- princes ; see the

comm. on Josh. xiii. 21 and Mic. v. 4) in connection with the

Sidonians, and after Meshech-Tubal the representative of the

northern nations. The association with the Sidonians renders

the conjecture a very natural one, that allusion is made to the

north of Palestine, and more especially to the Aram of Scrip-

ture, with its many separate states and princes (Havernick)

;

although Jer. XXV. 26, "the kings of the north, both far and

near," does not furnish a conclusive proof of this. So much,

at any rate, is certain, that the princes of the north are not to

be identified with the Sidonians. For, as Kliefoth has cor-

rectly observed, " there are six heathen nations mentioned,

viz. Asshur, Elam, Meshech-Tubal, Edom, the princes of the

north, and Sidon ; and if we add Egypt to the list, we shall

have seven, which would be thoroughly adapted, as it was

eminently intended, to depict the fate of universal heathenism."

A principle is also clearly discernible in the mode in which

they are grouped, Asshur, Elam, and Meshech-Tubal repre-

sent the greater and more distant world-powers; Edom the

princes of the north, and Sidon the neighbouring nations of

Israel on both south and north. OH'^'i^ao Dri''fina, literally, in

dread of them, (which proceeded) from their bravery, i.e. which

their bravery inspired. 'W1 'Nf'5, as in ver. 24.

Vers. 31 and 32. Sixth and last strophe.—Ver. 31. Pharaoh

will see them, and comfort himself over all his multitude. Pharaoh

and all his army are slain with the sword, is the saying of the

Lord Jehovah. Ver. 32. For I caused him to spread terror in

the land of the living, therefore is he laid in the midst of uncir-

cumcised, those slain with the sword, Pharaoh and all his mxiUi-
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tilde, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.—^In these verses tte

application to Egypt follows. Pharaoh will see in the nether

world all the greater and smaller heathen nations with their

rulers ; and when he sees them all given up to the judgment

of death, he will comfort himself over the fate which has fallen

upon himself and his army, as he will perceive 'that he could

not expect any better lot than that of the other rulers of

the world, ^V DHJ, to comfort oneself, as in ch, xxxi. 16 and

xiv. 22. Hitzig's assertion, that ?? Dn? never signifies to

comfort oneself is incorrect (see the comm. on ch. xiv. 22).

iJT'flnTis ''rinj, I have given terror of him, i.e. I have made him

an instrument of terror. The Keri ''n''fin arose from a mis-

understanding. The Chetib is confirmed by vers. 24 and 26.

In ver. 326 the ode is brought to a close by returning even in

expression to vers. 19 and 20a.

If, now, we close with a review of the whole of the contents

of the words of God directed against Egypt, in all of them is

the destruction of the might of Pharaoh and Egypt as a world-

power foretold. And this prophecy has been completely

fulfilled. As KHefoth has most truly observed, " one only

needs to enter the pyramids of Egypt and its catacombs to

see that the glory of the Pharaohs has gone down into Sheol.

And it is equally certain that this destruction of the glory of

ancient Egypt dates from the times of the Babylonio-Persian

empire. Moreover, this destmction was so thorough, that even

to the New Egypt of the Ptolemies the character of the Old

Egypt was a perfect enigma, a thing forgotten and incompre-

hensible." But if Ezekiel repeatedly speaks of Nebuchad-

nezzar the king of Babylon as executing this judgment upon

Egypt, we must bear in mind that here, as in the case of Tyre
(see the comm. on ch. xxviii. 1-19), Ezekiel regards Nebuchad-
nezzar as the instrument of the righteous punishment of God
in general, and discerns in what he accomplishes the sum of

all that in the course of ages has been gradually fulfilling itself

in history. At the same time, it is equally certain that this
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view of the prophet would have no foundation in truth unless

Nebuchadnezzar really did conquer Egypt and lay it waste,

and the might and glory of this ancient empire were so shattered

thereby, that it never could recover its former greatness, but

even after the turning of its captivity, i.e. after its recovery

from the deadly wounds which the imperial monarchy of

Babylonia and afterwards of Persia inflicted upon it, still

remained a lowly kingdom, which could " no more rule over

the nations" (ch. xxix. 13-16). Volney, however, in his

Recherch. nouv. sur VMst. one. (III. pp. 151 sqq.), and Hitzig

{Ezeh. p. 231), dispute the conquest and devastation of Egypt

by Nebuchadnezzar, because the Greek historians, with Hero-

dotus (ii. 161 sqq.) at their head, make no allusion whatever to

an invasion of Egypt ; and their statements are even opposed

to such an occurrence. But the silence of Greek historians,

especially of Herodotus, is a most " miserable " argument. The

same historians do not say a word about the defeat of Necho by

Nebuchadnezzar at Carchemish ; and yet even Hitzig accepts

this as an indisputable fact. Herodotus and his successors

derived their accounts of Egypt from the communications of

Egyptian priests, who suppressed everything that was humili-

ating to the pride of Egypt, and endeavoured to cover it up

with their accounts of glorious deeds which the Pharaohs had

performed. But Hitzig has by no means proved that the

statements of the Greeks are at variance with the assumption

of a Chaldean invasion of Egypt, whilst he has simply rejected

but not refuted the attempts of Perizonius, Vitringa, Haver-

nick, and others, to reconcile the biblical narrative of the con-

quest of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar with the accounts given by

Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus, and other Greeks, concerning the

mighty feats of Necho, and his being slain by Amasis. The

remark that, in the description given by Herodotus, Amasis

appears as an independent king by the side of Cambyses, only

less powerful than the Persian monarch, proves nothing more,

even assuming the correctness of the fact, than that Amasis
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had made Egypt once more independent of Babylonia on the

sudden overthrow of the Chaldean monarchy.

The conquest of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar, after the atti-

tude which Pharaoh Necho assumed towards the Babylonian

empire, and even attempted to maintain in the time of Zede-

kiah by sending an army to the relief of Jerusalem when

besieged by the Chaldeans, is not only extremely probable in

itself, but confirmed by testimony outside the Bible. Even if

no great importance can be attached to the notice of Megas-

thenes, handed down by Strabo (xv. 1. 6) and Josephus

(c. Ap. i. 20) : " he says that he (Nebuchadnezzar) conquered

the greater part of Libya and Iberia;" Josephus not only

quotes from Berosus (I.e. i. 19) to the effect that " the Baby-

lonian got possession of Egypt, Syria, Phoenicia, Arabia," but,

on the ground of such statements, relates the complete fulfil-

ment of the prophecies of Scripture, saying, in Antt. x. 9. 7,

with reference to Nebuchadnezzar, " he fell upon Egypt to

conquer it. And the reigning king he slew ; and having

appointed another in his place, made those Jews prisoners who

had hitherto resided there, and led them into Babylon." And
even if Josephus does not give his authority in this case, the

assertion that he gathered this from the prophecies of Jeremiah

is untrue; because, immediately before the words we have

quoted, he says that what Jeremiah had prophesied (Jer. xliii.

and xliv.) had thus come to pass; making a distinction, therefore,

between prophecy and history. And suspicion is not to be cast

upon this testimony by such objections as that Josephus does

not mention the name of the Egyptian king, or state precisely

the time when Egypt was conquered, but merely affirms in

general terms that it was after the war with the Ammonites
and Moabites.



SECOND HALF

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF SALVATION.

CHAP. XXXIII.-XLVni.

i i
N the first half of his book, Ezekiel has predicted

severe judgments, both to the covenant nation and

to the heathen nations. But to the people of Israel

he has also promised the turning of its captivity,

after the judgment of the destruction of the kingdom and the

dispersion of the refractory generation in the heathen lands

;

not merely their restoration to their own land, but the setting

up of the covenant made with the fathers, and the renewing of

the restored nation by the Spirit of God, so that it will serve

the Lord upon His holy mountain with offerings acceptable to

Him (compare ch. xi. 16-21, xvi. 60, and xx. 40 sqq.). On
the other hand, he has threatened the heathenish peoples and

kingdoms of the world with devastation and everlasting destruc-

tion, so that they will be remembered no more (compare ch.

xxi. 36, 37, XXV. 7, 10, 16, xxvi. 21, xxvii. 36, and xxviii. 19),

or rather with the lasting humiliation and overthrow of their

glory in the nether world (compare ch. xxix. 13 sqq., xxxi.

15 sqq., and xxxii. 17 sqq.) ; whilst God will create a glorious

thing in the land of the living, gather Israel from its dispersion,

cause it to dwell safely and happily in the land given to His

servant Jacob, and a horn to grow thereto (ch. xxvi. 20,

xxviii, 25 sqq., and xxix. 21).—This announcement is carried

out still further in the second half of the book, where first of
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all the pardon, blessing, and glorification promised to the

covenant nation, after its sifting by the judgment of exile, are

unfolded according to their leading features, and the destruc-

tion of its foes is foretold (ch. xxxiv.-xxxix.) ; and then,

secondly, there is depicted the establishment of the renovated

kingdom of God for everlasting continuance (ch. xl.-xlviii.).

The prophet's mouth was opened to make the announcement

when a ftgitive brought the tidings of the destruction both of

Jerusalem and of the kingdom to the captives by the Ohaboras;

and this constitutes the second half of the prophetic ministry of

Ezekiel. The introduction to this is contained in ch. xxxiii.,

whilst the announcement itself is divisible into two parts,

according to its contents, as just indicated,—namely, first, the

promise of the restoration and glorification of Israel (ch.

xxxiv.-xxxix.) ; and secondly, the apocalyptic picture of the

new constitution of the kingdom of God (ch. xl.-xlviii.).

CHAP. XXXIII. THE CALLING OP THE PROPHET, AND HIS

FUTURE ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE PEOPLE.

This chapter is divided into two words of God of an intro-

ductory character, which are separated by the historical state-

ment in vers. 21 and 22, though substantially they are one.

The first (vers. 1-20) exhibits the calling of the prophet for

the time to come ; the second (vers. 23^33) sets before him his

own attitude towards the people, and the attitude of the people

towards his further announcement. The first precedes the

arrival of the messenger, who brought to the prophet and the

exiles the tidings of the conquest and destruction of Jerusalem

by the Chaldeans (ver, 21). The second was uttered after-

wards. The fall of the holy city formed a turning-point in the

prophetic work of Ezekiel. Previous to this catastrophe, God
had appointed him to be a watchman over Israel : to show the

people their sins, and .to proclaim the consequent punishment,
namely, the destruction of Jerusalem and Judah, together with
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the dispersion of the people among the heathen. But after the

city had fallen, and the judgment predicted by him had taken

place, the object to be aimed at was to inspire those who were

desponding and despairing of salvation with confidence and

consolation, by predicting the restoration of the fallen kingdom

of God in a new and glorious form, to show them the way to

new life, and to open the door for their entrance into the new

kingdom of God. The two divisions of our chapter correspond

to this, which was to be henceforth the task imposed upon the

prophet. In the first (vers. 1-20), his calling to be the spiritual

watchman over the house of Israel is renewed (vers. 2—9), with

special instructions to announce to the people, who are inclined

to despair under the burden of their sins, that the Lord has no

pleasure in the death of the sinner, but will give life to him

who turns from his iniquity (vers. 10—20). The kernel and

central point of this word of God are found in the lamentation

of the people : "Our transgressions and sins lie upon us, and

we are pining away through them ; how then can we live ?
"

(ver. 10), together with the reply given by the Lord : " By my

life, I have no pleasure in the death of the wicked . . . turn

ye, turn yourselves; why do ye wish to die?" (ver. 11). The

way is prepared for this by vers. 2-9, whilst vers. 12-20 carry

out this promise of God still further, and assign the reason for

it.—The thoughts with which the promise of the Lord, thus

presented as'^an antidote to despair, is introduced and explained

are not new, however, but repetitions of earlier words of God.

The preparatory introduction in vers. 2-9 is essentially a return

to the word in ch. iii. 17-21, with which the Lord closes the

prophet's call by pointing out to him the duty and responsi-

bility connected with his vocation. And the reason assigned

in vers. 12-20, together with the divine promise in ver. 11, is

taken from ch. xviii., where the prophet unfolds the working of

the righteousness of God ; and more precisely from vers. 20-32

of that chapter, where the thought is more fully expanded, that

the judgments of God can be averted by repentance and con-

EZEK. II. E
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version. From all this it is indisputably evident that the first

section of this chapter contains an introduction to the second

half of the prophecies of Ezekiel ; and this also explains the

absence of any date at the head of the section, or the "remark-

able" fact that the date (vers. 21 and 22) is not given till the

middle of the chapter, where it stands between the first and

second of the words of God contained therein.—-The word of

God in vers. 23 sqq. was no doubt addressed to the prophet

after the fugitive had arrived with the tidings of the fall of

Jerusalem ; whereas the word by which the prophet was pre-

pared for his further labours (vers. 1-20) preceded that event,

and coincided in point of time with the working of God upon

the prophet on the evening preceding the arrival of the fugi-

tive, through which his mouth was opened for further speaking

(ver. 22) ; and it is placed before this historical statement

because it was a renewal of his call.^

Vers. 1-20. Calling of the Prophet for the Future.

Vers. 1-9. The prophet's oiEce of watchman.—Ver. 1. And
the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of man,

speak to the sons of thy people, and say to them, When I bring

the sword upon a land, and the people of the land take a man

from their company and set him for a watchman, Ver. 3. And
he seeth the sword come upon the land, and bloweth the trumpet,

and warneth the people ; Ver. 4. If, then, one should hear the

blast of the trumpet and not take warning, so that the sword

1 It is incomprehensible how Kliefoth could find " no sign of introduc-
tory thoughts " in this section, or could connect it with the preceding
oracles against the foreign nations, for no other reason than to secure
fourteen words of God for that portion of the book which contains the
prophecies against the foreign nations. For there is no force in the other
arguments which he adduces in support of this combination; and the
assertion that "the section, eh. xxxiii. 1-20, speaks of threatenings and
warnings, and of the faithfulness with which Ezekiel is to utter them, and
of the manner in which Israel is to receive them," simply shows that he
has neither correctly nor perfectly understood the contents of this section
and its train of thought.
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should come and take Mm away, Ids blood would come upon his

own head. Ver. 5. He heard the blast of the trumpet, and took

not warning ; his blood will come upon him : whereas, if he had

taken warning, he would have delivered his soul. Ver. 6. But if

the watchman seeth the sword come, and bhweth not the trumpet,

and the people is not warned ; and the sword should come and
take away a soul from them, he is taken away through his guilt

;

but his blood will I demand from the watchman's hand. Ver. 7.

Thou, then, son of man, I have set thee for the xoatchman to the

house of Israel ; thou shalt hear the word from my mouth, and

warn them for me. Ver. 8. If l say to the sinner. Sinner, thou

wilt die the death ; and thou speakest not to warn the sinner from
his way, he, the sinner, will die for his iniquity, and his blood I
will demand from thy hand. Ver. 9. But if thou hast warned

the sinner from his way, to turn from it, and he does not turn

from his way, he will die for his iniquity ; but thou hast delivered

thy soul.—Vers. 7-9, with the exception of slight deviations

which have little influence upon the sense, are repeated verbatim

from ch. iii. 17-19. The repetition of the duty binding upon

the prophet, and of the responsibility connected therewith, is

introduced, however, in vers. 2-6, by an example taken from

life, and made so plain that every one who heard the words

must see that Ezekiel was obliged to call the attention of the

people to the judgment awaiting them, and to warn them of

the threatening danger, and that this obligation rested upon

him still. In this respect the expansion, which is wanting in

ch. iii., serves to connect the following prophecies of Ezekiel

with the threats of judgment contained in the first part. The

meaning of it is the following: As it is the duty of the

appointed watchman of a land to announce to the people the

approach of the enemy, and if he fail to do this he is deserving

of deathr; so Ezekiel also, as the watchman of Israel appointed

by God, not only is bound to warn the people of the approach-

ing judgment, in order to fulfil his duty, but has already

warned them of it, so that whoever has not taken warning has
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been overtaken by the sword because of his sin. As, the

Ezekiel has only discharged his duty and obligation by

doing, so has he the same duty still further to perform.

—

ver. 2 n^ is placed at the head in an absolute form; a:

'l31 N13S »3, « if I bring the sword upon a land," is to be und(

stood with this restriction : " so that the enemy is on the w

and an attack may be expected " (Hitzig). Qn''?fij'», from t

end of the people of the land, i.e. one taken from the wh(

body of the people, as in Gen. xlvii. 2 (see the comm. on Ge

xix. 4). Blowing the trumpet is a signal of alarm on t

approach of an enemy (compare Amos iii. 6 ; Jer. iv. i

"inM in ver. 5b is a participle ; on the other hand, both befc

and afterwards it is a perfect, pointed with Kamets <

account of the tone. For vers. 7-9, see the exposition

ch. iii. 17-19.

Vers. 10-20. As watchman over Israel, Ezekiel is to annouD

to those who are despairing of the mercy of God, that the Lo

will preserve from destruction those who turn from their si

and lead them into life.—Ver. 10. Thou tlien, son of man, s

to the house of Israel, Ye rightly say. Our transgressions and o

sins lie upon us, and in them we vanish away ; how, then, Ci

we live? Ver. 11. Say to them. As truly as I live, is the sayi

of the Lord Jehovah, I have no pleasure in the death of the sinne

but when the sinner turneth from his way, he shall live. Tu

ye, turn ye from your evil ways ! for why will ye die, house

Israel? Ver. 12. And thou, son of man, say to tlie sons oft

people. The righteousness of the righteous man will not delii

him in the day of his transgression, and the sinner will not f
through his sin in the day that he turneth from his sin, and i

righteous man will not be able to live thereby in the day that

sinneth. Ver. 13. If I say to the righteous man that he sh

live, and he relies upon his righteousness and does wrong, all i

righteousnesses will not be remembered ; and for his wrong tl

he has done, he will die. Ver. 14. Jf I say to the sinner, Th

shalt die, and he turns from his sin, and does justice and righteo^
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ness, Ver. 15. So that the wicked returns the pledge^ restores

what has been robbed, walks in the statutes of life witJwut doing

wrong, he will live, not die. Ver. 16. All his sins which he has

committed shall not be remembered against him; he has done

justice and righteousness, he will live. Ver. 17. And the sons of

thy people say, The way of the Lord is not right ; but they—
their way is not right. Ver. 18. If the righteous man turneth

from his righteousness and doeth wrong, he shall die thereby;

Ver. 19. But if the wiched man turneth from his wickedness and

doeth right and righteousness, he will live thereby. Ver, 20. And
yet ye say, The way of the Lord is not right. I will judge you

every one accordiiig to his ways, house of Israel.—In vers. 10

and 11 the prophet's calling for the future is set before him,

inasmuch as God instructs him to announce to those who are

in despair on account of their sins the gracious will of the

Lord. The threat contained in the law (Lev. xxvi. 39), 'i3B'

Djiy3j of which Ezekiel had repeatedly reminded the people

with warning, and, last of all, when predicting the conquest

and destruction of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans (compare ch.

iv. 17 and xxiv. 23), had pressed heavily upon their heart,

when the threatened judgment took place, so that they quote

the words, not " in self-defence," as Havernick erroneously

supposes, but in despair of any deliverance. Ezekiel is to meet

this despair of little faith by the announcement that the Lord

has no pleasure in the death of the sinner, but desires his con-

version and his life. Ezekiel had already set this word of grace

before the people in ch. xviii. 23, 32, accompanied with the

summons to salvation for them to lay to heart : there, it was

done to overthrow the delusion that the present generation had

to atone for the sins of the fathers ; but here, to lift up the

hearts of those who were despairing of salvation ; and for this

reason it is accompanied with the asseveration (wanting in ch.

xviii. 23 and 32) : " as truly as I live, saith the Lord," and

with the urgent appeal to repent and turn. But in order to

preclude the abuse of this word of consolation by making it a
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ground of false confidence in their own righteousness, Ezekl{

repeats in vers. 12-20 the principal thoughts contained in thj

announcement (ch. xviii. 20-32)—namely, first of all, in ven

12-16, the thought that the righteousness of the righteous

:

of no avail to him if he gives himself up to the unrighteoui

ness, and that the sinner will not perish on account of his si

if he turns from his wickedness and strives after righteousnes

(ri3 PK'3'', ver. 12, as in Hos. v. 5, Jer. vi. 15 ; compare cl

xviii. 24, 25, and xxi., xxii. ; and for vers. 14 and 15, moi

especially ch. xviii. 5 and 7) ; and then, secondly, in ver

17-20, the reproof of those who find fault with the way of th

Lord (compare ch. xviii. 25, 27, 29, 30).

Vers. 21 and 22. Tidings of the fall of Jerusalem, and th

consequences with regard to the prophet.— Ver. 21. And

came to pass in the twelfth year, in the tenth (month), on the fift

of the month after our being taheri captive, there came to me

fugitive from Jerusalem, and said. The city is smitten. Ver. 21

And the hand of Jehovah had come upon me in the eveniri

before the arrival of the fugitive, and He opened my nwuii

till he came to me in the morning ; and so was my moui

opened, and I was silent no more.—In these verses the fulfi

ment of the promise made by God to the prophet in ch. xxi'

25-27, after the prediction of the destruction of Jerusalen

is recorded. The chronological datum, as to the precis

time at which the messenger arrived with the account of tl

destruction of Jerusalem, serves to mark with precision tl

point of time at which the obstacle was removed, and the prophi

was able to speak and prophesy without restraint.—The fa

that the tidings of the destruction of Jerusalem, which toe

place in the fifth month of the eleventh year, are said to hai

only reached the exiles in the tenth month of the twelfth yea

that is to say, nearly a year and a half after it occurred, do

not warrant our following the Syriac, as Doederlein and Hitz
have done, calling in question the correctness of the text ai

substituting the eleventh year for the twelfth. With the di
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tance at which Ezekiel was living, namely, in northern Meso-

potamia, and with the fearful confusion which followed the

catastrophe, a year and a half might very easily pass by before

a fugitive arrived with the information. But Hitzig's assertion,

that Ezekiel would contradict himself, inasmuch as, according

to ch. xxvi. 1, 2, he received intelligence of the affair in the

eleventh year, is founded upon a misinterpretation of the pas-

sage quoted. It is not stated there that Ezekiel received this

information through a fugitive or any man whatever, but

simply that God had revealed to him the fall of Jerusalem

even before it occurred. U'nipjpj after our being led away

(ver. 21 and ch. xl. 1), coincides with r^i' tl^sn nhib in ch. i. 2.

nnan, smitten, i.e. conquered and destroyed, exterminated. In

the clause 'Ul nin^ i;i, the verb nn^n is a pluperfect, and vS

stands for vV, according to the later usage. The formula

indicates the translation of the prophet into an ecstatic state

(see the comm. on ch. i. 3), in which his mouth was opened to

speak, that is to say, the silence imposed upon him was taken

away. The words, " till he came to me in the morning," etc.,

are not to be understood, as signifying that the prophet's mouth

had only been opened for the time from evening till morning

;

for this would be opposed to the following sentence. They

simply affirm that the opening of the mouth took place before

the arrival of the fugitive, the night before the morning of his

arrival. ''S nns*!, which follows, is an emphatic repetition, in-

troduced as a link with which to connect the practically impor-

tant statement that from that time forward he was not speechless

any more.—It was in all probability shortly afterwards that

Ezekiel was inspired with the word of God which follows in

vers. 23-3'3, as we may infer from the contents of the word

itself, which laid the foundation for the prophet's further pro-

phesying. But nothing can be gathered from ver. 22 with

regard to the time when this and the following words of God

(as far as ch. xxxix.), of which no chronological data are given,

were communicated to the prophet and uttered by him. His
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being " silent no more " by no means involves immediate or

continuous speaking, but simply recalls the command to be

speechless. There is no ground for the assumption that all

these words of God were communicated to him in one night

(Havernick, Hengstenberg, and others), either in ver. 22 or in

the contents of these divine revelations.

Vers. 23-33. Preaching of Repentance after the Fall of

Jerusalem.

The first word of God, which Ezekiel received after the

arrival of the fugitive with the intelligence of the destruction

of Jerusalem, was not of a consolatory, but of a rebuking

nature, and directed against those who, while boasting in an

impenitent state of mind of the promise given to the patriarchs

of the everlasting possession of the Holy Land, fancied that

they could still remain in possession of the promised land even

after the destruction of Jerusalem and of the kingdom of

Judah. This delusion the prophet overthrows by the announce-

ment that the unrighteous are to have no share in the posses-

sion of the land of Israel, but are to perish miserably, and that

the land is to be utterly waste and without inhabitants (vers.

23—29). The Lord then shows him that his countrymen will

indeed come to him and listen to his words, but will only do

that which is pleasant to themselves ; that they will still seek

after gain, and not do his words; and that it will not be ti'il

after his words have been fulfilled that they will come to the

knowledge of the fact that he really was a prophet (vers. 30-33).

We perceive from these last verses that the threat uttered in

vers. 24-29 was to form the basis for Ezekiel's further pro-

phecies, so that the whole of this word of God has only the

force of an introduction to his further labours. But however

the two halves of this word of God may appear to differ, so far

as their contents are concerned, they are nevertheless closely

connected. The state of heart disclosed in the first half with

reference to the judgment that has already fallen upon the
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land and kingdom, is to preclude the illusion, that the fact of

the people's coming to the prophet to hear his words is a sign

of penitential humiliation under the punishing hand of God,

and to bring out the truth, that the salvation which he is about

to foretell to the people is only to be enjoyed by those who

turn with sincerity to the Lord.

Vers. 23-29. False reliance upon God's promises.—Ver. 23.

And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 24. Son of

man, the inhabitants of these ruins in the land of Israel speak

thus : Abraham was one, and received the land for a possession ;

but we are many, the land is given to us for a possession.

Ver. 25. Therefore say to them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

Ye eat upon the blood, and lift up your eyes to your idols, and

shed blood, and would ye possess the landi Ver. 26. Ye rely

upon your sword, do abomination, and one defiletfi another's wife,

and would ye possess the land? Ver. 27. Speak thus to them,

Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, By my life, those who are in the

ruins shall fall by the sword, and whoever is in the open field

him do 1 give to the beasts to devour, and those who are in the

fortresses and caves shall die of the pestilence. Ver. 28. And I

make the land devastation and waste, and its proud might shall

have an end, and the mountains of Israel shall be waste, so that

no one passeth through. Ver. 29. And they shall know that I

am Jehovah, when I make the land devastation and waste because

of all the abominations which they have done.—This threat is

directed against the people who remained behind in the land of

Judah after the destruction of -Jerusalem. Oiannn iiipi are the

Israelites who dwelt amidst the ruins of the Holy Land, the

remnant of the people left behind in the land. For it is so

evident as to need no proof that Kliefoth is wrong in asserting

that by liannn we are to understand the district bordering on

the Chaboras, which was not properly cultivated ; and by the

inhabitants thereof, the exiles who surrounded Ezekiel. It is

only by confounding "lOK and 13'n that Kliefoth is able to set

aside the more precise definition of the inhabitants of these
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ruins contained in the words ^^'yf.
nDis 7y, and to connect

''V 'iK hs with O'lOK, " they speak concerning the land of

Israel;" and in ver. 27 it is only in a forced manner that he

can generalize niD^nn, and take it as referring to the waste

places both in the Holy Land and on the Chaboras. The

fact, moreover, that vers. 30-33 treat of the Israelites by the

Chaboras, is no proof whatever that they must also be referred

to in vers. 24-29. For the relation in which the two halves of

this word of God stand to one another is not that " vers. 30-33

depict the impression made upon the hearers by the words

contained in vers. 24-29," so that " the persons alluded to in

vers. 30-33 must necessarily be the hearers of vers. 24-29."

Vers. 30-33 treat in quite a general manner of the attitude

which the prophet's countrymen would assume towards his

words—that is to say, not merely to his threats, but also to his

predictions of salvation ; they would only attend to that which

had a pleasant sound to them, but they would not do his words

(vers. 31, 32). It is quite in harmony with this, that in vers.

23-29 these people should be told of the state of heart of those

who had remained behind on the ruins of the Holy Land, and

that it should be announced to them that the fixed belief in the

permanent possession of the Holy Land, on which those whc

remained behind in the land relied, was a delusion, and thai

those who were victims of this delusion should be destroyed bj

sword and pestilence. Just as in the first part of this booli

Ezekiel uttered the threatened prophecies concerning th(

destruction of Jerusalem and Judah in the presence of hii

countrymen by the Chaboras, and addressed them to these

because they stood in the same internal relation to the Lord a

their brethren in Jerusalem and Judah ; so here does he hoi

up this delusion before them as a warning, in order that h

may disclose to them the worthlessness of such vain hope, an

preach repentance and conversion as the only way to lif

The meaning of the words spoken by these people, " Abrahai

was one," etc., is, that if Abraham, as one solitary individua
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received the land of Canaan for a possession by the promise of

God, the same God could not take this possession away from

them, the many sons of Abraham. The antithesis of the

" one " and the " many " derived its significance, in relation to

their argument, from the descent of the many from the one,

which is taken for granted, and also from the fact, which is

assumed to be well known from the book of Genesis, that the

land was not promised and given to the patriarch for his own

possession, but for his seed or descendants to possess, They

relied, like the Jews of the time of Christ (John viii. 33, 39),

upon their corporeal descent from Abraham (compare the similar

words in ch. xi, 15). Ezekiel, on the other hand, simply

reminds them of their own sinful conduct (vers. 25, 26), for the

purpose of showing them that they have thereby incurred the

loss of this possession. Eating upon the blood, is eating flesh

in which the blood is still lying, which has not been cleansed

from blood, as in Lev. xix. 26 and 1 Sam. xiv. 32, 33; an act

the prohibition of which was first addressed to Noah (Gen. ix. 4),

and is repeatedly urged in the law (cf. Lev. vii. 26, 27). This

is also the case with the prohibition of idolatry, lifting up the

eyes to idols (cf . ch. xviii. 6), and the shedding of blood (cf.

ch. xviii. 10, xxii. 3, etc.). ia'in PJ? IDy, to support oneself, or

rely (^oy, used as in ch. xxxi. 14) upon the sword, i.e. to put

confidence in violence and bloodshed. In this connection we

are not to think of the use of the sword in war. To work

abomination, as in ch. xviii. 12. tp*?'^ is not a feminine, " ye

women," but J
is written in the place of D on account of the n

which follows, after the analogy of Ii''"]S for Dina (Hitzig). On
the defiling of a neighbour's wife, see the comm. on ch. xviii. 6.

Such daring sinners the Lord would destroy wherever they

might be. In ver. 37 the punishment is individualized (cf. ch.

xiv. 21). Those in the '^^^'in shall fall by the S'ln (the play upon

the word is very obvious) ; those in the open country shall perish

by wild beasts (compare 2 Kings xvii. 25 ; Ex. xxiii. 19 ; Lev.

xxvi. 22) ; those who are in mountain fastnesses and caves.
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where they are safe from the sword and ravenous beasts, shall

perish by plague and pestilence. This threat is not to be

restricted to the acts of the Chaldeans in the land after the

destruction of Jerusalem, but applies to all succeeding times.

Even the devastation and utter depopulation of the land,

threatened in ver. 28, are not to be taken as referring merely

to the time of the Babylonian captivity, but embrace the

devastation which accompanied and followed the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Komans. For nw ]m, see the comm. on eh.

vii. 24. For ver. 29, compare ch. vi. 14.

Vers. 30-33. Behaviour of the people towards the prophet.—

Ver. 30. And thou, son of man, the sons of thy people converse

about thee by the walls and in the house-doors; one talketh to

another, every one to his brother, saying, Come and let us hear

what kind of word goeth out from Jehovah. Ver. 31. And they

will come to thee, like an assembly of the people, and sit before

thee as my people, and will hear thy words, but not do them ; but

that which is pleasant in their mouth they do ; their heart goeth

after their gain, Ver. 32. And, behold, thou art unto them like

a pleasant singer, beautiful in voice and playing well; they will

hear thy words, but they will not do them. Ver. 33. But when

it Cometh—behold, it cometh—they will know that a prophet was in

the midst of them.—This addition to the preceding word of God,

which is addressed to Ezekiel personally, applies to the whole

of the second half of his ministry, and stands in obvious con-

nection with the instructions given to the prophet on the

occasion of his first call (ch. iii. 16 sqq.), and repeated, so far

as their substance is concerned, in vers. 7-9, as Kliefoth

himself acknowledges, in opposition to his assumption that

vers. 1-20 of this chapter belong to the prophecies directed

against the foreign nations. As God had directed the prophet's

attention, on the occasion of his call, to the difficulties connected

with the discharge of the duties of a watchman with which he

was entrusted, by setting before him the object and the respon-

sibility of his vocation, and had warned him not to allow himself
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to be turned aside by the opposition of the people ; so here in

vers. 30—33, at the commencement of the second section of his

ministry, another word is addressed to him personally, in order

that he may not be influenced in the further prosecution of his

calling by either the pleasure or displeasure of men.—His

former utterances had already induced the elders of the people

to come to him to hear the word of God (cf. ch. xiv. 1 and

XX. 1). But now that his prophecies concerning Jerusalem

had been fulfilled, the exiles could not fail to be still more

attentive to his words, so that they talked of him both secretly

and openly, and encouraged one another to come and listen to

his discourses. God foretells this to him, but announces to

him at the same time that this disposition on the part of his

countrymen to listen to him is even now no sign of genuine

conversion to the word of God, in order that he may not be

mistaken in his expectations concerning the people. Kliefoth

has thus correctly explained the contents, design, and connec-

tion of these verses as a whole. In ver. 30 the article before

the participle D''")3'13 takes the place of the relative "IB'N, and the

words are in apposition to ^OJ? 'ja, the sons of thy people who

converse about thee, "i?"]? is reciprocal, as in Mai. iii. 13, 16,

and Ps. cxix. 23. But 3 is to be understood, not in a hostile

sense, as in the passage cited from the Psalms, but in the sense

of concerning, like 3 "i^l in 1 Sam. xix. 3 as contrasted with

3 "131 in Num. xxi. 7, to speak against a person. The participle

is continued by the finite "13"!1, and the verb belonging to

ipy •'33 follows, in the ^^y] of ver. 31, in the form of an apodosis.

There is something monstrous in Hitzig's assumption, that the

whole passage from ver. 30 to ver. 33 forms but one clause,

and that the predicate to lOV ''33 does not occur till the Wi;i of

ver. 33.—nil's'i' ^???j by the side of the walls, i.e. sitting against

the walls, equivalent to secretly ; and in the doors of the houses,

in other words publicly, one neighbour conversing with another.

in, Aramean for inx, and SJ''K by the side of ins, every one

;

not merely one here or there, but every man to his neighbour.
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D3;-Ni2D3, lit. as the coming of a people, i.e. as when a crowd of

men flock together in crowds or troops. ''W is a predicate, as

my people, i.e. as if they wished, like my people, to hear my

word from thee. But they do not think of doing thy words, i.e.

what thou dost announce to them as my word. C^W are things

for which one cherishes an eager desire, pleasant things in

their mouth, i.e. according to their taste (cf. Gen. xxv. 28).

Havernick is wrong in taking Q''33y to mean illicit love. The

word Dn''sa is quite inapplicable to such a meaning. The

rendering, they do it with their mouth, is opposed both to the

construction and the sense. QJ?y?, their gain, the source from

which they promise themselves advantage or gain. In ver. 32

a clearer explanation is given of the reason why they come to

the prophet, notwithstanding the fact that they do not wish to

do his words. " Thou art to them D'^JJ? IT? >" this cannot

mean like a pleasant song, but, as JM 3^D (one who can play

well) clearly shows, like a singer of pleasant songs. The

abstract "i'?' stands for the concrete "iB*, a singer, a man of song

(Hitzig). In ver. 326, " they hear thy words, but do them

not," is repeated with emphasis, for the purpose of attaching

the threat in ver. 33. But when it cometh,—namely, what thou

sayest, or prophesiest,—behold, it cometh, i.e. it will come as

surely as thy prophecies concerning the destruction of Jeru-

salem ; then will they know that a prophet was among them

(cf. ch. ii. 5), that is to say, that he proclaimed God's word to

them. Therefore Ezekiel is not to be prevented, by the misuse

which will be made of his words, from preaching the truth.—

This conclusion of the word of God, which points back to

ch. ii. 5, also shows that it forms the introduction to the pro-

phecies which follow.
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Chap. XXXIV.-XXXIX.—THE RESTORATION OF ISRAEL,

AND DESTRUCTION OF GOG AND MAGOG.

The promise of the salvation, which is to blossom for the

covenant nation after the judgment, commences with the

announcement that the Lord will deliver Israel out of the

hand of its evil shepherds, who only feed themselves and de-

stroy the flock, and will take care of His own flock, gather

them together, feed and tend them on a good meadow, protect

the weak sheep against the strong, and through His servant

David bring security and blessing to the whole of the flock

(ch. xxxiv.). This comprehensive promise is carried out still

further in the following chapters in various phases. Because

Edom cherishes perpetual enmity against the sons of Israel,

and has sought to take possession of their land, in which

Jehovah was, the mountains of Seir shall become a perpetual

desert (ch. xxxv.) ; whereas the devastated land of Israel shall be

rebuilt, and sown once more, bear fruit, and be filled with man

and beast (ch. xxxvi. 1-15). The Lord will do this for His

holy name's sake, will cleanse His people from their sins, when

gathered out of the nations, by sprinkling them with pure

water, and renew them by His Spirit in heart and mind, that

they may walk in His commandments, and multiply greatly in

their land, when it has been glorified into a garden of God

(ch. xxxvi. 16-38). The house of Israel, which has been slain

with the sword, and has become like a field full of dry bones of

the dead, the Lord will awaken to new life, and bring in peace

into the land of Israel (ch. xxxvii. 1-14) ; the two divided

peoples and kingdoms of Israel He will unite into one people

and kingdom, will liberate them from their sins, cause them to

dwell in the land given to His servant Jacob under the sove-

reignty of His servant David, will make with them a covenant

of peace for ever, and dwell above them as their God for ever

in the sanctuary, which He will establish in the midst of them

(ch. xxxvii. 15-28). And, finally, in the last time, when Israel
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is dwelling in its own land in security and peace, the Lord will

bring Gog from the land of Magog, the prince of Kosh,

Meshech, and Tubal, with a powerful army of numerous

peoples, into the land that has been restored from the sword

;

but when he has come to plunder and prey, the Lord will

destroy him with all his army, and by this judgment display

His glory among the nations, and so have compassion upon the

whole house of Israel, and because He has poured out His Spirit

upon it, will hide His face from it no more (ch. xxxviii. and

xxxix.).—From this general survey it is evident that the words

of God contained in ch. xxxiv.-xxxvii. announce the restoration

and exaltation of Israel to be the sanctified people of God, and

ch. xxxviii. and xxxix. the lasting establishment of this salva-

tion, through the extermination of those enemies who rise up

against the restored people of God.

CHAP. XXXIV. DEPOSITION OP THE BAD SHEPHERDS; COL-

LECTING AND TENDING OP THE FLOCK; AND APPOINT-

MENT OF THE ONE GOOD SHEPHERD.

The shepherds, who have fed themselves and neglected the

flock, so that it has been scattered and has become a prey to

wild beasts, will be deprived by the Lord of their office of

shepherd (vers. 1-10). And He will take charge of His own
flock, gather it together from its dispersion in the lands, feed

and tend it on good pasture in the land of Israel, and sift it by

the extermination of the fat and violent ones (vers. 11-22). He
will appoint His servant David shepherd over His flock, make
a covenant of peace with His people, and bless the land with

fruitfulness, so that Israel may dwell there in security, and no

more be carried off either as booty for the nations or by famine,

and may acknowledge Jehovah as its God (vers. 23-31).

This word of God is a repetition and further expansion of

the short prophecy of Jeremiah in Jer. xxiii. 1-8. The threat

against the bad shepherds simply forms the foil for the promise,
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that the flock, which has been plmiged into misery by bad

shepherds, shall be gathered and tended by the Lord and His

servant David, whom Jehovah will appoint prince over His

people, so that it is essentially a prophecy of salvation for

Israel.— The question in dispute among the commentators,

whether we are to understand by the shepherds, out of whose

hand and tyranny the Lord will rescue Israel His flock, the

priests and kings (Ephr., Syr., and Theodoret), or the false

prophets and false teachers of the people (Glass and others), or

simply the kings (Hengst., Hav., and others), or all those who,

by reason of their oflice, were leaders of the people, rulers,

priests, and prophets, " the whole body of > official persons

charged with the direction of the nation " (Kliefoth), may be

settled by the simple conclusion, that only the rulers of the

nation are intended. This is proved not only by the biblical

idea of the shepherd generally, which (probably in distinction

from the idea of the bell-wether) is everywhere employed to

denote rulers alone, but more particularly by the primary

passage already referred to (Jer. xxiii. 1-8), where we are to

understand by the shepherds, kings and princes, to the exclu-

sion of priests and prophets, against whom Jeremiah first

prophesies from ver. 9 onwards ; and, lastly, by the antithesis

to the good shepherd, David, who is to feed the flock of

Jehovah as prince C*'?'?),
and not as priest or prophet (vers.

23, 24). Only we must not take the term rulers as applying to

the kings alone, but must understand thereby all the persons

entrusted with the government of the nation, or the whole body

of the civil authorities of Israel, among whom priests and

prophets come into consideration, not on account of their

spiritual calling and rank, but only so far as they held magis-

terial offices. And apart from other grounds, we are not

warranted in restricting the idea of shepherds to the kings

alone; for the simple reason that our prophecy, which dates

from the time succeeding the destruction of Jerusalem, does

not apply to the former rulers only, i.e. the kings who had

EZEK. II. ^
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fallen along with the kingdom of Jndah, but although treating

of shepherds, who had scattered Israel among the nations,

assumes that the rule of these shepherds is still continuing, and

announces their removal, or the deliverance of the flock out of

their hand, as something to be effected in the future (cf. vers.

8-10) ; so that it also refers to the civil rulers who governed

Israel after the overthrow of the monarchy, and even after the

captivity until the coming of the Messiah, the promised Prince

of David.

Vers. 1-10. Woe to the bad shepherds.—Ver. 1. And the

word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of man, pro-

phesy concerning the shepherds of Israel; prophesy, and say to

them, to the shepherds. Thus saith the Lord Jeliovah, Woe to the

shepherds of Israel, who fed themselves ; should not the shepherds

feed the flock ? Ver. 3. Ye eat the fat, and clothe yourselves with

the wool; ye slay the fattened ; tJie flock ye do not feed. Ver. 4.

The weak ones ye do not strengthen, and that which is sick ye do

not cure, the wounded one ye bind not up, the scattered ye bring

not back, and the lost one ye do not seek ; and ye rule over them

with violence and with severity. Ver. 5. Therefore they were

scattered, because without shepherd, and became food to all

the beasts of the field, and were scattered. Ver. 6. My sheep

wander about on all the mountains, and on every high hill; and

over all tlie land have my sheep been scattered, and there is no one

who asks for them, and no one who seeks them. Ver. 7. There-

fore, ye shepherds, hear ye the word of Jehovah : Ver. 8. As 1

live, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah, because my sheep become

a prey, and my sheep become food to all the beasts of the field,

because there is no shepherd, and my shepherds do not inquire after

my sheep, and the shepherds feed themselves, but do not feed the

sheep, Ver. 9. Therefore, ye shepherds, hear ye the word oj

Jehovah, Ver. 10. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, 1

will deal with the shepherds, and will demand my sheep from
their hand, and cause them to cease to feed my flock, that they

tnay feed themselves no more; and I will deliver my sheep from
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their mouth, that they may be food to them no more.—^In ver. 2

Cyi? is an explanatory apposition to D^yK, and is not to be

taken in connection with '" lOS nbj in opposition to the constant

use of this formula, as Kliefoth maintains. The reason for the

woe pronounced is given in the apposition, who fed themselves,

whereas they ought to have fed the flock ; and the charge that

they only care for themselves is still further explained by a de-

scription of their conduct (vers. 3 and 4), and of the dispersion

of the flock occasioned thereby (vers. 5 and 6). Observe the

periphrastic preterite CVT ^''•^, they were feeding, which shows

that the woe had relation chiefly to the former shepherds or

rulers of the nation. DHiK is reflective, se ipsos (of. Gesen

§ 124. 16). The disgracefulness of their feeding themselves is

brought out by the question, " Ought not the shepherds to feed

the flock 1 " Ver. 3 shows how they fed themselves, and ver. 4

how they neglected the flock, ^pn^ the fat, which Bochart and

Hitzig propose to alter into 3?"^, the milk, after the Septuagint

and Vulgate, is not open to any objection. The fat, as the

best portion of the flesh, which was laid upon the altar, for

example, in the case of the sacrifices, as being the flower of all

the flesh, is mentioned here as pars melior pro toto. Havernick

has very properly pointed, in vindication of the reading in the

text, to Zech. xi. 16, where the two clauses, ye eat the fat, and

slay the fattened, are joined together in the one clause, " the

flesh of the fattened one will he eat." There is no force in the

objection raised by Hitzig, that " the slaughtering of the fat

beasts, which ought to be mentioned first, is not introduced

till afterwards;" for this clause contains a heightening of the

thought that they use the flock to feed themselves : they do not

even kill the leaner beasts, but those that are well fattened

;

and it follows very suitably after the general statement, that

they make use of both the flesh and the wool of the sheep for

their own advantage. They care nothing for the wellbeing of

the flock : this is stated in the last clause of ver. 3, which is

explained in detail in ver. 4. n^bm is the Niphal participle of
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n^n, and is a contracted form of npna, like njra in Isa. xvii. 11

The distinction between Tmni and Win is determined b^

the respective predicates P^J} and t5D"i. According to these

rbni signifies that which is weak in consequence of sickness

and n^n that which is weak in itself. inaB'J, literally, tha

which is broken, an animal with a leg or some other membei

injured. ri'iJ, scattered, as in Deut. xxii. 1. In the last clans(

of ver. 4, the neglect of the flock is summed up in the posi

tive expression, to rule over them with violence and severity

7]ia3 rrn is taken from Lev. xxv. 43, 46 ; but there as well ai

here it points back to Ex, i. 13, 14, where Tl^sa is applied to th(

tyrannical measures adopted by Pharaoh for the oppression ol

the Israelites. The result of this (vers. 5, 6) was, that the sheej

were scattered, and became food to the beasts of prey. 73!:

njJl, on account of there not being a shepherd, i.e. because then

was no shepherd worthy of the name. This took place wher

Israel was carried away into exile, where it became a prey t(

the heathen nations. When we find this mournful fate of the

people described as brought about by the bad shepherds, anc

attributable to faults of theirs, we must not regard the words a:

applying merely to the mistaken policy of the kings with regarc

to external affairs (Hitzig) ; for this was in itself simply a con-

sequence of their neglect of their theocratic calling, and of theii

falling away from the Lord into idolatry. It is true that thf

people had also made themselves guilty of this sin, so that ii

was obliged to atone not only for the sins of its shepherds, bul

for its own sin also ; but this is passed by here, in accordanct

with the design of this prophecy. And it could very properlj

be kept out of sight, inasmuch as the rulers had also occasionec

the idolatry of the people, partly by their neglect of their duty,

and partly by their bad example. nr»Bni is repeated vritl

emphasis at the close of ver. 5 ; and the thought is still furthei

expanded in ver. 6. The wandering upon all the mountaini

and hills must not be understood as signifying the straying ol

the people to the worship on high places, as Theodoret an(
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Kliefoth suppose. The fallacy of this explanation is clearly-

shown by the passage on which this figurative description rests

(1 Kings xxii. 17), where the people are represented as scat-

tered upon the mountains in consequence of the fall of the

king in battle, like a flock that had no shepherd. The words

in the next clause, corresponding to the mountains and hills,

are pKH ''^2-^3, the whole face of the land, not « of the earth"

(Kliefoth). For although the dispersion of the flock actually

consisted in the carrying away of the people into heathen

lands, the actual meaning of the figure is kept in the back-

ground here, as is evident from the fact that Ezekiel constantly

uses the expression nisnKri (plural) when speaking of the dis-

persion among the heathen (cf. ver. 13), The distinction

between tjni and E'l?.? is, that c'lT signifies rather to ask, inquire

for a thing, to trouble oneself about it, whereas B'pn means to

seek for that which has strayed or is lost. In vers. 7-10, the

punishment for their unfaithfulness is announced to the shep-

herds themselves; but at the same time, as is constantly the

case with Ezekiel, their guilt is once more recapitulated as an

explanation of the threatening of punishment, and the earnest

appeal to listen is repeated in ver. 9. The Lord will demand

His sheep of them ; and because sheep have been lost through

their fault, He will depose them from the office of shepherd,

and so deliver the poor flock from their violence. If we com-

pare with this Jer. xxiii. 2 : " Behold, I will visit upon you the

wickedness of your doings," the threat in Ezekiel has a much

milder sound. There is nothing said about the punishment of

the shepherd, but simply that the task of keeping the sheep

shall be taken from them, so that they shall feed themselves no

more. This distinction is to be explained from the design of

our prophecy, which is not so much to foretell the punishment of

the shepherds, as the deliverance from destruction of the sheep

that have been plunged into misery. The repetition of ''JNV,

my flock (vers. 8 and 10, as before in ver. 6), is also connected

with this. The rescue of the sheep out of the hand of the bad
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shepherds had already commenced with the overthrow of the

monarchy on the destruction of Jerusalem. If, then, it is here

described as only to take place in the future, justice is not

done to these words by explaining them, as Hitzig does, as

signifying that what has already actually taken place is now to

be made final, and not to be reversed. For although this is

implied, the words clearly affirm that the deliverance of the

sheep out of the hand of the shepherds has not yet taken place,

but still remains to be effected, so that the people are regarded

as being at the time in the power of bad shepherds, and their

rescue is predicted as still in the future. How and when it will

be accomplished, by the removal of the bad shepherds, is shown

in the announcement, commencing with ver. 11, of what the

Lord will do for His flock.

Vers. 11-22. Jehovah Himself will seek His flock, gather it

together from the dispersion, lead it to good pasture, and sift

it by the destruction of the bad sheep.—Ver. 11. For thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I myself, I will inquire after my

flock, and take charge thereof. Ver. 12. As a shepherd taketh

charge of his flock in the day when he is in the midst of his

scattered sheep, so will I take charge of my flock, and deliver tliem

out of all the places whither they have been scattered in the day

of cloud and cloudy night. Ver. 13. And I will bring them out

from the nations, and gather them together out of the lands, and

bring them into their land, and feed them upon the mountains of

Israel, in the valleys, and in all the dwelling-places of the land,

Ver. 14. / leill feed them in a good pasture, and on the Ugh
mountains of Israel will their pasture-ground be : there shall they

lie down in a good pasture-ground, and have fat pasture on the

mountains of Israel. Ver. 15. / will feed my flock, and I will

came them to lie down, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.

Ver. 16. That which is lost will I seek, and that which is driven

away will I bring back ; that which is wounded will I bind up,

and that which is sick will I strengthen: but that which is fat
and strong will I destroy, and feed them according to justice.
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Ver. 17. And you, my sheep, thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

Behold, I will judge between sheep and sheep, and the rams and
the he-goats. Ver. 18. Is it too little for you, that ye eat up the

good pasture, and what remains of your pasture ye tread down
with your feet ? and the clear water ye drink, and render muddy
tvhat remains with your feet? Ver. 19. And are my sheep to

have for food that which is trodden down by your feet, and to

drink that which is made muddy by your feet ? Ver. 20. There-

fore thus saith the Lord Jehovah to them, Behold J, I will judge

between fat sheep and lean. Ver. 21. Because ye press with side

and shoulder, and thrust all the weak with your horns, till ye have

driven them out ; Ver. 22. I will help my sheep, so that they shall

no more become a prey ; and will judge between sheep and sheep.

—All that the Lord will do for His flock is summed up in

ver. 11, in the words a^n^is^n liss-ntf '•rif^f, which stand in

obvious antithesis to '131 t^nil pxi in ver. 6,—an antithesis sharply

accentuated by the emphatic ''3S "'^n, which stands at the head

in an absolute form. The fuller explanation is given in the

verses which follow, from ver. 12 onwards. Observe here that

lii;? is substituted for lyipa. lipa, to seek and examine minutely,

involves the idea of taking affectionate charge. What the

Lord does for His people is compared in ver. 12a to the care

which a shepherd who deserves the name manifests towards

sheep when they are scattered (ni{J'"ja3 without the article is

connected with IJNX in the form of apposition) ; and in ver. 12b

it is still more particularly explained. In the first place, He
will gather them from all the places to which they have been

scattered. ?'2f'!' implies that in their dispersion they have fallen

into a state of oppression and bondage among the nations (cf.

Ex. vi. 6). ^¥}V.\ iJV
^i'? belongs to the relative clause : whither

they have been scattered. The circumstance that these words

are taken from Joel ii. 2 does not compel us to take them in

connection with the principal clause, as Hitzig and Kliefoth

propose, and to understand them as relating to the time when

God will hold His judgment of the heathen world. The
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notion that the words in Joel signify " God's day of judgment

upon all the heathen " (Kliefoth), is quite erroneous ; and even

Hitzig does not derive this meaning from Joel ii. 2, but from

the combination of our verse with Ezek. xxx. 3 and xxix. 21.

The deliverance of the sheep out of the places to which they

have been scattered, consists in the gathering together of Israel

out of the nations, and their restoration to their own land, and

their feeding upon the mountains and all the dwelling-places of

the land (3?'to, a place suitable for settlement), and that in good

and fat pasture (ver. 14) ; and lastly, in the fact that Jehovah

bestows the necessary care upon the sheep, strengthens and

heals the weak and sick (vers. 15 and 16),—that is to say, does

just what the bad shepherds have omitted (ver. 4),—and

destroys the fat and strong. In this last clause another side

is shown of the pastoral fidelity of Jehovah. T'PfK has been

changed by the LXX., Syr., and Vulg. into liofK, ^vXo^w

;

and Luther has followed them in his rendering, " I will watch

over them." But this is evidently a mistake, as it fails to

harmonize with tsSB'pa nayiK. The fat and strong sheep are

characterized in vers. 18 and 19 as those which spoil the food

and water of the others. The allusion, therefore, is to the rich

and strong ones of the nation, who oppress the humble and

poor, and treat them with severity. The destruction of these

oppressors shows that the loving care of the Lord is associated

with righteousness—that He feeds the flock 13SB'D3. This

thought is carried out still further in vers. 17-21, the sheep

themselves being directly addressed, and the Lord assuring

them that He will judge between sheep and sheep, and put an

end to the oppressive conduct of the fat sheep and the strong.

•^f? f^l* r? : between the one sheep and the other, n?'^ is

extended in the apposition, " the rams and he-goats," which

must not be rendered, " with regard to the rams and he-goats,"

as it has been by Kliefoth. The thought is not that Jehovah

will divide the rams and he-goats from the sheep, as some have

explained it, from an inappropriate comparison with Matt.
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XXV. 32 ; but the division is to be effected in such a manner

that sheep will be separated from sheep, the fat sheep beinrr

placed on one side with the rams and he-goats, and kept apart

from the lean (nn, ver. 20) and the sickly sheep (fliv"™, ver. 21).

It is to the last-named sheep, rams, and he-goatS that vers. 18

and 19 are addressed. With regard to the charge brought

against them, that they eat up the pasture and tread down the

remainder with their feet, etc., Bochart has already correctly

observed, that " if the words are not quite applicable to actual

sheep, they are perfectly appropriate to the mystical sheep

intended here, i.e. to the Israelites, among whom many of the

rich, after enjoying an abundant harvest and vintage, grudged

the poor their gleaning in either one or the other." J'pK'p, a

substantive formation, like DD"ip, literally, precipitation of the

water, i.e. the water purified by precipitation ; for J'pE', to sink,

is the opposite of E'B'i, to stir up or render muddy by treadinc

with the feet (compare ch. xxxii. 14 and 2). n^ia, ver. 20=
nsia or njna. Ver. 22 brings to a close the description of the

manner in which God will deliver His flock, and feed it with

righteousness. WB'ini points back to "'lyipsni in ver. 12, and

iriDEiBh to tasfba najjns in ver. 16.—To this there is appended

in vers. 23 sqq. a new train of thought, describing how God
will still further display to His people His pastoral fidelity.

Vers. 23-31. Appointment of David as shepherd, and bless-

ing of the people.—Ver. 23. And Twill raise up one shepherd

over them, who shall feed them, my servant David ; he will feed

them, and he will he to them a shepherd. Ver. 24. And I,

Jehovah, will be God to them, and my servant David prince in the

midst of them : I, Jehovah, have spoken it. Ver. 25. And Iwill

make a covenant ofpeace with them, and destroy the evil beasts

out of the land, so that they will dwell safely in the desert and

sleep in the forests. Ver. 26. And I will make them and the

places round my hill a blessing, and cause th6 rain to fall in its

seaso7i : showers of blessing shall there be. Ver, 27. The tree of

the field will give its fruit, and the land will give its produce, and
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they will he safe in their land, and vMl know that I am Jehovah,

when I break their yoke-bars in pieces, and deliver them out of

the hand of those who made them servants. Ver. 28. They will

be no more a prey to the nations, and the wild beasts will not

devour them ; but they will dwell safely, and no one will terrify

them. Ver. 29. And I vnll raise up for them a plantation

for a name, so that they will no more be swept away by famine

in the land, and shall no longer bear the disgrace of the heathen

nations. Ver. 30. And they shall know that I, Jehovah, their

God, am with them, and they are my people, the house of

Israel, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 31. And

ye are my sheep, the flock of my pasture; ye are men, I

am your God, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.—God will

cause to stand up, raise up, one single shepherd over His

flock. Cpii, the standing expression for the rising up of a

person in history through the interposition of God (cf. Deut.

xviii. 15, 2 Sam. vii. 12, and other passages), ins njJhj not

unicus, singularis, a shepherd unique in his kind, but one

shepherd, in contrast not only with the many bad shepherds,

but with the former division of the people into two kingdoms,

each with its own separate king. Compare ch. xxxvii. 24 with

Jer. xxiii. 6, where it is expressly said that the David to be

raised up is to feed Israel and Judah, the two peoples that had

been divided before. "My servant David:" Jehovah calls

him '^ys, not merely with reference to the obedience rendered

(Havernick), but also with regard to his election (Isa. xlii. 1

;

Hengstenberg). There is no necessity to refute the assertion

of Hitzig, David Strauss, and others, that Ezekiel expected the

former King David to be raised from the dead. The reference

is to the sprout of David (Jer. xxiii. 5), already called simply

David in Hos. iii. 5 and Jer. xxx. 9. In ver. 24 the relation

of Jehovah to this David is more precisely defined : Jehovah

will then be God to His people, and David be prince in the

midst of them. The last words point back to 2 Sam. vii. 86.

Through the government of David, Jehovah will become in
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truth God of His people Israel ; for David will feed the people

in perfect unity with Jehovah,—will merely carry out the will

of Jehovah, and not place himself in opposition to God, like the

bad shepherds, because, as is therewith presupposed, he is con-

nected with God by unity of nature.—In vers. 25 sqq. the

thought is carried out still further,—how God will become God

to His people, and prove Himself to be its covenant God

through the pastoral fidelity of the future David. God will

fully accomplish the covenant mercies promised to Israel. The

making of the covenant of peace need not be restricted, in

accordance with Hos. ii. 20 (18), to a covenant which God

would make with the beasts in favour of His people. The

thought is a more comprehensive one here, and, according to

Lev. xxvi. 4-6, the passage which Ezekiel had in his mind

involves all the salvation which God had included in His

promises to His people: viz. (1) the extermination of every-

thing that could injure Israel, of all the wild beasts, so that they

would be able to sleep securely in the deserts and the forests

(ver. 25; compare Lev. xxvi. 6); (2) the pouring out of an

abundant rain, so that the field and land would yield rich pro-

duce (vers. 26, 27; cf. Lev. xxvi. 4, 5). "I make them, the

Israelites, and the surroundings of my hill, a blessing." 'nMa,

the hill of Jehovah, is, according to Isa. xxxi. 4, Mount Zion,

the temple-mountain, including the city of Jerusalem. The

surroundings of this hill are the land of Israel, that lay around

it. But Zion, with the land around, is not mentioned in the

place of the inhabitants ; and still less are we to understand by

the surroundings of the hill the heathen nations, as Hengsten-

berg does, in opposition both to the context and the usage of

the language. The thought is simply that the Lord will make

both the people and the land a blessing (Havernick, Kliefoth).

nana, a blessing, is stronger than " blessed" (cf. Gen. xii. 2)

The blessing is brought by the rain in its season, which fertilizes

the earth. This will take place when the Lord breaks the

yokes laid upon His people. These words are from Lev.
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xxvi. 13, where they refer to the deliverance of Israel from the

bondage of Egypt ; and they are transferred by Ezekiel to the

future redemption of Israel from the bondage of the heathen.

For Dna ^'^1^% compare Ex. i. 14. This thought is carried

out still further in ver. 28 ; and then, in ver. 29, all that has

been said is summed up in the thoughts, " I raise up for them

a plantation for a name," etc. ysD, a plantation, as in ch.

xvii. 7 ; not a land for planting (Hitzig). 0^7, for a name,

i.e. not for the glory of God (De Wette) ; but the plantation,

which the Lord will cause to grow by pouring down showers

of blessing (ver. 26), is to bring renown to the Israelites,

namely, among the heathen, who will see from this that Israel

is a people blessed by its God. This explanation of the words

is supplied by the following clause: they shall no more be

swept away by famine in the land, and no more bear the dis-

grace of the heathen, i.e. the disgrace which the heathen

heaped upon Israel when in distress (compare Zeph. iii. 19 ;

Jer. xiii. 11 ; and the primary passage, Deut. xxvi. 29). From

this blessing they will learn that Jehovah their God is with

them, and Israel is His people. The promise concludes in

ver. 31 with these words, which set a seal upon the whole : " Ye
are my flock, the flock of my pasture (lit. my pasture-flock;

n^jno INX, Jer. xxiii. 1, the flock fed by God Himself) ; men
are ye, I am your God." That these last words do not serve

merely as an explanation of the figurative expression " flock,"

is a fact of which no proof is needed. The figure of a flock

was intelligible to every one. The words " call attention to

the depth and greatness of the divine condescension, and meet

the objection of men of weak faith, that man, who is taken

from the earth "O'lNn, and returns to it again, is incapable of

so intimate a connection with God " (Hengstenbercr).

If we take another survey, in conclusion, of the contents of

our prophecy, the following are the three features of the sal-

vation promised to the people of Israel:— (1) The Lord will

liberate His people from the hand of the bad shepherds, and
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He Himself will feed it as His flock
; (2) He will gather it

together from its dispersion, bring it back to the land of Israel

and feed it there, will take charge of the sheep in need of help,

and destroy the fat and strong sheep by which the weak ones

are oppressed ; (3) He will raise up the future David for a

shepherd, and under his care He will bestow upon His people

the promised covenant blessings in richest measure. These

saving acts of God for His people, however, are not depicted

according to their several details and historical peculiarities, as

Kliefoth has correctly observed, nor are they narrated in the

chronological order in which they would follow one another in

history ; but they are grouped together according to their

general design and character, and their essential features. If,

then, we seek for the fulfilment, the Lord raised up His servant

David as a shepherd to Israel, by sending Jesus Christ, who

came to seek and to save that which was lost (Luke six. 10

;

Matt, xviii. 11), and who calls Himself the Good Shepherd with

obvious reference to this and other prophetic declarations of a

similar kind (John x. 11 sqq.). But the sending of Christ was

preceded by the gathering of Israel out of the Babylonian

exile, by which God had already taken charge of His flock.

Yet, inasmuch as only a small portion of Israel received the

Messiah, who appeared in Jesus, as its shepherd, there fell

upon the unbelieving Israel a new judgment of dispersion

among all nations, which continues still, so that a gathering

together still awaits the people of Israel at some future time.

No distinction is made in the prophecy before us between these

two judgments of dispersion, which are associated with the

twofold gathering of Israel ; but they are grouped together as

one, so that although their fulfilment commenced with the

deliverance of Israel from the Babylonian captivity and the

coming of Jesus Christ as the Good Shepherd of the family oi

David, it was only realized in that portion of Israel, numerically

the smallest portion, which was willing to be gathered and fed

by Jesus Christ, and the full realization will only be effected
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when that conversion of Israel shall take place, which the

Apostle PauLforetells in Eom. xi. 25 sqq.—For further remarks

on the ultimate fulfilment, we refer the reader to a later page.

CHAP. XXXV. l-XXXVI. 15. DEVASTATION OF EDOM, AND

RESTOEATION OF THE LAND OP ISRAEL.

The two sections, ch. xxxv. 1-15 and ch. xxxvi. 1-15, form

a connected prophecy. This is apparent not only from their

formal arrangement, both of them being placed together under

the introductory formula, " And the word of Jehovah came to

me, saying," but also from their contents, the promise in rela-

tion to the mountains of Israel being so opposed to the threat

against the mountains of Seir (ch. xxxv. 1-15) as to form the

obverse and completion of the latter ; whilst allusion is evi-

dently made to it in the form of expression employed (com-

pare ch. xxxvi. 4, 6, with ch. xxxv. 8 ; and ch. xxxvi. 5a with

ch. xxxv. 15b). The contents are the following : The moun-

tains of Seir shall be laid waste (ch. xxxv. 1-4), because Edom
cherishes eternal enmity and bloody hatred towards Israel

(vers. 5-9), and because it has coveted the land of Israel and

blasphemed Jehovah (vers. 10-15). On the other hand, the

mountain-land of Israel, which the heathen have despised on

account of its devastation, and have appropriated to themselves

as booty (ch. xxxvi. 1-7), shall be inhabited by Israel again,

and shall be cultivated and no longer bear the disgrace of the

heathen (vers. 8-15). This closing thought (ver. 15) points

back to ch. xxxiv. 29, and shows that our prophecy is intended

as a further expansion of that conclusion ; and at the same time,

that in the devastation of Edom the overthrow of the heathen

world as a whole, with its enmity against God, is predicted, and

in the restoration of the land of Israel the re-erection of the

fallen kingdom of God.

Chap. xxxv. The Devastation of Edom.—Ver. 1. And
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the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of man,

set thy face against Mount Seir, and prophesy against it, Ver. 3.

And say to it, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will deal

with thee, Mount Seir, and will stretch out my hand against

thee, and make thee waste and devastation, Ver. 4. Thy cities

will I make into ruins, and thou wilt become a waste, and shalt

know that I am Jehovah. Ver. 5. Because thou cherishest

eternal enmity, and gavest up the sons of Israel to the sword at the

time of their distress, at the time of the final transgression, Ver. 6.

Therefore, as truly as I live, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah,

1 will make thee blood, and blood shall pursue thee ; since thou

hast not hated blood, therefore blood shall pursue thee. Ver. 7.

/ will make Mount Seir devastation and waste, and cut off there-

from him that goeth away and him that returneth, Ver. 8. And

fill his mountains with his slain ; upon thy hills, and in thy

valleys, and in all thy low places, those pierced with the sword

shall fall. Ver. 9. I will make thee eternal wastes, and thy cities

shall not be inhabited ; and ye shall know that I am Jehovah.

Ver. 10. Because thou sayest. The two nations and the two lands

they shall be mine, and we will take possession of it, when Jehovah

was there ; Ver. 11. Therefore, as truly as I live, is the saying

of the Lord Jehovah, I will do according to thy wrath and thine

envy, as thou hast done because of thy hatred, and loill make my-

self known among them, as I shall judge thee. Ver. 12. And

thou shalt know that I, Jehovah, have heard all thy reproaches

which thou hast uttered against the mountains of Israel, saying,

" they are laid waste, they are given to us for food." Ver. 13.

Ye have magnified against me with your mouth, and heaped up

your sayings against me ; I have heard'it. Ver. 14. Thus saith

the Lord Jehovah, When the whole earth rejoiceth, I will prepare

devastation for thee. Ver. 15. As thou hadst thy delight in the

inheritance of the house of Israel, because it was laid waste, so

will I do to thee ; thou shalt become a waste. Mount Seir and all

Edom together ; and they shall know that I am Jehovah.

The theme of this prophecy, viz. " Edom and its cities are
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to become a desert" (vers. 2-4), is vindicated and earnestly

elaborated in two strophes, commencing with 'Ul ]Vl (vers. 5 and

10), and closing, like the announcement of the theme itself

(ver. 4&), with '" '3K '3 (IVTO ^^J'"]''!, by a distinct statement of

the sins of Edom.—Already, in ch. xxv., Edom has been named

among the hostile border nations which are threatened with

destruction (vers. 12-14). The earlier prophecy applied to the

Edomites, according to their historical relation to the people of

Israel and the kingdom of Judah. In the present word of

God, on the contrary, Edom comes into consideration, on the

ground of its hostile attitude towards the covenant people, as

the representative of the world and of mankind in its hostility

to the people and kingdom of God, as in Isa. xxxiv. and Ixiii.

1-6. This is apparent from the fact that devastation is to be

prepared for Edom, when the whole earth rejoices (ver. 14),

which does not apply to Edom as a small and solitary nation,

and still more clearly from the circumstance that, in the pro-

mise of salvation in ch. xxxvi., not all Edom alone (ver. 5), but

the remnant of the heathen nations generally (ch. xxxvi. 3-7

and 15), are mentioned as the enemies from whose disgrace

and oppression Israel is to be delivered. For ver. 2, compare

ch. xiii. 17. T'}'?' in is the name given to the mountainous

district inhabited by the Edomites, between the Dead Sea and

the Elanitic Gulf (see the comm. on Gen. xxxvi. 9). The

prophecy is directed against the land ; but it also applies to the

nation, which brings upon itself the desolation of its land by its

hostility to Israel. For ver. 3, compare ch. vi. 14, etc. na"in,

destruction. The sin of Edom mentioned in ver. 5 is eternal

enmity toward Israel, which has also been imputed to tlie

Philistines in ch. xxv. 15, but which struck deeper root, in the

case of Edom, in the hostile attitude of Esau toward Jacob

(Gen. xxv. 22 sqq. and xxvii. 37), and was manifested, as Amos

(i. 11) has already said, in the constant retention of its malignity

'

toward the covenant nation, so that Edom embraced every

opportunity to effect its destruction, and according to the chai'ge
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brought against it by Ezekiel, gave up the sons of Israel to the

sword when the kingdom of Judah fell. 3'in '''1';

7V T'an, lit. to

pour upon (— into) the hands of the sword, i.e. to deliver up

to the power of the sword (cf. Ps. Ixiii. 11 ; Jer. xviii, 21).

DTK np recalls to mind Or^ Di'S in Obad. 13 ; but here

it is more precisely defined by Ti?. I^J?
nya, and limited to the

time of the overthrow of the Israelites, when Jerusalem was

taken and destroyed by the Chaldeans. fi?. liJ? nys, as in

ch. xxi. 30. On account of this display of its hostility, the

Lord will make Edom blood (ver. 6). This expression is

probably chosen for the play upon the words D'l and DlS.

Edom shall become what its name suggests. Making it blood

does not mean merely filling it with bloodshed, or reddening

the soil with blood (Hitzig) ; but, as in ch. xvi. 38, turning it as

it were into blood, or causing it to vanish therein. Blood shall

pursue thee, " as blood-guiltiness invariably pursues a murderer,

cries for vengeance, and so delivers him up to punishment"

(Havernick). k? DS cannot be the particle employed in swear-

ing, and dependent upon '??"''?, since this particle introduces an

affirmative declaration, which would be unsuitable here, inas-

much as 01 in this connection cannot possibly signify blood-

relationship. K? DN means " if not," in which the conditional

meaning of DK coincides with the causal, " if " being equivalent

to " since." The unusual separation of the xi" from the verb

is occasioned by the fact that D'n is placed before the verb to

avoid collision with ffil. To hate blood is the same as to have

a horror of bloodshed or murder. This threat is carried out

still further in vers. 7 and 8. The land of Edom is to become

a complete and perpetual devastation ; its inhabitants are to

be exterminated by war. The form nDDB* stands for fi»f?', and

is not to be changed into riBB'D. Considering the frequency

with which nsaiD occurs, the supposition that we have here a

copyist's error is by no means a probable one, and still less

probable is the perpetuation of such an error. 32*1 "laV, as in

Zech. vii. 14. For ver. 8 compare ch. xxxii. 5, 6 and ch.

EZEK. II. a
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xxxi. 12. The Chetib n33B'in is scriptio plena for HjaB^rij the

imperfect Kal of SK^J in the intransitive sense to be inhabited.

The Keri nj?"^'?, from 2W, is a needless and unsuitable correc-

tion, since 3W does not mean restitui.

In the second strophe, vers. 10-15, the additional reason

assigned for the desolation of Edom is its longing for the pos-

session of Israel and its land, of which it desired to take

forcible possession, although it knew that they belonged to

Jehovah, whereby the hatred of Edom toward Israel became

contempt of Jehovah. The two peoples and the two lands are

Israel and Judah with their lands, and therefore the whole of

the holy people and land. HN is the sign of the accusative : as

for the two peoples, they are mine. The suffix appended to

nwB'"]'; is neuter, and is to be taken as referring generally to

what has gone before, njn DB* niiT'l is a circumstantial clause,

through which the desire of Edom is placed in the right light,

and characterized as an attack upon Jehovah Himself. Jehovah

was there—namely, in the land of which Edom wished to take

possession. Kliefoth's rendering, " and yet Jehovah is there,"

is opposed to Hebrew usage, by changing the preterite njn into

a present ; and the objection which he offers to the only render-

ing that is grammatically admissible, viz. " when Jehovah was

there," to the effect " that it attributes to Ezekiel the thought

that the Holy Land had once been the land and dwelling-place

of God, but was so no longer," calls in question the actual

historical condition of things without the slightest reason. For

Jehovah had really forsaken His dwelling-place in Canaan

before the destruction of the temple, but without thereby re-

nouncing His right to the land ; since it was only for the sins

of Israel that He had given up the temple, city, and land to be

laid waste by the teathen. " But Edom had acted as if Israel

existed among the nations without God, and Jehovah had

departed from it for ever " (Havernick) ; or rather as if Jehovah

were a powerless and useless Deity, who had not been able to

defend His people against the might of the heathen nations.
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The Lord will requite Edom for this, in a manner answering

to its anger and envy, which had both sprung from hatred.

D3 ''HVIi^, " I will make myself known among them (the Israel-

ites) when I judge thee
;

" i.e., by the fact that He punishes

Edom for its sin. He will prove to Israel that He is a God who

does not suffer His people and His possession to be attacked

with impunity. From this shall Edom learn that He is

Jehovah, the omniscient God, who has heard the revilings of

His enemies (vers. 12, 13), and the almighty God, who rewards

those who utter such proud sayings according to their deeds

(vers. 14 and 15). niSSJ has retained the Kametz on account of

the guttural in the first tone, in contrast with n^VNJ in Neh.

ix. 18, 26 (cf. Ewald, § 696).—The expression " mountains of

Israel," for the land of Israel, in ver. 12 and ch. xxxvi. 1, is occa-

sioned by the antithesis "mountain (mountain-range) of Seir."

The Clietib riDDB' is to be pronounced HDOE', and to be retained in

spite of the Keri. The singular of the neuter gender is used with

emphasis in a broken and emotional address, and is to be taken

as referring ad sensum to the land, nsa r'^'i'}, to magnify or

boast with the mouth, i.e. to utter proud sayings against God,

in other w^ords, actually to deride God (compare na P^'ijri in

Obad. 12, which has a kindred meaning). ''W?, used here

according to Aramean usage for '^'^^^J^., to multiply, or heap up.

In nbB'3, in ver. 14, 3 is a particle of time, as it frequently

is before infinitives {e.g. Josh. vi. 20), when all the earth

rejoices, not " over thy desolation " (Hitzig), which does not

yield any rational thought, but when joy is prepared for all the

world, I will prepare devastation for thee. Through this anti-

thesis psn"?3 is limited to the world, with the exception of

Edom, i.e. to that portion of the human race which stood in a

different relation to God and His people from that of Edom ; in

other words, which acknowledged the Lord as the true God.

It follows from this, that Edom represents the world at enmity

against God. In ''innpE'3 (ver. 15) 3 is a particle of compari-

son ; and the meaning of ver. 15 is : as thou didst rejoice over
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the desolation of the inheritance of the house of Israel, so will

I cause others to rejoice over thy desolation. In ver. 156 we

agree with the LXX., "Vulgate, Syriac, and others, in taking

rrnn as the second person, not as the third. R?3 Q^"'?"''? serves

to strengthen T{)E'~in (compare ch. xi. 15 and xxxvi. 10).

Chap, xxxvi. 1-15. The Kestoeation and Blessing of

ISEAEL.—Ver. 1. And thou, son of man, prophesy to the moun-

tains of Israel, and say, Mountains of Israel, hear the word of

Jehovah: Ver. 2. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Because the

enemy saith concerning you, Aha I the everlasting heights have

become ours for a possession : Ver. 3. Therefore prophesy, and

say. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Because, even because they lay

you waste, and pant for you round about, so that ye have become

a possession to the remnant of the nations, and have come to the

talk of the tongue and gossip of the people : Ver. 4. Therefore,

ye mountains of Israel, hear the word of the Lord Jehovah

:

Thus saith the Lord Jehovah to the mountains and hills, to the

low places and valleys, and to the waste ruins and the forsaken

cities, which have become a prey and derision to the remnant of

the nations round about; Ver. 5. Therefore thus saith the Lord

JehovaJi, Truly in the fire of my jealousy I have spoken agaimt

the remnant of the nations, and against Edom altogether, which

have made my land a possession for themselves in all joy of

heart, in contempt of soul, to empty it out for booty. Ver. 6,

Therefore prophesy concerning the land of Israel, and say to the

mountains and hills, to the low places and valleys, Thus saith the

Lord Jehovah, Behold, in my jealousy and fury have 1 spoken,

because ye have borne the disgrace of the nations. Ver. 7.

TJierefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, I, I have lifted up my

hand ; truly the nations round about you, they shall bear their

disgrace. Ver. 8. But ye, ye mountains of Israel, shall put forth

your branches, and bear your fruit to my people Israel; for

they will soon come. Ver. 9. For, behold, I will deal with you,

and turn toward you, and ye shall be tilled and sown. Ver. 10.
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/ will multiply men upon you^ all the house of Israel at once

;

and the cities shall be inhabited, and the ruins built. Ver. 11,

And I will multiply upon you man and beast; they shall multiply

and be fruitful: and I will make you inhabited as in yourformer

time, and do more good to you than in your earlier days ; and

ye shall know that I am Jehovah. Ver. 12. / will cause men,

my people Israel, to walk upon you; and they shall possess thee,

and thou shalt be an inheritance to them, and make them childless

no more. Ver. 13. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Because they

say to you, " Thou art a devourer of men, and hast' made thy

people childless ;" Ver. 14. Therefore thou shalt no more devour

men, and no more cause thy people to stumble, is the saying of the

Lord Jehovah. Ver. 15. And I will no more cause thee to hear

the scoffing of the nations, and the disgrace of the nations thou

shalt bear no more, and shalt no more cause thy people to stumble,

is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.

This prophecy is uttered concerning the land of Israel, as

is plainly declared in ver. 6; whereas in vers. 1 and 4 the

mountains of Israel are mentioned instead of the land, in

antithesis to the mountains of Seir (ch. xxxv. ; see the comm.

on ch. xxxv. 12). The promise takes throughout the form of

antithesis to the threat against Edom in ch. xxxv. Because

Edom rejoices that the Holy Land, which has been laid waste,

has fallen to it for a possession, therefore shall the devastated

land be cultivated and sown again, and be inhabited by Israel

as in the former time. The heathen nations round about shall,

on the other hand, bear their disgrace; Edom, as we have

already observed, being expanded, so far as the idea is con-

cerned, into all the heathen nations surrounding Israel (vers.

3-7). In ver. 2, ^.''isri, the enemy, is mentioned in quite a

general manner ; and what has already been stated concerning

Edom in ch, xxxv. 5 and 10, is here predicted of the enemy.

In vers. 3 and 4 this enemy is designated as a remnant of the

heathen nations ; and it is not till ver, 5 that it is more pre-

cisely defined by the clause, " and all Edom altogether," The
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D^ia round about (2'3BD "IK'S!, ver. 4, compared with ver. 3) are

the heathen nations which are threatened with destruction in

ch. XXV. and xxvi., on account of their malicious rejoicing at

the devastation of Jerusalem and Judah. This serves to

explain the fact that these nations are designated as D^ijn nnsB',

the rest, or remnant of the heathen nations, which presupposes

that the judgment has fallen upon them, and that only a

remnant of them is left, which remnant desires to take

possession of the devastated land of Israel. The epithet

applied to this land, a?\V niD3, everlasting, i.e. primeval heights,

points back to the Q^iy niJJa? of Gen. xlix. 26 and Deut.

xxxiii. 15, and is chosen for the purpose of representing the

land as a possession secured to the people of Israel by primeval

promises, in consequence of which the attempt of the enemy to

seize upon this land has become a sin against the Lord God.

The indignation at such a sin is expressed in the emotional

character of the address. As Ewald has aptly observed,

" Ezekiel is seized with unusual fire, so that after the brief

statement in ver. 2 ' therefore ' is repeated five times, the

charges brought against these foes forcing themselves in again

and again, before the prophecy settles calmly upon the moun-

tains of Israel, to which it was really intended to apply." For

]T.^ tP!, see the comm. on ch. xiii. 10. niSE' is an infinitive

Kal, formed after the analogy of the verbs n'i> (cf. Ewald,

§ 238e), from QOB', to be waste, to devastate, as in Dan. viii. 13,

ix. 27, xii. 11, and is not to be taken in the sense of DE'J, after

Isa. xlii. 14, as Hitzig supposes. ^^^, to pant for a thing;

here it is equivalent to snapping at anything. This is required

by a comparison with ver. 46, where l^b njn corresponds to

fixn niDB', and iv'^ to 'ui nsB' hy %. '

in' the connection

]Sdh nm, ns^ signifies the lip as an organ of speech, or, more

precisely, the words spoken ; and l^tyj", the tongue, is personified,

and stands for liB*^ ty^N (Ps. cxl. 12), a tongue-man, i.e. a talker.

In ver. 4 the idea expressed in "the mountains of Israel" is

expanded into mountains, hills, lowlands, and valleys (cf. ch.
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xsxi. 12, xxxii. 5, 6) ; and this periphrastic description of the

land is more minutely defined by the additional clause, " waste

ruins and forsaken cities." iO QX in ver, 5 is the particle used

in oaths (cf. ch. v. 11, etc.) ; and the perfect ''J?"i3'=] is not

merely prophetic, but also a preterite. God has already uttered

a threatening word concerning the nations round about in ch.

XXV., xxvi., and xxxv. ; and here He once more declares that

they shall bear their disgrace, nsjjp c'N is the fiery jealousy

of wrath. S?3 is an Aramean form for Hp3 (ch. xxxv. 15).

For E'W liSE'a, see ch. xxv. 6. In the expression PiE'-iiD ]So'>

tnpj which has been rendered in various ways, we agree with

Gesenius and others in regarding ^^'O as an Aramean form of

the infinitive of tyna, -with the meaning to empty out, which is

confirmed by the Syriac ; for ^^1? cannot be a substantive, on

account of the ]$y? ; and Hitzig's conjecture, that t3^ should be

pointed w, and the clause rendered "to plunder its produce,"

is precluded by the fact that the separation of the preposition

? 15?'??, by the insertion of a word between, is unexampled, to

say nothing of the fact that KnJD does not mean produce at all.

The thought expressed in vers. 6 and 7 is the following:

because Israel has hitherto borne the contempt of the heathen,

the heathen shall now bear their own contempt. The lifting

of the hand is a gesture employed in taking an oath, as in ch.

XX. 6, etc. But the land of Israel is to receive a blessing.

This blessing is described in ver. 8 in general terms, as the

bearing of fruit by the mountains, i.e. by the land of Israel

;

and its speedy commencement is.predicted. It is then depicted

in detail in vers. 9 sqq. In the clause ^13? in^i?. ''S, the

Israelites are not to be regarded as the subject, as Kliefoth

supposes, in which case their speedy return from exile would

be announced. The ''3 shows that this cannot be the meaning

;

for it is immediately preceded by 'tJ*' ''^p, which precludes

the supposition that, when speaking of the mountains, Ezekiel

had the inhabitants in his mind. The promised blessings are

the subject, or the branches and fruits, which the mountains
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are to bear. Nearly all the commentators have agreed in

adopting this explanation of the words, after the analogy of

Isa. Ivi. 1. With the *3 in ver. 9 the carrying out of the

blessing promised is appended in the form of a reason assigned

for the general promise. The mountains shall be cultivated,

the men upon them, viz. all Israel, multiplied, the desolated

cities rebuilt, so that Israel shall dwell in the land as in the

former time, and be fruitful and blessed. This promise was no

doubt fulfilled in certain weak beginnings after the return of a

portion of the people under Zerubbabel and Ezra ; but the

multiplying and blessing, experienced by those who returned

from Babylon, did not take place till long after the salvation

promised here, and more especially in vers. 12—15. According

to ver. 12, the land is to become the inheritance of the people

Israel, and will no more make the Israelites childless, or (accord-

ing to ver. 14) cause them to stumble ; and the people are no

more to bear the contempt of the heathen. But that portion

of the nation which returned from exile not only continued

under the rule of the heathen, but had also in various ways to

bear the contempt of the heathen still ; and eventually, because

Israel not only stumbled, but fell very low through the rejection

of its Saviour, it was scattered again out of the land among the

heathen, and the land was utterly wasted . . . until this day.

In ver. 12 the masculine suffix attached to '^'^^Ti refers to

the land regarded as in, which is also the subject to ri«n and

IpiPi. It is not till vers. 13, 14, where the idea of the land

becomes so prominent, that the feminine is used. Q^SE', to

make them (the Israelites) childless, or bereaved, is explained

in vers. 13, 14 by DIS nbs, devouring men. That the land

devours its inhabitants, is what the spies say of the land of

Canaan in Num. xiii. 32 ; and in 2 Kings ii. 19 it is affirmed

of the district of Jericho that it causes n^SKT?, i.e. miscarriages,

on account of its bad water. The latter passage does not come
into consideration; but the former (Num. xiii. 32) probably
does, and Ezekiel evidently refers to this. For there is no
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doubt whatever that he explains or expands OJ??' by D'lX ri73k.

Although, for example, the charge that the land devours men
is brought against it by the enemies or adversaries of Israel

(03? Dnoi?, they say to you), the truth of the charge is admitted,

since it is said that the land shall henceforth no more devour

men, though without a repetition of the 73?'. But the sense in

which Ezekiel affirms of the land that it had been D^N rh^^,
TT v.- >

and was henceforth to be so no more, is determined by N? ^)i31

*iij? vB'ari, thou wilt no more cause thy people to stumble, which

is added in ver. 146 in the place of TT'^n T^iii ni^SB'D in ver. 14a.

Hence the land became a devourer of men by the fact that it

caused its people to stumble, i.e. entangled them in sins (the

Keri v3B'n for Wr"? is a bad conjecture, the incorrectness of

which is placed beyond all doubt by the liJJ vB'Sri'X? of ver. 15).

Consequently we cannot understand the " devouring of men,"

after Num. xiii. 32, as signifying that, on account of its situa-

tion and fruitfulness, the land is an apple of discord, for the

possession of which the nations strive with one another, so that

the inhabitants are destroyed, or at all events we must not

restrict the meaning to this ; and still less can we agree with

Ewald and Hitzig in thinking of the restless hurrying and

driving by which individual men were of necessity rapidly

swept away. If the sweeping away of the population is con-

nected with the stumbling, the people are devoured by the

consequences of their sins, i.e. by penal judgments, nnfruitful-

ness, pestilence, and war, with which God threatened Israel for

its apostasy from Him. These judgments had depopulated the

land ; and this fact was attributed by the heathen in their own

way to the land, and thrown in the teeth of the Israelites as a

disgrace. The Lord will henceforth remove this charge, and

take away from the heathen all occasion to despise His people,

namely, by bestowing upon His land and people the blessing

which He promised in the law to those who kept His com-

mandments. But this can only be done by His removing the

occasion to stumble or sin, i.e., according to vers. 25 sqq. (com'-
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pared with ch. xi. 18 sqq.), by His cleansing His people from

all uncleannesses and idols, and giving them a new heart and a

new spirit. The Keri ^l!li3 in vers. 13, 14, and 15 is a needless

alteration of the Chetib ^.ja.—In ver, 15 this promise is rounded

off and concluded by another summing up of the principal

thoughts.

CHAP, XXXVI. 16-38. THE SALVATION OF ISEAEIL, FOUNDED .

UPON ITS SANOTIFICATION.

Because Israel has defiled its land by its sins, God has

scattered the people among the heathen ; but because they also

profaned His name among the heathen, He will exercise forbear-

ance for the sake of His holy name (vers. 16-21), will gather

Israel out of the lands, cleanse it from its sins, and sanctify it

by the communication of His Spirit, so that it will walk in His

ways (vers. 22-28), and will so bless and multiply it, that both

the nations around and Israel itself will know that He is the

Lord (vers. 29-38).—This promise is shown by the introduc-

tory formula in ver. 16 and by the contents to be an independent

word of God ; but it is substantially connected in the closest

manner with the preceding word of God, showing, on the one

hand, the motive which prompted God to restore and bless His

people ; and, on the other hand, the means by which He would

permanently establish the salvation predicted in ch. xxxiv. and

ch. xxxvi. 1-15.—The kernel of this promise is formed by

vers. 25-28, for which the way is prepared in vers. 17-24,

whilst the further extension is contained in vers. 29-38.

Vers. 16-21. The Lord will extend His forbearance, for the

sake of His holy name, to the people who have been rejected

on account of their sins.—Ver. 16. And the word of Jehovah

came to me, saying, Ver. 17. Son of man, the house of Israel

dwelt in its land, and defied it with its way and its doings ; like

the uncleanness of the unclean woman, was its way before me,

Ver. 18. Then I poured out my fury upon them on account of
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the blood which they had shed in the land, and because they had

dejiled it through their idols, Ver. 19. And scattered them among

the nations, and they were dispersed in the lands ; according to

their way and their doings I judge them. Ver. 20. And they

came to the nations whither they came, and profaned my holy

name, for men said of them, " These are Jehovalis people, and

they have come out of His land." Ver. 21. And so 1 Iiad

pity upon my holy name, which the house of Israel profaned

among the nations whither they came.—The address commences

with a description of the reasons why God had thrust out

His people among the heathen, namely, on account of their

sins and idolatrous abominations, by which the Israelites

had defiled the land (cf. Lev. xviii. 28 and Num. xxxv. 34).

Their conduct resembled the most offensive uncleanness, namely,

the uncleanness of a woman in her menstruation (Lev. xv. 19),

to which the moral depravity of the people had already been

compared in Isa. Ixiv. 5.—In ver. 18 the consequence of the

defiling of the land by the people is introduced with the ex-

pression ^a?'??l. In ver, 17, ''"f^'l is the continuation of the

participle D'aB'"' ; and the participle is expressive of the condition

in the past, as we may see from the words 'W1 ^Sf*!1. The

simile in ver. 176 is an explanatory, circumstantial clause.

For ver. 18, compare ch. vii. 8, and for 'W1 D'nn pj?, ch. xxii.

3, 6. The last clause, " and through their idols they have

defiled it," is loosely appended ; but it really contains a

second reason for the pouring out of the wrath of God

upon the people. For ver. 19, compare ch. xxii. 15. si^jl in

ver. 20 refers to ?S'iB'^"n''3 ; but there is no necessity to read

=|N3*1 on that account. It is perfectly arbitrary to supply the

subject proposed by Kliefoth, viz. "the report of what had

happened to Israel" came to the heathen, which is quite

foreign to the connection ; for it was not the report concerning

Israel, but Israel itself, which came to the heathen, and

profaned the sacred name of God. This is not only plainly

expressed in ver. 216, but has been already stated in ver. 20.
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The fact that the words of the heathen, by which the name of

God was profaned, are quoted here, does not prove that it is

the heathen nations who are to be regarded as those who pro-

faned the name of God, as Kliefoth imagines. The words,

"these are Jehovah's people, and have come out of His

(Jehovah's) land," could only contain a profanation of the

holy name of God, if their coming out was regarded as in-

voluntary, i.e. as an exile enforced by the power of the heathen

;

or, on the other hand, if the Israelites themselves had denied

the holiness of the people of God through their behaviour

among the heathen. Most of the commentators have decided

in favour of the former view. Vatablus, for example, gives

this explanation : " if their God whom they preach had been

omnipotent. He would not have allowed them to be expelled

from His land." And we must decide in favour of this exposi-

tion, not only because of the parallel passages, such as Num.

xiv. 16 and Jer. xxxiii. 24, which support this view ; but chiefly

on account of the verses which follow, according to which- the

sanctification of the name of God among the nations consists

in the fact that God gathers Israel out of its dispersion among

the nations, and leads them back into His own land {vid. vers.

23 and 24). Consequently the profanation of His name can

only have consisted in the fact that Israel was carried away out

of its own land, and scattered in the heathen lands. For, since

the heathen acknowledged only national gods, and regarded

Jehovah as nothing more than such a national god of Israel,

they did not look upon the destruction of the kingdom of Judah

and the carrying away of the people as a judgment of the

almighty and holy God upon His people, but concluded that

that catastrophe was a sign of the inability of Jehovah to defend

His land and save His people. The only way in which God
could destroy this delusion was by manifesting Himself to the

heathen as the almighty God and Lord of the whole world

through the redemption and glorification of His people, hbm]

P Ci?'"^V : so I had pity, compassion upon my holy name. The
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preterite is prophetic, inasmuch as the compassion consists in

the gathering of Israel out of the nations, which is announced

in vers. 22 sqq. as still in the future. The rendering, "I

spared (them) for my holy name's sake" (LXX., Havernick),

is false ; for ?on is construed with 7^, governing the person or

the thing toward which the compassion is shown (vid. ch. xvi. 5

and 2 Chron. xxxvi. 15, 17).

Vers. 22-28. For His holy name's sake the Lord will bring

Israel back from its dispersion into His own land, purify it

from its sins, and sanctify it by His Spirit to be His own

people.—Ver. 22. Therefore say to the house of Israel, Thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, I do it not for your sakes, house of

Israel, but for my holy name's sake, which ye have profaned

among the nations whither ye have come. Ver. 23. / will

sanctify my great name, which is profaned among the nations,

which ye have profaned in the midst of them, so that the nations

shall know that I am Jehovah, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah,

when Iprove myself holy upon you before their eyes. Ver. 24.

I will take you out of the nations, and gather you out of all

lands, and bring you into your land, Ver. 25. And will sprinkle

clean water upon you, that ye may become clean ; from all your

uncleannesses and from all your idols will I cleanse you, Ver. 26.

And I will give you a new heart, and give a new spirit within

you ; I will take the heart of stone out of your flesh, and give

yov, a heart of flesh. Ver. 27. I will put my Spirit within

you, and cause you to walk in my statutes, and keep my rights,

and do them. Ver. 28. And ye shall dwell in the land which

I have given to your fathers, and shall become my people, and

, I will be your God.— These verses show in what way the

Lord will have compassion upon His holy name, and how

He will put an end to the scoffing thereat, and vindicate

His honour in the sight of the heathen. *' Not for your

sake," i.e. not because you have any claim to deliverance

on account of your behaviour (cf. Isa. xlviii. 11 and Deut.

ix. 6), but for my holy name's sake, i.e. to manifest as holy
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the Dame which has been profaned among the heathen, I do

it, namely, what follows from ver. 23 onwards. The Lord

will sanctify His name, i.e. show it to be holy by proving Him-

self to be holy upon Israel, f^t? is not equivalent to glorify,

although the holiness of God involves the idea of glory.

Sanctifying is the removing or expunging of the blots and

blemishes which adhere to anything. The giving up of His

people was regarded by the heathen as a sign of the weakness

of Jehovah. This blot through which His omnipotence and

glory were dishonoured, God would remove by gathering Israel

out of the heathen, and glorifying it. Instead of oypyb, the

ancient versions have rendered Df?''?.'J??. This reading is also

found in many of the codices and the earliest editions, and is

confirmed by the great Masora, and also commended by the

parallel passages, ch. xx. 41 and xxviii. 25, so that it no doubt

deserves the preference, although DS^yyi" can also be justified.

For inasmuch as Israelites had despaired in the midst of their

wretchedness through unbelief, it was necessary that Jehovah

should sanctify His great name in their sight as well. The

great name of Jehovah is His almighty exaltation above all

gods (cf. Mai. i. 11, 12). The first thing that Jehovah does

for the sanctification of His name is to bring back Israel from

its dispersion into its own land (ver. 24, compare ch. xi. 17

and XX. 41, 42) ; and then follows the purifying of Israel from

its sins. The figurative expression, " to sprinkle with clean

water," is taken from the lustrations prescribed by the law,

more particularly the purifying from defilement from the dead

by sprinkling with the water prepared from the ashes of a red

heifer (Num. xix. 17-19 ; compare Ps. li. 9). Cleansing from

sins, which corresponds to justification, and is not to be con-

founded with sanctification (Schmieder), is followed by renewal

with the Holy Spirit, which takes away the old heart of stone

and puts within a new heart of flesh, so that the man can fulfil

the commandments of God, and walk in newness of life (vers.

26-28 ; compare ch. xi. 18-20, where this promise has already
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occurred, and the necessary remarks concerning its fulfilment

have been made).—With regard to the construction ns HB'V

'U^ IB'K, to make or effect your walking, compare Ewald,

§ 3376.

Vers. 29-38. The Lord will richly bless, multiply, and glorify

His people, when thus renewed and sanctified.—Ver. 29. And
I will save you from all your uncleannesses, and will call the coi'n,

and multiply it, and no more bring famine upon you; Ver. 30.

But I will multiply the fruit of the tree and the 'produce of the

field., so that ye will no more bear the reproach of famine among

the nations. Ver. 31. But ye will remember your evil ways,

and your deeds which were not good, and will loathe yourselves

on account of your iniquities and your abominations. Ver. 32.

Not for your sake do I this, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah,

be this known to you ; be ye ashamed and blush for your ways,

house of Israel ! Ver. 33. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, In

the day when I shall cleanse you from all your iniquities, I will

make the cities inhabited, and the ruins shall be built, Ver. 34.

And the devastated land shall be tilled instead of being a desert

before the eyes of every one who passed by, Ver. 35. And men

will say, This land, which was laid waste, has become like the

garden of Eden, and the desolate and ruined cities are fortified

and inhabited. Ver. 36. And the nations, which have been left

round about you, shall know that 1 Jehovah build up that which

is destroyed, and plant that which is laid waste. I, Jehovah,

have said it, and do it. Ver. 37. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

1 will still let myself be sought by the house of Israel in this,

to do it for them ; I will multiply them, like a flock, in men ;

Ver. 38. lAke a flock of holy sacrifices, like the flock of Jeru-

salem on its feast-days, so shall the desolate cities be full offlocks

of men ; and they shall know that I am Jehovah.—The words

'UV W^'^n, I help or save you from all your uncleannesses, cannot

be understood as relating to their purification from the former

uncleannesses ; for they have already been cleansed from these,

according to ver. 25. The niSDO can only be such defilements
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as are still possible even after the renewing of the people ; and

VB'inj to help, means to guard them against any further recur-

rence of such defilements (cf. ch. xxxvii. 23), and not to deliver

them from the consequences of their former pollutions. But if

God preserves His people from these, there is no longer any

occasion for a fresh suspension of judgments over them, and

God can bestow His blessing upon the sanctified nation without

reserve. It is in this way that the further promises are ap-

pended ; and, first of all, in vers. 296 and 30, a promise that

He will bless them with an abundant crop of fruits, both of the

orchard and the field. " I call to the corn," i.e. I cause it to come

or grow, so that famine will occur no more (for the fact, com-

pare ch. xxxiv. 29). In consequence of this blessing, Israel

will blush with shame at the thought of its former sins, and

will loathe itself for those abominations (ver. 31) ; compare ch.

XX. 43, where the same thought has already occurred. To this,

after repeating what has been said before in ver. 22, namely,

that God is not doing all this for the sake of the Israelites

themselves, the prophet appends the admonition to be ashamed

of their conduct, i.e. to repent, which is so far inserted appro-

priately in the promise, that the promise itself is meant to entice

Israel to repent and return to God. Then, secondly, in two

strophes introduced with ''•'' ^0K nb, the promise is still further

expanded. In vers. 33-36, the prophet shows how the de-

vastated land is to be restored and rebuilt, and to become a

paradise ; and in vers. 37 and 38, how the people are to be

blessed through a large increase in their numbers. Both of

these strophes are simply a further elaboration of the promise

contained in vers. 9-12. y\^n, causative of 3?';, to cause to

be inhabited, to populate, as in Isa. liv. 3. "i^iV^I '?."'J?^, as in

ch. V. 14. The subject to IIDKI in ver. 35 is, "those who

pass by." For the comparison to the garden of Eden, see

ch. xxxi. 9. nhisa is a circumstantial word belonging to

^^fl : they shall be inhabited as fortified cities, that is to say,

shall afford to their inhabitants the security of fortresses, from
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wliicli there is no fear of their being expelled. In ver. 36 the

expression, " the heathen nations which shall be left round

about you," presupposes that at the time of Israel's redemption

the judgment will have fallen upon the heathen (compare

oh. XXX. 3 with eh. xxix. 21), so that only a remnant of them

will be still in existence ; and this remnant will recognise the

work of Jehovah in the restoration of Israel. This recognition,

however, does not involve the conversion of the heathen to

Jehovah, but is simply preparatory to it. For the fact itself,

compare oh. xvii. 24. ^^Vij to let oneself be asked or entreated,

as in ch. xiv. 3. riNT, with regard to this, is explained by

Dn^ niB>j;^. What God will do follows in 'Ul nanx. God will

multiply His people to such an extent, that they will resemble

the flock of lambs, sheep, and goats brought to Jerusalem to

sacrifice upon the feast days. Compare 2 Ohron. xxxv. 7,

where Josiah is said to have given to the people thirty thousand

lambs and goats for the feast of the passover. D'JX JNSf? does

not mean, like a flock of men. Q'l'J cannot be a genitive

dependent upon {NX, on account of the article in |NSf3, but

belongs to f^l^, either as a supplementary apposition to OtVHj

or as a second object, so that nans would be construed with a

double accusative, after the analogy of verbs of plenty, to

multiply them in men. Kliefoth's rendering, " I will multiply

them, so that they shall be the flock of men " (of mankind), is

grammatically untenable. ^''^1\^, !^^, a flock of holy beasts, i.e.

of sacrificial lambs. The flock of Jerusalem is the flock

brought to Jerusalem at the yearly feasts, when the male

population of the land came to the sanctuary (Deut. xvi. 16) :

So shall the desolate cities be filled again with flocks of men

(compare Mic. ii. 12).

EZEK. II.
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CHAP. XXXVII. EESUKKECTION OP ISRAEL AND REUNION AS

ONE NATION.

This chapter contains two revelations from God (vers. 1-14

and vers. 15-28). In the first, the prophet is shown in a vision

the resurrection of Israel to a new life. In the second, he is

commanded to exhibit, by means of a symbolical act, the reunion

of the divided kingdoms into a single nation under one king.

Both of these he is to announce to the children of Israel. The

substantial connection between these two prophecies will be

seen from the exposition.

Vers. 1—14. Resurrection of Israel to new Life.

Ver. 1. There came upon me the hand of Jehovah^ and Jehovah

led me out in the spirit, and set me down in the midst of the

valley ; this was full of bones. Ver. 2. And He led me past

them round about; and, behold, there were very many on the

surface of the valley, and, behold, they loere very dry. Ver. 3.

And He said to me, Son of man, will these bones come to life?

and I said. Lord, Jehovah, thou knowest. Ver. 4. Then He said

to me, Prophesy over these bones, and say to them, Ye dry bones,

hear ye the word of Jehovah. Ver. 5. Thus saith the Lord

Jehovah to these bones, Behold, I biing breath into you, that ye

may come to life. Ver. 6. / will create sinews upon you, and

cause flesh to grow upon you, and cover you with skin, and bring

breath into you, so that ye shall live and know that I am Jehovah.

Ver. 7. And I prophesied as I loas commanded; and there was

a noise as I prophesied, and behold a rumbling, and the bones

came together, bone to bone. Ver. 8. And I saw, and behold

sinews came over them, and flesh grew, and skin drew over it

above ; but there was no breath in them. Ver. 9. Then He said

to me, Prophesy to the breath, prophesy, son of man, and say to

the breath, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Come from, the four
winds, thou breath, and blow upon these slain, that they may
come to life. Ver. 10. And I prophesied as I was commanded;
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then the breath came info them, and they came to life, and stood

upon their feet, a very, very great army. Ver. 11. And He said

to me, Son of man, these bones are the whole house of Israel

;

behold, they say, our bones are dried, and our hope has perished;

we are destroyed ! Ver. 12. Therefore prophesy, and say to

them. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will open your

graves, and cause you to come out of your graves, my people, and

bring you into the land of Israel. Ver. 13. And ye shall hnoio

that I am Jehovah, when I open your graves, and cause you to

come out of your graves, my people. Ver. 14. And I will put my
Spirit into you, and will place you in your land, and ye shall know

that I, Jehovah, have spoken and do it, is the saying of Jehovah.

—This revelation divides itself into two sections. Vers. 1—10

contain the vision, and vers. 11-14 give the interpretation.

Tliere are no particular difficulties in the description of the

vision, so far as the meaning of the words is concerned. By a

supernatural intervention on the part of God, Ezekiel is taken

from his own home in a state of spiritual ecstasy into a valley

which was full of dead men's bones. For the expression Wn
'" "1!

yVj see the comm. on ch. i. 3. In the second clause of

ver. 1 njn^ is the subject, and is not to be taken as a genitive in

connection with n^ia, as it has been by the Vulgate and Hitzig

in opposition to the accents. D^na stands for Q'v'Pf? ni"ia (ch.

xi. 24), and C^^N is omitted simply because riin^ follows imme-

diately afterwards, n^jn, to set down, here and ch. xl. 2

;

whereas in other cases the form n''3n is usually employed in

this sense. The article prefixed to nVP?'!! appears to point back

to ch. iii. 22, to the valley where Ezekiel received the first

revelation concerning the fate of Jerusalem and its inhabitants.

That Coyv are dead men's bones is evident from what follows.

^\}'''?V, ''?1''?J':0j '^o' " He led me over them round about," but past

them, in order that Ezekiel might have a clear view of them,

and see whether it were possible for them to come to life again.

They were lying upon the surface of the valley, i.e. not under,

but upon the ground, and not piled up in a heap, but scattered
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over the valley, and they were very dry. The question asked

by God, whether these bones could live, or come to life again,

prepares the way for the miracle ; and Ezekiel's answer, " Lord,

Thou knowest" (cf. Eev. vii. 14), implies that, according to

human judgment, it was inconceivable that they could come to

life any more, and nothing but the omnipotence of God could

effect this.—After this introduction there follows in vers. 4 sqq,

the miracle of the raising to life of these very dry bones,

accomplished through the medium of the word of God, which

the prophet addresses to them, to show to the people that the

power to realize itself is inherent in the word of Jehovah pro-

claimed by Ezekiel ; in other words, that Jehovah possesses the

power to accomplish whatever He promises to His people.

The word in ver. 5, " Behold, I bring breath into you, that ye

may come to life," announces in general terms the raising of

them to life, whilst the process itself is more minutely described

in ver. 6. God will put on them (clothe them with) sinews,

flesh, and skin, and then put n^n in them, n'l'i is the animating

spirit or breath= D'"n nn (Gen. vi. 17, vii. 17). On?^, aw.

\ey. in Syriac incrustare, obducere. When Ezekiel prophesied

there arose or followed a sound (-"ip), and then a shaking (t^JH),

and the bones approached one another, every bone to its own

bone. Different explanations have been given of the words ^p

and t^jn, ^]p signifies a sound or voice, and E'Jfi a trembling,

an earthquake, and also a rumbling or a loud noise (compare

ch. iii. 12 and Isa. ix. 4). The relation between the two words

as they stand here is certainly not that the sound (^p) passes

at once into a loud noise, or is continued in that form ; whilst

K'5?T denotes the rattling or rustling of bones in motion. The

fact that the moving of the bones toward one another is repre-

sented by llli^Fil (with Vav consec), as the sequel to ^Ti, is

decisive against this. Yet we cannot agree with Kliefoth, that

by Mp we are to understand the trumpet-blast, or voice of God,

that wakes the dead from their graves, according to those

passages of the New Testament which treat of the resurrection,
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and by ^jn the earthquake which opens the graves. This

explanation is precluded, not only by the philological difficulty

that '?\p. without any further definition does not signify either

the blast of a trumpet or the voice of God, but also by the

circumstance that the ^^p is the result of the prophesying of

Ezekiel; and we cannot suppose that God would make His

almighty call dependent upon a prophet's prophesying. And
even in the case of ^Ti., the reference to ch. xxxviii. 19 does

not prove that the word must mean earthquake in this passage

also, since Ezekiel uses the word in a different sense in ch.

xii. 18 and iii. 12. We therefore take '?\p in the general sense

of a loud noise, and ^Tl in the sense of shaking (sc. of the

bones), which was occasioned by the loud noise, and produced,

or was followed by, the movement of the bones to approach

one another. The coming together of the bones was followed

by their being clothed with sinews, flesh, and skin ; but there

was not yet any breath in them (ver. 8). To give them this

the prophet is to prophesy again, and that to the breath, that it

come from the four winds or quarters of the world and breathe

into these slain (ver. 9). Then, when he prophesied, the breath

came into them, so that they received life, and stood upright

upon their feet. In vers. 9 and 10 nil is rendered by some

"wind," by others "spirit;" but neither of these is in con-

formity with what precedes it. nil does not mean anything

else than the breath of life, which has indeed a substratum in

the wind, perceptible to the senses, but is not identical with it.

The wind itself brings no life into dead bodies. If, therefore,

the dead bodies become living, receive life through the blowing

of the niT into them, what enters into them by the blowing

cannot be a symbol of the breath of life, but must be the breath

of life itself—namely, that divine breath of life which pervades

all nature, giving and sustaining the life of all creatures (cf.

Ps. civ. 29, 30). The expression D''J'nn3 'HB points back to

Gen. ii. 7. The representation of the bringing of the dead

bones to life in two acts may also be explained from the fact
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that it is based upon the history of the creation of man in

Gen. ii., as Theodoret^ has observed, and serves plainly to

depict the creative revivification here, like the first creation

there, as a work of the almighty God. For a correct under-

standing of the vision, it is also necessary to observe that in

ver. 9 the dead bones, clothed with sinews, flesh, and skin, are

called CJ'nn, slain, killed, and not merely dead. It is apparent

at once from this that our vision is not intended to symbolize

the resurrection of all the dead, but simply the raising up of

the nation of Israel, which has been slain. This is borne out

by the explanation of the vision which God gives to the prophet

in vers. 11—14, and directs him to repeat to the people. The

dead bones are the " whole house of Israel " that has been

given up to death; in other words, Judah and Ephraim.

" These bones" in ver. 11 are the same as in vers. 3 and 5, and

not the bodies brought to life in ver. 10 ; though Hitzig main-

tains that they are the latter, and then draws the erroneous

conclusion that vers. 11-14 do not interpret the vision of the

first ten verses, but that the bones in the valley are simply

explained in these verses as signifying the dead of Israel. It

is true that the further explanation in ver. 12 sqq. of what is

described in vers. 5-10 as happening to the dead bones is not

given in the form of an exposition of the separate details of

that occurrence, but is summed up in the announcement that

God will open their graves, bring them out of their graves, and

transport them to their own land. But it does not follow from

this that the announcement is merely an application of the

vision to the restoration of Israel to new life, and therefore that

something different is represented from what is announced in

vers. 12-14. Such a view is at variance with the words,

" these bones are the whole house of Israel." Even if these

words are not to be taken so literally as that we are to under-

• " For as the body of our forefather Adam was first moulded, and then

the soul was thus breathed into it ; so here also both combined in fitting

harmony."—THEODOEfT.
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stand that tlie prophet was shown in the vision the boiies of the

slain and deceased Israelites, but simply mean : these dead bones

represent the house of Israel, depict the nation of Israel in its

state of death,—they express so much in the clearest terms

concerning the relation in which the explanation in vers. 12-14

stands to the visionary occurrence in vers. 4-10, namely, that

God has shown to Ezekiel in the vision what He commands

him to announce concerning Israel in vers. 12-14; in other

words, that the bringing of the dead bones to life shown to

him in the vision was intended to place visibly before him the

raising of the whole nation of Israel to new life out of the

death into which it had fallen. This is obvious enough from

the words : these bones are the whole house of Israel. IT'?"^3

PS'iB''; points forward to the reunion of the tribes of Israel that

are severed into two nations, as foretold in vers. 15 sqq. It is

they who speak in ver. 116. The subject to C'lO^! is neither

the bones nor the dead of Israel (Hitzig), but the ^^"i^l n''3"i'3

already named, which is also addressed in ver. 12. All Israel

says : our bones are dried, i.e. our vital force is gone. The bones

are the seat of the vital force, as in Ps. xxxii. 3 ; and B'aj, to

dry up, applied to the marrow, or vital sap of the bones, is

substantially the same as npa in the psalm (I.e.). Our hope

has perished (cf. ch. xix. 5). nipn is here the hope of rising

into a nation once more. W? IJ'iW? : literally, we are cut off for

ourselves, sc. from the sphere of the living (cf. Lam. iii. 54

;

Isa. liii. 8), equivalent to " it is all over with us."

To the people speaking thus, Ezekiel is to announce that the

Lord will open their graves, bring them out of them, put His

breath of life into them, and lead them into their own land.

If we observe the relation in which vers. 12 and 13 stand to

ver. 14, namely, that the two halves of the 14th verse are

parallel to the two verses 12 and 13, the clause '^ ''jX "'3 Cinyiil

in ver. lib to the similar clause in ver. 13, there can be no

doubt that the contents of ver. 14a also correspond to those of

ver. 12—that is to say, that the words, " I put my breath
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(Spirit) into you, that ye may live, and place you in your own

land" (bring you to rest therein), affirm essentially the same as

the words, " I bring you out of your graves, and lead you into

the land of Israel ;" with this simple difference, that the bringing

out of the graves is explained and rendered more emphatic by

the more definite idea of causing them to live through the

breath or Spirit of God put into them, and the N''??} by ri''?n, the

leading into the land by the transporting and bringing them to

rest therein. Consequently we are not to understand by WJ

D33 •<nin either a divine act differing from the raising of the

dead to life, or the communication of the Holy Spirit as dis-

tinguished from the imparting of the breath of life, "Tvn, the

Spirit of Jehovah, is identical with the nil, which comes,

according to vers. 9 and 10, into the bones of the dead when

clothed with sinews, flesh, and skin, i.e. is breathed into them.

This spirit or breath of life is the creative principle both of the

physical and of the ethical or spiritual life. Consequently

there are not three things announced in these verses, but only

two : (1) The raising to life from a state of death, by bringing

out of the graves, and communicating the divine Spirit of Hfe;

(2) the leading back to their own land to rest quietly therein.

When, therefore, Kliefoth explains these verses as signifying that

for the consolation of Israel, which is mourning hopelessly in its

existing state of death, " God directs the prophet to say—(1)

That at some future time it will experience a resurrection in

the literal sense, that its graves will be opened, and that all its

dead, those deceased with those still alive, will be raised up out

of their graves; (2) that God will place them in their own

land; and (3) that when He has so placed them in their land,

He will put His Spirit within them that they may live : in the

first point the idea of the future resurrection, both of those

deceased and of those still living, is interpolated into the text

;

and in the third point, placing them in their land before they

are brought to life by the Spirit of God, would be at variance

with the text, according to which the giving of the Spirit
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precedes the removal to their own land. The repetition of ''133?

in vers. 12 and 13 is also worthy of notice : you who are my
people, which hases the comforting promise upon the fact that

Israel is the people of Jehovah.

If, therefore, our vision does not set forth the resurrection of

the dead in general, but simply the raising to life of the nation

of Israel which is given up to death, it is only right that, in

order still further to establish this view, we should briefly

examine the other explanations that have been given.—The

Fathers and most of the orthodox commentators, both of

ancient and modern times, have found in vers. 1-10 a locus

classicus for the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead, and

that quite correctly. But their views differ widely as to the

strict meaning and design of the vision itself ; inasmuch as some

regard the vision as a direct and immediate prophecy of the

general resurrection of the dead at the last day, whilst others

take the raising of the dead to life shown to the prophet in the

vision to be merely a figure or type of the waking up to new

life of the Israel which is now dead in its captivity. The first

view is mentioned by Jerome ; but in later times it has been

more especially defended by Calov, and last of all most decidedly

by Kliefoth. Yet the supporters of this view acknowledge that

vers. 11-14 predict the raising to life of the nation of Israel.

The question arises, therefore, how this prediction is to be

brought into harmony with such an explanation of the vision.

The persons noticed by Jerome, who supported the view that

in vers. 4-10 it is the general resurrection that is spoken of,

sought to remove the difficulties to which this explanation is

exposed, by taking the words, " these bones are the whole house

of Israel," as referring to the resurrection of the saints, and

connecting them with the first resurrection in Rev. xx. 5, and

by interpreting the leading of Israel back to their own land

as equivalent to the inheriting of the earth mentioned in Matt.

V. 5. Calov, on the other hand, gives the following explanation

of the relation in which vers. 11—14 stand to vers. 1-10: " In
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this striking vision there was shown by the Lord to the prophet

the resurrection of the dead ; but the occasion, the cause, and the

scope of this vision were the resurrection of the Israelitish people,

not so much into its earlier political form, as for the restoration

of the ecclesiastical hierarchy and the establishment of the

worship of God, both of which were indeed restored in the time

of Zerubbabel, but were first brought to perfection at the

coming of Jesus Christ." He also assumes that the raising of

the dead is represented in the vision, "because God would

have this representation exhibited for a figure and confirmation

of the restitution of the people." And lastly, according to

Kliefoth, vers. 11-14 do not furnish a literal exposition of the

vision, but simply make an application of it to the bringing of

Israel to life.—We cannot regard either of these views as

correct, because neither of them does justice to the words of

the text. The idea of the Fathers, that vers. 11-14 treat of

the resurrection of the saints (believers), cannot be reconciled

either with the words or with the context of our prophecy,

and has evidently originated in perplexity. And the assump-

tion of Oalov and Kliefoth, that vers. 11-14 contain simply an

application of the general resurrection of the dead exhibited in

vers. 1—10 to the resurrection of Israel, by no means exhausts

the meaning of the words, " these bones are the whole house of

Israel," as we have already observed in our remarks on ver. 11.

Moreover, in the vision itself there are certain features to be

found which do not apply to the general resurrection of the

dead. In proof of this, we will not lay any stress upon the

circumstance that Ezekiel sees the resurrection of the dead

within certain limits; that it is only the dead men's bones

lying about in one particular valley, and not the dead of the

whole earth, though a very great army, that he sees come to

life again ; but, on the other hand, we must press the fact that

in ver. 9 those who are to be raised to life are called DW!!!, a

word which does not signify the dead of all kinds, but simply

those who have been slain, or have perished by the sword, by
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famine, or by other violent deaths, and which indisputably

proves that Ezekiel was not shown the resurrection of all the

dead, but simply the raising to life of Israel, which had been

swept away by a violent death. Kliefoth would account for

this restriction from the purpose for which the vision was shown

to the prophet. Because the design of the vision was to com-

fort Israel concerning the wretchedness of its existing condition,

and that wretchedness consisted for the most part in the fact

that the greater portion of Israel had perished by sword, famine,

and pestilence, he was shown the resurrection of the dead

generally and universally, as it would take place not in the case

of the Israelites alone, but in that of all the dead, though here

confined within the limits of one particular field of dead ; and

stress is laid upon the circumstance that the dead which Ezekiel

saw raised to life instar omnium, were such as had met with a

violent death. This explanation would be admissible, if only

it had been indicated or expressed in any way whatever, that

the bones of the dead which Ezekiel saw lying about in the

nypa represented all the dead of the whole earth. But we find

no such indication; and because in the whole vision there is

not a single feature contained which would warrant any such

generalization of the field of the dead which Ezekiel saw, we

are constrained to affirm that the dead men's bones seen by

Ezekiel in the valley represent the whole house of Israel alone,

and not the deceased and slain of all mankind;, and that the

vision does not set forth the resurrection of all the dead, but

only the raising to life of the nation of Israel which had been

given up to death.

Consequently we can only regard the figurative view of the

vision as the correct one, though this also has been adopted in

very different ways. When Jerome says that Ezekiel " is pro-

phesying of the restoration of Israel through the parable of the

resurrection," and in order to defend himself from the charge

of denying the dogma of the resurrection of the dead, adds

that " the similitude of a resurrection would never have been
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employed to exhibit the restoration of the Israelitish people, if

that resurrection had been a delusion, and it had not been

believed that it would really take place ; because no one con-

firms uncertain things by means of things which have no

existence ;"—Havernick very justly replies, that the resurrection

of the dead is not to be so absolutely regarded as a dogma

already completed and defined, or as one universally known

and having its roots in the national belief; though Havernick

is wrong in afiirming in support of this that the despair of

the people described in ver. 11 plainly shows that so general a

belief cannot possibly be presupposed. For we find just the

same despair at times when faith in the resurrection of the

dead was a universally accepted dogma. The principal error

connected with this view is the assumption that the vision was

merely a parable formed by Ezekiel in accordance with the

dogma of the resurrection of the dead. If, on the contrary,

the vision was a spiritual intuition produced by God in the

soul of the prophet, it might set forth the resurrection of the

dead, even if the belief in this dogma had no existence as yet

in the consciousness of the people, or at all events was not yet a

living faith ; and God might have shown to the prophet the

raising of Israel to life under this figure, for the purpose of

awakening this belief in Israel.^ In that case, however, the

vision was not merely a parable, but a symbolical representation

of a real fact, which was to serve as a pledge to the nation of

^ No conclusive evidence can be adduced that the doctrine of the resur-

rection of the dead was not only known to Ezekiel, but was regarded by

the people as indisputably sure, as both Hengstenberg (Christology, vol. III.

n. 51, transl.) and Pareau (Comment, de immortal, p. 109) assume. Such

passages as laa. xxv. 8 and xxvi. 19, even if Ezekiel referred to them,

merely prove that the belief or hope of the resurrection of the dead could

not be altogether unknown to the believers of Israel, because Isaiah had

already declared it. But the obvious announcement of this dogma in

Dan. xii. 2 belongs to a later period than our vision ; and even Daniel does

not speak of it as a belief that prevailed throughout the nation, but simply

communicates it as a consolation offered by the angel of the Lord in

anticipation of the times of severe calamity awaiting the people of God.
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its restoration to life. Theodoret comes much nearer to the

truth when he gives the following as his explanation of the

vision: that " on account of the unbelief of the Jews in exile, who

were despairing of their restoration, the almighty God makes

known His might ; and the resurrection of the dead bodies,

which was much more diflBcult than their restoration, is shown

to the prophet, in order that all the nation may be taught

thereby that everything is easy to His will ;" ^ and when,

accordingly, he calls what occurs in the vision " a type not of

the calling to life of the Jews only, but also of the resurrection

of all men." The only defect in this is, that Theodoret regards

the dead bones which are brought to life too much as a figura-

tive representation of any dead whatever, and thereby does

justice neither to the words, " these bones are the whole house

of Israel," which he paraphrases by twos toO ^Iapar{K ravra, nor

to the designation applied to them as CIIIlj, though it may fairly

be pleaded as a valid excuse so far as D^Jnn is concerned, that

the force of this word has been completely neutralized in the

Septuagint, upon which he was commenting, by the rendering

Toil's ve/cpovf TovTov;.—Havernick has interpreted the vision in

a much more abstract manner, and evaporated it into the

general idea of a symbolizing of the creative, life-giving power

of God, which can raise even the bones of the dead to life

again. His exposition is the following : " There is no express

prediction of the resurrection in these words, whether of a

general resurrection or of the particular resurrection of Israel

;

but this is only thought of here, inasmuch as it rests upon the

creative activity of God, to which even such a conquest of

death as this is possible."
*

^ His words are these : la-s/S^ ydp 8/ ^d hoaow aitwTloiu ras x^wTOTe^af

ivn'/opivaaii tKiri^oti o/ ix, r^; 'Iovi»i»; ai)i/Acc'haTai yeuo/isuoi, rijv oixilau

ciirols ran 'ihaii ©EOf iTTiZeixnvai ivuu/iiii, xxi rijii aroXTip r^s duaxTi^aea;

kxiipYis ivaxoy^aripeii) run iiexpap aajiorav ivamaaiv eviitixvvai t^ irpo<ptiTfi

x»i it' ixiiuou ttiuTO, Ztitiaxti rov Tiao'v, as ^ecuTti air^ ^aiiet fiouM/ih^,

^ The view expressed by Hofmanu {Schri/tbeweis, II. 2, pp. 507 sqq.) is

a kindred one, namely, that it is not the future resurrection of the dead, or
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The calling to life of the thoroughly dried dead bones shown

to the prophet in the vision, is a figure or visible representation

of that which the Lord announces to him in vers. 11-14,

namely, that He will bring Israel out of its graves^ give it life

with His breath, and bring it into its own land ; and conse-

quently a figure of the raising of Israel to life from its existing

state of death. The opening of the graves is also a figure ; for

those whom the Lord will bring out of their graves are they

who say, " Our bones are dried," etc. (ver. 11), and theffefore

not those who are deceased, nor even the spiritually dead, but

those who have lost all hope of life. We are not, however,

to understand by this merely mors civilis and vita civilis, as

Grotius has done. For Israel was destroyed, not only politi-

cally as a nation, but spiritually as a church of the Lord,

through the destruction of its two kingdoms and its dispersion

amon" the heathen ; and in a very large number of its members

it had also been given up to the power of physical death and

sunk into the grave. Even then, if we keep out of sight those

who were deceased, Israel, as the people of God, was slain

(3nn), without any hope of coming to life again, or a resurrec-

tion to new life. But the Lord now shows the prophet this

resurrection under the figure of the raising to life of the very

dry bones that lie scattered all around. This is fulfilled

through the restoration of Israel as the people of Jehovah, to

which the leading of the people back into the land of Israel

essentially belongs. The way was opened and prepared for

this fulfilment by the return of a portion of the people from the

Babylonian captivity under Zerubbabel and Ezra, which was

the resurrection of the deceased Israelites, which is indicated in the vision,

and that it does not even set forth to view the unconditioned power of God

over death, or an idea which is intended as a pledge of the resurrection of

the dead ; but that by the revelation made manifest to the prophet in the

state of ecstasy, the completeness of that state of death out of which Israel

is to be restored is exhibited, and thus the truth is set before his eyes that

the word of prophecy has the inherent power to ensure its own fulfilment,

even when Israel is in a condition which bears precisely the same resem-

blance to a nation as the state of death to a human being.
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brought to pass by the Lord, by the rebuilding of the cities of

Judah and the temple which had been destroyed, and by the

restoration of political order. But all this was nothing more

than a pledge of the future and complete restoration of Israel.

For although the Lord still raised up prophets for those who

had returned and furthere4 the building of His house, His

glory did not enter the newly erected temple, and the people

never attained to independence again,—that is to say, not to

permanent independence,—but continued in subjection to the

imperial power of the heathen. And even if, according to Ezra,

very many more of the exiles may have returned to their native

land, by whom, for example, Galilee was repopulated and

brought into cultivation again, the greater portion of the nation

remained dispersed among the heathen. The true restoration

of Israel as the people of the Lord commenced with the found-

ing of the new kingdom of God, the " kingdom of heaven,"

through the appearing of Christ upon the earth. But inas-

much as the Jewish nation as such, or in its entirety, did not

acknowledge Jesus Christ as the Messiah foretold by the pro-

phets and sent by God, but rejected its Saviour, there burst

afresh upon Jerusalem and the Jewish nation the judgment of

dispersion among the heathen ; whereas the kingdom of God

founded by Christ spread over the earth, through the entrance

of believers from among the Gentiles. This judgment upon

the Jewish people, which is hardened in unbelief, still con-

tinues, and will continue until the time when the full number

of the Gentiles has entered into the kingdom of God, and Israel

as a people shall also be converted to Christ, acknowledge the

crucified One as its Saviour, and bow the knee before Him
(Rom. xi. 25, 26). Then will " all Israel " be raised up out

of its graves, the graves of its political and spiritual death, and

brought back into its own land, which will extend as far as the

Israel of God inhabits the earth. Then also will the hour come

in which all the dead will hear the voice of the Son of God,

and come forth out of their graves to the resurrection (Dan.
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xii. 2 ; John v. 25-29) ; when the Lord shall appear in His

glory, and descend from heaven with the trump of God

(1 Thess. iv. 16), to call all the dead to life, and through the

judgment upon all the nations to perfect His kingdom in

glory, and bring the righteous into the Canaan of the new

earth, into the heavenly Jerusaleip, to the imperishable life of

everlasting blessedness.

All these several factors in the restoration of Israel, which

has been given up to the death of exile on account of its sins,

though far removed from one another, so far as the time of

their occurrence is concerned, are grouped together as one in

the vision of the coming to life of the dead bones of the whole

house of Israel. The two features which are kept distinct in

the visionary description—namely, (1) the coming together of

the dry bones, and their being clothed with sinews, flesh, and

skin ; and (2) the bringing to life of the bones, which have

now the form of corpses, through the divine breath of life

—

are not to be distinguished in the manner proposed by Heng-

stenberg, namely, that the first may be taken as referring to

the restoration of the civil condition—the external restitutio in

integrum; the second, to the giving of new life through the

outpouring of the Spirit of God.—Even according to our view,

the vision contains a prophecy of the resurrection of the dead,

only not in this sense, that the doctrine of the general resurrec-

tion of the dead is the premiss, or the design, or the direct

meaning of the vision ; but that the figurative meaning consti-

tutes the foreground, and the full, literal meaning of the words

the background of the prophetic vision, and that the fulfilment

advances from the figurative to the literal meaning,—the

raising up of the people of Israel out of the civil and spiritual

death of exile being completed in the raising up of the dead

out of their graves to everlasting life at the last day.
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Vers. 15-28. Reunion of Israel as one Nation under the

future King David.

This word of God directs the prophet to represent by a sign

the reunion of the tribes of Israel, which have been divided

into two kingdoms (vers. 15-17), and to explain this sign to

the people (vers. 18-21), and predict its sanctification and

blessedness under the reign of the future David (vers. 22-28).

What is new in this word of God is the express prediction,

embodied in a symbolical action, of the reunion of the divided

tribes of Israel into one single people of God, which has been

already hinted at in the promise of the raising to life of " the

whole house of Israel" (ver. 11). This brief indication is here

plainly expressed and more fully developed.

Ver. 15. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying,

Ver. 16. And thou, son of man, take to thyself a piece of wood,

and write upon it : Of Judah, and the sons of Israel, his asso-

ciates ; and take another piece of wood, and write upon it : Of
Joseph, the wood of Ephraim, and the w/iole house of Israel, his

associates ; Ver. 17. And put them together, one to the other,

into one piece of wood to thee, that they may be united in thy

hand. Ver. 18. And when the sons of thy people say to thee.

Wilt thou not show us what thou meanest by this ? Ver. 19. Say

to them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will take the

wood of Joseph, which is in the hand of Ephraim, and the tribes

of Israel, his associates, which I put thereon, with the wood of

Judah, and will make them into one stick, that they may be one

in my hand. Ver. 20. And the pieces of wood upon which thou

hast written shall be in thy hand before their eyes, Ver. 21.

And say to them. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will

take the sons of Israel out of the nations among whom they walk,

and will gather them from round about, and lead them into their

land. Ver. 22. I will make them into one nation in the land,

upon the mountains of Israel, and one king shall be king over them

all ; and it shall not become two nations any more, and they shall

EZEK. II. I
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not henceforth be divided into two kingdoms any more ; Ver. 23.

And shall not defile themselves hy their idols and their abomina-

tions, and by all their transgressions ; but I will help them from

all their dwelling-places^ in which they have sinned, and will

cleanse them ; so that they shall be my people, and I will be their

God. Ver. 24. And my servant David will be king over them,

and be a shepherd for them all ; and they will walk in my rights,

and keep my statutes and do them. Ver. 25. And they will

dwell in the land which I gave to my servant Jacob, in which

their fathers dwelt; there will they dwell, and their children's

children for ever ; and my servant David will be a prince to

them for ever. Ver. 26. And I make a covenant ofpeace with

them for ever, an everlasting covenant shall be with them ; and I

will place them, and multiply them, and put my sanctuary in the

midst of them for ever. Ver. 27. And my dwelling will be over

them ; I will be their God, and they vnll, be my people. Ver. 28.

And the nation shall know that I am Jehovah, who sanctifieth

Israel, when my sanctuary shall be in the midst of them for ever.

The symbolical action commanded in vers. 16 and 17, which

the prophet no doubt performed in all its external reality (cf.

vers. 19 and 20), is easily understood, and expresses the thing

to be represented in the clearest manner. The writing of the

names of the tribes composing the two kingdoms recalls to

mind the similar act on the part of Moses (Num. xvii. 17 sqq.).

But the act itself is a different one here, and neither the

passage referred to nor Ezek. xxi. 15 furnishes any proof that

Y^l signifies a staff or rod. Ezekiel would undoubtedly have

used ilBD for a staff. Nor have we even to think of flat boards,

but simply of pieces of wood upon which a few words could be

written, and which could, be held in one hand. The i before

the names to be written upon each piece of wood is the sign of

the genitive, indicating to whom it belongs, as in the case of

the heading to David's psalms pn^). This is evident from the

fact that in Dnsx yy the construct state is used instead. The
name is to indicate that the piece of wood belongs to Judah or
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Ephraim, and represents it. The command to Ezekiel to write

upon one piece of wood, not only Judah, but "the sons of

Israel, his associates," arose from the circumstance that the

kingdom of Judah included, in addition to the tribe of Judah,

the greater portion of Benjamin and Simeon, the tribe of Levi

and those pious Israelites who emigrated at different times from

the kingdom of the ten tribes into that of Judah, who either

were or became associates of Judah (2 Chron. xi. 12 sqq.,

XV, 9, XXX. 11, 18, xxxi. 1). In the writing upon the second

piece of wood, DH?? YM is an explanatory apposition to IDiy,

and an accusative governed by 3h3. But the command is not

to be understood as signifying that Ezekiel was to write the

words D''iaK YV upon the piece of wood ; all that he was to

write was, " Joseph and the whole house of Israel, his asso-

ciates." The name of Joseph is chosen, in all probability, not

as the more honourable name, as Havernick supposes, but

because the house of Joseph, consisting of the two powerful

tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh, formed the trunk of the

kingdom of the ten tribes (Kliefoth). The " whole house of

Israel, his associates," are the rest of the tribes belonging to

that kingdom. The two pieces of wood, with these inscrip-

tions upon them, Ezekiel is to put together, and hold in his

hand bound together in one. 1? n^8'n»j what these (two

pieces of wood) are to thee, is equivalent to, what thou meanest

to indicate by them. For the rest, compare ch. xxiv. 19. In

the word of God explaining the action (ver. 19), the wood of

Joseph is not the piece of wood with Joseph's name written

upon it, but the kingdom represented by this piece of wood

which was in Ephraim's hand, inasmuch as the hegemony was

with the tribe of Ephraim. Instead of the wood, therefore,

the tribes (not staffs) of Israel, i.e. the Israelites who consti-

tuted these tribes, are mentioned as his associates. God will

put these upon the wood of Joseph (1''^3/), i.e. will join them

together, and then place them with the wood of Judah, i.e. the

kingdom of Judah, and unite them into one wood (or nation).
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iTiW» J'jrriK, the construction of which has been misunderstood

by Hitzig, is neither in apposition to V7J>, nor governed by

wnj : " and will put them thereupon, upon the wood of Judah"

(Hitzig and Kliefoth), or, " I add them to it, (namely) with

the wood of Judah " (De Wette) ; but it is dependent upon

np^, " I take the wood of Joseph . . . and the tribes of Israel,

his associates, which I put thereon, along with the wood of

Judah, and make them into one wood." The construction is

rendered obscure simply by the fact that the relative clause,

" which I put thereon," is attached to the principal clause

'Ul npij '3N by Vav consec. In ''1*3, « they shall be one in my

hand," there is probably an antithesis to O'^SN T3, those who

have come into Ephraim's hand, the tribes severed by Ephraim

from the kingdom of God, will God once more bring together

with Judah, and hold in His hand as an undivided nation.—In

ver. 20 the description of the sign is completed by the addi-

tional statement, that the pieces of wood on which the prophet

has written are to be in his hand before their eyes, and conse-

quently that the prophet is to perform the act in such a way

that his countrymen may see it ; from which it follows that he

performed it in its outward reality. The fulfilment of the

instructions is not specially mentioned, as being self-evident;

but in vers. 21-28 the further explanation of the symbolical

action is given at once ; and the interpretation goes beyond the

symbol, inasmuch as it not only describes the manner in which

God will effect the union of the divided tribes, but also what

He will do for the preservation of the unity of the reunited

people, and for the promotion of their blessedness. This

explanation is arranged in two strophes through the repetition

of the concluding thought : " they will be my people," etc., in

vers. 23 and 27. Each of these strophes contains a twofold

promise. The first (vers. 21-23) promises (a) the gathering of

the Israelites out of their dispersion, their restoration to their

own land, and their union as one nation under the rule of

David (vers. 21, 22) ; (6) their purification from all sins, and
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sanctificatlon as the true people of the Lord (ver. 23). The

second strophe (vers. 24-27) promises (a) their undisturbed

eternal abode in the land, under David their prince (ver. 25);

(b) the blessedness conferred upon them through the conclusion

of an everlasting covenant of peace (vers. 26 and 27). This

second promise, therefore, constitutes the completion of the

first, securing to the nation of Israel its restoration and sanctifi-

catlon for all time. The whole promise, however, is merely a

repetition of that contained in ch. xxxiv. 11-31 and xxxvi. 22-30.

—The three factors—^the gathering out of the nations, restora-

tion to the land of Israel, and reunion as one people—form the

first act of divine grace. The union of the Israelites, when

brought back to their land, is accomplished by God giving them

in David a king who will so rule the reunited people that they

will not be divided any more into two peoples and two king-

doms. The Chetib iTTi^ is not to be altered into the plural

vn^, as in the Keri; but ''13 is to be supplied in thought, from

the preceding clause, as the subject to the verb. The division

of the nation into two kingdoms had its roots, no doubt, in the

ancient jealousy existing between the two tribes Ephraim and

Judah; but it was primarily brought to pass through the

falling away of Solomon from the Lord. Consequently it

could only be completely and for ever terminated through the

righteous government of the second David, and the purification

of the people from their sins. This is the way in which ver. 23

is attached to ver. 22. For ver. 23a compare ch. xiv. 11 and

xxxvi. 25. Different interpretations have been given of the

words, " I help them from all their dwelling-places, in which

they have sinned." They recall to mind ch. xxxvi. 29, "I

help them from all their uncleannesses." As )!? J/B'in signifies,

in that case, " to preserve therefrom," so in the present instance

the thought can only be, " God will preserve them from all the

dwelling-places in, which they have sinned." Hengstenberg is

of opinion that the redemption from the dwelling-places does

not take place locally, but spiritually, through the cleansing
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away of all traces of sin, first from the hearts, and then, in

consequence, from all around. In this way is the land changed,

through the power of the Lord, into another land, from a sinful

to a holy one ;
just as before it had been changed from a holy

to a sinful one through the guilt of the people. But if this

were the only thought which the words contained, Ezekiel

would certainly have placed the oniK wntJl before 'l3l 'riJIBiim.

As the words read, the deliverance of the people from their

sinful dwelling-places is to precede their purification, to prepare

the way for it and bring it to pass, and not to follow after it.

The dwelling-places, at or in which they have sinned, cannot

be the settlements in foreign lands, as Hitzig supposes, but

only the dwelling-places in Canaan, to which the Lord would

bring them after gathering them from their dispersion. Vftn

does not signify, " leading out from these dwelling-places,"

which is the explanation given by Kliefoth, who consequently

thinks that we must understand the words as denoting the

leading over of Israel from the present Canaan, or the Canaan

of this life, to which its sins adhere, to the glorified, new, and

eternal Canaan. This view is utterly irreconcilable both with

the words themselves and also with the context. Even if V^^

meant to lead out, it would not be allowable to transform the

" leading out" from the sinful Canaan into a " leading in" to

the glorified and heavenly Canaan. Moreover, the further

development of this promise in ver. 25 also shows that it is not

in the glorified, eternal Canaan that Israel is to dwell, but in

the earthly Canaan in which its fathers dwelt. It is obvious

from this, that in all the promise here given there is no allusion

to a transformation and glorification of Canaan itself. The

helping or saving from all dwelling-places in which they have

sinned would rather consist in the fact, therefore, that God

would remove from their dwelling-places everything that could

offer them an inducement to sin. For although sin has its

seat, not in the things without us, but in the heart, the external

circumstances of a man do offer various inducements to sin.
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Before the captivity, Canaan offered such an inducement, to

the Israelites through the idolatry and moral corruption of the

Canaanites who were left in the land. And with reference to

this the Lord promises that in future, when His people are

brought back to Canaan, He will preserve them from the sinful

influence of their dwelling-places. But this preservation will

only be effected with complete success when God purifies

Israel itself, and, by means of its renovation, eradicates all

sinful desire from the heart (cf. ch. xxxvi. 26, 27). In this

way wntpi is appended in the most fitting way to 'W1 'H^B'iri'!.

—

Through the removal of all sinful influences from around them,

and the purifying of the heart, Israel will then become in truth

the people of God, and Jehovah the God of Israel (ver. 23).

—

Israel, when thus renewed, will walk in the rights of the Lord

and fulfil His commandments, under the protection of its one

shepherd David, i.e. of the Messiah (ver. 24, cf. ch. xxxvi. 27,

and xxxiv. 23) ; and its children and children's children will

dwell for ever in its own land, David being its prince for ever

(ver. 25, cf. ch. xxxvi. 28 and xxxiv. 24). What is new in

this promise, which is repeated from ch. xxxiv. and xxxvi., is

contained in Q^iJ'?, which is to be taken in the strict sense of

the word. Neither the dwelling of Israel in Canaan, nor the

government of the David-Messiah, will ever have an end.

Djiy? is therefore repeated in ver. 26 in the promise of the

covenant which the Lord will make with His people. The

thought itself has already been expressed in ch. xxxiv. 25, and

QW nna. is to be understood, both here and there, as compre-

hending all the saving good which the Lord will bestow upon

His sanctified people. There are only two factors of this salva-

tion mentioned here in vers. 266 and 27, namely, the multipli-

cation of the people, as the earthly side of the divine blessing,

and the establishing of His eternal sanctuary in the midst of

them as the spiritual side. These two points refer back to the

former acts of God, and hold up to view the certain and full

realization in the future of what has hitherto been neither per-
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fectly nor permanently accomplished on account of the sins of

the people. QW?l, in ver. 26, is not to be taken in connection

with cnis 'H'B'in'i, so as to form one idea in the sense of dabo

eos multiplicatos (Venema and Hengstenberg), for we have no

analogies of such a mode of combination ; but QW3, 1 make,

or place them, is to be taken by itself, and completed from the

context, " I make them into a nation, and I multiply them (cf.

ch. xxxvi. 10, 11, 37). Ezekiel has here Lev. xxvi, 9 and 11

in his mind, as we may see from the fact that the words, " I

give my sanctuary in the midst of them for ever," are obviously

formed after Lev. xxvi. 11, " I give my dwelling in the midst

of them ;

" in such a manner, however, that by the substitution

of ''EnpD for "^IfD, and the addition of U^]h, the promise is

both deepened and strengthened. In the change of V?^ into

''f^^P, he may indeed have had the words of Ex. xxv. 8 floating

before his mind, " they shall make me a sanctuary, that I may
dwell among them ;

" nevertheless he deliberately selected the

expression " my sanctuary," to indicate that the Lord would

dwell in the midst of Israel as the Holy One, and the Sanctifier

of His people. Moreover, the words are not, "my dwelling

will be in the midst of them, or among them" (D^ina), but

D?'^?!, over them. This expression is transferred from the site

of the temple, towering above the city (Ps. Ixviii. 30), to the

dwelling of God among His people, to give prominence to the

protective power and saving grace of the God who rules in

Israel (cf. Hengstenberg on Ps. Ixviii. 30). The sanctuary

which Jehovah will give in Israel for ever, i.e. will found and
cause to endure, that He may dwell in the midst of it to shelter

and bless, is the temple, but not the temple built by Zerub-
babel. As an objection to this Jewish interpretation, Jerome
has justly said

:
" but how could it be said to stand 'for ever;

when that temple which was built in the time of Zerubbabel,
and afterwards restored by many others, was consumed by
Eoman fire ? All these things are to be taken as referring to

the church in the time of the Saviour, when His tabernacle
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was placed in the church." There is no reference whatever

here to the rebuilding of the temple by Zernbbabel; not

because that temple did not stand for ever and was destroyed

by the Romans, but chiefly because God did not make it His

abode, or fill this temple with His gracious presence (Shechinah).

The sanctuary which God will place for ever among His people

is the sanctuary seen by Ezekiel in ch. xl. sqq. ; and this is

merely a figurative representation of the " dwelling of God in

the midst of His people through His Son and Holy Spirit " (cf

.

Vitringa, Observv. I. p. 161), which began to be realized in the

incarnation of the Logos, who is set forth in John i. 14 as the

true 13?''?, in the words ea^Krivaxrev iv tjiuv, and is continued in

the spiritual dwelling of God in the heart of believers (1 Cor.

iii. 16, vi. 19), and will be completed at the second coming of

our Lord in the " tabernacle {aKrivq) of God with men " of the

new Jerusalem, of which the Lord God Almighty and the

Lamb are the temple, since Israel will then first have become

in truth the people of God, and Jehovah (God with them)

their God (Rev. xxi. 3, 22).—The promise concludes in ver. 28

with an allusion to tlie impression which these acts of God in

Israel will make upon the heathen (cf. ch. xxxvi. 36). From
the fact that Jehovah erects His sanctuary in the midst of

Israel for ever, they will learn that it is He who sanctifieth

Israel. ^p_, to sanctify, means, " to remove from all connec-

tion either with sin or with its consequences. Here the refer-

ence is to the latter, because these alone strike the eyes of the

heathen ; but the former is presupposed as the necessary foun-

dation" (Hengstenberg). The words rest upon the promises

of the Pentateuch, where God describes Himself as He who

will and does sanctify Israel (compare Ex. xxxi. 13; Lev.

xxii. 31—33). This promise, which has hitherto been only

imperfectly fulfilled on account of Israel's guilt, will be per-

fectly realized in the future, when Israel will walk in the ways

of the Lord, renewed by the Spirit of God.

Thus does this prophecy of Ezekiel span the whole future of
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the people of God even to eternity. But the promise in which

it culminates, namely, that the Lord will erect His sanctuary

in the midst of His restored people, and there take up His

abode above them for ever (ch. xxxvii. 26 sqq.), is of importance

as helping to decide the question, how we are to understand the

fulfilment of the restoration to Canaan into the land given to

the fathers, which is promised to all Israel ; whether, in a literal

manner, by the restoration of the Israelites to Palestine; or

spiritually, by the gathering together of the Israelites converted

to the Lord their God and Saviour, and their introduction into

the kingdom of God founded by Christ, in which case Canaan,

as the site of the Old Testament kingdom of God, would be a

symbolical or typical designation of the earthly soil of the

heavenly kingdom, which has appeared in the Christian church.

—These two different views have stood opposed to one another

from time immemorial, inasmuch as the Jews expect from the

Messiah, for whose advent they still hope, not only their restora-

tion to Palestine, but the erection of the kingdom of David and

the rebuilding of the temple upon Mount Zion, together with

the sacrificial worship of the Levitical law; whereas in the

Christian church, on the ground of the New Testament doc-

trine, that the old covenant has been abolished along with the

Levitical temple-worship througli the perfect fulfilment of the

law by Christ and the perpetual efficacy of His atoning sacri-

fice, the view has prevailed that, with the abolition of the Old

Testament form of the kingdom of God, even Palestine has

ceased to be the chosen land of the revelation of the saving

grace of God, and under the new covenant Canaan extends

as far as the Israel of the new covenant, the church of Jesus

Christ, is spread abroad over the earth, and that Zion or Jeru-

salem is to be sought wherever Christendom worships God in

spirit and in truth, wherever Christ is with His people, and

dwells in the hearts of believers through the Holy Spirit. It

was by J, A. Bengel and C. F. Oetinger that the so-called

"realistic" interpretation of the Messianic prophecies of the
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Old Testament—according to which, after the future conver-

sion to Christ of the Jewish people who are hardened still, the

establishment of the kingdom of God in Palestine and its

capital Jerusalem is to be expected—has been revived and

made into one of the leading articles of Christian hope. By

means of this " realistic " exposition of the prophetic word

the chiliastic dogma of the establishment of a kingdom of glory-

before the last judgment and the end of the world is then de-

duced from the twentieth chapter of the Apocalypse ; and many

of the theologians of our day regard this as the certain resultant

of a deeper study of the Scriptures. In the more precise

definition of the dogma itself, the several supporters diverge

very widely from one another ; but they all agree in this, that

they base the doctrine chiefly upon the prophetic announce-

ment of the eventual conversion and glorification of all Israel.

—As Ezekiel then stands out among all the prophets as the

one who gives the most elaborate prediction of the restoration

of Israel under the government of- the Messiah, and he not

only draws in ch. xl.-xlviii. a detailed picture of the new form

of the kingdom of God, but also in ch. xxxviii. and xxxix., in

the prophecy concerning Gog and Magog, foretells an attack

on the part of the heathen world upon the restored kingdom

of God, which appears, according to Eev. xx. 7-9, to constitute

the close of the thousand years' reign ; we must look somewhat

more closely at this view, and by examining the arguments pro

and con, endeavour to decide the question as to the fulfilment

of the Old Testament prophecies concerning the future of

Israel. In doing this, however, we shall fix our attention

exclusively upon the exegetical arguments adduced in support

of the chiliastic view by its latest supporters.^

^ These are, C. A. Auberlen, " The Prophet Daniel and the Revelation of

John ;
" also in a treatise on the Messianic Prophecies of the Mosaic times,

in the Jahrbb. f. deutsche Thediogie, IV. pp. 778 sqq. ; J. C. K. Hofmann,

in his Weissagung und Erfvllung im A. u. N. Testamente, and in the

Schri/tbeweis, vol. II. p. 2 ; Mich. Baumgarten, article " Ezekiel" in Herzog's
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The prophetic announcement, that the Lord will one day

gather together again the people of Israel, which has been

thrust out among the heathen for its unfaithfulness, will bring

it back into the land given to the fathers, and there bless and

greatly multiply it, has its roots in the promises of the law. If

the stiff-necked transgressors of the commandments of God

—

these are the words of Lev. xxvi. 40-45—bear the punishment

of their iniquity in the land of their enemies, and confess their

sins, and their uncircumcised heart is humbled, then will the

Lord remember His covenant with the patriarchs, and not cast

them off even in the land of their enemies, to destroy them,

and to break His covenant with them ; but will remember

the covenant which He made with their ancestors, when He

brought them out of Egypt before the eyes of the nations to be

their God.- He will, as this is more precisely defined in Deut.

XXX. 3 sqq., gather them together again out of the heathen

nations, lead them back into the land which their fathers pos-

sessed, and multiply Israel more thanits fathers. On the ground

of this promise, of which Moses gives a still further pledge to the

people in his dying song (Deut. xxxii. 36—43), all the prophets

announce the restoration and ultimate glorification of Israel.

This song, which closes with the promise, " Kejoice, ye nations,

over His people ; for He will avenge the blood of His servants,

and repay vengeance to His adversaries, and expiate His land,

His people," continues to resound—to use the words of Hof-

mann (Schriftbeweis, II, 2, pp. 89, 90)—"through all the Old

Testament prophecy. Not only when Obadiah (ver. 17) and

Joel (ch. iii. 5) promise good to their nation do they call

Mount Zion and the city of Jerusalem the place where there

is protection from the judgment upon the nations of the world

;

but Micah also, who foretells the destruction of the temple and

Cyclopaedia, and here and there in his commentary on the Old Testament

;

C. B. Luthardt, The Doctrine of the Last Things in Treatises and Expositions

of Scripture (1851) ; and Dr. Volck, in the Dorpater Zeitschrift fur Theo-
logie und Kirche, IX. pp. 142 sqq. ; and others.
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the carrying away of his people to Babylon, beholds Mount

Zion exalted at last above all the seats of worldly power, and

his people brought back to the land of their fathers (ch. iv. 1,

vii. 14). The same Isaiah, who was sent to harden his people

with the word of his prophecy, is nevertheless certain that at

last a holy nation will dwell in Jerusalem, a remnant of Israel

(Isa. iv. 3, X. 21) ; and the holy mountain of Jehovah, to which

His scattered people return from all the ends of the world, is

that abode of peace where even wild beasts do no more harm

under the rule of the second David (Isa. xi. 9, 11). After all

the calamities which it was the mournful lot of Jeremiah to

foretell and also to witness, Jehovah showed this prophet the

days when He would restore His people, and bring them back

to the land which He gave to their fathers (Jer. xxx. 3). . . .

And the same promise is adhered to even after the return. In

every way is the assurance given by Zechariah, that Judali

shall be God's holy possession in God's holy land."^ This re-

storation of Israel Ezekiel describes, in harmony with Jer. xxxi.,

1 Compare with this the words of Auberlen (der Prophet Daniel, p.- 399,

ed. 2) :
" The doctrine of the glorious restoration of Israel to Canaan, after

severe chastisement and humiliation, is so essential and fundamental a

thought of all prophecy, that the difficulty is not so much to find passages

to support itj as to make a selection from them. By way of example, let

us notice Isa. ii. 2-4, iv. 2-6, ix. 1-6, xi. and xii. ; more especially xi.

11 sqq., xxiv. sqq., Ix. sqq. ; Jer. xxx.-xxxiii. ; Ezek. xxxiv. 23-31, xxivi.,

xxxvii. ; Hos. ii. 16-25, iii. 4, 5, xL 8-11, xiv. 2 sqq. ; Joel iii. 1-5, iv.

16-21 ; Amos ix. 8-15 ; Obad. vers. 17-21 ; Mic. iL 12, 13, iv., v., vii.

11-20 ; Zeph. iii. 14-20 ; Zech. ii. 4 sqq., viii. 7 sqq., ix. 9 sqq., x. 8-12,

xii. 2-xiii. 6, xiv. 8 sqq." Auberlen (pp. 400 sq.) then gives the following

as the substance of these prophetic descriptions :
" Israel having been

brought back to its own land, will be the people of God in a much higher

and deeper sense than before ; inasmuch as sin will be averted, the know-

ledge of God will fill the land, and the Lord will dwell again in the midst

of His people at Jerusalem. A new period of revelation is thus com-

menced, the Spirit of God is richly poured out, and with this a plenitude

of such gifts of grace as were possessed in a typical manner by the apostolic

church. And this rich spiritual life has also its perfect external manifes-

tation both in a priestly and a regal form. The priesthood of Israel was
more especially seen by Ezekiel, the son of a priest, in his mysterious

vision in ch. xl.-xlviii. ; the monarchy by Daniel, the statesman | while
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though in a much more detailed picture, in the following way

:

—" The condition of things in the future will differ from that

in the past, simply in the fact that Israel will then have a heart

converted to fidelity and obedience by the Spirit of God

(ch. xi. 19, xxxvi. 27), and will live in good peace and pro-

sperity under the shelter of its God, who is known and acknow-

ledged by all the world (ch. xxxvi. 23). The land to which it

is restored, a land most decidedly represented by Ezekiel as the

same as that in which its fathers lived (ch. xxxvii. 25), appears

throughout merely as a happy earthly dwelling-place, and the

promise of its possession as an assurance given to a nation

continuing to propagate itself in peace" (Hofmann, p. 576).

This manner of depicting the condition of the Israel restored

and glorified by the Messiah, as a peaceful settlement and a

happy life in the land of the fathers, a life rich in earthly

possessions, is not confined, however, to Jeremiah and Ezekiel,

but stands out more or less conspicuously in the Messianic

pictures of all the prophets. What follows, then, from this in

Jeremiah, for example, unites the two (ch. xxxiii. 17-22). What took

place only in an outward way, i.e. in the letter, during the Old Testament

times, and withdrew, on the other hand, into the inward and hidden spirit-

life during the time of the Christian church, will then manifest itself out-

wardly also, and assume an external though pneumatic form. In the Old

Testament the whole of the national life of Israel in its several forms of

manifestation, domestic and political life, labour and art, literature and
culture, was regulated by religion, though only at first in an outward and

legal way. The church, on the other hand, has, above all, to urge a

renewal of the heart, and must give freedom to the outward forms which
life assumes, enjoining upon the conscience of individual men, in these also

to glorify Christ. In the thousand years' reign all these departments of

life will be truly Christianized, and that from within. Looked at in this

light, there will be nothing left to give offence, if we bear in mind that the

ceremonial law of Moses corresponds to the priesthood of Israel, and the

civa law to the monarchy. The Gentile church has only been able to

adopt the moral law, however certainly it has been directed merely to the

inwardly working means of the word, or of the prophetic office. But when
once the priesthood and the kingly ofSce have been restored, then, without
doing violence to the Epistle to the Hebrews, the ceremonial and civil law
of Moses will unfold its spiritual depths in the worship and constitution of

the thousand years' reign."
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relation to the mode in which these prophecies are to be fulfilled 1

Is it that the form assumed by the life of the people of Israel

when restored will be only a heightened repetition of the condi-

tions of its former life in Palestine, undisturbed by sin ? By no

means. On the contrary, it follows from this that the prophets

have depicted the glorious restoration of Israel by the Messiah

by means of figures borrowed from the past and present of the

national life of Israel, and therefore that their picture is not to

be taken literally, but symbolically or typically, and that we are

not to expect it to be literally fulfilled.

We are forced to this conclusion by the fact that, through

the coming of Christ, and the kingdom of heaven which began

with Him, the idea of the people of God has been so expanded,

that henceforth not the lineal descendants of Abraham, or the

Jewish nation merely, but the church of confessors of Jesus

Christ, gathered together out of Israel and the Gentiles, has

become the people of God, and the economy of the Old Testa-

ment has ceased to constitute the divinely appointed form of

the church of God. If, therefore, the Jewish people, who have

rejected the Saviour, who appeared in Jesus Christ, and have

hardened themselves against the grace and truth revealed in

Him, are not cast off for ever, but, according to the promises

of the Old Testament and the teaching of the Apostle Paul

(Eom. xi.), will eventually repent, and as a people turn to the

crucified One, and then also realize the fulfilment of the pro-

mises of God ; there is still lacking, with the typical character

of the prophetic announcement, any clear and unambiguous

biblical evidence that all Israel, whose salvation is to be looked

for in the future, will be brought back to Palestine, when

eventually converted to Christ the crucified One, and continue

there as a people separated from the rest of Christendom, and

form the earthly centre of the church of the Lord gathered

out of all nations and tongues. For, however well founded the

remark of Hofmann (ut sup. p. 88) may be, that " holy people

and holy land are demanded by one another ;" this proves
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nothing more than that the holy people, gathered out of all the

families of the earth through the believing reception of the

gospel, will also have a holy land for its dwelling-place ; in

other words, that, with the spread of the church of the Lord

over all the quarters of the globe, the earth will become holy

land or Canaan, so far as it is inhabited by the followers of

Christ. The Apostle Paul teaches this in the same Epistle in

which he foretells to Israel, hardened in unbelief, its eventual

restoration and blessedness ; when he explains in Kom. iv. 9-13

that to Abraham or his seed the promise that he was to be the

heir of the world was not fulfilled through the law, but through

the righteousness of the faith, which Abraham had when still

uncircumcised, that he might become a father of all those who

believe, though they be not circumcised, and a father of the

circumcision, not merely of those who are of the circumcision,

but of those also who walk in the footsteps of his faith. As

the apostle, when developing this thought, interprets the promise

given to the patriarch in Gen. xii. 7 and xv. 18 : " to thy seed

will I give this land " (i.e. the land of Canaan), by KXTjpovo/ieiv

Koa/jLov (inheriting the world), he regards Canaan as a type of

the world or of the earth, which would be occupied by the

children born of faith to the patriarch.

This typical interpretation of the promise, given in the Old

Testament to the seed of Abraham, of the everlasting possession

of the land of Canaan, which is thus taught by the Apostle

Paul, and has been adopted by the church on his authority,

corresponds also to the spirit and meaning of the Old Testa-

ment word of God. This is evident from Gen. xvii., where

the Lord God, when instituting the covenant of circumcision,

gives not to Abraham only, but expressly to Sarah also, the

promise to make them into peoples (Dli^), that kings of nations

(D''Eiy i3pp) shall come from them through the son, whom they

are to receive (vers. 6 and 16), and at the same time promises

to give to the seed of Abraham, thus greatly to be multiplied,

the land of his pilgrimage, the whole land of Canaan, for an
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everlasting possession (ver. 8). This promise the Lord, as the

" almighty God," has not carried into effect by making Abraham

and Sarah into nations through the lineal posterity of Isaac,

but only through the spiritual seed of Abraham, believers out

of all nations, who have become, and still will become, chil-

dren of Abraham in Christ. It was only through these that

Abraham became the father of a multitude of nations (liiori 3N?

D^ja, ver. 5). For although two peoples sprang from Isaac, the

Israelites through Jacob, and the Edomites through Esau, and

Abraham also became the ancestor of several tribes through

Ishmael and the sons of Keturah, the divine promise in question

refers to the people of Israel alone, because Esau was separated

from the seed of the promise by God Himself, and the other

sons of Abraham were excluded by the fact that they were not

born of Sarah. The twelve tribes, however, formed but one

people; and although Ezekiel calls them two peoples (ch.

XXXV. 10 and xxxvii. 22), having in view their division into

two kingdoms, they are never designated or described in the

Old or New Testament as D;i3 lion. To this one people God

did indeed give the land of Canaan for a possession, according

to the boundaries described in Num. xxxiv., so that it dwelt

therein until it was driven out and scattered among the heathen

for its persistent unfaithfulness. But inasmuch as that portion

of the promise which referred to the multiplication of the seed

of Abraham into peoples was only to receive its complete

fulfilment in Christ, according to the counsel and will of God,

through the grafting of the believing Gentile nations into the

family of Abraham, and has so received it, we are not at liberty

to restrict the other portion of this promise, relating to the

possession of the land of Canaan, to the lineal posterity of the

patriarch, or the people of Israel by lineal descent, but must

assume that in the promise of the land to be given to the seed

of Abraham God even then spoke of Canaan as a type of the

land which was to be possessed by the posterity of Abraham

multiplied into nations.

£Z£K. II. E
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This typical phraseology runs through all the prophetical

writings of the Old Testament, and that both with regard to

the promised seed, which Abraham received through Isaac

(Gen. xxi. 12) in the people of Israel, and also with reference

to the land promised to this seed for an inheritance, although,

while the old covenant established at Sinai lasted, Israel

according to the flesh was the people of God, and the earthly

Canaan between the Euphrates and the river of Egypt was the

dwelling-place of this people. For inasmuch as Abraham

received the promise at the very time of his call, that in his

seed all the families of the earth should be blessed, and the

germs of the universal destination of the people and kingdom

of God were deposited, according to Gen. xvii., in the subse-

quent patriarchal promises, the prophets continued to employ

the names of Israel and Canaan more and more in their Mes-

sianic prophecies as symbolical terms for the two ideas of the

people and kingdom of God. And from the time when the

fortress of Jerusalem upon Mount Zlon was exalted by David

into the capital of his kingdom and the seat of his government

over Israel, and was also made the site of the dwelling of

Jehovah in the midst of His people, by the removal of the ark

of the covenant to Zion, and the building of the temple which

was planned by David, though only carried into execution by

Solomon his son, they employed Zion and Jerusalem in the

same typical manner as the seat and centre of the kingdom of

God ; so that, in the Messianic psalms and the writings of the

prophets, Zion or Jerusalem is generally mentioned as the place

from which the king (David-Messiah), anointed by Jehovah as

prince over His people, extends His dominion over all the

earth, and whither the nations pour to hear the law of the Lord,

and to be instructed as to His ways and their walking in His

paths.

Consequently neither the prominence expressly given to the

land in the promises contained in Lev. xxvi. 42 and Deut.

xxxii. 43, upon which such stress is laid by Auberlen {die
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messianiscUe Weissagungen, pp. 827 and 833), nor the fact that

Mount Zion or the city of Jerusalem is named as the place of

judgment upon the world of nations and the completion of the

kingdom of God, to which both Hofmann and Auberlen appeal

in the passages already quoted, furnishes any valid evidence

that the Jewish people, on its eventual conversion to Christ,

will be brought back to Palestine, and that the Lord, at His

second coming, will establish the millennial kingdom in the

earthly Jerusalem, and take up His abode on the material

Mount Zion, in a temple built by human hands.

Even the supporters of the literal interpretation of the Mes-

sianic prophecies cannot deny the symbolico-typical character

of the Old Testament revelation. Thus Auberlen, for example,

observes (die mess. Weiss, p. 821) that, " in their typical cha-

racter, the sacrifices furnish us with an example of the true

signification of all the institutions of the Old Testament kingdom

of God, while the latter exhibit to us in external symbol and

type the truly holy people and the Messianic kingdom in its

perfection, just as the former set forth the sacrifice of the

Messiah." But among these institutions the Israelitish sanc-

tuary (tabernacle or temple) undoubtedly occupied a leading

place as a symbohco-typical embodiment of the kingdom of

God established in Israel, as is now acknowledged by nearly

all the, expositors of Scripture who have any belief in revelation.

It is not merely the institutions of the old covenant, however,

which have a symbolico-typical signification, but this is also

the case with the history of the covenant nation of the Old

Testament, and the soil in which this history developed itself.

This is so obvious, that Auberlen himself (ut sup. p. 827) has

said that "it is quite a common thing with the prophets to

represent the approaching dispersion and enslaving of Israel

among the heathen as a renewal of their condition in Egypt,

and the eventual restoration of both the people and kingdom

as a new exodus from Egypt and entrance into Canaan (Hos.

ii. 1, 2 and 16, 17, ix. 3 and 6, xi. 5, 11; Mic. ii. 12, 13,
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vii. 15, 16 ; Isa. x. 24, 26, xi. 11 ; Jer. xvi. 14, 15, and other

passages)." And even Hofmann, who sets: aside this typical

phraseology of the prophets in Isa. xi. 11—15, where the

restoration of Israel from Its dispersion throughout all the

world is depicted as a repetition of its deliverance from Egypt

through the miraculous division of the Eed Sea, with the

simple remark, " that the names of the peoples mentioned in

the 14th as well as in the 11th verse, and the obstacles described

in the 15th verse, merely serve to elaborate the thought"

(Schriftbeweis, II. 2, p. 548), cannot help admitting (at p. 561)

" that in Isa. xxxiv. 5 Dn?< is not to be understood as a special

prophecy against the Edomitish people, but as a symbolical

designation of the world of mankind in its enmity against (3od."

But if Edom is a type of the human race in its hostility to

God in this threatening of judgment, " the ransomed of

Jehovah" mentioned in the corresponding announcement of

salvation in Isa. xxxv., who are to " return to Zion with songs,

and everlasting joy upon their heads," cannot be the rescued

remnant of the Jewish people, or the Israel of the twelve tribes

who will ultimately attain to blessedness, nor can the Zion to

which they return be the capital of Palestine. If Edom in

this eschatological prophecy denotes the world in its enmity

against God, the ransomed of Jehovah who return to Zion are

the people of God gathered from both Gentiles and Jews, who

enter into the blessedness of the heavenly Jerusalem. By

adopting this view of Edom, Hofmann has admitted the typical

use of the ideas, both of the people of Jehovah (Israel) and of

Zion, by the prophets, and has thereby withdrawn all firm

foundation from his explanation of similar Messianic prophecies

when the Jewish nation is concerned. The same rule which

applies to Edom and Zion in Isa. xxxiv. and xxxv. must also be

applicable in Isa. xl.-lxvi. The prophecy concerning Edom in

Isa. xxxv. has its side-piece in Isa. Ixiii. 1-6 ; and, as Delitzsch

has said, the announcement of the return of the ransomed of

Jehovah to Zion in ch. xxxvi., "as a whole and in every
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particular, both lu thought and language, is a prelude of this

book of consolation for the exiles (i.e. the one which follows in

Isa. xl.-lxvi)." Ezekiel uses Edom in the same way, in the

prediction of the everlasting devastation of Edom and the

restoration of the devastated land of Israel, to be a lasting

blessing for its inhabitants. As Edom in this case also repre-

sents the world in its hostility to God (see the comm. on ch.

XXXV. 1-xxxvi. 15), the land of Israel also is not Palestine, but

the kingdom of the Messiah, the boundaries of which extend

from sea to sea, and from the river to the ends of the world

(Ps. Ixxii. 8 and Zech. ix. 10). It is true that in the case of

our prophet there is no express mention made of the spread of

the kingdom of God over the lands, inasmuch as he is watch-

man over the house of Israel, and therefore, for the most part,

principally speaks of the restoration of Israel ; but it is also

obvious that this prophetic truth was not unknown to him, from

the fact that, according to ch. xlvii. 22, 23, in the fresh division

of the land among the tribes by lot, the foreigners as well as

the natives are to be reckoned among the children of Israel,

and to receive their portion of the land as well, which plainly

abolishes the difference in lineal descent existing under the old

covenant. Still more clearly does he announce the reception

of the heathen nations into the kingdom of God in ch. xvi. 53

sqq., where he predicts the eventual turning of the captivity,

not of Jerusalem only, but also of Samaria and Sodom, as the

goal of the ways of God with His people. If, therefore, in His

pictures of the restoration and glorification of the kingdom of

God, he speaks of the land of Israel alone, the reason for this

mode of description is probably also to be sought in the fact

that he goes back to the fundamental prophecies of the Pen-

tateuch more than other prophets do ; and as, on the one hand,

he unfolds the fulfilment of the threats in Lev. xxvi. and Deut.

xxviii.-xxxii. in his threatenings of judgments, so, on the other

hand, does he display the fulfilment of the promises of the law

in his predictions of salvation. If we bear this in mind, we
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must not take his prophecy of the very numerous multiplication

of Israel and of the eternal possession of Canaan and its

blessings in any other sense than in that of the divine promise

in Gen. xvii. ; that is to say, we must not restrict the numerous

multiplication of Israel to the literal multiplication of the

remnant of the twelve tribes, but must also understand thereby

the multiplication of the seed of Abraham into peoples in the

manner explained above, and interpret in the same way the

restoration of Israel to the land promised to the fathers.

This view of the Old Testament prophecy concerning the

eventual restoration of Israel on its conversion to Christ is

confirmed as to its correctness by the New Testament also ; if,

for example, we consider the plain utterances of Christ and

His apostles concerning the relation of the Israel according to

the flesh, i.e. of the Jewish nation, to Christ and His kingdom,

and do not adhere in a one-sided manner to the literal inter'

pretation of the eschatological pictures contained in the language

of the Old Testament prophecy. For since, as Hofmann has

correctly observed in his Schriftbeweis (II. 2, pp. 667, 668),

" the apostolical doctrine of the end of the present condition of

things, namely, of the reappearance of Christ, of the glorifica-

tion of His church, and the resurrection of its dead, or even of

the general resurrection of the dead, of the glorification of the

material world, the destruction of the present and the creation

of a new one, stands in this relation to the Old Testament

prophecy of the end of things, that it is merely a repetition of

it under the new point of view, which accompanied the appear-

ing and glorification of Jesus and the establishment of His

church of Jews and Gentiles;" these eschatological pictures

are also clothed in the symbolico-typical form peculiar to the

Old Testament prophecy, the doctrinal import of which can

only be determined in accordance with the unambiguous doc-

trinal passages of the New Testament. Of these doctrinal

passages the first which presents itself is Rom. xi., where the

Apostle Paul tells the Christians at Rome as a fivarvpiov, that
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hardness in part has happened to Israel, till the pleroma of the

Gentiles has entered into the kingdom of God, and so (i.e.

after this has taken place) all Israel will be rescued or saved

(vers. 25, 26). He then supports this by a scriptural qviotation

formed from Isa. lix. 20 and xxvii. 9 (LXX.), with an evident

allusion to Jer. xxxi. 34 (? 33) also : " there shall come out of

Zion the deliverer, and shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob,"

etc. ; whilst he has already shown how, as the fall of Israel, or

its airo^oKri, is the riches of the Gentiles and reconciliation of

the world, the irpo&Xtj'^i'i will be nothing else than life from

the dead (fw^ 6« veKpcov, vers. 11-15). The apostle evidently

teaches here that the partial hardening of Israel, in consequence

of which the people rejected the Saviour, who appeared in

Jesus, and were excluded from the salvation in Christ, is not

an utter rejection of the old covenant nation; but that the

hardening of Israel will cease after the entrance of the pleroma

of the Gentiles into the kingdom of God, and so all Israel (Tra?

''laparfK in contrast with eic ftepov?, i.e. the people of Israel as

a whole) will attain to salvation, although this d6es not teach

the salvation of every individual Jew.^ But Auberlen (die

mess. Weissagungen, pp. 801 sqq.) puts too much into these words

of the apostle when he combines them with Ex. xix. 5, 6, and

vfrom the fact that Israel in the earlier ages of the Old Testa-

1 "All Israel," says Philippi in the 3d ed. of his Commentary on the

Epistle to the Romans (p. 537), " as contrasted with U fiipov; (in part) in

ver. 25, and also in the connection in which it stands with the train of

thought in eh. ix.—xi., which, as the chapter before us more especially

shows, has only to do with the bringing of the nations as a whole to the

Messianic salvation, cannot be understood in any other sense than as signi-

fying the people of Israel as a whole (see also vers. 28-32). The explanation

of the words as denoting the spiritual Israel, the 'Israel of God' (Gal.

vi. 16), according to which all the true children of Abraham and of God
are to be saved through the entrance of the chosen Gentiles, and at tha'

same time also of the ixT^oyi of the Israel that has not been hardened, is

just as arbitrary as it is to take 'all Israel' as referring merely to the

believing portion of the Jews, the portion chosen by God, who have belonged

in all ages to the 'ktiftfut x«t' £»Aoy«i/ x'^P^'i" But in the appendix to

the third edition he has not only given full expression to the opposite view,
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ment was once a people and kingdom, but not really a holy

and priestly one, and that in the first ages of the New Testament

it was once holy and priestly, though not as a people and

kingdom, draws the conclusion, not only that the Jewish nation

must once more become holy as a people and kingdom, but also

that the apostle of the Gentiles here declares " that the promise

given to the people of Israel, that it is to be a holy people, will

still be fulfilled in its experience, and that in connection with

this, after the present period of the kingdom of God, there is

a new period in prospect, when the converted and sanctified

Israel, being called once for all to be a priestly kingdom, will

become the channel of the blessing of fellowship with God to

the nations in a totally different and far more glorious manner

than before." For if the apostle had intended to teach the

eventual accomplishment of this promise in the case of the

Israel according to the flesh, he would certainly have quoted

it, or at all events have plainly hinted at it, and not merely

have spoken of the aa>^ea-6ai of the Israel which was hardened

then. There is nothing to show, even in the remotest way,

that Israel will eventually be exalted into the holy and priestly

people and kingdom for the nations, either in the assurance

that " all Israel shall be saved," or in the declaration that the

"receiving" (Trpo&Xrjiln';) of Israel will work, or be followed

which Besser in his Bihehtunden has supported in the most decided man-

ner, after the example of Luther and many of the Lutheran expositors, but

is inclined to give the preference, even above the view which he previously

upheld, to the idea that " all Israel is the whole of the Israel intended by

the prophetic word, and included in the divine word of promise, to which

alone the name of Israel truly and justly belongs according to the correct

understanding of the Old Testament word of God—that is to say, those

lineal sons of Abraham who walk in the footsteps of his faith (ch. iv. 12),

those Jews who are so not merely outwardly in the flesh, but also inwardly

in the spirit, through circumcision of heart (ch. ii. 28, 29) ;" and also to

the following exposition which Calovius gives of the whole passage, namely,

that " it does not relate to a simultaneous or universal conversion of the

Israelites, or to the conversion of a great multitude, which is to take place

at the last times of the world, and is to be looked forward to still, but

rather to successive conversions continuing even to the end of the world."
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by, "Tife from tiie dead" (ver. 15); and the proposition from

which Paul infers the future deliverance of the people of Israel

—

viz., " if the first^fruit be holy, the lump is also holy ; and if the

root be holy, so are the branches" (ver. 16)—shows plainly that

it never entered the apostle's mind to predict for the branches

that were broken off the olive tree for a time an exaltation to

even greater holiness than that possessed by the root and begin-

ning of Israel when they should be grafted in again.

There is also another way in which Hofmann {Schri/tbeweis,

II, 2, pp. 96 and 668) makes insertions in the words of the apostle,

—namely, when he draws the conclusion from the prophetic

quotation in vers. 25, 26, that the apostle takes the thought

from, the prophetic writings, that Zion and Israel are the place

where the final revelation of salvation will be made, and then

argues in support of this geographical exposition of the words,

" shall come out of Zion," on the ground that in these words

we have not to think of the first coming of the Saviour alone,

but the apostle extends to the second coming with perfect pro-

priety what the Old Testament prophecy generally affirms

with regard to the coming of Christ, and what had already been

verified at His first coming. This argument is extremely

weak. Even if one would or could insist up6n the fact that,

when rendering the words ??<13 li'S? X3!| (there will come for

Zion a Redeemer), in Isa. lix. 20, by ^^ei m Siwv 6 pvofievo'i

(the Redeemer will come out of Zion), the apostle designedly

adopted the expression iic ^ia>v, it would by no means follow

" that he meant the material Zion or earthly Jerusalem to be

regarded as the final site of the New Testament revelation."

For if the apostle used the expression " come out of Zion,"

with reference to the second coming of the Lord, because it

had been verified at the first coming of Jesus, although Jesus

did not then come out of Zion, but out of Bethlehem, accord-

ing to the prophecy of Mic. v. 1 (of. Matt. i. 5, 6), he cannot

have meant the material Mount Zion by e/e Suov, but must

have taken Zion in the prophetico-typical sense of the central
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seat of the kingdom of God ; a meaning which it also has in

such passages in the Psalms as Ps. xiv. 7, liii. 7, and ex. 2,

which he appears to have had floating before his mind. It

was only by taking this view of Zion that Paul could use ew

Siwv for the li'V? of Isaiah, without altering the meaning of

the prophecy, that the promised Redeemer would come for

Zion, i.e. for the citizens of Zion, the Israelites. The apostle,

when making this quotation from the prophets, had no more

intention of giving any information concerning the place where

Christ would appear to the now hardened Israel, and prove

Himself to be the Redeemer, than concerning the land in which

the Israel scattered among the nations would be found at the

second coming of our Lord. And there is nothing whatever

in the New Testament to the effect that " the Lord will not

appear again till He has prepared both Israel and Zion for the

scene of His reappearing" (Hofmann, p. 97). All that Christ

says is, that the gospel of the kingdom will be preached

in the whole world for a witness concerning all nations, and

then will the end come (Matt. xxiv. 14). And if, in addition

to this, on His departing for ever from the temple. He exclaimed

to the Jews who rejected Him, " Your house will be left unto

you desolate ; for I say unto you, Ye will not see me henceforth,

till ye shall say. Blessed be he that cometh in the name of the

Lord" (Matt, xxiii. 38, 39), all that He means is, that He will

not appear to them or come to them before they receive Him

with faith, " greet Him as the object of their longing expecta>-

tion
;

" and by no means that He will not come till they havd

been brought back from their dispersion to Palestine and

Jerusalem.

Even Matt, xxvii. 53 and Rev. xi. 2, where Jerusalem is

called the holy city, do not furnish any tenable proof of this,

because it is so called, not with regard to any glorification to be

looked for in the future, but as the city in which the holiest events

in the world's history had taken place
; just as Peter (2 Pet. i. 18)

designates the Mount of Transfiguration the holy mount, with
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reference to that event, arid not with any sinticipatlbn of a

future glorification of the mountain ; and in 1 Kings xix. 8

Horeb is called the Mount of God, because in the olden time

God revealed Himself there. " The old Jerusalem is even

now the holy city still to those who have directed their hopeful

eyes to the new Jerusalem alone " (Hengstenberg). This also

applies to the designation of the temple as the " holy place " in

Matt. xxiv. 15, by which Hofmann (p. 91) would also, though

erroneously, understand Jerusalem.

And the words of Christ in Luke xxi. 24, that Jerusalem

will be trodden down by the Gentiles, a;^/34 "rrKripcoOwaiv KUipoi

eQv&v, cannot be used as furnishing a proof that the earthly

Jerusalem will be occupied by the converted Jews before or at

the second coming of the Lord. For if stress be laid upon the

omission of the article, and the appointed period be understood

in such a manner as to lead to the following rendering, viz.

:

" till Gentile periods shall be fulfilled," i.e. " till certain

periods which have been appointed to Gentile nations for the

accomplishment of this judgment of wrath from God shall

have elapsed" (Meyer), we may assume, with Hengstenberg

{die Juden und die christl. Kirche, 3 art.), that these times

come to an end when the overthrow of the might of the

Gentiles is effected through the judgment of God, and the

Christian church takes their place ; and we may still further say

with him, that " the treading down of Jerusalem by the heathen,

among whom, according to the Christian view, the Mahometans

also are to be reckoned, has ceased twice already,—namely, in

the reign of Constantino, and in the time of the Crusades,

when a Christian kingdom existed in Jerusalem. And what

then happened, though only in a transient way, will eventually

take place again, and that definitively, on the ground of this

declaration of the Lord. Jerusalem will become the posses-

sion of the Israel of the Christian church." If, on the other

hand, we adopt Hofmann's view (pp. 642, 643), that by Kaipol

iOvoiv we are to understand the times of the nations, when the
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world belonn's to them, in accordance with Dan. viii. 14, in

support of which Eev. xi. 2 may also be adduced, these times

" come to an end when the people of God obtain the supre-

macy ; " and, according to this explanation, it is affirmed " that

this treading down of the holy city will not come to an end till

the filling up of the time, during which the world belongs to

the nations, and therefore not till the end of the present course

of this world." But if the treading down of Jerusalem by the

Gentiles lasts till then, even the converted Jews cannot recover

possession of it at that time ; for at the end of the present

course of this world the new creation of the heaven and earth

will take place, and the perfected church of Christ, gathered

out of Israel and the Gentile nations, will dwell in the heavenly

Jerusalem that has come down upon the new earth.—However,

therefore, we may interpret these words of the Lord, we are

not taught in Luke xxi. 24 any more than in Matt. xxiv. 15

and xxvii. 53, or Rom. xi. 26, that the earthly Jerusalem will

come into the possession of the converted Jews after its libera-

tion from the power of the Gentiles, that it will hold a central

position in the world, or that the temple will be erected there

again.

And lastly, a decisive objection to these Jewish, millenarian

hopes, and at the same time to the literal interpretation of the

prophetic announcements of the restoration of Israel, is to be

found in the fact that the New Testament says nothing what-

ever concerning a rebuilding of the Jerusalem temple and a

restoration of the Levitical worship ; but that, on the contrary,

it teaches in the most decided manner, that, with the completion

of the reconciliation of men with God through the sacrifice of

Christ upon Golgotha, the sacrificial and temple service of the

Levitical law was fulfilled and abolished (Heb. vii.-x.), on the

ground of the declaration of Christ, that the hour cometh, and

now is, when men shall worship neither upon Gerizim nor at

Jerusalem ; but the true worshippers shall worship the Father

in spirit and in truth (John iv. 21-24), in accordance with the
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direction given by the apostle in Eom. xii. 1. But the prophets

of the Old Testament do not merely predict the return of the

Israelites to their own land, and their everlasting abode in that

land under the rule of the Messiah ; but this prediction of theirs

culminates in the promise that Jehovah vi^ill establish His

sanctuary, i.e. His temple, in the midst of His redeemed people,

and dwell there with them and above them for ever (Ezek.

xxxvii, 27, 28), and that all nations will come to this sanctuary

of the Lord upon Zion year by year, to worship before the

King Jehovah of hosts, and keep the Feast of tabernacles

(Zech, xiv. 16 ; cf. Isa. Ixvi. 23). If, then, the Jewish people

should receive Palestine again for its possession either at or

after its conversion to Christ, in accordance with the promise

of God, the temple with the Levitical sacrificial worship would

of necessity be also restored in Jerusalem. But if such a

supposition is at variance with the teaching of Christ and the

apostles, so that this essential feature in the prophetic picture

of the future of the kingdom of God is not to be understood

literally, but spiritually or typically, it is an unjustifiable in-

consistency to adhere to the literal interpretation of the pro-

phecy concerning the return of Israel to Canaan, and to look

for the return of the Jewish people to Palestine, when it has

come to believe in Jesus Christ.

CHAP. XXXVIII. AND XXXIX. DESTEUCTION OF GOG WITH

HIS GREAT ARMY OP NATIONS.

Gog, in the land of Magog, prince of Eosh, Meshech, and

Tubal, will invade the restored land of Israel from the far

distant northern land by the appointment of God in the last

times, and with a powerful army of numerous nations (ch.

xxxviii. 1-9), with the intention of plundering Israel, now

dwelling in security, that the Lord may sanctify Himself upon

him before all the world (vers. 10-16). But when Gog, of

whom earlier prophets have already prophesied, shall fall upon
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Israel, he is to be destroyed by a wrathful judgment from the

Lord, that the nations may know that God is the Lord (vers.

17-23). On the mountains of Israel will Gog with all his

hosts and nations succumb to the judgment of God (ch. xxxix,

1-8). The inhabitants of the cities of Israel will spend seven

years in burning the weapons of the fallen foe, and seven

months in burying the corpses in a valley, which will receive

its name from this, so as to purify the land (vers. 9-16) ; whilst

in the meantime all the birds and wild beasts will satiate them*

selves with the flesh and blood of the fallen (vers. 17-20). By

this judgment will all the nations as well as Israel know that

it was on account of its sins that the Lord formerly gave up

Israel into the power of the heathen, but that now He will no

more forsake His redeemed people, because He has poured out

His Spirit upon it (vers. 21-29).

Vers. 1-9. Introduction. Preparation of Gog and his army

for the invasion of the restored land of Israel.—Ver. 1. And
the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Ver. 2. Son of man,

set thy face ioward Gog in the land of Magog, the prince of Rosh,

Meshech, and Tubal, and prophesy against him, Ver. 3. And
say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will deal with tJiee^

Gog, thou prince of Bosh, Meshech, and Tubal, Ver. 4. And
will mislead thee, and will put rings in thy jaws, and lead thee

out, and all thine army, horses, and riders, all clothed in perfect

beauty, a great assembly, with buckler and shield, all wielding

swords ; Ver. 5. Persian, Ethiopian, and Libyan loith them,, all

of them with shield and helmet ; Ver. 6. Gomer and all his hosts,

the house of Togarmah in the uttermost north with all his hosts

;

many peoples with thee. Ver. 7. Be prepared and make ready,

thou and all thine assembly, who have assembled together to thee,

and be thou their guard. Ver. 8. After many days shaU thou

be visited, at the end of the years shalt tliou come into the land,

which is brought back from the sword, gathered out of many
peoples, upon the mountains of Israel, which were constantly hid

waste, but now it is brought out of the nations, and they dwell
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together in safety ; Ver. 9. And thou shalt come up, come like

a storm, liJce a cloud to cover the land, thou and all thy hosts

and many peoples with thee.— Vers. 1 and 2. Command

to prophesy against Gog. Jij, Gog, the name of the prince

against whom the prophecy is directed, is probably a name

which Ezekiel has arbitrarily formed from the name of the

country, Magog ; although Gog does occur in 1 Chron. v. 4 as

the name of a Eeubenite, of whom nothing further is known.

The construction i^30 p.?? ^% Gog of the land of Magog, is an

abbreviated expression for " Gog from the land of Magog ;

"

and 'yo pS is not to be taken in connection with I^JS D"^, as

the local object ("toward Gog, to the land of Magog"), as

Ewald and Havernick would render it ; since it would be very

difficult in that case to explain the fact that Jia is afterwards

resumed in the apposition 'wi N^fe'J. 3iJ0, ilfa^oj^ is the name

of a people mentioned in Gen. x. 2 as descended from Japhet,

according to the early Jewish and traditional explanation, the

great Scythian people ; and here also it is the name of a people,

and is written with the article (^^^^i!!), to mark the people as

one well known from the time of Genesis, and therefore pro-

perly the land of the Magog (-people). Gog is still further

described as the prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal. It is

true that Ewald follows Aquila, the Targum, and Jerome, and

connects csiT with K^B'J as an appellative in the sense of princeps

capitis, chief prince. But the argument used in support of this

explanation, namely, that there is no people of the name of

Mosh mentioned either in the Old Testament or by Josephus,

is a very weak one ; whilst, on the other hand, the appellative

rendering, though possible, no doubt, after the analogy of inbn

E'KT in 1 Chron xxvii. 5, is by no means probable, for the simple

reason that the K'Ni K''?'^ occurs again in ver. 3 and ch. xxxix. 1,

and in such repetitions circumstantial titles are generally

abbreviated. The Byzantine and Arabic writers frequently

mention a people called 'Pws, (jhjj, Rus, dwelling in the

country of the Taurus, and reckoned among the Scythian tribes
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(for the passages, see Ges. Thesaurus^ p. 1253), so that there

is no reason to question the existence of a people known by

the name of Rosh ; even though the attempt of Bochart to find

a trace of such a people in the 'Pco^aXavoi (Ptol. iii. 5) and

Roxalani (Plin. h. n. iv. 12), by explaining this name as

formed from a combination of Rhos (Rhox) and Alanif is Just

as doubtful as the conjecture, founded upon the investigations

of Frahn (Ibn Foszlan, u. a. Araber Berichte ilber die Russen

alterer Zeit, St. Petersburg 1823), that the name of the Rus-

sians is connected with this 'Pc3s, ij*i^, and our B'Ni. Meshech

and Tubal (as in ch. xxvii. 13 and xxxii. 26), the Moschi and

Tibareni of classical writers (see the comm. on Gen. x. 2),

dwelt, according to the passage before us, in the neighbourhood

of Magog. There were also found in the array of Gog, accord-

ing to ver. 5, Pharas (Persians), Cush, and Phut (Ethiopians

and Libyans, see the comm. on ch. xxx. 5 and xxvii. 10), and,

according to ver. 6, Gomer and the house of Togarmali. From

a comparison of this list with Gen. x. 2, Kliefoth draws the

conclusion that Ezekiel omits all the peoples mentioned in Gen.

X. 2 as belonging to the family of Japhet, who had come into

historical notice in his time, or have done so since, namely, the

Medes, Greeks, and Thracians ; whilst, on the other hand, he

mentions all the peoples enumerated, who have never yet

appeared upon the stage of history. But this remark is out of

place, for the simple reason that Ezekiel also omits the Japhetic

tribes of Ashkenaz and Riphath (Gen. x. 3), and still more

from the fact that he notices not only the Dna, or Persians,

who were probably related to the ^lo, but also the Hamitic

peoples Cush and Phut, two African families. Consequently

the army of Gog consisted not only of wild Japhetic tribes,

who had not yet attained historical importance, but of Hamitic

tribes also, that is to say, of peoples living at the extreme

north (lisx 'nST, ver. 6) and east (Persians) and south

(Ethiopians), i.e. on the borders of the then known world.

These are all summoned by Gog, and gathered toofether for an
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attack upon the people of God. This points to a time when

their former foes, Ammon, Moab, Edom, Philistines, and

Syrians, and the old imperial powers, Egypt, Asshur, Babel,

Javan, will all have passed away from the stage of history, and

the people of God will stand in the centre of the historical life

of the world, and will have spread so widely over the earth, that

its foes will only be found on the borders of the civilised world

(compare Eev. xx. 8).

Vers. 3-9 contain in general terms the determinate counsel

of God concerning Gog.— Vers. 3-6. Jehovah is about to

mislead Gog to a crusade against His people Israel, and sum-

mons him to prepare for the invasion of the restored land of

Israel. The announcement of the purpose for which Jehovah

will make use of Gog and his army, and the summons addressed

to him to make ready, form two strophes, which are clearly

marked by the similarity of the conclusion in vers. 6 and 9.

—

Ver. 3. God will deal with Gog, to sanctify Himself upon him

by means of judgment (cf. ver. 10). He therefore misleads

him to an attack upon the people of Israel. 33iB', an intensive

form from a^ity, may signify, as vox media, to cause to return

.(ch. xxxix. 27), and to cause to turn away, to lead away from

the right road or goal, to lead astray (Isa. xlvii. 10). Here

and in ch. xxxix. 2 it means to lead or bring away from his

previous attitude, i.e. to mislead or seduce, in the sense of

enticing to a dangerous enterprise; according to which the

Chaldee has rendered it correctly, so far as the actual sense is

concerned, ^3?*l?'X., alliciam te. In the words, " I place rings

in thy jaws " (cf. ch. xxix. 4), Gog is represented as an un-

manageable beast, which is compelled to follow its leader (cf.

Isa. xxxvii. 29) ; and the thought is thereby expressed, that Gog

is compelled to obey the power of God against his will. "'•Sin^

to lead him away from his land, or natural soil. The passage

in Rev. xx. 8, " to deceive the nations (TrXavrjaai tu edvri),

Gog and Magog, to gather them together to battle," corresponds

to these words so far as the material sense is concerned ; with

EZ££. II. L
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this exception, that Satan is mentioned as the seducer of the

nations in the Apocalypse, whereas Ezekiel gives prominence

to the leading of God, which controls the manifestations even

of evil, " so that these two passages stand in the same relation

to one another as 2 Sam. xxiv. 1 and 1 Chron. xxi. 1 " (Hav.).

In vers. 46-6 the army is depicted as one splendidly equipped

and very numerous. For ''v?? ^^??} see the comm. on ch. xxiii.

12, where the Assyrian satraps are so described. ST ?ni'^, as

in ch. xvii. 17. The words buckler and shield are loosely

appended in the heat of the discourse, without any logical sub-

ordination to what precedes. Besides the defensive arms, the

greater and smaller shield, they carried swords as weapons of

offence. In the case of the nations in ver. 5, only the shield

and helmet are mentioned as their equipment, for the sake of

variation, as in ch. xxvii. 10 ; and in ver. 6 two other nations

of the extreme north with their hosts are added. Gomer : the

Cimmerians ; and the house of Togarmali : the Armenians (see

the comm. on ch. xxvii. 14). For n''33S, see the comm. on

ch. xii. 14. The description is finally rounded off with D'BJ?

•jris D''3"i. In ver. 7, the infin. abs. Niphal tisii, which occurs

nowhere else except in Amos iv. 12, is used emphatically in the

place of the imperative. The repetition of the same verb, though

in the imperative Hiphil, equip, i.e. make ready, sc. everythiug

necessary (cf. ch. vii. 14), also serves to strengthen the thought.

Be thou to them i»fi??, for heed, or watch, i.e. as dbstr. pro

eoncr., one who gives heed to them, keeps watch over them (cf.

Job vii. 12 and Neh. iv. 3, 16), in actual fact their leader.

Vers. 8 and 9 indicate for what Gog was to hold himself ready.

The first clause reminds so strongly of V^^)B'< D''p' 3no in Isa.

xxiv. 22, that the play upon this passage cannot possibly be

mistaken ; so that Ezekiel uses the words in the same sense as

Isaiah, though Havernick is wrong in supposing that ^i?.B^ is

used in the sense of being missed or wanting, i.e. of perishing.

The word never has the latter meaning ; and to be missed does

not suit the context either here or in Isaiah, where ^5B* means
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to be visited, i.e. brought to punishment. And here also this

meaning, visitari (Vulg.), is to be retained, and that in the

sense of a penal visitation. The objection raised, namely, that

there is no reference to punishment here, but that this is first

mentioned in ver. 16 or 18, loses all its force if we bear in mind

that visiting is a more general idea than punishing ; and the

visitation consisted in the fact of God's leading Gog to invade

the land of Israel, that He might sanctify Himself upon him by

judgment. This might very fittingly be here announced, and

it also applies to the parallel clause which follows : thou wilt

come into the land, etc., with which the explanation commences

of the way in which God would visit him. The only other

meaning which could also answer to the parallelism of the

clauses, viz. to be commanded, to receive command (Hitzig and

Kliefoth), is neither sustained by the usage of the language,

nor in accordance with the context. In the passages quoted in

support of this, viz. Neh. vii. 1 and xii. 44, Ipsa merely signifies

to be charged with the oversight of a thing; an,d it never means

only to receive command to do anything. Moreover, Gog has

already been appointed leader of the army in ver. 7, and there-

fore is not " to be placed in the supreme command " for the

first time after many days. Ca"! Q^PJO, after many days, i.e.

after a long time (cf. Josh, xxiii. 1), is not indeed equivalent

in itself to D'JK'n rcinsa, but signifies merely the lapse of a

lengthened period
; yet this is defined here as occurring in the

cjB'n nnns.

—

Q'^wn nnnx, equivalent to c?;!] nnnx (ver. 16),

is the end of days, the last time, not the future generally, but

the final future, the Messianic time of the completing of the

kingdom of God (see the comm. on Gen. xlix. 1). This meaning

is also applicable here. For Gog is to come up to the mountains

of Israel, which have been laid waste T?l?, continually, i.e. for a

long time, but are now inhabited again. Although, for example,

Tpri signifies a period of time relatively long, it evidently indi-

cates a longer period than the seventy or fifty years' desolation

of the land during the Babylonian captivity ; more especially
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if we take it in connection with the preceding and following

statements, to the effect that Gog will come into the land, which

has been brought back from the sword and gathered out of

many peoples. These predicates show that in p.? the idea of

the population of the land is the predominant one ; for this

alone could be gathered out of many nations, and also brought

back from the sword, i.e. not from the consequences of the

calamity of war, viz. exile (Rosenmiiller), but restored from

being slain and exiled by the sword of the enemy. Oanie'O,

passive participle of the Pilel 3?iB', to restore (fcf. Isa. Iviii. 12);

not turned away from the sword, i.e. in no expectation of war

(Hitzig), which does not answer to the parallel clause, and can-

not be sustained by Mic. ii. 8. D^S"] CfiVp, gathered out of

many peoples, points also beyond the Babylonian captivity

to the dispersion of Israel in all the world, which did not

take place till the second destruction of Jerusalem, and shows

that T'M denotes a much longer devastation of the land than

the Chaldean devastation was. i<'ni introduces a circumstantial

clause ; and s^'n points back to P^, i.e. to the inhabitants of

the land. These are now brought out of the nations, i.e. at

the time when Gog invades the land, and are dwelling in their

own land upon the mountains of Israel in untroubled security,

njv signifies the advance of an enemy, as in Isa. vii. 1, etc.

DKiE'j a tempest, as in Prov. i. 27, from nKE'j to roar. The

comparison to a cloud is limited to the covering ; but this does

not alter the signification of the cloud as a figurative representa-

tion of severe calamity.

Vers. 10-16. Account of the motive by which Gog was

induced to undertake his warlike expedition, and incurred guilt,

notwithstanding the fact that he was led by God, and in conse-

quence of which he brought upon himself the judgment of

destruction that was about to fall upon him.—Ver. 10. TIius

saith the Lord Jehovah, It shall come to pass in that day, thai

things will come up in thy heart, and thou wilt devise an evil

design, Ver. 11. And say, I will go up into the open country, 1
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will come upon the peaceful ones, who are all dioelling in safety,

who dwell without walls, and have not bars and gates, Ver. 12.

To take plunder and to gather spoil, to bring back thy hand

against the ruins that are inhabited again, and against a people

gathered out of the nations, carrying on trade and commerce,

who dwell on the navel of the earth. Ver. 13. Sabaea and Dedan,

and the merchants of Tarshish, and all her young lions, will say

to thee, Dost thou come to take plunder ? Hast thou gathered

thy multitude of people to take spoil ? Is it to carry away gold

and silver, to take possession and gain, to plunder a great spoil ?

Ver. 14. Therefore prophesy, son of man, and say to Gog,

Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Is it not so ? On that day, when

my people Israel dwelleth in security, thou wilt observe it,

Ver. 15. And come from thy place from the extreme north, thou

and many peoples with thee, all riding upon horses, a great crowd

and a numerous army, Ver. 16. And wilt march against my

people Israel, to cover the land like a cloud ; at the end of

the days it will take place; then shall I lead thee against

my land, that the nations may know me, when I sanctify

myself upon thee before their eyes, Gog.— In ver. 10

D*")!''! are not words, but things which come into his mind.

What things these are, we learn from vers. 11 and 12 ; but

first of all, these things are described as evil thoughts or de-

signs. Gog resolves to fall upon Israel, now living in peace

and security, and dwelling in open unfortified places, and to rob

and plunder it. nins J'ns, literally, land of plains, i.e. a land

which has no fortified towns, but only places lying quite exposed

(see the comm. on Zech. ii. 8) ; because its inhabitants are living

in undisturbed peace and safe repose, and therefore dwell in

places that have no walls with gates and bars (cf. Judg. xviii. 7

;

Jer. xlix. 31). This description of Israel's mode of life also

points beyond the times succeeding the Babylonian captivity to

the Messianic days, when the Lord will have destroyed the

horses and war-chariots and fortresses (Mic. v. 9), and Jeru-

salem will be inhabited as an open country because of the
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multitude of the men and cattle, and the Lord will be a wall of

fire round about her (Zech. ii. 8, 9). For ver. 12a, compare

Isa. X. 6. Til •''?''t^
is ^o' dependent upon n?}j«, like the

preceding infinitives, but is subordinate to 'W1 npVK rinoK

:

" thou sayest, I will go up ... to turn thy hand." ^'K'n, to

bring back, is to be explained from the fact that the heathen

had already at an earlier period turned their hand against the

towns of Israel, and plundered their possessions and goods.

niaty'iJ nimn in this connection are desolate places which are
T tt: 1

inhabited again, and therefore have been rebuilt (cf. ch. xii. 20,

xxvi. 19). njptp and lj?i? are synonyms; and n^pp does not

mean flocks or herds, but gain, possession (cf. Gen. xxxvi, 6,

xxxi. 18, xxxiv. 23). One motive of Gog for making the

attack was to be found in the possessions of Israel ; a second is

given in the words : who dwell upon the navel of the earth.

This figurative expression is to be explained from ch. v. 5

:

" Jerusalem in the midst of the nations." The navel is not

a figure denoting the high land, but signifies the land situated

in the middle of the earth, and therefore the land most glorious

and most richly blessed ; so that they who dwell there occupy

the most exalted position among the nations. A covetous desire

for the possessions of the people of God, and envy at his exalted

position in the centre of the world, are therefore the motives

by which Gog is impelled to enter upon his predatory expedi-

tion against the people living in the depth of peace. This

covetousness is so great, that even the rich trading populations

of Sabaea, Dedan, and Tarshish (cf. ch. xxvii. 22, 20, and 12)

perceive it, and declare that it is this alone which has determined

Gog to undertake his expedition. The words of these peoples

(ver. 13) are not to be taken as expressing their sympathies

(Kliefoth), but serve to give prominence to the obvious thirst

for booty which characterizes the multitude led by Goer. n''"i^B3,

their young lions, are the rapacious rulers of these trading

communities, according to ch. xix. 3 and xxxii. 2 ^Ver. 14

introduces the announcement of the punishment, which consists
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of another summary account of the daring enterprise of Gog

and his hosts (cf. vers. 14, 15, and 16a with vers. 4-9), and a

clear statement of the design of God in leading him against His

people and land. Tl^ (ver. 14, close), of which different ren-

derings have been given, does not mean, thou wilt experience,

or be aware of, the punishment ; but the object is to be taken

from the context : thou wilt know, or perceive, sc. that Israel

dwells securely, not expecting any hostile invasion. The

rendering of the LXX. {iyepO-qarj) does not furnish any satis-

factory ground for altering V1f\ into lJJn = "i^3?ri (Ewald, Hitzig).

With the words 'W1 ^''niK^ani (ver. 166) .the opening thought of

the whole picture (ver. 4a) is resumed and defined with greater

precision, for the purpose of attaching to it the declaration of the

design of the Lord in bringing Gog, namely, to sanctify Himself

upon him before the eyes of the nations (cf. ver. 23 and ch.

XXXvi. 23).

Vers. 17-23. Announcement of the wrathful judgment upon

Gog, as a proof of the holiness of the Lord.—Ver. 17. Thus

saith the Lord Jehovah^ Art thou he of whom I spoke in the

former days through my servants the prophets of Israel, who

prophesied for years in those days, that I would bring thee over

them'? Ver. 18. Anditcometh to pass in that day, in the day

when Gog cometh into the land of Israel, is the saying of the Lord

Jehovah, that my wrath will ascend into my nose. Ver. 19. And
in my jealousy, in the fire of my anger, have I spoken, Truly in

that day will a great trembling come over the land of Israel

;

Ver. 20. The fishes of the sea, and the birds of heaven, and the

beasts of the field, and every creeping thing that creepeth upon the

ground, and all the men that are upon the ground, will tremble

before me; and the mountains will be destroyed, and the rocky

heights fall, and every wall will fall to the ground. Ver. 21. I

will call the sword against him to all my holy mountains, is the

saying of the Lord Jehovah : the sword of the one will be against

the other. Ver. 22. And I will strive with him by pestilence

and by blood, and overflowing rain-torrents and hailstones; fire
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a7id brimstone will I rain upon liim. and all his hosts, and upon

the many peoples that are with him ; Ver. 23. And will prove my-

self great and holy, and will make myself known before the eyes

of many nations, that they may know that I am Jehovah—
The announcement of the way in which the Lord will sanctify

Himself upon Gog (ver. 16) commences with the statement in

ver. 17, that Gog is he of whom God has already spoken by

the earlier prophets. This assertion is clothed in the form of

a question : nnsn, not nm vhn^ which is the interrogative form

used for an emphatic assurance; whereas i^^^'] does not set

down the point in question as indisputably certain, but suggests

the inquiry for the purpose of giving a definite answer. The

affirmative reply to the question asked is contained in the last

clause of the verse : " to bring thee upon them ;

" so that

Kin nnsn really means, thou art truly he. The statement, that

Gog is he of whom God had already spoken by the earlier pro-

phets, does not mean that those prophets had actually men-

tioned Gog, but simply that Gog was the enemy of whose

rising up against the people of God the prophets of the former

time had prophesied, as well as of his destruction by a wrathful

judgment of the Lord. 0''i^ (for years, or years long) is an

accusative of measure, not asyndeton to CO'a, as the LXX.
and many of the commentators down to Havernick have taken

it to be. The design of this remark is not to accredit the pro-

phecy by referring to the utterances of earlier prophets, but to

show that the attack of the peoples gathered together by Gog,

upon the land and people of the Lord, is not an unexpected

event, or one at variance with the promise of the restoration of

Israel as a kingdom of peace. To what utterances of the

older prophets these words refer is a question difficult to

answer. Zechariah (xii. 2, 3, xiv. 2, 3) is of course not to be

thought of, as Zechariah himself did not prophesy till after the

captivity, and therefore not till after Ezekiel. But we may
recall Joel iv. 2 and 11 sqq. ; Isa. xxv. 5, 10 sqq., xxvi. 21;

Jer. XXX. 23 and 25 ; and, in fact, all the earlier prophets who
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prophesied of Jehovah's day of judgment upon all the heathen.^

—Vers. 18 and 19 do not contain words which Jehovah spoke

through the ancient prophets, and which Ezekiel now transfers

to Gog and the time of his appearing (Hitzig and Kliefoth).

The perfect W?'! in ver. 19 by no means warrants such an

assumption; for this is purely prophetic, expressing the cer-

tainty of the divine determination as a thing clearly proved.

Still less can '"^N fii<? in ver. 18 be taken as a preterite, as

Kliefoth supposes ; nor can vers. 18 and 19 be regarded as a

thing long predicted, and so be separated from vers. 20—23 as

a word of God which is now for the first time uttered. For

the anthropopathetic expression, " my wrath ascends in my
nose," compare Ps, xviii. 9, " smoke ascends in His nose." The

outburst of wrath shows itself in the vehement breath which

the wrathful man inhales and exhales through his nose (see the

comm. on the Psalm, I.e.). The bursting out of the wrath of

God is literally explained in ver. 19. In the jealousy of His

wrath God has spoken, i.e. determined, to inflict a great

trembling upon the land of Israel, 'nsjiipa (cf. ch. v. 13) is

strengthened by wa?? trxa (cf. ch. xxi. 36, xxii. 21). The

trembling which will come upon the land of Israel, so that all

creatures in the sea, in the air, and upon the ground, tremble

before Jehovah O^SD), who appears to judgment, will rise in

nature into an actual earthquake, which overthrows mountains,

hills, and walls. nianiD are steep heights, which can only be

ascended by steps (Song of Sol. ii. 14). This picture of the

trembling of the whole world, with all the creatures, before the

Lord who is coming to judgment, both here and in Joel iv. 16,

'^ Aug. Kueper (Jeremias librr. sacrr. interpr. atque vindex, p. 82) has

correctly observed concemmg this verse, that " it is evident enough that

there is no reference here to prophecies concerning Gog and Magog, which

have been lost ; but those general prophecies, which are met with on

every hand directed against the enemies of the church, are here referred to

Gog." And before him, J. F. Starck had already said • " In my opinion,

we are to understand all those passages in the prophets which treat of the

enemies of the church and its persecutions . . . these afflictions were pre-

ludes and shadows of the bloody persecution of Gog."
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Zech. XIV. 4, 5, rests upon the fact which actually occurred in

connection with the revelation of God upon Sinai, when the

whole mountain was made to quake (Ex. xix. 16 sqq.). The

inhabitants of the land of Israel tremble at the terrible pheno-

mena attending the revelation of the wrath of God, although

the wrathful judgment does not apply to them, but to their

enemies, Gog and his hosts. The Lord calls the sword against

Goc, that his hosts may wound and slay one another. This

feature of the destruction of the enemy by wounds inflicted

by itself, which we meet with again in Zech. xiv. 13, has its

typical exemplar in the defeat of the Midianites in the time of

Gideon (Judg. vii. 22), and also in that of the enemy invading

Judah in the reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. xx. 23). In

nn"?3p the ? is not distributive, but indicates the direction : " to

all my mountains." The overthrow of the enemy is intensi-

fied by marvellous plagues inflicted by God— pestilence and

blood (cf. eh. xxviii. 23), torrents of rain and hailstones (cf.

ch. xiii. 11), and the raining of fire and brimstone upon Gog,

as formerly upon Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen. xix. 24).

—

Thus will Jehovah prove Himself to be the almighty God by

judgment upon His enemies, and sanctify Himself before all

the nations (ver. 23, compare ver. 16 and ch. xxxvi. 23).

Oh. xxxix. 1-20. Further description of the judgment to

fall upon Gog and his hosts.—Vers. 1-8. General announce-

ment of his destruction.—Ver. 1. And thou, son of man,

prophesy against Gog, and say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

Behold, I will deal with thee, Gog, thou prince of Rosh, Meshecli,

and Tubal. Ver. 2. / will mislead thee, and conduct thee, and

cause thee to come up from the uttermost north, and bring thee to

the mountains of Israel ; Ver. 3. And will smite thy bow from

thy left hand, and cause thine arrows to fall from thy right hand,

Ver. 4. Upon the mountains of Israel wilt thou fall, thou and

all thy hosts, and the peoples which are with thee : I give thee for

food to the birds ofprey of every plumage, and to the beasts of

the field. Ver. 5. Upon the open field shalt thou fall, for I
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have spoken it, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 6. And
I mill send fire in Magog, and among those who dwell in

security upon the islands, that they may know that I am Jehovah.

Ver. 7. I will make known my holy name in the midst of

my people Israel, and will not let my holy name be profaned

any more, that the nations may know that I am Jehovah, holy

in Israel. Ver. 8. Behold, it comes and happens, is the saying

of the Lord Jehovah; this is the day of which I spoke.—
The further description of the judgment with which Gog and

his hosts are threatened in ch. xxxviii. 21—23, commences with

a repetition of the command to the prophet to prophesy against

Gog (ver. 1, cf. ch. xxxviii. 2, 3). The principal contents of

ch. xxxviii. 4-15 are then briefly summed up in ver. 2. 1''n33B',

as in ch. xxxviii. 4, is strengthened by 1''niS'B'. sb'SJ', ama^ Xey.,

is not connected with ^^ in the sense of " I leave a sixth part

of thee remaining," or afflict thee with six punishments ; but

in the Ethiopia it signifies to proceed, or to climb, and here,

accordingly, it is used in the sense of leading on (LXX. Kado-

Srjyijcra) ae, or, according to another reading, Kard^co; Vulg.

educam). For ver. 2b, compare ch. xxxviii. 15 and 8. In the

land of Israel, God will strike his weapons out of his hands, i.e.

make him incapable of figliting (for the fact itself, compare the

similar figures in Ps. xxxvii. 15, xlvi. 10), and give him up

with all his army as a prey to death. 13^^, a beast of prey, is

more precisely defined by liss, and still further strengthened

by the genitive I}?"-'? : birds of prey of every kind. The

judgment will not be confined to the destruction of the army of

Gog, which has invaded the land of Israel, but (ver. 6) will

also extend to the land of Gog, and to all the heathen nations

that are dwelling in security. E'N, fire, primarily the fire of

war ; then, in a further sense, a figure denoting destruction

inflicted directly by God, as in ch. xxxviii. 22, which is there-

fore represented in Rev. xx. 9 as fire falling from heaven.

Magog is the population of the land of Magog (ch. xxxviii. 2).

With this the inhabitants of the distant coastlands of the west
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(the D'"}?) are associated, as representatives of the remotest

heathen nations, "Vers, 7, 8, By this judgment the Lord will

make known His holy name in Israel, and • show the heathen

that He will not let it be blasphemed by them any more. For

the fact itself, compare ch xxxvi, 20 Foi ver. 8, compare ch.

xxi, 12 , and for 01*0^ see ch. xxxviii, 18, 19,

Vers. 9-20 Total destruction of Gog and his hosts.—Ver, 9.

Then will the inhabitants of the cities of Israel go forth, and hum

and heat with armour and shield and target, with how and arrows

and hand^staves and spears, and will burn fire with them for seven

years; Ver. 10 A7id will not fetch wood from the field, nor cut

loood out of the forests, but will burn fire with the armour, and

will spoil those who spoiled them, and plunder those who plundered

them, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 11. And it will

come to pass in that day, that I will give Gog a place where his

grave in Israel shall be, the valley of the travellers on the front

of the sea ; and it will stop the way to the travellers, and there

will they bury Gog and all his multitude, and will call it the valley

of Gog's multitude. Ver 12 They of the house of Israel will

bury them, to purify the land for seven months. Ver. 13. And

all the people of the land will bury, and it will he to them for a

name on the day when I glorify myself, is the saying of the Lord

Jehovah. Ver. 14. And they will set apart constant men, such as

rove about in the land, and such as bury with them that rove about

those who remain upon the surface of the ground, to cleanse it,

after the lapse of seven months will they search it through. Ver. 15.

And those who rove about will pass through the land; and if one

sees a maris bone, he will set up a sign by it, till the buriers of

the dead bury it in the valley of the multitude of Gog. Ver. 16.

The name of a city shall also he called Hamonah {multitude).

And thus will they cleanse the land. Ver 17. And thou, son of

man. thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Say to the birds of every

plumage, and to all the beasts of the field. Assemble yourselves,

and come
, gather together from round about to my sacrifice, which

I slaughter for you, to a great sacrifice upon the mountains of
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Israel, and eat flesh and drink blood. "Ver 18 Flesh of heroes

shall ye eat, and drink blood of princes of the earth; rams,

lambs, and he-goats, bullocks, all fattened %n Bashan. Ver, 9.

And ye shall eat fat to satiety, and drink blood to intoxication,

of my sacrifice which I have slaughtered for you, Vei 20.

And ye shall satiate yourselves at my table with horses and

riders, heroes and all kinds of men of war, is the saying

of the Lord Jehovah.—^To show how terrible the judgment

upon Gog will be, Ezekiel depicts in three special ways

the total destruction of his powerful forces. In the first place,

the burning of all the weapons of the fallen foe will furnish

the inhabitants of the land of Israel with wood for firing for

seven years, so that there will be no necessity for them to fetch

fuel from the field or from the forest (vers 9 and 10). But

Havernick is wrong in supposing that the reason for burning

the weapons is that, according to Isa. ix. 5, weapons of war

are irreconcilable with the character of the Messianic times of

peace. This is not referred to here; but the motive is the

complete annihilation of the enemy, the removal of every trace

of him. The prophet therefore crowds the words together for

the purpose of enumerating every kind of weapon that was

combustible, even to the hand-staves which men were accus-

tomed to carry (cf. Num. xxii. 27). The quantity of the

weapons will be so great, that they will supply the Israelites

with all the fuel they need for seven years. The number seven

in the seven years as well as in the seven months of burying

(ver. 11) is symbolical, stamping the overthrow as a punishment

inflicted by God, the completion of a divine judgment.—With

the gathering of the weapons for burning there is associated

the plundering of the fallen foe (ver. 106), by which the

Israelites do to the enemy what he intended to do to them

(ch. xxxviii. 12), and the people of God obtain possession of

the wealth of their foes (cf. Jer. xxx. 16). In the second place,

God will assign a large burying-place for the army of Gog in

a valley of Israel, which is to be named in consequence " the
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multitude of Gog ;" just as a city in that region will also be

called Hamonah from this event. The Israelites will bury the

fallen of Gog there for seven months long, and after the

expiration of that time they will have the land explored by

men specially appointed for the purpose, and bones that may

still have been left unburied will be sought out, and they will

have them interred by buriers of the dead, that the land may

be thoroughly cleansed (vers. 11-16). ia?. DE* DipO, a place

where there was a grave in Israel, i.e. a spot in which he might

be buried in Israel. There are different opinions as to both

the designation and the situation of this place. There is no

foundation for the supposition that Cl^Vn ''3 derives its name

from the mountains of Aharim in Num. xxvii. 12 and Deut.

xxxii. 49 (Michaelis, Eichhorn), or that it signifies valley of the

haughty ones (Ewald), or that there is an allusion to the valley

mentioned in Zech. xiv. 4 (Hitzig), or the valley of Jehoshaphat

(Kliefoth). The valley cannot even have derived its name

(Dnajji^) from the D''"]?'S', who passed through the land to search

out the bones of the dead that still remained unburied, and

have them interred (vers. 14, 15). For Q'''!3yn cannot have

any other meaning here than that which it has in the circum-

stantial clause which follows, where those who explored the land

cannot possibly be intended, although even this clause is also

obscure. The only other passage in which DDn occurs is Deut.

XXV. 4, where it signifies a muzzle, and in the Arabic it means

to obstruct, or cut off ; and hence, in the passage before us, pro-

bably, to stop the way. ona'yn are not the Scythians (Hitzig),

for the word "I3y is never applied to their invasion of the land,

but generally the travellers who pass through the land, or more

especially those who cross from Peraea to Canaan. The valley

of D''"13Vn is no doubt the valley of the Jordan above the Dead

Sea. The definition indicates this, viz. D>n DDlpj on the front

of the sea ; not to the east of the sea, as it is generally rendered,

for n»"ii? never has this meaning (see the comm. on Gen. ii. 14).

By Djn we cannot understand "the Mediterranean," as the
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majority of the commentators have done, as there would then be

no meaning in the words, since the whole of the land of Israel

was situated to the east of the Mediterranean Sea. Djn is the

Dead Sea, generally called ''3^13']i?n Qjn (ch. xlvii. 18) ; and

D''!! J^?"!!?, " on the front side of the (Dead) Sea," as looked at

from Jerusalem, the central point of the land, is probably the

valley of the Jordan, the principal crossing place from Gilead

into Canaan proper, and the broadest part of the Jordan-valley,

which was therefore well adapted to be the burial-place for the

multitude of slaughtered foes. But in consequence of the

army of Gog having there found its grave, this valley will in

future block up the way to the travellers who desire to pass to

and fro. This appears to be the meaning of the circumstantial

clause.—^From the fact that Gog's multitude is buried there,

the valley itself will receive the name of Hamon-Oog, The

Israelites will occupy seven months in burying them, so enor-

mously great will be the number of the dead to be buried

(ver. 12), and this labour will be for a name, i.e. for renown,

to the whole nation. This does not mean, of course, " that it

will be a source of honour to them to assist in this work;" nor

is the renown to be sought in the fact, that as a privileged

people, protected by God, they can possess the grave of Gog in

their land (Hitzig),—a thought which is altogether remote, and

perfectly foreign to Israelitish views ; but the burying of Gog's

multitude of troops will be for a name to the people of Israel,

inasmuch as they thereby cleanse the land and manifest their

zeal to show themselves a holy people by sweeping all unclean-

ness away. Di'' is an accusative of time : on the day when I

glorify myself.—Vers. 14, 15. The effort made to cleanse the

land perfectly from the uncleanness arising from the bones of

the dead will be so great, that after the great mass of the slain

have been buried in seven months, there will be men specially

appointed to bury the bones of the dead that still lie scattered

here and there about the land. "I'l?n '5?'JX are people who have

a permanent duty to discharge. The participles O'l'iaj? and
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Dn3i?D are co-ordinate, and are written together asyndetos, men

who go about the land, and men who bury with those who go

about. That the words are to be understood in this sense is

evident from ver 15, according to which those who go about

do not perform the task of burying, but simply search for bones

that have been left, and put up a sign for the buriers of the

dead. HN"!, with the subject indefinite; if one sees a human

bone, he builds (erects) a ll'V, or stone, by the side of it (cf.

2 Kings xxiii. 17).—Ver 16. A city shall also receive the name

of Hamonah, i.e. multitude or tumult. To 1''y"0t?' we may

easily supply iTrii from the context, since this puts in the future

the statement, " the name of the city is" for which no verb was

required in Hebrew. In the last words, pxn
,
5"inD^, the main

thought is finally repeated and the picture brought to a close.

—

Vers. 17-20. In the third place, God will provide the birds

of prey and beasts of prey with an abundant meal from this

slaughter. This cannot be understood as signifying that only

what remain of the corpses, and have not been cleared away in

the manner depicted in vers. 11-16, will become the prey of

wild beasts ; but the beasts of prey will make their meal of the

corpses before it is possible to bury them, since the burying

cannot be effected immediately or all at once.—The several

features in the picture, of the manner in which the enemies

are to be destroyed till the last trace of them is gone, are not

arranged in chronological order, but according to the subject-

matter; and the thought that the slaughtered foes are to

become the prey of wild beasts is mentioned last as being the

more striking, because it is in this that their ignominious
destruction culminates. To give due prominence to this

thought, the birds and beasts of prey are summoned by God
to gather together to the meal prepared for them. The picture

given of it as a sacrificial meal is based upon Isa. xxxiv. 6 and
Jer. xlvi. 10. In harmony with this picture the slaughtered
foes are designated as fattened sacrificial beasts, rams, lambs,
he-goats, bullocks; on which Grotius has correctly remarked,
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that " these names of animals, which were generally employed

in the sacrifices, are to be understood as signifying different

orders of men, chiefs, generals, soldiers, as the Chaldee also

observes."

Vers. 21-29. The result of this judgment, and the concluding

promise.—Ver. 21. Then will I display my glory among the

nations, and all nations shall see my judgment which I shall

execute, and my hand which I shall lay upon them. Ver. 22.

And the house of Israel shall know that I am Jehovah their God

from this day and forward. Ver. 23. And the nations shall know

that because of their wickedness the house of Israel went into cap-

tivity ; because they have been unfaithful toward me, I hid my

face from them, and gave them into the hand of their oppressors,

so that they all fell by the sword. Ver. 24. According to their

uncleanness, and according to their transgressions, I dealt with

them, and hid my face from them. Ver. 25. Therefore thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, Now will I bring back the captivity of

Jacob, and have pity upon all the house of Israel, and be jealous

for my holy name. Ver. 26. Then loill they bear their reproach

and all their faithlessness which they have committed toward me

when they dwell in their land in security, and no one alarms them

;

Ver. 27. When I bring them back out of the nations, and gather

them out of the lands of their enemies, and sanctify myself upon

them before the eyes of the many nations. Ver. 28. And they

will know that I, Jehovah, am their God, when I have driven them

out to the nations, and then bring them together again into their

land, and leave none of them there any more. Ver. 29. And

I will not hide my face from them any more, because I have

poured out my Spirit upon the house of Israel, is the saying

'\of the Lord Jehovah.—The terrible judgment upon Gog will

-have this twofold effect as a revelation of the glory of God

—

first, Israel will know that the Lord is, and will always continue

to be, its God (ver. 22) ; secondly, the heathen will know that

He gave Israel into their power, and thrust it out of its own

land, not from weakness, but to punish it for its faithless

EZEK. II. M
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apostasy (vers. 23 and 24 ; compare ch. xxxvi. 17 sqq.) nby

Dnx (ver. 24), as in ch. vii. 27, etc. But because this was the

purpose of the Lord with His judgments, He will now bring

back the captives of Israel, and have compassion upon all His

people. This turn of the prophecy in ver. 25 serves to intro-

duce the promise to Israel with which the prophecy concerning

Gog and the whole series of prophecies, contained in ch. xxxv. 1

onwards, are brought to a close (vers. 25-29). This promise

reverts in 'lJl S^K'N nrij.' to the prophet's own time, to which

Ezekiel had already gone back by mentioning the carrying

away of Israel in vers. 23 and 24. The restoration of the

captives of Jacob commences with the liberation of Israel from

the Babylonian exile, but is not to be restricted to this. It

embraces all the deliverances which Israel will experience from

the termination of the Babylonian exile till its final gathering

out of the nations on the conversion of the remnant which is

still hardened and scattered. 15?, therefore, sc. because God

will prove Himself to be holy in the sight of the heathen

nations by means of the judgment, and will make known to

them that He has punished Israel solely on account of its sins,

and therefore will He restore His people and renew it by His

Spirit (ver. 29).—In what the jealousy of God for His holy

name consists is evident from ver. 7, and still more plainly

from ch, xxxvi. 22, 23, namely, in the fact that by means of

the judgment He manifests Himself as the holy God. Vi^i) is

not to be altered into ^t^il, " they will forget," as Dathe and

Hitzig propose, but is a defective spelling for INB'31 (like I^D for

INTO in ch. xxviii. 16) : they will bear their reproach. The

thought is the same as in ch. xvi. 54 and 61, where the bearing

of reproach is explained as signifying their being ashamed of

their sins and their consequences, and feeling disgust thereat.

They will feel this shame when the Lord grants them lasting

peace in their own land. Easchi has correctly explained it thus

:

" When I shall have done them good, and not rewarded them as

their iniquity deserved, they will be filled with shame, so that
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they Will not dare to lift up their face."—Ver. 27 is only a

further expansion of ver. 266. For the fact itself, compare

ch. xxxvi. 23, 24, xx. 41, etc. And not only will Israel then

be ashamed of its sins, but (vers. 28, 29) it will also know that

Jehovah is its God from henceforth and for ever, as was affirmed

in ver, 22, when He shall fully restore to their own land tlie

people that was thrust into exile, and withdraw His favour

from it no more, because He has poured out His Spirit upon it,

and thereby perfectly sanctified it as His own people (cf. ch.

xxxvi. 27).

The promise with which the prophecy concerning the destruc-

tion of Gog is brought to a close, namely, that in this judgment

all nations shall see the glory of God, and all Israel shall know

that henceforth Jehovah will be their God, and will no more

hide His face from them, serves to confirm the substance of

the threat of punishment ; inasmuch as it also teaches that, in

the destruction of Gog and his gathering of peoples, the last

attack of the heathen world-power upon the kingdom of God

will be judged and overthrown, so that from that time forth the

people of God will no more have to fear a foe who can disturb

its peace and its blessedness in the evei'lasting possession of the

inheritance given to it by the Lord. Gog is not only depicted

as the last foe, whom the Lord Himself entices for the purpose

of destroying him by miracles of His almighty power (ch.

xxxviii. 3, 4, 19-22), by the fact that his appearance is assigned

to the end of the times, when all Israel is gathered out of the

nations and brought back out of the lands, and dwells in secure

repose in the open and unfortified towns of its own land

(ch. xxxviii. 8, 11, 12) ; but this may also be inferred from the

fact that the gathering of peoples led by Gog against Israel

belongs to the heathen nations living on the borders of the

known world, since this points to a time when not only will the

ancient foes of the kingdom of Gog, whose destruction was

predicted in ch. xxv.-xxxii., have departed from the stage of

history and perished, but the boundaries of Israel will also
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stretch far beyond the limits of Palestine, to the vicinity of

these hordes of peoples at the remotest extremities on the

north, the east, and the south of the globe.—So much may be

gathered from the contents of our prophecy in relation to its

historical fulfilment. But in order to determine with greater

precision what is the heathen power thus rising up in Gog of

Magog against the kingdom of God, we must take into con-

sideration the passage in the Apocalypse (Kev. xx. 8 and 9),

where our prophecy is resumed. Into this, however, we will

not further enter till after the exposition of ch. xl.-xlviii., when

we shall take up the question as to the historical realization of

the new temple and kingdom of God which Ezekiel saw.

Chap. XL.-XLVIII.—THE NEW KINGDOM OF GOD.

The last nine chapters of Ezekiel contain a magnificent

vision, in which the prophet, being transported in an ecstatic

state into the land of Israel, is shown the new temple and the

new organization of the service of God, together with the new

division of Canaan among the tribes of Israel, who have been

brought back from among the nations. This last section of

our book, which is perfectly rounded off in itself, is indeed

sharply distinguished by its form from the preceding pro-

phecies; but it is closely connected with them so far as the

contents are concerned, and forms the second half of the entire

book, in which the announcement of salvation for Israel is

brought to its full completion, and a panoramic vision displays

the realization of the salvation promised. This announcement

(ch. xxxiv.-xxxvii.) commenced with the promise that the Lord

would bring back all Israel from its dispersion into the land of

Canaan given to the fathers, and would cause it to dwell there

as a people renewed by His Spirit and walking in His com-
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raandments ; and closed with the assurance that He would

make an eternal covenant of peace ,with His restored people,

place His sanctuary in the midst of them, and there dwell

above them as their God for ever (ch. xxxvii. 26-28). The

picture shown to the prophet in the chapters before us, of the

realization of this promise, commences with the description

and measuring of the new sanctuary (ch. xl.-xlii.), into which

the glory of the Lord enters with the assurance, "This is the

place of my throne, where I shall dwell for ever among the

sons of Israel " (ch. xliii. 1-12) ; and concludes with the defini-

tion of the boundaries and the division of Canaan among the

twelve tribes, as well as of the extent and building of the new

Jerusalem (ch. xlvii. 13-xlviii. 35). The central portion of

this picture is occupied by the new organization of the service

of God, by observing which all Israel is to prove itself to be a

holy people of the Lord (ch. xliii. 13-xlvi. 24), so as to partici-

pate in the blessing which flows like a river from the threshold

of the temple and spreads itself over the land (ch. xlvii, 1-12).

From this brief sketch of these nine chapters, it is evident

that this vision does not merely treat of the new temple and

the new order of the temple-worship, although these points are

described in the most elaborate manner ; but that it presents a

picture of the new form assumed by the whole of the kingdom

of God, and in this picture exhibits to the eye the realization of

the restoration and the blessedness of Israel. The whole of

it may therefore be divided into three sections: viz. (a) the

description of the new temple (ch. xl.—xliii. 12) ; (b) the new

organization of the worship of God (ch. xliii. 13-xlvi. 24);

(c) the blessing of the land of Canaan, and the partition of it

among the tribes of Israel (ch. xlvii. 1-xlviii. 35); although

this division is not strictly adhered to, inasmuch as in the

central section not only are several points relating to the

temple—such as the description of the altar of burnt-offering

(ch. xliii. 13-17), and the kitchens for the sacrifices (ch. xlvi.

19-24)—repeated, but the therumah to be set apart as holy on
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the division of the land, and the prince's domain, are also

mentioned and defined (ch. xlv. 1-8).

CHAP. XL.-XLIII. 12. THE NEW TEMPLE.

After a short introduction announcing the time, place, and

design of the vision (ch. xl. 1-4), the picture of the temple

shown to the prophet commences with a description of the

courts, with their gates and cells (ch. xl. 5-47). It then turns

to the description of the temple - house, with the porch and

side- building, of the erection upon the separate place (ch.

xi. 48-xli. 26), and also of the cells in the outer court set apart

for the sacrificial meals of the priests, and for the custody of

their official robes ; and proceeds to define the extent of the

outer circumference of the temple (ch. xlii.). It closes with

the consecration of the temple, as the place of the throne of

God, by the entrance into it of the glory of the Lord (ch.

xliii. 1-12).*

Chap. xl. 1—4. Introduction.

Ver. 1. In the Jive and tteentieth year of our captivity, at the

beginning of the year, on the tenth of the month, in the fourteenth

^ For the exposition of this section, compare the thorough, though

critically one - sided, work of Jul. Fr. Bottcher (Exegetisch kritischer

Versuch uher die ideate Beschreibung der Tempelgebaude Ezech. ch. xl.-xlii.,

xlvi. 19-24) in the Proben alttestamentlicher Schrifterklarung, Lpz. 1833,

pp. 218-365, with two plates of illustrations.—On the other hand, the

earlier monographs upon these chapters : Jo. Bapt. Villalpando, de pos-

trema Ezechielis visione, Pars II. of Pradi et Villalpandi in Ezech. explanatt.,

Rom. 1604 ; Matth. Hatenreffer, Templum Ezechielis s. in IX. postr. pro-

phetiae capita, Tub. 1613 ; Leonh. Cph. Sturm, Sciagraphia templi Hierosol.

. . . praesertim ex visione Ezech., Lips. 1694 ; and other writings mentioned

in Rosenmiiller's Scholia ad Ez. XL., by no means meet the scientific

demands of our age. This also applies to the work of Dr. J. J. Balmer-

Rinck, with its typographical beauty, Des Propheten Ezechiel Ansicht vom

Tempel, mit 5 Tafeln und 1 Karte, Ludwigsb. 1858, and to the description

and engraving of Ezekiel's temple in Gust. Unruh's das alte Jerusalem und

seine Bauwerke, Langensalza 1861.
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year after the city was smitten, on this same day the hand of

Jehovah came upon me, and He brought me thither, Ver. 2. In

visions of God He brought me into the land of Israel, and set me

down upon a very high mountain ; and upon it there was like a

city-edifice toward the south. Ver. 3. And He brought me thither,

and behold there was a man, his appearance like the appearance

of brass, and a flaxen cord in his hand, and the measuring-rod

;

and he stood by the gate. Ver. 4. And the man spake to me

:

Son of man, see with thine eyes, and hear with thine ears, and set

thy heart upon all tliat I show thee ; for thou art brought hither

to show it thee. Tell all that thou seest to the house of Israel.—
The twofold announcement of the time when the prophet was

shown the vision of the new temple and the new kingdom of

God points back to ch. i. 1 and xxxiii. 21, and places this

divine revelation concerning the new building of the kingdom

of God in a definite relation, not only to the appearance of

God by which Ezekiel was called to be a prophet (ch. i. 1, 3),

but also to the vision in ch. viii.—xi., in which he was shown

the destruction of the ancient, sinful Jerusalem^ together with

its temple. The twenty-fifth year of the captivity, and the

fourteenth year after the city was smitten, i.e. taken and

reduced to ashes, are the year 575 before Christ. There is a

difference of opinion as to the correct explanation of ^\^^ lyxia,

at the beginning of the year ; but it is certainly incorrect to

take the expression as denoting the beginning of the economical

or so-called civil year, the seventh month (Tishri). For, in the

first place, the custom of beginning the year with the month

Tishri was introduced long after the captivity, and was probably

connected with the adoption of the era of the Seleucidae ; and,

secondly, it is hardly conceivable that Ezekiel should have

deviated from the view laid down in the Torah in so important

a point as this. The only thing that could render this at all

probable would be the assumption proposed by Hitzig, that the

year 575 B.C. was a year of jubilee, since the year of jubilee

did commence with the day of atonement on the tenth of the
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seventh month. But the supposition that a jubilee year fell in

the twenty-fifth year of the captivity cannot be raised into a

probability. We therefore agree with Havernick and Kliefoth

in adhering to the view of the older commentators, that B'nt

njE'n is a contracted repetition of the definition contained in

Ex. xii. 2, WE'n >vr}rjh iib'n-] n^BJin trsn, and signifies the opening

month of the year, i.e. the month Abib (^Nisari). The tenth

day of this month was the day on which the preparations for

the Passover, the feast of the elevation of Israel into the people

of God, were to commence, and therefore was well adapted for

the revelation of the new constitution of the kingdom of God.

On that day was Ezekiel transported, in an ecstatic state, to the

site of the smitten Jerusalem. For '"
^l vj? '^0^0> compare ch.

xxxvii. 1 and i. 3. nffiB> evidently points back to '^''Vn in ver. 2b

:

thither, where the city was smitten, ^''•p^. niS"iD, as in ch.

i. 1. 'i in 7X ''3niy_: he set me down upon (not by) a very

high mountain (Pi^ for '?}}, as in many other instances ; e.g. ch.

xviii. 6 and xxxi. 12). The very high mountain is Mount
Zion, which is exalted above the tops of all the mountains

(Mic. iv. 1 ; Isa. ii. 2),—the mountain upon which, according

to what follows, the new temple seen in the vision stood, and

which has already been designated as the lofty mountain of

Israel in ch. xvii. 22, 23.^ Upon this mountain Ezekiel saw

something like a city-edifice toward the south (lit. from the

south hither). T'y nj^p is not the building of the new Jeru-

salem (Havernick, Kliefoth, etc.). For even if what was to be

seen as a city-edifice really could be one, although no tenable

proof can be adduced of this use of 3 simil., nothing is said

about the city till ch. xlv. 6 and xlviii. 15 and 30 sqq., and

even there it is only in combination with the measuring and
dividing of the land ; so that Havernick's remark, that " the

1 J. H. Michaelis has already explained it correctly, viz. : "The highest
mountain, such as Isaiah (ii. 2) had also predicted that Mount Zion would
be, not physically, but in the eminence of gospel dignity and elorv cf.

Rev. xxi. 10."
'
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revelation hss refevsnce to the sanctuary and the city ; these

two principal objects announce themselves at once as such in

the form of vision," is neither correct nor conclusive. The

revelation has reference to the temple and the whole of the

holy land, including the city; and the city itself does not

come at all into such prominence as to warrant us in assuming

that there is already a reference made to it here in the intro-

duction. If we look at the context, the man with the measure,

whom Ezekiel saw at the place to which he was transported,

was standing at the gate (ver. 3). This gate in the wall round

about the building was, according to vers. 5, 6, a temple gate.

Consequently what Ezekiel saw as a city-edifice can only be

the building of the new temple, with its surrounding wall

and its manifold court buildings. The expressions IvV and

aJ3p can both be brought into harmony with this. IvJ? refers

to the very high mountain mentioned immediately before, to

the summit of which the prophet had been transported, and

upon which the temple-edifice is measured before his eyes.

But 3J3D does not imply, that as Ezekiel looked from the

mountain he saw in the distance, toward the south, a magnifi-

cent building like a city-edifice ; but simply that, looking from

his standing-place in a southerly direction, or southwards, he

saw this building upon the mountain,—that is to say, as he had

been transported from Ohaldea, i.e. from the north, into the

land of Israel, he really saw it before him towards the south

;

so that the rendering of 3330 by airevavTi in the Septuagint is

substantially correct, though without furnishing any warrant to

alter 33,31? into n53». In ver. 3a, r\m iniK sn^ is repeated from

the end of ver. 1, for the purpose of attaching the following

description of what is seen, in the sense of, " when He brought

me thither, behold, there (was) a man." His appearance was

like the appearance of brass, i.e. of shining brass (according to

the correct gloss of the LXX. yaXKov ar'CK^ovro'i = ??i^ 'l^'Hi,

oh. i. 7). This figure suggests a heavenly being, an angel, and

as he is called Jehovah in ch. xliv. 2, 5, the angel of Jehovah.
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Kliefoth's opinion, that in ch. xliv. 2, 5, it is not the man who

is speaking, but that the prophet is there addressed directly by

the apparition of God (ch. xliii. 2 sqq.), is proved to be unten-

able by the simple fact that the speaker (in ch. xliv.) admonishes

the prophet in ver. 5 to attend, to see, and to hear, in the same

words as the man in ver. 4 of the chapter before us. This

places the identity of the two beyond the reach of doubt. He
had in his hand a flaxen cord for measuring, and the measuring

rod,—that is to say, two measures, because he had to measure

many and various things, smaller and larger spaces, for the

former of which he had the measuring rod, for the latter the

measuring line. The gate at which this man stood (ver. 3) is

not more precisely defined, but according to ver. 5 it is to be

sought for in the wall surrounding the building; and since he

went to the east gate first, according to ver. 6, it was not the

east gate, but probably the north gate, as it was from the north

that Ezekiel had come.

Vers. 5-27. The Outer Court, with Boundary Wall, Gate-

Buildings, and Cells.

Ver. 5.—The Surrounding Wall.—^ncf, behold, a wall

(ran) on the outside round the house; and in the mail's hand

was the measuring rod of six cubits, each a cubit and a hand-

breadth ; and he measured the breadth of the building a rod, and

the height a rod.—The description of the temple (for, accord-

ing to what follows, n^3i-i is the house of Jehovah) (cf. ch.

xliii. 7) commences with the surrounding wall of the outer

court, whose breadth (i.e. thickness) and height are measured

{see the illustration, Plate I.aaa a), the length of the measur-

ing rod having first been given by way of parenthesis. This

was six cubits (sc. measured) by the cubit and handbreadth—
that is to say, six cubits, each of which was of the length of a

(common) cubit and a handbreadth (cf. ch. xliii. 13) ; in all,

therefore, six cubits and six handbreadths. The ordinary or

common cubit, judging from the statement in 2 Ohron. iii. 3,
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tliat the measure of Solomon's temple was regulated according

to the earlier measure, had become shorter in the course of time

than the old Mosaic or sacred cubit. For the new temple, there-

fore, the measure is regulated according to a longer cubit, in all

probability according to the old sacred cubit of the Mosaic law,

which was a handbreadth longer than the common cubit accord-

ing to the passage before us, or seven handbreadths of the ordi-

nary cubit. !'??'], the masonry, is the building of the wall, which

was one rod broad, i.e. thick, and the same in height. The length

of this wall is not given, and can only be learned from the further

description of the whole wall (see the comm. on ch. xl. 27).

Vers, 6-16. The Buildings op the East Gate.— (See

Plate II. 1).—Ver. 6. And he went to the gate, the direction of

which was toward the east, and ascended the steps thereof, and

measured the threshold of the gate one rod broad, namely, the first

threshold one rod broad, Ver. 7. And the guard-room one rod

long and one rod broad, and between the guard-rooms five cubits,

and the threshold of the gate by the porch of the gate from the

temple hither one rod. Ver. 8. And he measured the porch of

the gate from the temple hither one rod. Ver. 9. And he

measured the porch of the gate eight cubits, and its pillars two

cubits ; and the porch of the gate was from the temple hither.

Ver. 10. And of the guard-rooms of the gate toward the east there

were three on this side and three on that side ; all three had one

measure, and the pillars also one measure on this side and on that.

Ver. 11. And he measured the breadth of the opening of the gate

ten cubits, tlie length of the gate thirteen cubits. Ver. 12. And
there was a boundary fence before the guard-rooms of one cubit,

and a cubit was the boundary fence on that side, and the guard-

rooms were six cubits on this side and six cubits on that side.

Ver. 13. And he measured the gate from the roof of the guard-

rooms to the roof of them five and twenty cubits broad, door

against door. Ver. 14. And he fixed the pillars at sixty cubits,

and the court round about the gate reached to the pillars. Ver. 15.
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And the front of the entrance gate to the front of the porch of the

inner gate was fifty cubits. Ver. 16. And there were closed win-

dows in the guard-rooms, and in their pillars on the inner side of

the gate round about, and so also in the projections of the walls ;

there were windows round about on the inner side, and palms on

the pillars.—"^W ^^ "i^Jl Js not to be rendered, " he went in at

the gate." For although this would be grammatically admis-

sible, it is not in harmony with what follows, according to

which the man first of all ascended the steps, and then com-

menced the measuring of the gate-buildings with the threshold

of the gate. The steps {B in the illustration) are not to bef

thought of as in the surrounding wall, but as being outside in

front of them ; but in the description which follows they are

not included in the length of the gate-buildings. The number

of steps is not given here, but they have no doubt been fixed

correctly by the LXX. at seven, as that is the number given

in vers. 22 and 26 in connection with both the northern and

southern gates. From the steps the man came to the threshold

(C), and measured it. " The actual description of the first

building, that of the eastern gate, commences in the inside;

first of all, the entire length is traversed (vers. 6-9), and the

principal divisions are measured on the one side; then (vers.

10-12) the inner portions on both sides are given more defi-

nitely as to their character, number, and measure; in vers.

13-15 the relations and measurement of the whole building are

noticed; and finally (ver. 16), the wall-decorations observed

round about the inside. The exit from the gate is first men-

tioned in ver. 17; consequently all that is given in vers. 6-16

must have been visible within the building, Just as in the case

of the other gates the measurements and descriptions are

always to be regarded as given from within " (Bottcher). The
threshold (C) wa-s a rod in breadth,—that is to say, measuring

from the outside to the inside,—and was therefore just as broad

as the wall was thick (ver. 5). But this threshold was the one,

or first threshold, which had to be crossed by any one who
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entered the gate from the outside, for the gate-building had a

second threshold at the exit into the court, which is mentioned

in ver. 7. Hence the more precise definition ins fjO nxi, " and

that the one, i.e. first threshold," in connection with which the

breadth is given a second time. OK is neither nota nominativi,

nor is it used in the sense of T\v,1 ; but it is nota accus., and is

also governed by "lOJl. And insj is not to be taken in a

pregnant sense, " only one, i,e. not broken up, or composed

of several" (Bottcher, Havernick), but is employed, as it

frequently is in enumeration, for the ordinal number : one for

the first (vid. e.g. Gen. i. 5, 7). The length of the threshold, i.e.

its measure between the two door-posts (from north to south), is

not given ; but from the breadth of the entrance door mentioned

in ver. 11, we can infer that it was ten cubits. Proceeding

from the threshold, we have next the measurement of the

guard-room ((?), mentioned in ver. 7. According to 1 Kings

xiv. 28, KR is a room constructed in the gate, for the use of the

guard keeping watch at the gate. This was a rod in length,

and the same in breadth. A space of five cubits is then men-

tioned as intervening between the guard-rooms. It is evident

from this that there were several guard-rooms in succession

;

according to ver. 10, three on each side of the doorway, but

that instead of their immediately joining one another, they were

separated by intervening spaces {H) of five cubits each. This

required two spaces on' each side. These spaces between the

guard-rooms, of which we have no further description, must

not be thought of as open or unenclosed, for in that case there

would have been so many entrances into the court, and the

gateway would not be closed ; but we must assume " that they

were closed by side walls, which connected the guard-rooms

with one another" (Kliefoth).—After the guard-rooms there

follows, thirdly, the threshold of the gate on the side of, or

near the porch of, the gate " in the direction from the house,"

i.e. the second threshold, which was at the western exit from

the gate-buildings near the porch (Z)) ; in other words, which
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Stood as you entered immediately in front of the porch leading

out into the court (C C), and was also a cubit in breadth, like

the first threshold at the eastern entrance into the gate, n^ano,

" in the direction from the house," or, transposing it into our

mode of viewing and describing directions, " going toward the

temple-house." This is added to "iV?'? Q^N to indicate clearly

the position of this porch as being by the inner passage of the

gate-buildings leading into the court, so as to guard against our

thinking of a porch erected on the outside in front of the

entrance gate. Bottcher, Hitzig, and others are wrong in

identifying or interchanging n^3n» with n^ao, inwardly, intrin-

secus (ch. vii. 15; 1 Kings vi. 15), and taking it as referring

to fip, as if the intention were to designate this threshold as the

inner one lying within the gate-buildings, in contrast to the first

threshold mentioned in ver. 6.

In vers. 8 and 9 two different measures of this court-porch

(Z)) are given, viz. first, one rod = six cubits (ver. 8), and then

eight cubits (ver. 9). The ancient translators stumbled at this

difference, and still more at the fact that the definition of the

measurement is repeated in the same words ; so that, with the

exception of the Targumists, they have all omitted the eighth

verse; and in consequence of this, modern critics, such as

Houbigant, Ewald, Bottcher, and Hitzig, have expunged it

from the text as a gloss. But however strange the repetition

of the measurement of the porch with a difference in the

numbers may appear at the first glance, and however naturally

it may suggest the thought of a gloss which has crept into the

text through the oversight of a copyist, it is very difficult to

understand how such a gloss could have been perpetuated ; and

this cannot be explained by the groundless assumption that

there was an unwillingness to erase what had once been erro-

neously written. To this must be added the difference in the

terms employed to describe the dimensions, viz. first, a rod, and

then eight cubits, as well as the circumstance that in ver. 9, in

addition to the measure of the porch, that of the pillars adjoin-
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ing tlie porch is given immediately afterwards. The attempts

of the earlier commentators to explain the two measurements of

the porch have altogether failed ; and Kliefoth was the first to

solve the difficulty correctly, by explaining that in ver. 8 the

measurement of the porch is given in the clear, i.e. according

to the length within, or the depth (from east to west), whilst

in ver. 9 the external length of the southern (or northern) wall

of the porch (from east to west) is given. Both of these were

necessary, the former to give a correct idea of the inner space

of the porch, as in the case of the guard-rooms in ver. 7 ; the

latter, to supply the necessary data for the entire length of the

gate-buildings, and to make it possible to append to this the

dimensions of the pillars adjoining the western porch-wall. As

a portion of the gate-entrance or gateway, this porch was open

to the east and west ; and toward the west, i.e. toward the court,

it was closed by the gate built against it. Kliefoth therefore

assumes that the porch-walls on the southern and northern

sides projected two cubits toward the west beyond the inner

space of the porch, which lay between the threshold and the

gate that could be closed, and was six cubits long, and that the

two gate-pillars, with their thickness of two cubits each, were

attached to this prolongation of the side walls. But by this

supposition we do not gain a porch (o^^), but a simple extension

of the intervening wall between the third guard-room and the

western gate. If the continuation of the side walls, which

joined the masonry bounding the western threshold on the south

and north, was to have the character of a porch, the hinder

wall (to the east) could not be entirely wanting ; but even if

there were a large opening in it for the doorway, it must stand

out in some way so as to strike the eye, whether by projections

of the wall at the north-east and south-east corners, or what

may be more probable, by the fact that the southern and

northern side walls receded at least a cubit in the inside, if

not more, so that the masonry of the walls of the porch was

weaker (thinner) than that at the side of the threshold and by
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the pillars, and the porch in the clear from north to south was

broader than the doorway. The suffix attached to v'^? is pro-

bably to be taken as referring to "iVB'ri D^S, and not merely

to "^W, and the word itself to be construed as a plural Q'h'^)

:

the pillars of the gate-porch (E) were two cubits thick, or strong.

This measurement is not to be divided between the two pillars,

as the earlier commentators supposed, so that each pillar would

be but one cubit thick, but applies to each of them. As the

pillars were sixty cubits high (according to ver. 14), they must

have had the strength of at least two cubits of thickness to

secure the requisite firmness. At the close of the ninth verse,

the statement that the gate-porch was directed towards the

temple-house is made for the third time, because it was this

peculiarity in the situation which distinguished the gate-build-

ings of the outer court from those of the inner ; inasmuch as in

the case of the latter, although in othSr respects its construction

resembled that of the gate-buildings of the outer court, the situa-

tion was reversed, and the gate-porch was at the side turned away

from the tfemple toward the outer court, as is also emphatically

stated three times' in vers.-Sl, 34, and 37 (Kliefoth).

On reaching the gate-porch and its pillars, the measurer had

gone through the entire length of the gate-buildings, and de-

termined the measure of all its component parts, so far as the

length was concerned. Having arrived at the inner extremity

or exit, the describer returns, in order to supply certain import-

ant particulars with regard to the situation and character of

the whole structure. He first of all observes (in ver. 10), with

reference to the number and relative position of the guard-houses

(G), that there were three of them on each side opposite to one

another, that all six were of the same measure, i.e. one rod in

length and one in breadth (ver. 7) ; and then, that the pillars

mentioned in ver. 9; the measurement of which was determined

(E), standing at the gate-porch on either side, were of the same

size. Many of the commentators have erroneously imagined

that by D?'NP we are to understand the walls between the guard-
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rooms or pillars in the guard-rooms. The connecting walls

could not be called Q y''N ; and if pillars belonging to the guard-

rooms were intended, we should expect to find Iv^xp.— In

ver. 11 there follow the measurements of the breadth and

length of the doorway. The breadth of the opening, i.e. the

width of the doorway, was ten cubits, " By this we are

naturally to understand the breadth of the whole doorway in

its full extent, just as the length of the two thresholds and the

seven steps, which was not given in vers. 6 and 7, is also fixed

at ten cubits" (Kliefoth).—The measurement which follows,

viz. " the length of the gate, thirteen cubits," is difficult to ex-

plain, and has been interpreted in very different ways. The

supposition of Lyra, Kliefoth, and others, that by the length of

the gate we are to understand the height of the trellised gate,

which could be opened and shut, cannot possibly be correct. 'H'?.^,

length, never stands for fl^ip, height; and "iJ^K'n in this con-

nection cannot mean the gate that was opened and shut. iV^'ri,

as distinguished from "iwn l^l!??, can only signify either the

whole of the gate-building (as in ver. 6), or, in a more limited

sense, that portion of the building which bore the character of

a gate in a conspicuous way ; primarily, therefore, the masonry

enclosing the threshold on the two sides, together with its roof

;

and then, generally, the covered doorway, or that portion of the

gate-building which was roofed over, in distinction from the un-

covered portion of the building between the two gates (Bottcher,

Hitzig, and Havernick) ; inasmuch as it cannot be supposed

that a gate-building of fifty cubits long was entirely roofed in.

Now, as there are two thresholds mentioned in vers. 6 and 7,

and the distinction in ver. 15 between the (outer) entrance-gate

and the porch of the inner gate implies that the gate-building

had two gates, like the gate-building of the city of Mahanaim

(2 Sam. xviii. 24), one might be disposed to distribute the

thirteen cubits' length of the gate between the two gates, be-

cause each threshold had simply a measurement of six cubits.

But such a supposition as this, which is not very probable in

EZEK, II. N
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itself, is proved to be untenable, by the fact that tlirougliout the

whole description we never find the measurements of two or more

separate portions added together, so that no other course is open

than to assume, as Bottcher, Hitzig, and Havernick have done,

that the length of thirteen cubits refers to one covered doorway,

and that, according to the analogy of the measurements of the

guard-rooms given in ver. 7, it applies to the second gateway

also ; in which case, out of the forty cubits which constituted

the whole length of the gate-building (without the front porch),

about two-thirds (twenty-six cubits) would be covered gateway

{b b), and the fourteen cubits between would form an uncovered

court-yard (c c) enclosed on all sides by the gate-buildings.

Consequently the roofing of the gate extended from the eastern

and western side over the guard-room, which immediately

adjoined the threshold of the gate, and a cubit beyond that,

over the wall which intervened between the guard-rooms, so

that only the central guard-room on either side, together with

a portion of the walls which bounded it, stood in the uncovered

portion or court of the gate-building.—According to ver. 12,

there was a ?13|I, or boundary, in front of the guard-rooms, i.e. a

boundary fence of a cubit in breadth, along the whole of the

guard-room, with its breadth of six cubits on either side. The

construction of this boundary fence or barrier (a) is not ex-

plained ; but the design of it is clear, namely, to enable the

sentry to come without obstruction out of the guard-room, to

observe what was going on in the gate both on the right and

left, without being disturbed by those who were passing through

the gate. These boundary fences in front of the guard-rooms

projected into the gateway to the extent described, so that there

were only eight (10-2) cubits open space between the guard-

rooms, for those who were going out and in. In ver. 12 we
must supply nap after the first nns because of the parallelism.

Ver. 12& is a substantial repetition of ver. 7a.—In ver. 13

there follows the measure of the breadth of the gate-building.

From the roof of the one guard-room to the roof of the other
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guard-room opposite (^3?? is an abbreviated expression for

^^^ 2??) the breadth was twenty-five cubits, " door against door."

These last words are added for the sake of clearness, to de-

signate the direction of the measurement as taken right across

the gateway. The door of the guard-room, however, can only

be the door in the outer wall, by which the sentries passed to

and fro between the room and the court. The measurement

given will not allow of our thinking of a door in the inner

wall, i.e. the wall of the barrier of the gateway, without touch-

ing the question in dispute among the commentators, whether

the guard-rooms had walls toward the gateway or not, i.e.

whether they were rooms that could be closed, or sentry-boxes

open in front. All that the measuring from roof to roof pre-

supposes as indisputable is, that the guard-rooms had a roof.

The measurement given agrees, moreover, with the other

measurements. The breadth of the gateway with its ten

cubits, added to that of each guard-room with six, and there-

fore of both together with twelve, makes twenty-two cubits in

all ; so that if we add three cubits for the thickness of the two

outer walls, or a cubit and a half each, that is to say, according

to ver. 42, the breadth of one hewn square stone, we obtain

twenty-five cubits for the breadth of the whole gate-building,

the dimension given in -vers. 21, 25, and 29.

There is a further difficulty in ver. 14. The Dy'iK, whose

measurement is fixed in the first clause at sixty cubits, can only

be the gate-pillars Oy''^) mentioned in ver. 9 ; and the measure-

ment given can only refer to their height. The height of sixty

cubits serves to explain the choice of the verb '^V% in the

general sense of constituit, instead of lOJI, inasmuch as such a

height could not be measured from the bottom to the top with

the measuring rod, but could only be estimated and fixed at

such and such a result. With regard to the offence taken by

modern critics at the sixty cubits, Kliefoth has very correctly

observed, that " if it had been considered that our church

towers have also grown out of gate-pillars, that we may see for
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ourselves not only in Egyptian obelisks and Turkish minarets,

but in our own hollow factory-chimneys, how pillars of sixty

cubits can be erected upon a pedestal of two cubits square ; and

lastly, that we have here to do with a colossal building seen in

a vision,—there would have been no critical difficulties discovered

in this statement as to the height." Moreover, not only the

number, but the whole text is verified as correct by the Targum

and Vulgate, and defended by them against all critical caprice

;

whilst the verdict of Bottcher himself concerning the Greek

and Syriac texts is, that they are senselessly mutilated and dis-

figured.—In the second half of the verse 7'^ stands in a collec-

tive sense : " and the court touched the pillars." "isn[i is not a

court situated within the gate-building (Hitzig, Havernick, and

others), but the outer court of the temple. iVB'n is an accusa-

tive, literally, with regard to the gate round about, i.e. encom-

passing the gate-building round about, that is to say, on three

sides. These words plainly affirm what is implied in the preceding

account, namely, that the gate-building stood within the outer

court, and that not merely so far as. the porch was concerned,

but in its whole extent.—To this there is very suitably attached

in ver. 15 the account of the length of the whole building.

The words, " at the front of the entrance gate to the front of

the porch of the inner gate," are a concise topographical expres-

sion for " from the front side of the entrance gate to the front

side of the porch of the inner gate." At the starting-point of the

measurement f? {^V^) was unnecessary, as the point of com-

mencement is indicated by the position of the word; and in

''^f? ^^, as distinguished from "33 '?y, the direction toward the

terminal point is shown, so that there is no necessity to aUer '^^

into ly, since '?V, when used of the direction in which the object

aimed at lies, frequently touches the ordinary meaning of IV (cf.'

nnisp '?s, Ps. xix. 7, and On^bn '?V, Isa. X. 25) ; whilst here the

direction is rendered perfectly plain by the h (in "3B^). The Chetib

linxin, a misspelling for lin^sn, we agree with Gesenius and others

in regarding as a substantive : " entrance." The entrance gate
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is the outer gate, at the flight of steps leading into the gate-

building. Opposite to this was the "inner gate" at the end of the

gate-building, by the porch leading into the court. The length

from the outer to the inner gate was fifty cubits, which is the

resultant obtained from the measurements of the several por-

tions of the gate-building, as given in vers. 6-10 ; namely, six

cubits the breadth of the first threshold, 3 x 6 = 18 cubits that

of the three guard-rooms, 2 x 5= 10 cubits that of the spaces

intervening between the guard-rooms, 6 cubits that of the

inner threshold, 8 cubits that of the gate-porch, and 2 cubits

that of the gate-pillars (6+18+10+6+8+2 = 50).

Lastly, in ver. 16, the windows and decorations of the gate-

buildings are mentioned. niDBK ni3i?n, closed windows, is, no

doubt, a contracted expression for D^O^N CSp?' 'P,i?n (1 Kings

vi. 4), windows of closed bars, i.e. windows, the lattice-work of

which was made so fast, that they could not be opened at pleasure

like the windows of dwelling-houses. But it is difiicult to deter-

mine the situation of these windows. According to the words

of the text, they were in the guard-rooms and in iiE)n78 and

also nits^K^, and that "^W^ noiJEii) into the interior of the gate-

building, i.e. going into the inner side of the gateway 3UD

3''2D, round about, i.e. surrounding the gateway on all sides.

To understand these statements, we must endeavour, first of all,

to get a clear idea of the meaning of the words ^Y^ and litspN.

The first occurs in the singular ?]>?, not only in vers. 14, 16, and

ch. xli. 3, but also in 1 Kings vi. 31 ; in the plural only in this

chapter and in ch. xli. 1. The second Oy^ or D7N is met with

only in this chapter, and always in the plural, in the form nIapK

only in vers. 16 and 30, in other cases always CS?'''?, or

with a suffix "fl^T^, after the analogy of nixn in ver. 12 by

the side of Csn in vers. 7 and 16, 'Nri in ver. 10, and VXn

or INJJ in vers. 21, 29, 33, 36, from which it is apparent

that the difference in the formation of the plural (niDi)''N and

W^Kh^a) has no influence upon the meaning of the word. On
the other hand, it is evident from our verse (ver. 16), and still
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more so from the expression 1fi)?S1 vis, which is repeated in

vers. 21, 24, 29, 33, and 36 (cf. vers. 26, 31, and 34), that D'^'N

and CB??? must signify different things, and are not to be

identified, as Bottcher and others suppose. The word y^, as

an architectural term, never occurs except in connection with

doors or gates. It is used in this connection as early as

1 Kings vi. 31, in the description of the door of the most holy

place in Solomon's temple, where 7]Hn signifies the projection

on the door-posts, i.e. the projecting portion of the wall in

which the door-posts were fixed. Ezekiel uses nrisn ^s in

ch. xli. 3 in the same sense in relation to the door of the most

holy place, and in an analogous manner applies the term D7*N

to the pillars which rose up to a colossal height at or by the

gates of the courts (vers. 9, 10, 14, 21, 24, etc.), and also of

the pillars at the entrance into the holy place (ch. xli. 1). The

same meaning may also be retained inver. 16, where pillars (or

posts) are attributed to the guard-rooms, since the suffix in nsn^K

can only be taken as referring to D'Krin. As these guard-rooms

had doors, the doors may also have had their posts. And just

as in ver. 14 -"N'PK points back to the DyN previously men-

tioned, and the singular is used in a collective sense ; so may

the <N pf^ in ver. 16 be taken collectively, and referred to

the pillars mentioned before.— There is more difficulty in

determining the meaning of dVx (plural CS^N or liSpN),

which has been identified sometimes with ch'MX, sometimes with

DviS. Although etymologically connected with these two

words, it is not only clearly distinguished from D^^^N, as we have

already observed, but it is also distinguished from Q^^K by the

fact that, apart from ch. xli. 15, where the plural '"b'?^^ signifies

the front porches in all the gate-buildings of the court, O^^K

only occurs in the singular, because every gate-building had

only one front porch, whereas the plural is always used in the

case of Q^B???. So far as the form is concerned, D^if? is derived

from 7\^ ; and since ?;n signifies the projection, more especially

the pillars on both sides of the doors and gates, it has apparently
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the force of an abstract noun, projecting work ; but as distin-

guished from the prominent pillars, it seems to indicate the

projecting works or portions on the side walls of a building of

large dimensions. If, then, we endeavour to determine the

meaning of D?'8< more precisely in our description of the gate-

building, where alone the word occurs, we find from ver. 30

that there were nieps round about the gate-buildings ; and

again from vers. 16 and 25, that the Cspi? had windows, which

entered into the gateway ; and still further from vers. 22

and 26, that when one ascended the flight of steps, they were

'?&'?, « in front of them." And lastly, from vers. 21, 29, and 33,

where guard-rooms, on this side and on that side, pillars (^Y??),

and CS?'? are mentioned as constituent parts of the gate-

building or gateway, and the length of the gateway is given

as fifty cubits, we may infer that the ClSp^?, with the guard-

rooms and pillars, formed the side enclosures of the gateway

throughout its entire length. Consequently we shall not be

mistaken, if we follow Kliefoth in understanding by ^''b^^ those

portions of the inner side walls of the gateway which projected

in the same manner as the two pillars by the porch, namely,

the intervening walls between the three guard-rooms, and also

those portions of the side walls which enclosed the two thresholds

on either side. For " there was nothing more along the gate-

^'ay, with the exception of the portions mentioned," that pro-

jected in any way, inasmuch as these projecting portions of the

side enclosures, together with the breadth of the guard-rooms

and the porch, along with its pillars, made up the entire length

of the gateway, amounting to fifty cubits. This explanation of

the word is applicable to all the passages in which it occurs,

even to vers. 30 and 31, as the exposition of these verses will

show.—It follows from this that the windows mentioned in

ver. 16 can only be sought for in the walls of the guard-rooms

and the projecting side walls of the gateway ; and therefore

that fiKinvK 7N1 is to be taken as a more precise definition of

D'Nrin'PS : " there were windows in the guard-rooms, and, indeed
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(that is to say), in their pillars," i.e. by the side of the pillars

enclosing the door. These windows entered into the interior

of the gateway. It still remains questionable, however,

whether these windows looked out of the guard-rooms into the

court, and at the same time threw light into the interior of the

gateway, because the guard-rooms were open towards the gate-

way, as Bottcher, Hitzig, Kliefoth, and others assume; or

whether the guard-rooms had also a wall with a door opening

into the gateway, and windows on both sides, to which allusion

is made here. The latter is by no means probable, inasmuch

as, if the guard-rooms were not open towards the gateway, the

walls between them would not have projected in such a man-

ner as to allow of their being designated as niBPN. For this

reason we regard the former as the correct supposition. There

is some difficulty also in the further expression 3"'ap a'^p ; for,

strictly speaking, there were not windows round about, but

simply on both sides of the gateway. But if we bear in mind

that the windows in the hinder or outer wall of the guard-rooms

receded considerably in relation to the windows in the project-

ing side walls, the expression 3*3p yzD can be justified in this

sense :
" all round, wherever the eye turned in the gateway."

'^^'3??? t?, likewise in the projecting walls, sc. there were such

windows. t?l implies not only that there were windows in these

walls, but also that they were constructed in the same manner

as those in the pillars of the guard-rooms. It was only thus

that the gateway came to have windows round about, which

went inwards. Consequently this is repeated once more ; and

in the last clause of the verse it is still further observed, that

h\^ %, I.e., according to ver. 15, on the two lofty pillars in front

of the porch, there were U'Sm added, i.e. ornaments in the

form of palms, not merely of palm branches or palm leaves.—

This completes the description of the eastern gate of the outer

court. The measuring angel now leads the prophet over the

court to the other two gates, the north gate and the south gate.

On the way, the outer court is described and measured.
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Vers 17-19. The Outer Court described and mea-

sured.—Ver. 17. And he led me into the outer court, and

behold there were cells and pavement made round the court;

thirty cells on the pavement. Ver. 18. And the pavement was

by the side of the gates, corresponding to the length of the gates,

(namely) the lower pavement. Ver. 19. And he measured the

breadth from the front of the lower gate to the front of the inner

court, about a hundred cubits on the east side and on the north

side.—Ezekiel having been led through the eastern gate into

the outer court, was able to survey it, not on the eastern side

only, but also on the northern and southern sides ; and there he

perceived cells and fis^., pavimentum, mosaic pavement, or a

floor paved with stones laid in mosaic form (2 Chron. vii. 3

;

Esth, i. 6), made round the court; that is to say, according to

the more precise description in ver. 18, on both sides of the

gate-buildings, of a breadth corresponding to their length, run-

ning along the inner side of the wall of the court, and conse-

quently not covering the floor of the court in all its extent, but

simply running along the inner side of the surrounding wall as

a strip of about fifty cubits broad, and that not uniformly on

all four sides, but simply on the eastern, southern, and northern

sides, and at the north - west and south - west corners of the

western side, so far, namely, as the outer court surrounded the

inner court and temple (see Plate I. b b b); for on the western

side the intervening space from the inner court and temple-

house to the surrounding wall of the outer court was filled by

a special building of the separate place. It is with this limita-

tion that we have to take S'^D inp. '•itJ'J? may belong either

to fiBV")l fliiE'p or merely to ^^"P,, so far as grammatical con-

siderations are concerned ; for in either case there would be

an irregularity in the gender, and the participle is put in the

singular as a neuter. If we look fairly at the fact itself, not

one of the reasons assigned by Kliefoth, for taking '"iB'JI as

referring to navi only, is applicable throughout. If the pave-

ment ran round by the side of the gate-buildings on three sides
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of the court, and the cells were by or upon the pavement, they

may have stood on three sides of the court without our being

forced to assume, or even warranted in assuming, that they

must of necessity have filled up the whole length on every side

from the shoulder of the gate-building to the corner, or rather

to the space that was set apart in every corner, according to

ch. xlvi. 21-24, for the cooking of the sacrificial meals of the

people. We therefore prefer to take '"iB'j? as referring to the

cells and the pavement ; because this answers better than the

other, both to the construction and to the fact. In ver. 18 the

pavement is said to have been by the shoulder of the gates.

nnjJB'ri is in the plural, because Ezekiel had probably also in his

mind the two gates which are not described till afterwards.

^ina, the shoulder of the gate-buildings regarded as a body, is

the space on either side of the gate-building along the wall,

with the two angles formed by the longer side of the gate-

buildings and the line of the surrounding wall. This is more

precisely defined by 'tyn ^nN nsy?, alongside of the length of

the gates, i.e. running parallel with it (cf. 2 Sam. xvi. 13), or

stretching out on both sides with a breadth corresponding to

the length of the gate-buildings. The gates were fifty cubits

long, or, deducting the thickness of the outer wall, they pro-

jected into the court to the distance of forty-four cubits.

Consequently the pavement ran along the inner sides of the

surrounding wall with a breadth of forty-four cubits. This

pavement is called the lower pavement, in distinction from the

pavement or floor of the inner court, which was on a higher

elevation. All that is said concerning the nbE'i' is, that there

were thirty of them, and that they were narin !>« (see Plate

I. C). The dispute whether hi< signifies by or upon the pave-

ment has no bearing upon the fact itself. As Ezekiel

frequently uses ?K for 7^, and vice versa, the rendering upon

can be defended ; but it cannot be established, as Hitzig sup-

poses, by referring to 2 Kings xvi. 17. If we retain the

literal meaning of ?K, at or against, we cannot picture to our-
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selves the position of the cells as projecting from the inner

edge of the pavement into the unpaved portion of the court

;

for in that case, to a person crossing the court, they would

have stood in front of ("''.??) the pavement rather than against

the pavement. The prep. ?S, against, rather suggests the

fact that the cells were built near the surrounding wall, so

that the pavement ran along the front of them, which faced

the inner court in an unbroken line. In this case it made no

difference to the view whether the cells were erected upon the

pavement, or the space occupied by the cells was left unpaved,

and the pavement simply joined the lower edge of the walls of

the cells all round. The text contains no account of the manner

in which they were distributed on the three sides of the court.

But it is obvious from the use of the plural niaB*?, that the

reference is not to thirty entire buildings, but simply to thirty

rooms, as naK*? does not signify a building consisting of several

rooms, but always a single room or cell in a building. Thus

in 1 Sam. ix. 22 it stands for a room appointed for holding

the sacrificial meals, and that by no means a small room, but

one which could accommodate about thirty persons. In Jer.

xxxvi. 12 it is applied to a room in the king's palace, used as

the chancery. Elsewhere n3E>p is the term constantly employed

for the rooms in the court-buildings and side-buildings of the

temple, which served partly as a residence for the officiating

priests and Levites, and partly for the storing of the temple

dues collected in the form of tithes, fruits, and money (yid.

2 Kings xxiii. 11; Jer. xxxv. 4, xxxvi. 10; 1 Chron. ix. 26 ;

Neh. X. 38-40). Consequently we must not think of thirty

separate buildings, but have to distribute the thirty cells on the

three sides of the court in such a manner that there would be

ten on each side, and for the sake of symmetry five in every

building, standing both right and left between the gate-building

and the corner kitchens.—In ver. 19 the size or compass of the

outer court is determined. The breadth from the front of the

lower gate to the front of the inner court was 100 cubits.
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njiPinnn lyK'n, the gate of the lower court, i.e. the outer gate,

which was lower than the inner, nj^nnrin is not an adjective

agreeing with IV?', for apart from Isa. xiv. 31 "'3??' is never

construed as a feminine ; but it is used as a substantive for isn

njinnnri, the lower court, see the comm. on ch. viii. 3. V.??*? de-

notes the point from which the measuring started, and 'Jsp

isnn the ' direction in which it proceeded, including also the

terminus : " to before the inner court," equivalent to " up to

the front of the inner court." The terminal point is more pre-

cisely defined by J""^?, from without, which Hitzig proposes to

erase as needless and unusual, but without any reason. For,

inasmuch as the gateways of the inner court were built int6

the outer court, as is evident from what follows, pnp simply

affirms that the measuring only extended to the point where

the inner court commenced within the outer, namely, to the

front of the porch of the gate, not to the boundary wall of the

inner court, as this wall stood at a greater distance from the

porch of the outer court-gate by the whole length of the court-

gate, that is to say, as much as fifty cubits. From this more

precise definition of the terminal point it follows still further,

that the starting-point was not the boundary-wall, but the

porch of the gate of the outer court ; in other words, that the

hundred cubits measured by the man did not include the fifty

cubits' length of the gate-building, but this is expressly ex-

cluded. This is placed beyond all doubt by vers. 23 and 27,

where the distance of the inner court-gate from the gate (of

the outer court) is said to have been a hundred cubits.—The

closing words iiasfni Diiisn have been very properly separated

by the Masoretes from what precedes, by means of the Athnacli,

for they are not to be taken in close connection with n»>l ; nor

are they to be rendered, " he measured . . . toward the east and

toward the north," for this would be at variance with the state-

ment, "to the front of the inner court." They are rather

meant to supply a further appositional definition to the whole

of the preceding clause : " he measured from ... a hundred
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cubits," relating to the east side and the north side of the court,

and affirm that the measuring took place from gate to gate both

on the eastern and on the northern side ; in other words, that the

measure given, a hundred cubits, applied to the eastern side as

well as the northern ; and thus they prepare the way for the

description of the north gate, which follows from ver. 20

onwards.

Vers. 20-27. The North Gate and the South Gate

OF THE Outer Court (1 Plate I. A).—The description of

these two gate-buildings is very brief, only the principal por-

tions being mentioned, coupled with the remark that they

resembled those of the east gate. The following is the descrip-

tion of the north gate.—Ver. 20. Atid the gate, whose direction

was toward the north, touching the outer court, he measured its

length and its breadth, Ver. 21. And its guard-rooms, three on

this side and three on that, and its pillars and its wall-projections.

It was according to the measure of the first gate, fifty cubits

its length, and the breadth five and twenty cubits. Ver. 22.

And its windows and its wall - projections and its palms were

according to the measure of the gate, whose direction was toward

the east; and by seven steps they went up, and its wall -pro-

jections were in front of it. Ver. 23. And a gate to the inner

court was opposite the gate to the north and to the east; and

he measured from gate to gate a hundred ctibits.— With the

measuring of the breadth of the court the measuring man
had reached the north gate, which he also proceeded to

measure now. In ver. 20 the words "iW"ni to n3iX''nn are written

absolutely ; and in ver. 21 the verb njri does not belong to the

objects previously enumerated, viz. guard-rooms, pillars, etc.,

but these objeqts are governed by lojl, and njn points back to

the principal subject of the two verses, "iVE'n : it (the gate) was

according to the measure . . . (cf. vers. 15 and 13). For the

use of 3 in definitions of measurement, " 25 "BN?" (by the cubit,

sc. measured), as in Ex. xxvii. 18, etc., see Gesenius, § 120. 4,
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Anm. 2. The " first gate " is the east gate, the one first mea-

sured and described. In ver. 236 the number of steps is given

which the flight leading into the gateway had; and this of course

applies to the flight of steps of the east gate also (ver. 6). In

ver. 22, rriDa is not to be regarded as doubtful, as Hitzig sup-

poses, or changed into 3 ; for even if the windows of the east

gate were not measured, they had at all events a definite mea-

surement, so that it might be affirmed with regard to the windows

of the north gate that their dimensions were the same. This

also applies to the palm-decorations. With regard to the CB^K

(ver. 21), however, it is simply stated that they were measured;

but the measurement is not given. nin''.3S? (ver. 22, end) is not

to be altered in an arbitrary and ungrammatical way into '""JV??,

as Bottcher proposes. The suffix Dn refers to the steps.

Before the steps there were the D''!??''*? of the gate-building.

This " before," however, is not equivalent to " outside the flight

of steps," as Bottcher imagines ; for the measuring man did not

go out of the inside of the gate, or go down the steps into the

court, but came from the court and ascended the steps, and as

he was going up he saw in front (vis-a-vis) of the steps the

D'')3p''X of the gate, i.e. the wall - projections on both sides of

the threshold of the gate. In ver. 23 it is observed for the

first time that there was a gate to the inner court opposite

to the northern and the eastern gate of the outer court already

described, so that the gates of the outer and inner court stood

vis-a-vis. The distance between these outer and inner gates

is then measured, viz. 100 cubits, in harmony with ver. 19S.

In vers. 24-27 the south gate is described with the same

brevity. Ver. 24. And he led me toward the south, and behold

there was a gate toioard the south, and he measured its. pillars

and its wall-projections according to the same measures. Ver. 25.

And there were windows in it and its wall-projections round

about like those windows ; fifty cubits was the length, and

the breadth five and twenty cubits. Ver. 26. And seven steps

were its ascent and its wall-projections in the front of them,
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and it had palm -work, one upon this side and one upon

that on its pillars. Ver. 27. And there was a gate to the

inner court toward the south, and he measured from gate to

gate toward the south a hundred cubits. — This gate also

was built exactly like the two others. The description simply

differs in form, and not in substance, from the description

of the gate immediately preceding. n?><n nil!33, " like those

measures," is a concise expression for " like the measures of

the pillars already described at the north and east gates."

For ver. 25, compare vers. 16 and 216; and for ver. 26a,

vid. ver.' 226. Ver. 266 is clearly explained from ver. 166,

as compared with ver. 96. And lastly, ver. 27 answers to the

23d verse, and completes the measuring of the breadth of

the court, which was also a hundred cubits upon the south

side, from the outer gate to the inner gate standing opposite,

as was the case according to ver. 19 upon the eastern side.

Havernick has given a different explanation of ver. 27, and

would take the measurement of a hundred cubits as referring

to the distance between the gates of the inner court which stood

opposite to each other, because in ver. 27 we have IJ??'? in the

text, and not "lyU'n tp ; so that we should have to render the

passage thus, " he measured from a gate to the gate toward the

south a hundred cubits," and not " from the gate (already

described) of the outer court," but from another gate, which

according to the context of the verse must also be a gate of the

inner court. But it is precisely the context which speaks

decidedly against this explanation. For since, according to

ver. 18, the measuring man did not take the prophet into the

inner court, for the purpose of measuring it before his eyes, till

after he had measured from (a) gate to the south gate of the

inner court, the distance which he had previously measured and

found to be a hundred cubits is not to be sought for within

the inner court, and therefore cannot give the distance between

the gates of the inner court, which stood opposite to one

another, but must be that from the south gate of the outer
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court to the south gate of the inner. This is the case not only

here, but also in ver. 23, where the north gate is mentioned.

We may see how little importance is to be attached to the omis-

sion of the article in ly^l? from the expression "^Vp ?K iVE'D in

ver. 23, where neither the one gate nor the other is defined,

because the context showed which gates were meant. Haver-

nick's explanation is therefore untenable, notwithstanding the

fact that, according to ver. 47, the size of the inner court was

a hundred cubits both in breadth and length.—From the

distance between the gates of the outer court and the corre-

sponding gates of the inner, as given in vers. 27, 23, and 19,

we find that the outer court covered a space of two hundred

cubits on every side,—namely, fifty cubits the distance which

the outer court building projected into the court, and fifty cubits

for the projection of the gate-building of the inner court into

the outer court, and a hundred cubits from one gate-porch to

the opposite one (50 -h 50 + 1 00 = 200).

Consequently the full size of the building enclosed by the

wall (ch. xl. 5), i.e. of the temple with its two courts, may also

be calculated, as it has been by many of the expositors. If we

proceed, fcr example, from the outer north gate to the outer

south gate upon the ground plan (Plate I.), we have, to quote

the words of Kliefoth, " first the northern breadth of the outer

court (D) with its two hundred cubits ; then the inner court,

which measured a hundred cubits square according to ch.

xl. 47 (E), with its hundred cubits ; and lastly, the south side

of the outer court with two hundred cubits more (Z)) ; so that

the sanctuary was five hundred cubits broad from north to

south. And if we start from the entrance of the east gate of

the court (A), we have first of all the eastern breadth of the

outer court, viz. two hundred cubits ; then the inner court (E)

with its hundred cubits ; after that the temple-buildings, which

also covered a space of a hundred cubits square according to

ch. xli. 13, 14, including the open space around them (G), with

another hundred cubits ; and lastly, the nnra (J), which was
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situated to the west of the temple-buildings, and also covered a

space of a hundred cubits square according to eh. xli. 13, 14,

with another hundred cubits ; so that the sanctuary was also

five hundred cubits long from east to west, or, in other words,

formed a square of five hundred cubits."

Vers. 28-47. The Inner Courts with its Gates, Cells, and

Slaughtering- Tables.

Vers. 28-37. The Gates of the Inner Court.—{Vid.

Plate I. B and Plate II. II.)—Ver. 28. And he brought me

into the inner court through the south gate, and measured the

south gate according to the same measures; Ver. 29. And its

guard-rooms, and its pillars, and its wall-projections, according

to the same measures ; and there were windows in it and in its

wall-projections round about : fifty cubits was the length, and the

breadth five and twenty cubits. Ver. 30. And wall-projections

were round about, the length five and twenty cubits, and the

breadth five cubits. Ver. 31. And its wall-projections were

toward the outer court ; and there were palms on its pillars, and

eight steps its ascendings.- Ver. 32. And he led me into the inner

court toward the east, and measured the gate according to the

same measures ; Ver. 33. And its guard-rooms, and its pillar's,

and its wall-projections, according to the same measures ; and

there were windows in it and its wall-projections round about:

the length was fifty cubits, and the breadth five and twenty cubits.

Ver. 34. And its wall-projections were toward the outer court

;

and there were palms on its pillars on this side and on that side,

and eight steps its ascent. Ver. 35. And he brought me to tlie north

gate, and measured it according to the same measures ; Ver. 36.

Its guard-rooms, its pillars, and its wall-projections ; and there

were windows in it round about : the length was fifty cubits, and

the breadth five and twenty cubits, Ver. 37. And its pillars

stood toward the outer court ; aiid palms were upon its pillars

on this side and on that; and its ascent was eight steps,—
In ver. 27 the measuring man had measured the distance from

EZEK. II. O
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the south gate of the outer court to the south gate of the inner

court, which stood opposite to it. He then took the prophet

through the latter (ver. 28) into the inner court, and measured

it as he went through, and found the same measurements as he

had found in the gates of the outer court. This was also the

case with the measurements of the guard-rooms, pillars, and

wall-projections, and with the position of the windows, and the

length and breadth of the whole of the gate-building (ver. 29);

from which it follows, as a matter of course, that this gate

resembled the outer gate in construction, constituent parts, and

dimensions. This also applied to both the east gate and north

gate, the description of which in vers. 32-37 corresponds exactly

to that of the south gate, with the exception of slight variations

of expression. It is true that the porch is not mentioned in

the case of either of these gates ; but it is evident that this was

not wanting, and is simply passed over in the description, as we

may see from ver. 39, where the tables for the sacrifices are

described as being in the porch (obisa). There are only two

points of difference mentioned in vers. 31, 34, and 37, by which

these inner gates were distinguished from the outer. In the

first place, that the flights of steps to the entrances to these

gates had eight steps according to the closing words of the

verses just cited, whereas those of the outer gates had only

seven (cf. vers. 22 and 26) ; whilst the expression also varies,

OTD being constantly used here instead of WiPV (ver. 26). nil's),

from npj), the ascending, are literally ascents, i.e. places of

mounting, for a flight of steps or staircase. IJVP, the plural of

npjJDj the ascent (not a singular, as Hitzig supposes), has the

same meaning. The second difference, which we find in the

first clause of the verses mentioned, is of a more important

character. It is contained in the words, " and its CB^S (the

projecting portions of the inner side-walls of the gateway) were

directed toward the outer court" (7N and ? indicating the

direction). The interpretation of this somewhat obscure state-

ment is facilitated by the fact that in ver. 37 I?''?? stands in the
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place of IIsVn (vers. 31 and 34). v''N are the two lofty gate-

pillars by the porch of the gate, which formed the termination

of the gate-building towards the inner court in the case of the

outer gates. If, then, in the case of the inner gates, these

pillars stood toward the outer court, the arrangement of these

gates must have taken the reverse direction to that of the outer

gates ; so that a person entering the gate would not go from

the flight of steps across the threshold to the guard-rooms, and

then across the second threshold to the porch, but would first of

all enter the porch by the pillars in front, and then go across

the threshold to the guard-rooms, and, lastly, proceed across the

second threshold, and so enter the inner court. But if this

gate-building, when looked at from without, commenced with

the porch-pillars and the front porch, this porch at any rate

must have been situated outside the dividing wall of the two

courts, that is to say, must have been within.the limits of the

outer court. And further, if the Q''Bp''K, or wall-projections

between the guard-rooms and by the thresholds, were also

directed toward the outer court, the whole of the gate-building

must have been built within the limits of that court. This is

affirmed by the first clauses of vers. 31, 34, and 37, which

have been so greatly misunderstood ; and there is no necessity

to alter v'XI in ver. 37 into ispw, in accordance with vers. 31

and 34. For what is stated in vers. 31 and 34 concerning

the position or direction of the 0''l?b''K, also applies to the

Dv^N ; and they are probably mentioned in ver. 37 because of

the intention to describe still further in ver. 38 what stood near

the Qy''K. Kliefoth very properly finds it incomprehensible,

" that not a few of the commentators have been able, in spite

of these definite statements in vers. 31, 34, and 37, to adopt

the conclusion that the gate-buildings of the inner gates were

situated within the inner court, just as the gate-buildings of the

outer gates were situated within the outer court. As the inner

court measured only a hundred cubits square, if the inner gates

had stood within the inner court, the north and south gates of
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the inner court would have met in the middle, and the porch of

the east gate of the inner court would have stood close against

the porches of the other two gates. It was self-evident that

the gate-buildings of the inner gates stood within the more

spacious outer court, like those of the outer gates. Neverthe-

less, the reason why the situation of the inner gates is so ex-

pressly mentioned in the text is evidently, that this made the

position of the inner gates the reverse of that of the outer

gates. In the case of the outer gates, the first threshold was

in the surrounding wall of the outer court, and the steps stood

in front of the wall ; and thus the gate-building stretched into

the outer court. In that of the inner gates, on the contrary,

the second threshold lay between the surrounding walls of the

inner court, and the gate-building stretched thence into the outer

court, and its steps stood in front of the porch of the gate.

Moreover, in the case of the east gates, for example, the porch of

the outer gate stood toward the west, and the porch of the inner

gate toward the east, so that the two porches stood opposite to

each other in the outer court, as described in vers, 23 and 27,"

In ver, 30 further particulars respecting the Q'tp?''?? are given,

which are apparently unsuitable ; and for this reason the verse

has been omitted by the LXX., while J. D, Michaelis, Bottcher,

Ewald, Hitzig, and Maurer, regard it as an untenable gloss.

Havernick has defended its genuineness ; but inasmuch as he

regards D^bVk as synonymous with WIN, he has explained it in

a most marvellous and decidedly erroneous manner, as Kliefoth

has already proved. The expression 3'3D MD, and the length

and breadth of the n\B7« here given, both appear strange.

Neither the length of twenty-five cubits nor the breadth of five

cubits seems to tally with the other measures of the gate-

building. So much may be regarded as certain, that the

twenty-five cubits' length and the five cubits' breadth of the

nit37N cannot be in addition to the total length of the gate-

building, namely fifty cubits, or its total breadth of twenty-five

cubits, but must be included in them. For the nte^N were
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simply separate portions of the side-enclosure of the gateway,

since this enclosure of fifty cubits long consisted of wall-projec-

tions (niSPK), three open guard-rooms, and a porch with pillars.

The open space of the guard-rooms was 3X6 = 18 cubits, and

the porch was six cubits broad in the clear (vers. 7 and 8), and

the pillars two cubits thick. If we deduct these 18 + 6+2 =

26 cubits from the fifty cubits of the entire length, there remain

twenty-four cubits for the walls by the side of the thresholds

and between the guard-rooms, namely, 2 X 5 = 10 cubits for

the walls between the three guard-rooms, 2X6 = 12 cubits for

the walls of the threshold, and 2 cubits for the walls of the

porch ; in all, therefore, twenty-four cubits for the nto?K ; so

that only one cubit is wanting to • give us the measurement

stated, viz. twenty-five cubits. We obtain this missing cubit if

we assume that the front of the wall-projections by the guard-

rooms and thresholds was a handbreadth and a half, or six

inches wider than the thickness of the walls, that is to say, that

it projected three inches on each side in the form of a moulding.

—The breadth of the nit3?N in question, namely five cubits, was

the thickness of their wall-work, however, or the dimension of

the intervening wall from the inside to the outside on either

side of the gateway. That the intervening walls should be of

such a thickness will not appear strange, if we consider that the

suiTounding wall of the court was six cubits thick, with a height

of only six cubits (ver. 5). And even the striking expression

a^SD y2D becomes intelligible if we take into consideration the

fact that the projecting walls bounded not only the entrance to

the gate, and the passage through it on the two sides, but also

the inner spaces of the gate-building (the guard-rooms arid

porch) on all sides, and, together with the gates, enclosed the

gateway on every side. Consequently ver. 30 not only has a

suitable meaning, but furnishes a definite measurement of no

little value for the completion of the picture of the gate-build-

ings. The fact that this definite measure was not given in

connection with the gates of the outer court, but was only
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supplemented in the case of the south gate of the inner court,

cannot furnish any ground for suspecting its genuineness, as

several particulars are supplemented in the same manner in this

description. Thus, for example, the number of steps in front of

the outer gates is first given in ver. 22, where the north gate

is described. Still less is there to surprise us in the fact that

these particulars are not repeated in the case of the following

gates, in which some writers have also discovered a ground for

suspecting the genuineness of the verse.

From the south gate the measuring man led the prophet

(ver. 32) into the inner court toward the east, to measure for

him the inner east gate, the description of which (vers. 33

and 34) corresponds exactly to that of the south gate. Lastly,

he led him (ver. 35) to the inner north gate for the same

purpose ; and this is also found to correspond to those pre-

viously mentioned, and is described in the same manner. The

difficulty which Hitzig finds in Dnijn ^-V] iD^isn litnn-i'S in

ver. 32, and which drives him into various conjectures, with the

assistance of the LXX., vanishes, if instead of taking DHisn T]1T

along with 'P^Jsn ISCD as a further definition of the latter, we

connect it with 'pKU^l as an indication of the direction taken

:

he led me into the inner court, the way (or direction) toward

the east, and measured the gate (situated there). The words,

when taken in this sense, do not warrant the conclusion that

he had gone out at the south gate again.—TiO^ in ver. 35 is an

Aramaic form for lipjl in vers. 32 and 28.

Vers. 38-47. The Cells and Arrangements for the

Sacrificial Worship by and in the Inner Court.—

Ver. 38. And a cell with its door was by the pillars at the gates;

there they had to wash the burnt-offering. Ver. 39. And in the

porch of the gate were two tables on this side and two tables on

that, to slay thereon the burnt-offering, the sin-offering, and the

trespass-offering. Ver. 40. And at the shoulder outside, to

one going up to the opening of the gate toward the north, stood
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two tables ; and at the other shoulder^ by tlie porch of the gate,

two tables. Ver. 41. Four tables on this side and four tables

on that side, at the shoulder of the gate ; eight tables on which

they were to slaughter. Ver. 42. And four tables by the steps,

hewp, stone, a cubit and a half long, and a cubit and a

half broad, and a cubit high; upon these they were to lay the

instruments with which they slaughtered the burnt-offerings and

other sacrifices. Ver. 43. And the double pegs, a span long, were

fastened round about the house ; but the flesh of the sacrifice was

placed upon the tables. Ver. 44. And outside the inner gate were

two cells in the inner court, one at the shoulder of the north gate,

with its front side toward the south ; one at the shoidder of the

south gate, with the front toward the north. Ver. 45. And he

said to me, Tliis cell, whose front is toward the south, is for the

priests who attend to the keeping of the house ; Ver. 46. A nd

the cell whose front is toward the north is for the priests who

attend to the keeping of the altar. Tliey are the sons of Zadoh,

who diraw near to Jehovah of the sons of Levi, to serve Him.

Ver. 47. And he measured the court, the length a hundred cubits,

and the breadth a hundred cubits in the. square, and the altar

stood before the house.—The opinions of modern commentators

differ greatly as to the situation of the cells mentioned in ver.

38, since Bottcher and Hitzig have adjusted a text to suit their

own liking, founded upon the Septuagint and upon decidedly

erroneous suppositions. The dispute, whether ci^N? is to be

rendered in or by the B7''^> ™ay be easily set at rest by the

simple consideration that the Dv''?? in front of the porch of the

gate were pillars of two cubits long and the same broad (ver. 9),

in which it was impossible that a room could be constructed.

Hence the iGW> could only be by (near) the pillars of the gate.

To cij-sa there is also added Ciyf'n (by the gates) in loose co-

ordination {vid. Ewald, § 293e), not for the purpose of describ-

ing the position of the pillars more minutely, which would be

quite superfluous after ver. 9, but to explain the plural ti'h'Vi,

and extend it to the pillars of all the three inner gates, so that
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we have to assume that there was a nsE*? by the pillars of all

these gates (Plate I. 0). This is also demanded by the purpose

of these cells, viz. " for the cleansing or washing of the burnt-

offering." As the sacrifices were not taken through one gate

alone, but through all the gates, the Sabbath-offering of the

prince being carried, according to ch. xlvi. 1, 2, through the

east gate, which was closed during the week, and only opened

on the Sabbath, there must have been a cell, not by the north

gate alone (Bottcher, Havernick), or by the east gate only

(Ewald, Hitzig), but by every gate, for the cleansing of the

burnt-offering. Havernick, Hitzig, and others are wrong in

supposing that ripiyn is a synecdochical designation applied to

every kind of animal sacrifice. This is precluded not only by

the express mention of the burnt-offerings, sin-offerings, and

trespass-offerings (ver. 39), and by the use of the word I3"]P in

this sense in ver. 43, but chiefly by the circumstance that neither

the Old Testament nor the Talmud makes any allusion to the

washing of every kind of flesh offered in sacrifice, but that they

merely speak of the washing of the entrails and legs of the

animals sacrificed as burnt-offerings (Lev. i. 9), for which

purpose the basins upon the mechonoth in Solomon's temple

were used (2 Chron. iv. 6, where the term Y>l\1 used in Lev. i. 9

is interpreted by the apposition D3 in''"!* n^ij;n n\^o-m). A
room at every gate (not by every pillar) was sufficient for this

purpose. If there had been a naa'p of this kind on each side of

the gate, as many have assumed on symmetrical grounds, this

would have been mentioned, just as in the case of the slaughter-

ing-tables (vers. 39-42). The text furnishes no information as

to the side of the doorway on which it stood, whether by the

right or the left pillar. On the ground plan we have placed the

one at the east gate, on the right side, and those by the north

and south gates on the western side (Plate 1. 0).

Moreover, according to vers. 39-41, there were twice two

tables on each side, eight therefore in all, which served for

slaughtering. Two pairs stood " in the porch of the gate," i.e.
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in the inner space of the porch, one pair on this side, the other

pair on that, i.e. on the right and left sides to a person entering

the porch, probably near the wall (see Plate II. 11.//). The

expression Dn^s D^HB'Pj to slaughter at the tables (vers. 39 and

40), stands for " to use when slaughtering "—that is, for the

purpose of laying the slaughtered flesh upon. This is apparent

from the fact itself in ver. 39. For the slaughtering was not

performed within the front porch, but outside, and somewhere

near it. The front porch of the gate-building was not a

slaughter-house, but the place where those who entered the

gate could assemble. The only purpose, therefore, for which

the tables standing here could be used was to place the sacrificial

flesh upon when it was prepared for the altar, that the priests

might take it thence and lay it upon the altar. "iVE'n n?S3 is

to be understood as signifying the inner space of the porch

;

this is required by the antithesis in ver. 40, where two pair of

tables outside the porch are mentioned. Two of these stood

" by the shoulder outside to one going up to the gate opening,

the northern " (Plate II. II. d d). The meaning of these not very

intelligible words is apparent from the second half of the verse,

Vvhich adds the correlative statement as to the two opposite

tables. When it is said of these tables that they stood by the

other shoulder (nnriNn finan-px) which the porch of the gate

had, not only is "iVE'n nriBP of the first hemistich more pre-

cisely defined hereby as the gate-porch, but nMssn is also

rendered intelligible, namely, that as it corresponds to flinsn,

it is an adjective belonging to finan ^s, « at the northern

shoulder outside to a person going up the steps to the opening

of the gate " (ns^inD, the outer side, in contrast to the inside of

the porch, D^K3, ver. 39). The shoulder of the gate, or rather

of the porch of the gate, is the side of it, and that the outer

side. Consequently these four tables stood by the outer sides

of the porch, two by the right wall and two by the left. In

ver. 41, what has already been stated concerning the position of

the tables mentioned in vers. 39 and 40 is summed up : Four
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tables stood on each side of the porch, two inside, and two

against the outer wall, eight tables in all, which were used for

slaughtering purposes. There is nothing strange in "li^B'n «in3?

as an abbreviated expression for "iJ?B'ri Dps? IK'S f\r\y? in ver. 40,

as want of clearness was not to be feared after ver. 40. In

addition to these there were four other tables (nj/aiKI^ and four,

ver. 42) of stone, from which it may be inferred that the four

already mentioned were of wood. The four stone tables stood

n?iV?, i.e. at (near) the flight of steps (cf. T\ip_ "Sp, at the entrance

to the city, Prov. viii. 3), and were of hewn square stones, as

no doubt the steps also were (see Plate II. II. e e). It yields no

sense whatever to render nSijJ? " for the burnt-offering " (LXX.
and others); and the expression nii'jJ in ver. 26 thoroughly

warrants our translating ToW, a flight of steps or staircase).

These stone tables served as flesh - benches, on which the

slaughtering tools were laid. 'n''Vl Dn^S belong together, the

1 being inserted " as if at the commencement of a new sentence

after a pause in the thought" (cf. Prov. xxiii. 24, xxx. 28:

Gen. xl. 9, Bottcher). It is not expressly stated, indeed, that

these four tables were distributed on the two sides of the steps

;

but this may be inferred with certainty from the position of

the other tables. Moreover, the twelve tables mentioned were

not merely to be found at one of the gate-porches, but by all

three of the inner gates, as was the case with the washing-cells

(ver. 38), for sacrificial animals were taken to the altar and

slaughtered at every gate ; so that what is stated in vers. 39-42

with reference to one porch, namely, the porch of the east gate,

to judge from nsiasn in ver. 40, is applicable to the porches of

the south and north gates also.

In ver. 43 another provision for the slaughtering of the

sacrificial animals is mentioned, concerning which the opinions

of the older translators and commentators are greatly divided.

But the only explanation that can be sustained, so far as both

the usage of the language and the facts are concerned, is that

adopted by the Chaldee, viz. 'I^^W l''5J''3p nn TjEJa ppw p!)ip2j()
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Kjna^O n''3, et xmcini egrediebantur (longitudine) unius palmi

defixi in columnis domus macelli, to which not only Bottcher, but

Koediger (Ges. Thes. p. 1470) and Dietrich (Lex.) have given

their adhesion. For 0)!!lSf'> from HBE', to set or stand (act.),

signifies stakes or pegs (in Ps. Ixviii. 14, the folds constructed

of stakes), here pegs a span long on the wall, into which they

were inserted, and from which they projected to the length of a

span. In the dual it stands for double pegs, forked pegs, upon

which the carcases of the beasts were hung for the purpose of

flaying, as Dav. Kimchi has interpreted the words of the Ohaldee.

The article indicates the kind, viz. the pegs required for the

process of slaughtering. This explanation is also in harmony

with the verb Q^??'"', Hophal of JID, fastened, which by no means

suits the rendering originated by theLXX., viz. ledges round

the edge or the rim of the table. The only remaining difficulty

is the word n*33, which Bottcher interprets as signifying " in

the interior of the gate-porch and pillars " (Roediger, in interiore

parte, nempe in ea atrii parte, ubi hostiae mactandae essent), on

the just ground that the interior of the front porch could not

be the place for slaughtering, but that this could only be done

outside, either in front of or near the porch. But even in

interiore parte atrii is not really suitable, and at all events is too

indefinite for CJaiD. It would therefore be probably more

correct to render it "fastened against the house," i.e. to the

outer walls of the gate-porch buildings, so that n^3 would stand

for buildings in the sense of ii^J3, although I cannot cite any

passage as a certain proof of the correctness of this rendering.

But this does not render the explanation itself a doubtful one,

as it would be still more difficult to interpet n;3a if 0)F}Sp were

explained in any other way. 3UD y^D refers to the three outer

sides of the porch. The description of the slaughtering appa-

ratus closes in ver. 436 with the words, " and upon the tables

(mentioned in vers. 39-42) came the flesh of the offering."

I3"!i5, the general word for sacrificial offerings, as in Lev. i. 2 sqq.

In vers. 44-46 we have a description of cells for the officiating
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priests, and in vers. 45 and 46 two such cells are plainly men-

tioned according to their situation and purpose (yid. Plate I.

F F), But it is impossible to bring the Masoretic text of

ver, 44 into harmony with this, without explaining it in an

arbitrary manner. For, in the first place, the reference there

is to C'lE' niaE'p, cells of the singers ; whereas these cells, ac-

cording to vers. 45 and 46, were intended for the priests who

performed the service in the temple-house and at the altar of

burnt-offering. The attempt of both the earlier and the more

recent supporters of the Masoretic text to set aside this discre-

pancy, by arguing that the priests who had to attend to the

service in the temple and at the altar, according to vers. 45

and 46, were singers, is overturned by the fact that in the

Old Testament worship a sharp distinction is made between

the Levitical singers and the priests, i.e. the Aaronites who

administered the priesthood ; and Ezekiel does not abolish this

distinction in the vision of the temple, but sharpens it still

further by the command, that none but the sons of Zadok are

to attend to the priestly service at the sanctuary, while the

other descendants of Aaron, i.e. the Aaronites who sprang from

Ithamar, are only to be employed in watching at the gate of

the house, and other non-priestly occupations (ch. xliv. 10 sqq.).

Consequently Ezekiel could not identify the priests with the

singers, or call the cells intended for the officiating priests

singers' cells. Moreover, only two cells, or cell-buildings, are

mentioned in vers. 45 and 46, and their position is described in

the same words as that of the cells mentioned in ver. 44, so that

there can be no doubt as to the identity of the former and the

altter cells. In ver. 44 the supposed singers' cells are placed

at the north gate, with the front toward the south, which only

applies, according to ver. 45, to the one cell intended for the

priests who attended to the service in the holy place ; and again,

in ver. 44, another cell is mentioned at the east gate, with the

front toward the north, which was set apart, according to ver.

46, for the priests who attended to the altar service. Conse-
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quently, according to our Masoretic text of the 44th verse, there

would be first singers' cells (in the plural), and then one cell, at

least three cells therefore ; whereas, according to vers. 45 and

46, there were only two. And lastly, the inx in ver. 446 can

only be understood by our taking it in the sense of '' another,"

in opposition to the usage of the language. For these reasons

we are compelled to alter els' into Q\T)^, and lE'S into fin^,

after the LXX., and probably also D''1i5n into D^Tin, and in

consequence of this to adopt the pointing niaBip^ and to read

n^pa instead of Dn''3S. Further alterations are not requisite or

indicated by the LXX., as the rest of the deviations in their

text are to be explained from their free handling of the original.

According to the text with these alterations, even in ver. 44

there are only two cells mentioned. They were situated " out-

side the inner gate." This definition is ambiguous, for you are

outside the inner gate not only before entering the gate, i.e.

while in the outer court, but also after having passed through

it and entered the inner court. Hence there follows the more

precise definition, " in the inner court." If, then, we read nns

for IK'S, there follows, in perfect accordance with the fact, a

more precise statement as to the situation of both the one and

the other of these cells, nns and ^^^J corresponding to one

another. The second ins, instead of nriK, which is grammati-

cally the more correct, is to be attributed to a constructio ad

sensum, as the niDBO were not separate rooms, but buildings

with several chambers. One cell stood by the shoulder (side)

of the north gate, with the front (C^S) toward the south ; the

other at the shoulder of the south gate, with the front toward

the north. They stood opposite to one another, therefore, with

their fronts facing each other. Instead of the south gate, how-

ever, the Masoretic text has Pni?? "^Wt the east gate ; and ver.

46 contains nothing that would be expressly at variance with

this, so that D'liJn could be defended in case of need. But only

in case of need—that is to say,, if we follow Kliefoth in assum-

ing that it stood on the left of the gateway to persons entering
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through the east gate, and explaining the fact that its front

turned toward the north, on the ground that the priests who

resided in it were charged with the duty of inspecting the

sacrifices brought through the east gate, or watching the

bringing in of the sacrifices, so that this cell was simply a

watchman's cell after all. But this assumption is founded upon

a misinterpretation of the formula nansn nnoE^ IDE', to keep

the keeping of the altar. This formula does not mean to

watch and see that nothing unlawful was taken to the altar, but

refers to the altar service itself, the observance of everything

devolving upon the servants of the altar in the performance of

the sacrificial worship, or the offering of the sacrifices upon the

altar according to the precepts of the law. If, then, this duty

was binding upon the priests who resided in this cell, it would

have been very unsuitable for the front of the cell to be turned

toward the north, in which case it would have been absolutely

impossible to see the altar from the front of the cell. This

unsuitability can only be removed by the supposition that the

cell was built at the south gate, with the front toward the north,

i.e. looking directly toward the altar. For this reason we must

also regard C'li'n as a corruption of DiT^n, and look for this

second cell at the south gate, so that it stood opposite to the

one built at the noi-th gate.—All that remains doubtful is,

whether these two cells were on the east or the west side of the

south and north gates, a point concerning which we have no

information given in the text. In our sketch we have placed

them on the west side (vid. Plate I. F), so that they stood in

front of the altar and the porch-steps. The concluding words

of ver. 46, in which nan refers to the priests mentioned in

vers. 45 and 46, state that in the new sanctuary only priests of

the sons of Zadok were to take charge of the service at the

altar and in the holy place ; and this is still further expanded

in ch. xliv. 10 sqq.—Finally, in ver. 47 the description of the

courts is concluded with the account of the measure of the

inner court, a hundred cubits long and the same in breadth,
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according to which it formed a perfect square surrounded by a

wall, according to ch. xlii. 10. The only other observation

made is, that it was within this space that the altar of burnt-

offering stood, the description of which is given afterwards in

ch. xliii. 13 sqq. (see Plate I. H).

Chap. xl. 48-xli. 26. The Temple-house, with the Porch,

Side-storeys, and Back-building.

Chap. xl. 48, 49. The Temple-poeoh (See Plate III. A).

—The measuring angel conducts the prophet still farther to

the porch of the temple, and measures its breadth and length.

—Ver. 48. And he led me to the porch of the house, and measured

the pillar of the porch, five cubits on this side and five cubits

on that side; and the breadth of the gate, three cubits on this

side and three cubits on that side. Ver. 49. The length of

the porch was twenty cubits, and the breadth eleven cubits,

and that by the steps by which one went up ; and columns

leere by the pillars, one on this side and one on that side.—
n*3n is the temple in the more restricted sense of the word,

the temple-house, as in 1 Kings vi. 2, etc. ; and a7«, the porcli

before the entrance into the holy place (cf. 1 Kings vi. 3).

The measurements in vers. 48 and 49, which are apparently

irreconcilable with one another, led the LXX. to the adoption

of arbitrary interpolations and conjectures in ver. 49,^ in accord-

ance with which Bottcher, Hitzig, and others have made correc-

tions in the text, which have a plausible justification in the

many artificial and for the most part mistaken interpretations

that have been given of the text. The measures in ver. 49a

are perfectly plain, namely, the length of the porch twenty

cubits, and the breadth eleven cubits ; and there is no question

^ The text of the LXX. reads thus : . . . x«) iiifterpyiai to as'/x toD eciy^ecfi

^njpjSii TTSUTi TO wAaroj hhu xetl 'sn^ltv izkm iiihu, ««J to tvpo; tow Svpujia,-

to; 'Teiff^aa hxxTiiiaapav, xa\ iitufii^ig tiis SvpUg rov aii^cifi vmyfiii/ rpiuo

hhii x,»\ •Jrni'/.uii rpim euhv. Keci to fi^xo? rou xiT^dfi Jtnx^D linoai xcti to

eipo; 'irvjiaii iiihxcc' k»1 iirl Sexse dsec^eiifiai/ cciii/iciiiioi) itt' aiiro x.r.A.
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that these measurements are to be understood in the clear, that

is to say, as referring to the internal space, excluding the side-

walls, as in the case of the holy place, the most holy place, and

the inner court. The only question is whether the length

signifies the dimension from east to west, i.e. the distance which

had to be traversed on entering the temple, and therefore the

breadth, the extent from north to south ; or whether we are to

understand by the length the larger dimension, and by the

breadth the smaller, in which case the measurement from north

to south, which formed the breadth of the house, would be

designated the length of the porch, and that from east to west

the breadth. Nearly all the commentators have decided in

favour of the latter view, because, in the porch of Solomon's

temple, the length of twenty cubits was measured according to

the breadth of the house. But the fact has been overlooked,

that in 1 Kings vi. 3 the length given is more precisely defined

by the clause, " in front of the breadth of the house." There

is no such definition here, and the analogy of the building of

Solomon's temple is not sufficient in itself to warrant our

regarding the construction of the porch in the temple seen by

Ezekiel as being precisely the same ; since it was only in the

essential portions, the form of which was of symbolical signifi-

cance (the holy place and the most holy), that this picture of a

temple resembled the temple of Solomon, whereas in those

which were less essential it differed from that temple in various

ways. At the very outset, therefore, the more probable assump-

tion appears to be, that just as in the case of the holy place

and the holy of holies, so also in that of the porch, we are to

understand by the length, the distance to be traversed (from

east to west), and by the breadth, the extension on either side

{i.e. from south to north). If, then, we understand the

measurements in ver. 49 in this way, the measures given in

ver. 48 may also be explained without any alterations in the

text. The measuring of the pillar of the porch on either side^

and of the gate on this side and that (ver. 48), is sufficient of
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itself to lead to the conclusion that the front turned toward a

person entering is the breadth from south to north. This

breadth presented to the eye a pillar on this side and one on

that,—two pillars, therefore, each five cubits broad (c c), and a

breadth of gate of three cubits on this side and thrde on that,

six cubits in all (6), that is to say, a total breadth (k—k) of

5 + 3 + 3 + 5= 16 cubits. The only thing that can surprise

one here is the manner in which the breadth of the gate is

defined : three cubits on this side and that, instead of simply

six cubits. But the only reason in all probability is, that the

pillars on either side are mentioned just before, and the gate of

six cubits' breadth consisted of two halves, which had their

hinges fastened to the adjoining pillars, so that each half was

measured by itself from the pillar to which it was attached.

The breadth of front mentioned, viz. sixteen cubits, agrees very

well with the breadth of the porch inside, i.e. eleven cubits

(m—m), for it allows a thickness of two cubits and a half for

each side wall (a), and this was sufficient for the walls of a

porch. The pillars, which were five cubits broad on the outer

face, were therefore only half that breadth (2-^ cubits) in the

inner side within the porch, the other two cubits and a half

forming the side wall. All the particulars given in ver. 48

may be explained in this way without any artifice, and yield a

result the proportions of which are in harmony with those of

the entire building. For the porch, with an external breadth

of sixteen cubits, was half as broad as the house, which had a

breadth of twenty cubits in the clear, and side walls of six

cubits in thickness (ch. xli. 5), so that when measured on the

outside it was 6 + 20 + 6 = 32 cubits broad. The breadth of

the interior also is apparently perfectly appropriate, as the porch

was not intended either for the reception of vessels or for the

abode of individuals, but was a simple erection in front of the

entrance into the holy place, the door of which {d) was ten

cubits broad (ch. xli. 2), that is to say, half a cubit narrower on

either side than the porch-way leading to it. And lastly, the-

EZEK. II. p
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length of the porch was also in good proportion to the holy

place, which followed the porch ; the porch being twenty cubits

long, and the holy place forty cubits. If we add to this the

front wall, with a thickness of two cubits and a half, corre-

sponding to that of the side walls, we obtain an external length

of twenty-two cubits and a half for the porch. In front were

the steps by which one went up to the porch (l). It is generally

supposed that there were ten steps, the "ifK after ni^pa being

changed into "iti'V (ten) after the example of the LXX. But

however this alteration may commend itself when the facts of

the case are considered, ten steps in front of the porch answer-

ing very well to the eight steps before the gateway of the inner

court, and to the seven steps in front of the gateway of the

outer court, it is not absolutely necessary, and in all probability

is merely a conjecture of the Seventy, who did not know what

to do with "it^K, and possibly it is not even correct (see at c!i.

xli. 8). The words "i^'« T^hvip^i can be attached without diffi-

culty to the preceding account of the breadth : " the breadth

was eleven cubits, and that at the steps by which they went up

to it," i.e. when measured on the side on which the flight of

steps stood. If the words are taken in this way, they serve to

remove all doubt as to the side which is designated as tlie

breadth, with special reference to the fact that the porch of

Solomon's temple was constructed in a different manner. The

number of steps, therefore, is not given, as was also the case

with the east gate of the outer court (ch. xl. 6), because it was

of no essential importance in relation to the entire building. The

last statement, "and there were columns by the pillars on this side

and on that," is free from difficulty, although there is also a

difference of opinion among the commentators as to the position

of these columns. D7^sn points back to D^K pK (ver. 48). The

preposition 75< does not imply that the columns stood close to the

pillars, and had the form of half-columns, but simply that they

stood near the pillars (see Plate III. K), like the columns Jachia

and Boaz in Solomon's temple, to which they correspond.
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Chap. xli. 1-4. The Inner Space of the Temple (see

Plate III. B and C).—^Ver. 1. And he led me into the temple,

and measured the pillars, six cubits breadth on this side and six

cubits breadth on that side, with regard to the breadth of the tent.

Ver. 2. And the breadth of the door was ten cubits; and the

shoulders of the door, Jive cubits on this side, and Jive cubits on

that : and he measured its length, forty cubits ; and the breadth,

twenty cubits. Ver. 3. And he went within and measured the

pillar of the door, two cubits ; and the door, six cubits ; and the

breadth of the door, seven cubits. Ver. 4. And he measured its

length, twenty cubits ; and the breadth, twenty cubits, toward the

temple ; and said to me. This is the holy of holies.—Vers. 1 and 2

give the measurements of the holy place. byTf is used here

in the more restricted sense for the nave of the temple, the

holy place (B), without the porch and the holy of holies (cf.

1 Kings vi. 17). The measuring commences with the front

(eastern) wall, in which there was the entrance door. This

wall had pillars (e e) of six cubits breadth on either side (on

the right hand and the left), and between the pillars a door {d)

ten cubits broad, with door-shoulders (e e) of five cubits on this

side and that (ver. 2a). These measurements (6 + 6 + 10 +
5+5) yield for the front wall a total breadth of thirty-two

cubits. This agrees with the measurements which follow

:

twenty cubits, the (internal) breadth of the holy place, and six

cubits the thickness of the wall (e) on either side (ver. 5). The

only remaining difficulty is in the very obscure words appended,

7rixn 2n\ in which Ewald and Hitzig propose to alter bnan

into /"^KHj because the LXX. have substituted tov aiKdfi, but

without making any improvement, as -'^KH is still more inexpli-

cable. Kliefoth, after examining the various attempts to

explain these words, comes to the conclusion that no other

course is left than to take ^^i^') as signifying the inner space of

Ezekiel's temple, consisting of the holy place and the holy of

holies, which was the same in the entire building as the taber-

nacle had been,—viz. the tent of God's meeting with His
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people, and which is designated as /^N to show the suhstantial

identity of this space and the tabernacle. The clause ^[}iif} ^nh

is thus attached to the preceding double nbD (i.e. to the measure-

ment of the two pillars bounding the holy space), in an elliptical

manner, in the following sense : " he measured the breadth of

the pillars, on this side and that, which marked off the breadth

of the tent, on the outside, that is to say, of the inner space of

the holy place which resembled the tabernacle
;

" so that this

clause formed a loose apposition, meaning, " with regard to the

breath of the tent." nnan niana are the walls on both sides of

the door (e e), between the door and the boundary pillars.

—

The internal length and breadth of the holy place are the

same as in the holy place of Solomon's temple (1 Kings

vi. 2, 17).— Vers. 3 and 4 refer to the holy of holies (c).

" He went within." We have N3!| (for Ni3>5) and not V??^?*!

(ver. 1), because the prophet was not allowed to tread the

most holy place, and therefore the angel went in alone.

np''3£i is defined in ver, 4 as the holy of holies. The measure-

ments in ver. 3 refer to the partition wall between the holy

place and the most holy (g). nnari ?ik, the pillar-work of the

door, stands for the pillars on both sides of the door ; and the

measurement of two cubits no doubt applies to each pillar,

denoting, not the thickness, but the breadth which it covered

on the wall. There is a difficulty in the double measurement

which follows: the door six cubits, and the breadth of the

door seven cubits. As the latter is perfectly clear, and also

apparently in accordance with the fact, and on measuring a

door the height is the only thing which can come into con-

sideration in addition to the breadth, w^e agree with Kliefoth in

taking the six cubits as a statement of the height. The height

of six cubits bears a fitting proportion to the breadth of seven

cubits, if there were folding-doors ; and the seven is significant

in the case of the door to the holy of holies, the dwelling of

God. The Seventy, however, did not know what to do with

this text, and changed r\Sm V^^ nnan ann into T^s eVw/iiSos
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Tov OvpcofiaTOi 7rij%wj' eni a eu9ev naX evOev, in which they have

been followed by Bottcher, Hitzig, and others. But it is

obvious at once that the Seventy have simply derived these

data from the measurements of the front of the holy place

(ver. 2), and have overlooked the fact, that in the first place,

beside the measure of the nnsn Disns, i.e. eTrw/it'Se? tov ttvKS)-

vo<i, the nnari anh, or breadth of the door, is also expressly

measured there, whereas here, on the contrary, it is preceded

by nnsn alone, without ^nn ; and secondly, as the measurement

of the D"'b"'S given in ver. 1 indicates their breadth (from south

to north), in the present instance also the measure ascribed to

the nnsn ?''« can only refer to the breadth of the P^K, and not

to its thickness (from east to west). But if we explain the first

clause of ver. 3 in this manner, as both the language and the

fact require, the reading of the IiXX. is proved to be a false

correction, by the fact that it yields a breadth of twenty-two or

twenty-four cubits (2 + 2 + 6+7 + 7), whereas the holy of

holies, like the holy place, was only twenty cubits broad.

The dimensions of the holy of holies also correspond to the

space covered by the holy of holies in Solomon's temple

(1 Kings vi. 20). The expression b'^'m ''3Ei-^S, " toward the

holy place," is to be explained by the supposition that the

measuring angel, after he had proceeded to the western end of

the holy of holies for the purpose of measuring the length,

turned round again to measure the breadth, so that this breadth

lay " toward the holy place."

Vers. 5-11. The Wall and the Side-Building. —
Ver. 5. And he measured the wall of the house six cubits, and

the breadth of the side storey four cubits round the house round

about. Ver. 6. And of the side-rooms there were room upon

room three, and that thirty times, and they came upon the wall,

which the house had by the side-rooms round about, so that they

were held, and yet they were not held in the wall of the house,

Ver, 7. And it spread out, and was surrounded upwards move
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and more to the side-rooms, for the enclosure of the house went

upwards more and more round about the house; therefore the

house received breadth upwards ; and so the lower ascended to

the upper after the proportion of the central one. Ver, 8. And

I saw in the house a height round about, with regard to the

foundations of the side-rooms a full rod, six cubits to the

joint. Ver. 9. The breadth of the wall, which the side storey

had on the outside, was five cubits, and so also what was left

free was by the side-chamber building of the house. Ver. 10.

And between the cells was a breadth of twenty cubits round the

house round about. Ver. 11. And the door of the side-chamber

building led toward what was left free, one door toward the north

and one door toward the south, and the breadth of the space

left free was five cubits round about.—From the interior of

the sanctuary the measuring man turned to the outer work,

and measured, first of all, the wall of the house (ver. 5), i.e.

the wall commencing with the pillars in the front (ver. 1),

which surrounded the holy place and the holy of holies on

the north, the west, and the south (e). This was six cubits

thick. He then measured the breadth of the J?bv i.e. of the

building consisting of three storeys of side-rooms, which was

erected against the north, west, and south sides of the sanc-

tuary (/i). For V?V signifies not only a single side-room, but

collectively the whole range of these side-chambers, the entire

building against the sides of the temple house, called J?1^J in

1 Kings vi. 5, 6, with which y>tn (ver. 8) is also used alternately

there (see the comm. on 1 Kings vi. 5).—The breadth of the

side-building was four cubits in the clear, that is to say, the

space from the temple wall to the outer wall of the side-build-

ing (/), which was five cubits thick (ver. 9), and that uniformly

all round the temple.—The further particulars concerning the

side-rooms in vers. 6 and 7 are very obscure, so that they can

only be made perfectly intelligible by comparing them with

the description of the similar building in Solomon's temple.

According to this, ver. 6a is to be taken thus : " and as for the
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side-rooms, there were room upon room (7X for ?J?) three, and

(that) thirty times," and understood as signifying that there

were three side-rooms standing one above another, and that

this occurred thirty times, so that the side-building had three

storeys, each containing thirty rooms (chambers), so that there

were thirty times three rooms standing one above another (/t /* li).

There is no necessity, therefore, for the transposition of tyiPB*

n^vf^m into tyi^n CK'^E', which Bottcher, Hitzig, and Havernick

have adopted from the LXX., because of their having taken

PX in the sense of against, room against room thirty, and that

three times, which yields the same thought, no doubt, but not

so clearly, inasmuch as it remains indefinite whether the three

times thirty rooms were above one another or side by side.

Nothing is said about the distribution of the thirty rooms in

each storey ; but it is very probable that the distribution was

uniform, so that on each of the longer sides, i.e. against the

northern and southern walls of the temple, there were twelve

rooms, and six against the shorter western wall. The northern

and southern walls were sixty cubits, plus sis cubits the thick-

ness of the wall, plus four cubits the breadth of the side

building against the western wall (60+6+4), in all therefore

seventy cubits, or, deducting five cubits for the thickness of the

outer wall at the front of the building, sixty-five cubits long

;

and the western wall was 20 + 2 X 6 (the thickness of the side

wall), i.e. thirty-two cubits long. If, therefore, we fix the

length of each side-room at 4^ cubits, there remain five cubits

against the western wall for the seven party walls required, or

five-sevenths of a cubit for each, and against the northern and

southern walls eleven cubits for party walls and staircase, and

reckoning the party walls at four-sevenths of a cubit in thick-

ness, there are left four cubits and a seventh for the space for

the stairs, quite a sufficient space for a winding staircase.

—

The clauses which follow relate to the connection between these

side-rooms and the temple house, l^i?? nixa, they were coming

(going) upon the wall. 3 Kia, generally intrare in locum, here,
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on account of what follows, to tread upon the wall ; that is to

say, they were built against the wall in such a manner that the

beams of the floors of the three storeys rested on the temple

wall on the inner side, i.e. were held or borne by it, but not so

as to be inserted in the wall and held fast thereby. The only

way in which this could be effected was by so constructing the

temple wall that it had a ledge at every storey on which the

beams of the side storeys could rest, i.e. by making it recede

half a cubit, or become so much thinner on the outer side, so

that if the thickness of the wall at the bottom was six cubits,

it would be five cubits and a half at the first storey, five cubits

at the second, and four and a half at the third. In this way the

side-rooms were supported by the temple wall, but not in such

a manner that the beams laid hold of the walls of the sanctuary,

or were dovetailed into them, which would have done violence

to the sanctity of the temple house ; and the side storeys

appeared as, what they should be, an external building, which

did not interfere with the integrity of the sanctuary. That

this is the meaning of the words is rendered certain by a com-

parison with 1 Kings vi. 6, where the ledges on the temple

wall are expressly mentioned, and the design of these is said to

be niTiipa thK ''FOy?, that the beams might not be fastened

in the walls of the house, to which the last words of our

verse, n)3n l»p3 DiJinN vn;-N^l, refer. Kliefoth's rendering of

T|33 nisa, " they went against the wall," is grammatically unten-

able, as Nia with a does not mean to go against anything,

nlv^s? n;3? "lEfX, which the (temple) house had toward the side-

rooms, y^o a'ao, round about, i.e. on all three sides of the

temple. The peculiarity of the storeys, arising from this

resting upon the temple, is described in ver. 7, of which dif-

ferent explanations have been given, but the general meaning

of which is that it occasioned a widening of the side-rooms

proceeding upwards from storey to storey, as is plainly stated

in 1 Kings vi. 6. The words nap31 nanni are not to be taken

together, as expressing one idea, viz. " it spread round about

"
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(De Wette), but contain two different assertions, which are more

precisely defined in what follows by the substantives 3D!|D and

anh. Neither T'i? nor V^sn is to be taken as the subject ; but

the verbs are to be regarded as impersonal : " there spread out

and surrounded," i.e. a widening and a surrounding took place.

The double nPiip? has been correctly explained by Bochart, viz.

" by continued ascending," i.e. the higher one went the more

extension and compass did one find, with regard to, i.e. accord-

ing to the measure of, the side-rooms or side-storeys. niybsP

belongs to ^bv??, and is added for the purpose of defining more

precisely how the widening took place, not gradually, but at

each storey ; for " these niVjX are the three rooms standing one

above another, spoken of in ver, 6" (Kliefoth). This statement

is explained, and the reason assigned, in the clause introduced

with '3, the meaning of which depends upon the explanation

of the word 20V2, This word may mean a way round, and a

surrounding. The Rabbins, whom Havernick follows, under-

stand by 3010 a winding staircase, the Dyl-' mentioned in

1 Kings vi. 8, which led from the lower storey to the upper

ones. This is decidedly wrong; for apart from the question

whether this meaning can be grammatically sustained, it is im-

possible to attach any rational meaning to the words, " a winding

staircase of the house was upwards more and more round about

the house," since a winding staircase could never run round

about a building seventy cubits long and forty cubits broad,

but could only ascend at one spot, which would really give it

the character of a winding staircase. Bottcher's explanation is

equally untenable :
" for the winding round of the interior was

upwards more and more round and round inwards." For, in'

the first place, n^3n does not mean the interior, and 1)3? does

not mean inwards; and secondly, "winding round" is not

equivalent to an alteration of form in the shape of the rooms,

through which those in the bottom storey were oblongs running

lengthwise, those in the central storey squares, and those in the

third oblongs running inwards, which Bottcher imagines to
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liave been the case. It would be much easier to adopt the

explanation of Kliefoth and others, who take 3010 in the sense

of a way round, and regard it as signifying a passage running

round the house in the form of a gallery, by which one could

walk all round the house, and so reach the rooms in the upper

storeys. This, as Kliefoth still further remarks, was the

reason why the surrounding of (circuit round) the house was

greater the higlier one ascended, and also the reason why it

became wider up above in the upper storeys, as the words,

" therefore the breadth of the house increased upwards," affirm.

In these words Kliefoth finds a distinct assertion " that there

is no foundation for the assumption that the widening upwards

was occasioned by the receding of the temple walls ; but that

the widening of the building, which took place above, arose

from the passages round that were attached to the second and

third storeys, and that these passages ran round the building,

and consequently were attached to the outside in the form of

galleries," But we are unable to see how this can be distinctly

asserted in the words n?j?Dp n)3p 2rr\. Even if n;an, in con-

nection with 30^0, signified the side-building, including the

temple house, the only thought contained in the words would

be, that the side-building became broader at each storey as

you ascended, i.e. that the breadth of the side-building increased

with each storey. But even then it would not be stated in

what manner the increase in breadth arose ; whether in con-

sequence of the receding of the temple wall at each storey, or

from the fact that the side-rooms were built so as to project

farther out, or that the side-storeys were widened by the addi-

tion of a passage in the form of a gallery. And the decision

in favour of one or other of these possibilities could only be

obtained from the preceding clause, where it is stated that 3Wa

n^an went round about the side-building, and that in favour of

the last. But, in the first place, the assumption that njan and

n;3^ denote the side-building, to the exclusion of the temple

house, is extremely harsh, as throughout the whole section ri'an
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signifies the temple house ; and in ver. 6 0^1? is used again

in this sense. If we understand, however, by n^an 3D10 a

passage or a surrounding all round the temple house, the words

by no means imply that there were outer galleries running

round the side-rooms. In the second place, it is extremely

harsh to take 3MD in the sense of a passage round, if the

preceding napj is to signify surrounded. As 3WD takes up

the word 03'?? again, and " precisely the same thing is signified

by the two verbs fi^pri nariT as by the substantives ^nn and

3pi» afterwards," we cannot render naoj by surrounded, and

3D1D by a passage round. If, therefore, 3WD signified a passage,

a gallery running round the building, this would necessarily be

expressed in the verb ^303, which must be rendered, " there

went round," i,e, there was a passage round, more and more

upwards, according to the measure of the storeys. But this

would imply that the passage round existed in the case of the

bottom storey also, and merely increased in breadth in the

central and upper storeys. Now a gallery round the bottom

storey is shown to be out of the question by the measurements

which follow. From this we may see that the supposition that

there were galleries on the outside round the second and third

storeys is not required by the text, and possibly is irreconcil-

able with it ; and there is not even a necessity to adduce the

further argument, that Kliefoth's idea, that the entire building

of three storeys was simply upheld by the outer wall, with-

out any support to the beams from the wall of the temple, is

most improbable, as such a building would have been very in-

secure, and useless for the reception of any things of importance.

We therefore take 303 and 3010 in the sense of surrounded and

surrounding. In this case, ver. 7 simply affirms that the sur-

rounding of the house, i.e. the side-building round about the

temple house, became broader toward the top, increasing (more

and more) according to the measure of the storeys ; for it

increased the more in proportion to the height against the

temple house, so that the house became broader as you ascended.
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To this there is appended by means of i?1 the last statement of

the verse :
" and so the lower ascended to the upper after the

measure of the central one." This clause is taken by the

majority of the commentators to mean : thus they ascended from

the lower to the upper after the central one. But many have

observed the folly of an arrangement by which they ascended

a staircase on the outside from the lower storey to the upper,

and went from that into the central one, and have therefore

followed the LXX. in changing ]^] into Il?1 and nji3''rip into

nji3''n3, " and from the lower (they ascended) to the upper

through the central one." But there is no apparent necessity

for these alterations of the text, as the reading in the text

yields a good sense, if we take njinnnn as the subject to

n?y^ : and thus the lower storey ascended to the upper after the

measure of the central one,—a rendering to which no decisive

objection can be urged on the ground of the difference of

gender (the masc. "^VH). !?! affirms that the ascent took place

according to the mode of widening already mentioned.

In the 8th verse we have a further statement concerning the

side-rooms, as we may see from the middle clause ; but it has also

been explained in various ways. Bottcher, for example, renders

the first clause thus : " and I saw what the height round about

was in an inwardly direction ; " but this is both grammatically

false and senseless, as n^3? does not mean inwardly, and " in an

inwardly direction " yields no conceivable sense. Kliefoth

adopts the rendering :
" I fixed my eyes upon the height round

about to the house
;

" but this is also untenable, as nsn does

not mean to fix the eyes upon, in the sense of measuring with

the eyes, and in this case also the article could hardly be

omitted in the case of rl2ii. The words run simply thus : " I

saw in the house a height " = an elevation round about. What
this means is shown in the following words : the side-rooms

had foundations a full rod, i.e. the foundation of the rooms was

a full rod (six cubits) high. ni1D''D is not a substantive niip^D,

but a participle Pual nhB^D
; and the Keri is substantially
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correct, though an unnecessary correction ; v!p for Si?K) (com-

pare ch. xxviii. 16, te for IKj'B). The side-building did not

stand on level ground, therefore, but had a foundation six

cubits high. This is in harmony with the statement in ch.

xl. 49, that they ascended by steps to the temple porch, so that

the temple house with its front porch was raised above the

inner court. As this elevation was a full rod or six cubits, not

merely for the side-building, but also for the temple porch, we

may assume that there were twelve steps, and not ten after the

LXX. of ch. xl. 49, as half a cubit of Ezekiel's measurement

was a considerable height for steps.—The expression which

follows, " six cubits fi?''S?," is obscure, on account of the various

ways in which nb^VS may be understood. So much, however,

is beyond all doubt, that the words cannot contain merely an

explanation of the length of the rod measure : " six cubits

(measured) to the wrist," because the length of the rod has

already been fixed in ch. xl. 5, and therefore a fresh definition

would be superfluous, and the one given here would contradict

that of ch. xl. 5. 7''SK signifies connection or joint, and when

applied to a building can hardly mean anything else than the

point at which one portion of the building joins on to the other.

Havernick and Kliefoth therefore understand by ^'SX the point

at which one storey ends and another begins, the connecting line

of the rooms standing one above another ; and Havernick takes

the clause to be a more precise definition of 'sn nno'D, under-

standing by nilD''D the foundations of the rooms, i.e. the floors.

Kliefoth, on the other hand, regards the clause as containing

fresh information, namely, concerning the height of the storeys,

so that according to the statement in this verse the side-build-

ing had a foundation of six cubits in height, and each of the

storeys had also a height of six cubits, and consequently the

whole building was twenty-four cubits high, reckoning from

the ground. So much is clear, that ni1p''D does not signify the

floors of the rooms, so that Havernick's explanation falls to the

ground. And Kliefoth's view is also open to this objection, that
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if the words gave the height of the storeys, and therefore sup-

plied a second measurement, the copula 1 could hardly fail to

stand before them. The absence of this copula evidently leads

to the conclusion that the " six cubits" n^'SN are merely

intended to furnish a further substantial explanation as to the

foundation, which was a full rod high, the meaning of which

has not yet been satisfactorily cleared up, as all the explana-

tions given elsewhere are still further from the mark.

In ver. 9 there follow two further particulars with reference

to the side-building. The wall of it without, i.e. on the out-

side (/), was five cubits thick or broad, and therefore one cubit

thinner than the temple wall. The na» in the side-building

was just the same breadth. In the clause beginning with IB'NI

the measure (five cubits) given in the first clause is to be

repeated, so that we may render 1 by "and also," and must

take the words in the sense of "just as broad." njD, the

Hophal participle of n'jin, to let alone, in the case of a building,

is that portion of the building space which is not built upon

like the rest ; and in ver. 11, where it is used as a substantive,

it signifies the space left open by the sides of the building

(Plate I. i). The Chaldee rendering is P'SK' nriK, locus relictus.

niV?S IT'S is an adverbial or locative accusative : against the

house of side-chambers, or all along it; and T\)S? ncfK is an

appositional explanation: "which was to the temple," i.e. be-

longed to it, was built round about it.—Consequently there is no

necessity for any alteration of the text, not even for changing IT'S

into r? in order to connect together ver. 96 and ver. 10 as one

clause, as Bottcher and Hitzig propose ; though all that they

gain thereby is the discrepancy that in vers. 96 and 10 the

space left open between the side - rooms against the temple

house and between the cells against the wall of the court is

said to have been twenty cubits broad, whereas in ver. 12 the

breadth of this munndch is set down as five cubits.—There

follows next in ver. 10 the account of the breadth between the

temple-building and the cells against the wall of the inner
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court, and then in ver. 11 we have further particulars concern-

ing the side-building and the space left open. ni3E'?n (ver. 10)

are the cell buildings, more fully described in ch. xlii. 1 sqq.,

which stood along the wall dividing the inner, court from the

outer on the west of the north and south gates of the inner

court, and therefore opposite to the temple house (Plate I.

L L). To the expression, " and between the cells there was a

breadth," there has to be supplied the correlative term from the

context, namely, the space between the naa and the niDB"? had a

breadth of twenty cubits round about the house, i.e. on the

north, west, and south sides of the temple house.—The descrip-

tion of this space closes in ver. 11 with an account of the

entrances to the side-building. It had a door toward the space

left open, i.e. leading out into this space, one to the north and

one to the south (Plate III. i i), and the space left open was

five cubits broad round about, i.e. on the north, west, and

south sides of the temple - building. nsBfl DipD^ the place of

that which remained open, i.e. the space left open.

If, then, in conclusion, we gather together all the measure-

ments of the temple house and its immediate surroundings, we

obtain (as is shown in Plate I.) a square of a hundred cubits

in breadth and a hundred cubits in length, exclusive of the

porch. The temple (G) was twenty cubits broad, in the

inside (ver. 2) ; the wall surrounding the sanctuary was six

cubits (ver. 5), or (for the two walls) 2 x 6= 12 cubits. The

side-buildings being four cubits broad in the clear on each side

(ver. 5), make 2x4 = 8 cubits. The outside walls of these

buildings, five cubits on each side (ver. 9), make 2x5=10
cubits. The n|p (j), five cubits round about (ver. 11), makes

2 X 5 = 10 cubits. And the space between this and the cells

standing by the wall of the court (e-g-h-f), twenty cubits round

about (ver. 10), makes 2 X 20 = 40 cubits. The sum total

therefore is 20 -h 12 + 8 -H 10 -)- 10 -|- 40 = 100 cubits, in per-

fect hannony with the breadth of the inner court given in

ch. xl. 47. The length was as follows : forty cubits the holy
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place, and twenty cubits the holy of holies (vers. 2 and 4); the

western wall, six cubits ; the side-rooms on the west, four cubits

;

and their wall, five cubits ; the n3», on the west, five cubits

;

and the space to the cells, twenty cubits ; in all, 40+20+6 + 4

+ 5 + 5 + 20 = 100 cubits, as stated in ver. 13. The porch

and the thickness both of the party-wall between the holy place

and the most holy, and also of the front (eastern) wall of the

holy place, are not taken into calculation here. The porch is

not included, because the ground which it covered belonged to

the space of the inner court into which it projected. The party-

wall is not reckoned, because it was merely a thin wooden

partition, and therefore occupied no space worth notice. But

it is difficult to say why the front wall of the holy place is not

included. As there was no room for it in the square of a

hundred cubits, Kliefoth assumes that there was no wall what-

ever on the eastern side of the holy place, and supposes that the

back wall (i.e. the western wall) of the porch supplied its place.

But this is inadmissible, for the simple reason that the porch

was certainly not of the same height as the holy place, and

according to ch. xl. 48 it had only sixteen cubits of external

breadth ; so that there would not only have been an open space

left in the upper portion of the front, but also an open space of

two cubits in breadth on either side, if the holy place had had

no wall of its own. Moreover, the measurement both of the

pillars on both sides of the front of the ?^^^ (ver. 1), and of the

shoulders on both sides of the door (ver. 2), presupposes a wall

or partition on the eastern side of the holy place, which cannot

be supposed to have been thinner than the side-walls, that is to

say, not less than six cubits in thickness. We are shut up,

therefore, to the conjecture that the forty cubits' length of the

holy place was measured from the door-line, which was ten

cubits broad, and that the thickness of the door-shoulders on

the two sides is included in these forty cubits, or, what is the

same thing, that they were not taken into account in the

measurement. The objection raised to this, namely, that the
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space within the holy place would thereby have lost a consider-

able portion of its significant length of forty cubits, cannot

have much weight, as the door-shoulders, the thickness of which

is not reckoned, were only five cubits broad on each side,

and for the central portion of the holy place, which was occu-

pied by the door, and was ten cubits broad, the length of forty

cubits suffered no perceptible diminution. Just as the pillars

of the door of the holy of holies with the party- wall are

reckoned in the 40+ 20 cubits' length of the sanctuary, and

are not taken into consideration ; so may this also have been

the case with the thickness of wall of the door-shoulders of the

holy place. The measurements of the space occupied by the

holy place and holy of holies, which have a symbolical signi-

ficance, cannot be measured with mathematical scrupulosity.

Vers. 12-14. The Separate Place, and the External

Dimensions of the Temple.—Ver. 12. And the building at

the front of the separate place was seventy cubits broad on the

side turned toward the west, and the wall of the building five

cubits broad round about, and its length ninety cubits. Ver. 13.

And he measured the (temple) house: the length a hundred cubits;

and the separate place, and its building, and its walls : the length

a hundred cubits. Ver. 14, And the breadth of the face of the

(temple) house, and of the separate place toward the east, a

hundred cubits.—The explanation of these verses depends upon

the meaning of the word nnta. According to its derivation

from 1J3, to cut, to separate, nnrii means that which is cut off, or

separated. Thus nnw px is the land cut off, the desert, which

is not connected by roads with the inhabited country. In the

passage before us, nnn signifies a place on the western side of

the temple, i.e. behind the temple, which was separated from

the sanctuary (Plate I. J), and on which a building stood, but

concerning the purpose of which nothing more definite is stated

than we are able to gather, partly from the name and situation

of the place in question, and partly from such passages as

ezek. II. Q
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1 Chron. xxvi. 18 and 2 Kings xxiii. 11, according to whieb,

even in Solomon's temple, there was a similar space at the back

of the temple house with buildings upon it, which had a

separate way out, the gate nD^B*, namely, that " this space, with

its buildings, was to be used for the reception of all refuse,

sweepings, all kinds of rubbish,—in brief, of everything that

was separated or rejected when the holy service was performed

in the temple,—and that this was the reason why it received the

name of the separate place" (Kliefoth). The building upon

this space was situated nnran-'':B-i'S, in the front of the gisrah

(that is to say, as one approached it from the temple) ; and

that £3'i]"n"!!'7. nsa, on the side of the way to the sea, i.e. on the

western side, sc. of the temple, and had a breadth of seventy

cubits (from north to south), with a wall round about, which

was five cubits broad (thick), and a length of ninety cubits.

As the thickness of the wall is specially mentioned in connec-

tion with the breadth, we must add it both to the breadth and

to the length of the building as given here; so that, when

looked at from the outside, the building was eighty cubits

broad and a hundred cubits long. In ver. 13& this length is

expressly attributed to the separate place, and (i.e. along with)

its building, and the walls thereof. But the length of the

temple house has also been previously stated as a hundred

cubits. In ver. 14 the breadth of both is also stated to have

been a hundred cubits,—namely, the breadth of the outer front,

or front face of the temple, was a hundred cubits ; and the

breadth of the separate place C"!!?? toward the east, i.e. the

breadth which it showed to the person measuring on the eastern

side, was the same. If, then, the building on the separate place

was only eighty cubits broad, according to ver. 12, including

the walls, whilst the separate place itself was a hundred cubits

broad, there remains a space of twenty cubits in breadth not

covered by the building ; that is to say, as we need not hesitate

to put the building in the centre, open spaces of ten cubits

each on the northern and southern sides were left as approaches
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to the building on both sides {K), whereas the entire length of

the separate place (from east to west) was covered by the

building.—All these measurements are in perfect harmony.

As the inner court formed a square of a hundred cubits in

length (ch. xl. 47), the temple house, which joined it on the

west, extended with its appurtenances to a similar length ; and

the separate place behind the temple also covered a space of

equal size. These three squares, therefore, had a length from

east to west of three hundred cubits. If we add to this the

length of the buildings of the east gates of the inner and

outer courts, namely fifty cubits for each (ch. xl. 15, 21, 25,

29, 33, 36), and the length of the outer court from gate to

gate a hundred cubits (ch. xl. 19, 23, 27), we obtain for the

whole of the temple building the length of five hundred cubits.

If, again, we add to the breadth of the inner court or temple

house, which was one hundred cubits, the breadths of the

outer court, with the outer and inner gate-buildings, viz. two

hundred cubits on both the north and south sides, we obtain a

total breadth of 100 + 200 + 200 = 500 (say five hundred)

cubits ; so that the whole building covered a space of five hun-

dred cubits square, in harmony with the calculation already

made (at ch. xl. 24-27) of the size of the surrounding wall.

Vers. 15-26. Summary Account op the Measurement,

THE Character, and the significant Ornaments of the

PROJECTING Portions of the Temple Building.—Ver. 15.

And thus he measured the length of ilie building in the front of

the separate place tofiich was at the back thereof, and its galleries

on this side and that side, a hundred cubits, and the inner sanc-

tuary, and the porches of the court ; Ver. 16. The thresholds,

and the closed windows, and the galleries round about all three—
opposite to the thresholds was loainscoting wood round about, and

the ground up to the loindows ; but the windows were covered—
Ver. 17. (The space) above the doors, both to the inner temple

and outside, and on all the wall round about, within and without,
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had its measures. Ver. 18. And cherubs and palms were made,

a palm betioeen every two cherubs ; and the cherub had two faces;

Ver. 19. A maris face toward the palm on this side, and a lion's

face toward the palm on that side : thus was it made round about

the whole house. Ver. 20. From the floor to above the doors

were the cherubs and palms made, and that on the wall of the

sanctuary. Ver. 21. The sanctuary had square door-posts, and

the front of the holy of holies had the same form. Ver. 22.

The altar was of wood, three cubits high, and its length two

cubits ; and it had its corner-pieces and its stand, and its walls

were of wood : and he said to me, This is the table which stands

before Jehovah. Ver. 23. And the holy place and the holy

of holies had two doors. Ver. 24. And the doors had two

wings, two turning leaves; the one door two, and the other two

leaves. Ver. 25. And there were made upon them, upon the

doors of the sanctuary, cherubs and palms, as they were made

upon the walls; and a moulding of wood was on the front of

the porch outside. Ver. 26. And there were closed windows

and palms on this side and on that, on the side-walls of the

porch, and the side-rooms of the house, and the beams.—
Ver. 15 is the commencement of a comprehensive enumeration

of particular features in the building, the greater part of which

have not been mentioned before ; so that TiOl (for ^0J1) is to

be rendered, " and thus he measured." The circumstance that

another measurement follows in ver. 15a, whereas no further

numbers are given from ver. 156 onwards, does not warrant

us in assuming that ver. 15a is to be joined on to ver. 14, and

ver. 156 to be taken in connection with ver. 16. The absence

of the cop. 1 before D^BDn in ver. 16a is sufficient to preclude

the latter, showing as it does that D^BEin commences a fresh

statement ; and the words '131 ?3"'nni in ver. 156 are still

governed by the verb TIM in ver. 15a. The contents of

ver. 15 are also decisive against the separation mentioned. If,

for instance, we connect ver. 15a with ver. 14, the first clause

contains a pure tautology, as the length of the building has
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been already measured, and the result is given in ver. 13. The

tautology does not exist, if the summary statements of the

measurement of different portions of the whole temple building

commence with ver. 15; and in connection with th^se a

supplementary account is given of various details not mentioned

before. The contents of the second clause, namely, what is

stated concerning the CiP'R^, belong directly to the latter. The

building in front of the separate place, which was measured by

the man, is more precisely defined, so far as its situation is con-

cerned, by the words ^''IDK"?]? IK'S. The feminine suffix in

nnns points back to fintan ; consequently "iB'N can only refer to

J^san :
" the building . . . which was at the back of the gizfah."

This is not at variance with the situation indicated in '"J?"'''?

'^l??'!?}
but serves as a more exact definition of this statement,

showing that the building which stood at the front of the

gizrah occupied the hinder part of it, i.e. extended in length

from the front of the gizrah to the back.—The meaning of

D'pWS or ff'i?'''?'?, here (Keri) and in ver. 1 6, ch. xlii. 3 and 5, the

only other passages in which it occurs, is involved in obscurity.

Even Raschi confesses that he does not know what it means,

and the older translators have simply resorted to vague con-

jectures for their renderings; the LXX, here, a-jroXoiira, in

ch. xlii. 3 and 5 irepiffTvkov and aroai; the Vulgate, here,

ethecas (the Hebrew word Latinized), in ch. xlii, porticus ;

Targum, in the London Polyglot, ver. 15, NnnjlV ; ver. 16,

Njivns ; ch. xlii. 3, 11 ; and xlii. 5, N,Tf. There is no root pns

in Hebrew ; and the derivation of the word from PW is not

only uncertain, but furnishes us with nothing that can be used

for tracing the architectural signification of the word. Even

the context in vers. 15 and 16 of this chapter supplies nothing,

for in both verses the meaning of the clauses in which Dip'TiN

stands is a matter of dispute. It is only in ch. xlii. 3 and 5

that we find any clue. 4-ccording to ch. xlii. 3, in the three-

storied cell-building there was p''nN ''Ja'PN P''ris on the third

storey ; and according to ver. 5 the cells of the upper storey in
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this building were shorter than those of the lower and central

storey, because Cp'''?^ took space away from them ; and the

reason for this, again, was, that the three- storied cells had no

pillars. From this we may infer w^ith certainty that the Cf^riN

were galleries or passages running along the outer walls of the

building, which were not supported by pillars, and therefore

necessarily rested upon ledges obtained by the receding of the

rooms of the upper storey. This meaning also suits the present

chapter. The suffix in NH'^fiK (an Aramaic form for "'iJ^WN)

points back, not to
1J33,

but to n^33n in ver. IB ; for the words,

" and its galleries on this side and on that," i.e. on the north

and south sides of the building, are not dependent upon ^"ix

1^??'!?, in the sense of " the length of the building, with its

galleries on this side and on that," as nrripinKI is too widely

separated from '3^ '^'}ii for this. NrTipiriKl is rather a second

object to *T1»: he measured (1) the length of the building;

(2) its galleries on this side and that— a hundred cubits;

(3) the inner temple, etc. The hundred cubits do not refer to

the length of the building, but to the galleries on both sides,

which were of the same length as the building, and therefore

ran along its entire length,—a fact which it was not superfluous

to mention, as they might possibly have been shorter. «''!}!]

''P''3an is the temple house, with the buildings against it, within

the inner court. In addition to these, there are also mentioned

the porches of the court, i.e. at the gate-buildings of the inner

and outer courts, as the projecting portions of these buildings.

These three works mentioned in ver. 15 comprise the whole of

the buildings, the measurements of which have been mentioned

in the previous description—viz. the building to the west of the

temple, in vers. 12-14 ; the inner temple, in vers. 1-11 ; the

porches of the courts, to which the temple porch in front of

the holy place is to be added, as having been reckoned in the

measurement as belonging to the inner court, in ch. xH.—

Thus the contents of our verse (ver. 15) plainly show that it

not only is an indivisible whole, but forms a conclusion in
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•which the foragoing measurements are all summed up, and

which serves as as introduction, in accordance with this, to the

following summary of various additional features in the temple

buildings which are also worthy of mention.

In this summary there are five points noticed : (a) the

fact that all parts of the buildings had their measurements

(vers. 16 and 17) ; (6) the significant ornamentation of the

inner walls of the sanctuary (vers. 18-21) ; (c) the altar in the

holy place (ver. 22) ; (d) the character and decoration of

the doors of the sanctuary (vers. 23-25a) ; (e) the style of the

porch and of the side-buildings against the temple (vers. 25, 26).

—Vers. 16 and 17 form one period, enlarged by the paren-

thetical insertion of explanatory statements, similar to the con-

struction in vers. 18 and 19. The predicate to the three

subjects—the thresholds, the closed windows, and the galleries

—is not to be sought for either in DFiB'PK'p y^D or in fl&n

'lJ1 f\''n&. The latter construction, adopted by Bottcher and

Havernick, yields the unmeaning assertion that the thresholds

lay across in front of the threshold. The former gives the

apparently bald thought, that thresholds, windows, and galleries

were round about ; in which the use of the article, the thresholdsj

tlie windows, is exceedingly strange. The predicate to 'Ul D''aEiri

is nilD at the end of ver. 17 : the thresholds, etc., had measure-

ments ; and the construction is so far anakolouthistic, that the

predicate nilD, strictly speaking, belongs to the things mentioned

in ver. 17 alone, and the subjects mentioned in ver. 16 are to

be regarded as absolute nominatives. The words bFiWW y^O

belong to the three preceding subjects, as a further definition,

the thresholds, windows, and galleries (which were) against

these three round about. The sufiix to D^B'PE', « their triad,"

refers to the three buildings mentioned in ver. 15: the one

upon the separate place, the temple building, and the porches

of the court ; and the appositional y^O is not to be so pressed

as to lead to the conclusion that all three buildings, and there-

fore the porches of the court alao, had Ci''i^''n'< round about. As
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the nn^tih y20 is affirmed of the thresholds, and the windows,

and the galleries, and these three objects are introduced by the

article, as well known, i.e. as already mentioned and described

in the preceding verses, the more precise definition (resp. limita-

tion) of the apposition, " round about these three," is to be

taken from the preceding description of these three buildings,

and we are simply to assume the existence of thresholds,

windows, and galleries in these buildings in those cases in

which they have been mentioned in that description ; so that

the only place in which there were galleries was the building

upon the separate place. But before the intended information

is given concerning the thresholds, etc., a remark is introduced,

with the words from ^IBH "TJji to ^'ao, as to the construction of

the thresholds : viz. that opposite to the threshold (IBH being

used in a general sense for every threshold) there was YV ^''^^,

a thin covering of wood, or wainscoting, lii does not mean

across the front (Bottcher), but " opposite
;

" and the part

opposite to the threshold of a door is, strictly speaking, the

lintel. Here, however, the word is probably used in the broader

sense for the framework of the door, above and on the two

sides, as is shown by 3'2p 2''np which follows. With pKn a

fresh object is introduced. J*'iKn is a nominative, like D''SBn,

etc. ; and the thought of supplying 1», " from the ground," has

originated in a faulty interpretation of the words. The idea is

this : as the thresholds, the windows, etc., so also the ground

up to the windows, i.e. the space between the ground and the

windows, had measurements. The allusion to the windows is

followed by the remark, in the form of a circumstantial clause,

that " the windows were covered." niQ3» is apparently only a

substantial explanation of rii»E)N (see the comm. on ch. xl. 16).

In ver. 17 two further objects are mentioned as having

measurements ; not, however, in the logical position of subjects,

but with prepositions 'PV and ^N : upon that which was above

the opening of the door . . . and (what was) on all the walls,

I.e. the space above the doors and on all the walls. To this
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periphrasis of the subject, through ?i? and
7^J,

there is attached

the predicate nnp, which belongs to all the subjects of vers. 16

and 17, in the sense of, " on all the walls there were measures."

The meaning is, that all the parts of the building which have

been named had their definite measurements, were carefully

measured off. In order to express this thought in as general

and comprehensive a manner as possible, the ideas contained in

the subjects in ver. 17 are expanded by means of appositions

:

that of the space above, over the entrance door, by 'sn JVZT} nj)i

rinpi, both (1—1 = et—et) into the inner temple, i.e. both the

inside of the temple throughout, and also to the outside. The

idea of the whole wall is expressed by " round about, in the

inside and on the outside." — Thus everything in vers. 16

and 1 7 is clear, and in accordance with fact ; and there is no

necessity either for the critical scissors of Ewald and Hitzig,

who cut out all that they do not understand as glosses, or

for the ?waZ-emendation of Bottcher, who changes nwD into

niVPp!? (1 Kings vi. 18), and thus finds it good to ornament the

temple with sculptures, even on the outsides of all the walls.

Vers. 18-21 treat of the ornamenting of the inside of the

sanctuary, i.e. of the holy place and the holy of holies.

Vers. 18 and 19 form, like vers. 16 and 17, a period extended

by parentheses. The predicate 'Wy, standing at the beginning

of ver. 18, is resumed in ver. 19b, and completed by n]3n-f>3-ijK

'd 'd. That the cherubim and palms were executed in sculp-

ture or carving, is evident from the resemblance to Solomon's

temple. They were so distributed that a cherub was followed

by a palm, and this by a cherub again, so that the palm stood

between the two cherubim, and the cherub turned one of its

two faces to the palm on this side, and the other to the palm

upon that side. In sculpture only two faces could be shown,

and consequently these cherubic figures had only two faces,

and not four, like those in the vision. This sculpture was

placed round about the whole house, and that, as is added in

ver. 20 by way of explanation, from the ground even to up above
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the door, namely, on the inner wall of the sanctuary (''2^^^).

n^an-i)! is hereby limited to the '?y\}, the holy place and the

holy of holies, "fi?! is a local accusative. To this there is

appended the further notice in ver. 21, that the sanctuary had

door-posts in a square form. The loose arrangement of the

words, " the sanctuary post work of square form," is a concise

form of expression after the manner of brief topographical

notices, njiirp invariably signifies, wherever it occurs, the door-

posts, i.e. the projecting framework of the entrances. Jfll"),

"foured," does not mean four-cornered merely, but really

square (Ex. xxvii. 1 and xxviii. 16). Consequently the words,

"the door-posts of the holy place were of a square shape,"

might be understood as signifying not merely that the door-

posts were beams cut square, but, as Kliefoth supposes, that the

post work surrounding the door was made of a square form,

that is to say, was of the same height as breadth, which would

be quite in keeping with the predominance of the square shape,

with its symbolical significance, in this picture of a temple.

But the statement in the second half of the verse can hardly

be reconciled with this ; for whatever diversity there may be in

the interpretation of this verse in particular points, it is certain

that it does contain the general assertion that the doorway of

the holy of holies w^as also shaped in the same way. But the

door of the holy of holies, instead of being square, was (accord-

ing to ver. 3) six cubits high and seven cubits broad. B'lipL', as

distinguished from ^ynn^ is the holy of holies, which ver. 23

places beyond all doubt (for this use of K'IPlI, see Lev. xvi. 2,

3, 16). ty^isn-V.Ei, the face of the holy of holies, the front

which met the eye of a person entering the holy place, nsnisn

ns"iB3 is the predicate, which is attached as loosely as in the

first hemistich. The front of the holy of holies had the

appearance like the appearance (just described), i.e. like the

appearance of the ?3*n ; in fact, it had also a doorway with four-

cornered posts. J. F. Starck has already given this explana-

tion of the words : Eadem fades et aspectus erat utriusque portae
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templi et adyti, utraque qiiadrata et qvadratis postibus conspicua

erat. The proposal of Ewald, on the other hand, to connect ns'iB?

with the following word najsn, " in front of the holy of holies

there was something to be seen like the shape of the altar"

(LXX., Syr.), has the article in nsnan against it (Bbttcher).

Ver. 22. The Altar of Burnt-Offering in the holy place

(see Plate III. n). "The abrupt style-of writing is still con-

tinued." The altar wood for the altar was of wood three cubits

high ; its length, i.e. the expanse of the wall from one corner

to the other, was two cubits ; the breadth (thickness), which is

not expressly mentioned, was the same, because the square form

is presupposed from the shape of this altar in the tabernacle and

Solomon's temple. Under the term Vniyvptp, its corner-pieces,

the horns projecting at the corners, or the horn-shaped points,

are probably included, as the simple mention of the corners

appears superfluous, and the horns, which were symbolically

significant features in the altar, would certainly not have been

wanting. There is something strange in the occurrence of iaiNI

before and along with nii'p, as the length is already included

in the walls, and it could not be appropriately said of the

length that it was of wood, 13"1K is therefore certainly a

copyist's error for ^J'lX, ^ I3da-t<s avrov (LXX.), its stand or

pedestal. The augel describes this altar as the " table which

stands before Jehovah "—in perfect harmony with the epithet

already applied to the sacrifices in the Pentateuch, the " bread

(^D?) of God," though not " because the altar table was in-

tended to combine the old table of shewbread and the altar of

incense " (Bottcher). The table of shewbread is not mentioned

any more than the candlestick and other portions of the temple

furniture.—The altar of burnt-offering stood before Jehovah,

i.e. before the entrance into the holy of holies. This leads

in vers. 23 sqq. to the notice of the doors of the sanctuary, the

character of which is also described as simply openings (nris)^

since the doorway had been mentioned before. HPT signifies a
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moveable door, and the plural ninjij doors, whether they consist

of one leaf or two, i.e. whether they are single or folding doors.

Here the ninpi in vers. 23 and 24 (nin^lb) are folding doors

;

on the other hand, the first niripn in ver. 24 and np'i ibid, are

used for the wings of the door, and rfnb'i niSDiD for the

swinging portions (leaves) of the separate wings. The mean-

ing is this : the holy place (-'^''D) and the holy of holies

(B'i'pn) had two folding doors (i.e. each of these rooms had one).

These doors had two wings, and each of these wings, in the

one door and in the other, had two reversible door-leaves, so

that when going in and out there was no necessity to throw

open on every occasion the whole of the wing, which was at

least three or four cubits broad. There is no foundation for

the objection raised by Kliefoth to the interpretation of ^S'i]?

^y?) as signifying the holy place and the holy of holies

;

since he cannot deny that the two words are so used, ^yn in

1 Kings vi. 5, 17, 31, 33, and ^P in Lev. xvi. 2, 3, etc. And

the artificial explanation, " to the temple space, and indeed to

the holy place," not only passes without notice the agreement

between our verses and 1 Kings vi. 31-34, but gains nothing

further than a side door, which does violence to the dignity of

the sanctuary, a passage from the side chambers into the holy

place, with which Bottcher has presented Solomon's temple.

—

These doors were ornamented, like the walls, with figures of

cherubim and palms.—Other remarks are added in vers. 255

and 26 concerning the porch in front of the holy place. The

first is, that on the front of the porch outside there was fj? 35?.

The only other passage in which the word 3V occurs in a similar

connection is 1 Kings vii. 6, where it refers to wood-work in

front of the Ulam of Solomon's porch of pillars ; and it cannot

be determined whether it signifies threshold, or moulding, or

threshold-mouldings. On the shoulders, i.e. on the right and

left side walls of the front porch, there were closed windows

and figures of palms. The cherubim were omitted here.—The

last words of ver. 26 are very obscure, n^an nij;^^l may be
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taken in connection with the preceding clause, " and on the

side-rooms of the temple," as there is no necessity to repeat the

preposition in the case of closely continuous clauses (yid. Ewald,

§ 351a) ; and the side-rooms not only must have had windows,

but might also be ornamented with figures of palms. But if

the words be taken in this sense, the D''3y must also signify

something which presented, like the walls of the-porch and of

the side chambers, a considerable extent of surface capable of

receiving a similar decoration ; although nothing definite has

hitherto been ascertained with regard to the meaning of the

word, and our rendering " beams" makes no pretension to

correctness.

Chap. xlii. The Holy Cells in the Court, and the Extent of the

Holy Domain around the Temple.

Vers. 1-14. The Cell-Buildings in the Odtek Court

FOR Holy Use.—Ver. 1. And he brought me out into the outer

court by the way toward the north, and brought me to the cell-

building, which was opposite to the separate plcice, and opposite to

the building toward the north, Ver. 2. Before the long side of

a hundred cubits, with the door toicard the north, and the breadth

fifty cubits, Ver. 3. Opposite to the twenty of the inner court and

opposite to the stone pavement of the outer court; gallery against

gallery was in the third storey. Ver. 4. And before the cells a

walk, ten cubits broad ; to the inner a way of a hundred cubits ;

and their doors went to the north. Ver. 5. And the upper cells

were shortened, because the galleries took away space from them,

in comparison with the lower and the central ones in the building.

Ver; 6. For they were three-storied, and had no columns, like the

columns of the courts ; therefore a deduction ivas made from the

lower and from the central ones from the ground. Ver. 7. Aiid

a wall outside parallel luith the cells ran toward the outer court

in front of the cells ; its length fifty cubits. Ver. 8. For the

length of the cells of the outer court was fifty cubits, and, behold,

against the sanctuary it was a hundred cubits. Ver. 9. And out
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from underneath it rose up these cells ; the entrance was from ihe

east, when one went to them from the outer court. Ver. 10. In

the breadth of the court wall toward the south, before the separate

place and before the building, there were cells, Ver. 11. With a

way before them, like the cells, which stood toward the north, as

according to their length so according to their breadth, and accord-

ing to all their exits as according to all their arrangements. And

as their doorways, Ver. 12. So were also the doorways of the

cells, which were toward the south, an entrance at the head of the

way, of the way opposite to the corresponding wall, of the way

from the east when one came to them. Ver. 13. And he said to

me. The cells in the north, the cells in the south, which stood in

front of the separate place, are the holy cells where the priests,

who draw near to Jehovah, shall eat the most holy thing ; there they

shall place the most holy thing, both the meat-offering and the sin-

offering and the trespass-offering ; for the place is holy. Ver. 14.

When they go in, the priests, they shall not go out of the holy

place into the outer court; but there shall they place their clothes,

in which they perform the service, for they are holy ; they shall

put on other clothes, and so draw near to what belongs to the

people.

It is evident from vers. 13 and 14, which furnish particulars

concerning the cells already described, that the description itself

refers to two cell-buildings only, one on the north side and the

other on the south side of the separate place (see Plate I. L).

Of these the one situated on the north is described in a more

circumstantial manner (vers. 1-9) ; that on the south, on the

contrary, is merely stated in the briefest manner to have

resembled the other in the main (vers. 10-12). That these

two cell-buildings are not identical either with those mentioned

in ch. xl. 44 sqq. or with those of ch. xl. 17, as Havernick

supposes, but are distinct from both, is so obvious that it is im-

possible to understand how they could ever have been identified.

The difference in the description is sufficient to show that they

are not the same as those in ch. xl. 44 sqq. The cells men-
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tioned in ch. xl. 44 were set apart as dwelling-places for the

priests during their administration of the service in the holy

place and at the altar ; whereas these serve as places for de-

positing the most holy<«acrificial gifts and the official dresses of

the priests. To this may be added the difference of situation,

which distinguishes those mentioned here both from those of

ch. xl. 44 seq., and also from those of ch. xl. 17. Those in

ch. xl. 44 were in the inner court, ours in the outer. It is

true that those mentioned in ch. xl. 17 were also in the latter,

but in entirely different situations, as the description of the

position of those noticed in the chapter before us indisputably

proves. Ezekiel is led out of the inner court into the outer,

by the way in the direction toward the north, to nsE'pn, the

cell-building (that nsE'pn is used here in a collective sense is

evident from the plural niac'? in vers. 4, 5). This stood

opposite to the gizrah, i.e. the separate space behind the temple

house (ch. xli. 12 sqq.), and opposite to the iJ33, i.e. neither the

outer court wall, which is designated as Tjy^ in ch. xl. 5, but

cannot be intended here, where there is no further definition,

nor the temple house, as Kliefoth imagines, for this is invariably

called n;an. We have rather to understand by IJJsn the build-

ing upon the gizrah described in ch. xli. 12 sqq., to which no

valid objection can be offered on the ground of the repetition

of the relative iKiKl, as it is omitted in ver. 10, and in general

simply serves to give greater prominence to the second defini-

tion in the sense of " and, indeed, opposite to the building

{sc. of the separate place) toward the north." As Jissn"?^

belongs to IB'N as a more precise definition of the direction

indicated by 1M, the '*< '!|"''^ which follows in ver. 2 depends

upon "'itf^il, and is co-ordinate with nsE'pn-i'N, defining the side

of the cell-building to which Ezekiel was taken : " to the face

of the length," i.e. to the long side of the building, which

extended to a hundred cubits. The article in riKBn requires

that the words should be connected in this manner, as it could

not be used if the words were intended to mean " on the sur-
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face of a length of a hundred cubits." Since, then, the separate

place was also a hundred cubits, that is to say, of the same

length as the cell-building opposite to it, we might be disposed

to assume that as the separate place reached to the outer court

wall on the west, the cell-building also extended to the latter

with its western narrow side. But this would be at variance

with the fact that, according to ch. xlvi. 19, 20, the sacrificial

kitchens for the priests stood at the western end of this portion

of the court, and therefore behind the cell-building. The size

of these kitchens is not given ; but judging from the size of

the sacrificial kitchens for the people (ch. xlvi. 22), we must

reserve a space of forty cubits in length ; and consequently the

cell-building, which was a hundred cubits long, if built close

against the kitchens, would reach the line of the back wall of

the temple house with its front (or eastern) narrow side, since,

according to the calculation given in the comm. on ch. xli. 1-11,

this wall was forty cubits from the front of the separate place,

so that there was no prominent building standing opposite to

the true sanctuary on the northern or southern side, by which

any portion of it could have been concealed. And not only is

there no reason for leaving a vacant space between the sacri-

ficial kitchens and the cell-buildings, but this is precluded by

the fact that if the kitchens had been separated from the cell

building by an intervening space, it would have been necessary

to carry the holy sacrificial flesh from the kitchen to the cell in

which it was eaten, after being cooked, across a portion of the

outer court. It is not stated here how far this cell-building

wras from the northern boundary of the gisrali, and the open

space (nso) surrounding the temple house; but this may be

inferred from ch. xli. 10, according to which the intervening

space between the munnach and the cells was twenty cubits.

For the cells mentioned there can only be those of our cell-

building, as there were no other cells opposite to the northern

and southern sides of the temple house. But if the distance

of the southern longer side of the cell-building, so far as it
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stood opposite to the temple house, was only twenty cubits, the

southern wall of the cell-building coincided with the boundary

wall of the inner court, so that it could be regarded as a

continuation of that wall.—The further definition liQSfn nriQ,

door to the north, is to be taken as subordinate to the preceding

clause, in the sense of " with the door to the north," because it

would otherwise come in between the accounts of the length

and breadth of the building, so as to disturb the connection.

The breadth of the building corresponds to the breadth of the

gate-buildings of the inner court.

The meaning of the third verse is a subject of dispute.

" D'''!V'J?n," says Bottcher, " is difficult on account of the article

as well as the number, inasmuch as, with the exception of the

twenty cubits left open in the temple ground (ch. xli. 10), there

are no D''"!B'^ mentioned as belonging to the actual '3Sn nxn^ and

the numeral does not stand with sufficient appropriateness by

the side of the following nasi." But there is not sufficient

weight in the last objection to render the reference to the

twenty cubits a doubtful one, since the " twenty cubits " is

simply a contracted form of expression for "the space of

twenty cubits," and this space forms a fitting antithesis to the

pavement (nasi), i.e. the paved portion of the court. More
over, it is most natural to supply the missing substantive to the

" twenty " from the niSN mentioned just before,—much more

natural certainly than to supply ni3E9, as there is no allusion

either before or afterwards to any other cells than those whose

situation is intended to be defined according to the twenty

We therefore agree with J, H. Michaelis, Eosenmiiller, Hiiver-

nick, and Hitzig, that the only admissible course is to supply

nitSK ; for the description of the priests' cells in ch. xl. 44, to

which Kliefoth imagines that Cl.B'Vii refers, is far too distant

for us to be able to take the word niSE'p thence and supply it to

D''nti'j;n. And again, the situation of these priests' cells to the

east of the cell-building referred to here does not harmonize

with the IW, as the second definition introduced by the correlative

EZEK. II. B
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f^^l points to the stone pavement on the north. East and

north do not form such a vis-a-vis as the double ^3.5 requires.

—

Our view of the D''nB'j;n is also in harmony with the explanatory-

relative clause, " which were to the inner court," i.e. belonged

to it. For the open space of twenty cubits' breadth, which ran

by the long side of the temple house between the munnach

belonging to the temple and the wall of the inner court, formed

the continuation of the inner court which surrounded the

temple house on the north, west, and south.^ If, therefore,

this first definition of the 123 refers to what was opposite to the

cell-building on the south, the second I.^.J defines what stood

opposite to it on the northern side. There the portion of the

outer court which was paved with stones ran along the inner

side of the surrounding wall. This serves to define as clearly

as possible the position of the broad side of the cell-building.

For Kliefoth and Hitzig are right in connecting these definitions

with ver. 2b, and taking the words from P''t^^ onwards as intro-

ducing a fresh statement. Even the expression itself 'i!S"7K

P'riS does not properly harmonize with the combination of the

two halves of the third verse as one sentence, as Bottcher

proposes, thus :
" against the twenty cubits of the inner court

and against the pavement of the outer court there ran gallery

in front of gallery threefold." For if the galleries of the

building were opposite to the pavement on the north, and to the

space in front of the temple on the south of the building, they

must of necessity have run along the northern and southern

walls of the building in a parallel direction, and ''3.3-^S is not

the correct expression for this. 'JS'^X, to the front—that is to

say, one gallery to the front of the other, or up to the other.

This could only be the case if the galleries surrounded the

^ The statement of Kliefoth, that " this space of twenty cubits in breadth

did not belong to the inner court at all," cannot be established from ch.

xl. 47, where the size of the inner court is given as a hundred cubits ia

length and the same in breadth. For this measurement simply'refers to

the space in front of the temple.
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building on all four sides, or at any rate on three ; for with the

latter arrangement, the gallery upon the eastern side would

terminate against those on the southern and northern sides.

Again, the rendering " threefold," or into the threefold, cannot

be defended either from the usage of the language or from the

facts. The only other passage in which the plural D''E'pE' occurs

is Gen. vi. 16, where it signifies chambers, or rooms of the

third storey, and the singular ^B'pB' means the third. Conse-

quently D''B'pB'3 is " in the third row of chambers or rooms," i.e.

in the third storey. And so far as the fact is concerned, it

does not follow from the allusion to upper, central, and lower

cells (vers. 5 and 6), that there were galleries round every one

of the three storeys.

Ver. 4. " Before the cells there was a walk of ten cubits'

breadth " (m). In what sense we are to understand ^3S?, "before,"

whether running along the northern longer side of the building,

or in front of the eastern wall, depends upon the explanation of

the words which follow, and chiefly of the words nns nex '=]'iij

by which alone the sense in which n''D^3Sn"7N is to be ujider-

stood can also be determined. Havernick and Kliefoth take

nnx nas ^in^, « a way of one cubit," in the sense of " the ap-

proaches (entrances into the rooms) were a cubit broad." But

the words cannot possibly have this meaning ; not only because

the collective use of ^^'i after the preceding ^^HD, which is not

collective, and with the plural Qi^*nna following, is extremely

improbable; if not impossible ; but principally because 'i\y},, a way,

is not synonymous with *<i3D, an entrance, or nns, a doorway.

Moreover, an entrance, if only a cubit in breadth, to a large

building would be much too narrow, and bear no proportion

whatever to the walk of ten cubits in breadth. It is impossible

to get any suitable meaning from the words as they stand, " a way

of one cubit;" and no other course remains than to alter n»K

nnx into nbs nSD, after the eVi irrix^i'^ eKarov of the Septuagint.

There is no question that we have such a change of nsD into

r\m in ver. 16, where even the Eabbins acknowledge that it
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has occurred. And when once riND had been turned into nas,

this change would naturally be followed by the alteration of

nos into a numeral—that is to say, into rnK. The statement

itself, " a way of a hundred cubits" (in length), might be taken

as referring to the length of the walk in front of the cells, as

the cell-building was a hundred cubits long. But ri''P''3en-i>!«

is hardly reconcilable with this. If, for example, we take these

words in connection with the preceding clause, " a walk of ten

cubits broad into the interior," the statement, " a way of a hun-

dred cubits," does not square with this. For if the walk which

ran in front of the cells was a hundred cubits long, it did not

lead into the interior of the cell-building, but led past it to the

outer western wall. "We must therefore take ri''»oan"78 in

connection with what follows, so that it corresponds to '?.S?

ni3E'?ri : in front of the cells there was a walk of ten cubits in
T :

-

breadth, and to the inner there led a way of a hundred cubits

in length. n''D'33n would then signify, not the interior of the

cell-building, but the inner court (n^pijan "ivnn, ch. xliv. 17,

xxi. 27, etc.). This explanation derives its principal support

from the circumstance that, according to vers. 9 and 11, a way

ran from the east, i.e. from the steps of the inner court gates,

on the northern and southern sides, to the cell-buildings on the

north and south of the separate place, the length of which,

from the steps of the gate-buildings already mentioned to the

north-eastern and south-eastern corners of our cell-buildings,

was exactly a hundred cubits, as we may see from the plan in

Plate I. This way
(J) was continued in the walk in front of the

cells (m), and may safely be assumed to have been of the same

breadth as the walk.—The last statement of the fourth verse

is perfectly clear ; the doorways to the cells were turned toward

the north, so that one could go from the walk in front of the

cells directly into the cells themselves.—In vers. 5 and 6 there

follow certain statements concerning the manner in which the

cells were built. The building contained upper, lower, and

middle cells ; so that it wais three-storied. This is expressed in
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the words nan nitJ'pa'D '3, " for the cells were tripled ;" three

rows stood one above another. But they were not all built alike

;

the upper ones were shortened in comparison with the lower

and the central ones, i.e. were shorter than these (IP before

niahnnn and niJi3''Pin is comparative) ; " for galleries ate away

part of them "—that is to say, took away a portion of them

(pai'' for l^3N*j in an architectural sense, to take away from).

How far this took place is shown in the first two clauses of the

sixth verse, the first of which explains the reference to upper,

lower, and middle cells, while the second gives the reason for the

shortening of the upper in comparison with the lower and the

central ones. As the three rows of cells built one above another

had no columns on which the galleries of the upper row could

rest, it was necessary, in order to get a foundation for the

gallery of the third storey, that the cells should be thrown back

from the outer wall, or built as far inwards as the breadth of

the gallery required. This is expressly stated in the last clause,

'131 i>V83 t3"?J?. ''SSJ, with an indefinite subject : there was de-

ducted from the lower and the middle cells from the ground, sc.

which these rooms covered. H??? is added for the purpose of

elucidation. From the allusion to the columns of the courts

we may see that the courts had colonnades, like the courts in

the Herodian temple, and probably also in that of Solomon,

though their character is nowhere described, and no allusion is

made to them in the description of the courts.

The further statements concerning this cell-building in vers.

7-9 are obscure. ll}3 is a wall serving to enclose courtyards,

vineyards, and the like. The predicate to TiJI follows in ''JEi"?N

ntoE'^n : a boundary wall ran along the front of the cells (V.f"''?

stands for V.?"'?; as the corresponding «''nn ''3B"?J? in ver. 8

shows). The course of this wall (n) is more precisely defined

by the relative clause, " which ran outwards parallel with the

cells in the direction of the outer court," i.e. toward the outer

court. The length of this wall was fifty cubits. It is evident

fi'om this that the wall did not run along the north side of the
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building,—for in that case it must have been a hundred cubits

in length,—but along the narrow side, the length of which was

fifty cubits. Whether it was on the western or eastern side

cannot be determined with certainty from ver. 7, although ?N

';s favours the eastern, i.e. the front side, rather than the

western side, or back. And what follows is decisive in favour

of the eastern narrow side. In explanation of the reason why

this wall was fifty cubits long, it is stated in ver. 8 that " the

length of the cells, which were to the outer court, was fifty

cubits ; but, behold, toward the temple front a hundred cubits."

Consequently " the cells which the outer court had " can only

be the cells whose windows were toward the outer court—that

is to say, those on the eastern narrow side of the building ; for

the sacrificial kitchens were on the western narrow side (ch. xlvi.

19, 20). The second statement in ver. 8, which is introduced

by nsn as an indication of something important, is intended to

preclude any misinterpretation of '^^v^ tjin^ as though by length

we must necessarily understand the extension of the building

from east to west, as in ver. 2 and most of the other measure-

ments. The use of ^"^.x for the extension of the narrow side of

the building is also suggested by the isi^, " length of the wall,"

in ver. 7, where sni would have been inadmissible, because

anh, the breadth of a wall, would have been taken to mean its

thickness. ^'^''V:^ 'PS is the outer side of the temple house which

faced the north.—A further confirmation of the fact that the

boundary wall was situated on the eastern narrow side of the

building is given in the first clause of the ninth verse, in which,

however, the reading fluctuates. The Chetib gives niac'!' arinrio,

the Keri rfo^^n nnriD. But as we generally find, the Keri is

an alteration for the worse, occasioned by the objection felt by

the Masoretes, partly to the unusual circumstance that the

singular form of the suffix is attached to nnn, whereas it usually

takes the suffixes in the plural form, and partly to the omission

of the article from niDB-ij by the side of the demonstrative n^sn,

which is defined by the article. But these two deviations from
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the ordinary rule do not warrant any alterations, as there are

analogies in favour of both. nnPi has a singular suffix not only

in narinrt (Gen. ii. 21) and 'innn (2 Sam. xxii. 37, 40, and 48),

instead of ^F^nn (Ps. xviii. 37, 40, 48), which may undoubtedly

be explained on the ground that the direction whither is

thought of (Ges. § 103. 1, Anm. 3), but also in Dnnri, which

occurs more frequently than Qn''f?nri, and that without any

difference in the meaning (compare, for example. Dent. ii. 12,

21, 22, 23, Josh. v. 7, Job xxxiv. 24, and xl. 12, with 1 Kings

XX. 24, 1 Chron. v. 22, 2 Chron. xii. 10). And nWn ni3E6

is analogous to i'i^^^ nn in Zech. iv. 7, and many other com-

binations, in which the force of the definition (by means of the

article) is only placed in the middle for the sake of convenience

(uid. Ewald, § 293a). If, therefore, the Chetib is to be taken

without reserve as the original reading, the suffix in Pinniii can

only refer to Ti3, which is of common gender: from under-

neath the wall were these cells, i.e. the cells turned toward the

outer court; and the meaning is the following: toward the

bottom these cells were covered by the wall, which ran in front

of them, so that, when a person coming toward them from the

east fixed his eyes upon these cells, they appeared to rise out of

the wall. Kliefoth, therefore, who was the first to perceive

the true meaning of this clause, has given expression to the

conjecture that the design of the wall was to hide the windows

of the lower row of cells which looked toward the east, so that,

when the priests were putting on their official clothes, they

might not be seen from the outside.—Niaan commences a fresh

statement. To connect these words with the preceding clause

(" underneath these cells was the entrance from the east "), as

Bottcher has done, yields no meaning with which a rational

idea can possibly be associated, unless the !» in nnnno be alto-

gether ignored. The LXX. have therefore changed nrinpiDI,

which was unintelligible to them, into Kal ai dvpai (^nnsi), and

Hitzig has followed them in doing so. No such conjecture is

necessary if nnnnon be rightly interpreted, for in that case
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Ninian must be the commencement of a new sentence. ^<i3B^

(by the side of which the senseless reading of the Keri N^^Bn

cannot be taken into consideration for a moment) is the ap-

proach, or the way which led to the cells. This was from the

east, from the outer court, not from the inner court, against the

northern boundary of which the building stood, njxnn isnno

is not to be taken in connection with n^n? isba, but is co-ordinate

with Clipno, of which it is an explanatory apposition.

In vers. 10-12 the cell-building on the south of the separate

place is described, though very briefly ; all that is said in addi-

tion to the notice of its situation being, that it resembled the

northern one in its entire construction. But there are several

difficulties connected with the explanation of these verses, which

are occasioned, partly by an error in the text, partly by the

unmeaning way in which the Masoretes have divided the text,

and finally, in part by the brevity of the mode of expression.

In the first clause of ver. 10, Q^'liJn is a copyist's error for

DiTnn, which has arisen from the fact that it is preceded by

^'liJ'I'P (ver. 9). For there is an irreconcilable discrepancy

between nni^n ^-r^ and nnnn '•JS-iiN, which follows. The build-

ing stood against, or upon, the broad side (^nn) of the wall of

the court, i.e. the wall which separated the inner court from the

outer, opposite to the separate place and the building upon it

C'P.f '^j from the outer side hither, is practically equivalent to

133 in ver. 1 ; and l^Jan is to be taken in the same sense here

and there). The relation in which this cell-building stands to

the separate place tallies exactly with the description given of

the former one in ver. 2. If, then, according to ver. 2, the

other stood to the north of the separate place, this must neces-

sarily have stood to the south of it,—that is to say, upon the

broad side of the wall of the court, not ia the direction toward

the east (D''1i3n r\yf), but in that toward the south (DiTjn V!^),

as is expressly stated in vers. 12 and 13 also. Kliefoth has

affirmed, it is true, in opposition to this, that " the breadth of

the wall enclosing the inner court must, as a matter of course,
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have been the eastern side of the inner court
;

" but on the

eastern side of the wall of the inner court there was not room

for a cell-building of a hundred cubits in length, as the wall

was only thirty-seven cubits and a half long (broad) on each

side of the gate-building. If, however, one were disposed so

to dilute the meaning of 'nn Tis anna as to make it affirm

nothing more than that the building stood upon, or against, the

breadth of the wall of the court to the extent of ten or twenty

cubits, and with the other eighty or ninety cubits stood out into

the outer court, as Kliefoth has drawn it upon his " ground

plan ;" it could not possibly be described as standing ''??"''*?

nntan, because it was not opposite to (in face of) the gizrah, but

was so far removed from it, that only the north-west comer

would be slightly visible from the south-east corner of the

gizrah. And if we consider, in addition to this, that in vers, 13

and 14, where the intention of the cell-buildings described in

vers. 1-12 is given, only cells on the north and on the south are

mentioned as standing finian ''JS'PN, there can be no doubt that

by anh we are to understand the broad side of the wall which

bounded the inner court on the south side from east to west,

and that Q''"ii3n 'i]n'n should be altered into DlTnn Tl'i'n.—In ver. 11

the true meaning has been obscured by the fact that the

Masoretic verses are so divided as to destroy the sense. The

words Dn''3Sp ^^ll belong to niDB"? in ver. 10 : " cells and a way
before them," i.e. cells with a way in front. ^"I'n corresponds

to the ^?no in ver. 4,—ns-iDa, like the appearance= appearing,

or constructed like, does not belong to ^ll in the sense of

made to conform to the way in front of the cells, but to ni3E'i>,

cells with a way in front, conforming to the cells toward the

north. The further clauses from |3"!X3 to iniBBa'Dai are con-

nected together, and contain two statements, loosely subordi-

nated to the preceding notices, concerning the points in which

the cells upon the southern side were made to conform to those

upon the northern ; so that they really depend upon nNioa,

aud to render them intelligible in German (English tr.) must
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be attached by means of a preposition : " with regard to," or

" according to " [secundum). Moreover, the four words contain

two co-ordinated comparisons ; the first expressed by |3 ... 3,

the second simply indicated by the particle 3 before in''DaB'p

(cf. Ewald, § 360a). The suffixes of all four words refer to

the cells in the north, which those in the south were seen to

resemble in the points referred to. The meaning is this : the

cells in the south were like the cells in the north to look at, as

according to their length so according to their breadth, and

according to all their exits as according to their arrangements

(D'lpaB'D, lit. the design answering to their purpose, i.e. the

manner of their arrangement and their general character : for

this meaning, compare Ex. xxvi. 30 ; 2 Kings i. 7). The last

word of the verse, in^nnMi, belongs to ver. 12, viz. to 'tj6n ''nnsai,

the comparison being expressed by 3—31, as in Josh. xiv. 11

;

Dan. xi. 29; 1 Sam. xxx. 24 (cf. Ewald, I.e.). Another con-

struction also commences with irrrinas. in''nns3n is a nominative:

and like their doors (those of the northern cells), so also were

the doors of the cells situated toward the south. Consequently

there is no necessity either to expunge 'nnssi arbitrarily as

a gloss, for which procedure even the LXX. could not be

appealed to, or to assent to the far-fetched explanation by

which Kliefoth imagines that he has discovered an allusion to a

third cell-building in these words.—Light is thrown upon the

further statements in ver. 12 by the description of the northern

cells. " A door was at the head," i.e. at the beginning of the

way. 'n'3'n. corresponds to the way of a hundred cubits in

ver. 4, and ^'I'n tyxi is the point where this way, which ran to

the southern gate-building of the inner court, commenced—that

is to say, where it met the walk in front of the cells (ver. 4).

The further statement concerning this way is not quite clear to

us, because the meaning of the oltt. Xey. nj^jn is uncertain. In

the Chaldee and Eabbinical writings the word signifies decens,

conveniens. If we take it in this sense, nyjn ninan is the wall

corresponding (to these cells), i.e. the wall which ran in front
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of the eastern narrow side of the building parallel to the

cells, the wall of fifty cubits in length described in ver. 7 in

connection with the northern building (for the omission of the

article before 'I5''?n after the substantive which it defines, com-

pare ch. xxxix. 27 ; Jer. ii. 21, etc.). '323, in eonspectu, which

is not perfectly synonymous with ''33?, also harmonizes with

this. For the way referred to was exactly opposite to this wall

at its upper end, inasmuch as the wall joined the way at right

angles. The last words of ver. 12 are an abbreviated repetition

of ver. 96 ; Cli^n TO is equivalent to D^TiSi]? 6<i3Bn, the way

from the east on coming to them, i.e. as one went to these cells.

According to vers. 13 and 14, these two'^ cell-buildings were

set apart as holy cells, in which the officiating priests were to

deposit the most holy sacrifices, and to eat them, and to put on

and off the sacred official clothes in which they drew near to the

Lord. ^^P^^!} T"]? were that portion of the meat-offering which

was not burned upon the altar (Lev. ii. 3, 10, vi. 9-11, x. 12

;

see my Bibl. Archdologie, L § 52), and the flesh of all the sin-

and trespass-offerings, with the exception of the sin-offerings

offered for the high priest and all the congregation, the flesh of

which was to be burned outside the camp (cf. Lev. vi. 19-23,

vii. 6). All these portions of the sacrifices were called most

holy, because the priests were to eat them as the representatives

of Jehovah, to the exclusion not only of all the laity, but also

of their own families (women and children ; see my Arclidol.

L §§ 45 and 47). The depositing On''|i;) is distinguished from

the eating (l-'?'^'') of the most holy portions of the sacrifices

;

because neither the meal of the meat-offering, which was mixed

with oil, nor the flesh of the sin- and trespass-offerings, could be

eaten by the priests immediately after the offering of the sacri-

' For no further proof is needed after what has been observed above,

that the relative clause, " which were in front of the separate place,"

belongs to the two subjects : cells of the north and cells of the south, and

does not refer to a third cell-buUding against the eastern wall, as Kliefoth

supposes.
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fice ; but the former had first of all to be baked, and the latter

to be boiled, and it was not allowable to deposit them wherever

they liked previous to their being so prepared. The putting on

and off, and also the custody of the sacred official clothes, were

to be restricted to a sacred place. 0^33, on their coming, sc.

to the altar, or into the holy place, for the, performance of

service. Their not going out of the holy place into the outer

court applies to their going into the court among the people

assembled there ; for in order to pass from the altar to the

sacred cells, they were obliged to pass through the inner gate

and go thither by the way which led to these cells (Plate I. I).

Vers. 15-20. Extent of the Holy Domain akound the

Temple.—Ver. 15. And when he had finished the measure-

ments of the inner house, he brought me out hy the way of the

gate, which is directed toward the east, and measured there round

about. Ver. 16. He measured the eastern side with the measuring

rodfive hundredrods by the measuring rod round about ; Ver. 17.

He measured the northern side five hundred rods by the measur-

ing rod round about ; Ver. 18. The southern side he measured five

hundredrods by the measuring rod; Ver. 19. He turned round

to the western side, measxired five hundred rods by the measuring

rod. Ver. 20. To the four winds he measured it. It had a wall

round about ; the length was five hundred and the breadth five

hundred, to divide between the holy and the common.— There

has been a division of opinion from time immemorial concern-

ing the area, the measuring of which is related in these verses,

and the length and breadth of which are stated in ver. 20 to

have been five hundred ; as the Seventy, and after them J. D.

Michaelis, Bottcher, Maurer, Ewald, and Hitzig, understand by

this the space occupied by the temple with its two courts. But

as that space was five hundred cubits long and five hundred

broad, according to the sum of the measurements given in

ch. xl.-xlii. 15, the LXX. have omitted the word C^iJ in

vers. 16, 18, and 19, whilst they have changed it into 7r)?;;^6ts

d i
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in ver. 17, and have also attached this word to the numbers in

ver. 20. According to this, only the outer circumference of

the temple area would be measured in our verses, and the wall

which was five hundred cubits long and five hundred cubits

broad (ver. 20) would be the surrounding wall of the outer

court mentioned in ch. xl. 5. Ver. 15 could certainly be made

to harmonize with this view. For even if we understood by

the " inner house " not merely the temple house, which the

expression primarily indicates, but the whole of the inner

building, i.e. all the buildings found in the inner and outer

court, and by the east gate the eastern gate of the outer court

;

the expression 'D y^o ^l^?, " he measured it round about,"

merely affirms that he measured something round about outside

this gate. The suffix in iTiO is indefinite, and cannot be taken as

referring to any of the objects mentioned before, either to lj'2'n

or to ''0'?Bi!' ni?!]. The inner house he had already measured

;

and the measurements which follow are not applicable to the

gate. Nor can the suffix be taken as referring to n^3n, Uhm
sc. aedem (Eos,) ; or at any rate, there is nothing in ver. 20

to sustain such a reference. Nevertheless, we might think of a

measuring of the outer sides of the whole building compre-

hended under the idea of the inner house, and regard the wall

mentioned in ver. 20 as that which had been measured round

about on the outer side both in length and breadth. But it is

difficult to reconcile this view even with ver. 20 ; and with the

measurements given in vers. 16-19 it is perfectly irreconcilable.

Even if we were disposed to expunge b''?!^ as a gloss in vers. 16,

17, 18, and 19, the words, " he measured the east side with the

measuring rod, five hundred by the measuring rod," are equiva-

lent to five hundred rods, according to the well-known Hebrew

usage ; just as indisputably as 'IBSa nSD, a hundred by the

cubit, is equivalent to a hundred cubits (see the comm. on

ch. xl. 21 at the close). The rejection of Cii' as an imaginary

gloss is therefore not only arbitrary, but also useless ; as the

appended words frnsn napa, even without Q'^iJ, affirm that the
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five hundred were not cubits, but rods/ The 3''3p in vers. 16

and 17 is not to be understood as signifying that on the east

and north sides he measured a square on each side of five

hundred rods in length and breadth, but simply indicates that

he measured on all sides, as is obvious from ver. 20. For ac-

cording to this, the space which was measured toward every

quarter at five hundred rods had a boundary wall, which was

five hundred rods long on every side. This gives an area of

250,000 square rods ; whereas the temple, with the inner

and outer courts, covered only a square of five hundred

cubits in length and breadth, or 250,000 square cubits. It is

evident from this that the measuring related in vers. 15-20

does not refer to the space occupied by the temple and its

courts, and therefore that the wall which the measured space

had around it (ver. 20) cannot be the wall of the outer court

mentioned in ch. xl. 5, the sides of which were not more than

five hundred cubits long. The meaning is rather, that around

this wall, which enclosed the temple and its courts, a further

space of five hundred rods in length and breadth was measured

off " to separate between the holy and profane," i.e. a space

which was intended to form a separating domain between the

sanctuary and the common land. The purpose thus assigned

for the space, which was measured off on all four sides of the

" inner house," leaves no doubt remaining that it was not the

length of the surrounding wall of the outer court that was

1 The niDN E'en for niKD tyanin ver. 16 is utterly useless as a proof

that cubits and not rods are intended ; as it is obviously a copyist's error,

a fact which even the Masoretes admit. Rabbi ben-Asher's view of this

writing is an interesting one. Prof. Dr. Delitzsch has sent me the follow-

ing, taken from a fragment in his possession copied from a codex of the

Royal Library at Copenhagen. R. ben-Asher reckons niOS among the

"iniKDI DlpIO, J-c. words written vanpoi/ vponpoD, of which there are forty-

seven in the whole of the Old Testament, the following being quoted by

ben-Asher {I.e.) by way of example : ]1^1|, Josh. xx. 8, xxi. 27
; W^iJM,

2 Sam. XX. 14 ; niiaya, 2 Sam. xv. 28 ; iJB'D^ni, Judg. xvi. 26 ; njKhnl.

1 Sam. xiv. 27.
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measured, but a space outside this wall. The following clause

3''3D V riDin, « a wall was round about it," is irreconcilable

with the idea that the suffix in STio (vers. 20 and 15) refers to

this wall, inasmuch as the V can only refer to the object indi-

cated by the suffix attached to ^"'^'p. This object, i.e. the space

which was five hundred rods long and the same broad round

about, i.e. on every one of the four sides, had a wall enclosing

it on the outside, and forming the partition between the holy

and the common. C'lp'] is therefore 'ip^Jan n^an, " the inner

house ;" but this is not the temple house with its side-building,

but the sanctuary of the tem.ple with its two courts and their

buildings, which was measured in ch. xl. 5-xlii. 12.

The arguments which have been adduced in opposition to

this explanation of our verses,—the only one in harmony with

the words of the text,—and in vindication of the alterations

made in the text by the LXX., are without any force. Ac-

cording to Bottcher (p. 355), Hitzig, and others, D^Ji? is likely

to be a false gloss, (1) " because fTian njpa stands close to it

;

and while this is quite needless after W'ip, it may also have

occasioned the gloss." But this tells rather against the

suspicion that CJiJ is a gloss, since, as we have already ob-

served, according to the Hebrew mode of expression, the " five

hundred " would be defined as rods by niBn n3j53j even without

CJi^. Ezekiel, however, had added rrisn mipa for the purpose

of expressing in the clearest manner the fact that the reference

here is not to cubits, but to a new measurement of an extra-

ordinary kind, to which nothing corresponding could be shown

in the earlier temple. And the Seventy, by retaining this

clause, iv KaXajjuw tov fiirpov, have pronounced sentence upon

their own change of the rods into cubits ; and it is no answer

to this that the Talmud (Midd. c. ii. note 5) also gives only five

hundred cubits to the n^an irij since this Talmudic description

is treating of the historical temple and not of Ezekiel's prophetic

picture of a temple, although the Rabbins have transferred

various statements from the latter to the former. The second
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and third reasons are weaker still—viz. " because there is no

other instance in which the measurement is expressed by rods

in the plural ; and, on the other hand, nax is frequently omitted

as being the ordinary measurement, and therefore taken for

granted." For the first assertion is proved to be erroneous, not

only by our verses, but also by ch. xlv. 1 sqq. and xlviii. 16 sqq.,

whilst there is no force whatever in the second. The last

argument employed is a more plausible one—namely, that

" the five hundred rods are not in keeping with the sanctuary,

because the edifice with the courts and gates would look but a

little pile according to the previous measurements in the wide

expanse of 20,000 (?) rods." But although the space measured

off around the temple-building for the separation between the

holy and the profane was five times as long and five times as

broad, according to the Hebrew text, or twenty-five times as

large as the whole extent of the temple and its courts,^ the

appearance of the temple with its courts is not diminished in

consequence, because the surrounding space was not covered

with buildings ; on the contrary, the fact that it was separated

fi'om the common by so large a surrounding space, would

rather add to the importance of the temple with its courts.

This broad separation is peculiar to Ezekiel's temple, and

serves, like many other arrangements in the new sanctuary and

worship, to symbolize the inviolable holiness of that sanctuary.

6
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The earlier sanctuary had nothing answering to this; and

Kliefoth is wrong in supposing that the outer court served the

same purpose in the tabernacle and Solomon's temple, whereas

in the temple of Ezekiel this had also become part of the

sanctuary, and was itself holy. The tabernacle had no outer

court at all, and in Solomon's temple the outer court did form

a component part of the sanctuary. The people might enter

it, no doubt, when they desired to draw near to the Lord with

sacrifices and gifts; but this continued to be the case in

Ezekiel's temple, though with certain restrictions (cf. ch. xlvi.

9 and 10). Only, in the case of Solomon's temple, the outer

court bordered directly upon the common soil of the city and

the land, so that the defilement of the land produced by the sin

of the people could penetrate directly even into the holy space

of the courts. In the sanctuary of the future, a safeguard

was to be placed against this by the surrounding space which

separated the holy from the common. It is true that the

surface of Moriah supplied no room for this space of five

hundred rods square ; but the new temple was not to be built

upon the real Moriah, but upon a very high mountain, which

the Lord would exalt and make ready for the purpose when

the temple was erected. Moreover, the circumstance that

Moriah was much too small for the extent of the new temple

and its surroundings, cannot furnish any argument against the

correctness of our view of the verses in question, for the simple

reason that in ch. xlv. and xlviii. there follow still further

statements concerning the separation of the sanctuary from

the rest of the land, which are in perfect harmony with this,

and show most indisputably that the temple seen by Ezekiel

was not to have its seat in the ancient Jerusalem.

Chap, xliii. 1-12. Entrance of the Glory of the Lord

into the New Temple.

Ver. 1. And he led me to the gate, the gate which looked

toward the east : Ver. 2. And behold the glory of the God of

EZEK. II. S
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Israel came from the east, and its sound was like the sound of

many waters, and the earth shone with His glory. Ver. 3. And

the appearance which 1 saw, was to look at like the appearance

which I saw iohen I came to destroy the city ; and (there were)

appearances like the appearance which 1 had seen by the river

Chehar ; and Ifell down upon my face. Ver. 4. And the glory

of Jehovah came into the house by the way of the gate, the direc-

tion of which is toward the east. Ver. 5. And wind lifted me

up and brought me into the inner court ; and, behold, the glory

of Jehovah filled the house. Ver. 6. And I heard one speaking

to me from the house, and there was a man standing by me.

Ver. 7. And he said to me. Son of man, the place of my throne

and the place of the soles of my feet, where I shall dwell in the

midst of the sons of Israel for ever ; and the house of Israel will

no more defile my holy name, they and their kings, through their

whoredom and through the corpses of their kings, their high

places, Ver. 8. When they set their threshold by my threshold,

and their door-posts by my door-posts, and there was only the wall

between me and them, and they defiled my holy name by their

abominations ivhich they did, so that I destroyed them in my

wrath. Ver. 9. Now will they remove their whoredom and the

corpses of their kings from me, and I shall dwell in the midst of

them for ever. Ver. 10. I7iou, son of man, show to the house of

Israel this house, that they may be ashamed of their iniquities,

and may measure the well-measured building. Ver. 11. And

when they are ashamed of all that they have done, show them the

picture of the house and its arrangement, and its goings out and

in, and all its forms and all its statutes, and all its forms and

all its laws ; and write it before their eyes, that they may keep all

its form and all its statutes and do them. Ver. 12. This is the

law of the house : Upon the top of the mountain all its territory

round about is most holy. Behold, this is the law of the house.^

The angel had shown the prophet the new sanctuary as already

completed, and had measured it in his presence according to its

several parts. But this building only became the house of God
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when Jehovah as the God of Israel consecrated it, to be the

dwelling-place of His divine and gracious presence in the midst

of His people, by the entrance of His divine glory into the

house.^ The description of the new temple closes, therefore,

with this act of consecration. That the prophet might see this

act of divine grace with his own eyes, the measuring man led

him from the ground surrounding the temple (ch. xlii. 15-20)

back again to the east gate (ver. 1). The allusion is to the

eastern gate of the outer court ; for it is not till ver. 5 that

Ezekiel is taken into the inner court, and, according to

ch. xliv. 1, he was brought back to the east gate of the outer

court. Standing in front of this gate, he sees the glory of the

God of Israel come by the way from the east with a great

noise, and lighting up the earth with its splendour. The

coming of the theophany from the east points back to ch. x. 19,

xi. 1 and 23, where the Shechinah, when leaving the ancient

temple, went out at the east gate and ascended to the summit

of the mountain, which was situated on the east of Jerusalem.

It was from the east, therefore, that it returned to enter the

new temple. This, fact is sufficient of itself to show that the

present entrance of the divine glory into the new temple did

not lay the foundation for a new and more exalted bond of

grace, but was simply intended to restore the relation which

had existed before the removal of Israel into captivity. The

tabernacle and Solomon's temple had both been consecrated

by Jehovah in the same manner as the seat of His throne of

grace in Israel (compare Ex. xl. 34, 35; 1 Kings viii. 10, 11

;

and 2 Chron. v. 13, 14, and vii. 1-3, from which the expres-

sion nin) TTBTiN nin;"ni33 kpd in ver. 5 has been borrowed).

It is true that Havernick, Kliefoth, and others find, along with

this agreement, a difference in the fact that the glory of

Jehovah appeared in the cloud in both the tabernacle and

1 " The Lord appears, and fills the house with His own glory ; showing

that the house will not only he built, but will be filled with the power of

G9d"(Theodoret).
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Solomon's temple ; whereas here, on the contrary, it appeared

in that peculiar form which Ezekiel had already repeatedly

seen. But it does not follow that there was really a difference,

because the cloud is not mentioned in the verses before us ; for

it is evident that the cloud was not wanting, even in the mani-

festation of the glory of God seen by Ezekiel, from the words

found in Ezek. x, 3 : " The chud filled the inner court, and

the glory of Jehovah had risen up from the cherubim to the

threshold of the house, and the house was filled with the cloud,

and the court was full of the splendour of the glory of

Jehovah." If, therefore, it is expressly attested in ver. 3,

as even Kliefoth admits, that the appearance of God which

entered the temple was like the appearance which Ezekiel saw

by the Chaboras and before the destruction of the temple, and

in connection with the last-mentioned appearance the cloud

was visible along with the brilliant splendour of the divine

doxa, the cloud will certainly not have been wanting when it

entered the new temple ; and the only reason why it is not

expressly mentioned must be, that it did not present a contrast

to the brilliant splendour, or tend to obscure the light of the

glory of God, but as a shining cloud was simply the atmospheric

clothing of the theophany. If, then, the cloud did not present

a contrast to the brilliancy of the divine glory, it cannot be

inferred from the words, " and the earth shone with His glory,"

that there was any difference between this and the earlier

manifestations of the divine glory at the consecration of the

tabernacle and Solomon's temple ; more especially as these

words do not affirm that it became light on earth, but simply

that the earth shone with the glory of God,—that is to say,

that it threw a bright light upon the earth as it passed along,

—so that this remark simply serves to indicate the intensity

of the brightness of this theophany. The words '1J1 7\'?^ Wp

are not to be understood, as we may learn from ch. i. 24, as

referring to a voice of the coming God, but describe the loud

noise made by the moving of the theophany on account of the
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rustling of the wings of the cherubim. This resembled the

roaring of mighty waves. In ver. 3, the expression nsiBS

, . . nK'ian n8i;"i»3i is somewhat heavy in style, but is correct

Hebrew ; and the remark with which Hitzig seeks to justify

his alteration of nsiD31 into nsiDI,—namely, that rsnoa " would

signify 'so the appearance,' whereas Ezekiel intends to explain

the present appearance from the well-known earlier one,"—is

false so far as the usage of the language is concerned. When
the Hebrew uses two 3 in cases of comparison, which we are

accustomed to express in German by so .. . wie (so . . . as),

he always commences with the thing to which he compares

another, and lets the thing which is to be compared follow

afterwards. Thus, for example, in Gen. xviii. 25, P'^sa njni

ye'"i3 does not affirm that it happens as to the righteous so to

the wicked, but vice versa, that it happens to the righteous as

to the wicked ; and in Gen. xliv. 18, 'iV^?! 1^123 ''3 does not

mean, for like thee so is Pharaoh, but "for thou art like

Pharaoh." According to this genuine Hebrew expression, the

present appearance of the divine glory is mentioned first in the

verse before us, and then in the earlier one which the present

resembled. And even the apparent pleonasm nN"iBri nsno

vanishes if we render nN"i» by " look,"—the look of the

apparition which I saw was just like the apparition, etc. 'ij>33

'W1 nnEO refers to the ecstatic transportation of the prophet to

Jerusalem (ch. viii.—xi.), to witness the destruction of the city

(see more particularly ch. viii. 4, ix. 1 sqq.). "The prophet

destroyed the city ideally by his prophecy, of which the

fulfilment simply forms the objective reverse side " (Hitzig).

niS'iDl is appended in loose apposition,—there were appearances,

visions,—and the plural is to be taken as in CnpN niKno in

ch. i. 1, xl. 2. For what follows, compare ch. iii. 23, x. 15.

For ver. 5a, compare ch. iii. 14, xi. 24.

In vers. 6 and 7 the question arises, who it is who is speaking

to the prophet; whether it is Jehovah, who has entered the

temple, or the man who is standing by Ezekjel in the inner court ?
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There can be no doubt that vs "lanip is Jehovah here, as in

ch. ii. 2; though the commentators are divided in opinion

whether Jehovah spoke directly to the prophet, or through the

medium of the man who stood by his side. Havernick presses

the Hithpael i?'!'?, and imagines that Ezekiel heard God con-

versing within the sanctuary, in consequence of which the

angel stood by his side ; so that the words of God consisted

chiefly in the command to communicate to Ezekiel the divine

revelation which follows in ver. 7. But this view is proved to

be erroneous by the expression vK which follows "I31!p, and

which Havernick has overlooked, Kliefoth, on the other hand,

is of opinion that the words contained in ver. 7, which proceeded

from the l?^l?, were addressed to the prophet directly by God

Himself ; for he heard them before anything was said by the

man, and neither here nor in what follows is the man said to

have spoken. On the contrary, both here and in what follows,

even in ch. xlvi. 20, 24, xlvii. 6, 7, it is always God Himself

who appears as the speaker, and the man simply as the prophet's

guide. But this is also not correct. Such passages as ch.-

xlvi> 20 and 24 compared with vers. 19 and 21, and ch. xlvii.

6, 8, compared with vers. 1 and 4, show undeniably that the

man who conducted the prophet also talked with him. Conse-

quently, in the case referred to in the verse before us, we must

also conclude that he who spoke to the prophet from the temple

addressed him through the medium of the man who stood by

his side, and that tJ^'N is the subject to 1?^'? in ver, 7 ; from

which, however, it by no means follows that the "I3'n» was also

an angel, who spoke to the prophet, not from the most holy

place, but simply from within the house, as Hitzig explains the

matter. The meaning is rather, that Ezekiel heard God con-

versing with him from the sanctuary, whilst a man, i.e. an

angel, stood by his side and spoke to him as follows. {f'S is in

that case not some angel merely who spoke in the name of

Jehovah, but the angel of Jehovah, God's own speaker, o X070?

Tov Qeov (John i. 1 sqq.), But according to his outward habiius,
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this angel of the Lord, who is designated as St*'!*, is identical

with the angel who showed the prophet the temple, and mea-

sured it (ch. xl. 3 onwards). For according to ch. xlvii. 1 sqq.

this ty^N had also a measuring rod, and measured. The absence

of the article from t^''K in ver. 6, which prevents Kliefoth from

admitting this identity, does not indicate decidedly that a diffe-

rent man from the one mentioned before is introduced here

as the prophet's attendant, but simply leaves the identity of

this ty'S with the former indefinite, so that it can only be inferred

from the further course of events ; because the point of import-

ance here was neither to establish this identity- by employing

the article, nor to define the medium of the word of God more

precisely, but simply to introduce the words which follow as

the words of God Himself. The address commences with an

explanation on the part of God that the temple into which the

glory of the Lord had entered was the place of His throne,

where He would dwell for ever among the sons of Israel. The
DipDTlN is a concise expression, in which DN is nota accus., and

we have to supply in thought either nt?1 or nan : « behold the

place." vJT niS3 DipD, the place of the soles of my feet (cf.

Isa. Ix. 13), is equivalent to the footstool of my feet in Isa.

Ixvi. 1. The ark of the covenant is called the footstool of God

in 1 Ohron. xxviii. 2 and Ps. cxxxii. 7 ; compare Ps. xcix. 5

and Lam. ii. 1, where this epithet may possibly be used to

designate the temple. This also applies to the throne of

Jehovah, since God was enthroned above the cherubim of the

ark in the holy of holies (cf. Ex. xxv. 22 ; 1 Sam. iv. 4, etc.).

In the sanctuary which Ezekiel saw, no reference is made to

the ark of the covenant, and the silence with regard to this is

hardly to be regarded as a mere omission to mention it, inas-

much as none of the things contained in the temple are men-

tioned with the exception of the altars, not even the table of

shew-bread or the candlestick. The ark of the covenant is not

mentioned, because, as is stated in Jer. iii. 16, in the Messianic

times the ark of the covenant will not be remembered, neither
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will it be missed. O^'W, as in ch. xxxvii. 26 and 28. The

promise culminates in this. D?iJ'|' does not apply either to the

tabernacle or to Solomon's temple, in which Jehovah also had

His dwelling-place, though not for ever. These sanctuaries

He left, and gave them up to destruction, because the Israelites

had profaned His holy name by their idolatry. This will not

take place any more after the erection of the new sanctuary.

INSD* N? is not imperative, but a simple future : " they will no

more defile," because they come to a knowledge of their sins

through the punitive judgment of exile, so that they become

ashamed of them, and because the Lord will have poured out

His Spirit upon them (cf. ch. xxxvii. 23 sqq., xxxix. 29).

—

Formerly, however (ver. 7b}, they profaned the holy name of

God by their spiritual whoredom (cf. ch. xvi.) and by dead idols,

for which they erected high places in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the dwelling-place of Jehovah, that is to say, even in

the temple courts, so that Jehovah was only separated from the

idols by a wall. This is the general meaning of vers. 7b and 8,

in which the exposition of Df?'??P '^.?3 is difficult. Kosenmiiller,

Havernick, and others understand by the "corpses of their

kings," the dead idols. Ewald, Hitzig, and Kliefoth, on the

other hand, take the expression in a literal sense, as referring to

the corpses of kings which had been buried near to the temple,

so that the temple had been defiled by the proximity of these

graves. But the latter view is precluded by the fact that not

a single instance can be adduced of the burial of a king in the

vicinity of the temple, since Neh. iii. 15 contains no allusion to

anything of the kind, and the tombs of the kings upon Zion

were not so near to the temple that it could possibly be defiled

in consequence. Moreover, DrtD3 cannot be reconciled with

this view ; and for that reason Ewald and Hitzig propose to

read Dni»3, " in their death." The attempt of Kliefoth, how-

ever, to defend the reading cni»3, by taking it as in apposition

to Dnwja and not to cn^?p? '!!???1, is a desperate remedy, which

clearly shows the impossibility of connecting Dni»3 with the
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" corpses of the kings." We therefore understand by '''^JS the

dead idols, in accordance with Lev. xxvi. 30 (cf. Jer. xvi. 18)

;

but by Dn''37D we understand, not the idols, but the Israelitish

kings, as in the case of the preceding Dn''?r'? ; partly because it

cannot be shown that the plural D''??9 is ever used in the sense

of idols (though the singular D370 is used of Baal in Zeph. i. 5

and Amos v. 26), and partly on account of the harshness

involved in interpreting the two DrTiaiiD when standing so close

together, in the first instance of the kings, and in the second

of the idols of Israel. The corpses of the kings are therefore

the dead idols, for which the kings (for example, Manasseh)

had built altars or high places (ni»a) in the sanctuary, i,e. in

the courts of the temple (2 Kings xxi. 4, 5-7). The objection

that 0''1J3 without anything further, such, for instance, as

chvpi in Lev. xxvi. 30, cannot signify the dead idols, will not

bear examination, as the more precise definition which is want-

ing is supplied by the context, where idolatry is the point in

question. DfiiDa without the preposition 3 is a loosely attached

apposition to On^ajD "iijaa and onyn, which defines more pre-

cisely in what way tlie whoredom of the nation and the dead

idols of the kings had amounted to a defiling of the house of

the Lord, namely, from the fact that the people and the kings

had erected temples of high places (bdmoth) for dead idols by

the side of the temple of the living God, and had placed them

so close that the threshold and door-posts of these idol-temples

touched the threshold and door-posts of the temple of Jehovah,

and there was nothing but the wall of the temple (y^^) between

Jehovah and the carcase-gods, DniD3 is explained in this way

in ver. 8a, and then the defiling of the holy name of the Lord is

mentioned again for the purpose of appending, by means of MNJ

(imperf. Piel of n?3), the allusion to the penal judgment which

they had thereby brought upon themselves. Ver. 9. Such

profanation as this will not take place any more in time to

come, and Jehovah will dwell for ever in the midst of Israel.

To lead Israel to this goal, Ezekiel is to show them the house
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{i.e. the temple). In this way are the further words of God in

vers. 10-12 attached to what goes before. D^anTiN Tan, show

or make known the house, is equivalent to proclaim to the

people the revelation concerning the new temple. In this were

the Israelites to discern the magnitude of the grace of God,

that they might blush at their evil deeds, and measure the well-

measured building (H^Wf), as in ch. xsviii. 12), i.e. carefully

consider and ponder what the Lord had bestowed upon His

people through this sanctuary, so that they might suffer them-

selves to be brought to repentance by means of its glory.

And if they felt shame and repentance on account of their

transgressions, Ezekiel was to show them the shape and arrange-

ment of the sanctuary, with all its forms and ordinances, and

write them out before their eyes, that they might have the

picture of it impressed upon their minds, and keep the statutes

thereof. In ver. 11 the words are crowded together, to indicate

that all the several parts and arrangements of the new temple

are significant and worthy of being pondered and laid to heart.

iTilS is the shape of the temple generally, its external form

;

n:uri, the internal arrangement as a whole. Both of these are

noticed specifically by the allusion to the goings out and in, as

well as to the forms (ni"i«) of the separate parts, and their

statutes and laws, niijn are the precepts concerning the things

to be observed by Israel when appearing before the Lord in

the temple, the regulations for divine worship, nnin, the

instructions contained in these statutes for sanctification of life.

The second in'"nS"i'3'i is omitted in the LXX. and some of the

Hebrew Codd., and has therefore been expunged as a gloss by

Dathe, Hitzig, and other critics ; but it is undoubtedly genuine,

and in conformity with the intentional crowding together of

words.—The admonition to keep and to observe everything

carefully is closed in ver. 12 with a statement of the funda-

mental law of the temple ; that upon the lofty mountain the

whole of its domain round about is to be most holy, "inn tJ'STi'JI

does not belong to n]?!] in the sense of the house which is to
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he built upon the top of the mountain, but to the contents of

the tliordli of this house. It is to stand upon the top of the

mountain, and to be most holy in all its domain, inii K'S<i is

to be understood in accordance with ch. xl. 2 ; and v3|i points

back to 111311. Both by its situation upon a very high mountain,

and also by the fact that not merely the inner sanctuary, and

not merely the whole of the temple house, but also the whole of

its surroundings (all its courts), are to be most holy, the new

sanctuary is to be distinguished from the earlier one. What

has been already stated—namely, that the temple shall not be

profaned any more—is compressed into this clause ; and by tlie

repetition of the words, " this is the law of the house," the first

section of this vision, viz. the description of the temple, is

rounded off ; whilst the command given to the prophet in vers.

10 and 11, to make known all the statutes and laws of this

temple to the house of Israel, forms at the same time the

transition to the section which follows.

CHAP. XLIII. 13-XLVI. 24 THE NEW ORDINANCES OF DIVINE

WORSHIP.

With the entrance of the divine glory into the new temple,

which Ezekiel saw in the spirit (ch. xliii. 1-5), the Lord

God entered once more into the covenant relation of grace

toward the tribes of Israel. But if the abode of Jehovah in

the midst of His people was to have an eternal duration, Israel

must turn in uprightness of heart to its God, and suffer itself

to be renewed and sanctified in heart, mind, and spirit from

within the sanctuary, through the mercy of the Lord and His

Spirit. It must entirely renounce the idols to which it was

formerly attached, and cherish with willingness of heart fellow-

ship with its God in the temple, through the faithful fulfilment

of all that He required of His people. The description and

consecration of the new temple, as the site of the throne of

Jehovah in Israel, is therefore followed by the precepts con-
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cerning the manner in which Israel was to serve its God in the

sanctuary, and to sanctify His name. These precepts commence

with the description and ritual of the consecration of the altar

of burnt-offering, at which the people was to approach the

Lord with sacrifices, to seek and obtain from Him grace, sanc-

tification, and blessing (ch. xliii. 13-27). To these there are ap-

pended regulations,—(1) concerning the access to the sanctuary,

for the prince (ch. xliv. 1-4), also for the ministers of the altar

and of the holy place, the Levites and the priests, their duties

and privileges (ch. xliv. 5-31) ; (2) concerning the attitude of all

the people toward the sanctuary and its ministers, or concerning

the holy portion to be set apart to the Lord for His sanctuary,

and its ministers, priests, Levites, and princes on the division

of the land (ch. xlv. 1—12), and also concerning the heave-

offerings, which all Israel was to bring to the prince to supply

the sacrifices binding upon him (ch. xlv. 13-17) ; (3) concerning

the offerings which were to be brought on the Sabbaths, the

new moons, the yearly festivals, and every day (ch. xlv. 18-

xlvi. 15) ; and lastly, (4) by way of appendix, precepts con-

cerning the landed property of the prince (ch. xlvi. 16-18), and

the sacrificial kitchens (ch. xlvi. 19-24).

Vers. 13-27. Description and Consecration of the Altar of

Burnt- Offering.

Vers. 13-17. Description of the Altar (see the illustra-

tion on Plate III.).—Vcr. 13. And these are the measures of the

altar in cubits : The cubit a cubit and a handbreadth ; a ground-

framework of a cubit (in height), and a cubit in breadth, audits

moulding on its border round about a span. This is the base of

the altar. Ver. 14. And from the ground-framework of earth

to the lower enclosure, two cubits (in height), and a cubit in

breadth ; and from the small enclosure to the greater enclosure,

four cubits (in height), and one cubit in breadth. Ver. 15. And

the mount of God, four cubits ; and from the hearth of God

upwards, the Jour horns. Ver. 16. And the hearth of God,
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twelve cubits in length by twelve cubits in breadth ; squared on

its four sides. Ver. 17. And the enclosure, fourteen cubits

in length by fourteen cubits in breadth on its four sides; and

the moulding round about it, half a cubit; and the ground-

framework of it, a cubit round about : and its steps faced the east.

—To the heading, " these are the measures of the altar in

(according to) cubits," there is once more appended, as in ch.

xl. 5, in connection with the measuring of the temple, the

length of the cubit measure. The description commences with

the foundation of the altar, and, proceeding upwards, gives the

height and breadth of the several gradations of the walls of the

altar, up to the horns at the four corners (vers. 13-15). It

then passes from above downwards, to supply the length and

breadth, or the circumference of the different stages (vers. 16

and 17). As the first, or lowest part, the P''n is mentioned^

literally, the bosom or lap; then by transference, the hollow

formed by the sides of a chariot (1 Kings xxii. 35) ; here the

lower hollow or base of the altar (p), formed by a border of a

definite height, not merely " a frame running round, a stand in

which the altar stood " (Hitzig), nor merely " the hollow filled

with earth " (Kliefoth), but both together. This ground-frame-

work (p) was a cubit (sc. high) and a cubit broad. That

nrssn is to be taken as referring to the height, is evident from

the statement of the breadth which follows, naxn p'<n is not

to be altered into riBN Pi^ipi, as Ewald proposes, nor is i^^^^J to

be changed into noND (Hitzig) ; but Havernick's explanation is

to be adopted : " and a bosom (was there) the cubit," i.e. of the

height of the cubit just described. 3nh, breadth, is the extent

to which the bosom projected beyond the next enclosure (q) on

every side, and formed a support, the circumference of which

was a cubit more than the lower cube of the altar on every side.

This is shown by the measurements in vers. 16 and 17. The

P^n had a ^«? on its nSE> of a span (half a cubit) in height (o).

nSB', lip, is the rim (1 Kings vii. 26 ; Gen. xxii. 17) ; and

i>U3, the borderiDg on the rim, is a moulding. The feminine
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suffixes attached to i=i7i23 and PinSB' refer to P'n, which is of the

masculine gender, no doubt, when used in its literal sense of

bosom or lap, but is construed as a feminine in the tropical

sense of an inanimate object. The ground-framework, with its

moulding, formed the 3? of the altar. 33, the arched, then a

hump or back, signifies here the support of the altar. Upon this

support the altar rose in a cubical enclosure or frame, which

diminished in circumference by ledges or steps. The enclosure

resting upon the support, and therefore the lowest enclosure (g),

is mentioned in ver. 14a; and the one which followed (r) in

ver. 146. The word nnry, which has probably sprung from

"isy by the softening of s into t, signifies enclosure, surround-

ing, and is mostly used for the outer court of the temple ; here

it is applied to the altar, and signifies the enclosure or frame-

work of the kernel of the altar, consisting of earth. As the

altar rose in steps, a distinction is made between the lower or

smaller, and the (upper or) greater nnrj?. The identity of the

lower niTV and the smaller one (na^isn) is so evident from the

course of the description, that it is universally admitted by

modern expositors. The lower one (9) is called the small one,

in comparison with the large one which stood above it, from the

fact that its height was smaller, as it was only two cubits high,

whereas the upper one (r) was four. When, therefore, the

measurement of the greater one is given in this way in

ver. lib : " from the small enclosure to the great enclosure,

four cubits," this statement cannot be understood in any other

way than as meaning, that this enclosure or frame had a height

of four cubits from the lower to the upper end,—that is to say,

in other words, that the lower ledge was four cubits from the

upper. Consequently the statement in ver. 14a, " from the

ground-framework of earth to the lower enclosui-e, two cubits,"

can also have no other meaning than that the lower enclosure,

from the lower edge by the moulding to the upper edge, at

which the second enclosure commenced, was two cubits high.

This height is reckoned from the upper edge of the P''n, or from
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the first (lowest) ledge. The height of these three portions

taken together, therefore, was (1+2+4) seven cubits. To

this the mount of God (s), which was four cubits (ver. 15),

has to be added, making in all eleven cubits. In ver. 14 P''n is

followed by Y^j^'} : the p^n consisting of earth, or filled with

earth. But the p''n, with its moulding, is designated 33, the

back or support of the altar, and is thereby distinguished from

the altar itself; so that, for the height of the altar, we have

only to reckon the two enclosures, with the mount of God,

which amount to ten cubits. Upon the basis of the P''n, with

its moulding, and the two enclosures (mty), there rose the true

altar, with its hearth, and the horns at the four corners, noticed

in ver. 15. A distinction is here made between -"^in, i.e. mount

of God, and ?8<^")^ ; and they are not to be identified, as they

have been by many of the commentators, down to Hitzig, after

the example of the LXX. ???''"!^. (as the word is to be written

according to the Keri) does not mean " lion of God," but

" hearth of God " Q"]^, from nns, to burn), as in Isa. xxix. 1, 2,

The hearth of God is the surface of the altar, its fire-hearth (t)

;

whereas p^y^, mount of God (s), was the basis or foundation of

the hearth. This was four cubits high, whereas no height is

mentioned in connection with the hearth of God; but it is

simply stated that four horns went upward from it, namely, at

the four corners. With the horns of the altar, the size and

height of which are not given, and which cannot be reckoned at

three cubits, the description of all the parts, from the bottom to

the top, is given ; and all that remains to complete the measure-

ments, is to describe the circumference of the several parts

which rose one above another in the form of steps. This

follows in vers. 16 and 17. The hearth of God is twelve

cubits long and twelve cubits broad, and is therefore J?^3"i,

square, of the same length and breadth on its four sides.

Going downwards, there follow in ver. 17a the length and

breadth of the nnty, with fourteen cubits, as it was a cubit

broader on every side according to ver. 14. It is very strange,
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however, that the length and breadth of only one nnjjj are

given here, as there are two of different heights mentioned in

ver. 14. Many of the commentators have therefore identified

the mount of God with the great nnri?, and attribute only a

height of seven cubits to the altar ; whereas Kliefoth regards

both the n'lW of ver. 17 and the i«i3|i and p'n of ver. 15 as

different from the parts mentioned by the same name in

vers. 13 and 14, and takes them as referring to an enclosure

and a barrier of the mount of God. One is as arbitrary as the

other, as the words of the text do not require either of these

assumptions. The difficulty, that only one ITIJJ? is mentioned

in ver. 17, is easily solved, if we consider that in ver. 15 only

the height of the mount of God is given, and no breadth is

mentioned as in the case of the HTtJ? in ver. 14. We may see

from this that the mount of God had the same breadth or the

same circumference as the upper iTttsI (see r and s in the illus-

tration). In that case the length and breadth of all the parts

of the altar were given, when, in addition to the length and

breadth of the hearth of God («), those of one nTjj;, and that

the lower, were given, as this alone was longer and broader

than the hearth of God and the mount of God ; whereas the

length and breadth of the upper rrirj? were identical with those

of the circumference of the mount of God.

The altar, therefore, upon the upper surface, the hearth of

God, was a square, of twelve cubits in length and breadth.

The mount of God and the upper enclosure had the same

length and breadth. The lower enclosure, on the other hand,

was fourteen cubits long and broad ; and the support, finally,

without the moulding, was sixteen cubits in length and breadth.

The height of the , altar was as follows : the support, with the

moulding, a cubit and a half ; the lower enclosure, two cubits

;

the upper, four ; and the mount of God, with the hearth, also

four cubits in height ; whereas the altar in Solomon's temple

was ten cubits high, and at its lower basis twenty cubits long

and broad (2 Chron. iv. 1).—The description closes in ver. 17i
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with an allusion to steps, which the altar of Ezekiel had upon

the eastern side ; whereas, in the case of the tabernacle, steps

were not allowed to be placed by the altar (Ex. xx. 23). The
form niJa is taken by Kimchi as a noun. Others regard it as

an infin. nominasc. ; whilst Hitzig proposes to point it as a

participle niaa.

Vers. 18-27. Consecration of the Altae.—Ver. 18.

And he said to me, Son of man, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,

These are the statutes of the altar in the day when it is erected,

to offer burnt-offerings upon it, and to sprinkle blood thereon.

Ver. 19. Thou shalt give to the priests of the tribe of Levi who

are of the seed of Zadoh, who draw near to me, is the saying

of the Lord Jehovah, a bullock, a young ox, for a sin-offering.

Ver. 20. And thou shalt take of its blood, and put it upon its

four horns, and upon the four corners of the enclosure, and upon

the moulding round about ; and so absolve and expiate it. Ver. 21

.

And thou shalt take the bullock of the sin-offering, and burn it at

the appointed place of the house, outside the sanctuary. Ver. 22.

And on the second day thou shalt offer a faultless he-goat for a

sin-offering, that they may absolve the altar, as they absolved it

with the bullock. Ver. 23. When thou hast completed the abso-

lution, thou shalt offer a bullock, a young ox, without fault, and

a faultless ram of the flock ; Ver. 24. And shalt bring them

before Jehovah, and the priests shall throw salt upon them, and

sacrifice them as burnt-offering to Jehovah. Ver. 25. Seven days

shalt thou offer a sinroffering goat daily and a bullock, a young

ox, and a ram of the flock without fault shall they prepare.

Ver. 26. Seven days shall they expiate the altar, and cleanse it,

andfill its hand. Ver. 27. And when they have completed these

days, it shall come to pass on the eighth day and henceforward,

that tJie priests place your burnt-offerings and your peace-offerings

upon the altar, and I will accept you with delight, is the saying

of the Lord Jehovah.

As the altar of the tabernacle and that of Solomon's temple

EZEK. II. X
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were consecrated before they were used (Lev. vili. 11, 15,

19, 33 ; 1 Kings viii. 62-66 ; 2 Chron. vii. 4-10), and God

commanded and regulated this consecration of the altar of the

tabernacle (Ex. xxix. 10 sqq.), so also is the altar of burnt-

offering in the new sanctuary to be consecrated before it is

used. This command is given to Ezekiel, and the consecration

enjoined upon him, not as the representative of the nation, but

as a prophet, upon whom, as is frequently the case in the pro-

phetical narratives, those things are said to be enjoined, which

are to be set in operation through his proclamation. This

commission is given to him, however, for the day (the time)

when the altar will be made or restored, from which alone we

may see that the execution of the command belongs to the

future, in which the temple shown him in the spirit is to be

erected, and that it will take place in a manner corresponding

to the realization of the temple ; so that we cannot infer from

this command alone that the reference is to the building of a

temple and altar of stone, metal, and wood, naisn niijn are

not the regulations prescribed for the altar service generally,

but simply those relating to its consecration. If we compare

these with the account of the consecration of the altars of the

earlier sanctuaries, we find that no detailed description is given

of the consecration of the altar of Solomon's temple, but that

it is simply stated that it lasted seven days (2 Chron. vii. 9).

The consecration of the altar of the tabernacle lasted just the

same time (Ex. xxix. 37 ; Lev. viii. 33). And the same period

is appointed here (ver. 26). But the consecration of the altar

of the tabernacle was associated with the consecration of the

priests. Here, on the contrary, the existence of the priesthood

is presupposed, and only the altar is consecrated. The conse-

cration of the Mosaic altar commenced with the anointing of

the altar and all its utensils, by the sprinkling of it seven

times by Moses with the holy anointing oil, for the purpose

of sanctifying it (Lev. viii. 11). Here, on the other hand,

nothing is said about the anointing of the altar; only the
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absolving of it by sacrifice is mentioned, which followed the

anointing in the case of the Mosaic altar. At the altar in the

tabernacle Moses performed the whole act of consecration, as

the mediator of the covenant, the anointing as well as the pre-

paration of the sacrifices. Here, however, the priests already-

consecrated for their service are to complete the sacrificial

ceremony. It is true that the expressions used in ver. 20,

"take of its blood," etc., and in ver. 21, "take the bullock of

the sin-offering," etc., apparently indicate that the prophet was

to perform the sprinkling of the blood and the burning of the

sin-offering. But it is obvious that this is only to be under-

stood as signifying that he was to do it through the medium of

the priests, i.e. was to enjoin the performance of it upon them,

from the use of the plural IKBH in ver. 226 ; " they shall absolve

the altar, as they have absolved it with the bullock." It is not

all the priests of the tribe of Levi, however, who are to perform

this service, but simply those of the family of Zadok, who

alone are selected in the new temple for specifically priestly

service (cf. ch. xl. 46 and xliv. 15 sqq.).—The sacred ceremony

commences with the offering of a young ox as a sin-offering;

vers. 19, 20, as in Lev. viii. 14, compared with Ex. xxlx. 1, 10.

The blood of the ox is to be put upon the four horns and the

four corners of the enclosure, 'and upon the moulding below it

round about ; and the flesh is to be burned at an appointed

place outside the sanctuary. For the article in nsanri "isn

(ver. 21), see Ewald, § 290i. The pouring out of the blood

—that was not used for smearing the places indicated—at the

foot of the altar is not mentioned, nor the burning of the fat

portions of the sacrifice upon the altar. "We cannot infer, from

the omission of the latter circumstance, that the fat was not

consumed upon the altar, but was burned, with the flesh, skin,

and bones of the animal, outside the sanctuary, as Kliefoth

supposes. "Without the burning of certain definite portions of

the victim upon the altar, the slaughtering of the animal would

not have been a complete sacrifice at all ; the smearing of the
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blood upon the altar would not have sufiSced for this. And

the fact that in ver. 21 the command is given, "take the

bullock and burn it," does not prove that the animal was to be

burned along with those fat portions which were to be con-

sumed upon the altar in the case of every sin-offering. In

Lev. viii. 17 also, "iSi!}"nN stands in the place of "isn ie'STik,

Ex. xxix. 14. Ezekiel generally presupposes that the sacrificial

ritual is well known, and therefore mentions only those points

in which deviations from the ordinary ritual took place in con-

nection with this sacrifice, such as the sprinkling of the blood,

because the blood was to be smeared on particular parts of the

altar, and the burning of the flesh, on account of the place

where this was to be done. In the case of the burnt-offering

in ver. 23, no directions are given concerning the ceremonial

;

because this was to be in conformity with the standing ritual,

with the exception of the sprinkling with salt, which was not

to be performed in the same manner as in the ordinaiy sacri-

fices. The burning is to take place ri^ari ^i5SD3, outside the

sanctuary. liJSO is a place commanded or appointed; and

n^an ipse is a place in the temple set apart for that purpose.

It follows from this that the place in question, since it belonged

to the house, i.e. to the temple, is to be sought for within the

square of five hundred cubits in extent, which was covered by

the temple and its courts ; and at the same time that it was

outside the EnpDj i.e, upon a spot which did not form part of

the sanctuary in the stricter sense of the word. Kliefoth

therefore thinks of a spot within the gizrali (ch. xli. 12), the

name of which implies that the space which it covered did not

belong to the true K*^??. This view is the most probable one

;

whereas Ewald's conjecture, that the place intended is the

locality of the sacrificial kitchens of the priests described in ch.

xlvi. 19, is decidedly erroneous, as these kitchens, which were

set apart for the cooking of the holy sacrificial flesh to be

eaten by the priests alone, were certainly reckoned as forming

part of the ^\^.—Ver. 22. On the second day, a he-goat
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was to be brought for a sin-offering, and the altar was to be

cleansed from sin with this just as with the bullock on the

first day; which implies that the same ceremonial was to be

observed with this sacrifice as with that of the sin-offering.

After the completion of the expiation a burnt-offering was to

be presented to the Lord of a bullock and a ram (vers. 23 and

24). There is a difference of opinion as to the meaning of 'nrii^33

sariD in these verses. Hitzig and Kliefoth suppose that the

expiation was' only completed on the second day, with the

offering of the he-goat as a sin-offering. They both of them

lay stress upon the fact that, on the one hand, in vers. 23 and

24 the offering of the burnt-offering is mentioned on the second

day, and not on the first day also ; and, on the other hand, in

ver. 25, for the seven days of consecration, only the prepara-

tion of a he-goat for the sin-offering and the preparation of the

two animals appointed for the burnt-offering are mentioned.

Hitzig also adduces the fact that in ver. 26 there is no further

reference to Stan, but simply to "1S3 and nnta, and draws the

conclusion from this, that the sin attaching to the altar was

removed with two sin-offerings on two days, and then through

seven days further by means of burnt-offerings the anger of

God which followed the sin was appeased (laa), and the un-

cleanness or profane character of the altar was expunged ("iriD),

so that the seven days of ver. 25 are not to be dated from

ver. 19 onwards. According to this view, the consecration of

the altar lasted nine days, and not seven, and the eighth day

mentioned in ver. 27 would really be the tenth day, reckoning

from the commencement of the consecration. To carry out

this view, Hitzig is obliged to erase not only the ^nnnsai of

ver. 20, but also the first half of ver. 25 as glosses ; a fact

which carries its condemnation with it, as even the Septuagint

furnishes no warrant for the erasure of ver. 25a. Moreover,

the distinction which Hitzig draws between Nsn on the one

hand, and 193 and iriE) on the other, is quite erroneous. Puri-

fication ("inn) is never mentioned in the law as the effect pro-
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duced by a burnt-offering. A sin-offering followed by a burnt-

offering is invariably prescribed for the removal of uncleanness

;

for "reconciliation and purification take place through the

absolution effected by the sin-offering; and to such a sin-

offering and its purifying operation the burnt-offering is then

added to secure the good pleasure of God for that which has

been already cleansed" (Kliefoth).—But we cannot regard

even Kliefoth's view as well founded, namely, that on the first

day a sin-offering alone was presented, and it was only from

the second day onwards that a sin-offering and burnt-offering

were presented, and this lasted for seven days, so that the con-

secration of the altar continued fully eight days, and on the

ninth day (not the eighth, as stated in ver. 27) the regular use

of the altar commenced. Kliefoth bases this conclusion prin-

cipally upon the fact that vers. 19-21 attribute only the sin-

offering of a bullock to the first day ; and that, on the other

hand, vers. 25 and 26 extend in all its details to seven days

the very same ceremony as vers. 22—24 assign to the second

day, whereas they do not contain a syllable to the effect that

the sin-offering of the bullock was to be repeated every day,

or that the sacrifices described in vers. 22-24 were also to be

offered on the first day. The sinew of this demonstration

consists in silentio, therefore ; and this precarious basis of

argument crumbles here, as in most other cases, as is evident

from the words of ver. 26 :
" seven days shall ye reconcile the

altar, and purify it." This perfectly general statement, which

is not connected with ver. 25 by any Vav copuL, or placed in

subordination to it, affirms in the clearest manner that the con-

secration of the altar was to last seven days, neither more nor

less ; so that if these seven days are to be reckoned from the

second day, the sin-offering of the bullock upon the first day

must be deprived of its reconciling and purifying worth, in

direct contradiction not only to ver. 20, according to which the

altar was to be absolved and reconciled through the sin-offering

of the bullock to be offered on the first day, but also to ver. 22,
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according to which they were to absolve the altar by the sin-

offering of the he-goat, in just the same manner as they had

absolved it by the sin-offering of the bullock (on the first day).

To take the "IM and ina in ver. 26 merely as the effect pro-

duced by the sacrifices mentioned in ver. 25, renders the nWE'

D''PJ standing at the head of ver. 26 an impossibility. Unless,

therefore, we would impose upon the words of the prophet a

gross contradiction, we must lay no stress either upon the fact

that in ver. 23 the offering of the burnt-offering is not men-

tioned till after the direction concerning the sin-offering to be

presented on the second day, or upon the circumstance that in

ver. 25 the he-goat is mentioned as a sin-offering for all the

seven days, and no allusion is made to the fact that the sin-

offering of the first day was a bullock. The former (the refer-

ence to the burnt-offering after the sin-offering of the second

day) may be explained very simply, on the ground that the

sin-offerings of the first two days are mentioned one after the

other, because different animals were prescribed for the purpose,

and then, first, the burnt-offerings, which were the same for

every day. And it is obvious that the explanation is to be

sought for in this formal arrangement, and not in the fact that

only a sin-offering without a burnt-offering was to be pre-

sented on the first day, and consequently that the expression

" on the second day " refers solely to the sin-offering of

that day, from the words ^<;?ni? ini?33 in ver. 23; since

NariD cannot be understood in a different sense from that which

it bears in ver. 22b, the clause immediately preceding, i.e. must

not be restricted to the sin-offering of the second day, but must

be taken as referring to the sin-offerings of both the first and

second days. The meaning of the words is therefore this

:

when the absolution by means of the sin-offering on the first

and on the second day is ended, then shalt thou bring a burnt-

offering. But if this is the meaning of the words, the offering

of the burnt-offering prescribed in ver. 23 does not fall so

exclusively under the definition of time contained in the words
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" on the second day," as to warrant our assigning it to the

second day alone, and concluding that no such offering was

presented on the first day. There was no necessity for Ezekiel

to express himself more clearly on this point, as there was no

fear of any misunderstanding on the part of those who were

acquainted with the law; since every Israelite who had been

instructed in the law knew full well that no sin-offering could

ever be presented without being followed by a burnt-offering,

that in fact the burnt-offering was indispensable to the accom-

plishment of the fT^BS, for which the sin-offering was presented.

And in ver. 25 also, Ezekiel had no occasion to fear that the

somewhat loose expression, " seven days shalt thou prepare a

he-goat sin-offering for the day," would be misunderstood ; as

he had already stated that a bullock was to be taken for the

sin-offering of the first day, and the period of seven days was

so universally prescribed in the law for every act of consecra-

tion which lasted more than one day, that he would have in-

dicated in a clearer manner any deviation from this rule. We
therefore regard the change of the seven days devoted to the

consecration of the altar into eight as being just as groundless

as that into nine, and adhere to the traditional explanation of

these verses, namely, that the consecration of the altar lasted

only seven days, and that on every one of these days a sin-

offering and a burnt-offering were to be presented, the sin-

offering on the first day being a bullock, and on the other days

a he-goat, whilst the burnt-offerings were to consist on all seven

days of a young ox and a ram.—With regard to the burnt-

offering, the direction given, that the priests are to throw or pour

(qwri), and not merely to strew or sprinkle, salt upon it, is to be

regarded as significant. According to Lev. ii. 13, salt was to be

added to every ]^']P^ (bloody or bloodless) sacrifice. The express

allusion to the salting of these consecrating burnt-offerings,

and also the choice of the verb T}^'}, point to a copious strewing

with salt for the purpose of giving greater intensity to the force

of these sacrifices. On the significance of salt in relation to
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tlie sacrifices, sec the comm. on Lev. ii. 13. The 1 attached to

the ChetibV)Q:i\ in ver. 2'6 is to be explained from the fact

that the definition of the time Q''a; njJ3E' is placed at the head

absolutely. There is something bold in the application of the

expression T «?» to the altar ; since this expression arose from

the ceremony peculiar to the consecrating sacrifice of the

priests, namely, that the fat and fleshy portions of this sacrifice,

which were intended partly for consumption upon the altar, and

partly as a heave-offering for Jehovah, were to be given into

the hands of the priests to be consecrated for the purpose of

investing them symbolically with the gifts, which they were to

offer in part to the Lord in the altar fire in the fulfilment of

their official duties, and to receive in part for their service (see

the comm. on Lev. viii. 25-29). Filling the hand of the altar,

therefore, is equivalent to providing it with sacrificial gifts, so

that it should never be without them. In this sense the

symbolical act was connected with the completion of its

consecration as a place of sacrifice. The Keri IT is incorrect, •

and
^1J

the proper reading ; inasmuch as even at the con-

secration of the priests, when the sacrificial portions were

placed in the hands of the priests, 1^ N?D only is used, and not

on; (cf. Ex. xxix. 9 ; Lev. xxi. 10, etc.).

If we compare the directions given in the section before

us concerning the consecration of the altar, with the consecra-

tion which was prescribed in Ex. xxix. for the altar of burnt-

offering in the tabernacle, and was fully carried out according

to Lev, viii., we find the following points of difference :—(1)

the anointing of the altar is wanting here ; (2) at the consecra-

tion of the Mosaic altar a bullock (young ox) was prescribed

as the sin-offering for all the seven days (Ex. xxix. 36), in

Ezekiel for the first day only, and a he-goat for the rest ; (3)

the blood of this sin-offering is smeared upon the horns of the

altar in the former consecration (Ex. xxix. 12 ; Lev. viii. 15),

n the latter upon the horns and the corners of the walls, and

upon the lower moulding round about ; (4) the burnt-offering
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there consists in a ram every day, here in a bullock and a ram

daily ; (5) on the other hand, the ram offered as a sacrifice of

consecration in the Mosaic ceremony, which was specially con-

nected with the institution of the priests in their office, is

omitted here, as the priests were already holding their office;

so that the sacrifice of consecration might be said to be here

absorbed into the burnt-offering. All essential differences

tlierefore reduce themselves to the fact that in Ezekiel the

anointing of the altar is wanting, and the sin-offering of the

last six days is diminished by the selection of an inferior

animal, in place of which the burnt-offering is considerably

intensified by the demand of a bullock and a ram for this, the

same thing being also indicated by the copious pouring of salt

thereon.—For the symbolical meaning of these sacrifices, com-

pare the commentary on Lev. viii.—The consecration of the

altar was completed in seven days ; and from the eighth day

onwards the priests were to offer the regular sacrifices upon it

(ver, 27) ; whereas at the Mosaic consecration of the altar and

priests, the constant altar service of the priests was still further

inaugurated by a solemn sacrifice on the eighth day (Lev. ix.).

Burnt-offerings and peace-offerings are mentioned in ver. 27

instar omnium as being the principal and most frequent sacri-

fices, whilst sin - offerings and meat - offerings are implied

therein.

Chap. xliv. Position of the different Classes of the People in

relation to the New Sanctuary.

With the consecration of the altar of burnt-offering the

way is opened for the congregation of Israel to appear in the

sanctuary before the Lord, to serve Him with sacrifices. If,

however, the use of the new house of God was to be in har-

mony with the holiness of the God who dwelt therein, it was

requisite that still further directions should be given concerning

the entering of the people into it, and the character of the

servants of both the altar and the sanctuary. These directions
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follow in the chapter before us,—first, as to the place which

the prince was to occupy at the service in the temple (vers.

1-3); secondly, as to the admission of foreigners and the

appointment of Levites and priests for the service (vers. 4-16)

;

and lastly, as to the conditions requisite for the administration

of the priest's oiSce, and the duties and privileges of that office

(vers. 17-31).

Vers. 1-3. The Place ojt the Prince in the Sanctuary.

—Ver. 1. And he brought me back by the way to the outer gate

of the sanctuary, which looked toward the east ; and it was shut.

Ver. 2. And Jehovah said to me, This gate shall be shut,

shall not be opened, and no one shall enter thereby; because

Jehovah, the God of Israel, has entered by it, it shall be shut.

Ver. 3. As for the prince, as prince he shall sit therein, to

eat bread before Jehovah; from the way to the porch of the

gate shall he go in, and from its way shall he go out.—
From the inner court where Ezekiel had received the measure-

ments of the altar of burnt-offering and the instructions con-

cerning its consecration (ch. xliii. 5 sqq.), he is taken back to

the east gate of the outer court, and finds this gate, which

formed the principal entrance to the temple, closed. Jehovah

explains this fact to him through the angel (nin; ^0^<>1 is to be

understood according to ch. xliii. 6 and 7) thus :
" this gate is

to be shut, because Jehovah, the God of Israel, has entered

into the temple thereby," as we have already learned from

ch. xliii. 2. Only the prince, as prince, was allowed to sit in

it for the purpose of holding sacrificial meals there. So far

the meaning of the words is clear and indisputable. For there

can be no doubt whatever that ver. 3 introduces a more precise

statement concerning the closing of the gate ; in other words,

that the right of sitting in the gate to eat bread before Jehovah,

which is conceded to the priest, is intended as an explanation,

resp. modification and limitation, of the statement IIJD njni

(ver. 2). On the other hand, the more precise definition of
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the prerogative granted to the prince in ver. 3 is not quite

clear, and therefore open to dispute. Such a prerogative is

already indicated in the prominence expressly given to the

prince, consisting partly in the fact that K'B'3ri"nK is written

first in an absolute form, and partly in the expression wn K'fe'j,

which is repeated in the form of a circumstantial clause,

" prince is he," equivalent to " because he is prince, he is to sit

there." N'K'J is neither the high priest, as many of the older

commentators supposed, nor a collective term for the civil

authorities of the people of Israel in the Messianic times

(Havernick), but the David who will be prince in Israel at that

time, according to ch. xxxiv. 23, 24, and xxxvii. 24. " To eat

bread before Jehovah" signifies to hold a sacrificial meal at

the place of the divine presence, i.e. in the temple court, and

is not to be restricted, as Kliefoth supposes, to that sacrificial

meal " which was held after and along with the bloodless

sacrifices, viz. the minchoth, and the shew-breads, and the sweet

loaves of the Passover." There is no authority in the usage

of the language for this literal interpretation of the expression

" to eat bread," for Dn^ p?^ means in general to partake of a

meal, compare Gen. xxxi. 54, etc., and especially Ex. xviii. 12,

where Jethro " eats bread before God " with Aaron and the

elders of Israel, that is to say, joins in a sacrificial meal com-

posed of cn^I or slain-offerings. According to this view, which

is the only one supported by usage, the prerogative secured to

the N''B'3 of the future is not "that of participating in the

sacrificial meals (of the priests), which were to be held

daily with the minchoth and shew-bread, in opposition to the

law which prevailed before " (Kliefoth), but simply that of

holding his sacrificial meals in the gate, i.e. in the porch

of the gate, whereas the people were only allowed to hold

them in the court, namely, in the vicinity of the sacrificial

kitchens.

There is also a difference of opinion concerning the meaning

of the second statement in ver. 3 : " from the way of the porch
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of the gate shall he enter in, and thence shall he go out." The

suffix in is'l'!!'? can only refer to C371S, " from the way from

which he came (entered), from this way shall he go out again."

Hitzig follows the Rabbins, who understand the passage thus

:

" as the gate is to remain shut, he must go by the way to the

porch which is directed inwardly, toward the court (ch. xl. 9).

He must have gone into the outer court through the north or

the south gate, and by the way by which he came he also went

back again." But Kliefoth argues, in objection to this, that

" if the prince was to eat the bread in the porch, the entrance

through the south or the north gate would be of no use to him

at all ; as the gate which could be shut was at that door of the

porch which was turned toward the outer court." Moreover,

he affirms that it is not at all the meaning of the text that he

was to eat the bread in the porch, but that he was to eat it in

the gate-building, and he was to come thither Dp^s TiJiP

nVK'rij i.e. " from the place which served as a way to the gate

porch, that is to say, the walk from the eastern entrance of the

gate-building to the front of the porch, and from that was he

to go out again." The prince, therefore, was " to go into the

gate-building as far as the front of the porch through the

eastern entrance, there to eat his bread before Jehovah, and to

come out again from thence, so that the gate at the western

side of the gate porch still remained shut." But we cannot

regard either of these views as correct. There is no firm

foundation in the text for Kliefoth's assertion, that he was not

to eat the bread in the porch, but in the gate-building. It is

true that the porch is not expressly mentioned as the place

where the eating was to take place, but simply the gate (ia) ;

yet the porch belonged to the gate as an integral part of the

gate-building; and if D^^S y\y^, is the way to the porch, or the

way leading to the porch, the words, " by the way to the

porch shall he enter in," imply clearly enough that he was

to go into the porch and to eat bread there. This is also

demanded by the circumstances, as the meaning of the words
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cannot possibly be that the prince was to hold his sacrificial

meal upon the threshold of the gate, or in one of the guard-

rooms, or in the middle of the gateway ; and apart from the

porch, there were no other places in the gate-building than

those we have named. And again, the statement that the gate

on the western side of the gate porch was to be shut, and not

that against the eastern wall, is also destitute of proof, as ^'I'n

D^IK, the way to the porch, is not equivalent to the way " up

to the front of the porch." And if the prince was to hold the

sacrificial meal behind the inner gate, which was closed, how

was the food when it was prepared to be carried into the gate-

building 1 Through a door of one of the guard-rooms ? Such

a supposition is hardly reconcilable with the significance of a

holy sacrificial meal. In fact, it is a question whether eating in

the gate-building with the inner door closed, so that it was not

even possible to look toward the sanctuary, in which Jehovah

was enthroned, could be called eating nin^ *:Dp.—Hitzig's ex-

planation of the words is not exposed to any of these difficulties,

but it is beset by others. At the outset it is chargeable with

improbability, as it is impossible to see any just ground why the

prince, if he was to hold the sacrificial meal in the porch of the

east gate, should not have been allowed to enter through this

gate, but was obliged to take the circuitous route through the

south or the north gate. Again, it is irreconcilable with the

analogous statements in ch. xlvi. According to ch. xlvi. 1 sqq.,

the east gate of the inner court was to be shut, namely, during

the six working days ; but on the Sabbath and on the new moon

it was to be opened. Then the prince was to come by the way

of the gate porch from without, and during the preparation of

his sacrifice by the priests to stand upon the threshold of the

gate and worship. This same thing was to take place when the

prince desired to offer a freewill offering on any of the week-

days. The east gate was to be opened for him to this end

;

but after the conclusion of the offering of sacrifice it was to be

closed again, whereas on the Sabbaths and new moons it was to
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stand open till the evening (ch. xlvi. 12 compared with ver. 2).

It is still further enjoined, that when offering these sacrifices

the prince is to enter by the way of the gate porch, and to go

out again by the same way (vers. 2 and 8) ; whereas on the

feast days, on which the people appear before Jehovah, every

one who comes, the priest along with the rest, is to go in and

out through the north or the south gate (vers. 9 and 10). If,

therefore, on the feast days, when the people appeared before

Jehovah, the prince was to go into the temple in the midst of

the people through the north or the south gate to worship,

whereas on the Sabbaths and new moons, on which the people

were not required to appear before the Lord, so that the prince

alone had to bring the offerings for himself and the people, he

was to enter by the way of the porch of the east gate, and to go

out again by the same, and during the ceremony of offering

the sacrifice was to stand upon the threshold of the inner east

gate, it is obvious that the going in and out by the way of the

porch of the gate was to take place by a different way from

that through the north or the south gate. This other way

could only be through the east gate, as no fourth gate existed.

—The conclusion to which this brings us, so far as the passage

before us is concerned, is that the shutting of the east gate of'

the outer cOurt was to be the rule, but that there were certain

exceptions which are not fully explained till ch. xlvi., though

they are hinted at in the chapter before us in the directions

given there, that the prince was to hold the sacrificial meal in

this gate.—The outer east gate, which was probably the one

chiefly used by the people when appearing before the Lord in

the earlier temple, both for going in and coming out, is to be shut

in the new temple, and not to be made use of by the people for

either entrance or exit, because the glory of the Lord entered

into the temple thereby. This reason is of course not to be

understood in the way suggested by the Eabbins, namely, that

the departure of the Shechinah from the temple was to be pre-

vented by the closing of the gate ; but the thought is this

:
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because this gateway had been rendered holy through the

entrance of the Shechinah into the temple thereby, it was not

to remain open to the people, so as to be desecrated, but was

to be kept perpetually holy. This keeping holy was not preju-

diced in any way by the fact that the prince held the sacrificial

meal in the gate, and also entered the court through this gate-

way for the purpose of offering his sacrifice, which was made

ready by the priests before the inner gate, and then was

present at the offering of the sacrifice upon the altar, standing

upon the threshold of the inner gate - building. CmH ip^

"lyB'n is therefore the way which led from the outer flight of

steps across the threshold past the guard-rooms to the gate

porch at the inner end of the gate-building. By this way the

priest was to go into the gate opened for him, and hold the

sacrificial meal therein, namely, in the porch of this gate. That

the offering of the sacrifice necessarily preceded the meal is

assumed as self-evident, and the law of sacrifice in eh. xlvi.

first prescribes the manner in which the prince was to behave

when offering the sacrifice, and how near to the altar he was

to be allowed to go.

Vers. 4-16. The Position or Foreigners, Levites, and

Priests in relation to the Temple and the TeMplb

Service.—The further precepts concerning the approach to

the sanctuary, and the worship to be presented there, are intro-

duced with a fresh exhortation to observe with exactness all the

statutes and laws, in order that the desecration of the sanctuary

which had formerly taken place might not be repeated, and are

delivered to the prophet at the north gate in front of the mani-

festation of the glory of God (vers. 4-8).— Ver. 4. And he

brought me by the way of the north gate to the front of the house

;

and I looked, and behold the glory of Jehovah filled the house of

Jehovah, and Ifell down upon my face. Ver. 5. And Jehovah

said to me, Son of man, direct thy heart and see with thine eyes

and hear with thine ears all that I say to thee with regard to
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all the statutes of the house of Jehovah and all its laws, and direct

thy heart to the entering into the house through all the exits of the

house, Ver. 6. And say to the rebellious one, to the family of

Israel, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Let it he sufficient for you,

of all your abominations, house of Israel, Ver. 7. In tliat ye

brought in foreigners, uncircumcised in heart and uncircumcised

in flesh, to be in my sanctuary, to desecrate it, my house, when ye

offered my food, fat and blood, and so they broke my covenant

to all your abominations, Ver. 8. And so ye did not keep the charge

of my holy things, but made them keepers of my charge for you

in my sanctuary.—From the outer gate to which Ezekiel had

been taken, simply that he might be instructed concerning

the entering thereby, he is once more conducted, after this has

been done, by the way of the north gate to the front of the

temple house, to receive the further directions there for the

performance of the worship of God in the new sanctuary. The
question, whether we are to understand by the north gate that

of the outer or that of the inner court, cannot be answered with

certainty. Hitzig has decided in favour of the latter, Kliefoth

in favour of the former. The place to which he is conducted

is n^ari 'JS'PNj adfaciem domus, before the temple house, so that

he had it before his eyes, i.e. was able to see it. As the gate-

way of the inner court was eight steps, about four cubits, higher

than the outer court gate, this was hardly possible if he stood

at or within the latter. n)3n, i.e. the temple house, could only

be distinctly seen from the inner north gate. And the remark

that it is more natural to think of the outer north gate, because

the next thing said to the prophet has reference to the question

who is to go into and out of the sanctuary, has not much force,

as the instructions do not refer to the going in and out alone,

but chiefly to the charge of Jehovah, i.e. to the maintenance of

divine worship.—At the fresh standing-place the glory of the

Lord, which filled the temple, met the sight of the propliet

again, so that he fell down and worshipped once more (cf.

ch. xliii. 3, 5). This i-emark is not intended " to indicate that

EZEK. II. U
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now, after the preliminary observations in ch. xliii. 13-xliv, 3,

the true thorah commences " (Kliefoth), but to show the un-

approachable glory and holiness of the new temple. For

ver. 5, see ch. xl. 4, xliii. 11, 12. In ver. 6 "'"]t?"-'K is placed at

the head in a substantive form for the sake of emphasis, and

''??1?'!"'^''3 is appended in the form of an apposition. For the

fact itself, see ch. ii. 8. ^^J'^l followed by IP, a sufficiency of

anything, as in Ex. ix. 28, 1 Kings xii. 28, is equivalent to

" there is enough for you to desist from it." The niayin, from

which they are to desist, are more precisely defined in ver. 6.

They consisted in the fact that the Israelites admitted foreigners,

heathen, uncircumcised in heart and flesh, into the sanctuary,

to desecrate it during the offering of sacrifice. It is not

expressly stated, indeed, that they admitted uncircumcised

heathen to the offering of sacrifice, but this is implied in what is

affirmed. The offering of sacrifice in the temple of Jehovah is

not only permitted in the Mosaic law to foreigners living in

Israel, but to some extent prescribed (Lev. xvii. 10, 12 ; Num.

XV. 13 sqq.). It was only in the paschal meal that no '"133 13

was allowed to participate (Ex. xii. 43). To do this, he must

first of all be circumcised (ver. 44). Solomon accordingly

prays to the Lord in his temple -prayer that He will also

hearken to the prayer of the foreigner, who may come from a

distant land for the Lord's name sake to worship in His

house (1 Kings viii. 41 sqq.). The reproof in the verse before

us is apparently at variance with this. Kaschi would therefore

understand by 133"''-!?, Israelites who had fallen into heathen

idolatry. Eosenmiiller, on the other hand, is of opinion that

the Israelites were blamed because they had accepted victimas

et libamina from the heathen, and offered them in the temple,

which had been prohibited in Lev. xxv. 22. Havernick under-

stands by the sons of the foreigner, Levites who had become

apostates from Jehovah, and were therefore placed by Ezekiel

on a par with the idolatrous sons of the foreigner. And lastly,

Hitzig imagines that they were foreign traders, who had been
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admitted within the sacred precincts as sellers of sacrificial

animals, incense, and so forth. All these are alike arbitrary

and erroneous. The apparent discrepancy vanishes, If we con-

sider the more precise definition of 133 V.l, viz. " uncircumcised in

heart and flesh." Their being uncircumcised in heart is placed

first, for the purpose of characterizing the foreigners as godless

heathen, who were destitute not only of the uncircumcision of

their flesh, but also of that of the heart, i.e. of piety of heart,

which Solomon mentions in his prayer as . the motive for the

coming of distant strangers to the temple. By the admission

of such foreigners as these, who had no fear of God at all, into

the temple during the sacrificial worship, Israel had defiled the

sanctuary. '•rfSTis is in apposition to the suffix to i^pn. The

food of Jehovah ('''?0?) is sacrifice, according to Lev. iii. 11,

xxi. 6, etc., and is therefore explained by " fat and blood." 'ISJI^

which the LXX. changed in an arbitrary manner into the

second person, refers to the " foreigners," the heathen. By
their treading the temple in their ungodliness they broke the

covenant of the Lord with His people, who allowed this dese-

cration of His sanctuary. 'ni3jrtn"p3 b^^ in addition to all your

abominations. How grievous a sin was involved in this is

stated in ver. 8. The people of Israel, by their unrighteous

admission of godless heathen into the temple, not only failed to

show the proper reverence for the holy things of the Lord, but

even made these haathen, so to speak, servants of God for them-

selves in His sanctuary. These last words are not to be under-

stood literally, but spiritually. Allowing them to tread the

temple is regarded as equivalent to appointing them to take

charge of the worship in the temple. For WO^"? 10B', see Lev.

xviii. 30, xxii. 9, and the commentary on Lev. viii. 35.

The Lord would guard against such desecration of His

sanctuary in the future. To this end the following precepts

concerning the worship in the new temple are given.—Ver. 9.

Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, No foreigner, uncircumcised in

hart and uncircumcised in flesh, shall come into my sanctuary,
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of all the foreigners that are in the midst of the sons of Israel;

Ver. 10. But even the Levites, wlio have gone away from me

in the wandering of Israel, which wandered away from me after

its idols, they shall bear their guilt, Ver. 11. They shall be

servants in my sanctuary, as guards at the gates of the house and

serving in the house; they shall slay the burnt-offering and the

slain-offering for the people, and shall stand before it to serve

them. Ver. 12. Because they served them before their idols, and

became to the house of Israel a stumbling-block to guilt, therefore

I have lifted my hand against them, is the saying of the Lord

Jehovah, that they should bear their guilt. Ver. 13. They shall

not draw near to me to serve me as priests, and to draw near to

all my holy things, to the most holy, but shall bear their disgrace

and all their abominations which they have done. Ver. 14. And
so will I make them guards of the charge of the house with

regard to all its service, and to all that is performed therein.

Ver. 15. But the priests of the tribe of Levi, the sons of Zadok,

who have kept the charge of my sanctuary on the toandering of

the sons of Israel from me, they shall draw near to me to serve me,

and stand before me, offer to me fat and blood, is the saying of the

Lord Jehovah. Ver. 16. They shall come into my sanctuary, and

they draw near to my table to serve me, and shall keep my charge.

—In order that all desecration may be kept at a distance from

the new sanctuary, foreigners uncircumcised in heart and flesh

are not to be admitted into it; and even of the Levites

appointed for the service of the sanctuary according to the

Mosaic law, all who took part in the falling away of the people

into idolatry are to be excluded from investiture with the

priests' office as a punishment for their departure from the

Lord, and only to be allowed to perform subordinate duties in

connection with the worship of God. On the other hand, the

descendants of Zadok, who kept themselves free from all stray-

ing into idolatry, are to perform the specifically priestly service

at the altar and in the sanctuary, and they alone. The meaning

and design of the command, to shut out the foreigners un-
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circumcised in heart from all access to the sanctuary, are not

that the intermediate position and class of foreigners living in

Israel should henceforth be abolished (Kliefoth); for this

would be at variance with ch. xlvii. 22 and 23, according to

which the foreigners {^''1^) were to receive a possession of their

own in the fresh distribution of the land, which not only pre-

supposes their continuance within the congregation of Israel,

but also secures it for the time to come. The meaning is

rather this : No heathen uncircumcised in heart, i.e. estranged

in life from God, shall have access to the altar in the new

sanctuary. The emphasis of the prohibition lies here, as in

ver. 7, upon their being uncircumcised in heart ; and the

reason for the exclusion of foreigners consists not so much in

the foreskin of the flesh as in the spiritual foreskin, so that

not only the uncircumcised heathen, but also Israelites who

were circumcised in flesh, were to keep at a distance from the

sanctuary if they failed to possess circumcision of heart. Tho

f
before 'i IS'PS serves the purpose of comprehension, as in

Gen. ix. 10, Lev. xi. 42, etc. (compare Ewald, § 310a). Not

only are foreigners who are estranged from God to be prevented

from coming into the sanctuary, but even the Levites, who fell

into idolatry at the time of the apostasy of the Israelites, are

to bear their guilt, i.e. are to be punished for it by exclusion

from the rights of the priesthood. This is the connection

between the tenth verse and the ninth, indicated by DK '|,

which derives its meaning, truly (imo), yea even, from this

connection, as in Isa. xxxiii. 21. D'^n are not the Levites

here as distinguished from the priests (Aaronites), but all the

descendants of Levi, including the Aaronites chosen for the

priests' office, to whom what is to be said concerning the

Levites chiefly applies. The division of the Levites into such

as are excluded from the service and office of priests (tns,

ver. 13) on account of their former straying into idolatry, and

the sons of Zadok, who kept aloof from that wandering, and

therefore are to be the only persons allowed ta administer the
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priests' office for the future, shows very clearly that the threat

"they shall bear their guilt" does not apply to the. common

Levites, but to the Levitical priests. They are to be degraded

to the performance of the inferior duties in the temple and at

divine worship. The guilt with which they are charged is that

they forsook Jehovah when the people strayed into idolatry.

Forsaking Jehovah involves both passive and active participa-

tion in idolatry (cf. Jer. ii. 5). This wandering of the Israelites

from Jehovah took place during the whole time that the

tabernacle and Solomon's temple were in existence, though at

different periods and with varying force and extent. Bearing

the guilt is more minutely defined in vers. 11-13. The

Levitical priests who have forsaken the Lord are to lose the

dignity and rights of the priesthood ; they are not, indeed, to

be entirely deprived of the prerogative conferred upon the

tribe of Levi by virtue of its election to the service of the

sanctuary in the place of the first-born of the whole nation,

but henceforth they are merely to be employed in the per-

formance of the lower duties, as guards at the gates of the

temple, and as servants of the people at the sacrificial worship,

when they are to slaughter the animals for the people, which

every one who offered sacrifice was also able to do for himself.

Because they have already served the people before their idols,

i.e. have helped them in their idolatry, they shall also serve the

people in time to come in the worship of God, though not as

priests, but simply in non-priestly occupations. The words

'iJI llt?5?^ nan are taken from Num. xvi. 9, and the suffixes in

nn^JS^ and titp^\ refer to Dy. lij? i'itJ'ap, as in ch. vii. 19,

xiv. 3, xviii. 30. IJ N2'3, not to raise the arm to smite, but to

lift up the hand to swear, as in ch. xx. 5, 6, etc. 'B'li?"?! ?J? nw?,

to draw near to all my holy things. Q''?^iJ. are not the rooms

in the sanctuary, but those portions of the sacrifices which

were sacred to the Lord. They are not to touch these, i.e.

neither to sprinkle blood nor to burn the portions of fat upon

the altar, or perform anything connected therewith. This
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explanation is required by the apposition D''K''ii3n 'E^'liJ'i'K, which

(in the plural) does not mean the most holy place at the hinder

part of the temple, but the most holy sacrificial gifts (cf.

ch. xlii. 13). nG>b SB'3, as in ch. xvi. 52. In ver. 14 it is

once more stated in a comprehensive manner in what the

bearing of the guilt and shame was to consist : God would

make them keepers of the temple with regard to the inferior

acts of service. The general expression n^an niDB'D nOB'j which

signifies the temple service universally, receives its restriction

to the inferior acts of service from 'W1 inibj? i'b!', which is used

in Num. iii. 26, iv. 23, 30, 32, 39, 47, for the heavy duties

performed by the Merarites and Gershonites, in distinction

from the nihj? of the Kohathites, which consisted in nnOE'D IDE'

EHpri (Num. iii. 28) and iJJio ^nsa nax^p niE'j? (Num. iv. 3).

The priestly service at the altar and in the sanctuary, on the

other hand, was to be performed by the sons of Zadok alone,

because when the people went astray they kept the charge of

the sanctuary, i.e. performed the duties of the priestly office

with fidelity. Zadoh was the son of Ahitub, of the line of

Eleazar (1 Ohron. v. 34, vi. 37, 38), who remained faithful to

King David at the rebellion of Absalom (2 Sam. xv. 24 sqq.),

and also anointed Solomon as king in opposition to Adonijah

the pretender (1 Kings i. 32 sqq.) ; whereas the high priest

Abiathar, of the line of Ithamar, took part with Adonijah

(1 Kings i. 7, 25), and was deposed from his office by Solomon

in consequence, so that now the high-priesthood was in the

sole possession of Zadok and his descendants (1 Kings ii. 26,

27, and 35). From this attitude of Zadok toward David, the

prince given by the Lord to His people, it may be seen at

once that he not only kept aloof from the wandering of the

people, but offered a decided opposition thereto, and attended

to his office in a manner that was well-pleasing to God. As he

received the high -priesthood from Solomon in the place of

Abiathar for this fidelity of his, so shall his descendants only

be invested with the priestly office in the new temple. For
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the correct explanation of the words in these verses, however,

we must pay particular regard to the clause, " who have kept

the charge of my sanctuary." This implies, for example, that

lineal descent from Zadok alone was not sufficient, but that

fidelity in the service of the Lord must also be added as an

indispensable requisite. In vers. 156 and 16 the priestly

service is described according to its principal functions at the

altar of burnt-offering, and in the holy place at the altar of

incense. ''}n?^ is the altar of incense (see ch. xli. 22).

Vers. 17-31. Eequisites foe the Administration op

THE Peiests' Office, and the Obligations and Peivi-

LEGES OF THAT OFFICE.—Ver. 17. And it shall come to pass,

when they go to the gates of the inner court, they shall put on

linen clothes, and no wool shall lie upon them, when they serve in

the gates of the inner court and serve toward the house. Ver. 18.

Linen turbans shall be upon their head, and linen drawers upon

their hips: they shall not gird themselves in sweat. Ver. 19.

A nd when they go out into the outer court, into the outer court to

the people, they shall take off their clothes in which they have

ministered, and put them, in the holy cells, and put on other

clothes, that they may not sanctify the people with their clothes.

Ver. 20. And they shall not shave their head bald, nor let their

hair grow freely; they shall cut the hair of their head. Ver. 21.

And they shall not drink wine, no priest, when they go into the

inner court. Ver. 22. And a widow and a divorced woman they

shall not take as wives, but virgins of the seed of the house of

Israel, and the widow who has become the widow of a priest they

may take. Ver. 23. And they shall teach my people, make

known to them the difference between holy and common, and

between unclean and clean. Ver. 24. And they shall stand to

judge concerning disputes ; and they shall observe my laws and

my statutes at all my feasts, and sanctify my Sabbaths. Ver. 25.

And one shall not go to any corpse of a man to defile himself;

only for father and mother, for son and daughter, for brother,
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for sister who had no husband, may they defile themselves.

Ver. 26. And after his purification shall they reckon seven days

more to him ; Ver. 27. And on the day when he comes to the

holy place, into the inner court, to serve in the holy place, he

shall offer his sin-offerSng, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.—
Ver. 28. And so shall it be with their inheritance, that I am
their inheritance, ye shall not give them a possession in Israel :

I am their possession. Ver. 29. The meat-offering, and the sin-

offering, and the trespass-offering, these shall they eat, and every-

thing banned in JsrcCiel shall belong to them. Ver. 30. ' And the

' firstlings of all the first-fruits of everything, and every heave-

offering of everything, of all your heave-offerings, shall belong to

the priests ; and the firstlings of all your ground meal shall ye

give to the priest, that a blessing may come down upon thy house.

Ver. 31. No carrion nor anything torn in pieces of fowl and of

beast shall the priests eat.—To the directions, who are to perform

the service in the new temple, there are appended corresponding

instructions concerning the bodily condition in which this service

is to be performed, as the bodily condition shadows forth the state

of the soul, or the spiritual constitution of the servants of God.

The dress prescribed in Ex. xxviii. for the priests to wear during

the holy service had this signification. The same rule is here pre-

supposed as still in force ; and it is simply renewed and partially

emphasized by the enumeration of some of the leading points.

At the service at the altar and in the holy place the priests

are to wear linen clothes, and, after the performance of the

service, they are to take them off again when they go into the

outer court (vers. 17—19). In the Mosaic law, tt'E', white byssus,

or la, white linen, is mentioned as the material used for the

priests' clothing (Ex. xxviii. 39, 42) ; here the material is more

distinctly designated as D''Jji?'S, flax linen ; and lOV, animal wool,

is expressly forbidden, the motive being assigned for this regu-

lation, namely, that the priest is not to cause himself to sweat

by wearing woollen clothing. Sweat produces uncleanness

;

and the priest, by keeping his body clean, is to show even out-
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wardly that he is clean and blameless. With regard to the

putting on and off of the official clothes, the new thorah accords

with the Mosaic. For we cannot agree with Kliefoth, who

detects a deviation in the fact that, according to Ex. xxviii. 43,

the priests were to wear the official clothes only when they

entered the tabernacle and when approaching the altar, and,

according to Lev. vi. 4, xvi. 23, were to take them off when

the service was ended; whereas, according to ver. 17 of the

chapter before us, they were to put them on as soon as they

entered the inner court, and were never to come before the

people in the official costume. If, according to the Mosaic

law, the priests were to go before the altar of burnt-offering in

the court in their holy official dress, and not otherwise, they

must have put on this dress on entering the court ; for they

could not wait till they were in front of the altar before they

changed their clothes. For the expression Dyn PK nsv does not

imply that, according to Ezekiel, they were never to appear in

the presence of the people in their official costume, as it does

not mean "come before the people," but "go out to the

people," or " walk among the people
;
" nor is this involved in

the words 'Wl iB'li?' N?1, they shall not sanctify the people in

their clothes (by their clothes). The latter by no means

affirms that they are to sanctify the people by intercourse with

them, but are not to do this in official costume ; the meaning is

simply that they are not to move among the people in the outer

court while wearing their official clothes, that they may not

sanctify them by their holy clothes. This sanctification cannot

be understood in any other way than as analogous to the rule

laid down in the law, that touching most holy sacrificial flesh

would sanctify (Lev. vi. 11, 20), which Ezekiel repeats in

eh. xlvi. 20, and which does not stand in anything like an

isolated position in the law, but is also affirmed in Ex. xxix. 37

and XXX. 29 of the altar of burnt-offering and the vessels of

the sanctuary. The same thing which applied to these vessels

—namely, that their holiness passed from them to any one
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who touched them—is here predicated of the holy dresses of the

priests; and the moving of the priests among the people in

their holy clothes is forbidden, because such holiness, acquired

by contact with holy objects, imposed upon the person to whom
it had passed the obligation to guard against all defilement

(Lev. xxi. 1-8), which the people could not avoid in the

ordinary relations of life, and thus a weakening or abolition of

the distinction between things holy and common would in-

evitably have ensued, tynisri niSB'^ are the holy cell-buildings

described in ch. xlii. 1-14.—To the clothing there is simply

appended in ver. 20 the direction concerning the hair of the

head, the natural covering of the head, in relation to which

excess on either side is prohibited, either shaving the head bald

or wearing the hair uncut. Both of these were forbidden to

the priests in the law : shaving in Lev. xxi. 5, and letting the

hair grow freely in Lev. x. 6; and the latter was simply

imposed upon the Nazarites for the period of their vow (Num.

vi. 5). DD3 only occurs here ; but its meaning, to cut the hair,

is obvious from the context.—Ver. 21. The prohibition of the

drinking of wine when performing service agrees with Lev.

X. 9 ; on the other hand, the instructions concerning the choice

of wives are sharpened in ver. 22, as that which only applied

to the high priest in the law is here extended to all the priests.

In fact, Ezekiel throughout makes no distinction between the

high priest and the common priests. In Lev. xxi. 14, marrying

a widow is only forbidden to the high priest, who was to marry

a virgin of his own people, whereas no such restriction is laid

down for the ordinary priests. Here, on the other hand,

marrying a widow is forbidden to all the priests, marriage with

the widow of a priest being the only one allowed. jnaD belongs

to 'iJDps n)riJij who has become the widow of a priest.^

1 The Rabbins (Targ. Talm. and Masor. according to their accentuation)

have endeavoured to obliterate this distinction, by applying the first

hemistich to the high priest alone, and explaining the second thus :
" The

widow, who is really a widow, the priest may take," interpreting |ri3D by
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In vers. 23 and 24 the general official duties of the priests

are mentioned, viz. to teach the people, and to instruct them

concerning the difference between the holy and the unholy, the

clean and the unclean, as in Lev. x. 10 (cf. Deut, xxxiii. 10

and Ezek. xxii. 26) ; also to administer justice in questions in

dispute according to the rights of God,—a duty which had

already been committed to the priests in its highest form in

Deut. xvii. 8 sqq., xix. 17, and xxi. 5. 3''"! '?^, concerning, in

the case of, matters in dispute. tasE^ loy, to stand to judge,

i.e. to appear or act as judge (compare D'tpsy T!?.?!}, to appoint

or institute judges, in 2 Chron. xix. 5). The Keri t5S?'»? is a

needless emendation after 2 Chron. xix. 8. The Chetib IHDSB'I,

on the other hand, is a copyist's error for ^n^SE'*. Lastly, at all

the feasts they are to observe the laws and statutes of Jehovah,

that is to say, to perform all the priestly duties binding upon

them at the feasts, and to sanctify the Sabbaths, not merely by

offering the Sabbath sacrifices, but also by maintaining the

Sabbath rest (cf. Lev. xxiii. 3).—In vers. 25-27 there follow

regulations concerning defilement from the dead, and its

removal. Ver. 25 is a simple repetition of Lev. xxi. 1—3.

But the instructions concerning purification from defilement

from the dead are sharpened, inasmuch as not only is the

purification prescribed by the law (Num. xix. 1 sqq.), and

which lasted seven days, required (this is meant by innntj), but

a further period of seven days is appointed after these, at

the expiration of which the presentation of a sin-offering is

demanded before the service in the sanctuary can be resumed.

By this demand for a heightened purification, the approach to

a corpse permitted to the priests, which was prohibited to the

high priest in the Mosaic law, even in the case of father and

mother (Lev. xxi. 11), is tolerably equalized.

quidam sacerdotum, or aliqui ex ordine sacerdotali, or ceteri sacerdotes. But

this is contrary to tlie usage of the language, as jnao cannot possibly be

understood in a partitive sense in this passage, where the priests generally

are spoken of, and the plural !inp!^ follows.
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For these duties and obligations of service the priests are to

receive corresponding emoluments. These are treated of in

vers. 28-31. They are not, indeed, to receive any share of the

land as their property in time to come any more than in former

times ; but in the place of this Jehovah will be their property

and possession, and give them the necessary room for their

dwellings from His own property in the land (ch. xlv. 4), and

let them draw their maintenance from His altar (vers. 29 and

30). The promise that Jehovah will be the njra and njHK of

the priests is a simple repetition of the regulation in the law

(Num. xviii. 20 ; Deut. xviii. 1, x. 9). So far as the construc-

tion in ver. 28a is concerned, the words OTbrti '3K are really the

subject to 'y> on? nn'rn^ which we are obliged to render obliquely,

" the inheritance for them shall be, I am their inheritance."

For the proposal of Hitzig to take the words from Dri?n3 *3K to

the close of the verse as a parenthesis, and to regard '1J1 nmipn

in ver. 29a as the subject to 'U1
'^^''J^],

is untenable, not only on

account of the great harshness which such a parenthesis would

involve, but principally because these portions of the sacrifices

and heave-offerings which belonged to the priest were not a njnjj

and are never designated as '1?™, inheritance, i.e. property in land.

V^er. 28 treats of the property in land, which God assigned to

the Levites and priests under the Mosaic economy, by appoint-

ing them towns to dwell in, with meadows for the feeding of

their cattle, within the territory of the other tribes, but would

assign to them in future from the heave-offering set apart from

the land for the sanctuary (ch. xlv. 4). It is not till vers. 29

and 30 that the means of support for the priests are spoken of.

They are to be supported from the sacrifices and the tithes and

first-fruits which Israel has to pay to Jehovah as the lord of the

land, and which He transfers to His servants the priests. For

the priests' share of the meat-offering, sin-offering, and trespass-

offering, see Lev. ii. 3, vi. 9, 11, 19, vii. 6, 7 ; for that which

is put under the ban, Lev. xxvii. 21 ; for the first-fruits, Ex.

xxiii. 19, xxxiv. 26, Deut. xviii. 4, Num. xviii. 13; for the
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niDi-in, Num. XV. 19, xviii. 19 ; for the niDnj| IV'^H.^, Num. xv.

20, 21. In 'Wl n'jri^, " to cause a blessing to rest upon thy

house," the individual Israelite is addressed. For the fact

itself, see Mai. iii. 10.—To the enumeration of the means of

support there is appended in ver. 31 an emphatic repetition of

the command in Lev. xxii. 8, not to eat of any dead thing (i.e.

anything that has died a natural death), or anything torn to

pieceSj either of birds or beasts, on account of its defiling (Lev.

xvii. 15).

Chap. xlv. 1-17. The Holy Heave of the Land and the

Heave-offerings of the People.

The determination of the means of support for the priesthood

is followed still further by an explanation of the manner in

which Jehovah will be their inheritance and possession; in

other words, assign to the priests and Levites that portion of

the land which was requisite for their abode. This is to be

done by His causing a definite tract of land to be set apart for

Himself, for the sanctuary, and for His servants, and for tlie

capital, when the country is distributed among the tribes of

Israel (vers. 1-8). On both sides of this domain the prince is

also to receive a possession in land, to guard against all exaction

on the part of the princes in time to come. And everywhere

unrighteousness is to cease, just weight and measure are to be

observed (vers. 9-12), and the people are to pay certain heave-

offerings to provide for the sacrifices binding upon the prince

(vers. 13-17).

Vers. 1-8. The Holt Heave feom the Land.—Ver. 1.

And when ye divide the land by lot for an inheritance, ye shall

lift a heave for Jehovah as a holy (portion) from the land ; five

and twenty thousand the length, and the breadth ten (? twenty)

thousand. It shall be holy in all its circumference round about.

Ver. 2. Of this five hundred shall belong to the Holy by five

hundred square round about, and fifty cubits open space thereto
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round about. Ver. 3. And from this measured space thou shalt

measure a length of Jive and twenty thousand, and a breadth of

ten thousand, and in this shall be the sanctuary, a holy of holies.

Ver. 4. A holy {portion) of the land shall this be; to the priests,

the servants of the sanctuary, shall it belong who draw near to serve

Jehovah, and it shall be to them the place for houses and a sanc-

tuary for the sanctuary. Ver. 5. And five and twenty thousand

in length and ten thousand in breadth shall belong to the Levites,

the servants of the house, for a possession to them as gates to

dwell in. Ver. 6. And as a possession for the city, ye sJiall give

Jive thousand in breadth and five and twenty thousand in length,

parallel to the holy heave ; it shall belong to the whole house of

Israel. Ver. 7. And to the prince {ye shall give) on both sides

of the holy heave and of the possession of the city, along the holy

heave and along the possession of the city, on the' west side west-

wards and on the east side eastwards, and in length parallel to one

of the tribe-portions, from the western border to the eastern border.

Ver. 8. It shall belong to him as land, as a possession in Israel

;

and my princes shall no more oppress my people, but shall leave the

land to the house of Israel according to its tribes.—The domain to

be first of all set apart from the land at the time of its distribution

among the tribes is called ncfliri, heave, not in the general sense

of the lifting or taking of a portion from the whole, but as a

portion lifted or taken by a person from his property as an

offering for God ; for HDinPi comes from C'ln^ which signifies in

the case of the minchah the lifting of a portion which was

burned upon the altar as 'TJStN for Jehovah (see the coram, on

Lev. ii. 9). Consequently everything that was offered by the

Israelites, either voluntarily or in consequence of a precept

from the Lord for the erection and maintenance of the sanc-

tuary and its servants, was called nDiin (see Ex. xxv. 2 sqq.,

XXX. 15; Lev. vii. 14; Num. xv. 19, etc.). Only the principal

instructions concerning the heave from the land are given here,

and these are repeated in ch. xlviii. 8-22, in the section con-

perning the division of the land, and to some extent expanded

I' B
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tliere. The introductory words, " when ye divide the land by

lot for an inheritance," point to this. (See the map on Plate

IV.) i>''Bn, sc. is'i^a (Prov. i. 14), to cast the lot, to divide by

lot, as in Josh. xiii. 6. Then shall ye lift, set apart, a heave

for Jehovah as a holy (portion) from the land. HKn }D is to

be closely connected with BHpj as shown by ver. 4. In the

numbers mentioned the measure to be employed is not given.

But it is obvious that cubits are not meant, as Bottcher, Hitzig,

and others assume, but rods
;
partly from a comparison of ver. 2

with ch. xlii. 16, where the space of the sanctnaiy, which is

given here as 500 by 500 square, is described as five hundred

rods on every side ; and partly also from the fact that the open

space around the sanctuary is fixed at fifty cubits, and in this

case HBK is added, because rods are not to be understood there

as in connection with the other numbers. The correctness of

this view, which we meet with in Jerome and Raschi, cannot

be overthrown by appealing to the excessive magnitude of a

Te/i6i/os of twenty-five thousand rods in length and ten thousand

rods in breadth ; for it will be seen in ch. xlviii. that the mea-

surements given answer to the circumstances in rods, but not

in cubits. The !l"is before and after the number is pleonastic

:

" as for the length, twenty-five thousand rods in length."

Length here is the measurement from east to west, and breadth

from north to south, as we may clearly see from ch. xlviii. 10.

No regard, therefore, is paid to the natural length and breadth

of the land; and the greater extent of the portions to be

measured is designated as length, the smaller as breadth. The

expression ^l^N n'iB'JJ is a remarkable one, as Q'SjiN nnfe'}! is con-

stantly used, not only in vers. 3 and 5, but also in ch. xlviii. 9,

10, 13, 18. The LXX. have el'/eoo-i j^tXiaSa?, twenty thousand

breadth. This reading appears more correct than the Masoretic,

as it is demanded by vers. 3 and 5. For according to ver. 3,

of the portion measured in ver. 1 twenty-five thousand rods in

length and ten thousand in breadth were to be measured for

the sanctuary and for the priests' land ; and according to ver. 5,
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the Levites were also to receive twenty-five thousand rods in

length and ten thousand in breadth for a possession. The first

clause of ver. 3 is unintelligible if the breadth of the holy

terumah is given in ver. 1 as only ten thousand rods, inasmuch

as one cannot measure off from an area of twenty-five thousand

rods in length and ten thousand rods in breadth another space

of the same length and breadth. Moreover, ver. 1 requires

the reading «)?« Q''"!B'^, as the "holy terumah" is not only the

portion set apart for the sanctuary and the priests' land, but

also that which was set apart for the Levites. According to

ch. xlviii. 14, this was also " holy to Jehovah ;

" whereas the

portion measured off for the city was " common " (ch. xlviii. 15)

This is borne out by the fact that in the chapter before us the

domain appointed for the city is distinguished from the land of

the priests and Levites by the verb l3Pin (ver. 6), whilst the

description of the size of the Levites' land in ver. 5 is closely

connected with that of the land of the priests ; and further, that

in ver. 7, in the description of the land of the prince, reference

is made only to the holy terumah and the possession of the

city, from which it also follows that the land of the Levites is

included in the holy terumah. Consequently ver. 1 treats of

the whole of the ^p riDlirt, i.e. the land of the priests and

Levites, which was twenty-five thousand rods long and twenty

thousand rods broad. This is designated in the last clause of

the verse as a holy (portion) in its entire circumference, and

then divided into two domains in vers. 2 and 3.—Ver. 2. Of
this (niD, of the area measured in ver. 1) there shall come, or

belong, to the holy, Le. to the holy temple domain, five hundred

rods square, namely, the domain measured in ch. xlii. 15-20

round about the temple, for a separation between holy and

common ; and round this domain there is to be a ^1^^, i.e. an

open space of fifty cubits on every side, that the dwellings of

the priests may not be built too near to the holy square of the

temple building.—Ver. 3. DNin rrntsn, this measure (i.e. this

measured piece of land), also points back to ver. 1, and p cau-

EZEK. II. X
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not be taken in any other sense than in njD (ver. 2), From

the whole tract of land measured in ver. 1 a portion is to be

measured off twenty-five thousand rods in length and ten

thousand rods in breadth, in which the sanctuary, i.e. the temple

with its courts, is to stand as a holy of holies. This domain,

in the midst of which is the temple, is to belong to the priests,

as the sanctified portion of the land, as the place or space for

their houses, and is to be a sanctuary for the sanctuary, i.e. for

the temple. Ver. 5. A portion equally large is to be measured

off to the Levites, as the temple servants, for their possession.

The Keri njn'_ is formed after the njni of ver. 4, and the Ch^tib

n^H' is indisputably correct. There is great difficulty in the

last words of this verse, ray? ^^'i^^t " for a possession to them

twenty cells;" for which the LXX. give avroi^ ei? KaTaayeirw

TToXets Tov KaToiKelv, and which they have therefore read, or

for which they have substituted by conjecture, nnKO Dnj?. We
cannot, in fact, obtain from the ^y^7 ^^"^V*?? of the Masoretic

text any meaning that will harmonize with the context, even

if we render the words, as Kosenmiiller does, in opposition to

the grammar, cum viginti cubieulis, and understand by DbE'?

capacious cell-buildings. For we neither expect to find in this

connection a description of the number and character of the

buildings in which the Levites lived, nor can any reason be

imagined why the Levites, with a domain of twenty-five thou-

sand rods in length and ten thousand rods in breadth assigned

to them, should live together in twenty cell-buildings. Still

less can we think of the " twenty cells " as having any connec-

tion with the thirty cells in the outer court near to the gate-

buildings (ch. xl. 17, 18), as these temple cells, even though

they were appointed for the Levites during their service in the

temple, were not connected in any way with the holy terumak

spoken of here. Havernick's remark, that " the prophet has in

his eye the priests' cells in .the sanctuary,—and the dwellings of

the Levites during their service, which were only on the outside

of the sanctuary, were to correspond to these," is not indicated
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in the slightest degree by the words, but is a mere conjecture.

There is no other course open, therefore, than to acknowledge

a corruption of the text, and either to alter n3K'$ QilE'V into

nng'? nnj??, as Hitzig proposes (cf. Num. xxxv. 2, 3; Josh,

xxi. 2), or to take D^i^j; as a mistake for D''"]^?' : " for a posses-

sion to them as gates to dwell in," according to the frequent

use of ^''IVf, gates, for D''iy, cities, e.g. in what was almost a

standing plirase, " the Levite who is in thy gates " (= cities

;

Deut. xii. 18, xiv. 27, xvi. 11 ; of. Ex. xx. 10 ; Deut. v. 14, etc.).

In that case the faulty reading would have arisen from the

transposition of B'j; into J?B>, and the change of 3 into 3.

Beside the holy terumah for sanctuary, priests, and Levites,

they are also (ver. 6) to give a tract of twenty-five thousand

rods in length and five thousand rods in breadth as the pro-

perty of the city (i.e. of the capital). flBI'? : parallel to the

holy heave, i.e. running by the longer side of it. This portion

of land, which was set apart for the city, was to belong to all

Israel, and not to any single tribe. The more precise direc-

tions concerning this, and concerning the situation of the whole

terumah in the land, are not given till ch. xlviii. 8-22. Here,

in the present chapter, this heave is simply mentioned in con-

neCitipn with the privileges which the servants of the Lord and

of His sanctuary were to enjoy. These included, in a certain

sense, also the property assigned to the prince in ver. 7 as the

head of the nation, on whom the provision of the sacrifices for

the nation devolved, and who, apart from this, also needed for

his subsistence a portion of the land, which should be peculiarly

his own, in accordance with his rank. They were to give him

as his property (the verb ^^niji is to be supplied to N''?'?? from

ver. 6) the land on this side and that side of the holy terumah

and of the city-possession, and that in front CJB"?^) of these

two tracts of land, that is to say, adjoining them, extending to

their boundaries, 'U1 D^ l^^sp, " from " (i.e., according to our

view, " upon ") the west side westward, and from (upon) the

east side eastward ; in other words, the land which remained on
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the eastern and western boundary of the holy terumah and of

the city domain, both toward the west as far as the Mediter-

ranean Sea, and toward the east as far as the Jordan, the two

boundaries of the future Canaan. The further definition

'W1 nitsp 'ij'iKI is not quite clear ; but the meaning of the words

is, that " the length of the portions of land to be given to the

prince on the east and west side of the terumah shall be equal

to the length of one of the tribe-portions," and not that the

portions of land belonging to the prince are to be just as long

from north to south as the length of one of the twelve tribe-

possessions. " Length " throughout this section is the extent

from east to west. It is so in the case of all the tribe-territories

(cf. ch. xlviii. 8), and must be taken in this sense in connection

with the portion of land belonging to the prince also. The

meaning is therefore this : in length (from east to west) these

portions shall be parallel to the inheritance of one of the twelve

tribes from the western boundary to the eastern. Two things

are stated here : first, that the prince's portion is to extend on

the eastern and western sides of the terumah as far as the

boundary of the land allotted to the tribes, i.e. on the east to

the Jordan, and on the west to the Mediterranean (cf. ch.

xlviii. 8) ; and secondly, that on the east and west it is to run

parallel (HiQiy?) to the length of the separate tribe-territories,

i.e. not to reach farther toward either north or south than the

terumah lying between, but to be bounded by the long sides of

the tribe-territories which bound the terumah on the north and

south, ^"ik is the accusative of direction ; inK, some one (cf.

Judg. xvi. 7 ; Ps. Ixxxii.T).—In ver. 8, P.?^ with the article is

to be retained, contrary to Hitzlg's conjecture ps^ : " to the

land belonging to him as a possession shall it (the portion

marked off in ver. 7) be to him." pN, as in 1 Kings xi. 18, of

property in land. In ver. 86, the motive for these instructions

is given. The former kings of Israel had no land of their

own, no domain ; and this had driven them to acquire private

property by violence and extortion. That this may not occur
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any more in the future, and all inducement to such oppression

of the people may be taken from the princes, in the new king-

dom of God the portion of land more precisely defined in

ver. 7 is to be given to the prince as his own property. The
plural, " my princes," does not refer to several contemporaneous

princes, nor can it be understood of the king and his sons, i.e.

of the royal family, on account of ch. xlvi. 16 ; but it is to be

traced to the simple fact " that Ezekiel was also thinking of

the past kings, and that the whole series of princes, who had

ruled over, Israel, and still would rule, was passing before his

mind" (Kliefoth), without our being able to conclude from

this that there would be a plurality of princes succeeding one

another in time to come, in contradiction to ch. xxxvii. 25.

—

" And the land shall they (the princes) leave to the people of

Israel " (PJ in the sense of concedere ; and ft!??, the land, with

the exception of the portion set apart from it in vers. 1-7).

—

The warning against oppression and extortion, implied in the

reason thus assigned, is expanded into a general exhortation in

the following verses.

Vers. 9-12. General Exhoetation to observe Justice

AND Righteousness in their Dealings.— Ver. 9. Thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, Let it suffice you, ye princes of Israel

:

desist from violence and oppression, and observe justice and

righteousness, and cease to thrust my people out of their posses-

sion, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah. Ver. 10. Just scales,

and a just ephah, and a just hath, shall ye have. Ver. 11. The

ephah and the bath shall he of one measure, so that the hath

holds the tenth part of the hornet', and the ephah the tenth part

of the homer: after the homer shall its standard he. Ver. 12.

And the shekel shall have twenty gerahs ; twenty shekels, five

and twenty shekels, fifteen shekels, shall the mina be with you.

—The exhortation in ver. 9 is similar to that in ch. xliv. 6,

both in form and substance. As the Levites and priests are

to renounce the idolatry to which they have been previously
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adJicted, arid to serve before the Lord in purity and holiness

of life, so are the princes to abstain from the acts of oppression

which they have formerly practised, and to do justice and

righteousness ; for example, to liberate the people of the Lord

from the nitsnj. nW3 is unjust expulsion from one's possession,

of which Ahab's conduct toward Naboth furnished a glaring

example (1 Kings xxi.). These acts of violence pressed heavily

upon the people, and this burden is to be removed (?Vt3 D'")n).

In vers. 10-12 the command to practise justice and righteous-

ness is expanded ; and it is laid as a duty upon the whole

nation to have just weights and measures. This forms the

transition to the regulation, which follows from ver. 13

onwards, of the taxes to be paid by the people to the prince to

defray the expenses attendant upon the sacrificial worship.—

For ver, 10, see Lev. xix. 36 and Deut. sxv. 13 sqq. Instead

of the hin (Lev. xix. 36), the bath, which contained six bins,

is mentioned here as the measure for liquids. The na is met

with for the first time in Isa. v. 10, and appears to have been

introduced as a measure for liquids after the time of Moses,

having the same capacity as the epkah for dry goods (see ray

JBibl. Archdol. II. pp. 139 sqq.). This similarity is expressly

stated in ver. 11. Both of them, the ephah as well as the

bath, are to contain the tenth of a homer (^NB*?, to carry, for

'''???, to contain, to hold ; compare Gen. xxxvi. 7 with Amos

vii. 10), and to be regulated by the homer. Ver. 12 treats of

the weights used for money. The first clause repeats the old

legal provision (Ex. xxx. 13 ; Lev. xxvii. 25 ; Num. iii. 47),

that the shekel, as the standard weight for money, which was

afterwards stamped as a coin, is to contain twenty gerahs.

The regulations which follow are very obscure : " twenty

shekels, twenty-five shekels, fifteen shekels, shall the mina be

to you." The mina, fi.JBn, occurs only here and in 1 Kings

X. 17 ; Ezra ii. 69 ; and Neh. vii. 71, 72,—that is to say, only in

books written during the captivity or subsequent to it. If wb

compare 1 Kings x. 17, according to which three minas of gold
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were used for a shield, with 2 Chron. ix. 16, where three

hundred (shekels) of gold are said to have been used for a

similar shield, it is evident that a mina was equal to a hundred

shekels. Now as the talent (i|3) contained three thousand

(sacred or Mosaic) shekels (see the comm. on Ex. xxxviii. 25, 26),

the talent would only have contained thirty minas, which does

not seem to answer to the Grecian system of weights. For the

Attic talent contained sixty minas, and the mina a hundred

drachms ; so that the talent contained six thousand drachms, or

three thousand didrachms. But as the Hebrew shekel was

equal to a BiSpaxf^'Ov, the Attic talent with three thousand

didrachms corresponded to the Hebrew talent with three thou-

sand shekels ; and the mina, as the sixtieth part of the talent,

with a hundred drachms or fifty didrachms, ought to correspond

to the Hebrew mina with fifty shekels, as the Greek name /iva

is unquestionably derived from the Semitic nja. The relation

between the mina and the shekel, resulting from a comparison

of 1 Kinws x. 17 with 2 Chron. ix. 16, cai;i hardly be made to

square with this, by the assumption that the shekels referred to

in 2 Chron. ix. 16 are not Mosaic shekels, but so-called civil

shekels, the Mosaic half-shekel, the beka, Vi>^, having acquired

the name of shehl in the course of time, as the most widely-

spread silver coin of the larger size. A hundred such shekels

or bekas made only fifty Mosaic shekels, which amounted to

one mina ; while sixty minas also formed one talent (see my

Bill. Archdol. II. pp. 135, 136).—But the words of the second

half of the verse before us cannot be brought into harmony

with this proportion, take them how we will. If, for example,

we add the three numbers together, 20 + 25 + 15 shekels shall

the mina be to you, Ezekiel would fix the mina at sixty shekels.

But no reason whatever can be found for such an alteration of

the proportion between the mina and the talent on the one

hand, or the shekel on the other, if the shekel and talent were

to remain unchanged. And even apart from this, the division

of the sixty into twenty, twenty-five, and fifteen still remains
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inexplicable, and can hardly be satisfactorily accounted for in

the manner proposed by the Rabbins, namely, that there were

pieces of money in circulation of the respective weights of

twenty, twenty-five, and fifteen shekels, for the simple reason

that no historical trace of the existence of any such pieces can

be found, apart from the passage before us.^ And the other

attempts that have been made to explain the di£Bcult words are

not satisfactory. The explanation given by Cocceius and J.

D. Michaelis {Supplem. ad lex. p. 1521), that three different

minas are mentioned,—a smaller one of fifteen Mosaic shekels,

a medium size of twenty shekels, and a large one of twenty-

five,—is open to the objection justly pointed out by Bertheau,

that in an exact definition of the true weight of anything we

do not expect three magnitudes, and the purely arbitrary

assumption of three different minas is an obvious subterfuge.

The sam.e thing applies to Hitzig's explanation, that the triple

division, twenty, twenty-five, and fifteen shekels, has reference

to the three kinds of metal used for coinage, viz. gold, silver,

' It is true that Const. TEmperenr has observed, in the Discursus ad

Lectorem prefixed to the Paraphrasis Joseph. JacMadae in Danielem, that

" as God desired that justice should be preserved in all things, He noticed

the various coins, and commanded that they should have their just weight.

One coin, according to Jewish testimony, was of twenty shekels, a second

of twenty-five, and a third of fifteen shekels ; and as these together made

one mina, according to the command of God, in order that it might be

manifest that each had its proper quantity, He directed that they should

be weighed against the mina, so that it might be known whether each had

its own weight by means of the mina, to which they ought to be equal."

But the Jewish witnesses (Judaei testes) are no other than the Rabbins of

the Middle Ages, Sal. Jarchi (Raschi), Dav. Kimchi, and Abrabanel, who
attest the existence of these pieces of money, not on the ground of historical

tradition, but from an inference drawn from this verse. The much earlier

Targumist knows nothing whatever of them, but paraphrases the words

thus :
" the third part of a mina has twenty shekels ; a silver mina, five

and twenty shekels ; the fourth part of a mina, fifteen shekels ; aU sixty

are a mina ; and a great mina (i.e. probably one larger than the ordinary,

or civil mina) shall be holy to you ;
" from which aU that can be clearly

learned is, that he found in the words of the prophet a mina of sixty

shekels. A different explanation is given by the LXX., whose rendering,

according to the Corf. Vatic. (Tischendorf), runs as follows: 'iriuri nix.'hot,
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and copper, so tliat the gold mina was worth, or weighed,

twenty shekels ; the silver mina, twenty-five ; and the copper

mina, fifteen,—which has no tenable support in the statement

of Josephus, that the shekel coined by Simon was worth four

drachms ; and is overthrown by the incongruity in the relation

in which it places the gold to the silver, and both these metals

to the copper.—There is evidently a corruption of very old

standing in the words of the text, and we are not in possession

of the requisite materials for removing it by emendation.

Vers. 13-17. The Heave-offeeings of the People.—
Ver. 13. This is the heave-offering which ye shall heave: The

sixth part of the ephah from the homer of wheat, and ye shall

give the sixth part of the ephah from the homer of barley

;

Ver. 14. And the proper measure of oil, from the bath of oil a

tenth of the bath from the cor, which contains ten baths or a

homer; for ten baths are a homer ; Ver. 15. And one headfrom

the flock from two hundred from the watered land of Israel, for

mure icai ai'x'koi, Six« x«f wiuT^xoiiTit aixMi i] fti/x sareii vfth ; and accordiog

to the Cod. Al. : oi Trii/n miikoi xei/ts xai al Ssxa (rixXoi 3sx» x.a.i Trsiirn-

y.oiiTx x.T.Ti. Boeckh (Metrol. Unlersuch. pp. 54 sqq.) and Bertheau (Zur
Gesch. der Isr. pp. 9 sqq.) regard the latter as the original text, and punc-

tuate it thus : o( viiiTi aixMi whrs, x,a,t oi Bex* alxhot Sixst, x,a\ irsn^-

Koi/Tn BixKot 7j fiux inrxi i/iii/,—interpreting the whole verse as follows :

" the weight once fixed shall remain unaltered, and unadulterated in its

original value : namely, a shekel shall contain ten gerahs ; five shekels, or a

five-shekel piece, shall contain exactly five ; and so also a ten-shekel piece,

exactly ten shekels ; and the mina shall contain fifty shekels." But how-
ever this explanation may appear to commend itself, and although for this

reason it has been adopted by Havemick and by the author of this com-

mentary in his Bibl. Archdol., after a repeated examination of the matter I

cannot any longer regard it as well-founded, but am obliged to subscribe

to the view held by Hitzig and Kliefoth, " that this rendering of the LXX.
oanies on the face of it the probability of its resting upon nothing more

than an attempt to bring the text into harmony with the ordinary value of

the mina." For apart from the fact that nothing is known of the existence

of five and ten shekel pieces, it is impossible to get any intelligible meaning

from the words, that five shekels are to be worth five shekels, and ten

shekels worth ten shekels, as it was self-evident that five shekels could not

be worth either four shekels or six.
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the meat-offering, and for the hurnt-offering, and for the 'peace-

offerings^ to make atonement for them, is the saying of the Lord

Jehovah. Ver. 16. All the people of the land shall be held to this

heave-offering for the prince in Israel. Ver. 17. And upon the

prince shall devolve the burnt-offerings, and the meat-offering, and

the drink-offering at the feasts, the new moons, and the Sabbaths,

at all the festivals of the house of Israel; he shall provide the

sin-offering, and the meat-offering, and the burnt-offering, and

the peace-offerings, to make atonement for the house of Israel.

—The introductory precepts to employ just measures and

weights are now followed by the regulations concerning the

productions of nature to be paid by the Israelites to the prince

for the sacrificial worship, the provision for which was to

devolve on him. Fixed contributions are to be levied for this

purpose, of wheat, barley, oil, and animals of the flock—namely,

according to vers. 13-15, of corn the sixtieth part, of oil the

hundredth part, and of the flock the two hundredth head.

There is no express mention made of wine for the drink-

offering, or of cattle, which were also requisite for the burnt-

offering and peace-offering, in additioa to animals from the

flock. The enumeration therefore is not complete, but simply

contains the rule according to which they were to act in levying

what was required for the sacrifices. The word Bn''B'B' in

ver. 13 must not be altered, as Hitzig proposes; for although

this is the only passage in which HE'B' occurs, it is analogous to

c'sn in Gen. xli. 34, both in its formation and its meaning,

" to raise the sixth part." A sixth of an ephah is the sixtieth

part of a homer, ph, that which is fixed or established, i.e. the

proper quantity. lOfn nan is in apposition to IDK'n (for the

article, see the comm. on ch. xliii. 21), the fixed quantity of

oil, namely of the bath of oil,

—

i.e. the measure of that which

is to be contributed from the oil, and that from the bath of

oil,—shall be the tenth part of the bath from the cor, i.e. the

hundredth part of the year's crop, as the cor contained ten

baths. The cor is not mentioned in the preceding words
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(ver. 11), nor does it occur in the Mosaic law. It is another

name for the homer, which is met with for the first time in the

writings of the captivity (1 Kings v. 2, 25; 2 Chron. ii. 9,

xxvii. 5). For this reason its capacity is explained by the

words which are appended to lisD; 'iJl a^nan nnB'jJ, from the

cor (namely) of ten baths, one homer ; and the latter definition

is still further explained by the clause, " for ten baths are one

homer."—Ver. 15. npB'SDj from the watered soil (cf. Gen.

xiii. 10), that is to say, not a lean beast, but a fat one, which

has been fed upon good pasture. Dn''^j? "IM? indicates the

general purpose of the sacrifices (vid. Lev. i. 4).—Ver. 16.

The article in Wn, as in nan in ver. l4. ?s n\'ij to be, i.e. to

belong, to anything—in other words, to be held to it, under

obligation to do it ; 7V njn (ver. 17), on the other hand, to be

upon a person, i.e. to devolve upon him. In nviO'Paa the

feast and days of festival, which have been previously men-

tioned separately, are all grouped together* 'lJl HKBrin DN nbv,

to furnish the sin-offering, etc., i.e. to supply the materials for

them.

So far as the fact is concerned, the Mosaic law makes no

mehtion of any contributions to tlie sanctuary, with the ex-

ception of the first-born, the first-fruits and the tithes, which

could be redeemed with money, however. Besides these, it

was only on extraordinary occasions

—

e.g. the building of the

tabernacle—that the people were called upon for freewill

heave-offerings. But the Mosaic law contains no regulation as

to the sources from which the priests were to meet the demands

for the festal sacrifices. So far, the instructions in the verses

before us are new. What had formerly been given for this

object as a gift of spontaneous love, is to become in the future

a regular and established duty, to guard against that arbitrary

and fitful feeling from which the worship of God might suffer

injury.—To these instructions there are appended, from ver. 18

onwards, the regulations concerning the sacrifices to be offered

at the different festivals.
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Chap. xlv. 18-xlvi. 15. Instructions concerning the Festal

and Daily Sacrifices.

The series commences with the sin-offerines in the first

month (ch. xlv. 18-20). Then follow the sacrifices at the

Passover and feast of tabernacles (vers. 21-25), in connection

with which a way and a standing-place in the temple are

assigned to the prince and the people during the offering of

these sacrifices (ch. xlvi. 1-3). After these we have the burnt-

offerings on the Sabbaths and new moons (ch. xlvi. 4-7), and

once more a direction with regard to their entrance and exit

when the prince and the people come to the temple at the

yearly festivals (vers. 8—10) ; also the meat-offerings at the

feasts (ver. 11), to which there is appended a direction with

regard to the freewill-offerings of the prince (ver. 12); and,

finally, the instructions concerning the daily burnt-offering and

meat-offering (vers. 13-15).

Vers. 18-20. The Sin-offerings in the Fikst Month.

—Ver. 18. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, In the first (month),

on the first of the month, thou shalt take a bullock, a young ox

without blemish, and absolve the sanctuary. Ver. 19. And the

priest shall take of the blood of the sin-ofering, and put it

upon the door-posts of the house, and upon the four corners

of the enclosure of the altar, and upon the door-posts at the

gate of the inner court. Ver. 20. And so shalt thou do

on the seventh of the month, for the sake of erring men

and of folly, that so ye may make atonement for the house,—
The Mosaic law had prescribed for the new moons generally

the sin-offering of a he-goat, in addition to the burnt-offerings

and meat-offerings (Num. xxviii. 15) ; and, besides this, had

also distinguished the new-moon's day of the seventh month by

a special feast-offering to be added to the regular new-moon's

sacrifices, and consisting of a sin-offering of a he-goat, and

burnt-offerings and meat-offerings (Num. xxix. 2-6). This
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distinguishing of the seventh month by a special new-moon's

sacrifice is omitted in Ezekiel ; but in the place of it the first

month is distinguished by a sin-offering to be presented on the

first and seventh days. Nothing is said in vers. 18-20 about

burnt-offerings for these days; but as the burnt-offering is

appointed in ch. xlvi. 6, 7 for the new-moon's day without any

limitation, and the regulations as to the connection between the

meat-offering and the burnt-offerings are repeated in ch. xlvi. 11

for the holy days and feast days (a^'iJJiDi D''3n) generally, and

the new-moon's day is also reckoned among the Q'''7ViD, there

is evidently good ground for the assumption that the burnt-

offering and meat-offering prescribed for the new moon in

ch. xlvi. 6, 7 were also to be offered at the new moon of the

first month. On the other hand, no special burnt-offering or

meat-offering is mentioned for the seventh day of the first

month ; so that in all probability only the daily burnt-offering

and meat-offering were added upon that day (ch. xlvi. 13 sqq.)

to the sin-offering appointed for it. Moreover, the sin-offerings

prescribed for the first and seventh days of the first month are

distinguished from the sin-offerings of the Mosaic law, partly

by the animal selected (a young bullock), and partly by the

disposal of the blood. According to the Mosaic law, the sin-

offering for the new moons, as well as for all the feast days of

the year, the Passover, Pentecost, day of trumpets, day of

atonement, and feast of tabernacles (all eight days), was to be

a he-goat (Num. xxviii. 15, xxii. 30, xxix. 5, 11, 16, 19, 22,

25, 28, 31, 34, 38). Even the sin-offering for the congrega-

tion of Israel on the great day of atonement simply consisted

in a he-goat (or two he-goats. Lev. xvi. 5) ; and it was only

for the sin-offering for the high priest, whether on that day

(Lev. xvi. 3), or when he had sinned so as to bring guilt upon

the nation (Lev. iv. 3), or when the whole congregation had

sinned (Lev. iv. 14), that a bullock was required. On the

other hand, according to Ezekiel, the sin-offering both on the

first and seventh days of the first month, and also the one to
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be brought by the prince on the fourteenth day of that month,

i.e. on the day of the feast of Passover (ch. xlv. 22), for himself

and for all the people, were to consist of a bullock, and only

the sin-offering on the seven days of the feasts of Passover and

tabernacles of a he-goat (ch. xlv. 23, 25). The Mosaic law-

contains no express instructions concerning the sprinkling of

the blood of the sin-offering at the new moons and feasts (with

the exception of the great atoning sacrifice on the day of

atonement), because it was probably the same as in the case of

the sin-offerings for the high priest and the whole congregation,

when the blood was first of all to be sprinkled seven times

against the curtain in front of the capporeth, and then to be

applied to the horns of the altar of incense, and the remainder

to be poured out at the foot of the altar of burnt-offering

(Lev. iv. 6, 7, 17, 18) ; whereas, in the case of the great

atoning sacrifice on the day of atonement, some of the blood

was first of all to be sprinkled at or upon the front side of the

capporeth and seven times upon the ground, and after that it

was to be applied to the horns of the altar of incense and of

the altar of burnt-offering (Lev. xvi. 15-17). But according

to Ezekiel, some of the blood of the sin-offerings on the first

and seventh days of the first month, and certainly also on the

same days of the feasts of Passover and tabernacles, was to be

smeared upon the posts of the house—that is to say, the posts

mentioned in ch. xli. 21, not merely those of the ^^'n, the door

into the holy place, but also those of the ^p, the door leading

into the most holy place, upon the horns and the four corners

of the enclosure of the altar of burnt-offering (ch. xliii. 20),

and upon the posts of the gate of the inner court. It is a

point in dispute here whether "ivnn nyB* is only one door, and

in that case whether the east gate of the inner court is to be

understood as in ch. xlvi. 2 ("'J'B'n ntllD), as Hitzig and others

suppose, or whether ly?' is to be taken in a collective sense as

signifying the three gates of the inner court (Kliefoth and

others). The latter view is favoured by the collective use of
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the word nnm by itself, aud also by the circumstance that if

only one of the three gates were intended, the statement which

of the three would hardly have been omitted (cf. ch. xlvi. 1,

xliv. 1, etc.).—According to ver. 18, these sin-offerings were

to serve for the absolving of the sanctuary ; and according to

ver. 20, to make atonement for the temple on account of error

or folly. Both directions mean the same thing. The recon-

ciliation of the temple was effected by its absolution or purifi-

cation from the sins that had come upon it through the error

and folly of the people. Sins fiJJf'? are sins occasioned by the

weakness of flesh and blood, for which expiation could be

made by sin-offerings (see the comm. on Lev. iv. 2 and Num.
XV. 22 sqq.). njy ly^NDj lit. away from the erring man, i.e. to

release him from his sin. This expression is strengthened by

'riBS, away from simplicity or folly ; here, as in Prov. vii. 7, as

ahstractum pro concreto, the simple man.—-The great expiatory

sacrifice on the day of atonement answered the same purpose,

the absolution of the sanctuary from the sins of the people

committed njjf? (Lev. xvi. 16 sqq.).

Vers. 21-25. Sackifices at the Passover and Feast

OF Tabernacles.—Ver. 21. In the first (month), on the four-

teenth day of the month, ye shall keep the Passover, a feast of a

full week ; unleavened shall be eaten, Ver. 22, And the prince

shall prepare on that day for himself and for all the people of

the land a bullock as a sin-offering. Ver. 23. And for the seven

days of the feast he shall prepare as a burnt-offering for Jehovah

seven bullocks and seven rams without blemish daily, the seven

days, and as a sin-offering a he-goat daily. Ver. 24. And as

a meat-offering, he shall prepare an ephah for the bullock,

and an ephah for the ram, and a hin of oil for the ephah.

Ver. 25. In the seventh {month), on the fifteenth day of the

month, at the feast he shall do the same for seven days with

regard to the sin-offering, as also the burnt -offering, and the

meat-offenng, as also the oil. — In the words, " shall the
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Passover be to you," there lies the thought that the Passover is

to be celebrated in the manner appointed in Ex. xii., with the

paschal meal in the evening of the 14th Abib.—There is con-

siderable difficulty connected with the following words, in

D'pj niV^B*, which all the older translators have rendered "a

feast of seven days." nijJDB' signifies periods of seven days or

weeks, A feast of heptads of days, or weeks of days, cannot

possibly mean a feast which lasted only seven days, or a week.

nij;3B' jn is used elsewhere for the feast of weeks (Ex. xxxiv. 22

;

Deut. xvi. 10), because they were to reckon seven weeks from

the second day of the Passover, the day of the sheaf of first-

fruits, and then to keep the feast of the loaves of first-fruits, or

the feast of harvest (Deut. xvi. 9). Kliefoth retains this well-

established meaning of the words in this passage also, and gives

the following explanation : If the words niynE' Jn stood alone

without D''!?^, it would mean that in future the Passover was to

be kept like the feast of seven weeks, as the feast of the loaves

of first-fruits. But the addition of D^O^, which is to be taken in

the same sense as in Dan. x. 2, 3, Gen. xxix. 14, etc., gives

this turn to the thought, that in future the Passover is to be

kept as a feast of seven weeks long, " a feast lasting seven

weeks." According to this explanation, the meaning of the

regulation is, " that in future not only the seven days of sweet

loaves, but the whole of the seven weeks intervening between

the feast of the wave-sheaf and the feast of the wave-loaves,

was to be kept as a Passover, that the whole of the quinqua-

gesima should be one Easter 3n, and the feast of weeks be one

with the Passover." To this there is appended the further

regulation, that unleavened bread is to be eaten, not merely for

the seven days therefore, but for the whole of the seven weeks,

till the feast of the loaves of first-fruits. This explanation is a

very sagacious one, and answers to the Christian view of the

Easter-tide. But it is open to objections which render it

untenable. In the first place, that D''!?', when used in the sense

of lasting for days, is not usually connected with the preceding
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noun in the construct state, but is attached as an adverbial

accusative ; compare D'D^ ^''V^^ HE'V in Dan. x. 2, 3, and

mi D;ri3E' in Gen. xli. 1, Jer. xxviii. 3, 11, etc. But a still

more important objection is the circumstance that the words

ym '10^ nj?3B' in ver. 23 unquestionably point back to nljJ3B' in

D^p;, as there is no other way in which the article in Jnn can be

explained, just as wnn ni'3 in ver. 22 points back to the four-

teenth day mentioned in ver. 21 as the time of thepesach feast.

It follows from this, however, that Q'PJ nijJ2B' can only signify

a seven days' feast. It is true that the plural rtj?3E' appears

irreconcilable with this; for Kimchi's opinion, that nij?3E> is a

singular, written with Cholem instead of Patach, is purely a

result of perplexity, and the explanation given by Gussetius,

that Ezekiel speaks in the plural of weeks, because the refer-

ence is " to the institution of the Passover as an annual festival

to be celebrated many times in the series of times and ages," is

no better. The plural riij)3B' must rather be taken as a plural

of genus, as in '''}V, Gen. xiii. 12 and Judg. xii. 7 ;
|n3, Gen.

xix. 29 ; or D'aa, Gen. xxi. 7, Isa. xxxvii. 3 ; so that Ezekiel

speaks indefinitely of heptads of days, because he assumes that

the fact is well known that the feast only lasted one heptad of

days, as he expressly states in ver. 23. If this explanation of

the plural does not commend itself, we must take niwa" as a

copyist's error for niy^B', feast of a heptad of days, i.e. a feast

lasting a full week, and attribute the origin of this copyist's

error to the fact that nynB' jn naturally suggested the thought

of niWB' an, feast of weeks, or Pentecost, not merely because

the feast of Pentecost is always mentioned in the Pentateuch

along with the feasts of Passover and tabernacles, but also

because the only singular form of niJJflE' that we meet with

elsewhere is Vl^B' (Dan. ix. 27), or in the construct state y^'f

(Gen. xxix. 27), not nj^^B' and nyaip.—The word npsn is used

here as in Deut. xvi. 1, 2, so that it includes the seven days'

feast of unleavened bread. The Niphal ?3^; is construed with

the accusative in the olden style : mazzoth shall men eat.—In

EZEK. II. Y
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vers. 22 and 23 there follow the regulations concerning tlie

sacrifices of this festival, and first of all concerning the sin-

offering to be presented on the fourteenth day, on the evening

of which the paschal lamb was slaughtered and the paschal

meal was held (ver. 22). The Mosaic legislation makes no

allusion to this, but simply speaks of festal sacrifices for the

seven days of mazzoth, the 15th to the 21st Abib (Lev. xxiii.

5-8 ; Num. xxviii. 16-25), with regard to which fresh regula-

tions are also given here. The Mosaic law prescribes for each

of these seven days as burnt-offerings two bullocks, a ram, and

seven yearling lambs, as a meat-offering; three-tenths of an

ephah of meal mixed with oil for each bullock, two-tenths for

the ram, and one-tenth for each lamb, and a he-goat for the

sin-offering (Num. xxviii. 19-22). The new law for the feasts,

on the other hand, also requires, it is true, only one he-goat

daily for a sin-offering on the seven feast days, but for tlie

dailv burnt-offerings seven bullocks and seven rams each

;

and for the meat-offering, an ephah of meal and a hin of

oil for every bullock and for eveiy ram. In the new ihorah,

therefore, the burnt-offerings and meat-offerings are much

richer and more copious, and the latter in far greater measure

than the former.—Ver. 25. The same number of sacrifices is

to be offered throughout the feast of seven days falling upon

the fifteenth day of the seventh month. This feast is the feast

of tabernacles, but the name is not mentioned, doubtless because

the practice of living in tabernacles (booths) would be dropped

in the time to come. And even with regard to the sacrifices of

this feast, the new iliorah differs greatly from the old. Accord-

ing to the Mosaic law, there were to be offered, in addition to

the daily sin-offering of a he-goat, seventy bullocks in all as

burnt-offerings for the seven days; and these were to be so

distributed that on the first day thirteen were to be offered,

and the number was to be reduced by one on each of the

following days, so that there would be only seven bullocks

upon the seventh day; moreover, every day two rams and
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fourteen yearling lambs were to be offered, together with the

requisite quantity of meal and oil for a meat-offering ac-

cording to the number of the animals (Num. xxix. 12-34).

According to Ezekiel, on the other hand, the quantity of

provision made for the sacrifices remained the same as that

appointed for the feast of Passover; so that the whole cost

of the burnt-offerings and meat-offerings did not reach the

amount required by the Mosaic law. In addition to all this,

there was an eighth day observed as a closing festival in the

Mosaic feast of tabernacles, with special sacrifices; and this

also is wanting in Ezekiel.—But the following is still more

important than the points of difference just mentioned : Ezekiel

only mentions the two yearly feasts of seven days in the first

and seventh months, and omits not only the Pentecost, or feast

of weeks, but also the day of trumpets, on the first of the seventh

month, and the day of atonement on the tenth ; from which we

must infer that the Israel of the future would keep only the

two first named of all the yearly feasts. The correctness of

this conclusion is placed beyond the reach of doubt by the fact

that he practically transfers the feasts of the day of trumpets

and of the day of atonement, which were preparatory to the

feast of tabernacles, to the first month, by the appointment of

special sin-offerings for the first and seventh days of that month

(vers. 18-20), and of a sin-offering on the day of the paschal

meal (ver. 22). This essentially transforms the idea which

lies at the foundation of the cycle of Mosaic feasts, as we intend

subsequently to show, when discussing the meaning and signi-

ficance of the whole picture of the new kingdom of God, as

shown in ch. xl.-xlviii.

Chap. xlvi. 1-15. Sacrifices for the Sabbath and New Moon,

Freewill- Offerings, and Daily Sacrifices.

Vers. 1-7. Sacrifices foe the Sabbath and New Moon.

—As, according to ch. xlv. 17, it devolved upon the prince to

provide and bring the sacrifices for himself and the house of
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Israel ; after the appointment of the sacrifices to be offered at

the yearly feasts (eh, xlv. 18-25), and before the regulation of

the sacrifices for the Sabbath and new moon (ch. slvi. 4-7),

directions are given as to the conduct of the prince at the

offering of these sacrifices (ch. xlvi. 1-3). For although the

slaughtering and preparation of the sacrifices for the altar

devolved upon the priests, the prince was to be present at the

offering of the sacrifices to be provided by him, whereas the

people were under no obligation to appear before the Lord in

the temple except at the yearly feasts.

Ver. 1. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, The gate of the inner

court, which looks toward the east, shall be shut the six working

days, and on the Sabbath it shall be opened, and on the day of

the new moon it shall be opened. Ver. 2. And the prince shall

come by the way to the porch of the gate from without, and stand

at the posts of the gate, and the priests shall prepare his burnt-

offering and his peace-offerings, and he shall worship on the

threshold of the gate and then go out ; but the gate shall not be shut

till the evening. Ver. 3. And the people of the land shall worship

at the entrance of that gate on the Sabbaths and on the new moons

before Jehovah. Ver. 4. And the burnt-offering which the prince

shall offer to Jehovah shall consist on the Sabbath-day of six lambs

without blemish and a ram without blemish ; Ver. 5. And as a

meat-offering, an ephah for the ram, and for the lambs as a meat-

offering that which his hand may give, and of oil a hin to the ephah

{of meal). Ver. 6. And on the day of the new moon there shall be

a bullock, a young ox without blemish, and six lambs and a ram

without blemish ; Ver. 7. And he shallput an ephah for the bullock

and an ephah for the ram for the meat-offering, and for the lambs

as much as his hand affords, and of oil a hin for the ephah.—
Vers. 1-3 supply and explain the instructions given in ch.

xliv. 1-3 concerning the outer eastern gate. As the east

gate of the outer court (ch. xliv. 1), so also the east gate of

the inner court was to remain closed during (he six work-

ing days, and only to be opened on the Sabbaths and new
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moons, when it was to remain open till the evening. The

prince was to enter this inner east gate, and to stand there and

worship upon the threshold while his sacrifice was being pre-

pared and offered. iJ/K'ri D?1K "ii^n Nis is to be taken as in ch.

xliv. 3 ; but Hno, which is appended, is not to be referred to

the entrance into the inner court, as the statement would be

quite superfluous so far as this is concerned, since any one who

was not already in the inner court must enter the gate-building

of the inner court from without, or from the outer court. The

meaning of Y^^^ is rather that the prince was to enter, or to go

to, the gate porch of the inner court through the outer east gate.

There he was to stand at the posts of the gate and worship on

the threshold of the gate during the sacrificial ceremony ; and

when this was over he was to go out again, namely, by the same

way by which he entered (ch. xliv. 3). But the people who

came to the temple on the Sabbaths and new moons were to

worship nna, i.e. at the entrance of this gate, outside the

threshold of the gate. Kliefoth is wrong in taking nna in the

sense of through the doorway, as signifying that the people

were to remain in front of the outer east gate, and to worship

looking at the temple through this gate and through the open

gate between. For H'^^k} ^P?'"?, this gate, can only be the gate of

the inner court, which has been already mentioned. There is

no force in the consideration which has led Kliefoth to overlook

wnrij and think of the outer gate, namely, that " it would be

unnatural to suppose that the people were to come into the

outer court through the outer north and south gates, whilst the

outer east gate remained shut (or perhaps more correctly, was

opened for the prince), and so stand in front of the inner

court," as it is impossible to see what there is that is unnatural

in such a supposition. On the other hand, it is unnatural to

assume that the people, who, according to ver. 9, were to come

through the north and south gates into the outer court at all the

Q^'iJJiD to appear before Jehovah, were not allowed to enter the

court upon the Sabbaths and new moons if they should wish to
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worship before Jehovah upon these days also, but were to stand

outside before the gate of the outer court. The difference

between the princes and the people, with regard to visiting the

temple upon the Sabbaths and new moons, consisted chiefly in

this, that the prince could enter by the outer east gate and

proceed as far as the posts of the middle gate, and there wor-

ship upon the threshold of the gate, whereas the people were

only allowed to come into the outer court through the outer

north and south gates, and could only proceed to the front of

the middle gate.—Vers. 4 sqq. The burnt-offering for the

Sabbath is considerably increased when compared with that

appointed in the Mosaic law. The law requires two yearling

lambs with the corresponding meat-offering (Num. xxviii. 9)

;

Ezekiel, six lambs and one ram, and in addition to these a meat-

offering for the ram according to the proportion already laid

down in ch. xlv. 24 for the festal sacrifices ; and for the lambs,

St nriD, a gift, a present of his hand,—that is to say, not a hand-

ful of meal, but, according to the formula used in alternation

with it in ver. 7, as much as his hand can afford. For iB'Na

St y^P}, see Lev. xiv. 30, xxv. 26.—It is different with the

sacrifices of the new moon in vers. 6 and 7. The law of Moses

prescribed two bullocks, one ram, and seven lambs, with the

corresponding meat-offering, and a he-goat for a sin-offering

(Num. xxviii. 11-15) ; the thorah of Ezekiel, on the contrary,

omits the sin-offering, and reduces the burnt-offering to one

bullock, one ram, and six lambs, together with a meat-offering,

according to the proportion already mentioned, which is peculiar

to his law. The first D'p''pri in ver. 6 is a copyist's error for

• T

Vers. 8-12, On the Opening op the Temple foe the

People, and for the Voluntary Offerings of the

Prince.—Ver. 8. And when the prince cometh, he shall go in

hy the way to the porch of the gate, and hy its way shall he go

out. Ver. 9. And tchen the people of the land come before
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Jehovah on the feast days, he who enters through the north gate

to worship shall go out through the south gate; and he ivho enters

through the south gate shall go out through the north gate : they

shall not return through the gate through which they entered, but

go out straight forward. Ver. 10. And the prince shall enter in

the midst of them, when they enter ; and when they go out, they

shall go out (together). Ver. 11. And at the feast days and holy

days the meat-offering shall he an ephah for the bullock, an ephah

for the ram, and for the lambs what his hand may give, and of oil

ahinfor the ephah. Ver. 12. And when the prince prepares a

voluntary burnt-offering or voluntary peace-nfferings to Jehovah,

they shall open the gate that looks to the east, and he shallprepare

his burnt-offerings and his peace-offering as he does on the Sabbath

day ; and when he has gone out they shall shut the gate after his going

out.—The coming of the people to worship before Jehovah has

been already mentioned in ver. 3, but only casually, with refer-

ence to the position which they were to take behind the prince

in case any individuals should come on the Sabbaths or new

moons, on which they were not bound to appear. At the high

festivals, on the other hand, every one was to come (Deut.

xvi. 16) ; and for this there follow the necessary directions in

vers. 9 and 10, to prevent crowding aiylj-eoirlfusion. For the

purpose of linking these directions to -what comes before, the

rule already laid down in ver. 2 concerning the entrance and

exit of the prince is repeated in ver. 8. Q^lijio is supposed by

the commentators to refer to the high festivals of the first

and seventh months (ch. xlv. 21 and 25) ; but C^J^^D does not

apply to the same feasts as those which are called Q'fn in

ver. 11, as we may see from the combination of Q'sn and C'JJIiD.

C'in is the term applied to the greater annual feasts, as distin-

guished from the Sabbaths, new moons, and the day of atone-

ment. The Q'''75!io, on the contrary, are all the times and days

sanctified to the Lord, including even the Sabbath (see the

comm. on Lev. xxiii. 2). It is in this sense that ClJIio is used

here in ver. 9, and not D''jn; because what is laid down con-
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cerning the entrance and exit of tlie people, when visiting the

temple, is not merely intended to apply to the high festivals, on

which the people were bound to appear before Jehovah, but

also to such feast days as the Sabbaths and new moons, when-

ever individuals from among the people were desirous of their

own free-will to worship before the Lord. The latter cases

were not to be excluded, although, as ver. 10 clearly shows, the

great feasts were principally kept in mind. For the entrance

and exit of the prince in the midst of the people (ver. 10)

apply to the great yearly feasts alone. The Chetib ^KS» in

ver. 9 is to be preferred to the easier Keri N5f;, and is not

merely the more difficult reading, but the more correct readin»

also, as two kinds of people are mentioned,—those who entered

by the north gate and those who entered by the south. Both

are to go out walking straight forward; and neither of them

is to turn in the court for the purpose of going out by the gate

through which he entered. Even in ver. 10 is^if.'; is not to be

altered, as Hitzig supposes, but to be taken as referring to the

prince and the people.—In ver. 11, the instructions given in ch.

xlv. 24, xlvi. 5, 7, concerning the quantities composing the meat-

offering for the different feasts, are repeated here as rules

applicable to all festal times. DnviDSii D'jna has been correctly

explained as follows :
" at the feasts, and generally at all

regular (more correctly, established) seasons," cf. ch. xlv. 17.

Only the daily sacrifices are excepted from this rule, other

regulations being laid down for them in ver. 14.—Ver. 12. The

freewill-offerings could be presented on any week-day. And
the rules laid down in vers. 1 and 2 for the Sabbath-offerings

of the prince are extended to cases of this kind, with one

modification, namely, that the east gate, which had been opened

for the occasion, should be closed again as soon as the sacrificial

ceremony was over, and not left open till the evening, as on the

Sabbath and new moon. r\yn is a substantive : the freewill-

offering, which could be either a burnt-offering or a peace-

offering.
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Vers. 13-15. The Daily Sacrifice.— Ver. 13. A7id a

yearling lamb viithout blemish slialt thou prepare as a burnt-

offering daily for Jehovah : every morning shalt thou prepare

it. Ver. 14. And a meat-offering shalt thou add to it every

morning, a sixth of an ephah, and oil a third of a hin, to moisten

the wheaten flour, as a meat-offering for Jehovah : let these be ever-

lasting statutes, perpetually enduring. Ver. 15. And prepare the

lamb, and the meat-offering, and the oil, every morning as a per-

petual burnt-offering.—The preparation of the daily sacrifice is

not imposed upon the prince, in harmony with ch. xlv. 17 ; it is

the duty of the congregation, which the priests have to super-

intend. Every morning a yearling lamb is to be brought as a

burnt-offering. The Mosaic law required such a Iamb both

morning and evening (Num. xxviii. 3, 4). The new thorah

omits the evening sacrifice, but increases the meat-offering to

the sixth of an ephah of meal and the third of a hin of oil,

against the tenth of an ephah of meal and the fourth of a hin of

oil prescribed by the Mosaic law (Num. xxviii. 5). Dh, from

DD-J, air. Xej., to moisten (of. Q"'?''?'!, Song of Sol. v. 2). The

plural nipn refers to the burnt -offering and meat-offering.

I'Ofi is added to give greater force, and, according to the

correct remark of Hitzig, appears to be intended as a sttbsti-

-tute for DD^nhil^ in Lev. xxiii. 14, 21, 31. The repeated

emphasizing of "ii?.3a lipa? shows that the silence as to the

evening sacrifice is not a mere oversight of the matter, but

that in the new order of worship tiie evening sacrifice is to

be omitted. The Chetib ^^V). is to be retained, in oppositfon

to the Keri m;^.

This brings to an end the new order of worship. The

verses which follow in the chapter before us introduce two

supplementary notices,—namely, a regulation pointing back to

ch. xlv. 7-9, concerning the right of the prince to hand down

or give away his landed property (vers. 16-18) ; and a brief

description of the sacrificial kitchens for priests and people

(vers. 19-24).
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Vers. 1 6-18. On the Eight of the Prince to dispose

OF HIS Landed Peopekty.—Ver. 16. Thus saith the Lord

Jehovah, If the prince gives a present to one of his sons, it is his

inheritance, shall belong to his sons ; it is their possession, in an

hereditary way. Ver. 17. But if he gives a present from his in-

heritance to one of his servants, it shall belong to him till the year

of liberty, and then return to the prince ; to his sons alone shall his

inheritance remain. Ver. 18. And the prince shall not take from

the inheritance of the people, so as to thrust them out of their

possession; from his own possession he shall transmit to his

sons, that no one of my people be scattered from his possession.

^According to ch. xlv. 7, 8, at the future division of the land

among the tribes, a possession was to be given to the prince on

both sides of the holy heave and of the city domain, that he

might not seize upon a possession by force, as the former

princes had done. The prince might give away portions of

this royal property, but only within such limits that the design

with which a regal possession had been granted might not be

frustrated. To his sons, as his heirs, he might make gifts

therefrom, which would remain their own property ; but if he

presented to any one of his servants a portion of his hereditary

property, it was to revert to the prince in the year of liberty

;

just as, according to the Mosaic law, the hereditary field of an

Israelite, which had been alienated, was to revert to its heredi-

tary owner (Lev. xxvii. 24, compared with xxv. 10-13). The

suffix in in?™ (ver. 16) is not to be taken as referring to the

prince, and connected with the preceding words in opposition

to the accents, but refers to Vjao E'''N, What the prince gives

to one of his sons from his landed property shall be his n^na, j.g.

his hereditary possession. This is expressed still more generally

in the next clause : to his (the prince's) sons shall it (the land

presented) belong as their npnjj i,e. after the manner of an

hereditary possession. On the other hand, what the prince

presents to one of his servants shall not become hereditary in

his case, but shall revert to the prince in the year of liberty, or
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the year of jubilee. The second half of ver. 17 reads verbally

thus :
" only his inheritance is it ; as for his sons, it shall belong

to them."—And as the prince was not to break up his regal

possession by presents made to servants, so was he (ver. 18)

also not to put any one out of his possession by force, for the

purpose, say, of procuring property for his own sons ; but was

to give his sons their inheritance from his own property alone.

For njiiij compare ch. xlv. 8, and such passages as 1 Sam.

viii. 14, xxii. 7. We shall return by and by to the question,

how this regulation stands related to the view that the prince

is the Messiah.

Vers. 19-24. The Sacrificial Kitchens fob the

Priests and foe the People.—Ver. 19. And he brought

me up the entrance by the shoulder of the gate to the holy cells for

the priests, which looked to the north ; and behold there was a

place on the outermost side toward the west. Ver. 20. And he

said to me, This is the place where the priests boil the trespass-

offering and the sin-offering, where they bake the meat-offering

that they may not need to carry it out into the outer court, to

sanctify the people. Ver. 21. And he led me out into the outer

court, and caused me to pass by the four corners of the court

;

and behold, in every corner of the court there was again a

court. Ver. 22. In the four corners of the court were closed

courts of forty cubits in length and thirty cubits in breadth;

all four corner spaces had one measure. Ver. 23. And a

row of stands was round about therein in all four, and boiling

hearths were under the rows made round about. Ver. 24.

And he said to me. These are the kitchen-house, where the ser-

vants of the house boil the slain - ofering of the people.—
In the list and description of the subordinate buildings of the

temple, the sacrificial kitchens are passed over ; and they are

therefore referred to here again in a supplementary manner.

Ewald has shifted vers. 19-24, and placed them after ch.

xlii. 14, which would certainly have been the most suitable
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place for mentioning the sacrificial kitchens for the priests.

But it is evident that they stood here originally, and not there

;

not only from the fact that in ver. 19a the passage to the holy

cells (ch. xlii. 1 sqq.) is circumstantially described, which would

have been unnecessary if the description of the kitchens had

originally followed immediately after ch. xlii. 14, as Ezekiel

was then standing by the cells ; but also, and still more clearlj',

from the words that serve as an introduction to what follows,

" he led me back to the door of the house " (ch. xlvii. 1), which

are unintelligible unless he had changed his standing- place

between ch. xlvi. 18 and xlvii. 1, as is related in ch. xlvi. 19

and 21, since Ezekiel had received the sacrificial tliorah (ch.

xliv. 5-xlvi. 18) in front of the house (ch. xliv. 4). If

vers. 19-24 had originally stood elsewhere, so that ch. xlvii. 1

was immediately connected with ch. xlvi. 18, the transition-

formula in ch. xlvii. \a would necessarily have read very

differently.—But with this section the right of the preceding

one, vers. 16-18, which Ewald has arbitrarily interpolated in

ch. xlv. between vers. 8 and 9, to hold its present place in the

chapter before us as an appendix, is fully vindicated.—The

holy cells (ver. 19) are those of the northern cell-building (ch-

xlii. 1-10) described in ch. xlii. 1-14 (see Plate I. L). Ni2B3

is the approach or way mentioned in ch. xlii. 9, which led from

the northern inner gate to these cells (see Plate I. I) ; not the

place to which Ezekiel was brought (Kliefoth), but the passage

along which he was led. The spot to which he was conducted

follows in niaB'pri PX (the article before the construct state, as

in ch. xliii. 21, etc.). D''3n3n bx is appended to this in the form

of an apposition ; and here niaB'p is to be repeated in thought

:

to those for the priests. 'S riiJSn belongs to niac'^ri. There,

.

i.e. by the cells, was a space set apart at the outermost (hinder-

most) sides toward the west (Plate I. 1/), for the boiling of the

flesh of the trespass-offering and sin-offering, and the baking

of the minchah,—that is to say, of those portions of the sacrifices

which the priests were to eat in their official capacity (see the
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comm. on ch. xlii. 13). For the motive assigned in ver. 205

for the provision of special kitchens for this object, see the

exposition of ch. Scliv. 19.—In addition to these, kitchens were

required for the preparation of the sacrificial meals, which were

connected with the offering of the shelamim, and were held by

those who presented them. These sacrificial kitchens for the

people are treated of in vers. 20-24, They were situated in

the four corners of the outer court (Plate I. N). To show

them to the prophet, the angel leads him into the outer court.

The holy cells (ver. 19) and the sacrificial kitchens for the

priests (ver. 20) were also situated by the outside wall of the

inner court ; and for this reason Ezekiel had already been led

out of the inner court, where he had received the sacrificial

thorah, through the northern gate of the court by the way

which led to the holy cells, that he might be shown the sacri-

ficial kitchens. When, therefore, it is stated in ver. 21 that

"he led me out into the outer court," V??''Vi'' can only be

.explained on the supposition that the space from the surround-

ing wall of the inner court to the way which led from the gate

porch of that court to the holy cells, and to the passage which

continued this way in front of the cells (Plate I. I and m), was

regarded as an appurtenance of the inner court. In every one

of the four corners of the outer court there was a (small)

courtyard in the court. The repetition of 'nn jiVpoa "lyn has a

distributive force. The small courtyards in the four corners of

the court were nnpp, i.e. not " uncovered," as this would be

unmeaning, since all courts or courtyards were uncovered ; nor

" contracted " (Bottcher), for iHi? has no such meaning ; nor

"fumum exhalantia," as the Talmudists suppose ; nor " bridged

over " (Hitzig), which there is also nothing in the language to

sustain ; but in all probability atria clausa, i. e. muris cincta et

januis clausa (Ges. Tkes.), from l^p ; in Aram, ligavit; in

Ethiop. clausit, obseravit januam. The word nijJSiJria is marked

with puncta extraordinaria by the Masoretes as a suspicious

word, and is also omitted in the Septuagint and Vulgate.
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Bottcher and Hitzig have therefore expunged it as a gloss.

But even Hitzig admits that this does not explain how it found

its way into the text. The word is a Hophal participle of VVi^,

in the sense of cornered off, cut off into corners, and is in

apposition to the suffix to DPiyaiSP,—literally, one measure was

to all four, the spaces or courtyards cut off in the corners. For

this appositional use of the participle, compare 1 Kings xiv. 6.

Tliere is also a difference of opinion as to the meaning of the

word "1113, which only occurs here and in Ex. xxviii. 17 sqq.

and xxxix. 10, where it signifies " row," and not "enclosure
"

(Kliefoth). niTta, which follows, is evidently merely the femi-

nine plural, from 11D, as HTB is also derived from n^D, in the

sense of " to encircle" (see the comm. on Ps. Ixix. 26). Con-

sequently "I1D does not mean a covering or boundary wall, but

a row or shelf of brickwork which had several separate shelves,

under which the cooking hearths were placed. ni?^3D, not

kitchens, but cooking hearths ; strictly speaking a partic. Piel,

things which cause to boil.— D7E'3)3n IT'S, kitchen house.

n;3n "'fliB'D, the temple servants, as distinguished from the

servants of Jehovah (ch. xliv, 15, 16), are the Levites (ch.

xliv. 11, 12). wy is construed as in ch. xl. 17 and xli. 18, 19.

AND DISTRIBUTION OI? IT AMONG THE TKIBES OF ISRAEL.

After Ezekiel had seen the entrance of the glory of the Lord

into the new temple, which was measured before his eyes, and

had received the new thorali to be announced to the people

concerning the service which Israel was to render to its God in

the new sanctuary, a stream of living water was shown to him,

proceeding from the threshold of the temple, flowing to the

Arabah, and emptying itself into the Dead Sea, to fertilize the

barren soil, and fill the salt water of the Dead Sea with vital

power (ch. xlvii. 1-12) ; and finally, the command of the

Lord is communicated to him concerning the boundaries of the
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holy land, its distribution among the twelve tribes of Israel,

and the building of the holy city (ch. xlvii. 13-xlviii. 35).

Chap, xlvii. 1-12. Tlie River of Water of Life.

When Jehovah shall have judged all the heathen in the

valley of Jehoshaphat, and shall dwell as King of His people

upon Zion His holy mountain, then will the mountains trickle

with new wine, and the hills run with milk, and all the brooks

of Judah flow with water ; and a spring will proceed from the

house of Jehovah, and water the Acacia valley. With these

figures Joel (ch. iv. 18) has already described the river of

salvation, which the Lord would cause to flow to His congrega-

tion in the time when the kingdom of God shall be perfected.

This picture of the Messianic salvation shapes itself in the case

of our prophet into the magnificent vision contained in the

section before us.^—Ver. 1. And he led me back to the door of

the house, and, behold, water flowed out from under the threshold

of the house toward the east, for the front side of the house ivas

toifiard the east ; and the water flowed down from below, from

the right shoulder of the house on the south of the altar. Ver. 2.

And he led me out by the way of the north gate, and caused me

to go round about on the outside, to the outer gate of the way to

the (gate), looking toward the east ; and, behold, waters rippled

for the right shoulder of the gate. Ver. 3. When the man went

out toward the east, he had a measuring line in his hand, and

he measured a thousand cubits, and caused me to go through

the water^water to the ankles. Ver. 4. And he measured a

thousand, and caused me to go through the water—water to the

knees ; and he measured a thousand, and caused me to go through

—water to the hips. Ver. 5. And he measured a thousand—
a river throtigh which I could not walk, for the water was high,

water to swim in, a river which could not be forded. Ver. 6.

And he said to me, Hast thou seen it, son of man f and he led me

^ Compare W. Neumann, Die Wasser des Lebens. An exegetical study

on Ezek. xlvii. 1-12. Berlin, 1848.
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lack again hy the bank of the river. Ver. 7. When I returned,

behold, there stood on the bank of the river very many trees on

this side and on that. Ver. 8. And he said to me. This water

flows out into the eastern circle, and runs down into the plain,

and reaches the sea ; into the sea is it carried out, that the waters

may become wholesome. Ver. 9. And it loill come to pass, every

living thing with which it swarms everywhere, whither the double

river comes, will live, and there will be very many fishes ; for

when this ivater comes thither they will become wholesome, and

everything will live whither the river comes. Ver. 10. And

fishermen will stand by it, from Engedi to Eneglaim they will

spread out nets ; after their kind will there be fishes therein, like

the fishes of the great sea, very many. Ver. 11. Its marshes and

its swamps, they will not become wholesome, they will be given up

to salt. Ver. 12. And by the river will all kinds of trees of

edible fruit grow on its bank, on this side and on that ; their leaves

IVill not wither, and their fruits will not fail; every moon they

will bear ripe fruit, for its vjater flows out of its sanctuary.

And their fruits will serve as food, and their leaves as medicine.

From the outer court, where Ezekiel had been shown the

sacrificial kitchens for the people (ch. xlvi. 21 sqq.), he is taken

back to the front of the door of the temple house, to be shown

a spring of water, flowing out from under the threshold of the

temple, which has swollen in the short course of four thousand

cubits from its source into a deep river in which men can swim,

and which flows down to the Jordan valley, to empty itself into

the Dead Sea. In vers. 1 and 2, the origin and course of this

water are described ; in vers. 3 and 5, its marvellous increase

;

in ver. 6, the growth of trees on its banks ; in vers. 7-12, its

emptying itself into the Arabah and into the Dead Sea, with

the life-giving power of its water.—Ver. 1. The door of the

house is the entrance into the holy place of the temple, and (Fisp

n)an the threshold of this door. "O'li^, not "in the east"

(Hitzig), for the following sentence explaining the reason does

not require this meaning; but "toward the east" of the
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tliresliold, which lay toward the east, for the front of the

temple was in the east. nnriD is not to be connected with

f)n3B, but to be taken by itself, only not in the sense of down-

wards (Hitzig), but from beneath, namely, down from the

right shoulder of the house. TlJ, to flow down, because the

temple stood on higher ground than the inner court. The

right shoulder is the part of the eastern wall of the holy place

between the door and the pillars, the breadth of which was five

cubits (ch. xli. 1). The water therefore issued from the corner

formed by the southern wall of the porch and the eastern wall

of the holy place (see the sketch on Plate I.), and flowed past

the altar of burnt-offering on the south side, and crossed the

court in an easterly direction, passing under its surrounding

wall. It then flowed across the outer court and under the

pavement and the eastern wall into the open country, where

the prophet, on the outside in front of the gate, saw it rippling

forth from the right shoulder of that gate. That he might

do this, he was led out through the north gate, because the east

gate was shut (ch. xliv. 1), and round by the outside wall

to the eastern outer gate, pn iin^ is more minutely defined

by nnn •lyB'-^K, and this, again, by D''1i^ njian -^-n, « by the

way to the (gate) looking eastwards." The air. Xey. Q''|iSp,

Piel of naa, related to n33, most probably signifies to ripple,

not to trickle. 0^0 has no article, because it is evident from

the context that the water was the same as that which Ezekiel

had seen in the inner court, isstiing from the threshold of the

temple. The right shoulder is that portion of the eastern wall

which joined the south side of the gate.—Vers. 3-5. The

miraculous increase in the depth of the water. A thousand

cubits from the wall, as one walked through, it reached to the

ankles; a thousand cubits further, to the knees; a thousand

cubits further, to the hips ; and after going another thousand

cubits it was impossible to wade through, one could only swim

therein. The words D1PS>? '? are a brief expression for " there

was water which reached to the ankles." DSS is equivalent to

EZEK. II. Z
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DS, an ankle, not the sole of the foot. In 1 Chron. xi. 13,

on the other hand, we have COT Da for D^OT D3X. Tlie

striking expression D^3"i3 D*D for D)?"}? ^P may possibly have

been chosen because D'?"!? 'p had the same meaning as ''B'D

DvJ"] in Isa, xxxvi. 12 (Ken). The measuring man directed

the prophet's attention (ver. 6) to this extraordinary increase

in the stream of water, because the miraculous nature of the

stream was exhibited therein. A natural river could not

increase to such an extent within such short distances, unless,

indeed, other streams emptied themselves into it on all sides,

which was not the case here. He then directed him to go back

again nSE' py, along the bank, not " to the bank," as he had

never left it. The purpose for which he had been led along

the bank was accomplished after he had gone four thousand

cubits. From the increase in the water, as measured up to this

point, he could infer what depth it would reach in its further

course. He is therefore now to return along the bank to see

how it is covered with trees. 'J31B'3 cannot be explained in any

other way than as an incorrect form for ''31!5'3, though there

are no corresponding analogies to be found.

In vers. 8-12 he gives him a still further explanation of the

course of the river and the effect of its waters. The river flows

out into njimjjrt npvjn, the eastern circle, which is identical

with ni^n nWa, the circle of the Jordan (Josh. xxii. 10, 11),

the region above the Dead Sea, where the Jordan valley (Ghor)

widens out into a broad, deep basin, "^nyn is the deep valley

of the Jordan, now called the Ghor (see the comm. on Deut. i. 1),

of which Eobinson says that the greater part remains a desolate

wilderness. It was so described in ancient times (see Joseph.

Bell. Jud. iii. 10. 7, iv. 8. 2), and we find it so to-day (compare

v. Eaumer, Pal. p. 58). n&n is the Dead Sea, called Djn

•'MDnijn in ver. 18, and the sea of the Arabah in Deut. iii. 17,

iv. 49. We agree with Hengstenberg in taking the words

D''NSU3n n^;n-^S as an emphatic summing up of the previous

statement concerning the outflow of the water, to which the
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explanation concerning its effect upon the Dead Sea is attacherl,

and supply 1S3 from the clause innmediately preceding : " the

waters of the river that have been brought out (come) to the

sea, and the waters of the Dead Sea are healed." There is no

need, therefore, for the emendation proposed by Hitzig, namely,

m'i^O on av] bt^. So much, however, is beyond all doubt,

that nsjn is no other than the Dead Sea already mentioned.

The supposition that it is the Mediterranean Sea (Chald., Eos.,

Ewald, and others) cannot be reconciled with the words, and

has only been transferred to this passage from Zech. xiv. 8.

Nsnj signifies, as in 2 Kings ii. 22, the healing or rendering

wholesome of water that is injurious or destructive to life. The
character of the Dead Sea, with which the ancients were also

well acquainted, and of which Tacitus writes as follows : Lacus

immenso amhitu, specie maris sapore corruptior, gravitate odoris

accolis pestifer, neque vento impellitur neque pisces aiit suetas

aquis volucres patitur (Hist. v. c. 6),—a statement confirmed by

all modern travellers (cf. v. Eaumer, PaZ. pp. 61 sqq., and

Eobinson, Physical Geography of the. Holy Land),—is regarded

as a disease of the water, which is healed or turned into whole-

some water in which fishes can live, by the water of the river

proceeding from the sanctuary. The healing and life-giving

effect of this river upon the Dead Sea is described in vers. 9

and 10. Whithersoever the waters of the river come, all

animated beines will come to life and flourish. In ver. 9 the

dual Dvnj occasions some difiiculty. It is not likely that the

dual should have been used merely for the sake of its re-

semblance to D^O, as Maurer imagines ; and still less probable

is it that there is any allusion to a junction of the river proceed-

ing from the temple at some point in its course with the Kedron,

which also flows into the Dead Sea (Havernick), as the Kedron

is not mentioned either before or afterwards. According to

Kliefoth, the dual is intended to indicate a division which takes

place in the waters of the river, that have hitherto flowed on

together, as soon as they enter the sea. But this would certainly
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have been expressed more clearly. Hengstenberg takes the

expression " double river " to mean a river with a strong cur-

rent, and refers to Jer. 1. 21 in support of this. This is pro-

bably the best explanation ; for nothing is gained by altering

the text into D^na (Ewald) or D'^™ (Hitzig), as tra does not

require definition by means of a suffix, nor does the plural

answer to the context, 'lJ1 1t?'^"^3 ?^ is to be taken in con-

nection with Y'^^] "^P^. :
" wherewith it swarms whithersoever

the river comes;" though ?s does not stand for ^V after Gen.

vii. 21, as Hitzig supposes, but is to be explained from a species

of attraction, as in Gen. xx. 13. n^H' is a pregnant expression,

to revive, to come to life. The words are not to be understood,

however, as meaning that tliere were living creatures in the

Dead Sea before the health-giving water flowed into it ; the

thought is simply, that whithersoever the waters of the river

come, there come into existence living creatures in the Dead

Sea, so that it swarms with them. In addition to the Yl^, the

quantity of fish is specially mentioned; and in the second

hemistich the reason is assigned for the number of living

creatures that come into existence by a second allusion to the

health-giving power of the water of the river. The subject to

iNSTi, viz. the waters of the Dead Sea, is to be supplied from

the context. The great abundance of fish in the Dead Sea

produced by the river is still further depicted in ver. 10.

Fishermen will spread their nets along its coast from Engedi to

Eneglaim; and as for their kind, there will be as many kinds of

fish there as are to be found in the great or Mediterranean

Sea. '1? YV, i.e. Goat's spring, now Ain-Jidi, a spring in

the middle of the west coast of the Dead Sea, with ruins of

several ancient buildings (see the comm. on Josh. xv. 62, and

v. Eaumer, Pal. p. 188). D;P3y py has not yet been discovered,

though, from the statement of Jerome, " Engallim is at the

beginning of the Dead Sea, where the Jordan enters it," it has

been conjectured that it is to be found in Ain el-Feshkhah, a

spring at the northern end of the west coast, where there are
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also ruins of a small square tower and other buildings to be

seen {vid. Kobinson's Falestine, II. pp. 491, 492), as none of

the other springs on the west coast, of which there are but few,

answer so well as this. <^}''v? is pointed without Mappik, pro-

bably because the Masoretes did not regard the n as a suffix, as

the noun to which it alludes does not follow till afterwards.

—

Ver. 11 introduces an exception, namely, that notwithstanding

this the Dead Sea will still retain marshes or pools and swamps,

which will not be made wholesome (HXJfa for niS3, pools). An
allusion to the natural character of the Dead Sea underlies the

words. " In the rainy season, when the sea is full, its waters

overspread many low tracts of marsh land, which reipain after

the receding of the water in the form of moist pools or basins ;

and as the water in these pools evaporates rapidly, the ground

becomes covered with a thick crust of salt" (Robinson's Physical

Geography, p. 215). 13)13 npio?, they are given up to salt, i.e.

destined to remain salt, because the waters of the river do not

reach them. The light in which the salt is regarded here is

not that of its seasoning properties, but, in the words of Heng-

stenberg, " as the foe to all fruitfulness, all life and prosperity,

as Pliny has said {Hist. Nat. xxxi. c. 7 : Omnis locus, in quo

r<eperitur sal, sterilis est nihilqve gigniV) (cf. Deut. xxix. 22 ; Jer.

xvii. 6 ; Zeph. ii. 9 ; Ps. cvii. 34).—In ver. 12 the effect of the

water of the river upon the vegetation of the ground, already

mentioned in ver. 7, is still further described. On its coast

grow all kinds of trees with edible fruits (-'^SD yv, as in Lev.

six. 23), whose leaves do not wither, and whose fruits do not

fail, but ripen every month (I??, to produce first-fruits, i.e.

fresh fruits ; and D''B''in? distributive, as in Isa. xlvii. 13), be-

cause the waters which moisten the soil proceed from the

sanctuary, i.e. " directly and immediately from the dwelling-

place of Him who is the author of all vital power and fruitful-

ness" (Hitzig). The leaves and fruits of these trees therefore

possess supernatural powers. The fruits serve as food, i.e. for

the maintenance of the life produced by the river of water;
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the leaves as medicine (nsinn from fjil = NSn, healing), i.e. for

the healing of the sick and corrupt (et? depairelav, Rev. xxii. 2).

In the effect of the water proceeding from the sanctuary

upon the Dead Sea and the land on its shores, as described in

vers. 8-12, the significance of this stream of water in relation

to the new kingdom of God is implied. If, then, the question be

asked, what we are to understand by this water, whether we are

to take it in a literal sense as the temple spring, or in a spiritual

and symbolical sense, the complete answer can only be given in

connection with the interpretation of the whole of the temple

vision (ch. xl.-xlviii.). Even if we assume for the moment,

however, that the description of the new temple, with the wor-

ship appointed for it, and the fresh division of Canaan, is to be

understood literally, and therefore that the building of an

earthly temple upon a high mountain in the most holy terumah

of the land set apart for Jehovah, and a renewal of the bleeding

sacrifices in this temple by the twelve tribes of Israel, when

restored to Palestine from the heathen lands, are to be taken

for granted, it would be difficult to combine with this a literal

interpretation of what is said concerning the effect of the

temple spring. It is true that in Volck's opinion " we are to

think of a glorification of nature;" but even this does not

remove the difficulties which stand in the way of a literal inter-

pretation of the temple spring. According to ver. 12, its waters

possess the life-giving and healing power ascribed to them

because they issue from the sanctuary. But how does the

possession by the water of the power to effect the glorification

of nature harmonize with its issuing from a temple in which

bullocks, rams, calves, and goats are slaughtered and sacrificed ?

—Volck is still further of opinion that, with the spiritual inter-

pretation of the temple spring, " nothing at all could be made

of the fishermen ;" because, for example, he cannot conceive of

the spiritual interpretation in any other way than as an alle-

gorical translation of all the separate features of the prophetic

picture into spiritual things. But he has failed to consider
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that the fishermen with their nets on the shore of the sea, once

dead, but now swarming with fisli, are irreconcilably opposed to

the assumption of a glorification of nature in the holy land,

just because the inhabitants of the globe or holy land, in its

paradisaically glorified state, will no more eat fish or other

flesh, according to the teaching of Scripture, than the first men
in Paradise. When once the wolf shall feed with the lamb,

the leopard with the kid, the cow with the bear, and the lion

shall eat straw like the ox, under the sceptre of the sprout from

the stem of Jesse, then will men also cease their fishing, and

no longer slaughter and eat either oxen or goats. To this the

Israelites will form no exception in their glorified land of

Canaan.—And if even these features in the vision before us

decidedly favour the figurative or spiritual view of the temple

spring, the necessity for this explanation is placed beyond the

reach of doubt by a comparison of our picture with the parallel

passages. According to Joel iv. 18, at the time when a spring

issues from the house of Jehovah and the vale of Shittim is

watered, the mountains trickle with new wine, and the hills run

with milk. If, then, in this ease we understand what is afiirmed

of the temple spring literally, the trickling of the mountains

with new wine and the flowing of the hills with milk must be

taken literally as well. But we are unable to attain to the

belief that in the glorified land of Israel the mountains will be

turned into springs of new wine, and the hills into fountains of

milk; and in the words of the whole verse we can discern

nothing but a figurative description of the abundant streams of

blessing which will then pour over the entire land. And just

as in Joel the context points indisputably to a non-literal or

figurative explanation, so also does the free manner in which

Zechariah uses this prophecy of his predecessors, speaking only

of living waters which issue from Jerusalem, and flow half

into the eastern (i.e. the Dead) sea, and half into the western

{i.e. the Mediterranean) sea (Zech. xiv. 8), show that he was

not thinking of an actual spring with earthly water. And here
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we are still provisionally passing by the application made of

this feature in the prophetic descriptions of the glory of the

new kingdom of God in the picture of the heavenly Jerusalem

(Rev. xxii. 1 and 2).

The figurative interpretation, or spiritual explanation, is

moreover favoured by the analogy of the Scriptures. " Water,"

which renders the unfruitful land fertile, and supplies refresh-

ing drink to the thirsty, is used in Scripture as a figure denoting

blessing and salvation, which had been represented even in

Paradise in the form of watering (cf. Gen. xiii. 10). In Isa.

xli. 3, " and with joy ye draw water from the wells of salvation,"

the figure is expressly interpreted. And so also in Isa. xliv. 3,

"I will pour water upon the thirsty one, and streams upon the

desert ; I will pour my Spirit upon thy seed, and my blessing

upon thine offspring :" where the blessing answers to the water,

the Spirit is named as the principal form in which the blessing

is manifested, "the foundation of all other salvation for the

people of God" (Hengstenberg). This salvation, which Joel

had already described as a spring issuing from the house of

Jehovah and watering the dry acacia valley, Ezekiel saw in a

visionary embodiment as water, which sprang from under the

threshold of the temple into which the glory of the Lord

entered, and had swollen at a short distance off into so mighty

a river that it was no longer possible to wade through. In this

way the thought is symbolized, that the salvation which the

Lord causes to flow down to His people from His throne will

pour down from small beginnings in marvellously increasing

fulness. The river flows on into the barren, desolate waste of

the Ghor, and finally into the Dead Sea, and makes the waters

thereof sound, so that it swarms with fishes. The waste is a

figure denoting spiritual drought and desolation, and the Dead

Sea a symbol of the death caused by sin. The healing and

quickening of the salt waters of that sea, so fatal to all life, set

forth the power of that divine salvation which conquers death,

and the calling to life of the world sunk in spiritual death.
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From this comes life in its creative fulness and manifold variety,

as shown both by the figure of the fishermen who spread their

nets along the shore, and by the reference to the kinds of fisli,

which are as manifold in their variety as those in the great sea.

But life extends no further than the water of salvation flows.

Wherever it cannot reach, the world continues to lie in death.

The pools and swamps of the Dead Sea are still given up to

salt. And lastly, the water of salvation also possesses the

power to produce trees with leaves and fruits, by which the life

called forth from death can be sustained and cured of all

diseases. This is the meaning, according to the express statement

of the text, of the trees with their never withering leaves, upon

the banks of the river, and their fruits ripening every month.

Chap, xlvii. 13-xlviii. 35. Boundaries and Division of the Holy

Land. Description of the City of God.

Chap, xlvii. 13-23. Boundaries of the Land to be

DIVIDED AMONG THE Tkibes OF IsEAEL. (See the map,

Plate IV.)—Ver. 13. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, This is the

boundary according to which ye shall divide the land among you

for an inheritance, for Joseph portions. Ver. 14. And ye shall

receive it for an inheritance, one as well as another, because I

lifted up my hand to give it to your fathers ; and thus shall this

land fall to you for an inheritance. Ver. 15. And this is the

boundary of the land : toward the north side, from the great sea

onwards by the way to Chetlon, in the direction of Zedad;

Ver. 16. Hamath, Berotah, Sihraim, which is between the bound-

ary of Damascus and the boundary of Hamath, the central

Eazer, which is on the boundary of Hauran. Ver. 17. And the

boundary from the sea shall be Hazar-Enon, the boundary town

of Damascus ; and as for the north northwards, Hamath is the

boundary. This, the north side. Ver. 18. And the east side

between Hauran and Damascus and Gilead and the land of Israel,

sliall be the Jordan ; from the boundary to the eastern sea ye

shall measure. This, the east side. Ver. 19. And the south side
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toward the south; from Tamar to the water of strife, Kadesh,

along the brook to the great sea. This, the south side toward the

south. Ver. 20. And the west side ; the great sea from the

boundary to Hamath. This, the west side. Ver. 21. This land

shall ye divide among you according to the tribes of Israel.

Ver. 22. And it shall come to pass, ye shall divide it by lot

among yourselves for an inheritance, and among the foreigners

who dwell in the midst of you, who have begotten sons in the

midst of you ; they shall be to you like natives born among the

sons of Israel ; they shall cast lots with you for an inheritance

among the tribes of Israel. Ver. 23. And it shall come to pass,

in the tribe in which the foreigner dwells, there shall ye give him

his inheritance, is the saying of the Lord Jehovah.

The fixing of the boundary of tlie land which Israel was to

divide in future according to its twelve tribes is commenced

(vers. 13 and 14) and concluded (vers. 22 and 23) with cer-

tain general statements concerning the distribution. The

introductory statements are attached to the heading "this is

the boundary," which is therefore repeated in ver. 15. nj is

evidently a copyist's error for ntj which is adopted by all the

older translators, contained in some Codd., and demanded by Htl

in ver. 15. ?i3a stands here for the whole of the boundary of

the land to be distributed ; and "IB'S which follows is an accusa-

tive, "according to which."—" According to the twelve tribes,"

—

for all Israel is to return and dwell as 07ie people of God under

one prince in its own land (cli. xxxvi. 24 sqq., xxxvii. 21 sqq.).

But the division among the twelve tribes is more precisely

defined immediately afterwards by the clause abruptly appended,

" Joseph portions," i.e. two portions for Joseph. There can be

no doubt that this is the meaning of the words in accordance

with Gen. xlviii. 22 and Josh. xvii. 14, 17. Hence the notice-

like form of the expression, which should not be obliterated by

pointing h'hzn as a dual, Dv?n.. If the land was to be divided

by lot according to twelve tribes, and the tribe of Levi was to

receive its portion from the terumah which was set apart,
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Joseph must necessarily receive two hereditary portions for his

sons Ephraim and Manasseh, in accordance with the appoint-

ment of the patriarch in Gen. xlviii. 22. The commencement

of ver. 14 is not at variance with this, as Hitzig imagines ; for the

words, " ye shall receive it for an inheritance, one as another,"

simply affirm, that of the twelve tribes reckoned by Israel in

relation to the n?™, all were to receive equal shares, the one as

much as the other. As the reason for this command to divide

the land, allusion is made to the oath with which God promised

to give this land to the fathers (cf. ch. xx. 28).—The definition

of the boundaries commences with ver. 15. In form it differs

in many points from Num. xxxiv. 1-15, but in actual fact it

is in harmony with the Mosaic definition. In Num. xxxiv. the

description commences with the southern boundary, then pro-

ceeds to the western and northern boundaries, and closes with

the eastern. In Ezekiel it commences with the northern bound-

ary and proceeds to the east, the south, and the west. This

difference may be explained in a very simple manner, from the

fact that the Israelites in the time of Moses came from Egypt

i.e. marching from the south, and stood by the south-eastern

boundary of the land, whereas at this time they were carried

away into the northern lands Assyria and Babylon, and were

regarded as returning thence. Again, in Ezekiel the bound-

aries are described much more briefly than in Num. xxxiv.,

the northern boundary alone being somewhat more circum-

stantially described. The course which it takes is represented

in a general manner in ver. 15 as running from the great sea,

i.e. tlie Mediterranean, by the way to Chetlon, in the direction

toward Zedad. In vers. 16 and 17 there follow the places

which formed the boundary. The starting-point on the Medi-

terranean Sea can only be approximately determined, as the

places mentioned, Chetlon and Zedad, are still unknown. Not

only Chetlon, but Zedad also, has not yet been discovered. The

city of Sadad (Sudud), to the east of the road leading from

Damascus to Hums (Emesa), which Kobinson and Wetzstein
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suppose to be the same, lies much too far toward the east to be

used in defining the boundary either here or in Num. xxxiv. 8

(see the coram, on Kum. xxxiv. 8). Among the names enu-

merated in ver. 16, non is not the city of Hamali on the

Orontes, wliich lay much too far to the north, but the king-

dom of Hamatli, the southern boundary of which formed the

northern boundary of Canaan, though it cannot be given with

exactness. Berothah is probably identical with Berothai in

2 Sam. viii. 8, a city of the king of Zobah ; but the situation of

it is still unknown. Sibraim may perhaps be identical with

Ziphron in Num. xxxiv. 9, which has also DOt yet been dis-

covered, and is not to be sought for in the ruins of Zifran, to

the north-east of Damascus, near the road to Palmyra; for

that place could not form the boundary of Damascus and

Hamath. The situation of the "central Hater" has also not

yet been determined. Hauran, on the boundary of which it

stood, is used here in a more comprehensive sense than 'Avpa-

vlTt.<; in Josephus and other Greek authors, and includes the

later Auranitis, together with Gaulanitis (Golan) and Batanaea

(Bashan), and probably also Ituraea, as only Damascus and

Gilead are named in ver. 18 in addition to Hauran, on the

east side of the Jordan ; so that the whole tract of land between

the territory of Damascus and the country of Gilead is em-

braced by the name Hauran. t"Jp, Arab. ^;U»s-, is derived

from the number of caves (lin, lin) in that district, to which

Wetzstein {Reiseber. p. 92) indeed raises the objection that with

the exception of the eastern and south-eastern Hauran, where

no doubt most of the volcanic hills have been perforated by

troglodytes, the dwellings in caves are by no means common in

that region. But the name may have originated in this eastern

district, and possibly have included even that portion of Gilead

which was situated to the north of the Jabbok, namely, Erbed

and Suet, the true cave-country. For further remarks con-

cerning these districts, see the comm. on Deut. iii. 4 and 10.
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The statement in ver. 17a, " the boundary from the sea shall

be Hazar-Enon, the boundary of Damascus," cannot have any

other meaning than that the northern boundary, which started

from the Mediterranean Sea, stretched as far as Hasar-Enon,

the frontier city of Damascus, or that Hazar-Enon formed the

terminal point on the east, toward the boundary of Damascus,

for the northern boundary proceeding from the sea. Jivy "isn

or |3''JJ "ivn (Num. xxxiv. 9), i.e. spring-court, we have endea-

voured to identify in the comm. on Num. xxxiv, 3 with the

spring LebweJi, which lies in the JBeMa at the watershed between

the Orontes and the Leontes ; and the designation " the

boundary of Damascus " suits the situation very well. Ver. lib

has been aptly explained by Hitzig thus, in accordance with the

literal meaning of the words, " and as for the north north-

wards, Hamatli is the boundary," which he further elucidates by

observing that 'IjiSS is intended as a supplementary note to the

boundary line from west to east, which is indicated just before.

liav nsa nxi is a concluding formula: " this, the north side."

But nt?"! (here and vers. 18 and 19) is not to be altered into

nxt, after ver. 20 and the Syriac version, as Hitzig supposes,

but to be explained, as ver. 18 clearly shows, on the supposition

that Ezekiel had Wiion, " ye shall measure," floating before his

mind, to which 's nsi, " and that the northern boundary," would

form a correct logical sequel.—The eastern boundary is defined

in ver. 18 in the same manner as in Num. xxxiv. 10—12, except

that in the latter it is more minutely described above the Lake of

Gennesaret by the mention of several localities, whereas Ezekiel

only names the Jordan as the boundary.—C^iJ HNS, with sup-

plementary remarks, is not to be taken as the predicate to the

subject ni!''!', as Hitzig has correctly observed ; for the meaning

of nxa does not allow of this. The explanation is rather this : as

for the east side, between Hauran, etc. and the land of Israel, is

the Jordan. Hauran, Damascus, and Gilead lie on the east side

of the Jordan, the land of Israel on the west side. The striking

circumstance that Ezekiel commences with Hauran, which lay in
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the middle between Damascus and Gilead,—Hauran, Damascus,

and Gilead, instead of Damascus, Hauran, and Gilead,—may

probably be explained from the fact that the Jordan, which he

names as the boundary, for the sake of brevity, did not extend

so far upwards as to the territory of Damascus, but simply

formed the boundary of the land of Israel between Hauran and

Gilead. A2if2 points back to the northern boundary already

mentioned. From this boundary, the eastern terminal point of

which was Hazar-Enon, they are to measure to the eastern sea,

i.e. to the Dead Sea.—Ver. 19. The southern boundary toward

the south is to proceed from Tamar to the water of strife,

Kadesh, (and thence) along the brook to the great {i.e. Medi-

terranean) sea. Tamar, a different place from Hazazon-

Tamar, called Engedi in ver. 10 (cf. 2 Chron. xx. 2), is sup-

posed to be the Thamara (Qafiapa)^ which w-as a day's

journey on the road from Hebron to Aelam {Aelath, Deut. ii. 8 ;

1 Kings ix. 26), according to Eusebius in the Onomasf. ed. Lars,

p. 68, and had a Roman garrison ; and Robinson {Pal. HI.

pp. 178 and 186 sqq.) accordingly conjectures that it is to be

found in the ruins of Kurnub, which lie six hours' journey to

the south of MilJi, toward the pass of es-Sufdh. But this con-

jecture is bound up with various assumptions of a very ques-

tionable character, and the situation of Kurnub hardly suits the

Tamar of our passage, which should be sought, not to the west

of the southern point of the Dead Sea, but, according to the

southern boundary of Canaan as drawn in Num. xxxiv. 3-5,

to the south of the Dead Sea. The waters of strife of

Kadesh (Num. xx. 1-13), in the desert of Zin, were near

* The statement runs thus : T^iyirai Si t;j &xfi»pK xiifDi 'histniiaei Ma\^/;

iifiipas o'Soff, et'jrioi/roiii octto "Kifipikti/ ets AiT^aft^ yjrig vvy (ppovptoi/ sari rat/

aTptcriuTuu. In Jerome : est et aliud castellum, unius diei iiinere a Mawpsis
oppido separatum, pergentibus Ailiam de Chebron, ubi nunc romanum prae-

sidium positum est. But on account of the Maipi; (Mampsis'), which is

evidently a corruption, the passage is obscure. Robinson's conjecture

concerning Thamara is founded upon the assumption that the reading
should be MaA/?, and that this is the Malatha mentioned by later writers
as the station of a Roman cohort.
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5!!adesli-Barnea, which was in the neighbourhood of the spring

iin Kades, discovered by Eowland to the south of Bir-Seba

nd Khalasa by the fore-courts of Jehel Helal, i.e. at the

lorth-west corner of the mountain land of i\\e Azazimeh (see the

cram, on Num. x. 12, xii. 16, and xx. 16). Instead of nin^ip

re have the singular nn^D in ch. xlviii. 28, as in Num.
xvii. 14 and Deut. xxxii. 51. npnj is to be pointed niinjj from

n? with n he. ; and the reference is to the brook of Egypt ; the

;reat wady el-Arish (PivoKopovpa), along which the southern

loundary of Canaan ran from Kadesh to the Mediterranean

jea (see the coram, on ch. xxxiv. 5).—Ver. 20. The Mediter-

anean Sea formed the western boundary. ?'3iiO, i.e. from the

outhern boundary mentioned in ver. 19 till opposite (nai IJ?)

;othe coming to ITamath, i.e. till opposite to the point at which

ine enters the territory of Hamath (Hitzig), i.e. the spot men-

ioned in ver. 20 (? 17) as the commencement of the northern

joundary in the neighbourhood of the promontory of esli-

^hukah, between Byblus (Gebal) and Tripolis.—Ver. 21. This

and they are to divide among them according to their tribes.

iVith this remark, which points back to ver. 13, the definition of

the boundaries is brought to a close. There is simply added in

?ers. 22 and 23 a further regulation concerning the foreigners

iving in Israel. The law of Moses had already repeatedly

irged upon the Israelites affectionate treatment of them, and

n Lev. xix. 34 the command is given to treat them like natives

n this respect, and to love them. But the full right of citizen-

ihip was not thereby conceded to them, so that they could also

icquire property in land. The land was given to the Israelites

ilone for an hereditary possession. Foreigners could only be

ncorporated into the congregation of Israel under the limita-

ioiis laid down in Deut. xsiii. 2-9, by the reception of circum-

;ision. But in the future distribution of the land, on the

lontrary, the C").? were to receive hereditary property like

lative-born Israelites ; and in this respect no difference was to

ixist between the members of the people of God born of
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Abraham's seed and those born of the heathen. At the same

time, this right was not to be conferred upon every foreigner

who might be only temporarily living in Israel, but to those

alone who should beget sons in the midst of Israel, i.e. settle

permanently in the holy land. The Kal ^?3'. is not to be altered

into the Hipldl IP^sri, as Hitzig proposes, but is used in the

sense of receiving by lot, derived from the Hipldl signification,

" to apportion by lot."

Chap, xlviii. 1-29. Division of Canaan among the

Tribes, and Boundaey of the Teeumah.—The division of

the land, like the definition of the boundaries (ch. xlvii. 15),

commences in the north, and enumerates the tribes in the order

in which they were to receive their inheritances from north to

south : first, seven tribes from the northern boundary to the

centre of the land (vers. 1-7), where the heave for the sanctuary,

with the land of the priests and Levites and the city domain,

together with the prince's land on the two sides, was to be set

apart (vers. 8-22 ; and secondly, the other five tribes from

this to the southern boundary (vers. 23-29). Compare the

map on Plate IV.

Ver. 1. And these are the names of the tribes : from the

north end by the side of the way to Chetlon toward Hamath (and)

Hazar-Enon the boundary of Damascus—toward the north by

the side of Hamath there shall east side, west side belong to him

:

Dan one (tribe-lot). Ver. 2. A nd on the boundary of Dan from

the east side to the west side: Asher one. Ver. 3. And on the

boundary of Asher from the east side to the west side : Naph-

tali one. Ver. 4. And on the boundary of Naphtali from the

east side to the west side : Manasseh one. Ver. 5. And on the

boundary of Manasseh from the east side to the west side:

Ephrairn one. Ver. 6. And on the boundary of Ephraim from

the east side to the west side : Reuben one. Ver. 7. And on the

boundary of Reuben from the east side to the west side : Judah one.

Ver. 8. And on the boundary of Judah from the east side to the
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west side shall he the heave, which ye shall lift (Jieave) off, Jive and

twenty thousand (rods) in breadth, and the length like every tribe

portion from the east side to the west side ; and the sanctuary shall

he in the midst of it. Ver. 9. The heave which ye shall lift

(Jieave) for Jehovah shall be Jive and twenty thousand in length

and ten thousand in breadth. Ver. 10. And to these shall the

holy heave belong, to the priests, toward the north, Jive and twenty

thousand; toward the west, breadth ten thousand; toward the

east, breadth (en thousand; and toward the south, length Jive

and twenty thousand ; and the sanctuary of Jehovah shall he in

the middle of it. Ver. 11. To the priests, whoever is sanctified

of the sons of Zadole, who have kept my charge, who have not

strayed with the straying of the sons of Israel, as the Levites have

strayed, Ver. 12. To them shall a portion lifted off belong from

the heave of the land; a most holy beside the territory of the

Levites. Ver. 13.- And the Levites (shall receive) parallel with

the territory of the priests Jive and twenty thousand in length, and

in breadth ten thousand ; the whole length Jive and twenty thousand,

and (the whole) breadth ten thousand. Ver. 14. And they shall

not sell or exchange any of it, nor shall the first-fruit of the land

pass to others ; for it is holy to Jehovah. Ver. 15. And the five

thousand which remain in the breadth along the five and twenty

thousand are common land for the city for dwellings and for open

space; and the city shall he in the centre of it. Ver. 16. And

time are its measures : the north side four thousand five hundred,

the south side four thousand Jive hundred, the east side four

thousand five hundred, and the west side four thousand five

hundred, Ver. 17. And the open space of the city shall be toward

the north two hundred and fifty, toward the south two hundred

and fifty, toward the east two hundred and fifty, and toward the

west two hundred and fifty. Ver. 18. And tJie remainder in

length parallel with the holy heave, ten thousand toward the east

and ten thousand toward the west, this shall be beside the holy

heave, and its produce shall serve the workmen of the city for food.

Ver. 19. And as for the workmen of the city, they shall cultivate

EZEK. II. 2 A
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it from all the tribes. Ver. 20. TJte whole of the heave is five

and twenty thousand by five and twenty thousand; a fourth of

the holy heave shall ye takefor the possession of the city. Ver. 21.

And the remainder shall belong to the prince on this side and on

that side of the holy heave and of the city possession ; along the

five and twenty thousand of the heave to the eastern boundary, and

toward the west along the five and twenty thousand to the western

boundary parallel with the tribe portions, it shall belong to the

prince ; and the holy heave and the sanctuary of the house sJiall

be in the midst. Ver. 22. Thus from the possession of the Levites

(as) from the possession of the city shall that which lies in the

midst ofivhat belongs to the prince between the territory of Judali

and the territory of Benjamin belong to the prince. Ver. 23.

And the rest of the tribes are from the east side to the west side:

Benjamin one. Ver. 24. And on the boundary of Benjamin

from the east side to the ivest side : Simeon one. Ver. 25. And

on the boundary of Simeon from the east side to the tvest side

:

Issachar one. Ver. 26. And on the boundary of Issachar from

the east side to the west side: Zebulon one. Ver. 27. And on the

boundary of Zebulon from the east side to the west side : Gad one.

Ver. 28. And on the boundary of Gad on the south side toward

the south, the boundary shall be from Tamar to the water of

strife from Kadesh along the brook to the great sea. Ver. 29.

This is the land which ye shall divide by lot for inheritance to the

tribes of Israel; these are their portions, is the saying of the

Lord Jehovah.

The new division of the land differs from the former one

effected in the time of Joshua, in the first place, in the fact

that all the tribe-portions were to extend uniformly across the

entire breadth of the land from the eastern boundary to the

Mediterranean Sea on the west, so that they were to form

parallel tracts of country ; whereas in the distribution made in

the time of Joshua, several of the tribe-territories covered only

half the breadth of the land. For example, Dan received his

inheritance on the west of Benjamin ; and the territories of
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half Manasseh and Asher ran up from the northern boundary

of Ephraira to the northern boundary of Canaan; while

Issachar, Naphtali, and Zebulon received their portions on the

east of these ; and lastly, Simeon received his possession within

the boundaries of the tribe of Judah. And secondly, it also

differs from the former, in the fact that not only are all the

twelve tribes located in Canaan proper, between the Jordan

and the Mediterranean Sea ; whereas previously two tribes and

a half had received from Moses, at their own request, the con-

quered land of Bashan and Gilead on the eastern side of the

Jordan, so that the land of Canaan could be divided among the

remaining nine tribes and a half. But besides this, the central

tract of land, about the fifth part of the whole, was separated

for the holy heave, the city domain, and the prince's land, so

that only the northern and southern portions, about four-fifths

of the whole, remained for distribution among the twelve tribes,

seven tribes receiving their hereditary portions to the north of

the heave and five to the south, because the heave was so

selected that the city with its territory lay near the ancient

Jerusalem.—In vers. 1-^7 the seven tribes which were to dwell

on the north of the heave are enumerated. The principal

points of the northern boundary, viz. the way to Chetlon and

Hazar-Enon, the boundary of Damascus, are repeated in ver. 1

from ch. xlvii. 15, 17, as the starting and terminal points of

the northern boundary running from west to east. The words

^^U T'?? fix the northern boundary more precisely in relation

to the adjoining territory ; and in 'S v Vn^ the enumeration of

the tribe-lots begins with that of the tribe of Dan, which was to

receive its territory against the northern boundary, ii) refers

to the name fn which follows, and which Ezekiel already had

in his mind. D'H D'1^ nxQ is constructed asyndetds ; and nss

is to be repeated in thought before Djn : the east side (and) the

west (side) are to belong to it, i.e. the tract of land toward its

west and its east side. The words which follow, in« V\, are

attached in an anacoluthistic manner : " Dan (is to receive)
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one portion," for " one shall belong to Dan." To "ins we are

to supply in thought the substantive 73n, tribe-lot, according to

ch. xlvii. 13. " The assumption that one tribe was to receive as

much as another (yid. ch. xlvii. 14), leads to the conclusion

that each tribe-lot was to be taken as a monas " (Kliefoth).

In this way the names in vers. 2-7, with the constantly re-

peated ^^N, must also be taken. The same form of description

is repeated in vers. 23-28 in the case of the five tribes placed

to the south of the heave.—In the order of the several tribe-

territories it is impossible to discover any universal principle of

arrangement. All that is clear is, that in the case of Dan,

Asher, Naphtali, Manasseh, and Ephraim, regard is had to the

former position of these tribe-territories as far as the altered

circumstances allowed. In the time of the Judges a portion of

the Danites had migrated to the north, conquered the city of

Laish, and given it the name of Dan, so that from that time

forward Dan is generally named as the northern boundary of

the land (e.g. as early as 2 Sam. iii. 10, and in other passages).

Accordingly Dan receives the tract of land along the northern

boundary. Asher and Naphtali, which formerly occupied the

most northerly portions of the land, follow next. Then comes

Manasseh, as half Manasseh had formerly dwelt on the east of

Naphtali ; and Ephraim joins Manasseh, as it formerly joined

the western half Manasseh. The reason for placing Keuben

between Ephraim and Judah appears to be, that Keuben was the

first-born of Jacob's sons. The position of the terumah between

Judah and Benjamin is probably connected with the circum-

stance that Jerusalem formerly stood on the boundary of these

two tribes, and so also in the future was to skirt Benjamin with

its territory. Tlie other tribes had then to be located on the

south of Benjamin ; Simeon, whose territory formerly lay to

the south ; Issachar and Zebulon, for which no room was left

in the north ; and Gad, which had to be brought over from

Gilead to Canaan.

In vers. 8-22, the terumah, which has already been described
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in ch. xlv. 1—7 for a different purpose, is more precisely-

defined : first of all, in ver. 8, according to its whole extent

—

viz. twenty-five thousand rods in breadth (from north to south),

and the length the same as any one (= every one) of the tribe-

lots, i.e. reaching from the Jordan to the Mediterranean Sea

(of. ch. xlv. 7). In the centre of this separated territory the

I
sanctuary (the temple) was to stand. ^^^^3, the suffix of which

refers ad sensum to P?n instead of nonPi, has not the indefinite

meaning " therein," but signifies " in the centre
;
" for the

priests' portion, in the middle of which the temple was to stand,

occupied the central position between the portion of the Levites

and the city possession, as is evident from ver. 22. The

circumstance that here, as in ch. xlv. 1 sqq., in the division of

the terumah, the priests' portion is mentioned first, then the

portion of the Levites, and after this the city possession, proves

nothing so far as the local order in which these three portions

followed one another is concerned ; but the enumeration is

regulated by their spiritual significance, so that first of all the

most holy land for the temple and priests is defined, then the

holy portion of the Levites, and lastly, the common land for the

city. The command, that the sanctuary is to occupy the centre

of the whole terumah, leads to a more minute description in the

first place (vers. 9-12) of the priests' portion, in which the

sanctuary was situated, than of the heave to be lifted off for

Jehovah. In ver. 10, n?K7, which stands at the head, is ex-

plained by CpO^? which follows. The extent of this holy

terumah on all four sides is then given ; and lastly, the com-

mand is repeated, that the sanctuary of Jehovah is to be in

the centre of it. In ver. 11, ^\>^^ is rendered in the plural by

I
the LXX., Cliald. and Syr., and is taken in a distributive

sense by Kimchi and others : to the priests whoever is sancti-

fied of the sons of Zadok. This is required by the position of

the participle between D'^na^ and pilX 'Jao (compare 2 Ohron.

xxvi. 18, and for the singular of the participle after a previous

plural, Ps. viii. 9). The other rendering, " for the priests is it
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sanctified, those of the sons of Zadok," is at variance not only

with the position of the words, but also with the fact, namely,

that the assignment to the priests of a heave set apart for

Jehovah is never designated as ty^i?, and from the nature of the

case could not be so designated. The apodosis to ver. 11a

follows in ver. 12, where D"'^n3? is resumed in DHP. njwiJii is

an adjective formation derived from HDinri, with the significa-

tion of an abstract : that which is lifted (the lifting) from the

heave, as it were " a terumah in the second potency " (for these

formations, see Ewald, §§ 164 and 165). This terumiyali is

called most holy, in contrast with the Levites' portion of the

terumah, which was tJ'^P (ver. 14). The priests' portion is to

be beside the territory of the Levites, whether on the southern

or northern side cannot be gathered from these words any

more than from the definition in ver. 13: "and the Levites

beside (parallel with) the territory of the priests." Both

statements simply affirm that the portions of the priests and

Levites were to lie side by side, and not to be separated by the

town possession.—Vers. 13 and 14 treat of the Levites' portion :

ver. 13, of its situation and extent; ver. 14, of its law of

tenure. The seemingly tautological repetition of the measure-

ment of the length and breadth, as "all the length and the

breadth," is occasioned by the fact "that Ezekiel intends to

express himself more briefly here, and not, as in ver. 10, to

take all the four points of the compass singly; in 'all the

length ' he embraces the two long sides of the oblong, and in

' (all) the breadth ' the two broad sides, and affirms that ' all

the length,' i.e. of both the north and south sides, is to be

twenty-five thousand rods, and 'all the breadth,' i.e. of both

the east and west sides, is to be ten thousand rods " (Kliefoth).

Hitzig has missed the sense, and therefore proposes to alter the

text. With regard to the possession of the Levites, the in-

structions given in Lev. xxv. 34 for the field of the Levites'

, cities—namely, that none of it was to be sold—are extended

to the whole of the territory of the Levites : no part of it is
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to be alienated by sale or barter. And the character of the

possession is assigned as the reason : the first-fruit of the land,

i.e. the land lifted off (separated) as first-fruit, is not to pass

into the possession of others, because as such it is holy to the

Lord. The Chetib "ii3J|; is the correct reading: to pass over,

sc. to others, to non-Levites.

Vers. 15-18 treat of the city possession. As the terwmah

was twenty -five thousand rods in breadth (ver. 8), after

measuring off ten thousand rods in breadth for the priests and

ten thousand rods in breadth for the Levites from the entire

breadth, there still remain five thousand rods 'pa 73/, in front of,

i.e. along, the long side, which was twenty-five thousand rods.

This remnant was to be hh, i.e. common (not holy) land for

the city (Jerusalem). 3012?, for dwelling-places, i.e. for build-

ing dwelling-houses upon; and tJ*^?!??, for open space, the

precinct around the city. The city was to stand in the centre

of this oblong. Ver. 16 gives the size of the city: on each

of the four sides, four thousand five hundred rods (the tyoPi,

designated by the Masoretes as np '^^ DTia, has crept into the

text through a copyist's error) ; and ver. 17, the extent of the

open space surrounding it : on each side two hundred and fifty

rods. This gives for the city, together with the open space, a

square of five thousand rods on every side ; so that the city

with its precinct filled the entire breadth of the space left for

it, and there only remained on the east and west an open space

of ten thousand rods in length and five thousand rods in

breadth along the holy terumah. This is noticed in ver. 18

;

its produce was to serve for bread, i.e. for maintenance, for the

labourers of the city (the masculine suffix in nhKian refers

grammatically to "ini^n). By I'yn '''i^V Hitzig would under-

stand the inhabitants of the city, because one cultivates a piece

of land even by dwelling on it. But this use of 13J? cannot

be established. Nor are l''VO 'I^V the workmen employed in

building the city, as Gesenius, Kavernick, and others suppose

;

for the city was not perpetually being built, so that there
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should be any necessity for setting apart a particular piece of

land for the builders; but they are the working men of the

city, the labouring class living in the city. They are not to be

without possession in the future Jerusalem, but are to receive

a possession in land for their maintenance. We are told in

ver. 19 who these workmen are. Here ^55'i^ is used collectively:

as for the labouring class of the city, people out of all the tribes

of Israel shall work upon the land belonging to the city. The

suffix in innny^ points back to "inijn. The transitive explana-

tion, to employ a person in work, has nothing in the language

to confirm it. The fact itself is in harmony with the statement

in ch. xlv. 6, that the city was to belong to all Israel. Lastly,

in ver. 20 the dimensions of the whole terumah, and the

relation of the city possession to the holy terumah, are given.

nD?nnn-p3 is the whole heave, so far as it has hitherto been

described, embracing the property of the priests, of the Levites,

and of the city. In this extent it is twenty-five thousand rods

long and the same broad. If, however, we add the property

of the prince, which is not treated of till vers. 21-23, it is con-

siderably longer, and reaches, as has been stated in ver. 8, to

the boundaries of the land both on the east and west, the

Jordan and the Mediterranean Sea, as the several tribe-

territories do. But if we omit the prince's land, the space

set apart for the city possession occupied the fourth part of the

holy terumah, i.e. of the portion of the priests and Levites.

This is the meaning of the second half of ver. 20, which

literally reads thus : " to a fourth shall ye lift off the holy

terumah for the city possession." This is not to be under-

stood as meaning that a fourth was to be taken from the holy

terumah for the city possession; for that would yield an in-

correct proportion, as the twenty thousand rods in breadth

would be reduced to fifteen thousand rods by the subtraction

of the fourth part, which would be opposed to vers. 9 and 15.

The meaning is rather the following : from the whole terumah

the fourth part of the area of the holy terumah is to be taken
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off for the city possession, i.e. five thousand rods for twenty

thousand. According to ver. 15, this was the size of the

, domain set apart for the city.

In vers. 21-23 the situation and extent of the prince's pos-

session are described. For ver. 21, vid. eh. xlv. 7. inisn, the

rest of the terumah, as it has been defined in ver. 8, reaching

in length from the Jordan to the Mediterranean. As the

holy terumah and the city possession were only twenty-five

thousand rods in length, and did not reach to the Jordan on

the east, or to the sea on the west, there still, remained an area

on either side whose length or extent toward the east and west

is not given in rods, but may be calculated from the proportion

which the intervening terumah bore to the length of the land

(from east to west). V.f"'? and V.l"'??, in front of, or along,

the front of the twenty-five thousand rods, refer to the eastern

and western boundaries of the terumah, which was twenty-five

thousand rods in length. In ver. 216 the statement is repeated,

that the holy terumah and the sanctuary were to lie in the

centre of it, i.e. between the portions of land appointed for the

prince on either side ; and lastly, in ver. 22 it is still further

stated, with regard to the prince's land on both sides of the

terumah, that it was to lie between the adjoining tribe-territories

of Judah (to the north) and Benjamin (to the south), so that

it was to be bounded by these two. But this is expressed in a

heavy and therefore obscure manner. The words ity's ^jina

nin; N''^3p, " in the centre of that which belongs to the prince,"

belong to fV^ . . . ri?nKOl, and form together with the latter

the subject, which is written absolutely; so that ]0 is not used

in a partitive, but in a local sense (from), and the whole is to be

rendered thus : And as for that which lies on the side of the

possession of the Levites, and of the possession of the city in

the centre of what belongs to the prince, (that which lies)

between the territory of Judah and the territory of Benjamin

shall belong to the prince. Hitzig's explanation—what remains

between Judah and Benjamin, from the city territory to the
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priests' domain, both inclusive, shall belong to the prince—is

arbitrary, and perverts the sense. The periphrastic designation

of the terumah bounded off between the prince's land by the

two portions named together without a copula, viz. " possession

of the Levites and possession of the city," is worthy of notice.

This periphrasis of the whole by two portions, shows that the

portions named formed the boundaries of the whole, that the

third portion, which is not mentioned, was enclosed within the

two, so that the priests' portion with the sanctuary lay between

them.—In vers. 23-27 the rest of the tribes located to the

south of the terumah are mentioned in order ; and in vers. 28

and 29 the account of the division of the land is brought to a

close with a repetition of the statement as to the southern

boundary (cf. ch. xlvii. 19), and a comprehensive concluding

formula.

If now we attempt, in order to form a clear idea of the

relation in which this prophetic division of the land stands to

the actual size of Canaan according to the boundaries described

in ch. xlvii. 15 sqq., to determine the length and breadth of the

terumah given here by their geographical dimensions, twenty-

five thousand rods, according to the metrological calculations of

Boeckh and Berthean, would be 10-70 geographical miles, or,

according to the estimate of the Hebrew cubit by Thenius,

only 9"75 geographical miles.* The extent of Canaan from

Beersheba, or Kadesh, up to a line running across from Eas

esh-Shukah to the spring El Lebweb, is 3^ degrees, i.e. fifty

geographical miles, ten of which are occupied by the terumah^

and forty remain for the twelve tribe-territories, so that each

1 According to Boeckh, one sacred cubit was equal to 234J Paris lines

= 52862 millimetres; according to Theniua = 214^ P. 1. = 481'62

millim. Now as one geographical mile, the 5400th part of the circum-

ference of the globe, which is 40,000,000 metres, is equivalent to 7407-398

metres = 22,803-290 old Paris feet, the geographical mile according to

Boeckh is 14,012yi5 cubits = 2335^ rods (sacred measure) ; according to

Thenius, 15,880^ cubits = 256SJ rods (s. m.), from which the numbers
given in the text may easily be calculated.
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tribe-lot would be 3^ geographical miles in breadth. If, now,

we reckon three geographical miles as the breadth of each of

the five tribe-lots to the south of the terumah, and as the land

becomes broader toward the south a breadth of 3t geogra-

phical miles for the seven tribe-lots to the north, the terumah

set apart in the centre of the land would extend from the site

of Jerusalem to Dothan or Jenin. If, however, we take into

consideration the breadth of the land from east to west in the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem, or where the Jordan enters the

Dead Sea, Canaan is eleven geographical miles in breadth,

whereas at Jenin it is hardly ten geographical miles broad.

If, therefore, the length of the terumah (from east to west)

was fully ten geographical miles, there would only remain a

piece of land of half a mile in breadth on the east and west at

the southern boundary, and nothing at all at the northern, for

prince's land. We have therefore given to the terumah upon

the map (Plate IV.) the length and breadth of eight geo-

graphical miles, which leaves a tract of two miles on the

average for the prince's land, so that it would occupy a fifth

of the area of the holy terumah, whereas the city possession

covered a fourth. No doubt the breadth of the terumah from

south to north is also diminished thereby, so that it cannot

have reached quite down to Jerusalem or quite up to Jenin.

—

If, now, we consider that the distances of places, and therefore

also the measurements of a land in length and breadth, are

greater in reality than those given upon the map, on account

partly of the mountains and valleys and partly of the windings

of the roads, and, still further, that our calculations of the

Hebrew cubit are not quite certain, and that even the smaller

estimates of Thenius are possibly still too high, the measure-

ments of the terumah given by Ezekiel correspond as exactly to

the actual size of the land of Canaan as could be expected

with a knowledge of its extent obtained not by trigonometrical

measurement, but from a simple calculation of the length of

the roads.—But this furnishes a confirmation by no means
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slight of our assumption, that the lengths and breadths indi-

cated here are measured by rods and not by cubits. Reckoned

by cubits, the terumah would be only a mile and a half or a

mile and two-thirds in length and breadth, and the city pos-

session would be only a third of a mile broad ; whereas the

prince's land would be more than six times as large as the

whole of the terumah,—i.e. of the territory of the Levites, the

priests, and the city,—thirteen times as large as the priests'

land, and from thirty to thirty-two times as large as the city

possession = proportions the improbability of which is at once

apparent.

Vers. 30-35. Size, Gates, and Name of the City.—To

complete the whole picture of the future land of Israel, what

has been stated in vers. 15 and 16 concerning the size of the

holy city is still further expanded here.—Ver. 30. And these

are the outgoings of the city from the north side, four thousand

and five hundred {rods) measurement. Ver. 31. And the gatis

of the city according to the names of the tribes of Israel : three

gates toward the north ; the gate of Reuben one, the gate of

Judah one, the gate of Levi one. Ver. 32. And on the east side

four thousand five hundred (rods) : and three gates ; namely, the

gate of Joseph one, the gate of Benjamin one, the gate of Dan

one. Ver. 33. And to the south side, four thousand five hundred

measurement : and three gates ; the gate of Simeon one, the

gate of Issachar one, the gate of Zebulon one. Ver. 34. To

the west side, four thousand five hundred— their gates three

;

the gate of Gad one, the gate of Asher one, the gate of Naphtali

one. Ver. 35. Round about, eighteen thousand (rods) ; and

the name of the city: from henceforth Jehovah there.— The

situation of the city of God within the terumah and its

external dimensions have already been generally indicated in

vers. 15, 16. Here the measurement of the several sides is

specified with a notice of their gates, and this is preceded by

the heading, " the outlets of the city." Dxyin, the outgoings
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(not extensions, for the word never has this meaning) are the

furthest extremities in which a city or a tract of land termi-

nates ; not outlets or gates, which are expressly distinguished

from themj but outgoing sides; hence the definition of the

extent or length of the several sides is appended immediately

afterwards. The enumeration commences, as above in the case

of the land, with the north side. Each side has three gates, so

that the whole city has twelve, which bear the names of the

twelve tribes, like the gates of the heavenly Jerusalem in Kev.

xxi. 12, because it will be the city of the true people of God.

Levi is included here, and consequently Ephraim and Manasseli

are united in the one tribe of Joseph. The three sons of Leah

commence the series with the northern gates. They also stand

first in the blessing of Moses in Deut. xxxiii. 6-8 : the first-

born in age, the first-born by virtue of the patriarchal blessing,

and the one chosen by Jehovah for His own service in the

place of the first-born. Then follow, for the eastern gates, the

two sons of Kachel, according to their age (thus deviating from

Deut. xxxiii. 12 and 1 3), and, along with them, the elder son

of Kachel's maid ; for the southern gates, the three other sons

of Leah ; and lastly, for the western gates, the three other sons

of the maids. Being thus indicated by the names of its gates

as the city of all Israel, the city itself receives a name, which

exalts it into the city of God (Jehovah). But different

explanations have been given of the words in ver. 35 which

refer to this name. The allusion in Di>D and the meaning of

T\m are both disputed points., It is true that the latter literally

means " thither
;
" but Ezekiel also uses it as synonymous with

D?*, " there," in ch. xxiii. 3 and xxxii. 29, 30, so that the asser-

tion that nsE' never means " there " is incorrect. Di*?, from

day forward, equivalent to henceforward ; but not henceforth

and for ever, though this may be implied in the context.

Whether Di»!? be taken in connection with the preceding words,

" the name of the city will henceforward be," or with those

which follow, the name of the city will be, "henceforward
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Jehovah there," makes no material difference so far as the

thought is concerned, as the city can only bear the name from

the time when Jehovah is T\^f, and can only bear it so long as

Jehovah is nsB'. But so far as the question is concerned,

whether HBE' signifies thither or there in this passage, Haver-

nick is of opinion, indeed, that the whole of Ezekiel's vision

does not harmonize witlj the meaning " there," inasmuch as he

separates temple and city, so that Jehovah does not properly

dwell in Jerusalem, but, in the strictest and highest sense, in

His sanctuary, and turns thence to Jerusalem with the fulness

of His grace and love. But if Jehovah does not merely direct

His love toward the city from afar off, but, as Havernick still

further says, turns it fully toward it, causes His good pleasure

to rest upon it, then He also rules and is in the city with His

love, so that it can bear the name " Jehovah thither (there)."

In any case, the interpretation, " Jehovah will from henceforth

proceed thither, to restore it, to make it a holy city " (Kliefoth),

is untenable; for the name is not given to Jerusalem when

lying waste, but to the city already restored and fully built,

which Ezekiel sees in the spirit. He has therefore before this

turned His favour once more to Jerusalem, which was laid

waste ; and the name fSB' njn'j given to the new Jerusalem,

can only affirm that henceforward it is to be a city of Jehovah,

i.e. that from this time forth Jehovah will be and rule in her.

The rendering " Jehovah thither " does not answer to this, but

only the rendering, " Jehovah will be there." Compare Isa.

Ix. 14, where Jerusalem is called the city of Jehovah, Zion of

the Holy One in Israel, because the glory of Jehovah has

risen over her as a brilliant light.

Having now completed our exposition in detail, if we take a

survey of the substance of the entire vision in ch. xl.-xlviii., on

comparing it with the preceding prophecies of the restoration
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of Israel (ch. xxxiv.-xxxvii.), we obtain the following picture

of the new constitution of the kingdom of God :—When the

Lord shall gather the sons of Israel from their banishment

among the heathen, and bring them back to Canaan, so that

they shall dwell therein as a united people under the rule of

His servant David, then shall they, on the fresh distribution of

the land according to the full extent to which God promised it

to the patriarchs, and indicated the boundaries thereof through

Moses (ch. xlvii. 15-20), set apart the central portion of it as

a heave for the sanctuary and His servants, the priests and

Levites, as well as for the capital and its labourers, and also

give to the prince a possession of his own on both sides of this

heave. In the central point of the heave, which occupies a

square space of twenty- five thousand rods in length and

breadth, the temple is to stand upon a high mountain, and

cover, with its courts, a space of five hundred cubits square

;

and round about it a space of five hundred rods on every side

is to form a boundary between the holy and the common. The

glory of Jehovah will enter into the temple and dwell therein

for ever; and the temple, in its whole extent, will be most

holy (ch. xliii. 1-12). Kound about this the priests receive a

tract of land of twenty-five thousand rods in length and ten

thousand in breadth to dwell in as a sanctuary for the sanctuary;

and by their side, toward the north, the Levites receive an

area of similar size for dwelling-places ; but toward the south,

a tract of land of twenty-five thousand rods in length and five

thousand rods in breadth is to be the property of the city ; and

in the centre of this area, the city, with its open space, is to

cover a square of five thousand rods in length and breadth

;

and the rest of the land on both sides is to be given to the

labourers of the city out of all Israel for their maintenance.

The land lying on the eastern and western sides of the heave,

as far as the Jordan and the Mediterranean, is to be the pro-

perty of the prince, and to remain the hereditary possession of

his sons (ch. xlv. 1-8, xlvi. 16-18, xlviii. 8-22). After the
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separation of this heave, which, with the prince's possession,

covers about the fifth part of the whole extent of Canaan, the

rest of the land on the north and south of the heave is to be

divided into equal parts and distributed among the twelve

tribes, so that every tribe-territory shall stretch from the Jordan

to the Mediterranean,—seven tribes receiving their hereditary

portions on the north of the heave and five on the south,

whilst the foreigners having their permanent homes among

the different tribes are to receive hereditary possessions like

the native Israelites (ch. xlvii. 21-xlviii. 7, and xlviii.

23-29).

Israel, thus placed once more in possession of the promised

land, is to appear with its prince before the Lord in the temple

at the yearly feasts, to worship and to offer sacrifices, the pro-

vision of which is to devolve upon the prince at all festal

seasons, for which purpose the people are to pay to him the

sixtieth part of the corn, the hundredth part of the oil, and the

two hundredth head from the flock every year as a heave-

offering. The sacrificial service at the altar and in the holy

place is to be performed by none but priests of the family of

Zadok, who kept the charge of the Lord faithfully when the

people wandered into idolatry. All the other descendants of

Levi are simply to discharge the inferior duties of the temple

service, whilst uncircumcised heathen are not to be admitted

into the temple any more, that it may not be defiled by

them (ch. xliii. I3-xliv. 31, xlv. 8-xlvi. 15, and 19-24).

When Israel shall thus serve the Lord its God, and walk in

His commandments and statutes, it will enjoy the richest

blessing from God. A spring of living water will issue from

the threshold of the temple house, and, swelling after a short

course into a mighty river, will flow down to the Jordan valley,

empty itself into the Dead Sea, and make the water of that sea

so wholesome that it will swarm with living creatures and fishes

of every kind ; and on the banks of the river fruit-trees will

grow with never-withering leaves, which will bear ripe fruit for
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food every month, whilst the leaves will serve as medicine (ch.

xlvil. 1-12).

As to the Messianic character of the substance of this whole

vision, Jewish and Christian commentators are generally agreed;

and the opinion which, according to Jerome, many of the Jews
entertained, and which has been supported by the rationalistic

expositors (Dathe, Eichhorn, Herder, Bottcher, and others),

after the example of Grotius,—namely, that Ezekiel describes

the temple of Solomon destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar as a

model for the rebuilding of it after the return of the Jews from

the captivity,—has not found much favour, inasmuch as, apart

from all other objections to which it is exposed, it is upset by

the fact that not only are its supporters unable to make any-

thing of the description of the spring which issues from the

threshold of the temple, flows through the land, and makes the

waters of the Dead Sea sound, but they are also unable to

explain the separation of the temple from the city of Jeru-

salem ; as it would never have occurred to any Jewish patriot,

apart from divine revelation, much less to a priest like Ezekiel,

who claims such important prerogatives for the prince of the

family of David in relation to the temple, to remove the house

of Jehovah from Mount Zion, the seat of the royal house of

David, and out of the bounds and territory of the city of

Jerusalem. But even if we lay aside this view, and the one

related to it,—viz. that the whole vision contains nothing more

than ideal hopes and desires of better things belonging to that

age, with regard to the future restoration of the destroyed

temple and kingdom, as Ewald and others represent the matter,

—as being irreconcilable with the biblical view of prophecy, the

commentators, who acknowledge the divine origin of prophecy

and the Messianic character of the vision in these chapters,

differ very widely from one another with reference to the

question how the vision is to be interpreted ; some declaring

tliemselves quite as decidedly in favour of the literal explana-

tion of the whole picture as others in favour of the figurative

EZEK. II. 2 B
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or symbolico-tj'pical view, which they regard as the only correct

and scriptural one.—The latter view gained the upper hand at

a very early period in the Christian church, so that we find it

adopted by Ephraem Syrus, Theodoret, and Jerome ;
^ and it

prevailed so generally, that Lud. Cappellus, for example, in his

Trisagion s. templi Hierosol. tripl. delin. (in the apparat. MM.

of Walton, in the first part of the London Polyglot, p. 3), says :

" In this passage God designs to show by the prophet that Pie

no more delights in that carnal and legal worship which they

have hitherto presented to Him ; but that He demands from

them another kind of worship very different from that, and

more pleasing to Him (a spiritual worship, of which they have

a type in the picture and all the rites of this temple, which

differ greatly from those of Moses), and that He will establish

it among them when He shall have called them to Himself

through the Messiah. And that this spiritual worship is set

before them in shadows and figures, there is not a Christian

who denies ; nor any Jew, unless prejudiced and very obdurate,

' Ephraem Syrus, on ch. xli., not only interprets the windows of the

temple and even the measuring rod allegorically, but says expressly :
" It

is evident that the rest of the things shown to the prophet in the building

of the new temple pertain to the church of Christ, so that we must hold

that the priests of that house were types of the apostles, and the calves

slain therein prefigured the sacrifice of Christ."—Theod. indeed restricts,

himself throughout to a brief paraphrase of the words, without explaining

every particular in a spiritual manner ; but he nevertheless says expressly

(at cb. xliii.) that we must ascend from the type to the truth, as God will

not dwell for ever in the type ; and therefore he repeatedly opposes the

Judaeo-literal interpretation of Apollinaris, although he himself appears to

take ch. xlviii. as simply referring to the return of the Jews from the

Babylonian exile, and the rebuilding of Jerusalem and the temple in the

time of Zerubbabel.—This explanation is expressly opposed by Jerome, as

the opinion of ignorant Jews ; and he observes, on the other hand, that

" this temple which is now described, with the order of the priesthood and

division of the land and its fertility, is much superior to that which

Solomon built ; whereas the one which was built under Zerubbabel was

so small, and so unworthy of comparison with the earlier one, that they

who had seen the first temple, and now looked on this, wept," etc. Under
the type of the restoration of the city destroyed by the Babylonians, there

is predicted /uturae aedificationis veriias.
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who ventures to deny, seeing that there are so many things in

this description of Ezekiel which not even the most shameless

Jew has dared to argue that we are to interpret according to

the letter," etc.—The literal interpretation remained for a long

time peculiar to the Jews, who expect from the Messiah not

only their own restoration to the earthly Canaan, but the re-

building of the temple and the renewal of the Levitical worship

in the manner described by Ezekiel, and the establishment of

a political kingdom generally ; whereas Christians have founded

the expectation of an earthly kingdom of glory in the form of

the millennium, more upon the Apocalypse than upon Ezekiel's

prophecy. It has only been in the most recent time that

certain scientific defenders of chiliasm have not shrunk from

carrying out their views so far as to teach not only the restora-

tion of the Jews to Palestine on their conversion to Christ, but,

according to their literal explanation of our prophecy, the re-

building of the temple in Jerusalem and the renewal of the

Levitical worship in the millennial kingdom. Auberlen has

only hinted at this, so that from his words quoted already,

" when once priesthood and monarchy are revived, then, with-

out impairing the Epistle to the Hebrews, the ceremonial and

civil law of Moses will unfold its spiritual depths in the worship

and in the constitution of the millennial kingdom," we cannot

see how far he assumes that there will be a literal fulfilment of

Ezekiel's prophecy. M. Baumgarlen (art. "Ezekiel" in Herzog's

Cyclopaedia) says, more plainly, that " the restoration of all the

outward reality, which Ezekiel saw in vision, will be not so

much a repetition of what went before, as a glorification of the

outward, which had perished and been condemned," since this

"glorification" will simply consist in " extgnsions and intensi-

fications" of the earlier precepts of the law "For," he adds,

in support of this opinion, " when Israel as a nation turns to

God, how can, how should it manifest its faith and its obedi-

ence in any other way than in the forms and ordinances which

Jehovah gave to that people ? And is it not obvious (! ?) that
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the whole law, in all its sections and portions, will not receive,

till after this conversion, that fulfilment which in all ages it has

hitherto sought in vain ? And how should temple, priesthood,

sacrificial service, Sabbath, and new moon, in themselves be

opposed to faith in the perfect and eternal revelation of God in

the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ?" In con-

sistency with this, Baumgarten is therefore of opinion that

eventually even the Gentile community will enter again into

the congregation of Israel, and find its national organization iii

the law of Israel according to the will of God.—Hofmann, on

the contrary (Schriftbeweis, U. 2, pp. 577 sqq.), finds only so

much established with certainty in the revelation of Ezekiel,

viz. that Israel will serve God again in its own land, and

Jehovah will dwell in the midst of it again. He therefore

would have the several parts interpreted in relation to the whole

;

so that what Hengstenberg calls the ideal interpretation of this

prophecy remains. But he does not say precisely what his

view is concerning the temple, and the Levitical rite of sacrifice

to be performed therein. He simply infers, from the fact that

a stream of water issuing from the temple-mountain makes the

Dead Sea sound and the lower Kedron-valley fruitful, that the

land will be different from what it was before ; and this altera-

tion Volck calls a glorification of Palestine.

In our discussion of the question concerning the restoration

of Israel to Canaan, we have already declared ourselves as

opposed to the literal interpretation of the prophecy, and have

given the general grounds on which the symbolico-typical view

appears to be demanded—namely, because the assumption of a

restoration of the temple and the Levitical, i.e. bloody, sacrificial

worship is opposed to the teaching of Christ and His apostles.

We have now to assign further reasons for this. If, then,

in the first place, we fix our attention upon the vision in ch.

xl.—xlviii., we cannot find any conclusive argument against the

literal and in favour of the figurative interpretation of the

vision in question, either in the fact that Ezekiel does not give
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any building-plan for the temple, but simply ground arrange-

ments and ground measurements, and does not say that a

temple is ever to be built according to his plan, or give any

instructions for the restoration of the Israelitish worship, or in

the fact that the division of the land, the bounding off of the

terumah and the arranging of the city, cannot be practically

realized. The omission of any command to build the temple

might be simply accounted for, from the design to let the

prophet merely see the restoration of the destroyed temple in

a more perfect form, and cause this to be predicted to the

people through him, without at present giving any command

to build, as that was only to be carried out in the remote future.

The absence of elevations and precise directions concerning the

construction of the several buildings might be explained from

the fact that in these respects the building was to resemble the

former temple. And with regard to the distribution of the

land among the tribes, and the setting apart of the terumah, it

cannot truly be said that " they bear on the face of them their

purposelessness and impracticability." The description of a

portion of land of definite size for priests, Levites, city, and

prince, which was to reach from the eastern boundary of

Canaan to the western, and to be bounded off in a straight

line by the tribe-territories immediately adjoining, contains

nothing impracticable, provided that we do not think of the

boundary line as a straight line upon a chess-board. But we

may infer from the Mosaic instructions concerning the districts,

which were to be given to the Levites as pasture grounds for

their cattle round about the cities assigned to them to dwell in,

that the words of the text do not warrant any such idea. They

are described as perfect squares of a thousand cubits on every

side (Num. xxxv. 2—5). If, then, these Mosaic instructions

could be carried out, the same must be true of those of Ezekiel

concerning the terumah, as its dimensions are in harmony with

the actual size of the land. And so also the separation of

the city from the temple, and the square form of the city
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with three gates on every side, cannot be regarded in general

as either purposeless or impracticable. And, finally, in the

statements concerning the territories to be distributed among

the twelve tribes, viz. that they were to lie side by side, that

they were all to stretch from the Mediterranean to the Jordan,

and that they were to be of equal size, there is no ground for

supposing that the land was to be cut up with the measuring

rod into abstract oblongs of equal measurements, with an entire

disregard of all the actual conditions. The only thing which

causes any surprise here is the assumption on which the regu-

lation, that one tribe is to receive as much as another, is

founded, namely, that all the tribes of Israel will be equal in

the number of families they contain. This hypothesis can

hardly be reconciled with the assumption that an actual dis-

tribution of Palestine among the twelve tribes of Israel return-

ing from exile is contemplated. Even the measuring of a

space around the temple for the purpose of forming a separation

between the holy and the common, which space was to be five

times as large as the extent of the temple with its courts, con-

tains an obvious hint at a symbolical signification of the temple

building, inasmuch as with a real temple such an object could

have been attained by much simpler means. To this must be

added the river issuing from the threshold of the eastern

temple gate, with its marvellously increasing flow of water, and

the supernatural force of life which it contains ; for, as we have

already pointed out, this cannot be regarded as an earthly

river watering the land, but can only be interpreted figuratively,

i.e. in a symbolico-typical sense. But if the stream of water

flowing from the temple cannot be regarded as a natural river,

the temple also cannot be an earthly temple, and the sacrificial

service appointed for this temple cannot be taken as divine

service consisting in the slaying and offering of bullocks, goats,

and calves; and as the entire description forms a uniform

prophetic picture, the distribution of the laud among the sons

of Israel must also not be interpreted literally.
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But as different supporters of the chiliastic view have de-

fended the literal interpretation of the picture of the temple

spring by the assumption of a glorification of nature, i.e. of a

glorification of Palestine before the new creation of the heaven

and the earth, and this assumption is of great importance in

relation to the question concerning the fulfilment of this pro-

phecy (Ezek. xl.-xlviii.), we must examine somewhat more

closely the arguments used in its support.

I. Is the glonficatianof Canaan before the last judgment taught

in the prophecy of the Old Testament'?—According to Volck

(" Zur Eschatologie," Dorpat. Zeitschr. vii. pp. 158 sqq.), the

idea of such a glorification is very common throughout the Old

Testament prophecy. " When," he says, " Isaiah (ii. 2-4) sees

the mountain of the house of Jehovah exalted above all the

mountains, and the nations flowing to it, to walk in Jehovah's

ways ; when he prophesies of a time in which the Lord will

shelter Israel, now saved and holy in all its members, and fill

its land with glory, and Canaan, under the rule of the righteous

prince of peace, with its inhabitants once scattered over all the

world brought back once more, will be restored to the original,

paradisaical state of peace, whilst the world is given up to

judgment (Isa. iv. 2-6, ix. 1-6, and 11, 12) ;—when Jeremiah

prophesies that Jerusalem will be rebuilt, and a sprout from

the house of David will rule well over his people, upon whose

heart Jehovah will write His law (Jer. xxxi. 31-44, xxxiii. 15)

;

—when Hosea (ii. 16-25) sees the house of Jacob, which has

returned home after a period of severe affliction, as a pardoned

people to which its God betrothes Himself again ;—when Joel

(iv. 16-21) sees a time break forth after the judgment upon the

army of the world of nations, in which the holy land bursts

into miraculous fruitfulness ;—when Amos (ix. 8-15) predicts

the rebuilding of the tabernacle of David that has been over-

thrown, and the restoration of the Davidic kingdom;—when,

according to Zechariah (xiv. 8 sqq.), Jerusalem is to be the
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centre of the world, to which the nations flow, to celebrate the

feast of tabernacles with Israel :—it is impossible, without in-

troducing unbounded caprice into our exposition, to resist the

conclusion, that in all these passages, and others of a similar

kind, a time is depicted, when, after the judgment of God upon

the power of the world, Israel will dwell in the enjoyment of

blissful peace within its own land, now transfigured into para-

disaical glory, and will rule over the nations round about."

But that all these passages do not contain clear scriptural state-

ments " concerning a partial glorification of the earth " during

that kingdom of glory, is apparent from the fact that it is not

till after writing this that Volck himself raises the question,

" Are there really, then, any distinct utterances of Scripture

upon this point 1" and he only cites two passages (Joel iv.

18 sqq. and Mic. vii. 9—13) as containing an affirmative

answer to the question, to which he also adds in a note Isa.

xxiv. 1-23 as compared with Isa. xiii. 9 and Zech. xiv. 8-11.

But when Joel foretells that, after the judgment of Jehovah

upon the army of nations in the valley of Jehoshaphat, the

mountains will trickle with new wine, the hills flow with

milk, and all the springs of Judah stream with water, while

Egypt will become a desolation, and Edom a barren desert, he

announces nothing more than that which Isaiah repeats and

still further expands in ch. xxxiv. and xxxv. ; where even Hof-

mann (Schriftbeweis, II. 2, p. 563) admits that Edom is a

symbolical designation, applied to the world of mankind in its

estrangement from God. Joel merely mentions Egypt as well

as Edom as representatives of the world in its hostility to God.

But if Egypt and Edom are types of the world in its estrange-

ment from God or its enmity against Him, Judah is a type of

the kingdom of God ; and this passage simply teaches that

through the judgment the might and glory of the kingdoms of

the world at enmity against God will be laid waste and de-

stroyed, and the glory of the kingdom of God established.

But in nowise do they teach the glorification of Palestine and
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the desolation of Idumaea and the country of the Nile ; espe-

cially if we bedr in mind that, as we have already observed,

the trickling and flowing of the mountains and hills with new

wine and oil cannot possibly be understood literally. We meet

with the very same antithesis in Mic. vii. 9-13, where the

daughter of Zion, presented under the figure of a vineyard, is

promised the building of her walls and the flowing into her

of numerous peoples from Egypt, Asshur, and the ends of the

world, and the desolation of the world is foretold. Micah does

not say a word about a partial glorification of the earth, unless

the building of the walls of Zion is taken allegorically, and

changed into a glorification of Palestine. But if this is the

case with passages selected as peculiarly clear, the rest will

furnish still less proof of the supposed glorification of the land

of Israel. It is true, indeed, that we also find in Isa. xxiv.

1-23 " the antithesis between Zion, the glorified seat of Jehovah,

and the earth laid waste by the judgment" (cf. Isa. xiii. 3),

and in Zecli. xiv. 8 sqq. the prediction of an exaltation of Jeru-

salem above the land lying round about ; but even if a future

glorification of the seat of God in the midst of His people, and,

indeed, a transformation of the earthly soil of the kingdom of

God, be foretold in these and many other passages, the chiliastic

idea of a glorification of Palestine before the universal judg-

ment and the new creation of the heaven and earth is by no

means proved thereby, so long as there are no distinct state-

ments of Scripture to confirm the supposition that the future

glorification of Zion, Jerusalem, Canaan, predicted by the

prophets, will take place before the judgment. Even Volck

appears to have felt that the passages already quoted do not

furnish a conclusive proof of this, since it is not till after dis-

cussing them that he thinks it necessary to raise the question,

" Does the Old Testament really speak of a glorification of

Canaan in the literal sense of the word 1 " To reply to this

he commences with an examination of the view of the millen-

nium held by Auberlen, who finds nothing more in the state-
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nients of the Old Testament than that " even nature will be

included in the blessing of the general salvation, the soil endowed

with inexhaustible fruitfulness, all hostility and thirst for blood

be taken frpm the animal world, yea, the heavens bound to the

earth in corresponding harmony," so that we should be reminded

of the times of the world before the flood, when tlie powers of

nature were still greater than they are now. To this the

intimation in Isa. Ixv. 20-22 alludes, where men a hundred

years old are called boys, etc. {der Prophet Daniel, pp. 402, 403).

But Volck objects to the literal interpretation of such passages

as Isa. Ixv. 20, on the ground that " the consequence of this

assumption leads to absurdities, inasmuch as such passages as

Isa. xi. 6, Ix. 17, 19, Ixvi. 25, would then also have to be taken

literally, to which certainly no one would be so ready to agree
"

(see also Luthardt, die Lehre von den letzten Dingen, p. 78).

On the other hand, he defends the canon laid down by Hof-

mann (p. 566), " that in the prophetic description of that time

of glory we must distinguish between the thoughts of the

prophecy and the means used for expressing them ; the former

we reach by generalizing what is said by way of example, and

reducing the figurative expression to the literal one." The

thought lying at the foundation of these prophetic pictures is,

in his opinion, no other than that of a blessed, blissful fellow-

ship with God, and a state of peace embracing both the human

and the extra-human creation. '' To set forth this thought,

the prophets seize upon the most manifold figures and colours

which the earth offers them." Thus in Isa. Ixv. 20—23 we

have only a figurative description of what is said in literal

words in Isa. xxv. 8 : He swalloweth up death for ever, and

Jehovah wipeth away the tears from every face. So also the

figurative expressions in Isa. xi. 6-8, Ixv. 25, affirm nothing

more " than that the ground will be delivered from the curse

which rests upon it for the sake of man, and the extra-human

creation will be included in the state of peace enjoyed in the

holy seat of God. But where there is no death and no evil.
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and therefore no more sin, where the glory of the Lord shines

without change (Isa. Ix. 19, 20), not only has the world before

the flood with its still greater powers of nature returned, but

there is the world of glorijtcatioh." We agree with this view

in general, and simply add that this furnishes no proof of the

glorification of Canaan before the last judgment. Before this

can be done, it must be conclusively shown that these prophetic

passages treat of the so-called millennial kingdom, and do not

depict what is plainly taught in Isa. Ixv. 17 sqq. and Eev. xxi.

and xxii., the glory of the heavenly Jerusalem upon the new earth.

Volck also acknowledges this, inasmuch as, after examining

these passages, he proposes the question, " Are there really

clear passages in the Old Testament prophecy which warrant

us in assuming that there will be an intermediate period between

the judgment, through which Jehovah glorifies Himself and

His people before the eyes of the world, and a last end of all

things?" An affirmative answer to this question is said to

be furnished by Isa. xxiv. 21 sqq., where the prophet, when

depicting the judgment upon the earth, says :
" And it will

Mvae to pass in that day, that Jehovah will visit the army of

the height on high, and the kings of the earth upon the earth

;

and they will be gathered together as a crowd, taken in the pit,

and shut up in the prison, and after the expiration of many

days will they be visited. And the sun blushes, and the moon

turns pale ; for Jehovah rules royally upon Mount Zion and in

Jerusalem, and in the face of His elders is glory." Here even

Hofmann finds (pp. 566, 567) the idea clearly expressed " of a

time between the judgment through which Jehovah glorifies

Himself and His people before all the world, and a last end of

things, such as we must picture to ourselves when we read of

a rolling up of the heaven on which all its host falls off, like

dry leaves from the vine (Isa. xxxiv. 4), and of a day of retri-

bution upon earth, when the earth falls to rise no more, and

a fire devours its inhabitants, which burns for ever" (Isa.

xxxiv. 8, 9, xxiv. 20). But if we observe that the announce-
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ment of the judgment upon the earth closes in Isa. xxlv. 20

with the words, " the earth will fall, and not rise again ;" and

then vers. 21 sqq, continue as follows : " And it comes to pass

in that day, Jehovah will visit," etc.,—it will be evident that the

judgment upon the host of the heavens, etc., is assigned to the

time when the earth is destroyed, so that by the Mount Zion

and Jerusalem, where Jehovah will then reign royally in glory,

we can only understand the heavenly Jerusalem. An inter-

mediate time between the judgment upon the world and the

last end of things, i.e. the destruction of the heaven and the

earth, is not taught here. Nor is it taught in ch. Ixv. 17-19,

where, according to Hofmann (p. 568), a glorification of Jeru-

salem before the new creation of the heaven and the earth is

said to be foretold ; for here even Volck admits that we have

a picture of the new world after the destruction of heaven and

earth and after the last judgment, and concludes his discussion

upon this point (p. 166) with the acknowledgment, " that in

the Old Testament prophecy these two phases of the end are

not sharply separated from each other, and especially that the

manner of transition from the former (the glorification of

Jehovah and His church before the world in the so-called

thousand years' reign) to the last end of all things, to the life

of eternity, does not stand clearly out," though even in the

latter respect there is an indication to be found in Ezek. xxxviii.

If, then, for the present we lay this indication aside, as the

question concerning Ezek. xxxviii. can only be considered in

connection with Eev. xx., the examination of all the passages

quoted by the chiliasts in support of the glorification of Pales-

tine, before the new creation of the heavens and the earth,

yields rather the result that the two assumed phases of the end

are generally not distinguished in the Old Testament prophecy,

and that the utterances of the different prophets concerning the

final issue of the war of the world-powers against the kingdom
of God clearly contain no more than this, that Jehovah will

destroy all the enemies of His kingdom by a judgment, over-
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throw the kingdoms of the world, and establish His kingdom

in glory. Isaiah alone rises to a prediction of the destruction

of the whole world, and of the new creation of the heaven and

the earth.—But what the Old Testament leaves still obscure in

this respect, is supposed to be clearly revealed in the New. To

this question, therefore, we will now proceed.

11. Does the New Testament teach a glorification of Palestine

and a kingdom of glory in the earthly Jerusalem, before the last

judgment and the destruction of the heaven and the earth ?—In

the opinion of most of the representatives of millenarianism,

there is no doubt whatever as to either of these. " For, ac-

cording to Eev. XX., the overthrow of the world-power and the

destruction of Antichrist are immediately followed by the

establishment of the kingdom of glory of the glorified church

of Jesus Christ for the space of a thousand years, at the

expiration of which the war of Gog and Magog against the

beloved city takes place, and ends in the overthrow of the

hostile army and the creation of the new heaven and the new

earth" (Volck, p. 167). But this assumption is by no means

so indisputable. Even if we grant in passing, that, according

to the millenarian view of the Apocalypse, the events depicted

in ch. XX. are to be understood chronologically, the assumption

that Palestine will be glorified during the millennium is npt

yet demonstrated. Auberlen, for example, who regards the

doctrine of the thousand years' reign as one of the primary

articles of the Christian hope, pronounces the following sen-

tence (pp. 454, 455) upon Hofmann's view of the millennial

reign, according to which the glorified church is to be thought

of, not as in heaven, but as on earth, and, indeed, as united

with the equally glorified Israel in the equally glorified Canaan

:

" It appears obvious to me that the whole of the Old Testament

prophecy is irreconcilable with this view, apart from the internal

improbability of the thing." And according to our discussion

above, we regard this sentence as perfectly well founded. The
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prophets of the Old Testament know nothing of a thousand

years' kingdom ; and a glorification of the earthly Canaan

before the end of the world cannot be inferred from the picture

of the temple spring, for the simple reason that the resumption

of this prophetic figure in Eev, xxii. 1 and 2 shows that this

spring belongs to the heavenly Jerusalem of the new earth.

Even in Rev. xx. we read nothing about a glorification of

Palestine or Jerusalem. This has merely been inferred from

the fact that, according to the literal interpretation of the

chapter, those who rise from the dead at the second coming of

Christ will reign with Christ in the " beloved city," i.e. Jeru-

salem ; but the question has not been taken into consideration,

whether a warlike expedition of the heathen from the four

corners of the unglorified world against the inhabitants of a

glorified city, who are clothed with spiritual bodies, is possible

and conceivable, or whether such an assumption does not rather

" lead to absurdities." Nor can it be shown that the doctrine

of a glorification of Palestine before the end of the present

world is contained in the remaining chapters of the Apocalypse

or the other writings of the New Testament. It cannot be

inferred from the words of the Apostle Paul in Rom. xi. 15,

viz. that the restoration of the people of Israel, rejected for a

time after the entrance of the pleroma of the heathen into the

kingdom of God, will be or cause " life from the dead ;

" since

" life from the dead " never really means the new bodily life

of glorification beginning with the resurrection of the dead

(Meyer), nor the glorification of the world (Voick) ; and this

meaning cannot be deduced from the fact that the iraKiy-

yeveffia (" regeneration," Matt. xix. 28) and the -xpovoi diro-

Karaa-Taa-eo}'; (" times of restitution," Acts iii. 19-21) will

follow the " receiving " {TrpoaXrjyfn^) of Israel.

And even for the doctrine of a kingdom of glory in the

earthly Jerusalem before the last judgment, we have no con-

clusive scriptural evidence. The assumption, that by the

" beloved city" in Rev. xx. 9 we are to understand the earthly
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Jerusalem, rests upon the hypothesis, that the people of Israel

will return to Palestine on or after their conversion to Christ,

rebuild Jerusalem and the temple, and dwell there till the

coming of Christ. But, as we have already shown, this

hypothesis has no support either in Rom. xi. 25 or any other

unequivocal passages of the New Testament; and the only

passages that come into consideration at all are Rev. vii. 1-8,

xiv. 1-5, and xi., xii., in which this doctrine is said to be con-

tained. In Rev. vii. 1 sqq., John sees how, before the outbreak

of the judgment upon the God-opposing world-power, an angel

seals " the servants of our God " in their foreheads, and hears

that the number of those sealed is a hundred and forty-four

thousand of all the tribes of the children of Israel, twelve

thousand from each of the twelve tribes mentioned by name.

In ch. xiv. 1 sqq. he sees the Lamb stand upon Mount Zion, and

with Him a hundred and forty-four thousand, having the name

of his Father written upon their forehead. And in ch. xi. 1 sqq.

a rod is given to him, and he is commanded to measure the

temple of God and the altar, but to cast out the outer court of

the temple, and not to measure it, because it is given to the

lieatlien, who will tread under foot the holy city, which has

become spiritually a Sodom and an Egypt for forty-two months.

From these passages, Hofmann (II. 2, p. 703), Luther, Volck,

and others conclude that the converted Israelitish church will

not only dwell in Palestine, more especially in Jerusalem,

before the coming (parusia) of Christ, but will be alone in

outliving the coming of Christ ; whilst the rest of Christendom,

at all events the whole number of the believers from among

the Gentile Christians, will lose their lives in the great tribula-

tion which precedes the parusia, and go through death to God.

This conclusion would be indisputable if the premises were

well founded, namely, that the passages in question treated

only of Jewish Christians and the earthly Jerusalem. For, in

the first place, it is evident that the hundred and forty-four

thousand whom John sees with the Lamb upon Mount Zion in
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ch. xiv. 1 sqq. are identical with the hundred and forty-four

thousand who are sealed from the twelve tribes of Israel in

ch. vii. The omission of the retrospective article before sKaTov,

K.r.X. in ch. xiv. 1 is to be explained from the fact that the in-

tention is to give prominence to the antithesis, in which the

notice of it stands to what precedes. " Over against the whole

multitude of the rest of the world, subject to the beast and his

prophet, there stands upon Zion a comparatively limited host of

a hundred and forty- four thousand" (Volck). And in the

second place, it is quite as evident that in the one hundred and

forty-four thousand who are sealed (ch. vii.), the total number

is contained of all believers, who have been preserved in the

great tribulation, and kept from perishing therein ; and in ch.

vii. 9-17 there is placed in contrast with these, in the innumer-

able multitude out of all the heathen, and nations, and lan-

guages standing before the throne of God clothed in white

robes, and carrying palms in their hands, who have come out

of the great tribulation, the total number of believers who have

lost their temporal lives in the great tribulation, and entered

into the everlasting life. The mode in which Christiani

(" Uebersichtliche Darstellung des Inhalts der Apokalypse,"

Dorpater Zeilsclir. III. p. 53) attempts to evade this conclu-

sion—namely, by affirming that the separate visions never give

a complete final account, but only isolated glimpses of it, and

that they have mutually to supplement one another—does not

suffice. Volck has correctly observed, in answer to the objec-

tion that the vision in ch. vii. 9—17 does not set before us the

entrance of all the believing Gentile Christians of the last time

into heaven through death, that although we simply read of a

" great multitude" in ch. vii. 9, this expression does not permit

us to infer that there will be a I'emnant of Gentile Christians,

inasmuch as the antithesis upon which all turns is this: "on

the one side, this compact number of a hundred and forty-four

thousand out of Israel destined to survive the last oppression

;

on the other, an innumerable multitude out of every nation,
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wlio have come to God through death." Nevertheless, we must

support Christiani in his opposition to the assumption, that at

the parusia of Christ only Jewish Christians will be living on

earth iu Jerusalem or upon Mount Zion, and that all the

believing Gentile Christians will have perished from the globe ;

because such a view is irreconcilably opposed not only to Rev.

iii. 12, but also, to all the teaching of the New Testament,

especially to the declarations of our Lord concerning His second

coming. When the Apostle Paul wrote to the church at

Thessalonica, consisting of Gentile and Jewish Christians, eV

Xd7M Kvpiou : " we who live and remain to the coming of the

Lord shall not anticipate those who sleep " (1 Thess. iv. 15 sqq.),

and when he announced as a jMva-Trjpiov to the church at Corinth,

which was also a mixed church, consisting for the most part of

Gentile Christians : " we shall not all sleep, but we shall all be

changed " (1 Cor. xv. 51), he held the conviction, based upon

a word of the Lord, that at the time of Christ's coming there

would still be believing Gentile Christians living upon the

earth. And when the Lord Himself tells His disciples :
" the

Son of man will come in the clouds of heaven with great power

and glory, and will send His angels with sounding trumpets,

and they will gather His elect from the four winds from one

end of heaven to the other " (Matt. xxiv. 30, 31), He treats it

as an indisputable fact that there will be eKKeKToi, believing

Christians, in all the countries of the earth, and that the church

existing at His coming will not be limited to the Israel which

has become believing in Jerusalem and Palestine.

If, therefore, the Apocalypse is not to stand in direct con-

tradiction to the teaching of Christ and the Apostle Paul in one

of the principal articles of the truths of salvation, the exposition

in question of Eev. vii. and xiv. cannot be correct. On the

contrary, we are firmly convinced that in the hundred and

forty-four thousand who are sealed, the whole body of believing

Christians living at the parusia of our Lord is represented

;

and notwithstanding the fact that they are described as the

EZEK. 11. ^ ^
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servants of God " out of all the tribes of the children of Israel,"

and are distributed by twelve thousands among the twelve

tribes of Israel, and that in ch. xiv. 1 they stand with the

Lamb upon Mount Zion, we can only regard them, not as

Jewish Christians, but as the Israel of God (Gal. vi. 16), i.e.

the church of believers in the last days gathered from both

Gentiles and Jews. If the description of the sealed as children

of Israel out of all the twelve tribes, and the enumeration of

these tribes by name, prove that only Jewish Christians are

intended, and preclude our taking the words as referring to

believers from both Gentiles and Jews, we must also regard

the heavenly Jerusalem of the new earth as a Jewish Christian

city, because it has the names of the twelve tribes of the chil-

dren of Israel written upon its gates (Rev. xxi. 12), like the

Jerusalem of Ezekiel (ch. xlviii. 31) ; and as this holy city is

called the bride of the Lamb (Rev. xxi. 9, 10), we must assume

that only Jewish Christians will take part in the marriage of

the Lamb. Moreover, the Mount Zion upon which John sees

Lamb and the hundred and forty-four thousand standing

(ch. xiv. 1), cannot be the earthly Mount Zion, as Bengel,

Hengstenberg, and others have correctly shown, because those

who are standing there hear and learn the song sounding from

heaven, which is sung before the throne and the four living

creatures and the elders (Rev. xiv. 3). The Mount Zion in

this instance, as in Heb. xii. 22, belongs to the heavenly Jeru-

salem. There is no foundation for the assertion that this view

is at variance with the connection of this group, and is also

opposed to the context (Christiani, p. 194, Luther, and others).

The excellent remarks of Diisterdieck, with regard to the con-

nection, are a sufficient refutation of the first, which is asserted

without any proof :
" Just as in ch. vii. 9 sqq. an inspiring look

at the heavenly glory was granted to such believers as should

remain faithful in the great tribulation which had yet to come,

before the tribulation itself was displayed ; so also in the first

part of ch. xiv. (vers. 1-5) a scene is exliibited, which shows
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the glorious reward of the conquerors (cf. ch. ii. 11, iii. 12, 21)

in a certain group of blessed believers (ver. 1 :
' a hundred

and forty-four thousand;' ver. 4: 'the first-fruits'), who

appear with the Lamb upon Mount Zion, and are described as

those who have kept themselves pure from all the defilement of

the world during their earthly life." And this assumption would

only be opposed to the context if vers. 2-5 formed an antithesis

to ver, 1, i.e. if those in heaven mentioned in vers. 2, 3 were dis-

tinguished from the hundred and forty-four thousand as being

still on earth. But if those who sing the new song are really

distinguished from the hundred and forty-four thousand, and are

" angelic choirs," which is still questionable, it by no means

follows from this that the hundred and forty-four thousand are

upon the earthly Mount Zion, but simply that they have reached

the Zion of the heavenly Jerusalem, and stand with the Lamb
by the throne of God, serving Him as His attendants, seeing

His face, and bearing His name upon their foreheads (Rev. xxii.

1, 3, 4), and that they learn the new song sung before the throne.

Still less can we understand by the holy city of Rev. xi. the

earthly Jerusalem, and by the woman clothed with the sun in

Rev. xii. the Israelitish church of God, i.e. the Israel of the

last days converted to Christ. The Jerusalem of Rev. xi. is

spiritually a Sodom and Egypt. The Lord is obliged to endow

the two witnesses anointed with His Spirit, whom He causes to

appear there, with the miraculous power of Elias and Moses, to

defend them from their adversaries. And when eventually

they are slain by the beast from the abyss, and all the world,

seeing their dead bodies lying in the streets of the spiritual

Sodom and Egypt, rejoices at their death, He brltfgs them to

life again after three days and a half, and causes them to

ascend visibly into heaven, and the same hour He destroys the

tenth part of the city by an earthquake, through which seven

thousand men are slain, so that the rest are alarmed and give

glory to the God of heaven. Jerusalem is introduced here in

quite as degenerate a state as in the last times before its
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destruction by the Romans. Nevertheless we cannot thhik

of this ancient Jerusalem, because if John meant this, his

prophecy would be at variance with Christ's prophecy of the

destruction of Jerusalem. " For, according to the Eevelation,

there is neither a destruction of the temple in prospect, nor

does the church of Jesus flee from the city devoted to destruc-

tion " (Hofmann, p. 684). The temple with the altar of burnt-

offering is measured and defended, and only the outer court

with the city is given up to the nations to be trodden down
;

and lastly, only the tenth part of the city is laid in ruins.

For this reason, according to Hofmann and Luther, the

Jerusalem of the last days, inhabited by the Israel converted

to Christ, is intended. But the diiSculty which presses upon

this explanation is to be found not so much in the fact that

Jerusalem is restored in the period intervening between the

conversion of Israel as a nation to Christ and the establishment

of the millennial kingdom, and possesses a Jewish temple, as in

the fact that the Israel thus converted to Christ, whose restora-

tion, according to the teaching of the Apostle Paul in Eom.

xi. 25, will be " life from the dead" to all Christendom, should

again become a spiritual Sodom and Egypt, so that the Lord

has to defend His temple with the believers who worship there

from being trampled down by means of witnesses endowed

with miraculous power, and to destroy the godless city partially

by an earthquake for the purpose of terrifying the rest of the

inhabitants, so that they may give glory to Him. Such an

apostasy of the people of Israel after their final conversion to

Christ is thoroughly opposed to the hope expressed by the

Apostle Paul of the result of the restoration of Israel after the

entrance of the pleroma of the Gentiles into the kingdom of

God. Hofmann and Luther are therefore of opinion that

the Israelitish-Christian Jerusalem of the last times is called

spiritually Sodom and Egypt, because the old Jewish Jerusalem

had formerly sunk into a Sodom and Egypt, and that the

Christian city is punished by the destruction of its tenth part
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and the slaying of seven thousand men "as a judgment

upon the hostile nationality
;
" as if God could act so un-

justly in the government of Jerusalem as to give up to

the heathen the city that had been faithful to Him, and to

destroy the tenth part thereof. This realistic Jewish inter-

pretation becomes utterly impossible when ch. xii. is added.

According to Hofmann, the woman in the sun is that Israel of

which Paul says, " God has not cast away His people whom
He foreknew " (Rom. xi. 2), i.e. the Israelitish church of the

saved. Before the birth of the boy who will rule the nations

with a sceptre of iron, this church is opposed by the dragon ;

and after the child born by her has been caught up into

heaven, she is hidden by God from the persecution of the

dragon in a place in the wilderness for twelve hundred and

sixty days, or three times and a half, i.e. during the forty-two

months in which Jerusalem as a spiritual Sodom is trodden

down of the heathen, and only the temple with those who

wdrship there is protected by God. But even if we overlook

the' contradiction involved in the supposition that the Israel

believing in Christ of ch. xi. has sunk so deep that Jerusalem

has to be trodden down by the heathen, and only a small

portion of the worshippers of God are protected in the temple,

we must nevertheless inquire how it is possible that the

Israelitish church of believers in Christ should at the same

time be defended in the temple at Jerusalem, and, having fled

from Canaan into the wilderness, be concealed "in a place of

distress and tribulation." The Jerusalem of the last times

does not stand in the wilderness, and the temple protected by

God is not a place of distress and tribulation. And how can

the Israelitish church of God, which has given birth to Christ,

be concealed in the wilderness after the catching up of Christ

into heaven, or His ascension, seeing that the believing portion

of Israel entered the Christian church, whilst the unbelieving

mass at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem were in part

destroyed by sword, famine, and pestilence, and in part thrust
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out amonf the Gentiles over all the world ? From the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem onwards, there is no longer any Israelitish

congregation of God outside the Christian church. The

branches broken off from the olive tree because of their

unbelief, are not a church of God. And Auberlen's objection

to this interpretation—namely, that from the birth of Christ in

ver. 6 it makes all at once a violent leap into the antichristian

times—still retains its force, inasmuch as this leap not only has

nothing in the text to indicate it, but is irreconcilable with

vers. 5 and 6, according to which the flight of the woman into

the wilderness takes place directly after the catching away of

the child. Auberlen and Christiani have therefore clearly

seen the impossibility of carrying out the realistic Jewish

interpretation of these chapters. The latter, indeed, would

take the holy city in ch. xi. in a literal sense, i.e. as signifying

the material Jerusalem; whilst he interprets the temple

" allegorically " as representing the Christian church, without

observing the difficulty in which he thereby entangles himself,

inasmuch as if the holy city were the material Jerusalem, the

whole of believing Christendom out of all lands would have

fled thither for refuge. In the exposition of ch. xii. he follows

Auberlen {Daniel, p. 460), who has correctly interpreted the

woman clothed with the sun as signifying primarily the

Israelitish church of God, and then passing afterwards into

the believing church of Christ, which rises on the foundation

of the Israelitish church as its continuation, other branches

from the wild olive tree being grafted on in the place of the

branches of the good olive that have been broken off (Eora.

xi. 17 sqq.).—In Eev. xiii. and xv.-xix. there is no further

allusion to Judah and Jerusalem.

If, then, we draw the conclusion from the foregoing discus-

sion, the result at which we have arrived is, that even Eev.

i.-xix. furnishes no confirmation of the assumption that the

Israel which has come to believe in Christ will dwell in the

earthly Jerusalem, and have a. temple with bleeding sacrifices.
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And tills takes away all historical ground for the assumption

that by the beloved city in Rev. xx. 9, against which Satan

leads Gog and Magog to war with the heathen from the

four corners of the earth, we can only understand the earthly

Jerusalem of the last times. If, however, we look more

closely at Eev. xx., there are three events described in vers.

1-10,—viz. (1) the binding of Satan and his confinement in

the abyss for a thousand years (vers. 1-3) ; (2) the resurrection

of the believers, and their reigning with Christ for a thousand

years, called the " first resurrection " (vers. 4-6) ; (3) after the

termination of the thousand years, the releasing of Satan from

his prison, his going out to lead the heathen with Gog and

Magog to war against " the camp of the saints and the beloved

city," the destruction of this army by fire from heaven, and

the casting of Satan into the lake of fire, where the beast and

the false prophet already are (vers. 7-10). According to the

millenarian exposition of the Apocalypse, these three events

will none of them take place till after the fall of Babylon and

the casting of the beast into the lake of fire ; not merely the

final casting of Satan into the lake of fire, but even the binding

of Satan and the confining of him in the abyss. The latter is

not stated in the text, however, but is merely an inference

drawn from the fact that all three events are seen by John

and related in his Apocalypse after the fall of Babylon, etc.,

—

an inference for which there is just the same warrant as for

- the conclusion drawn, for example, by the traditional exposition

of the Old Testament by the Jews, that because the death of

Terah is related in Gen. xi., and the call and migration of

Abram to Canaan in Gen. xii., therefore Terah died before the

migration of Abraham, in opposition to the chronological data

of Genesis. All that is stated in the text of the Apocalypse

is, that Satan is cast into the lake of fire, where the beast and

the false prophet are (ver. 10), so that the final overthrow of

Satan will not take place till after the fall of Babylon and the

overthrow of the beast and the false prophet. That this is not
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to happen till a thousand years later, cannot be inferred from

the position of ch. xx. 10 after ch. xix. 20, 21, but must be

gathered from some other source if it is to be determined at

all. The assumption that the contents of Eev. xx. are chrono-

logically posterior to ch. xviii. and xlx., which the millenarian

interpretation of the Apocalypse has adopted from the earlier

orthodox exposition, is at variance with the plan of the whole

book. It is now admitted by all scientific expositors of the

Apocalypse, that the visions contained therein do not form

such a continuous series as to present the leading features of

the conflict between the powers at enmity against God and the

kingdom of God in chronological order, but rather that they

are arranged in groups, each rounded off within itself, every

one of which reaches to the end or closes with the last judg-

ment, while those which follow go back again and expand

more fully the several events which prepare the way for and

introduce the last judgment ; so that, for example, after the

last judgment upon the living and the dead has been announced

in ch. xi. 15 sqq. by the seventh trumpet, the conflict between

Satan and the kingdom of God on the birth and ascension

of Christ is not shown to the seer till the ftjUowing chapter

(ch. xii.). And the events set forth in the last group com-

mencing with ch. xix. must be interpreted in a manner

analogous to this. The contents of this group have been

correctly explained by Hofmann (II. 2, p. 720) as follows:

"The whole series of visions, from ch. xix. 11 onwards, is

merely intended to exhibit the victory of Christ over His foes.

There is first a victory over Satan, through which the army of

the enemies of His people by which he is served is destroyed

;

secondly, a victory over Satan, by which the possibility of

leading the nations astray any more to fight against His church

is taken from him ; thirdly, a victory over Satan, by which he

is deprived of the power to keep those who have died with

faith in their Saviour in death any longer; and, fourthly, a

victory over Satan, by which his last attack upon the saints of
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God issues in his final destruction." Tiiat the second and

third victories are not to be separated from each other in point

of time, is indicated by the sameness in the period assigned

to each, viz. " a thousand years." But the time when these

thousand years commence, cannot be determined from the

Apocalypse itself ; it must be gathered from the teaching of

the rest of the New Testament concerning the first resurrec-

tion. According to the statements made by the Apostle Paul

in 1 Cor. XV., every one will be raised " in his own order

:

Christ the first-fruits, afterward they that are Christ's at His

coming;" then the end, i.e. the resurrection of all the dead,

the last judgment, the destruction of the world, and the new

creation of heaven and earth. Consequently the first resurrection

takes place along with the coming of Christ. But, according

to the teaching of the New Testament, the parusia of Christ is

not to be deferred till the last day of the present world, but

commences, as the Lord Himself has said, not long after His

ascension, so that some of His own contemporaries will not

taste of death till they see the Son of man come in His

kingdom (Matt. xvi. 28). The Lord repeats this in Matt.

xxiv. 34, in the elaborate discourse concerning His parusia to

judgment, with the solemn asseveration :
" Verily I say unto

you, this generation (57 yevea avTrj) will not pass till all these

things be fulfilled." And, as Hofmann has correctly observed

(p. 640), the idea that " this generation " signifies the church

of Christ, does not deserve refutation. We therefore under-

stand that the contemporaries of Christ would live to see the

things of which He says, "that they will be the heralding

tokens of His second appearance;" and, still further (p. 641)

:

"We have already seen, from Matt. xvi. 28, that the Lord has

solemnly affirmed that His own contemporaries will live to see

His royal coming," ^ Concerning this royal coming of the Son

' Lnthardt also says just the same (pp. 94, 95) :
" Undoubtedly the age

of which the Lord is speaking is not the whole of the present era, nor the

nation of Israel, but the generation then existing. And yet the Lord's
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of man in the glory of His Father with His angels, which some

of His contemporaries live to see (Matt. xvi. 27 and 28), Paul

writes, in 1 Thess. iv. 15, 16: "We which are ahve and

remain unto the coming of the Lord shall not anticipate them

which are asleep ; for the Lord Himself shall descend from

heaven with a shout, etc, and the dead in Christ will rise

first," etc. Consequently the New Testament teaches quite

clearly that the first resurrection commences with the coming

of Christ, which began with the judgment executed through

the Eomans upon the ancient Jerusalem. This was preceded

only by the resurrection of Christ as " the first-fruits," and tlie

resurrection of the " many bodies of the saints which slept,"

that arose from the graves at the resurrection of Christ, and

appeared to many in the holy city (Matt, xxvii. 52, 53), as a

practical testimony that through the resurrection of Christ

death is deprived of its power, and a resurrection from the

grave secured for all believers.—According to this distinct

teaching of Christ and the apostles, the popular opinion, that

the resurrection of the dead as a whole will not take place

till the last day of this world, must be rectified. The New
Testament does not teach anywhere that all the dead, even

those who have fallen asleep in Christ, will remain in the

grave, or in Hades, till the last judgment immediately before

the destruction of heaven and earth, and that the souls which

have entered heaven at their death will be with Christ till then

unclothed and without the body. This traditional view merely

rests upon the unscriptural idea of the coming of Christ as not

taking place till the end of the era, and as an act restricted to

a single day of twenty-four hours. According to the Scriptures,

the parusia takes place on the day of the Lord, nin^ DV, jj rjiiApa

Tov Kvpiov. But this day is not an earthly day of twelve or

twenty-four hours ; but, as Peter says (2 Pet. iii. 8), " one

prophecy goes to the very end, and reaches far beyond the destruction of

Jerusalem. . . . The existing generation was to live to see the beginning
of the end, and did live to see it."
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day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand years

as one day" (cf. Ps. xc. 4)* The day on which the Son of

man comes in His glory commences with the appearing of the

Lord to the judgment upon the hardened Israel at the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by the Romans ; continues till His appearing

to the last judgment, which is still future and will be visible to

all nations; and closes with the day of God, on which the

heavens will be dissolved with fire, and the elements will melt

with heat, and the new heaven and new earth will be created,

for which we wait according to His promise (2 Pet. iii. 12, 13).

To show how incorrect is the popular idea of the resurrection

of the dead, we may adduce not only the fact of the resurrec-

tion of many saints immediately after the resurrection of Christ

(Matt, xxvii. 52, 53), but also the solemn declaration of the

Lord : " Verily, verily, I say unto you. The hour cometh, and

now is, when the dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God,

and they that hear shall live,"—the hour " in the which all

that are in the graves shall hear His voice, and shall come

forth ; they that have done good unto the resurrection of life,

etc." (John v. 25, 28) ; and again the repeated word of Christ,

that whosoever believeth on Him hath everlasting life, and

cometh not into judgment, but hath passed from death unto

life (John V. 24, vi. 40, 47, iii. 16, 18, 36) ; and lastly, what

was seen by the sacred seer on the opening of the fifth seal

(Eev. vi. 9-11), namely, that white robes were given to the

souls that were slain for the word of God and for the testimony

which they held, and that were crying for the avenging of

their blood, inasmuch as the putting on of the white robe

involves or presupposes the clothing of the soul with the new
body, so that this vision teaches that the deceased martyrs are

translated into the state of those who have risen from the dead

before the judgment upon Babylon. The word '>/^i'%ai, which

is used to designate them, does not prove that disembodied

souls are intended (compare, as evidence to the contrary, the

OKTO) ^jrv^al of 1 Pet. iii. 20).
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But as Rev. xx. 1-10 furnishes no information concerning

the time of the first resurrection, so also this passage does not

teach that they who are exalted to reign with Christ by the

first resurrection will live and reign with Christ in the earthly

Jerusalem, whether it be glorified or not. The place where the

thrones stand, upon which they are seated, is not mentioned

either in vers. 4-6 or vers. 1-3. The opinion that this will be

in Jerusalem merely rests upon the twofold assumption, for

which no evidence can be adduced, viz. (1) that, according to

the prophetic utterances of the Old Testament, Jerusalem or

the holy land is the site for the appearance of the Lord to the

judgment upon the world of nations (Hofmann, pp. 637, 638) ;

and (2) that the beloved city which the heathen, under Gog

and Magog, will besiege, according to Kev. xx. 8, 9, is the

earthly Jerusalem, from which it is still further inferred, that

the saints besieged in the beloved city cannot be any othei-s

than those placed upon thrones through the first resurrection.

But the inconceivable nature, not to say the absurdity, of such

an assumption as that of a war between earthly men and those

who have been raised from the dead and are glorified with

spiritual bodies, precludes the identification, which is not ex-

pressed in the text, of the saints in Jerusalem with those sitting

upon thrones and reigning with Christ, who have obtained

eternal life through the resurrection. And as they are reigning

with Christ, the Son of God, who has returned to the glory of

His heavenly Father, would also be besieged along with them

by the hosts of Gog and Magog. But where do the Scriptures

teach anything of the kind ? The fact that, according to the

prophecy of the Old Testament, the Lord comes from Zion to

judge the nations furnishes no proof of this, inasmuch as this

Zion of the prophets is not the earthly and material, but the

heavenly Jerusalem. The angels who come at the ascension of

Christ to comfort His disciples with regard to the departure of

their Master to the Father, merely say : " This Jesus, who has

gone up from you to heaven, will so come in like manner as ye
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have seen Him go to heaven" (Acts i. 11); but they do not

say at what place He will come again. And though the Apostle

Paul says in 1 Thess. iv. 16, " the Lord will descend from

heaven," he also says, they that are living then will be caught

up together with those that have risen in the clouds, to meet the

Lord in the air, and so be ever with the Lord. And as here

the being caught up in the clouds into the air is not to be

understood literally, but simply expresses the thought that those

who are glorified will hasten with those who have risen from

the dead to meet the Lord, to welcome Him and to be united

with Him, and does not assume a permanent abiding in the air

;

so the expression, " descend from heaven," does not involve a

coming to Jerusalem and remaining upon earth. The words

are meant to be understood spiritually, like the rending of the

heaven and coming down in Isa. Ixiv. 1. Paul therefore uses

the words airoKoXv^i's air' ovpavov, revelation from heaven, in

2 Thess. i. 7, with reference to the same event. The Lord has

already descended from heaven to judgment upon the ancient

Jerusalem, to take vengeance with flaming fire upon those who

would not know God and obey the gospel (2 Thess. i. 8). Every

manifestation of God which produces an actual effect upon the

earth is a coming down from heaven, which does not involve a

local abiding of the Lord upon the earth. As the coming of

Christ to the judgment upon Jerusalem does not affect His

sitting at the right hand of the Father, so we must not picture

to ourselves the resurrection of those who have fallen asleep in

the Lord, which commences with this coming, in any other way

than that those who rise are received into heaven, and, as the

church of the first-born, who are written in heaven, i.e. who

have become citizens of heaven (Heb. xii. 23), sit on seats

around the throne of God and reign with Christ.—Even the

first resurrection is not to be thought of as an act occurring

once and ending there ; but as the coming of the Lord, which

commenced with the judgment of the destruction of Jerusalem,

is continued in the long series of judgments through which one
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hostile power after another is overthrown, until the destruction

of the last enemy, so may we also assume, in analogy with this,

that the resurrection of those who have fallen asleep in Christ,

commencing with that parusia, is continued through the course

of centuries; so that they who die in living faith in their

Saviour are raised from the dead at the hour appointed by God

according to His wisdom, and the souls received into heaven at

death, together with those sown as seed-corn in the earth and

ripened from corruption to incorruptibility, will be clothed with

spiritual bodies, to reign with Christ. The thousand years are

not to be reckoned chronologically, but commence with the

coming of Christ to the judgment upon Jerusalem, and extend

to the final casting of the beast and the false prophet into the

lake of fire, perhaps still further. When they will end we

cannot tell ; for it is not for us to know the times or the seasons,

which the Father hath reserved in His own power (Acts i. 7).

The chaining and imprisonment of Satan in the abyss during

the thousand years can also be brought into harmony with this

view of the millennium, provided that the words are not taken

in a grossly materialistic sense, and we bear in mind that

nearly all the pictures of the Apocalypse are of a very drastic

character. The key to the interpretation of Eev. xx. 1-3 and

7-10 is to be found in the words of Christ in John xii. 31,

when just before His passion He is about to bring His addresses

to the people to a close, for the purpose of completing the

work of the world's redemption by His death and resurrection.

When the Lord says, just at this moment, " now is the judg-

ment passing over the world ; now will the prince of this world

be cast out," namely, out of the sphere of his dominion, He
designates the completion of the work of redemption by His

death as a judgment upon the world, through which the rule of

Satan in the world is brought to nought, or the kingdom of the

devil destroyed. This casting out of the prince of this world,

which is accomplished in the establishment and spread of the

kingdom of Christ on earth, is shown to the sacred seer in
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Patmos in the visions of the conflict of Michael with the dragon,

which ends in the casting out of Satan into the earth (Rev.

xii. 7 sqq.), and of the chaining and imprisonment of Satan in

the abyss for a thousand years (Rev, xx. 1 sqq.). The conflict

of Michael with the dragon, which is called the Devil and

Satanas, commences when the dragon begins to persecute the

woman clothed with the sun after the birth of her child, and

its being caught up into heaven, i.e. after the work of Christ

on earth has terminated with His ascension to heaven. John

receives an explanation of the way in which the victory of

Michael, through which Satan is cast out of heaven upon the

earth, is to be interpreted, from the voice, which says in heaven,

" Now is come the salvation, and the strength, and the kingdom

of our God, and the power of His Christ ; for the accuser of

our brethren is cast down, who accused us day and night before

God" (ver. 10). With the casting of Satan out of heaven, the

kingdom of God and the power of His anointed are estab-

lished, and Satan is thereby deprived of the power to rule any

longer as the prince of the world. It is true that when he sees

himself cast from heaven to earth, i.e. hurled from his throne,

he persecutes the woman ; but the woman receives eagles' winas,

so that she flies ipto the'wilderness to the place prepared for her

by God, and is there nourished for three times and a half,

away from the face of the serpent (Rev. xii. 8, 13, 14). After

the casting out of Satan from heaven, there follow the chaining

and shutting up in the abyss, or in hell; so that during this

time he is no more able to seduce the heathen to make war
upon the camp of the saints (Rev. xx. 1-3 and 8). All in-

fluence upon earth is not thereby taken from him ; he is simply

deprived of the power to rule on the earth as dpxoiv among the

heathen, and to restore the e^ovcria wrested from him.^ We

1 Hofmann {Schriftheweis, 11. 2, p. 722) understands the binding of Satan
in a similar manner, and -virrites as follows on the subject: " That which is

rendered impossible to Satan, through his being bound and imprisoned in
the nether world, and therefore through his exclusion from the upper
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may therefore say that the binding of Satan began with the

fall of heathenism as the religion of the world, through the

elevation of Christianity to be the state-religion of the Koman

empire, and that it will last so long as Christianity continues to

be the state-religion of the kingdoms which rule the world.

It is impossible, therefore, to prove from Rev. xx. that there

will be a kingdom of glory in the earthly Jerusalem before the

last judgment ; and the New Testament generally neither

teaches the return of the people of Israel to Palestine on their

conversion to Christ,—which will take place according to Rom.

XI 25 sqq.,—nor the rebuilding of the temple and restoration of

Levitical sacrifices. But if this be the case, then Ezekiel's

vision of the new temple and sacrificial worship, and the new

division of the land of Canaan, cannot be understood literally,

but only in a symbolico-typical sense. The following question,

therefore, is the only one that remains to be answered :

—

III. How are we to understand the vision of the new kingdom of

God in Ezeh. xl.-xlviii. ?—In other words, What opinion are

we to form concerning the fulfilment of this prophetic picture ?

The first reply to be given to tliis is, that this vision does not

depict the coming into existence, or the successive stages in the

rise and development, of the new kingdom of God. For

Ezekiel sees the temple as a finished building, the component

parts of which are so measured before his eyes that he is led

about within the building. He sees the glory of Jehovah enter

into the temple, and hears the voice of the Lord, who declares

world, where the history of mankind is proceeding, is siv^vly that kind of

activity which exerts a determining influence upon the course of history."

And Flacius, in his Ghssa to the New Testament, gives this explanation :

" But Satan is not then so bound or shut up in hell that he cannot do
anything, or cause any injury, more especially disobedience in his children

;

but simply that he cannot act any more either so powerfully or with such
success as before." He also reckons the thousand years " from the resur-

rection and ascension of the Lord, when Christ began in the most powerful
manner to triumph over devils and ungodly men throughout the world "

etc.
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this house to be the seat of His throne in the midst of His

people; and commands the prophet to make known to the

people the form of the house, and its arrangement and ordi-

nances, that they may consider the building, and be ashamed

of their evil deeds (ch. xliii. 4—12). The new order of worship

also (ch. xliii. 13-xlvi. 15) does not refer to the building of the

temple, but to the service which Israel is to render to God, who

is enthroned in this temple. Only the directions concerning

the boundaries and the division of the land presuppose that

Israel has still to take possession of Canaan, though it has

already been brought back out of the heathen lands, and is

about to divide it by lot and take possession of it as its own

inheritance, to dwell there, and to sustain and delight itself

with the fulness of its blessings. It follows from this that the

prophetic picture does not furnish a typical exhibition of the

church of Christ in its gradual development, but sets forth the

kingdom of God established by Christ in its perfect form, and

is partly to be regarded as the Old Testament outline of the

New Testament picture of the heavenly Jerusalem in Kev. xxi.

and xxii. For the river of the water of life is common to both

visions. According to Ezekiel, it springs from the threshold of

the temple, in which the Lord has ascended His throne, flows

through the land to the Arabah, and pours into the Dead Sea,

to make the water thereof sound ; and according to Rev. xxii.

1 sqq., it proceeds from the throne of God and of the Lamb, and
flows through the midst of the street of the New Jerusalem.

According to Ezek. xlvii. 7, 12, as well as Eev. xxii. 2, there

are trees growing upon its banks which bear edible fruits every

month, that is to say, twelve times a year, and the leaves of

which serve for the healing of the nations. But Ezekiel's

picture of the new kingdom of God comes short of the picture

of the New Jerusalem in this respect, that in Ezekiel the city

and temple are separated, although the temple stands upon a
high mountain in the centre of the holy terumah in the midst
of the land of Canaan, and the city of Jerusalem reaches to the.

EZEK. II. 2d
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holy termuali with the northern side of its territory ; whereas

the new heavenly Jerusalem has no temple, and, in its perfect

cubic form of equal length, breadth, and height, has itself

become the holy of holies, in which there stands the throne of

God and of the Lamb (Eev. xxi. 16, xxii. 4). Ezekiel could

not rise to such an eminence of vision as this. The kingdom

of God seen by him has a preponderatingly Old Testament

stamp, and is a perfect Israelitish Canaan, answering to the

idea of the Old Covenant, in the midst of which Jehovah

dwells in His temple, and the water of life flows down from

His throne and pours over all the land, to give prosperity to

His people. The temple of Ezekiel is simply a new Solomon's

temple, built in perfect accordance with the holiness of the

house of God, in the courts of which Israel appears before

Jehovah to offer burnt-offerings and slain-offerings, and to

worship ; and although the city of Jerusalem does indeed form

a perfect square, with three gates on every side bearing the

names of the twelve tribes of Israel, like the gates of the

heavenly Jerusalem, it has not yet the form of a cube as the

stamp of the holy of holies, in which Jehovah the almighty God

is enthroned, though its name is, " henceforth Jehovah thither."

Still less does the attack of Gog with his peoples, gathered

together from the ends of the earth, apply to the heavenly

Jerusalem. It is true that, according to the formal arrange-

ment of our prophet's book, it stands before the vision of the

new kingdom of God ; but chronologically its proper place is

within it, and it does not even fall at the commencement of it,

but at the end of the years, after Israel has been gathered out

of the nations and brought back into its own land, and has

dwelt there for a long time in security (ch. xxxviii. 8, 16).

This attack on the part of the heathen nations is only conceiv-

able as directed against the people of God still dwellinf^ in the

earthly Canaan.

How then are we to remove the discrepancy, that on the one

hand the river of the water of life proceeding from the temple
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indicates a glorification of Canaan, and on the other hand the

land and people appear to be still unglorified, and the latter are

living in circumstances which conform to the earlier condition of

Israeli Does not this picture suggest a state of earthly glory

on the part of the nation of Israel in its own land, which has

passed through a paradisaical transformation before the new

creation of the heaven and the earth ? Isaiah also predicts

a new time, in which the patriarchal length of life of the

primeval era shall return, when death shall no more sweep men

prematurely away, and not only shall war cease among men,

but mutual destruction in the animal world shall also come to

an end (Isa. Ixv. 19^23 compared with ch. xi. 6-9). When

shall this take place ? Delitzsch, who asks this question (Isa.

vol. II. p. 492, transl.), gives the following reply : " Certainly

not in the blessed life beyond the grave, to which it would be

both impossible and absurd to refer these promises, since they

presuppose a continued mixture of sinners with the righteous,

and merely a limitation of the power of death, not its destruc-

tion." From this he then draws the conclusion that the

description is only applicable to the state of the millennium.

But the creation of a new heaven and a new earth precedes

this description (ch. Ixv. 17, 18). Does not this point to the

heavenly Jerusalem of the new earth? To this Delitzsch

replies that " the Old Testament prophet was not yet able to

distinguish from one another the things which the author of

the Apocalypse separates into distinct periods. From the Old

Testament point of view generally, nothing was known of a

state of blessedness beyond the grave.—^In the Old Testament

prophecy, the idea of the new cosmos is blended with the mil-

lennium. It is only in the New Testament that the new

creation intervenes as a party wall between this life and the

life beyond ; whereas the Old Testament prophecy brings the

new creation itself into the present life, and knows nothing of

any Jerusalem of the blessed life to come, as distinct from the

new Jerusalem of the millenniutn." But even if there were a
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better foundation for the chiliastic idea of the millennium

(Rev. XX.) than there is according to our discussion of the

question above, the passage just quoted would not suffice to

remove the difficulty before us. For if Isaiah is describing the

Jerusalem of the millennium in ch. Ixv. 19—23, he has not

merely brought the new creation of heaven and earth into the

present life, but he has also transferred the so-called millennium

to the new earth, i.e. to the other side of the new creation of

heaven and earth. Delitzsch himself acknowledges this on

page 517 (transl.), where he observes in his commentary on Isa.

Ixvi. 22-24 that "the object of the prophecy" (namely, that

from new moon to new moon, and from Sabbath to Sabbath,

all flesh will come to worship before Jehovah, and they will go

out to look at the corpses of the men that have rebelled against

Him, whose worm will not die, nor their fire be quenched) " is

no other than the new Jerusalem of the world to come, and the

eternal torment of the damned." Isaiah "is speaking of the

other side, but he speaks of it as on this side." But if Isaiah is

speaking of the other side as on this side in ch. Ixvi., he has

done the same in ch. Ixv. 19-23 ; and the Jerusalem depicted in

ch. Ixv. cannot be the Jerusalem of the millennium on this side,

but can only be the New Jerusalem of the other side coming

down from heaven, as the description is the same in both chap-

ters, and therefore must refer to one and the same object. The

description in Isa. Ixv., like that in ch. Ixvi., can be perfectly

comprehended from the fact that the prophet is speaking of

that which is on the other side as on this side, without there

being any necessity for the hypothesis of a thousand years'

earthly kingdom of glory. It is quite correct that the Old

Testament knows nothing whatever of a blessed state beyond

the grave, or rather merely teaches nothing with regard to it,

and that the Old Testament prophecy transfers the state beyond

to this side, in other words, depicts the eternal life after the last

judgment in colours taken from the happiness of the Israelitish

life in Canaan. And this is also correct, " that the Old Testa-
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ment depicts both this life and the life to come as an endless

extension of this life ; whilst the New Testament depicts it as a

continuous line in two halves, the last point in this present

finite state being the first point of the infinite state beyond

:

that the Old Testament preserves the continuity of this life and

the life to come, by transferring the outer side, the form, the

' appearance of this life, to the life to come ; the New Testament

by making the inner side, the nature, the reality of the life to

come, the Bvvdiiei'} pe\XovTo<; al&voi, immanent in this life."

But it is only to the doctrinal writings of the New Testament

that this absolutely applies. Of the prophetical pictures of the

New Testament, on the other hand, and especially the Apo-

calypse, it can only be affirmed with considerable limitations.

Not only is the New Jerusalem of Isaiah, which has a new

heaven above it and a new earth beneath, simply the old earthly

Jerusalem, which has attained to the highest glory and happi-

ness; but in the Apocalypse also, the Jerusalem which has

come down from heaven is an earthly city with great walls of

jasper and pure gold, founded upon twelve precious stones, with

twelve gates consisting of pearls, that are not shut by day, in

order that the kings of the earth may bring their glory into the

city, into which nothing common and no abomination enter.

The whole picture rests upon those of Isaiah and Ezekiel, and

merely rises above these Old Testament types by the fact that

the most costly minerals of the earth are selected, to indicate

the exceeding glory of the heavenly nature of this city of God.
What, then, is the heavenly Jerusalem of the new earth ? Is it

actually a city of the new world, or the capital of the kingdom
of heaven ? Is it not rather a picture of the many mansions in

the Father's house in heaven, which Jesus entered at His
ascension to heaven, to prepare a place for us (John xiv. 2) ?

Is it not a picture of the heavenly kingdom (2 Tim. iv. 18),

into which all the blessed in that world enter whose names are

written in the book of life ? And its brilliant glory, is it not a

picture of the unspeakable glory of the eternal life, which no
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eye has seen, no ear has heard, and which has not entered into

the heart of any man (1 Cor. ii. 9) ?

And if the state beyond the grave is transferred to this side,

i.e. depicted in colours and imagery drawn from this side, not

only in the Old Testament prophecy, but in that of the New

Testament also, we must not seek the reason for this prophetic

mode of describing the circumstances of the everlasting life, or

the world to come, in the fact that the Old Testament knows

nothing of a blessed state beyond the grave, is ignorant of a

heaven with men that are saved. The reason is rather to be

found in the fact, that heavenly things and circumstances lie

beyond our idea and comprehension ; so that we can only repre-

sent to ourselves the kingdom of God after the analogy of

earthly circumstances and conditions, just as we are unable to

form any other conception of eternal blessedness than as a life

without end in heavenly glory and joy, set free from all the

imperfections and evils of this earthly world. So long as we

are walking here below by faith and not by sight, we must be

content with those pictures of the future blessings of eternal

life with the Lord in His heavenly kingdom which the Scrip-

tures have borrowed from the divinely ordered form of the

Israelitish theocracy, presenting Jerusalem with its temple, and

Canaan the abode of the covenant people of the Old Testament

as types of the kingdom of heaven, and picturing the glory of

the world to come as a city of God coming down from heaven

upon the new earth, built of gold, precious stones, and pearls,

and illumined with the light of the glory of the Lord.—To
this there must no doubt be added, in the case of the Old

Testament prophets, the fact that the division of the king-

dom of the Messiah into a period of development on this side,

and one of full completion on the other, had not yet been

so clearly revealed to them as it has been to us by Christ in

the New Testament ; so that Isaiah is the only prophet who

prophesies of the destruction of the present world and the crea-

tion of a new heaven and new earth. If we leave out of
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sight tins culminating point of the Old Testament prophecy,

all the prophets depict the glorification and completion of the

kingdom of God established in Israel by the Messiah, on the one

hand, as a continuous extension of His dominion on Zion from

Jerusalem outwards over all the earth, through the execution

of the judgment upon the heathen nations of the world ; and,

on the other hand, as a bursting of the land of Canaan into

miraculous fruitfulness for the increase of His people's pro-

sperity, and as a glorification of Jerusalem, to which all nations

will go on pilgrimage to the house of the Lord on Zion, to

worship the Lord and present their treasures to Him as offer-

inn's. Thus also in Ezekiel the bringing back of the people of

Israel, who have been scattered by the Lord among the heathen

on account of their apostasy, to the promised land, the restora-

tion of Jerusalem and the temple, which have been destroyed,

and the future blessing of Israel with the most abundant sup-

ply of earthly good from the land which has been glorified into

paradisaical fruitfulness, form a continuity, in which the small

beginnings of the return of the people from Babylon and the

deliverance and blessing which are still in the future, He folded

in one another, and the present state and that beyond are

blended together. And accordingly he depicts the glory and

completion of the restored and renovated kingdom of God under

the figure of a new division of Canaan among the twelve tribes

of all Israel, united under the sceptre of the second David for

ever, and forming one single nation, by which all the incon-

gruities of the former times are removed, and also of a new
sanctuary built upon a very high mountain in the centre of

Canaan, in which the people walking in the commandments

and rights of their God offer sacrifice, and come to worship

before the Lord in His courts on the Sabbaths, new moons, and

yearly feasts. This blessedness of Israel also is not permanently

disturbed through the invasion of the restored land by Goc
and his hordes, but rather perfected and everlastingly estab-

lished by the fact that the Lord God destroys this last enemy,
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and causes him to perish by self-immolation. But however

strongly the Old Testament drapery of the Messianic prophecy

stands out even in Ezekiel, there are traits to. be met with even

in this form, by which we may recognise the fact that the Israel-

itish tlieocratical form simply constitutes the- clothing in which

the New Testament constitution of the kingdom of God is

veiled.^ Among these traits we reckon not only the description

given in ch. xl.-xlviii., which can only be interpreted in a typical

sense, but also the vision of the raising to life of the dry bones

in ch. xxxvii. 1-14, the ultimate fulfilment of which will not

take place till the general resurrection, and more especially

the prophecy of the restoration not only of Jerusalem, but

also of Samaria and Sodom, to their original condition (ch. xvi.

53 sqq.), which, as we have already shown, will not be perfectly

fulfilled till the •jraXijyeveaia, i.e. the general renovation of

the world after the last judgment. From this last-named

1 Of all such pictures it may certainly be said that we " cannot see how
an Old Testament prophet, when speaking of Canaan, Jerusalem, Zion,

and their future glorification, can have thought of anything else than the
earthly sites of the Old Testament kingdom of God " (Volck) ; but this

objection proves nothing against their typical explanation, as we know that
the prophets of the Old Testament, who prophesied of the grace that was
to come to us, inquired and searched diligently what, and what manner of

time, the Spirit of Christ that was in them did signify (1 Pet. i. 10, 11).
Even, therefore, if the prophets in their uninspired meditation upon that
which they had prophesied, when moved by the Holy Ghost, did not discern
the typical meaning of their own utterances, we, who are living in the
times of the fulfilment, and are acquainted not only with the commence-
ment of the fulfilment in the coming of our Lord, in His life, sufferings,

and death, and His resurrection and ascension to heaven, as well as in His
utterances concerning His second coming, but also with a loner course of
fulfilment in the extension for eighteen hundred years of the kingdom of
heaven established by Him on earth, have not so much to inquire what
the Old Testament prophets thought in their searching into the prophecies
which they were inspired to utter by the Spirit of Christ, even if it were
possible to discover what their thoughts really were, but rather, in the light
of the fulfilment that has already taken place, to inquire what the Spirit of
Christ, which enabled the prophets to see and to predict the coming of His
kingdom in pictures drawn from the Old Testament kingdom of God,
has foretold and revealed to us through the medium of these figures.
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prophecy, to which the healing of the watere of the Dead Sea

in ch. xlvii. 9 sqq. supplies a parallel, pointing as it does to

the renewal of the .earth after the destruction of the present

world, it clearly follows that the tribes of Israel which receive

Canaan for a perpetual possession are not the Jewish people

converted to Christ, but the Israel of God, i.e. the people of

God of the new covenant gathered from among both Jews and

Gentiles ; and that Canaan, in which they are to dwell, is not

the earthly Canaan or Palestine between the Jordan and the

Mediterranean Sea, but the New Testament Canaan, i.e. the

territory of the kingdom of God, whose boundaries reach from

sea to sea, and from the river to the ends of the earth. And

the temple upon a very high mountain in the midst of this

Canaan, in which the Lord is enthroned, and causes the river

of the water of life to flow down from His throne over His

kingdom, so that the earth produces the tree of life with leaves

as medicine for men, and the Dead Sea is filled with fishes

and living creatures, is a figurative representation and type

of the gracious presence of the Lord in His church, which is

realized in the present period of the earthly development of

the kingdom of heaven in the form of the Christian church

in a spiritual and invisible manner in the indwelling of the

Father and the Son through the Holy Spirit in the hearts of

believers, and in a spiritual and invisible operation in the

church, but which will eventually manifest itself when our

Lord shall appear in the glory of the Father, to translate His

church into the kingdom of glory, in such a manner that we

siiall see the almighty God and the Lamb with the eyes of our

glorified body, and worship before His throne.

This worship is described in our vision (ch. xliii. '13-xlvi. 24)

as the offering of sacrifice according to the Israeliiish form of

divine worship under the Old Testament; and in accordance

with the mode peculiar to Ezekiel of carrying out all the

pictures in detail, the leading instructions concerning the Levi-

tical sacrifices are repeated and modified in harmony with the
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new circumstances. As the Mosaic worship after the building

of the tabernacle commenced with the consecration of the altar,

so Ezekiel's description of the new worship commences with

the consecration of the altar of burnt-offering, and then spreads

over the entering into and exit from the temple, the things

requisite for the service at the altar, the duties and rights of

the worshippers at the altar, and the quantity and quality of

the sacrifices to be offered on the Sabbaths, new moons, and

yearly feasts, as well as every day. From a comparison of the

new sacrificial thoxah with that of Moses in our exposition of

these chapters, we have observed various distinctions which

essentially modified the character of the whole service, viz. a

thorough alteration in the order and celebration of the feasts,

and a complete change in the proportion between the material

of the meat-offering and the animal sacrifices. So far as the

first distinction is concerned, the daily sacrifice is reduced to a

morning burnt- and meat-offering, and the evening sacrifice of

the Mosaic law is abolished; on the other hand, the Sabbath

offering is more than tripled in quantity ; again, in the case of

the new-moon offerings, the sin-offering is omitted and the

burnt-offering diminished; in the yearly feasts, the offerings

prescribed for the seven days of the feast of unleavened bread

and of the feast of tabernacles are equalized in quantity and

quality, and the daily burnt- and meat-offerings of the feast of

unleavened bread are considerably increased; on the other

hand, the daily sacrifices of the feast of tabernacles are dimi-

nished in proportion to those proscribed by the Mosaic law.

Moreover, the feast of weeks, or harvest-feast, and in the

seventh month the day of trumpets and the feast of atonement,

with its great atoning sacrifices, are dropt. In the place of these,

copious sin-offerings are appointed for the first, seventh, and

fourteenth days of the first month. To do justice to the meaning
of these changes, we must keep in mind the idea of the Mosaic

cycle of feasts. (For this, see my Bibl. Arcliaol. I. § 76 sqq.)

The ceremonial worship prescribed by the Mosaic law, in
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addition to the daily sacrifice, consisted of a cycle of feast days

and festal seasons regulated according to the number seven,

which had its root in the Sabbath, and was organized in

accordance with the division of time, based upon the creation,

into weeks, months, and years. As the Lord God created tlie

world in six days, and ended the creation on the seventh day

by blessing and sanctifying that day through resting from His

works, so also were His people to sanctify every seventh day of

the week to Him by resting from all work, and by a special

burnt- and meat-offering. And, like the seventh day of the

week, so also was the seventh month of the year to be sanctified

by the keeping of the new moon with sabbatical rest and special

sacrifices, and every seventh year to be a sabbatical year. Into

this cycle of holy days, arranged according to the number

seven, the yearly feasts consecrated to the remembrance of the

mighty acts of the Lord for the establishment, preservation,

and blessing of His people, were so dovetailed that the number

of these yearly feasts amounted to seven,—the Passover, feast

of unleavened bread, feast of weeks, day of trumpets, day of

atonement, feast of tabernacles, and conclusion of this feast,

—

of which the feasts of unleavened bread and tabernacles were

kept for seven days each. These seven feasts formed two

festal circles, the first of which with three feasts referred to

the raising of Israel into the people of God and to its earthly

subsistence ; whilst the second, which fell in the seventh month,

and was introduced by the day of trumpets, had for its object

the preservation of Israel in a state of grace, and its happiness

in the full enjoyment of the blessings of salvation, and com-

menced with the day of atonement, culminated in the feast of

tabernacles, and ended with the octave of that feast. In the

festal tliorah of Ezekiel, on the other hand, the weekly Sabbath

did indeed form the foundation of all the festal seasons, and the

keeping of the new moon as the monthly Sabbath corresponds

to this ; but the number of yearly feasts is reduced to the Pass-

over, the seven days' feast of unleavened bread, and the seven
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days' feast of the seventli month (the feast of tabernacles).

The feast of weeks and the presentation of the sheaf of first-

fruits on the second day of the feast of unleavened bread are

omitted; and thus the allusion in these two feasts to the

harvest, or to their earthly maintenance, is abolished. Of still

greater importance are the abolition both of the day of trumpets

and of the day of atonement, and the octave of the feast of

tabernacles, and the institution of three great sin-offerings in

the first month, by which the seventh month is divested of the

sabbatical character which it had in the Mosaic tlwrah. Ac-

cording to the Mosaic order of feasts, Israel was to consecrate

its life to the Lord and to His service, by keeping the feast of

Passover and the seven days' feast of unleavened bread every

year in the month of its deliverance from Egypt as the first

month of the year, in commemoration of this act of divine

mercy,—by appropriating to itself afresh the sparing of its first-

born, and its reception into the covenant with the Lord, in the

sacrifice of the paschal lamb and in the paschal meal,—and by

renewing its transportation from the old condition in Egypt

into the new life of divine grace in the feast of unleavened

bread,—then by its receiving every month absolution for the

sins of weakness committed in the previous month, by means of

a sin-offering presented on the new moon,—and by keeping the

seventh month of the year in a sabbatical manner, by observing

the new moon with sabbatical rest and the tenth day as a day

of atonement, on which it received forgiveness of all the sins

that had remained without expiation during the course of the

year through the blood of the great sin-offering, and the puri-

fication of its sanctuary from all the uncleanness of those who

approached it, so that, on the feast of tabernacles which fol-

lowed, they could not only thank the Lord their God for their

gracious preservation in the way through the wilderness, and

their introduction into the Canaan so abounding in blessings,

but could also taste the happiness of vital fellowship with their

God. The yearly feasts of Israel, which commenced with the
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celebration of the ixiemorial of their reception into the Lord's

covenant of grace, culminated in the two high feasts of the

seventh month, the great day of atonement, and the joyous

feast of tabernacles, to indicate that the people living under the

law needed, in addition to the expiation required from month

to month, another great and comprehensive expiation in the

seventh month of the year, in order to be able to enjoy the

blessing consequent upon its introduction into Canaan, the

blessedness of the sonship of God. According to Ezekiel's

order of feasts and sacrifices, on the other hand, Israel was to

begin every new year of its life with a great sin-offering on the

first, seventh, and fourteenth days of the first month, and

through the blood of these sin-offerings procure for itself for-

giveness of all sins, and the removal of all the uncleanness of

its sanctuary, before it renewed the covenant of grace with the

Lord in the paschal meal, and its transposition into the new

life of grace in the days of unleavened bread, and throughout

the year consecrated its life to -the Lord in the daily burnt-

offering, through increased Sabbath-offerings and the regular

sacrifices of the new moon; and lastly, through the feast in

commemoration of its entrance into Canaan, in order to live

before Him a blameless, righteous, and happy life. In the

Mosaic order of the feasts and sacrifices the most comprehensive

act of expiation, and the most perfect reconciliation of the

people to God which the old covenant could offer, lay in the

seventh month, the Sabbath month of the year, by which it

was indicated that the Sinaitic covenant led the people toward

reconciliation, and only offered it to them in the middle of the

year ; whereas Ezekiel's new order of worship offers to Israel,

now returning to its God, reconciliation through the forgiveness

of its sins and purification from its uncleannesses at the begin-

ning of the year, so that it can walk before God in righteousness

in the strength of the blood of the atoning sacrifice throughout

the year, and rejoice in the blessings of His grace. Now, inas-

much as the great atoning sacrifice of the day of atonement
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pointed typically to the eternally availing atoning sacrifice

which Christ was to offer in the midst of the years of the world

through His death upon the cross on Golgotha, the trans-

position of the .chief atoning sacrifices to the commencement of

the year by Ezekiel indicates that, for the Israel of the new

covenant, this eternally-availing atoning sacrifice would form

the foundation for all its acts of worship and keeping of feasts,

as well as for the whole course of its life. It is in this that we

find the Messianic feature of Ezekiel's order of sacrifices and

feasts, by which it acquires a character more in accordance

with the New Testament completion of the sacrificial service,

which also presents itself to us in the other and still more

deeply penetrating modifications of the Mosaic thora/i of

sacrifice on the part of Ezekiel, both in the fact that the

daily sacrifice is reduced to a morning sacrifice, and also in the

fact that the quantities are tripled in the Sabbath-offerings and

those of the feast of unleavened bread as compared with the

Mosaic institutes, and more especially in the change in the

relative proportion of the quantity of the meat-offering to that

of the burnt-offering. For example, as the burnt-offering

shadows forth the reconciliation and surrender to . the Lord

of the person offering the sacrifice, whilst the meat-offering

shadows forth the fruit of this surrender, the sanctification of

the life in good works, the increase in the quantity of the meat-

offering connected with the burnt-offering, indicates that the

people offering these sacrifices will bring forth more of the

fruit of sanctification in good works upon the ground of the

reconciliation which it has received. We do not venture to

carry out to any greater length the interpretation of the differ-

ences between the Mosaic law of sacrifice and that of Ezekiel,

or to point out any Messianic allusions either in the number of

victims prescribed for the several feast days, or in the fact that

a different quantity is prescribed for the meat-offering con-

nected with the daily burnt-offering from that enjoined for the

festal sacrifices, or in any other things of a similar nature.
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These points of detail apparently belong merely to the indi-

vidualizing of the matter. And so also, in the faet that the

provision of the people's sacrifices for the Sabbath, new moon,

and feasts devolves upon the prince, and in the appointment of

the place where the prince is to stand and worship in the

temple, and to hold the sacrificial meal, we are unable to detect

any Messianic elements, for the simple reason that the position

which David and Solomon assumed in relation to the temple

and its ritual furnished Ezekiel with a model for these regula-

tions. And, in a similar manner, the precept concerning the

hereditary property of the prince and its transmission to his

sons (ch. xlvi. 16 sqq.) is to be explained from the fact that the

future David is thought of as a king, like the son of Jesse, who

will be the prince of Israel for ever, not in his own person, but

in his family. The only thing that still appears worthy of

consideration is the circumstance that throughout the whole of

Ezekiel's order of worship no allusion is made to the high

priest, but the same holiness is demanded of all the priests

which was required of the high priest in the Mosaic law. This

points to the fact that the Israel of the future will answer to

its calling to be a holy people of the Lord in a more perfect

manner than in past times. In this respect the new temple

will also differ from the old temple of Solomon. The very

elaborate description of the gates and courts, with their build-

ings, in the new temple has no other object than to show how
the future sanctuary will answer in all its parts to the holiness

of the Lord's house, and will be so arranged that no person

uncircumcised in heart and flesh will be able to enter it.—But

all these things belong to the "shadow of things to come,'

which were to pass away when " the body of Christ " appeared

(Col. ii. 17 ; Heb. x. 1). When, therefore, M. Baumgarten,

Auberlen, and other millenarians, express the opinion that this

shadpw-work will be restored after the eventual conversion of

Israel to Christ, in support of which Baumgarten even appeals

to the authority of the apostle of the Gentiles, they have
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altogether disregarded the warning of this very apostle :
" Be-

ware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain

deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the

world, and not after Christ" (Col. ii. 8, 16, 20, 21).

Lastly, with regard to the prophecy concerning Gog, the

prince of Magog, and his expedition against the restored land

and people of Israel (Ezek. xxxviii. and xxxix.), and its relation

to the new conformation of the kingdom of God depicted in

ch. xl.-xlviii., the assumption of Hengstenberg (on Rev. xx. 7),

" that Gog and Magog represent generally all the future

enemies of the kingdom of God, and that we have here em-

braced in one large picture all that has been developing itself

in a long series of events, so that the explanations which take

them as referring to the Syrian kings, the Goths and Vandals,

or the Turks, are all alike true, and only false in their exclu-

siveness,"—is not in harmony with the contents of this prophecy,

and cannot be reconciled with the position which it occupies in

Ezekiel and in the Apocalypse. For the prophecy concerning

Gog, though it is indeed essentially different from those which

concern themselves with the Assyrians, Chaldeans, Egyptians,

and other smaller or larger nations of the world, has nothing

" Utopian " about it, which indicates " a thoroughly ideal and

comprehensive character." Even if the name Gog be formed

by Ezekiel in the freest manner from Magog, and however

remote the peoples led by Gog from the ends of the earth to

make war upon Israel, when restored and living in the deepest

peace, may be ; yet Magog, Meshech, Tubal, Pharaz, Cush, and

Phut are not Utopian nations, but the names of historical tribes

of whose existence there is no doubt, although their settlements

lie outside the known civilised world. Whether there be any

foundation for the old Jewish interpretation of the name Magog
as referring to a great Scythian tribe, or not, we leave undecided

;

but so much is certain, that Magog was a people settled in the

extreme north of the world known to the ancients. Nor will

we attempt to decide whether the invasion of Hither Asia by
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the Scythians forms the historical starting-point or connecting

link for Ezekiel's prophecy concerning Gog ; but there can be

no doubt that this prophecy does not refer to an invasion on

the part of the Scythians, but foretells a last great conflict, in

which the heathen dwelling on the borders of the globe will

engage against the kingdom of God, after the kingdom of the

world in its organized national forms, as Asshur, Babel, Javan,

shall have been destroyed, and the kingdom of Christ shall have

spread over the whole of the civilised world. Gog of Magog

is the last hostile phase of the world-power opposed to God,

which will wage war on earth against the kingdom of God, and

that the rude force of the uncivilised heathen world, which will

not rise up and attack the church of Christ till after the fall of

the world-power bearing the name of Babylon in the Apocalypse,

i.e. till towards the end of the present course of the world, when

it will attempt to lay it waste and destroy it, but will be itself

annihilated by the Lord by miracles of His almighty power.

In the " conglomerate of nations," which Gog leads against the

people of Israel at the end of the years, there is a combination

of all that is ungodly in the heathen world, and that has be-

come ripe for casting into the great wine-press of the wrath of

God, to be destroyed by the storms of divine judgment (ch.

xxxviii. 21, 22, xxxix. 6). But, as Baumgarten has correctly

observed (in Herzog's Cyclopaedia), " inasmuch as the undis-

guised and final malice of the world of nations against the

kingdom of God is exhibited here, Ezekiel could truly say

that the prophets of the former times had already prophesied

of this enemy (ch. xxxviii. 17), and that the day of vengeance

upon Gog and Magog is that of which Jehovah has already

spoken (ch. xxxix. 8),—that is to say, all that has been stated

concerning hostility on the part of the heathen towards the

kingdom of Jehovah, and the judgment upon this hostility,

finds its ultimate fulfilment in this the last and extremest op-

position of all." This is in harmony not only with the assump-

tion of this prophecy in Kev. xx., but also with the declaration

EZEK. II. 2 E
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of the Apocalypse, that it is the Satan released from Ins prison

who leads the heathen to battle against the camp of the saints

and the beloved city, and that fire from God out of heaven

consumes these enemies, and the devil who has seduced them

is cast into the lake of fire to be tormented for ever and ever.

—According to all this, the appearing of Gog is still in the

future, and the day alone can clearly show what form it will

assume.

THE END.

lltJERAT AND fllEB, EDINBURGn,
PRINTERS TO HER MAJESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE.
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Pastoral Theology : A Treatise on the Office and Duties of
the Christian Pastor. With a Memoir of the Author. Crown SvOj 63.

Forbes (Prof.)

—

Symmetrical Structure of Scripture. Svo, Ss. 6d.

^ Analytical Commentary on the Romans. Svo, lOs. 6d.

^ Studies in the Book of Psalms. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Frank (Prof. F. H.)

—

System of Christian Evidence. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Geblmrdt (H.)

—

The Doctrine of the Apocalypse, and its Relation
to the Doctrine of the Gospel and Epistles of John. Svo, 10s. 6d.
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Commentary on the Pentateuch. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Gieseler (Dr. J. C.L.)—Ecclesiastical History. Fourvols. Svo, £2, 2s.
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Voices of the Prophets. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Givea (Rev. Prof. J. ,J.)^The Truths of Scripture in connection
with Revelation, IsspiEATtoir, and the Canon. Svo, 63.

Glasgow (Prof.)

—

Apocalypse Translated and Expounded.
Svo, lOs. 6d.

Gloag (Paton J., D.D.)—A Critical and Exegetical Commentary
ON THE Acts of the Apostles. Two vols.' Svo, 21s.

-^ — The Messianic Prophecies. Crown Svo, price 7s. 6d.
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EXEGETICAL STUDIES. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Godet (Prof.)—Commentary on St. Luke's Gospel. Twovols. Svo, 21s.

Commentary on St. John's Gospel. Three vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

Commentary on Epistle to the Eomans. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Commentary ON 1st Epistle to Corinthians. 2vo1s.Svo,21s.

Lectures in Defence of the Christla.n Faith. Cr. Svo, 6s.

Goebel (Siegfried)—The Parables of Jesus. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Gotthold's Emblems ; or, Invisible Things Understood by Things

THAT ARE MADE. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Grimm's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, irans-

lated, Revised, and Enlarged by Joseph H. Thayer, D.D. Demy 4to, 363.

Guyot (Arnold, LL.D.)—Creation ; or, The Biblical Cosmogony m the

Light of Modern Science. With Illustrations. Crown Svo, 5s. 6d.

Hagenbach (Dr. K. R.)

—

Historyof Doctrines. Three vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

History of the Reformation. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Hall (Rev. Newman, LL.B.)—The Lord's Prayer. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Hamilton (T., D.D.)

—

Beyond the Stars; or. Heaven, its Inhabitants,

Occupations, and Life. Crovpn Svo, 5s.

Harless (Dr. 0. A.)

—

System of Christian Ethics. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Harris (Rev. S., D.D.)—The Philosophical Basis of Theism. Svo, 1 2s.

The Self-Revelation of God. Svo, 12s.

Haupt (Erich)

—

The First Epistle of St. John. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Havernick (H. A, Ch.)

—

Introduction to Old Testament. 10s. 6d.

Heard (Rev. J. B., M.A.)—The Tripartite Nature of Man—Spirit,

Soul, and Body. Fifth Edition, crown Svo, 6s.

Old AND New Theology. AConstructiveCritique. Cr. Svo,6s.

Hefele (Bishop)—A History of the Councils of the Church.
Vol. I., to A.D. 325 ; Vol. II., a.d. 326 to 429. Vol. III., a.d. 431 to the

close of the Council of Chalcedon, 451. Svo, 12s. each.

Hengstenberg (Professor)

—

Commentary on Psalms. 3 vols. Svo, 33s.

Commentary on the Book of Ecclesiastes. Treatises on
the Song of Solomon, Job, and on Isaiah, etc. Svo, 9s.

The Prophecies of Ezekiel Elucidated. Svo, 10s. 6d.

The Genuineness of Daniel, etc. Svo, 12s.

History of the Kingdom of God. Two vols. Svo, 21s,

Christology of the Old Testament. Four vols. Svo, £2, 2s.

On the Gospel of St. John. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Herzog

—

Encyclopaedia of Biblical, Historical, Doctrinal, and
Practical Theology. Based on the JReal-Encyhhpadie of Herzog, Plitt.

and Hauck. Edited by Prof. Schaff, D.D. In Three vols, ,
price 24s. each.

Encyclopedia of Living Divines, etc., of all Denominations
INEuropeANDAmerica. {Supplementto Herzog'sEncyclopaedia.) Imp.8vo,8s,

Hutchison (John, D.D.)
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Commentary on Thessalonians. Svo, 9s.

Commentary on Philippians. Svo, 7s. 6d.
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—

Final Causes. By Paul Janet, Member of the In-

stitute. Translated from the French. Second Edition, demy Svo, 12s.

The Theory of Morals. Demy Svo, lOs. 6d.

Johnstone (Prof. R., D.D.)

—

Commentary on First Peter. Svo,
lOs. 6d.
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—

Philosophical Essays. Fcap. Svo, 5s.
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The Metaphysic of Ethics. Crown Svo, 6s.

• Philosophy of Law. Trans, liy W. Hastie, B.D. Cr. Svo, 5s.
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Commentary on Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther. 8vo, 10s. 6a.

Commentary on Jeremiah. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

" Commentary on Ezekiel. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.—
:

— Commentary on Daniel. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

On the Books of the Minor Prophets. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Manual op Historico-Ceitical Introduction to the
Canonical Soriptukes of the Old Testament. Two vols. 8vo, 2l8.

Handbook of Biblical Archeology. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Keymer (Rev. K, M.A.)

—

Notes on Genesis. Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.

Killen (Prof.)—The Old Catholic Church ; or, The History, Doc-

trine, Worship, and Polity of the Christians, traced to a.d. 755. 8vo, 9s.

f The IgnatianEpistles Entirely Spurious. Cr. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Koii% (Dr. F. E.)

—

The Religious History of Israel. A Discussion

of the Chief Problems in Old Testament History- as opposed to the

Development Theorists. Ciown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Krummacher (Dr. F. W.)

—

The Suffering Saviour ; or, Meditations

on the Last Days of the Sufferings of Christ. Eighth Edition, crown Svo, 63.

David, the King of Israel: A Portrait drawn from Bible

History and the Book of Psalms. Second Edition, crown Svo, 6s.

Autobiography. Crown Svo, 6 s.

Kurtz (Prof.)

—

Handbook of Church History. Two vols. 8vo, 15s.

—

'

History of the Old Covenant. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

Ladd (Prof. G. T.)

—

The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture: A
Critical, Historical, and Dogmatic Inquiry into the Origin and Nature of the

Old and New Testaments. Two vols. Svo, 1600 pp., 24s.

Laidlaw (Prof.)

—

The Bible Doctrine of Man. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Lange (J. P., D.D.)

—

The Life of our Lord Jesus Christ. Edited,
with additional Notes, hy Maecus Dods, D.D. Second Edition, in Four
vols. Svo, Subscription price 28s.

Commentaries on the Old and New Testaments. Edited
by Philip Sohaff, D.D. Old Testament, 14 vols. ; New Testament, 10

vols. ; Apocetpha, 1 vol. Subscription price, nett, 16s. each.

— On St. Matthew and St. Mark. Three vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

On the Gospel of St. Luke. Two vols. Svo, 18s.

On the Gospel of St. John. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

LecHler (Prof. G. V., D.D.)—The Apostolic and Post-Apostolic
Times. Their Diversity and Unity in Life and Doctrine. 2 vols. cr. Svo, 16s.

Lehmann (Pastor)

—

Scenes from the Life of Jesus. Cr. Svo, 3s. 6d.

Lewis (Tayler, LL.D.)

—

The Six Days of Creation. Cr. Svo, 7s. 6d.

liisco (P. G.)

—

Parables of Jesus Explained. Fcap. Svo, 5s.

Lotze (Hermann)

—

Microcosmus : An Essay concerning Man and his
relation to the World. Second Edition, two vols. Svo (1450 pages), 36s.

Luthardt, Kahnis, and Bruckner

—

The Church. Crown Svo, 5s.

Luthardt (Prof )

—

St.JohntheAuthorof theFourth Gospel. 7s. 6d.

St. John's Gospel Described and Explained according
TO ITS Peculiar Chaeactbr. Three vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

Apologetic Lectures on the Fundamental (Sixth
Edition), Saving (,Fifth Edition), Moeal Truths of Cheistianity {Third
Edition). Three vols, crown Svo, 6b. each.
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Doctrines of Christianity. Svo, 10s. 6d.
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Meyer (Dr.) — Critical and Exegetical Commentary on St.
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On Mark and Luke. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

On St. John's Gospel. Two vols. Svo, 21s.
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On the Epistle to the Romans. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

On Corinthians. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

On Galatians. Svo, 10s. 6d.

. On Ephesians and Philemon. One vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.

On Philippians and Colossians. One vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.

On Thessalonians. {Dr. Liinemann.) One vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.

The Pastoral Epistles. (Br. Huther.) Svo, 10s. 6d.

The Epistle to the Hebrews. {Dr. Liinemann.) Svo, 10s. 6d.
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Peter and Jude. {Dr. Huther.) One vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Michie (Charles, M.A.)—Bible Words and Phrases. ISmo, Is.
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The World of Prayer. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

Morgan (J., D.D.)—Scripture Testimony to the Holy Spirit. 7s. 6d.

Exposition o* the First Epistle of John. Svo, 7s. 6d.
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The Christian Doctrine of Sin. An entirely

New Translation from the Fifth German Edition. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Murphy (Professor)
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Commentary on the Psalms. Svo, 12s.

A Critical and Exegeticai Commentary on Exodus. 9s.
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The Problem of Evil. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

The Christ. Translated by Rev. T. J. Despr^s. Cr.8vo,4s.6d.

Modern Physics: Studies Historical and Philosophical.

Translated by Eev. Henry Downton, M.A. Crown Svo, 5s.

Nicoll (W. R., M.A)—The Incarnate Saviour: A Life of Jesus

Christ. Crown Svo, 6s.
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General History of the Christian Religion and
Chuech. Kine vols. Svo, £3, 7s. 6d.

Novalis

—

Hymns and Thoughts on Religion. Crown Svo, 4s.

Oehler (Prof.)

—

Theology of the Old Testament. 2 vols. Svo, 21s.

Oosterzee (Dr. Van)

—

The Year of Salvation. Words of LiJFe for

Every Day. A Book of Household Devotion. Two vols. Svo, 63. each.

Moses : A BibUcal Study. Crown Svo, 6s.

Olshausen (Dr. H.)

—

Biblical Commentary on the Gospels and
Acts. Four vols. Svo, £2, 2s. Cheaper Edition, four vols, crown Svo, 243.

Romans. One vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.
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Orelli
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Old Testament Prophecy regarding the Consummation
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Owen (Dr. John)
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Works. Best and only Complete Edition. Edited
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Fhilippi (F. A. )
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Commentary on the Epistle to the Eomans. From
the Third Improved Edition, by Rev. Professor Banks. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Piper
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Lives of Leaders of Church Universal. Two vols. 8vo, 21 s.

Popular Connnentary on the New Testament. Edited by Philip
SoHAFF, D.D. "With Illustrations and Maps. Vol. I.—The StnophcaIj
Gospels. Vol. II.
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St. John's Gospel, and the Acts of the Apostles.
Vol. III.—Romans to Philemon. Vol. IV.
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Hebrews to Revelation.
In Four vols, imperial 8vo, 123. 6d. each.

Pressensd (Edward de)
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^The Eedeemer : Discourses. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Punjer (Bemhaxd)
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History of the Christian Philosophy of
Religion from the Refokmation to Kant. 8vo, 16s.

Kibiger (Prof.)

—

Encyclopjsdia of Theology. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Rainy (Principal)— Delivery and Development or Christian
Doctrine, (the Fifth Series of the Cunningluim Lectures.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Reusch (Prof.)

—

Nature and the Bible : Lectures on the Mosaic
History of Creation in Relation to Natural Science. Two vols. 8vo, 2l3.

Reuss (Professor)

—

History of the Sacred Scriptures of the New
Testament. 640 pp. 8vo, 15s.

Riehm (Dr. E.)

—

Messianic Prophecy : Its Origin, Historical Charac-
ter, and Relation to New Testament Fulfilment. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Ritter (Carl)

—

The Comparative Geography of Palestine and the
SiNAiTic Peninsula. Four vols. 8vo, 26s.

Robinson (Rev. S., D.D.)

—

Discourses on Eedemption. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Robinson (Edward, D.I).)^Greek and English Lexicon of the
New Testament. 8vo, 9s.

Rothe (Prof.)

—

Sermons for the Christian Year. Cr. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Saisset

—

Manual of Modern Pantheism. Two vols. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Sartorius (Dr. E.)

—

Doctrine of Divine Love. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Schaff (Professor)—History of the Christian Church. (New
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Enlarged.
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Apostolic Christianity, a.d. 1-100. 2 vols. Ex. Svo, 2is.

Ante-Nicene Christianity, a. d. 100-325. 2 vols. Ex. 8ro, 2is.

Post-Nicene Christianity, a.d. 325-600. 2 vols. Ex. Svo, 2ls.

Medieval Christianity, A.D. 590-1073. 2 vols. Ex.8vo,2ls.
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Modern Christianity, A.D. 1517-1530. 2 vols. Ex. 8vo, 2is.

The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles. The Didachd
and Kindred Documents in the Original. Second Edition, ex. 8vo, 9s.

Schmid's Biblical Theology of the New Testament. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Schiirer (Prof.)—History of the New Testament Times. Div. II.

Three vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

Scott (Jas., M.A., D.D.)

—

Principles of New Testament Quotation
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' Established and Applied to Biblical Criticism. Cr. Svo, 2ud Edit., 4s.

Shedd
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History of Christian Doctrine. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Sermons to the Natural Man. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Sermons to the Spiritual Man. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Simon (Rev. Prof. D. W.)—The Bible; An Outgrowth of Theocratic
• Life. Crown -Svo, 4s. 6d.
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Smeaton (Professor)—The Doctrine of the Atonement as Taught
BY Christ Himself. Second Edition, 8vo, lOs. 6d.

On the Doctrine oe the Holy Spirit. 8vo, 9s.

Smith (Professor Thos., D.D.)

—

Medieval Missions. Or. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Stalker (Eev. Jas., M.A.)—The Life of Jesus Christ. New Edition,

in larger Type. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Life of St. Paul. Large Type Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Stanton (V. H., M.A.).—The Jewish and The Christian Messiah.

A Study in the Earliest History of Christianity. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Steimneyer (Dr. P. L.)

—

The Miracles of Our Lord : Examined ia

their relation to Modern Criticism. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

The History of the Passion and Kesurrection of our
Lord, considered in the Light of Modern Criticism. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Stevenson (Mrs.)

—

The Symbolic Parables : The Predictions of the

Apocalypse in relation to the General Truths of Scripture. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Steward (Eev. G.)
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Mediatorial Sovereignty : The Mystery of Christ

and the Revelation of the Old and New Testaments. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

The Argument of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Stier (Dr. Rudolph)
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On the Words of the Lord Jesus. Eight
vols. 8vo, Subscription price of £2, 2s. Separate volumes, price 10s. 6d.

The Words of the Risen Saviour, and Commentary on
THE Epistle of St. James. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

The Words of the Apostles Expounded. Svo, 10s. 6d.
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The Epistle to the Romans. Two vols. fcap. Svo, 8s.

Light from the Cross. Third Edition, crown Svo, 5s.
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—

The Work of the Holy Spirit. Cr. Svo, 2s. 6d.
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The Sinlessness of Jesus : An Evidence for Christianity.

Fourth Edition, crown Svo, 6s.

Urwick (W., M.A.)

—

The Servant of Jehovah : A Commentary
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—

Studies on Blaise Pascal. Crown Svo, 5s.

• Pastoral Theology. Second Edition, post Svo, 3s. 6d.
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Theology and Theologians of Scotland.
New Edition, crown Svo, 3s. 6d.
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The Newer Criticism and the Analogy of
THE Faith. Third Edition, crown Svo, 5s.

The Reign of Causality : A Vindication of the Scientific
Principle of Telic Causal Efficiency. Crown Svo. 6s.

Weiss (Prof )

—

BiblicalTheology ofNewTestament. 2 vols. Svo, 2 1 s.

Life of Christ. Three vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.

White (Rev. M.)—Symbolical Numbers of Scripture. Cr. Svo, 4s.
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—

Select Vocabulary of Latin Etymology. Fcap. svo, is. 6d.'

Winer (Dr. G. B.)—A Treatise on the Grammar of New Testa-
ment Greek, regarded as the Basis of New Testament Exegesis. Third
Edition, edited by W. F. Moulton, D.D. Ninth English Edition, Svo, 15s.

TheDoctrinesAND Confessions OFChristendom. 8vo,i0s.6d.
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—
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Workman (Prof. G. C.)—The Text of Jeremiah; or, A Critical Investi-
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Wright (C. H., D.D.)—Biblical Essays. Crown Svo, 5s.
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Christian Ethics. Two vols. Svo, 12s. 6d.
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